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CHAPTERs vnr.__:_xVI. 1860-1868 

BY GEORGE EARLE BUCKLE 



CHAPTER VIII. 

:O!SRAELI AND GLADSTONIAN FINANCE. 

oil.860-1863. 

John Bright and the majority of the Reformers had 
preferred to trust Russell's promiseJ3 in 1859 rather than 

• Disraeli's, and had accortlingly taken an active part in 
upset"ting the Conservative Government. A bitter dis
illusionment was' in store for them. The Palnierston 
Administration only introduced one Reform Bill d,uring 
tlie whole duration of a six years' Parliament, and did 
not prosecute even that solitary effort into the Committee 
stage. Palmerston's indifference on the subject proved 
to be a reflection of the public mind; and Russell had to 
con~ole himself by immersion in foreign affairs-a change 
of front facilitated by his removal in 1861 from the Com
mons to the Lords. 

But at the .beginning of 1860 it looked as if Reform was 
seriously meant: and as if the Government hoped to pass 
a Bill by dgreement wif,h the Opposition. On~ January 4 
Disraeli wrote to Derby: 'A Cabinet Minister '-it was 
Charles Villiers, a personal friend. of Disraeli's-' has 
sounded me, and said communications woUld be confined, 
and strictly confined, to P[alm~rston] and J. Rllissellj. 
I ~epliea I was re~dy to listen, of course telling you every-

. thing, though engaging that, at present,· it should not go 
further.' Derby was surprised at Villiers's revelations. 'I 
confess that the signature of your.correspondent rather 
startled me; for a correspondence with a member of the 
Cabinet on such a subject ha~ rather a surprising appear- · 
ance; but if the correspondence be sanctioned by the Head 

3 
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of the Government andhisehiefsl1pt>6rter (andrival), I do 
not see that it is our ·duty to remon~trate on the part of · 
the rest of the Cabinet; and·we'"ar~ certainly unde/no 

- ·. obligation to abstain from such communications.' 
Eventu.ally Ministers abandoned. th~ ide~ of coming ,,tq 
an arrangement with the Oppositiop to pass an agreed
Bill; perhaps because n~ither party ~as reaUy i:p. ea.rnest 
about passing any, Dill ~tall, ' .. · · · 

. }.· ., 

· GROSVENOR GATE~ Jan. 8, l860.:..r. ·. . 'As at present 
advised, it is on the cards~nay, probable--"-that the following 
,proposition ;will be sub~itted, to you : ! . . • • 
· l. £10 .county francli1se-if the Lords carry £20, to be 

accepted. .· · • •· · · l 
2., £7 value-boroughs. 
3. Disfranchisement ·in a separate Bill,'' and to take 'its 

chance. . . . " . ·. '} . · . 
I should like to have had yo~r view of this proposition 

. • without troubling youwith my own; bu~ as we are·s~parated, 
and ti.t;ne is hurrying on, I will venture .to observe, though 

''with great 'diffidence,, that these seCin •:ter)1ls which we may . 
. substantially obtaill without,entering into any engagement, 
· and that they are prompted as much by the feelings of their· .. 
own party as by.a desireto conciliate m~rs; Tdoubt whether 
the difference between a £6 and a:£7 value is oiie,r,f Conserva
tive importance: while, at the same time it keeps up the 
mischievous imposture that there is a Cop.servative party in 
the Cabinet, on which the Peelites intrigue, M they are doing 
already, and trying to break up our ranJ?:s. A majt~fity of the 
Committee was in favor of an £8 .value; but ult.imately yielded to 
the sense of. t,he ridiculous in turning ~sout foridentityand 
then. proposing £!0 and£8. An£8'~ol:fl4 have est::anged.the 
RadiCals: they will gr11mble about the£!7, but take 1t, I thmk. 

I· was asked· what 'we oonsideredc a l' temperate measure,' · 
assuming that after what had occurred in Parliament .identity 
was out .of the question. I declir:ted t~ give our opinion .on . 
the subject, but said 1 thought that :':PubliQ 9pillion would 
recognise, as a temperate measure equal to the occasion, 
£20 for county;. £8 for boroughs; and: the- scale of disfran-. 

,0hiseme.htin Lord Derby's Bill._ Itw~Ls said; if ti;Iat_ course 
.· were taken, the RadicalS would take the fir:;;£ opportunity of 

·~ · turning them :out: ·I replied we wer~ since~ely P,esirous of 
not disturbing tlie Government at preso_nt, and that; if we 
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agreed on a Reform ,Bill, we should1 as a matter of. course, 
wish to give them a general support till it had passed, which 
alone would carry them through the session. _ 

J was pressed as to our conduct in case of a motion on 
foreign politics. I declined to hold out any expectation of 
our biltding ourselves on that subject. We must always be 
.free to assert our own principles and policy on such a subject, 
but I did not hesitate to say that we certainly should not 
encourage any motions on foreign policy brought forward _ 
by the Radicals to disturb them; that we should deplore 

• returning to power by their aid. . · : . 
Confrdential. GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 18, 1860.-There 

was a Cabinet on J\'kmday .... Nothing settled.· The 
Committee of the Cabinet, being quite unable to come. to 
any agreement, and it being impossible any longer to delay 
some g001eral discussion, the question, guite crude, was thrown, 
like a piece of raw meat, nato the assemblage of nineteen last 

• Monday. My correspondent told Palmerston and Lord John 
that, having commenced the negotiation with me, and after 
what had passed, it was impossible, he felt, to continue silent, 
and they agreed that, whatever. might occur, they were bound 
to deal frankly with us. . . . _ 

I gathered that the moderate party is much stronger in tone 
at this moment, and that Lord John is checked. I suspect 
he has enough on his hands of another character. . . . · 

With the beginning of the session on January 24, it 
became evident that Reform would not occupy. the fore
front of thi P~rliamentary stage. Disraeli wrote to Derby 
on the following day : ' I have frequently observed that, 
until the Houses meet, it is impossible to hit upon what· 
will be the question of the session, often very different 
from that anticipated. From all I hear and observe it 
will be the Commercial Treaty.' This was the treaty 
·with Fmnce which Cobden had just negotiated at Paris, 
and on which was built madstone's great Budget 
of 1800. Popular and Parliamentary interest in the 
sphere of domestic legislation became concentrated on the 
financial proposals of tlie Government, which were revealed 
in February; and it was to an indifferent and not overfull 
House that Russell on March 1 expounded his new Reform 
Bill. It established a £10 occupation franchise in the 
·counties, and reduced the borough franchise to £6. The 
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·redistribution proposed was hardly on a more extensive 
· scale than in the Conservative Bill of the preceding year; 
twenty-five boroughs were deprived of one member each, 
fifteen of these sea,ts being allotted to populous counties, · 
nine to populous boroughs, and one to London UniYetsity. 
Russell recommended the plan as a simple one, containin~ 
as little novelty as possible. Similar Reform Bills were 
also introduced for Ireland and Scotland. · 

The proposals were not substantially different from those • 
which Disraeli had. expressed his readiness to accept, with 
a view to a settlement, ·in his degotiati()ns. with Roe
buck, Lindsay, and their Radical friends, in the preceding 
June. But the Parliamentary atmosphere had c~anged; 
the apathy steadily manifested by the country about Re-

. form had invaded Parliament; while the bulk, not only • ' 
of the Conservatives, .but of the Whigs and Moderate 

. Liberals, profoundly disliked both the lowering of ~he 
borough franchise to ·£6.and the.prospect,if the Bill were 
passed, of a third dissolution within three years. Disraeli 
was quick to perceive. that, while there was no opportunity 
for a settleme1it of the Reform question, there Was plenty 
. of opportunity for successful oppo.sition; that dilat.ory 
tactics a,nd contemptuous treatment must eventually · 
secure the withdrawal of the Bill and 'the discredit of the· 
Government. The reception which the Whigs hac:l. ac
corded to his .0Vi'11 Bill d~barred them fmm any claim to 
consideration. · On the· second reading,! Disraeli said it 
was a bad Bill, which would not even admit so many 
new electors as his own; it put numbers before fitness; 
it would only enfranch~se a single homogeneous class; it 
tended to duninish the jl!l.st and salutary influence· of the 
land~ He would not oppose the second :readiag; but 
he recommended Russell to withdraw ari,' unilecessary, 
uncalled-for, and mischievous Bill.' The debate was pro
longed, in a desultory manner, over six weeks; it was not 
till May 3 that the Bill, which secured Bright'~ approval 
as ari instalment, but was openly opposed by D:Iany 

1 March 19 
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Liberals, was read a second time. Disraeli wrote to Mrs. 
Will yams on March 24: ' The new Reform Bill is like 
the Great Eastern, .and sticks on its stays. It will not 
be launched, and, if ever it do float, I think it will founder; 
then an will be right.' The more it was looked at, the less 
'it was liked. Disraeli had some difficulty in keeping his 
colleagues on the front bench to the purely passive and 
waiting tactics which the situation demanded. 

' To Lord Derby. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, May 27, 1860.-. . The front ben.ch . 

has long been restless---:-desiring many things, either dangerous 
or impracticable. Pakington wants a Royal Commission to 
inquire •into the whole subject of Reiorm, which is madness: 
John Manners wants to meet the motion by 'previous ques
tion,' which cannot be moved on going into Committee: 
Estcourt wants ' something to be done,' but has no conception 
of what it should be. The fact is our tactics are. to watch 
circumstances, and not to attempt to create them.- The cards 
will play into our hands if we are quiet. 0 0 0 

The Opposition did keep quiet, save to intimate to 
Palmerston that he could rely on their support in case of a 
difference with Russell on Reform. The erid came a fort
night later. On June 4, on the motion to go into Com
mittee, Rl.l'>sell abandoned the Scottish and Irish Bills, 
and even in regard to the English Bill announced his readi
ness to accept ip. Committee a raising of the figure for the 
borough franchise. , In ·fact,· commented Disraeli, Russell 
would accept anything, if the House would but agree to 
something that might shuffle this great impediment to 
progress out of the course._ Thus the high policy which 
had destroyed a Ministry and d~solved a Parliament had 
melted.away! Palmerston gave the Bill perfunctory 
support in a speech which hardly ~isguised his willingness 
to acquiesce in its failure; and a proposal to adjourn 
the debate was only defeated by 21 votes. 

To Lord Derby. 

Private. Sunday [June 10, 1860], 7 o'clock.-! have seen 
the Bear [Ellice]. · He says he thinks the Government will 
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give up the Bill to-morrow; he hopes so. . . . The diVIsiOn · 
was exactly the right thing; the Government expected between 
40 and 50 majority, which would have encouraged the violent 
party; but a small majority indicates the only honorable· 
course-Witl;J_drawal. He has semi- Johnny, who, he says, is 
low, b11t he thinks resigned. By his own acc,a_unt he appe~rs 
to- have said to him everything, inost disagreeable, having. 
explained to him that he does not understand the question, 
and that, if Reform it:! ever treated again, it must· be treated 
on quite different principles. . . · . 

Disra~li's information was correct. The Gov~ment 
withdrew the Bill on June 11, thus taking, as he_ said, 
' a wise and not an · undignified course.' - They 'never 
introduced another Reform Bill, • but contented them
selves with _pas~p.g in the next se.ssion a ~h.ort Act ~ilott~g 
the four vacant seats, two to the West R1dmg of Yorkshire, 

-one to South Lancashire, and one to Birkenhead-almost 
ex~ctly the: arrangement which the Liberals resisted when 
proposed by the first Derby-Disraeli Government ~igl?-t 
years b~fore. 1 When attention was drawn in 1861_, in the 
debate o:n the Address, to tl;le absence ol Reform from the -
Government .programme, Disd,eli expressed his approval· 
of the oinission, and Russell sadly confessed' that there 
was not sufficient public support to carry a satisfactory 
Bill.2 Bright complained bitterly, and with pe~ect justice, 
that th~ failure to proceed with Reform was a_. breach of 

-the most explicit pledges, public and p~ivate, .given by. 
· the.Gcivernment in order to obtain offic'e; ·but he received 

scant sympathy, as neither warning nor expe~ience had 
·deterred him from trusting the promises of the Whigs and 
placing· them in power. ~Even Locke King's motion for 
identity Of SUffrage, Whi~ had. been regularly Carried for •A 

years, was defeated by 'the previous question' V:t 1861. 
Palmerston said that the present was a time for waiting -
and not for action; arid Disraeli's ar~ument, t?at Parlia-

.-:· 1 See Vol.I., pp. 1.183, 1184. _.;;: 
. 2 Stanley wrote to Disraeli from Knowsley on October -13; 1860: ··I have 
seen from time to time a good mani manufacturers, merchants, and meri 
of the towns; all agree in their politics; all were .frightened by Lord .J ohn'_il · 
Bill, all praise your tactics; and will discourage a renewal of agitation. 
The towns are full of money~and of Conservative opinion,· disguised as 
Moderate Liberalism.' 
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ment ought only to deal with a comprehensive measure, 
had a-success which had hitherto been denied it. Russell ac.
cept,ed an earldom at the close of the 1861 session; Reform 
disappeared finally from all the Queen's f:lpeeches for which 

. falnterston was responsible, and was hardly advocated 
• seriously even by private members tiii the Parliament was ' 

nearing its term. Disraeli had indeed 'pricked the im
posture ' of Whig professions to be earnest Reformers. 

Reform, therefore, was speedily shelved in the Parlia
ment of 1859-1865; and the principal contentions between 
parties turned on finance, foreign policy, and the Church. 
Gladstone was oack at the Exchequer, and his dremonic 
ener~y forced finance to the front. 1860 was the year in 
which his famous Budget of 185:j was to have its full frui
tion. T~irminable annuities to the amount of two millions 
were due to fall in'; and, with tha:t sum in hand, the income 
tax, which was to have gradually diminished through a 

·period of seven years, was in this year a]:>solutely to cease. 
Such was the attractive forecast drawn in 1853; the actual 
fact in 1860 was very different. The Crhnean War en~ 
tirely dislocated the arrangements for the years 1854 to 
1'856; nevertheless, after it, in 1857 and 1858, not only 
Gladsto~e,. but Disraeli, anxious to promote both public 
economy and continuity of policy, hnpressed upon Parlia
ment the extreme desirability of so ordering finance as to 
bring about the promised abolition of income tax in 1860. 
But once again military preparations, due this time to 
apprehensions of France and to war with _China, swelled 
expenditure; and in his belated Budget of 1859 Gladstone 
found himself driven to increase .income tax instead ~f 
diminishing it. This was a• bad omen for 1860; and, 
whet! that year came, he effected a complete transforma
tion, and built his Budget, not on abolition of income 
tax, but on a commercial treaty with France, involving a 
serious loss of Customs dues on wine and brandy and silk, 
which had to be made good. Entirely regardless of the 
hopes held out in 1853, and renewed in 1857 and 1858, 
he once more employed a reimposed and, inde~d, largely 
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augmented income tax, as Peel had done in 1842 and 1845· 
and he himself in l853; as the engine by which duties could 
be. abolished on a large seale and the tariff simplified. 
Though he found. a defici~, he did not hesitate to make it 
larger, trusting that the expansion of trade which might 
be expected to follow a general relief from tariff shackles • · 
would produce an abundant and buoyant revenue. It 
was a bold policy, and, as regards-the public purse, proved 

· in the long run to be a successful one. ·· But it was a re· 
pudiatiog of his own previous arrangements, and ·a (!.irect 
challenge to an Opposition which had' after some misgiving 
accepted those arrangements, and had in 1857 and 1858 
based. its own financial policy upon them. . 

That challenge Disraeli tci"ok up. Redid not object to 
· improving our commercial relations with France; on the 
contrary, he had laboureq when in office for the saine end. 
But why had the Government negotiated a treaty·on the 

. -principle of reciprocity, a principle which had been ab· · 
solutely rejected in our own commercial system 1 Why 
had they engaged us by treaty for what must have been 
done without any treaty whapever 1 Apart from this 
question of principle, he mabtainedthatthe actualtrea~ 
was not a good one; and confirmation. of this view from 
a very competent source 'is found in' a letter written in 
1877, when the wine duties again came under review by 
a Government of which Beaconsfield was the ~ead:. 

Sir Louis Mallet to Montagu Corry. 
May 10, 1877.-... Our present wine duties were, as you 

!mow, fixed by Mr. Gladstone with a. view to the treaty of 
1860.. . . . ·. . . . 

Mrs. Cobden's recent death has placed in my hands all 
Mr. Cobden's correspondence with Mr. Gladstone oa the 
subject, and I have for the first time read it. The melancholy 
result of this perusal is to me that the great objects which 
I pres11me both Governments had. in view on that occas~on 
have been frustrated by the exorb1tant amount of our wme 
duties. which no one at that time knew. 

But: whatever may be the case with France, it. is incon
. testable that both Spain, Portugal, Italy, and .our pvm Colonies, 

. _ have ever since protested against the scale. 
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In spite of his disapproval of many of its terms, Disraeli 
did not directly attack the treaty, though he protested 
unsuccessfully against the procedure which, in disregard 
of Pitt's precedent in 1787, asked the House for a sanction 
of t~e Budget founded on the treaty before submitting 
'the treaty itself for consideration. Where he joined issue 1 

was on the policy of augmenting an existing deficit by 
surrendering Customs dues, and then obtaining the neces
sary revenue by disappointin:g the legiti:rnate expecta
tion~ of the country in regard to income tax. This he 
considered improvident and profligate finance.2 He re
called the failure of the Budget of 1853, owing to 'ex-. 
ternal circumstances that were not foreseen by one who 
ougl:it to have been pr~scient:' ll'hat should teach Minis
ters not to be too sanguine now, in view of the troubled 
state of Italy. - But Disraeli disclaimed any idea of wish
ing to.displace the Government.' 

Neither I nor my colleagues ... ·are at all anxious to 
attempt to reoccupy the places we 'then3 filled. I may, at 
least, say for myself that, having for more than two years led 
this House in a minority, I shrmk from the unparalleled anxiety 
and responsibility of such a post; and I would recommend 
:M.o .gentleman ever to adopt that position who has any regard 
for his nervous system. The important office which the 
Chanceller of the Exchequer fills gives ample opportunity to 
.his eager mind and his impetuous rhetoric. Perhaps in 
moments of solitary aspiratiol! he has wished to occupy the 
proud post of-leader of the HoU!se of Commons, which no one 
could fill more efficiently. But from what I have observed 
of the right hOn. gentleman's temperament, I think I may 

1 Feb. 21. 
2 'fhe disappearance, withou_t appreciable relief to the taxpayer, of the 

£2,000,000 derived from the falling in of the terminable annuities, was 
described by Disraeli with great hunaour on ·the hustings in 1865. The 
House, he said, was very full on Budget night, as it was known that Glad
stone~as going to perform a considerable feat. Gladstone had two millions 
of taxation which was dying a natural death. It was a fund to which 
Englishmen had been looking for relief for hal£ a century. What did 
he _do with _it? "[JY a feat of. leg~rdemain exceed!ng. that ()f a pro
fesswnal CQnJurer he took .one m1lhon and turned 1t into ducks; then 
he took another million and turned "it into drakes; and for half an hour 
these ducks and drakes flew cackling about the House of Commons, until 
at last we got ashamed of one another, and we ordered strangers to with
draw, and determined to keep it a profound secret till Parliament was 
dissolved.' · 3 In the·spring of 1859. 
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tell him that ~t is well for him, however erilinent 'his position, 
that he reposes at least for a time be!leath the mitis sapientia 
of the noble lord the Foreign Secretary and.the calin patienca 
of the noble Premier. . . . . 

Disra~li's attack, which ·was very indifferently .sup
. ported by his party, was easily repulsed by a majority 

of 116. The debates of this month of February, Disraeli 
told· Mrs. Willyams, were ' noisy Parliamentary fights,' 
but really ' sham battles.' . Greville oddli writes of them 
that Disraeli ' betrays in the House of Commons ~sort 
of consciousness of his inferiority tp Gladstone, and of 

· fearof encountering him in debate.' This judgment. may . 
· be set against the corresponding picture· drawn by Lord 
Houghton, in 1867, of Gladstone 'quite awed by the dia· · 

. bolical cleverness of Dizzy.' . Lo"rd Morley -declines to". 
accept 'awe' as the right word.1 . In th~ same way, no 

. one who studies Disraeli's life will acc~pt 'fear' as the 
right word. Disraeli never hesitated, throughout his 
career, to micounter any of his eminent .adversaries in 
debate. But he was always generous in his appreciation 
of an opponent's powers; and Gladstone, both in opening 
his financial scheme and in hi's numerous speeches. in this 
month in defence· of the Budget arid of the treaty, sur
passed himself,. and earried Disraeli's tribute. 

As the session proceeded, and tpe details of the Budget 
caine to be examined, the glamour of Gl~dstone's elo
quence wore off. ' Not more than three months ago,' 
wrote Greville on May 12, 'Gladstone was triumphant and 
jubilant. . . . . There never was a greater reaction in' a 
shorter tin;J.e. Everybody's voice is now against him, and 
·his famous treaty a:rid his Budget·are pronounced enormous 
and dangerous blunders.' Two days later Disraeli_ told 
Mrs. Willyams that Gladstone's reputation had' collapsed 
more . suddenly and completely than anything since · 
Jonah's gourd.' The deman:ds on the Exch~quer for the 
China War· and for national' defence increased, and it was 
f~lt that the ·yield_ from the duties to be repealed was 

. 1 (}ladstone. Bk. V., ch. 14. 
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wanted. ·The principal of these was the paper duty, the 
last of the hindrances to- a cheap Press. Its repeal was 
to cost the revenue a million; accordingly, as the financial 
pressure increased, the majority for repeal fell from 53 
to 9: Disraeli disliked 'taxes on knowledge,' as he had 

• · frequently shown; but most of the newspaper duties had 
already been swept away, and he entered heartily into the 
Conservative. campaign to retain this particular one at 
this moment. Even the Prime Minister agreed with the 
Opposition in resisting his colleague's plan, and wrote to 
the Queen that if the Lords threw out the repealing Bill 
'they would perform a good public service.' The Lords 
did tkrow out the Bill, thereby provoking a constitutional 
dispute with the Commons as to'their rights in regard to 
taxation. Gladstone and the Radicals advocated violent 
measures against the Lords; the Conservatives rallied 
to the Prim~ Minister. Derby sent Malmesbury to Lady 
Palmerston to ' assure her of the support of our whole 
party against the Radicals, and to give a positive promise 
that we will not coalesce with them in or out of office. 
Disraeli,' adds Malmesbury, ' is equally determined on this 
pt>int.'1 Palmerston therefore was able to restrain the 
Com:monl' from taking any action beyond the mild pro
test of comparatively innocuous resolutions; and Disraeli 
in the debate had tThe satisfaction, in Derby's words, of 
'knocking J.• Russell's and Gladstone's heads together.' 
Gladstone had to put up with temporary defeat over the 
Excise duty on paper, but he had some consolation at the 
close of the session by carrying resolutions for the reduc
tion of the cor~esponding Customs duty.2 Disraeli had· 
hoped for a further success, though he subsequently pro
testeU that he had never really contemplated it; but 
Palmerston's representations, that the approval of the 
treaty which Parliament had already expressed bound 
members to fulfil their engagements under it, prevailed 
over the reluctance of many Liberals to continue their 
support of Gladstone's proposals. The numbers were 

1 Memoirs, June 1,"1860. 2 Aug. 6. 
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266 to 233. ' I hear ~you have left town not a 1ittle dis" 
gusted,' wrote Derby .to Disraeli. 'It is, however, satis-

. factory that, if we were defeated on Monday, it was froin 
no defection of our own people, nor even any miscalcUla
tion on the part of our Whips; but a gross violatitm o~ 
pledges on the part of the so-called Liberals.' · . 

The long session of 1860 lasteq tillthe end of August. 
Besides· his action on the Reform BiiJ and the Budget, 
Disraeli intervened with effect both in the discussion of 
French ~md Italian affairs 1 a1id in defence bf Church r~tes.2 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

CARLTON CLUB, .[une 20.-'-lt is a long time since I mote, 
· but the course of· affairs has been "ery critical, and, indeed, 

is so intense at the present moment that I have not been able 
to free myself from the abs<;rrption·of public duties sufficiently· 
to realise private correspondence. . ' 

· The withdrawal of the Reform Bill was the· culminating 
· point of three months of masterly manceuvres on the part of 

the Opposition; and has shaken the Government to the centre. 
They are dispirited and discredited; arid have to cope with 
numerous difficulties, to meet and manage which requires · 
bpth reputation and courage. T myself wish to maintain 
them for a season, but I begin to doubt the possibility o"f 
doing so. . · · ... · · . · · . 

Yesterday the King of the Belgians sent for me at Bucking
ham Palace, and I had a most inter.~stiJ:ig conference with 
him on foreign affairs. He .is the wisest Prinfe in Europe: 
natural abilities and great experience; his judgment. of men 
and things very mature. He proposed that we should in 
future maintain together a confidential correspondence. 

To-morrow we dine with the Queen. It is pnusual to ask 
the Leader of Opposition to dine more than once during the 
season at the Palace, and I suspect this second invitation will 
excite comments. There was a leading artiCle in some 'of. 
the Radical journals a· few weeks ago, on the enormity of 
Lord Derby having dined three times at Court since December. 

Friday will be a.very hard day for me: for at twelve o'clock 
the Committee of the House of Commons meets, which· is to 
draw ·up the. report on the famous question of the. right oft he 
Lords to throw out the Bill for the repeal of the paper duty; 
at six o'clock precisely I am to ~ake the chair for t.he Prince 

. 1 See Ch. 9 . 
. ;. .. ~ : ; . ';; ~.: .. :,_ 

2 See Ch. 10 . 
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Consort, at the' anniversary dinner of the 'Society of Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce '; and as soon as I can get 
away from St. James's Hall, where the dinner of four hundred 
of the ablest inen in London takes place, I am going, with Mrs. 
Disraeli, to a ball at the Palace. I would, for her sake, gladly 
escape the latter, as on the following day, Saturday, she gives 

·a great morning fete, in honor of the Queen's review of the 
Volunteers in Hyde Park, and has inyited upwards of seven 
hundred members of the beau monde. I fear the te-rrible 
weather will spoil the fete, and that we shall all be drowned ..... 

. To Mrs: Disraeli. 

July 16, 1860.---'-No• income tax. I could not myself have 
brought forward a more Conservative Budget ;1 though· I 
would sooner have cut off my right hand than have done 
so u~der the same circumstances.•, Gladstone looked like a 
beaten hound, and ate n"o ordinary quantity of dirt. . 

Bright has not only to pay a paper tax, but it is to be 
applied to a China War! What. a combination of injuries 
and insults ! 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE, July 23.-An interesthig and exhausting 
session is drawing to a close. Until the last ten days, the 
existence of the Government, in its integrity, has been in daily 
<ianger-so it beat fox-hunting .. The hours very late,. some
times four o'clock in the morning; I have borne it well, as I 
have contrived to sleep my hours all the same, and with a due 
quantum of sleep, health and vigor seem to me a mere matter 
of course. But rising thus at noon, and being obliged to be 
in your place in the House at ·four o'clock, your day is neces
sarily very brief, and all correspondence and general business 
fall into terrible arrear; . . . 

It has been a very gay and brilliant social season; at least 
Mrs. Disraeli tells me so, for I never go anywhere except 
Wednesdays off and Saturdays-with rare exceptions. I went 
however, to two fetes on 'I'hm;sday an~ Friday last, which 
amu~ed me. The first was at the Russ1an Ambassador's at 
Chesham House, and was really like a festival in a piay; or 

·a masquerade; There were a dozen servants in scarlet liveries 
who never left the entrance hall, only bowing to those wh~ 
arrived, and ushering you to one of the finest and most 
fantastical staircases in London, reach'ng to the roof of the 

1 This was Gladstone's supplementary financial statement, rendered 
necessary by the incren.ssd expenditure for the China War and by the fail.ure 
of ·the repeal of the paper d1•\Y· · 
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house, and full of painted and gilded gallerie~. All the other_ 
attendants, who swarmed, were in Court dresses and wore 
swords.· - · 

The othei· entertainment, which amused me, was a ball, 
given by the Duchess of Wellington, at Apsley House. I had · 
·never been there since.· the death of the famous old Duke. 
This magnificent mansion has been entirely redecorated, and' • 
with consummate :taste~ and splendor. The gallery, where 
he used to give his Waterloo' banquets; now hung with ruby 
silk and covered with rare pictures, the spoils of Spain and 
Portugal, is one of the most effective rooms in this city. , 
The banqueting room, hung with full-length portraits of the 
-sovereigns and n<;>tabilititis ~t. the Con~ess .of Vienna, m'ost · ) · 
interesting at this moment, w·hen the pact has reallybecome 
]Jjstory, and the famous settlement of 1815 is disturbed, and 
}Jerhaps about to be superseded. · _ . 

I closed my season last night by ~aking my/ bow to the 
wife of my rival,: Lady Palmerston, whose crowded saloons_ 
at Cambridge House were fuller even than usual, forshe had
invited all,the deputies of 15he Statistical Congress, a body of 
men who, for their hideousness; the ladies decline were never 
equalled: I confess myself to a strange gathering of men 
with bald heads, and all wearing spectacles. You associate 
these traits often with lea:r:lling- and profundity, but when 
one sees 100 bald heads and lOOpairs of spectacles thidllusion, 
or the effect, is impaired.-

I hope you are quite welL' Summer has set in, as Hora~ 
Walpole says, with its usual severity. Lady Ebury sai9. to 
me the other night that she lived, only for climaM a11d the 
affections. . . . · 

In his first letter to the King of the Belgians, Disraeli 
gave his o\vnsummary of the results of the session. 

To the King of the Be}gii:ms . 

. Aug. 23, 1860.~As the- session of Parliament is about to 
close, it may be convenient to place before your Majesty its 
results, so far as it has influenced the position of the two .great 
parties. . - - . _ · . : _ . 

_ . In the audience which your Majesty was graciously :Pleased 
-.to grant to me in the month of June; I indicated to your 

Majesty the three causes which had mainly contributed to the 
consolidation of the Conservative party during this year: 

: I. The withdrawal bythe Government of their Reform Bill. 
2. The Sl:lccessful _ assertion of the authority . of the 

)louse of Lords.. · · 
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3. The appearance of a Church party in the House of 
Commons for the first time since 1840, and the fact of the 
clergy throughout the coup. try again generally acting with the 
Conservatives, , , · · 
· La tel in the session the discontent wi~h the French treaty, 
and probably a jealousy of Mr. Gladstone, which' a section of 

• the Whig party wished .Publicly to express, rendered it 
expedient that a decided opposition should be<~given to the 
repeal of the duty on foreign paper. This struggle elicited 

• another important feature in the relative state of parties: 
viz., the complete alienation of the Roman Catholic party, 
from the present Government, av:owedly caused by their 
Italian policy. On that occasion, while many iil.depl(ndent 
Roman Catholic Irish members voted with the Conservatives, 
as has been their custom of late, the Whig Roman Catholic 
membe\-s fo'r the first time evinced their disapproval of the 
Ministry, rose, and in a botly left the House, includ,ing among 
many others the leading names of Lord Ed. Howard, Mr. 
More O'Ferrall, Mr. Mousel!, and Sir.John Acton.! , 

Had not the very Whig section which had originated the 
resistance against the repeal of the foreign duty on paper 
wheeled round in this emergency and supported the Govern
ment, Lord Palmerston would have been in a minority, which 
I was far from desiring and had never contemplated. . 

Your Majesty wilt therefore perceive that the course of 
Italian. politics may have a most important influence upon , 
affairs in this country. 

What th~t course may be I will not presume to speculate 
on, when addressing so wise and well informed a Prince as 
your Majesty. I should rather be grateful were I to receive 
on this head an jntimation of your Majesty's views. 

· . But assuming I was right in ·my observations expressed 
more than two years ago in Parliament, that Lord John Russell 
was counting without his host in 13upposing that Italian 
Liberals would be content merely to take the mild form of 
English Whiggery, and that he must be prepared to encounter 
the long-matured machinations of ~h6.. secret societies in whose 
existence Lord John then would never believe, events may 
occur ~hich may render win, and even a general war, a 
necessity for Louis Napoleon. 

The English will enter into a war with France with reluc
tance, but, once embarked in it, they will never cease until 
their entire object is attained. If there is to be that war, it 

· is of importance that Lord Palmerston should begin it. 
1 Lord E. Howard, W. ·:M:onsell, and Sir J. Acton, the historian, were 

afterwards raised to the peerage, on Gladstone's :r;eoommendation, as Lords 
Howard of Glossop, Emly, and Acton. .. 
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The consolidation of the Copservative party, of which 
Disraeli boasted to the King, was certainly greater at the 
close than at the beginning of tlie session, owi~g largely · 
to his _own adroit handling of a d«:Jl~cate situation;. but it 
was still very imperfect. Indeed, throughout the Palmer
ston Administration the difficulties of Disraeli's leader-· · 

. ship were considerable. ·· Foiiowing .Derby's advice, ·the 
bulk of the party were content to keep Palmerston in • 
office, so 'long as they could exercise a general 2ontro1 
over him. They suspected Disra~i, not without cause, . 
of fretting, now and again, under these tactics, though he 
professed a general acquiescence in them, and even; at 
times, actively promo\ed them; and many Conser\ratives 

. were ready to break a":ay from his leadership on- any 
dgri of a serious attack on Ministers, especially if._there 
were a likelihood that· the attack would be sup:P"brt~d · 
by the Radicals. Derby warned him early in Jd:n:uary, 
1860: ' 1 think I ought to tell you that I hear of a cabal 
getting up among our people,_ some ·of whom will have it 
that you have come to an understanding with the Radicals 
and .mean to throw them over on Reform. , .•. ~I hear 
that Big Ben1 (of course)- is among the leaders of £his 
fronde.' Further details were sent him in the following 

_ month by a friend.Iyfollower. 

From Sir James Fergusson.1 

Pr~vate; 27, CHESHAM ·STREET, Feb .. 20, 1860 . ..;.... ... I 
know, from authority I believe to be certain·, that lately there 
was an imminent. risk of a defection among those who act 
with you, so serious that the strong party you had in the 
H-ouse of Commons wpuld not have been at your command: 
that a considerable number of ' Conservatives ' ~ere wepared 

.to impugn supposed acts of yo1).rs, and this so recently as 
. on the eve of the meeting of Parliament. . . . This bad 

feeling, temporarily allayed, I believe, by Lord Derby, . was 
.in a great degree dispelled by your speech upon the Bill.for 
the Abolition of Church Rates, as it is said, among other . 
occasions, to have been excited by one upon the R13£orm Bill . 
last session. 

I See Vol. I., p. 1444. · 2 Afterwards Governm· of Bombay: 
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It is represented to me that the loyalty of the pa~ty towards 
you now depends upon your course with regard to the question 
of the treaty and the Budget: tlfat t.he general desire of the 
party is identical with the views which I told Earle had been · 
expressed in conversation with me by Mr. Horsman, viz., 
that it would be in the last degree distasteful, not only to the 

• great body of the Conservative party, but to most of your late 
colleagues, were you to attempt to turn out the present· 
Government, with a view to Lord Derby's Administration 

• again taking office; but that you would consolidate and 
· strengthen the party by checking the present dangerous policy 

of the' Government., defeating their. measures, while you 
threw back upon them "the language_ held two years since by 
Lord Palmerston, and commanded them to keep their places 
in the face of such defeat. . . . 

Though Disraeli's pol1cy during the session was to a 
largeextent such as Fergusson recommended, and though • 
it wa~;remarkably successful, the discontent w,asonly·very 
partially appeased. Greville's diary for .1860 is ·full of 
references to the. ' disorganisation ' of the party and to 
what he calls 'their undisguised dislike of their leader.' 
On February 22, in regard to ' Gladstone's · triumph ' in 
one of the early Budget debates, he writes that it '_did 
not seem to be matter of much grief to many of the Con
servative ·Farty; for I hear that, however they may still 
act together on a great field-day, the hatred and distrust 
of Disraeli is greater than ever in the Conservative ranks, 
and Derby himself; when he heard how his colleague had 
been demolished, did not seem to care much about it.' 
On March 18he repeats'a story that 'an eminent Con
servative, who had begged not to be quoted, had said that 
he knew Derby was violently d~scontented with Disraeli, 
and pr~ared to dissolve their political connection.' There 
is no other evidence of Derby's discontent than the gossip 
retailed to Greville; and, if it existed, it was only a passing· 
mood. But the disorganisation of the party was un
doubted; and in April the most·. author:ltative. 9rgan of 
Conservatism, the Quarterly Review, .which had ignored 
Disraeli, both as a novelist and as a politician, till about 
1850, and had since then mentioned him only occasionally, 
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and· with obvious dislike, made an attack of calculated 
bitterness on his leadership. If the invective lacked 
finish, it certainly did not l:~tck gall. Disraeli was . de- . 
scribed as a 'favourite of misfortune,' who 'went forth 
bhi:p.dering and to blunder,' who had 'unrivalled powers 
ot conducting his party into the ditch.' . The policy, of" 
the late Derby Ministry_ in adopting Reform was singled 
out for special condemnation. There was _no .difficulty, 
the writer held, in divining ' the real parentage , of the 
Bill of 1859. · · · • 

It was of a piece with a policy which had long misguided 
and discredited the Conservative party in the House of 
Commons. To · crush 'ehe Whigs by combining wtth the 
Radicals·was the first and last maXim of Mr. Disraeli's Parliac-

·"' mentary tactics. He had never led the Conservatives to 
victory as Sir Robert- P.eel had led them to 'victory. He 
had never procured the triumphant assertion o~ any Con
servative principle, or shielded- from immment . ruin any 
ancient institution. But he had been a successful leader to 
this extent; that he had made any Government, while he was 
in Opposition, next to an impossibility. _His tactics were so 
various, so flexible, so shameless-the net by which his com
binations were gathered in was so wide-lie }lad so admirable 
a knack of enticing into the same lobby a happy family of 
prou~ old Tories and foaming Radicals, martial sqpires jealous 

·•for their country's honour, and manufacturers who had 
'written it off their books as an unmarketable commodity
that so long as his party backed him no !*overnment was 
strong enough to·hold out against his attacks .. They might 
succeed in repelling this sally or that; but sooner· or later their 
watchful and untiring. enemy, perfectly reck,less fr9m what 
quarter or in what uniform he assaulted, was sure to find out 
th~ weak point at which the fortress could be scaled. 

'Oppo~ents,' the writer added, ' were wont to s,peak of .. 
the laudable discipline of the Tory paTty:· . .They little 
knew the deep and bitter humiliation that was masked' 

. by the outward_ loyalty of its votes.' Disraeli's speeches 
and tactics might well indue~ the nation to beJieve·tl;lat 
'Conservatives registered and organised, and lavishly 
spent their money and their labour, merely that the ambi
tion of a few, or of one, might be contented.' The party 
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could only regain the nation's trust ' if, with their leaders 
or without their leaders, they resolutely refuse the fellow
ship of those who abhor th~ir creed.' But if '·fidelity to 
a leader who has been tried and has been found wanting 
is.to b~ preferred to all other considerations,' then ' woe 
'to the blind that lead, woe to the blind that follow!' .,.. 

It was a wholesale denunciation, hardly qualified by a 
rec~gnition, in one sentence,. of ' some improvement of . 
tone' in Disraeli's conduct in the session bf 1860. The 
effect, .indeed, was rajJler spoilt by the admiration ex
pressed, in contrast to Disraeli's shiftiness, for the con
sistent C~mservatism of Peel-Peel, who took over Roman 
Catholitl Emancipation from the Whigs, and Free Trade 
from the Radicals ! TM writer really went behind Peel, 
and his article was a plea for a return to the Eldonian ~: 
policy of exclusion and restriction. The great work of 
Conservatism was apparently to be purely negative
to arrest the march of democracy; the party was envisaged 
as a territorial and not as a national party. Tories were 
advised, by one who spoke for many besides himself, to 
reduce themselves to the· state of hopeless inefficiency and 
narrowness from which Disraeli's genius had rescued them. 

Attentiop was called to this . bitter article in the 
House of Commons by Russell, who naturally inquired 
who was now the leader of the Tories. The Times took 
the matter up.1 The leading journal was at that time 
a strong supporter of Palmers ton; but it was able to do 
justice to some extent to Disraeli, though it assumed 
rather a patronising air, and insinuated, quite unjustifi
ably, that he had never ·been sincere in his advocacy of 
Protection. The following passages give, in substanc.e, a 
true picture of his work: 

The Tory party, when Mr. Disraeli first took the lead of 
them, were in a position of the most marked .and violent 
hostiliyy toe the material interests ·of the .whole country, and 
embarked on a .career which seemed to tend· to something 
little· short of political annihilation. With untiring patience 

1 June 6. 
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Mr. -Disra,eli sethimselfto bring order out of this chaos .... 
It would be unjust, ungrateful, and ungenerous, i:ri the party 
which he has redeemed from alJSolute disorganisation, and 
made_once more a real and effective power· in _the State, to 
forget for a single moment its signal obligations tohi~. '· .. 
He has taught them to .profess, at any rate, and probably to 
£!1el, a sympathy for the great body of their countrymen, and· 
to recognise the necessity of looking tp opinionfor support. 
When he found the Tory party they were armed in impene
trable prejudice; und<%r hini- they have, become no longer:an 
impediment, but competitors with the Liberals in the caree-r 
of progress.· Twice has he led them to office. . . . tlaving 
uniformly to fight an uphill battle and to sustain a losing 
cause, he has acquitted 'hiniself in a manner to gain_ the 
sympathy of-those most ·keenly opposed to his policy, and 

- to prove that he possesses talents which, under riappier 
circt1mstances, migh,t have made his Administration eminently 

, creditable to <himself and useful to his coun~ry. 

Russell described the author of the ·Qua~terlj( article 
·--as an obscure writer. But there was little· secret about _ 

the authorship; and the writer was not obscure, but 
was a· rising Conservative _politician, Lord ·Robert Cecil, 
member for Stalliford; who, as political society found it 
piquant to reflec~, in denouncing the actions,ofthe-Min1s
try of 1858-59.-and the conduct of Disraeli, was attackmg 
his own father, the late.President of· the Courici-1, and that" 

·· father's perso~al fri~nd -and colleague. Family disagree
ment, which ~ad made it necessary for hi~ to earn money 
by his pen, may have sharpened his natural dislike of a 
policy repugnant to his high Toryism, and of a personality_ 
which appeared to l;tim, as it had origina-lly to Derby, on 
the surface uncongenial. As a SaturdayRevieuJer, Robert 
Cecil had been for some time associated with Disraeli's 
severest critics; and from this period onwards, in ~pposi-

. tion or in office, till foreign politics brought the·two men 
together in the late seventies, ~e was a }eade~ 9£' the anti-

- Disraeli section of the Tory party-rather perhaps in the
;Press' than by overt action in Parliament. _ 'He bas writt~n 
anonynious articles -~tgainst me before and since~w:as 
his collea,gue; rdo not ki?-O"W "Whether he wrote them' when 
he was my colleague,' said Disraeli in 1868. Happily, the 

~- " , - . 
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misunderstandings were finally cleared up, ·an:d the 're
viewer came to appreciate the high qualit~eB of the man 
whom he had spent his earlier political life in condemning 
and ·eounterworking. · 

.Witli this flagrant proof of indiscipline and ill-feeling 
'laid before the world by the oracle of Toryism, it is rather 
pathetic to find Mrs. Disraeli assuring_ Mr~: Will yams on 
May 6 that 'D. was never on better terms With his party,' 
and on June 6 that' he never w~s so popular with his party 
-all right. The person. who wrote against him in the maga
zine is angry because Dizzy did not give him office-Lord 
RobertCecil.' It is true that, except Cecil, no person of 
real altthodty in the party lent h.iinself to the attacks. 
Even Gathorne Hardy, "though for some years he dis-~ 
trusted Disraeli,, and once. in a moment ·of irritation 
described him as 'a hateful leader,' was wont to say to 
complainants: 'I found him your leader; what has he 
done to deserve deposition 1' 1 But Disraeli himself had 
no illusions. To s:uch an extent did he resent the ingrati
·tude with which his services to the party had been met, 
that. once again he threatened, and apparently seriously 
contemplated, resignation in preference to further ex-

. perience of. such unworthy treatment. 

'To Sir William Miles. 
HousE OF Co\iMONS, June ll, 1860.-Tou werespeaking 

to me, the other night, of the state of the party, your regret 
at its discontented condition, and your hope that, before you 
left us, thqse sitting behind me might yet become JP.Y sup- · 
porters .. I could not, at the. momen~, pursue the conversa
tion, because our position was then so critical that it requiTed 
unceasing vJgilance, and I could not venture to be frank. 

Out ef those"dangerous waters we have now steered, and 
the course.-\ihich I pursued some months ago in great diffi
culties ha~succeeded, and, I hope, saved us. I may now, 
therefore,· commnP.icate to you without reserve. 

I think it is fourteen yearcs ago since yourself, then the 
lead~r of the country gentlemen, and · another county 
member-alas ! no more-called upon me at my private 
residence, and appealed to me to assist you at a moment of 

1 Gathorrie Hardy's Oranbrook, Vol. I., p. 124. 
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apparently overwhelming disaster. l ultimately agreed to do 
so, but with great unwillingness, and only .because ultimately 
!found Lord George Bentinck, with whom I had no acquaint
ance, had undertaken to fulfil the duties of leadership, if I; 
. with others, would support bini; and because, from niy ~arliest 
years, my sympathies had been with the landed interest -of · 
England. · 
. I need say nothing of the years 1846-7-8. They were 

not inglorious to the country party. . . · 
When the' catastrophe occurred at the end. of 1848, and 

we lost Lord George, Lord Derby, with whom, I· had very 
slight relations, wrote to me, and asked me to und"e:rtake, 
under certain .conditions;· the management> of our party .. I 
declined to. do so, though honoring duly the offer. I· saw 
personal difficulties ahead, and the engagement on my part 
would have involved tha sacrifice of several th9usands•a year; 
which I would willingly, havh:rg no ~hildren, have relinquished, 

, if I possessed the confidence of the gentlemen of England, 
but which, without that greai! reward, I was not w_illing to 
give up. . . ·. · '·' 

After long and earnest representations, frincipally. urged 
by Lord Derby, the present Duke of Rutland, yourself, and 
Lord Henry Bentinck, I undertook the office of leading the 
somewhat shattered remnants of . the countr:Y par-ty. They 
had divided on Lord G .• Bentinck's great party motion on 
Irish Railways 120. This was the condition in which affairs 
were put in. my hands. Before th;ree years h{td passed, by 
a series of motions on' agricultural burdens made. by myself, 
"they had becom~ a moiety of the House of Commons, while 
I left no stone unturned to reconstruct the Tory party by 
bringing back the· Peelite section to our colore. " 

· This was my unvarying effort, and for this I have always 
beem prepared to make the greatest personal sacrifj.cl(s. · The 

.leadership was offered twice to Lord_ Palmerston, and once, 
even so late as 1858, after the. Ellenboro' disaster; to Sir 
James Graham: frequent offers, if not of a.precise; of.-a·flat~ 
tering, nature have been made to ~· Gladstone---and all at 
myi11stance, and, gene:rally, persom1lly. · . .. · . 
. Nevertheless they failed, and although Lordi~Derby and 

• myself W<:!re unwilling to. accept office ever without this 
reconstruc~ion, we were obliged, ill o:r;der to.save the party 
from political annihilation, on two .occasions to ac'cept. the · J 
responsibility-always in a great minority; on the last oqcasion . 
the_minority was 120. It was clear that such a. state of affairs 
niust always conclude in a dissolution; it was as clear that a 

·dissolution cpuld only restore Tory strength, not establish 
'.l]pry power •. -

~"!·\ ' 
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·, Of course our measures could not . be carried after such 
dissolutions, great as might be·our.gain.' But the strength 
of the party was restored. I have, however, to oear the 
brunt of disaster, and the measures of the Cabinet are called 
my measures, and I am held as alone to blame for their pro-
duction. · 
· This from my opponents I could bear, as I have had. to bear 
much; but it is unreasonable that I should endure it from 
those who ought to be my friends. · · 

The Tory party, as an Opposition, has never stood in a 
more solid-I would say prouder and more powerful-position · 
t.han at this moment. The fina-nce of Mr. Gladstone has 
blow;,. up. T4e House 6£ ·Lords exercises a real authority 
in the State. "For the first time since 1841 (say 1839), there 
has been a real Church party in the House of Commons: the 
question of Parliamentary Reform has c_eased to be a party 
question, and the Tories are cleared. of the taint of opposition 
to popular franchise: they command half the House, and stand 
high in the country. · . · . 

So long as they were in distress, I have borne without a 
murmur the nClglect, the 'desertion, the personal insults, that 
I have experk:riced; so fong even as these were eonf)ned to 
our own ranks~ and not the scandal of the world, I would, for 
party sake, have been silent. But the Tories are no longer 
in distress~t.hey have abundance of friends; and, with 
respect to the privacy o£ their feelings towards me, they 
chalk the walls in the market-place with-my opprobrium. 

I must therefore now take. a step, which I wished to 
have doJ:$ at the meeting of Parliament, and which nothing 
but the extr~me difficulties and dangers of the party pre
vented niy fulfilling. I must resign a leadership which I 
unwillingly aqpepted, and to which it is my opinion that 
fourteen years of unqualified devotion have not reconciled the 
party. . . ' 

I will not communicate this resolve in the first instance 
to my colleagues, because I do not thmk that is a fair courfle 
to them, or to the party generally. · · · ·. 

Your position is independent; you were originally deputed 
to solicit my undertaking the office; and you are in every 
respect best qualified·· to take the" steps necessary in the 
present conjuncture. They sho11ld be taken with tact, and 
without unnecessarily exciting attention until all arrange-
ments are completed. . . . . 

P.S.-I read with pain, but I felt the truth of the statement, 
in a Liberal journal, a day or two ago, that my leadership 
of the party was one of ' chronic revolt and unceasing con
spiracy.'. 

II •. 
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· It was a dignified, if not in every detail historically 
accurate,! letter, settin~ out a record, of great and un
impeachable services.' Miles received it witl;t consterna-
tion, and immedia_tely consulted with a few. of the lead- · 

' ·ing. members of the party, such as Walpole,. H~nley, . 
Trollope, Lord Hotham, and Seymer. TheY' all-spoke so 
highly of Disraeli's conduct of business that he was finally 
persuaded to take the letter back an~ treat it as not having 
b!=)eri written. Miles reminded him that, ' when the pinch 
c_omes, notwithstanding their murmuring ?-nd_c~vil,; [the 
party] come to the scratch like -me:a.' Rejll;dded: ' I db 
not think you are sensitive-to atta9_ks froiD: Our enemies; : . 
do not be too susceptible of the foliies of ou~ friends:. . . 
Depend upon it that b-y. advocatjng wellcc(:>IlsidereCl and 
moderate progress, and the necessity, for the cause of reli
ligion, of an Established Church, your lukewarm friends 
_may be cpnverted into ardep.t-supporters, and so thorough 
a bond of union may be established between-yourself and 
party as may render you irresistible.'. 

Disraeli's success during the session was so •marked 
· that even Cecil was fain, in the Quarterly for July, to write 
. of <,conservativ_e Reaction,' and to temper, ill a grudging· 
way, some of his strictur~s of April, even pretending, in 
spite_ of the; unambiguous phra!les we have~ quoted, that 
there had never been any question of change of leadership~. 
At the same time he justified the April ar:ti¥le as ' plainly 
speaking out what everyone was saying of [Disraeli] in_ 
private, and no one would say in public.' :Now the siruier 
was treated as repentant. In .the ,session: just.-drawing , 
to a close, 'he has shown no inclination to flinch· from the 
_assertion of Conservative principles'; he has ·made. no 
attempts to boil them down to suit the palates of R~J.dical: · 
allies ... ; . WEl' have a right to a~~ume that the change . 
is. permanent, and that Mr. Disra~li ·has abandoned for 
ever the "unholy alliances " and thE) trimmi,ngtactics of 
which ev~nts have proved the hollowness arid the shame.' . ' 
It was -h:i:>t a very generous acknowledgment i but it 

I See Vol. I., III.;· _chs. 4 and 5. 
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is true that, in the Parha,ment of 1859-1865, Disraeli, 
sensitive as ever to the political atmosphere, appeared 
rather in the character of the defender of the institutions 
of his country, than in that of their reformer in the social 
and pi.Jlitical spheres; and that, at· any rate in the first 

. part of the period, he avoided r~Jither th~n welcomed 
Radical co-operation. · 

The summer and autumn of 1860 .were occupied~ with 
momentous developments in fq:r:eign affairs. Garibaldi 
landerJ in Sicily, and produced a revolution both there 
and subsequently in .Naples, with the result of the in
corporation in the kingdom of Victor Em~anuel of alL 
Italy except Venetia and a re:ri:mant of the Papal States; 
and ill America the first decisive step towards Civil • War was taken in the declaration by South Carolina 
of her secession from _the· Union. The success of the 

. Italian revolution, which was warmly welcomed ,in 
Engl~nd, strengthen~ the Government; and Disraeli, 
recognising that the time was not ripe for adopting the 
offensive, suggested in the winter that the tender of sup
port which Malmesbury had been authorised to make to 
Palmerston in the previous session should b_e renewed in 
a more formal way for the coming year. ' I should fancy,' 
he wrote·to Derby on December 8, 'that the Ministry 
have no longer a majority; certainly not, if we show in
difference. BJlt however this may be, it is expedient that 
they shorlld be kept in.' 

How Malmesbury carried out his leaders' wishe~ appears 
in detail from the Prime JVI:inister's report to the Queen: 

Lord Palmerston to Queen V_ictoria .. 

Prc,!JADILLY, Jan. 27, 1861.-... Viscount Palmerston 
saw Lord Malmesbury· on Friday before the Cabinet. • . . 
[Lord Malx;uesb':lry J said that he 'Ya~ ch<~xged. by Lord Derby 
and :Mr. D1sraeh w1th a message Similar to that which he had 
conveyed last year, namely, that if Mr. Gladstone were to 
propose a democratic Budget making a great transfer of • 
burthens from indirect to direct taxation, and if, the Cabinet 
refusing its concurrence, Mr. Gladstone were to retire the 
Conservative. party would give the Government subst~ntial 
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_ _support except. in t.he case o! the Government. wishing·t~ take . 
· ..o•tlan act.ive part in war against Al}st.ria. 1,'hat this did not, of 

·, 'course, mean an _abstinence from: usual. attacks and criticisms 
in debate, but t.hat.. no step would in such case be taken tQ 
produc-e a change of Government. ·· In fact; said Lord Malmes
bury, neither the Conservative leaders nor the party Vl~Sh at 
present to come into office, ana have no. intention of. taking 
a.ny step to turn the present Governm_eri.t out. Mr. Bright 
i;md, indeed, proposed to Mr. Disraeli to join to·gether with the. · 
Radical 'p~ty the Conservatives, for the purpose of• turning 

.. 

·, ' out the present- Government, and especially to get rid of 
· Viscount Palmerston, and Lord John Russell. Mr. Bright 
· said he :would ~n that case give the Copservat~ve Government 
a t-wo yeare;' existence, -and by t.be end of that t1me the country, 
it might be hoped, woul<J. be prepared for. a good and real , 
Reform Bill, and then a proper Government might be formed. 

Thisproposal, which it must be owned was not very !erupt
ing, .Lord Malmesbury said had "been, declined. He also 

' said that Count Persigny, on returning from one of his trips 
to Paris, had brought a similar proposal from Mr. Cobden 
for a 90-operation of Radicals and Conservatives to overthrow 
the p1'esent Government; but that also. had bee_n: declined. 
Viscount P!!-lmerston requestedLord_Malmesbury to convey his 
thanks to Lord Derby and Mr. Disraeli for the handsome 
communication which they had thus. made to him, and to 
assure them ·tP,at, he 'fully appreciated the· honourable and 
patriotic motives by which it. had been prompted, ... 1 . 

__ The offer of the Opposition to' Palmerston was- the more 
handsome and valuable-as the. by-elections in the-country 
were turning in their fav.our. ' The Whig ca.ndid~tf:l won't 
fight in. Aberdeenshire;' wrote Disraeli to Mrs. Willyams 
on January 19; "the 'Whig· candidate is beaten in' Pem--

._ brokeshire; the Whig candidate~ will be beaten in Wilt
shU:e and Leicester.' The Court, which desired both to 
keep the Palmerstori Administration in office and to 
strengthen its con~er\rative side, and \vhich always. used 
its influence 'to i:riitig~te, if not to deprecate,. party war
fa,r_e, was greatly pleased with the arrailgeine~1t; :and the 
Disraelis received an invitation to stayat Windsor:.:.an 
attetttion to th.e Opposition which gave the quidimncs. 
occasion" for gossip. .· 

.. . .,e· .. ( ,· 
• ·· • · • <1 ·Queen Victoria's L_ettei:a •. 
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To Lr;rd Derby. , . .. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 28, 1861.-... They1 were very 

gracious and very communicative. They appeared to me 
greatly distrt?ssed and disgusted with public affairs. I had 
qccasitm to mention the state-of our own party.......:its numbers, 
compactness, general good understanding, it;s iricre.ase of 
strength; and I ventured to .say that we should probably 
win every impending election. 'But you have no news
papers,' he exclaimed pettishly, 'the country is governed 
by newspapers ! and all the Liberal journals are in the pay· 
of fo:teign Powers. So much for the liberty of the Press. 
However, when Parliament is sitting their influe~ce is less.' 

We get froin the Life of the Prince Consort the Prince's 
accoup.t of Disraeli's conversation. Disraeli said that the 
Conservative Oppositio,p formed a compact body of 300 
members; but they had no wisp for the return of their 
leaders to office, and, jndeed, were anxious to ~trengthen 
the hands of the Government in a bold nationa~ policy: 
A ·movement for 'the reduction of the expenses of our arma- . 
ments, which had been initiated by Cobdeil. and his 
friends, and which had taken the shape of·a letter to 

· Palmerston, signed by about sixty membe-rs of Parliament, 
had showp. the existence of a· considerable division in the 
ranks of the Ministerial supporters. But the Conserva
tive party were in no way inclined to take advantage of 
this state of things. On the contrary, they were prepared 
to support th@ Government, and even to help them out of 
scrapes, if they got into any; all they required from them 
in return being that they should _not enter into a line of . 
' democratic finance.' 2 

• • 

·To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 
· GRosvENOR GATE, Feb. 9, l86L-... I think I have g~t 
everything now in good ord'er, and have brought the troops 
into the field in a.mple numbers and in fine condition. . . 

The. difficulty is ·t9 keep them in: but forbearance and 
patience are clearly our game, and though I could, the first 
night, have destroyed the Government, I was wise enougli 
to refr;tin. In the meantime, we win ev:ery election, and 
t.ime is big with great events, whic.q will demand a strong, 
patriotic, and Conservative Government. . . . · 

~The Queen and th,e Prince. 2 Martin's Prince Consort, V ~1. · V ••. p. 286. 

... ' 
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.. Gladstone1s Budget for lS(if did not propose any great 
· transference of burdens 'hom indi.~·ect to direct~ taxation, _ 
and so did not bring into a'ctive 'working the arrangement 
of the Conservative leaders with Palmerston~ But~ while 

. taking a penny off the inco:m.e tax, it selected the pap~r 
duty for relief instead of the war taxes on tea and st1gar, . 
. thus, in the opinion of the Opposition, prosecuting the 
constitutional quarrel with the Lords at the expense of the 
real interests of the country~ One of the main features 

- of Gladstone's speech was. a strons protest again;t the , 
increasing national expenditure, which amounted this 
yearto nearly 70 millions. Income tax could be dispensed 
with; he said, if the country was contented to be go'terned . 
at a cost of· 60 millions; but if 70 millions were wanted 
income tax~was necessary; Disraeli was justifiably severe 
on -this ineffectual outburst. · 

There is no. innovation so gigantic as a Chai1cellor ~f the 
Exchequer denouncing the expenditure as profligate for 
which heis .supplying at. the same time the ways and means. 
If he. believes the expenditure to be impolitic, to use the 
·mildest term, on what. principle can he vindicate his sitting 
on that bench? . ·. ·. The right hon: gentleman insinuates 
that the Government as well as himself are recommending. 
and pursuing an expenditure that is contrary to :their con~ 
viction ·of public necessity. Itis someone or other, some 
unknown but irresistible 'force, that urges them on, . Some~ 
times it appears to be the country; sometimes-the House; but 
never the Ministry. · 

Und~r Disraeli's guidance, the Opposition took 
1 
the 

line of endeavouring to substitute a reduction of the duty 
on tea for the repeal of the duty onpaper. Such a·policy 
would be at least equally beneficial to thecountry, would 
leave· the exl.sting soutces of revenue undiminishec(.and 
would avoid humiliating theLords. Northcote, who first. 
established his Parliamentary reputation by his speeclles 
iri the numerous debat~s on this Budget, thought the game 
a good one, but· was afraid his leader might spoil it by 
over~cleve1:ness .. 'Disraeli,' he wrote to Lady Northcote · .· 
on Aprill9, 'is in_ the h~g~est spirits because ~he battleiy 
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to befought by tactics and not by brute force, and he 
thinks he is going to display great powers of generalship. 
I am always a little afraid of his manceuvring, especially 
when he has a good game, because he always spoils it by 
~verdoing something or other.'1 Whether Disraeli was to 
blame or not, Gladstone's vigour overcame both the luke
warmness of his own chief and the-attacks of the Opposi
t-ion. . A· motion to reduce the tea duty was defeated by 
18 votes-it was not a majority,' said Disraeli, as it was 
only tn its teens; -and the repeal of the paper duty was 
carried by 15: 296 to 281.2 This was not a handsome 
victory for 'the Government, but it'sufficed; and the House 
of Lo:rPs made no effort to continue the fight, 

In truth, it is always -difficult and thankless to organise 
opposition with a view to dictating to the Executive which· 
of tw0 taxes it shall remit. Moreover, ·in this case the 
constitutional question rendered the Conservative posi
tion peculiarly embarrassing. Gladstone determined to 
include all the financial proposals in one Bill, 'So as to make 

_ it impossible for the House of Lords (who hap theright to 
reject, but not to amend, a tax Bill) to pick ·and choose 
among the taxes. While this procedure was strongly 
resented by the Tories, it was felt by many of them to be 
impossible to declare it to be unconstitutional;· and, as 
Graham pointed out in debate, ' Up with the Lords and 
down- with th~ Commons ' would not be a good· hustings 
cry for the Opposition at elections. On the constitutionaJ 
point Walpole and .Heathcote declared their support of · 
the Government, and Stanley sh~wed a disposi.tion to 
take the same view. 

From Lord Derby. 

ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, JJfay 2, 1861.- Stanley came home 
-with me last night, and I did not like his ·tone; he was very 
reserved, but I much fear he is going wrong. He has been 
talking with Malins3 (this I beard from M.) and Walpole. 
Snrely there is no fear of the latter 1 If anybody can keep 
Stanley right, you can. . . , · 

1 Lang's Northcote, p.l04. 2 May 30. 
3 Afterwards Vice-Chancellor Sir Richard Malins. 
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Disraeli. was able to prevail on Stanley to keep -sileri~e · 
. Ln debate; but, with. a party_ thus divided,:he naturally 
discouraged opposition to the s_econd reading of the Finance 
Bill; and concentrat~d his efforts onresisting in Committee 
the cia use reJating .to the pa pm; duty. Even here h~ h~d the 

·.:greatest difficulty to.bring Walpole and Heathcote into lin~. 

To Sir William Heathcote. 
[Mqy 27, iSpl.]---"-I attribute such importance to th~ unity 

· of the COnservative party that I §!hould; as a general rule, 
always be ready to waive any course_, which I might • think 
it desirable for us to putsue, rather than endanger our complete 
concord. ·_ . . . .. · . · 

Under these circumstances, it is with the utmost pain that 
. ~ learn the step you and Walpole contemplate· taking ·with 
· .. reference to tl!e question of the paper duty. The ·policy of 
• resisting its repeal was adopted .after great deliberation, at 
.. which walpole assisted; and although after 'that decision r 

. felt it my 9,uty to tah,e· every step that I tho,ught likely to 
effect the desired result, I . h11 ve been . so scrupulous not . to 
i:rlovtp again without materially advancing our object that I 
have eontinu~lly re!rained from acting;· though ever with 

· a.distinct reserv~tion of my right to do so, and even an asser-
tion of my future purpose. · . · . 

It was my opinion that nothing would. justify our again 
trying the issue unless we were assured of the assistance of 
some of the most eminent members of-the Whig party, ·an\f 
even of the course being originat-ed by one of that body. 
TP.ere was a very general and very urgent dispositioJ:L in our 
party to support the divisio1-1 of. the BudgeJ; Bill; .but ·in 
deference to your opinions and those oLWalpole on that 

:subject I would not sanction the attempt. I inferred, how
ever, from your_ decla,rati9n in your speech that your objec~ion 
to the financial policy was ·unchanged. · ,, . . 

. In th¢ midst of the WJ;titsun week I received a communi~ 
cation that some of the most influential Whig gentlemen . 
were prepared to speak .and vote against the paper clause in 
Committee, if our party were still prepared to support them. 

·And ·on this I resolved upon our cour!le. .· . · ,· · . 
It 'was impossible to . consult anyone, for everyone ;was 

'absent; but with great· deference and' _with no assumption 
of arrogance; which I hope is foreign froin my nature, I 

. would~ observe that, although the individual entrusted with 
the conduct of a Parliainent.ary party· would act very un~ -

: • warrantably in deciding upon a policy witho}lt- «:J~nsulting 
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his principal friends, it is a very different case with respect 
to the tactics which are to carry that policy into effect. These 
must necessarily depend upon constantly changing circum
stances, and often are the decision of a moment. 

If the leader of a Parliamentary party cannot be. trusted 
with aeciding on tactics, he really can be entrusted with 
rrothing, and it would be very much like the old Aulic Councils, 
which, full of prudence and science, always conducted the 
Austrian armies to discomfiture .... 

Believing that I was carrying the wishes of t,he united 
party entirely into effect by my present course, I view with 
disma¥ and the deepest sense of personal vexation your 
contemplated course. • 

Upon my representations, some hpridreds of gentlemen at 
great trouble, and even at great expense, have hurried up to 
the H2use of Commons. What must be their irritation and 
their disappointment to find voting against them men like 
yourself-the principal p"ersonages of the party ! I entreat 
you to think of the effect of their mortified feelings on the 
mustering of our party on subjects of less exciting, but of far 
more important interest, than a tax or a duty. The labours 
of two sessions will be destroyed. _ . 

Since we have acted together, I have'·done everything in 
my power to meet your views, and would without hesitation 
have prevented the present movement, had I supposed it 
would have separated us .. I write to you with deep emotion, 
for I know how much is at stake. I entreat you to consider 
well the course you are taking. I feel persuaded that, if you 
will view the circumstances in which we are placed deeply 
and dispassionately, you will not only support me at this 
moment, but use all your great and just influence with those 
who are guided.by your example ... , 

~,~~, 

Besides pleading thus specially with Heathcote and 
Walpole, who responded to his appeal, Disraeli sent out an 
urgent letter to others among his followers, warning them 
that Derby was very anxi~us that the imp13nding division 
should prove the unity of the Conservative party. . But 
in spite of all his efforts more than twenty Conservatives , 
absented themselves from the division, 1 a number suffi
cient to have turned the Government majority of 15 into a 
minority. Disraeli in consequence, records Henry Cecil 
Raikes on June 15, 'withdrew himself from the House 

1. Kay 30. 
II, 2* 
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altogether for three or four days, and declined to return 
until he had received a. satisfactory apologyfrom the·mal
contents.'1 But he was anxious not to emphasise the 

·.existence of this undercurrent· of discontent, ·and de
clined. a flattering ,proposal of a demonstration jn his 
favour from his·loya:l frieJ!dS. c :.·~·. • · 

To Sir Matthew White 'Ridley. 2 

GROSVENOR Ga'rE, June 7; .1861.-I am hpncired, and 
deeply gr:1tified, by the invitation which yourself, and others 
of my friends, have, this morning, brought me from• those 
members of the Carlton Club who a:(e also members of the 
House of Commons, to meet them at dinner ' as !1. testimony 
of the undiminished value they set upon my services to the 
Conservative party, and of their earnest and friendly-feeling 
towards myself.' • · 

My services are at all times amply rewarded by the in
dulgent belief of my friends, that they contribute, however 
slightly, to the progress and. welfare. of the party whose 
interests with me, I trust, will always be paramount to any 
p{3rsonal consideration. . 

If, therefore, !presume to decline a proposition so flat~ering 
as this invitation, it is orily because I feel its acceptance at 
this moment might lead to misconception, and foster a notion 
as unfounded as it might be mischievous; that there. is any 
material want of concord in the Conservative ranks. 

Colleagues as well as . followers added to Disraeli's · 
worries at this critical time. When he. returned to his 
seat in the House after his calculated abse~ce,.lie was met 
by a long letter of comr.laint from one who had sat with 
him in bo.th of Derby's G<;>vernments, the essenc~ of the 
grievance being insufficiency of. consultation. Disraeli 
justified himself in similar terms to .those contained in 
his letter to Heathcote, adding: 

". 
After all, politics is like war-roughish work. We should 

not be over-sensitive. We have enough to do and to bear 
without imaginary grievances. Somebody must lead-but 

' 
1 H. C. Raikes's L~fe, p. 32. Sir Henry Edwar(ls, ivr.P., wrote to Disraeli 

in· June of the following year: 'Am I at liberty to state in the Carlton and 
elsewhere that last year-after our defeat-you resigned the leadership of 
the party,· and. were pressed into its service again by Trollcipe, who re
presented a very influential section of the landed interest in t)le House of 
Commons~· · · . · . . 

. 2 The 4t~baronet, M.P. for N. North11mberland 1859;1868. 
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I wish to Jive with my colleagues on terms of perfect equality; 
and after reading your long letter of complaints over again, 
you will permit me to say that I do not th4nk they are very 
substantial. 

Dismeli had spoken frequently throughout this pro
longed· fight against a financial policy which created, ·he 
said, an artificial surplus in order to perpetrate a financial 
caprice. The details of dead-and~gone financial debates 
are wearisome, but a passage may be rescued in which ·he 
vindi8ated the House of Lords. Its power, he said, had 
no doubt greatly diminished, as that of the Commons had 
increased. 

But- the House of Lords still possess a great and growing 
influence in the convict.ion of the national mind t.hat an inter
mediate body between the JJOpular branch of the legislature 
and absolute legislation is a great security for public liberty 
and for temperate government. The people of England 
feel that the existence of a body of that kind is a great blessing; 
and all the public experience of Europe has assured them 
that it is a body which cannot be artificially created. They 
therefore consider it a very fortunate circumstance for this 
country that such an intermediat~ body should have risen, 
supported by property, by tradition, -and by experience, 
ready to act with the critical faculty which is necessary when 
precipitate legislation is threatened, and at least to obtain 
time, so that upon all questions of paramount importance 
the ultimate decision should be founded on the mature 
opinion of an eflightened nation. 

To Mrs; Brydges Willyam~J. 

GROSVENOR GATE, March 16, 1861.--:lt was most kind of 
you to write after my health. Between ourselves, I took 
advantage of a very slight indisposition to absent 'myself 
from some debates, where, had I been prel'lent, more serious 
consequences might have occurred than I care, at this 
moment, to accomplish. · 

It is difficult, almost impossible, to keep the present Govern
ment in, though the sudden· death of the Duchess of Kent, 1 

which took place last night, will.assist that result. . . . 
There was a pitched battle in the Commons last Wednesday, 

on the county fn:.nchise, and the Conservatives gained a 
great victory in a full House. This has been our second 

1 Queen Victoria's Mother. 
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great effort before Easter, the first being on the Church rate, 
when we were only in a minority of 15; and after Easter 
I think, we shall win on this also. . . .1 · . 

CARLTON CLUB, April 24, 1861.-... I have endeavoured 
to keep the Ministry in, but they tempt their fate, arid a · 
critical position has occurred. . ;;,,;.. • 
· On Monday I executed a reconnaissance in for~e, which 
will be~continued for some days. I hope· in the interval 
to discover the weak part of the enemy's position, and I 
count in about ten days to give him battle, · 

This is the reaJ state of affairs; I am quite exhausted in 
listening to aide-de-camps, instructing_ gei;J.erals of di~ion, 
and writing endless despatches .... • • 

HousE OF CoMMONS, May 17, 18131.-... I had a very 
difficult task on Wednesday, in having to propose the health 
of the Due d'Aumale, ·as Chairman of the Literary •Fund. 
I could not allude to the ,most oelebrated of his lit~rary 
composit.ions-viz., the pamphlet which he has just published 
on the present state of affairs in France, and which you have 
no doubt heard of, perhaps read. It is a masterpiece of 
composition-of trenchant sarcasm and incisive logic; not 
unworthy of Junius, or even Pascal. However, I got through 
my task without blundering, and, I may venture to say to 
you, with great applause .. ·It was the most brilliant meeting 
of the kind I ever attended. 

The young Princes of France were at different parts of the 
table, mingling among three hundred c:listinguished guests. 
The youths are distingui&hed in their appearance, with winning 
manners, and highly educated, bearing wondrous names of 
historic renown-the Count of Paris, the Due de· Chartres, 

. Gaston of Orleans, Count of Eu, the Prince de Conae, the. 
Due d' Ale:ri<;on ! . • 

They are exiles, but they are young, and full of hope 
and dignity-and favored by Nature .... 
· HousE OF -COMMONS, June 3, 1861 .~The great battle 
which commenced this day week, and which, if concluded on. 
that night; would have ended in the defeat of Ministers, 
terminated on Friday morning at two o'clock, and later, by 
their escape-by a slight majority. In the very hour of 
victory, when the signal for the last charge was_given, I had 
the mortification, great for a general indeed, to see ·a division 
of ·iny own troops· inarch from the field of contest. One 
bears this, however, as· one bears many things, when the heat 
of youth is over, and one has experienced, in one's time, 
what is the surest, perhaps the only, support under dis· 
comfiture-the memory of former success. 

1 See below, Ch .. to .. 
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A Government saved by the too ·prudential forbearance 
of a section of their foes is not in a proud or a strong position, 
and I must say I look to the future without dismay .... 

CARLTON CLuB, Tuesday, July 30, 1861.-... The end 
of the session, generally so exhausted ·and insipid, has been 
this ~ar: of a peculiarly exciting character: reconstructions 
of Governments, unexpected elevations to the peerage, un
expected death of ·young Ministers on whose future much 
depended-and now a great contested election in the City 
of London, where there has not been such a thing for twenty 
years-and a Tory in, or nearly in. I don't think the Lord 
Mayot> will quite succeed; for at this hour, three o'clock, he 
is 100 behind-not much when they had polled 10,000. 
Such a state of affairs marks a great change in opinion, which 
has long been occurring .... 1 

Th~y say there were never so many marriages as this year, 
almost all my unappropriated friends are destined in a few 
days. more or less-the Marquis of Bath, Lord John Manners, 2 

Lord Mexborough, etc., etc. Thus the world wags! Strange 
events every day; the most extraordinary, the retirement 
of Lord John Russell from the House of Commons ! · 

The retirement and death of Sidney Herbert, recently 
created Lord Herbert of Lea; coincided with the ·close of 
the session; the death of Graham followed in October; 
Aberdeen and Dalhousie had passed away in the previous 
year. Of the eminent Peelites with whom Disraeli had 
so often contended, none were left in the House of Com
mons at the end of the autumn save the most eminent of 
ail-GLadstone. Even so the tale of deaths was not com-
plete. The I'rince Consort passed away in D(oember. . 

To Lord Derby. 

HuaHENDEN MANOR, Nov. 15, 1861.'--We are engagerl 
to be at Alnwick on the day you so kindly invite us to Knows
ley, and having fixed the time ourselves, after much hesita
tion, I cannot venture to .propose a new arrangement. This 
I much regret, as it would have given me great pleasure to 
have seen, and conversed with, you. 

As for public affairs, no difficulty is solved, or even ap
proaching solution. The recess, hitherto, has advanced 

• 1 The final numbers were-Wood (L.), 5747, Cubitt (.C.), 5241. The 
vacancy was caused by Russell's elevation to the peerage. 

2 This was Lord John's second marriage, to Janetta Hughan. His first 
wife had died in 1854. · ·. 
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nothing; while the general decomposition proceeds. To ·be, 
at the same time, head of the Revolution and head of tbe 
Latin race is an inconsistent poslt!on, and this. ill th'e cause 
of the· perplexities of the Empero';· of France; but ~thf"loatin 
race will carry the day, and the compromise with revolution, 
sooner or later, must. be an European war. Our p_art"in:":i.tis 
another question. · ' · 

Since the days of the House,<·of .Atreus, t-here bas never 
been a tragedy like the Peelites. Incredible ·that, since the 
fatal Act of ·1846, . Peel, Goulburn, Dalhousie, Aberdeen, 
Graham, Herbert, have all disappeared, and Lincoln getting 

. as blind as CEdipus, while Palmerston, the senior of •all, is 
rollicking ! The Mayor of Oxford Wid me yesterday . that 
Cardwell had been in imminent danger, from dysentery:: but 
this would only have been an affair of -the lesser Ajax. 
Strange that, after all their loves and hates, Graha111 and 
Tom Duncombe should die in the "arne month, and of the 
t anie complaint 

To Mrs. Brydge; Willya'/?1>8. 
ALNWICK CASTLE, Nov. 24, 186l.~'lhree hundred men, 

for .the last. seven years, have .been at work daily at this 
.wondrous place, and they are to work for·three years m9re, · 
The result, that the ancient ·castle of Hotspur is externally 
restored in perfect style; while the i1,1terior has all the refine• 
ment, fancy, and magnificence, of an Italian palace, in the 
palmiest days of Italian art. . . . The Duke [of Northumber
land] has formed a school of carvers in wood,· where there 
are about thirty men, chiefly youths, working like Gibbons or 
Cellini .... · · · 

SEAHAM HALL, Dec. 8, 1861.-.. ·. This is a remarkable 
place, and our hostess1 is a remarkable wC'man. Twenty 
miles hence she has a palace (Wynyard) in a vast park, with 
forest rides and antlered deer, and all the splendid accessories 
of feudal life. But she prefers living in a ball on the shores 
of. the German Ocean, surrounded by· her collieries, and her 
blast-furnaces, and her railroads, and unceasing telegraphs, 
with a port hewn out of the solid rock, screw steamers arid 
four thousand pitmen under her control. Ori.e day she, dined 
the whole 4,000 in one of the factories. In the town of Seaham 
Harbour, a mil~ off, she .has a regular office, a fine stone 
building with her name and ar~~ in front, and her flag flying 
ab<;>ve; and here she transacts; with ,innumerable agents, 
immense business-and I remember her five-and-twenty years 
ago, a 'mere fine lady; nay, the finest in London ! . But one· . 
must find excitement,_ if one has brains. ·. . . . .... 

1 Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. She died Jan. 2D, 1865. · 
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The fascihation of Gladstone's oratory and the force · 
of his re~o!ution had procured, though not without serious 
setbac_ks, a general success for his financial policy in 1860 
and'·l861. But in 1862, partly owing to the American 
War, but partly to Ministerial miscalculations, the national 
balance-sheet was a gloomy one, and, but for supplemental 
gr·a.nts, the revenue would have shown a serious deficit. 

-The pqlicy of parting lightly with sources of revenue 
received a distinct check, and the Budget only proposed 
a few" minor changes of taxation. It was, as Disra.eli said, 
' the sober hour that 'follows the financial flourishes,' and 
he thought the time had come for a critical examination 
of Gla,dstonian finance. He maintained1 that the policy 
of the past two years• had resulted in an accumulated 
deficiency of £4,000,000, and that during those yea,rs 
Gladstone had anticipated the resources of the country 
to the amount of £3,500,000; so that he had exceeded 
theordinary revenue by the enormous sum of £7,500,000, 

. at a time when that ordinary revenue was sustained by 
war taxation___.:a war income tax, and war duties on tea 
and sugar. ' But is that all 1 It seeJlls impossible that 
there-can be any aggravation of such aggravated circum
stances. And yet I can show the House that hitherto 
they have not measured the amount of the prodigality 
of the right hon. gentleman; for not only has he 
exceeded durhlg two years the ordinary revenue of the 
country by £7,500,000, that revenue being sustained by 
war taxation, but he has done this at a period when the 
charges for the National Debt had diminished to the· ex
tent of £2,000,000 by the lapse of terminable annuities.' 

The peroration of Disraeli's speech was a fine specimen 
of Parliamentary invective. He maintained that Glad
stone should have spoken frankly about the income tax; 
that he had no right tq 'fritter away the resources of the 
country and leave that tax pressing upon us.' 

There is something in the speeches of the right hon. gentle
man· on this subject, and, indeed, on the whole of our financial 

1 April 7, 1862. 
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system, that fills me with perplexity; which, I think, conveys 
to the country a sentiment, not merely of perplexity; b-ut· of 
distrust; and it is this, that, whil{l. the right hon. geri:bl~man 
is without parallel or exception the most profuse · ·Fu1ance 
Minister -that ever directed the affairs of this country 'in tiine 
of peace, he is perpetually insinuating-to use the mildest 
term-both to this House and to the country, that h~"djs'
approves of OUr expenditure, and that he . is burn:ffigf;to 
denounce it. Now, I say that is not a legitimate position 

··for the right hon. gentleman to occupy.· If he disapproves 
of this profuse expenditure, why does he sit on that bench, 
and lend to its enactment and enforcement all the authority 
of his character and all the lustre of·. his reputation ? . • • 
The right hon. gentleman ·has gained the.· confidence and 
suppqrt of a party, not very'nmilerous, but still distinguished. 
by talent, perseverance, and, I will add, mtegrity-I•mean 
the party that calls for a reduction <tf our expenditure. How 
is it that that· party,: which preaches retrenchment and 

· reduction, which believes that all our estimates, and especially 
the naval arid military estimates, are much too extrayagant; 
who are opposed to fortifications, and who do not much like 
iron ships, always support the Minister who brings forward- _ 
these excessive estimates, and who providesfor this enorm9.us.;-~ 
expenditure .? This is 11. great question. ·This, at least, 5ve:,. · 
know, that while this spendthrift is weeping over pence, 
:while this penurious · prodigal is proposing his · enorm011s , 
expenditure, he always contrives to repeal some tax to • 
gratify the interests or feelings of the party of retrenchment. 
No wonder, then, we no longer heat the same character 
given of the income tax; no wonder we are ilo longetreminded 
of that compact entered into by· the House and accepted by 
the country for its gradual abolition.. . . . • 

I remember some years ago, when the right hon. ge11tleman 
was at the head of a small and select party of politicians who 
were not then absorbed in the gulf of Liberalism, they were 
accustbmed to prattle mucl:l about ' political morality.' 
What then most distinguished the right hon. gentle111an. and 
his friends was their monopoly of· that admirable quality. 
They were perpetually thanking God they were not as other 
men .and always pointing their finger at the unfortunate 
wights who. sat opposite to them. Now we see what is the 
end of political morality. We see. the position to which 
political morality has brought the finances of a great nation. 
I denounce this system as one which- is detrimental to the -

.character of public men, and most' injurious to the fortunes 
of the realm. · · -
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GladstonE,l disputed the accuracy of Disraeli's.:figures, 
but he- did 'hot deny that the finances of the country de
~arided grave attention; and Disraeli was justified in 
the complacency with which he narrated the story of the 
debate to l\IIrs. Willyams . 

. ·/··. 
<\;,:~ 
>-;.· To Mrs. Brydges Williams. 

Private. GROSVENOR GATE, April 14, 1862.-The first 
portion of our Parliamentary campaign has closed, ·and it 
ended 'vith a great financial duel. I believe t.here is no doubt 
who was the conqueror. In fact the circumstances were so 
grave and, strong that they had only to be put powerfully 
and clearly before the country to carry conviction. 

Nev<!ftheless, it has taken both the House of Commons and 
the kingdom by surprise. • They had heard so much, and so 
long, of financial skill and prosperity, that, when the balance
sheet was fairly put before them, all were as surprised and 
startled as if Baring or Rothschild had failed. It was a 
coup d'etat-and nobody talks of anything else. It will 
influence events, though, myself, I trust the tottering governc 
ment will still totter on. . . . 

'In~truth. Gladstone's position in Palmerston's Cabinet 
of 1859-1865 was a somewhat false one. On perhaps the 
most important domestic question throughou.t its continu
ance, whether there should be a .considerable expenditure 
on national defence, or a severe policy of nationaleconomy, 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer was in direct and con
stant conflict With the Prime Minister. In the early years 
Gladstone was usually worsted in Cabinet on this ques
tion, and the fortifications and the iron ships which 
Palmerston arid the services thought necessary were 
provided. Nevertheless, if Gladstone often tendered his 
resignation, he as ·often recalled it; and the country was 
treated to the undignified spectacle which Disraeli de
scribed again and again in biting language. ' We need 
not maunder. in antechambers,' he ·said, 'to discover 
differences in the Cabinet, when we have a patriotic 
Prime Minister appealing to the spirit of the country; 
and when at the same time-we find his Cha_ncellor of the 
·Exchequer, whose duty it is to supply the ways and 
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· means by which those exertions are to be supported, 
proposing votes with innuendo, and recommerfding expen
diture in a whispered invective.' In 1862, when the 
necessary defences had been provided; and the financial 
outlook was grave, that policy of economy, which all Glad
stone's exertions in the Cabim;t and his hints ip.,;$:~blic' 
had failed to enforce, was warmly supported andfdl'fven 
home by Disraeli and the Opposition, who resented; in 
accord with public opinion, the continuance of war taxa
tion in time of peace. Lord Morley has drawn •atten
tion to the contrast between the rise of naval and military 
expenditure during the first haJ£ of the Administration, 
and its decline in the second half to a figure belOI.V that 

·at which it stood at the heginntng; but he has. omitted 
:to· refer to this movement of DisraeWs, which was one of 
.the most conspicuous features of the session-of 1862, and 
nearly brought about the downfall of Palmerston's Govern
ment. , Derby, who always, and rightly, put defence 
above economy, was a little doubtful about some ofthe · 
features of the campaign; Disraeli's most active sup
porter and confidant throughout it was North cote. 

To Lord Derby. · 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, ]}fay 21, 1862.-.•. 
There is a Committee .on Public Accounts now; sitting, of 
which N[ orthcote) is a member. This has •greatly assisted. 
him. The revelations before it are frightful, and prove that 
' the outlay on stores, during the last two or three years, has 
been perfectly reckless.' This Committee will of course. 
rep_ort. Cobden is on it. 'Money. voted for- iron ships has 
been applied to all kinds of purposes.' . The general conclusion 
is that the ' enormous expenditure has outgrown all control.' 
The report ·of this Committee will in all probability greatly 
affect public opinion, and will prove the wisdom, I think, 
especiaJly when connected with· a falling revenue, of the 
position which >vc hri.ve assumed, and which. Gladstone had 
his eye on .... 

From Lord Derby. 

ST~ JAMEs's SQUARE, May 21, 1862.-... My only•feR.r. 
has been, and would be; that of holding out, expectatiofisv · 
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(and especially if they were to lead to an assumption of office} 
which we could not pract.ically realise without endangering 
the defences of the country; and especially those connected 
with the Navy, which we gained so much credit for strengthen
ing, and with which I am sure you would be as unwilling to 
i~terfere as I should. I cannot forget that we entered on 
our examination of the state of the Navy and its expenditure 
with the hope, and intention, of effecting considerable reduc
tions, and that hope founded also on what set'med very good 
authority; and that the result was an enormous increase, 
and the beginning of the ' reconstruction.' . . . 

• 
Disraeli used, in a debate on May 8 on expenditure and 

policy, a phrase which .stuck. Instead of acting in cordial 
alliance with France, he said that we had been trying to 
govern by a new system. of what was called moral power,_ 
which meant 'blon,ted armament-s' in time of peace, and_ 
produced misconceptions, broils, and distrust, while taxa
tion had found it~ limit and was sapping the strength of 
England. The phrase itself at once produced miscon
ception. Disraeli referred to a system which had become 
general in Europe, and was_not confined to, though it· was 
accepted by, this country; and Derby loyally came to 
his defence in the Lords. Disraeli explained his position 
in the debate on June 3, in which the movement 
for retrenchment culminated .. Cobden and the Radicals 
were naturally pressing, side by side with the regular 
Opposition, for retrenchment; and Stansfel<l, then one 
of their most advanced men, proposed a resol"ution 
to the effect that the national expenditure was capable 
of reduction without compromising the safety, the in
dependence, or the legitimate influence, of the country. 
This was exactly Disraeli's view, and the Conserva
tive leaders met and determined, while avoiding an 
alliance with the Radicals, to push their policy in debate 
and in the division lobby. Palmerston had given notice 
of an amendment expressing satisfaction at the economy 
already effected and expectation of more, but insisting 
rather on the obligu,tion of home defence and of protec
tion of interests abroad. To this it was arranged that 
Walpole should move a further amendment, pointing more 
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· decidedly ~o economy, especially to ' diminishing the 
burden of those taxes which are -confessedly of a 'tem
porary and~exceptional character.' 

'The contention of the Opposition, which represented 
indeed the general feeling both of the House and of th~ 
country, was so reasonable _that Palmerston felt that 
strong .measures must be taken; and before the d~bate 
opened he announc(;}d that the Governiuent·would treat 
Walpole's amendme11t as a question of confidence. Wal
pole, forgetful of the agreement at Derby's house; to-which 
he was a party, and remembering only the Conservative 
desire .to keep Palmerston in office, quailed; and Disraeli 
had to carry on the debate under the shadow of ~rtain 
defeat owing_ to the disaffection ~f friends. This did not 
affect the spirit with which he attacked the Government. 
Further military outlay, he maintained, was not needed, 
as, owing to the great efforts made by successive .4-dminis 
trations in the last ten years'-the creation of the l\filitia 
and the Volunteers, and the strengthening of the fleet and 
the forts~the country was now adequately defended. He 
deClined to believe in the treachery of the French, who 
were still, as in the time ofthe Crimean War, our allies: 
The peopl~,9f England, though not the most excitable, 
were the m'bst enthusiastic in the world, especially on the 
question ofnat~op.al.defence. 'In this country, protected 
by 400,000 men and a commanding fleet m the Channel, 
to say that freemen are in danger o£ a midnight invasion 

·from cordial allies is a. mystification too· monstrous for 
belief.' · 

'What was the real cause,· DisraeH cont.lnued, of the 
permanent influ~nce that this country exercised upon the. 
Continent ~ It was-rthis: 

~ 

. England 'is the only country which, when it enters into a 
quarrel tha,t it believes. to be just_; never ceases its efforts 
until it has accomplished its aim; whereas ... it was always 
felt.in old times and generations that are past-and honour
able gentlemen can ascertain whether. the ·present state of 
Elirope makes any difference in this_ matter-that, with 
sca~cely ,an e~ception, there was not a· State in Europe, not 
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even the proudest and most powerful, that could ever enter 
into a third campaign. Well, what gave us this power of 
continuing war into which we had entered, and in which we 
were ready to persevere because we believed it to be just ? 
It was the financial reserve of England. It was the convic
tion that the reserves of England, when we once chose to 
engage in a quarrel, were such that it was not a question of 
one, two, or three campaigns, but that, as we have proved · 
in old days, our determination, supported by our resources, 
would allow us to prepare for an indefinite struggle when we 
had an adequate and worthy object in vi~w. If, however, 
you al!.Iow your finances to be sapped and weakened, you 
are at the same time weakening this prime source of your 
authority .1 

It was, therefore, essential to make such reductions as 
would equalize the charge and the revenue of the country. 
Palmerston, he added, had proposed an 'awkward and· 
shambling vote of confidence in his own Government,' 
and ha.d thereby 'appalled' his right honourable friend, 

. Walpole. But the Opposition had not really intended 
an assault on the Treasury bench, but had merely ·desired 
to assert a temperate and practicable policy which they 
felt sure the House must ultimately adopt and public 
opinion sanction. ' To-morrow (Derby Day) l believe 
we shall all be engaged elsewhere. . I dare say# that many 

.·.<: 
hon. gentlemen who take more interest than I dq in. 
that noble pastime will have their fayourites. 1 hope 
they will not 'be so unlucky as to find their favourites 
bolting. If they are placed in that dilemma, they will 
be better able to understand and sympathise with my 
feelings on this occasion.' Walpole having withdrawn, 
Palmerston's resolution was accepted by a great majority. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

Confidential. HousE OF CoMMONs, May 27, 1862.-The 
newspapers have made you aware of the cha,nge that has 
taken place in public affairs. I have been, as it, were, bringing. 
large bodies of troops into the field during the month, and 

1 In a subsequent speech on the question of fortifications, Disraeli 
said that Palmerston seemed to think that ' posterity is a packhorse, always 
ready to be loaded.' 
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the Government have, s~ddenly found themselves, almost 
without notice, surrounded, surprised and endangered. The 
stateof the finances gave this opening, and I availed myself 
of it. It will ultimately produce their fall, but I wish, 
myself, rather to discredit than to defeat them. It should 
go on for eight or ten months more, if possible, when the 
state of the count.ry, the decline of the revenue, the want of 
employment in Lancashire, and their profuse and extrav
agant foreign policy, will combine for their permanent dis
comfiture. : . . 

Confidential. GRosvENOR GATE, June 13, 1862:-When I 
wrote to you last, I hinted at the financial crisis, thM was 
slowly gathering. . The House of Lords followed up the 
movement of the Commons, and a resolution, then. unwisely 
announced by a Radical member, precipitated affairs. The 
papers will have told you the result .. My second in colnmand 
lost his head and heart the mom~nt the trumpets sounded 
for battle. Such an incident never before happened in the 
Hou,se of Commons, and I hope may never happen again. 
They say you should see everything once. I did what I 
could to cover the retreat, and mitigate the humiliation of 
my troops. Between ourselves, as you well know, I had no 
.wish whatever to disturb Lord Palmerston, but you cannot 
keep a large army in orde:r without letting them, sometimes, 
smell gunpowder. . . . · 

The fiasco of the debate left both sections of the Con
servatives~sore. Disraeli resented the desertio"n of his 
colleague, Walpole and his friends the sarcasms of Disraeli. 
Derby wrote t'o his lieutenant: :I will do my best to 
smooth matters; but I fear it will require '1Jime to reunite 
the party. My own opinion is that you were the person who 
had the most reason to complain~' · Disraeli's admirable 
temper enabled ·him after awhile to bring his colleagues 
together again; so that Earle could report to him on 
September 13 t.hat Walpole had recently said: :several 
members of the party:<-have been to me to ask me to lead 
them, but I am under so much obligation to Lord D. 
an,d to Disn1eli that I could. never think of doing anything 

·that could possibly weakentheir hands.' 
Though Disraeli's immediate Parliamentary success 

was spoilt by Walpole,. the effect of .the movement on 
the Government remained .. In the following year, 1863, 
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there was a distinct return to the principles of the 
' frugal ' Government of the Duke of Wellington, which 
Disraeli praised in the debate on the Address. Retrench
ment was effected in military expenditure. The duty on 

·tea was reduced, and twopence was taken off the income 
tax; and Disraeli claimed this as a victory for the House of 
Commons; and inferentially ·for the Opposition. The 
Budget in its main features was, he said, the Budget of 
the House. The arguments used last year had had their 
effect .• It was no longer held to show subserviency to 
France to obtain by the most legitimate means a reduc
tion of the burdens of the people. It was the House of 
Commons that had reduced the tea duty and the income 
tax. • • 

After 1862 the financial debates ceased to be the most 
crucial issues for the Palmerston Government. Economy 
was enforced, and the large surpluses which the buoyant 
trade of the country and the Chancellor of the Exchequer's 
skilful management provided were mainly utilised, as 
Disraeli had recommended, in reducing the income tax 
and the tea and sugar duties. This chapter may, how
ever, be fitly concluded by chronicling two instances in 
1863 in which Disraeli took a prominent part in financial 
discussions. One concerned Gladstone's attempt to 
subject charities to income tax, on the ground that to 
exempt them lVaS in effect to make them a contribution 
from the public funds. Though the Chancellor put forth 
all his rhetorical powers in the cause, Parliamentary and 
public feeling was too strong fot him, and he had to 
withdraw. Disra.eli pointed out that income tax was a 

~ tax on persons, not on property, and that Gladstone's 
proposals amounted to a confiscation of endowments. 
Gladstone had bolstered up _his argument by denouncing 

· the abuses which had arisen from endowments; but 
Disraeli had little difficulty in showing that for such evils 
the application of the income tax was a very inappropriate 
and inadequate remedy. 

The other question was that of a proposed commercial 
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treaty with Italy. Disraeli Wf.LS all for commercial treaties, 
sp.ch as the great Tory Ministers, "Bolingbroke and the 
younger Pitt, had negotiated with France ;,but they must 
be based on the old Conservative principle of reciprocity. 
That had· been given up: in existing circumstances a · 
commercial treaty was an anachronism: . 

The age of commercial treaties is past,· because you have 
. no means and no materials :for negotiation.· All you can do 
is to exercise that moralJnfluence, of which we tear so much, 
with .foreign countries with which you are placed ilj com
munication, to lead them by your own example and your own 
prosperity. . . . From the contemplation of that prosperity, 
the conviction will grow in those countries that with immense 
resources they· are producing small revenues; that they are 
not raising .revenues that bear a due relation to their resources, 
and you may trust to that to lead to reciprocal exchanges 
and mutual benefits in commercial transactions. But 'JOU 

will gain that as completely; and perhaps sooner, without the 
embarrasRment of commercial treaties than you· would with 
these conventions. I regret that, through· the conduct of 
the Government, and through the extraordinary behaviour 
of the Free Trade party in patronising artificial agreeJp.ents 
of exchange, there· has arisen in this country the impression 
that the best and most politic mode of stimulating commerce. 
is to hav.e recourse to that method. That was a-good theory 
twenty years ago, and not only a good theory, but a good 
theory which could be put in beneficial practice ... · .. You 
have adopted unrestricted competition as the principle· of 
your commercial code. By accident certain ·articles were 
excepted; and two years ago you used them. as a· means of 
negotiating a treaty of commerce with a great country, with 
a largo population, and with very rich and valuable resources. 
You have played all your cards; and to attempt at the present 
moment--:-to pretend that you can assist and support the 
commerce of this country by commercial treaties is a mere 
delusion;1 

1 Feb. 13, 1863 



CHAPTER IX. 

RussELL's FoREIGN PoLICY . 
• 

1860-1864. 

While Disraeli demanded public economy at' home,. 
he consistently deprecated a policy of ;:tdventure abroad. 
In the debate on the Address in 1860 he laid down what he 
conceived to be the proper principles of British foreign 
policy. They are substantially those which he was 
advocating in the late fo~ties against the intermeddling 
diplomacy which Palmerston pursued.as Russell's_Foreign 
Minister. 1 Russell now, under Pa.lmerston, was carrying 
on Palmerston's system, but with less dexterity and a 
rasher enthusiasm. But the House of Commons, Disraeli 
maintained; was opposed to adventures, and was in favour· 
of what was popularly but incorrectly called a policy of 
non~interference-non-interference, be it observed, in the 
don;~stic affairs of foreign nations. · · . . . 

I do not know any m~mber of this House-either az~ong 
my colleagues or among ~hose who sit on the .other side of 
the House-who has. ever Iilaintained the monstrous pro
position that England ought never, under any circumstances, 
to interfere in the affairs of foreign States. There are condi
tions under which it may be our h;nperative duty to interfere. 
We may clearly interfere in the affairs of foreign countries 
when the interests or the honour of· England are at stake, or 

· when in our opinion the independence of Etl'rope is menaced. 
But a great respOnsibility devolve!" upon that Minister. who 
has to decide when those· conditions have arisen. . . . The 
general principle that we ought not to interfere in the affairs 
of foreign nations unless there is a clear necessity, a~d that, 

1 See'Vol. I., III., ch. 7, especially pp.l002, 1003. 
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generally speaking, it ought to be held a political dog~a · 
that the people of other countries -should settle their own 
affairs without the intervention of foreign infiuence~or foreign 
power, is one which; I think, the House does not only accept, 

:-but, I trust, will cordially, agree to. 

Special point was given to this passage by the recent 
efforts of Palmetstori:.andRrissell to engage this cmmtry 
during the. recess in a- policy of active intervention on 
·behalf of the unity of Italy-efforts only checkmated by 
the. determined opposition of. the Court. PalirJ.erston 
professed in the deba.te ~hat the policy of the Government 
was that the people of Italy should settle their own 
affairs; out it i~ now admitted that the suspicions of 
Disraeli mid the Opposition werl2 well founded. 

To.LMd Derby.· .· , 

GROSVENOR GAT~,' Jan. 8, 1860._:_,,. ·. I hear from Paris 
. that. the Emperor has proposed to ou~Government to enter 

· int0 a ·treaty for the settlement of Italian affairs, and that 
· · · Palmerston is highly favorable to the proposition; which was, 

no doubt, concocted between them without the knowledge of 
Lord P.'s colleagues. Such a treaty will, I think, be·looked 
upon by the country with very great ·suspicion, to use the 
.mildest term; and I should thi~k the. Cabinet :will hesitate 
before they enter into it. But the Emperor is positive and 
peremptory. It is the only way by which he can extricate 
himself, with dash and lustre, from his difficulties, ~p,d•;lle . 
offers everything.-:.Buez CanaJ to be opposed; peace. bet~~ en · 
Spain and Morocco, etc., etc.; and gover~m\lnt by us to be 
always impossible. It' will ·be rather ludicrous, after the 
volunteers and :.the 10 millim~ loan, should the new session 
be inaugurated' with not .only une entente cordiale; but· an 
absolute alliance. . . . · · · 

Secret· GROSVENOR GATE, ·Jan. 14, 1860.-. . . . Lord 
Cowley came over from the Emperor with a distinct proposal 
.for an alliance, 'offensive and defensive,' and, strange to say, 
enforced it, as his owh opinion, in the strongest. mam~er. 
The Emperor had completely got over him. The Court, 

.. finding this out, was much ·disgusted-and countermined. 
Lord Palm.ersttmand Lofd John ~ad held out to the Emperor 
every hope of success. Gladstone, furiously Italian, was · 

.. g~ined.t6 absolute interference, by .the mirage of a Com
merciafTreaty; but :when the .Cabinet met; the business 
. being opened by. Lord John, the strong opinion of Lord Cow ley 

. , ' '· ' 
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duly dwelt on, and Lord Palmerston very decis-ive, they were 
thoroughly. beaten by the Court party ! 

This is the real state of affairs. You may depend upon its 
accuracy, and form your own conclusions as to the probable 
result. 

Four foreign ,questions of great importance successively 
-and indeed, in some cases, simultaneously-occupied 
public attention during Palmel"'ston's last Government; 
and in all of them Disraeli urged, with success, the -policy 
of non.-intervention. In regard to three of them, the 
Italian Risorgimento, with. the corollary of the trans
ference of Savoy and Nice from Sardinia to France, the 
Amerioan Civil War, and the Polish insurrection, there 
were certainly no sufficient British interests involved to 
warrant armed interference, and Disraeli's action was 
tho~oughly beneficial. There is more doubt about the 
Schleswig-Holstein dispute between Germany and Den
mark;· and indeed, in Disraeli's opinion, decided action 
at an early stage might have averted the catastrophe. 
But by the time the matter came up for discussion in 
Parliament, the blunders of Russell's diplomacy had 
placed serious difficulties in the way of any course of 
action, and acquiescence in a wrong which England had 
failed to prevent seemed to be the least unsatisfactory 
outcome. In regard to all these questions, Russell had at 
some· stage, us-e.ally with the active support of the Prime 
Minister, written strong despatches or taken other steps 
calculated to lead to armed. conflict, only to draw back 
afterwards, not always without. humiliation, under 
pressure from the ·court, or the Cabinet, or the Opposi
tion; or the country. His one great success, accomplished, 
owing to the prudence of the Court, without fighting., 
was materially to have advanced by his diplomacy the 
unity of Italy. But his mismanagement of our relations 
with America left the country a legacy of bitterness and 
the Alabarna claims; and in regard to Poland and Den
mark, his well-meant interference, followed as it was by 
undignified retreat, did nothing but harm to those whom 
he hoped to befriend. Disraeli may fairly claim tohave 
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. helpe"d to· diminish the. evil consequences of the blunders 
. of Ministers in foreign policy, and to have done inuch to 

secure the emergence of the couritcy from her troubles 
without serious material loss, if with some damage to her 

·reputation in the world. His action was the more praise
worthy as'he was genera.lly in opposit~on to the public 
feeling of the moment; counselling ·moderation when 
passions were excited; · and on the two rriost important 
questions, the American Civil War and the Schleswig
Holstein dispute, the prejudices of the great majo;.ity of 
his own party were strongly arrayed against hi:m . 

. To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. • 
; . 

. G:RosvENOR GATE, .fan. }6, 1860.-.. · . The Emperor of 
the French has introduced a new system of governing man
kind-by anonymous pamphlets, and by 'letters from himself 
addressed.to Mr. Reuter of the Electro-Telegraph! Wonderful 
mai:tJ He delights England·with his Protestantism and Free 
Trade;· and when public opinion is conciliated and regained, 
he intends .to propose ,that.Savoy shall· be. surrendered to 
France,: in orde.r to guard her fertile plains from. Sardinia, 
who will then be too powerful for him. And the people of 
England, who last month believed he was going to conquer 
them, will also believe tha.t. The fact is, the Emperor is in· 
.a scrape, but he is so clever that his scrapes are preferable 
to other persons' success. · . . -~. · . 

G. G., Jan. 28, 1860.-'-. · .. ·Politics most absorbiil.gt·and 
more mysterious than ever. The Imperial• Free Trader is 
now going to seize Savoy and· Nice. The' natural bound-.· 
aries ' of the Empir(l are fast developing, and in 1861 he will 
J;>e on the Rhine.. It is said that ·all nations that speak 
French belong to France ! Our uncle at Belgium does not 
like affairs .. 

· The English people were entirely .disinterest~d in their 
strong sympathy with the Italian movement. for unity,' 
but they had no intention ofgoing to war to promote it; 
and they :were very. indignant when they discovered .. 
that the French Emperor and people, who had actually · · 
fought_ for the ·c~use,. did not .propose to ·~mitate their.
disinterestedness, but to obtain a:p. accession ofterritory as 

"" a reward. Few· annexations; have 'been B'etter justi!ied 
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than those of Savoy and Nice to France; , and the violent 
anger whi9h they aroused in England, and to a less degree 
on the Continent, would he difficult to understand, if . 
we: did not' bear in mind the widespread apprehen~ions . 
in 1860 of a revival by Napoleon III. of the ambitious 
policy of Napoleon I. Savoy and Nice were on the 
French side of the Alpine range which forms the natural 
boundary of Haly; they were transferred as the result, · 
not of conquest; but of a friendly arrangement between' 
allied .States; the trans£~rence was subject to a pop·ular 
vote which proved in each case to be overwhelmingly 
in its favour; and the two provinces rapidly became. 
thorou~hly contented portions of the nation to ·which 
they were united. Bright's exclamation in the House 
of Commons, 'Perish Savoy!' rather than have a war 
on the. question between England and France, tho:ugh 
severely reprobated at the time, contained excellent sense. 
J?israeli kept his head much better than the Foreigri 
Secretary and other leading politicians on both sides. He 
realised that our alliance with France could not be uni
lateral; and that we- were bound to place a favo~rable 
construction on her policies, as we expected her to do on 
ours. Accordingly, he preferred rather to criticise 
Ministers who failed to realise the obVious policy of 
France, than to attack France, who had only acted as 
might have been expected .. If the doctrine of 'natural 
boundaries ' led to sanguinary wars in Europe, the blame 
must be laid on the shortsightedness of Ministers. To· 
Vitzthum, however, who was busily fanning mistrust of. 
Napoleon in England, he ta~ed sympathetically on 
January 17. 

Our course is to keep a sh~rp watch over Pahnerston and 
Russell, and force them to pursue our foreign policy. For 
the present we are more useful and powerful in Opposition 
than on the Ministerial bench. If we oppose every territorial 
aggrandisement on the part of France, we shall in the end 
paralyse Palmerston and show Napolt?Oil that his alliance 

\

with the noble Viscount does not. bring .him ~ll the tangible 
advantages he had expected. . . . The most nnportant thing 

-"' 
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for us is to know exactly how f~r we can depen:d upori Austria. 
In spite of all her defeats, we regard. her as t;he. cE-ntre and 
nucleus of all"Conservative efforts in the field of)Euro.p'ean 
politics. If Austria isnowhere, what can we do 1;1 

: · .. · • I 

ThOugh he had begun t(t .• mistrust Napoleon:'s p~li~y, 
Disraelj did not. change his inind as to thy importance 
of preserving the French .. alliance. He wa.s, mor~o;er, 
const~ntly fascinated by the personality of the Fr~hch 
Emperor, a.nd. was_ flattete<;l by the parallelism .between 
their characters and careers on' which the '.Iiewsparers of . 

· the day were,insistingc In sending Mrs. Willyams on • 
· .. Ma.y 6 a couple. of articles of this kind; Mrs. :Oisraeli wrote: 

'.I like both, for who would not be. delighted}obe tho_ught 
like so great a man as the Emperor? Mr. GJatlstone, 

. . . , . . 

and many papers, all have maue lately the ·same com-
parison, "the great similitude." ' ,:Eja.rle was encouraged 
by . Disraeli to go to Paris this· spring, though not as 
Disraeli's 'emissary,', to see .the Emperor again ·and 
sound him on his. projects .. ~e· foup.d him .naturally 
disgusted wiih his treatment hY: England. 

From Ralph A. Ecu:le. 
Secret and confidential: . [PARIS, Apr?-l, 1860] ..... The 

Emperor said that nothing could be· more ridiculous than 
the clamour which had been· raised about the S~iss annexa
tion, and, taking me to the window1 wher'e an elaborate plan 
of the Swiss cantons and bordering provinces of France. was 
exposed, he showed me in .detail that the new frontier woulQ. 
involve Switzerland in no new peril. He then continued: 

'The policy which I have always wished to adopt with 
respect to England· is this: I wish . to help her where her 

· interests· are P-!:incipally concerned, but in- return I claim for 
France a corresponding consideration from her ally .. If you 
disapprove of. these annexations, which are insigi).ificant in 
th$lms,rlves, .which arE) made with the•consent of the Sovereign 
who loses them, and with that of the people whose nationality 

, is changed~is 'not tpe inference inevitable that you will 
object to any expansion of France, however unexceptionable 
its. character 1 ·These views were· accepted by Lord Palmer

. 'ston and< Mr~ Disraeli. when 'in opposition, but since they 
have been· Ministers theirideas are. changed ... .' · 

· The·Emperor their entered into some gen,eral considerations 
". '.1 Vitzthum~ vo'J: II., pp. 21-23.~ .See Vol. I.; p. 1448,. 
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' about the ·English alliance. . . . The English had lost a 
great. opportunity of consolidat-ing for ever their· relations 
_with Jfraiice. . I£ they had said, ' These annexations do not 
-concern US; We wish well to France, and shall be glad to 

. see her objects attained,' the whole of France would not only 
)lave accepted, but would have demanded a close alliance 
with England. . . . 

.. The Italian Revolution ·ran a rapid course through the 
· spring, summer, and autumn of 1860, tiF by winter practi

cally the whole of Italy, with the exception of Rome and 
Veneti~, was united under the House of Savoy. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyarns. 

May 14, 1860:--,-... Affairs abroad very critical, and great 
events may be expected. every day. · Garibaldi's pirate 
expedition1 is a spark that-will lead to a general conflagration. 
Who was its promoter ~ . . . · 

HuGJIENDEN, Sept. 16, 1860.- . . . What an immense 
event is the' Italian Revolution ! Since 1792 we have not 
had such affairs. This is real history-and what an im~ 
broglio ! A race between the red flag of Mazzini wafted on 
by the passions of centuries, and the cold diplomatic standard · 
of mere Sardinian ambition. The sovereigns and statesmen 
of Europe have raised a spirit. they will fhid it difficult to 
quell. Look out for great events. 

Oct. 18, 1860.-... Strange news came from Naples last 
night;. more confounding than anything that has happened. 
Garibaldi is like an eel. Is he playing a cross with Cavour ~ 
Is he a Masaniello 1. Is he a Washington ? A great many 
other questions will be asked before it is all finished.· 

Dec. 13, 1860.-... What is preparing? A,greaterrevolu
tion, perhaps, in Austria, than ever occurred in France. · Then 
it was' the rights of man'; now it is' the rights of nations.' 

Once I said, in Coningsby, there is nothing· like Race: it 
comprises all'truths.- The world will now comprehend that 
awful truth. . 

Dec. 18, 1860.-:-... it is our priVilege to live in a wonder
ful age of rapid and stirring events; and if ·tiine; as the ~poets 
say, is not to be count,ed by c,~lendars, ·but by incidents 

' and sensation, ~11 our existences will be patriarchal. Lord 
Mendip, a friend of my father's; used to say that by the 
parish register and the' Peerage he was only 60; but, having~ 
lived through the French Revolution, he considered he was a 
hundred at least ! 

1 The famous expedition to Sicily. 
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We have got Itallan and Austrian Revolutioru~: ~nd a 
great many .others ·coniing·;· and ·Eastern wars, ·whether .in . 
India, Ohina, or Japan;' which beat all the marvels .of,.,the · 
Arabian:Nights. : . . - · · ·- f .• ;'f~ 

- < <. . " ~' ~~ .• ·:~ 

The great increase of power which the rise of Italy·: , 
promised to give to her friend ~rid ally, Fra,nce, perturbed 
the King of the Betgiap:s, W.-l;;~_se position could only be 
secure if there were a balanc~{bf power ori the Contiiient. 

< • '~~---· • •• . ' 

From the King of the Belgian_s. • 

Private. . LAEKEN, Dec. 19, 1860. 

MY DEAR SIR,-You will-think me very up.gratefuf nlt';to 
have acknowledged sooner ·your kirid communicatiQn,'1 .·but 

·· I can plead not guilty to that. ~he state of Europ(:) is •yery 
strange: There i,s af~er all a certain 'sanieness in~-h~man · 
affairs, but the present time is distinguished. by a sciH of 
leger~de-main, which is up.like to what history generally_ snpws, 
and one is constantly tempted to ask: qui trompe-t:-on·ici? 
MucMis owing to the Oriental war; it has brought aBout, 
whatiat all times was justly feared, an understanding between 
France and Russia, and has. given to France a complete 
supremacy on the Continent. . - ' . · -.· 

Happily England has felt the necessity, for its OWn.· inde:· 
. pendence, of being well armed. If that had been neglected, 
England would have had a sort of existence on sufferance,. 
and' would have -been exposed to great danger. I trust that 
the C~nservative party will remain faithful to -its policy, as 
it was the first that awakened to-thedanger. _ But itis not 
only in this case _that the Conservative party is of the p<;>st 
vital importance; no constitutional Government cai{: 1 be 
c·arried· on without it, and ~t is a great misfortune that in the 
present Parliament there is such a teqdency to split llito 
fragments instead of uniting for the public good. , · 

-The affairs of Italy are very strangely appreciated in 
England. Whatever -may be the future consequences, the 
immediate practical tesult is to give to France allies against 
Germany, andldon't think that by so doing 'the real interests 
of England are ·wisely consulted. Whatever weakens still 
niore the power of _Germany exposes us also here to new 
dangers, and :we ean only see this with just apprehension. 
, I hope that these lines will find you' well; and ~emain, with •,: 
senthnents of the highest r(:)gard and esteem, ever, my d~[!.r 
~sir, most faithfully yours, :LEoPOLD. . • 

, t·see,:tbove, pp. 16,:17. 
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To the Ring of the Beigians. 
.Dec. 23, 1860. 

Sm,~Your Majesty's ~letter r~ached me only tocday, but, 
as I am informed that a. courier leaves this for Brussels 
to-morrow, I will not hesitate to have the honor of addressing 
t<'>. you, Sir, a few lines, f!'leling your Majesty will pardon · 
them for being written currente calamo. . 

The leger-de-main whicli\now distinguishes public affairs, 
and to which your Majesty so graphically refers, appe~rs to 
me attributable to this circumstance;ywhich the ~nglish 
Govel'Jlment either does not recognise or never sufficiently 
appreciates. . 

The French Emperor, to use a homely image, always rum 
h~o hares. His first hare was the old traditionary policy of 
the' Fr~nch Cabinet: a divided Italy and French supremacy. 
Lord-John Russell thoug)lt that in . bringing about Italian 
unity lie had checkmated Buonaparte; but he only threw 
the. _Emperor on his second hare,. a much more dangerous 

.. .animal-i.e., natural headship of the Latin race; Venetia 
secured by·France to Sardinia; and an offensive and defensive 
alliance between France .and Italy, in order that Fr<l;nce, in 
possessio!). of their united resources, may obtain some'~great 
object. . .~ 
. Had the Treaty of Villafranca been sedulously supported, 
iiistead of systematically decried, by the English Government, 
there. might have been a resting-point, perhaps for some 
years; and during the interval all.our energies inight_ have 
been ·applied to what should be the great obje9t of English 
statesmen, viz., to terminate or at least to counteract the 
understanding between France and Russia: · · · · . . . 
A~ present, if·all is dark and,perplexing to your Majesty, 

what must it be to me 1 . . 
There are no doubt ample materials in Italy, if France 

chooses to recur to her first policy, to disturb, perhaps 
destroy, Italian unity in the spring .. The coast ·(Liguria) is 
republican; the country reaction~ry; and as for the great 
towns, each of them not only ·desires, but expects, to be the 
capital. But these elements to be effective require French 
manipulation; and it is to be feared that the blind exertions 
of England will force France to the larger and more dangerous 
scheme. .:~ 

Mundy, our Admiral, says the King spoke much against 
the French, praised the English (though complaining of the 
brigade), and said that Lord J.'s despatch was' plus qu'amical 
c'ctait magnifique.' When Mundy left the presence, the King 
shook his hand so violently that he broke his nail. He does 

a 3 
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not think'favorably ofthe King's prospects; he says he never 
witnessed so frigid a reception as that of Victor Emmanuel at 
the Opera. · 

One thing is quite clear: Napoleon meditates next year 
some accession of territory. . Otherwise .he would not court· 
the English people. One of his principles is always to dis
tinguish between them and their Government, in ·the hope 
that, when he makes the great cdiip, public opinion in England .· 
may restrain the English Government from resisting him. 

Mr. Cobden e:rifo~ef3these views very much on the Emperor, 
and we must remember that, to the Emperor, Mr: Cobden is 
the Minister of .the Queen of Great Britain. This is· a,nother 
of the injurious consequences of that 'untoward affair.' 

With respect to the state of the Conservative party in the 
House of Commons, I can report very favorably of it. 9rt 
has become very consolidated during the recess, andi.even 
increased its numbers by some ele~timis.. Our characteristic 
ignorance respecting foreign· politics renders it, libwever; 
extremely difficult to direct this immense power to an effective 
and beneficial end; but the difficulty·is only one-of thne,.and. 
opportunities must be taken gradually and skilfully to ,guide 
their sentiments. · · · · 

On :the ·5th February, on the Address, such an occasion 
VfOuld naturally offer, when I am expected to speak generally 
.on affairs' without · contemplating any trial of strength. 
I trust 'I do not count entirely without reason on the con
descension of your Majesty in assisting.me in the interval by 
your counseL . . · · · 
· The ·Roman Catholic party, as I anticipated in .my last, 
has made an overture to nie for the overthrow of the Govern
ment. I discouraged the proposition, though with courtesy. 

•. •. • • • .... .,).,! 

In his speech on the Address in 1861·, Disraeli followed 
the line of thought suggested in this correspondence, and 
conjured up a picture of the Emperor of the French 
comiJ;g for\yard as the head of the Latin r_ace, the emanci
pator of Italy, with a million bayonets behind him, and 
in . a position· to dominate Europe-all through the 
recklessness of Russell's diplomacy : the 'candid ' policy 
which su'bstituted a speech in the House of Cominons 
for what in .old times, in the days of ·secret diplomacy, 
would ·have been the whisper of Downing Street. On 
the other hand, he called special attention to the .Fren~h 

,_:.. ·support ·of the Papal States against the Sardinian Govern
ment; ' The contemplated capital of Italy is not in the. 
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possession of the Italians. In this age of jubilant 
nationality Rome is still garrisoned by the Gauls.' 

Regarding the Pope, as he did, as ' an old man on a 
Semitic throne,'. baffling ''the modern Attilasj~- Disraeli 
Q.id not share the· general wish of Englishmen for the 
overthrow of the Temporal Power; and this attitude 
helped to secu~e for himnot a few Roman Catholic votes 
which would otherwise have gone to, the Liberals. The 
Pope told Odo Russell in July, 1859: 'Mr~ Disraeli 
was fny friend; I regret him.' Earle visited Rome in 
February, 1861, and reported to Disraeli: 'The Cardinal 
Minister of the Holy Father sends you a great many 
messa.ges of compliment, and his Sovereign blessed 
me· on hearing me mentioned as your secretary.' Two 
ni.<:mths later Earle went to see Cardinal Wiseman, and 
obtained his good offices towards a ·working alliance 
Between the Conservative leaders and ·the Roman Catholic 
vote in Parliament. 

From Ralph A. Earle. 

ST. LEONARDS, April 26, 1861.-... The Cardinal, I am 
sorry to say, is looking very ill, being here for his health and 
attending to no business of any kind. He promises to do all 
in his power, 'as he knows well that, by helping us, he would 
please those whom it is his highest duty and pleasure to 
serve.' 

In Ireland, he says, there is a very good feeling towards 
us, and some of those who declined his invitation to help us 
in 1859 held out hopes of eventual assistance, which is now 
likely to be realised. 

Monsell, Bowyer,, and Hennessy; he thinks a very good 
combination, as they influence three· different cote1 ies. The 
first has great influence with the Irish Bishops and clergy. 

The Cardinal ... concluded by observiug that we were 
quite right in looking to the R.C.'s for our majority, for they 
could give it us: If there were any prospect of a Government 
being formed that would carry out a respectable foreign policy, 
the Catholic constituents and their members would all sup-
port it. , 

Of great exertion he is not capable, and he cannot put 
himself forward in politics, but quietly he will do whatever 
may occ1,1r to him as likely to serve us. · 
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Inste~d of putting hiin'self at the .head of a militant 
Franco-Italian alliance, the Emperor of the Frencli, under 
the influence .of the French clergy and of the Empress, 

"-. .2~ - . 
resolutely~_supported the Pope, and Earle reported from 
Florence towards the close of the year that ' the failur!') 
of the Whigs to dislodge the French from Rome is com
plete.' The cau'se of Italian unity had another set-back 
this year in the death of"Ca.vour . . , 

' . 

• 
· . To Mrs Brydges Willyams. 

(}ROSVENOR GATE, March 16, ,1861.-.... An immense 
suspense in foreign affairs; but what· questionsJ , The 
temporal existence of the Pope: tqe union of the.:c<~erlcan 
States: the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire: the"lii1ity of 
ItaLy: each of them sufficient -for a generation ! ·It is a 
privilege to live in such an age; ·to say nothing of 'Essays 

·and Reviews,' which convulses Christendom, and seems to 
·have sh~ken down the _spire of Chichester Cathedral.' ·: 2• 

HousE .oF CoMMONS, April 11, 1861.-... When J<was 
· · Chancellor of the Exchequer, ten years ago, Cavour was 

travelling in this country, in order to study the art of taxa
tion, and had letters ofintroduction t<> me; and I knew q,i:m 
well. · · . . -. 
· CARLTON CLUB; June 11, 1861.-The death of Cavo'iir 
is -an immense event ! It is impossible to see the enu of the 
effects it will produce. , . . He was a .thorough Italian statt':1s
man of the middle ages; most fertile in device, and utterly 
unscrupulous; an .almost unrivalled union ~if subtilty and 
vigor. . . . , _. 

·- HousE OF CoMMONS, Wednesday; June 19, 1861.-.-, : 
Yesterday, according to royal appointment, I paid my visit 
to the King of the Belgians at Buckingham Palace, and had 
a very interesting audience of an hour. T4e King, who is 
a statesman, talked to me very freely on the present state "of 
affairs, whicn remain' most critical, and probably will/for 
several years. This is an. age of great and rapid events: their 

" quick succession as remarkable as their importance; and, to 
a certain extent, mutually mitigating their exciting conse
quences. . The restless and revolutionary spirits, distracted by 
the ,choice of materials, pause in the selection; not from satiety, 
but from f:Jheer perplexity to decide where most mischief can 
be accomplished. Garibaldi does not know where to begin-

.- Venice_ or Hungary-and talks of going to America! 
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Disraeli's view of the subsequent treatment of the 
Italian··question by Palmerston and Russell is shown in 
an amusing passage fro~ a speech which he dt:livered in 
1863: - •,v 
·Since the death of Cavour, the programme of the national 

party in Italy has been ' movement, development, unity, 
Rome '-:-immense words, _ verba sesquipedalia, used by men 
of very little minds and very slight resources. What have 
they leant upon 1 They have leant upon the support of 
Engla)l-d. In the English Pa~liament some g:entlem.eil, if
not with the absolute co-operation of, at least With somal enc 
_couragement from, thenoble lord, coii.stantly'brought fonvard 
the subject of the state of Italy. It was let out like a bag
fox, and followed with a full halloo. Every year we had 
the noble; lord presented: to us as the regenerator of Italy, 
the saviour of the country; and the performance ended with 
invectives directed, against the Pope, and a promise ... 
that Rome should be the capital of a United Italy before the 
end of the session. . . . And now, where has all this ended? 
Cavour withdrawn from the scene-no commanding mind in 
Italy;France naturally jealous'of our uncertain and irritating 
policy; Rome alarmed; Rome and France leagued against 
the unity of Italy; the noble lord conducting a policy of 
words, speeches, and despatches; and the Italian Government., _ 
without a leader, still hanging on the accents of English 
Ministers, perpetually adopting a line which nothing could' 
justify except commanding genius and commanding legions, 

. and holding out to the people the immediate expectation of 
Rome being made their capital by the overpowering inter-
ference of their.English ally. . - _ 

It may be added that Disraeli, true to his disapproval 
of the 'piratical ' means by which Italy had been unified, 
and anxious to preserve the threatened authority of 
the Pope in .Rome, absolutely refused to meet Garibaldi 
when London went. wild over that wonderful Italian's visit 
in April, 1864. _ Derby and other Tory leaders paid their 
respects to the visitor at Stafford House or elsewhere; 
brit when Mrs. Gladstqne asked the Dh;raelis to come to 
a. party at Carlton House Terrace tg_ meet him, the reply 
was a polite but firm ' rio ' ; and the same curt answer 
was se~t to all similar invitations. ··Gladstone overlooked 

-Garibaldi's hostility to religion in view of his services to 
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liberty; Disraeli regarded him as eRsentjally the foe of 
constituted authority in both Church and State, iind de
clined to countenance the orgy of enthusiasm with which· 
he was wfrcomed in England both by the populace and 

. by Society. . 
As the Italian question became less acute, the American 

·difficulty increased. Disraeli ·wrote . to. North cote on 
· September 12, 1861: 'Our friend Jonathan seems in a 

pretty state; it's like the fail me of some immense house; 
one can hardly realise the enormous results. . . . It is a 
privilege to live in such a pantomimic age of glittering 
illusions and startling -surprises.' Disraeli's vi~w that 
the United States were breaking down was the general 
opinion among the governing a"nd educated classes .in , 
this country; but he had the wisdom, denied to qther 
leading statesmen, to keep his view to himself and his 
private friends. His'' thoughtfulness and statesmanship' 
'were shownthroughout,as John Bright confessed in Par~ 
liament, by not say'ing a word from the front Opposition 
bench likely to create difficulty with America. The 
irritation provoked by the sympathy widely expressed in 

'. England for- the South bade fair to lead . to war this . "' 
autumn; when relations were strained over the 8eizure 
by the Federals of Confederate envoys on the British 
steamship Trent. Happily, the despatch containing the 
British demand for their release was so modified in its . 
language by the dying Prince Consort as to facilitate 

- the withdrawal of' the United States Government from an 
untenable position. -

In the debate on the Address in 1862, Disraeli, who 
had before laid stress on the duty of diplomacy -to s~y 
r9ugh things, if they were necessary, kindly, and not 
kind things roughly, praised the firm but temperate 
course of the Government; and he added some happy 
words of recognition of the honourable manner in which 
America had offered ,reparation. ' When I consider the 

. great difficulties which the statesmen of North America 
have to encounter, when I consider what I may call the 
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awful emergency which they have -·been summoned 
-suddenly to meet, and which, Without giving any opinion 

upon the causes of these transactions, I would ve~ture 
to say they have met manfully and courageously, I 
think it becomes England, in dealing With the Government 
of the United States, to extend to all which they say at 
least a generous interpretation, and to their acts a liberal 
construction.' He was determined that Great Britain 
should preserve neutrality, and should a void occasions 
of provocation and irritation; and in this spirit had 
protested in the previous session against; the precaution 
which the Government had taken of sending 3,000 men 
to Callada. This, he held, was not an act .of sound 
policy,'as the United States would infer from it that the 
British Government looked forward with suspicion to the 
contingency of hostilities. He had another ground for 
objection, as he explained in a further debate in 1862, 
that to send troops damped the ardour of the Canadians 
by indicating a desire to monopolise their defence. The. 
result had been that Canada had refused to pass a Militia 
Bill. Adderley, the Colonial Reformer, wished to have 
Canada told that, unless she took measures for self-

- defence, the British troops would be Withdrawn; but 
Disraeli, who said he trusted to the sense and spirit of 
the Canadians, would not go that length. · . 

To Charles E. Adderley. 
GROSVENOR GATE, Jitn. 26, 1862.-... You have placed 

your views before the country in a clear and complet ' light, 
but what is taking place convinces _me that the theme is 
beyond the domain of mere reasoning, however just and wise. 
The passions of the people are very high at the present ' 
moment, and i£ the Ministry chose to send 50,000 men to 
Canada they would be supported. 

When our Colonial System was _reconstructed, either the 
Colonies should have had direct representation, or the military 
prerogatives of the Crown should have been so secured that 

. the faculty of self-defence in the Colonies should always have_ 
been considerable. . . . ·· 

Foreign politics and foreign personalities naturally 
bulked largely in Disraeli's correspondence at this time. 
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To Mrs.: Brydges Williams. _ 

Private. GROSVENOR GATE, July· 8, 1862.-If it had not 
been for t~e Court being .in deep mourning, and the unceasing . 
summer ram, London, th1s season, would have been a CarnivaL 
There are so many gteat ·sights, and such gatherings of. in
numerable· thousands! Of all these, however, ~ think the · 
most remarkable was the Show of- the Royal Agricultura,l 
Society, It gave me an idea of one of those great Tartar 
hordes of which we read-'-Of Genghis Khan and Attila. It 
was so vast, so busy, .and so bovine ! : 

The Pacha of Egypt, 1 who speaks very good Freach, is 
_ the royalty who most exhibits himself. The newspapers have 
told you of the banquet which the Lord Mayor gavehim; and 
we also met His Highness at a state d,inner given to-him by 
the Speaker of the House of Comriwns and Lady Coorlotte 
Denison, though that was a very small and very select party; 

That happened to me which, a year ago, many would have 
betted 100 to 1 would not have happened to any Englishman 
in the year of grace 1862. I was asked to dine on the same 
day by the two rival French Princes-the Duke d'Aumale 
and the Prince Napoleon! -I fulfilled my previol!S engage
ment with His Royal Highness, but, two days after, I had a 
long and interesting audience with His Imperial Highness, 
who· conversed very frankly and very confidentially on great 
affairs. The .Prince is a true Buonaparte in mind and visage; 
a very striking likeness of the great Emperor, and all his 
charlatanry of manner and expressio:J?- ,;_for he is picturesque · 
and eloquent. On the other hand,. tg~- Bourbon Prince is 
thought to resemble, both in character and physically, hiS' 
great ancestor, Henri IV. _ . 

_ Private. GROSVENOR GATE, July 26, 1862.-The whirl-
political an:d social-begins a little to slacken its fascinating 
velocity, and the sudden burst of sunshine and blue skies 
begins to :inake people remember that there is another and. a 
better world 'out of town.' We have never been home for 
eight months. . . . ,_ _-. __ - -

Notwithstanding the Court being in seclusion, London has 
been full of royal blooq this season. The Prince of Carignail; 
the Prince of Orange, the Prin,ces of Saxony, cum muUis aliis 
~all Royal Highnesses ; and one crowned head, the Grand 
Duke of. Saxe-Weimar. Strange to say, this, though the 
greatest, was my guest-a-great honor. I knew him in early 
years, when he was Crown· Prince only; very literary and . 
accomplished, and proud of the German Athens over which 
his father ruled, and where Wieland and Herder, Goethe 

1 The Khedivelsmail. 
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and Schiller, blazed at the sa,me time. He ·deigns to be an 
admirer of my writings, and has often asked me to Weimar, 
which, unfortunately, I have never visited. So, instead of 
my being H.R.H.'s guest, he deigl).ed to honor my roof, and 
met a very choice party-among them Lord arid Lady Derby, 
the Duke of Hamilton, the Russian Ambassador, etc. I 
shall enclose you the bill of fare, if I can find it. It may 
amuse a moment. . . .• . 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 9, 1862.-. . . They say that 
the Greeks, resolved to have an English King, in consequence 
of t.he refusal of Prince Alfred to be their monarch, intend to 
elect lord Stanley. If he accepts the charge, I shall lose 
a powerful friend and colleague. It is a dazzling adventure 
for the House of Stanley, but they are not an imaginative 
race, and, I fancy they will prefer Knowsley to the Parthenon, 
and Lancashire to the Attic plain. · 

It is a privilege to live :ill this age of rapid .and brilliant 
events. What an error to consider it an utilitarian age ! 
It is one of infinite romance. Thrones tumble down and 
crowns are offered, like. a fairy tale, and the most powerful 
people in the world, male and female, a few years back, were 
adventurers, exiles, and demireps. 

V ive la bagatelle ! 
GROSVENOR GATE, Wednesday, Jan. 21, 1863.-We are now 

going to Hatfield, where we shall make a rather longer visit 
than usual, as I have a great deal to do; and Lord and Lady 
Salisbury, who are real friends, let me do what I like, and not 
come down to breakfast, and all that sort of thing, so that I 
can work, and prepare for the coming campaign. A week of 
quiet mornings is what I now require, in order to digest all 
I have heardand planned during the last fortnight. I could 
not· well go to Hughenden, as' it is full of workmen, and I 
have this advantage at Hatfield, that it is a paJace, full of 
company, changing every day; and all the most djstinguished 
persons in the country, especially of my own party, in turn 

, appearing. I meet and converse with all these, after- the 
solitude of the morning, every dar at dinner, and in the 
evening, which is very advantageous and suggestive. It 
allows me to feel the pulse of the ablest on all the questions 
of the day. God bless you! . 

Feb. 7, 1863.-... My party was distinguished and 
brilliant, and I am going to give a series of dinners to my 
Parliamentary friends of both Houses. The members of the 
House of Commons like very much to meet members of· the· 
House of Lords who have themselves, in their time, sat ih 
the House of Commons. It is like old schoolfellows meet
ing; the memories of the vast are interesting; and from old 

a r 
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experience they -understand all the fun of the present. The 
Duke of Buckingham, the Earl of Shrewsbury, and- the 
Marquis of Normanby, who were all of them a long time in 
the House Of Commons, dine with me ori Wednesday, and 
meet a number of the Lower House. 

Lord Derby seems very 'well, and in good spirits. His 
conduct during the Lancashire distress appears to have gained 
him golden opinions from all parties. HiS subscription of 
many thousands was munificent, but . his administrative 

· talent in managing the vast sums entrusted to the· Central 
Committee by the nation not less admirable. . . . · · 

The Greeks really want to make my friend Lord ~tanley 
their King. This beats any novel. I think he ought to 
take the crown, but he will not. Had I his youth, 1 would 
not hesitate, even with the earldom of Derby in the d!stance .. 

. ·, ~ 

The indiscretions of leading statesmen .about the. 
American War culminated in a remarkable l.Itterance by 
Gladstontl in the cburse of a triumphal progress--the 

. first of. many such progresses-which he made upon the 
Tyne in October, 1862. He said:' There is no doubt that 
Jefferson Davis and other l_eaders of the South have 

. made an army;. they are making, it appears, a navy; 
. and. they have made what is more ~han either, they have 

made a nation.' The world naturally jumped to the 
conclusion that the British Govern,nierit were about to 
recognise the independence of the Confederate States; and 
Corne wall Lewis, speaking a week later at Hen:iford,had ' 
specifically to contradict the inference. Disraeli;· ih his 
speech on the Address·-in 1863, after anill;i.adverting on 
Gladstone's apparent departure .from the policy .of 
n~mtrality, said that; for hit;; part, ~hile he h~d the 
greatest respect for, the Southerp: States, >he felt that. 
there was due from England to the existing authorities in 
America a large measure of deference in the difficulties 
which they had to encounter. Re had accordingly exerted 
whatever influence b~ might possess in endeavouring to 
dissuade his friertds from embarrassing-Her Majestj's 
Government in their pQs.ition oL '.politic and dignifi~d 
ref?erv~~' 1Ie made some :unco~~entional refl.ee~ions ,oh 

· th,e general situation .. 
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I have always looked upon the struggle in America in the 
light of a great revolutipn. Great revolutions, whatever 
may be their alleged causes, are not likely to be commenced 
or to be concluded with precipitation. Before the civil war 
commenced the Urlited States were colonies; because we should 
not forget that such communities do not cease to be colonies 
because they are independent. They were not only colonies, 
but they were colonising, and they existed under all the 
conditions of colonial life except that of mere political depend
ence. But even before the civil war I think that all impartial 
observers must have been convinced that in that community 
there were smouldering elements which indicated the possi
bility of a change, and perhaps of a violent change. The 
immense increase of population; the still greater increase of 
wealth; the introduction of foreign races in large numbers 
as citizens, not brought up under the laws and customs which 
were adapted to a more limited, and practically a more 
homogeneous race; the character of the political constitution, 
conseq'uent perhaps on these circumstances; the absence of 
any theatre for the ambitious and refined intellects of the 
country, which deteriorated public spirit and lowered public 
morality; and, above all, the increasing influence of the United 
States upon the political fortunes of Europe--these were all 
circumstances which indicated the more than possibility 
that the mere colonial character of these communities might 
suddenly be violently subverted, and those imperial charac
teristics appear which seem to be the destiny of man. I 
cannot conceal from myself the conviction that, whoever 
in this House may be young enough to live to witness the 
ultimate consequences of this civil war, will ·see, whenever 
the waters have.subsided, a different America from that which 
was known to our fathers, and even from that ·of which this · 
generation has had so much experience. It will be an America 
of armies, of diplomacy, of rival States and manceuvrlng 
Cabinets, of frequent turbulence, and probably of frequent wars. 

Two years later, when the Civil War was coming to 
an end in the victory of the North, Disraeli repeated 1 his 
warning. that America was greatly changing, and acquiring 
a centralising Government. The balance of power could 
no longer be confined to Europe, that old Europe to which 
the United States looked with a. want of sympathy. 
But be held the Americans to be eminently a sagacious 
people, and he disregarded the violence of their meetings 
and journal§, 

~ March 13, 1865, 
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I look upon these expressions of opinion as I. should look 
upon those strange and fantastic drinks of which we hear so 
much, and which are such favourites on the other side of the 
Atlantic; and I should as soon suppo~e this rowdy rhetoric 
was the' expression of the real feelings of tile American people .. 
as that these potations.fornied the aliment and 11utriment of 
their 'bodies. . . . · Th«:J democracy of America must not be 
confo.:~mded with the democracy of the Old World. It is not 
formed of the scum of turbulent cities, neither is it .merely 
a section of an exhausted middle class, which speculates in . 
stocks, and calls that progress. It is a territorial democracy. 
Aristotle, who has taught us most of the wise things w~ know, 
never said a wiser one than this.:_that the cultivators of the 
soil are the least inclined to sedition and to .violent courses. 

The Civil War has· certainly changed ·Amerit!a, and 
produced some of theimperial characteristics, notably a 
tendency to governmental centralisation,'which .Disraeli 
anticipated."' But the' martial enthusiasm; except in the 
palmy days of Theodore Roosevelt and the Spanish War, 

· has by no means reached the height which he predicted; 
though the universal upheaval in Europe after July, 1914, 
ultimately drove th~ Unit§d States tq.ereate for the occa

. sion a vast army and transport it to fight inEurope. 
Paimerston's Government prop6sed in 1.86~ to get rid 

of the perpetual difficulties of the administration of the· 
IOnian Islands by yielding to the wishes of the 4;landers 
to. be incorporated W.ith Greece;. provid~d that Greece, 
which had just passed through a revolution, should elect 
a King who might be expected to· adopt a constitutiona,l 
and peac~ful policy. , Disraeli, whose. action in. sending 
Gladstone as High Commissio.ner in 1858 had undoubtedly 
precipitated this solution, became alive, when it was 
too late, to the military importance of the islands to a 
Mediterranean. Power, and protested vigorously against 
the sentimental grounds on which cession was.advocated. 
lie reminded Parliainent that the islands originally came 
into our possession by the right of conquest. · 

Prof~ssors a~d rh~toricians flnd a system for. eve"ry con
tingency and· a principle for every chance; but you are not 
going,··Ihope, to leave the destinies of the British· Empire 

., 
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.to prigs and pedants. The statesmen who construct, and 
the warriors who achieve, are only influenced by the instinct 
of power, .and animated by the love of country. .Those are 
the feelings and those the methods which form empires. There 
may be grave questions as to the best mode of obtaining 
wealth; some may be in favour of protection of domestic and 
colonial interests, some of unrestricted competition, or some 
of what I am quite surprised have now become so mo<).ish
commercial treaties and reciprocal arrangemep.ts foi the 
advantage of commercial exchange, propositions which used 
to be scouted in this House; but there can be no.question 
either m or out of this House that the best mode of preserving 
wealth is power. A country, and 'especially a maritime 
c()untry, must get possession of the strong places of the world 
if it wishes to contribute to its power. ' 

• 
There is sound sense in these general principles, stated 

with a refreshing absen~ of cant; and undoubtedly Corfu, 
and some of the other islands, have a military importance 
of the same kind as that of Malta, Gibraltar, and the 
Cape of Good Hope, though in different degree\ But 
the difficulties of governing the islands, which had been 
aggravated· by Gladstone's mission and its results, were 
extreme; the possession of Gibralta~'"' and Malta might 
well be considered sufficient to secure our Mediterranean 
position without Corfu; and it was good policy, as well 
as in accord with liberal and scholarly sentiment, to. 
encourage the rising Greek kingdom, which had shown 
its anxiety to "stand well with England by a practically 
unanimous offer of the crown to Queen Victoria's second 
son, Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh. The election~ 
on Prince Alfred's refusal, and the failure of negotiations 
with Stanley and others-of Prince George of Denmark, 
brother of the Princess of Wales, tended to insure the 
friendly interest of both the Court and the people of this 
country. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

HousE OF CoMMoNs, Monday, Feb. 23, 1863.-Nothing 
thought of but Poland. It recalls the days of Thaddeus of 
Warsaw, which I dare say you read with a flashing eye and 
a flushing cheek. 
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·' Th~ cards seem most l}ne~pecte9Jy to throw the Rhine. 
into tb.e gr;:tsp of Napoleon. How he must regret the di13-,. 
ciplined troops th;:tt he has sent, upon·;1, Qr!ixote adventure, 
tQ the la11d of yellow fever ;:tnd blaQh: vomit ! 1 

Wh9 is to be Ki.P.g of Poland? · Tb.~t 1s.the question now. 
P9or Gree<:Je has not yet been f11:rriished with <J. crown. Life ·· 
beQomes like ~ fi!<irY tale, and our mtimate acqu;:tintances 
turn ~to Sover.eig1,1 ·PrinQef'!, who the d~y before w:er,e M.P. .'s .. 
and gP.ardf'!:men, and fox-hvntel's. r · 

I ;:tm eontell,t with being le~der of the Oppo~ition~at present 
~:r:l office more ·of thoughtrthn a<;;tion; but the. sp:dng ~II 
return. . . ' . ' . • .. 

. W~th the cowing to th!Ol f:~;qp.t h1 JS63. o~ tl)e l?olish 
and Danish questions, the defects of Russell's foreign 
policy could not be concealed. Derby expressed thi:!views 
ofinimy wb.o generally E\Upported the Government when 
he WTote to Disraeli in the beginning of the year: ' Den
mark, Greece, the Ionian Islands, the Maltese scheme for 
the Pope, are all points in which Johnny has made more 
blunders thaii r had thought it possibie to crowd •into 
the space of a few months(l!,nd in November:·' Johnny 
seems to me to ha:y:e got into such a muddle iri every par-t 
of the world that Ldb not see how we a,:re to keep our 
hands off him. . . ; · His dealings with Denmark; Poland, 
and Amm;ica, have' been such as to disgust all parties 
with whom he has had to do.' A policy of ' meddle and 
muddle ' he afterwards called it in Parliament; while 
!}israeli was sarcastic over ' ' the annual' harvest of 
autumnal indiscretions.' · ' ·• 

Disraeli entered into· the generous feeling ·of sympathy 
which pervaded England dur-ing this year. 1863 on 'behalf 
of the Poles, whom the oppression of Russia had goaded 
into insurrection. But he knew history too ·well, ·.and 
was t0o .open_-minded, to suppose that- the right was· ail 
op. one side; and he saw no reason why England should 
engage in war fo:r ~- ca,use. th~t ~as so little hers. He 
remembered, that, simUar troul_jl.es between, :Poland and 
~u~~i~ h:;td oc.curred before, and tha~- th«? SGttled policy 
of_ :E,in~lan,i;l h!J,.d, b~~l1 nqt to interV,enein arms .. · He said 

1 The ill-fated expedition to Mexico. See below, p. 82. ·' _, . 
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in the House of Commons that, if the partition of Poland 
was a great crime, it was a crime shared by the Polish 
people, as ~heir national existence couJd not have been 
destroyed without som~ fauJts on their side. But he 

· strongly eulogised Castlereagh for having striven, though 
in vain, on behalf of Polish independence at the Cong:rt:lsi3 
of Vienna; and he desired that Ministers should make 
use of their treaty rights to forward a policy favourable 
to 'the Poles. That, however, did not necessarily mean 
;~r, 61nd he trusted that beneficial changes m~ght bE) 
effected without an appeal to 'the last arbiter of human 
destiny.' Polish 'patriots' abroad, however, came in 
for his scorn. He said: . . 

I always shrink from any expression ~f political senti, 
mentalism. I do not know any people who have suffered so 
much from political sentimentalism as the Poles. Year after 
year there have been people living in Paris and London, 
some of tht:>ni in a state of comparative luxury, stimulating 
their unfortunate countrymen in Pol~nd to fruitless insur" 

· rection and to useless revolt; and all this till1e we have been 
favoured by them with expressions of feeling w}lich, if 
expressions of feeling could effect the ·sa-lvation of nations, 
have certainly been abundant and p:rof1,1se. · 

Russell, ever a friend of human liberty, made drastic 
demands on the Government of Russia, includii;J.g a com
plete amnesty. for the insurgents, national represE~ntation 
and administration, and recognition of Polish a::; the 
official language. He sought and obtained the co-opera" 
tion of France and Austria in these demands; but Disraeli 
sounded in the House a note o£ caution .. T4e proposals 
showed no prescience; only a very sanguine poJitician 
could believe that Russia would accept them; if accepted, 
they wouJd raise a phantotn. of Polish independence, 
which would lead in due course to a situation similar to 
the present. But Russell pushed on, and France, which 
had hitherto shown great reserve, though she was more 
interested than England in Poland, followed liiJ:n. 
Disraeli described the fiasco in a speech in 1864: 
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What must have been the astonishment of the Emperor 
.of the French when he found the English Government em
bracing the cause of Po_litnd with extraordinary ardour 1 
The noble .lord the Secretary of State and the noble lord tlie 
First Minister, but especially the former, announced this . 
policy as if it were a policy new to the consideration of states- -
men and likely to lead to immense results. He absolutely 
served a notice to quit on the Emperor of Russia. He sent 
a copy of this despatch to all theCour~s of Europe which were 
signatories of the Treaty of Vienna, and invited them to 
follow his example. From the King of Portugaf down to 
the King of Sweden, there was not a signatory of that treaty 
who was not, as it were, clattering at the palace g~tes .of 
St. Petersburg, and calling . the Tsar to account respectizig 
the affairs of Poland. . . •. Is it at all remarkable that the 
French Government and the French people, cautious as they 
were before, should have responded to such invitations and 
such stimulating proposals ? We know how the noble lord . 
fooled them to the top of their bent. The House recollects· 
the six propositions to which the attention of the Emperor 
of Russia was called in the .most peremptory manner .... 
An impression pervaded Europe that there was to be a 
general war, and that England, France, and. Austria, were 
united to restore Poland. · · _ 

The House remembers the end of all this; it remembers the 
reply of the Russian Minister, I couched in a tone of haughty 
sarcasm and of indignation that deigned to be ironical. 
There was then but one step tb take, according to the French 
Government, and. that was action. They appealed to that 
England which had herself thus set the example of agitation 
ori. the subject; and England, wisely as I think, recqrred to 
her traditionary policy, the Government confessing. that it 
was a momentary iitdiseretion which had animated her 
councils for three or four months·; that they never meant 
anything more than words; a11q a month afterwards, I believe, 
they sent to St. Petersburg an obscure despatch which may 
be described as an apology. But this did not· alter the 
position of the French Government and the French Emperor. 
The Emperor had. been· induced by us to hold out promises 
which he could not fulfil. He was placed in a false position 
.towards both the people of Poland an,d the people of France. 2 

The vicissitudes of the polish question were ·reflected 
in Disraeli's autumn letters. 

t The reply'was that Russell was not ~ccurately informed of what was 
-passing in Poland, -and that Russia was ready to assume the responsibility. 
before 'Gocl and man. · · 2 July 4, 18(;4. · 
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To Mrs. Brydges Williams. 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, July 21, 1863: -Just 
when I was anticipating tranquillity and repose, the affairs 
of the Continent have-assumed so serious a character that the 
worst may be anticipated. For the last fortnight we have 
received accounts of the most alarming nature, and they have 
entirely absorbed the attention both of Lord Derby and 
myself. Lord Napier, our. Ambassador at St. Petersburg, 
says we are again ' drifting into war.' 

A ~ar in the centre of Europe, on the pretext of restoring 
Po hind, is a general war, and· a long one. The map of Europe 
will be much changed when it is concluded, but I Cj.oubt 
whether the name of Poland will appear in it. 

All Jibe great questions of. the day are still unsolved, and 
the materials for the infernal cauldron are plentiful. · 

The Rothschilds, who have contracted two loans this year, 
one to Russia, and the other to Italy-the latter the largest 
on record, more than thirty millions, and the Russian fifteen 
-are naturally very nervous. 

The state of affairs is enough to shake anyone, who has any 
degree of responsibility. It is the reason I have not written 
to you, and why my letter now is so little gay. 
r. HuGHENDEN, Aug. 7, 1863.-. . . Our Governmen.t, 
frightened, seems to be leaving France in the lurch. Tht:r0 
will be no war this year. That's something! . 

Oct. 17 .-. . . The troubles and designs of the French 
Emperor are aggravated ahd disturbed by the death of 
Billault,. his only Parliamentary debater, and a first-rate 
one. With for the first time a real opposition to encounter, 
and formed of.the old trained speakers of Louis Philippe's 
reign, in addition to the young democracy of oratory, which 
the last revolution has itself produced, the inconveniences, 
perhaps the injuries, of this untimely decease, are incalculable. 
It may even force, by way of distraction, the Emperor into war. 

Our own Ministry have managed these affairs very badly, 
acording to their friends. The Polish question is a diplomatic 
Frankenstein, created, out of cadaverous remnants, by the 
mystic blundering ·of Lord Russell ' 

At present the peace of the world has been preserved, not 
by statesmen, but by capitalists. For the last three months 
it has been a struggle between the secret societies and the 
European millionaires. Rothschild hitherto has . won; but 
the death of Billault may be as fatal for him as the poignard 
of. a Polish patriot: for, I believe, in that part of the world 
they are called patriots, though in Naples only brigands .... 
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To Lord Derby. 

HuGHEND;EN MANOR, Oct. 30; 1863.-I am very sorry to 
hear of the gout, but !"hope only a light cavalry attack, and 
that you will be even better, when it has departed .... 
. From what I hear, the Polish affair is virtually .extinct

so .. much for recognising the rights of the insurrectionists as 
belligerents. The only result of the Polish insurrection has 
been that Gortchakoff;. who, a little .more than a ·year ago, 
was to have been displaced, in order to secure England and 
Austria, has become the most popu1ar and powerful Minis~r 
of the day. I think John Russel~ has exposed himself through, 
out. this. Very priggish and pedantic-a policy which 1vas 
neither flesh, fish, nor fowl, nor etc. . . . 

Sir Henry Holland, who has just returned from a visit of 
six weeks to the Dis-United States, speaks; with w(n:~er, of 
the splendor and mal¥lificence of life in New York; It is alike 
glaring and incomprehensible. He has seen nothing 'like it 
iri any European capital. He was ·received with equal 
hospitality. . . · 

To Mrs. B1·ydges Willyams. 

HuaH:ENDEN MANOR, Nov. 5; 1863.--,-. '. . The 'great 
lniperial Sphinx' is. at this moment speaking: . I shall no.t 
know the mysterious utterances until to-monow, and sh'all 

·judge of his conduct as much by his .silence as his words. 
The world is .very alarmed and very restless. Although 
England appears to have. backe!l out of the possible war, 
there are fears that the French ruler has . out,vitted us, and 
that by an alliance with Austria, and the aid of the Italian 
armies, he may cure the partition of Poland by the partition 
of Prussia ! · . · • · 

Austria:, in that case, to regain Silesia,- which Frederick the 
Great won, a century ago, from ~aria Theresa; France to have 
tfie Rhine; and Galicia and Posen to be re'stoted to Poland. 
If this happen, it will give .altogether a new form· and color 
to European politics~ The Queen is mu,ch alarmed for the 
future throne of her daughter, the Princess Royal of Prl!ssia; 
but as the war will be waged for the relief of ·Poland, ·of which 
England hasunwisely approved, ~n.d to which, in theory, she 
'is pledged, we shall· really be checkmated, and scarcely could 
find an excuse to interfere, even if the nation wished. 

So you see .there is .a good deal on the ·cards. Adieu ! 
we shall soon meet. 1 

i Disraeli's· 'last· letter to Mrs. Willyams, ·who died Nov. n:. See 
Vol. I;, III.,_ ch. 13. ·, · 
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Napoleon was not the danger to Europe that Disraeli, 
who always exaggerated his power and ability, conceived 
him to be. But he was able to exercise a decisive influ
ence on the next important question that engaged the 
attention of our statesmen. By declining to intervene by 
force on behalf of Denmark against Austria and Prussia, 
he nullified the diplomatic efforts of Russell and Palmer
stan, and left to England only the alternatives of fighting 
alone or an inglorious retreat. 

In a, letter to Earle· in November, Disraeli made the 
curiously unfortunate remark that 'Prussia, without 
nationality, the principle of the day, is clearly the subject 
for p1utition.' Under the far-seeing guidance of her 
newly appointed Minister, Bismarck, Prussia was just 
~bout to utilise the principle of nationality in so masterly 
a fashio~ as to unite all the German peoples, except 
those who dwelt in Austria, under her own hegemony. 
:Elismarck had himself, with the frankness that was on 
some occasions one of his diplomatic weapons as much 
as was duplicity on others, outlined his policy to Disraeli 

· ~t a party at-Brunnow's in 1862. His words were: 1 

I shall soon be COJDpelled to undertake the conduct of the 
Prussian Government. 1\:'fy first care will be tO reorganise 
the army, with or without the help of the Landtag .... 
As soon as the army shall have . been brought into such a 
condition as ~ inspire respect, I shall seize the first best 
pretext to declare war against Austria, dissolve th,e German 
Diet, subdue the minor States, and give national u:nity to 
Germany under Prussian leadership .. I have come here to 
say this to the Qu<;Jen's Ministers. 

Disraeli had been so impressed at the moment that, 
after repeating Bismarck's conversation to Vitzthum, he 
added: ' Take care of that man ! He means what he 
says.' 1 The Schleswig-Hol~tein question gave Bismarck 
his opportunity. Both duchies.were governed by the King 
of Denmark, though Holstein was wholly, and Schleswig 
partially, German in population; and Holstein indeed was 
part of the German Confederation. This somewhat 

1 VitZJthum,. Vol. II., p. 172. 
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artificial arrangement, which had given rise to: popular 
discontent both in Germany and in Holstein, and had 
led to a German invasion, in 1848,1 was formaily ratified, 
though not guaranteed, "by the Treaty of London in 1852 
-a treaty concluded by the first Derby-Disraeli Adminis~ 
tration, but founded on a protocol signed in 1850 by Pal
merston, as Russell's _Foreign Minister. The signatories 
to the treaty were England, France, ·Austria, Prussia, 
Russia, Sweden, and Denmark, but not the ·:German · · · 

·Confederation; the body which had taken the l~ad in 
agitating for the annexation of the duchies on the ground . 
of nationality. Austria and-Prussia not only signed this 
treaty, confirming th(} union of the duchies with Den
mark, but had .of late pointedly dissociated themselves 

from the nationalist movement in Germany. Then, in 
1863, Bismarck.intervened, changed the current of Prus
sian and Austrian policy, and himself took t.he lead of 
the German movement. ·The· death of·the Danl.sh King, 
and a disputed succession in the" duchies, ~greatly for
warded his diplomacy. Russell·endeavounbd to·mediat~,_ 
but found Denmark as obstinate as the German 1Powers 
were determined. The German Powers . took up ._,arms, 
and by February, 1864, both Holstein and Schleswig 
were in the occupation of their troops. . . · 

At the close of. the session of 1863 Palmerston. had 
stated in Parliament that, if the rights and independence 
of Denmark were attayked, those who made the attempt 
would find that 'it wo.uld not be Denmark alone with 
which they would have to cont'end'; ·and Russell's de
spatches abounded .in similar menaces. ··But Russell's 
diplomacy, under Palmerston's supervision, was so mis
managed as to insure that it .was England who would 
find herself alone if she endeavoured to vindica.te in arms . 
. the Treaty o£ London. The tactless treatment Of the 
Polish'. question had irritated both Russia and France, 
her co~ signatories, • without helping the Poles. It had 
caused Russia to gravitate to. Prussia; it had placed 

-'", 

1 SeeVol. I., pp. 1000-1002. 

~· 
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France in a fal8e position. · She ha.d been ready to resort 
to arms for Poland; England drew back.· There, as in 
the case of Italy, France would have been fighting for 
the cause of nationality. England now invited her to 
fight against that cause; Napoleon, whose proposal of 
a European Congress had been curtly declined by Russell, 
not unnaturally refused. Russell's blunders had reduced 
his countioy to a position of hopeless isolation; arid as, 
apart from Russell and Palmerston, the prevailing feeling 
in th€! Cabinet was against a rash adventure, ari ende~wour 
was made to settle the matter by compromise at a Con
fel'ence in London. 

Pu\>lic feeling in England was stronglyAn favour of 
Denmark, as a small State bullied by two of the Great 
Powers. The Manchester School were, of course, against 
war; but there was a war party among the Whigs, and 
a strong current in favour of forcible intervention 
throughout the Conservative party. Robert Cecil advo
cated this course in the Quarterly Review for Ja,nuary 
and April, 1864. John Manners wrote to Disraeli: 'I 
suspect Government will side with Denmark, and, if 
Germany persists, enter upon the most popu7ar, the 
easiest, and the cheapest war (for it can be waged by 
our navy alone) of the century. Palmerston will then 
become a virtual dictator, and :we shall not even have 
the poor cons<'lation of h~ving forced upon him the policy 
which will have restored his popularity.' He was anxious 
that the party should announce 'a decided Danish 
policy.' Such being the temper of the country and of 
the Conservative party; a great responsibility was laid 
upon the Tory leaders, whose attitude would turn the 
scale. Disraeli, though he strongly approved of diplo
matic action on behalf of Denmark, and was keenly alive 
to the disadvantage of having the German power estab
lished at the mouth of the Elbe, saw no sufficient occasion 
for war. He wrote to Sir George Sinclair on January 20, 
1864: 'An English Government that, in it1~ wisdom, goes 
to war with Germany, must make France the mistress 
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of Europe'; and Mrs. Pisraeli declined:·. to associate 
herself in February with a, committee to help wounded 
Danes, on the grouna that Disraeli feared the step might 
'be embarrassing, and rather tend to inflame heats, than 
allay them, at this moment of excitement.' Derby, less 
decidedly, took the same line; being. influenced in part 
by the Queen, whose sympathies were with Germany, 
and who illvited her late Prime Minister to Osborne to 
.impress her views upon him. 

While the Conference- of London was sitting; Derby 
feared that Disraeli's anxiety for -peace, and for ·the 
confusion of Ministers, might have led .him into· un
guarded communications with' Prussian and Aootrian 
diplomatists. 

To Lord Derby: 

.Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, May 13, 1864.-Con
versations with Bernstorff are, in· general, so in,significant 
that I have difficulty in reproducing to myself· the ·one to 
which you refer, though it was so recent. • '. 

On Tuesday night at Apponyi's, j11st as I was going away, 
h~ seized me, himself in much excitement, , though more 
stupid than usual, if that bepossible. . . 

I can only recall the following remarks· on my part, which 
formed any exception to the ·platitudeS' I usually bestow on 
him . 

. He was evidently in a great fright about war. I said_: 
' Why, an armistice is the first step to peace.' •. H.e reminding 
me· that it was only for a month, I went on to this effect: 
'Depend upon it, if you have a long armistice, and nothing 
settled at the end of it, you will be in danger· of war: you 
ought not to lose a moment in solving the. real difficulty. 

·What. does the Conference understand by the words " integrity 
of Denmark"? England is not very disposed ··to go to war 
with Germany about German territory;. Denmark no longer . 
hopes she will, perhaps does not wish her to do so. · · 
. ~ Therefore the future of Holstein ought to be· considered 
py the Conference as a secondary point: ~he first thing to 
decide is, '.'.What is Denmark 1" If you can agree upon 
t.hat-and, if you can, you ought to do it quickly-'-all the 
rest will somehow or other find it.s le"vel, and settle itself.' · 

Of course, all this was not. said continuously 'or so crudely, 
· but this, .so far as I cap. recol)ect, and I ,really h.ave ra~kec;l 
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my brain thi~ ni·~rning about it, is the cream of what I 
said .... 

The Confer~nce of London broke up without producing. · 
any settlement. But it became clear, during its sittings, 
that public opinion in England, however favourable to 
Denmark, would not sanction war ; ·and the German 
Powers proceeded to enfone in arms their own solution, 
namely, the cession to themselves of all the King of 
Denm.ark's rights in the duchies, including the Danish 
as well as the German portion of Schleswig. The British 
Cabinet, in which Palmerston and Russell were finally 
overruled by their, colleagues, had to be content with pro
testin~ its powerlessness to act without France or Russia, 
and to explain that, at any rate, neither the independence 
nor the capital city of Denmark was threatened. No 
wonder that Disraeli remarked, with sarcasm that was 
abundantly justified, that, judging from the past, he 
would have preferred that Cobden and Bright rather 

. than Palmerston had conducted the affairs of the 
country. The consequences would be almost the same, 
but our position would have been more consistent and 
dignified. 

At least those honourable gentlemen would threaten 
nobody; at least they would not tell Denmark that, if she is 
attacked, she will not find herself alone; at least they would 
not exasperate Germany by declaiming in the full Parliament 
of England against the ' aggravated outrages ' ·of her policy; 
at least they would not lure on Denmark by delusive counsels 
and fallacious hopes. 

Never had an Opposition a clearer case, for censuring 
Ministerial foreign policy ; and a motion was made in both 
Houses regretting that Ministers had failed to uphold the 
integrity and independence of Denmark, and that their 
_policy had lowered the just influence of England ih the 

"'councils of Europe, and thereby diminished the securities 
of peace. Disraeli, in· introducing the motion in the 
Commons,1 spoke for nearly three hours, quoting the 

1 July 4. 
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diploma tic correspondence in great detaiFin order to show: 
the mismanagement of the Government. Had Ministers 

, Plaintained an understanding with Russia and France; . 
.... war would nqt have broken out, and the independence 

and integrity of Denmark would have been maintained.' 
But they had estranged both Russia and France; and: 
after the latter had adopted_~ definit~ly neutral attitude, 
England should havedone ~he same, and.abstained from 
all interference, menaces, ~nd promises. He mocked at 
the Conference, which lasted as long as a Carnivar, and,. 
like a Carnival, was 'an affair of masks and mystifica
tions.' In the Conference Ministers even propos~;id . the 
dismemberment of Denmark-so much for its integdty! · 
a~d the placing of the rema~nder under the guarantee of 
the Great Powers, like ano.ther Turkey in Europe_:_so 
much for its independence ! His peroration was a 
declaration for peace. . · · 

Sir, it is not for'any man in this House, on whatever side 
he sits, to indicate the policy of this country in our foreign 
relations; it is the duty of no one but t~e responsible Ministers 
of the Crown. The most we can do is to tell the noble lord 
what is not our policy: We will not threaten and the1,1 refuse 
to act. We will not luro on our allies with expeCtat1ons we 
do not fulfil. And, sir, if ever it be tll,e lot of myself, or ariy 
public m;en with whom I have the honour to act, to carry on 
important negotiations on behalf of th!s country, as the 

· noble lord and his colleagues have done, I twst that· we at 
least shall not carry them on in such a manner: that it will 
be our d1lty to come to Parliament to announce to the country 
that we have no allies, and then declare that Erigland can 
never act· alone. Sir, those are words .which ought never to 
have escaped the lips of a British Minister. They are senti
ments whic,h ought never to have occurred even .to his heart. 
I i·epudiate, I reject them.' I remember there was a time 
when England,_ with not a tithe of her present resources, 
inspired by· a patriotic cause, triumphantly encountered a 
world'"in arms. Arid,.sir, l believe now, if the occasion were 
fit.ting, if her independence or her honour were assailed, or-.>1' 
hei· empire· endangered~ I believe that Englanif would rise 
in the magnificence· oi her might, and struggle triumphantly 
for those objects for which men live and nations ·flourish. 
But I, for one, will never co1,1sent to go to war· to extricate 

- Ministers from the consequences of their own mistakes. It 
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1s in this spirit that· I have drawn up thi~ Address to the 
Crown. . . . I am ready to vindicate the honour of the 
country whenever it is necessary, . but I have drawn up this 
Address in the interest of peace. 

The debate was felt to involve the fate of the Govern
ment; and it was accordingly prolonged for four nights, 
during which most of the leading men of all parties spoke. 
Gladstone was indignant that the House of Commons 
should be called upon, for the sake of displacing a Govern. 
ment; to record the degradation o.f its c'ountry. C.;>bden 
condemned the meddling of diplomatists with the destinies 
of nations. Horsman said that the Government had 
made -mistakes, but the Opposition had endorsed them, 
S<? .. he could not support a vote· of censure. Bernal 
Osborne riddled Paimerston and Russe!I with the sarcasm 
which ·in old days he reserved for Disraeli. Palmerston 
appealed for support to the achievemen~s of his Adminis
tration, consisting mainly of Gladstone's Budgets, which 
he himself had thwarted in Cabinet. But, fearing to 
meet Disraeli's motion with a direct negative, he, the 
apostle of universal interference ·and the unsuccess-

.· .lui advocate of interference on this occasion, accepted 
~[n· amendment moved by Kinglake in favour of non
interference between Germany and Denmark. This 
was not a frank or straightforward course~ said Disraeli 

·in reply ;t but it was a successful one; The motion,--which 
had been carried in the Lords by a majority of nine, was 

-defeated in the Commons by eighteen, the numbers being 
·. 313 to 295. Thus the House secured what the vast / 

majority desired, the preservation of peace coupled with 
the maintenance of Palmcrston as Minister; and Disraeli, · 

·.though his policy prevailed, failed once :more tO persuade 
the 1859 Parliament to put him and Derby in office to 
carry it out. 

The following memoranda by Disraeli relating to foreign 
affairs in 1864 may be added here: 

1 It wns in this reply that Di~meli dubbed Ilorsmnn a • superior 
person.' 
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August 5, 1864.-Long walk in the park with BrunnQw: 
spoke much of Bismarck I reminded him he had introduced 
_Bis. to me at a ball at his house two years ago; which he 
recollected. We agreed a man of great energy .. 'An 
Alberoni,' I added. 

·Brunnow doubted whether circumstances had favored 
. Alberoni, as they had Bis. Thought· there was. no person 
whom circumstances had ever so favored. France holding 
back because she was offended with England; English 
Government in a state of impuissance/· Russia distr_acted 
with conflicting interests; Austria for the first tinie sincere 
in wishing to act with ,Prussia; tl).en the weak chivalric 
character of the King; the enthusiasm of Germany. 

'Bismarck made a good book,' I said. . 
'He made a good book,- and, what is most strange, he 

backed the worst horse in the lot. - For Prussia is a oountry 
without any bottom, .and in my opinion could not maintain 
a rea.l war for 6 mont.bs.' -
- I reminded Brum1ow ofwhat he had ~aid about L[ouis] 

N[apoleon] (the five years). He accepted it:- I gave him 
originally 15 yea~s from 1850, Lthink. Well, the leaseap-
proaches the term. - · · · 

. -

Gladstone _said (1864) that the invasion of Mexico by the 
Emperor Napoleon was one of the greatest political blunders 
ever perpetrated-certainly the greatest political blunder of 
his time. But note: there never was~ political move over 
which the Emperor had so long an:d so deeply· brooded: for" -
many years .. · In 1857 he mentioned t0 me his wish and . 
willingness to" assist in establishing _a European. dynasty in 
Mexico, ·and said that for his pq,rt he would make no opposi- -
tion to the accession of 'the Due d' Aumale to such a throne. 
He looked upon its establishment as o£ high European im-
portance. -

It was his custom to say that there were two _Powers 
who hated old Europe : Russia and the United States ·of 

, America. 



CHAPTER-X. 

DISRAELI AND THE CHU-RCH •. 

• 1860:-1865 .. 

' There are few great things left in England; and the 
Church is one.' This was Disraeli's dictum, expressed 
again and again, with slight variations of phrase, in 
speech and letter and book; and one of the inain objects 
which he set before himself duririg the long period of 
opposition to Palmerston was to strengthen the position 
of the Church, to secure her from internal disruption and 
external assault. To a considerable extent, no doubt, 
he had his eye, as a party leader, on party and political 
advantage. · The tendency of the Church, as a great 
historic institution, could not fail to be of a conservative 
character; to establish an active and successful Church· 
party in the House of Commons must benefit the Con~er
vative cause, and help to rally disaffected Conservatives 
round the lead~r who raised the ecclesiastical banner. 

But it would be a mistake to treat Disraeli's efforts 
oil behalf of the Church, whether in the House of Com
mons or in the diocesan meetings at which in thes~ years 
of opposition he frequently appeared and spoke, as 
mainly adroit electioneering. The Church appealed to 
him not merely as a great conservative force~ not even' 
merely as a .majestic historical tradition, but as a con

·ception derived from his own sacred race, and as a living 
witness on behalf of the spiritual order against the 
invading materialism of the age.l ·He expounded his view 
in a draft letter preserved among the Beaconsfield papers 
.:-a. letter which was obviously addressed to a clergyman, 

1 See Vol. I., III., ch. 3. 
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b:ut which contains nothing to show definitely to whom 
~or when it was written, or whether it wa~ actually.sent: 

.-... T entirely participated at the time in the feelings that 
influenced you in the Oxford Movement, which; I believe, 
had'it been directed with a discretion equal to its energy and 
talents; would have conquered the heart of the nation' and 
placed the strong religious feeling of the cpuntry on a basis 
of unassailable authority. . . . . 

But on the desolating secession of Newman and his fol
lowers, to me so unexpected and still to me so unaccountable; 
I withdrew from the disheartening struggle, and only rtsumed 
my weapons, much against the feeling of my political friends, 
though accused of party motives, when the enemy !;leemed 
desecrating the hearth. : · · 
. I have a certafu reverence for the Church of Rolhe, as I 

. have for all churches which recognise the divine mission of 
the House of Israel; but I confess I was .astounded that a 
man of the calibre of Newman sliould have fallen into the 
-pitfalls of the. 17th century, and in his search for. a foundation 
have stopt short at Rome instead of advancing to Jerusalem. 

For myself, I look upon the Church as the only Jewish· 
institution ·that remains, and, irre~pective of its being -the 
depository of divine truth, must ever cling to it as ~he visible 
means which embalms the me:inory ·of my race, their deeds 
and thoughts, and coruiects their blood with the origin of . 
thingf>. _ . . _ · · 
. There are few great things left, and the . Church is one. 
No doubt its position at this moment is critical; and, indeE)d, 
the whole religious sentiment of tlie country is in a convulsive 
state; but I ·believe the state· of affairs is'on:ly one. of the 

. periodical revolts of the Northern races ·against Semitic · 
truth; .influenced mainly by mortified vanity in never having 
been the medium of direct communication. with the AlmigJtty; 
and that it will end ·as in previous instances, after .much 
sorrow and suffering, in their utter discomfiture. . · 

. . . i- ~ 
• Similarly, In the General Preface to the Novels, 1870, 
he deplored the fact that no Churchman equal tu the oc-' 
casiori had arisen out of the Oxford ·Movement, but that 
it had fallen ~to the hands of 'monks and schoob:ri(;)n.' 

The secession of Dr. Newman dealt a blow to the Church' 
of England under which it. still reels. That extraordinary 
event has been l apologised 'for, but has never been explained~ 
It was a mistake and ·a misfortune. The tradition .of the~
Anglican"'Church was powerful. Resting on the Church of· 
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Jerusalem, modified by the divine school of Galilee;-it would 
have found that rock of; truth which Providence, by the 

, insfrumentality of the Semitic . race, -had promised to St. 
Peter. Instead of that, the seceders sought refuge in medi::eval 
superstitions, which are generally only the embodiments of 
pagan ceremonies and creeds. 

The vita,l importance of religion in the cons~itution 'of 
the State was recognised by Disraeli in his earliest poli
tical speculations.. ' It is one of the leading principles 
of the.policy of England,' he wrote in the Vindication 
in 1835, 'that the religious discipllne and fu~ure welfare 
of our citizens are even of greater importance than their 
political or present well~being.' Serious interest, however, 
in the lJhurch and Church questions seems to have been 
imbibed by him for the -first time from the Cambridge 
men who formed in the 1841 ;parliament his 'Young 
England ' following, and particularly fro~· Smythe and. 
Manners. But the Oxford Movement in which they 
brought him to sympathise developed in the next few 
years a Romeward tendency which alienated his nascent 
good-will; and, as we· have seen,l the part played· in 
Tancred by the Church, which was to have been its 
main theme,· is a very poor 6lne. The Protestant out
break in 1850-51, on the OC!)asiori' of the Papal Aggres
sion,confirnied Disraeli in his view that Tractarianism had 
taken a directiQn in conflict with the permanent bias of 
the British character. For some years, ac~JOrdingly, he 
rather ·watched, as a critical spectator, the religious 
tendencies of the Church and the age, than took any 
active part in guiding them. It was the first Derby
Difraeli Ministry that granted permission to Convocation 
to m:eet. for the despatch of business, after an intervaf of 
135 years. But this was done by· Derby, the Prime 
Minister, and Walpole, the Home Secretary ; Disraeli 
was certainly not active in the matter, and in 1870 he 
expressed his regret that the revival had not placed 
Convocation 'on a wide basis,' instead of leaving it the 
representative of ' a priestly section.'2 Indeed; his .first 

1 Vol. I., III., ch. 3. 2 General Preface to the novEi~, 1870. 
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-p~blic ~tterance relating to Church: affairs, after~~ Jong 
period of silence; occurs in his_ el~ctoral campaign,:i.?-_1857, .. 
when there was a Mar lest the internal_quarrels ofec-~lesi: -~ 
as tical parties might be transferred- to .the political arena 
and act disadvantageously to the Tories,_ In his address -
to his constituents in. that year he gave' Churchmen the 
excellent advice that, :iristead of quarrelling-among them: 
selves, they shou~d evince mutual forbearance, 'unite on 
the common ground of ecclesiastical·polity;' and oppose 
alle:fforts to impair the integrity of tne Church._ •_,_ 

Of the parties in tl;te Church, the only one which steadily 
· supported the Conservatives, a support which had per

sisted since the -days of Dr. Sache~erell, was .the old 
High C:Qu_rch or Anglican _party. All- the other parties,. 
_secure in the belief that the union of Church a:rid State 
was regarded ·as sa~red by statesmen of every;political 
col,otir were quite a~ -much, or more, disposed, for one 
reason or another, to favour .the ·opposite political cctn" 
nection. The Evangelicals were attracted to the Whigs by 
Russell's aggressive Protestantism- an9-· by Palmerston's 

·Low Church appoiritments made"under Shaftesbury's in
fluence. The rising Broad -.C4u~~h·' schobl, represented by 

, Dean Stanley and Jowett, ~·as naturally inclined to enlist 
· under the banner of Progress. And, strange to say, even -

the Tractarians were being almost insensibly drawl).··by. 
the Peelite leaders, Sidney_ Herbert and •Gladsto~e, ~o-. -
were Churchmen before they wefe politicians:,. into•Jiw~ 
ranks of that Liberalism against. which Newman's original 
moV.emerit was in i~s essence an emphatib protest .. M~a4~ 
while, within the Ltberai party, a movement was springing 
up hostile to'· alLState establishment of religioi_l. -The 
Dissenters., from, being a purely religious,. were b~ing -

· organised as -a· political body; .from ·defence against 
opp1:ession, th~y passed to attack on what theyregarded: 
-as unwarranted privilege; the Society fQr the Liberation 

_ of Religion from State eor_1trol, "founded in _1844, began 
t~ exercise ,serious political influence: T-he>union', of 
Church :cand State was threatened as it had never -been 

_, . . ~ 
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threatened before. To use the language of a preface to . 
a collected edition of Disraeli's Church speeches of the 
early' sixties-a preface which was written by a promi
nent High Churchman, the sixth Lord Beauchamp, then 
Frederick Lygon, but in which we seem to catch the 
veritable accents of Lygon's friend and leader ;1 

Measures were astutely devised either to sap some ancient 
buttress which supported, or to pull down some stately 
pinnacle which adorned, the venerable fabric of the Established 
Churc4.- Distinguished persons in high places, aghast at these 
new dangers, counselled surrender; others advocated a 
temporising policy; but Mr. Disraeli, with rare sagacity, 
surveyed the position and comprehended the full consequences 

. of yiel~ing at such a crisis. 

The principal measure of the kind before Parliament· 
at this period was Sir John Trelawny's Bill to abolish 
Church rates. The Church· rate, was no tyrannical or 
hjerarchicallevy. It was made by a popular body, the 

. churchwardens a!ld parishioners in ve~try assembled, 
and it was devoted to the .paro.chial; if not national, 
purposes . of defraying the expenses .of divine ser
vice, repairing the fabric of the· parish church, and 
paying the salaries of ·church officials. It was a 
personal charge on the occupier, ari.d the majority in 
vestry bound the minority .. If, as happened in many 
"cases spontane!?usly, and in others as the result. of an 
engineered agitation, the rate was not paid, there was 
'great difficulty in applying compulsion. The grievance 
of the conscientious Dissenter appealed .to the Liberal 
party, and not to the Liberal party alone ;.and Trelawny's 
Bill was carried by stiffid'ient majorities . through the 
.Commons in 1855 and ·~ 85,6; though the Lords opposed 
a barrier to further pro'gress. The keen,. Churchmen in 
the second Derby-Disraeli Ministry, as we have seen, 2 

wished to introduce a fueasure of compromise in .1858, 
but were prevented by Disraell. In 1859 they got their . . . 

1 Disraeli wrote to Lygon about. this republication: ·No one but you 
·could be the editor, as you know my ,inmost mind, and th<ore is entire 
sympathy between us.' · · 2 Vol. L; p. 1527;,:· · 
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opportunity, and for the. moment 1Disraeli hoped that 
their plan, for which. Walpole was responsible, wohld 
settle the matter. He told the Queen that the Bill had. 
been received with so much favour that he believed it · 
would pass. 'This is very unexpected; and the satis
factory settlement of this lorig-agitated and agitating 

. question will be .a great relief to p:ublic life, and tend to. 
restore and ·augment the good-hurriolir of the country.'! 
".\ The hope.speedily"proved delusive; the coillpeomise was 

· ·•rejected, and the majorities in favour of Trelawny's Bill 
rose to fifty-three in l858,and even to sevmity-four in 1859. 

· Disraeli then b~gan to· change the tactics of the party; to 
organise a more effective resistanc(Ho a Bill which, .thmjgh 

-plausible enough 'in itse1f, was ih reality the opening 
·move in a campaign fo~ Disestablishment; to ,discourage 
the idea of compromise;' and to appeal to the. httent 
con~ervatism of a Parliament which suppbr.ted so ·con
servative a statesman as' Palmersto:ri.. In the session of 
1860, w~.ile not denying the existence of a grievance; he 
strongly opposed thesecond reading of the Bill, which he 

·held would revolutionise the 'parochial constitution of the 
country .. 'The real issue to be-decided was whether there-~ 

-- should be an.established,Church: The majority dropped 
to twenty-nine; and on .the third reading, in answer to . 
a further appeal by Disraeli'ou- behalf 'o( the Church of . 
England as one of the strongest elementS. of society, one . 
of the most~ powerful 6£ our institutions, and the ·nest · 
security of our liberties, what he called Trelawny's rash ... 
arid ruinous proposition was only carried in the Commons · 
by nine, to perish by an ·overwhelming ,majority in ihe 
Lords. It is .no wonder that)kriting to ·the King of the 
Belgians on August 23,2 Disfaeli noted, as. prominent 
among · the ··causes . which contributed to -_Cohserv_ative 
consolidation duril).g the sessi~n, the appearance of a 

'Church party in the House of Commons for the first time 
since 1840, arid phe fac_t of the clergy throughout the ~ 
country again gel?-erally acting with the Conservatives. , 

·~ .. 

, 1 Quee~~Vi~toria's Letters, Feb. 21, 1859.' . 2 See abo-ve, pp. 16, 17. 
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In Disraeli's correspondence with Mrs. Willy!tms this 
year, especially during the late• autumn, an ecclesiastical 
flavour may be discerned. · · 

To ll{r8. Brydges Willyams. 

NEw YEAR's DAY, 1860.-.... Only think 'of our living to 
see the Pope on his last legs-and to be betrayed, too, by 'the 
eldest son oLthe Church ' ! A great Roman Catholic lady told 
me yesterday that the truth was too obvious; mankind would 
no 'longer endure clerical authority. She pitied them, b_ut 
was c~nsoled by the conviction of their eventual misery, 
and that no other authority could long (lndure ' As for your 
Church of England,' she added, 'what are we to think of 
that 1 Four theatres hired, ev(lry evening, for "-divine" 
service, A Bishop preaching at Sadler's Wells, I ·believe ! 
If theatres will do, what is the use of churches 1 And why 
not one of the usual performers to preach, instead of ail 
ordained priest 1' . · 

Do you know; I thought .her remarks unanswerable, and 
did not much care to prove she was wrong, although she 
thought she was confounding me. . ,·. . . . . . 

HUGHENDEN, Oct 18, 1860.-... This year is the triennial 
visitation of our Diocesan, and I have to receive the Bishop 
[Wilberforce] at this place. This is no slight affair;. for on these 
occasions a Bishop is _like a Highland chief and _moves with a 

• tail. Besides the descendant of the Apostles, I have to extend 
hospitality to his Chancellor, his Chaplain, his Secretary, and 
the Archdeacon of Bucks, and all their servants. . . . 
Nov~ 11, 1860.-... On Tuesday_Lord John Manners and 

Lord Stanley come down here, to assist .me in niy great 
episcopal reception, which commences on Wednesday. · On 
Thursday Lord Ivlalmesbury and .Lord and Lady Salisbury. 
I hope to clear my house by the· end of the week,. but I 
rather doubt it. Sir William Jolliffe and Colonel Taylor, the · 
chief of my staff, arrive on :Friday. . . . . -

Nov. 18, 1860.-You could not P,ave sent usamoreaccept
able offering to our banquet, and one, I assure you, more 
appreciated, than the rosy-colored tribute of Torbay, which 
quite delighted us for their own merits,_ and their evidence· 
of ~he kind thoughts of. the .don?r. The Bishop was q_uite 
delighted. Prelates love dchcames, and, as he 'is a wit as 
well as a priest, he was very playful about Devonian fair1es 
and magic gifts. It certainly arrived most opportune, and 
was precious from i~s .h}s,tory; because no one in BuckEl 
would have tasted a prawn from London, whereas· direct 
from the balmy waters··,9f the West they wero a delight. 

n. 4 
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Our h9_nse has been brimful,' and i~ not yet-quite emptied . 
. Sir William Jolliffe and CoL Taylor st~lllinger, and leave us· 
to-morrow; all the rest have departed. It has been a week. 
of great and unceasing bustle; but the greatest· effort, the 
.Bishop's charge at Wycombe;which I and Lord John Mamiers · 
-thought it but right to ·attend, and which; irrespective of 
div,ine service; was three hours long ! It's rightly called a 
Visitation. . . . -~ · -. · · 

. 'The episcopal visitation a~d charge in November were 
'speedily eclips.ed in interest by a ·spe,ech Whiph Pisraeli, 
.as a layman of the diocese, made at a ruridecanal·meeting 

··at Amersham on December 4. ·· It was, he told Rtse, 
weB considered, and intended as a manifesto., -.'Iri. it he 
definitely cast aside the idea of compromise jJ~ th~ 

·Church Rate Bill, and ·urged Church peopJe .to stand 
boldly on their rights. Great issues, he said, were gener7 

ally tried in this practical ~o\mtryon collatera:I points; 
the question of Church. rates .inv:olved that .of a National 
Church. Churchmen.should therefore put internal parties 
aside ·and unite and organise; but what -should be . their 
policy 1 . Th~re were two opi:rUons ~. Some :we~e f?r com
promise. He agreed, if c0mpromise ineant imprpvement 
i.Il detail in regard to meth'Od, :but not if · it me.ant , 
exemption· o£ Dissenters from the charge. That; was 
:not comprom'ise, 'but surrender~an- acknowledgment 
that the Chur<?h of E-ngland is, no longe;r ·a NatioriaJ 
Church. · · • _·· 

This is a,. public cha;rge •of ~.hich all th.e',circu~st~nces.ar~ 
of a popular character. It is ;ancient; it is for a general, not . 
to say a common purpose; it is levied bypublic,votes .. Jf,.i.n 
a country. w.here .the majority decide eV:erything, the:minority 
are, on ·~he ground of conscientious ,s.cruple;· tg .be exemp.ted 
from a public payment, on what principle can soc~ety be 
.held together 1 Landowners_ might ,have a conscientious 
scruple. against paying th~ public creditor; 'peace societies 
might have a conscientious scr~ple against·.paying war taxes. 

.. . What the 'Dissenter demands is; in fact, .an oligarchical 
. pri:vilege;. and the principle, if conc.eded and pursued, may 
~lead .to general c9nfusion.1 ~ · _ , •• ,k,: · · . . · .• · 
, . "-;A ,criticism,jn adva~ce, .of, the campai~If':if 'pi~.~ive resistance' ;carri~ 
on by. some. of :the Dissent~rs'a,gain~t .the J£d~catiop. ,Act. of 1902 .. 

# ~ • • ~ •• I ~ :.'i ~ • • 
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He felt deeply the responsibility of giving the advice . 
·to refuse to sanction the principle of exemption. He was 
opposing the recommendation of the Committee of the 
House of Lords in 1859, and what was then the unanJmous 
opinion of the bench of Bishops. ", But the Committee 
were precipitate: they mistook public humour for public 
opinion~ What had happened last sprin!? 1 

The second reading of Sir John Trelawny's Bill had been 
carried oby a much reduced majority, and the advocates of 
what is fallaciously called compromise were strongly in favour 
of what they called seizing the opportunity for a settlement. 
I was of a different opinion. I did not think that the advan
tage the.Church had then obtained was only a happy casualty. 
I thOught it was the break of dawn. I did my utmost to 
dissuade my friends from relinquishing the contest, and 
ultimately, on my sole responsibility, opposed the third reading 
of Sir John Trelawny's Bill. The whole country was agitated 
on the occasion .by the opponents of the· Church to regain 
the lost ground. Instead of that, the majority against Church 
rates, which had sat like an incubus on the Church .for twenty 
years, virtually disappeared: We owe to that division our· 
commanding position. 

He recommended the clergy to petition Parliament, 
to organise Church Defence associations, and to bring 
their influence to bear on their representatives. 

'What changes there are' in this world!' wrote Rose 
on reading the· speech. ' Gladstone going to Bradford 
with Bright and Cobden and Milner Gibson, and you 
leading the ·church party throughout· the kingdom!' 
Derby, good Churchman as he ;Was, was rather aghast at 
the pronouncemm1t. 'You will forgive me,' he wrote, · 
'if I entertain a fear that you have even spoken too 
decidedly. . . . The present law is, if not so objectionable 
in itself, so difficult of enforcement that, if an amend
ment could be obtained by some concession, I think it 
would be ·worth the sacrifice.' Disraeli did not reply; 
and Derby, when he next wrote-on January 27, 1861, 
just before the session-:-began: ' I hope you were not 
displeased. at the £:rankness with which I expressed iny . 
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fears as tot he effect·~£ }rou"r speech oh th~: Clniteh rate 
question. I have nofhea1~d fr6n1 you .. since:'· · · · 

1' ·•' . ~ ~; . . - "~,;·· ~ ·. . . ~~ ,.,. . .. r ...-. 

. T:o Lord Derby.~.,:: , ~) .. ·>:: ·.. . 
. v Private ... GROSVENOR GATE, 'Ja/n. '28;>"i86L;....:.,-I was. iQ 

hopes that twelve years of tryingcom~~nionsli:ipmight have 
.. assured you that I. was ever grate(ul for criticism, even from 

, my adversaries, and that _it was- impossible l could.resentthe 
, , .. gentle comments of one who, though r·have: committed so 

n1any errors, has never reproached me. ~'The only reasoi1 of 
j . my silence was that I· had nothing to writeabout. Tkesitua

tion, which I .intimated in my last letter: neyer altlir~d. . ' 
· A!? for Churcp.· rates, I took· the ·step after, great inquiry 
and reflection; andTthink if I had' not'taken it out'counties 

·.would have slipped away;, .Themomentw!ts moretl!ari'ripe .. 
Tlie enclosed will gi'vo you some idea how it'worked iri .Wales, 
where the clergy;· and the,,Ch!Jrch general~y, are weakest. 

- It--·will .work more powerfully in. Wiltshire, ·and, ·from• the . 
numerous communications ·which reach nie; l'think ·I "shall 
have effected my'purpose .. All that 'I a~ afra1d of are the 

. 'Bishops, a·ct.ed on: by a coterie, who hate· us; and have. flattered· 
themselves .they had a monopoly of•Chtirch championship .. 

: Most of these people are now.(out'Of 'Parliament: Roundell 
Palnler; J3[ ercsford] -Hope and 06.; _but they· are unceasingly 
at work. They can do the Church no good, for they are utte:rly ; · .. 
inc?-pable :otinariagihg Enghtn:d;t being a fiilical'afi,d fastidipus: · 
crew, who are·more anxious a,bout what·they call;theChurch, · 
than the Ch1irch. of England. J\lly oWp; Diocesa~ lias 1eft 
them, and. ih his triennial charge, this ,-autumn,~ declared ' 
against their proje(lts: the Bishop of ;Exeter, ·whom -Lsaw at ·· 
Torquay, is all right1 a!ld ,will be up f?~ the meeting pf.Patlia,;;._ 

.•. mept., . I have t1nce:-slnf51Y · worlfed; smce .you wrote, to me;:. 
· · to counteract anymiS~hwfJrom my movement, and·to,secure 

all the good which might' accrue from it; andi~ the Bishops 
1vill only be quiet and not commit the111sel ves any further 'on' 
the subject, Ieaviug the questiori:-to th~ ccmntr:Y:.'A,nd the 
House of Cpmmons, I have no ,fear •.~hatever of qltimate 

.success." ·; . .· ,·· __ ,_ .. , . .-.r- - > ·' ~-. 
. . ' . :' ·. ,· . . ~ ' '.. . (.~' . . . . . . . . .. 

. r ])isJ;aeli's det~trmined, i)olicy;;l~d .to ~:markcd2·Parlifl;". , 
.·/ ~.meiitM'y succe~s,ih_ the .. :.se~sio~. of;; 1861.-,·:s:~·,tQok'-tlie'• 

~ . precaU:pjon; when arranging/~() _give ·Pf1lniers~gjl :;general 
· -,·;suppo#, _t~;_neuttali~e,tpe_ ·a()vei·~~ent~o-~ 'th~s .special. 
· >~~questiq~;: Shaftesbury, ~ho_ l:l-?t~d-as go• between m. some 
<::9t:'tli~;~~g?t!a~iol1s';{wrote.of·Palmc~~~o~-·ori tJariu_ary} 7_': . 

. .... ,_,' 'f .~· ;~:. :.· <':(' 
~~: _, 
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' Reserving of course his own opini<;m a.nd freedom of 
action in respect of Church rates, he distinctly said there 
was no intention of making it a" Government question." 7 

Disraeli was also earnest in beating up doubtful Conserva
tive voters. ' It will never do,' be wrote to Malinesbury 
on February 22, ' to have our own men run .riot .. The 
fact is, in internal politics there is only one question now, 
the maintenance of the Church. There can be no refrain~ 
ing or false Liberalism on such a subject. They are both 
out of fashion, too! '1 Accordingly, the second reading of 
Trelawny's Bill was only carried by a majority,of fifteen, 
and on the third reading, in a very full house; the numbers 
were e€J_ual-274 each side. The Speaker, /interpreting 
the attitude of the House as one of hesitation, threw his 
casting vote against .the measure. In his speech against 
the second reading Disraeli gave an in-teresting insight 
into his view of the Dissenters' position: 

One would almost suppose; from the manner in which the 
Dissenter was mentioned, that he was some stranger in the 

. country or some wild animal. Why, a Dissenter is our friend, 
our neighbour, our tenant, our tradesman; he is ail English
man animated by all the feelings and principles· of English- "" 
men. . . . If he finds himself in a majority in any parish 
where a rate is proposed, he has a victorious power of self
defence in_that majority, and he can by the votes of himself 
and friends shield himself from these grievances of which 
you say that he QS)mplains. What is the position of a Dissenter 
in parishes in which he is in a minority 1 In that· case, if 
he be animated by the same feelings as any other Englishman 
-and I know by experience he is so-he yields to tho.opinion · 
of the majority, for such he knows is the principle upon 
which ·our social system is established. If the majority is 
overwhelming, he yields without a murmur; if it be slight, 
he can exercise his influence if he chooses, so that next year 
the majority may change into a minority. 

To JJfrs. Brydges Willyams. 
CaRLTON CLUll, Thursday, .June 27, 1861.-I wrote to·you, 

about a week ago, on the eve of the Church rate division. 
I told you how critical it was, and how important success 
was to me, considering that the resistance of the Bill had been 

1 Me11wirs of an Ex-Minister, Vol. II., p. 247. 
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mainly prompted· by my counsel. I was .not · altogether 
without hope, but not over-sanguine. ·You have: seen in the 
papers the strange and wonderful triumph ! . Such -J~ scene 
has not occurred. in the House of Commons since the im
peachment of Lord Melville, inthe·days of Mr: Pitt. -; .'; · · 

In the· autum~ ·of 1861,Pisraeli repeated his experi
ment of a'!fdres~ing. a diocesan :meeting in Bucks. He 
took precautions· to· be ·properly reported. ' I will en~ 
deavour,' he· wrote ~to Del~~lEi, 'to make-a precis of what 

. I intend to say, which I will g!v:e your imvoyif.,he will. 
· see me before· the. business. This· is rather a difficult 
thi,n_g for m_e to do, ·as it is agains_t my grain, being much 
influenced by iny audience and the impromptu; but I 
~mst ma,ke .an effort to entirely 'contrql myself, as t4ere 
must be no mistake.' · ~. 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyam8. 

Most private. HUGHENDEN 'MANOR~ Nov. l3,"186l._:_Th~ 
state of the Church is critical, from dissensions and 'heresy 
among its own children. If it were to fall, philosophywould 
not ·profit: we should only be-handed over to a narrow-minded 
and ignorant fanaticism. I have been in. frequent corre
spondence of late with the Bisl).op of Oxford, the Bishop of · 
this diocese~as you know, a first-ni:te man; and I have 
promised to attend a great diocesan m~e~ing- to-morrow at 
Aylesbury, arid try to give a lead- to public opinion in the 
right direction. It is a nervous business, for what may. be 
said and done· tQcmorrow niay produce ver~ great effects
like Sacheverell's sermon, which was nothing tilr it was 
preached, an(! then nearly set the Thames on fire. Mter all, 
it may .end to--morrow in smoke, _for a speech is like a play
success seems always a chance .... 'Thinkof_me to-morrow, 
a very criticaL day I can assure you. · 

. The' he~esy '.about which])israeli'wasdisq.uieted wa~ 
th~ recent ·publication of E.ssdys and Reviews, a vol~me of 
mildly latitudill.arian essays by various Anglican writers.· 
Disraeli was 'a rigid ma~ntainer· of orthodoxy in belief, 
.,p~rtly, no doubt, from a re~.tlisation of the utilityuf religion 
to. the civil m"agistrate,_but ~lso,: it appears, from intel

-lectual convi(}tion, and from··?> jealo'usy on be4alf of his . -
· own sacred race, the original recipients and transmitters . 

~ . . .,. . - "; -~· . -· . 

: .. , 
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of religious truth. He therefore held the speculations 
of Broad Churchmen in little favour. ·Five years before, 

·in 1856, we find him writing to Mrs. Willyams about.an 
article in the Quatterlyl on a work by., a Rev. Mr. Jowett,' 
which, he tells his correspondent, ' will give you some 
idea of the rapid and strange advances which ·German 
neology,· alias infidelity, is making in that seat of vener
able orthodoxy, the University of Oxford, and especially 
among clergymen of the Church. ~f England. When the 
Quarterly Review steps forward, it is clear that the plague 
in the vitals can be no longer concealed.'- Accordingly, 
in his speech at Aylesbury, Disraeli effectively ridiculed 
the intltually destructive theories put forward by suc
cessive scb.9ols of German theologians. His criticism has · 
lost none of its point in an age which has witnessed the 
conservative· revolution wrought by Harnack in New 
Testament criticism. About a century before, he said, 
Gerrrian theology, which had been mystical, became 
criticaL A Rationalist school sprang up which explajned 
the supernatural incidtmts in the sacred narrative by · 
natural causes. After absorbing for half a century the in
tellect of the country, this school was displaced by one 
which applied a mythical interpretation to Scripture. But, 
'if the .mythical theologians· triumphantly demonstrated 
.that Rationalism was irrational, so the mythical system 
itself has become a myth '; and there had been in its 
place a revival in Germany of pagan pantheism. What 
had the Church to fear from ' speculations so over
reaching, so capricious, and so self-destructive 1 ' He 
was himself in favour of free inquiry on all subjects, but 
' free inquiry should . be pursued by free inquirers,' 

· and the authors of Essays and Reviews 'have entered 
. into engagements with the people of this country 
quite inconsistent with the views advanced in those 
prolusions.' 

On the general question of the connection of Church 
and State, ·. Disraeli deprecated the tendency of some 

1.' The Neology of the Cloisters,' Quarterly Review, Dec. 1855. 
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High Qhmclimen to contemplate disestablishment with~ 
out~alarm. · It was a fallacy to suppose tha:t .the Church 

-aft~r disestablishment would occupy the position which 
it held in-the Middle Ages .. The civil powet'~would never 
'submit to .a superior authority,. or even brook a :.;ivai.' 
There would be 'possib!e struggle, probable spoliation,' 
and the Church might ' subside into a fastidious, not 

· to say finical ~ongregation.' ·The ~otmection .between 
Church and . State was in unison with . the spirit of the 
age and the soundest principles of political philo·sophy. 
'The most powerful principle which governs man:is.the 
religious . principle.'· · 

• 
A wise Government, allying itself with religion, would, as 

-it were, cmisecrate society and sanctify the State: But how 
is this to be done ? It is the probleni of modern politics 
which has always most embarrassed statesmen. No solution 
of the difficulty can be found in sala:ried priesthoods and 
complicated concordats. But by the side of the State in 
England there has gradually arisen a majestic corporation-

, wealthy, powerful, independent-'with the sanctity. of a long · · 
tradition, yet sympathising with authority, and full of con
ciliation, even deference, to the civil power. Broadly and · 
deeply pfanted in the land, mixed up,with aJl ,our manners ' 
and customs,. one of the main 'guarantees <;if our. local govern
merit, and therefore one of the prime secul'ities of our common 
liberties; the Church of England is part of our history, part 
of our life, part of England itself. _ . · · : •. . . 

It is sai(l'sometimes that the Church of Ehghi.nd is hostile 
to religious Jiberty. 4\.s well might it be . said that the 
monarchy of England is adverse to political freedom. Both 
are institutions which insure liberty by securing order . 

. It, was a statesmanlike plea for the union of- Church 
and ;State.; and Disraelinaturally proceeded,to urge· all 
Chur~hmen to' come together in its-defence. The assault 
might prqceed from a minority, but :shciuid IH)t on that. 
account be treated"lightly; for ' the history-of success is 
the history of mmorities.' ' Clever electioneering speech 

__ to clergy and church,' was Bishop Wilberforce's comment 
in ·his diary: While hot disa.greeing~ we may add that 
there was sound sense in·Disraeli's advice. 

:The advic~ a.t any rate was taken, and i~ tlie following 
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session of 1862 Trelawny's Bill was actually gefeated, on 
second_reading in a full House, by one vote (287 to "286), 
and a year later by the suffident majority of ten. 'A 
House of Commons,' to quote once again· Lord Beau
champ's preface, ' which had voted the abolition of 
Church rates with a tumultuous majority of seventy, 
negatived the abolition by a majority of ten in a House 
still more crowded ... ·.- Churchmen ·began to appreciate 
the necessity and_ power of organisation.' 

It -was a . great Parliamentary success for Disraeli, 
but was it anything more 1 That Church rates could 
not continue indefinitely to be levied compulsorily from 
Disse\lters ·was as evident to Disraeli as it was to his 
opponents, or to those of his colleagues who doubted his 
tactics, and pressed for some form of ·compromise or 
arrangement. And, as a matter of·. fact,. the struggle 
ended by the passage, at Gladstone's instance, in 1868, 
when Disraeli was himself Prime Minister, of a Bill 
making the Church rate purely voluntary, and thus 
remedying the gri13vance. This was. indeed a different 
~hing from the crude surrender proposed by Sir John 
Trelawny. But Disraeli could claim besides that, when 
he raised the banner of resistance, the friends of the 
Church were dispirited ~nd disorganised, seeing one 
outwork falling after another and despairing of saving 
even the citadel; and that, owing to the spirit and courage 
which he breathed into their ranks, they realised tha~, 
whatever concession might have to be made on this _point 
or on that, there was good hope of securing for the future 
all for whi~h they_ seriously cared. It may well be 
doubted whether the alternative tactics of hastening to 
give up every doubtful privilege ·the mori1ent it was 
called in question would_not have resulted in many 
unnecessary surrenders, and thus fatally impaired the 
integrity of tlie stronghold. 

In the autumn of 1862, for the third year in succession, 
Disraeli delivered an important speechi on- ecclesiastical 

1 Wycombe, Oct. 30. 'I am told by great authorities,' wrote Disraeli 
to Mrs. Willyams, 'that it :was the speech of a statesman witho~t cant.' 
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. policy at-~ diocesan- rileeting'in Bucks:. ·The immediate 
object of the meeting·w~s the' augmentation of poor 

, livings, and Disraeli did not ·neglect the opportunity of 
pointing ou,t the .peculiar .duty incumbent on Whig 

.• , ma:gn~tes; whose, fortunes . were ' founded in his.torical 
times on. grants. of ecclesiastical property, to be _liberal 
iri their gifts for such an object. . But his main theme 
i\Y.3.S -~he difficulty· Of reconciling the _existen(l~ .of an '_ 
Established Church.with the-principle o£ civil and religious 
liberty on wh-ich :Society in Englall.d was 'n9:w ·-based. 
'That ~ollld only. ;be .done, he held, by .asserting the 
-nationality :of . the Church of England; · :But how .could 
·a Cliur.ch he nt1,tional, wl<J.en there ,wer,e ·millions .nef in 
comn:miJ:ion i\Yith her, part .of them .Dissenters, hut the 
grefl.t Jnajority indiffereut-1 He did not ,think the 
Dissenters wo11Jd b.e a difficulty, because the te;ndency 
of the :!!>:ge was -for Churches· to· c.ease intern.e.cin.e hostility. 
But what o_f t.he indifferent ·mHlipns .? The late ~eh
his·liop Sun;mer, .. he said, -wa13. anxiously perplexed by .the 
anomal<iH],S 'posj.tipn of the Chuvch ;, !!>nd co~seqnently 
,counselled .su:rTencler .. wh~never momentous .questions 
:mvolving. her interests can;:1e up, hasjng -his .advice -on 
:the undo'tlbted :fact ·t-hat ~the popul.ation had <Outgrown 
dihe Cbn;rch. .Pif!lraeli drew ·au opposite :conc1usion. 
_Tpes~ m.Ulie.ns •:r;wtJri 90Jnm;unio_n with 1tQ.e Ch;i1rch ·were, · 
,fl;£t~r _all, ;the Engli~h peopl~. And ·who wer_e the English 

, people .1 . ·· · 

. ' The English people are_, Without exception; the most enthusi
astic :people in ,the -world. T.here are more ex:cita.bie races, 
:fhe ];rench, ~he _Ita.li~p.s_, )3.re ;much :mQre excitable·; Jmt· for 

. P,eep and fervid feelin.g tll.ere .is .no ra,c_e in £-he wol)l!l at .a~l 
equaLto the English. . And :What is the 8t1bje5-Jt, 9.taiJ oth\')_rs, 

· upon which the Ep.glish people l;).~ve a:lways been qtost en
thusias~ic 1 ' Religion. The ·notes on the gamut of thei-r 

. fe.eling are few/ .b.ut they are deep. Industry, Liberty,· 
Religion, form the solemn scale. 1nd1J$try, Liberty,, .Re~giop., 

~- ,-that is t}le b.i~>Wry qf)JJnglaQ.d. · . . . . · 
•": o•' • • ,.. 0 0 • 0 • • ' L t' 

There· W.IJ..t3 }lete,, therefore.;\an. ·:immen.se .fie]d'ifor ithe. 
Church. . · Disraeli proceed.ed t~ point out five m~thods 
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in -which she might assert her nationality in view or the 
indifference of large masses of the population; and he 
add~d three more in his speech at Oxfor~ in 1864. In 
the first place, the Churoh- should educate the people~ 
In that respect she had by her efforts in}he last quarter 
of a century already obtained a eommand, which ought_ 
to be increased. -Next, there should be 'a ·moderate 
and weli-considered extension of the -Episcopate.' 
Thirdly, there should be a further development of the 
lay e1'ement in the Church. 'We must erase from the 
mind of the country the idea that the Church of England 
is a clerical corporation.' It was a national corporation; 
• excepir-a great_ exception, no dou):>~the ministering 
to U"S of sacred things, there is nothing -that concerns the 
Church in which it is not alike the privilege an.d the 
duty of Iayme~ _to take an activ-e part.' ·Fourthly, the 
parocpi~l system should be niaintamed, especially in the 
large -towns·. Though there had been great changes. in 
parochial administration, ' so- far as the Church is con-· 
cerned, the parochial constitution is complete and 
inviolate.' Fifthly, the clergy must be made more 
efficient, l;ly being better paid. The three additional 
points of 1864 were the formation of Convocation on a 
broader basis, with a fuller representation of the parochial
clergy, and perhaps with a union of the two Provinces; 
the establishntent of more satisfactory relations between 
the Colonial Churches and the Mother Church at home; 
and the reconstitution of the final Court of Appeal in 
matters spiritual. ' I do believe;' he said, ' that; with 
entire deference to th_e principle· of the Royal Supremacy, 
which I trust may never be lost sight of for an instant; 
it may be possible to reconcile the requirements of the . 
State with the-conscience of the Church.' _ 

These were all temperate and·practical reforms; many 
of which have since bMn carried into effect. If they 
seem now to be the commonplaces of sensible Churchmen, 
we must remember that Disraeli recommended· them at 
a time when they were questionable no~eities-presscd, 
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many of them, on a reluctant Church by one who was 
regarded- as a fussy Diocesan, and who· was suspected, 

. however unfairly; of disloyalty to the Anglican Com
munion. The Bishop was himself Disraeli's guest at 
HHghenden for the occasion in 1862; and recorded ip his 
diary that all Disraeli's talk was aimed' at Gladstone. 
'I and :others,' he said, ' kept the Church: as [Gladstone's} 
nest-egg when · he became a Whig, till it was atrnost .. 
addled.' · 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

HuomiNDEN, Nov: 23, l862._:_, . , The Church i~ much 
agitated, by a book disputing the au~henticity of the Penta
teuch, and written by a Bishop, one Dr. Colenso, a Colonial 
Bishop. 'Tis a great scandal,-and is alm_ost as 'bad as King's 
becoming Republicans.·. An indignant· clerical critic . says it 
is· a queer name, Colenso-he supposes· Italian,. probably a 
Jesuit. r··believe, ·on the contrary, 'tis gqod Cornish, and 
that you _Western people are answerable' for the heresy, so 
we must leave the ·Doctor to your' frienq, the Bishop' of 

. Exeter. · · 

The Palmerstmi Government, absorbed in foreign 
affairs, provided no · serious· programme of · doines'tic · 

. legislation for ; the sess~on 'of 1863, and ecclesiastical: 
questions occupied much of the attention of Parliament; 
The defeat of Trelawny's Church Rate Bill by an appre
ciable majority, which was at· length achieved, was. 
largely due to the success which had attended Disraeli's 1 

persistent efforts to secure the support' of Roman Catholics 
by generous treatment of their claims). There was a · 
conspicuous instance of this ·policy during the session. 
The Government brought. in a· Bill to provide pris_oners, 
who did not belong- to the Church of England, with the 
att'endance of ministers of tpeir own religious'' persuasion. 
It was avowedly a Bill mainly for 'the relief of Roman 
Catholic prisoners, and the majority of the Conservative· 
party took strong exceptio!l to· it. But Disraeli in the 

' ~Commons and Derby in the Lords, with the concurrence 

1 ·Ten Roman Catholic members, who had hitherto supported the. Bill, 
had i:ni this occasion, Disraeli was told, deliberately abstained from- voting.· 
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of most of their late colleagues, supported the measure 
as one 'of justice, and secured· its passage through Parlia
ment. To a Roman Catholic friend D.israeli explained 
his views and difficultiys: 

To Lord Oampden.1 

Privale. HuGHENDEN MANOR, April 10, 18G3.-I shall 
certainly support the Prison Ministers Bill, which is c:onceived 
in the spirit of the. policy of the late Government, and I shall 
do all I can to induce friends to act with me. I anticipate, 
howe~r, in that respect, no little diffiqulty. What neutralises 
my efforts in these matters is the systematic hostility always _ 
shown by the Catholic members.o£ the House of Commons 
to the Church of England. This is most unwise. We live 
in times when Churches should act together. , 

I do not expect Catholic members, generGJ,lly, to vote, for 
instance, for Church rates, though were I a Catholic I would 
do so, but at least they might keep away from such divisions. 
There would be no difficulty about Prison Ministers Bills, 
and many other measures of that description, if.. men of the 
position of ·Mr. Monsell would only act in Church affairs as 
Montalembert recommended .. I mention Mr. Mansell; both 
by position and talents he is a leading man, and might exercise 
even a more considerable influence. If the Churches drew 
more together, the following of the Newdegates and the 
Whalleys would sink into 4tsignificance. 

Peto's Bill comes on next Wednesday;·most offensive to 
the English clergy. It would be wise in the Catholic members, 
and would greatly assist me in my conscientious efforts on 
their behalf, if they did not mix themselves up with these 
Pedo or Peto ~ptists, or whatever they may be .. 

Peto's Bill was one to permit Dissenters to be buried 
by their own ministers and with their own rites in the 
graveyards of the Established Church. Much as there 
was to be said in favour of a proposal which in after
years _became law, it was felt to be somewhat grasping to 

. demand new and special rights in ·the graveyards simul-
taneously with relief from Church rates; and, although -
the :Bill was unexpectedly supported by Gladstone, if 
was rejected by a large majority_:..221 to 96. Disraeli 
wrote to Mrs. Will yams, April 15: ' A great div.ision in 

1 Af~crwards second Earl of Ga4nsborough. 
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,the- House of Commons, ~nd ~great triumph~ I· wfite 
-to_ you -while the cheers' are' still ringing in my earS. 
Gladstone, to the astonishment of his friends;-~deserted 
the Church, and I replied'to him and closed the deba~e.' 

With the active or passive assistance of the Roman 
Catholic vote, not only were Trelawny's and Peto's Bills 
-defeated in this session; but a motion to relax the sub
scription by .the clergy. to th~ Thfrty-ufue Articles ~as·- " 
shelved by means of. the previous questio11. Here: once 
more Disraell championed, fu common with Robert Cecil 

. and·_ Walpole; -the- cause of-. ortho~oxy. · It- _was· sug
gested; he said, th~t not 'only 'sh9uld the creed of the 
Church be catholic, but that; its communion shoVld be 
catholic; The professors of all creeds were to belong to 
'one -Church, but were· all to retain their own particular 
opinions. -But ·that ·experJmeh~ ·had been tried- on. tlie 

· -Continent, particul~rly in- Germany, with the result that 
you_ had ' what without offence may becalled an infidel 
Church.' " ' 

. - ' What do you mean by a Church ( 1 s~y, ~o creed, 
no Church!l I[ow- can y<;>u have a Church -without a 
creed, articles-, formularies,. and_ ·a subscription 1' He 
agreed that neither-Articles nor Prayer-Book were perfect. 
' There may; be ?lots in their composition. The Prayer-' 
Boo:k niay be divine, ._but it is also human.' But,if there 

_ were to be any change, it should hot originate in Parlia
ment, which was no longer a lay synod, but should be 
initiated by a Royal· Commission, and brought_ under" the 
consideration of the revived Convocation, before its 
_ultimat~ submission-to -Parliament._ Itinay pe <?:bseryed 

., -in, passin.g that this was the process -adopted , hy the 
Governnient- jfi 1864 and 1865, when the subscription-

~w~s'made more general;- but without any alter~tii:m, such 
as Disraeli deprecated, of the formularies of the ·church. 
Here ;pisnteli threw -ou,t _!1 sensible hin(tha(':somethi~g 
o~ alU:y element' should be.introduced into Convocation. 

/ -~ . - .~ . ' ' . . . 

' • 1· ' Pray remember, Mr: Dean,' said Disraeli one day playfully to Dean 
St\'nley, 'no dogma, no ·Dean.'. : _ _ . - · · · . 
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' Nor do I doubt that there are lay members of the Church 
at the present· moment who, from their learning, their 
knowledge of men,-·a:nd their high character, might bring 
to Convocation such .ability and rep~tation as Selderi 
and Chillingworth might have brought in former days.' 
Such a lay representation has now for· many years been 
obtained in: the form of 'Houses of Laymen,' to the 
considerable advantage of the Church. . · ·· 

They had been warned, Disraeli concluded, against 
a sacerdotal despotism. But the sacerdotal de~potism ' 
which he feared was not the re~establishment of the 
Inquisition or the High Commission Court, but ' that a
ministler of the Chutch of England, who is appointed to 
expound doctrine, should deem that he has a right to 
invent doctrine.' The motion was one 'in favour of the 
priesthood, and not of the laity.' It was the boast of 
England that in politics it had reconciled . order with 
liberty. ' What in religious affairs. is a greater triumph 
than this 1 It has combined orthodoxy with toleration.' 
He preferred to stand on ·the ancient ground: 

.A memorandum· in the Beaconsfield papers discusses 
the ecclesiastical situation in 1863: 

Bishop of Oxford sent . this yea;r to Switzerland; over
worked. Certainly no man was ever s<i busy, preached more 
sermons, wrote more letters, attended more platfonp.meetings, 
or infused, genetally, such a spirit in his diocese. . . 

I think his present illness, however, is from chagrin: Ite 
never recovered the appointment of Dr. Thomson to Yotk.1 

It was a long time vacant, and he was my guest at Hughenden 
during . t!J.e interval. I never knew a man more agitated. 
It was the height of his ambition.. I thi.rlk he would have 
preferred it to Canterbury. He was a Yorkshireman; the 
son of a great Yorkshiremafl:, who had repreS:ented the un
divided county of York; and had fairly won it. It was 
known thatuomore Low Church Bishops were to be appointed. 
That vein had been overworked. Some of the last appoint
ments in that way had been mean and insignificant.• The 
death of the Prince had checked the hopes of the Broad 
Church, which were once very high. The Prince had managed 
to push one in, and had intended to have made the Queen 

1 In the autumn of 1862. 
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insist on Dr. Temp~e; but the· subsequent publication of 
Essays and Reviews, to which he was the leading contributor, 

- would probably have rendered this impossible .... [The 
Prince] had made Stanley ~and Kingsley already Chaplains. , 

As Lord Shafteshury, the great champion of Low Church 
and maker of Low Church Bishops, was, it was understood, 

. to lie by a little, and as B~oad Church was from public feeling 
impossible, the :Bishop of Oxford thought that Gladstone, 
who was his greatest friend and for whom he had .left his '?• 
natural political allies, would have insisted upon his appoint
ment to York. If Gladstone · h{l.d threatened to resign as 
he did about the paper duty; he must have gained his" point·. 
But Gladstone made no sign, 1 and a comparatively young 
Oxonian, at least fifteen years younger, I should think, than 

_ the Bishop of Oxford, and, if of any political opinions, a 
Tory, was _appointed. -An. excellent appointme..t1t, •i!l my 
opinion, but that does not alter the circumstances. 

Of all Disraeli's appearances. duririg ·these years as 
defender of the Faith, none was so dramatic as that· of 
which the scene was laid in· the Sheldonian Theatre at 

. Oxford,' on November 25, 1864. He was present on the 
direct invitation of Bishop Wilberforce, who wrote on 
September 29: 'Wguld you come to nie with Mrs. Dis
raeli about November ~4, and make us a great· speech 
at Oxfol'd for our society for endowing. small livings ? 
I wquld :promise you alLthe Senior University and the 
undergraduates and the pick of the· county.' Disraeli 
was' ::very willing, a:Q.d told 'Earle on NoveJUber 2: 'Tam 
medit~ting a great ecclesiastical function at. Oxford 'this 
nionth, which would have been a propos for the Dissolu-· 
tion, had it come off.' · 

The ideas about religion current in the residential and 
- ili.tellectual Oxford which Disraeli came to address were 
·in the main no longert,hose assocjated with Newman' and 
, Pusey; but those of the rising Broad· Church school, .whose 

. ·leaders were Stanley and Jowett, and those of the men of 
·scienqe, rightly ch1mouring for furthe·r recognition in the. 
Univershy, and' permeated with:th.e spirit of Darwin's · 
Origin of Species,puglished five yt?ars before. Both sbhools 

. ~·· , . 

. • 1' Gladstone pressed the appointnuint upon Palmerston, but did not 
threaten to resign. . · · · ' . ·· · · 
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gravitated towards the Liberal party; both latitudi
narianism, in the shape of the Higher Criticism, and 
evolution, in its more extravagant claims, impugned the 
tradition of the Semitic Scriptures. Whether in a political 
or in an intellectual and, religious -aspect,' both were 
therefore repugnant to Disraeli; and he gladly seized the 
opportunity to expose their weaknesses and hold up 

• ,- these new-fangled lights to scorn and derision. 
He turned first to the Broad Church; a party founded, 

not like the historical parties of Highl and Low Church, 
on authority, but on the' singular principle' of criticism. 
Criticism being necessarily sceptical, such a party might 
very well reject insprration and miracles, and, a·s a logical 
consequence, the creeds and ·articles of faith /based on 
inspiration and miracles. But he could not understand 
how, after having arrived at these conscientious con
clusions, they should stillbe 'sworn supporters of ecclesi
astical establishments, fervent upholders, or dignitaries, of 
the Church.' · 

If it be true, as I am-often told it is, that the age of faith 
has passed, then the fact of having an opulent hierarchy, 
suppor-ted by men of high_cultivation, brilliant talents and 
eloquence, and perhaps some ambition, with no distinctive 
opinions, might be a very harmless state of affairs, and it 
would certainly not ·be a very permanent one. But . . . 
when I observe what is passing around us-what is ~aking 
place in this c<funtry, and not only in this country, but in 
other countries, and even hcmispheres_:__hwtead of believing 
that the age of faith has passed, I hold that the characteristic 
of the present age is a craving credulity. Why, my Lord, 
man is a being born to believe. And if no Church comas 
forward with its title-deeds of truth, sustained by the tradition 
of sacred ages and by the conviction of countless generations, 
to guide him; he will find altars and idols in his own heart 
and his own imagination. But observe this. What must be 
the relations of a powerful Church, without distinctive creeds, 
with a being of such a nature ? Why, of course, the chief 
principle of political economy will be .observed. Where 
there is a great demand there will be a proportionate·supply; 

1 Throughout his Church speeches of this period Disr&eli, much &s ho 
disliked the extreme developments of Ritualism, made no attempt to dis
tinguish between the different schools of High Churchmen. 
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·a::fid commencing, als .tl!e new 'school may, by ·rejecting the 
p~;iriciple of inspiration, it will end by ev~ry priest becoming 
a pr~phet; a~d. l>egiJ¥l~g as they do by repudiating the . 
practwe of nmaeles, before lOng, rest assured,· we shall be 
li-ving·in a flitting s·cene of splfituaf phantasmagoria. · There 

··.are no tenets however extravagant1 arid iiO' practices however 
opjectiop.ab~e1 whicq will m~t in :time develop under such a 
state of affairs; opinions the most absurd and ceremonies· · 
-the m:ast ·re·voitrn:g:__•'Qtiaiill, deme:qs: . .&gyptus · portenta.~ 
colat ~-perhaps td be· followed l.Jy the incantations 6f Canidia 
and the Corybantian how!! .. 
.. But. consider· the countty in which all this· :inay. take• place·. 

l)angerous in all coQ.ritries,. it would be yet more- dangerous 
i.n Eiiglalld., Ou.t emp.ini. i!l _now unrivalled fgr its ,extent; 
but the: oase~tlie mateHiil has&--of that <?mpii'e . is by no 
means e'qtial to tne colossal si:r[rei"structtire, It' is rt6t our 
iron ships; it is not our .c.elebtated regiments; it is n:ot these 
things wh.ich h:;tve creat,ed,_,or indeed really .. maintain,. our 
empire .. It is_ th!'l. character.9f the people. ·Now, I want to 
kilO~ where that famous characte'I' pfthe· En'glish people will 
lie if· they are to be in..fl.uenced and' guided by a Church of 
immense talent, opulence: and. power, witl,10ut any· distinctive 

. creed. ·You have in this country accumulated .wealth that 
never has been equalled, and probably it will still increase.
You ha·ve a.luxury that.wiH some day peradventnte rival even 

. your wealth.. A~d the union M s:uch circums'tances with ii 
Church Without a distinctive creed'wilJ.lead; -I believe, to a 
dissoluteness of manners. and of rnorals rarely •equalled in 
the· history of mali1 but which prepares the tomb <;Jf Oill-' 
·pires., , . . . . .. : . •· · · ; .. ·· 
. Will these· opinions succeed J ·Is thero a possibility of 

·their. success 1 My conv.iction is -that. they will-' fail ... 
for two reasons. In the first place, .haNilig exarii:ine-d-a;ll their 
writings, I believe without . a,ny ··• mweptimi.t whether. ~hey 
consist of fascinating eloquence, 4iversified lea,rning, :and 
picturesque sensibility~, ·I speak seriously what I feel-::"an4 
that too· exercised by one honoured in ·tliiS University; ana 
whom to know is to admi;ue and. regard;~ 6r:whetlier you find 
them inc the ·cruder. conclusions of-prelates2 whO' appea;r to 
have Qommeiiced their theological studies after they had 

- . grasped .the crosier, ·and who· introduce: to society their 
.. ' bl.Jsolete. discoveries w'ith the 'startling: wolid.er and frank

. ingehuous'ness,of their own savages;· ore whether l read tho . 

. · lucu}?rations of nebulous:prbfessors/ who seem:' iri:·,their style 
to .hav~ reviv.ed chaos, a:nd who if ~h~y coul<i only succeed 

•1 Dean Stahley. . .. ' ;· 
a Frederick DeniSon -Mauricth 
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in obtaining a perpetual study of their writings would go 
far to realise that eternal punishment; to which they object ;1 

or, lastly, whether it be the provincial arrogance and the 
precipitate self.complacency which flash and flare in an essay 
or review,' r find that the common characteristic of their 

. · writings is this, that their learning is always second,hand. 

The learning was not only second·h!!-nd, f!.nd therefor~ 
not treated with th~ caution and circumsp{}otion natural to 
those who have prosecuted original:rese·arch; there was. 
also nothing in it- really new. The German scholars 
from whom it was derived had been antt<iipated, Disraeli 
maintained, by the 'great Hebrew scholars, such as. 
Astruc and Father Simon, who flourished in the eighteenth· 
and tl:te end of the seventeenth centu:ry, ~nd whose labours 
' formed the mind and inspired the efforts of the two 
most intellectp.al bodies of men· that have existed cer· 
tainly since the Greek philosophers • . · . th~ free·thinkers 
of Engla1;1d and the philosopher~ of Fr~nce.', · 

All tlia,t inexorable logic, irresistible rhetoric1 bewild!')ring 
wit, could 11vail to popll.larise those viewf> were set in motion 
to impres~;~ the new l~arning on the m-inds of the two' ~eading 
nations of Europe-the PflOple of England and the people of 
France, A)ld they produced the4' effect. . . . Their· pro· 
mnlgation largely contributed to that mighty movement 
popul:J.dy called the French Eevolutiop., which has not yet 
ended, a.Q.d which is certa~ly the greatest event- that has 
happened in the hi!;!tory of man,. OW,y-the fall of the 'Roman 
Empire can be eompared to it. . . . Look ,at the Europe of 
the present day :J.nd the Europe of a century ago. It is not 
the same Europe. Its very form is c;hariged. Whole nations 
and great nations, which then flourished, have disappeared. 
There is riot a political con~titution in E,urope existi.ng at the 
prese.Q.t time which then existed. The leading conimunity 
of the continent of Europe has changed all its Jand:!narks, 
altered its boundaries, erased its local names. l'he whole 
jurisprudence of Europ~ has been .subverted. Even the 
tenure of land, whic4 of all human institutions most affects 
the character of man, has beeri altered. The feudal system 
has been abolished. Not merely laws have been changed~ 

. 1 In deference to. the represent!!-tions .of Biilhpp WH\Jerfor!)e a'!ld pther$, ·. 
Disraeli omitted this clalJ.se o,bo)lt eternal punishment w.hen he ~J,uthoriiled 
the republication of tb() speech: 

2 J,owett·a'nd Temple were the most emin~?nt of the authors of Essays 
a.nd Reviews. · · ,, · . · , . · , , " 
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not ~erely manners _have been changed-'-"-but customs ·have 
been changed. And what happened~ When the turbulence 
was over-when the shout of triumph and the wail of. agony 
were alike stilled_:when, a~it were, the waters had subsided, 
tht~ sacred heights of Sinai and of Calvary were again revealeq; 
and __ amid the wreck of thrones and tribunals, -of. extinct 
nations and abol~shed taws, mankind, tried by so many 
sorrows, purified by so 'much. suffering, and wise with ·such 

_ -unprecedented experience, bowed again -before the 'ODivine -
truths that Omnipotence-in His ineffable wisdom had entrusted 

·, to the custody_ and the promulgation of a ch<?sen people ! 

·In the latter part of his speech Disraeli turned from 
~he ·Broad Chu_rch to the evolutionists, and attracted 
~the attention of the whole world by a pungent phrase. 

' The discoveries of science are not, we are- told, consistent 
with the teachings of the Church~ . . .• It is .of great import
a11ce, when this tattle about science is-,mentioned, that we 
should annex to the phrase precise ideas. _ I '·hold that- the 
function of science is the interpretation~ of nature, ·and_ the 
interpretation of the highest nature is the highest science. 
What is the 'highest nature ~ Man ·is the highest nature. 
But I must say that when I compare_the interpretation of the 
highest nature by_ the most advanced, the _most fashionable 
and modish, school of modem science with S()me other teach
ings with which we are familiar, I am not prepared to say 
that the lecture-room is m'ore scientific than the Church. 
- What is the question now placed before society with a glib 
assur~nce .the most astounding~ _The question is this-Is man 
an ape or an angel~ My Lord, I am on the side o( the angels. 

I repudiate with- indignation and abhoq·ence the con
trary view, which is, I believe, foreign tO the 'conscience of 
humanity: more than that, even-in the strictest int(lllectual 
point of view, I believe the .. severest metaphysical analyf!iS is 
opposed to such a conclusion. But, on the other hand, -what 
does the Church teach us ~ What is its interpretation of this 
highest nature l- I~ teaches us that man is made 1n the_ image 
of his Creator-a source Of inspiratien and of solac~a source 
froni \vhich only can flow every right principle of .morals 
·~nd every Divine truth. . . . Itis between these two con- , 
tending interpretations of the nature "_pf man, and their con
sequences, that. society will have to decide. Their rivalry is at 
.the bottom of all human affairs. - Upon our acceptance of that 
Divine interpretation for which we are indebted to the Church, 
and of which the Church is the guardian, all sound and salu-

- _ tary legislation depends. _ That truth is the only security for 
civilisation, and the only guarantee of real progress. 
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Froude has drawn for us the picture o'f the orator who 
claimed to be on .the side of the angels, addressing the' 
University dons and country clergy 'in ,a black velvet 

· shooting coat and wideawake hat, as if he had been 
accidentally passing through the town.' How absurd 
it seemed of this fantastic creature, with his apish tricks, 
to advance such exalted pretensions on behalf of himself 
and the human race ! The University wits polished thell: 
epigrams. A Fellow of Oriel amused the common-rooms 
with a set of sapphics, begiiJ.ning: 

• 
Angelo quis te similem putaret 
Esse, vel divis atavis creatum, 
Cum tuas plane referat dolosus 

Simius art'es~ 

Both in the University and outside, people asked, What 
did Disraeli mean? Could he be serious·? Was it all mere 
:fireworka intended to dazzle and hoodwink the clergy ~ 

Those who have rea'd and studied Tancred and Lord 
George Bentinck, and the speeches and letters on religious 
and philosophic t0pics which have been quoted in this· 
biography, know that Disraeli was perfectly serious, and 
was only concentrating in an unforgettable phrase his 
most vital convictions. He held that, whatever man 
may be biologically and physiologically, he is some
thing more; au.d that this something more, which tran
scends biological and physiological science, is the most 
distinctive and essential.thing about him. And-even the 
scientific world is now coming round to this opinion. 
In order, apparently, to make people understand how 
ent~rely in earnest he was in his arg-gment in the Shel~ 
donian Theatre, Disraeli reproduced it in a careful and 
deliberate form in the General Preface t() the Novels, 
published in '1870. He expressed himself then with less 
confidence as to the future' than he had in 1864; but the 
course of events has ·largely justified his hope that ' the 
Teutonic rebellion against the Divine truths entrusted to 
the Semites ' would ultimately meet with the fate of ' the 
Celtic insurrection ' of Voltaire and the Enc:vclopredists; 
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while the inc.fJ.pacity of science to take the place of religion 
is now .much more widely recognised .than it was in the 

. days when Huxley and Tyndall.flourished. The passage 
in which Disr~eli ridiculed the claims of modern scientific · 
inen to a monopoly of scient!Jic ;discovery is very tJpical 
of his outlook on the world. ~ · 

There is no fallacy so flagrant as to suppose that the modern 
ages have the peculiar privilege of scientific discovery, er that 

- they· are distirig'uished as the epochs of the most ,illus.trious 
inventions. On the contrary . . _. th(} . greatest dis<roveries 
are not those of moder:a ages: No one for a moment can 
pretend that printing is so great a discovery as-writing, or 
algebra as language. . What are the _most brilliant of our 
chemical discoveries compared with the invention of fue.and 
the metals 1 It is a vulgar belief that our astronomical 
knowledge dates only from .the recent century, when it was 
res·cued from the monks who imprisoned- Galileo; · but Hip
parch~s, who lived before our .Divine Master,: and. who among -
othe_r sublime achievements discovered the precession of the 

. equinoxes, ranks with the Newtons and the Keplers; and 
Copernicus, the modern father of our celestial science, avows 
himself, in his _famous work, as only. the champion of Pythag
oras, whose system he,. enforces .~nd illustrates. Even the -
most modis4 schemes of the day on the origin of things, which 
captivate as much· by their novelty as their tr:uth, may flld . 

. their pteimrsors in- ancient sages·, and after a· careful analysis 
-of the blended elements'of imagination and-induction which 
characterise the new theories,.they_ will be foun.d mainly to rest 
pn the atom of Epicurus and the monad of Thal(;)s ..... :We may 
analyse the sun and penetrat~ the stars, but inan iseonsc,ious 
that he is made in God's own image, and · iri his- perplexity 
·he will ever appeaHo onr Father which art•in Heaven .. 

'-The speech in the Sheldo_nia.n ~a~ :Dis;aeli''s 1~-stgr~at 
effort' on behalf of the Church befot~ the General Eleetion 
of l861'L · lie had·this arid his"other main ecclesiastical 

-speeches of these years collect~d and' ~·epubli,sh~d :with 'a -
.. '- · view to influence public opinion; and' in J:tis. add~ess to -

·; his· ~tonstitllents he based the claim of the'Conservativ:es 
_'to the eb'fifidence of the countty, ~~rs,t and f()Temcist, o'n 
;their defence of, the· Church. If 'the -response was not 
q\lite what h~ ,h~ped, i~ ::w.as.~he, popul~rity of PaiO::etst<;>,p 
{a.t_her_~h~ri. ~ostility ,to the, C~-u,:rcJ:i_,t~at ,W~&: rcspo~si~1e; 

', 
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It may he interesting .to collect here .cer~ain scattered 
memoranda .dealing. with religion, written by Disraeli 

- during the six'ties: 

'Sir George [Gornewall] _Lewis said to me at Bellamy's, 
··'If there be anything .established, it is that the :Semitic 
nations invente<;l. the alpha pet, :and, after all., that-may perhaps 
be coJ+Sidered the grelJ,test ac)lievement of the )1up1an race.' 
.... ' Of one Se:rp.itic nation, tlie Jews,' I ob~erved, 'it c~n 
be said that they invented aJjktJ t_he '';l'e:g. Commandments 
and the Lord's Prayer.' 

Sb= ®eo.rge Lewis 'thought the merit@ of d;he :L.ord~s Prayer 
exaggerated. Tl).er!'l were expressio,ns i,n it w.4i9:4 .couJq 
.not b,e underst.ood by t4e .mi;lli<,>:r;L., a§!, for }nf?t~!lOO, ' Tby 
kir~.gdom come ' and '·Thine is ·th~ kingdom/ Whi~h, in fact~ 
referred to the imp':lnding ' Kingdom of Heaven,' which was 
the foundation of t;he:School of Galilee and of r~al Christianity. 
~ o,qserVje,d th~J.t .~hese e;xpressions, though doubtless 9r~gin(tlly 
Hmit~.d iJ;l the -sel)se he ;mentioned., W!'l:re no:w .of gen..era.l appli
cation, 11nd had always l!een capable o£ )t. I thought' the 

' Lord's Prayer a masterpi~c~. · It . ~as the most ;perfect 
exponent of the . purest r.ehg1ous feehng, that had &et ap" 
pea.red. And ~hije it soot);lecl. . ~h.e C(i)tt!tge, .it was ,diffic~l~ 
to .concei:ve a society so I:efined t)lat it 'fO:i~J4 ~ot s~atisf.y .. 

A&sumi.n.g thaj; tht? P,opul{t~ idea 0_f inspil'a.tion be .a.bando!J.e.Gl> 
and ,the .differe:q.ce beJ;;weei1 s~cr~!l ;:tnd ;profane )list'o,ry. relin" 
quished, what wo~ld be the positi()_n of t)le Hebrew race iil 
universal history, viewed Wit4 reference to their iJ:!.fluenc.e on 
man·1 I thought of advertising, through a medium that woutd . 
com:n;t~nd .confi,den.ce, £500 o.r e:ven £1;000 fo.r th~ bes;t .e~&~y 
o.n this q;u~ti,OJil...,.,-p(;)rhaps more precisely expr.essed. · f'cQ.e 
j\1dges., perhaps, to be Gladsto:q.e, .O!!<non Stanleyr1 and J.llYSelf. 

, Not bound; powever, to award the prize unle::is, satisfied with 
t'he performance. · · 

.- Elmley2 was always sayiQg, 'W.P.at d:id .Jf?sus. do ·before .he 
was thirty ? My conyiction is -that he must have had an 
eventful yo:uth, .ancl. that :b.e ·had travelled .a. great deal:' 
:.r'his traveijirig .of. Jesus •w~,ts,a gr~at po~t w,i.th El:rt,lley. ~e 
frequently recurred to it~ I n,ever ·could agree wit.h him. .It 
seemed .such an original· mind: so completely .formec;l in 
seclusion, and, with all its Shakespearian genius, so essentially 
local. Alrl.the il:lustrations .are .drawn from inward .resources 
or !rom s-q.rr:!i)unding ,scep.ery. . 

1 Dean-8tan1ey, ~hen,C!J.nOn of Christ Churc:h, 0~-ford., 
2 M.P. for Worcestershire W., 1853-1863, tl:ien succeeded as fifth Earl 

Beauchamp; died young in ,186~_; ,eld,er h.rotbe_q>f ·F. Lygon, afterwards sixth 
Earl. Both brothers were close friends of Disraeli. . 
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After Derby's 'fiasco in the beginning of 1855, Disr~eli 
had, through his organ the Press, endeavoured to cheer 
his dispirited party by telling them that they :might 
control, if they did not direct, the ~ourse of.pubFc affairs.l 
A review of this and the _t'\}'O preceding chapters shows 
that never was that control so brilliantly and so success
fully exercised as during the six years of PaJmerston's last 
Administration. Whether. we look at Reform, at public. 
economy, at ecclesiastical disputes,_or at the great issues 
of peace and war, the decisive influence, which "finally 
determined the course for policy to pursue, was not that 
of the ,Ministry, but ofthe Opposition, and ofDisrae_Ii as its 
leader in the. House of Commons. It was mainl~ owing 
to Disraeli's tactics that Russell and Bright were brought 
_to a standstill over Reform; thatPalmerston wa8 checked 
over extravagant expenditure; 'that the Dissenters and 
Secularists were stopped in.th~ir attacks on the Church·; 
and.; that Palmerston and Russell were. prevented·. from 
carrying to the point of military operations their well
meant but ill-managed policy of intf)rvention in the 
internal aff~;tirs of Europe and America. ' It is, of course, 
true that in all -these matters the Opposition an? their . 
leader had, now one, now another, of the strongest i:nen 
in the Administration secretly favourable -to their cause; 
bq.t that fact detracts very little from the insight and 
adroitness which seized and utilised the vitrious occasions. 
The only sphere in which the Opposition met w:ith partid . 
failure was that over which Gladstone:s · fiery . energy 

\. presided. In the early years or the Administration. 
Gladstone was able, in spite of .their protests; to reduce to 
.what they considered a dangerous extent the existing 
s~urces of revenue, and to curtail the power and humiliate 
the pride of the House of Lords. . But, on the other hand, 
·in theJast half of the pei'iod his Budgets largely followed 
the lines which Disraeli had recommended from the first 
~a steady reductio1;1 of _income tax and of the war duties · 
on tea and sugar; It erihances Disi·aeli's reputation to 

1 see·voL r., P· 1386,_. 

·1. 
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reflect that this successful control of policy was achieved 
with a party behind him containing an element of active· 
disloyalty, with colleagues seldom in hearty agreement,· 
and in the face of criticism, as often as helpful sug:
gestion, from Derby; and that it . was maintained in 
spite of the fact that, in every pitched battle, faint
heartedness aiid desertion in his own camp secured for 
the Government at least a nominal victory. 

Throughout the period he was building up his party 
so as to fit them for office, and keeping constantly before 
them a national rather th~n a sec_tarian or territorial 
ideal. ,Take the fine peroration of a speech which he de
livered in Parliament at the close of the session of 1862: 

I . 

'Ever since that period of disaster and dismay, when my 
friends and myself were asked for the first time to sit upon 
these benches, 1 it has ever been our habit, in counselling the 
Tory party, to recur gradually but most sincerely to the 
original elements of that great political connection. To 
build up a community, not upon Liberal opinions, which 
anyone may fashion to his fancy' but upon popular principles, 2 

which assert, equal rights, civil and religious; to uphold the 
institutions· of the country because th~y are the embodiments 
of the wants and wishes of the nation, and protect us alike 
from individual tyranny and popular outrage; equally to 
resist democracy and oligarchy, and favour that principle of 
free aristocracy which is the only basis and security for con
stitutional government; to be vigilant to guard· and prompt 
to vindicate th"e honour of the country, but to hol<f aloof 
from that turbulent diplomacy which only dis.tracts the mind 
of a people from internal improvement; to lighten taxation; 
frugally but wisely to administer the public . treasure; to 
favour popular education, because it is the best guarantee for~ 
public order; to defend local government, and to be as jealous 
of the rights of the working man as of the prerogative of the. 
Crown and the privileges of t.he senate-these were once the 
principles which regulated Tory statesmen, and_ I for one 
have no wish that the Tory party should ·ever be in power 
unless they practise them.3 

· 

Similarly, at a party dinner in 1863, Disraeli summed 
up the Liberal opinions, to which Conservatives ~ere 

1 1847. 2 See Vol. I, p. 838. 3 Aug. 1, 1862. 
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--opposed, as· follows-: That the electoral franchise ought 
to be democratic, anc{ property deprived of its legitimate 

. influence; th,at the u:r;tion: between Church arid State 
· .(mght to be abolished; that the .relations between the 
mothel'-country and . the colonies-..:...that national estate 
which assured a freehold to Englishmen -and an illex
haustible theatre for their energies:..:__should be abrogated; 
that· the rights· of corporations .and the privileges of . 

. endowments should be terminated. 

The Tory party is onJy in its proper position when it. iepre~ 
: ~ents popular principles.-· Then· it is truly irresistible .. Then ~t 
. can uphold the throne and the altar, the majesty oUhe empire, 
t.lle liberty of .the nation,. and. the rights. of the mu].titude. 
There is nothing mean, petty, or exclusive, about the real 
character of-Toryism. It necessarily .depends upon enlarged 
sympathies and noble aspirations, bec11.use it_ is essentially 
national:. · · · · ·. · · · 

' ., I ~ . 

He congratulated the' party· on their present position 
. compitred with that at the time 'of Bentinck's death, 
. when' ~ we were like a wreck strand~d on the beach, and 

it was a question who sh~~ld rifie'our.~to~es.' . . 

. _C6nt~ast .that position· with ·our position now ! · in either 
House of Pa:rliament you confront the :Ministry with at least 
an· equal power. Yo:u· ate th~ advocates .of a generous. and 
a natimial creed'; and as for public men, why, there is not a 
subject that can be brought forward in the House of Commons 
but ram sure, 'from ev¢ry part of theberrchfiil o:a: the side on 
w'hich 1 sit, men :Will. come forward who;. by tlie. amplitude of 

' - . their kriowledge, .their .argumentative power, and their general 
ability, will so d~mean thems13lves _as ·to command, as. they 

- deserve,~the attention of the.assembly ~which they 'adorn.1 

- ·. Dis~~eli had a right to be proud of the ~~rk: -~hi~h ·he 
had accomplished· in resuscitating .and nationalising his 
p~rly and in hriposirig their cont_rolon the <fovermn~nt. 
But .office -was apparently .out of their grasp so lpng as 
Palmerston lived; and·· on what had been, and must· 
~ltiinate(v be agai,n, the main domestic issue,· Parlia-

, ;nenta~y Reform, there· ·was no fundamental· agre'ement 
· · with~n the,party sa:ve to postpone legislati6h. 

't: - ··.} .• 

~ June 26; 1863 



CHAPTER XL 

DISRAELI AND THE CouRT • 

• 1861-1863. 

Queen Victoria, during her long reign; had occasion 
not iD.frequently to revise her original opinlon of eminent 
men who rose to be her chief Ministers. · . In almost every 
instance, be it said to the credit both of the Sovereign· •· 
and of the .Minister, the change was from distrust to 
confidence. The only exception was in the case of 
Gladston~, of whom the Queen and the Prince had thought ~ 
highly in h·is middle career, but wh6se later policies, and 
perhaps still more the 'pilgrimages of _passion '1 in which 
he advocated them, caused Her Majesty much disquiet. 
Ori the other hand, Peel, as Minister, ·not orily entirely 
conquered the prejudice raised by the Bedchamber 
dispute, but even succeeded in inspiring· peculiar con
fidence; and, in a lesser degree, Palmerston, whose 

· conduct as FoPeign Secretary had given -so m~ch offence, 
earned Her Majesty's respect during his last Administra
tion. . But, of course, the most conspicuous change of 
all was that which took place in regard to Disraeli. In' 
the forties the ,Court identified itself completely· with 
Peel and his Free Trade policy; and Peel's assailant arid 
destroyer was regarded by the Queen and Prince with 
especial aversion. This was lessened, but by no me,ans 
removed, by the experience of the first Derby-Disraeli 
Ministry, and of the collaboration then initiated with· 
the Prin9e jn the promotion o.f science a~d .art. Th~ 
second Derby-Disraeli Ministry resulted in much more 

4 .._ • . " r .. ' 

1 A phrase used by Disraeli of Gladstone's provincial progresses as early. · 
as 1856, more .than a dozen· years b_efore the first Midlothian .. campaign.. • 
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• friendly relati~'us; and in tJ;e couple of year8');lfetween 
the fall of that Ministry and the death of the Prince; 
Disraeli, though in opposition, received frequent invita
tions to the Palace. In January, 1861, he announced 

··with much satisfaction to l\1:rs. Willyams a forthcoming 
visit to Windsor in which his wife was included. ' It is 

• M,rs. Disraeli's first visit to Wingsor, and it is considered. 
very marked on the part oLHer Majesty to as~ the wife 
of the leader of the Opposition, when many Cabinet 

.. Ministers have been asked there without their ~ives.' 
, This attention caused comment,,and Derl;>y asked Disraeli 

what had passed. · ' They were very gracious and .very 
communicative,' was the reply .. In fact, a better ~.\'now

. ledge of Disraeli's character had 'overcome the distn1st 
~' -~ -. . --- ~ 

·of.the Court beforethe Prllice's·_death; but it was the 
sympathetic and appreciative ID.anner in which Disraeli 
treated that tragic event. that converted the Queen''s 
somewhat negat.ive feeling towards him into friendly 
interest, which was· ultimately· to develop, d.uring his 
great Ministry, into unbounded and even affectionate 
confidence. . . -

It was on December 14, l861,that this heavy blow fell" 
upon the Queen. Already, in the spring of this year; 
Her Maje~ty had lost her mother, the Duchess of Kent. 
In seconding the address of condolence on the Duchess's. 
death, Disraeli had happily emphasised t1ie. commanding 
part which the domestic affections played in the Queen's 
life. It was generally supposed, lie said, that the anguish 
'of affection was scarcely compatible with the pomp of 
powel;; but ' she who reigns over. us has elected, amid 
ail the splendour of· empire, to establish her life on·, the 
principle of domestic love.' 

' 
C• · · • • ·"' To F:an~es Ann,e Lady Londonderry. 

' Gonfidt:ntial. ToRQUAY, Dec .. lD, 1861.-There is a north 
post ftom this place,· which teinpts me t9 write to you a 
lrurrie'd ·Iii:ie, as my news; re9ei ved this. mornittg from the 

_.. fountairi"head, may; not .be stale. , . . . . 
. . :·. It seems that. the departed Prince had lectured the Queen 

.. severely about giv,ing way_ i;!O·coinplet~ly ori the death of ~er 
f 
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mother, and told her to remember that the blow wa~ dealt 
by the hand of the All-Wise. She remembers this. now, an_d 
keeps saying, ' Now you see I am calm; I. am profitmg by lus 
advice, I am doing what he wished.' The Duchess of Suther
land and Lady Augusta Bruce with ·her. 

On the 17th she saw Lord Granville, who brought Palmer-..:l 
stan's [box], and she signed several papers of pressing im-
portance. . . · 

The Prince of Wales seems anxious to take his place, and, 
I hear, behaves with great tact and feeling. The funeral 
strictly private, which I knew before I left town, or should 
have-remained. , They wish to move the Queen to Osborne, 
but she puts it off every day, dreading the sight of the glaring 
daylight, it being impossible for the yacht to bring up under r 
Osborne after dark. As matters now stand she will go to-day, 
the PJ"ince of Wales escorting her and returning .... 

The Prince of Wales wishes not to have the Gren. Guards, and 
. says that they ought to be given to some old General officer. • 

. He.wrote yesterday to Palmerston by desire of his mother, 
to saythat Lord P. would always find her mindful of_her 
duty and of her people, but that her worldly career was at 
an end .... 

'From the very outset of his personal knowledge of 
the Prince Consort, -at a time when it was the fashion to. 
belittle him, Disraeli conc~ived, a great adrrtiratiol;l J>oth · 
for his abilities.and· for.chis,cha.racter. He,told his sister 
in 1852,.that the.Prince .. ·was.~the~bestoeducated man he 

.ever met, but not over-educated; and he told :Lord ~ 
Ponsonby in 1854 that his sentiment t~wards the Prince 
was ' one ot devotion.'l Further intercourse only 
strengthened this feeling .. 'With Pr~ce .J\.lb~rt,'.he,,said ·• 
to Vitzthum just"after,theedeath,~:We.,.have'i!<'buried'C;;our r. 

Sovereign. This. German Prince_ha~~ .. govexged; ~ngla:ri'd 
fo:J;: twenty-one yea;:~-'!Ylt~h~!t .wl§ldonLand energy such. as 
none of our Kings have ever~ shown. . . . . l(h.e had out
lived some of our " old stagers,'' .he., would have giv~n us, 

·; while retaining ~:~,11 constitutionaLguarantees,"the,.bles!ljngs 
1'of_absolute government. Of us younger meri who are · 
: qua:lified to enter the Cabinet, there is not one who would 
not willingly have bowed to his experience. We are 
now in the midst of a change ofgover~ment.'2 

1 Sec Vol. I., pp. lJ87, 1347. 2 Vitzthum, Vol.II., p. 176. 

• 
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i Disraeli's.public tributes to th~ Prince's merd~ry were 
;:_·, -. Jpa~:tibularly felicitous:· On the :Address in,.J862;~when the 

\leaders of parties gave formal exp~essioii to the 'general 
fsorrow, DiE!raeli cdescribed .... him,:as ,~,the, . .,',.p,rim.e~councillor 

. 1of~a~realm_,the -~poJitiy_ai;..cgp.s~itgt!(rp.~of~.'!~fc];si_id,. ,not 
\even..,..recognise."".:his -~polittc~J;....~;i§,t_~p.~-~;;". He ·directed 
special attention to the Prince's. seryioes to culture in 
England. A want of culture had be~na great deficiency 
in tlie national character. ,<.He was. not -satisfied with 

. ,· d'etecting a waitt; he resblved .to 'suppiy . it ... :His· plans 
\~ were deeply laid; they viere maturely prepared; ap.d, 

'• notwithstanding. the obstacles which. he" inevitably .en~ 
countered, I am. prepared to say they-were .emitwntly 
successfuL' Further, . ·· : -~- . . 

Prince Albert was not a mere patroit; he ;as p.ot one of 
· ~- tho~e who by their gold or by. their· smiles r_eward ·excellence 
· _or stimulate exertion. · His contributions to 'the e~use of the 

State were· far more powerful and far· more _precious. He 
gave to it his thought, his time, his toil; he gave to it his life. 
On both sides arid in all parts of the HouseT·see many gentle
men who occasionally have acted with the ·Prince at those 
council boards, where they conferred and consulted upon the 
great undertakings with which he\vas connected: . I ask them, 
without fear of a denial, whether he was not the leading spirit; · 
\vhe.ther his was n:ot the mind which foresaw .-the difficulty, his 

· not the resources which supplied the remedy; whether his. was
-not the coti.nige which sustained them :underappanmtiy over
powering difficultjes; whether everyone who worked w:ith him 
did not feel that _he was the real origii:J.atoi:" of those plans of 

. ., improvement which they assisted in ca~rying iii to effect .. 
~-, . ~The Queen expr~ssed her thanks:·. . ' ·, · 

Fr&m Lord _Derby: 

ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, Saturday night [Feb. 8, 1862].-I have 
·.had this afternoon a letter from Charles Phipps, with a com

plimentaifnotice from the Queen of my speecl~ of Thursday, 
·ending with the following:' The Queen would be glad that Mr. 
Disraeli should also be madeaware of H.M.'s grateful sense of 
his testimony to the worth .and character· of' the Prince--' 
perhap,s a_s discriminating !n the ch~racteristics poillted out, 

~. and· certamly . as. eloquent m .the langt?-age employed, as. any 
~;~of thOse be~utifui and glorious oratio~s.' . .• ,< · -
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To Sir Charles Phipps . 
... ! 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 9, 1'862.-Lord Derby has com
municated to me the gracious expressions of Her l\'Iajesty, 
and I should feel obliged to you, if the opportunity offer, to 
lay before Her Majesty my humble and· dutiful acknow
ledgments. 

What I attempted t-o express· on Thur.sday night I deeply 
felt. During those conversations with which, of late years, 
the Prince occasionally honored me, I acquired much, both 
in knowledge and in feeling, which wiH ever infiue:Q.ce ll!-Y life. 

In fu'rther acknowledgment 'the Queen sent Disraeli . · 
what he termed in reply '.a hallowed gift '.~two engrav-

. ings of well-known pictures -of herself and the Prince. 
In 1863, the year of the Prince of ·Wales's marriage, 

. Disraeli was specially distinguished by Her M~jesty • .as 
he has explained in a long and interesting memorandum 
written at the time: ! . 

I heard at the end of the last, ·and at, the begh:ini_ng of this, 
year, more than once, from great personaoges about the -Court, 

;- that· the Queen had :said, and repeated, that 'Mr. Disraeli 
;w·.as the only person who .appreciated the Erince.' · . 
· When Parliament met, too, Her Majesty had oecas_ion to 
write personally to Lord Derby respecting the Memorial 
Monument to. the Prince, and seme necessary ·steps that 
might be taken in Parliament the:r;oon; ;~;nd .she mentioned in 
the letter that she had no objection to h~s conferdng with 
Mr. Disraeli, 'tqwards whom :she s_houid always entertai);). 
feelings of gratitude for the support which 'he had alway,s 
given to the Prince ' in all his undertakings ,for the refinement 
of public taste and the improv.ement of society, or ·some 
words to that effect. 

Lord· :Per by was generous enough :to read :this passage of 
H.M. 's letter to me. · · . , . . In March the Royal Wfldding too,k place. 'l'h(} .Pr.ince of 
Wales was married to the Princess· of,: Denmark at Windsor. 
This alliance made & great sensation and ~xcitement in the -
country..' .·The long-pent-up f-eeling of ~,tffectionate .devotion 

· to the ·Queen, and of sympathy :with her sorrows, came opt 
·. with that deep and fervid enthusiasm for which the p,eople 

of England are, I think, remarkable. But the exdtement .of · 
the nation with their pu·blic receptions, and addresses, and 
processions, and splendid gifts, and the long .vista of universal 
festivity, which was planned, and which lasted the whole 
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s~ason, was-qu1teequailed among tp_e aristocracy, as to. who 
should, or rather would, be invited' to t.he Royal Wedding. 

As the beautiful Chapel of St. George was very limited, 
'and as there were a considerable- ·number of royal guests, 
and as the principal ·persons of the Household, the Airibas

r sadors, the Knights of the Garter, and the Cabinet Ministers, 
were as a matter of course to be invited, it became an interest
ing question where the· line was to·be drawn. At last it was 

- whispered about that the limit was to be Duchesses; But as 
time drew on nobody seemed to be asked, and some great 
persons ·received suspiCious .invitations to a brea1dast at 
Windsor Castle after the. ceremony.· At the same time 
tickets began to circulate in influential quartets, permitting 

·the bearers to places in the· cathedral nave, without the 
chapel, in order- to see the processioJ).s_pass. -At last, however, 
about a fortnight before the ceremony or les!), it was announced. 
that, as there were ·only_ -· · __ . -seats in the chapel, and as 
Sovereigns and Royal Princes, Knights of the Garter and 
their wives, Cabinet :Ministers and Ambassadors and Great 
Officers of the Household, and their wives; would 'nearly fill 
it, there were necessarily few seats for H.lVI.'s private friends. 
- · The disappointment and excitement equally. increased. 
I have heard that, when the list was finally submitted to her 
Majesty, there were only four places riot; as it were, officiallyi t 
appropriated. Her Majesty named Lord and Lady De la?~ 
Warr, her earliest friends, ,and myself and my wife: 

There is no language which can describe the rage, envy, 
arid indignation, of the great world. The Duchess of Marl-

. boro' went into hysterics of mortification at the sight of my 
wife, who was on terms of considerable intimacy· with her, 
and said it was really shameful, after the reception which the 
Duke had given the Prince of Wales at Blenheim; and as for 
the Duchess of Manchester, who had been Mistress of_ the 
Robes in Lord Derby's Administration, she positively passed 
me for the season without recognition. · . 

However, we went, and nothing could he more brilliant 
and effective than the whole affair 1 was. It is tlie only 
pageant which never disappointed me. The beautiful chapel, 
the glittering dresses, the various processions, first the Knights 

; of the Garter, of the .~oyal Personages, of the Bri<Jegroom, 
of the Bride: the heralds, the announcing trumpets, the 
suspense- before the . procession appeared, the magnificent 
music, the Queen in widowed garments in her Gothic cabinet, 
all deeply iriter<3sting or effective:-. 

I had ·never seen the Queen· since the catastrophe, and 
ventured, being u~ar;~Sighted, to.<use my glass~ I saw H.M. 

- 1 Margh 10. 
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well, and unfortunately caught her glance: perhaps she was 
looking to see whether. we were there, and triumphing a 
little in the' decided manner in which she had testified ' her 
gratitude.' I did not venture to use my glass aga1n. 

The Prince of Wales, who was habited as a Knight of the 
Garter, deported himself with great dignity, and conducted 
himself at the altar, where he was left an unusual time alone, 
from some accident that occurred in the procession of the 
bride, with grace and tact: all eyes being upon him. 

The way in which the royal personages looked up and 
bowed to · the royal cabinet was singularly graceful and 
imposiug: and in this respect the Princess Mary of Cambridge 
exceeded them all. Her demeanour was most dignified. 

After the ceremony, the festival was very joyous, a great 
number of guests who had been invited to the breakfast at 
the Cas.tle then appearing. I should say 500 or 600 persons. 
The royal personages breakfasted apart:. but the mistake 
was made of not inviting the Ambassadors and their wives 
to· this exclusive repast, who took rank above all the royal 
guests who were inferior to their Sovereigns whom they 
personally represented .. Comte Apponyi was wroth on this 
head, and certainly the Hungarian dress of Madame Apponyi, 
which had only arrived the night before, justified any distinc-

~ti~n. It was the most gorgeous and graceful costume ever 
. worn: bright blue velvet, richly. embroidered in gold, and 

astounding sables, but the fancy ,of the dreRs exceeded its 
costly materials. 

They had lodgings at Windsor, and the Ambassadress 
changed her costume before she left Windsor. This was 
fortunate, for the arrangements for departure were bad; the 
ladies were mobbed at the station, and, as ·many of them had 

· tiaras of diamoms, they were in danger of being plundered . 
. Madame Apponyi was separated from the Ambassador; I 
resc~ her, and got her into a railway carriage with my wife 
a.nd some other grand dames, who had lost their husbands. 
I think I had to sit on my wife's hip. When we got to 
Paddington in the rain, there was no ambassadorial carriage: 
but· ours was there, and so we took home safe this brilliant 
and delightful person. . 

A great lady of the Court, who was i:ny secret friend, and 
proved herself on many occasions a real one, told me at the 
breakfast that the Queen meant to see me. She repeated 
that the Queen said she was determined to see me. From 
which, and other things, I inferred that there had been diffi
culties put in the way. Lord Derby had had -an audience 
of H.l\L before the wedding, on the allegeil ground of con
ferring ·about the Memorial, but understood as a token of 
~ ~ 
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H.M.'s return to· public life, and that shir would commence 
to see her Minis"ters socially, and exalted persons who had 
been near her person. Lord Derby never met1tioned ·any of 
the details of this audience to me, but his son did. · The
Queen received him in her Closet sitting; the audience was 
by no means brief, and Lord Derby stood the whole time, 
although recovering from a severe fit of the gout. The Queen 
even alluded to this, and said she feared he would suffer by 
standing, but offered no seat. So severe was the etiquette. 

Notwithstanding my private intimation, time rolled on, 
and I never heard anything of my audience .. Weeks, even 
months, passed. 1 The Queen had received all her principal 
Ministers, Lord Clarendon and Lord Derby; and there it 
stopped. I saw my friend occasionally in society, and once 
she asked me whether I had hefl,rd · anything; and when I 
replied in the negative, she.said, 'Be sure you,will, ro'r H.lVL 
said only the other day she was determined to see Mr. D:' .. 

On ·-- I received an invitation to Windsor Castle for 
April 22, and to stay till the next day. . · 

When I arrived at the Castle; I received a note from Bid
dulph telling me that the Queen: would receive me before . 
dinner, at a.! past seven o'clock. He gave me the hint, that 
I might make my toilet early, and so be able to leave the 

· presence chamber for the banquet, which was about an -hour.'"' 
after. After I was dressed, there came another note to 
say that Lord John Russell had arrived fromtown·with im
portant despatches, and that the Queen would ·be engaged, 
and would postpone my audience till the morrow after break
fast. 

It was the beginning of the Polish Insurrection, and the 
Ministry were much perplexed. The despatches were about 
Poland. I was struck at dinner_ by ·the ct>ntrast with the 
somewhat subdued tone that prevailed in former days at_ 
the royal dinners. The. Prince and Princess of Wales were 
our ·host arid hostess. The party large, though ci:msisting 
only of courtiers (there were more than two households 
blended), the only guests 'being Earl Russell and myself. 
The Princeof Wales gave me the idea of a young nian who 
had just come into a large estate and was delighted at enter-

- taining his friends. 'He took out his sister, the Prince~s 
Helena, and sate opposite the Princess of Wales, who was 
taken out by Prince Alfred. On the other side of Prince 
Alfred was the Countess of Desart (in waiting), and I sate 
betweEln her and Lady Augusta Bruce, sister of Lord Elgin; 
whom I had· inet before at Windsor, when she was in attend-· 
ance on the . Duchess of Kent. I was glad to renew my 

1 The delay. was just six weeks. 
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acquaintance with her, for, like all her family, she is clever, 
and told me in the course of the dinner a great deal. 

When the ladies had retired, I was next to Prinqe. Alfred, 
who in vi ted. me to take Lady Desart's vaca~ed seat. I had 
not seen him since he was a very young and very little~ mid
shipman. _ Though still in his ~eens, he was much altered, 
had grown a great deal, a bronzed and manly countenance, 
with a thoughtful brow; altogether like _his father. His 
brother, the Prince of Wales, was a. Guelph, not a Coburg. 
The Queen said he was exactly like a portrait which they had 
there o.f Frederick, Prince of Wales. I thought him very like 
a portrait also at Windsor of his [great-]grandfather, George 
the Third, shortly after his accession. Lord . Malmesbury. 
said that his general resemblance to his [great-]grandfather 
was so. great that he already was always asking questions 
and talking loud. . -

Prince Alfred had just recovered from a severe and dan
gerous fever, which had prevented (sic) being at the 'wedding. 
He was detained by it at Malta, and the telegrams, which were 
constant, were so alarming that one day they feared the 
wedding could not take place. Alluding to his illness and 
Malta, we naturally talke9- of his travels: he had seen a great 

. deal, having been at the Cape, etc.: on all of which he spoke 
... with simplicity and sense. He was glad to be home again. 

I remember he said, 'What a fine Castle this is ! I never 
saw any one in any country to be compared with it. I love 
this Castle; I was :born in it.' . - · 

When we returned to' the saloon, the circle was formed as 
if the Queen were present, but. the Prince and Princess did not
make the round. ·She kept apart, and then the Prince came 
and addressed Lord Russell in the .circle, and then led him 
to the Princess, with whom he conversed for. about ten minutes. 
Then, after a very short space, the Prince came 0 me, and 
conversed a little. He asked me whether I thought the BiH 
for •abolishing the City Police would pass 1 I replied that I 
had not given any personal attention tp the subject, but my 
impression was not favorable to ,its success. He said. he 
had heard the same, but it ought to. pass; there ought to be 
only one police for the capital. I perceived fr9m this. what· 
I afterwards had proof of, that the passing of the Bill was 
a capital point with the Court. 'l'he opposi~ion to the Bill 
turned out to be so general throughout the country, Jhat it 
was eventually wit-hdrawn by the Ministry without a division; 
not before, however, several courtiers, who had seats in the 
House of Commons, q~.aking (sic) speeches against it, which 
made the discomfiture more flagrant, as well as the particular 
animus more obvious .. 
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After this, t.he Prince proposed ~hat he should present me 
to H.R.H.- and I went up accordingly. I had.therefore, at 
last, a good opportunity of forming an opinion of he~ appear
auce, which was highly favorable. Her face was delicate 
and_refined; her features regular;-herbrow well moulded; her 
mouth beautiful; her hair good' and her ears small. _ She was 
very thin. She had the accomplishment of being gracious 

- without smiling. She had repose. She spoke English, but 
Qnot with the fluency I had expected, and I don't think she 
'always comprehimded what was said. The Prince hovered 
about her, and after a few minutes joined the conversation. 

. Ir~member nothing very particular about it except• that it 
. fell upon nightingales, and I asked H.R.H. whether. she knew 
what nightinga:Ies fed upon. While she was confessing her 
ignorance and her curiosity, the Prince came, and she acl.dressed 
the question to him, which he could not answer. I told them 
-upon glow-worms; exactly the food which. nightingales 
should require. The Prince was interested by this, and ex
claimed: ' Is that a fact, or is it a myth ?' 

'Quite a fact, sir; for my woodman is my authority, for 
-we have a great many nightingales at Hughenden, and a 
great many glow-worms.' 

'We have got one nightingale at Sandringham,' said- the _ 
Prince, smiling. · · -

I remember now that the conversation got to nightingales 
in this manner. The Princess told me tb,ey were delighted 
with their London residence; they awoke in the morning, and 

· looked into a garden, and heard the birds sing. I said then, 
' I fear, not nightingales, madam.' 

After this -there was the private band, just the same as if 
H.M. were present; and at ll o'clock the Pri.uce and Princess 
and attendants retired. 

On the morrow I breakfaf:!ted with the Lady-in-Waiting and 
the Maids of Honor, and Lord John Russell. · We had a merry 
breakfast, for the ladies wished to make Lord John and 
myself talk: and I, who was really somewhat nervous from 
my approaching interview, was glad to take refuge in raillery. 
Lord John was genia[, which, on the whole, he generally has 
been with me. For, notwithstanding ou~ fierce public struggles 
for long years, and the crusade I have always preached 
against High Whiggism, of which he was the incarnate ct~
tion, there were really some elements of sympathy between 
us, being (sic), with all his hauteur and frigid manner, really 
a man of sentiment, and imagination, and culture. 

When breakfast was over we were left together, and I 
asked him seriously what was the real state of affairs in Poland: 

,He spoke with great frankness on the matter, and among 
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other things that the Cabinet had sent a secret agent. to 
Poland in order to obtain some accurate information (I think 
Oliphant); 'but i can't say,' he added, 'we are much the 
wiser. The best opinions seem to hold that it will be put 
down in the summer: but '-and he shrugged his shoulders 
:.___• it may not be: and then--' He went to town, and I 

- was left alone with the newspapers. In about a quart.er of 
an hour I was summoned. The attendant led me down part 
of the great gallery, amd then turned off into a familiar 
corridor;.and then, through an antechamber, I was ushered 
into Prince Albert's special room: a small cabinet, decorated 
with aJ.l the objects of art he loved, and in which I had fre
quently had the privilege of conferring, and listening at length 
to his views on public life and politics; when, throwing off 
his reserve and shyness, he warmed into eloquence, not 
unmiud with sarcastic humor, but, on all subjects on which he 
spoke, distinguished by his perfect knowledge anq his thought_. 
The room was quite unchanged. It was in every respect as 
if he had resided in_ it yesterday: the writing materials, the 
books, all the indications of habitual occupation. Only one 
change I observed: a plate on his accustomed chair, with an 
inscription: ' This was the Prince Consort's· chair from 18-
to 1861.' 

In less than five minutes from my entry, an opposite door 
opened, and the Queen appeared. 

She was still in widow's mourning, and seemed stouter 
than when I last saw her, but this was perhaps only from her 
dress. I bowed deeply when she entered, and raised my 
head with unusual slowness, that I might have a moment 
for recovery. Her countenance was grave, but serene and 
kind, and she said, in a most musical voice: ' It is some time 
since we met.' • 

Then to some murmuring· words of mine H.M. said: ' You 
have not had a very busy session this year?' In assenting 
to this, I expressed my wish that politics were in general as 
serene as the House of Commons, Upon this H.M. entered 
into the state of public affairs with frankness and some 
animation, which entirely removed the first embarrassment 
of the audience. It was then like an audience between a 
Sovereign and a Minister. · · 

H.M. expressed her conviction that, whatever happened, 
the American Union could not be restored. She spoke fully -
about Poland, nor was it difficult to recognise that the insur
rection alarmed her from its possible consequences on the 
state of Germany. H.M., however, it was quite clear, was 
sanguine that the Russians would suppress it by the summer. 

She asked me frankly whether I thought the present Ministry 
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·would get through the session .. I said they. were weak, but 
there was no desire to displace thein unless a stronger one 
c.ould be established. She said she hoped no crisis would be 
brought about wantonly, for, in. her forlorn condition, she 
hardly knew what she could do. · I said H.M.'s comfort was 
an element in all our considerations, and that no action. 
would be taken, I felt sur~; unless from commanding necessity. 

She said ' Lord Palmers'ton was grown very old.' I replied, 
'But his voice in debate, madam, is as loud as ever.' · 

' Yes t' she exclaimed with animation. · ' And his hand
writing t Did you ever see such a handwriting 1 So very 
clear and strong ! Nevertheless I see in him a great @hange, 
a very great change .. His countenance is so changed.' 

. Then H.M., turning from public affairs, deigned to say 
"'-that it had given her great pleasure to ·qbserve that I had 

been chosen Trustee of the British Museum in the ,race of 
the late Lord Lansdowne: and she· spoke for ·some time on 
kindred subjects, alluding to what the Prince had done rather 
than directly referring to him herself: · · · · 

At last she asked after my wife, an9- hoped she w;ts well, 
and then, with ~ graceful bow, vanished; . 

. . . 

On the afternoon of this audience the questioh of the 
memorial to the Prince came up in tlie House of Commons 
on a resolution for a grant of £50,000, in addition to the~ 
£60,000 ·already collected by voluntary subscript'ions. 
Disraeli pleaded strongly for a monument rather than a 
work of utility---:-a ~monument which 'should, as it were, 
represent the character of ·the Prince himself in the 
harmony of its proportions, in the beauty of its oniament·, 
and in its enduring nature. It should_ be. someth1ng 
direct, significant, and choice, so that those who come 
after us may say: ;• This is the type and testimony of a 
sublime life and a· transcendent career,. and thus they 
:Were recognised. by a grateful and· admiring people." '1 

A monument; was ~ecided 'on, and London knows: it well; 

1 Disraeli .was dissatisfied with the rep~rt of this speech, ~nd apparently 
sent the Queen a memorandum of his actual words. A draft letter to Her 
Majesty, preserved among :his papers, explains:· 'Ld~ P. had judiciously 
ai:ranged that the memorial vote should take precedence of other business, 
and there W\)re skilled reporters ready who would have faithfully repre. 
sented what was. said on that occasion. But a.n American debate was 
irresistibly forced on, and the. skilled·_reporters exhausted their energies 
on its grey proceedings, so that those who spoke afterwards, on the gentler 
themes,· fell to very rude and uncouth handS.' 
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whether it entirely carries out Disraeli's aspirations may 
be doubted. 

To Mrs. Willyams; whom he had gratified with an 
account of his audience in much the same words as in 
the memorandum, he detailed in .a subsequent letter 
the sequel. . 

To Mrs. Brydges Willyams. 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, May 5, 1863.-I must 
continue, ·and conclude, my Windsor adventures. When I 
came up to town on the Thursday, from the Castle, there 
was a debate in the House of Commons on the vote for a 
monument to Prince Albert. The Queen, with gre11t delicacy, 
had not mentioned the subject to me-and of course I did ~-· 
not alldde to it. 

You probably read the observations which I made on the 
question in the House of Commons. . . . . 

That was on Thursday night, and on Saturday morning 
I received from the Queen her own copy of the speeches of 
the Prince (the same work which I gave you when first pub
lished). The copy was bound in white morocco, and on the fly
leaf, in the Queen's own handwriting, was thisinscription:1 

TO. 

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE BENJAMIN DISRAELI 

IN RECOLLECTION. OF THE GREATE~T AND BEST OF MEN 

FROM THE BELOVED PRINCE'S BROKEN-HEARTED WIDOW 

WINDSOR CASTLE, 
.Ap,·il 24, 186_s. 

VICTORIA R. . 

I think you will agree with me that this is the most 
remarkable inscription which a Sovereign ever placed ill a 
volume graciously presented to a subject ! . · 

But·there was also a packet tied with black silk, and that 
contained a letter ! But I must stop, like the. Sultana in the 
Arn:bian Nights, and I find I cannot conclude as I intended.· 

This was the Queen's letter: 

From 'Queen Victoria. 
WINDSOR CASTLE, April 24, 1863.-The Queen cannot 

resist from expressing, personally, to Mr. Disraeli her deep 
gratification at the tribute he paid to her adored, beloved, 

1 In transcribing the inscription Disracli made one or two .slips,. which 
have been; corrected by reference to the original.. · 
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and great husband: The perusal of it ~ade 'her shed many 
tears, but it was very soothing to her' broken heart to 
see such true appreciation of· that spotless and unequalled 
character. 

The Queen asks Mr. Disraeli to accept the accompanying 
book. · · 

Disraeli, in reply, sent Her Majesty a considered 
estimate of the Prince's character and career. 

To Queen Victoria. 

GROSVENOR GATE, April 25, 1863.-:Mj. Disraeli, with his 
humble duty to your Majesty, begs permission to express his 
gratitude to your Majesty, for your Majesty's gracious and 
affecting condescension, and for the inestimable •voluq~.e 
which your Majesty has~ deigned to present to him. 

If, in venturing ·to touch upon a sacred theme, Mr. Disraeli • 
may have, occasionally, used expressions which your Majesty 
has been graciously pleased to deem rio~ altogether inadequate 
to the subject, he has geen enabled t~ do so only because, on 
that subject) he speaks. from the heart, and from long and 
frequent musing over its ever-living interest. 

H~s acquaintance with the Prince is one of the most satis
factory incidents uf his life: full of refined and beautiful 
memories, and exercising, as he >hopes, over his remaining 
existence, a soothing and exalting infitumce. · . 

The Prince is the only person, whom Mr. Disraeli·has ever 
known, who ;realized the Ideal. None with whom he is ac
quainted have ever approached it .. There was in him an 
union of the manly grace and sublime simplicity, of chivalry 
with the intellectual splendor of the Attic"Academe. The 
only character in English History that would, in some 
respects, draw near to him is Sir Philip Sidney: the same 
high tone, the ·same universal accomplishment, the same 
blended tenderness and vigor, the, same rare combination of 
ro~antic energy and classic repose. 

Both left us in their youth. But there is no person in 
our history who has established such apermanent, and almost 
mystic, ascendancy over national feeling as Sir Philip Sidney; 
and the writer of these lines is much mistaken if, as time 
advances, the thought and sentiment of a progressive age 
will not cluster round the Prince; his plans will become 
systems, liis suggestions dogmas, and the name of ~lbert will 
be accepted as the master-type of a generation of profounder. 
feeling and vaster range' than:. that which he formed and 
guided with benignant power. 
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How the Queen was affected by this, it must be con-
fessed, somewhat hyperbolic eulogium may be seen from 
a letter written to the editor of the Prince's speeches' by 
the lady who afterwards became bean Stanley's wife. · 

Lady A>ugusta Bruce to Arthur Helps. 
OSBORNE, May 4, 1863.-The Queen knows with what 

peculiar interest. you will read anything from the- pen of 
Mr. Disraeli on the subject which so engrosses Her Majesty; 
but, independently of this, the Queen has been anxious that
you sh()uld have an opportunity of perusing the most striking 
and beautiful letter that Her Majesty has received, and has 

. therefore directed me to s.end you the enclosed extracts 
from that in which Mr. Disraeli acknowledges the volume 
~~~~~~~- . . 

I need not tell you how her MaJesty has been affectecLby 
the depth and delicacy of these touches, or how soothing it 
is to the Queen to have this inexhaustible thrme so treated .... 

Disraeli failed rather signally this SUil}mer in an 
attempt to help the Court to carry out the Prince Con
sort's South Kensington schemes. Parliament was asked 
by the Government, with Disraeli's support, to acquire 
for the nation both the sit(1 and the building of .the 
Exhibition of 1862. There was no difficulty about the 
site, but the purchase of the building was resented on 
account of its ugliness and unsuitability. Malmesbury 
tells us that the scene was extraordinary. 'Disraeli had 
canvassed his •supporters, telling them that he had ; · 
letter in his pocket from the Queen. This had a di~as
trous effect, and when he got· up the hooting was so 
terrific that he could not be heard.' Gladstone had already 
infuriated the House by using an argument, which was. 
taken as a menace, that the contractors were under no 
obligation to remove the bullding. 'So the House,'adds 
Malmesbury, 'rose en masse, and, after a scene of the 
utmost confusion and excitement, defeated the Govern
ment by more than two to one ;I Gladstone and Disraeli
looking equally angry.'· Both Disraeli's tact and his 
knowledge· of the House seemed to have deserted him 

- ' 
n. 

1 July 2. 
5* 
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and he was the more chagrined as he had confidently 
assured the Court that success was certain in· a matter _ 
which the Queen had much at heart. 

Disraeli's letters to Mrs. Willyams during the first 
half of 1863 are full of Court functions and other festivi
ties incidental to the royal marriage~ Celebrations· of 
the kind, which most British statesmen in the Victorian 
era regarded as a necessary· bore, whatever pleasure 
their wives may have taken in them; were entered into 
by Disraeli- with a keen zest. The trappings of• royal 
and noble life. appeaJed to his sense of fitness; and the 
world of to-day has largely' come round to his view, 

· discarding the old Benthamite intolerance of ever~thing 
that could not prove its economic ut~Hty,. 

To Mrs. Brydges- Willyams. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 14, 1863.__:The Saxon Minister at 
this Court, Comte Vitzthum, told me on Sunday that he was 

.·at Dresden in the autumn, on leave of absence from St. 
James's, when 'the Prince of Wales arrived there, and the 
King of Saxony consigned His Royal Highness to his care. 
He was the,Pririce's companion for three·days, making Dresden 
(and Saxony, too, for they went .several excursions) agreeable 
to him. 

He says the Prince has good talents-not- of the high class 
of the Princess Royal and Princess Alice, but good. He is 

··gay, extremely amiable, well informed, and, althoughsimple 
and unaffected, quite grand seigneur. · • . · -

. The King of Saxony told the Prince not to w_:aste time in 
paying state visits of compliment and wearing uniforms, 
but to go about in plain clothes and see all that was worth 
looking at in Dresden; and ' in the evening we will dirie at 

_ a palace in the country where there will be no form, and you 
can 'wear a plain coat.·• · . · : . 
. After Comte Vitzthum and the Prince had examined· the 

-museums, galleries, etc., the Prince said to him·: 'Don't you · 
think now we might have a little shopping 1' . · 

Agreed: and they went to a great jeweller's, and the Prince 
bought some bracelets ·for his future bride; and to some 
porcelain shops, where he' purchased many objects for his 
brothers and sisters; but 'he never asked the price of any" 
thing, which quite delighted the Saxons, who look upon that 
as quite grand seigneur. . · . -
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CARLTON CLUB, Feb. 25, 1863.-I went to the Prince of_ 
Wales's first levee to-day. He received me very cordially, 
and shook hands with me. I had not seen His Royal High
ness for two years .. He looked well, and has grown. Sir 
Henry Holland says that he is 5 ft. 8 in. high, but, then, Sir 
Henry is not only a physician, but a courtier. However, the 
Prince certainly looks taller than I ever expected he would 
turn out to be. . . . 

Nobody talks of anything but of the Prihces-s's entrance 
into London. · . 

GROSVENOR GATE, March 4, 1863.-. . . Summer weather, 
and the world quite mad; all London is encased with tapestried 
scaffolding and carpeted galleries, and the streets· already 
swarm. 

The Lord Mayor has invited. us to view the procession from 
the M~sion House, Baron Rothschild from Piccadilly, and 
there are many intermediate invitations between these 
extremes of East and West. ·. . 

This is for Saturday, the 7th. Tuesday, the lOth, is the 
bridal day. . . . · · . 

March 21, 1863.:-I hope you have not had the influenza: 
if a,:ly of your friends havt;), avoid them; 'tis infectious. It 
has raged in London-half the House of Commons are absent -, 
from their posts: Gladstone ill, Lord Russell very._ I have 
escaped comparatively lightly: that is to say, I have not 
absolutely knocked up, and during the Court festivities have 
managed to make my appearance, but that .was alL Very 
weak and '}'ithout energy, and quite unable to .write even: a 
letter, which is the reason I have not troubled you. 

The wedding was a fine affair-a thing to 'remember. 
A perfect pageant, with that sufficient foundation of sentiment 
which elevates a mer~ show. The bridal of a· young heir to 
the throne would have been enough in this sense, but the 
presence of the imperial and widowed mother in her Gothic 
pavilion, watching everything with intense interest, seeing 
everything, though herself almost unseen, was deeply dramatic, 
and even affecting. . . . 

The Queen was very anxious that an.old shoe should be 
thrown at the royal pair on their departure, and the Lord 
Chamberlain showed' me in confidence the weapon with which 
he had furnished himself. He took out of his pocket a 
beautiful white satin slipper, which had been given him, for 
the occasion, by the Duchess of 'Brabant; alas! when the 
'hour arrived, his courage failed him, and. he hustled the fairy 
slipper into the carriage. This is a genuine anecdo~, which 

· you will not find in the Illustrated News. 
On the Friday following, the Duchess of Cambridge gave 
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a grand entertainment to the l)anish Royal family at her 
Iooms at St. James's. The Danish Minister presented me 
to the father of the Princess. of Wales; the Prince Christian, 
still a very young man, or looking so.- Five-and-twenty years . 
ago he came over to Queen Victoria's Coronation as one of 
her suitors. 

Later in the evening the Duke of Cambridge presented me 
to the mother of the bride, the Princess Christian: a woman 
of great vivacity and grace, still pretty, arid once famously so. 

Last evening, the Pririce and Priricess ·of Wales, havirig 
returned froin Osborne, gave their first evening party at St. 
James's Palace, which, had not been used for such atl occa-
sion since the,reign of George III. . ·· 

It was a very brilliant affair, lim~ted .to 500 guests of the 
diplomacy and the haute ?w6lesse : all the Dukes and Duchesses 
with scarcely an exception. . The Prince and Princes&" looked 
like a young couple in a fairy tale. She had on a crown of 
diamonds, and' walked in procession through the illumined_ 
saloons, while· the Queen's private band; 9f the choicest 
musicians, played triumphantly. . . . . . 

June 14, 1863.-This royal' honeymoon, of many months, 
.. is perfectly distracting. Nothing .but balls and banquets, and 

<t-. receptions, and iniwgurations and processions, so that one 
has not a moment to oneself, and lives only iri a glittering 
bustle. This has been a rPmarkably busy week. ; On Monday 
a marvellous fete given iri the Guildhall by the Corporation 
of London-a very great.success, and iri its splendor and fine 
taste quite equalling the similar displays ·at P,aris, which 
hitherto we have not approached; for thqugh the Hotel de 
Ville may yield to us in turtle soup, it has always surpassed 

·our citiz'ens-in the elegance and invention of their festivals. 
But on Monday Gog and Magog triumphed." ; · 

On Tuesday I was taken up with the ' Act of' Uniformity ' 
and the House of Commons, but, though kept up late, l was 
in time ·on, Wednesday to take my place· in a procession, 
when the Prince of Wales inaugurated the uncovering of the 
statue of his father at Kensington. 
· Thursday was a tremendous banquet given to the Prince 

by the Merchant Taylors' Company, where I had to retftrn 
·thanksJor the House-of Commons: a very grand affair with 
four Royal Princes and six Dukes present. But everything 
yi~lded in splendor, in brilliancy, in gorgeous magnificence, 
to the fete which the Duke and Duchess of Northumberland 
gave to the Prince and· Princess of Wales onFriday last! · 

. ··We qined sixty guests of the high nobility in a magnificent 
· gallery, Jl-S fine in dimensions, and far mote splendid than the 

Galerie de Diane of. the Tuileries. Such plate; such diamonds, 
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so many Duchesses, and Knights of the Garter, were never. 
before assembled together! 

To-morrow we go to the glories of Qxford. 
June 25, 1863.-0xford was a Carnival. There was too 

much crowded into every day. That was the only fault. 
Every day there were five or six functions, as the Spaniards 
call them. On Wednesday, for example, there was Grand 
Commemoration; a collation in the Library of .All Souls 
College, which is more than 300 feet long-the noblest of 
apartments; a bazaar for the' Radcliffe Infirmary; a garden 
fete; a boat race, worthy of the Regattas and Ridottos of 
VenicE1; a banquet at Exeter College; and a Christ Church 
Ball-and the Prince and Princess went to all ! .And all this 
amid endless cheering, and music, and shouts. Too much 
even for youth and beauty. We had three days of it, and 
this h~liday made such an arrear of business that I have 
never been able to get right since my return. .As Lord Chester
field said of the old Duke of Newcastle, who was Minister in his 
time, I am always running after the th_ree days I have lost .... 

To-morrow the Conservative .Association give me a public 
dinner; and in the evening the Brigade of Guards are to give 
the Princess of Wales the most gorgeous ball ever produced 
in any age or any country Mrs. Disraeli will be there, and • 
I if possible. 

To Lord Derby. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept.· 2, 1863.-. • . The Queen 

returns from a not uneventful German ·campaign, .for not 
only is Princess Helena to be married, but Prince .Alfred, and 
that, too, early in the spring: the Princess not inferior to 
the Princess of Wales! But you know all this. 

For my part .I think even Princes should sow their wild 
oats, and not step out paterfamilias from the nursery or the 
middy's berth. . . . · ; · 

Mention was made, in Disraeli's account of his audience 
of the Queen in 1863, of his recent election as a Trustee 
of the ·British Museum. Not merely the election itself, 
but the circumstances in which it took place and the 
manner in which it was communicated to him, gave 
Disraeli legitimate satisfaction. · 

From Lord Palmerston. 
94, PICCADILLY; March 25, 1863. 

MY DEAR MR. DISRAELI,...:..,.You will of course receive from 
the Secretary to the Trustees of the British Museum the 
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official notification that at a meeting held by them this after
noon you were elected a Trustee hi.the room of the late Lord 
Lansdowne; but it may be agreeable to you to know the 

· grounds upon which the choice of -the Trustees was mad~. 
The Trustees were of opinion that in making choice of a 

new colleague they ought to select a person distinguished by 
literary . eminence; that it would. be useful to the interests 
of the Museum. that he should be in a prominent position in 
the House of Commons, so as to be able, when occasions might 
arise, to explain with authority to the House any matter 
connected with the Museum which might be brought under 
discussion; and, lastly, it wa~ felt that, whereas many•of the 
existing Trustees belong more or less to one po.litical party, 
it was desirable that the choice to be made should show that 
party politics are not to be permitted_ to enter within the 
gates of a building dedicated to Learning and to tM Arts. 
All these considerations seemed to point to you as the proper 
object of choice, and accordingly.you were unanimously elected. 
-Yours faithfully, PALMERSTON, 

To "Lord Palmerston. 
March, 1863 .. 

MY DEAR LORD,-There are few distinctions I should·.more· 
highly value than to become a Trustee of the British Museum. 

~y·father was the first man of letters-who, much more than 
half a century ago, began to turn its MS. wealth to account 
in the illustration of our history, and I have been brought 
.up .. in a due appreciation of its treasures and a due reverence 
for its authorities. 

·But what I most esteem in the present matter are the mode 
·and medium by which my election has been communicated 
tome. · 

I hope your Lordship is not quite unaware of the sincere 
regard which I have always personally entertained for you 
since our first acquaintance, and; notwithstanding the inevit
able collisions of public life, I can truly say that perhaps no 
one grudges you_r greatness less than your obliged an:d faithful 
s(:lrvant, B. DISRAELI. 

Disraeli has left a note of his conversation with the 
Q-qeen about the Museum: 

H.M: asked me. what I thought of P~nizzi,l and whether 
he were equal to the post. -;;._ 

I' replied that my official experience was too slight··:~o 

1 Principal Librarian, 185G-J866. 
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permit me to offer a personal opinion, but that he was much 
esteemed by my colleagues. · . 

H.l\L thought it strange that a foreigner should be at the 
head of an institution so peculiarly national. 

I observed that the post had been frequently· filled by 
foreigners; that whim I was a boy it was filled by Mr. Planta,t 
a Swiss, and the father of a gentleman who had served Her 
Majesty's uncles as U.S. of State for. Foreign Affairs; that 
in older days Dr. Maty, 2 who, I believe, was a Frenchman, 
had been in high office at the Museum. . . . I mentioned 
also that Mr. Hallam thought very highly of Panizzi, and 
that my father, a great authority on vernacular literature, 
had· been astonished by his intimate acquaintance with 
English books. 

Dis~aeli attended with assiduity to his duties as Trustee, 
and when in office never forgot the interests of the 
Museum. It was mainly due to his clear-sightedness 
and promptitude. that the wonderful Blacas Collection 
in Paris, which, with its wealth of·gems and cameos, the 
French Emperor was anxious to koop fm France, was 
secured for England and the British Museum. at the 
cost Of £48,000·. 'This -purchase,' wrote Disraeli to the 
Queen on November 26, 1863, 'will facilitate the plans 
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer for the separation 
of the National Collections, and the establishment ofthe 
Museum of Natural History at Kensington.' Another 

· matter in which he specially interested himself was 
the securing fpr the British Museum; during the 1874 
Ministry, of the Castellani Collection, including the fine 
bronze head of Vei:ms. In fact, his record as Trustee 
and as Minister is one for which the Museum has reason 
to begrateful. 

1 Principal Librarian, 1799-1827. 
2 Principal Librarian, 1772-1776. 



CHAPTER XII. 

REFORM REVIVED: 

.. 1864-1866. 

· ' Rest and be thankful '; that, was the cold, comfort 
which Russell, the veteran Reformer, offered to his 
fellow-Refor~ers in. a speech in Scotland in the autumn 
of 1863. -Reform was certainly in a backwater. Not 
only were the P:fime Minister and Parliament indifferent 
or hostile; but the ·apparent. disruption of the Unifud 
States, that ideal d!Olm,ocratic eommunity which B~ight. 
and his friends had constantly held up for imitaWm;~was 
taken by -the ordinary Englishman as evidence ~h~t a 
democratic suffrage was an unstable basis ·on which to 
build a. State. In Disraeli's words, the. collapse of .. 
republican institutions must tell immensely in favour of 
aristocracy. The argument was pressed home repeatedly 
in Robert Cecil's articles in the Quarterly Review. ·But 
the Cabinet contained one restless Mmister, who was 
little disposed to accept his eolleague Russell's advice. 
On a Wednesday afternoon 1 in 1864, while a private 
member's Bill for lowering the borough -franchise was . 
occupying the languid attention of the House, Gladstone, 
who interposed to state the position of the Government, 
electrified the torpid audience by a momentous declar~~ 
tion: ' I venture' to say that every man. who is not' . · 
presumably ·incapacitated · by some. consideration . of 
person~} unfitness or of political danger is morally en
titled to come within the pale of the Constitution.' .. "No 

. ' ' ' . it;~f:· 

• _ 1 iviay 11. ·· -~~- 1 
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public man; outside of the Radical ranks, had hitherto 
openly_ advoc~ted a lowering of the franchise at all 
comparable in extent to that suggested in these words; 
and great and widespread was their reverberation. 
Curiously enough, in substance, and indeed in language, 
the declaration was hardly distinguishable from the 
pronouncement of Disraeli's organ, the Press, more than 
ten years before, in an article written by Stanley,! which 
advocated bringing 'within the pale of the Constitution 
everyone whose admission cannot be proved dangerous.' 
But Disraeli, who had not seen-the article before publica
tion, hastily dropped this sweeping proposition; and in 
any case neither he nor S,tanley would have justified it 
by an appeal to the moral law. . 

It was this appeal that constituted the most striking 
fea_ture of Gladstone's dictum-'--an appe~L which, as 
Disraeli said, recalled Rousseau's Social Contract, and 
Tom Paine's Rights of Man; It was an appeal ~hich 
was to·f!tand Gladstone in good stead to the end of his, 
career. ··He could seldom adopt a policy with enthusiasm 
until he had -satisfied himself that to carry it out was a 
moral, if not a religious, obligation. But, if that were 
so, oppositio:q. must obviously be inspired by the spirit,of 
evil ; and it was too frequently as the incarnation of 
that spirit that Disraeli was regarded by his great rival. _ 
To Disraeli, on the other hand, politics in most of its 
phases presented itself as what surely it usually is
a choice between the more and the less expedient; and 
he was naturally disposed to regard as cant an advocacy. 
which was ostentatiously put on the moral plane. . A 
toleration, if not ail affection, for cant is, however, 
unfess all our foreign critics are in error, a characteristic 
of the British people; and undoubtedly· the attitude of 
moral superiority which Gladstone constantly assumed 
was, in the Britain of the -nineteenth century, worth 
much in votes. · 
:~ ~~·'· 

.1 Nov. 5, 1853. See Vol. I., p. 1317. 
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. ', To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, May 13, "1864.-"-... Though Glad
stone's move was matured, and, indeed, for a considerable 
time contemplated, I have no d<;>p.bt the visit and reception . 
of Garibaldi have acted on his impressionable nature, and 
have betrayed him into a far more extreme position than 
was at first intended. The consequences must be grave, 
though I dare. say the Cavendishes, Russells, etc., will, in 
due time,"l swallow, his programme. The smaller Whigs, 
Beaumonts; Ramsdens, . and . perhaps Lansdownes and 
Fitzwilliams, may detach themselves~ • 

Gladstone's declaration, thoilgh it disturbed bis chief 
and em bitrrassed his. colleaguef!, marked him out as the 
coming Liberal leader: with, democratic Reforrd as a 
principal feature of his policy; and it was in that capacity 
that he was welcomed in Lancashire ,in the following 
autumn, during an oratorical tour which he made ~ ~is 
native county. But in Parliament, in spite ·oft hi~, 
Reform made in 1864 no progress. The ballot 'was 
rejected by a majority of 89, ;md Locke King's. :C~unty 
Franchise 'Bill by 27; while. Baines's Borough Franchise 
Bill was shelved by 56. Finance, foreign ·affairs, and 
the Church, were· still the topics that occupied men's 
minds and the· attention Of -Parliament. Disraeli has 
left a short.note describing this session of 1864·. 

The session a very curious one; I was watching for five 
months for the ·proper moment tor battle: .. It was very 
difficult to restrain our friends. The Government every day 
more unpopular, and yet it was ·clear to. me that the House 
would not directly censure therri. The tactic' was to post
. pone to the last moment a direct attack, but to defeat them 
in· the interval on some indirect vote, taking, advantage of 
the discontent of the House. Thus, on the Ashantee War1 we 
ran them to 6 or 7, and on Stansfeld'saffair 2_to 10; on either 
question they \v.oulq have resigned. Ori the direct vote. 
(their Danish policy) 3 their majority . was 18, of whi~h 

, t A minor expedition' in which there h!Ld been' excessive loss of life by 
disease. . · · . 

··2 Stansfeld, at this time a subordinate member of the Government, had 
allowed letters for Ma:z;zini, the Italian· revolutionist, to be sent to ,}his 

· private address under a false name. It was in this debate that Bright. 
quoted the Revolutionary Epiclc against Disraeli. See Vol. I., pp. 245, 246. 

a See' above, Ch. 9. · 
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they affected to be proud, though in old•days it would bve 
been considered a defeat. Sir Robert Peel, on his vote of 
want of confidence in 1840, moved by Sir John Buller, was 
beaten by 22, but was Minister next year, 1841. 

Lord P., after the division, scrambled up a wearying 
stairc~se to the ladies' gallery. My informant, who was 
behind him, had the good taste and tact to linger. He saw 
the ladies' gallery open, and Lady Palmerston advance, and 
they embraced ! An interesting scene, and w~1at pluck ! 
To mount those dreadful stairs at three o'clock in the morning, 
and eighty years of age ! My informant would not disturb 
them. • It was a great moment. · 

Disraeli repeated in the session of 1865 the tactics 
of res~rve which he h_ad practised in 1864, and which 
seemed to him particularly prudent in view ·of the 
forthcoming elections. 

To Lord Derby. 

HuGHENDEN MANoR, Dec. 12, 1864.-... There is only 
one point which I .wish to submit to you-to consider whether 
it is. necessary that the leaders of Opposit,ion' in the two 
Houses on the first night should make those elaborate and 
comprehensive surveys of the public situation which, of 
late years, it has become their habit of doing. · 

The principle, now conveniently assumed by our op
ponents, that the Opposition is a body· prepared to take 
office, and- therefore bound to give its quasicofficial opinion 
on the conduct of every department, seems to me to have 
no sound founda.tion, and is very injurious to us. · . It forces 
us to show our cards the first night of the session, and the 
Government profits accordingly. They see where the breakers 
are ahead, and what :rerils they have escaped .... 

Disraeli could not persuade Derby to silence on· the 
Address; but he was silent himself, and, indeed, did not 
for many weeks take ·an active part in debate. In spite 
of pressure from Derby, he refused to speak on the 
question of the disestablishment of the Irish Church, 
which was brought forward by an independent Radical. 
Derby wrote, March 10; 1865: 'Considering the great 
stress you have always laid upon Church questions as 
our inain cheval de bataille, I hope· that you will yourself 
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consider it not· an 11nfitting occasion for breaking through · 
(if you should not have aone so before) the profound 
silence which you have .maintained during the present 
session;' Disraeli was, as we know,: conscious of the 

· weak points in the position of the Irish Chnrch, and 
thought it wiser to take no part in a debate in which 
G-ladstone expressed at once his dissatisfaction with the 
Establishment and his reluctance to ta~e any immediate· 
step .. · Disraeli exhibited an ostentatious indifference to 
a motion for the repeal of the malt tax, which Fitzroy 
Kelly, the principalLaw Officer of the'last Derby Govern
ment, insisted on bringing forward ill opposition to his 
leadees wishes. In a .discussion ·on the subject "in the 
previous session, Disraeli had expressed his agreement 
as to the objectionable character of the tax, which he 

•, had himself endeavoured to reduce in 1852. But the 
question should be dealt with in alarge and comprehensive 
manlier; and, as he had contended over and over again, 
the war duty on sugar should first be repealed. In 1864 
the motion was rejected by more than two to one; in 
1865 it was shelved by a majority of 81. 

It was colonial policy which drew Disraeli from his 
reserve. The successful Northerners in the United States 
appeared to. be threatening Canada-Canada, which was 
now uniting into a confederation . under pressure of 

· events, and which might, Disraeli thought, become the 
'Russia of the· New World.' What. was to· be the 
political future of . that and . our. other colo~ies 1 it 
was the partl.ng·of the ways. Disraeli gave a. patriotic 
lead ·in a speech_ on March _13. How strong the anti
Imperial drift w~s in Par~iainent at the time is sQ.own 
by the tentative and hypothetiCal manner in which he 
ha11dled the question. · 

We are.on th~ eve of events of very great importance. 
The question weJ1ave to as)>: ourselves is, Is this country 
prepared to renounce · her . American dependencies and 
colonies, or are we to retain. that tie 1 Now, if these colonies 

· expressed a wish to separate the connection, and if they 
preferred to· be· absorbed by· the United States, we might 
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terminate-our connection with dignity and without disaster: 
But if, on the other hand; those views are just which are 
more generally accepted__:_if there should be, on the part of -
Canada and the other North American colonies, a sincere · 
and deep desire to form a considerable State, and develop 
its resources, and to preserve the patronage and aid of 
England, until that mature hour when we shall lose our 
dependency but gain a permanent ally and friend-then 
it would be the greatest political- blunder for us to renounce, 
relinquish, anq avoid, the responsibility of maintaining our 
interests in Canada at the p~esent moment. 

If, hom considerations of expense, we were to quit the 
possessions that we now. occupy in North America, it would 
be ultimately, as regards our resourQes and wealth, as fatal 
and disastrous a step as could possibly be taken: Our 
prospetity would not long remain· a consolation to us, and 
we might then prepare for the invasion of our country and 
the subjugation of the people. I infer that bon. gentlemen 
opposite do not express these views, which have, however, 
found utterance in other quarters; but that they take a truly 
patriotic and English view of this subjecir--,namely; not to 
force our connection on any dependency; but if, at a moment 
of revolution in North America, we find our colonies asserting 
the principle of their nationality, and if, foreseeing a glorious 
future, we find them still depending on the faithful and 
affectionate assistance of England, it would be the most 
shortsighted and suicidal policy to shrink from the duty that 
.Providence has called· upon us to fulfil. 

In a subsequent debate on a vote Jor the defence of 
Canada, Lowe said that we ought to tell Canada that, if 
she chose to maintain British connection, it would be at 
the risk of having to protect herself from American in
vasion; that it was open to her, if she pleased, to establish 
herself as an independent republic, or to join the American 
Republic; and that in afiy case she should have in England 

_ a friend, protector, and ally. Disraeli protested warmly 
that it was our duty to aid Canada to defend ·herself 
in case she were attacked by America. Canada had a 
great future and . all the elements that made a nation. 
The House ought to cheril':lh ·the ·connection with· the 
North American provinces. 

The ., mature hour ' which Disraeli foresaw has now 
arrived. From a dependency, Canada"-and the state-
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ment is true also of Australia, South Africa, and New 
Zeal~nd-has become 'a permanent ally and friend'; 
nay more, an integral; . self-governi11g ·member of the 
British Empire throughout the world, yielding allegiance 
to one c.ommon Sovereign. . 

Two deaths in April moved· Disraeli to m:emorable 
speech. Of his old opponent, Cobden, 'the greatest 
political character that the pure. middl~ class of this 
country has yet produced,' he finely said: ' There are 
some members of Parliament who, though they may 
not be present, are still members: of this House,. who 
are independ~nt of dissolutions, of the· caprices of con~ 
stituencies, and even of the course of time.'· • When 
President Lincoln was murdered, ;he declared that ·in 
the character of the victim, and in; the acces~ories of his 
l~st moments, there was something so homely and so 
innocent that it took the subject out _of the pomp of 

- history and .the ceremonial of diplomacy. . It was con
solatory to reflect that assassination had 'never changed 
the hil'Jtory of the world; and he expressed a fervent hope 
that fro:m these awful years of tria.! the various populations 
of North America might come out ~levated and chastened, 
rich with that accumulated wisdom, and strong in that 
disciplined energy; which a young nation could c. only · 
acquire in a protracted and perilous struggle. 
· But Disraeli's principal effort in the session of 1865 was 

on the Reform Question; and, strangely enough, though 
but two years were to elapse before he proposed and 
carried household suffrage, there is no period in the histor.y 
of his connection with Reform in· which he made a more 
definite stand against a forward movement. The effect 
of Gladstone's outburst· had .been rather to .. frighten · 
Parliament .and the politicians than to attract them. 
The· Parliament of 1859 and the Prime Minister who 
dominated it became more conservative in this respect 
as. they grew older. The discussion took ,place on 
Baines's Borough Franchise Bill, which had been the 
occasion: of Gladstone?s pronouncement in 186-4. Perhaps 
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the most outstanding feature of the debate was the 
<;lefinite emergence of an anti-Reform Liberal section, 
of which Lowe and Horsman were the leaders. Lowe, 
who had recently resigned office in circumstances which 
had left him somewhat sore, spoke as a lifelong- Liberal, 
but one who had no faith in a priori rights of man, and· 
who would not cast in his lot with that partictilar form 
of government called demqcracy. There could, he 
thought, be no greater danger for the country than to 
transf~r power from the hands of property, industry, 
and intelligence, to those of men necessarily occupied. 
in daily struggles for existence. The Government were 
careful to be represented, not by the impulsive Gladstone, 
but by an old Whig 'stager,' Sir George Grey, who was 
ready to read the Bill a second tinie, but would not 
pledge the Government to the £6 franchise which it pro
posed, or to any large measure of Parliamentary R.eform. 

Disraeli, ever responsive to the Parliamentary atmo
spher!'l in a matter which depended so greatly upon 
feeling and opportunity as did Parliamentary Reform, 
expressed satisfaction with. the general position of the 
Government. He proceeded: . 

All that has occurred, all that I have observed, all the 
results of my reflections, lead rile to this more and more: that 
the principle upon which the constituencies of this country 

· should be increa-sed i~ one, not of radical, but, I would say, 
of lateral reform-the extension of the franchise, not its 
degradation. Although-! do not wish in any way to deny 
it-being in the most difficult position when the Parliament . 
of 1859 met, being anxious to assist the Crown and the 
Parliament, by proposing some moderate measure which 
men on both sides might support, we did, to a certain extent, 
agree to some modification of the £10 franchise, yet I confess 
that my present opinion is opposed, as it originally was, to 
any course of the kind; I think that it would fail in its 
object, that it would not secure' the introduction of that 
particular class which we all desire to introduce, but that it 
would introduce many others who are unworthy of the 
suffrage. . . . I think it is possible to increase the electoral 
body of the country, if the opportunity were favourable and 
the necessity urgent, by the introduction of voters upon 
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principles. in unison with the principles of the. Constitution, 
so that the suffrage should remain .a privilege, and. not a ' 
right; a privilege _to be gained by virtue, by . intelligence, by 
industry, by integrity, and to be exercised fo:r the common 
good. ·And I think if you quit that ground, if you once 
admit th"at a man has a right to vote whom-you cannot prove 
to be disqualified for it, you would change the character 
of the Constitution, and you would change it in a manner 
which will tend to low~r the importance of this country. · 

The question at ·issue .:was between an aristocratic 
government in the proper sense of ·the term-that is, 
a government by the best men of all classes~and a 
democracy. The English:were a peculiar people. 

. You have an ancient, powerful, richly-endowed Church, 
and perfect religious liberty. You have unbroken order and 
complete freedom. You have landed estates as. large· as 
the Romans, combined with commercial enterprise sucil as 
Ca:rthage and Venice united never equalled, And you must 
remember that this peculiar country, with these strong 
contrasts, is not governed by force; it is not governed by 
standing armies; it is governed by a m.ost.singular series of 
'traditionary influences, which· generation after generation 
cherishes because it knows that they embalm custom a:nd 
repreE\ent law. And, withthis,'what have you done 1 You 
have created the greatest_. Empire of modern time. You 
have amassed a ·capital of fabulous amop.nt. You have 
devised and sustained a system of credit still more marvellous. 
And, above all, you have established and maintained a scheme 
so vast and complicated of ·labour and industry, that the 
history of the world affords no parallel 'to it.. And all these 
mighty creations are out of all prop<;>rtion to the essential 
anq indigenous elements and resources of the country, If 
you destroy that state of society, remember this-England 
cannot begin again. 

The United States and France, with their immense 
natural resources, could survive great disasters and 

· revolutions; but not England-,-' the England we know, 
t.he .. England we ·live in, . the England of which . we are 
proud.' ' I do not mean to say that after great troubles 
England would. become· a· howling wjlderness, or d.oubt 
that th~ good sense of .the people would, to some degree, 
prevail, and some fragments of the national character 
·survive; but it would not be Old England-the England· 
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of power and tradition, of credit and capital, that now 
exists.; He hoped the House would ' sanction no step 
that has a tendency to democracy, but that it will main
tain the ordered state of free England in which we live. '1 

The speech was a recantation, in set terms; of the 
proposals which Disraeli had been ready to accept in 
June, 1859; but at the same time it reiterated his desire 
to see a decided addition to the working-class element in 
the constituency. It brought him a letter of gratitude 
and appreciation from an· eminent· man with whose 
social work lie had sincere sympathy. ·· 

From Lord 'shaftesbury. 
May 10, 1865.-You will not, I hope, be offended that 

I presume to thank you for ,your speech on the Baines Bill. 
The sentiments and the language were worthy of each other, 
and a masterly protest against any truckling to democracy. 
I believe that, in proportion as a man is a deep, sincere, and 
consistent lover of social, civil, and religious liberty, be will 
be a deep, sincere, and consistent bater of pure democracy, 
as adverse to all three. 

You well showed ·that America, France, Australia, may 
endure convulsions, and partially recover from them; but 
England rests entirely on her institutions. · · 

We have, however, made a great advance towards safety 
and satisfaction, when so many of all classes and· opinions 
seem to agree that the franchise may be largely exte;nded, 
without being de~raded. 

The Bill was shelved by the. decisive majority of 74, 
the nm:!lbers being 288 against 21~an unmistakable 
testimony to tlie conservative disposition of the expiring. 
~arliament. But interest was rapidly shifting from that 
Parliament to its successor; and in his address to his 
constituents, issued shortly after this debate, Disraeli 
claimed the confidence of the country for the Conservative 
party on the twofold ground of its successful defence of 
the Church and of its attitude towards RefQrm. On 
this latter point, he referred to the Conservative Bill of 
1859 as a measure which would have greatly extended 
the Parliamentary suffrage 'on principles in harmony 

1 May 8. 
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with the Constitution, · which: wisely recognises the 
electoral franchise as a privilege, and not a right.'· Tliat 
Bill was defeated by a majority which insisted that the 
franchise must be' lowered ·iil boroughs, and a new 
Administration was form:ed pledged to that prin,ciple. 
But only a few nights before, 'the House of Commons, 
impatient of protracted mystification, . reflected, the 
candour of the . community, and declared by .a vast 
majority that the franchise· in boroughs should not be 
lowered; and that 'the· principle on which Lord • Derby 
wished to extend it was the just one.' Public opinion 
might not; perhaps," pe yet ripe enough for legislation; 
·but, when the time ·for action caine, they should hlgislate 
' in the. spirit of the English Constitution, which woulq 
absorb the best of ·all classes, and not fall into a de
mocracy, which is the J.yranny of one class, and that 
one the least enlightened.' Disraeli's address obviously 
~ontemplated that the Conservatives might be called upon 
to settle the question~ but Jt cert~inly · led the· public 
to ~xpect that they would favo).lr no solution of which 
the main ·feature· was ·an ·immense lowering of the 

'borough franchise; . 
Disraeli's attitude in regard ·to Reform brought down 

upon' his' head the wrath of his' sometime friend, . John 
Bright, who, ·indeed, saw little to praise, at this' election, 
in the official leaders of either party. ' '!'he treachery of 
official statesmen ' was· .the keynote of his speeches. 
P~Hmerston had treated the subject with 'contemptuous 
silence,' not even referring to it in a .lengthy address to 
his constituents .. · As .for the Conservativ~s, 'Lord Derby; 
speaking through the. mouth of his prophet. Disraeli,' 

. offered lateral .franchise; in other words, when the working 
m~n demanded the vote, he proposed to ' admit-some~ 
body else!' Bright continued: 'Mr. Disraeli is a"' man 
of br,:i,inS, of genius, of, a great capacity of action, of a 

. wonderful tenl!-city" of purpose,. and of a rare courage.· 
He,would have been a statesman if his powers·had been 
directed by any' ennobling principle or idea.;: 
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Condemnatory as Bright's speech was; its language 
showed how greatly Disraeli had advanced in public 
estimation. When he' appealed to the el~ctors of Bucks 

· at the General Electionof 1865, he occupied a very dif
ferent position from that which he had held, eighteen years 
before, on first seeking their suffrages. Then, indeed, he 
had 'accomplished the immense feat of overthrowing 
Peel, but his future appeared to be uncertain;-·it ·was 
still the fashion, in many circles of distinction, to regard, 
him as• a charlatan and to treat him as a pariah. But 
now he had led his party in the Commons during four 
Parliaments; had twice led the House, as a Minister 
of the .Crown second o:rily in importance to the Prime 
Minister; and had won further ·admiration owing to 
his masterly conduct of the Opposition during the last 
six difficult years. There were still, no doubt, exclusive 
regions, mostly of high Whiggery, in which he was 
looked at askance, and there was a group of aristocratic 
Tories in Parliament whose grudging attitude· was 
represented by the cricketer among them who said: 
' Our team is the Gentlemen of England, with a Player 
given.' But in Society as a whole, and among his 
fellow-statesmen, he had obtained remarkable considera
tion, and he was regarded with. favour at . Court. Iri 
February of this year one of tl).e. last of the sOcial 
barriers gave "'ay before him; and he was elected a 
member of Grillion's dining club, a select coterie of 
which it has been customary to make rising politicians 
of both parties free, but from which the socially ob
jectionable are rigorously excluded. Not only Derby, 
who, as was natural, had been elected on his first entry 
into politics in 1825, but most of Disraeli's past and 
future Cabinet colleagues, even some of comparatively 
little account, had been chosen several years before the 
doors opened to him. Gladstone had been a member 
since 1840. Save for the recognition which it· implied, 
the election gave Disraeli little satisfaction, The dreari'
ness of men's dinners was one of his fi.wourite themes; 
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and when, at the close of 1868, he .was asked whether he 
would be willing to join' the Club,' an older institutiop of 
a similar kind, he did not conceal from his friend Cairns 
that, if he accepted membership, it would be in obedience 
to a social tradition rather than of his own inclination. - '-. 

To Lord Cairns. 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 9, 1868.-Entre 
nous, ·I greatly ·dislike our feeble mimicry of 'the feast 
of reason and the flow of soul' of the eighteenth century. 

Lord Stanhope's list of the Club seems our friertds; the 
Grillionites, under another name. 

I have not dined with those gentry for three years ;1 but my 
recollection of them is extreme dullness; no genuine and 
general conversation, but a dozen prig!? and bores (g~nerally) 
whisperillg to their next-door neighbors over a bad dinner 
in a dingy room. Not a single thing ever said at Grillion's 
remains in my inemory. · 

Nevertheless, as· you and I are both candidates for the 
Consulship, we must not run counter to the social traditions 
of the country any more than· against any other traditions; 
so you can tell Ld~ Stanhope, that I shall feel honore<i in 
belonging toso classica1 and renowned a society as the Club. 2 

.. 
. The recognition of Disraeli's services and statesmanship 
in· his own county at the General Election of 1865 was 
very marked. Not only was he re-elected. without a 
contest, but he brought in with him, as on .no previous 
occasion, two Conservative colleagues, instead · of one 
Conservative and one Liberal. Gladsto~e at the same 
time was discarded, after long forbearance, by the 
University, with the prevailing views of whose g:raduates 
he had for t;ome time ceased to be in harmony; and had 
gone ' unmuzzled ' to Lancashire, where he secured with 
some difficulty a seat for an· industrial constituency, to 
.which he appealed in the spirit of his declaration on 
Baines's Bill afi.d of his popular progresses o£ the past 
two years. Gladstone's defeat at Oxford by a Conserva-

I Disraeli's memory was at fault. It appears from the records that he 
dined at_Grillion's on May 7 and ~6, 1866, and March 27, 1867. 

2 In spite, or because, of the disposition shown in this letter, Disraeli 
was never elected a member of ' the Club.' 
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tive, Gathorne Hardy, with a growing reputation for 
eloquence and practical ability, was naturally welcome 
to Disraeli. He congrat.ulated Fre4erick Lygon, who 
was a Fellow of All Souls, on ' that historical event., 
which· I believe to be mainly, if not entirely, owing to 
your energy and resolution.' He added: 'G. A. Denison! 
will crow till the end of the year. I am glad we-helped 
him to such an euthanasia.' · 

But .Disraeli had · few other grounds for satisfaction 
in the results of the elections. It proved to be hopeless 

·for the Conservat\ves to contend against the pop~lar 
and equally conservative Palmerston. The conditions 
of the fast Parliament were just those which the middle
class electorate desired to reproduce-Pa.lmers£on as 
Prime Minister to sustain and guard the national honour 
and interests, with Gladstone at the Exchequer· to 
promote the national prosperity; but both faced by a 
strong Conservative opposition, which would prevent 
Palmerston from involving the col:mtry in war, and 
Gladstone and . 'the Radicals from committing it to 
democracy. What little chance- of a majority the 
Conservatives might have had was spoilt by a character
istic indiscretion of Derby, who talked in the House of 
Lords of the necessity of muzzling Roman Catholics2_ 
Roman Catboli~ whom Disraeli had with infinite patience 
and adroitness brought to realise t~at, now that they 
were emancipated, their political . affinities were rather 
with the Conservative than with the Liberal cause. 3 But · 
in his first letter, after the tendency of the elections 
was clear, Derby attributed the defeat rather to over
confidence and want of exertion. Disraeli demurred. 

1 A combative High Churchman, Archdeacon of Taunton. 
2 On a Bill for m<;~dify~ng the oath_ required to be taken by Roman 

Cathohc members. D1sraeli showed cons1derable reserve in regard to the Bill 
in the Commons, but Derby procured its rejection in the Lords. 

• 3 In a draft letter of 1864 to an anonymous correspondent preserved 
among the Beaconsfield papers, Disraeli wrote that he had alw~ys looked, 
from his first entrance into public life, to 'a reconciliation between the 
Tory pa~y a~d the Roman Catholic subjects of the Queen. . . . I have 
never relinqulShed my purpose, and have now, I hope, accomplished it. 
If the Tory party is not a national party, it is nothing.' 
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• To Lord Derby. 
HUGHENDEN 1\'IANOR, July 28, ui65.-. ~ . I have no 

,doubt, there were· instances on· our side of' over-confidence. 
There always will b~. And I feel sure that, if we had sue~ 
ceeded in forcing a dissolution.Iast year, we sho"l}ld have 
done_ better; but, on the whole; .I cannot conceal from myself 
that the dissolution took place on fair. conditions for the 
Opposition. The 'Ministry ~had no cry; and-' we had the 
advantage of six years of unc·easing preparation, well em,_ 
ployed; for, notwithstanding the result; I think the energy, 
resource, arid general efficiency, of Mr. Spoffortjl add Lord 
Nevill/ who, after all, were the real managers, 'Yere. truly. 
admirable-not to say unique. · · • · .. 

And on paper affairs look well··enough. After Lord P.'s 
dissolution in 1857 you had 260 ·followers in the ll. of C. 
After your· own dissolution in 1859, you had .287. At prm;ent, _. 
with what we consider a great check, you will top 290. 
· But beneath the surface things are not so fair.. The state 
of Scotland alone is most· serious: All influence appears to 
have slipped away from its proprietors; .and if irremediable, 
if Scotland and the Metropolitan districts are to be entirely, 
and continuously,. arrayed against the Conservative cause, 
the pull c:if the table will be too great, a~d no Conservative 
Government, unless the basis be extended, will be possible ..... 

In a later letter Derby admitted that his· 'unlucky ' 
reference to the muziling metaphor miglit have lost some 
votes: Disraeli took the opportunity' of the correspon
dence to explain his views as to the party leadership • 

. To Lord Derby. · · 
· Private. HuOHENDEN MANoR, Aug. 6, 1865.-: \ '.·You. 
will do _me the justice, I hope, to remember that, when some 
of your followers; ten .years ago, suggested, for the common 
cause, you should condescend to take a .s11b6rdinate office, 
f utterly repudiated the scheme. It would then have been 
most improper, but perhaps not impossible. Now it -would 
be· equally improper. and. quite impo13sible. 

With regard' to myself; although I am quite aware that 
I have had an opportunity in life to which I have not been 
adequate; still,-having led_ a portion of the House of Commons._ 
for ·seventeen years, I "am disinclined, in the decline of life;' 
to serve under anybody in that assembly; and as no one 
but, yourself would . offer me, its lead, and as we both agree 

. that ,Such a· combination ·would not succeed;·· I "look· upon 

1 Afterwards tift~ Earl a~d flr~t Mar~~is, ~f -~bergav~mi.y, "1826-1915 •. 
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my career in the House of Commons, s~ far as office is con
cerned, to ·have concluded. But I· am not at all sure that,' 
at a moment of. alarm and embarrassment, an influential 
body of new adherents might not be disposed to rally round 
a person who has so considerable a following in the country_ 
as yourself. But this can never happen so long as they 
understand, as a condition precedent of such adhesion, that 
the leadership in both Houses is to be appropriated by us. 
And who can blame them~ What, therefore, I wish you to 
do is to take the fitting oppbrtunity to avail yourself of those 
confidential connections which you have among the Whigs, 
and let•them clearly understand that you are free 'and pre
pared to form an anti-revolutionary Government on a broad 
basis. But this should be done in time, not delayed ·till 
the crisis arrives, and when other persons have been hurried 
into conduct which, had they been aware ,of tlie real state 
of affairs, they would have avoided. This course involves 
really no sacrifice on my part. The leadership of hopeless 
opposition is a gloomy affair, and there is little distinction 
when your course is not associated with . the possibility of 
future power. My retirement from the post would ,also 
assist yoU: in another respect. It would be an unanswerable 
precedent for relieving you from some embarrassing claims, 
which now weaken you in the country. 

. From Lord Derby. . 

· KNOWSLEY, Aug. 12, 1865.-The suggestion contained in 
your letter of the 6th inst. is a very generous one on your 
part; but I felt instinctively, on receiving it, that the course 
it indicates would not only be entirely repugnant to·my own 
feelings, but that practically it would be found impossible, 
and, if possible, highly impolitic; and if I did not at' once 
write to say· so, it wa.s because, setting all personal considera
tions aside, I desired fully and impartially to consider whether, . 
under any circumstances, public duty could impose on me 
the necessity' of making such a sacrifice. 

The result is the fullest confirmation of the view which 
I originally took. Though I say ' putting all personal 
considerations aside,' I cannot forget that you and I have 
acted together, with perfect cordiality, and, I believe, mutual 
confidence, for more than seventeen years. I believe that we 
have been mutually serviceable to each other; my influence 
with the party has, I hope, served to strengthen your position . 

, in the Commons; and I should have looked in vain for anyone 
in that House, on either side, who would have seconded me 
with the same ability, faithfulness, and perseverance, which 
you have exhibited. But my position would be very different 
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if I had a colleague in your place with whom I was politically 
associated only by a .compromise. Such a state of things 
would leave me the nominal head of a coalition Government, 
with the lea.d of the most powerful of the two· branches of 
the legislature in the hands of one entertaining different 
views, and, not unnaturally, regarding himself less as ·a 
colleague than as a rival. Such a position would not be 
politically tenable, and, personally, it would be intolerable. 
As I can never hold any office but the fir;st, so neither can I 
be the head of any but a bona-fide Conservative .Government; 

But even supposing the case which you put, of a sufficient 
number of moderate Liberals becoming alarmed at the progtess 
of events, and willing to join our ranks, to give us_a numerical 
majority, is there the slightest prospect that among them 
there ·could be found one who would be competent to take 
. the lead of' the House,. or entitled to aspire to it, ·looking 
to the proportion between his followers and the party which , 
he. joined 1 ·Is there, moreover, any prospect that the old 
Conservative party would submit to such a leadership 1 . . . . 

I come, therefore, to the conclusion that neither you nor 
I, certainly not I, can be members of a Government of whillh 
the leaders and the principles should not be distip.ctly and· 
avowedly Conservative; and as I see little chance of such 1 
an accession to our strength as would enable us to conduct 
a Government on ·such principles, the conclusion is as obvious 
with regard to one of us as to the other .... 

After the General Election, the Disraclis paid a round 
of visits to great country~houses-two of them Whig, 
two Tory: Raby, Lowther,Ashridge, Woburn. Country
house visiting, as Disraeli explained in ~ letter in 1S63 
to Mrs. Will yams, 1 was regarded by him .as one of the 
duties of his position. He met thereby, in undres.s 
fashion, all the people of distinction in politics apd society, 
and was enabled 'to feel the pulse of the ablest on all . 
the questions of the day.' But, if he profited, he also . ' 
suffered. One of his characters in Lothair says that 
life in a country-house is ' a series of meals mitigated by 
the .new dresses of the ladies '; and Mrs. Disraeli confided 
to Sir William Fraser that ennui and indigestion often 
cut short her husband's stay. At Raby he saw for the 
first time a future Prime Minister, Lord Rosebery, then 
Lord Dalmeny; and also a young man, the son of a 

1 See above, p. 65. 
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colleague, who was destined to be the most intimate 
follower and friend of his old age, Montagu Corry. 
Disraeli has left a note describing these visits. 

August 31, Mary Anne and I went to Raby 1 and stayed a 
week. I believe it was the first reception, of the Harry 
Vanes since their accession. 2 Raby a real castle, and vast, 
and, though occasionally altered and ' improved,' not sub
stantially changed in character. The general effect feudal 
and Plantagenet. Though the country in the vicinity not 
beautiful, the immediate domain well wooded; a herd of 
400 deer, and red deer also; but they never blend phys~cally 
and socially; they live apart. 
. The Duchess a brilliant woman-sister of Lord Stanhope; 
she has the quickest, and the finest, perception of humor 
I know, with extraordinary power of expression,· and the 
Stanhope wit; her conversation unceasing, but never long or 
wearying; a wondrous flow of drollery, information, social 
tattle, taste, eloquence; such a ceaseless flow of contemporary 
anecdote I never heard. And yet she never repeats. 

The Duke makes a very good Duke; tall and dignified, 
but- very natural, and, though not exactly good-looking, a 
good presence and a good expression of countenance, kind 
eyes. Affectionate to his step-children-hers by her former 
marriage with Lord Dalmeny, eldest son of Earl of Rosebery. 
The grandfather yet living. 

Her eldest son, Dalmeny, seemed to me very intelligent and 
formed for his tjme of life (not yet of age), and not a prig, 
which might be feared. His younger brother, Everard 
Primrose, seventeen, very promising. Two sisters: one 
handsome, and both pleasing. ' . ' 

Of the meeting with Montagu Corry, Disraeli has ieft 
no account; but a well-authenticated tradition teils how 
one wet aft~rnoon the girls of the house-party, on the 
look~out for amusement, seized on, a young man with 
a reputation for gravity, and insisted on his dancing a 
breakdown, singing a comic song the while. · In the 
midst of the frolic, Disraeli, who was supposed to be 
letter-writing in· his room, looked in at the door, and, 
to the confusion of the young man caught playing the 
fool, remained steadily regarding the scene for some 

1 In the visitors' book at Raby,. Disraeli described his profession as 
'Patriotism.' Gladstone, a subsequent visitor, called hin'lSelf 'Apprentice.' 

2 To the dukedom of Cleveland. . · 
u. 6 
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r;uinutes. Corry very naturally feared he had forfeited 
for ever the good opinion of one with whom he. particu
brly w1shed to stand well,. and·· who had· cordially 
welcomed him .the previous day .for his father's sake. 
But Disraeli, though his face had worn its usual niask, 
had been greatly- attracted by the combination of youth, 
ability, good looks, good~nature, and social gift·s; and, 
after ·dinner -that ·evening, secured the lifelong. devotion 
of a prince .apwng private secretaries with. the gracious 
words, 'I thinkyou·must be my itnpresario.'.l • 

The note describing the country-house· visits proceeds: 
. l' . . ' ' - ~ 

.Then we went from the ancient to a modern castle, Lowther 
.:_,_a splendid domain; parks and de!3r, mountains ·and lakes. 
The house convenient, and handsome in.the interior, but the 
exterior deplorable, as might· be expected from the Gothic 
of 1800 and Sir Smirke (sic).- -As my Lord receives I).O ladies, 
but would receive-my wife, a female cousin, Lowther, and her 
brother, were present, and the rest a silent, but not· scanty, 
court of retainers. _ - . · · 

Then we returned to the ·south, to Ashridge Castle, Lord 
Brownlow's; also a modern erection by Wyatt, but gorgeous, 
and in a vast: park of wonderfully sylvan beauty. ·. 

Lord Brownlow,2 a good deal beyond six feet high, slender, 
rather bent, :with one lung already lost, and obliged to pass 
the. winter at Madeira; intellectual, highly. educated, with 
a complete sense of duty, and of. a -soft and amiable dis
position; living, as it were, ori sufferance, but struggling :to 

. perform his great nart. A devoted mother 3 watches every 
, glance and every whid; sha'res his annuaf exile, where she 

actually bas not a single companion. ; ... ·· · . 
. Adalbert Cust,4 R's only brother, has both his ._lungs'; 

is as tall; well formed, and one of the hands()mest young 
fellows in England. . . . _ .. . 

Lady Marian a woman of commanding ability. Above• 
the common_ height, a .fine figure,'·but a countenance of 
animation and intelligence m~trred by a red and rough 
complexio.q. She aJways reminded me of Lady ·messingtoa 
in face, when J!ady B.'s-bea11ty had departed; the eyes w.ere 
the same---'extremely speaking. Lady Marian bad also, like 
Lady Blessington, very pretty bands, which tellparticularly in 
a large woman; well7shaped, and small,and.plump,and white. 

- 1 -M~ynell's Dismeli, Vol. t,.pp: 164-166. 
2 The 2nd Ead, who died in 1867. 
4 The ;lrd and pr·ese11t Earl. 

3 • Lady Marian Alford. · 
~ --;- . i . ~ 

) 
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From Asbridge we went to Woburn Abbey, and paid a 
visit of several days to Hastings Russell 1 and liis wife~ Lady 
Elizabeth, sister of Lady Salisbury. The· present Duke of 
Bedford 2 lives in perfect solitude, and fancies himself unable 
to encounter the world. . . . He detests the ·country and · 
country life, especially the provincial magnificence of grand 
seigneurs. 'Let me live always among chimney-pots,' he 
says. . . . He ·must be now nearer sixty than fifty; nor is 
it probable, he will ever marry. . . . The only person in 
society he ever sees except Hastings Russell is Poodle 
Byng, who recommended him to marry and get heirs. ' Why 
should t ~· said the Duke. ' Could I have a better son than 
Hastings ?' · · · · . 

Hastings is his cousin, and will be, in al1 probability, the 
future Duke; a young man, at least he looks young,,though 
he has been married twenty years; good-looking, graceful, 
though hardly the middle size, very intelligent, well-informed 
and well-meaning. The Duke gave him Oakley and £6,000 a 
year, and expressed his wish, also, :that he would receive 
every year his friends at Woburn, which is kept up exactly 
as if His Grace resided there. Hastings has the entire· 
ma.nagement of the property; it is a principality ....• 

Woburn 'is fine from its greatness and coniplet.eness, 
everything that the chief seat of a princely English family 
requires. The house, though not beautiful in its exterior, 
is vast; the great quadrangle, when lit up at night, with its 
numerous and flashing windows, reminded Bright, he said 
when on a visit there, of a factory. Then there are stables . 
not unworthy of Chantilly, a riding-house, a gallery of 
sculpture, the finest private one, perhaps, in the world. A 
mass of choice al}.d rare collections of all kinds which have 
been accumulating for centuries: splendid b0oks; rare MSS.; 
some fine, many interesting pictures. A park of 3;000 acres, 
with great variety, and undulation and wild scenes you 
would not expect in Bedfordshire; splendid oaks, unrivalled 
cedars; ornate gardens and wilderness drives. And all this 
only forty miles from. town ! 

The Salisburys, our dear friends, and the Caringtons, were 
there, and · Comte Pahlen, who gives the results of a life 
experienced in society with taste and terseness, and Odo 
Russell 3 just arrived from Rome (where he is our Minister), · 
via Paris. He brought the new toy, Pharaoh's ,serpent .. 
Quite a miracle ! A most agreeable party; which it could 
not fail to be with such guests and such a liost and hostess 
for Lady Elizabeth is quite worthy of her husband. · 

1 Afterwards the 9th Duke of Bedford. 
3 Afterwards lst Lord Ampthill 

2 The 8th. Duke 
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The predominant feature and organic defici(mcy of the 
J:{,ussell family is shyness. Even Ha.sting~ is not free from it, 

·though he struggles to cover it with an air of uneasy gaiety. 

The General Election, though it~~eakened the Con
servative forces, made no serious change in the political 
situatio:q.. · So long as Palmerston lived to lead 'the nation, 
the .Palmerstonian spirit" would prevail. Before the new 
Parliament, elected to supporthim, could meet, he had 
passed away. 'l'hough in his eighty-first year, .he was 
still actively carrying on the heavy duties of Prime 
Minister when he died on October 18. There had been 
few signs to prepare the world, or even his intimates, -
for the end. Disraeli jotted down some stories which 
Speaker Denison told him, to illustrate the old states-
man's vigour at the beginning of his last session; ' 

At the meeting of the' House this year, when I went up to 
salute the Speak.er, I asked particularly after his health; 
he had had a severe attack in the autumn. · . ' I am all right,' 
said the" Speaker, 'but how ~s your great man 1 .·How is 
Lord Derby~ I dined with the other 1 yes.terday, according 
to custom, as you know. I have had the honor, too, of dining 
at your right hand. Well, yesterday there was a young 
man-he is coming into the H<;>use now in scarlet uniform' 

.· (Hanbury Tracy, who was .tO second the Address)_:_who sate 
on my left, and I said to l:lim at the end of the dinner: "Now, 
you are a very young man, and if I were you, when I went 
hcimb tOcn@1t, I would make a me,morandum·of what happened 

. to-day; ."sometbingin this fashion: Mem.~Dined· with the 
Pri:ine Minister, who was upwards of eighty years of age. 
He ate for dinner two plates of turtle soup; he was then 
seryed very amply to a plate of. cod 'and oyster sauce; he 

. then took a pate; afterwards he ·was· helped to two very 
greasy-looking entrees; he ~hen despatched a plate of roast 
mutton; there then appeared before him the largest, and to 
my mind the hf!,rdest, slice of ham that ever figured on the 
table of a nobleman, yet it disappeared, just in time to answer 
the inquiry of· his butler, 'Snipe, my Lord, or phe~sant ?' 
He instantly replied ' Pheasant,' thus completing his ninth 
dish of· meat. at tliat meaL" · I need ncit i;'ell you what is 
the state of his pealth:'. This is a literal report of an anecdote 
told by the Speaker with much grave humor; 

1 Palmerston; · 
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A few weeks afterwards-it was after his first levee-he 
said to me: 'I know you remember a little trait or two I 
gave you of our friend's health on the,,Treasury Bench, 
because Ibelieve you have been pleased to mention what I 
said_on that occasion. Now I will give you another bulletin. 
He did me the honor of attending my levee last night-:--which, 
by the bye, the leader of the Oppositio:r:t did_ not do__:.:.and was 
graciously pleased to inquire after my health. ~" That," 
I said, " was really of very little- importance; but youts, 
my Lord, is a national affair. I venture to hope you have 
not entirely disregarded my representations to you on that 
head, add that you take a little more care of yourself than 
heretofore." "Oh ! I do indeed," he replied; "I very often 
take a cab at night, and if you have both windows open it 
is almost as good as walking home." Almost as good!' 
exclaimed the valetudinarian Speaker with a rueful expres
sion. 'A thorough draught and a north-east wind! And 
in a hack cab ! What a combination for health !' 

Disraeli sincerely regretted his genial opponent's death. 
As Mrs. Disraeli wrote on October 22 to Lady Cowper: 
'Mr. Disraeli had a great regard for Lord Palmerston, 
and, although circumstances prevented them from actirig 
politically together, there had subsisted .between them, 
for twenty years, a feeling of mutual confidence, which 
~often removed difficulties.' When Parliament met in 
-February, Disraeli found more than one occasion of 
expressing his appreciation. He spoke of the loss to 
the authority of the House of Commons b"y the ·dis
appearance 'of so much sagacity, of so,much experience, 
and, I may say, of so much fame '; of the happy disposi
tion of the man, his good temper and good sense; of_ his 
geniality and his moderating- wisdom. 'He combined 
in. the highest degree two qualities which we seldom 
find united-energy and experience. . ; . I trust that 
the time may never come when the love of fame shall 
cease to be the sovereign passion of our public meri.l 
But I still think that statesman is peculiarly to be 
envied who, when he leaves us, leaves not merely the 

1 • W:e come here for fame,' Disraeli said once at Westminster to Briuht
who records the remark in terms which suggest that, in spite of his adm'lra: 
tion for ilfilton, he had scanty tolerance for • that last infirmity of noble 

-mind.' -
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· memory ~f great achievements, but . als~ the tender 
. tradition of. personal affection and social cha'rni.' . 
·· •. ·.·With Palmersto;n's death the\ old era passed away. 

That Russell, who became Prime Minister, and Gladstone, 
who was to lead the House of Commons, would ~medi
ately r(;)Vive Reform . was· certain. .DiSraeli Wr-ote to 
Lonsda1e on October 20: 'lf Johmiy is -the man, there 
will be a Reform Bili~~ery ·distasteful to the country . 
. The truce of parties is over. I .foresee tem~estuous 
times, and great vicissitudes in public lik' Stanley 
wrote -to Disraeli on October 23: ·'The Reform crisiS 
ca:ntwt now be delayed. Th~re .are at least fifty Con- . 
servatives . on the Whig side; the ·question is, Can we 
utilise .them, and how ? ' Stanley was for strengthening· 
the hands of the moderate as opposed to the thorough-. 
going,Reformers, but Disraeli preferred-t<:? maintain· his. 
anti~ movement attitude of the spring .. He talked in 

. this sense to the Whig company whom he met at Wrest 
in November. He said he .. thought Russell· entirely 
mistaken in believjng a Reform Bill to be necessary for 
his own position or ·reqUired by the .country. · Only the 
extreme Radicals, some ninety votes, desired it, and they; 

·would be counterbalanced by the whole ConserVative · 
party, who would resist any demand. for Reform .. 

In fact, ·Disraeli believed Reform to be still· occupying 
the same position as during. the last fifteen or .twenty 
years; to be merely, or maillly, a game to be played o~ 
the Parliamentary stage, useful for the purpose of gain
ing·or retaining office, but not seriously meant· either by 
Whigs or by Tories as a party, however earnest some 
individual politicians might be in its pursuit. He was 

·probably;. for the moment, -right .. The verdict .of the 
country: at the elections had been;· unquestion:ably; in 
a ,·broad sense;'· conservative. Though tne ,,~~formers 

. had had .smne. successes, .particularly in··. the London 
· boroughs; where John Stuart Mill, the philosopher· and 
economist, and Thomas Hughes, the sopial reformer, had 
won 'seats, yet the great bulk of ·members had been. 
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returned. to support either Palmerston, ~whose indiffer
ence to Reform almoet amounted to active hostility, 
or the Conservative leaders, who had announced a waiting 
game. The existing electorate was therefore obviously, 
on the whole, apathetic on the question; and Bright's 
crusade had down to the General Election failed·· to 
evoke any very clear manifestations on the part of the 
unenfranchised working men. 

Russell tried, as Palmerston had tried in 1855, and with 
the sa~e lack of success, to persuade Stanley to join 
his Ministry. Some thought that Stanley himsel(might 
be able to form a Government on Liberal-Conservative 
lines; but Disraeli poured scorn on the idea. 

To Ralph A. Earle. 
HuGHENDEN, Nov. 6, 1865.-Who are the moderate men 

of all parties who are to form this new Government ~ Oppo
site to us there is, certainly, Mr. Lowe. He could· not join 
us alone, or, if he did, he would be fruitless. · 

As for the movement in The Times, the same organ, arid 
probably the same pen, agitated as vigorously iii favor of 
our Reform Bill, yet all the Whigs voted against us, and Mr. -
Lowe, then a six-pounder, among them. . 

So long as the Whig party hold together, nothing can be 
done. 

The name of Stanley would at first produce some exc:lte
ment, even an appearance of enthusiasm. The great towns 
would no longer growl; the great employers of.labor would 
smile; Bass would pay us public coiiJ.pliments, and Peto 
embrace us in the lobby. But when the new Government 
were formed, if such a thing were .Possible, ' the great Liberal 
party ' would, as . usual, reconstruct in Opposition, and 
Stanley after a twelvemonth would be kicked out, like his 
father, though with a little more respect, and Gladstone 
installed as first Minister, with a stronger bench of colleagues, 
and some spoil among the Liberal outsiders, who are now 
bawling for Stanley. 

So long .as the Whigs are united, the views you describe 
are a fairy tale. · · 

Derby,- looking ahead, and noting the appointment 
of Chichester Fortescue to be. Chief Secretary for Ireland, 
scented an ·attack on the Irish Chur<?h. He hoped 
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Disraeli would agree that with this the Cons.ervatives 
must ~ot tamper; and that no member of the. English 
branch would look on the Irish as 'heavy top-hamper, 
which it is wise .to throw overboard to lighten, the ship .. ' 

· · Disraeli did not much relish the prospect of .fighting on 
behalf of the Irish Church, but comforted himself with 
tlie hope of a speedy br:eak-up of the Ministry. 

To Lord.Derby, ·~ 

Private. GRosvENOR GA.TE, Nov. 24, 1865.-..•. If the 
Government bring forward any specific. measure respecting 
the Irish Church, it i~possible that it may be effectually 
resisted, because it would riot be difficult·to pick holes in it, 
and of various kinds and siz13s; but) do not think that ariy 
general resolution respecting . the Irish Church could be 
successfully withstood in the . preseJ;J.t. Parliament. It is a 
very unpopular cause, even with many of our best men. . 
. So far. as I can learn, the difficulties of the existing Cabinet 

are so serious that it would at (;>nee break up, if there were 
.a successor, but there is none-at least, this is the opinion 
of Lord Taunton and that class of men. I think, however, 
uiyself, that it will not last very long, and for two reasons: 

, Firstly, because the Prime Minister and the Foreign 
Secretary are both in the House of Lords, which I' hold to be 
fatal to any Cabinet under any circumstances,. and which 
is really the' proximate· cause of the :present malaise. 

Secondly, because all the younger portion of the Liberal 
party, iri9luding those i~ the Ministry, think that, by getting 
rid of Lord Russell, they'will obtain more, and higher, place 
under one whom· they deem· ifumediately, or at a short 
interval, must be his successor, viz., the present leader of 
the House of Commons. 
- The.alternative they contemplate is, that-you will decline to 
take the reins, or that, if you do, with the ancient regime, • 
you must speedily fail. I think theY: would prefer the latter 
course .. · because they could make better terms and arrange 
and consolidate' their· resources ' better in Opposition: In 

, either case 'Gladstone will declare that he never will take the 
second post ag1tin. . . . · .. . . . · 
· With these views, I cannot refrain from again calling your 
attention to the.suggest~ons I made respecting the ·par.ty and 
its prospects at 'the end of the summer. Some new com-

. binatiori must be formed; or considerable changes will occur 
ooth in' Church and State~ which neither the necessities of 
the com{try require,- nor its··feelings really sanction. · . 
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'The conviction that the Government would be short- · 
lived, and would founder on Reform, and that therefore 
it was imperative to begin at once to make preparations 
for its successor, grew upon Disraeli as the session 
approached. 

To Lord Stanley. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 23, 1866.-. I have been 
here some days, and, pretty well, know everything. The 
whole affair is utterly rotten; .quite ruined; the blow will be 
struck "from the other side. The appointment of Goschen 1 

precipitated the revolution. · It was the first nail in their 
coffin, according · to Milner Gibson; but the sound of the · 
undertaker in the house has been heard ever since. But 
what then 1 The present plan, I hear, is to 'meet the second 
reading of the Reform Bill adversely. In that case, I should 
think, it would be wise to meet it by a resolution; but at 
present I shall leave them to themselves. The other side 
will do the business. 

That knave, Sir Fitzroy [Kelly], is reCO!llmencing his 
mischievous agitation about the malt tax. He has arranged 
for a monster meeting in London, and then has the impudence 
to ask for my counsel l have given him such a duster in 
reply' that he has gone, I believe for his· health, to Torquay. 
I am taking measures to prevent our men unnecessarily 
going to his meeting, which many did last year, thinking 
they were aiding us. Far from sanctioning him, I have told 
him I shall oppose him actively and personally. He may do 
immense mischief. . 

\ 

· Reform was not the only difficulty the Ministry had· 
to face. A Fenian conspiracy of a serious and wide
spread character had been discovered in Ireland; while 
in England and Scotland the rinderpest had broken out, 
and was carrying off thousands of valuable cattle every 
week .. Moreover, public opinion in Great Britain was 
fev;rishly excited over the conduct of Governor Eyre, 
who had suppressed in the autumn, with great prompti
tude. and equal severity, a negro rising in. Jamaica. 

1. G. J. Goschen, then regarded as a 1-tadical, afterwards the distinguished 
Liberal Unionist statesman, had just been admitted to the Cabinet as 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, in place of Clarendon, who had 
succeeded Russell as Foreign Secretary. Gosohen was only thirty-four, 
and had sa.t il). Parliament for the City of London less than three years. · 

II. • '· 6* ,. 
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Ministers had· instituted an inquiry and suspended the 
Governor: Some ·members of the Tory party, notably 
Manners, urged that the Governor's defc:mce shoulrl be 
taken up as a party· question; but other leading Tories, 
such as Northcote and Carnarvon, strongly objected; 
ahd Disraeli wisely left the question alone and declined 
to embarrass the Governm~nt. · He supported them also· 

' when they proposed to suspend 'the Habeas Corpus Act 
in Ireland, in ord(:)r to deal with Fenianism. But, in 
regard to the cattle disease, he helped to defeat them 

. on an amendment which· Ward Hunt, 'on behalf of the 
agricultural community, proposed in order to make their 

·Bill more stringent; and he spoke in favour of com
- pensation to owners whose . cattle were slaughtered for . 

the public good. Derby thought 'affairs most critical;' 
and the Government 'at the last extremity,' in the first 
fortnight of the session. · 

Considerable as were the other difficulties before 
· Ministers, Reform still remained the most serious of 

all. The opposition amorig both Whigs and Liberals, 
which had taken definite shape in 1865, manifested itself 
at once in both Houses, on the mere mention of the topic 
in the Queen's Sp'eech. Lord Grey, the representative 
of a great Whig family and the son of the Minister who 
carried the ·first Reform Act, reproached Russell in t~e 
Lords with-his desertion of finality; and ~owe, the leader.' 
of -the anti-Reform Liberals in the Commons, ... told 

_ Adderley that, if the Conservatives would stand firm· in 
.. opposing the Ministerial proposals, he would unde~~k~. 
to bring sufficient Liberals into the same lobby to insure ~ ' 

- ,if_~ - ~--.. 

a .majority of fifty against 'any Bill that lowers ~.the . 
borough franchise by one ~sixpence.' . '< :\ {_:t" ~•' ,. ... 

Here were, obviously, the elements of. ~hat e~te,nd~d.; 
basis, that new . combination, for which Disraeli.: hall 

. vainly urged Derby to arrange. ·He was ready ·l;J;i:rgself, .. 
·as he told Northcote as well as Derby, to resign the lead 

. · and go below the gangway; iri order to promote a durable· 
Adniinistrati9n. But, in spite-of some discrepancy in the . -
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language which he used on the. subject, he does not appear 
to have regarded with much favour the plan that was 
most persistently put forward, that-Stanley should head 
a coalition Government of Conservatives ·and moderate 
Whigs. It is true that he had proposed an arrangement of 
the kind himself .when the Government of 1858-59 was 
in its death agony; and he seems again to have thrown 
out the idea in conversation with Stanley in the autumn 
of 1865, much to Stanley's horror. But the shrinking 
froni risk · and responsibility which - Stanley had so 
markedly shown had probably by this time convinced 
Disraeli that his friend and pupil, with all his great 
qualities, had not the making of ·a leader. This is the 
natural deduction from Disraeli's letter, in November, 
to Earle, and from his comment to Northcote, who 
reported a wild scheme by which Gladstone, with Stanley 

\' as his right-hand man, was to form a Government mainly 
Cons.ervative: ' Lady -- wants Stanley to take a 
leadi~ place. H won't do. W. E. G. and S. sound 
very well; One is· a man of transcendent ability; the 
other, though not of transcendent ability, has considerable · 
power. But neither of them. can deal with .men. S. is 
a mere child in such matters.' None of the other possi
bilities which were canvassed among the party-the 
leadership of Lord Cranborne,1 or of General Peel, or. 
of a Whig like the Duke of Somerset or the Duke of 
Devonshire-ever had much promise in them. One' of 
the most curious of the developments of this uneasy 

,,period was the temporary conversion of Cranborne and 
,Carnarvon to the view that it was Derby who was the 
difficulty and who must go. · Me!_!.nwhile Disraeli kept 
his own counsel; showing great reserve in Parliament, 
where, .once agafu, he was silep.t on the Address, but 
in private cUltivating friendly relations with Lowe, and 
even his followers, 'empty fellows' though he thought 
them, and promoting Derby's overtures to Whig leaders 

1 Lord Robert Cecil had become Lord Cranborne in 1865, on the death 
of his elder brother. 
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such as Lords- Westminster and Lansdowne. On 'one 
point he wa!3 quite emphatic. He had the deepest _ 
contempt for the view that it might not be a bad plan 
to let the Government pass a moderate Reform Bill and 
so get rid ·of the question; 'such a course -would seat 
-the Whigs for a lifetime.' - -

- . It was a ~comparatively_ mo~erate Bill which Gladsto?e 
mtroduced on March 12. It reduced the county franchise _ 
to £14---not so low as the £10-of Derby's and Disraeli's 
own Bill; and the_ borough franchise to £7, not so low 
as the £6 which Disraeli had been ready --to accept_ 
after the General Election of. 1859. It also took the 
savings bank franchise and the lodger franchise of 
the Derby-Disraeli proposals. But it abolished -the 
rate-paying clauses in boroughs, and diluted the county 
constituency by giving copyholders and leaseholders in _ 
.boroughs the county franchise; moreover, it was limited 

--to franchise alone, neither redistribution nor the delimita
tion of boundaries being dealt with in any way. -_ The, 
Bill had a very unfavourable reception; 'no enthusiasm 
for it; and sound reason against,' was Gathorne Hardy's 
entry in ,his diary. The high Tories, such as Cranborne 
and Whiteside, denounced it as a democratic measure; 
but their language was not so forcible as that of Horsman 
and Lowe. Horsman said the Bill was based on :the old 
-stale device of government by numbers; Lowe, 'that it 
was of a- most dangerous and revolutionary character, 
leading inevitably to pure democracy. Bright gave it his 
hearty support, though it did riot go nearly so far as h!'l 
wished. He likened the dissentient Liberals to-the dis_co:q-

- tented who gathere4_iri the Caveo£ Adullam; and political 
- vocabulary was- thereby perm~tnently enriched, JCav~' 
- ahd -' Adullamites '- becoming rapidly household_ terms. 
-Disraeli watched+. the terri per "Of the Hquse narrowly, 

• but did riot speak; and the B~ll was introduced Without 
-a division., . - -

Four days later the Conservative party met, to consider 
· their policy; and ·it fell to Disraeli, in. the :absence of 
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Der.byfrom gout, to give thein a lead. Northcote tells 
us what passed: · 

· Dis. made a capital speech, reciting the history of the 
Reform Bills since 1852; throwing all the blame of the pr~sent 
agitation upon W. E. (}.; objecting principally to the county 
franchise proposed in this Bill-especially the admission of 
copy holders· and leas.eholders in boroughs to vote for the 
counties-,-and still more to the fragmentary character of 
the-measure. He said it was obviously our duty unanimously 
to oppose the 'Bill on the second- reading, but that W.e must 
leave i.t to our leaders to decide in what form _the opposition 
had better be made, having reference especially to the feel-· 
irigs and dispositions of our friends on the other side. The 
m~eting was most cordial and unanimous.1 

It was the fragmentary character of the measure which 
was' seized upon as the point of attack;· a:hd rioti~e of an 
amendment declining to proceed with the second 'reading 
till the redistribution sch_eme was before Parliament 
was given by a leading Wh!g dissentient, Lord Grosvenor,· 
aft-erwards first Duke of' Westminster,: distinguished · 
alike as a philanthropist and as a sportsman. That 
this was an eminently reasonable proposal is shown 
by the fact that the course it recommended of, coupling 
franchise and redistribution w~s pursued, in substance, 
in all the three great measures of Reform which pas~ed 
through Pa~liament, in 1832, in 1867, and in 1884, th-ough 
in the last instance Gladstone fOught desperately till the 
eleventh hour against this procedure. The heat which 
was· engendered in the debates in 1866, and the strenuous
ness. with which the Bill was opposed, were largely due . 
to the arguments and attitude of its proposer, Gladston~, 
which were feltto be such as to justlfy universal suffrage 
and the intimidation of Parliament by popular clamour. 
In the House he defended the right of the seven-pounders 
to the suffrage on the ground tpat they were 'our 
fdlow-Christians, ou! own flesh and blood '; but so, of 
course, were tramps and paupers and lunatics. In the 
Easte"· vacation, before . the second reading debate, he 

. -
t Lang's Northcote, p. 154. Northcote's diary ·for the session of 18()6 

throws great light on this period. · 
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went down into Lancashire, and there held up to repro ba-. _ 
tioh Lords Grosvenor and Stanley-who were to propose 
and sec9nd the amendment; and who were the heirs 
-of great houses honoured in that part of the country-"- , 
as _aristocrats· who' were combining to defeat an act. of 
-justice to the general community. .He proceeded. 'to 
stake the e_xistence of the Government on the measure; 
they· had passed the Rubicon, broken the bridge,: and ·. 
burnt the boats behind them. No wonder -that Disraelit;: '-' 
should have remarked about this- time t~ Nortllcote··-~ 
that 'it was a great advantage to a leader of the House .. ·, 
of Commons that he should be,. not unable, but un~ . _ 
willing to speak.' _ _ ' .·_.,. _,: ~--; 

The second reading debate began on April 12, 'and· 
lasted more than a Parliamentary fortnight. _'it was a 

·contest of giants. _ Stanley, Lytton, Mill, Cairns, Bright, 
-and Cranborne, all -made fine speeches, _and Disraeli 
summed up the case for t~e Opposition 'on the last 
night.l But by common consent the protagonists were 
Low~ an<\ Gladstone. Throughout this session the 
struggle tended to become a duel between these t:wo, 
·.Lowe, for one short spell in his career, reaching th~ -

. _ political level of the greatest Patliamimtarians. · Disrael( 
was·well content to have it so. He was ·in _constant 
communication with Lowe and the Whig disf?idents, -
·mainly through Lord Elcho, and 'pulledjhe wires in the -
background. He could not have taken, either with 
sincerity or with consistency, the- whole-hearted anti
democratic -attitude of Lowe. He spoke instead with' 
caution·- and circumspection. He pointed out that 
Russell and_ Derby had both in the past battled against 
piecemeal Reform; yet here. was Russe.ll, _under the 
infl~ence of Gladstone's theory of the rights of man-, 
introducing just such a piecemeal Reform himself. H~ 
showed in detail_the injustice done to the counties by·~-
the arrapgements of the Bill, i£

1 
·passed -either without .. -

redistribution or with a redistribution .that was un-
1 April27. 
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fairly adj!!;sted. Once more he maintajned that .the 
choicest. members of the working classes should form 
a· part, and no unimportant part, of the estate of the 
Cpmmons, but that there should not be an undistinguish
ing reduction .of the franchise. You should represent 
opinion, not numbers; votes should be weigh()d, .110t 
counted. This was a Bill conceived in the spirit of the 
American rather than the British Constitution. · Gathorne 
Hardy thought the speech 'too long and not lively '; 
Glaootone; who followed and wound up the debate, was, 

- in his opinion, ' very fine in parts, but .. . . absolutely 
de:rpocratic in argument.' Disraeli had chaffed his rival 
about a Tory speech made at the Oxford Union in 1831. 
Gladstone, after administering. a solemn rebuke, re~ 
sponded in a classical passage about his generous reception 
by the Liberals when he caine among them as the ship- . 
wrecked JEneas came to Dido, ejectum littore, egentem. 
The Bill might fail, he said, but 

Exoriare aliquis nostris ex ossibus ultor. 

' You cannot fight against the future; time is on our 
side.' The great social forces were marshalled on behalf 
of Reform; victory was certain and not far distant. 

The prophecy was fulfilled; but, oWing in large measure 
to the faulty temper and mismanagement of the prophet, 
the victory was achieved by other hands. The division 
showed that both the Ministry and the Bill· were. in great 
peril. The second reading was only carried by a majority 
of 5. Its opponents mustered 313 against the 318· of 
its supporters. About 30 Liberals voted against the 
Government. 

After some natural hesitation, the Ministry decided 
tci struggle on and produce their redistribution proposals. 
Of these the most striking feature was a large extension · 
of the system of grouping two .or three small boroughs 
into one constituency. In his speech on the second 
reading, I Disraeli put in a pl~a for the small boroughs 

1 May 14. 
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as a means of. representation for varied interests, such 
as those of the learned professions,~ and of the ColoniaL 
and Indian Empires-a plea which was felt to be weighty 
and which recalled a ·somewhat similar line of argument 
used by Gladstone in 1859. In conclusion, he skilfully• 
dlagnosed the unsatisfactory condition into which the 
Government and House had drifted, and· showed a more 
excellent way. · 

I a:in told, as I walk down tO the House of Commons; 
every day by the man in the street; as I walk doWn Parl1ament · 
Street-' Ibam forte via sacra '-somebody tells me, 'I 
hope you are, going to settle the question.' Sir, ignorance 
never settles ·a question. Questions must be seWed by 
knowledge, and it is n'ot the· vexation of an. opposition, 
from whichever'side of the House it may come, that prevents 
this Bill from advancing. ·It is that we none of us see our 
way. I say it with a frankness that I trust will be parcioned~ 
l do not believe the question of Parliamentary Reform. is 
thoroughly understood by the country, is thoroughly under
stood by this House; and although I dare only utter it in a 
whisper, I do ·not believe that it is thoroughly understoQd by 
Her Majesty's Government. . I often remember with pleasure 
a passage in Plato, where the great sage descants upon wh'at 
he calls ' double ignorance '_:_that is, .when a man is ignor.ant 
that he is ignorant ... But, sir, there is another kind of 
ignorance that is fatal. There is. in the first place an ignorance 
of principles, and ip the second place an ignorance of facts .. 
And that is our position~ in dealing with this .important 
question. There is not ,a majority in this House that can 
decide upon the principles upon which we ought to legislate 
in regard to this matter; there is not a man in this House 

· who bas at command any reliable facts upon which he can 
··decide those principles ..... The country, the House of 
·Commons, the Ministry, are-:-although it may seem an 
idiomatic, it is a classical phrase, as it ·was used by Dean 
Swift-' in a' scrape.' . . . We must help the Government. 
We must forget the last two months. The right honourable 
gentleman must recross the Rubicon; we must rebuild 'hit> 
bridges and supply him with . vessels. . · ·· , · . ::. ~ 

Disraeli advised Gladstone to withdraw his prese11t · 
Bills; to obtain carefully prepared statistiCEi' about county 
and borough· franchise and about boundaries, and :t~eri 
'submit. to Parliament ill the next session a measure 1 
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which might command the sympathies· of the country 
and the sanction of Parliament. Disraeli's sketch of 
the position was midoubtedly accurate, and his advice 
thotoughly in ·h-armony with the general feeling of the 
House. But the Government determined to go forward; 
and their foes of both . pa!j;ies drew closer together in 
their r~solve tqat these Bills, at any rate, which were 
pressed upon them, as they. thought, so 'unnecessarily 

. and so high-handedly, should by no means become law. 
Disraeli's was largely the guiding hand, and the Whitsun
tide recess was utilized to marshal the forces for a serious 
fight on the motion to go into Committee. Bouverie, _ 
a Whig of considerable "standing, had giveri notice of an 
instruction to refer both Bills to the same Committee. 
Ca-ptain Hayter, 1 a young Liberal, son of a Liberal Whip,· 
had a motion on the paper objecting to the system of 
grouping adopted. To these, Knightley, on behalf of the 
Conservatives, added an instruction ·to ·the Committee 
to make provision against bribery in elections. 

From Lord Elch?f."·-

22, ST. JAMEs's PLAcE, S.W., May 15, 1866.-Let me 
congratulate you on your most excellen:t and 'convincing speech 
-quite unanswerable. It told immensely on both sides of 
the House, was much cheered by Liberals, and cannot fail 
to make converts to common-sense and statesmanlike views, 
of a great question. Grosvenor came here last night full 
of your speech, and I think, when the tim~ conies, we shall 
find him right in action as he is in opin!on. Perhaps it is 
as well that the debate fell as it did. 2 Your speech thus 
goes forth unanswered, or, rather, undiluted by other speeches 
on the same side, for answered· it cannot_ be. . ! • • 

To Ralph A. Earle. 

GROSVENOR GATE, May 19, 1866.-Write immediately to 
· Lord Grosvenor, who lives, I think, at 28, Prince's Gate, 

1 Afterwards Sir Arthur, and ultimately Lord Haversham. · 
. 2 Disraeli did not divide against the second reading of. the Redistribution 

Bill, knowing that he would not secure on that issue a full support of the 
Adullamites. D?rby was rest~ve under these sound, but not showy tactics, 
and wrote gloomily to the Whip about a ' fiasco.' . 
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and place yourself at his disposal. He expects this, and 
Lord Elcho requests that you will do it . 

. You will continue to consult with Lord Grosvenor as' to 
the best means to adopt in the prese~1t exigency . .- . . . 

HUGHENDEN, _May 22, 1866.-Yours just received very 
satisfactory-as it shows that Grosvenor has not .got over 
his original repugnance to the lowering of the franchise, and 
that, when a final effort is to be made, the whole of the 
Adullauiites may be counted on. · · .· · · 

At present I am clearly of opinion that the young H[ayter] 
must· be utilised; and it may do· the business if sanctioned 

. by G[rosvenor]. · 
He must give notice of his resolution on Friday, and Lord 

D. must pledge the party to support it;on Monday. If you 
can discreetly modify the language, well and good .. · It will, 
however, be looked upon as his father's, and so gain confidence: 

As to the. seconder, .that :is more ·serious. . . . It should 
be a popular man; no harm if from our side, though that is 
not indispensable. WoUld Anson do it~ ... · · 

CARLTON. CLUB [1 May 27].-I shan't b~ able to see 
you again tocday. · Lord D. says that W. Jlt!artin comes on 
before Knightley and Sandford,· and also that if it we're the 
reverse, and either of their motions were negatived~ we· might 
altogether be shut out, and find ourselves in the Committee 
in ·a jiffy. ' .. · . . · . 

This is a result which he, most of all, fears. Then· he says 
that, if the veto be exercised (of which, by. the bye, he never 
heard before), Hayter's amendillent could not be moved at 
all, because it does not refer to the ·Franchise BilL · 

This is. serious. What we most fear is a general collapse, 
and Committee, which would be fatal. If Hayter can be 
brought· on a propos to :Bouverie's rf;lsolution, we must con-
trive a long debate. · 

The combined Opposition ·failed to prevent tlie Bills 
from _going into Committee·;. but they achieved further 
successes ·:which materially damaged the Government. 
Bouveri_e's instruction to· take the two Bills together was 
accepted without debate; on Knightley's motion a pout 
bribery, Ministers were defeated by lO ;.Hayter's resolution 
about grouping was withdrawn after an aimouncement. by 
Gladstone. that the Government did not regard the 
prll:;tciple. as a· vital one. 'We have, got ~hem, depend 
.upon it, in a fix,' W:rote Elcho to Disraeli on June 2, 'out 
of which there is no escape with both honour and place ... 
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One or other must be abandoned.' He added, -after a 
reference to the wavering and trimming of some of the 

· Adullamites: ' I cannot resist again expressing the real 
pleasure it has been, in the midst of so much wavering, 
crookedness,_ and cowardice, to find myself acting with 
a man of your frankness, straightforwardness, and 
resolution. Forgive my saying this, for I really feel it.' 

On getting into Committee the onslaught~ of the 
Opposition was for the moment checked. A motion by 
Stanley "to· postpone the franchise to the redistribution 
clauses was defeated by 17, and one by Walpole, to 
fix the county franchise at £20 inst~ad of £14, ·by 16. 
Disraeli wrote to his wife on June 8: ' Our -troops are 
a little dispirited after the two battles of yesterday: but 
I think of you, which always sustains me, and I know 
we shall find many sources of happiness without politics,-
if itcomes to that.' - , 

But at this stage the combined- forces of Adullamites 
and Conservatives advanced a serious principle on which . 
they could firmly and reasonably take their- stand. 
The occupation franchises in boroughs and counties 
proposed by the Government were based on renta.l; it
was imiintained against them that rating . was_ a inu~h 
more satisfactory basis, as it would both associate the
vote with the. peiformance of civic duty, and also 
greatly simplify the process of registration. From the 
point of view of those who desired to lower the franchise 
as little as possible, the rating basiS had the additional 
advantage of admitting fewer voters, as a house was 
rated at from four-fifth-!'! to nine-tenths of its rental 
value. Ward Hunt, a Tory, moved an amendment to
this effect in regard to the county franchise, and was . 
only beaten by 7-280 to 273. :A Whig, Lord Dunkellin, 
put on the paper a similar motion affecti:rig the borough 
franchise. On June 12 Disraeli wrote hopefully to his 
wife: ' Affairs look here pretty well. Lord Clanricarde 
has quite joined tlie Opposition, and his son, Lord 
Dunkellin, has given notice of a motion- against the 
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Goveriun:ent. · Grosvenor seems also active; so . far as 
talking and writing to m(m.' 

Dunkellin 's motion proved.· fatal. At "the close of 
a short if warm debate, in which Disraeli took no part,_ 
Gladstone protested that the acceptance of the amend-

. ment was incompatible· with the progress of the Bill. It 
was nevertheless carried.on June 18 against the Govern
ment by 11/votes, in a·House onlysligh~ly less full than 
that in which-Grosvenor's amendment was rejected .. The 
numbers were 315 against~ 304. The Opposition•hailed 
vociferously· a result whiqh, after the repeated blows of .. 

'·the last couple of months·,. must, they felt, and felt · 
rightly, mvolve the downfall of the Government. · The 
reluctance of the Queen to change her . Ministers while 

·war was impending between Austria :and Prussia post.: 
poned the final· decision for a week;· but then the logic 
of the situation prevailed,• and Disraeli's:opportunity.had 
come once more. What could he do with it? The 
attempt of· Russell and Gladstone· to rush a Palmer
stonian Parliament into -Reform had failed disastrously. 
But they had accomplished a great . deal, aided all 
unwittingly by their foes .. By the magnificent speeches 
and well-sustained debates of the session, and by the 
uncertainty of the issue throughout· se:Veral months, 
Liberals and· Conservatives· had joined in· fixing the · 

· attention of the nation upon a subject which it had 
been wont to put aside, and they had thus given Reform 
an. enotmous advertisement. Would it be possible, 
after all that had happened, even for a Palmerstonian 
Parliament to ,trifle with .the question any longed 
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In the division on Lord Dunkelliri's amendment, 
Taylor, . the Conservative Whip, calculated that forty
two Liberals voted .with the Opposition. S~pposing the 
Russell Government to resign, the strength and durability 
of a new Administration must depend to a great extent 
on the willingness of these seceders to co-operate in form
ing it. The week that elapsed between,the adverse vote 
and the resignation was largely occupied by meetings 
of the Adullamite leaders at Elcho's house to decide the 
terms on which they would join the Conservatives _in 
Government. Witli characteristic Whig. self-sufficiency, 
they suggested an arrangement which should displace 
the existing Conservative leaders in both Houses, and 
give the premiership to a Whig; although the proportion 
of Adullamites to Conservatives in the House of Commons 
was as I to 7. Ready as Disraeli might be to efface 
·himself, neith{}r he nor Derby could possibly accept such 
preposterous subordination fortheir party. 

From Lord Derby. 
; ST. JAMES's SQUARE, 7.20 p.m.[? June22 or 23].-Grosvenor 

writes to Wilton: 
' After a. long conference the opinion expressed was that 

we could not guarantee Lord Derby the support (in its strict 
sense) of the Cave; that a Government under a Whig in the 
House -of Lords, such· as Lord Clarendon; would be most 
desirable on all accounts, with Stanley leader in the Housll 
of Commons; that, if such an arrangement could be effected 

173 
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there would be every reason for believing that a very strong 
G.overnment could be formed under those auspices. Present 
at the meeting: Lord Lansdowne, Lowe, Elcho, Horsman, 
Gregory, G. Heathcote, A. Anson.' . 

So much for Adullamite co-operation! 

To Lord Derby. 
GitosvENOR GATE, June· 23, 1866.-The terms intimated 

by Lord Grosvenor, 'in his letter to Lord Wilton, are hot 
consistent with the honor of the Conservative party, ·and 
are framed in ignorance, and misconception, of its elements . 
·and character. . · · • 

I am, and, as you know, ever since the last General Election 
have been, prepared to withdraw from the leadership of that 
party in the House of Commons, with the view, and the 
hope, of seeing it reconstructed on a broader personal basis; 
but I have only been ready so to act _on two conditions: 

Firstly, that, whether in or out of office, you should be 
the chief; and, secondly, that, in the event of your declining 
the post, you should be succeeded by LordJiltimley. 

GROSVENOR GATE, June 25, 1866.-The amiable and. 
spirited Elcho 1 has played his uncorii:Jcious part in a long-
matured intrigue. . . . 

The question is not Adullamite; it is national. You must 
take the Government; the honor of your hquse and the 
necessity of the country alike require it. 

What is counted on, and intended '(not by the Court}, is 
that you should refuse; that a member of the late Govern
ment shall then be sent for, and then that an application 
should be made to a section of your party to' join the Ad
ministration; which application will be successful, for all 
will be broken up. 

There is· only one course with the .Queen: to kiss hands .. 
And the effect will be this: in four-and-twenty hours, a1l, 

· Lansdowne, Granville (if you want him), Clanricarde, ·whq 
thought yesterday you would not have an 'application,' 
but who will thi.nk very differently to-morrow, will be a,t 
your feet. • 

.. Nothing can prevent your winning, if you grasp the 
helm.... · ·· 

·Derby .was entirely of Disraeli's opinior1; and the other 
leading· men of .the. party, with hardly ·an exception, 

. agreed;·· The ·resignation of the . Russel( Ministry, was 
1 'Elcho ·had told Derby, in conversation, that :the only mode of obtain

ing nmnerical strength .from the moderate Liber~ls. ·:\Yop.ld be .a jup.ction 
with some.of their present officials.' · 

4 ~\ • 
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announced on Tuesday, June 26. The Queen's summons 
reached Derby on the following morning; ·and after con
sulting Disraeli he called together next day 1 twenty-two 
of his politicalfriends, who, in Northcote's words, 'were 
unanimously of opinion that he ought to attempt the 
formation of an · Admillistration on an enlarged ·basis, 
and almost unanimous that, if he failed in that attempt, 
he should undertake the Government with his own 
friends alone. Lord Bath alone expressed himself 
decided1y against the latter course.' Disraeli had written 
.to Earle on the previous day: ' The formation of Lord 

', Derby's Government is certain: but, there is a· good 
chance of its bei.ng on a broad basis, with elements that 
will command general approbation a.nd support.' · He 
spoke in the same optimistic sense at the meeting, add\ng, 
amidst general cheering, that they must be prepared 
to make sacrifices for a junction; he himsE:Jlf was prepared 
to make the greatest sacrifices. " 
·In spite of Disraeli's optimism and the obvious 

necessities of the situation, Derby found· it impossible to 
secure a Government on a broad basis. There was, 
perhaps, no . great reason for. surprise that the two 
moderate Whigs, Lord Clarendon and the , Duke of 
Somerset, to. whom overtures were made, should have· 

. declined, in spite of their imperfect sympathy with .the 
Reform. policy for which they were responsible. But 
the behaviour of the Adullamites was less explicable 
and less defensible. As Derby put it in conversation 
with Lansdowne: ' I looked with more confidence to' 
those seceders from the Government on the Reform Bill, 

· in consequence of whose secession the Government were 
defeated and resigned. I thought that, as th~y had mainly 
caused the position in which I found myself, I might 
fairly look· to. ·them for assistance.' He offered three 
seats in the Cabinet, privately intimating that Lansdowne, 
Grosvenor, and Gregory,2 were those on whom he: chiefly 

1 Thursday, June 28. 
2 M.P. for Co. Galway; afterwards Governor of Ceylon •. 
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counted. But Lowe, the most powerful ,:Parliamentarian 
of·· the party, was strongly opposed ~o' taking office; 

.and eventually, as they could not obtain their'.'Whig 
Premier, all the lea<fers declined, though promising an 
independent support..,.'-.Horsman, indeed, boggled· even 
at· that promise, Derby had to console himself with 
the reflection, which he had already uttered in conversa
tion with General Grey, that· there was not a man among 
them, except Lowe, who was of the least value ~s regarded 
talent. • · 

There was one othe·r quarter in . which, . at Disraeli's 
.instance, help ·was sought; but in vain, as Shaftesbury, 
the great philanthropist, would not quit his social labours 
for the restraints of office.l · ' 

To Lord Derby .. 

Private. GROSVljlNOR GATE, June 27, 1866.-What do 
you think of utilising Lord Shaftesbury 1 T~e suggestion 
reaehes me from Lord Beauchamp-tho:Ugh a keen partisan, 
a very high Churchman. Lord Shaftesbury would be. a· 

· representative of Palnierstonian syi:npathies and influences; 
powerful with the religious niiddle class, etc., etc. · 

He dined with ""Lord Lansdowne. The latter, whom you: . 
may yet gain in a personal interview, could not join you 
alone ;2 Lord Shaftesbury would remedy that. 

It is an adhesion that, I think, would bring strength at 
elections. 

. . 

. Derby had to fall back on· the resources of his own 
party, but these, ·largely owing to Disraeli's skilful 
leadership, were now considerable both in extent and 
in· ability. In the House of Commons alone; ~he long 
period of opposition to Palmerston had developed three 
new men of exceptional capacity, Northco~e, Gathor:ne · 
H.ardy, and Cranborne,,while Cairns had more than justi-

. . . 

1 · Though Lord Shaftesbury did not accept office, he exerted himself at 
first to help Ministers. He writes in his diary, August 9~ 1866: 'Have 
laboured much to put the Government and Derby right with the working 
classes. . . . Have spoken to Disraeli, whom I .found, as I always found 
him in HOuse of COmmons, decided and true to the cause.' 

2 The 4th Marquis of Lansdowne, the son of one distinguished statesman 
and the father of another, died suddenly on July .5 at the age of fifty, 
before ·the new Ministry was completely formed. · 
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fied his early' promise. Disraeli had pondered deeply over 
t.he proper distribution of men and offices; and there were 
three arrangements which he was especially anxious to 

· effect. The first, which had been in his mind ever since 
1859, was to substitute Stanley for Malmesbury as 
Foreign Secretary. Malmesbury. facilitated this change 
by a spontaneous 'vithdrawal of his claims; but neither 
the Queen nor Derby quite approved of Stanley for the 
post. 'May Lord Stanley not be inclined to go too 
far in "the line of non-interferenceT was the Queen's 
warning. Derby replied that he did not think the office 
the most suitable for Stanley, but Stanley the best 
choice available for the office. Stanley's success in the 
1866 Ministry justified Disraeli's selection; but the 
Queen's warning of that year must have often come back 
to his mind between 1876 and 1878. The·second arrange
ment, in which for the time Disraeli failed, was the 
strengthening of the Government in the House of Lords 
by the appointment of a Lord Chancellor more serviceable 
than Chelmsford in council and debate. The failure 
was apparently mainly due to the difficulty of finding 
a suitable substitute, as it was desired to keep Cairns 
in the Commons; but Derby, in reluctantly reappointing 
Chelmsford, warned him that he might ask him before 
long to give way to another. 

The third arrangement which Disraeli had specially 
at heart was to secure the assistance in the Cabinet of 
his faithful henchman, Northcote; 'I began to say,' 
writes Northcote in his diary, narrating a conversation 
with Disraeli on June 29, 'that -he might naturally 
expect me to resume my old place of Financial Secretary, 

. when he stopped me and said that he had told Lord D. 
that under any circumstances, and whether there we'ie 
a fusion or not, he must make a point of my having a seat 
in the Cabinet . . . ; that. he must make my admission 
into the Cabinet .a condition of his own taking office, 
so that the matter was quite settied.' There is reason 
to believe that Disraeli forwarded also the advancement 
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of Hardy and Cranborne. He was always eager-to enlist 
talent in Government service~ -and, though his close 
relations with Hardy only began in office, he had marked 
his success in the House, and rejoiced in his o~erthrow 
of Gladstone at Oxford. As for Crariborne; Disraeli 
was the last man to think permanently worse of a young 
politician who attacked his leader, even when that leader 
was himsei£; provided the attack were brilliantly' carried 
out. The two · men·, had been ·in ··amicable relations, 
as leader and follower, ·at least since 1864; and l1israeli 
was not likely to -fgrget ;that Cranborne, whose inde~ 

. pendent mind and pungent speech had made him a 
power in Parliament; was the son, and now the· heir, 
of an old friend and colleague. A further appointment 
in which we may trace his hand was that of another 
old friend and excellent man of business, Lord Chandos, 

·who had succeeded in 1861 to the. dukedom of Bucking-
- ham, to the Presidency of: the· Council; though it is 

probable that the i1itroduction into the Cabinet of Lord 
Carnarvon, a man_ of many gifts and_ much attraction, 

· but perhaps of too delicate a fibre for , tlfe -rough work 
of politics, was due rather to Derby. ·,,. ' ' 

The one serious difficulty in Derby's path proved to be 
the- Irish administration, which, with Fenianism rife, 
was, as- he told the Queen, of paramount importance. 
There was, indeed; an excellent ·and experienced Chief 
Secretary to his hand in Lord Naas, soon to become 
Lord Mayo, of. whom Disraeli wrote at this. period: 
'I have a high opinion of Naas. I think him. eminent 

for judgment-a quality rare; in any-· degree~. in-. an, 
Irishman; and emment judgment, , with a complete 
knowledge of Ireland, is a choice 'combination for a 
Chief Secretary.' But the former Cons_ervative Lord 
Lieutenant, Lord·.·· Eglinton,- was dead, -and a, successor 
was very hard to find.' After one or two- other un
successful applications, Disraeli tried in vain to persuade 
the modest Manners to take the post. Eventually; after 
Derby had almost abandoned _Jlis task in despair, what 

/ 
7 
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proved to be an admirable selection was made in the 
person of Lord Abercorn, a much respected landowner 
in the North of Ireland. The most important appoint
ment outside the Cabinet was that of Cairns to be 
Attorney-General, a judicial post being- found for ;Fitzroy 
Kelly. .Lytton received that peerage which Derby 
would not recommend in 1858-59; and a peerage was 
also bestowed on Jolliffe, _the Whip with whom Disraeli's 
relatio.ns had been particularly· close. · 

Lord Derby's third Cabinet was thus composed: 

First Lord of the Treasury 
Lord Chancellor .. 
Lord President .. 
Lord Privy Seal 
Home Secretary .. 
Foreign Secretary 
Colonial Secretary 
War Secretary 
l ndian Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
First Lord of the Admiralty 
President of the Board of Trade 
President of the Poor Law Board 
First Commis~ioner of Works .. 
Chief Secretary for Ireland 

EARL OF DERBY. 
LORD CHELMSFORD. 
DUKE oF BucKINGHAM. 
EARL OF MALMESBURY. 
s. H. wALPOLE. 
LORD STANLEY. 
EARL OF CARNARVON. 
GENERAL PEEL; 
VISCOUNT CRANBORNE. 
B. DISRAELI. 
Sm Joirn P AKINGTON. 
Sm STAFFORD NORTHCOTE. 
GA'rHORNE HARDY. 
Lo:Rri JoHN MANNERS. 

·LoRD NusY 

It was a strong combination with very .few weak 
spots-a proof, in itself alone, of the success with which 
Disraeli had built up the Conservative party out of the 
ruins of the late forties, and had attracted to the service 
of the cause a goodly proportion of the intellect of the 
country. ' Not a single Scotchman or _Irishman among 
us,' was Northcote's comment after its first meeting;2 
but that defect was speedily remedied by the admission 
of Na.as. 

There was one _minor appointment which was of 
more importance to Disraeli, with his temperament and 

• 1 The Chief Secretary was not taken into the Cabinet until a few weeks 
after its formation. 

2 Northcote also tells us of an amusing misadventure which befell Disraeli 
when Ministers went down to Windsor to be sworn in; how,' thinking 
there was a seat at the end of the saloon carriage, he sat down there, and 
found himself unexpectedly on the floor' (Lang p. 160). · 
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constitution,.than that of most· of his Cabinet colleagues. 
It is not clear whether he expected that Earle, who had 
been in his confidence for nine years, who had taken a . 
large share in the negotiations with the Adullamites, and 
whoni ~e had constantly consulted about ~he arrangements. 
for the new Administration, would resume hiE! former 
position of Private Secretary. . But Earle, who. had come 
back .to Parliament at the General Election of 1865, 

. desired political office; and ~ose. told Disraeli that the 
party expected that Earle's undeniable services "should 
be rewarded. Disraeli ackno~ledged the justice of the 
claim, and secured for his young fri(md the secretaryship 
of the Poor Law Board, under Hardy. Earle was com
pletely satisfied. 

From Ralph A. Ea1·le. 
Friday p July 6].-I don't know how to thank you 

. enough. The Secretary of the Poor Law Board does not 
· vacate: I think it would suit me better than the Admiralty, 
. perhaps, as a contest would be disagreeable. , . . 

As ·to the Secretaryship, I have been thinking much about 
it: Would Cameron of Lochiel do ? He is int~:~lligent and 
devoted to you, but I fear shooting and. Scotland might 
interfere. If it would be ·any comfort, I will :wqrk for· you 
at the beginning and put the thing in train. · 

Disraeli did not require Earle's 'suggestions as to his 
successor. He had already had an application from .the 
young man who had so greatly attracted him at Raby, 
and on July i2 Montagu Corry began his duties in 

· Downing Street as Private Sec~etary, with a Treasury 
Clerk of a Bucks family; who·. afterwards became Sir 
Charles Fremantle, as his colleague. ,, 

From Montagu Corry. 
72, GROSVENOR STREET, Friday, June 29, l866.:.....:.It is with 

much hesitation that TWtite to you, and only your kindness 
· to me when I met you at· Raby last autumn induces me to 

do so. I have for three years been practising as a barrister, 
and am now most anxious to get a start in political life; 
and though I can scarcely presume to ask for the honour 
of being Private Secretary to yourself, yet I· do venture to 
hope ·that, should you know_ of some member of the Govern-
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ment to whom my servic~s might be acceptable, you would 
be willing to mention me, as one most desirous to serve in 
that capacity, and to give all my time and ·energies to the 
Conservative cause. 

In a very few weeks the relation between the Minister 
~tnd his principal secretary had become of· the most 
intimate and confidential character, and so remained 
till Disraeli's death, fifteen years later. Corry never 
quitted the service of his chief, in office or in opposi
tion; and the bonds between them were knit still more 
closely by Lady Beaconsfield's death in 1872, which left 
her husband, whom. she· had carefully shielded from all 
domestic worries, peculiarly dependent -upon Corry's 
devotion. On Beaconsfield's final retirement from office 
in 1880, he shocked the sticklers for precedent by 
recommending his secretary for a peerage; and by his 
will he left all his papers, the foundation of the present 
biography, to that secretary's sole charge, to be dealt 
with at his absolute discretion. The world, which had 
always acknowledged Lord Rowton's personal charm, 
discovered in later years his sterling qualities, when, by· 
starting and directing thf:r system of cheap "lodgings for 
men known as Rowton Houses, he supplied in a practical· 
fa,shion a serious social need. In Endymion,l written while 
Corry was in liis service, Disraeli expresses his view of 
what the relations between Minister and secretary should 

. be, and what in this case they unquestionably were. 

The relations between a :Minister and his secretary are, 
or at least should be, among the finest that can· subsist 
between two individuals. Except the married state, there 
is none in which so great a confidence is involved, in which 
more forbearance ought to .be exercised, or more sympathy 
ought to exist. There is usually in the relations an identity 
of interest, and that of the highest kind; and the perpetual 
difficulties, the alternations of triumph and defeat, develop 
devotion. A youthful secretary will naturally feel some 
degree of enthusiasm for his chief, and a wise Minister will 
never stint his regard for one in whose intelligence and 
honour he finds he can place confidence. 

1 Ch. 49. 
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The new Administration. was ~ell received; ,and the 

Liberals were for the time so hopelessly broken up 
that, ir:i 'spite of the large majority against it, there was 
good hope t.hat it might retairt • office, provided that 
its attitude on Reform :was satisfactory to ·Parliament. 
Disraeli grappled with the:guest}9n in his speech ,on: the 
hustings on re~election. ·::ne strongly· maintained both 
the -right and the competence of the Government to 
effect a settlement, recalling Derby's iniportarit share 
in carrying·· the great · Reforn;t Bill, arid · adding _with 
legard t~ the only subsequent measure of Reform ever · 
mentioned with respect, 'Why, I myself brought· it 
in.' But_ he declined to give any pledge to introduce 
a Reform Bill in the next session, only declaring that, 
if Ministers had to legislate, _they would !J-Ot recognise the 
rights of man or permit a numerical majority to dictate 
to the nation, but would act on the principle that electoral 
power should be deposited with the best men of. all -
classes. This .. policy, which was. echoed in J)erby's 
statement in the House of Lords, encountered no serious 

- resistance in Parliament. · 
The first duty. of a Governmeht coming- into- office iii 

July was to -,wind up the· neces~ary. Parliament~ry 
business; . and Disraeli 's ·official letters to ·the Queen give 
a'lively picture ?f House of Commons life during the 
short- rern:ainder of the session. - - · · 

To Queen_ Victoria. 

DowNING STREET, Monday night, JttlY 16,· 1866;--The 
Chancellor of the Exchequer,- with his _humble duty to your 
Majesty: _ _ ·· 

The House of Commons -met this evening after a month's 
abeyance. Nearly the whole evening has been taken up 
by an animated and- interesting debate on.,. the charter to 
the Queen's Uriiversity .(Ireland); brought on by Sir Robert 
Peel: It was, with the· ex:ception of a clear but technical 
speecH on the part of- Sir Hugh Cairns,' confined- to' the 
Opposition._ - - -· 

It was occasionally rather warm, a.nd :Mt: Gladstone 
concluded with a vindicatio_n of passio~ ·and fire; but it 
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was generaUy felt !J>nd observed that he left th~ · H~use 
in doubt whether he was in favour of mixed education 
or not. 

July 19.-... Lord Cranborne brought forward' the 
Indian Budget, to-night, in a speech which interested the 

. House. 
The manner was vigorous, and showed a mastery of his 

matter which, considering his short experience of office, 
evidently surprised the House. Persons of weight, in private, 
of both parties, spoke of the effort with approbation. . 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer much regrets that, from 
want o:i habit, he omitted to send a report on Tuesday night. 
It was not an eventful one; a discussion on the Ballot, very 
insipid. The House recoiled from the subject. · 

Yesterday the Church Rates, a higher tone, but the House 
wearied. 

July 20.-... An interesting discussion on foreign affairs 
opened by Mr. Laing, in a colorless, non-intervention 
speech .... 

A considerable oration from lVIr. Gladstone, which covered 
the subject. Though glowing and earnest, it was conciliatory, 
and fair and courteous to the Government. 

It produced less sensation than it otherwise would. have 
done, 'for the House was anxious to hear the new Minister, 
and Mr. Gladstone was long and too academical. . 

The new Secretary of State afforded a ~eat. contrast to 
him. Lord Stanley was never more ·characteristic; at the 
same time, clear, cautious, and candid. He pleased the House, 
~hich evidently gave him, on both sides, its confidence.1 

HousE OF CoMMONs, July 24, 1866.-... The discussion 
in the House to-night on the affairs of the Park was highly 
and unexpectedly satisfactory. 

Though introduced by a speech from Mr .. Ayrton, and 
from some o<hers, in a very full House, which appealed 
rather to the malevolent passions of a popular assembly, .the 
reply of Mr. Walpole was so dignified, so full of good feeling, 
and supported by so much adequate knowledge, that a very 
favourable reaction soon was visible. 

This .was clenched by an animated speech from Sir George 
Grey, than which no~hing could be more complE:Jte, ·;more 
gentlemanlike and gerterous. 

When Sir George rose, nearly a dozen members of the 

1 'fhe discussion turned on the new situation created in Europe by the 
victory of Prussia over Austria at Sadowa. Stanley said that be could 
not see that the establishment of a strong, compact Power in North 
Germany would be either a detriment or a menace to Great Britain 
whatever it might be deemed t.o be by· other Powers. ' 
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ext;eme party rose at the same time, but when he sate down 
the feeling of the House was so deCided that none of these. 
gentlemen attempted to follow 4im. Among ;these was 
Mr. Bernal Osborne, who had risen twice. • 
• ·The Chancellor of the Exchequer hoped that all was 
over, and over well, brit Mr. Cowper would make a speech,· 
chiefly on his flower-beds. This gave breath to the extreme 
party, and Mr. Mill rose; and ·delivered a speech hardly 
worthy of a philosopher; ·but rather more adapted to Hyde 
Park. 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer ven~ured to tell him 
this, and then the matter· died off, the general result being 
that the leading authorities in the House discountenanced 

' entirely the criticis!ll on.Mr. Walpole's conduct. : 
The accounts this evening are that the chief leaders of 

the mob are now active in their efforts to terminate the 
disturbances. · ~ 

July 27 .~ .... The general rumor and understanding; 
in the Hollse to-night, is that all attempts at tumultu9,ris 
meetings-are now definitively relinquished, and that Mon~iy 
will be quite tranquil. · 

It is said that no effort will be made to hold a public 
. meeting in Victoria Park any more than in Hyde Park. The 
principle that they are Royal Parks is to be fuUy recognised. 

If this be true, as the Chancellor of the Exchequer hopes 
and believes, he vent;ures to think that the· whole question 
of the localities. of public. meetings deserves the serious 
consideration of yo1:1r Majesty's servants. 
· Public meetings are the recognised ·arid indispensable 
organs of a free constitution. They are safety-valves. 

It· is desirable, it would seem, that, when the occasion 
offers, some Act should be passed, recognising and regulating 
the rights and privileges of your Majesty's Parks, enjoyed, 
through your ;Majesty's gracious sanction, by all classes of 
your Majesty's subjects, and, at the same time; that there 
should be some public places provided, where the great 
body of the people, like the Comitia·of the Romans, should 
have the right to assemble, and discuss, arid express, their 
opinion. . · ·.;;; 

· Yqur Majesty will perhaps · deigp. to . consider these 
.. s1.1ggestions. · ' 

Frarri Queen V ic.to!ia. 
OsBORNE, *July 26, l866.~The Queen thanks Mr. Disraeli 

for all:.his interesting reports, but she is especially anxious 
to express to him her great. satisfaction .at. the manner in 
which he carried the vote. for th8 gun-metal _for he~ dear, 
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great husband's memoriaJ.l She knows how truly he 
appreciated him ! 

To Queen Victoria.· 
DowNING STREET, Aug . . 2, 1866.---, ... The evening has 

been taken up with a ·dreary debate on the Habeas Corpus 
Suspension Act in Ireland.2 

Mr. Bernal Osborne, at one moment, promised some relief 
in a very elaborate speech and evidently, from several 
allusions, long matured; but it was old-fashione~ and out of 
tune and time, and fell very flat. . . . · 

Housil OF CoMMONS, Aug. 16, 1866.-... The Extradition 
Trea_ty ,.Act passed, but with a limitation to one year. , . 

We defeated aU attempts to exclude 'political offences,•· 
which would have included everything, but thought it best 
to accept the conditi,on of time, as nothing could have pre
vented the discussion next . year; the question must be 
reproduced, and, under any circumstances, the opinion of 
the House will be taken. Time brings everything, consolation 
and catastrophe; and it is hoped it may help your Majesty's 
servants in this matter. ·· 

The House meets again to-morrow, but only for a· few 
minutes. Its pulse is very low; but extreme miction wilL not 
be administered, I believe, until Friday. 

' The affairs of the Park,' referred to in the letters of 
J~ly 24 and 27, were the famous Reform riots led by 
Beales, when the mob, being forbidden to hold ·a meeting 
in Hyde Park, broke down the l'ailings near the Marble 
Arch and worked some havoc in the flower:-beds, continu
ing their demonstr~ions for three days, July 23, 24, 25. 
Grosvenor Gate wa~ close to the centre. of. disturbance; 
and Disraeli, whose duties kept him at the Ho_use of 

1 Palmerston h~.d promised the Queen, in the spring of .1863, that, as 
had commonly been done in the case of other public statues, old guns 
should be supplied for the statuary of the Albert Memorial. But Glad. 
stone, when application was made to him at the Exchequer, raised the ob. 
jection that asking for the gun-metal was the saine as asking for a fresh 
vote, and that it was understood, when £50,000 was voted for the memorial •. 
that the vote was to be final. After much Mrrespondence between the· 
Court and Ministers, Palmerston eventually, in July, 1864, expressed his 
concurrence with Gladstone. But contracts had already been entered 
into on the faith of the Prime Minister's original promise; and Distaeli, 
though Gladstone still considered an application to Parliament 'impolitic,' 
easily secured, in July, 1866, the assent of the House of Commons to the 
transaction. · 

2 The Government renewed the Habeas Corpus Suspension Act,· which 
had been passed for only. a limited period by their predecessors. 

n. · 7 
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Commons while the riots were· in progress, trusted to 
his· secretary to secure the safety of his wife. · 

From Monta(/u Corry. 
GROSVENOR GATE,_ July 24 (123], 1866, 6.40 p.m . .,--No 

mob outside your house now, the Marble Arch "being the 
centre of attraction; and even there the police say the 
disturbanc~ is lessening ... The Inspector in charge at Grosvenor 
Gate tells me that while the prowd was at its worst here 
your house was never mentioned as obnoxious-though the 
houses of Mr. Walpole and Lord Elcho and others ha.ve come 
in for sonie threats. The soldiers have moved away ·to the 
Marble Arch, and Mrs. Disraeli wishes me, to" add that·-the 

. people in general seem to be thoroughly enjoying themselves; 
and ·I really believe she sympathises with, them. At any 
rate, I am glad to say she is no!; the Mast alarmed~nor .do 
I think you need be at alL 

The mob broke down more than the railings· of the Park; 
they broke doWn. the nerve of Walpole, the Hoine Secre-

. tary, who was said to have shed. tears when a deputation 
visited him on the subject. · 'This fiasco of Walpole's,' 
to use J?erby's phrase in a contemporary letter to D!sraeli, 
the- constant demonstrations in the streets of London, 
and the countenance afforded to th~ agitators by m.ar!-y 
of the Radical-leaders, such as J. S. Mill and Bright, 
made Disraeli anxious. He wrote to his wife oil July 
26: ' I hope with energy and prudence we may over
come the difficultiel:\, bl;lt it is very gbv~ous to riie_ that 
the affair is _encouraged by_ our opponents underhand, 
with the view_ of upsetting the Government; I think 
they will fail.' One happy thought, which_ he suggested 
ineffectually to Derby, might have :profoundly !llOdified 
the course of political' history, if it. had been adopted by, 
the Prime Minister and the Cabinet. 

To Lord Derby._ 
_ Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, July 29, 1866.-I would 
not trouble you with things when you are dealing with 
persons, but things may affect persons. . · ·. . _ ·· 

This is, I think, important; it is the result of my reflecti?ns 
· this day on what Gladstone said yesterday; -. 

Suppose,_ instead o~ discharging the order of the day qn · 
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the Reform Bill, you t~ok up the measure where it stops: 
£6 rating for horoughs; £20 rating for counties, to be brought 
up on report; the northern boroughs to be enfranchised; 
no disfranchisement of any kind. . . . . 

You could carry this in the present House, and rapidly. 
It would prevent all agitation in the recess; it would cut 
the ground entirely from under Gladstone; and it would 
smash the· Bath Cabal, for there would be no dangerous. 
question ahead; 
· Think of this. · 

The .course proposed ·was too startling, perhaps, for 
acceptance. The session came to an end without further 
Parliamentary action about Reform; and the agitation 
was transferred from London to the country, where 
large demonstrations were held. and violent language was 
used, in Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, and 
Dublin. It is usually assumed that by these proceedings 
Disraeli _was convinced in the early autumn that the 
demand for Reform had now become a genuinely popular 
one, and must be treated comprehensively without 
further delay by a Conservative Ministry. · This is an 
erroneous assumption. Disraeli's suggestion to take up 
Gladstone's Bill and carry it to the statute-book in a 
modified form, not having been accepted, he thought it 
more prudent to postpone further action. It was Derby 
himself who pushed .the matter forward He believed, 
in his own words, 'that there is a genuine dem.and now, 
however it may have been excited, but in favour of th~ 
acceptance of a moderate and Conservative measure.' 

From Lord Derby. 
' Private. KNoWSLEY, Sept. 16, 1866.-..• l am coming 
reluctantly to the conclusion that we shall have to deal with 
the question of Reform. . . . I wish you would consider 
whether, after all the failures which have taken place, we 
might not deal with the question in the shape of resolutions, 
to form the basis of a future Bill. We need not make the 
adoption of any of the resolutions a vital question·; while, 
if we should be beaten .on some great leading principle, we 
should have a definite issue on which to go to the country .• 
This is worth turning in your mind; and I should be glad 

. to hear what you think of it. . 
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Disraeli's reply was not encouraging; . 'Observation 
and reflection,' he Wl'ote: on September 24, 'have not 
yet brought me to. your conClusion as to the necessity 
of ·bringing in a Bill for Parliamentary Reform; but I 
hope· I _say_ this with becoming diffidence.' Derby, 
however, immediately received a powerful reinforcement 
from the highest quarter. He we~t to Balmoral, where 
the Queen herself expressed to him her anxiety to have 
tlie question settled, and settled by the Conservatives, 
ahd her readiness to do anything she could personally 
to bring opinions together. Accordingly we find him . 
writing.to Disraeli on October 9: 'I come myself more 
and more to the conclusion that in some shape or other 
we must deal with it, and that immediately '; but .he 
preferred the method of .resolutions, . which he had 
previously. suggested. 

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. HuGHENDEN MANOR~ October 12, 1866.-I 
had no idea, when you first wrote to me about ' resolutions,' 
that you contemplated the possibility of not legislating the 
ses::;ion they were passed. If we can succeed-.in that, 'we 
shall indeed be on velvet. This view throws quite a new 
light on our position, and therefore I will not trouble you 
now with any remarks on the comparative advantages of 
Bills or resolutions, in case, as I now conclude, the Cabinet 
resolves on acting. · ' · ·· . · ~ 

It will, I think, be quite unnecessary to have Cabinet C{!m
mittees of preparation, as of yore; there is so much previous 
knowledge now, on the main subject, that these preliminary' 
investigations are unnecessary, while they tend to jealousy. 

The time for meeting will quite suit me. · . 
I shall endeavour to draw up a series of resolutions in· 

your vein. They must, however, be distinct enough for us 
to fall back upon, as a clear policy, for the country, in case 

·we are forced to appeal to it, which Heaven forfend! , .. 
. I think you have decided wisely about Fitzgerald.1 The 
morale of a party is injured when ·any individual who has 
been: encouraged to take a prominent part is neglected in 
the hour of triumph. He was also personally popular among 

• the rank and file. Our Stanley never thinks anybody in 
; 1 Under:Secr~tary' f~r Foreign Affairs in "1858-59 ; O:p:Pointed Govem~r 
of Bombay in -1866. . · , 
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the House of Commons is equal to anything; and I am not 
sure he is not right. But the world cannot be governed by 
this inexorable estimate of human qualities, and the political 
circle generally will agree that a man who, if in Parliament, 
would probably have been a Cabinet Minister, is not unfit 
to be an E;I[ndian] President. 

The suggestion which the Queen had tentatively made 
to Derby she pressed again upon Northcote, who was 
at Balm oral in October as Minister in attendance. He 
report~d what passed both to Derby and to Disraeli. 

From Sir Stafford N o1'thcote. 

BALMORAL, Oct. 17, 1866.-... Nothing can exceed Her 
Majesty's kindness and friendliness. She is evidently very 
anxious for our success, but particularly so with regard to 
the great Reform problems. 

A day or two ago General Grey brought me a note in 
Her Majesty's handwriting, to the effect that she was most 
anxious for a settlement of the question; that she would 
gladly render any assistance in her po'Yer ; that· she did not 
like to speak .to me about it,. but that her idea was to offer 
Lord Derby her assistance in: communicating with Lord 
Russell and Gladstone. The General told me she meant to 
speak to me and consult me on the point, and that this note 
was a preparatory one. She did accordingly lead up ·to the 
subject when I saw her in the evening; but I turned the 
conversation, and the next morning wrote a note· to the 
General saying that the question was so difficult, any false 
step so dangerous, and my position as a young and unin
fluential member of the Government so delicate, that I had 
been glad that Her Majesty had not asked for my opinion· 
that I thought that, if she were to i1ntimate to Lord Derby 
her willingness to make such a· communication as she spoke 
of, if he. thought it desirable, at the same time graciously 
adding that she did not require any formal answer to the 
proposal, it might strengthen his hands to be thus made 
aware of her readine~s to support hi~; but t~at I thought 
that a formal offer might be embarrassmg, as, If the Cabinet 
ultimately decided that it was inexpedient that any com
munication should be made to the Liberal party leaders, 
it might be awkward to have to decline Her Majesty's gracious 
proposal. The 0eneral told me afterwards that she quite 
understood my difficulty, that he thought she would probably 
write to Lord Derby, but would intimate that she did not 
desire an immediate answer. I told the General that I 

( 
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thought there would be. very little practical. uoo in com-· 
municating with Lord Russell or Gladstone; that they would 
only give vague promises of candid consideration, which would 
lead to nothing. . . • I reported what had passed to Lord 
Derby. ·· · , · ' , ·. 

Last night the Queen renewed the subject with: me, saying 
that she quite understood my position and could not ask me 
for an opinion. She was very anxious that something should 
be' done, and discussed the question froni-:What I think, an 
important point of view-the purchasing power-. of. the 
nouveaux 1·iches, 'who buy yoU:r Totnes.' . . . . , , 

The.- General has been talking the matter over With me. 
again this morning, and showed me a letter of Lord Grey's, 
who is very anxious that the question should be settled, 
and that, we should be the men to· settle it. (By the bye, 
the · Queen mentioned Lord Grey to me as a person. who 
would be ready to give his assistance to us;.· I said' I had 
always supposed we should find him- friendly. She said; 
'Yet you didn't ask him to join the Government.'-· I said 
I knew very little of the-communications which took pliwe 
when the Govermnent was forming: She said, 'Well, none 
was made to him.') Lord Grey thinks it would be equally 
fatal to us to bring in a Bill, or to abstain from doing any.:. 
thing; and thinks we ought to proceed! as he advised the late 

_ ._Government to do, by way of resolutions;. but his idea of 
resolutions appears to be the affirmation of some general 
principles, and an Address to. the Crown to appoint a Com
mittee of Privy Qouncillors .to draw _up a 'measure.1 I told. 
the General tha~ I thought the time was passed (if there ever 
had. be~n a _time) for that mode of proceeding; and I dis
cussed with him the idea of resolutions of a more definite 
character, such as those Lord Derby shadowed ·out to me at 
Knowsley. ~ . ~ . He seemed · to think· the plan' would; ~r 
might, answer .. ·. ~ · . i- · . : . . 

Disraeli: was somewhat impatient under the royal 
suggestion and ·drey's scheme, and brushed them both 
aside ill: letters,. couched in very simi,lar t~rms; to Derby 

-and to Northcote. · 

ToSir Stafford'Northcote., .. • · · 
HuGHENJ:>EN MAN'oit, Oct. 22; 1866.-'--I was ID.ucl1 obliged 

. to you for your interesting despatch, aild_ appreciate· ~he 
.. ·. ' ·. ...,:.· :. ' . ' ' .·,·.' 

1 In his letter to Derby, Northco~ _adds that he aske.d General Grey 
'if he-proposed that we should make.Bright .a Privy Councillor, or leave 
him out altogether.' · · · , · ' 
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entire ·fidelity which I have always experienced from you, 
and on which I have ever, rightly, counted: Lord Derby 
also forwarded to me your letter to him, on Saturday last. 

I am much gratified by your successful visit to Balmoral. 
I doubt myself whether Lord Grey's scheme,'at any time 

or under any circumstances, would or could have been 
accepted, but at the present moment, and in the .existing 
state· of things, it is the murmuring of children in a 
dream. . . 
· T4e royal project of gracious interposition with our 
rivals is a mere phantom. It pleases the vanity of a Court 
deprived of substantial power, but we know, from the experi-

. ence of similar sentimental schemes, that there is nothing 
practical in it, or, rather, that the only practical result is to 
convey to our rivals that we are at the same time feeble 
and perplexed. 

Our future, and in some degree the future of our country, 
depends on the course we shall chalk out for ourselves;. and 
that must be the result of anxious, grave, . and profound 
deliberation. . . . The first question for the Cabinet to 
decide will be, 'Shall we act in the matter of Reform~· 
I think the discussion o£ that question will occupy entirely 
our first meeting, and'will facilitate our subsequent councils, 
in case we decide on action. . . . 

P.S.-I have not room to tell you how entirely I approve 
and admire the wisdom with which you . parried the royal 
pror.osition: It was worthy o£ Hyde, and you ten· it as 
wel.. . · . 

The Queen was in earnest in her resolve to get the 
Reform question settled at once, and undoubtedly judged 
the signs of the times better than her C};l.ancellor of the 
Exchequer. Before the month was over, she wrote to 
the Prime Minister the letter which Northcote had 
suggested, emphasising the necessity of an early settle
ment, and offering her services to bring it about. 

Queen Victori~ to Lord Derby. · 

BALMORA.L, Oct .. 28, 1866.-The Queen has been thinking . 
. a great deal, ever smce Lord Derby left Balmoral, of the subject 

on which she had some conversation with him while he 
was here. As she then told him, she is convinced that, if 
the question of Reform be not taken up in earnest by· her 
Ministers, with a view to its settlement, very serious conse-
quences may ensue. · 
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. The Queen is well aware of th~ ireat difficulties' .which 
her Government must be prepared to meet, in any attempt 
to effect this object, and if she can in any w;ty help in 
surmounting them, Lord Derby arid his colleagues may reckon 
confidently on her best support and assistance. 

It seems evident to the Queen,.after the failure of so mariy 
successive Administrations, which have all been overthrown 
iq their attempts to settle thi~ question, that it never can .be 
settled unless ad verse parties are prepared to ·concede some
thing, and to meet each other in a spirit of mutual conciliation. 
Nothing would gratify th~ Queen more than to be instr\}mental 
in bringing about such a disposition; and if Lord Derby 
thinks there. is any chance of its doing good:-indeed; she 
views the matter so seriously that she hardly thinks she would 
be justified in not making the attempt under any circumstances 
-she is ready to make a personal appeal to Lord E.ussell 
and Mr. Gladstone, and other leading members of both 
Houses of Parliament; and to urge them, by every considera
tion of loyalty and patriotism, to meet her present Ministers 
fairly, in an honest endeavorir to find out terms of agreement 

. as might lead to a measure of Reform being.proposedwhich 
would conciliate the support of all moderate men, and afford 
at least a chance of setting a:question at rest, which, while 
it continues to be made a subje·ct of agitation, must act 
injuriously upon the best interests -of the country, and may 
·even threaten the disturbance of its ·peace and tranquillity. 

Lord Derby need not answer this letter .at once. He is 
quite at liberty to .consult his colleagues upon it previously, 
and the Queen relies with confidence upon their patriotism 

· not to allow any. feelings of a mere party nature to interfere / 
with their candid considerati_on of her suggestions. . .. 

The Cabinet appears to have taken Disr~eli's advice 
and decided both against Grey's scheme and against 
utilising, at any rate for the present, the Queen's offer 

, to approach the Liberal .leaders. But Her Majesty's 
impulsion and Derby's owri conviction sufficed to make 
Minist.ers take in hand at once the . drafting of Reform 
Resolutions to be submitted to Parliament next session. 
The scheme provisionally adopted was quite general in 
terms; but it · followed the principle of the Grosvenor· 
a1Jlendme:J;lt by dealing with redistributi<m as well as 
with franchise, and that o! the Dunkellin, amendment 
by adopting a rating and not a rental basis. ltinvolvedan 
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increase of the number of electors in both counties and 
boroughs by a reduction of qualification in the occupation 
franchise and by the addition of other franchises; more 
representation for the labouring classes, but _without 
giving any class a preponderating power; no absolute 
disfranchisement save for corrupt practices ; revision of 
county registration, .employment of voting papers, and 
provision of additional polling-places; and the_ appoint
ment of a Boundary Commission, which ' should. also 
revise a-nd verify the returns laid before Parliament in 
its last session, with respect ·to the possession of the 
franchise; and obtain such further informat~on as may be 
the ground for well-considered legislatfon.' The question 
of the Commission immediately assumed considerable im
portance. Derby had written to Disraeli on October 19, 
with reference to Grey's scheme: ' I think a Commission 
to fru.me a measure both inexpedient and impractic
able. One for information, following up resolutions 
of principle, I should think .very desirable; but with 
that· object we should not· require to appoint Privy 
Cotmcillors.' Disraeli's main design, at this period, 
was so to delay matters as to avoid having to introduce 
actual legislation in the approaching session; and he 
was quick to see that the only method in which this 
policy could be combined with effective resolutions was 
to create a Commission with really important work to 
do, and not merely to rearrange boundaries. He drew 
up a memorandum in order to place his point of view 
clearly before Derby and the Cabinet. · 

To Lord Derby. 

Nov. 18, 1866.-... We are entirely unpledged upon the 
subject [of Parliamentary Reform]. But if no notice is 
taken of it in the Queen's Speech, or no subsequent announce
ment of measures is made by the leader of the House of 
Commons, it is probable that an amendment of a general 
character may be carried, which will replace the question in 
t.he hands of the laie Government, and they return to power 
not more embarrassed by the Radicals than before. 

rr. 7* 
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· It is· not probablet that ra~ dissolutioi1,.rreven if· granted: 
would, un<:ler these_,circumstances, help· us... , , ,. , , ' 

,It,would seem ther_efor.,e we must aq~. Ho,w ~ , 
: 1. By the introduction ofa Bill? .· .. · 
; 2. By' resolutions leadingto a, Bill ~· ' · · ·~ 

. · 3) By resolutions le.ading'to·ihquiry~_ fl i · 

t,. 

-<.tit seems . probable that· :qo measure of· Parliame1~tary 
Reform could J;>_e .passed, by, a Conserv~tiye Governll?-ent, 

·except in a Parliamimt_where they have· essentially a majority. 
Resolutions as the basis of a; Bill, though 'not so imn;wdiately 

dangerous as a prop·osal of direct legislation, would ultimately 
lead to.defeat. . . .. ·· · ·' .•.< ''' ·r l- ,• • • 

-There .remains,, therefore; to" be considered the case of. 
resolutions, ,which;' though laj.ing down a complete scheme, 
should end in a Royal Goin:missiori: . · ' .' ' . · ·-
.';If the difficulty to whicli i'n a moment I will advert could be 
removed; the chances are thatthis would be a successful cocitse. , 

, It niay be assumed that the; House. of' Commons is really 
oppot:~ed. to any violent .Reform1 ,and to-any Reform of any_ 
kind. which is immediate; and the longer tlie dt;cision of its 
opinion can be 'aelayed; the 'more likely'it will be iri favol: of 
moderation and postponement.:· ·· · t- : - • • ' ,. 

· If. the firt:~t week of March .was:fixed.for, the introduction 
of the resolutions; the discussion .on them need not commence 
until*e"first week in April. . '. . ... ": "· 

If the House then gets Involved in tne discussion~ ·the 
Liberal•party will probably be broken-up. 1

" ~--. ~ 
· I£; as is more likely, Mr. Gladsfone meets the Ministerial 

motion by a general resolution in favor_ of. ill?-mediate legisla7 
tion, it. is not impossible he may be de~eated, which _will 
establish the'·G6vernme!it;_ 'But if he succeed it wilfprobably 
l:ie by·a narrow majority,'and_the dissolution would then 
take place on an: issue between Bright's policy and ·our 
programme; . , ., ·_,. ,: -- .... , . " .· ... ,. ,_. , .. 

. . But to insure the s':lccess. of such ~- ca~~aig~ .o!:l;e c~ndi~i()~ 
IS necessary: that there· should be substantml grounds for 
a. Royal Commission, and this is the difficulty to .which I 
referred. . · 1 · · 

.. } mJ:'sel£ am a~. a loss -~-o fi:p.d t~ese groun~, a?~ this is 
the pomt on Wh1eh: the tP,ought. of the Cabmet sliould be 
concentrate({. . . . ' . . . ' ' 
>Ifthe'resolution~ at present in· your portfolio wer_e'a'do'p~ed, 
ther~·would be substantial grou~ds, in a great degre~'arisihg 
from'' the·. necessary re'settlement of the boundaries·.of the 
~inaller boroughs; 'hu~. h)f!ectloii per~uades .. nie' tp.at. "thi~ 

. proposal would not, on .th~ _whole~ be _a ~~se oh!3;' be£atis~ 

. 'one of _our! leading· principles should: be' to~enlist: as f~r a's 
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possible,. the· sympathies of the small boroughs, and they, 
perhaps, .would deem an alteration of' their boundaries· only 
second, as a disaster, to their total disfranchisement. 
:. T~e. settlement.-of the boundaries of the northern boroughs 

is not ample enough for a Royal Commission issued under 
such circumstances. Means to effect such an ·end might 
havecbeen adopted in the· recess. . · : : ,., .·· · .. . 
•. It has been suggested that, the subject of: bribery :qiight 
be referred to the Royal Commission, and . this· ·deserves 
consideration; but if it were practicable, there is still not a 
dignus nodus. , · · 

The .substantialness of the Royal Commission is ·the~key 
of the position, and -I therefore bring' it under your tdeep 
consideration. · · .. -~ · · 

After further. consultati~h ·with the Cabinet ancl the 
Prime Ministe~, who, was .clear that Ministers,··in' orde~ 
to extricate themselves from 'the Refor::rh .: dilemma,' 
must have a Commission as a 'buffer;' Disraeli redrafted 

·, . - .... ., . 'f.· - •. { < 

the Resolutions, suggesting that the proposed Commission 
might be so comprehensive as to embrace inquiries into 
tlie e~te~t to which the wl),ge-paid class ~lrea9-y had the: 
vote, and wl:ty so:rne were excluded and' oth()rs admitted; 
how far changes in the value o£m'oney.;had affected the.' 
ele()toral qualification; ·and _how far t!J,e,.franchise might. 
be beneficially extended without the domination of mere 
numbers; and that the Commission might also investigate 
and report on bribery and corruption, and revise the 
houndades of boroughs.· · · ... · · · · _. · 

· To-Lord-Derby.-' 
·Confidential. 11, DowNING -STREET, Dec: 29, 1866.~.;;_ 

I have been most inconveniently summoned• tci towu,: in,· 
the midst of Christmas, to be sworn in, to~Slay; a brother 
of the Trinity House. Those of my brethren who are· also 
country gentlemen must think such a disturbance of a holy 
festival, on the part of such a ·body; very strange, and, . 
indeed, scarcely orthodox. . · · · · . 

I should like the Cabinet _not to be summoned till Thursday,. 
as there are many points of great importance on which;. 
consultation is desirable before we meet. in' formal counCiL. 
\:York thickens: The army question must be grappled with. 
Then the Portuguese Treaty of Commerce. is _assuming a 
practical shape, and aplan of the Post.Office fo~ the';purch~J.se 
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._ of ail the private 'telegraph~ ·i:>bth~'•coimtry demandi! ~ur 
decision: ;These are all•heavy affairs; and the latter two fall 
entirely on.the Treasury. ·:. :·- fl/'<1 ·~ ' ·· · . · · , .. 

With respect to Reforrp.:.lLagree \vith you that' it is_ quite 
premature to trouble ourselves,:~bout. the IUaterials1 oLthe ... 
Royal Commission, .. ',./i . :· ·+ · . ~ •• ·., · .. ,, . ' · ; · 

. · I· have not the draft, of the·-Resolutions :at"hand, .butT 
suspect you will find,.on referengetothem~.that the Resolution 
pledges the. House to· .' extension,~ ·not ' reduction,' .of the' 
franchise;. and .~extension'·: would include .. everything; . ' • · 
. We niust be careful not to··commit o~rselv;es both to 
reduction and·' fancy! franchises,:ifit.be .true,as_-hJ.ow hear, 
that the .lodger franchise in the~way ofexteiision, and·especi, 
ally among the· wage-paid elass,· would produce incredible 
res'ults .. Indeed, I think that particular· franchise should be 
dpecifica:Ily. referred to the . Corinnission/" arid, . indeed, I am 
rather inclined to refer p1ura1ity;also, a~d- all the cognate 

, expedient13 for.protectingt!If;l._rriinority, ; • • . · ; 
j 0 '.\. ~ • : • : '·"ri". . . . ': .. " . •<· ;:. - ·• l 

· . It -iE( q nite 'Clear tha(throughout 'the autumn :and early 
win(er,' Disraeli,'far from'being',stiihnlated into. drastic·. 
action·· by t~e . Reforrii ~~deillo~strations throughout· the' 

. country, was anxious to· po'sipom3,-legislatioD; as long as 
- po~sible ·iiJ. order t'o seci:ir"e -a; -moderate measure; He' 

was . confirmed. in. this. pol}cy' l;>y. 'his correspondence 
with· friends :arid supporters. ;Theie' was,. indeed, one 
significaiit':except.ion. Spbff61:th,i'~h6- h~d had'a large 

.- share ·in" the ·!llan~gement'Of the 'Gei:rer~l; Elebtiorr ori tl).e 
.. Tory 'side; told Dis~aelrthat 'a· series_ of visits . in the_ 
northern counties· had converted,hiniinto: an"advocate 

,of 'a wise and rnoderatc<.measure~· next session:·· But 
:' Qranh9rne hJ.form~d ·him of a st:r;ong deolaratiori by, Lowe 
that his valuable $Up port was conditional :on. no Refor.in 
Bill being brought fohvard'in·_February';' Ma"niiers' saw 
Iiothing in what h,ad happene-d 'to ntake su·ch .a -;Bill 

· · .. ad_v_isab~e; . and· rep_o.rts £;rom, B;ooks'~ ;'_club · as~nted 
-Disraeli that the, Liberal·party had gO'ne to .·pieces, and 
· that;Bright's' greatest friends had beeirear,gestly~bese~ch~ 
ing him to desist· froni :his.'illad.Care¢r~ ~- ::"''' -: ~: , -. , : 

It-:mnst · no_t. lie Jorgotten: .tliat :the: c~c'Umstap_~es ;in 

.. , ,.-'~~,;;~~r.~:~~~ti;~~c~t~t:f.• ~~~"'~ ,,l~f ~:~;: 
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which this third Derby-Disraeli ' Ministry took· office 
were very djfferent from those which'prev:ailed when the 
second Ministry of the kind was,for'med in 1858. Then 
there was an understanding that the . Conservatives 
should tackle the Reform Question; now. they had come 
in . because Parliament resented having Reform forced 
down its throat by Russell and Gladstone. Moreover, 
several members of the 1866 Ministry, notably Cranborne, 
were very lukewarm Reformers; and Disraeli himself, 
in accordance with what. he .believed to be the opinion 
of the country_and of Parliament, had taken up in 1865 
and in 1866 a much more pronouncedly anti-movement 
attitude than had been at a11 usual with him. Always 
an opportunist on Reform, he held during this autumn 
that the composition of the Ministry and the temp~r 
of the nation necessitated a policy of moderation and 
delay. He was, indeed, for the time, on the question 
not of principle, but of tactics. nearer in opinion to· his , 
colleague bran borne than to his leader 'Derby. · · 

To Lord Oranbome. . · 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 26, 1~66.~ .. ."~.·!·have through
out been against legislation, and ·continue so. Lord DerLy, 
about the time you w.ere here, thought it: inevitable, .but, a3 
you know, his views are now modified. · · 

It's a difficult affair, but I think we shall pull through; tl;le 
Whigs are very unanimous in wishing the ·question: settled'~ 
but you and I are not Whigs. · 

,-. 

At the same time there must have been ·lurking at 
the back of Disraeli 's mind a consciousness that the -
Queen might be right in her view, that circumstances 
might arise, when Parliament met, to make it desirable 

. ' 
and indeed necessary,, for the Ministry to abandon 
the policy of procrastination and deliberation, and to 
act-act promptly, thoroughly. and comprehensively; 
He published in the winter his collected .speeches on 
Parliamentary Reform; with a preface asserting that the 
views therein expressed were the opinions of the Con-
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ser:Vative party,. ·and. cl!iiming-once:inore fo:r tnat party 
the right, :-iL it thought- fit,"to ,take .up ,and settle.::'the 
question.; The book· ,was,, n0minally [md_ited, [ !arrd .. -the 
preface signe.d, by his youp.grsecretary;rM<mtagu Corry; 
its exact genesis ··and ·! histqry .. appearc.•Jrom _, Dismeli?s 
letters. -; ·'• r __ ; ·• ' ... ·.o:,e.· ,, _,PJ.•' _, ... - C~·' :!~ 
·.-, • It ~ ,, .d. 1-. r:. . ~:·.,... . : 

J!o lt[~r:,tag'lfJJorry. 
· ; HUGHEN.DEN; -Sept.· 2, 18()6 . ....,-Longmans ·,want> me· to 
publish all· my speeches.;<;>n,;' _P,arl~amentary Reform;:)!?- an 
8vo vol. ·They evidently think the subject will revive, and 
that it may be, in every respect: e'xpediep:t;lind 'advantageous 
that the collected· views of ·one who has taken'an active part 
in the' question should be; before the.country in a ·portable 
form. ~ ·.,; . . ~- ~ . : : • f -~~ ~ t_ ·' ~-h):!~:-.-.-~ :h.~ i.•. ~ ,_ .: .. , >i.~ 

I shall not consent,)£ I do at all, until I have made further 
~bservations 'on the 'public- humor 'with 'tespect. to 'this 
·question: ,., £ • · • ,;. • '· · " ' ·'! · ·' 

-·But. I may :eventually. ·have to .act •with 'promptitude, 
!1-nd,ther~fo_re_ I wish to b~ pr~pared for t}le occasion .. ; , . , 

I wish, ther~for~ _(no_t ~a;vi!lg ! Hansar~.:;at;Hug~en(}~.n), 
that you 'would-make me a list of 'my'speeches on --Parlia-

- mentary Reform.... . . . . _ · -
· Oct. 4.-. . . Longman,'is pressing me ab.out the speeches. 
Ha~e you confidepce in the list you sent_ me~ For example, 
oil accedib.g' to office. in ;1852,' 1 li.aP-r~to'spe~}{-·.on. a' Refor;m 

. ·motioh~probably one of Hi:ime's-:-iii wliich I took occasion 
t'o ollserve that, iri aily,_future clJ.ange; tiie:Ciai~s of th~,work~ 
ing s~a~s o~ght t9 b,e. ,Co~~i?e.req. , , T~ey ha,d, l;Jeen u~wisely 
dea~~.With, _and:!]-eglec.t~d, m,~he .llltfa~uE~,.pp832., .1\:IY n3col
"lecti6ii, ·famt, 1s that my observatwns . were, bnef ... They 
occasioned .much discontent, I r~member:"and particula:dy at 
Court ... Events have pro-:ed they were just;,a:n,d Ifelt they 

_ were inaccordai:rce. with true Tory piirciple~. ~ . . ·- ' . . · . 
. :·;T think it worth consideration, whetlier·-'you might not 
figure -.in,; the. title" page : as editor. ··It might 1 a~sisb your 
introdu,ctio~ , into, pu~lic. 1 lif€) ..• ,. ·We; can., think ·a pout 
tliis. . . ·. · · . . · ; · · · . . . .· . . . 
· od;' 1t6 . ...:.:.I '·see 'tliat Longmans ."have ·~dvert,ised your 

· volume; i'n the Saturday Review, 'I think, I saw it .. 'Speeches 
on .. Parliamentary Reform, -by:•Rt:: Ron:. B.· D:, M.P., C. 
of,E_.,:~tc,' .. 1 ~· ~ .• , _ ,. , :?t ·~ -·~; _,, _- .,_ l'. ~ l• 

' A horrid·title; it. wilrdo for the, inonfent,. but when we 
. advance' a lit.tle; 1an'd "i·eal: advertising' begins~_ .there shou)~ 
_be',somethingn·mbre 'coridensed"and'_-~iiiipler:. ';. 'I hate 
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Rt. Hon.'s and M.P.'s and ail that.·. C. of E.'s must be 
R.H.'s and M.P.'s and so on, as a matter of course ... '. ··· 

Oct.· 30.~1 send Gladstone's •book, •which I ·found. on, my 
arrival at Grosvenor Gate, 'With the ~Publisher: a compli
ments.' 

It is a sorty-looking volume; merely a 'reprint of 'the. 
spee.ches ·of last year, with no evidence of 'matured and con
tinuous policy. I hope yours wil! be m11ch more business-~ike 
and impressive, both in matt¢r aml in f9.rm; but the sooner 
you get it out the better. . . . . · · · . "· 

• STRATHFIELDSAYE, Nov~ 29.~My dear Editor-'-I send'' you 
the two proofs, and begin to see. daylight: Herein, also; 
is a rough sketch of an advertisement, ·or preface, which 
you may not only alter in any way you ,like, but even re-
construct or altogether put aside. . '/ • . . 

ADVERTISEMENT •. 

• These speeches, commencing at a period·_even·aiitecedent 
to , the desertion of the principle of finality by Lord John 
Russell, and ending with the last session, were made by a 
member of Parliament who, during the whole in~erval, was 
either leader of the Opposition or prinCipal Minister of · the 
Queen in the House of Commons. · · · 

·They represent, therefore, the opinions of a party, and we 
have the highest authority for. stating that, scarcely with 
an exception, the views, which they represent, ~ere, after 
aue deliberation, adopted by every eminent man, who ha·s 
since sate in the councils of Lord Derby; and by every leading 
country gentleman of the time. . · · ' · ·. . 

So long. as the Whig party were firm in l}pholding the 
settlement of 1832, the Tory party, though not insensible 
to some injustice in that measure, resolved to support its 
authors against all attempts at further change in the' con
stitution of the House of Commons. But· when, the Whigs 
yielded their position, their political opponents determined · 
to. assert the principles :which, in their opinion, shc11ld guide 
any future reconstruction, and whi{}h from .that time have~ 
consequently, been placed before the'country in the'following 
speeches with an amplitude of knowledge, ·and a vigor and 
versatility of ·argument and illustration; which have been 
acknowledged. 

These speeches, then, form a complete and consistent 
record of the main opinions of a great party in the State 
during the important period in which a further change of 
the constitution of the House of Commons has been in 
agitation; and the country, therefore, will now be enabled to 
see with what justness it has been asserted that the Tory 
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party are disqualified from dealing with the most difficult 
of modern political questions in consequence'of their c~mstarit 
and unvarying hostility .to• any attempt to .improve our. 
popular representation.-M. C; .· . . . . 

The ~Advertisement' was. printed as ·drafted _in the 
above letter, with a few slight•verbal alterations, and the 
volume appeared i:r;t January. . . ·• .· . . 

Though, in view of the history of the session of 18G7, 
.what went on about Reform behind.'' the· scenes in the 

" ' • • • 11'" ' • ,;; • -

,autumn of 1866 i~ of great interest and impo"rtance, 
it. wmild be a mistake to suppose that Disraeli's energies 
were at that time exclusively, or even specially, directed 
to the subject. Indeed, Reform did not occupy neai:'ly 
so much of his attention as in the· autumn of 1858 ;- and 
no detailed work whatever was done on it either by him 
or by his colleagues. Whereas, in 1858, Disraeli first 
elaborated· a scheme in ·ponjunctiori with Stanley, then 
hammered out the details ~I). a. speciaJ Cabinet Committee, 
and finaJly went over all the ground again .in full Cabinet; 
on the present occasion general resolutions were all with 
which Ministers concerned :themselves,· till the session of 
1867 .. · had begtin~, . The ·c~nfusi(:m and . mish/tps of 

" the early part of that session. migh_t weil have been 
avoided if Disraeli's foresight ,on this· occasion had 
been ·equal to that of 'the . Queen: and of the Prime 
Min1stei'. .. . . · ' : . .. ' · . ' · 
_ Foreign policy and finan.ce occupied Disraeli _at _least 
as much as Refo:r·m. .He was ·an.x:ious to set an example 
in office of the unadventurous and economical admin:is.: 
trati9n wl:ich'he ha~ pressed on P~rliament in oppOsition. 
Ministers acceded to, of-fice while Bismarck was carrying 
out. that attack upon- Austria ,which, he.had frankly 
confessed to Disraeli:some years .before, was the immediate 
aim of his policy. The division of the spoils of Schleswig
Holsteil). was th~ excuse; and nobodyin}i~ngland.wi~lwd 
to ii1te:r:f9re ,in thy internecine ·quarrels ·--9~ )he German 
Powers wh() had~ robbed'. Denmark;· In_ this matter 
Min~~ters ori.ly ·carried 'o4 ·the :neutral · policy of their 

,,,,·--~· • (.- vf~.-}•,f.,;'.·•:_T_.-..,·.;,_~'-,!-" ~--. '· 
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predecessors. Disraeli, in his speech on re-election, laid 
down the broad lines oh which any British intervention 
should rest, giving, after his wont, a philosophical basis 
to a practical policy. 

The abstention of England from any unnecessary interfer
ence in the affairs of Europe is the consequence, not of her 
decline of power, but· of her increased strength. England 
is no longer a mere European Power; she is the metropolis 
of a great maritime empire, extending to the boundaries of 
the fa:r;thest ocean. It is not that England has taken refuge 
in a state of apathy, that she now almost systematically 
declines to interfere in the affairs of the Continent of Europe. 
England is as ready and as willing to interfere as in old days, 
when the necessity of her position requires it. There is no 
Power, indeed, that interferes more than England. She 
interferes in Asia, because she is really more an Asiatic Power 
than a European. She interferes in Australia, in Africa, and 
New Zealand, where she carries on war often on a· great 
scale. Therefore, it is not because England ·does n<:>t recognise 
her duty to. interfere in the affairs of the Continent of Europe 
that persons are justified in declaring that she h!'ts relinquished 
her imperial position, and has taken refuge hi the otium cum 
dignitate, which agrees with the decline of life,· of power, and 
of prosperity. On the contrary. she has a greo,ter sphere 
of .action than any European Power, and she· has duties 
devolving upon her on a much larger scale. Not that we 
can ever look with indifference upon what takes place on the 
Continent. We are interested in the peace and prosperity of 
Europe. and I do not say that there may not be occasions in 
which it may be the duty.of England to interfere in European 
wars. . 

Though the passage was a pleafor non-interference in
European affairs, it was far from being an unconditional 
plea; and the right of England to intervene, · and her 
reserved power to do so with effect; are carefully enforced. 
The new Foreign. Secretary, ·Stanley, was ·indeed a 
whole-hearted adherent of the policy of non-intervention. 
But Disraeli himself never lost sight ,of the difference 
between meddling. with the domestic affairs· of European 
nations, and intervening in their. international relations 
when those relations affected British· interests or public 
law; and the continuous experience of office which he 
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was now to :enjoy for two .years and·a~half, made.lhim 
doubt· whether the naturaL reaction from. Palmerstcm's 
and- Russell's -meddlesomeness :.was not being. carried 

. too far. lt was impossible, he felt, 1t0 trust either of 
t!:te two principal forces on t_heContinent, Napoleori III. 

-and ,,Bismarck.-"- There w~s reasotJ.' to)ear that ·;wey 
might at any. moment, c_ombihe to the disadvantage of 
British interests. Vigilance was all· the more' necessary; 
as Disraeli had a poor .~opiriion of British· Q.iplomatists. · 

• ~ , · • ,. • r.,_ o: J , , -~·' .:~ • . : .J. ., '- _ -»: . .; o 

· · · To Lord Stanley~ ' - · " · · · ., · , ·' 
- ~ -- .. • • • <:: ' ' •• ~ .;. ' !· - ."/ - . ! .· ~ . . ..... . ... - .,._ t 

-c GROSVENOJ;t GATE, Aug. 11, ;.18~6.--,-1 have ,read Cowley's 
·letters with much .int~rest.,. -13~oom,fl,~ld's, both handwriting 
and matter, are 1those of, a greel}grocer; Loftus should b<t 
the foreign editor of, the . Morning Herald . .. Morier, as 
ambassador, is' highi!fe.below.,stair~/ Elliot_a:partisap..L. ; 
. Mem·.: None of y.our people, address .you righ~ly in their 
public despatches. They _sh<;mld,be.addressed to 'Secretary 
the.Right.Hon. the Lord Stanley, M;.P~'; ,",-, .-· . _ ,, . - . 
. As the Venetians, who were_grea~ authoritie~ in their, day, 

used ,to say, 'Punctilio_i~ the s~ml of diplomacy.' ~ 

\ -The interests both 6f the_ country,. and-what. Disraeii 

11~:Jer ~eglected-tlie party; .s~e01ed to·_-poirit. to' ~~-P1pr~. 
v:igorous assertion of British jrifluence. 'N ~Yrr-inter:; 
vention -might have ·been-·· successfully opposed• to 
Palmerston,' -'wrote Earle to' J?isr';:teli ·on_ S_eptember ·l; 
'but it is impossible 'f6r: us to.gajna~y popp1a~l.ty}n. thi$ 
wise, which co'uld not be obtainei:Hn a greater degree-By 
Gladstone.' Earle feared the Tories might be ' colourless, 
neither Cobde~ite·nor Inip~riaf'_-; 'a little·mofe ~xpe&iv.~ 
than. Gladstone and ' not a whit·. more giorious "'a:ri,d 
national.' The· influence of the~ 'Queen was strongly 
exercised' in the same direction/ especially in'regard td 
two questions w4i~h; t_h-e iiva:l. intrigues; of Napbleon 
and · Bi.sillarck forced' to · the front 1 "the in,deperi<:lerice 
of Belgium and of L'4xemb-urg': Disraeli'l~t· Stanley see, 
the dr~ft of his thoughts .. ' ~' ~ ' ' . _, ; ~ ; ' ,( -,_,.,- . . . 

o · · \ Cowid; was ~t ·Paris, Bloorilfield aii Vlenrit Lbft~k at B~rli~, Mode~ 
at. Frankfor-t, and Elliot at Florence •. · • If"_-;~.~ '" ; 'ii . ~- .:_- · ' ; · , • 
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T~ Lord Stanley. ' · ,·. ' 
' : - . . ., 1 ' r \'' .. • ~ '~· ' .._v 

GROSVENO~ GATE, Dec. 30, 1866.-I have just heard, froni~ 
a first~ rate quarter; that, at the last Cabinet Co'uncil at ·'the· 
Triileries, a proposition, ~rom 'Bismarck, ·suggesting an 
arrangement by which the Southern States of ,_Germany 
shop,ld blend with Prussia, and that France should. take 
possession of Belgium, was absolutely brought forward,_ and 
favored by several of the Ministers, principally by Lavalette.' 
It was opposed by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, · ' _ 

Can this be true ~ And if so, or if there be .any foundation 
for it; "what are Bismarck's relations with u~ ~ Have you 
heard anything from our Goosey Gander at Berlin, a pretty 
instrument to cope with the Prussian Minister! And Mr. 
Fane/ what does he say 1 And what shall-we say? 
-The· Emperor is like a gambler who has lost half ·his 

fortune and restless to recover; likely to make a coup, which 
may be fatally final for himself. . 

I doubt whether this country would see any further 
glaring case ofpublic violence and treachery with composure. 
Reaction is the law of all humanat:fairs;- and the reaction 
from non-intervention must sooner or later set in. I would 
rather, however, try to prevent niischi(}{----,i.e., as: long as 
we can. . . . - ' 

The threat to Belgiun:i, the reality of which Bi~-inarck 
in his own good time revealed to the. ,world, was· at th~ 
moment treated by Stanley as a canard. 'But the threat 
to Luxemburg was definitely- made 'in :the following 
spring. The- positio11- of Luxemburg largely reproducei:l 
the anomalous conditi~ns or' Holstein' -before .1864. -_It 
had 15een~ member of the Germanic Confederatiou, b~t 
its ruler, with the title· of Grand.:Du~e, was the King of 
Holland, from whose Dutch dominions, however, it was 
separated by many miles. 'th~, Gerhui.nic Confederation 
had now been dissolved as a result of Prussia's victory 
<Jver Austria; put· the city ·and· fortress of ·Luxemburg 
were still ga~risoned by Prtissian troops, which; after 
Prusf?ia's r(lcent agg~ari~i~ement, were :r;10t''unreasonably 
looked upon by France as a menace on her flank._ 
Napoleon _.1II .. opened _negotiations with the Dutch 
Government for the sale -of the grand-duchy to France. 

1 First Secretary at Pjtris. 
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On April 3, 1867, Disraeli wrote toStanley: 'Rothschilds 
have received information that the' Emperor has_ defin
itely -mformed Bismarck 'that the arrangement between. 
himself. and. the King of HoilaJld ·.is concluded, and. that 
he shall act at once on it.' This transaction was strongly 
resented iii Germany;· and for some days war appeared
to . be imminent, the· Emp!;lror "telling the'. Prussian: 
Minister~that the possession of tu.~emburg invofved thJ 
question of his own existence; '5 As .the·grand-duchy:had 
been guaranteed to the King of Holland; by a:tre~ty in·· 
1839, to· which Great Britain,· \vith the other Great 
:Po:Wers,. was a party) this. countfy. was_ directly interested; 
and the Queen's personal. in~ervention, and ;;Stanley's 
urgent efforts, prevailed to make both sides reasonable. 

To Lord Stanley~ ·• 
WINDSOR CASTLE, Easter, Monday, April -22, ~867 ;..:_My 

visit here has tumbled me into the midst of the Luxemburg 
business, and 1 have had all the :despatches, and all the 
·private· letters of all the cousins;'submitted to me; and you 
know all the rest; · . 
. 1 assured om' Royal Mistress, and. mpst sincerely, that she 

was· quite under a mistake in supposing that you would not 
· act; if necessary, and that, I knew~ you have well considered 
· all.the·eventualities about Belgium; thatyoilwould never act 
·without determination _and.constqncy;. and that anything 
.you did or said would' have double the effect of the' old' 
stagers\Vith their mechanical interfer~nc~sometimes bluster 
aridsometinie~ blimdeiirig.' · ·. · · · · 
· · I told Her Majesty, also, :that we .were not really half a 
Government until the divisiol). of. last Friday/. and that a 
hint f.rom you could, and would, do more now than reams 
of d~spatches a·month ago,· . · : · · 

I·think she understood all· this, and I think I did good: · 
I pointed out also that; so far as matters .went, the question 

of Belgium was really not on-the tapis. This, after reflection, 
she agreed to; but still thought that, in confidential;conversa- · 
tion, . our people might let it be lmown. at ·Berlin and P~r~~ 
that "the violation of Belgian· neutrality should not pass 
with impunity · · , , · · : _; 

At present it seems the· pressure should ra~her be ·put upon 
.,. Berlin than on the ancient capital of Julian the Apostate. . . . . ~. ~ .. 

. 1 On Gladstone's amendment, in Committee;_ op. the Reform Bill, about 
. compound householders 'See below, Ch. !4. ·; · · 
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Two things seem to me clear: that France is not prepared, 
and that Bismarck lies to everyone. His e:)(planations prove 
his perfidy. .. . 

I think, myself, as old Brunnow says, 'it is 'time for a 
-little reaction,' and that we might begin to dictate a little 
to Europe. Gladstonism is at a discount. 

It's' very lucky, however, we didn't take off any taxes, 
and that by paying off some debt we shall be able to borrow 
any amount at a .very moderate price. That is to say, in 
case we want it. Nevertheless, as nothing' happens which 
one expects, I begin to believe you will turn out a regular 
Chatham. . . . · .. 

Stanley replied: ' I am ready to go as far as may be 
necessary in support of Belgium, short of giving an abso
lute pledge to fight for its independence. Suppose we gave 
such a pledge, that France and Prussia oaine to an under
standing, Russia and Austria standing aloof, where should 
we be 1' It was a prudent rather than a generous or ev-en 
a statesmanlike view. According to general belief, we had 
given such a pledge; in any case it was the traditional 
policy of England not to permit the Low Countries to 
be controlled by a dominant military Power.· With 
regard to Luxemburg, Stanley Tightly saw that its 
neutralisation was ' the one indispensable condition 
of peace ';but he was very reluctant to give the guarantee 
which would alone make neutralisation effective. The 
Queen could not understand his hesitation; 'We are 
already parties to the guarantee of Belgian neutrality 
and independence,' wrote General Grey on her behalf to 
Disraeli on May 5, ' and to eXtend· the guarantee of 
neutrality to Luxemburg does not seem to entail upon us 
any great additional responsibility.' Her MaJesty's 
arguments, which Disraeli reinforced, prevailed; and at 
a Conference in London in May a treaty was signed ·by 
which the duchy was neutralised under the guarantee 
of the Powers, and the Prussian garrison withdrawn. 
Stanley was very insistent in the House of Commons, 
that the guarantee was a colleqtive and not a separate 
one; that the liability was limited, and amounted rather 
to a moral sanction than to a_ contingent liability to go 

• 
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to·.war ... Derby labouredthesame point in the House Of 
Lotds.<·-Unde'r a collective"guarantee: he said, if there · 
Wl!:S a difference of op~nion, .a;rrwng the guaraii.t,oi:s; no 
[rq.e. par'ty' wa~ c~lled . upon: to' undet:tf!>ke . the. a uty . ()f 
enforcing it. Both statesmen -had.· in [:view . the con-!' 
tingency which Stanley had · discussed ·in writing l to 
DiSraeli, of- France and Pr'ussia . combining :to violate . 
the treaty. But .their··la!lgu~ge'was ~fortunate:· ; Th~ 
real po~t :wa§:. Would ~England' assist _either, France. or 
Prussia to support the neutrality of Luxemburg· if the 
otht):t:, proceeded to violate· it 1 ;As t.the .Queen and 
Pisraeli.understood- the treaty,. the, answer. was ~Yes, 

Throughout this matter· the Queen ~as , cbnstantly · 
appealing to Disraeli for. support . for-. a. more Vj.gorous 
policy than Stanley, . with:,: Derby's · adherence, ~~rwas. 
disposed to purf?ue. · Disraeli sympathised•_; with·. Her 
Majesty's standpoint, and used •"his influence to stiffen 
Stanley. The Queen warned·.Disraeli -of the bad effect 
produc~d on the Continent by• Derby's 'and Stanley~~ 
language about Luxemburg, and -told him that she -had 
had to explain that, so long as other Powers, espeCially 
France and Prussia, adhered.to the engagements they had 
entered-into, England would never .be found unfaithful 
to hers. Her Majesty- anticipated the impending struggle 
between France and Prussia, and was not reconciled to 

· the adoption . by this country :of a· purely fatalist~c "and 
detached attitude. .·Was .. Great Britain .to make _: no 
attempt to avert ·such a .calamity 1 If those Powers 
were bent oil· quarrelling with- each other; it might be 

• difficult to prevent them. Still, if the aggresso~-were to· 
know. that,' in such a quartei, the moral, and in certain 
cases the material,. support of England would .be·, given 
to 'the .other. :side~if, ··for mstance, both Powers were 

.· ~;~.ssuied that. the ·violation .of Belgium. and ·Luxembui'g. 
wouid. certainly bring England into the·Jield-· it .. might 

.. prevent <steps. being pa:ke.n on either· side that, must lead 
. t.o i war. To the Queen, .. as~ to ,most contemporary, 

statesmen,.; Franc~ ,appearech the (i most .likely .violator 
..... . -- . 
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o{ international guarantees, and Disraeli, long as he had 
clung to the French alliance,' could not contradict her 
when she advocated, in adherence to the Piince Consort's 
tradition, a good understanding with North Germa11y; 
but the principle remained equally good, 'Yhoeyer might 
be the aggressor. Her Majesty struck a .chord to which 
he responded. . .. 

' i From General the Hon. Charles Grey. 
OsBORNE, July 29, 1867.-... Pru'ssia is not likely·· to 

violate either the neutrality of Luxemburg ·or the independ~ 
ence of Belgium-indeed, she has no interest-. tq do ··so-:--_ 
unless she sees reason to believe that England means her gUarantee 
of both these objects to remain a dead letter, in which case she 
might think it in her interest to come to an> agreement with 
Fiance fatal to the independence of the rest of _Europe. , • • 
The Queen is confirmed in her opinion of the expediency of 
our acting firmly on a . well-defined and well understood 
principle of foreign policy, by the result of our intervention 
on the Luxemburg question. It is not ·only that peace was 
preserved chiefly by our means, but that our action on that 
question went far towards restoring to England the prestige 
there can be no doubt she had lost. It is neither for our
national credit nor for the interest of the world that we should 
.again fall into the state of absolute disregard from which we 
have now partly recovered. H.M. would therefore strongly 
urge the necessity of your giving your best attention to 
our whole system of foreign policy, so as to secure to England 
the respect and influence due to her as the Power who, 
above. all others, can have no ambitious views of her own, 
nor any interest but in the preservation of peace.' ••.• 

At the close.of the session of 1867 Disraeli assured the 
Queen that an impression ha9. been made upon StanleY,,_ 
whose opinions, he thought-but apparently was mistaken 
in thinking-were undergoing modification .· 

To Queen Victoria. 
DoWNING STREET, Aug. 16, '1867.-... Lord Stanley 

seems to have increased, and increasing, confidence in the 
maintenance of European peace; although Lord Stanley is 
of a reserved and rather morose temper, and will not ·go o·ut 
of his way to confess that he has been in error, he is really 
au fond truthful and impartial;· and, if convinced that he has 
erred or miscalculated, is never blind . to . the result, and, 
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often unavowedly/to.a certain degree perhaps unconsciously, 
will assuredly modify his conduct. So, in the present state 
of affairs, it is far from improbable that' Lord Stanley will, 
ultimately, be the Minister who will destroy; and shatter 
to pieces, the decaying theory-and·system of non-interference; 

A co~sideration of the principal foreign difficulty which 
liad to· be dealt with 'by the 'new ··Administration has 
carried us some way beyond the autumn of-1866; Other 
questions loomed more largely at first. Portugal pro
posed a, commercial treaty, and there was some hope that 
Spain also would come -in ... Disr~eli, .·as -Chancelior. of 
the Exchequer; was greatly interested in proposals which 
might ' increase ·our 'marki3ts; and that/ hE3 wrote· to 
Northcote, 'is the main interest of the labouring class:' 
-But. the negotiations, after dragging on a long time, 
proved- abortive. The mutterings of trouble -with the 
United States about the .Alabama ·Claims, and with 
Abyssinia over_ some British •; prisoners _whom King 
Theodore wrongfully detained, were also beginning ,at 
this time to be heard. 

Meanwhile Disraeli was urgerit in pressing _for economy 
in administration to,suit _aniinaggressive policy; and he 
made his first attack oil the miSi:nanagement of the_ 
Admiralty. - · -

T~ Lord Derby. 
Oonfiden!ial. HuGHEND,EN MANOR, Aug. 20, 1866.-Tne 

maladministration, not to say malversation; of the 1\.dmiralty ' 
has struck deep into the public min<i_, and is, at this moment, 
the_ predominant fe~ling of the "nation. If dealt with vigor
ously, it will divert opinion. from' Parliamentary Reform;· 
if neglectedi it may precipitate great politicaL changes. .. 

Some few years ago, when Lendeavoured to draw the 
-attention of our party, but not .as successfully as I wished, 
to this subject, I was guided by the information and advice 
of Mr. Laird, M.P. for Birkerihead.1 Before I left .town, 
thak gentleman requested a~ interview with me, of which 
the object was to offer, if I wished it, to resume the,report~ 
and counselsthat he had previously given me. 
- Mi. Laird at_tributes the ·dep~orable administration· of th~-

Admiralty, mainly, to two causes: · 
1. The shipbuilder and shipowner. 
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Firstly, the expenditure and waste which are occasioned 
by the accumulation of stores. . . . -

Mr. Laird is of opinion that the surplus stores should be 
spld, and, consisting mainly of timber, iron, and copper, he 
believes they may be disposed of at half-price. This would 

', place a large sum at the disposal of the Admiralty. · 
The second cause of maladministration was pointed out 

by him to me some years ago, and is now still more enforced, 
viz., the obstinacy with_ which the Admiralty has declined 
building iron ships, and the vast sums which they have 
vainly ~xpended in cobbling up old wooden v(lssels .. 

These are the two principal causes of the present condition 
of the navy, which, if encountered in a .masterly manner, 
may be a source of strength and reputation to your Govern
ment; if neglected, may lead to public disaster. 

There increased expenditure will aggravate, not cure, the 
disease. 

I refrain from having any communication with Sir John 
Pakington on this subject. All extraordinary· motion in 
the great departments should come from you. -It confirms 
your authority and it prevents jealousies. But I earnestly 
beg you to give your personal attention and energy to this 
matter. A First Lord is surrounded by the criminals, and 
it requires intellectual grasp, and a pereJll,ptory firmness, to 
deal with them. 

An- unexpected military dram was ·caused by the 
sudden despatch of troops to Canada to protect the 
colony against a threatened Fenian raid· from "the 
United States. Disraeli was clear that these troops 
must be recalled directly the da:p.ger was past, and that. 
the colony which repudiated any interference from 
home with her local government should also learn that, 
in that case, she must provide for her local defence, 
thus enforcing a doctrine which Adderley had vainly 
pressed on ·him a year or two before. The impatience 
which allowed him to write of the colonies as ' dead
weights ' recalls the irritable epithet ' wretched ' of 
fourteen years before; but, as guardian of the public 
purse, he did well to protest against the one-sided relation 
which some colonies seemed then to think fair.. The 
Dominions have long since recognised the obligation 
on which Disraeli insisted. _ With :regard to the somewhat 
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sweeping proposal to abandon our West African settle
ments, it must be remembered that only a year previously 
a representative Committee' of the House of Commons on 

·west ¥rican affairs- had _unanimously reported against 
an.y further extension of territory or assumption of 
government, and that what is now by far the most . 
valuable and prosperous of British possessions in that 
. qu,arter, Nigeria, was then unappropriated and pr{:Lctically 
unknown. · · 

To Lord Derby.· 

HUG REND EN. MANOR, Sept. '30, 1866.-. . .. Until_ the 
American elections have taken place, -there wiil be no chance 
of anything like sense or moderation in American politics; 
but there- will be a chance then. . 

Then, also, we. must seriously consider our Canadian 
position, which is most illegitimate. . An army maintained 
in a country which does. not permit us even to govern -it ! 
What ali anomaly ! · . _ . 

It never can be our pretence, or our policy, to defend the 
Canadian frontier against the U.R If the colonists can't, 
as a general rule; defend themselves agairist· the . Fenians, 

, they can do nothing. They ought to be, and must be, strong 
~nough for that. -; Po":er and influence we should exercise 
in Asia; consequently In Eastern 'Europe; consequently also 
in -Western Europe; but what is the .use of· these colonial 
deadweights which we 'do not govern ? 
· I don't regret what w~ did the other day about Canada, 
because the circumstances were very peculiar. -~successful 
raid of the Fenians was not off the cards, which.would have 
upset 'your untrieiVMinistry, and might have produced 'an 
insurrection in Ireland; and it_was not fair to the Canadians, 
when, at the last,. they were making some attempts at self
defence, to allow them to be crushed in the bud of their 
patriot~sm. But .the moment the American elections are 
over, .we should with4raw the great body of .our troops, and 
foster a complete development 'of self-government. ' 

Leave the Canadians' to defend themselves; recall _the 
. African· squadron; give up the set'tlements on the west 

coast of Africa; and we shall.make asaving which will, at 
the same tiple, enable us to build ships and have a good 
Budget: · · - · ' · 

What is more, we . shall have accomplished something 
definite, tangible, for .the: good of the country. - In these 
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days, more than ever, the people look to results; What we 
have done about Canada is perfectly defensible, if it is not 
looked upon as a. permanent increase of our Canadian 
establishments. · · 

According to my accounts from .the Continent, Hartington 
mentioned at more thari one place that our recent despatch _ 

• of troops is to be made the great point of attack on the part 
of the Opposition. May they long enjoy that venerable 
name, which I never yet read, or hear, without thinking 

· there is something personal !. • • • 

Derby had loyally backed his lieutenant in his demands 
on Pakington and the Admiralty ; but Di~raeli had to 
exercise continual pressure to obtain the results he . 
desired. The circumstances in which Ministers succeeded 
to office added weight to Disraeli's representations. ~he 
City of London was then slowly recovering from .the 
terrible panic caused by the failure in May of the great 
discount establishment of Overend and Gurney, the 
most striking incident of a crisis due' to the excessive. 
development of speculative companies . 

. To Sir John Pakington. 

HuGHEND_EN, Oct. 23, 1866.-. . . If your proposition 
involves a second naval supplemental estimate, and a conse
quent charge on the balances of the present financial year, 
I must at once express my inability to provide for it. 

Our financial position is not satisfactory. I have been 
obliged to borrow largely from the bank for the payment of 
the recent dividends, and though, by the last return, the 20th 
inst., these advances have been satisfied, still, that result 
has. been accomplished • by appropriating the revenue_ ~f 
nearly three weeks of the new quarter, and our balances in~ 
the bank are under one million. They ought to be between 
three and four millions. But that is not all .. On these 
feeble balances. the demands are great and 11nusuaL Claims 
for the advances agreed upon in respect to cattle compensa:: 
tion, Irish railways, and CheshireAistress, are now·pouring in. 

Although, notwithstanding the financial pressure and the. 
bad harvest, the revenue has wonderfully maintained itself, 
it, as yet, scarcely .realises the estimate of my predecessor, 
and you may remember in that estimate, virtually, no surplus 
was provided. . · . 

When we acceded to office, the magnific~mt crop of barley; 
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then in the fields, gave me reason to believe that the second 
half of tlie financial year would have been buoyant from the 
increased malt tax, thert anticipated; but all these 'hopes 
have been, since, dashed to the ground. 

Under these circumstances,· it will be one of my first 
. duties, when the Cabinet reassembles, to call its attention 
. - to . our financial position, and, discarding every otlier con

sideration but that of an inexorable economy:, to request its 
sanction to a proposal that no department of the State 
shall exceed the amount of 'the estimates of .1866-67, with· 
a hope that they may not reach them; otherwise we shall 
get into a scrape. · · · ' · • · 

. I ought to observe, with respE)ct to second supplementary 
estimates~on the ground of gbod administration alone, so 
very objectionable-that I have communicated with General 
Peel on this head; and he has promised me that the increased 
expenditure for Canadian small arms shall be defrayed· out 
of the supplemental vote of this year .• 

To Lord Derby. 
. GRoSV:F)NOR GATE, Feb. 2, 1867 .-,-The Admiralty is ·beyo~d · 
the control of a Chancellor of the Exchequer,.or any other 
subordinate Minister. It is the Prime Minister that can 
alone deal with that department. 

If the Admiralty wa:nt more .guns, they must proportion-
ately diminish their contract expenditure. ·.· 

It is useless to attempt to reason_with them; you must 
command. The whole system; of administration is palsied 
by their mutinous· spirit. Not another four-and-twenty 
hours ought to elapse without the estimates being ·settled. 
Several acts -of great policy___::the formation qf the army of 
reserve, and the Portuguese treaty-depend upon the 

. programme on which. we agreed, and which, so far as the 
Admiralty is concerned, gives it more than half a million of 
excess. 

Disraeli's vigorous efforts for economy had their due 
effect. They gave him an estimated surplus on his 
1867 Budget of £1,200,000. This he applied, with 
general consent, to the reduction of debt, appeasing the 
indefatigable opponents of :the malt tax by the appoint-
ment of a Select Committee. _ 
· Other subjects of moment· whic4 occupied Disraeli's 

I . _. . . 
.attention during the autumn were .the purchase of the 
t~legraphs by the State.:_' a. great affair. but, though 
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difficult, it appears to be sound and solid '; and the 
local government of London, which he pressed upon 
Hardy, who remarked that it was a 'very puzzling' 
question,. and that 'a number ,of municipalities would 
hardly vary from the vestries which are the local govern
ments in many cases justly complained of.' The purchase 
of the telegraphs Disraeli was to carry through before 
he quitted office; but the local government of London 
he left to be reconstituted by Conservative successors 
after his death. A letter to Northcote tells of other 
anxieties: 

To Sir Stafford Northcote. . . 
HpGHENDEN, Oct. 14, 1866.-... I am anxious, and rather 

alarmed, about the financial systems of our railway companies. 
So far as I can judge, from the information that reaches me, 
nearly the whole of them will collapse; the distress and ruin 
to many industrial establishments will be great, but the 
effect on the condition of the working classes, at a moment 
when there are elements of discontent abroad, would . be 
very serious. 

Is it possible for the Government .to interfere 1 It would 
be a great .affair. Between bonds and debentures we should 
have to deal with more than a hundred million. This is 
one of the subjects over which we must talk together. . . . 

Our great misfortune at present is the acceptance by 
Cairns of the Lord Justiceship, vacant by the resignation 
of Knight Bruce. It is an irreparable loss, and falls with 
peculiar severity on myself, for in debate he was my right · 
arm. . 

If Cairns had had only a little heart and a little imagination, · 
he would have been by far the first man in the House of 
Commons; and if he had had only a little heart and a little 
imagination, he would not have deserted Lord Derby at 
such a crisis, which may be historic. . . . 

We are victims of patronage. Never was such a shower, 
especially of legal posts. 1 · 

Cairns was never a strong man physically, and he found 
the calls of the Attorney-Generalship on his strength 
to be excessive. H~ took t~e opportunity of a vacancy 

.1 Writing to Lord Barrington on Jan. 29, 1868, Disraeli said: 'I wish, 
almost, it were an indoctum parliamentum ·again, and that we had no 
lawyers in it.' · 
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in the· Court of Appeal to retire to t.he bench, without 
much consideration for. the· feelings of his leader in the 
House of Commons, who was left to· face a critical 
session without the aid of: his most trusted debater. . . . ~ 

Disraeli's letters of this date are full of laments over 
this desertion. . ' With him I was not afraid to encounter 
Gladstone and Roundell Palmer,' he . wrote to Corry; 
'now I have got them both, without the slightest assist
ance.' .He had not then realized to the full the value 

. of Gathorne Hardy, who succeeded to Cairns's .place as 
his 'sword-arm' when the fight was fierce in the House 
of Commons. 

A pleasant -picture ~f Disraeli's rb.ethods in dealing 
with business is . sketched for us in his notes written 
from Hughenden to his secr~~ary during this autumn. 

To Montagu Corry. I. 

HuGHENDEN, Sept. 2, 1866:_:_, .. When letters coine from 
my colleagues marke<;l·' Private,' it is unnecesst:j,ry .to open 
them, as no action can be -taken on them until they are 

, forwarded to me. Nothing, therefore; is gained by the 
process, which is not necessary, and which my correspondents, 
under such .circumstances, dislike. · 

My hand is by nci means so, bad as iny handwriting would 
imply; the scrawl is the consequence of the wretched, cheap 
huckster's ink, suppl~ed by that' miserable · departme:a't, the 

· Stationery Office. · · 
Sept. 5;-I enclose you Lord Stanley's letter. 
In tlie first place, obtain immediately for me· .the answer 

of the Board of Trade referred to;1 Be pleased also to tell 
the Board of Trade-I suppose it will be Mr. Cave, as Sir 
Stafford is absent-that I wish copies of all correspondence, 
etc., that inay take place between the Board and the F. 0., 
respecting commercial .treaties, to be forwarded immediately 
to me. The Treasury is the chief, and controlling, depart
ment of the State, and it is_ perfectly absurd that, in matters 
which cannot be carried into operation without .. sensibly 
influencing the revenue, we should not have the best infor
mation at the earliest date. . . . 

Observe what Lord S .. says about the ' compares.! 2,., As 
.. 1 With reference to. the proposed c-~';umercial treaty with Portuga:J. . 

2 Weekly revenue:returns printed for the use of the Treasury. : 
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there is, and has ever been, an entire alliance between us, 
I wish particularly that his request should be complied with. 

, · But I don't want it to be known in the office. Do this: 
tell the office that, in future, I wish two copies of the ' compare ' 
to be sent to me. It will be your duty to send one i~med,i
ately to Lord Stanley in a packet marked ' Private;' with . 
'C. of E.' in the corner .... 

Sept. 9.-... I am not surprised B[oard] of T[rade] 
rather demurs at hitving to work in September, which is 
unnatural, but it will give them a lesson, and teach them · 
which department is at the head of the Government. 

You, dso, have not found the secretariat quite as much . 
of a sinecure as we expected; but you have done your work 
very well, and it will season you for the impending struggle .... 

Sept. 11.-; .. Read the enclosed letter from Mr. Wellings, 
a clergyman of Shropshire. The youth referred to was the 
godson of the late Mrs. Brydges Willyams, who, about three 
years ago, made me her heir. · She left this lad £3,000, and· 
requested me, if I had the opportunity, of planting him in 
life. I never saw him, nor wish to see him, but I should 
like very much to forward his interr.Rts-particularly as he 
does not seem to want much. 

The Mr,. Lovell referred to is the lawyer to the Brydges 
Willyams estate, who has communicated with all the lega
tees, but this matter should not be left to Mr. Lovell any 
further. · 

I don't want the boy to be unnecessarily plucked, and 
therefore I would wish you to write to his uncle, and inquire 
whether he is prepared to pass the preliminary examination, 
etc., etc., and generally put things in train .... 

Sept. 25.-What do you think of the ink they give us~ · 
Is it detestable~ Or is it this fat, woolly paper, which they 
think so fine ~ · 

The ink is not so bad on my own paper, of which I enclose 
a specimen; but it soon gets so. I can't think it is the pens. 
Bad stationery adds much to the labor of life; and whether 
it be the ink, the pens, or the paper, it seems to me, whe:n in 
office,. I never can write like a gentleman. It's a serious 
nuisance. · 

~ept. 26.-We must not make another mistake about our 
paper. I observe the 'Hughenden' sheet; which I sent you 
yesterday, is part of a lot which I did not much approve 
of at the time. I thought it too austere. 

Now I write on . some ' Grosvenor Gate' paper, which I 
think perfectly satisfied me in town; but whether it be the 
offi.ce ink or the .office pens, my. caligraphy has a cheese
mongerish look: . . The whole subject will employ your 
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-vacant hours till I return to town, as I shall certainly lose 
my temper, when real business comtnences, if my tools are 
not first-rate. 

You do your business very well, and I 11m always glad to · 
hear from you. ' . . . ._ - . · - _ 

Oct. 2.-What you write about 1\fr. A-- sending the 
/'compare' regularly-'to Mr. Gladi;!tOn!=) is distressing. _ - _ · 

. It appears to me a proceeding highly irregular, and fraught 
with injurious consequences, while- at the same time I feel· 
reluetance in interfering, where Mr. Gladstone- is con- . 
cerned. · . _ , 

If Mr. Gladstone, on the ground alleged, 1 as I understand, 
by Mr. A--, ,had- asked me for this -privilege, considering 
his eminence and services, nowever- reluctant to do so, I 
should not have hesitated to have accorded it; but .there is 
a great difference 'in such a proceeding sanctioned by me,. 
and a communication, which has the appearance of being 
clandestine, between a permanent officer of_ the Government 
and an ex-head of his department. ' 

I do not know of any precedent for such a course, and Mr. 
A--- has certainly no right to m~:tke one. . 

Where is the line to be drawn between communications 
between Mr. A-- and a late Chancellor Of the Ex9hequer? 
Why should they not refer to future Budgets as well as to 
past~ - .· . • . -

Such a proceeding has a tendency to destroy that complete 
confidence whkh _ ought to exist between me and an officer 
in Mr. A--'s position. • · • 

I should wish that you shotdd have conferred, on this 
matter, with Sir Stafford Northcote; who, from_ being a 
friend of Mr. Gladstone, would hitve considered the circum
stances without prejudice against him, but Sir S; is at 
Balmoral. · · ' . · -. 

In the meantime, consult Mr. Hamilton 2 confidentially on 
the matter, and report to me. : .. 

OCt. 16.-. . . I assume that; after all our experience, 
now of many years, of Roman Catholic influences and 
interests in Ireland, men like Naas and Taylor, and especially 
the former, who is a most able, sensible; and enlightened 
man. are taking the right course; -arid I will not interfere 
with them in any way. They know my Irish' policy, and 
any observations of mine are unnecessary. · 

1 That it was fair that an outgoing Chancellor of the Exchequer should 
-be kept informed of the working of his budget till the end of the fiuanci:1l 
year. . 

2 The permanent, _head of the office,. who immediately' ordered the 
practice to be discontinued. 
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As for· Hennessy 1 running with us and Cullen 2 and 
Co. (Cullen is a mere \yhig) at the same time, it is plainly 
impossible that he can succeed in such an adventure. 

The Tipperary election will show whether there be a!J.y 
substance in Mansell's views of a national Roman Catholic 
party in Ireland. I confess I am not sanguine. . . . . _ 

Dec. 21.-.. ·. I think the time has arrived <when 'the 
Patronage Secretary of the Treasury (of all men in the world'!) 
shoJlld at least learn the office which his master fills, and his 
due title. Give him at the 'earliest opportunity a gentle' 
educational: hint. Somebody has instructed Hunt long ago
I suppose Hamilton. The _manners of D[owning] S[treet] 
are getting quite American. The tradition of the old etiquette 

. must be gradually revived. . 
: We ought to have made the F. 0. Press print all their 
labels. over again, and I think you had be.tter. order .the 
circular one. I did insist upon it in the case of' Earl ber~y :..·! 
I dare say Colonel Taylor addresses the Lord Chancellor 
as Lord Chelmsford ! 

Disraeli, ever an artist on the national stage, was a 
great upholder of what he sometimes called the etiquette,. 
and sometimes the punctilio, o£ office. He, made it 
a practice to address a colleague who was a Secretary of 
State as ' Secretary So-and-So '3 ;. his intimate notes to 
Stanley, when they were in office 'together, frequently 
began • My dear Secretary '; and he expected, when .. 
he was responsible for .the national Treasury, to be, 
as a matter of course, himself officially addressed as 
'Chancellor of the Exchequer.' · 

1 Sir John Pope-Hennessy, appointed Governor of Labuan m 1867, and 
eventually Governor of Mauritius. ~ , 

2 The Cardinal. 
s Disraeli, when Prime Minist()r for the second time, endeavoured to' get 

this nomenclature adopted in the House of Commons; but Speaker Brand 
and Raikes, then Chairman of Committees, refused their consent.. See 
Life qf lwikes, pp. 91, 92, -

JI. s 
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DISRAELI;S pARLIAMENTARY TRIUMPH-I. 
w' . • 

.. J867. 

'Of all possible hares to start, !"do r{ot know a better 
than the' extension to household s11ffrage, coupled with 
plurality of .yoting.' In this light::hearted manner was 
.the idea; on ~hich the: great measure _of 1867 was hased,. 
thrown out in ll. letter ''from· Derby to~ Disraeli on · 
De_cember- 22, 1866. · The sentence occurs among a. 
number of suggestions as to the matters which might be 
submitted for. inquiry to .the Commission then contem
plated by. the Government. 'The advantage,' Derby' 
continued, ~of multiplying sricli questions is that we do 

· not bind ourselves to the adoption of any, but afford an 
opportunity for feeling t~{l pulse of Parliament and the 
country o:ri alL' · 0~ this· SP,ecial suggestion Dl.sraeli in 
reply took no pa~ticular notice.,;save to say that' exten
sion' of the-franchise, the word used in the ~esolutions, 
would include ev:erything. ' 
. l!ousehold su:fftage_ :was no new proposal; but jt was 

one that--hitherto both whigs .and,.T6ries had united_to • 
oppo~e. \Its Pa~liamentary spo!lsor had originally been 
the Radical, Joseph Hu:r;ne; b.ut-of.late years it had been 
revived· by Bright/ who, in_ his Reform ca~paign ~n the 
autumn and winter of 1858-59, definitely .committed 
himself to· it as the basis of· the borough franchise. Dis:. 
raeli, on be~alf of-the GOvernment, as definitely rejected 
it in his speech moving for leave to bring in the Ministerial 
Bill of 1859.. Arguing against the reduction of _the £10 

, borough franchise, lie said': ' It certainly would be most 
injudicious, not to say intolerable, when we are guarding-
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ourselves against the predominance of a territorial aris
tocracy and the . predominance of a manufacturing and 

.. ·commercial olig~rchy, that we should·reform Parliament 
by securing the predominance of a household democracy.' 
~He would have nothing to say to a constituency so mono
tonous. This was his public language in 1859; but, on . 
. the thiid reading of the Bill of 1867, he stated that house
,hol<lsu:ffrage was proposed as the principle of the borough 
franc4isein the Derby-DisraeliCabinetof 1858-59; though 
it was not adopted, on the ground that it would receive 

·no support from public opinion, which was at that time. 
against any re.?-uction of the borough franchise whatever. 
But he added that the Cabinet were unanimous that, if 
they attempted to reduce the borough qualification at 
all, recourse to household suffrage :was irtevitable. Henley 
at once disputed the statement, so far, at least, as CQn-

. cerned the Cabinet while he remained a member of it 
-that is, down to the introduction of the Bill in the House 
of Commons. The explanation probably is that what 
had become in 1867 the principle was in 1859 the bogey; 
That Disraeli and other members of the 1858 Cabinet .. · 
were clear-sighted enough to perceive that, when once ·you . 
abandoned the £10 limit, there was no logical or substan
tial basis short of householdsu~age, we can well believe; 
but, when we remember the attitude of the Government 
and of public opinion at the time to Bright's ·proposal, 
we can only read the unanimity ot the. Cabinet on the 
point as meaning that they must adhere without flinching 
to the £10 limit, so as to avoid being ultimately driven 
to the very unpalatable alternative of household suffrage. 
It was a £6 limit, and not household suffrage, that Disraeli 
was ready to accept, in May and June, 1859, as a settle
ment.l Indeed, household suffrage does not appear to 
have been mentioned in the correspondence a bout Reform 

1 In his speech on Baines's Bill in 1865, Disraeli said tha:t ~h~t .the 
Government were prepared to propose in June, 1859, was 'not a franchise~ 

· of £6, but an arrangement that was .to be taken with the rest of the Bill;~ 
This is vague, and does not affect his readiness to accapt Roebuck's' terina 
which included a £6 borough fra.nchise. Sae VoL I., P· 1643. . I 
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between him and Derby down·to the winter of-1866-67. 
~rhe question· is always of £8 or £7 or £6 or. £5, even 
iri July, .. ·18661

; and of course these ~ere the figures 
·actually proposed or suggested by those Whig and . Tory · 
legislators who contemplated the abandonment of the ' 
£10 limit. It must be c'orifessed that Disraeli's statement 

. about the Cabinet of 18.58 and household suffrage can, 
only be regarded as rather a glaring instance of the b~-; 
setting- sin of Parliamentary statesmen, to ma4e -,out 
that there is no inconsistency between the course they 
may" be rightly taking under the exigencies of the moment;· 
and that which they took. or recommended in earlier ·and 
different circumstances. · . 

It was as a subject for inquiry that Derby first recom
mended household suffrage. But the Cop1mission. to 
inquire into all the conditions and. surroundings of. Re
form, which was to be of so comprehensive a character 
as to justify 1\finisters · in postpo:hirig legislation for a 
year, and was accordingly rega,rded With satisfaction by 
Derby,_ Disraeli, ·and branborne, nevet saw the Parlia-: 
.mentary light. The discussions of Janmiry killed it. 
' The scheme of .an inquiry does not seem to find favour 
with the public,'· wrote that cool observer, Stanley, on 
January 2. On the same. day .Corry.told ])israeli: 'I 
have been rather surprised•at the unanimity With which 
all classes, in the provinces where I have. been, desire a. 
Reform Bill,-from Lord Shaftesbury2 to the. Shropshire 
J;UStic.' The next day· Disraeli wrote urgi:hg on Derby 
the necessity of coming to an_ early d~cision on theh; 
' Reform movements ' ; ' otherwise I see anarchy ahead. 
There are many other great matters pressing, but this 
is paramount.' · . . 

The first thing on which Ministers decided was to pro
ceed· by resolution,. and thereby to associate the House 
of Commons, as a whole, with the Government in, the 

.. shaping of Reform. The decision met with the enthu
. siastic · a p:proval of the Que~m. ' It is the course,' she 

1 See above, p. 186. 2 Corry's uncle. 
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wrote on January 12, 'dictated by -common-sense, and 
which all who are sincerely desirous. of seeing the question 
settled, and who do not use it as a mere weapon of party 
warfare, are bound to support.' Her Majesty offered once 
more to use her good offices with the Opposition, if desired 
by the Government. Disraeli was equally clear in ·favour
of proceeding by resolution. 

To Lord Derby. 
Private: GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 13, 1867.-... The more 

I think over it, the more complete seems to me the conclusion, · 
that proceeding by resolution is the Parliamentary, and con-

" stitutional, consequence of the .conduct of the Ho-q.se of 
Commons itself upon the question of Parliamentary Reform. 
The House of Commons first disturbed the settlement of 1832, 
a:o.d the House of Commons has defeated the measures, takeri 
in consequence of that disturbance, of five Ministries. . •• 

' \ . -

But to decide to proceed by way of resolution was, 
.after all, only to confirm the provisional decision of the 
autumn. The vital question was: Were the Resolutions 
to lead up to· an inquiry, or to immediate legislation 1 
On this point . Disraeli entfrely changed his mind within 
a few weeks or e~en days. -On December 26 he expressed 
himself as still being opposed to legislation, and not 
seeing the necessity for the settlement w4ich the Queen 
desired. _ But January was ·not far advanced before he 
was· seekh1g, in concert with Der~y, who had reverted 
to his original opinion of t_he autumn, for ari enduring 
basis on which a Reform Bill could be founded. -Dis
raeli;s papers throw very iittle light on this change of 
attitude. But it was clearly based on a revised estimate 
of the state of public opinion. He would not admit in 
the autumn that the . success of the agitation. which 
Bright was conducting- showed that the country had 
determined to obtain Reform; but in January he found 

-the evidence -conclusive. It is, of course, obvious that 
evidence of the kindis cumulative, and that, as it grows,
there conies a point when the most. reluctant must give 
way to facts. As soon as Disraeli reached that point, 
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he acted. with promptitude and decision.·. If the Resolu~ 
tion~ were to lead to an immediate. Bill, and that Bill 
was to be a settlement, the Cabinet.could not rest in the. 
generalities ·of the a;utumn, but,' loth as they might be 
to adventure upon the slippery surface of th,e details of 
Reform, must make the attempt at once, so as not to be 
taken absolutely unawares when Parliament met. 

Accordingly ·nisraeli arid Derby both addressed them
selves to the question, and before the. end of the month 

·had both arrived at th~ conclusion that rating ho'llsehold 
·._suffrage, duly hedged in ·by securities, was the one 

safe basis for the borough reduction. · It is not difficult 
. to see how the two leaders, who were Reformers as well 
as Conservatives, reached :this. conclusion. If they were 
to effect a settlement of the controversy, some logical . 
basis must be found, other than· the mery reduction of 
the limi_t by a few pounds; and a. householder, who was 
also a ratepayer, had .that stake in .the prosperity and 
good government of. the country .which; from a Conser
vative polll.t of view' might reasonabiy be held to qualify 
hin;l for the franchise. Besides, ' household suffrage ' 
was, as Gladstone called it,· a 'great phrase,' and the 
creator of Taper and Tadpole knew well the political 
value of .a sonorous cry .. The idea was apparently. first 

·broached tentatively in Cabinet· by Disraeli in the >last· 
week of January. Cranborne was at once disquieted, 
perceiving-that the safeguards which all the Cabinet were 
at that time agreed in maintaining might easily be 
swept away in debate. Carnarvon, who was shortly to 
(ollow Cranborne into retirement· on this very question, 
was. quite prepared for household . suffrage, provided 

.. distinct checks were insisted upon: 

From Lord Oranborne. 

Confidential. r;.~IA OFFICE; F~o. 1, 1867.--::-. . What 
&larmed me in the programme you sketched on Wednesday 
was the introduction into the .resolutions of very specific 
suffrage~such as ho~sehold suffrage, which. you named. 

·Such a course would make it easy for the other side.to fram'e 
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an amendment that should drive the waverers into their lobby,. 
and would deprive your concession of all neutralising safe
guards. Such a result would be more dangerous in a resolu
. tion than in a Bill. I think resolutions are only safe so long 
as they are general. 

From Lord Carnarvon. 
Private. GROSVENOR STREET, Feb. 2, 1867.-... 1. I under

stand that we are generally agreed upon an ,attempt .at legis- . 
lation, provided that no unforeseen circumstances arise. ·In 
this I quite agree; I see no alternative.: . 

2. M"y own view is to carry the borough franchise down to 
a considerable depth in order to get a ledge on which to rest. 
l believe an arbitrary reduction .of £1, £2, or £3 to be of all 
measures the most fatal. For this reason, I do not--:as far 
as I' understand the conditions of the problem to be solved~ 
object to household franchise. ' 

3 .. But such a reduction needs some very distinct checks. · 
A residential qualification of three years, with the payment of 
rates and taxes, is excellent: but I feel some f~ar of depending 
on one single safeguard. I assume that any plan that we pro
pose will-so far as the leading features of it are concerned
be proposed as a whole: but must we not expect that the 
moment that the measure is passed agitation against the 
restrictive portions of it will commence; and, if so, is it not 
probable that that agitation will have a fairer chance of success 
if the restrictions upon the freedom ofthe franchise are nar
rowed to one single, tangible, very definite point of opposi- . 
tion 1 •.• 

The checks upon which Carnarvon insisted so strongly, 
and about the maintenance of which Cranborne was so 
sceptical, were also· regarded at this period as .indispens
able by the Prime Minister. 

·From Lord Derby. 
Confidential. ST, JAMEs's SQU4.RE, Feb. 2,1867;-I return 

the papers you left with me. They are conclusive, 'to my mind, 
that without plurality of voting we cannot propose household 
suffrage, which would give the working classes a majority of 
nearly 2 : l. Even Gladstone repudiated tJ!e id,ea of giving 
them any majority; and our friends would not, and I think 
ought not, to listen to it for a moment. . . . 

From the first the idea of household suffrage attracted . 
many of the Cabinet, besides Carnarvon. One of the 
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.earliest to ~ntertain it was Malmesbury, whq_ suggested 
it'inconversation to Carnarvon in th~ preyious summer. 
Pakington wrote to Disraeli Oil February 1 that he in" 
clined more and more to the-belief that the boldest course 

. 'would be the safest, and- that, i£ they ~ust adopt a 
noyelty, it would be better to take. that which was. ' simple 

-and effective, rather than. one which, i( complic!l>ted, 
invidious, and incomplete.'· Disraeli, moreover, found 
that a. settlement based on rating' hqusehoid suffrag~ 
would --~mite Walpole, who stoo'd for Church and State 
Conservatism, and Graves, member for Liverpool, a 
representative of the Tory. democracy of ~hat great port, 
and a mail who played a considerable, though unobtru~ 
·sive, part in determining tlH) event; - · ·• 

·· To Lord· D_erby .. 

. Confidential. 11, DowNING STRKET,Feb.;4, 1867.---;-'c-Walpole 
is very much against'' plural voting.' He says he has only 
heard but one opinion of it since Horsman's sugge~?tion, 'And 

· is .this all the Adullamites have invented !' - . · .. . _. , 
_He-says there is but only one course, if we legislate; house- · 

hold suffrage, founded on residence _ anq. rating, which he is 
convinced is most cons_ervative-no compound householders 
on 'any account: . . . . . . . . . - . . 

So far as he has spoken with ·our friends; he hash.eard no 
difference on thepoint; that fighting about £1 or £2 is ridic
ulous,·and probably will-give us a worse-constituency.· 
. Mr. Graves, the M.P. for Liverpool, h8,s just. left me. He 

·was delighted with the Reform par. in .the Spee.ch: an 
immense relief to him: only one_ opinion out of doors: settle-
ment of the ques;tion .. But what settlement ~ · 

' Oh ! a moderate settlement.' . 
' But what do you call moderate'~· 

· ·' Oh! I should say; for myself, household suffrage founded 
on rating. That's the real thing; niting is better than any 
money qualification. There are 10,000 Parliamentary-voters 
now in Liverpool who do not pay their rates--:-and never_ will. 
It is the distribUtion of· seats. that is the difficulty; not- the 
franchise.' • · 

The Reform ·paragraph of the Queen's Speech, which 
gave Graves, who was to second--'the: Addres~·, so much 
satisfaction, ran: as follows: . · · · · · . , 

... 
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Your attention will be again called to the state of the repre
sentation of the people ill Parliament; and I trust that your 
deliberations, conducted in a spirit of moderation and mutual 
forbearance, may lead to the adoption of measures which, 
without unduly disturbing the balance of political power, 
shall freely extend the elective frarrchise. 

This paragraph occupied the forefront of the part of_ 
the Speech devoted to projects of domestic legislation; 
and by it the Cabinet committed themselves to a 'free' 
extensipn of the suffrage. In the debate Gladstone in
sisted, without contradiction, and amid general approval, 
that' the question of Reform stopped the way tp all other 
legislation, and should be promptly dealt with ·and dis
posed of. As Derby wrote to Disraeli, Parliament was 
:very hot on Reform without delay.' 

Ministers showed no lack of promptitude in opening 
the matter to the· House. Parliament met on Tuesday·, 
February 5, and on the following Mond-ay Disra·eli in
troduced the Reform Resolutions. But, in the short 
interval, the Cabinet had already · passed through its 
fir:;ot crisis. ' Household suffrage,' which had only been 
thrown out as a possible ideaby Disraeli in the previous_ 
week, was, after the Queen's Speech, definitely proposed 
to the Cabinet. by D\')rby. His suggestion was that the 
Resolution which referred to borough franchise might 
recommend that, if plural voting were adopted, it would 
be safe to introduce household suffrage on a rat.ing basis. 
Though no details were mentioned, · the principle was 
apparently accepted by the Cabinet. But General Peel 
at once objected, and threatened resignation if the Resolu
tion were not altered. Disraeli was full of expedients to · 
meet the situation; and for the moment his efforts were 
successful. · 

To Lord Derby. 
Confidential. ll, DowNING STREET, Feb: 7, 1867.-Besides 

urging all the considerations, to which you so properly referred
as to the impossibility of carrying on affairs if mutual conces~ 
sions are not made, and so on, this suggestion might relieve us. 

Our great anxiety not to lose his services would make you 
agree to recast, and modify, the Resolution in question, which 

n. 8* 
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you also might take the· occasion of making him understand 
· was your own particular policy, and which you had deeply 

and. carefully considered. · . · 
' That the principle of 'pluraL voting, if adopted by Parlia

ment, might lea,d to the adjustment of the borough franchise 
on a s::J,fe andpermanent basis.' · . · · 

The House, and the country (more·important) would under
stand this. If the Resolution be adopted, we could do without 
Peel. If rejected, we should have to fall back on a moderate 
reduction of the franchise, coupled with fancy safety valves· for 
the working class. With such a Resolution, Peel could honor
ably remain until we attempted. to carry it into. action 

_ according to our interpretation of it; and if the House did not 
sanction our doing s·o, then, of course, he need not budge. . 

But. you ought to make him understand that it is your per
. sonal appreciation ()f his value; etc., that makes·you consent 

to a change which, in your opinion,· enfeebles your policy. It 
would be a great thing if the resignation could be,...postponed. ' 

. Pardon these crude suggestions of a much-vexed, but faith-
ful, colleague. · · · · . . · 

HousE OF CoMMONS, Thursday [Feb. 7, 1867].-... I have 
sent you a note to House of Lords, telling you of my intervie>v 
with Peel, and of its general success. The words I gave you 
would entirely satisfy him, but I have not committ.ed you to 
them: and if you can devise, with him, more suitable ones for 
your purpose, _you can. . 

You will find him very placable, except on the phrase 
'household suffrage,' when his eye lights up with insanity. 
He evidently annexes no definite idea to the phrase, but told 
me that the whole of our back benches would rise and leave 
us, as one man, if the phrase remained. . I believe' in three 
months: tjme they will unanimously call_ for it. · , 

But I soothed him, and it is all right. You will give the 
finishing touch. · · ' 

. ~·.... . 

Though internal· dissension· had· begun, important ex
ternal support had. been alre$>dy fflCeived in the world 
of journa,lism. ·Early in February, Derby wroteto Dis
raeli: ' It will be a crumb of comfort to you to know that 
I have had a most satisfactory interview with Delane. 
He _is cordially with. us, and :w:ill do all in his power to 
carry us.-th~ough. He listened most attentively to the 
whole of ·our programme, and pronounced oracularly, 
"I think it will do." ': Theprecedent of the India Bill, 

·:introduced in the 'first mstance by Resolutions, and ulti .. 
• • ' ' ' "• • T, ~<> .' ' ~ 
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mately passed by consent, was quoted to justify the proce
dure on which Government had resolved. Accordingly, in 
spite of Cabinet troubles, it was with a good heart that 
Disraeli rose on Monday, February 11, to introduce theRe
fQrm Resolutions, and to endeavour to persuade the House 
of Commons to take the reasonable course of settling this 
vexed question by mutual concession and consent. · It 
was, no doubt, a convenient doctrine for himself and his 
colleagues that, as he began by maintaining, · Parlia
mentary. Reform should no longer be a question which 

, should decide the fate of Ministries. But his reason was 
incontrovertible, that all parties had attempted to deal 
with it, in 1852, 1854, 1859, -1860, ana 1866, and had 
failed. Ministers therefore proposed to proceed by -
resolution, in order to obtl:!:in the views of the House 
before introducing a Bill. The mai~ · principles of the 

. Resolutions, as he explained them, were the ratiiJ.g basis; 
a reduction of both county and borough franchise; a -
dealing with redistribution, boundaries, and bribery, as 
well as with franchise. Ministers . were not angling 
for a policy; they had distinct principles of . their 
own; but they desired the co-operation of the House. · 
The course of the Government was ·not one flattering to 
themselves, but it was more honourable to assist, how
ever humbly, in effecting a settlement for the public good, 
than to bring forward mock measures which the spirit 
of party would not allow to pass. Gladstone made. the 
obvious comment that everything would depend' on 
whether the Resolutions were sufficiently precise to form 
the basis of .a settlement. He should strongly object 
to mere vague prelimii1ary declarations, as the duty of 
the House was to extend the franchise and get the ques-
tion out of the way. . 

When the Resolutions appeared, their vagueness was 
immediately commented on and condemned. They were 
substantially as drafted in the autumn; but the one about 
the borough franchise had been water:ed down, in order to 
retain Peel, to the very. gen~rar formula, 'that the prin-
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'ciple of plurality ofvotes, if a~opted by Parliament, 
would facilitate the settlement of the borough franchise '; 

· and the proposed Royal Commission was only to deal 
with borough boundaries. . The Opposition were at 01ice 

/. up in arms, demanding greater precision' and definite 
· proposals, and the 'prospect of Reform by general consent 

apparently disappeared. · 

Queen Victoria to Lord.Derby. 

OsBORNE,· Feb. 13; 1867 .-The Queen cannot help feeling 
a good de~tl of fear as to the prospects,of a settlement of the 
Reform question. Mr. Disraeli, in a s.hort account. of what 
passed in .the House on Mom~ay, says the Opposition will 
probably be forced to ' join issue ' on the Resolutions. 

Thus, then, the party contef')t, which the Queen had hoped 
and understood it was the obj!lct of this mode of proceeding 

~ to avoid, is to recommence. And though Mr. Disraeli antici
pates the defeat of the Opposition, and that the future CQnduct 
of the question will then'be·comparatively easy~ this does not· 
by any means reassure the Queen, who .had been led to believe 
(as she is herself firmly convinced) that the,question could 

· only be settled by ~utual.concession ... ; . 
. . . . . ' 

Disra~li refused to give the House any further details 
as to the Government proposals before he rose on the 25th 
to :n:tove the resolutions; and for the best of all reasons, 
that ·the Cabinet were not agreed. When he s.aid that 
Ministers were not angling for· a policy; but had one of 
their own, he was, no doubt, partly using the brave words 
which the situation demanded; but mainly thinking of 
the policy. of household. suffrage; which the C_a binet, with 
the exception· of Peel, had apparently, in general terms, 
ac~epted.1 But,. with a view to retain Peel, he spent 

. the next few days in elaborating a modified scheme em· 
· bodying a much smaller reduction of the borough fran
chise. .This scheme was explained to the Cabinet on 
Saturday, the 16th;. but entirely failed in its object, as 
Peel refused to accept eve:h ·this proposal, and once more · 

1 Hardy, when reasoning a fe~ days later ~ith the dissentients, used 
the•.argumerit 'that our personal honour, in a:Ilowing our chiefs to state 

• . that we were. prepared with a Bill, was at stake, and that we :tnust present 
one in conceit' (Gathorne H~rdy, Vol. I., p. 199). · . · 
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tendered his resignation. Disraeli reported and explained 
the whole situation to the Queen at Osborne next day, 
and the Beaconsfield papers contain some rough notes 

. for ~ letter to Her Majesty recording the conversation. 

On February 16, the Cabinet having been summoned to 
sanction the definitive propositions to . be made on the sub
ject of P[arliamenti),ry] R[eform] to the House .of Commons 
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer on Monday, the 25th inst., 
General Peel, after the propositions had been :unanimously 
adopted by his colleagues, and after they had been modified 
in the interval since the preceding Cabinet to meet his views, 
announced his inability to sanction any rfl.duction of the fran
chise, and his intended resignation. · 

The ·confusion and embarrassment of such a proceeding 
at such a. moment were extreme, and as, by a fortui:tate chance, 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer had received Her Majesty's 
gracious commands to repair to Osborne on the ·next day, 
Lord Derby was of opinion that it was an occasion to appeal 
to Her Majesty for her aid and influence, and. authorised the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to confer fully and freely with 
Her Majesty on the subject. · 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer arrived at Osborne on
-Sunday, the 17th, and had an audience of Her Majesty on the 
same day at 7 o'clock. 

Her Majesty, who had been apprised of the resignation, 
expressed her regret [at the] loss of Peel: he was a faithful 
servant, an able Minister, and one personally very acceptable 
to her; but the Reform Bill, she added, was more important 
than General Peel. · 

Rumours had reached her of the probability of some event 
of the kind; but not confined to one--Lord Cranborne, and 
perhaps Mr. Hardy. . · · . 

[Chancellor of the Exchequer] assured [Her Majesty] that 
Lord Cranborne and Mr. Hardy had made the most earnest 
appeals in the Cabi~et to Peel. Then described General 
Peel's conduct during· the· various phases of the policy of the 
Cabinet until the present ID()ment. At the outset, in Nov
ember, when Lord Derby proposed to proceed by Resolutions, 
pledging the House in the first [place] to reduction of fran
chise, and ending with address to the Crown for inquiry [two 
or three illegible words]; his conduct at the resumption of the 
Cabinet after Christmas, when gradually it developed that 
the country expected legislation and settlement, not inquiry; 
the fin.al_giving up of t.he.plan of. inquiry, and _proposing 
resolutwns by way of bas1s of B1ll ; and passage in the 
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Queen's ·Speech: throughout all this t1:me Pt:el's conduct 
dogged silence. After the Queen's Speech Lord Derby called 

_ the attention of the Cabinet to the final revision: of the Resolu
tions, and proposed that, if the principle of plural voting were' 
conceded, we should recommend borough franchise- on a 
rating basis. The Cabinet universally adopted this, hut Peel. 
requested that a copy of the Resolutions should be sent to him,. 
which ChanceJ!or of the Exchequer did, and the next morning . 
Peel resigned. 'The Chancellor of the Exchequer saw him ·at 
the House, and, after an interview; proposed a modification. 
of the Resolutions as it now appears, and ·Peel said he._ was 
perfectly satisfied and would remain. 

On Saturday, the 16th, Lord Derby _requested the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer to state in detail to the Cabinet the 

·application of the principles which he proposed to make on 
February 25,. and Mr. Disraeli, with regard to the-,borough_ 
francb.ise, proposed that if the securities were conceded it 
should rest on a £5 [basis], modifying Lord Derby's original 
plan in order to conciliate the General. . · · · . , 

The Cabinet adopted this view, and when all had spoken, 
the General, who seemed·very sullen, spoke and said·that he 
was not prepared .to support any reduction of the franchise. 
Every argument was used and every appeal was made to him; 
but in vain. Lord Derby reminded the General that for 
many months he had repeatedly sanctioned their first Resolu~ 
tion, which pledged them to reduction: · 
- After _the Cabinet the Chancellor of the Exchequer received 
Lord Derby's instructions to lay the· matter before Her 
Majesty, and, as a last resource, to invite Her Majesty's aid. 

Her Majesty .seemed to intimate that the retirement of 
General Peel alone might not, perhaps, be injurious to the 
Cabinet on this particular question af Reform (a!ld tl).at after 
that was settled), but graciously invited the Chancellor of 
theExchequer to enter into discussion as to the best course. 
· The Chancellor of the Exchequer, encouraged by Her 

Majesty's kindness, put the opposite views befor~ Her Majesty: 
on one side the greater .chance of success with the Ref9i:m Bill; 
on the other that of a homogeneous Cabinet; and the· weakness
and injury which, generally speaking, secessions at critical 
moments occasion; and he humbly offered his opinion that, 
qn the whole, )t was more prudent, if possible, to retain him. 
·Her Majesty then most.graciously saidshe was willing and 

prepared to do anyt~ing in her power ~o support the Admin
istration, as she desired above all thmgs that the Reform 
question sb.ould be settled, and added, if Lord Derby wished 
it . she would certainly write to -Peel. · ' · 

'Chancellor of the Exchequer said. that he might presume. 
-'.' . . . .. . ., . .. . ' 
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to answer for Lord Derby's wishes, as there .was entire confi
dence between them, and at the time of the first resignation 
Chancellor of the Exchequer had s11ggested to Lord Derby . 
to appeal to Her Majesty; but Lord Derby said he was reluc
tant to press too much upon the Queen, whose personal inter
ference should be reserved for other questions, and he thought 
he ought to keep his colleagues in order. 

Her Majesty then entered into the inquiry as to the. sort 
of letter she should write, and encouraged the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer to give his views. · 

Chancellor of the Exchequer said it was not a case for argu
ment or reference to details of measures; it should rather be 
an expression of Her Majesty's deep interest in the question, a 
declaration of Her Majesty's personal desire that a measure 
should be passed, but mainly an appeal to the personal devo
tion of the General, which was, no doubt, very great to Her 
Majesty.. . . 

Her Majesty deigned to listen to these suggestions, and 
mused as they were made. 

Her Majesty then with great frankness opened the delicate 
question as to what was to be done in case of his persistence. 
What would Lord Derby do~ . . · · 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that he probably 
might try to gain some additional strength, and, as he was 
in communication with Lord Grosvenor, might perhaps appeal 
to--.. [The rest is missing]. 1 

This draft seems to prove that Disraeli, however he 
may have decided in his own mind in favour of household 
suffrage, was still drifting as to the best immediate policy 
for the Cabinet to adopt. One of the points that comes out 
most strongly from a study of his papers is his constant 
anxiety to keep colleagues from resigning, even at the cost 
of modifying his own cherished policies. As in the winter 
of 1858-59, and during the anxious times of 1876-78, far 
from assuming an uncompromising attitude, he showed 
himself ready to go even to extreme lengths in order to 
preserve the harmony of the Cabinet unbroken. Peel, 
as he was the only dissentient, gave way for the moment 
to the representations of the Queen and of his colleagues; 
but as his hostility was rather to the general principle 
than to the extent of borough franchise reduction, the~e 

.1 The remainder is printed in Queen Victoria's £,etters, Second Series, I., 
~96-399, . . . .. 
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was no object in proceeding with tll.e modified scheine. 
From this time, therefore, Disraeli, and Derby, too, must 

·.have taken a definite resolve to- press forward with a 
Bill on. the basis of household ~uffrage,: with residence, 
personal payment of rates, and perhaps dual voting, as 
checks. Disraeli brought the scheme in detail before the 
Cabinet on Tuesday, February ··19. 'All was smooth,' 
recorded Hardy in his diary-; and. even Cranborne, 
doubtful as. he was about what he regarded as a 'very 
dangerous experiment,' whic]1 demanded all the securi
ties that could begot, was still prepared to go forward. 
Only he U:rged, in a letter to Derby o'n Friday, 'Feb
ruary 22, in anticipation of the £nal Cabinet discussion 
on the Saturday, that ·the limit of the direct .ta~ation 
franchise, which was to give a secondvote, should be. tel). 
instead of twenty shillings ... That wouid bring in, .. he 
calculated, the great bulk of the payers both of house 
tax· al;ld of income· tax. ' You propose to take· in 
every ratepayer. It will only be making your system 
complete and avoiding needless an·omalies to take in 
every dire!)t taxpayer.' 

All remained smooth on the surface during the . week, 
and on the Saturday, February 23, the comprehensive 

- scheme was adopted, apparently by general c·onsent, 
with the understanding that Disraelj should explain it 
to the House of Commons on the ·following Monday. 
'The Cabinet unanimous for the great plan. Baxter 
[who was acting as draftsman] must stop· to see 'me;' 
scribbled Disraeli to his private secretary. But Sunday, 
as all politicians know, is, or was, till the week-end habit 

. greatly diminisped ~ts critical importance, often a day ; " 
of political. heart-searching and caballing; and never 

. with more fatal effect thari on this occasion. On the 

. Mo:p.day morning Disraeli was greeted, before he rose, 
. by- a hurried note from Derby, written at 8.45 a.m., 
saying: 'The enclosed, just received, is utter ruin. What 
on earth are we to do 1' . The enClosure was Cranborrie's. -

· thteat of resignation, endorsed by Carnarvon._. f . 
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Lord Oranborne to Lord Derby. 

INDIA OFFICE, Sunday evening [Feb. 24, 1867].~1 trust 
you will believe that it gives ]Ue great pain to have to say 
what I am going to say. 

I find, on closely examining the scheme which. Mr-. Disraeli 
brought to the notice of the Cabinet five days ago, that its . 
effect will be to throw the small boroughs almost, and many 
of them entirely, into the hands of the voter whose qualifica
tion is lower than £10. I do not think such a proceeding is for 
the interest of the country. I am sure it is not in accordance 

· with the hopes which those of us who took an active part in 
resisting Mr. Gladstone's Bill last year raised in_ those whom 
we induced to vote with us. I find that, in almost every case, 
those of our friends who sit for boroughs with less than 25,000 
inhabitants (a majority of the boroughs) will be in a much 
worse condition in consequence of. our Bill than they would 
have been in consequence of Mr. Gladstone's. 

Under ordinary circums~ances I should apologise to you for 
not" having discovered this difficulty before. But in the 
present case I cannot blame myself on this account.· This. 
proposition was made on Tuesday last--to my extreme sur
prise; and though, since that- day, I have devoted every 
spare moment to the study of the statistics, it was 1iot till 
to-day that I could obtain the leisure, from heavy departmental 
work, in order to go through them, borough by borough.- Mr. 
Baxter's error has been that he has made the calculation 
in a lump, and has assumed that the effect would be distri
buted equally over all boroughs. This assumption is un
founded: for while in small boroughs the addition is large and 
the counterpoise small, in the large boroughs, where we are 
hopelessly overmatched, the counterpoise is large and the 
addition small. I hope by to~morrow morning to have a. 

. statement ready which will show this fact in detail. 
Unable, therefore, to concur in this scheme, I have to ask 

you to be good enough to summon a meetirig of the Cabinet 
befcre the meeting of the party to-morrow. L~rd Carnarvon, 
to whom this evening I showed the figures, concurs with me 
in this request. . . . · 

At the same time I am bound in candour to say that I do 
not see my way to an alternative proposal. The error of 
attempting to frame a Reform Bill during the week previous 
to its production is one that, in my opinion, cannot be re
deemed. 
· I need not say how deeply grieved ram by any act of mine 
to cause inconvenience to you. Though I think the abandon
ment of the policy under which the Queen's Speech was framed 

. -~ 
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was a -disastrous step, I would gladly have gone as far as I 
could possibly do to prevent any embarrassment to the 
Cabinet. But if I assented to this scheme; now that 1 know 
what its effect will. be; I could not-look jn the face those whom 
last year I urged to resist Mr. Gladstone. lam convinced that 
it will, if passed, ·be _the ruin of the Conservative party ... _ 

Dis_raeli's comment to Derpy was: ' This is stabbing · 
in the back! I will come ,to you as soon as possible, 
but I am not up, being indisposed; but I shall rally im
mediately in such dangers.' It seems like treachery.' 
Hardy, whom Cranborne and_ Carnarvon had vainly 
endeavoured to seduce from his alleglance on the Sunday 
night, bears · witness tha-t Der:by and Disraeli, though 
much mortified, ' took the sudden and. trying emergency 
well.' How sudden and· trying the emergency was, was 
made clear by an indiscreet speech which Pakington 
delivered on the hustings when he -sought re-election on 
change of office. Ministers had thought that everything 

was settled on the Saturday; and so were all dispersed 
and could riot he pollected,till halfcpast one, They were 
then informed that Cranborne 'and_Carnarvon had seceded, 
objecting to the details of the Bill which they all believed 

_ had been unanimously adopted:- Here - was a. pretty 
business! - It was now two o'clock; at half-past two 
Derby had to_ address the party: iri Dow-nirig Street, -and 
_at half-past four Disraeli had to explain the :Reform 
scheme -in the House. Literally, the· Cabin~t _had not 
more than ten minutes, said Pakington, to make up their 
minds on their cours~. In order to retain their colleagues, 
they hurriedly determined, apparently on Stanley's sug
gestion, to recur, in substance, to the milder scheme of 
-the previous Saturday week; which had been -drawn up 
in the hope of pla,cating Peel. This, the;refo:r0, wa~ the . 

-_scheme, known to history by .-the nickname Of- the 'Te:n 
Minutes' Bill, that Derby explained to the party_ meet
ing,' and Dlsraeli to the House of Commons.-

'lam going down to the House. Th~ ship_ floa~s; .that 
is_all,'_was._the.note D,isr~eli se'nt tn_his.wife.,;;l~-1!~s.a
.strange sc~ne m Pa-rliament that afternoon; 'a' Hgus,e 
·~packed in- every corner, with me!llher!;l even, sit~in~ ·011 
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the floor, the galleries and the bar crowded with peers, 
ambassadors, and ot~?.er distinguished strangers, headed 
by the Prince of Wales; and a calm, passionless orator 
recommending, in a very unenthusiastic fashion, to the 
attention of members, proposals for ·which he had no 
particular affection, and which were. very similar in kind 
to those which Gladstone had unsuccessfully offered a 
year before, save that the borough franchise was to be 
£6 rating instead of £7 rental, and the county franchise 
£20 rating instead of £14 rental.: Various fancy fran~ 
chises were mentioned; but; on the other hand, the 
principle of plurality, adopted in the Resolutions, was 
given up. The redistribution proposed was to apply to 
thirty seats. Such were the main features of the Bill 

- which the Governmep.t would introduce on the passing 
of the ~esolutions; but Disraeli asked the House to pass 
the Resolutions first. 

When Disraeli sat down, a storm of indignation burst 
on his head. Lowe, who had never really shared the 
friendliness generally felt by the Adullamites for the 
Government, poured scorn on the attitude of Ministers, 
whom he described as coming to, the House with the cry, 
'Say what you like to us, only,,for God's sake, leave us 
our places.' Why were Ministers to have the mark of 
Cain set upon them, that nobody might kill them~ Let 
the two parties give up this Dutch auction in which the 
country was to be knocked down to the one who proposed 
the swiftest element for its destruction. Government 
should withdraw the Resolution~· and bdng in ·a Bill. 
'Touch the nettle timidly, and it will sting you; but 
grasp it firmly, you are unhurt, ~ndean tear it at your 
leisure.' Bright also urged the withdrawalof the Reso
lutions, and derided the detailed proposals made that 

. afternoon. He demanded, and promised not factiously 
to oppose, 'a substantial and satisfactory Bill,' which 
should settJe the question. The support that Ministers 
got from their own friends was slight, and cries of 
'Withdraw!' and 'Bring in a Bill!' assailed the Chan
cellor during his reply to critics. 
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Montagu Corry to Mrs. ])israeli. 

HousE OF ·CoMMONS, Mo~day, Feb. 25, 1867, 9.20.
Clouds always pass away at .last, and that terrible one of 
to-day already looks less dense: In spite of the unexiJ'mpl~d 
trial he has gone through, the Ch. of the Exch. _made an 
admirably clear and forcible statement, which on the whole 
was well received~ . . . , . 
. I have seen hiin since the debate, decidedly in better spirits, 

· while at this moment he is at. dinner with Lord Stanley; and 
by the time you see him, depend upon it, he will be himself 
again. Only one person in the world sympathises with him 
to-day as you do, and I can only say that eve:n my veneration 
has been increased by the noble way in which. he has borne 

. himself. . .... -
If Disraeli was in better spirits after the debate, it was 

probably for quite ·another reason than that assumed 
by his admiring young secretary. He certainly was under 
no illusion as to the popularity ofthe scheme he had'per
force introduced. If not that evening, then undoubtedly 
the next day, he realised that events were working in 
favour .of the bolder course which he and Derby desired, 
and that the only safety of the Government would lie in 
a. r~version to it. Lowe had a premonition of what was 
coming. It was said ail one 7time, he remarked, on the 
question of Reform, that. they were within twenty~ four 
hours· of a revoh.1tion. He believed that t]ley had been 
·within much fewer hours than that of household suffrage,·. 
which he himself held in great dread .. The arguments in 
favour of household suffrage were winp.mg converts 
rapidly, riot only within the Cabinet, but in the party 
outside: ·The veteran Henley, who stood out from the 

. Cabinet, was known to hold' this view. .The smaller 
Bill, which was to preserve the ha~mony of the Cabinet, 
had ~o special attraction for its followers. They per
ceived at,once that it contained no hope of a' final settle~ . 
~ent. ·. Accordingly that Monday evening; in t4_e inner · 
sanctum of Toryism, the smoking-room of the. Carlton 
Olub, _ Gra v~s, who had al:ready ·expounded_. his views to 

·. pisraeli; strongiy urged on his fellow-members, 'Yho'had, 
· met there after the debate, that the municipal ~ufl'rage . 
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was the only basis on which a successful Reform Bill 
could rest. He found a willing audience and immediate 
support~ 

The move'ment thus started in the club gained fresh 
. impetus next morning, not merely among county mem
bers, who would not be affected by a great lowering of"the 
borough franchise, but among the borough members 
themselves, who would suffer if the lowe1ing proved, 
from a Conservative point of view, to be a mistake. Four 
of these-Laird, the shipbuilder, who sat for Birkenhead; 
Goldney, M.P. for Chippenham; Jervis, M.P. for Har
wich; and Graves himself, who represented Liverpool
were deputed to convey to Disraeli the intensity of the 
feeling: Graves, in a statement qrawn up a year and a half 
later for Montagu Corry, thus describes what happened: 

I met the Chancellor [of the Exchequer] in the lobby of the 
House and explained the Qbject of the d_esired interview. He 
said it was too late. I inquired if it was too late for. a · 
friendly amendment. He replied it was, adding we should 
certainly upset the Government; to which I ·ventured . to 
reply that our anxiety was rather for the country and our 
party, and assured him the feeling was so strong it would find 
vent in some embarrassing way. Once more I urged the 
reception of the deputation, when the Chancellor, throwing 

. off the reserve which had thus far marked our interview, said 
. it was no use to discuss the matter with any deputation, as 

he was free to admit he had long been of the opinion that 
rating and residence were the true principles for· a Reform 
Bill, and added: 'Lord Derby was also of. this opinion.' I 
simply replied: ' In that case I would undertake to give him 

. proof of the strength of the feeling amongst the , boroug4 
members on the subject.' That night I obtained two-and
twenty signatures in favour of the principle of municipal 
suffrage. ·. . . A greater instance of loyalty to .colleagues has 
rarely _been met with than Mr. Disraeli displayed in his inter-
view with me. · 

This talk with Graves was not the only important 
political development of the day. The Liberals met to 
the number of 289 under Gladston~'s leadership, and 
determined to demand the setting aside-of the Resolutions 
and the pr9duction of a Bill; but Disraeli anticipated them. 
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by'~an announcement to that effect when the House, met. 
'What must be done is best done without the appearance 
of compulsion,' wrote Stanley, a:J?.d the Cabinet agreed. 
Disraeli gracefully covered his retreat .by acluiowledging 
a disposition on the part of the House to afford the l\finis
terial proposals a fair alld candid consideration; to secure 
which was. the main object of proceeding by resolution. 

To Lord Dr;rby. 

Confidential. HousE OF Co~i?10NS, Feb. 26, l867;~I have 
requested Taylor to furnish you, without loss of time, with 
two reports : _ _ _ · . 

l,. The general result of the effect, cin the small boroughs, 
of your plan. - - - -
·- 2. A specialreport, froll?- every member of a small borough, 
on our side, of his individual feelings and wishes.- , 

Sir Henry Edwards and Mr. Waterhouse, for example, ·who 
have just been with me, are members for small· boroughs. 
They are absolutely for the great plan. Is that feeling general 
or universal ~ · · · 

I dined alo:J?.e with Walpole; who thinks thatour fall now is only 
an affair of a little time, assuming that, in our present feeble 
position, al_l the sections will reunite for a vote against which 
it would be absurd to appeal to the country. That, he thll;lks, 
_is Gladstone's tactic: to play with U:s until we ani c·ontemp-

- tible. As Sir Lawrence Palk says, 'Till he cotn:es in: with 
household suffrage; which is getting riper •(wery moment.'' 
At present the House expects ' compensation.' · 
_ ·I tried Walpole hard as· to rega-ining our position~. lie 
thought· if certain: persons· left, and you reorganized your 
Min:istry, that it would not be looke~ upon as changing our 
front, but that, with a frank and obvious'explanation, it would 
do us good and strengthen us in: the country. - It was evident 
that he was qontemplatiiig the old story of a reconstruction 
with the Adullamites, I don't 'think tha_t can be brought 
about:- what we mus_t thin:k of is the- country, not ·the H.ouse 
of Commons; But it would never have done, as Pakington 
proposed, to have t~own oursel-yes on the House of Commons -
with three Sec;retanes of State .m._abeyance. A policy. must 
be supported by a complete C~bmet.. _ . _ _ . -
· Rather than die in: a ditch, ~hink ofthis, if the worst comes
·The Duke;of Buckingham vice Carnarvon; -the Duke of Rich
-mond vice- Buckingham; ,Pakington vice ·Peel; Corry vice 
Pakirrgton; Northcote vice Cranborne; Cave without Oabinet 
vice N orthcote. 1 . 
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At the same time, I must ten· you that I have since heard 
from Noel that a meeting at the Carlton will probably take 
place, and some memorial will be signed by the party to Gran
borne, Peel, etc., to show them they have completely mis
apprehended the feeling and. spirit of the 'party. ~his, of 
course, would be good. 

Next day, Wednesday, February 27, Disraeli, following 
Derby, had an audience of the Queen. The nature of 
the conversation that then passed is apparent from the 
following letters : ' 

To Lord Derby. 

[Feb~ 27.]-I had my audience, which was long and ani~ 
mated. She said she did not like to see you dispirited. I 
replied you were, naturally, chagrined at such incidents, but 
I saw a marked improvement in your countenance since your 
audience to-day. She said, and repeated, she would do any
thing. ' . . 

Still more-important was my interview with Stanley, who 
exhausted the subject in the most logical manner, and con~ 
eluded there was only one thing to be done,. and that was to 
recur to our original position; but how was that to be done ? 
He added, 'Only by the pressure of the party ..• ' 

From General the Han. Charles Grey. 

WINDSOR CASTLE·, Feb. 28, 1867.-Immediately on my re
turn to Windsor yesterday evening, I wrote you a very hasty 
line, by the Queen's command1 ; for Her Majesty was anxious 
to give you every support in the opinion you had ·yoursel£ 
expressed in your interview with her, that nothing should be 
done in a hurry, and that it would be far better not to summon · 
any Cabinet before the usual day of its meeting. 

Her Majesty was sorry to see that both you and Lord Derby, 
seemed to take a gloomy view of the prospects of the Govern-·. 
ment in its endeavours to settle this question; for which, \1-S 
far as Her Majesty can judge from the accounts of what passed 
on Monday night in the House of Commons, and from the torie 
of the Press, she can see no sufficient reason. 

It is true that the numbers who attended Mr. Gladstone's 
meeting are formidable, if they could be united in opposition 
to the Government. But it is reasonable to suppose that a 
large proportion of those who attended went there sincerely 
anxious for a settlement of the question, and only· desirous 

1 Grey had written, on Her Majesty's instructions : 'A bold 'front, and · 
cheery language, will go a great way in securing victory.' 
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of-hearing what course Mr. Gladstone would recommend, with 
that view. . . . The pinching point, as Mr. Bright says, is the 
amount of the franchise; and you stand upon firm and intel
ligible ground when you take the sense of the House upon a 
£6 rating as the-lowest point to _which a Conservative Govern
ment can go. 'But there is nothing; as you say, to prevent 
your stating an alternative plan of a simple rating" franchise, 
with the provision against the undue preponderance of mere 
numbers afforded by your proposed second vote, and, if beat 
upon the first proposal, taking the sense ofthe House on the 
second, But there seems every advantage in your adhering 
in the first instance to the £6 rating. In the first place, it 
will probably &vert further unpleasant discussions in the 
Cabinet; and in the next it will avoid the appearance of weak
ness, to which I have already alluded-, -inseparable from fre
quent changes of plan. Nor does.it seem at all certain that 
you will be beat on the £6 franchise. . . . .Her Majesty wishes 
me to add to this that, if Lord Derby should think it more ad
visable to take the bolder • course, which, on the first impulse 
of the moment, ·the Queen recommended to him, he mav 
depend, as she then assured him, on her best support. _ But, 
on further consideration,· Her Majesty is inclined to think, 
unless the disposition shown in_ the Cabinet should.ma:Ke the 
more decided line necessary, that it would be better to a, void the 

-· appeanince of disunion, and consequent weakness, which would 
be occasioned by the retirement of t~e three Ministe~s. . . . 

Meanwhile Disraeli kept up a steady.pressure on Derby 
to accept the resignations, reconstruct the Cabinet, and 
revert to the large scheme: -

To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb: 27, 1867.-I ·think Gladstone's 
position, and even tone, seemed changed since the declaration -
of our definite policy. ·AlthOugh there may not be, prob
ably is not, any compact alliance yet, he has nevertheless 
succeeded in getting the par-ty- together, and ·eve)l in combining 
them in ai:t united action: the assault on the Resolutions. 
Lord Russell, Bright, Grosvenor, all under-the same roof! 

He will proceed slowly, and feel his way: but I little doubt 
that, by the time .we get into Committee on our Bill,. he will 
be prepared to try five against six, and probably succeed. 

, What shall we do then? - He will covnt on our .giving up the 
Bill, with nothing to go to the country on. I will-not, however, 
_trouble you n.ow with all these various considerations, but; if 
you wish it, will call upon you anywhere after the Court. If 
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Gladstone have these views, it would hardly seem that the 
Queen could interpose with any advantage. The most he 
would offer would be that you should go on with the Bill as 
amended by the House; but even if, from a sense of duty, you 
might be inclined to do this, the malcontents in the Cabinet 
would leave you, and .therefore yo\1 would be forced to re
sign, or reconstruct. If there is to be reconstruction, I think 
it should be at 01ice. 

I could _not see Northcote yesterday-a wise head: and 
'Stanley was away. . . . ' 

Confidential [Feb. 27].-I had not read The Times· when 
I wrote early this morning. If.you follow the course there 
indicated, they will censure your Government immediately 
the Bill is passed, and you will not be able to appeal to the 
country, as the new constituency will not be registered. 

It appears to me that Gladstone has committed himself in 
a inanner which may extricate you. He is for £5 rating; 
you can truly say that is no better settlement than £6~wQrse; 
and therefore you can revert to your original scheme in pre
ference. If they throw out the Bill on the second reading, 
or defeat your boro? qualification, you could dissolve with 
honor, and a prospect of f'!UCcess, and meet Pa:diament, at 
any rate, with a powerful party. 

I conceive' that Gladstone has weakened and embarrassed 
his_ position by his programme. But, no doubt, with this 
prospect; you must reconstruct a;t once if the malcontent col
leagues will not, on reflection, see they are· only cutting the 
throat of the party by not supporting you. 

The pressure from the party which Stanley, and no 
doubt Disraeli too, was 'hoping for, was duly 3;pplied. 
The ardour of Graves and his friends who sat for boroughs 
was naturally stimulated by' Disraeli's- avowal, and 
Wednesday saw a great extension of the Carlton move- . 
ment. · The county members joined h~nds with the 
borough· members, and ·on the Thursday a meeting, 
at which some 150 were present, was- held in the 
club; under Sir Matthew White Ridley's presidency. 
Laird and Graves had drafted resolutions, but, as 
. the meeting was not unanimous, they were not pressed. 
A decided m.ajority, however, proved to be in favour 
of household suffrage in boroughs, with three years' 
residence and personal payment of rates .• There. was 
a minority who protested; but Derby and Disraeli 
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were told that if t_he leaders were will~g to go' that -
length-as the best means of resisting further changes 
and obtaining a lasti:tig settlement'--they would be sup
ported by a majority of the Conservatives, and by suffi
cient Liberals to carry the Bill. Ridley,-Banks Stanlfope, 

-Laird, Graves, H. Baillie, and Barttelot,we~e the princi
pal speakers for the majority; and Beresford Hope, James 
Lowther, and-George Bentkck, £br.the mmority. ·Fraser, 

.iri. Disraeli and his Day; calls the meeting ·a 'county 
caucus,' selfishly prepared to sacrifice the interests of 
borough members. But this is a serious misrepresenta
tion. The movement began with the borough:' memb~rs, 
though influential county ·members sub_sequently adhered 
to it; and the meeting was generally representative of 
the party in the_ H;ouse of Commons.· . The feeling, that ~ 
thorough settlement shou:ld be made, and made by the 
Tory party, was rapidly growing; and it must never be 

· forgott~n that Tories had no special reason for wishing 
to pteserye a constituency which, like that created in 1832, 

. had;. with few exceptions, :steadily ·supported the Whigs . 
who_ created it: A generous ext~nsion to a new' and 
respectable- class, the rate"paying householders, might 
well inure to the benefit of a party which claimed to be· 
national, and'' dethrone. one which was still largely 

-_ oligar<Mcal. Feelings of this kJ.nd, which were powerful 
with Disraeli, were widely shared in' hifluential quarters 

' among the party; 
Disraeli's· spkits steadily rose as this critical week wore 

on. - The Adullamites also-met on th~ Thursday, eighty in 
number, Disraeli was told, arid declared for household 
suffrage and plurality. · 'All I hear and observe,' he ~ote 
to Derby on that evening; ' more and more convinces me 
that the bold line is the safer one, and, moreover, that 
it will be successful.' . The Queen, indeed, still expressed 
a preference for. the Ten Minutes _Bill, but, with that 
loyalty to her servants which always distinguished Her 

_ Majesty, W!J--S quite ready to yield her view and hearten 
-· . her Ministers. in or_~er that a settlement might be effecte~ . 

. -
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To Lord Derby~ . 
Confulential. Mar. 1, 1867.-General Grey, au fond, is try

mg to carry Gladstone's Franchise Bill of last year. He thinks· 
it the best way to settle the question: it will settle you and 
your party. He has unceasingly impressed the Queen, since 
Wednesday, with the expediency of your not receding from 
your £6 position, and, tlierefore, you will find a change in the 
Queen's mind, for which it is well that you should be prepared. 
She will not, however, recede a jot from her engagements to 
you if she finds you firm a11d confident. . • • 

. From Lord Derby. 
Friday morning [Mar. 1].-There is no doubt that Grey has 

been working on the Queen in favour of the £6; but the en
closed, received last night, will show you how fully we may 
rely on her support: 

·_[Enclosure.] 

Queen Victoria to Lord Derby. . 
WINDSOR CASTLE, Feb. 28, 1867.-Though General Grey 

has written fully in her name to Mr. Disraeli, she wishes to 
add a few lines herself to express her earnest hope that Lord 
Derby will not be too much discouraged, and that, on reflection, 
she· is inclined to think that it might b~ wisest and best, . if 
possible, to adhere to the measure as announced by Mr. Dis
raeli to the House. He may, however, be sure of her support 
in whatever course he will, after due c,onsideration, propose to 
her to pursue. The Queen feels sure a bold f!'ont must_ be 
shown, and -the country will then see that the Government 
is sincere in trying to settle this vexed· and vital question . of 
Reform. She hopes to find Lord Derby in better spirits and 
less worried when she sees him to-morrow. . 

The suppQrt of the bulk of the Tories, of the main bo,dy 
of the Adullamites,· and . of the Queen, was secured for 
Derby's and Disraeli's policy. What about the keen 
Reformers, led by Disraeli's friendly foe, John Bright? 
A conversation in the lobby on Friday, March l, which 
Bright has recorded in his journal, and which is quoted 
in Trevelyan's Life, gave him assurance of their disposi- _ 

. tion. Disraeli told Bright that he meant to do this thing, 
if it could possibly be done, and then extracted from him 
the information and advice which he desired. Brighb 
W!'ites: 
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·I told h~ni of a conversation with three of his party in the 
smoking~ room, how. far :th~y were. willing to go; and. that at 
the pace they were moving·I should soon have to hold them 
back. He thought they were fair specimens of'a considerable 
section of the party. I ad vised him to ad vance his offers so. 
far in regard to the suffrage that he· would not be ~riven to. 
accept defeat on every proposition; that £5 rating franchise. 
or household suffrage would save him in the boroughs, and 
that £10 or £12 would do for the courities. 1 He said he did 
riot care much for the counties~ The working-cl~],SS question 
was the real question; and that was the thing that demanded 
to be settled .. He hadonce proposed a £10 franchise for the 
counties ..... H(:l said: ' You will attack me wha0ver I propose.' 
I said: ' No; I will not. I will do all I cari fairly to help a 
Bill through, if you will do the right thing. I am against 
faction, and if olir leaders do as you dicUast year I shall openly 
denounce them. . . .' · · ·. · 

As we were ·talking, Mr. Brand, the. Opposition. ' Whip,' 
went by, and Disraeli said: 'He ,will think it is a'Coalition,' 
that he and I sh'ould be seen in conversation at such a crisis 
as this. At parting he pressed my hand with an apparent 
earnestness of feeling, saying; ' Well, whatever happens, you 
and 1 will ~lwayshe friends.' · 

·. It was necessary for the Cabip.et to come at ·once to a 
fateful deeision. Everything pointed to a bold policy. 
The ill reception of: the Ten :Minutes Bill, the Carlton 
meeting, the Ad.lill::tmite · Ir;teeting, Bright's advice and 
support, that spirit of the age which rarely found Dis
raeli unresponeive-all urged !),dvance, What public feel
ing was at the moment is' depicted for us hy anacute and 

. impartial onlooker, Matthew Arnold; who. wrote'to. his 
mother on the day Of the Cabinet Council: ' I am in·hopes 
that Lord Derby and D1sraeli will t'ake heart. of grace, 
bring in a good measure of Reform; arid let dranborne and 
ojihers leave them if they like ... '. Quite a passionate' 
desire to get ·the question done with is springing up, a:nd. 
i~ gaining.all the better Conservatives themselves.'2 . · 

Even, coileagues supposed to bele~st affected by Dis
raeli's pr,ognissive ~deas, such ·as Walpole and Hardy, 

1 ·B~ght ~ent. Dis~aeli }L few. d~ys later a ~onfidential memorandum, 
making this· proposal, which corresponded with the· Bill as fimilljr passed, 
in more detail. ~See Trevelyan~s Bright, pp. 381, 382, 

~ M. Arnold's Letter8, .Vol. I., p. 353. 
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pointedly dissociated themselves from the Cranb.C..rne 
group; .and Malmesbury, who was detained at Heron 
Court by Lady Malmesbury's serious illness, w.rote decis
ively, to thesame effect. 

Lord Malmesbury to Lord Df}rby; 

Private. liERON CoURT, Mar.l, 1867.-... Perhaps away 
from the scene of our distracted councils I may see a little 
more clearly than others what our position is. · 

I do not hesitate to say that the only course that can save. 
our credit before the· country is for your master mind to de-· 
termine what is the best Bill, and, in spite of secession, of a 
menacing Press, and of all plausible intrigues whatever; to 
adhere to that Bill. Nor have I any doubt as to _which is 
the best. I always preferred household suffrage (properly 
counterpoised) to any halfway resting-place, and I believe 
the whole country is of that. opinion. If it is yours also, as it 
seemed to be when I last inet you in Cabinet, I would urge 
you to act upon it. The loss of three able and honmuable . · 
men is a great one, but far greater would be the loss of'reputa
tion which a vacillating and subservient policy would inevit
ably bring upon us personally, and upon our party. · No col
leagues can be worth that sacrifice. . 

Accordingly on Saturday, March 2, the Cabinet decided 
to revert to their original plan, andCra~borne, Carnarvon,' 
and Peel resigned. Peel, who had been the first to 
feel alarm, was the most reluctant to take the final step, 
and called out, we are told, after the others as they were 
leaving the room: 'I will waive my objections if you will.' 
The conduct of the three seceders has been variously 
judged. What is and what is not a principle in a matter 
so essentially of detail as Parliamentary Reform is very 
difficult to determine. But, undoubtedly, continuance in 
the Cabinet at this period involved consent to two main 
propositior{s: first, that the s·uffrage, in the language of the 
Queen's Speech, should be 'freely' extende~; secondly, 
that in the provisions of the Bill the co-operation of the 
House, in which the Government were in a minority, 
should .. be willingly accepted, so that the settlement 
might be of a permanent and agreed character. The 
seceders were not prepared to make such large additions 
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to the electorate is these propositions involved; and in 
those circumstances they wereright to withdraw. 

"Of-the manner- of the withdrawal, and of the animus 
shpwn by the principalsecede~, Cranbotne, there is'more 
to be said .... Hardy·, a witness friendly to both sides, 
Wrote in lfis diary on February 26: 'Clearly Cranborne 
will· not long act with Disraeli; that is -at the bottom of 
it:' As we have seen,· Cranborne, through all t:P.e early 
years of his Parliamentary{life, profoundly distrusted 
~Disrael~, .and atta.cked him violently in the Press.· He 
did not put off his suspicions when he joined him as· a 
colleague_; nor did Disraeli's friendly behaviour to him, 
and frequent consultation with him since they took office 
together,1 remove his prejudice: His treatment-of Derby 
and .Disraeli and the rest of his colleagues in this matter 
was .very inconsiderate. He had had warning that house-

. hold suffrage was in his leaders' minds pefor.e the Queen's . 
Speech, and had assented to it_in generaL terms just-after 
the session had opened. Reform- was a subject with 
which· he had been fa-miliar at least ever since he wrote 
·a philosophical essay on it in 1858; and, therefore, what 
was notice sufficient to make Peel resign ought to have 
been sufficient to_ make Cranborne begin thpse upsetting 
calculations 'which he- delayed until after the Cabrnet 
had accepted the .iarger mef),sure, and had notified the 
Queen of their decision . 

. The. postponement of action to the eleventh hour, -the 
. endeavour to embarrass his colleagues by inducing 
others to accompany him, . and the virulence with _ 
which, after resignation, he attacked and denounced 
his leaders, require a. good de~l of justification. His 
plea is understood to have been -that. those leaders,: 
Derby a~d Disraeli, had _made, behind the backs of, 
their _colleagues, a secret agreement, certainly at the 
time of the formation of the 1866 Governme~t, prob-

. 1 The late Sir Charles Fremantle, who !was Disraeli's-secretiuy'~t the time, 
told me that Disraeli's desire to keep in touch with, and consult, Cranborno 

.· -- between july, 1866, and, February; 18(!7, ·was very marked,. See above •. 
p.i 197;'c · li ' . · " . . <· 
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ably ever since 1859, that ho.!lsehold suffrage should be. 
adopted by the Conservatives as their principle of Reform. 
The facts which have been brought out in this biography· 

--- show how ill-fomided and unworthy was this suspicion, 
though some, unguarded remarks of Derby's, and Dis
raeli's attempt on the third reading to connect his present 
policy with his policy in. 1859, gave a coloun1ble pretext 
for entertaining it.' The Reform Bill of lS67 was an 
improvisation by Derby and Disraeli, and its inception 
dates back no farther th;n the January of 1867. The 
guiding principle,· which led to such Slfrprising results, 
was· the willing acceptance. of the co-operation. of the 
House of CoJnmons. The truth is that Cranborne, having 

. adopted, from his frrst .. entry into Parliament, a jaundiced 
view of his leaders, and especially of Disraeli, refused to 
open his mind to the plain evidences, under his eyes as 
a 'Minister, of Disraeli's loyalty to colleagues, to the 
interests of the Conservative party, and to the great 
institutions of the country. · 

On the Monday, Derby gave a full account in the Lords 
of .the Cabinet crisis and of the resignations, but in the 
Coninions Disraeli merely said that the Government had 
determined ' to revert to their original policy ' in regard 
to the franchi~e, and in consequence three Cabinet 
Ministers had resigned. The House was naturally very. 
restive under this treatment. 

To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Monday, Mar. 4.-We have had a bad 
night in the House of Commons. They would let Peel do 
nothing. He has put off his business 1 till Thursday; they 
will let him do nothing then. Nothing can be more insolent, 
bullying; and defiant, than· they are. ~ am confident they will 
not let Pakington move the estimates, and he himself says it 
is not of the slightest importance. 

The sooner we get out of this mess, the better. If we had 
moved the writs, they would have been daunted. · 

The House, too, is sulky now, because there has been an 
explanation in the Lords, and not in the Commons .. 

. 1 The Army Estimates.' 
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· '']'he proposal for th.ti int~o.duction: of th~· Bi.n for· the ·18th 
p~ssed with<lut cprr~m.(m,t; but Tsh~}lpe surprised·if, to~morr()w, 

. some-adverse·move1s not:hatchedby them. ·,The-fear of a 
di_ss9l~tioll'in~y clie?k theJ?.l; .q'J!t that l.s all.:.:·. . .' 1 

.; , ·.: • . 
' ·,- / , •• > -:"" "< ·--..,.t•'"'"" '!'~-· 4 '· • .,.. ·'I ' ,. ~~--. ' -~ 

. The· expi~nations .to:tJi~'!Comnions were tenderea.:·on.· 
t.he~ follo~:rig>~ight; wheri Di~rael( .pointed o~t. ~h~t~the : 
Ten Minutes Billy wllich had been introduced in order to. 
pr~~er.J'~ tll~· integritiof the Ca;binet, ·had given .s~ti;,;. 
faction:to no p~rty .• 'Jt see~ed ·to us, therefore, that 

; ·we were.fast sinkirig into that unsatisfactory state which 
~ .. distinguished last session,· when. one proposition w~s met 

-..,. • •• ~ ~ • . r 

.· by another not materially differing from it, and that the 
·. attempt to .bring this great qu~?stion to a solution .would . 

have been- fruitless ·in the present; as it had'been 'hi. pre'- ·,, · · 
ceding sessions.· But, •sir, w~ are coriscio1.1s that there is,· 
some ·difference; between this and t-he preceding session;:;. 
and we did beli~ve and hold tha(if the question. were· not· 
seriou~ly and.earnestly and vigorously grappled,.with, it ~ 
would not be for the honour of .. Parliament or the ad¥an- · . 
. tage o( ~e country.' Lord Derby had therefore)td;i~~d · . 
reversion to the original course in order. to providJi a sohj~ ·· 

,, ''tion .C>f the problem. Disraeli deplored the resultirigJoss 
. of tll;~e colleagues; ' 'Ifmy resignation of office could hav~r , 
. ptevented that.,un£ortU:hate. resul~; that re'sjgnatipn}vas · 
at 'the command of mY noble friend .. IP was at~liis com
mand, then, as it has alw~ys. been. :·. ·: . ·. :Blj.t th~;.state 
of affairs would .not have bee:h-bettered by niy retiring 
from office:' 'He. paid a. special tribute 'to Oranborne, .· . 
' whose commanding talents, Clear intelligence, cap;tcity · 
for labour, and power of expression, 'Yill a1ways;I aJl1 

. , sur~, qualify him, for taking a leading part intli:e affairs of 
this country.'. He had already writtenhim a~_,'graceful ',_,.~ 
letter about his forthcoming e:iq)lanation~an · explana- .. 
tion wpich followed the lines of th~ letter'of Feb!-'uary 24 

~ ·to Derby. It is ii:npossible'to .avoid the reflection tliat, ·· 
;;,l,)i~ra.~li's treatment of Oranbor11~. c~:mtrasts very·f~vour-· 
B;>bly:With Cranbo.~ne'~ tteatment:of D~rB;>eli.," ,. . · ' .• • 

, .. ~.:. ..: . 
.._ ,;. ... 
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' ' . 
• ~·- . To Lord Cranborne.: 

DOWNING s..r~·J<JE~: Mar: 5, 1867.-;-Lord Derby has written 
. tJ me what has'take1i place ljetween you. _I shall say some: 
thing, when the House meets. It- will not displease you, 
tho' ~t will only feebly express my 'sense of your services and . 
loss, ahd I hope it will disembarrassus all of the difficulties . 
inseparable from our position. . . : -
· Lord Derby says you are to consult with me what you are 

to say;I mean as to Cabinet secrets, but I have such confidence 
in you, in every respect, that such previous communication is 
quite unnecessary. -

' Disraeli's vague language and Cianborn:e's criticisms 
suggested that household suffrage was to be the basis· of 
the Bill; and Lowe and Horsman denounced, while Bright -
\velcomed, · · the ·.prospect. Both Cranborne and Peel 
treated the 'proposed checks and securitie~ ;as· worthless. 
Stttnley, in reply, indignantly repudiated the notion that. 
the Conservatives. would outbid· any· party, or _adopt 
Bright's ·policy in their Bill . 
• _ The whole discussion was, of course, ·in advance of 
detailed knowledge, and Ministers immediately set to 
work, under Disraeli's guidance, to reduce the measure into 
shape. The offices vacated by the resignations had been 

. ·filied up very much in the way ·suggested by' Disraeli. 
Northcote succeeded ·CraJ;J.borne, Pakington, Peel, and the 

• Duke of B~ckingham Carnarvon. The resulting vacancies 
at the·Board of Trade, the Admiralty,and the Council, were 
made good by the appointment ofthe Duke of Richmond,1 
Henry Coi-ry (Montagu Corry's father), and the D~ke of 
Marlbqrough. That the Cabinet difficulties should· have 
been solved by the pi·omotion ·of three Dukes provoked 
many a smile, and the reflection that the arrangement 

. was characteristic of Disraeli. -
The place of authority in the Cabinet which was·vacant· 

by Cranborne's resignation was occupied by Hardy. 
The· wreckers had failed to inveigle him; and Disraeli 
and Derby immediately tpok him into their special con
fidence'on R~-forp1 1 and he became Disraeli's lieutenant in 

1 The sixth Duke. See Vol. I., p: 1019. 
. II. 9 
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~arryili.g t?.e Bill through the· Common<.~ His diary con
tains the :following: 'March 5:~Disraeli had a ~ong talk 
with'me, going through'the heads of ourproposed,Reform, 
and said he and I must do it; but there must be full and 
early explanation with the Cabinet; and no puttrng off. 
Mm·ch- 7.:-Lhad more talk With Disra~li, whose Jault is 
that he is always looking for 'w:hat will suit others, .rather 
thail what IS sound in itself. . . . I am to go to Lord 
Derby to~day on the same subject.' 1 The main troubles 
of the reconstructed Cabinet naturally~ occurred about 
the checks and securities. The principat checks· under 
discussion were residence for a. . substantial · period, 
personal· payment of rates, ~nd dual voting-that is, 
giving property a second vote so as to balan~e numbers. 
For dual voting Disraeli never had any . particular affec
tion; and he felt sure the House of Commons would not 
accept it. He therefore tried to persu'ade _the Cabiiet 
not to commit themselvesto it at all; and Derby; on the 

, whole, took the same view. The Beaconsfield papers 
·contain a note in Derby's handwriting: ' If we do not take 
care, )Ve shall have another break-up. D;u!1lity Will de
feat us; abandonment of it will destroy us.' · This ' 
note is· endorsed: 'Written by. Ld. D. in. Cabmet 
Sat.'"March 9; 1867, to the C. of E.; :who was pressing 
1\.fr. H[a~dy] and Mr. W[alpole]ito gi-i~ ~P. the dual t' 

vot-e.': The Duke of Buckingham declared that he could 
not support the Bill if the dual vote was withdrawn, 
and Ma1mesbury kept writing froni Heron Court: ' I hope 
one of the conditions is that- we stic~ through :thick_. 
and thin· and in full to our counterpoises or ·to some 
certainly equivalent;' 'we ought to resign• rather than 
c~rry or suffer to be carried household suffrage pur . et, 

•simple.' '.We must watch and hope,' wrote Disraeli ori 
.March 11 to Northcote; ' things are not so dark as they 
seemed.' ·Dual voting, in consequence of the obstinacy 
of some :Ministers, made its appef1ran~e hi. the Bill, but in 
a very half-hearted fashion. The Queen~ -to whom the 

.. . . .., ~ 

1 ,.Gathorne Hardy, Vol. n p. 203. 
'· . 
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Bill was sent as soon as the Cabinet had passed it, fixed 
on this point at qnce, and was greatly rea.ssured when 
Disraeli told her c·onfidentially in reply tha't Derby did 
not intend to make the second vote a vital question. 
'H.M. wishes me,' . Grey added, . 'again to repeat the 
expression of her sincere and anxious hope thay this Bill 
may pass the ordeal, of the two Houses in a shape that 
the Government will accept, and that it· may settle this 
important question for many years to come.' 

· < How the new situation was regarded in the enemy's 
camp was explained to Disraeli in an interesting letter on 
March 8 from a friend in their midst, relating the conver
sation at a Liberal dinner-patty. Milner Gibson thought 
that Government could not pass any Bill, and that Russell 
would be back in office in a few weeks. Horsman dilated 
on the profligacy of the Ministry-they were like Peel in 
1846. 'To which Ayrton and others replied that there 
was this difference, that you are strictly consistent; that 
you are carrying out your leading political idea of re
storing the Tory party to popularity, and vindicating 
their claims to be the champions of real popular rights.' 
Seely said he and many other Liberals would support 
the Government on the ground that it was better to have 
the question settled by Derby rather than by Beales 
and Potter. 'They all admitted that no Minister was 
placed in a more difficult position, in our times, than you 
were put into by the conduct of the three deser~ers in not 
having deserted earlier.' -

The Bill had been drafted by Dudley Baxter, a partner 
of Philip Rose in the firm of Baxter, Rose and Norton.· 
But it was obviously desirable to have the first expert 
assistance before submitting it to the scrutiny of a critical' 
House of Commons. There was no . regular Treasury 
draftsman at that date, the tradition, largely created 
by Gladstone, that the Treasury was the proper source 
of legislation, not having.yet grown up. But there was a 
notable expert at the Home Office, .who afterwar.ds be
came Lord Thring, an~ he was consu~ted, arid reported 
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unfavotu'ably on the an;tateur draft. Baxter resented 
this criticism, and refused to communicate With Thring. 
What was M be done ? It was now Thursday afternoon, 
March 14 .. · The Bill was to' be finally revised by the 
Cabinet on the Saturday, introduceq ;by Disraeli on. the 
Monday, ·.and circulated in print to members of Parlia
ment on the Tuesday morning.· .. 'What have you .done 
re Thring v. Baxter?' wrote Derby. on, .this Thursday. 
' The· defendant has done all the work, and the plaintiff 
has all the real knowledge and experience on his side.' 

To Lord Derby. . . • · 
HousE OF CoMMONS, Thursday, Mar .. 14, .. 18.67.-It. was 

painful; but decision was absolutely necessary. I decided 
for Thring. He will sit up all hight;t and; I believe, we shall 
have the Bill printed for the Cabiiiet on Saturday. I have 
written myself to Baxter. 

Much depends on to-morrow. . . 
Grosvenor has established a newspaper-the Day-and has 

engaged Kebbel, an Oxford man, well acquainted with' the 
Press, but a fine writer, and a scholar; for editor. Grosvenor 
and Elcho were with KebbE)L to-day, giving him his final 
instructions: he asked them, for his general government, to 
let. him know· what they really. thought would· be the result. 
Grosvenor said that if our policy was what he understood it · 
to be, household suffrage, absolute. rate-paying, and compen
satory arrangement against compound householders, they had 
ascertained they could pull the Government through,. provided 
our men werit straight: . . . · . 

That is the question. Banks . Stanhope.· has written .to 
Taylor that real rating will unite the party to a man, or some
thing like it. But there is Hotham, Cecil, .and Co .. Glad

. stone's great fight is against real rating-that is ascertained. 

. At dinner Stanley said he thought we had a good chance, 
at any rate a policy, and no Minister was ever more justified 

. in going to the country. . . ' 

'Much depends on to-morrow.' The Governm~mt took 
the unprecedented, but, in the circumstances, honest 
and straightforward, course of calling their Parliarr1entary 
followers together, explaining the .tern;ts of their Bill 
tC? them three days befo~e its' p:~;oduction _irr Pa:~:lia--. 

1 Thrincr worked on the Friday with two. short.hand writers from t~n 
to six, and completed the draft, which wasprinted.during the night .•... 
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ment, and asking for their confidence and support. It was 
a large meeting, 195 members of Parliament attending, 
and 43, who were unable to· be present, sending letters 
of adhesion to the Government. Derby was perfectly . 
candid. Household rating suffrage was to be the basis of 
the borough franchise, and the only conditions which he 
pronounced to be essential were payment of rates and two 
years' residence; he expla~ed that compound house- · 
holders, or those whose landlords paid a composition 
for the rates and charged the amount in the rent, 
would be permitted to obtain ·the vote by assuming 
personal payment themselves. _:The dual vote would 
be proposed, but he admitted that the Government were 
not strongly wedded to it. If necessary, they would 
be prepared to recommend dissohition·. This frank treat
ment of the party, which contrasted, as w.as pointed. out 
at the meeting, so favourably with Peel's b~haviour 
over Roman Catholic Emancipation and Free Trade, had 
an admirable effect. Henley, the most. respected Con
servative leader outside the Government, expressed his 
full adhesion. He held that household suffrage, with 
payment of rates, was the true basis of the right to vote 
according to the principles of · the Constitution. These 
sentiments were echoed by others. · The seceders kept 
quiet, the only expression of dissent coming from Heath
cote, the senior member for Oxford University, who 
believed that the measure would destroy the influence of 
rank, property, and-education, by the force of numbers. 

Once again there was' a crowded Rouse, on Monday, 
l\'Iarch 18, to hear Disl'aeli · introduce the Government 
H.eform Bill-this tiirle no makeshift, but the Bill which, 
after emendation by the co-operation of the. House, 
Ministers hoped to pass into law. But the interest had, 
to a large extent, been discounted by Derby's speech to 
his party on the Friday. Everyone knew thab the basis 
ofthe new borough fnm~hise was to be household suffrage, · 
qualified by personal rating and by two years' residence; 
that the payment of 'twenty shillings :in direct taxes 
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would also give a vote over and above the vote already 
obtained as a householder; that there would be an educa
tional franchise, and that £50 in the funds or in the savings 
bank would give a vote. It was known, moreover, that 
the county franchise would be reduced from £50 to £15 
rating; and that the redistribution would be on the same 
scale as in the previous Bill. No surprises as to the pro
·visions were, therefore, to. be loo~ed for; interest would 
lie in the manner in which Disraeli would present the 
scheme to the House, ,and in the reception which the dif
ferent sections wotlld'1a·bcord to it. 

At the outset Disra:eli claimed that the cibject of the 
Bill was to establish the character and functions of the 
House ' on a broad, popular basis ' ; to concede a liberal 
measure of popularprivileges, but by no means tq confer 
democratic rights. Hitherto the proposals which had 
been made to alter the borough franchise, right down to 
the Bill of-1866, had ~11 been in the nature of a diminu
tion in the £10 value _fixed by the great Reform Act. 
B~t last year a most important principle was asserted, 
the principle of rating; it was carried against the then 
Government, and caused their. retirement. 'A great 
decision was arrived at by the unerring instinct of the 
Hou~e.' . It meant that' the being rated to the poor, and 
the paying of the rates; constituted a. fair assurance that 
the man who fulfilled those conditions was one ·likely to 
be characterised by regularity of life .and 'general trust~ 
worthiness of conduct.' It was . four~ to be un!>atis
factory to connect this .principle of rating with value. 
So the Government considered the principle without 
reference to value, and found that it would admit 237,000. 
There were 486,000 compound househol9ers. These, not 
having the qualification of personal rating, should not· 
have the vote; but every facilit.y would be given to them. 
to enter their names on the rate-book, and thus acquire 
the qualification. Household rating was the only solid 
foundation for the borough franchise: the only possible 
settlement .. · The alternative was a £5 rating; but that 
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would be a Serbonian bog, and would inevitably lead to 
manhood suffrage. . 

It was said that this new basis of household rating 
suffrage was an assault on the power of the middle classes. 
But the twenty shillings direct taxation franchise would 

· largely give the middle classes a second vote. This 
would probably add 200,000 votes. The fancy franchises 
altogether would add 100,000. The £15 rating county 
franchise would add 171,000; and, taking the other fran
chises, there would be a general addition to the col1nty 
franchise of 300,000. Disraeli defended the moderate 
nature of the redistribution scheme, which was based 
on the principle of no absolute disfranchisement of 
boroughs, by saying that, unless you were prepared to 
reconstruct the electoral map of England, you must be 
prudent and practical. 

He referred shortly to the very great difficulties and 
sacrifices which had been involved in the preparation of 
the Bill, and his own chagrin and mortification. But he 
had done his duty. ' In attempting to bring the ques
tion to this point we have lost those whose absence from 
our councils we more than regret; we have had tq appeal 
to a high-spirited party to make what, no doubt, to some 
was, to a certain extent, a sacrifice of principle, ·much 
sacrifice of sentiment, and much sacrifice of interest . 
. But we have not appealed in vain.' The party, he 
declared, felt the time had come for an extensive and 
complete settlement. If there were checks or counter
poises in this scheme, so there were in the British Con
stitution. They wished to prevent a preponderance of 
any class, and to give a representation to the nation. 

No sooner had the Cha:ncellor sat down than Gladstone 
rose, and fell tooth and nail upon the Bill. . It was both 
too wide and too full of checks. It would only admit 
140,000 new voters. He opposed the reduction to house
hold suffrage; but he opposed equally the. restrictions 
on household suffrage-personal rating and the dual vote. 
He demanded a lodger franchise. He foreshadowed a 
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vehem((nt opposition. The. general reception :was· un
certain, but Henley for the Conservatives, and Roebuck 
and .Bernal Osborne for the _Inde.pendent Liberals, urged 
that the Bill should go to Committee· for amendment. 
Almost all the speakers, whether Conservative or Liberal, 
showed hostility to the dual vot'e. The small knot of · 
Conservative malcon"tents; -Cranborne, Heathcote, ·Beres
ford Hope, and Sandford,. soimded at once a n~te of 
bitter antagonism; Cranborne predicting that the checks 
would all be swept away, and 'household suffrage pure 
and simple be the result. · .Disraeli, in reply; declared 
with much emphasis that the Government would never 
introduce household suffrage pur.e and simple. He was 
as yet insl'l.:fficiently acquainted with those intricacies of 
compound househol9,ing, which ultip:l.ately drove him, in 
pursuit of a settlement, into something hardly, 'dis
tinguishable hom the solution which he deprecated: 

The reception was not good enough to augur favourably 
for the future of the Bill. The principal Ministers,.suchas 
Hardy; were despondent; the Liberal leaders. thought the 
enemy who had overthrown ·them was delivered into 
their hands, Gladstone gathered his followers together, 
anxious to dispose of both Bill and Ministers on the second 

·reading; but he found, to his discomfiture, that wrecking 
t~ctics would not be. supported, and that at least a second 
reading must. be.accordeq to his rival's Bill. His recal.: 
eitrant following might not be ·prepared to beard him to 
his. face; but they made it s:uffidently clear that they 
wouldnot all follow him ~nto the 'No'. division lobby. 

To Lord Derby~ 
·Confidential . . GROSVENOR GATE,· M~r. 24; 1867 .-It :is very 

trying, and no doubt we shall, both. of us, always remember 
-theyear 1867. · . . 

But there is more than hope. . . . I must t!:)ll you that 
there·are 100 men on the other side against Gladstone; but they 
are moutons ; there is nobody who can· speak against him. 

At the· mel3ting; there was no one, though the feeling was 
so strong, that by murmuring, ro1md robins, arid scuffling of 
feet, they controlled ' iracundus Achilles.' . . . • · . · . 

.. 
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In truth, Glaqstone made the astounding mistake of 
supposing that, after a definite and final· basis, such as 
household rating, had been proposed by the Government 
for borough franchise, it would be possibl{{ to get the 
Liberal party to follow him in restricting extension to a 
£5 value. Though he was no longer in a position to 
divide, he yet took up this attitude with great kee:o.iless 
in his speech on the second reading, a week later, Monday; 
March 25, laying down dogmati(}ally what was and-what 
was not to be done. But several Liberals who were enthu-

. siasts for Reform, among whom Fawcett, the blind econo-_ 
mi&t, was conspicuous, saw that they were getting ·a great 
and sufficient principle established, and refused to sup
port their leader. Bright,,indeed, backed Gladstone up, 
because he fixed his eyes rather upon the limitations than 
upon the main principle, and so regardea the Bill as a 
deception. Hardy made an effective spee.ch in- which he . 
insisted that it was a rating franchise Bill, rather than a 
household suffrage. Bill, but at the same time expressed 
the readiness of' the .Government for rimtual· conces
siori and- forbearance. s'everal independent Liberal~ 
came to the help of Ministers; and it was felt that the 
general upshot of the debate would be mairuy· deter
mined by 

1
,the character of. the· Qhancellor's speech: in' 

reply at the close of the 'second night. . 
Derby, who was deeply involved in the policy oi the· 

Bill, w-rote to Disraeli as the debate,drew·to·an end: 

From Lord Derby. 

ST. JAMEs's SQUARE; 9.30 [Mar: 26].-I am anxious· for · 
reports from your House. . . . · 

Last night was excellent. Hardy has quite vindicated 
our selection of him, and has placed himself in the front rank . 
as a debater. The Sol.-Gen. seems to have done very well-' 
also, and Roebuck's was a most useful speech; and full of 
sound sense. P. Talbot sat by Delane all through the debate 
and the latter said: ' Gladstone has done you more good tha~ 
all your .Cabinet pu~ together.' . . · 

Shall you close to-night? If so, excuse me for sayinD- that 
I hope you will be as. short and pithy as possible, strik~g the' 

. IL 9* 
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keyfiote which I undetstahd to :have'beeil -~~-greed upon ':be
tween· us, of willingness -to --cm1sult the ·opinion of the House, 
but .-refusal to submit to the dictation -of one assumed leader _ 
q£ a party. If you are .going to speak; d~ri"t trouble ,yourself -
t'o'answet, bli't depute somebody to write o'-r to ci:>i:rie"li:ii, i 

, · _ -:Dis~·aeii ~eceiv~d this~9te ju~t as he w~s a b~ut tq 'rise 
to Aeliver on,e -of his_ m~st memorable anq successf-ul 
speech~s; and brilliantly -did he ca,r:ry o11t tli~ polioy _of 
-D~rby's last sentences~refusal to submit to .Oladstone.~s 
dictatio~, coupled with !ready deference'-t6);h~ general 
feeling of .the House. ·.H:e had to _defend; he said, what 
~as palled one night a revolutionar:y measute, ~Iid then',' 
on_ the next,- a measure of extreme re~triction.' 'II~ 
s~rongly maintained,. on the. con~rary, that it was .a 'Bill 
founded on .a ,pop~ar and .a rational pri,nch>le. Yet ii 
w~s attacked with violent excitement b.y Gladstone. 

~- . . ' . .. ' . .' . ' - ' . . ~ . ·. .. 

'Th·e right Iron. ·:gen:tlemah 1gets -up . .:tnd .addresses -tne :in. a 
tone ,which, I must say; is very unusual :in -this'House .. N{)~ 
that I. at all care for the ,heat l,u3 displays, alth<;n~gh ~really his 
·m:ani:Ler is sometiijle? so 'v_ery exc~'ted !J-J.ld so al~t;rning that 

- one might ·almost feel thankful''that gentlemen -in this House, 
w-ho sit 'on ·opposi:te sides of this_ ~table, are -d.iVicl?ed. by a gotid 

· ~b_road :pieGe ·0f .fumitute. · ._. ·. . _, 

'Gladstone had peremptorily :defuanded·a··todger fran~ 
-bhise ~ ,;Well, as Disraeli '. 'ha;_d proposed i'ti~:;fn.. ,;rs5'9, he 
could hardly be supposed to :h~ve a ptejud1ce;~gainst [i£'; 
.'but l1is o·o~t&agues, ·w-hen_·Jre·:suggested'it ip. 'Cabirre't, had 
natura·lily -'saiid 1tha t ·it' ·-was ihcofts'iste'n:t . Wi'th t'he · 'prindipie 
of rating. Moreover, last year Gl!t~stone had spoken of 
lodger franchise as a very insignfficant affair. It was a 
que§ti'Ob.-fodjomm1tt6e. - · _ .• · _ . " · ' · 

. Di,sraeli wen~ in_ detail ,throtl;gh {j,lads~orte''s. ~emand~ 
and.. meml.ces,.;shbwing ·the :inee>nsistencies .inrwhich the 

··10pp(Ysi:ti'ol1;·'leader 'had involved himself iir pis i'~s<:>ive- at 
kn haz~tds ttl ··d.e~trby 'the 'G6ve'i'nrneiit an:d.·t'he Bil'L -He 

·• 'S'cOfied_· at h.is .. ex~gge~atefl.;ii'ears. of ·the: eorrup.ti6ti -of the 
~ew voters; apparently he ·tho~ght 'th~ jgreat ib:ody of ,the 

. . opedp.le :were~o~ :to ;be ~ru~~ed: G1a~st0ne had:£tti~inated 
. 'aigaip.'S~_'a'two· years' -reside:hce---'---the·v-er-y p:ti:ivi~idn which 

.: ~- . ' . 
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he had himself laid down in 1866 for his lodger franchise. 
Rating and residence, said Disraeli, were essential, and 
the House would make a great·error if it reduced the term 
of residence. A franchise based on direct taxation, 
which Gladstone had condemned, had been proposed 
by Rus~~ll in 1852 and 1854. He twitted Gladstqne 
with his· demand in general terms that redistribution 
must be enlarged, without specifying whichof his friends' 
seats he meant to disfranchise. As to the county fran~ 
chise, Ministers had made a very large reduction from £50 
to £15, but the exact figure was of s~~ondary import~nce, 
and should be left to Committee. · In deference to the 
general opinion of all parties, the dual vote, which had 
been introduced as a proteQtion to the middle classes, 
would be abandoned. 

Disraeli dilated. on the governing inconsistency· .of 
Gladstone's opposition, which wished at one and the 
same time to have a more restricted suffrage and to do 
away with the checks proposed for household suffrage. 
That was blowing hot and cold at once. One· of the 
most pregnant passages in the speech was that ~ which 
he dealt with the calculations as to the number of persons 
to be enfranchised under the Bill ... 

Our Bill is not framed, as was the one of last session, to 
enfranchise a specific number of persons. We.do not attempt 
that. We lay do'wn a principle, and .let that principle work; 
but if you ask us what will be the result of its working, we say 
-although we do not wish to found our policy upon it-that 
we do not apprehend the number that will be admitted to the 
enjoyment of the franchise will exceed the number cqntem
plated by the Bill of last session. But there is this difference 
between our proposition and the proposition made by the 
right hon. gentleman. The proposition of the right hon. 
gentleman was founded upqn a state of things which w~s 
liable to be changed.the next year, when the question might . 
possibly have to be raised again, while the proposition that , 
we make is founded upon a principle that is not liable to altera
tion. 

In his final sentences, Disraeli laid down broap.ly, 
and in the most unmistakable .tenus; • the desire of the · 
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Government for the co-operation of the House, and their 
readiness to defer to it. · · 

Qne ~ord before r'"coilclude. 1 hear much of the struggle 
of parties in this Haase; and 1 hear much of combinations 
that may occur, and courses that may be taken, >yhich may • 
affect the fate, of this Bill. .All L can say on the •part of my 
colleagues and myself is that we have no other wfsh at the 
present monient than,· with the co-operation· of this House, · 
to bring the question of Parliamentary Reform to a settlement. 
I know- the Parliamentary inc;redulity with which. many will 
receiye avowals that we are only' influenced in the_ course we 
are taking by a sense of.auty; but I do assure the House-if 
they need such_ assurances after what we have gone through, 
after the sacrifices we have made, after having surrendered 
out political.connection with men whom we mo:re than re
garded.,--1 can assure them no other principle anill).ates us 
but. a convic~ion that we ought not to desert our posts until 
this question has been settled. Rest assure~ that it is not 
'for the weal of England that this settlement should be delayed. 
You may think that the horizon is not disturbed at the pres
ent juncture. You may think that surrounding circumstances 
may be favour.able to dilatory action~ . Some of you may think, 
in the excitement ofthe moment, that ambition may be grati
fiea, and that the country may _look favourably upon those 
who preveiit the passing of this Bill. Do not·believe it. There 
is a deep responsibility :with regard to this question, resting, 
not on'the Government p1erely, but upon the whole House 
of Commons. We are prepared, as 1 think 1 have shown, to 
act in all sincerity in this matter. Act with us cordially and 
candidly': assist us to carry this_measure. We will not shrink 
fiom deferring to your suggestions so long as they are con
sistent with the main object of this Bill, which we have·never 
concealed from ,you, and which is to preserve the represen
tative- character of the .. House of Comma~. Act with us, 
I say) cordially and candidly; you will find on our side com
plete'reciprocity· of feeling. Pass the Bill, and then change 
the Ministrydf you like. · _ · 

. With· this reasonable and attractive appeal ringing in 
their ~aJis, the House _passed the sepond reading without 
a division. . There is 'an _almost univers~l consensus of 
9pinion that. th~- speech· :was the turning~point 'of the 
session; that it practically secured the carrying of a 
Reform Bill· under the conduct of. the Government.; A . 

· young journalist, then o~ the .threshold of.a t;listinguished 
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career, who was no friend to Disraeli, wrote of it at 
the time: 'Its exuberance caught the House. Its _bold 
caricature of Mr. 'Gladstone's cloud-compelling manner 
placed an obstacle such as ridicule can rarely raise in tho 
path of the official Opposition. The whole House seemed 
tickled too much ever seriously to fall out with Mr. Disraeli 
on this subject again. . . . Men who have heard Mr. Dis
raeli throughout his career agree -that never did he show 
fi\uch _mastery over his audie:q.ce, such boundless l;tistrionic 
resource.' 1 Liberals such as Lord Enfield and Hastings 
Russell, Manners reported, were as loud in praise of the 
speech as Conservatives; and Disraelj's colleagues were 
unanimous. ' Masterly ' is Malmesbury's epithet, ' bril: 
liant.' Hardy's. Manners heard oii all sides nothing but 
admiration and satisfaction .. Even the unenthusiast~c 
Stanley wrote: ' The speech oUast night has pleased .all 
our friends. I think it one of t.he best you have ever 
made; and, after our troubles, it has come like the warm 
weather after frost and snow.' Derby wa3 entir~ly 
satisfied: 

_From Lord Derby. 
tlT. JAMEs's SQUARE, Mar . . 27, 1867.-I cannot let the day 

pass over without offering you my cordial congratulations on 
your splendid achievement of last night. I hear from all 
quarters that it was the firiest speech you ever made; and y.ou 
seem to have carried the House bodily away with you. In 
fact, you have won our game for us; and in writing to the Queen 
this morning, to announce your ' triumphant success,' I told 
H.M. that I now, .for the first time, entertained a sanguine 
hope of, carrying- a Bill through in the course of the present 
session. . . . · 

There was one episode connected with the reversion of 
the Cabinet to the larger Bill which caused a small public 
scandal, and _much - personal pain to Disraeli. When 
Earle, at his own wish, exchanged his private secretary
ship to Disraeli for public office in the new Ministry, he ' 
did not realise that he necessarily cut himself off from the. 
intimate intercourse and admission to the arcana of politics 

1 Article by Sir Edward Russell in Bdgravia, Sept., 1807. 
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whitih he had.previbusly enjoyed.. But, it would be very 
i:ffi:phudent of a. 1\'l:iliister 't~ admit mole than his actual 
se·c"retaries'' to the 'privilege ·of cb'nfidtmtia.l infornia tion; 
and, 'when Earle manifested a tendency to frequent th~ 
secretairies' roofu ahd eipect; to be treated. as if he were 
still one of them, Disraeli ga\Te Corry aiHl Fremantl~ 
di~th:i'ct lhstructiotl.s that matters of-confidence should 
riot be· imparted · tb- 'hirfi:· ·Earre ma:rked · Corry's rapid 
adv~n:ce t'O a degree· of intirii:a6y to ·which he had neve1' 
himseif attained;' his. feelings were· deeply wounded; he 

, brooded civer what he regarded a:s slights and humiliations; 
ahd in ~February poured. ou~·his heart' to Rose; accusing 
Di'Sraeli · of'altered demeanour, of ~snubbing him before 
subordinattis, and oh:Xcluding him, in spite of ten years o£ 
dev!=Jtion, from his confidence. Frnally, when the Hblise· 
hold Suffrage Bill was illtroduced, he dete~mined'to follow 
the" three seceding 1\'Iihisters, resigned his office, and 
from his pl'ace' :ih Parliainent attticked the Bill and the 
Minister: who introduced it. ·,' A more painful· exhibi- . 
tion,' S(:tys Fra.ser, 'never: was witnessed.' It appeared 
to bean act ofunpro+okedingtatituile, and Earle had no 
power 'of . speaking . which. could render his criticism of 
his late ·<)href palatable to the House. :·'A letter to,a frimid 
give(-a, 'gHci'pse_intb ])israe'H's feeiill.gs on this outburst~ . . . ·. :··, ·'' . . .. ' 

; ' ' ·.·· .-''!'ri·Lord .Bea'lfchamp. , 
· ,If.JGHENDEN: A.p~if,,I,S;il867.~. " . There are~ no·. doubt, 

breakers yet ahead, but I feel great hope-of 0vercoming them, 
and of realising the dream 0f .my life and re-establishing 
Toryism on a national foundation.· · ; , . . .. 

The only. bliwk spot. in this great business, and which I 
wbu1d' not notrce 'tb anyone bli't yourself, 'is the treason of 
Eiarle ! · I :hav-e ·krr0$ him:)ot ~en ·ye\t'rs., 'and; tho' warned 
fronfthe first b'y 'the Cqwle;ys, whom he had treated ashe has 
treated me, T. utterly disregarded their intim;:ttions, .and as~ 
cribed thelp. all to 'prejudice and ml.sappr'ehension. . . .. 

I· have· '\Votked tor his w{llfare n:rore earnestly 't4an lor ·my 
tr\vn; ·and do im't believe that I every' even in -the most trying 
times, gave him a hasty 0r unkind wonl Iloaded. him:,with 
favors; _and aniong the:p.r introduced hini . to you.: I . am 
ashamed tif my want of Hiscriminatio:n. ' 
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We m~y sympathise with Disraeli's grief at Earle's 
ingratitude; but it is impossible not to remember, 
when .he refers to Earle's misbehaviour to Cowley, the 
British Ambassador in Paris, that Disraeli himself had 
profited by. it.l Eade not only quitted office, bu,t, :in a. 
short time, Parliament a,nd English politics; and, for· the. 
rest of what was not destined to be a long life, engaged 
in a. successful financial career in the Near East. 

In spite o~ Disraeli's appeal for general cocoperation, 
and the large amount of response which it elicited, 
G:la.dstone obstinately persisted in his attempt to substi:
P"!lte a £5 value in the place of rating .household suffrage 
·a~ the basis of the borough franchise. H,e called his 
followers together on Friday, April 5, and his ardour and 
insistence obtaintfd a general assent to the proposal that, 
on the following Monday, l:I,Ii instruotion to that effect 
should be .. moved by Coleridge,, ~fte.rwa:rds Lqr.d Chief 
Justice. But, though cowed, the household suffrage 
Liberals were not convinced. · They ~et Embsequeutly. 
in the tea-room of the. House of Commons, and 'deter~· 
milled not to support the official policy of the Opposition. 
Disraeli wrote what he heard to Derby, who at this crisis 
in his party's fate was· o:p.ce more absent from Cabinet 
councils owing to gout. 

To Lord Derby. 

· Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, Sur~:day [~ April 7] . .:.:.:. 
Gladstone is more violent than ever, and the Independents 
who baffled him the other day have had a council, at wh~ch 
it was discussed whe.ther some. communication should not be 
opened with Mr. Henley and Colo11el \Vilson Patt~n, 4!-·~rq~t 
to assist the Government and pass 'the Bill: the names evep 
were mentioned of managers· of the conference on the part of 
the Independent Liberals-Mr. Whitbread and Mr. Clay. It 
is said that, whatever statement . is made l;>y us, Gladstone 
means to propose. to his party an abstra,ct resolution on the 
Speaker leaving the chair, to the effect that no settlell:i~nt, 
etc., can be satisfactory which recognises in electoral rights 
a distinction between rich and poor. . . • · 

1 See VoL I., p. 1468. 
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· The ·tea-room revolt . spiked Gladstone's guns. ·' The 
House met,' wrote Hardy on April 8; ' rumours rife 
that ·a· large meeting of Liberals had thrown over 
Gladstone, arid that his instr'uct.i6n, so far as it was 
hostile, was to be withdrawn; Locke asked Disraeli 
if he would accept the change. His ansv.;er was ad~ 
m1rable. Gladstone lowering and gloomy, full of morti
fication, no doubt. A ·desultory talk, 'and we were in 
Committee, ·but reported progress at once. . . · , The 
disunion on the otlier side seems complete.' ., Disraeli's 
iJ:isolent triumph ' was the entry of a fervent Gladstonit.e 
in his diary. · · t . 

-,-

From General the Hon. Charles Grey.. ' 1' 
. . . "' f ·' . 

-WINDSOR CASTLE, April 9, 1867.-'The Queen desires me 
to write in her name to say hqwmuch pleased~she is by the result 
of last night's proceedings 'in .the -House of Commol).s ... -. 
It wa~, in all probability, the suspicion that Gladstone was 
seeking the. means. of destroying the measme altogether .that 

· caused the defection from him, and any want of conciliatio;r1 
o:q. the ·part of the Gove:rnmerit might operate equally injuri-
ously against thein. .' . . · 

But. Gladstone had not yet learnt his ·lesson. There 
was, a real an_d serious difficulty in the compound house
holders, which was not met by Disraeli's plan of facili
tating direct payment of rates by thif! class. Gladstone 
determined to ma¥:e this question the ground for one 
more attempt to oust Disraeli and the. Govern:rp.ent Jrom 
the control of tlie: Reform question, and to retransfer it 
to his own hands .. He accordingly gave notice of drastic 
amendments dispen'sing with persona.! rating· and recur
dug tq the· £5 value; alid befbre the debate came on. 
there were negotiatioiis .between the .. tea-room Liberals' 
and the .Government, at which an attempt was made to 
find some compromise which should eliminate the com-~ 
pourid householder.' A 'secret' .. Cabinet was held, on 
Mal!pesbury's suggestibn,· at Lord Barringtmi;s- house, . 
but- Hardy and Walpole appear to have res.isted eon
cessions which -Disraeli ·was prepared to make, mid no 
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!;j>rrangement was effected. The upshot of the division was 
therefore very doubtful, as Cranborne and his friends 
proposed to vote with Gladstone. Beresford · Hope, 
who was o£ Dutch extraction, enlivened the debate 
with a vehement attack upon the 'Asian mystery.' His 
heavy and clumsy figure was typical of his racial descent; · 

. so Disraeli lightly retorted that there was a 'Batavian 
grace' in his invectives which took the sting out of what 
lie said. A vigorous speech by Hardy had a great effect. 
Disraeli had given him sagacious advice which he had 
followed. ' Permit me to intimate that, without in the 
slightest degree compromising your convictions, it is 
expedient not to make an unnecessarily uncompromising 

. speech to-night; a~d with regard to the question on whlch 
· the Cabinet was so divided this morning, it seems to me 
~necessary to touch on it.'. Bright once more rallied 
to Gladstone's Ride, supporting the £5, or it might. be 
£4 or £3, value against his own policy of household 
suffrage. Disraeli, when he came to wind up the debate, 
went straight to the point. It was really a question 
between Gladstone's hard-and-fast line and his own 
logical position. Gladstone's amendment was merely 
one more attempt to overthrow Disraeli and reseat 
himself in power. 

·The right hon. gentleman opposite is a candidate for power, 
arid no man has a greater right to be a candidate for power. 
The right hon. gentleman is an opponent with whom any 
man may be proud to have to contend. J know nothing more 
legitimate than the ambition of such a man, and I am sure I 
bear the right hon. gentleman no ill-will, or as little ill-will as 

·. a man can bear, for the efforts which he may make to change 
· his position and to cross from one side of the House to the 

•· other. But I am sure the right hon. gentleman will not be 
offended if I, without passion, but, I am sure, clearly, express 
to the House what I believe to be his position with regard to 
the Government, and this question. I can quite understand 
how the right hon. gentleman should be so very emulous to deal 
with this important question with which Her Majesty's Gov
ernment have felt it their duty to grapple; but the right hon. 
gentleman seems to forget what he op.ght to remember. The 
right hon. gentleman has had his innings. He has dealt with 

,. 
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th~ subj_es~~ ~f fa~liamentary· Ref9rlll very r~cep.tly!. andjn 
thiS H0use.,-m this House elected under the auspices of a 
Government of which he wa·s a. mell::ib'et; and 'he. introduced 
a measure 'With the advantage; ·which we have neved:rad; of 
being supported by a -large majority. I do not. begrudge the 
ri_ght hon. g~ntleman those adv~ntages, _but I may ~t.illreming 
hin;t .of them; and, I say, u_1;1der these ,prcum~~an?es, we have 
a nght that there should be no great eagerness to make party ,. 
attacks. I cannot but view the amendments propose(} by; 
the right hon. gentleman in this·light. · They are not amend= 
ments to our Bill. They are ,co"\}n~er-prqpositio:p.s ... , .. J' I 
ackiwwledgethe right hon. gentleman~s_position and t1!JE(ntS
tb,at he. is perfectly justified . in attacking the_ ~overnmerit; 
but do not let us misunderstand the motion or the 'coriduct
of the i'ight hon. gentleman: · Nothing can be more legiti;:) 
mate. It is a party attack; and the endeavot1r, t() par:r;-y . .it· 
as -a party .attack is in_accordance with the ta9tics, which'' 
wer(l UIJ,derstood to. be adopted in the House on this subject . 
. 'J3ut as regards tlie House of Commons, generally speaking;· 

l wish, on the part of Her Majesty's Government, whate~er 
may be the decision to-night, whatever :may ·be .the corise
quences .. of this division, to say that in dealing with this.ques
tion Her Majesty's Governm(lnt. have never for. a :rn:qment 
swerved from those sentiillents which, 'with th€dull' ci:iil:cur~ 
renee and desire of my colleagues, I have often'expressed in 
this House~namely, that wware most anxious to co-;operate· 
with .the House. in bringing this· qlie~tion of Parlia,mentary 
Reform to a satisfactory settlt:~ment;;jtnd ~J~ho1;1.gh .we could 
not swerve with respect to the borough franchise from. those, 
principles which we regarded as, vital-namely; persbmtl"pay7 
ment oL.rates ,.and :Jieside;n.<;e:-;:still,, wjth. rega;rd tq. alw?st 
every other point ;which has.been )lle:ritioned in our discussiqp.,. 
we are most anxious, in Committee, a.fter a fair deliberation; 
-and after an interchange, of..opiJ].icni, ·t'9 adqp,t' that .course 
whicl;l the House in ·its wisdom. -:rility , ~];1~~- m9st expeqient 
and desirable. , !·. , ,·" · 

Glad~tone, in reply, 'aff~cted to beJi~abJe to:·~tid<:;~stand>,;· 
how ])israeli' could be ·ready to ·consult .the House, and 
yet unwilling. to accept am()ndments :fro~ :the Opp~si'tion· 
1eade;: But the Rous~· realised that, iGiadst6ne;s was 'a 
wrecking·. ame~dni~b.t, arid the ·&st., .. div1sio~ o!l, the, 
Reform Bill of 18'67,-takeri. on the night·of Friday,'April 
12, gave a_majori~y of twentycone for·the·G<w~rnment. 
The .result had been· .Nir?ugho1ft, un,certa~1,1, ap,·d.Gl~dst<;>ne, 

• •-" . , • · ' .., ~ • . . ; I > • l "'" . ~ , . ' -: · '.\,.' • • , . ~ 
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had to the last expected a victory. He felt it to be ' a 
smash, perhaps, without example.' The Conservative 
cheering was loud and long, and, as Mr. Kebbel writes, 
' none rushed to shake hands with the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer more enthusiastically than those Tory country 
gentlemen whom he was absurdly said to have betrayed.' 

· The enthusiasm was not all expended at Westminster. 
A quarter of an hour or so later, there was a number of 
excited Conservative members collected for supper at 
.the Carlton Club. Disraeli look.ed in at the club on his 
way home, a~d as h~ entered the large, crowded dining
room the cheers rang out again and again, and Sir Matthew 
Ridl~y interpreted. the feeling of the party by proposing a 
toast; ' Here's the man. who rode the race, who. took the 
time, who kept the .time, at).d who did the trick ! ' They 
crowded round their. leader, and pressed him .to st·ay and 
sup :with them. Mr. Kebpel gives us the sequel. 

As Lady Beaconsfield told me . afterwards; ·with manifest 
pride and joy, 'Dizzy came home to me.' And she then pro
ceeded to describe the supper:· ' I had got him a raised pie 
from Fortnuiri and Mason's, and a bottle of champagne, and he 
ate ha.lf the pie and drank all the champagne, and then he 
said: " Why, my dear, you are more like a mistress than a 
wife."' And I could see that _she took it as a very high com-. 
plililent indeed.1 · · . · · · . , . 

Gladstone and Bright were as inuoh cast· down as the 
Conservatives· were elated. · The .story ran that Bright 
said that night at the Reform: Club to ·Bernal Osborne: 
'You rriay do what you like, Osborne, but you will never 
manage to put salt on Dizzy1ii taiV · Gladstonw was so 
chagrined at his desertion· by the tea-room: pa,rty that' 
he appeared £or a 'while to contemplate retirement to a 
back bench. But the House adjournE:)d after-the division 
£or th~ :Easter recess, and there was a quiet opportunity 
for the reconsideration of rash impulses. · 

I Lord 13eaconsfield. and Other Torv M emori€8, p. 40. · 
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· Dis:t;aeli ·retired to Hugheiiden for the Easter rec~ss in~ 
high spirits after the unexpectedly satisfactory campaig"ll 
of 'the early sp:fing: COrry wrote to tell him the vivid · 
impression which had been made. in ·the depths of the 
English countryside; his old friend Vitzthum-now. no . 
longer Saxon .Minister in. London, owing to· Prussi_a:s 
victory over the German Confederation~for~arded fro'in 
Dresden a thoughtful appreciation of the situation as it 
~ooked to a well-mformed foreigner who knew England. 

]!rom Montagu Corry. 
RowT.ON CASTLE, SHREWSBlJRY; Easter Su'TJ,day, April. 21, 

1867.-. : . Your.name is in the mouth of every labourer, who, 
without kno·wing what 'R~form' means, or caring, hears that 
Mr. -- has won a great vic.tory. I leave the blank, as it 
is impossible to express the Protean variety which a na~e, 
revered and cherished 'by me, here assumes. My private 
opillion is that my aunt's carpenter, who ' heard saY that 
Mr. Disraeli.had laid Mr. Gladstone on his back,' thinks. that 
you really knocked that godly man down. I have too much 
jealousy ~or your fair fame to undeceive him. 

From Count V itzthum .. 
· HoTEL DE SAxE, DRESPEN,· April 21, 186.7.---: ... I never 
regretted my absence .from England so much. I need npt to 
tell you the joy I felt at your victory: I was sure of it.· May 
I tell you frankly why? Looking on, without party bias, 
during fourteen years, I could not help being struck by the 
fact that you appeared the only man in England working for 
posterity. Your genius bore; to my eyes, always the historical 
stamp, and I never listened to a ~peech of yours without 
thinking, this word, this sentence; will be r~membered a hun
dred years hence. , • 

268. 
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If I understand right your present position,. you are the 
<Edipus who solved the Sphinx's riddle; you have thrown in 
the chasm worn-out prejudices, and you put the good ship 
in order before the great storm which may blow over for a 
moment, but which soon will shake Europe from one'end to the 
other .. At the eve of such a crisis, what are ten-pounders and 
lodgers1 The great point was to .. settle and to subdue this 

~ internal agitation, and J think you paved the way for a settle
ment whtch will last until the resettlel;llent of Europe. . . . 

But, though the Bill was well begun, the thorny ques
tions ahead pressed upon Disraeli at Hughenden, and 
followed him to Windsor, where he was asked to spend 
Easter. 'I am sorry to say,' he writes to Corry on Good 
Friday, 'the Compound Householder has found his wa,y 
to Hughenden, introduced by Lord Cairns.' 1 At Windsor 
it was the Lodger who was troubling him. 

To Lord Stanley. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, Easter Monday, April 22, 1867.-... As 
for domestic affairs, we ought to carry our Reform now in a 
canter, if all I hear be true. . . .. 

We can't take Torrens's lodger, and I doubt whether the 
House will take him at any rate or rent. · 

I wish, in the interval of settling the affairs of Europe, you 
would get up an anti-lodger speech, or a speech on the subject 
either way; as I think our debates want a little variety, and 
the House will get tired of the eternal partridge of your affec
tionate colleague, THE CHANCELLOR OF THE ExcHEQUER. 2 

'Or a speech on the subject either way!' How the 
old Disraeli comes out in a flash ! Detail, even important 
detail, was almost as nothing; lodger franchise had been 
one of his own proposals in former years, and he regarded 
it now as a pure question of tactics; but the Bill, with or 
without lodger franchise, was to pass in a canter ! That 
was what mattered. Stanley was in favour of lodger fran
chise, and may have decided Disraeli's course. 'I am so 
deeply pledged to the principle,' he replied, 'that I cannot 
speak against it; but we may fix the limit where we please. 

1 Cairns, wh? wa~ now a. Lord ~u~tice of Appeal, had been ~ade a peer, 
and was resuming h1s po!Itwal actiVIty. . 

2 This is the latter part of the letter printed above on pp. 204; 205. 
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I think- £15 .would~do no harm, It would swamp olliy 
constituencies which are alreadY as' nidical·as they. well 
can be. t' think our i Bill, or .. at .least- a . Bill,' is. saf{' ' 
Stanley, itwill be. seen; e11t~r~d ~ith grim.hum~ur.'in.ts> 
the situation. ' Or at least .a Bill' is the apt retort to 
Disraeli's fling. · · . . . ·• 

. 'Before Easter Disraeli 'had 'r;e~!st~d,. and- successfully. 
'resisted, Gladsto~e's. repeated attempts' 'to' t~ke. tlie 
Refonl:r question out ·of his hands and :substitute a £5 
value with all ·its· logical cons('lquences ... · After Easter · 
he showed the readiness whi.eh he :had :·frequently pro'
.claimed to cocoperate w:ith the ·House and to accept the 
amendments which the general· sense · of Parliament 
desired; •Gladstone a1id tlie ·official' Liberals, and' Bright, 
who acted generally with•·them,'-did not even yet desist 
from occasional attempts to impose their own scheme, 
but these efforts signally ·failed. During the Easter 
recess :they had couritenanced or instigated' great poj:m
lar gatherings which; stn1ngely · eno11gli;·, tre!t~ed !}> 'Bi~l 
esta?hshing r;1t~g household suffr;ige as a virtu~l <;l~J.?-iaJ 
of working men's rights. Gladstone.received and, en
couraged a deputation <fro In. a society ·errgaged ·in pro
moting this movement, and :was iimusingly''chaffed' in 
the House ofcOmmonsby,Disraeii.- ,.: · .,. . ·. ' :1 ;.':'; 

I regret very much that these spoU:ters of· staJe sedition, 
these obsolete incendiaries, should have come forward t.o pay 

:their homage to one who, wherever he niay sl.t: '.rhust always . 
be the pride and ornament of the House·:· · ' , :_· · , 

-. :Who but must l~ugh if such' a inan there be, •· : ~ '- · ·· 
Who would not weepifAtti?J1S,werehe?, .·. .. 

Nothing has sW"prised~e more in the ebullitions wh~ch have 
recently occurred thari their extremely, in~olerant character. 
Everybodywho does r:ot ~gr~e w.ith ·sornebody else i~ loo~ed 

. upon as afool, or as bemg rrierely_mfluenced by a·t.otal warit-of 
princip!e in condu~t~g public.: ~~airs:! ·:But, •'sir; I~; canh~t 
bring myself .to :beheve that that IS the•temper of~t~e:.House 
of CoJUmons q:r; !h~ ~emper of_ the,eountry .. _ · , . 

:0~- the .wh~le, however, Gladstone was. content, after 
Eastei'

1 
'-to.~ take f!: less cm:sp~cuous part ~n :debate ;,::,and-

. ~ . . 
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amendments, which came from private membei;S in all · 
quartets of the Rouse, were frequently offered, and ac
cepted, modified, or rejected, without his intervention at 
alL No doubt the general nature ofthese amendments was 
to widen the proposed enfranchisement, :as was inevitable, 
seeing that the Liberals had a majority of sixty or seventy 
in the House, and -the tea-room party and many ·of the 
Adullamites were some of the most convinced supporters 
ofthe principle of the Bill. But many of the enfranchising 
amendmen_ts had strong 'Conservative support, from_ 

· Henley ·and dthers; the forward section of 'the(Conservative 
party being as resolved as the GOvernment ·that the ~ou:t
come of this legislation should be a .real settlement that 
would stand for many years. .Malinesburycs diary bears 
witn.ess to this tendency. For May.he writes:-' Cabinets 
all May on Reform Bill. The ·la1:sse'z"aU-er syste·in followed 
by -the 'Govern.ment trying to nrake 'the best they ·could 
i()f it, but -constantly yielding ·some~thing. The· {Conser
vative members seem disposed to adopt anything; an'd 
to -think'that it is "in for a· penny, in for a pound.~'' 

The first important ai:nerrdmerit which was discussed 
·a;ftet Easter· was one by Ayrton, an Independent Radical, 
redU:cing the two years' residence proposed for the ·new 
~oter :to the -one year which was ·aH that wa·s required of 
the ten-pounder. The Government resisted, 'but :were 
badly beaten by eighty-one votes; and· they- promptly 
put in pra-ctice the re·adiness ·to defer' to the. -opinion of 
the liouse which 'they had repeatedlyann:oimced: 

From Geneml -the Hon. Oharle:s Grey, 

OSBORNE; .May :4; ;1867.-The Queen deSiil'eS me t(;) 'thank 
you for your letter of the night be:fiore -last ... She was very. 
son:y. to hear of -the defeat of the Government by so large a 
ma]ority, though rejoiced 'to find that you did not consider 
the p·oints on which you 'were beat vital.· 
. Her :Majesty ,n:ow 'deswes me to e:xpress her earnes't hope 

.that you wcill -avoid, as far as possible, the mistake made by 
the late Government, . and should further amendments be 
carried against you, in a way to show that' they are in accord
ance with the feeling of the House a'n:d of. 'tire country, that 
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you will not refuse- to accept them, and. thus again postpone 
the settlement of this question, as Lord Russell did, the Queen 
thinks; so unnecessarily last year. · ' 

The Queen was thus entirely at one witt\ the course 
which. Disraeli had market:l out and was steadfastly 
following: The question of lodgers was the next to which 
it was applied. It was found that ·there was a general 
feeling in the House that it would be unfair to 'exclude 
lodgers, who. were really in exactly si~ilar circumstances 
to the householders \v:ho were to be admitted, save in the · 
nature of their~ occupation.. Two or three families· of 
precisely the same status often lived in one house; .while 
the head of one only would rank as a householder: Dis
raeli cop.ld have no insuperable- objection·to a franchise 

. ~hich he had· once proposed himself; and it· was agreed 
to admit lodgers down to a £10 limit. 

The troublesome question of the col1lpound householder 
had now to be faced. The difficulty was that the new 

. system would apply so irregularly. Tlie Small Tenements 
Act and local Acts with· the same object affected some 
boroughs only; others were. entirely innocent of the com
pound householder.· Half a million votes were in, ques
tion. To the timidWhig.or Tory it seemed most impor
tant not to swamp the constituencies'with·.this swarm'of 
what he fancied to be barbarian invaders; to the Radical 
the Bil~ was hopelessly incomplete without their inclu~ 
sion.: For Disraeli and the bulk 'of the Conservative for
winds who· believed· in the efficacy of -personal rating, . 
the principle of the Bill was involved. 'We lay down a · 
principle,' he had said on the second reading, 'and let 
that principle work.' If these half-million could be rated 
personally, they ought to have the vote as they would · 
h_ave' the responsibility; otherwise they had no claim to 
it. This view is the clue to Disraeli's attitude· on the 
various attempts to·· solve. the. que13tio'u. His own 
plan had been to grant sp~cial facilities for placing the 
compoun'd householder's name o.n the rate-book. But 
that offered mariy difficulties; and as General Grey wrote . . . ' . ~ 
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on the Queen's behalf : ' She fears that you· are preparing 
for yourself a probable, if not a certain, defeat.' But he 
could. not well accept Hibbert's amendment, which gave 
the householder a vote on paying his composition, with-. 
out being directly rated. That would be to surrender 
the principle on which the Bill was founded. Gladstone 
came vehemently to Hibbert's aid, and accused the 
Government of 'fraud and dissimulation,' or at least of 
taking care that the apparent extension of the franchise 
should not be realised. ' I prefer the invective of Tor
quemada to the insinuation of Loyola,' replied Disraeli. 
The amendment was defeated by sixty-six votes. 

In asking the House to reject Hibbert's amendment, 
Disraeli expressed a strong desire to find a solution of 
the difficulty, commended the matter to the considera
tion of the Committee, and trusted that with their aid 
the Government might still conduct it to a happy ter
mination. An amendment was immediately proposed by 
Hodgkinson, M.P. for Newark, which was open to none 
of the previous objections, but which would enfranchise 
at one blow the whole of the· half-million whose advent 
moderate. Reformers dreaded. This amendment swept 
away the Small Tenements Act and other local Acts, and 
made the occupier alone the person responsible for local 
rates. Bright; his biographer tells us,I was the author of 
the proposal, and Gladstone spoke in· its favour, th.ough · 
treating it as a forlorn hope. But here was Disraeli's 
principle of personal rating conceded. What was he to 
do ~ His leading colleague in · the Commons, Hardy, 
was not by his side, but seeking re-election on change 
of office. ~ardy had been, with general approval, ap
pointed to take over the Home Secretaryship from 
Walpole, who had once again had to deal with Reform 
meetings in the parks, and, having once again failed to 
do so with success, had resigned his office, though re
maining in the Cabinet without portfolio. Disraeli, left 
alone, acted up to the principle of personal rating, and, 

1 Trevelyan's Br.:ght, p. 376. 
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to the astonishment of a thin House, announced at the 
dinner-hour his acceptance of the amendment. He was 
naturally eager to get his principal lieutenant's approval. 

To Gathorne Hardy. 
GROSVENOR GATE, May 18, 1867.-I have had great diffi

culties about the Reform Bill since we parted, and have ter-
ribly missed your aid and counsel. · . 

On Thursday night, Dalgleish gave notice of a motion for 
Committee on Compound Householders, which, if carried, 
would have 'hung up' the Bill, and which, as it was to be 
supported by all the Independent Liberals and many of· our 
own men, would certainly have been carried. I. prevailed 
on him, yesterday morning, to give this intention up, but he 
informed us at the same time that he, and all his friends, and 
many of ours, as we knew, must support Hodgkinson's ·amend
ment for repeal of Small Tenements Act. 

I sent off to you, but you had gone to Osborne: Lord· Bar
rington told me, however, that you had mentioned to him 
that you were not unfavorable to the repeal 'in itself. I sent 
for Lambert, who, after long consultation with myself and 
Thring, said, if required, he could effect the repeal of the 
Rating Bill in five clauses, and was in favor of it. Two 
months ago such a repeal was impossible: but a very great 
change had occurred in the public mind on this matter. Two 
months ago Gladstone would have placed himself at the 
head of the Vestries and ' Civilisation ': now, we were secretly 
informed, he intended to reorganise on the principle of. repeal 
of Local Acts. · 

In this state of doubt and difficulty I went down to the 
House; and about nine o'clock, being quite alone on our bench, 
and only forty-five men on our side, some of whom weregoing 
to vote for Hodgkinson, the amendment was moved, and, ·as 
I had been led somewhat to believe, Gladstone ·got up· (his 
benches with aoout a hundred. men) and maQ.e his meditated 
coup, which you will read.· . . . 

I tried to get up some debate, or, rather, I waited for it, 
for I could do no more, but it was impossible. His ' appeal ' 
to me prevented anyone but Bass and Co. speaking, and they 
were for Hodgkinson. I waited until the question was put; 
when, having revolyed everything in my mind, I felt that the 
critical moment had arri'Jed, and when, without in the slightest 

· degree receding . from our principle and position of a rating 
and residential franchise, we might take a step which would· 
destroy the present agitation and extinguish Gladstone and Co. 
I therefore accepted the spirit of H.'s amendment. 

It was most painful.' truly grievous and annoying, to act in 
i 
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· such a matter without your personal and immediate coun
tenance; and I can't conceal from myself, tho' I felt the pulse 
of many in the course of the morning, feeling that some crisis 
which required decision might arrive-! say I cannot conceal 
from myself .that this course may excite some discontent; 
but if you stand by me all will go right. 

I have no reason to doubt the adhesion of the Cabinet, with 
the exception of the Duke of Bucks, whom I have not seen. 
If the Cabinet is united to-day, all willgo right, and no further 
opposition to the Reform Bill will take place. · 

I had always, from our frequent conversations on the.sub
ject, inferred that, in theory, you were opposed to the Rating 
Bills, but were of opinion, as I was myself, that it was unwise, 
not to say impossible, for us to touch them. But if the Oppo
sition . originated the move, that was a great difference. I 
inferred also, from what Barrington impressed on me, that 
you were not insensible to the change of public opinion ori 
this subject. 

I have written all this off to you, curr. cal., that you.might 
fully understand all I feel at this moment. It is a critical one 
which requires alike courage and conciliation for all. I hope 
you may, on the whole, not disapprove of my course; but I 
feel confident that, if you do not entirely, you will for the sake 
of the party, and perhaps a little for mine, support a colleague 
who has endeavoured to do his best in great difficulties. 

Hardy, on consideration, agreed. In retrospect he 
wrote : ' We had so far stepped in that we could not, on 
such a point, draw back; but it was a new proof that a 
great measure ought not to be in the hands of a minority, 
but with those who can mould and resist the moulding 
of others.' To Disraeli, at the time, he wrote that the 
course taken was logical and consistent. 'We have never 
treated compounding as a check which we insisted on, but, 
finding it so prevalent, did our best to open a way out of 
it, to those who. desired to be voters. . . . Though the 
change may now be more rapid than we anticipated, I do 
not see upon what principle we can object to enabling all 
who pay their rates to come upon tlw register.' 1 

Disraeli put a· bold face on the change in the House. 
The amendment, he said, would carry out the principle 

\

. of the Bill; the Government had ~riginally introduced a 

1 Gathorne Hardy, Vol. I., pp. 207.211. 
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similar provision, and had only withdrawn it .to avoid. 
overloading the ship. But the word flew round from 
the-half-empty House to the lobbies and the clubs that 
Disraeli had now conceded what ~mounted to pure 
household suffra.ge,1 in spite of the previous protestations 
made by his colleagues and by himself; ahd Cranhorne 
a~d :yowe, looking merely atthe great numbers added to 
t.he constituency, bo~h poured forth cbpious jeremiads, 
which from their strongly anti-democratic point of view 
were well justified. On the other hand, that unim~ 
peachable old Tory, Henley, entirely backed up the 

·.Government. They were carrying out, he said, their 
fundamental principle; it was · th~ most Conservative 
thing in ·the ~ill. Disraeli fully realised the enormous 
numerical addition that would be made to the constitu
ency, and; till he had received :Hardy's consent, was most. 

- anxious. The morning after the concession, he sent 
an early note to his wife: ' Dearest, come to me when you 
are up and breakfasted, as it is necessary: ~o confer on 
affairs before you go into the world,';· and he was greatly 
relieved to receive the reply: '·All right; Mr. Hai'cty 
highly approv;es.' ·. · .. 

The concession of the lodger franchise and the abolition 
of compounding opened the borough franchise so widely 
that the raison d' etre of the direct tax franchise and the 
'fancy franchises' was taken away. :Pract~cally every
one who would be enfranchised under those clauses must 
be either a rate-paying householder or a lodger; a:rid Dis
raeli, naturally; made no serious opposition to their elim
ination. With regard to the county franchise; the orig
inal proposal ofthe Government was to fix it at £15rating. 
Locke King, in'pursuai1ce of his constantpolicy, to which 
Disraeli and his colleagues had been temporarily converted 
in 1859, moved to substitute £10. - There was a meE:ting 
of county members,. which urged the Government to fix 

1 Gladstone's Government, in 1869, on the plea of administrative cbn
veniencc, restored compounding for local rates without electoral disqualifi
cation, thus eliniinating the rating principle and establishing in boroughs 

· household suffrage pure and simple. · -
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·a lower rate than £15; and, when a moderate Liberal 
suggested £12 as a compromise, Disraeli ·adopted it as 
such. . 

To Qneen Victoria. 
HousE OF CoMMONS, JJfay 27, 1867.-The Chancellor .of 

the Exchequer, with his humble duty to your Majesty. 
· Tlie Reform Bill makes good, and even great, progress. 

We have had a most important and successful night, and the 
feeling of the House is excellent. 
. We meet again to-morrow morning, and shall, at the least, 
have four sittings per week. 

The· Chancellor of the Exchequer takes even a sanguine 
view of affairs, and counts on sending the Bill up to the Lords 
in the earlier part of July. 

The House received the announcement of the remission of 
the capital punishments of the traitor-convicts with dignified 
satisfaction. 

As the proposed measure of enfranchisement had been 
enlarged, enormously in the boroughs, slightly in the 
counties, so the Government ·scheme of redistribution, 
which was originally of a somewhat limited character, 
was considerably extended in Committee; . though the 
extension was on the same lines, and did not involve any 
absolute disfranchisement of boroughs, save for electoral 
corruption. The Government had proposed to take . 
away one member from boroughs below 7,000 population, 
and; of the thirty seats obtained in this manner and by 
disfranchisement of corr:upt places, to give fourteen to 
new boroughs, fifteen t9 coimties, and one to London 
University. On the ground that this scheme did notgo 
far enough to give reasonable hope of a permanent settle
ment, Laing, an independent Liberal member, proposed 
that the limit below which the second member should be 
taken away from boroughs should lle 10,000 instead of 
7,000. population. He had an elaborate scheme for dis-' 
posing of the extra seats thus obtained, which involved 
giving a second member to towns over 50,000 population, 
and a third member to both towns and counties over 
150,000. Disraeli resisted the enlargement on behalf of 
the Government; but seventy-twQ Conservatives voted 
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aga~st their leaders, and the amendment was carried, by 
the great ·majority of 127. Once again the party had 

· forced the hands of the Government. Whether on this 
occasion Disraeli wished to have pressure put ·upon him, 
as he had over the Ten Minutes Bill, it is difficult to 
say; hut there is a curious letter from Lennox on the 
circumstances of the division: · 

Froni Lord Henry Lenno'x. 
June .2.-While you, .as· organ of the Government, were 

speaking against Mr. Laing's amendment; W. Spoffort)l, the 
paid agent of the party, was diligently whipping in favour of 
it, and, with considerable audacity, asserting that the Govern-
ment wished to be beaten on the point. . 
. For the truth of· this, incredible as it .seems, I am ready to 
vouch; and even more, that his whipping was ,enforced upon 
our men by a list which he held in his hand, a!ld which pro
fessed to give the statistics why Laing's amendment ought to be 
carried, and why the Government wished to be beaten. . • • . 

Laing's motion was, at most, merely an extension of the. 
principle on which redistribution was dealt with in the 
Bill. When another Liberal endeavoured to introduce 
the principle . of total disfranchisement. with regard· to 
all boroughs under 5,000 population, Disraeli successfully · 

, . ~ re~isted the change by the considerable majority o£. fifty
two. But he was ready to remodel· and enlarge his 
scheme in accordance with the vote on Laing's amend
ment. 'Several Cabinets during this month on the Re
form Bill, which each time becomes more radical,' Wrote. 
Malmesbury in June. On the 13th, Disraeli explained 
the new plan of redistribution of the forty-five seats 
given ·by the adoption of the 10,000 population limit. 
Nineteen were to go to towns, mostly new boroughs, and 
twenty-five to counties, and ~here was one University 
seat. As the small borqughs represented the rural popu
lation, it was fair that the extra seats taken from them 
should go mainly to the counties But a· strenuous 
attempt was made to get a tHird member for the largest 

/ towns. One such amendment by Laing ·was beaten by 
l" · ·eight votes; but subsequently Disraeli .consented to ··:a 
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compromise bywhich Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingliam, 
and Leeds, were each given a third member, the seats being 
obtained by withdrawing proposed new boroughs from 

· the schedule. This compromise, .which in no way altered 
the balance as between county and town, and which was 
therefore eminently reasonable, gave Disraeli a . bad 
quarter of an hour, both in Cabinet and in the House. 
Hardy wrote in his diary: 'Our course about the large 
boroughs is, to my mind, unsatisfactory, and again and 
again I long to be out of the bother. General Peel at
tacked us vehemently, and the House sneered at Disraeli's 
surrender. Odious work!'. Peel's attack, on this occasion 
particularly undeserved, was indeed bitter; he seemed 
to be avenging Disraeli's treatment of his brother. - The· 
proceedings. on the Bill, he said, had taught him three 
things-first, that nothing had so little vitality as a 
'vital point'; secondly, that nothing was so insecure as 
a ' security ' ; and, thirdly, that nothing was so elastic as 
the conscience of ,a Cabinet Minister . 

. · '·Thus Disraeli had consented to allow the House to 
enlarge both the. enfranchisement and the redistribu
tion proposed in the Bill; but. he had preserved the 
principles on which he had based each, rating and re~i- ..... 
dence in one case, no disfranchisement and no entire re- · 
construction in the. other. It remains to notice how ne 
dealt with afew incidental questions. On voting papers, 
he was beaten on a division bythirty-eight; it was a mere 
'matter of machinery, and the Government accepted the 
decision of the House. To . all proposals of minority 
voting and minority representation, he showed a deter
mined hostility. J. S. Mill brought forward Hare's plan, 

. which has in later days received so much favour. The 
House generally thought the scheme was impracticable, 
and Disraeli was merely its m~mthpiece in recommending 
withdrawal. A motion by Lowe in favour of cumulative 
voting, that is, permission to the voter in all cases of 
three- or four-member seats to cast all his votes for one' 
of the candidates, met with much more support, not only 

*· 
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J. S~~~iill, b,~~ Fa w~ett, one of 'the tea--room party, a~ 
well as Cranborne, spefiking fo'r it. Though rejected at 
first on Bright's and Disraeli's 'advice, the scheme was 
revived in another form by the Lords. On a proposal 
by lVIill to enable women to vote, which was defeated by 
196 to 73, Disraeli took no part; he. did not even vote. 

The carrying of the Reform BiH through Committee in 
the House of Commons was_. the work of Disraeli, and of 
Disraeli . alone.· He was always in · his place, never 
at ~ loss, but always armed with facts and arguments; 
full of ·tact and conciliation' where these were required, 
or of retort and sarcasm when a wrecking amendment 
was persisted in ; but on indifferent points· of detail, 

· no one in the House . so indifferent- as he. It· was 
estimated that he spoke on' the: Bill more than· 300 
times. It was what in modern slang is' called a·' one
man show,' as was pointed out' in quaint; bU:t .. forcible; 
la:p.guage by Bernal Osborne .. He bade the House rely 
on the Chancellor of the Exchequer, w!lo had 'lugg(:)d :UP 
that great omnibus-fUll of stupid, heavy country gentle: 
men,' and converted them into Radical Reformers. ·· 'In 
fa;ct, the Chancellor of the.Exchequer is the Ministry by 
himself, for it could not exist' a day without' him, and all 
the rest who sit near him. are the most respectable 'pawns 
on the board, their opinion being not worth ·a pin.' · 

.One shrewd observer insisted _that Disraeli's ·capacity 
for silence, even more than his power of speech, was the 
principal agent in ·carrying the Bi~l. ' 

But for this power to hold his tongue, Mr. Disraeli would 
never have got this Bill through the House. Moreover, he 
seems to be able to silence h).S colleagues' tongues, either by 
positive and inexorable command or by the mesmeric power 
of example. In reviewing the course ofthis Bill, it is astonish
ing to find ho'lv little speaking came 'from the Treasury Bench . 
. ·. . The Chancellor of -the Exchequer has ruled his Ministry 
with despotic power. ' You :,:must, speak,' he seemed to say 
to .one, and he spoke. To oth~rs he. issued no commands, 
and they we_re silent. . . . . Further, it has been remarked 

([ that, whatever may 'have been done in the Cabinet, in the 
House ·the leader appeared to consu1t none of his colleagues. 
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In short, Disraeli has steered this Bill through himself; 
alone he did it· and with what wonderful skill none but those 
who watch~d hlm from night to.night can know. 1 

This .observer adds that there was generally no one 
...__ present with :J;>israeli in his private room during the pro

gress of the Bill except his secretary Corry, and Lambert, 
of the Poor Law Board, who was greatly consulted as a 
statistician. There was also,~ no doubt, almost always 
Thring, the draftsman, who has recorded that Disraeli 
'seemed to have an intuitive perception of what would 
pass the House of Commons; but he cared nothing for 
the details of a Bill, and, once satisfied with the principle, 
he troubled comparatively little about its arrangements 
and construction.' Thring added: · 

It was in course of preparing this Reform Bill of 1867, and 
watching every night its passage through Parliament, that I 
had ample means, for the first and last time, of judging of Mr .. 
D.'s characteristics. I was constantly. struck by his great 

· skill in overcoming difficulties as they arose in Parliament, and 
his tact in meeting, by judicious compromises, the· objections 
of his opponents. His courtesy to me never failed, even under 
the most trying circumstances. · 

By the middle of July the long labour of Committee 
and Report was over, and the Bill was set downfor third 
reading on the 15th. The debate resolved itself into a 
violent attack on Disraeli and the Government, conducted 
by Cranborne and Lowe. Cranborne said that when the 
Bill was read a second time it bristled with securities 
which had all now disappeared. He attributed . the 

, parentage of the measure, in the shape in which it emerged 
from Committee, to Gladstone, whose demands, he said, 
had all been conceded. He omitted, by the way, to men
tion that Gladstone's principal demand had been for a 
£5 value for the borough franchise, and that this had been 

·successfully resisted. If the concession of Gladstone's 
demands . and the adoption of Bright's principles were 
a triumph, then the Conservative party had never won so 
signal a triumph as this. The party had been misled by 

1 W. White's Inner Life of the HOU8e of Oommo718, Vol. II., pp. 76, 7.7. 
n. 10 
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the mystery and reticence of its leaders. There had been 
a political betrayal without a parallel in our. annals. 

·Lowe said they were entering upon an epoch of revolution. 
We mu~t educate our new masters in order to avert the 
consequences of a measure which every honest and edu- ,• 
cated Englishman regarded with shame, scorn, and indig
nation. Bright hailed the Bill as giving the best pe:r-' 
manent foundation for the suffrage, though he would 
have agreed to a more limited measure; and Elcho, as a 
leading Adullamite, accepted the Bill as a satisfactory 
settlement, and said the course of events had justified 
the action his party had taken last year. He especially 
selected for praise Disraeli's management of the question 
as contrasted wit.b. Gladstone's. 

Disraeli's speech was naturally, in form, an answer to 
the diatribes of Cranborne and Lowe. He was easily 
able to show that he himself for the last twenty years 
had steadily spoken in favour of increasing the represen- . 
tation of the working classes; and he added that statement 
about the discussion of household suffrage in the Cabinet 
of 1858-59 on wJ;lich we have already commented. Th~ 
Government did not believe in the enfranchisem~nt of 
a favoured portion of the working classes, a sort of Pre
torian Guard. That would have been the result of setting 
up a limit of an £8, £7, £6, or £5 value, such as Gladstone's 
proposal of the present year. It was better to appeal to the 
sympathies of the great body of the people. He gave the 
following interesting account of the evolution of· the Bill. 

We acceded to power last year, and we found it was abso
lutely necessary to deal with this question; we came into power 
unpledged, and I have heard, with .some astonishment, re-· 
proaches in regard to our change of opmion. I am not here to 
defend, to vindicate, or even to mitigate, every expression I may 
have used on this subject during the course of many years, but I 
can appeal to the general tenor of the policy we have recom
mended. I have always said that the question of Parliamen
tary Reform was one which it was. quite open to the Conser
vative party to deal with. I have said so in this House, and 
on the hustings, in the presence of my countrymen, a hundred 
times. I have always said, and I say so now, tbat, when you 
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come to a. settlement of this question, you cannot be bound 
to any particular scheme, as if you were settling the duties on 
sugar; but dealing with the question on great constitutional 
principles, and which I hope to show have not been· deviated 
from, you must deal with it also· with a due regard to the spirit 
of the time and the requirements of the country. . . • Be
lieving that another failure would be fatal, not merely to the 
Conservative party, but most dangerous to the country, we 
resolved to settle it if we could. . . . Knowing the majority 
was against us, and knowing the difficulties we had to deal with, 
being in a minority-and even with a majority our predecessors 
had not succeeded-after due deliberation we were of opinion · 
that the only mode of arriving at a settlement was to tak;e the 
House into council with. us, and by our united efforts, and the 
frank communication of ideas, to attain a satisfactory solution. 
. . . It was in harmony with these views that I placed reso
lutions on the table. . It is very true that' at that time-in the 
month of March or February; it may be-you derided those 
resolutions and ridiculed the appeal; but reflection proved the 

. policy was just, and you have adopted it. . . . You have all 
co-operated with us, and it is by that frank and cordial co
operation that we have arrived at a third reading. 

Disraeli had no difficulty in exposing the inaccuracy 
of Cranborne's statement that the securities in the orig
inal Bill had been 'obsequiously' yielded to Gladstone's 
'imperious dictation.' The preceding narrative has 
shoWn: in how many cases it was the feeling, sometimes 
the almost unanimous feeling, of the Conservative party 
itself which determined the action of the Government, so 
that Disraeli could plead that ' the party on this question 
00s always been in advance of the Government. There 
is not a security that we have proposed that has not been 

·objected to by the Conservative party.' If the policy 
of the Bill of 1859, retaining the £10 limit, could no longer 
be upheld, then there was no safe resting-place till rating 
household suffrage. In regard to redistribution, there 
had been no disfranchisement, but there had been a very 
considerable attempt to do justice to the inadequately 
represented millions of dwellers in the counties. He ridi
culed Lowe's speech, with its classical tags, as that of 
' some inspired schoolboy,' and poured contempt upon its 
' doleful vaticinations.' 
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For my part, I do not believe that the country is in danger. 
I think England is safe in the race of men who inhabit her; 
that· she is safe iii: something much more precious than her 
accumulated capital-her accumulated experience; she is safe 
in her national character, in her fame, in the traditions of a 
thousand. years, and in that glorious future which I believe 
awaits her. 

The "BilL passed ... the th:IT.d. reading. in .. the .. Commons 
without.a division; it had"yet to ruu. the.,gauptlet oLt)ll:) 
IIouse~of~_Lprds. Undoubtedly the. vas£ extension which 

· it .:had received in Committee had alarmed even some of 
the most convinced friends of a real settlement; and it 
wa.s thought that the Lords might reasonably reduce its. 
proportions. .The Queen wrote to Derby, that she did 
not wish. to say anything that could embarrass the Gov
ernment; and that she felt it would be impossible to 
recede from the concessions already made. to popular 
feeling; but ~hat she hoped Ministers would give a fair 

. consideration to any amendments which might be proA posed jn the House of Lords ' with a view to avert the 
· ·1 danger which many people ·ltp_Ereheri.d from the great 

increase of. democratic power.' Derby, however, as well 
· as Disra. eli, realised that it was es. sential there should be 
no narrowing of. the scope of the Bill; and· the thorough 
fashion in which, a:fter its transmogrification in the Com
mons, it was adopt~d by the most powerful man in 
the Lords, made its acceptance there fairly safe, unless 
the great Whig peers could br:ing themselves to play over 
again, in concert with the Tory seceders,..the game in 
which Gladstone had, not without humiliation, failed. · 
Derby called his followers in the Upper House together, 
aii'(f"' urgently requested their suppo~t for a. Bill which, 
lie saia, _notwithstanding Gladstone's factiousne:ss, the 

· Government had, by making fair concessions and owing 
to the inimitable tact and temper of. the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, passed with the practically unanimous 
consent of the House of ·Commons. The high To:ry peers 
grumbled, but came to heel. The threatei:WdWhlgoppo
sition <iollansed; as Disracli wrote to DerbY,, 'the :ypung~r 
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generation, Granville, Argyll, and Co.,, shrank from the too 
ridiculous climax-of a Reform Bill in 1867 opposed by 
Lord Grey and the Whigs.' Accordingly, in spite of an 
inopportune fit of gout which deprived the House for a 
while of Derby's leadership, the Bill passed through all 
its stages with comparatively small amendment. 

The most notable incidents of its P.assage through the 
Loros were a speech of dark foreboding~ ShaftesburyJ . 

. the emergence of Cairns as a strong defender of the 
~Scheme, and two ·characteristic sayings by _Derby, one 
~related ~by::G;;ruivirfe;b"Ut:.ii(;t'];~;,d,,,Jt;,;~ihe';~~i"k!:fd. 
[On .. the third_reading~y~ ... J!~rby . himself. Granville's 
~story was tliat Derby~s answer to a Conservative friend, 
who reproached him with his revolutionary proposals, 
was merely, 'Don'.t.-you,~see.,.ho.W-,,,w.e~Jui;Y:er~ii~J!lNI;1i.he .X 

1' ~igs ~' The third reading .. speech. admitted .. and -de
fended.:the. e~p¢rimentaLcharaQter of~tbe,B.iJJ,:.:,No :doubt 
we are making_J!:.g!eat. exP.eriment.and .. taking a.leall·in 

t.. the .. dark,.but I have the greatest .confidence in the sound 
· sense of m~ fellow-countrymen, and I entertain" a strong 

I 
hope that the extended fran. chise which we are now con- -
£erring upon them will be · the m(;)ans of placing the 
institutions of this country on a firmer oasis.' 

'The amendments of the Lords caused very little diffi
. culty. The contentious ones, though perfunctorily sup-
ported by Disraeli, were all rejected, with the exception 
of one proposed and carried by Cairns, giving a certain 
representation to minorities, by enacting· that in the 
three-member constituencies, which were about a dozen 
in number, each elector should only :Q.ave two votes, and in 
the one four-member constituency, the City, only three 
votes. Disraeli did not himself approve this ·system any 
more than Gladstone and Bright, who strongly opposed it; 
but, in spite of having helped to defeat a somewhat similar 
11.mendment by Lowe, he was not sorry to try an,experi
rn.ent which proceeded from his friend Cairns, and to 
secure the acceptance of at least one of ,the Lords' con:.. _ 
tentious amendments. His sense of humour was, no 
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doubt, tickled by the fact that it would certainly give 
the third seat in his own constituency of Bucks to the 
Liberals~that third seat which, in the present Parlia
ment, for the first time since his own first return in 184 7, 
was filled by a Conservative. WitP, this and a few other 
minor alterations, the Bill, which only dealt with Eng
land, became law on August 15, progress w1th the corre
sponding Bills . for Scotland and Ireland being perforce 
postponed till the following session. 

Ministers were, naturally, in the highest spirits at the. 
Greenwich~ whitebait dinner. Stanley is said to have 
been the only Minister present who ·wore evening dress; 
so he was dubbed 'the ·Reverend Mr. Stanley,' called to 
the chair, and as~ed to say grace. Gordon, the Lord Ad
vocate, sang a jo-.fial Scotch song written for the occasion 
by Lord Neaves; the Judge, called 'The Ministerial Cogie' 
-' cogie' meaning literally a small wooden 'drinking vessel, 
and metaphorically- any pleasant mi:x:ture. 'The Bill is 
safe, the Bill is passed,' it. began, and. went on to celebrate 
the ' dishing ' of the Whigs and the triumph of the Tories. 

Now from this day the country's sway 
. Belongs to no Whig fogie; 

And none can now of T0ries say 
They scrimped the people's cogie, 

Gordon's demeanour was usually grave and austere, and 
it was noticed that the incongruity of the man and the 
song moved Disraeli to one of his very rare bursts of 
hearty laughter, · . 

ln. tl, ~p~eclla:t the customary.Mansion,House banqu,et ,tc 
MinisteJs._just -· P{l&!:~.d~-!!.~.:.._qlo~~".of.~the, se~~!on, ,.,:!!israeli 
(reviewed his great ~ach!wemerit, __ and relate(l_ :it.to. what 
~~11:£1:..Pee~Jl!sJif~;;workin poli~ics,,!_~e;£f~~i2.~ •• £L~4e 

· Atl'J.~-J>.l~E~~,:~tB.~~~<:~~Etl:LR-~""~!1:,.t\t~.gS?.y,~~1lp:le~;t .. :£~--the 
Jountry,,~ Tlie clarm to have termmated the mOIJ.Qpoly 
~ra1ism is a repetition of the sentiments of his speech 
aTLiverpool in the autumn of •1859; the,_v-indip.futiQR.Of 
Tpryism as .. the.n~,tion.al. ;;tnd,. P_2RW?-r_p.M]y: perv~des all 
his :eolitical writings and speeches from first to last. --

••• 
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I .have seen in my time several monopolies terminated, and 
recently I have .. seen the.termination of j.h~.IilQ~.QPQ~Y~QfJiiber
alism. Nor are we to be surprised when we see -that certain 
persons who believed that they had an hereditary right, when
ever it was necessary, to renovate the institutions of their 
country, .should be somewhat displeased that· any other 
persons should presume to interfere with those changes which, 
I hope in the spirit of true patriotism, they believed the re
quirements of the State rendered necessary. But I am sure 
that when ·the hubbub has subsided, when. the shrieks and 
screams which were heard some time ago, and which have 
already subsided into sobs and sighs, shall be thoroughly 
appeased, nothing more terrible will be discovered to have 
occurred than that the Tory party hasresumed its natural 
functions in the government of the country. ~or what is 
the Tory party unless it rJP~E)S:ents national feelingJ_ll_jt 
dO"'i'i'O£ represent national feeling, To~m ·is nothing_,_ !t 
does not depend upon herbdita!Y coteries ofexclusive nobles. 
Ituoes not attempt power by attracting to itseH the spurious 
force which may accidentally arise from advocating cosmo
politan principles or talking cosmopolitan jargon. T.h.!l Tory 
party is nqthing unless it represent and unhold t]!e.-institu· 
tionsl>ft;ne count!Y .... rcannotnelp believing that, be
cause my Lord Derby and hiscollea.gues have taken a happy 
opportunity to enlarge the privileges of the people of England, 
we have not done anything but strengthen the institutions of 
the country, the essence of whose force is that they represent 
the interests and guard the rights of the people. 

The party as a whole, though some were vindictive 
and many more bewildered over the great transformation 
scene of the year, were not unappreciative of the magni
tude of their leaders' performance; and several demonstra
tions, especially in the great urban centres, were. arranged 
in their honour, and in celebration of the passing of the 
'Bill. .The chief of these were in Lancashire, where Derby 
was naturally the principal figure, and ·in Edinburgh, 
where Disraeli was invited by his Scottish admirers to a 
banquet such as Edinburgh in former days had offered 
to statesmen of the calibre of Grey and Peel. 

To Lord Derby.· 
CHANCELLOR OF THE ExcHEQUER, Oct. 18, 1867 .-I con

gratulate you on the Manchester demonstration. It will do 
great g~od, efpecially at this moment. 
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And I thank you· for the kind manner in which you spoke of 
myself, and which you invariably do. 1 

; I came up to to"\\'ll for change of air, for when the leaf falls 
I fall. I never can escape·: luckily my attack is as regular as 
the trade winds, and occurs at a time when it little signifies, 
and can be kept secret.. Unfortunately, this year I have some
thing to d<r-the Edinburgh banquet. How I am to get there 
I know not, but I feel I shall. I think of troops that have 
marched thirty miles, and then, on empty stomachs, too, have 
to fight. They Q.o fight, and often conquer. . 

Unfortunately, the Queen, I am. sure entirely from kindness, 
and to .do me honor at this particular moment, has asked me 
to pay a visit ·to Balm oral before the. dinner, and to fix my 
time. This, I feel sure, would quite finish me, and I have 
"Written to General Grey, and have a hope his friendliness may 
extricate Die from this overwhelming honor. 2 • • • 

Disraeli's visit to Scotland was a memorable one. . . . 
He had apparently never been in that country since 
the autumn of 1825, when, as a boy -of twenty, he went 
north on two .occasions to see Scott· and Lockhart on 
Murray's behalf in connection with the founding of the 
Representative. 3 The misc,arriage of. that undertaking had 
probably given him rather a distaste for Scotland, which 
the ingrained Liberalism of the Scot'ch, -especially of the 
working c"lasses among them, did .nothing to remove; and 
he was, moreover, throughout his life, wont to jar upon the 
feelings of ultra.:.patriotic Scotsmen by almost inva:riably 
using ' England ' as a short tenn to express the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain ahd Ireland, in that respect 

. erring-if it be an error-in company, it is only fa~ to 
. say, with most of the leading statesmen of the time. 
But his democratic 'Toryism had met with a ready re
sponse from the younger generation of Scottish Conser
vatives, represented by inen like Barinerma:ri-Robertson 
and Stormonth-Darling, both eventually law officers and 
Judges; and, despite the ridicule of the leading Scottish 
journal, the Seotsman, .and the lukewarJl!lless or opposi-

t Derby said that it was mainlJ:.du~ to D_israeli's tact, temper, and judg
ment, that the arduous undertaking m whwh they were engaged had not 
resulted, instead of a triumphant success, in disastrous failure . 

. .2 The Queen excused Disraeli from attendance at Balm oral. 
a See Vol. I., I., ch.5. · 
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tion of certain influential Conservatives; such as the Duke 
of Buccleuch and Disraeli's old friend Sir George Sin
clair, the banquet, whicl?- was presided over by Sir William 
Stirling Maxwell, was an enormous success. 

Disraeli, in his speech, vindicated the historical title of 
the Tories to deal with Reform, from the first efforts of 
Bolingbroke and Wyndham, through the policy of the 
younger Pitt, down to )l.is own and Derby's action. Deal- · 
ing with the most recent history, he said: 

I had to prepare the mind of the country, and to educate--c 
if it be not arrogant to use such a phrase.'--to educate our 
party. It is a large party, and requires its attention .to be 
called to quest~ons of this kind with some pressure. I had to 
prepare the n:iind of Parliament and the country on this ques
tion of Reform. This was not Qnly with the concurrence of 
Lord Derby, but of my colleagues. · .· . · 

The points on which Disraeli claimed to have educated 
his party were certain principles of Reform, ·including 
the necessity of comprehensiveness, Of increased Munty 
representation, and of the rating basis; not, however, of 
household suffrage; as has. often been wrongly asserted. 
But he doubtless meant to hint, and the world at once 
acknowledged, that the educating process had not .been 
confin,ed to Reform. The phrase aptly described the 
whole course of his leadership of the party out of the 
narrow policies of the late forties into ·-the broad· and 
national programme of the 1866 Administration."!. 

Two striking passages followed;the first on the p!'in" 
ciple of the Bill : 

When you try to ;ettle any great questio~, there are two 
considerations which statesmen ought not to forget. First 
of all, let your plan ·be founded upon some principle. But that 
.is not enough. Let it also be a .principle that is in ·harmony 
with the manners and customs of the people you are ,attempt
ing to legislate for. Now I say, when you:come to this question 
of the suffrage for boroughs, there is a ·principle in saying a 
man shall have a vote -who has, by his residence and his con
tribution to local taxation, proved that he is interested in the 
welfare of his community. That man is a man whom you may 
trust in preference to a migratory pauper.· That is a prin-

TI. 10* 
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ciple; and then, if you .can apply that principle in harmony 
with the manners and .customs of your c<;~.U:ntry, then I say 
that you li!tve the cha:ri.ce'of a solution-a happy solution
of a great ·question.· :When you find it was ali old custom of 
the country that the .householder should possess this suffrage 
-that the man.who, by hisresidence and his rate, proved he 
was.one who, on an average, might fairly be looked upon as a 
responsible and trustworthy individual-you had your prin
ciple, and you IJ,ad your· traditionary practice to consecrate 
your principle ... A rating ·and residential. boroug)l franchise 
was not new even in modern titnes. It had ·been tried in 
the Municipal Act . 

. · The acceptan~~ of the. Hodgkiiis':m amendment, he ' 
m:.1iiitaiiied, was the logical consequ~Iice of this principle: 

·We had.insisted that 1b .mali should vote who did not pay 
rates. WEl had sympathised with the compound householder 
by having prepared clauses by which his vote i:night be facili
tated, and if he chose to ·coine forward. and commit suicide, 
and say, 'I will no longer be a compound householder, but I 
will give ·up these privileges and pay rates,' what was our 
duty 1 It would have been· most inconsistent in us to resist 
such a: proposal. I say that the compound householder bow
ing down, and giviiig ·up, his peculiiu position, and saying, 
'In order to exercise the suffrage I will pay the rate,' was the 
very triumph of the principle of our Bill. 

These plaiii statements, Disraeli proceeded,. disposed 
of the ' enormous nonsense ' .which had been circulated 
through .the country by. ~iberals. and by Conservative 
seceders. If the prin9iple of the Bill was thus maintained, 
what became of the talk of the unpriiicipled withdrawal 

. of checks and securities, ' the betrayal of our friends, who 
insisted upon being betrayed ' ~ TJ:le two great quarter
lies, Whig and Tory, had just published articles, both 
harping on' this sanie sti'i:rig, the~ article. iii the Quarterly 
Review beiiig Cranborne"s. famous philippic, ~ The Conser
vative Surrender,' The nature of the ·argument is suf(i
ciently iiidicated'by the'title; the p~ngericy of t4e writing 
rivalled the writer's first attack on Disraeli in the same 
~review seven years before. · l)is~aeli's.comment 'was con-
ceivedJin his happiest vein.·· ' · 
. H:~. who lias Written the summ!iry 'of'th~ ~e~sib~ .. in. the 
Edinburgh is not mounted on the fiery barb of Francis Jeffrey; 
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he is rather placed upon a prancing hearse horse, with which 
he consummates the entombment .of Whig principles. The 
'Conservative Surrender' ... is what one would call a replica.' 
You have had the subject treated in speeches, in articles, in 
reviews, and sometimes iri manifestoes. The colouring is not 
without charm, but the drawing is inaccurate, the perspective 
is false, the subject is monotonous. . . . I should say that 
article was written by a very clever man who has made a very 
great mistake. The leaders of the Conservative party are 
false; the Conservative party are false. They do not know 
that they have been abused; they have_not recognised that 
their confidence has been betrayed and outraged. I see many 
gentlemen here ~ho have been, no doubt, inspectors, like my
self, as magistrates, of peculiar asylums, who meet there some 
cases which I have always thought at the same time the most 
absurd and the most distressirig; it is when the lunatic believes 
all the world is mad, and that he himself is sane. 

' But to pass from such gloomy imagery: really these Edin
burgh and Quarterly Reviews, no man admires them more than 
myself. But I admire them as I do first-rate, first-class post
houses, which in old days, for half a century or so--to use a 
Manchester phrase-carried on a roaring trade. Then there 
comes some revolution or progress which no person can ever 
have contemplated. They find things are altered. They do 
not understand them, and, instead of that intense competition 
and mutual vindictiveness which before distinguished them, 
they suddenly quite agree. The boots of the ' Blue Boar:· and 
the chambermaid of the 'Red Lion' embrace, and are quite 
in accord in this-in denouncing the infamy of railroads. 

Towards the close of his s~eech Disraeli looked to the 
future: 

In a J:>ro~essive count:~y: cha_!!g~ is constant; and t~.eat 
quest"ionl.s, not whether you should resist change which is in
evitable, but whether that change should be carried out in 
deference to the manners; the customs, the laws, the tradi
tions of the people, or in deference to abstract principles and 
arbitrary and general doctrines. 'fhe one is a national system; 
the other, to give it an epithet, a noble epithet which perhaps 
it may deserve, is a philosophic system. Both have great 
advantages; the national party is ·supported by the fervour 
of patriotism; the philosophical party has a singular exemp-
tion from the force of prejudice. - · 

' -
Disraeli concluded by recalling th~ ' three master in-

fluences which have at all times guided and conttolled 
all other powers and passions.' These were, as he had 
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said in a speech1 in Bucks in :1863, _Industry, Liberty, 
and Religion. 'So lo!lg as this sacred combiriation in
fluences the destiny of this country, it will not die.·'. 
' The Ed4tbirrgh functions included the conferment of 
the freedom of the city by the Corporation, and· of th~ 

· honorary degree of LL.D; by.;the University, and ~lso 
an evening meeting of working men in the Music Hall. 
A Conservative open meeting in Scotland was at that 
tin;te an _ entirely new experiment; _but . Disraeli fa:lrly 
.captivated his audience. · 

From Mrs. Dundas ofArniston. 
· ARNISTON, GoREBRIDGE, N.B., Nov. 7, 1867.-... Mr. 
Dundas . . . returned from tlie meeting of working men, 
m,uch pleased with the enthu~iastic reception you met with. 

I was much amused a few days afterwards at hearing a very 
Radical servant ·-in Edinburgh say he . had ·gone to _the 
meeting, and ·he•said ·he knew plenty of fellows went there to 
make a TOW. ' But,' quoth my friend; ' I came back almost a 
Tory. - I wasprejudeeced against the Chancellor; but you know 
he jist showed sich tack (~·tact) th_at 'he-made us all think like 
'-llim. I never saw sich tack before in my life! : . . · 
,,~·' .1, • • "; 

The Dundases of Arniston had, entertained the- Dis-. ~ ~. . . ' . . - . . . . . -. . 

raelis for the first few days of the Scottish· expedition; 
'for t.q.e remainder th~ -visito:rs were the guest_s -of Lord 
Advocate Gordon at ·his house in Edinburgh.: ·There they 
'met the young Lord Bute, whose story suggested· 'the 
novel ofLothair, on which Disraeli was engaged less than 
two years later; and there he · a:r;td his wife ca:_me . under 
the friendly but critical inspection of a leading Scottish 
liter_ary. man o_f the day, Sir John Skelton, who, in the Table 
,'talk 'of$hirley,2 has given us a _vivid and penetra_ting 
:sk.etch o{tl:l,e Disraeli of 1867, 'clari giganteo trhimpho:' 

Old Lady _Ruthven was there-a miraculous· old woma.q. 
She' ari.d Mrs. Disraeli, sitting over the fire with their feet 
on the fender, making between them the funniest pair-the 

·witches in Macbeth, or what you wilL -And th(:):potent wizard 
himself, with his olive complexion and coal-black eyes, and 
tp.e. !Il~gl:lty :d<?:me of .. ~is fo~ehead .(no Christian ;ten;tple, be 

,s-.:t.~~), ~- :!1nij.ke any livmg CJeature one. 4~_s m~t._ . I h!)oc;l. p.~ver 
1 See O,bove, p. 98. z P_. 24~. 
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seen him in the daylight before, and the daylight accentuates 
his strangeness. The face is more like a mask t.h,an ever, and 
the division between him. and mere mortals· more marked .. ; I 
would as soon have thought of sitting down at table with 
Hamlet, or Lear, or tlie Wandering Jew. He was indeed more 
than cordial; especially appreciative of the Scottish allies-'rati 
nantes in gurgite v:asto '-who had stood by him through thick. 
and thin. 'I fancied, indeed, till last night, that north of th!3 
border I was not loved; but last night made amends for n;mch. 
We were so delighted with our reception, Mrs·. Disrael~ and I, 
that after we got home we actually danced a jig (or· was it a 
hornpipe ~) in our bedroom . .' . . : . · 

They say, and say truly enough, What an actor the man is ! 
and yet the ultimate impression is of absolute sincerity and 
unreserve. Grant Duff will have it that 'he is an alien. 
What's England to hini, or he to England 1 There is just 
where they are wrong .. Whig or Radical or Tory don't matter 
much,. perhaps; ,but th~ mightier Venic~this Imperial 
Republic on which the sun never sets-that vision fascinates 
him, or I am much mistaken-' England' is the Israel of his 
imagination, and he will be the Imperial Miriister before he 
dies-if he gets the chance. 

Skelton had a real insight into Disraeli's character and 
policy; but greater literary men showed less discernment. 
Carlyle· prophesied woe in his 'Shooting· Niagara.' A 
COnservative English poet, Coventry Patmore, was hor
rified. He dubbed 1867 

The year of the great crime, 
When the false_English nobles, and their Jew; 
By God demented, slew l • · 

The trust they stood twice pledged to keep from wrong. 

Patmore, at any rate, realised that 'the .Jew ' could not 
have carried the Reform Bill without the;' English nobles.' 
Speaking broadly, the party· went with Disraeli; and 
Derby's own class followed the leader: whotn they trusted .. 
The landed aristocracy, no doubt, regarded with consider
able misgiving the policy which they . nevertheless 'ac- · 
cepted; by the urban Tories of the rank and file, the back
bone of the Tory democracy, it was welcomed, in many 
quarters with enthusiasm. The active dissentients were· 
very few in number; but they included the most incisive 
writer of the party, and were supported by its m·ost 
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weighty organ. Posterity has .been asked to look at the 
conduct of:the Conservative leaders through the spectacles 
eith~r ·of 'Lord Salisbury and ~he ·Quarterly, or of the 

. Whigs arid ;Liberals 'who were 'disheQ,,' or of idolaters' of. 
the iniddle class, like Lowe,· What :bisraeli did in. i867 
has been treated, accordingly, with the sa~e unfairness 
as what he did in '1846 and 1852: · 

. · What is the trust the'learer':;; are· chatge<i .with beti-ll,y- · 
ing ~ · The Conservatives certainly- had no· trust to resist 
Reform. Disraeli had preached the doctrine that Reform 
was no Whig preEierve for twenty years, and the party 
bad definitely accepted it in 1859. · Where the leaders are" 
vulnerable is on the score of .~urrendering the .govern-· 
ment of the country to the control of IIlere numbers. They 
had protested against any· policy which should entrust 
power to ·a single class; they had advocated admitting 
freely t4e more educated' and ·~killed memb~rs of the 
working classes, but not ~he working classes in bulk. 
Disraeli's . speeches and addresses, especially . durmg 
the Palmerston regime, at the General Election of 1865, 
and when the 186.6 .Bill was before .the House, abounded,. 
as we ,ha:ve seen, in. this s~nse. Refor,m should be 
lateral; there should be extension, not degradation; 
the choicest members of the working class ~hould be 
freely admitted, but there should .be· no undistinguishing 
reduction of the franchise; opinion; not .. numbers, should 
be r~presented; votes should be weighed, not counted~ 
In fact, the policy of the Pretorian guard of working men, 
which Disraeli deprecated and ridicul~d in his speech on 
the third reading·in 1867; was apparently his own policy, 
from the days when he. first suggested fancy franchises in 
1848 down to the debates on the Bill of 1866; fancy fran
chises were even introduced into the Bill of l867as o:dg'
inally explained to the House 6£ ·commons, !t wa,s a 
policy for which there was. much to. be said; so thorough 
and consistent a friend of the working men as Shaftesbury 
held. to it ,throughput;.and denounced the Bill .of' 1867 for 
its departur~. fro:r,n iit, , . · · c. ,/ 
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But no policy of the kind· could be a permanent settle
ment; and in all his previous efforts at ·Reform, particu
la:rly in the Bill of ·1859, Disraeli did not aim at a perc 
manent settlement, but at a temporary expedient, which 
should merely satisfy the immediate demand. The aim of 
all Russell's various Bills since 1852 had been the same; 
there was no pretence of laying down a final principle. 
But this time the qui:lstion was to be settled. The great 
debates of 1866 and the continued agitation in the country 
had prepared men's minds to expect a definite solution. 
The Republicans of the Northern States, whose apparent 
failure had so long discredited democratic' government, 
had at length emerged triumphant, and thereby re-estab
lished the reputation of their institutions. · The British 
artisan, with manhood suffrage prevalent in the two 
countries, America and France, which most influenced 
him, would insist before long upon a like enfranchisement, 
unless' a broad and satisfactory basis were conceded. 
There is a passage· in 'The Conservative Surrender,' 
where the writer is contrasting· the general· opposition to· 
household suffrage in 1866 with its general acceptance in 
1867, which has a significance hardly perceived by him: 
self. When household suffrage was openly proposed by 
the Ministry, he writes, 'it was received with much mur
muring' indeed in private, but externally with almost 
universal acceptance. Only a few scattered men here and 
there in Parliament ventured to oppose it.' He rejects 
the simple and obvious explanation that it was generally 
recognised to be the settlement ' which the situation. 
required. 

The credit for first recognising that the hour had come 
for a real settlement is due, as we· have seen, primarily to 
the Queen, and next to Derby .. Disraeli was reluctant 
to admit the weight of the accumulating evidence. His 
attitude in the autumn of 1866 makes indeed a serious. 
deduction from his reputation for foresight; and many · 
of his difficulties in the session of 1867, and of the incon
sistenci_es into -which he and his colleagues were betrayed 
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in· debate; sprang-from. what Ctanborne deservedly-:called 
'the error of attempting to frame a Refonn -Bill during 
the" :week. previous to· its production!' , , B:ut~ when Dis
raeli did fiilally acknowledge that ·decisive action: ,Was 
necessary,' he. was prompt, in. conjunction with Derby,' 
in sweeping .. aside temporary expedients, .and. found.:. 
ing himself upon- an abiding prinGiple., Ther~ .is no . 

. evidence- to show whether ·.the defiriite ,acceptance of 
rating· household-. suffrage is . due. rather to· Disraeli. or , -
to' Derby; .. both based themseJves upon_..it in January, 
'1867. ;·Both, too, co.rdialiy accepted•the only method by' 
whichla settlement could be:e:ffected--::the policy of wel-

. coming, and deferring to; the. co~operation of the House · 
of Commons in. the, application: of .the principle' adopted. 
But· Derby j was not so quick as_ Disraeli to see that. the 
frank acceptance of this me_thod could hardly fail to in
volve·th~ disappearance of che9_ks and securities to which 
he· originally attached. importance. The actual deter
mination· of what. amendm~nts should b¢- accepted and· 
what resisted. necessarily devolved mainly on the leader 
of'-the House of Comrrwns; and for the shape in which the 
Bilremerged-from Committee-for the faqt, indeed, that· 
it emerged- with- safety at all____:_Disraeli·was almost.solely 
responsibl~;·_ But that he had Derby~s support through~. 
out is clear from the whole-hearted fashion in which the · 
Prime Minister urged· his followers in the Lords to pass 
the Bill substantially as it- stood. _ 

when it. was· a question.'of a. permanent settlement, 
numbers necessarily. became a- secondary consideration. 
A principle had to be found that would not be disturbed: 
if possible, a principle-tha:t would -work automatically by 
admttting gradually all ~esirable citizens. , Rating house
hold suffrage, in, the actual state of the community, admir
ably fulfilled· -the conditions,, The·· extensiye :use of the. 
system of conipound ·ho:useholding would apparently pre~. 
vent .. the immed_iate swamp~g of the ten-,pounders ,by ,the . 
swarm' of.:n:ew:·yoters; •while the provisions for enabling. 
the •compound householder .to get upon the rate-:book-
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would; it was. hop~d, prevent a feeling of, grievance and 
enable all the more responsible among them to acquire· 
the franchisesooner or later. Unfortunately neither Derby 
nor Disraeli, owing to the hurry in which their Bill was 
improvised, realised at first how very local and capricious 
the distribution of the compound householding system 
was; how the application of their principle would enfran
chise practically the whole ,of one community and leave· 
another, whose pircumstances were i:h every other respect 
similar, as completely Uii.enfranchised as before. As the 
discussion proceeded, it became clear that the .facilities · 
provided in the Bill would not meet the grievance ; and 
Disraeli was faced with the alternatives of either accept
ing the doniination of ,numbers, which he deprecated, or 
abandoning the idea of a permanent settlement. When 
the first alternative was presented in such a form as to 
preserve the principle of the· Bill, and subject the com
pound householder to the steadying and .. conservative. 
influence of personal payment of rates, he could not 
hesitate; and his prompt action, taken on his own respon
sibility, carried not only-Derby's assent, .but that of the 
whole Cabinet. · 

Undoubtedly-the...,.upsliot_oL.the~«Act_.was,-roughly 
speaiing,.to. aouble . the.,constituenc~~by.._adding, a bout a 
~new . .soters, .mostly. _oLone •. class:-=a. result which 
neither Derby: nor Disraefi had originally contemplated, 
out which they had.reached by a perfectly open !tnd 
honourable road. Disraeli,- at any.-rate, .•. was.~confident 
of the ultimate. benefit• both•·to-.. th~try~.and,.to. the 
party. He wrote to a working men's club about this 
time: 'None are so interested in maintaining the insti .. 
tutions of the country as the working classes. The rich 
.and the powerful will not find much· difficulty under any· 
-circumstances in maintaining their rights, but the privi
leges of the people can only be defended and secured by 
popular institutions.' H-e kept ever before his eyes the 
establishment of the Co.1servative party on a national and. 
popular basis. Some weeks before the acceptance of the 
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Hodgkinson amendment· he ttold ·his friend Beauchamp· 
that he now began to see his way to realise the dream of 
his life. Ever since the reactionary proceedings of the 
Liverpool_ Administration, the Tory party had been 
associated in the popular mind -with a policy rof·exclu
sion and restriction. Peel had endeavoured t'o remove 
the 'reproach, but he had gone too fast ·and ·too far 
for his party; and the Whigs regained·: and ··held the 
allegiance of the middle-class electorate. Since 1846 
all Disraeli's efforts and combinations, had been tin
availin.g to obtain a majority at the polls. Now was 
the supreme moment to show that, however much Con
servatism revered our institutions, it did not distrust 
the people. Events have largel:y justified Disraeli's Rolici" · 

. The constituency which the Reform' Act of 1867 created, 
and . which was logically completed by the extension of. 
household franchise to-the counties in 1884, gave the Con-. 
servative party, either alone or in alliance with the
Unionist Liberals, majorities at four General Elections-

\

1874, 1886, 1895, and 1900; insuring,~a-:fa-.ir_· ._s_p.,_e_l
7
l_of_p;.o_w_er 

to Disraeli himself, and a much' longer tenure, by one of 
tlie caprices of fortune, to the statesman who worked his 
hardest against Disraeli 'to prevent that constituency from 

"·coming into being-Lord Salisbury. The ,existence; in 
considerable numbers, of the .Conservative working mim, 
whom it was .the fashion of the Liberals of the sixties to 
treat as a myth, has been shown over and over again by 
the immense nolls cast for the part:y in the largest urban 
constituencies. · If the ·association. of aristocracy and 
democrac:y wllich Disraeli brought about has g~on
servative, as well as national, policy a strong bias in the 

· ~~direction of social reform, that is a result which would 
ha_v~ been. thoroughlY,. accen.tal:;lle .... Jg~ the__ll.U~hor_of 
Ff.JJbtl. - · · . · 

•'Whatever might be thought of the Bill, there was no 
'doubt or question of the personal triumph of Disraeli. In a. 

. cartoon labelled 'D'Israel-i in Triumph,' Punch depicted 
him as the Egyptian Sphinx being dragged in state to; 
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the Temple of Reform by a strainin:g team of eminent 
politicians of all parties, some pulling willingly, some 
'under fear of Derby's whip. What were the facts~ Every 
Government of the last fifteen years had taken the Re
form question in M.nd; and every Government ·had fa:il,ed 
with more or less of discredit. Disraeli, with a majority of 
seventy against him, had carried his Bill; a Bill, moreover, 
that was no temporary makeshift, but established the 
borough franchise on a basis which was not altered in 
essentials till the Great War opened the floodgates 
without distinction of sex. Disraeli and Gladstone 
had definitely measured their strength against each 
other over this issue; and victory had rested unmis
takably with Disraeli. ' Why. is Gladstone like a tele
scope ?' was a riddle which had a great vogue in Tory 
circles. 'Because Disraeli draws him out, looks through 
him, and shuts him up.' Gladstone's miscarriage in 
1866 served brilliantly to set off Disraeli's .achieve
ment in 1867. If any contemporary was a good judge of 
success, it was Bishop Wilberforce. Writing in August 
at the end of the session, he declared: ' The most won
derful thing is the rise of Disraeli. It is not the mere 
assertion of talent, as you hear so many say. It seems 
to me quite beside that. He has been able to teach 
the House of Commons almost to ignore Gladstone; 
and at present lords it over him.' Gladstone talked to 
his own friends of 'the diabolical cleverness of Dizzy.~ 
But, as the Bishop saw, there was more than cleverness. 
There was even more than wit, humo1,1r, sarcasm, and 
irony. There were good temper, patience, tact, resource, 
judgment, resolution; courage, and loyalty; in fact-in 
spite of the violent and unfounded reproaches of tricki
ness and of (in Gladstone's phrase) ~revolting cynicjsm '
there was what is summed up in one word, character. 
I!' Gigantic as was the task of carrying a comprehensive 

Reform Bill through a Parliament. in which Ministers 
had a large majority against the~, it by no means repre
sented their sole achievement for the· session. & in 1852 
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and hi 1858, Di&raeWs judicious management of the House 
and the energy of his colleagues succeeded in putting 'on 
the statute~ book several •useful. measures besides. Tne· 
socialrefornnvhich Disraeli's preaching:atid pr.actice:had 
made aii· 'integral part offConservative policy' W.as ,for~ 
warded by -legislation: materially e::s:tending ·the opera
tion of th~< Factory Acts; •and by· establishing proper 
provision ill London for· the sick and insane poor;· and • a· · 
Trades Union Commission was appointed .. · But by far 
the· most important measure,' after: the· Reform Bill, was 
a· Bill which Carnarvon· prepared~: and· intr6duced in the 
House of Lords, though_ he~ had ceased to be Minister 
when it became law, to federate the North American 
Colonies into. one ·:Dominion. I In connection with the 
federation; Parlianient"also'gua'ranteed a loan for a rail
way from Quebec to Halifax. The policy of these Can~ 
adian measures was; one in which both fr6nt benches 
conchrred; ·carnarvon was carrying through what Card
well had initiated ... B:ut Radicals and economists, Bright 
an:d Lowe, sniffedi at the proposals, and suggested that 
these Colonies shoUld rather be encouraged either to join 
the United States, or to set up for themselves. Disraeli 
and the· Governm-ent, on ·.-the other hand, were patrioti~ 
citlly carry:ih'g to a furtherlstage the· policy. which, after 
the establishment' of' British Columbia, they had an
nounced in-the Queen's ·Speecli in-the summer of 1858-
that British North America ·slioufd be· o"ccupied 'in an 
unbroken. chain, frori:t the Atlantic to· the Pacific, by a 
loyal and industrious population of subjects ·oJ the British 
Crown.'1 . 

There. was, however, ·at least· one important· measure 
which Government failed· to pass,- in circu·mstances ex
plained by' Disraeli to the Queen : 

~ To Queen Victoria; 
. DO\VNING 'STREET, Aug. 16, 1867.-The Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, wit~hisbum~le duty.to.yo~ Majesty. .. . · .· 
'.He has now vrrtually ~rought the busmess of the House of . 

1 See Vol. I., p. 1570. 
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Commons to a conclusion, and it will only meet on Monday to. 
complete the business of the House of ,Lords. · 
• He regrets that H.M.'s Government were obliged to relin-

. quish the Parks Bill yesterday, after a division which showed 
that the House was desirous of legislation on the subject, but 
it was impossible to. proceed with the Bill without consider- · 
ably lengthening the session. . , . 

The truth is that . the whole dealing with this subject, from 
the commencement, has been· a series of errors, originating in 
a fundamental one. The matter was ·originally treated by 
your Majesty's Government without sufficient knowledge and 
sufficient thought. . . . It will require great tact and t.emper 
to bring all this right, but it will be done. . . . 

. Disraeli found time, in this busy session, to explain 
to'his .peer colleagues the constitutionality' of the u~;Se d 
proxies in the Upper House; but the common-sense view 
prevailed that lords who wished to record theif votes 
ought to come and hear the arguments, and the practice 
was discontmued. · · · 

To Lord Malmesbury. 

July 10, 1867.-The Constitution of this couritry is a mon" 
archy, modified in its action by the co-ordina~e authority ·of 
the Estates of the Realm. , An Estate is a political order in- • 
vested with privilege for a public purpose. · · 

There are three Estates: the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Tem
poral, and the Commons. The Estates of the Lords Spiritual 
and Temporal being very limited in number, their members 
can easily meet in ·their own chamber. The Estate of the 
Commons, being, on the contrary, very numerous, choose, for 
convenience, representatives instead of holding general meet
ings, like the Polish Diets. . 

The House of Commons· is not an EstaUJ of the Realm; its 
members are only the proxies of an Estate. ·The Lords, in 
using proxies, possess and exercise the same privilege as the 
Commons, no more; and if it is not convenient 'for them to 
attend the meetings of their orders, they have the right to 
choose their representatives.1 • • • 

To Sir Stafford N orthcote. 

July 20, 1867 ._:_I can't refrain from congratulating you on 
the brilliant .success of your fete, 2 one of the most striking 

1 Memoirs of an Ex-Minister, under date. 
2 A ball a.t the India. Office in honour of' the Sultan of Turkey who paid 

• a. visit this summer to England ' 
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festivals ·Of the century-if, indeed. ever exceeded at anv time. 
The space, the proportion, beauty of·form and color, and the 
glittering guests' produced a coup d' mil unrivalled; heightened 
·by the occasion so strange and picturesque. · 

The admirable arrangements, so perfect and so unusual, 
and which put everyone at their ease, were worthy of· the his-
~~~~ ' 

The long session did not close till August 21, and after 
his Herculean exertions Disraeli was glad indeed to escape 
to the repose of Hughenden, , But the repose was rudely 
broken before many days had passed. The Queen's 
Speech had contained an .ominous paragraph about the 
British captives detained by King Theodore of Abyss~ia. 
Her Majesty was advised to express regret that her efforts 
to obtain their release· had, 'so far, proved ineffectual, 
and to add that she had found it necessary to address 
'to Theodore ' a peremptory demand for their immediate 
liberation, and to take measures for supporting' that 
demand, should it ultimate(y be found necessary to resort 
to force.' By the' beginning of September it became clear 
that Theodore would not·yield, and preparations were in 
·progress for an· expedition from India. · 

· To hard Derby. . 
Oonfide'ntial. HuoH~~DEN~ 'sept. S; 1867 ,.:_So long as the~e 

was a wild chance of the captives· being released, I would not 
trouble you; but now, when that hope seems over, I must call 
your consideration .to the difficult and dangerous position to 
which, it seems to me, your. Government is driftirig. . 

We are carrying.on,a war, and an expensive war, without the 
sanction of Parliament. . , . 

I. feel persuaded that this is exactly a condition of affairs 
which, in February next, the . whole ' Liberal ' party will 
resent; and they, will'do it unde~ the leadership of Gladstone, 
who, froni the line ·which he p].ll'sued in the instance of the 
Persian War, will advan~, in this case, with additional 
authority; . ·. · 
· I see only one mode of extricating ourselves from this im
pending peril, and that is a very disagreeable one. Parlia
ment ought,· in my opinion, to be called together as soon as 
practicable. . . . . . . 

The refusal of the ultimatum, .and the act. of war consequent . 
thereon, would be the logical occasion. 
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. The earlier the Houses are summoned, the; more anxious 
they will be to get away again. 

At present the contemplated expediti<;>n is popular with the 
country, and the expenditure already incurred would not 
only be condoned, but might, under the peculiar circumstances, 
be justified. 

From Lord Derby. ' 

Confidential. KNOWSLEY, Sept. 10, 1867.-... One of the 
severest and most painful attacks of gout. that I have ·had for 
years. In point of fact, it has been long due; and my London 
doctor only succeeded' in patching me up foc the exigencies 
of the session, in which, however, he was happily successful. 
But if the increasing ~requency of these attacks is to continue, 
I feel that the time cannot be far distant when L must seek 
for restoration to health in .absolute withdrawal from the public 
service. In the meantime, while I remain in it, I will not shrink 
from any possible performance of its dutie:s. 

To Lord Derby. 

HUGHENDEN, Sept. 14, 1867.-.: ., . I am selfish in hoping 
you will not quit public life, as my career will terminate with 
yours: but it is not for that reaspri that I beg you will let me 
know how you are getting on, by the ' ready and conndential 
pen ' to which I offer my sympathies and kindest regards. 

Unfortunately the next news which the 'ready and con
fidential pen ' of Lady Derby had to send Disraeli, on 
September 26,- was that Derby had been once again 
attacked by ' the worst fit of gout he has had for a very 
long time,' and had no hope of leaving his bed for mariy 
days. Most of the arrangements for the November 
session had to be made, therefore, by Disraeli. As it was 
clear that Parliament could not have its attention con
fined to the single question of .Abyssinia, it w!is decided 
that the form the sitting should assume should be that 
of the commencement of the session of 1868, and there
fore a regular Queen's Speech would be necessary, with a 
programme of legislation. ' You cannot introduce great 
changes,' as Stanley wrote on September 24, 'dependent 
on the decision of the legislature, because that legislature 
is itself about to be superseded;' ' measures of practical 
utility and second-rate importance are those which seem 

•· 
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most likely to succeed, and most suitable to the circum-· 
stances.' . · -

The session was to op~h o:ri Tuesday, Nov:ernber ,ig ; 
and, the week before, :Mrs. Disraeli, who ·'was 'n~w 
seventy-five, and who had just been. through· ·all the 
excitements of the Scottish expedition, was struck 
down . by serious illness. Her conp.ition :grew :worse, 
and Disraeli appealed to Stanley 'as a comrade in arms, 
and the frien~ of my pu-blic life,' .to take his place at 
t4e official dinner of the leader of the House on the. eve 
of the session. 'This has been,' he added, ' a critical 
day in my wife's life, but -not a bad· one: Ther~ s~ems 
a ·favorable turn, and I count almost ·on being in''ri:ty 
place to-morrow.' ins hopes were justifie(J,, and he wits 
able to attend the debate on the Address, and to hear 
and respond, with tears. (it was noted) in his eyes, to 
the sympathetic _allusion which Gladstone made to Mrs. 

- _Disraeli'~ condition._ -~ere was a .strong J1ll~.tual ~egard 
between· Mrs. Disraeli and Gladstone, .which, often exer~ 
cised a mollifying influence· at a crisisi'· · She told Mr .. 
Kebbel that, after a sharp encotinter in the House of 
Commons, Gladstone :would frequently .come round to 

.Grosvenor Gate just to show he bpre no malice. · Mind
ful of this, Disraeli feared that his words' in the Ho~se 
-had bee:n. an insufficient expression of gratitude for sym~ 
pathy, and he wrote to amplify them, adding: 'My -wife 
had always a strong personal regard for you, and being 
of a vivid and original .character, she could .comprehend 
and value your great gifts and qualities.'1 ' Gladstone 
replied with grace and feeling :. ' I have always been grate
ful for, and have sincerely reciprocated, Mrs. Disraelrs 
regard, and during the recent· crisis'! was naturally mind
ful.of it;_ but, even if I had not had the honour and plea
sure_ of knowing her, it would have been impossible not to 
sympat~ise with you at·a -moment -when the fortitude 
necessary' to bear the labours and trials of ~our station 
was subjeCted to a new burden of a -character s0 .crushing 

d 1
. , \ 

an -pecu Iar. 
1 Gladstone, Book VII .• ch. 3. 
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To Queen ViCtoria. 
DowNING STREET, Nov. 19, 1867.-The Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, with his humole duty to your Maj~sty. 
The address to your Majesty's Speech was moved this 

evening by Mr. Hart Dyke, with grace and great ability: a 
young man, good-looking and very popular. He gained the 
whole House. M.P. for W. Kent. 

Mr. Gladstone roseimmediately,-and made a very fair and 
just speech, and very kind and considerate to the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, who was much touched by it. -

And he begs leave to offer to your Majesty his very grateful 
thanks for all your Majesty's sympathy and gracious kindness 
in his great sorrow. . 

Your Majesty is too good. This morning all seemed dark, 
·and he was told to hope no more; but within three hours of 
this. there was a change, and everything became hopeful: a 
state of complete composure, but accompanied by increased 
strength. · 

:Mrs. Disraeli got slowly better, but the anxiety, coupled 
with the pressure of public business, was too much for 
her husband, and-after moving and carrying, 'in spite of 
Lowe's ac:hd opposition, the vote of credit of ;£2,000,000 
for the Abyssinian Expedition, he collapsed himself. 
'When I got home on Wednesday morning,' he wrote on 
November 30 to Stanley, 'in the cab in which you kindly 
tumbled me, I could not get out, and the driver, I fancy, 
thought I was drunk.' He had to get his Secretary to the 
Treasury, Ward Hunt, to move the supplemen.tary Budget. 

To Sir Stafford N orthcote. 
(In pencil.) GROSVENOR GATE. I am obliged to write to 

you on my back, and can't move, though I am otherwise well 
enough. I ani clear that nothing should be postponed. 

Hunt will find no difficulty. If he do, which is impossible, 
the House, I am sure, will take the division on a· subsequent 
stage. 

With regard to India, you are quite sufficient to fight the 
battle. You know the case thoroughly, can speak as often as 
you like, and will win. . · 

Sooner than have the business postponed, I will come down 
and be carried into the House. I am serious in this, and beg, 
therefore, that you will let me know, that I n;tay prepare. 
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Disraeli's illness was fust diagnosed as sciatica, 'which 
frightens me,' he wrote humorously in pencil to Corry. 
' James, my man, says his mother has the _sciatics, and 
they last a year at least. But; though depressed, I have 
Btill faith in my star. I think it would be a ridiculous 
conclusion of my career; and, after all, ridicule settles 
nothing and nobody.' It was, however, not sciatica, 
but the statesman's foe, gout, which had attacked Dis
raeli. He and his wife were ill simultaneously in. the 
Grosvenor Gate bouse, and she preserved the pencilled 
notes she received from him in a bundle labelled, 'Notes 
from dear Dizzy during our illness, when we could not 
leave our rooms. At the end of the month (Dec. 1867). 
we were both quite well.~ Here are some specimens : 

To Mrs. Disraeli. 

Being on my back, pardon the pencil. 
You have sent me the most amusing and charming letter I 

ever had. It beats Horace Walpole and Mme.,de Sevigne. 

Grosvenor Gate has become a hospital, but a hospital with 
you is worth a palace with anybody else.-Your own D. 

I have had a' sleepless night, and in agony the whole time. 
This morning the pain in the . foot became greatly mitigated, 
and I dozed a little from 6 to 8. I have been nearly a week in 
bed, and am much worse than when I took to it. . . . My only 
consolation is that you are better and stronger. I never felt 
worse or more desponding. I am so irritated at the blunder
ing manner in which I have been treated. 

We have been separated four days, and under the same roof! 
How very strange ! -

To Sir Stafford N orthcote. 
. (Jn pencil;) GROSVENOR GaTE, Dec. 7, 1~67.-My dinner, 
consistirig, T am sorry to say, of a tapioca pudding, need not 
have prevented us meeting yesterday; but my· butler is a 
pompous booby. . . . · 

We shall remain in town at present. Mrs. Disraeli must 
not leave her room, tho' getting on well. 

Disraeli had hardly recovered from his somewhat 
serious attack when he was called upon to deal with an 
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acute stage of the Fenian Conspiracy. The policy of 
outrage was transferred this autumn from Ireland to 
England, and culminated in two grave crimes-the murder 
of Police-Sergeant Brett at Manchester on September 18, 
and the blowing up of Clerkenwell Prison on December 13. 
Hitherto the measures for meeting the· conspiracy had 
been left, in the main, to the yery efficient Home Secre
tary, Gathorne Hardy. When the Clerkenwell explosion 
occurred, Derby was at Knowsley, and Disraeli, who was 
still in London, took the lead. 

To Lord. Derby. 

Confidential; Dec. 14, 1867. Affairs here are very serious. 
I have contrived to get Colonel Fielding 1 over, though after 
inexpressible difficulties, and even now doubt whether I shall 
be able to set him to work, so great are the obstacles at every 
step; but it must be done. I have not been able to see Hardy 
until to-day, and, unfortunately, he has gone out of town 
again, but will be here on Monday. 

It is my opinion that nothing effective can be done, in any 
way, in these dangers, if we don't get rid of Mayne.2 I have 
spoken t 0 Hardy, who says .he 'wishes to God he would re- . 
sign'; but surely, when even the safety of the State is at stake, 
there ought to be no false delicacy on such a point ~ I am 
too harassed to go into detail, which would require a volume 
on these matters. I think you ought to interfere. 

I took upon my&el£ to send Government aid to the Clerken-. 
well sufferers. 

Confidential. Dec. 16, 1867. I will not trouble. you with 
all the schemes, conferences, hopes, and disappointments, of 
this busy day. The result is that Colonel Fielding, who has 
just left my room, has undertaken to ascertain, if possible, 
the relation between the Fenians in England and the revolu-
tionary societies abroad. . . . . . • 

There is no doubt that there is a system of organised incen-· 
diarism afloat, and we credibly hear of men coming from 
America, who are to take empty houses in various parts of 
London, and set them on fire, probably simultaneously. 
Colonel Fielding would have wished to have grappled with 
these impending calamities. · 

1 He was brought from Ireland and put in charge of a special detective 
department to cope with Fenia.nism in England. 

2 Sir Richard Mayne, Commi5sioner of Police. He was s'eventy.one yea.rs · oa . 
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Many of the miscreants who are to perpetrate these crimes 
are now here, and are kno'fll-and we can't touch them. I 
think the Habeas Corpus ought to be suspended. · However, 
the Colonel undertakes the original purpose. . . . . . 

Most secret. Dec. 16, 1867.-... You remember Mrs. 
Montgomery and her strange; but now not improbable, infor
mation a year ago. 

She now informs me that, oil Saturdaymorning last, a dying 
Irishman in one of the London hospitals confes~ed that, early 
in the session, there was a· plot, quite matured, to blow up the 
Hous~s of Parli~men~ by gunpowder introduced _through the 
gas-pipes; but It failed through the House bemg too .well 
watched. They are going, however, to blow up another p:rison, 
but which, though pressed, he refra~ed from declaring. 

I have sent this information to Hardy, though silent as to 
the soilrce. Gunpowder through gas-pipes is a .new idea; and 
worth attention. . . . 

Confidential. Dec. 17, 1867.-A:ffairs appear to be so serious 
that last night the Cabinet in town (seven strong) agreed to 
meet and confer, mairily on the critical condition of the Metro
polis. Four Secretaries of State (Northcote away), myself, 
the Lord Chancellor, and Corry. 
· Hardy's bulletins, some received this morning, were of a 
most anxious and menacing character: but the chief feature 
was a telegrani from Lord Monck, informing the Duke of Bucks 
that, some eight days past, a Danish brigantine left New 
York with a band of thirty men sworn to assassinate H.M. 
and her Ministers. Lord Monck is not an alarmist, and 
particularly deprecates the expense of Trans-Atlantic tele~ 
grams; but in this instance he requests. a telegram of re
ceipt. 

We have no powers to cope with such circumstances as these, 
and others which are taking place under our nose. · 

The Duke of Bucks has ascertained that on the day named 
such a vessel did leave New York, and, with the prevailing 
westerly wind, may be expected to arrive in .four or five days. 
Ostensibly"chartered for Dieppe, it is to land its passengers 

·in the Bristol Channel. What are we to do ~ If they land, 
and are seized, Habeas Corpus will immediately release them. 
If stopped on the high .seas, we may be involved in a war with 
America. . 

For my part, I should not hesitate advising seizure, and 
trusting to a Parliamentary indemnity; but it seems that 
Habeas Corpus is to() ~trong even for such daring, and that we 
should violate the law without gaining our purpose. If we 

· call Parliame:b.t together, the object will be apprehended by 
these miscreants and their like, and, during the interval that 
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must elapse before the meeting of Parliament, every crime 
and plot will be stimulated and encouraged to avail themselves 
of the vanishing opportunity. . . . 

The Canadian story turned out to be a hoax, and the 
Queen chaffed the Cabinet and Hardy for paying any 
attention to it. The Government aid to the Clerkenwell 
sufferers was distributed by Disraeli through Montagu 
Corry, who thus probably obtained his first initiation into 
the work of practical philanthropy. Henry Matthews, 
afterwards Lord Llandaff, wrote to Corry on' December 18 
that his beneficent exertions in Clerkenwell did the 
utmost honour to his chief and himself. ' It reads quite 
like an oriental story; as though you wer~ secretary to 
a Vizier of Haroun-al-Raschid, rather than to a Minister 
of Queen Victoria.' . . 

The Clerkenwell o~trage was a turning-point in Irish 
politics. Six days after the explosion Gladstone an
nounced at Southpt>rt that the time had come for an 
Irish policy on Irish lines which should deal with Church, 
land, and college in turn. The first effect, even on some 
who were to be his colleagues within a year, of this accept
ance of crime as a legitimate ground for concession, was 
hardly what he wished. Lowe, wrote Lennox, who met 
him at dinner at Christm?-s-time, 'denounced Gladstone's 
speech as disgraceful '; and added, ' Several of our party 
want to bid for Fenian support, and, if they do, the 
country will administer them a sound chastisement.' · But 
Gladstone had better gauged the temper of the new voters; 
and was preparing to trump Disraeli's Irish policy of 
fum administration, patience, and conciliation with more 
spectacular and drastic methods. · 



CHAPTER XVI. 

PRIME MINISTER. 

1868. 

The great Parliamentary triumph which Disraeli en
joyed m 1867 was appropriately followea-oy his succes
Sion, early in 1868, to the first P.lace among the servants 
of the Crown. . But,. when the year opened, no immediate 
change was anticipated. 

To Lord Derby. 

DOWNING STREET, New Year's Day, 1868.-I send you the 
compliments of the season. It is the first time that you have 
been Premier for three continuo1.1s years-1866; 1867, and 1868• 
I hope a good omen. · 

You have done also very well for your friends: 3 Garters, 
4 Bishoprics, 8 Lord Lieutenancies, 'and almost the whole 
Bench in the three kingdoms. _ 

European affairs are. not satisfactory. The Emperor of the 
French has to choose between. wh~t are called Liberal institu
tions and war-and does not like either. But a ,war will be 
a war o£ Louis Quinze, and such slow and balanced successes 
will soon weary the great nation. I think he feels this. 

Stanley seems a little iiervous about the Alabama claims. 
The Americans are reckless partisans, and will do much for the 
Irish vote, though, except the Irish, nobody in America wants 
to go to war with us. Nevertheless, I doubt whether the Irish 
vote is yet strong enough to insure such a catastrophe. At 
present all that the Fenians have done is to strengthen· your 
·Government. . . . 

. While· Derby remained at Knowsley, Disraeli was 
busily · occupied in London with preparations for the 
session, but in constant correspondence with his chief. 
Though this Parliament had received sentence of death 
through the Reform Act, and was therefore hardly com· 

310 
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petent to cope with new party issues; there was a large 
programme before the Government, partly consisting of 
supplementary Reform measures-Irish and Scottish 
Reform Bills and a Corrupt Practices Bill; and partly of 
important administrative and departmental measures, 
affecting bankruptcy, railways, and the transfer of the 
telegraphs to the State, To these there was added 
the thorny Education problem, w]J.ich Russell had 
again raised in the Lords before Christmas; and Dis
raeli's special attention was claimed by Admiralty admin
istration-a constant preoccupation of his during his 
periods of rule at the Exchequer. Moreover, Ireland, 
which Stanley called this January in a speech at Bristol 
'the quest~on of the hour,' and which certainly proved to 
be the question of .the session, was always in the back
ground. Besides the Irish Reform Bill, a further suspen
sion of habeas corpus in the island was i:rievitable, and 
Roman Catholic University Education was also under 
consideration, When the tiz:ne came in mid-January for 
the Cabinet to resume its meetings aq.d get its programme 
into shape, Derby had once more succumbed to gout, and 
Disraeli was in despair. 

To Lord Stanley. 
Confidential. DoWNING STREET, t past 4 o'clock, Jan. 17. 

1868.-Your box just come·in. I'm in despair about the gout. 
The Cabinet ought to have met after Epiphany. There is 
work enough now for de die in diem. 

This is the urgency. Lord Derby entirely disapproved of 
my suggestion as to the treatment of the Education question 
by the establishment of an Education Minister, and legisla
tion for 1869. I won't give you his reasons here, being pressed 
for time, and Wi'3hing you to see him at once. Enough that I 
don't contest his decision, and believe that we must deal with 
the question at once. 

To deal with the question in a moonshiny way won't do. 
The D. of Marlboro' has been with me all this afternoon and 
has unfolded the project of the Council Office. I truclr it 
excellent: large, I would almost say complete, and yet moder~ 
ate and pr_udent. Bu~ it is a_sche~e which would require fre-
quent Cabmets and mmute d1scusswn. · 

Question is Shall the Cabinet, under these circumstances. 
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meet on Tuesday, and again on Thursday, when you will all 
have returned from Bristol, and so on ? . I think it .best;· 
We can rough~hew and prep!j.re the way, like Merewether and 
Phayre, and, when ·your father takes the field, can proceed· to· 
action.' · ·. · 

·But I·can't advise such a course without the chief's sanction, 
and even wish. Obtain: his sentiments upon this head. . 

.,. . I confess, if the Cabinet is postponed till Tuesday <'We(lk; 
•an~ perhaps eve.n later, I should trem?le for consequences .. 

·I hope you w1ll be able·to make thiS ·out, but my hand IS 

palsied with ·pencraft all day. 

A' small selection from Disraeli's frequent and copious 
letters during the next two or three weeks to the Prime 
Minister and to the Queen will give some idea of the diffi
culties he had to surmount, and of his energy and versa'-
tility in dealing with them. · · · · 

· To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. DoWNING STREET, Jan. 28, 1868.--' ... The 
state of our finances will not permit any increase in our ex
penditure; but if the state of our finances would do so, the 
requiSitions of the Admiralty are unwise and uimecessary. 
Last year there was the same pressure, on the ground of the 
great increase of the American navy. We successfully re
sisted the appeal, and it now turns out that the Americans 
have no navy, and not an ironclad except for coast.defence. 
Now it is the old bugbear of the French navy. The American .. 
panic is now a French panic. The Admiralty wants a large · • 
increase of our ironclad fleet; but· it offers no plan how. this 
increase is to be effected, except by the vulgar expedient of a 
large increase of the navy estimates. Let them spend less 
money annually on small unarmored wooden ships. Why do 
they maintain up ·.to their present strength the numerous 
squadrons of small unarmored ships that we have scattered 
over the world ? This is the keystone of the position. We 
spend an enormous sum annually for building and repairing · 
these vessels for their three-yearly reliefs. Why ? First, for 
old-fashioned notions, that we should not otherwise have 
employment for our officers an? men. Second, for our colo:pists 
and merchants, etc. There IS no a!l8wer to the first reason:, 
except the question, Why should we keep up ll).Ore men and 
officers than we have· employment for ?. As to. the second 
reason; suppose an insult were offered, or an injury inflicted, 
on some ·of our merchants in Peru, or the Brazils, or the River 
Plate. Would any naval officer, in this age of telegraphs~ 
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take upon himself to redress these insults and illjU:ries ? He 
would send home for orders. But this commodore of sloops 
could not exact reparation, even if he would. The smallest -
South American State has an ironclad at command that could 
destroy his whole force. The Americans have flying squad
rons, and we must imitate them. 

I have not seen the second paper of the Admiralty, which, 
very improperly, has not been sent to me (as the first was); · . 
but if it be full of the battle of Lissa, I can only say t.hat, inl' ( :~ 
that instance, the Italian guns and gunnery were notoriously~· ' 
deficient, and that Tegethoff secured his wooden walls by 
covering them over with chain cables. A naval adminis
tration that wants to increase our ironclads, and at the same 
time wants to keep up a large reserve of wooden ships as well, 
and the old-fashioned distribution of that force, wants what is 
impossible with the present navy estimates, which were largely 
increased last' year. · . . 
, As for the Admiralty view· of the. present .condition of the . 

French navy, I believe it is marked by the usual exaggera
tion and false coloring which always accompanies these esti
mates.· Five of the French ironclads mentioned only mount 
the old weak armament, while we have only one labouring 
under that grave disability. 

Let the Admiralty build ironclads, but they must adapt 
their naval policy to the changed circumstances which the 
introduction of naval armor has ·introduced. Two wooden 
line-of-battle ships could be built for the cost of one ironclad; 
and the armament of the present day costs 50 per cent. more 
than in the days of ' the wooden walls of old England.' 

Irrespective of all I have said, the management of the Ad
miralty, with regard to ship-building, is at this moment so 
decried and distrusted that, if the House of Commons wished 
to increase its naval expenditure, it would not entrust the office 
to a department constituted as at present, . 

But what is the state of our finances_.:. and that with a costly 
war ? I have directed the heads of the fina:wial departments 
to prepare provisional estimates of the revenue of next year. 

· [ received them last night, and result is most unsatisfactory. 
We must prepare for an increase of taxation, which can no 
longer be limited to an·additional·twopence to the income tax. 
When a Chancellor of the Exchequer has to contemplate in- · 
creasing the duties on tea and malt, the wild suggestions of 
these ignorant and narrow-minded Admirals are doubly dis
tressing .... 

Confidential. DowNING STREET, Jan. 30, 1868.-I am in 
receipt of .Y?ur letter ?n the Education measure. . . . Any 
forced demswns, at th1s moment, on conscience clauses and 

n. 11 
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rating, and bqards . of managers,_. would 'break up the 
Cabinet .. , 

·_What the Cabinet decided on, I may say unanimously~ 
was that legislation was necessary; that 'it should be prelim
inary, not definitive; that, to be preliminary and not insigni
ficant, theinstitution of ari Education Minister was necessary, 
whose duties should be very large-no longer confined to the 

.·t',.application of the Revised Code, but •harmonising·the system 
·~ ,of lower class with pauper education~ dealing with the distri-

' 'bution of endowments, which the forthcoming Report on 
Middle Class Education will render necessary; supervising all 
the departments of art'and science, and, as proposed-by Lord 
Stanley, and :much· approved, controlling generally Irish 
education. It was felt that, if our ·Bill were·limited to census 
and incorporation, the Opposition would successfully start 
Mr. Bruce's1 Bill, and the question of the day w:ouldbe taken . 
out of our hands .. It was' felt that, if our action was limited to 

· extending aid to the poor schools; a minute to be ·laid on the 
table would be 'sufficient~ and that in the present tenip,er of 
Parliament and ·the country that would not suffice. . · 

I have seen to-day several of our most influential colleagues, 
and separately, on this matter. I·liave no hesitation in saying , 
that the project of a measure preliminary, but of magnitude, .. 
is the only scheme by which Unanimity in. counsel can be_,. 
obtained. I think niyself • that success _in Parliament· might 
.thus also be :secured.' . · 
· If we gain a year, the public l.llind, ·now in a state of" effer
vescent inquiry on these matters, will ripen on such subjects 
as conscience clauses· and rating, and especially ·On the none 

·interference 'of the .State with the religious element in schools, 
. which might tender conscience clauses unnecessary. _·But time 
is required~ . . . . · 

It is sad work to have to write on such matters, and not con
fer together. But I am sure you· will pardon every uncouth 
and imperfect phrase. I only wish to be a faithful steward to 
you·in your troubles,- 'to give you the best'information I can, 
and counsel to which the advantage of being on the' scene of 
action lll:ay give some_ value .. · . ;. · · · · · 
., < 

To Queen Victoria . 

. .Dow:NrnG STREET, ·Feb. · 4, · 1868; Six o?'clotk.'---' . ... The 
Cabinet concluded the discussion ,of ·all the principles (not 
m.any) involved in .the new Education Bill; and appointed a 
Committee-Lord 'President, Duke of •. Bucks, Mr. Walpole, 
and· Lord John Manners-to finish. some details. · ,_ ·· : 

t Home Secretary, ·Dec.; 1868; afterwards ht Lord Aber.d&re. 
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The Cabinet is unanimous on all points of principle, but the 
Duke of Marlboro' wishes the Lord President to be the ex
officio Education Minister on a great scale, which . is not an 
arrangement which would be popular in the House of 
Commons, as it would seem to close the House of Commons 
to the Minister for Education: for the precedent of Lord John 
Russell sitting in the Lower House is not a very strong one. 
He sate so only a few months, and was no ordinary man: ha<;l 
led the House of Commons twelve years, six of :which he was 
Prime Minister, and was himself of ducal birth. 

To Lord Derby. 
DowNING STREET, l pMt six, Feb. 6, 1868.-A very busy, 

but tranquil, Cabinet. Scotch Bill gone through, and waiting, 
for finish, the Lord Advocate on Tuesday-,-our last Cabinet. 

Irish Bill discussed. 
Letter from the Lord Chief Justice of England in the name, 

and with the unanimous authority, of all the Judges, protest
ing• against the Parliamentary Elections Bill as 'an impossi
bility.'1 In short, the Judges have struck! As I am to bring 
in the Bill the first night, this was awkward. However, we 
set to work like men. We mu,st fall back on our original prC!
position, which the S[elect] Committee of the House of Com
mons. very conceitedfy altered. 

All going on very right with the Duke of Marlboro'. Duke 
of Richmond of great assistance to me in this matter. I have 
gained time and mollified him. He will do whatever you 
decide on. . . 

But, so far as I can judge, the Education flame is more bright 
than lasting, and in a month's time I am not sure the Lord 
President inay not bring in a strictly preparatory measure in 
the House· of Lords; and keep the great question for the next 
Parliament. But it must be in the Lords now; at any rate, 
we want education discussed by Dukes and Bishops. It will 
have a beneficial effect on, all. . . , · 

To Queen Victoria. 
DowNING STREET, Feb. 15, 1868.-The Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, with his humble duty to your Majesty. 
In the Cabinet to-day he brought forward the condition of 

your Majesty's navy, with reference to the navy estimates, 
and in consequence of some observations of your Majesty on 
the subject, when he was last at Osborne. 

He has, !3in9e tha~ period, been unceasingly working to effect 
some change m our system of naval expenditure, and to adapt 

1 ·The Bill put upon the Judges the trial of election petitions . 

.. 
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it more t.o modern requirements; and he has the utmost grati
fiq_ation in informing your Majesty that he has induced the 
Cabinet, thiS day, unanimously to adopt his views; that the 
naval estimates have been reconstructed; and, without any 
material increase of expenditure, your Majesty will now have 
a real and, he hopes, rapidly increasing naval reserve. 

The Cabinet determined to-day to lay down immediately 
~ ._ · .three more ironclads. 
·' : · He .calculates that your Majesty will have at the end of this 

-year a reserve of seven ironclads, irrespective of these three, 
which will take two years to finish. . . . . -· 

It was only by correspondence that Derby had been 
able to particip~ te. in these. decisions an.d arr-ange men .. ts.l 
The gout had this time obtamed a complete mastery over~ 
him, and the resumption of the session on- February 13 
found him still incapacitated, with no prospect of early
return to health and work. An article ill The Times of 
February 11 urged the necessity, in view of Derby's con
dition, for reconstruction of the Government, and two 
days iater Derby told Disraeli that he contemplated 
resignation. 

From Lord Derby. 

- Confidential, KNOWSLEY; ,Feb. 13, 1868.,----Parliament sit
ting, and I still lying here, like a useless log ! You may , 
imagine how much this . annoys me, and the more so as, 
although I hope that I have turned tpe corner within the last 
day or two, after a slight relapse of three or four days, my 
doctors (for I have two in attendance) willnot vent).lre to name 
any time for my probable removal. . . . -

I have for some time been aware that the increased frequency 
of my attacks of illness would, at no distant period, incapa
citate me for the discharge of my public duties. During the 
past year I have hardly ever been really well, and the steps 

-which I have been obliged to take for patching myself up for 
particular. occasions have not been without their effect on my 

· general health;. and I am warned. that there are symptoms 
which will require constant vigilance, probably for the remainder 

-of my life; if l wish to guard against a sudden _and complete' 
break~up. To no one except the Queen have I communicated 

_upon tliis subject, on whi6h it is due to you that you should 
receive the earliest intelligence. What I have said, however, 
to H.M. is simply this: that while; on the one hand, my in
creasmg · infirmities hold out little expectation of my being. -

-· 
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able for any long period to serve Her Majesty, I hoped she 
would do me the justice to believe that I would not willingly 
desert her service during a period of difficulty: ·hut that, if 

, the appearance of political affairs should be smooth, I hoped 
that H.M. would bear in mind my anxious desire to be relieved 
from duties to which I should shortly find myself unequal. 
I added that I thought it was right that H.M. should be the 
first person to receive an intimation of my views, in order that 
she might have full time to consider the course which it might 
be necesSary for her to pursue. · 

Nothing could be kinder and more considerate than the . 
answer which I received, in which, after some gratifying ex
pressions of her personal feeling, and the assurance that she 
shrank from the idea of being deprived of my services, she 
added that she had no right to place her own wishes in opposi
tion to the considerations of health, and even of life, which I 
brought before her. She hoped, however, at all events, that 
my resignation woUld not be tendered during the course of 
the present session; and to this I have no hesitation in agree- · 
ing, so long as my· colleagues are willing to overlook the prob
ably inefficient manner in whic~ I ~Shall be able to discharge my 
duties. To no other member of the Cabinet, not even to 
Stanley, have I made my intentions known .. But what par
ticularly pleased me in the Queen's answer was that she by no 
means contemplated the break-up of the present Government 
as the result of my retirement. And I am sure that, so far as 
she is concerned, you, with the aid of the majority of our pres- . 
ent colleagues, will receive the same cordial support which I 
have enjoyed. · 
. I am very much annoyed that the Chancellor should not 

have been ready with his Bankruptcy Bill. Not only was it 
distinctly understood in November that that measureshould 
be brought forward in the House of Lords, but I wrote some 
weeks since to press it upon his particular attention. . . • , 

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. DowNING STREET, Feb. 14, 1868.-I received 
your letter this morning, and learn, with deep regret, that 
there is no immediate prospect of the Cabinet having the ad-
vantage of your guidance and authority. · 

I cannot shut my eyes to the danger of the present state of 
affairs, ·but, after twenty years of confidential co-operation·, 
scarcely with a cloud, I need not, I feel convinced, assure you, 
at ~his critical moment, that all shall be done on my part . · 
whwh perfect devotion can accomplish, to maintain, unim
paired and unsullied, your interests and influence. 
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The plan of delaying the resignation till the close of 
'the sessio~ proved quite 'impracticable. There was so 
S!frious a re_lapse .On February 16, th,at Stanley was tele-. 
graphed for to Knowsley. · : .. · ... . · · .. · ' 

From Lord Derby.,· . 

. Confidential. KNOWSLEY, Feb: 19, 1868.-Stanley will have 
given you a full account of the state in which he found me, 
and will have prepared you for the communication which I 

-should not be justified in delaying; of the ·absolute necessity 
of my resignirig my present office .. ·I am certainly better; 
and I hope in a fair way towards recovery;. bUt that recovery 
must be very slow, and my doctors not only do not encourage 
me to' hope to move from hence much uiider a month, but are 
unanimous in their opinion that, if I hope to regain a moderate 

.degree of health, absolute repose of min:d and ·body for some 
months to come is indispensable. I had hoped that I might 
have been enabled to struggle thr0ugh the present session; 
but; as matters stand, my attempt .to do so would not only 
be a· certain failure, but would ipvolve a'risk of life which I am 
not justified in incurring. · . · 

I·have not yet written positively to the Queen; nor will I 
do so until I hear .from you; but I ought not to delay making 
this announcement to H.M.longer than is absolutely necessary. 
I 'am not insensible of the public inconvenience which may. be 
caused. by my Tesignation at· this mon:ient, ·nor oft he increased 
difficulties in which it will place you. I trust, however, that, 
if H.M. should send for you; which, under the circumstances, 
I should think most probable, you .will not shrink from 'the 
heavy additional responsibility. You may be'assured of re
ceivingfrom me all the support which, out of office, it is in my 
power to give; and, so far as I can, I shall urge upon our· friends 
to ¢xtend to .you, separately, the same generous confidence 
which, for twenty years, they have reposed in. us jointly. 
And I cannot make this communication without gratefully 
acknowledging your cordial and loyal c·o-operation.· with me, 
in good . times and bad, throughout that long period: nor, 
above all, the courage, skill, and judgment; with which you 
triumphantly carried the Government through all the difficul-
ties and dangers of the last year. · . .. ·· 
· 1 think I ought not to resign without asking .the QueJn, if 

she desires to mark her approval of my services, to allow me 
to recommend some five or ·six. names for the. honour of the 
peerage. . . . . My intention of resigni!lg . has been .. already 
surmised, and will, no doubt, be very generally anticipated: 
but I should be obliged by your not announcing~ it as an 
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irrevocable decision, even to our colle~tgt-ies, until I shall have 
had an opportunity of submittmg it to~ and having it accepted 
by, the Queen. ; 

Derby, it will be seen, haP, no doubt ·as to who ought 
to be, and would be, his successor; and it is pleasant to 
read the cordial and thoroughly inerited tribute which 
the retiring chief pays to his tried lieutenant. • -

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. . ' DowNING STREET,. Feb. 20, 1868 . 

• MY DEAREST LORD,--'-1 have-not' sufficient co:m,mand of my
self at this monient to express what I feel about_ what has 
happened, and, after all, has happened so rapidly and so 
.unexpectedly!· · . 

All I will say is that I never contemplated rior desired it. 
I was entirely content with my position, and all that I aspired 
to was that, after a Government of tolerable length, and, at 
least, fair repute, my retirement from public affairs should 
have accompanied your own; satisfied that I had enjoyed my 
opportunity in life, and proud that I had been long confiden
tially connected with one of-the most_ eminent men of my time. 
and for whom I entertain profound respect and ;tffec;tion. 

I will not shrink from the situation, but I do not underrate 
its gravity, and mainly count, when you are convalescent, on 
your guidance and support. 

I have talked over affairs with Stanley. Our difficulty will ·. 
be our more .than debating weakne~s in the House of Lords. 
If, when you were present there, you felt the necessity of some 
support, what must be the state of things now, with Lord 
Chelmsford and Lord Malmesbury for the managers~ Such 
a condition is impossible; and it appears to me most desirable, 
as you once contemplated, and once formally mentioned to 
Lord Chelmsford, that Lord Cairns should be induced to take 
the ·Great SeaL 

After him, I think the Duke of Marlborough the most com
petent man in our ranks to address a senate. He has culture, 
intellectual grasp, and moral energy-great qualities, though in 
him they may have been developed, perhaps, in too contracted 
a sphere .... 

I hope Lady Derby has not suffered from all her anxieties 
and labors. I am, hers and yours ever,-D. 

Derby, on receipt of this letter, at once forwarded his 
resignation to the Queen, who was at Osborne. An 
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extract from his letter;W,ill~"~n.·~w;tlie' exact• terms.of his • 
' .'"' ~ • J ' .J., •. ·-.~·\ .• "' - ' ' 

resignation, and what he wrote ab.out his". successor: 
• • .. • -~ "' '!" : .-.'":' .\. • • •• ~ • ' 

.~ . . ·iQrd Derby to (/u:een .Vict'or:W,. : , ·. 
. Feb. 21,_1868.-:--... Lord Derby greatly regrets the inc~n~ 
venience to which he knows that his retirement must subject 
the 'pliblic service, ~nd the additional trouble :~hich it must 
entail upon your Majesty. But he. has reasoii"to believe that, 

• the'fact ·of his retirement being once underst&od, there'would 
.'be no pressure from any quarterfor the immediate and formal 
resignation Of his office-'-perhaps not until he should be enabled· 
to surrender it to your Majesty in person.•· In the meantime, 
if he may be permitted to offer any suggestion to your Majesty 
as to his successor, he would venture to submit that, as. there 
is no question· of any political change, your Majesty should 
apply tcdhe ·chancellor of the Exchequer, who has held the 
most important and, next to his own, the most pr()minent 
post in the present Government.. Lord Derby believes that, 
although with a deep sense of the responsibility attaching to 

. it, he would not shrink from undertaking the duty; a.nd that 
he, and he only, could command the cordial support; en masse~ 
of his present colleagues. . . . . . 

Disr~eli already knew that, on Derby;s resignation, the 
Queen would entrust the fortunes of the Ministry to his 
hands. . A riwnth earlier he had been specially invited 

. , · for a couple of days to Osborne .. His. letters to his 
~.·' wife· were discreet, but they suggested· that what had 

passed was m~mentous and gratifying .• ·In th~. first 
letter he said that Her· Majesty was ' most gracious and 
agreeable ' ; the second ran as follows : • · 

To Mrs. Di.!raeli. 
[Jan. 25, 1868].-The most ~uccessful visit I ever had: all 

that· I could wish and hope. I "as with· the Queen an hour 
yesterd.ay. She spoke of everything without reseFve or for-
mality.· · 

A brilliant day here. 
The Queen ordered a vesRel at Portsmouth to be at my dis

posal, as there was some dilficulty about going. · 
. M. Corry a lucky fellow. He had to come down here yes

terday on some business, and Her Majesty, hearihg of it, invited 
him to dine with the household and sleep here ! 

'All that I could wish and hope.' The words are strong, 
but they were justified. A note by Corry, himself a,t 

"'.-,; ... 
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· Osborne at.the time·; explainattliat befor~ Disraeli's audi-
, ~- . -.. . • ,·.,_ •.• ~ 4 ·'' ~ •• 

ence 'General Grey,came .to his room to info~m Mr. D. 
that the -.Que_en intende4 to mg,k~ him her First Minister 
on Lord D.'s resignation .. Mr: D. w~s · inuch 'struck by 

. the fact that his, old rivaJ at Wyco.ntbe should ~ecome 
the bf)arer of ·such a message.' 1 The . Queen had already 
been warned by Derby that his resignation ~ql!ld :r;tot•be 
~ong deferred, and thus graciol:lsly lierseJ! jhtimated. to 
Disraeli his approaching elevation and her own· satis
faction at the prospect. . , t · , . 

The hour had now come, and Grey arrived in'London 
with .the expected message from. the Queen, and 'with 
instructions to place himself at Disraeli's disposal in'case 
~f any difficulty with his colleagues. But Grey brought 
also Derby's letter of resignation, and on reading it Dis
raeli, in view of the ambiguity of its terms, and the sugges
tion that the formal but necessary steps might be in
'definitely postponed, hesitated to proceed with his task. 
He consulted Stanley, and Stanley both wrote and tele-
graphed to his father. ,~ 

Lord Stanley to Lord Derby. 
Feb. 24, 1868.-Disraeli sentfor me, very anxious and agi

taj;ed, about 12 o'clock to-day; explained that all ~was going 
well, the Queen had been most graciou~, would give him every . 
support, and, if any of his colleagues objected to the :p.ew 
arrangement, she would see what her personal influence could 
effect in securing their adhesion. . . . . She wished him to go 
down to Osborne to-morrow to kiss hands. 

But . . . a letter of yours to the Queen, shown him by 
Grey, seemed to imply that you did not contemplate the im
mediate formation of anew Ministry under him. Under these 
circumstances he thought it would be indelicate, and might 
hurt your feelings, if he were to consider the matter as settled. 

I combated these scruples. . . . The end of it was, we 
agreed to telegraph down for your sanction. 

Derby's telegram in reply was as mysterious as his 
letter. 'Glad there are no difficulties,' it ran. 'Will 
write by post. Do nothing formal till you hear. A few 
days mdispel,lsable to me.' This, as Disraeli wrote to 

n. 
1 See Vol.. I;~ pp. 215-226. · .,... u•-
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Lord ;Barrington, made thii:ig~_ more coiifused than ever; 
and th.e ·result of letter ·and telegram was entirely to para
lyse'·action on this Monday, Feoruary- 24; which should. 
ha V:e seeri the arrangements for ~he reconstituted,Ministry 

. well on the road to completion: Happily, the next morn
ing_ brought another letter from Derby, maJring 'it ·clear 
th11t he ha_d no desire to delay the formation 'Of a new 
Administration,.9ut merely wished to settle the peerages 
and' a few minor matters befor~ taking the formal final 
~~- - ..• p 

· From· Lord Derby: 
. . ~ . ~ . . . . . - . . .· '1 . 

Confidential. KNows:LEY, Feb. 24, 1868.,--I was about to 
write to you,' when I received Stanley's telegram, from which 
I am glad to find i hat you have no serious difficulties :in the 
way of form:ing_ a Government .. _ - -._ ·-

I hope that neith(;)r you nor he will.have misunderstood the
_purport of ri::Ly telegraphic answer. ):ou will not for a :rp.omerit 
suppose that I wish to retain nomin;tl officeforan hour longer. 
than is absolutely necessary;· o·n the contrary, the· sooner the 
new arrangements can be made, the better it would be for ~ll 
parties, and the more agreeable to me, nor can there-be the 
slightest objection to its being publicly knownthat my resig-· 
nation has been tendered and accepted; and that -you. have 
been charged .with the duty: of forming a new Administration. 
But J have only this morning heard, by a few lines from the 
Queen, HerMajesty's acceptance of my .resignation, and I am 
promised aftiller answer, probaply,byto-morrow's post. _ 
_ Her ·Majesty,has said nothing as yet upon the subject of 
the peerages,~ and I have c<!nsequently been unable t_o w~ite 
to any of those to whom I p_ropose to offer them. I reqmre, 
therefore, a few days _for the dispqsal of this subject, and of 
otp_er minor matters whic)ll shall have to w:ind up, and which 
I. shall have no power,~£ doirig after you have once formally 
kissed hands as M~nister. rhis final and formaL step is the 

·only one for. which .I think it~ necessary to ask for !1 short 
_ delay. ,·. . ~. .. - ... · _ .. ·. , ·. · · -

you have my best wishesfor the success of your_ endeavour 
"' .to form your Government, and if I can be in any way of ser
. vice. to you, you. rniJ.--Y.· entirely command me. I will not 
· tro_ubleyou with speculations .as toyour probable an;angements. ·. 

Your main difficulties; as itsf)ems to me, wUl be the Exchequer 
and the lead in the Lords: 'Couldjrou hot, to avoid extensive 
changes, contmue 'for the' present _session to hold ·the former 
in co~!?nction with. the offic~~f: Frrst·.:ord of the Treasury ? 

0 A._, 
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I know the work will be tremendous, but such a c~mbination 
in former times was not unusual. As to the Lords, Cairns 
would undoubtedly be a great acquisition to your Government; 
but Stanley, who suggested him as a possible leader; forgot that 
it would be impossible for a Lord Chancellor to hold that 
office. I shall be most anxious to hear your contemplated 
arrange:ments, and that you have every prospect of sucqess in 
the arduous task which you have undertaken.· 

By the receipt of this letter on the Tu'esday morning 
Disraeli's scruples were removed, and. in the course, of 
the day he was able to niake most of his arrangements; 
but before going down to Osborne to kiss hands he waited 
Derby's pleasure. · ·· 

To General the Ron. Charles Grey; 

2, GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 25, 1868.:_I have not written to 
the Queen, because I thought you could keep Her Majesty 
au fait, and that it would be better for ·me to be silent till I 
could give H.M. a digeste~ account. · · . 
· Lord Cairns has accepted the Great Seal, and all my col
leagues have placed themselves at my disposal, ·e~cept Walpole, 
who, I fear, is still at Eal~g. · · . 

I am deeply considering the question of the Chancellor of 
Exchequer, but have done nothing:·the more .so, as about two 
hours ago I received a mysterious intimation not to precipitate 
affairs in this direction, 11-s ' a most important and influential 
adhesion ' was possible. fconclude it can't be Gladstone ! .. 

,To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 25, 1868 .. '--'-I remain. in London, 
though supposed to be at Osborne: if I be ;orced to go down, I 
shall not kiss hands, nor shall I ·until I have your s~tnction. : .. 

. _· ·. , .. ,... . . .' ·. . . .· 

From' Lord Derby, . ~· 
. (Telegram.) Feb. 25, 5 p.m.'.-I hav¢ heard from H.M. My 
formal resignation is sent in. . . . . · 

Confidential.· Feb. ·26, 1868.---'-I feel very sensibly your 
kindness in postponing, to suit my convenience, your formal 
;tcceptance of o.ffice. My chief object in asking for a s}lort 
delay was that I might be enabled as·Minister to communicate 
to a few of our friends H.M.'s co.nsent to my recommendation 
of their promotion to the peerage. .This I have now received 
a~d if there should .be any trifling· matter which I ought t~ 
wmd up before leavmg office, I am sure·I may.relyupon,you 
to afford every faci1~ty for having it done. , . . . . 

~· 
~ k' 
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To Lord Derby.-
GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 27, l868.-'-l duly received your . 

telegram Of yesterday and your letter this morning. · I have, 
therefore, arranged to go down to-day by 3 o'clocktrain,and 
therefore, -:1 suppose, in four-and-twenty hours the thing will 
be done. . . . I think Hunt must be the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, and I have prepared the Queen for it ... -. 

With respect to some intimation iii yout letter of your 
wish~s being attended. to in some slight matters, permit me 
to say very distinctly, once and' for ever, that, in the position 
in which I·am so unexpectedly placed, I cop,sider myself; arid 
shall always consider myself, only your deputy. Your·wishes 
Will always be commands to me, and commands that will be 
heartily obeyed. I shair never take any step of importance 
in public life without apprising you of it .before it is decided 
on, and without at least seeking the counsel which, I trust, 
-will never be refused.. . ' . · . . ' . . 

And Ido, even solemnly, entreiit.younever to permit any 
_sentiment of estrangement to arise between us, but to extend 
to me for ever that complete confidence which has. subsisted 
so long between us; which' has been the pride ·and hmior of iny 
life, and which it will ever be my' constant effort to cherish --
and deserve. · · · ·· · 

· From Lord Derby. 
Private. Feb. 28; 1868.---.:0n~ ·lin~ to thank you for your 

very kind letter of yesterday, and tp: assure you that; so far 
as I am concerned, there is. no_ danger of any. sentiment of 
estrangement arising between us; who·for more than tw~nty 
years have worked together with unreserved ·and unbroken 
confidence.. But I cannot accept for you the position which 
you are willing to accept for. yourself, of being considered as. 
niy deputy. You have fairly an~ most honoura.bly won your 
way to the liighest round of the political ladder, and long may. 
you continue to retain· your position ! -At the same time, 
whenever you are inclined to consult :ine or ask for my opinion, 
!shalf be most happy to give it you franklyand unreservedly. 
But I shall not be so unreasonable as ·to expect that it shall 

· _always be adopted, or be surprised, still less affronted, if upon 
any ground you finq yourself u11able to act upon it. . . . · 

. :Before concluding, Jet .me beg of you to offer my congratu
lationS. .to M~s. Disraeli _upon your having attained a post 
youtJ>re-eminent fitness fdr 'which sh~ will n_ot be inclin'il_d to 

',disp~te. ' · , · · · · · 

. · E>istaeli's behaviour to_ Derby through<mt- this crisis 
~as a model·of delicacy arid·good feeling, arid, if Derby . - ", ·i~~: ' 

:r: 
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may have seemed a little inconsiderate and dilatoryj the 
serious state ci£ his health is a sufficient excuse. ·. •.. . 

Disraeli had· now become the Queen's ·First Minister, 
and was necessarily .about to enter· into a much. inore 
intimate relation-with Her Majestythan hehadever en~· 
joyed before. At the outset he struck, bothjn letter and. 
audience, the note of chivalrous devotion, as of o~e who, 
while he reverenced his Sovereign, never forgot that ·she 

· was a woman-a note -which was to characterise all hi~ 
intercourse with Her Majesty, and was to ~elp to. will. 
for him a unique place in her esteem and:c~nfidence. 

To. Queen Victoria. 

DowNING STREET, 12 o'clock, Fe.b. 26, 1868.~Mr. Disraeli 
with his humble duty to your Majes_ty. ,. ',' . 

He ventures to express his sense of your .Majesty's most 
gracious kindness to him, and of the high honor which. your 
Majesty has been graCiously pleased to comer on him.· . 

He can only off-er devotion. . : . · _ _ _ '' · . · ·· 
It will be his delight and duty to render the transaction· of 

affairs as easy to your Majesty as possible: , and in smaller 
matters he hopes he inay succeed in this; but he ventures to 
trust that, in the great affairs of state,your Majesty will deign 
not to withhold from him the benefit ofyour;_Majesty's guid
ance. . . · _. . . _ ··~ . _ 

Your Majesty's life has been passed in constant communion 
with great men, and the knowledge and management Of im
·portant transactions. Even if your Majesty were not g-ifted 
with those great abilities, which all now acknowledge, , this 
rare and choice experience,must give·your Majesty an advan
tage in judgment which few living persons, al\d probably J.;lO 
living prince, can rival. . · _ - : .. _ · · . . · · ' 

He whom your Majesty has so highly preferred presumes to 
trust to your Majesty's condescension iii this behalf. · . · 

Mr. Disraeli proposes to hav,e the honor of waiting on your 
Majesty to~morrow (Thursday) afternoon ..•• 

From Queen Victoria. 

OsBORNE, Feb. 27, 1868.--The Queen thanks Mr. Disraeli 
very much for his kind letter received to~day, and can assure 
him of her cordial support in the arduous task which he has 
undertaken. · , 

It mu~t be a proud moment for him tq feel that his own 
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taJent and successful labours· in the'servfce of his .Sovereign 
and country have earned for him the high and infiuentialposh 
tion.in which he is nowplaced.- · . . . ' 
· The 'Queen has ever found Mr. Disraeli most zealous in her 
serV:ice, and most ready to meet her wishes, and she only wiShes 
her beloved husband were here now to assist him with his 
gUidance ! - . . . - . · 

._ T~e Queen rejoict:s to see how much_ unanimity he has .found 
amongst his colleagu(;ls.- She will be -glad to see Mr. Disraeli 
tocmoriow, but does not' ask him to' stay overnight, as she ' 
knows how precious ·every moment mm;'t be to him. . 

' !.': 
To Mrs. Disraeli. 

OsBORNE, Feb. 28, 1868.-I arrived here yesterday at seven 
o'clock, and had an audience· about half an hour afterwards. 
The Queen came into her closet with· a very radiant, face,. 
holding out her hand, and saying, 'You must.kiss hand,s,' 
which I did immediately', and very heirt,ily, ~ falliiig on my 

· knee: Then she sate down, which she never used to. do,_ and 
only does to her First-Minister, arid talked.over affairs for half 
an_hour'(I standing), so that I had scarcely t4ne to dress for 
dinner. . . . , ., ,., · . . . . 

•. · )_?isr~eli, in writi~g 'to C9rry,a.ddeq that he ,said to the 
Queen; that he 'kissed·.her:. hand in' faith- and )oving 
loyalty.' He was' ftankly a~d ,i.niaff~~tedly happy. 'All 
is sunshine here,' he wrote to more than one correspondent; 
' moral and materiaL' . · · . · . . - ' 

_. All the old colleagues to whoin hf' i'tpplied rallied round. 
Dlsraeli, with the exception of' Walpole,·who had remained 
reluctantly in the Cabinet for some .months without any 
office; and who now; hi spite of reinohstrances from the. 
Queen, took the opportunity of retiring. One colleague; · 
we have seen, Disr~eli ·felt bound. to leave out._ The ' 
GOv~rniQent, with Derby gone, was peculiarly weak in 
the House of Lords, and one of its weakest members was 
the Lord Chancellor; Chelmsford. He had been a disc 
tinguished and successful advocate; but he was neither a 
grea-t lawyer nor avery skilful de~ater;- and a complaint 
Of his dilatoriness appears fu Derby's ii.,tst letter to Disraeli 
abbut r~~ignation .. DisraeLi had alw~ys thought him ·an 
inefficient Chancellor,:and had ,been opposed to ;his re-
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appointment in ~866 i; nor had he ~ver been at all sym
pathetic with one who was among the bitterest and most 
persiste_nt opponents of the Jewish cause. Chelmsford's 
dislike and distrust of Disraeli had been markedly shown 
in a short corre~pondence in this very month of February. · 
On a vacancy occurring among the Judges, Disraeli, as 
leader of the Commons, expressed a hope that the Chan
·cellor would not treat with indifference the· claims of the 
Conservative lawyers in Parliament 2-a not unreasonable 
request, which has been made by many leaders of the 
House, and complied with, perhaps too oftEm, by many 
Chancellors.· Chelmsford hnmediately suspected a job, 
and mounted the high horse; his trust was a sacred one, 
his choice would be governed by fitness, not politics, 
and he would not suffer the smallest interference with his . 
judicialappointments.3 . 

Disraeli•applied the test of fitnes~ to.the Chancellor him
self, and found him wanting. Derby had expressly inti
mated_to Chelmsford more than once that he contemplated 
asking him, after a time, to make way upon the Woolsack 
for Cairns, who was not only a la\vyer of the highest class, 
but a statesman excelling in debate. That arrangement 
Disraeli considered it to be imperative now to carry out.4 
He has been accused by Chelmsford and Chelmsford's 
friends of a want of tact and delicacy in liis manner of 
opening the • subject to him; but the letter which he 
actually wrote se~ms hardly to warrant this reproach. It 
should be remembered that, with th~ resignation of its 
head, the Derby Cabinet became ·ipso facto dissolved, and 
that no Minister had a right tb his post·'·save on the direct 
invitation of the new Prime Minister. • 

1 See above, p. 177. , 
2 In a note to Derby during l8f\7, Disraeli had written: 'I can't speak to 

the. Lord Chancellor, for I lose my temper with him. With prodigious 
patronage, he does nothing for the party, and is so insensible of his great 
obligations to you and his own demerits.' 

3 Atlay's Victorian Chancellors, Vol. II., pp. l21-l25,where Chelmsford's 
own version of the controversy is given at length. · 

4 It was a ' painful but necessary ' change, wrote Hardy in his diary. 
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To Lord Chelmsford. 

11, DowNING STREET [Feb. 25]. 

DEAR LoRD CHANCELLOR,-The announcem~ri.t ill Parlia
ment has informed you of the accepted resignation of Lord. 
Derby, and of the office. which the Queen has graciously con-
fided to me offo:rmi.ng a new.Government. · . 

My first ·wish is to recall. to the management of affairs my. · 
former colleagues, hut. there are some obstacles to this cou~se, 
and the principal- one is found in the House over which you 
preside. · If Lord Derby. in his time was so sensible of the 
weakness of our party in debate in the House of Lords tP,at he 
was constrained to submit_ to yourself an arrangement which, 
though· delayed, he still contemplated, I·am stite yo~ will feel 
that, without Lord Derby; I have no option .but in having re
course to his plan, among others; of strengthen~ng Her Majesty's 

. Government in the Upper House of Parliament, If, tP.erefore, 
. for this reason, and for no other, it is not in my power to submit 
your name for -the custody. of the Great Seal to the Queen in 
the list of the new Government, 1 can assure you it would 
afford me sincere gratification if. you could suggest to me soine 
other mode by which Her Majesty ·might- testify her sense of 
your services. · · · 

. Chelmsford answered.hotly andangrily, ()Xpressing his
disbelief in Derby's still contemplating 'a change on the 
Woolsack, and declinmg to suggest any· o~her. mode .. in 

-which his own services Jl!ight be~nicognised .. He appealed 
from Disraelito Derby; he took. the Press into his confi
dence over his grievance. Three days later he had to con-· 
fess that Derby_ confirmed. Disraeli's statement; b~t he 
complained that Disraeli had not recalled to his recqllec
tion the particulars of the arrangement; and he talked of 
his:,' dismissal,'and of the slur upon his reputation which 
only some mark of Her·Ma.jesty's gracious approval could 
remove.-- Disraeli' s reply was· justifiably short. 

To Lord Ohelfl1,8ford. 

Os:SORNE, Feb. 29: 1868.-----:-I received y~ur letter this morning. 
_ I only alluded ~~ your unde.rstanding wit_h Lord Derby bee 

cause I thought 1t must be Impressed on.your memory, and 
did not·wish to dwell in detail on circumstanc_es necessarily 
of a character not agreeable. ·. . .• - .. ·· . . 

' · After· the ·allusion to that understanding, and the necessity 
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of my acting on it, the rest of my letter invited communication. 
You could have arranged with me any cause for your retire
ment most to .your liking, and you could hav~ resp~nded to 
my inquiry. Instead of that, from a total miSapprehension 
of my communication, which was really influimced by delicacy, . 
the public have been invited to our confidential communi- . 
cations, with the usual consequence under such circumstances. 

I shall do nothing to add to the controversy, but shall be 
always ready to show the great respect I entertain for you. _ 

It was not found possible to come to an understanding 
as to the distinction to be conferred'by Her Majesty on 
the outgoing Chancellor. The Grand Cross of the Bath, 
which Disraeli ·offered, Chelmsford declined, suggesting 
in his turn that he might be advanced to the dignity of 
an earldom, as were Loughborough, Eldon, and Cotten
ham, a suggestion which it is not surprising that Disraeli 
could not accept. Accordingly, Chelmsford retired m 
dudgeon; and society and the clubs, were entertained by 
stories of his bitter jokes and'of Disraeli's pungent retort. 
It was said that the ex-Chancellor talked of premature 
elevation making some people dizzy, and that he distin
guished the old and new Administrations as the ' Derby ' 
and the ' Hoax ' ; · while the new P~ime Minister was de
clared to have curtly summed up his former- colleague in 
the biting words, 'Useless in council, feeble in debate,. 
and-a jester !' 

· Disraeli's wise resolve not to inflict too heavy a strain 
on his own strength created a vacancy at the Exchequer, 
which he quitted to become First Lord of the Treasury. 
The na·tural successor would _have been Northcote, who 
had been his lieutenant in all his financial combats with 
Gladstone in the past deca~e~ But Northcote could not 
very well be spared from'the India Office during the Abys
sinian War, and Disraeli determined, somewhat to the 
public surprise, to promote Ward Hunt, the Secretary to 
the Treasury, whose good work he had often noticed and 
commended.l The appointment was well received. 'It 

'1 The changes· consequent ~n this promotion enabled Dis~aeli to offer 
subordinate office to Sir-Michael Hicks Beach, who became ultimately Lord · 
~ili~ - - . 
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was, of course, my o'wn suggestion,' Disraeli wrote to 
Delane, whose approval· had been ascertained at the 
dinner-table; ' but it was carped at by co~monplace 
minds, ·who seemed shoc~ed at the sudden elevation, 
and ~alk.ed of other people as beill.g "looked U:p to " in 
the city. Your clear and sagaciou·sjudgment came to 
my aid opportunely, which should teach"'both of us the 
advantage of dining out.' 1 · · 

The Whips and the party managers urgedthaE overtures . 
should ·bemade to.Cranborne and to Peel. One of them 
thought he discerned a ,change of tol).e on Cranl;lorne's . 
pa~t; another wrote, -' He would not accept, but it would 
please the party.' h;t deference to these representations 
Disraelii always placable, sounded Cranborne through 
Northcote. The· refusal .was immediate'·and uncom

·promiSmg. The time. for. reconciliation, in office had not 
come, though -the rank and file of the reca~citrants '\Vere 
reported to be less disaffected than before.· At any rate; 
Corry ,wrote, February 27: 'Taylor, Noel, and Barring
ton, are_ wei~ pleased with the feeling at . the Carlton, 
Even Sandford tells me that he feels less hostility to. a 
Government with. you at the head, than to one led by 
Lord D. What you did last session might have·been 
expected of. you from your ·known opinio:p.s, . but·- Lord 
Derby's conduct was unpardonable.' 
· Cairns, th<mgh the· most powerful mem"Qer of the Min

istry in the Rouse-of Lords, could not, as D~rby pointed 
out, lead _that House from the Woolsack; and Disraeli 
had therefore to appoint a leader from among his other 
peer colleagues. He turned first to the,Duke of· Marl
borough, who was himself a friend of some years' standmg, 
and who bad married the daughter ·of on~ of his most 
inti~a te friends, Frances_ Anne. Lady Londonderry. . In . 
him he discerned 'culture; ·intellectual grasp, and nioral 
~nergy_i But the ·Duke told Disraeli that Malmesbury; 
who had. fllled the place in Derby's frequent absences, 
had a prior c~aim, and Disraeli acce~ted the suggestion .. _ 

.1 Das~nt's Dtilaite, Vol. IL, pp. 222i223 .. 
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MaJmesbury was, naturally, anxious that his utterances 
jn the Lords should be kept duly ill accord with those of 
his new chief. ' When I lived at · Whitehall Gardens 
during Peel's Government,' he wrote, 'I used to see 
the Duke [of Wellington] ride into [Peel's] garden every 
-morning at eleven and stay a quarter of an hour. ·This 
was 'tq go over the minutes of. the day together for the 
House of Lords. God forbid we should follow exactly 
thi~ military routine, but whenev~r I think your direc
tion desirable I want a general kiscia passare to you 
about that hour.' · 

'A great triumph of intellect and courage and patience 
and unscrupulousness employed in "the service of a party 
full of prejudices and selfishness and wanting in brains. 
The Tories have hired Disraeli, and he has his reward from 
them.' That was the grudging tribute paid to Disraeli by 
Bright in his diary. Intellect, courage, and patience, were 
undoubtedly leading elements in Disraeli's composition. 
A certain lack of scruple on some occasions may be laid to 
his charge, as to that of almost all vigorous personalities 
in the field of politics.; but the persistent faithfulness of 
his career as Conservative leader sufficiently rebuts the 
accusation that unscrupulousness-was in any sense a note 
of_his political character. The suggestion that his rela
tion to his party was that of a hired bravo is ridiculous. 
There was a revolutionary side to his character, which. 
was, of course, most conspicuous in youth; but there was 
a much stronger vein in him of historic and aristocratic 
sentiment, which naturally inclined him, as it had his 
father before him, to espouse the Tory cause. • 

Intellect, courage, and patience; carried to a high pitch, 
constitute genius; and it was' the due recognition and just 
elevation of genius which Lord Houghton rightly hailed 
in Disra~li's accession to the Premiership. 

From Lord Houghton. 

RoME, Mal". 12, 1868.-The days of our familiar intercourse 
lie so far away that I hardly know whether personal interest 
would justify me in writing to you on the event which, after 
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. all;)s only th~ natural sequence of-your p~litical work, did~ 
not_ fe~l such _e~rnest ·satisfaction in the recognition of your 
intellectual worth and in the fair reward of industrious mental 

• . , . r"': , , •. ~ 

power. 
· When one looks back on many years of political life, one is·, 
·no doubt_, more conscious of. the _unjust elevation_ of poor 
abilities and common characters than of the· depression of any 
remarkable faculties or realdesert. But there is assu:tedly 

. a tendency in the English mind to dislike and distrust· original 
·individuality as suchr and to do :its worst to limit the scope 

. and_ effec_t. of .the taJents it does not _entirely comprehend. 
~hen, therefore~ geniu~ makes its own way in publtc life, there 

·IS a good beyond the momentary gain and a true national 
-adva,ntage, .•• •. ' · 

< --~ . ·ic 
From Oddon Barrot. · 

Paris, l mars, 1868.-Laisse~-m'oi v~us offrir toutes mes 
. felicitations pour votre averiemeilt a un rang. qui;· on .peut le 

dire, est le plus eleve auqU:el !Jil hommc, qui n'est pas assis sur 
un grand trone, puisse aspirer-..:.Premier Ministre d' Angleterre ! · 

Tho~gh,there.~ad h~~n.an a~ticipation in some quarters 
that the Tories might lookonce_ aga:iri.'to the great houses 

. for a ·successor to ':£)erby, ~nd the names both ofStanley 
~nd of Richmond were m~ntionyd, the _public at "iarge 
a11d "the Press reeog:n,is~d that. DisraeH was the right-

. ful_ heir,. !_i,nd his pro~otion" was favoimi.bly received .. 
· The party, as ·a whole, knowing well that the choice 
was Derby's as well as the Queen's, _tendered D~sraeli · 

. loyal_adherenc~,; and ~he dissenti(;lnts over the Reform 
Bill made no· protest.. The House · of Commons,·_ as 
might be expected, gave a gen~r<?us ,welcome t() its }ore-_ 
most gla_dja~or. _ ;West~ins~~r )Iail and- tpe .lobbies were 
packed to see l;lim p,ass an,<ito l:)heer him, while his recep
tion in the Chamber·. it~elf was all but enthusiastic. 
His statement _wa-~)~i~_f; ~~:its keynote was-th~t he would 
continue.Lord ,Derby's policy. In f.oreign ,affairs the 

k Governmentwoul~pursu:~_pe!t~e. witp.out selfish i~olation; 
in domestic affairs, 'a liberal policy.' Disraeli paused 

. to . give -effect to .. the· unexpected phrase', - and tlien· 
-continued;. ':a truly· !ibera;l policy~a policy that will 
· not' shrink '.from ;•any 'clfairiges ~which .are required by 

. ~ ;.) ".' '· -~{ -1' •• .:--\r. ' .• -.... · :•t .; •• --· .d ·~: •• " 
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the wants of the age that we live in, but will_ never 
forget that it is our happy lot to dwell in an ancient 
and historic country.' Critics nattlrally interpreted' 
this oracular sentence as meaning that the Government 
would resist where resistance was possible, but consent 
to all . such changes as Parliamentary exigencJ.es made 
inevitable. There was no debate, and little comment, 
in the House. Bouverie admitted. that Disraeli .had 
fairly earned his promotion,' but added that 'the position 
of the_ Government in the House was weak; ~s for the · 
Liberals; they had leaders who could not lead and followers 
who would not follow. 

Mrs. J?israeli to Lady de Rothschild. 

Feb. 25, 1868. 

MY VERY .DEAR LADY :DE RoTHSCHILD,-By the time this 
reaches you, Dizzy will be Prime Minister of England ! -Lord 
Stanley is to announce this at the House of Commons to-day. 
Yours affectionately,-M. A. DrsRAELI. ' . -. 

It is pleasant to think of the pride- and happiness of 
Mrs. Disraeli in the elevation of the husband whose com
ing greatn~ss she had prophesied from the first, and whose 
ambitions her own self-sacrificing affection had so emin
ently forwarded. - An occasion . for the display of her 
triumph and for the congratulations of the world was 
speedily provided. 'Will you lend your reception-rqoms 
to my wife for a couple of nights or so; 1' wrote Disraeli 
to· Stanley early in March. ' According- to the Whips, 
there must be some high festiva;ls on -a very ~extensive 
scale; and she can do nothirig with D[owning] S[treet], 
it is so dingy and decaying.' ~So t}_le fine rooms of the 
still unfinished Foreign Office were thrown open on Wed
nesday, March 26, in order that Mrs. Disraeli, as the 
Prime Minister's wife; might hold a graHd reception. It, 
was a miserable night, with a- storm of wind and sleet 
sweeping over the town; but nevertheles~ there was an 
immense gathering both of society and of the ·conserva-' 
~ive party, -with a sprinkling of Liberal friends such as 
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the Ghtdston:es. Bishop Wilberforce, ~:rie of the· guests, 
WI'ote in his diary: 'Dizzy in 'his glory, leading about 

·the Princes~ of Wales; the Prince of Wales; Mrs. Dizzy 
-she looking very ill and haggard. The impenetrable 
man low.' It was such a party as. the author of Con
ingsby andc Lotha~r loved to describe, with half en
thusiasm and .half satire; and this time the author 
himself and his wife were the" leading figures in ·the 
show. 

'Yes,Ihave climbed to the top ofthe greasy pole,' was 
the Prime Minister's jaunty reply to congratlliatiorts .. 
. No one realised better than h_e ·how difficult it would be 
to maintain himself inthat precarious elevation. With 
the shield of Derby gone, he wol}ld have to justify himself 
afresh to his own party; ·and' his opponents, and more 
particularly their discomfi~ed chief, would·be all the more 
eager to pull him down. Even assuming that ·he could 
command the ungrudging support of the whole of the 

· Conservatives, he would still, if the other· sections of· 
the House of ·Commons could. effectively combine, ··be 
in ·a minority of sixty or seventy. If, howev:er, ·a ·strict 
party fight could b(~ ·avoided, he might hope to keep 

. his power' and place comparatively undisturbed down to 
. the impending General Election, and to appeal~ with a fair 
possibility ofsuccess, to the new electors as the man who 
had·enfranchised them .. But Gladstone' was as capable of 
a bold, ·drama tic stroke as was Disraeli; and the new ·Prime 
Minister, who had so recently' dominated the ·scehe, was 
to find, in the moment of his elevation, that authority 
ove~ the expiring House, of Commons had largely passed 
once again to his rival, and that the election-was to be 
fought on a novel· and -most embarrassing issue'"of that 
rival's choice. · ,1,,,;: 

\i -~ ~:~.,~-~~ ~~} 
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PREFACE TO V. AND VI. 

It .was originally intended that the story of the last 
phase of Disraeli's life should be completed i:ri one volume~ 
This•would .only have been possible if his management 

· of the Ea~tern Question, the most outstanding feature 
of his ·great Administration, were treated. merely in 
general. terms; a course which, howev~r unsa.tisfactory J 

in itself, appeared to be discreet and judicious, so long as 
Russia wa;s our. faithful ally in the war, and was governed . 
by ·a friendly Sovereign, the grandson of that Emperor 
Alexander who was in antagonism in the later seventies 

· to Queen Victoria and to her Minister. But the Revolu
tion in Russia, the repudiation of the Alliance, and the 
murd~r of the Tsar have entirely changed the conditions. 
There. can be now no reasons of international delicacy 
t9 prevent a full disclosure of Disraeli's Eastern policy; : 
Without which disclosure, indeed, the record of his life 
a~d accomplishment would be seriously imperf~ct. 
While the course. of history 'has thus tended . t() promote 
an extension of plan, there. has also been placed unex
pectedly at my disposal a great mass of important new 
material f(}r the final eight years, 1873 to 1881.. It has, 
therefore,' become inevitable to expand the single last 
volume originally contemplated into· the two volumes 
now sub~itted to the public. ~· 'l. . .• 

During more than half the period, is68 to 1881;, 
covered by these volumes, Disraeli was the First Minister 
of the Crown; and the principal documents not hitherto 
accessible to the world, bearing ,;on his .public policy, 
must necessarily be his corresP,ondence with!, .Q.ueen 
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"vi6toria. '· His Majesty the King has graciously permitted 
me to ,iake ari." extensive sele.ction ~from these. royal . 

. pape~s,. a:qd thus to illustrate and elucidate in an ample 
man:rler bOth. the policy of the Minis~er and his relations 
to his Sovereign. Tam deeply sensible of the magnit'ude · 
of ,the benefit that the book has received through His 
Maje~ty's kindness, for 'fhich I desire ~o tend~r very 

, dutiful acknowledgments. · , · "' ' · 
0 1ly second to my obiig~tions to the }\ing 'arel\my '# · 

indebtedness and my gratitude to . those~,who have:· · 
afforded rrie access to the new material mentioned abo'-V-e .. 
By the c(:nrrtesy of the Bridgeman family; and: :ln pa;ti
cular, of the Dowager Lady Bradford; of Commander the 
Hon. Richard Orlando Beaconsfield BridgeJila:ri,·D.S.O., 
R.N., Beaconsfield's godson and 'namesake;' .a cgaJlant 
officer who has since given his life for his country, and of 

. Lady Beat!ice Pretymari, the present owner~ I ·liave been 
enabled to ·make copious use of the voluminous corre- · 
spo~dence which Disraeli in .his last ye~rs carried on 
with."two sisters, Selina Lady Bradford a11dAnne Lady .• 
Che-sterfield; . The .character· of Disraeli's lett~rs. and 

-kof the intimacy ·between him and' these ladie~':i~ fully 
explained in, Volume V.~ chapter 7; a.l!-d every subse'" 
queiit~ chapter in both .volumes bears. witness to the 

•. vital,.:importance · of the col).tribution thus· made to 
Disraelia:ri biography. Attentionmay perhaps be draWn 
here to one featUre of this familiar correspondence.: the 
highest in the land are .often playfully alluded to in it 
under fanCiful names. Thus· Queen Victoria appears 

, frequently as the Faery or Fairy, Disraeli's imagination 
' conceiving of Her Majesty as a m0dern Queen·~lizabeth;· 

a. nineteenth-century Faery· Queen, so tliat 'he. could 
• - • ..,, Lo • 

write of and· to lier somewhat in ·the same Tomant1c 
fashion as Spenser or . Raleigh employ~d in describing 
and addressing their magruficent; :lnistre$8'. . . . . 

. . ·~ I ·desire · to ·thank .. the Proprietors 'of The Times; 
.to whose. en.terprise the i:qc~p~iciJ;l a~d .. ~o:rripletion., of 

·. this bioaraphy· li.re db.e; for the great ~bnsideration and · :;;, "•l.,., > . . .,, •. , • • ' .• . 

. ' ~\i_·,;t ' • . . . . 
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generosity with which they have treated Mr. Many
penny and me throughout.. I have also to, tl)oank the 
Beaconsfield trustees. for the continuance of their(con

·fidence and encouragement; and to lament that death 
has again been busy in their ranks. Mr. Leopold de 
Rothschild; whose marriage reception ili January, 1881, 
was among the last social functions which Beaconsfield 
attended, arid Sir Philip Frederick Rose, of Ra.yners, 
Penn, the son of Disraeli's confidential agent, have both 
passed away since Volume IV. was published. There are 
many others to whom I owe gratitude eitherfor permis
sion to use letters, or for more direct assistance in the . 
preparation of these final volumes. I would especially 
mention Lord Derby, Lor~ Sanderson, Lord Salisbury, 
Lord Iddesleigh, the Bishop of Worcester, Major 
Coningsby Disraeli, Mr. Norton Longman, Mr. Murray, 
and my wife. 

It is with a sense of thankfulness and relief that I 
bring to a conclusion a biography, the publication of 

· which has suffered so much through death and delay. 
Lord Rowton, Beaconsfield's literary executor; Nathaniel 
Lord_Rothschild and Sir Philip Rose, the original trustees 
of the Beaconsfield estate, and two of their successors; 
Mr. Moberly Bell,· who, at the request of the trustees,. 
undertook, · on behalf of The Times, to arrange for 
the publication and to supply a biographer; and 
Mr. Monypenny, who projected the work and completed 
the first two volumes-are all dead; and further delay 
has been caused by illness and the war. The fact 
that two twriters have been successively e·ngaged upon 
the book has n~ces~arily impaired its unity; though 
I have not consciously departed from the lines upon 
which Mr. Monype~ny worked, save perhaps in making 
an even more extensive use of the wealth of Disraeli's 
letters at my comril~nd. Wherever possible, I have 
preferred to let Disr~eli tell his own story, rather than 
to tell it for him. It;is, I hope, a fair claim to make for 

a""'..._ 

' '" . 
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these six volumes that, whatever their imperfections,· 
·they .largely enable the reader .to realise Disraeli's life 
from,., th~ inside, through the ~vidence of his familiar 
letters to wife, sister, and friends, as well as. of· his political · 
and personal letters to.his Sovereign and his colleagues. 

This method of biography, of course, precludes brevity. 
But a large carivas is.required to display with anything 

·like .justice the character and achievement of one who 
did so much, and who was so much; who held the atten
tion of the world, as man, ·author·, Parliamentarian, and 
statesman, for between fifty and sixty years, from the 
publication of Vivian Grey till the last day of his life; 
who~e career his rival Gladstone pronounced to be the 
most remarkable, with the possible exception of that of 
the younger Pitt, in our long Parliamentary history; who, 
apart from· his political eminence, won a' definite and 
distinguished place in literature; and who, to borrow the · 
apt words of a reviewer of the fourth of these volumes, 
·was also ' one of the most origin:;tl, interesting, and 
interested ·human beings who ever walked through the 
pageant of life.' Unlike as Disraeli was in most respects 
t.o the great Tory of a hundred yeats beforehim, Dr. 
Johnson, he resembled bini in being a unique figure of 
. extraordinary and; I would fain believe, perennial human 
interest; one . of . those men about whose personality 
and performance the curiosity of the world remains ever 

· active~ It has been my aim, as it was Mr. 1\'lonypenny's, ' 
. from the. mass of papers bequeathed to. Lord Rowton, 
and from an abundance of other original sources, to satisfy 

·that legitimate curiosity. 
. . G. E. B. 

_LONDON, 

. Olvristmas, 1919. . . 



CHAPTER I .. 

THE IRISH CHURCH. 

1868. 

From February, 1868, till his death thirteen years later, 
Disraeli was the titular head, as he had long been the most 
vital force, of the Conservative party. But until after his 
victory at the ·polls in 1874 his authority was of an im
perfect character, liable to question and. dispute. Lord. 
Derby lived for a year and a half after his resignation;, 
and throughout that period many of his old follo~ers still f 

looked upon hiD;J. as their leader, with Disraeli as acting 
·deputy; a position which, indeed, Disraeli himself had 
gracefully volunteered to accept, though Derby's.common. 
sense and good feeling had repudiated the suggestion.1 

Derby's death, in 1869, converted Disraeli's regency ov~r 
the party into actual sovereignty; but the ill-fortune 
which had attended the Conservatives at the General 
Election in November, 1868, continued to ·discredit ·the 
foresight and diminish the prestige of the new Chief until 
the by-elections from 1871 onwards .showed that the tide 
had turned. With success mime general and unstinted 
confidence; and during the Administration of 1874-1880, 
Disraeli exercised as undisputed a sway over his followers, 
and as complete a control over Parliament, as ever was 
attained in this country by Minister or party-leader. 
The confidence of his party was not seriously shaken by 
the crushing defeat of 1880; he retained it in almost un
diminished measure to the last day of his life: 

The nine months of his first Administration were, how· 
1 Seep. 324. 
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ever,~a troubled and unsatisfactory time. Not that the 
unfavourable turn of events was due to tlie deficiencies of 
the Cabinet, which was constituted as follow~: 

First Lord of the Treasury. 
Lord Chancellor· 
Lord President 
Lord Privy Seal 
Home Secretary 
Foreign Secretary 
Colonial Secretary •.• 
War Secretary . ; 
Indian Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
First Lord oj'the Admiralty 
President of the Board of Trade .. 
First Commissioner of W arks .. 
Chief Secretary forlreland 

B. DISRAELI. 
LORD CAIRNS. 
DuKE oF MARLBOROUGH. 
EARL OF MAi.MESBURY. 
GATHORNE HARDY. 
.LoR'o STANLEY. 
DuKE OF BucKINGHAM. 
SIR JOHN PAKINGTON. 
SIR STAFFORD N ORTHCOTE. 
G. WARD HuNT. 
HENRY J. L. CoRRY. 
DuKE oF RICHMOND. 
LORD JOHN MANNERS. 
EARL oF MAY:o. 

Though not so pow~rful as Derby's original Cabinet 
·in July, 1866, it. was still· a formidable combination; 
:containing half a dozen members who w~re real states
men:, and. several more who were experienced and com
petent admi;nistrators. If it had lost Cranborne,.it had 
gained Cairns; and its principal loss, that Of Derby hi~
self, did n,ot affect the Chamber in which the battle 
was i~mediately ·to be fought, though i~ undoubtedly 
affected the ultimate tribunal, the. electorate, who had 
regarded him with respect, . though not With enthusiasm, 
for ~early forty years~ ·But the most efficient Ca~inet is 
of no avail in the face of an adverse, and united, Parlia
mentary majority: In Parliament Whigs, Liberals; 
Radicals, and Irish, taken all together, had a majority 
of sixty or sevep:ty over the Conservatives; and, with 

' the settlement of the Reform question which had divided 
them, they would, ho:w~ver sore with one another, have 
a disposition to reu:riite in order to regam office. .· 

One· aspect of the Parliamentary situation demands 
especialilotice~ ·''As Derby had been obiig~d ~Y ill~health 

. to give way to Disrae~,-_so Russell, owing to his inc.re.asing 

. y~ars,. had retired this winter in favour of Gladstone. 
With the session of .·1868 ·the protagonists of the two 
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parties in the House of Commons stood out as the; party 
leaders. Each admired and respected the-great Parlia~ 
mentary qualities of his rival; but Gladstone's respect 
was combined with an alloy of deep moral disapprobation 
-a frame of mind which was fostered by what Disraeli 
had called 'the ' :firiical and fastidious crew ' ·of high 
Anglicans among whom Gladstone famili~rly moved. 
To them and to him Disraeli's ·elevation was an offence. 
A brilliant journalist shrewdly diagnozed the Gladstonian 
temper of the moment: . · 

One of the mos.t grievous and· constant. puzzles of ·King _ 
David was the prosperity of the wicked and the scornful, 
and the same tremendous moral enigma has conie down to our 
own days .. · . . Like the Psalmist, the Liberal leader may 
well protest that verily he has cleansed his heart in vain and' 
washed his hands in innocency; all day long he has been 
plagued by Whig Lords and chastened every morning by 
Radical manufacturers; as blamelessly as any curate he has 
written about Ecce Homo; and he has never. made a speech, 
even· in the smallest country town, withollt calling out with 
David, How foolish am I, and how ignorant! For all this, 
what does he see ? The scorner who shot out the lip and shook 
the head at him across the table of the House of Commons last 
session has now more than heart could wish; his eyes, speaking 
in an Oriental manner, stand out with fatness, he speaketh 
loftily;and pride compasseth him about as a chain. . . . That 
the writer of frivolous stories about Vivian Grey and OoningBby 
should grasp the sceptre before the writer of beautiful and 
serious things about Ecce Homo-the man who is epigram
matic, flashy, arrogant, before the·man who never perpetrated 
an epigram in his life, is always fervid, and would as soon die 
as admit that he had a shade more brain than his footman
the Radical corrupted into a Tory before the Tory purified 
and elevated into a Radical-is not this enough to . make. an 
honest man rend his mantle and shave his head and sit down 
among the ashes inconsolable ? 1 · 

But inaction in face of such a moral paradox. would 
have been wholly out of keeping with Gladstone's vigorous 
character. His 'teeth were set on edge,' as Gathorne 
Hardy wrote, '.and he prepared to bite.' 2 It might be 

1 Pall Mall Gazette, March 3; 1868. 
2 . Gathorne Hardy's Life of Lord Oranhrook, Vol. L, p. 264. Hardy's 

diaries are most valuable evidence M regards the proceedings of Disra.eli's 
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thoug~t that the last session of an expiring Parliament-, 
a session which must be devoted mainly to the corollaries 
of Reform and to necessary administrative work-would 
afford him little opportunity. There was, however, a 
weapon to his hand, but it was one which he had hitherto 
hesitated to grasp, so completely would its t'lmployment 
mark his severance from. the most cherished of the ideas 
with which he entered public life. On the other side, 
nothing could recommend him so strongly to the party 
which he had now finally adopted as to brandish the 
sword. of religious equality, even if only in Ireland .. Glad-' ' 
stone's Church views had been the. one great stumbling
block. to complete sympathy with his new party; and 
.hitherto he had. declined to associate himself with t,hat 
attack on the Irish Establishment which had united 

. Whlgs (when in opposition), Radicals, and the Irish · 
. i l;>rigade ever since the days of Russell's motion in 

1835 about the Appropriation Clause. He had, indeed, 
he has told us, regarded the position of the Irish Church 
as indefensible since 1863; but both in 1865 and in 1866 he 
had; as Minister, resisted motions against it, and when he 
was seeking re~election at Oxford in 1865 had informed a 
cle~ica.l voter that he regarded the question as ' temote 
and apparently out of all bearing on the practical politigs 

· of the day.' .At that time, so far as public declarations 
went, it seemed even more unlikely that Gladstone would. 
effect 'Irish disestablishment than that Disraeli would· 
carry household suffrage. 

But .the Fenian conspiracy had forcibly directed public 
attention to the defects of British government in Ireland, 
and the leaders of both parties were preoccupied with 
Irish policy.· The 'object at which both aimed was the· 
reconciliation with· England of the leaders 6£ Roman 
Catholic opinion in Ireland: With Roman · Catholic 
opinion in · 'England Disra~li had established a modus 
vivendi duririg Palmerstol?-'s Government, ·though,- owing 

two Governments; and the following pages will show how great are my 
obligations to. the .admirable biography .of .the father by the. son. 
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to an indiscretion of Derby's, its effect had been impaired 
at the last General Election. In regard to Irelan~ he had 
advocated ·conciliation, but. conciliation through .the 
action of a powerful and vigorous executive, from his 
eariy days in Parliament. In a famous speech1 in 1844 
he had said that it was the duty of an English Minister to 
effect in Ireland by policy all those changes which a 
revolution would effect by force; in 1847he had urged the 
liberal outlay of English gold to forward Irish economic 
development; in the first Derby-Disraeli Government he 
had endeavoured to pass into law a comprehensive reform 
of Irish land tenure in favour of the tenant; and in the 
second Derby-Disiaeli Government he had contemplated 
the grant of a charter to a Roman Catholic University in 
Dublin, but had lacked the time to carry the policy into 
act. It was this last scheme which he took up once more 

,in the years 1867 and 1868, being much encouraged by 
Manning, who had recently become Roman Catholic 
Archbishop of Westminster, and who was eager to assume . 
the lead in all movements for the benefit of his adopted 
co-religionists. From May, l867,to March, 1868, Disraeli 
was in regular commUnication with the Archbishop, who 
represented himself as fully· acquainted with the views of 
Cardinal Cullen and the other leaders of Irish Roman · 
Catholic opinion. After an informal conver.sation on an 
early Sunday in May, Manning brought the Rector of 
the existing Roman Catholic University in Dublin to 
see Disraeli. In a letter arranging ·for the . interview 
·Manning wrote, cin May 21:. ' I am able to say, of my · 
own knowledge, that any favourable proposal froin 
Government on the subject of the Catholic University 
would not only encounter no opposition, but. would be 
assisted. I believe I may say that this includes the grant
ing of a charter. What I write is not from second-hand. 
I can add that the. " Chief " I conferred. with is in the 
front, and he fully recognises the need of removing the 
Catholic education of Ireland from the turbulent region 

n. I See Vol. I., pp. 586-592. 
12 
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of politics.' He urged Disraeli to disregard certain · 
expressions of Irish members of Parliament, hostile to. 
chartering a Catholic University. 'I am now able to 
state,' he wrote on August 20, ' that they do not represent 
the sense and desire of Cardinal Cullen or of the Irish 
Bishops.' He warned Disraeli of the importance of 
securing the co-operation of the Irish Bishops. · ' 

In the winter months the conversations were resumed. 
On December 22 Manning wrote that he had just received 
a letter from Cardinal Cullen 'on the subject of our last 
conversation,' and requested a· further appointment; 
which.· apparently took effect on December, 28. On· 
January 15, 1868,. he suggest'ed another talk, stating 
in his letter that he had been reading ' with great 
assent ' Disraeli's speech on Irish affairs: in 1844. Again; 
on February 19, he accepted an appointment for the 
followi!J.g day. This was just after the reopening of~ 
Parliament, when the grave news of Derby's relapse was 
turning all eyes upon his Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
'I fully understood your silence,' Mamiing wrote, 'know
ing how much and anxiously you must be pressed. The 
present moment is truly a crisis, but I trust that all may 
issue in good.' Throughout these weeks Manning was 
lending his assistance in maturing the Ministerial plan, 
and he haile.d Disraeli's elevation to the Premiership in 
terms which showed not obscurely that he was looking 
forward to co-operation with him in a policy of Roman 
Catholic amelioration-a policy which involved.; besides 
University education, a reform, of the Irish land laws, and 
an ultimate vision of concurrent endowment in Ireland 
for the Roman Church. 

From Archbishop Manning. 

8, YoRK PLACE, Feb. 26, 1868.-The kindness and considera
tion I have received from you impels me to convey to you my 
sympathy at this great crisis of your public life, 

It is my privilege to stand neutral between political parties, 
and I have been united, for nearly forty years, in close personal 

·friendship with Mr; Glad,stone; nevertheless it is a happiness 

,~· 
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tome tO see you where your public services have justly placed 
you as first Minister of the Crown, and to add an expression of 
my best wishes. I trust you may have health and life to carry 
out the legislation which, as you one day told me, you thought 
yourself too old to see realised. That is not so; and the 
season has set in sooner than you then looked for .. 

This letter needs no reply, but I could not let the moment 
pass without assuring you of my sympathy.· 

There was undoubtedly'a certain disposition to look to 
Disraeli~a statesman who had always regarded Ireland 
in a spirit alike. of detachment and of sympathy~for a 
settlement of the Irish question. Early in the session of 
1866 Bright had adjured both leaders, Gladstone and 
Disraeli, to lay aside their Parliamentary rivalry and 
combine with this object; and Bernal Osborne, shortly 
after the formation of the 1866 Government, had recalled 
the speech of 1844 and urged that now was the moment 

· for Disraeli to put in force the policy then proclaimed: .. 
The successful settlement of the Reform difficulty by the 
method of taking the House as a whole ·into council 
suggested that the same man and the same method might 
solve the still more intractable problem of Ireland. 
A voice reached Disraeli in that sense from Australia. 
Gavan Duffy wrote from. Melbourne on November 26, 
1867, congratulating him on his success in his Herculean 
task of Reform, and urging that there was a ' crowning 
work' for him still to do. ' You could give Ireland peace, 
and, after a little, prosperity.' It was too late for half
measures. 

A statesman must offer the agricultural classes terms which 
a reasonable man may regard as fairly competing with. the 
terms upon which· he can obtain .land if he emigrates to 
America or Australia. . . . If the State will buy up at a 
reasonable valuation the waste lands now . unproductive; 
and let them at a rent yielding 3 per cent. on the purchase 
money, and will further enable the more intelligent and 
industrious Irish tenants on ordinary estates to purchase 
the fee simple of their farms by a series of annual payments · 
representing the actual value, you will have tranquillised 
Ireland for this generation ... The Church question and the 
education question will remain to be dealt with, no doubt, 
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but: these are the questions of the educ~ted minority;. the 
. uneasy class are uneasy because of the perpetual uncertainty 

of tenure. · - · . . . 

Subsequent history has shown that Gavan Duffy was 
right; that-putting the national question aside-the 
tenure of iartd was the crux of the Irish problem, and 
could only be solved by an extensive system cif purchase. 
But the ' educated minority ,. of Roman Catholics in 
Ireland were· more vocal· than the farmers and· peasants; 
accordingly it was the Church question and the educa
tion question·which we;re taken in hand at this time by 
leaders -and parties in.Parliament, the'o:rie by Gladstone 
·and the other by Disraeli; though Disraeli had recognised 
in the past, and Glaqstone, as his lrish researches pro
ceeded, was to discover in the future, the supreme impor
tance of a satisfactory settlement of the land question. 
' The idea of Disraeli and the Government was to 
establish in Dublin an institution whi(lh should stand 
in relation to Roman Catholics somewhat in the same 
position that Trinity College does to Protestan:ts. The 
governing body should entirely consist of R'oman Catho
lics, and the teaching be mainly conducted by them; 
but full security should he -taken that no religious 
influence should be brought to bear on students who 
belonged to another faith.· Five prelates, · together 
with the President of Maynooth;- were· to be put on the 
governing body, the senate; but there· was to be a 
strong lay element in its constitution, and the Govern
ment contemplated the appointment of a layman as the 
first Chancellor. · The State would ·pay the. establish
ment charges of the new University,· but the general 
question of State endowment would be postponed. ' This 
schem'e, in general terms, had Manning's approval; and, 
from his assurances, Disraeli had reason to hope that it 
woUld be accepted in substance by the Irish Bishops. 
According(y, after its promulgl1tion on March 10 by Mayo 
in the House of Commons_:_where, though scoffed at by 
Bright as a pill good against the earthqu~:ke, it was 
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received with benignity both by Chichester Fortescue on 
behalf of the official Liberals and_ by Monsell on behalf of 
the Roman Catholic laity-it was submitted toArchbis:q.op 
Leahy and Bishop Derry, the appointed representatives 
of the hierarchy. Unfortunately, their attitude was 
widely different from what the Government had been led 
to expect. They demanded the submission of the new 
University to episcopal guidance. The Chancellor, they 
claimed, must always be a prelate, and Cardinal Cullen 
ought to be the first Chancellor. General control II1USt 
not rest with the senate as a whole, a preponderatingly 
lay body, but with its episcopal members. These prelates 
must have an absolute veto on the books included in the 
University programme,. and on the first nomination of the. 
professors, lecturers, .and other· officers; and must also 
have the power of depriving such teachers of their 
offices, should they be judged. by their Bishops to have 
done anything contrary to faith and morals. 

Claims of this kind were so preposterous that the whole 
scheme had to ·be relinquished. Dr. Leahy and Dr. 
Derry were not men of affairs, and it has been suggested 
-and may well be true-that they asked for twice as 
much as they were prepared to take, and were astonished 
when the Government abandoned the negotiation as 
hopeless. But it is difficult not to connect the extremist 
attitude of the Irish negotiators with the development 
of Gladstone's policy of disestablishment. The pre
liminary reply of the Bishops was dated March 19, three 
days after Gladstone's ·announcement that the Irish 
Church, 'as a State Church, must cease· to exist.' The 
fin~l reply, expressing the episcopal views in detail, was 
dated March 31, after Gladstone had tabled his famous 
Resolutions, and whilethe debate on them in the House 
of Commons was· in progress. Until Gladstone's an
nouncement Manning was still active on behalf of. the 
scheme; but_ his last letter to Disraeli was dated on the 
very day (March 16) when the announcemi:mt was made. 
From that moment he cea!led all communication· with 
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over, it was Evangelical in its tendencies, and had been 
very little affected by the Tractariarr develop:r;nent. Here 
was an institution the attack' upon which woUld rally to 
the Liberal banner Roman Catholics, Liberal Anglicans, 

.. Dissenters and Secularists, Whigs jealous of ecclesiastical 
power, and Radicals hostile to corporate property. Be
sides, a policy of disestablishment and disendowinent gave 
a great opportunity for specious electioneering cries 
calculated to attract.the new voter: 'religio~s equality,' 
' justice to Ireland.' 

How were the Government, how were the Conservative 
party, to meet it 1 The Prime Minister, nearly a quarter 
of a century before, had declared that an· ' alien Church ' 
was one of Ireland's legithnate grievances. He had. 
refused .. to respond to Derby's urgent requests· that he 
should speak on its behalfin Parliament, and had written 
to him shortly after the General Election: ' I do not think 
that any general resolution respectirig the Irish Church 
could be successfully withstood in the present Parliament . 

. It is a very unpopular cause, even with many of our best 
men.' 1 On the other hand, the party which Disraeli led 
was. essentially the .defender· of the Church of England, 
and had been especially mobilised by himself in its defence. 
Moreover, any loosening of the bond between religion. 
and the State·was repugnant to all his theocratic ideas. 
One section of the Cabinet; headed by Hanly, and power~ 
fully supported by Derby from without, desired that high 
ground should be takeri and the proposal denounced as 
sacrilege; or, if unity could not be preserved on those 
lines, at least that a strong passive resistance should be 
offered to change. Another section, in which Stanley arid 
Pakington -were conspicuous, was ready to accept dis~ 
establishment as inevitable, and desired to concentrate on 
liberal treatment of the disestablished Church together 
with a utilisation of surplus revenues for the ·benefit of 
Roman Catholics. 

1 S~e pp. 139, 140, ~~9. }60. 
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From Lord Derby. 
Confidential. KNOWSLEY, March 3, 1868.-Anxious as r 

am for the permanence· of your Government, I cannot refrain 
from expressing my apprehensions as to. the forthcoming 
discussions upon the Irish questions. . . . ~ 

Your real difficulty will arise when you come to deal with 
the Established Church. You know that I have: always 
entertained a very strong opinion adverse to· the right of 
Parliament to alienate any part of the property of that or of 
any other'corporation, and this was the main ground of our 
successful opposition to the Appropriation Clause,· the object 
of which was to convert to secular purposes any surplus, over 
and above what might be deemed requisi~ for the mainten
ance of the establishment. It seems to be generally assumed 
that this principle is no longer tenable; but the moment you 
depart from it, you will find yourself involved in inextricable 
difficulty. The obviO'us course would appear. to be, at all 
events, to wait for the report of the Commission which we 
issued last year; but Stanley says, though I do not agree with 
him, that Parliament will not, and Gladstone says that it shall 
not, admit that ground for postponement of legislation. In 
my opinion, however, the safest course for the Government will 
be to abstain from making any ,proposition whatever .... 
The difficulties of this question are such that I am convinced 
your safety is to sit still, and, instead of showing yo:ur hand, to 
compel your adversaries to exhibit theirs, with all their· 
discrepancies and contradictions. . . • 

_To Lord Derby. 

10, DowNING STREET, March 4, 1868.~. We have dis-
cussed our Irish policy for ·two days, and have arrived at 
conclusions which are very much in unison with your sugges
tions-:-to bring in ·a Land Bill, which will deal with all those 
points of the controverf?y on which there begins t9 be a con
currence of opinion; and with respect to the others, to propose 
another Devon Commission. · · . 

The famine and State emigration have happened since the 
labors of that inquiry, and. we think that such a body of evi
dence will be collected as to the present improved state of the 
country that a great effect may be produced on public opinion. 

The Cabinet adopted unanimously the University scheme 
which you had approved. _ 

With regard to the great difficulty and the real danger, the 
Church, although there was great difference of opinion in the 
Cabinet on the merits of the question, there was unanimity 
~ IP 
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that it ought not to be treated _excep~ in •a new Parliament; 
and also that no pledge should be given of maintaining 
·absolutely unchanged;; the.•. present. state of .. ecclesiastical 
affairs ..... : · . ,__, ., : · ... 

Disr~eli was not likely ,to'()~~rlo()k; one obvious method 
o~ contributing. to the -tranquillisation o£ Ireland'77the 
presence of royalty in that country; . -Like other Ministers, 
before and after his time, he was hampered by the ·un-

. ~~ortun~J,te reluctance 'of Queen Victoria either• to go to 
- Ireland hers Ell£ ·or to per~it. -~embers· of her fam¥y to g'o. 

No doubt. the disturbed state cO£ the• country gave some 
reason for anxiety in case •of a royal visit, but both the 
Lord-Lieutenant and th'e Chi~£ Secretary', Abercorn ·and 
;Mayo, ea_cl;t or_ them ~n·Ir~sh~a:~.-&;fth,a ,wid,~_ krwwl~dg~ 
of Irish feeling,.urged.the great advantage of a visit from 
the Prince ·of Wales; and the -representations of Disraeli at 
length prevailed to sec~re Her'' Majesty's. consent~' 

< ' ,• A I • • '< • • ~ ', of ; '~ ' > ... ~ < o ~ 

/'" 

·To. Lord Derby.-

Confidential. 10, DowNING' STREET, March'. 9; 1868 . ...:... 
. . . The Prince of Wales is to pay a visit to <Ireland at Easter. 

·· This· affair has given 'me much trouble. They ·invited the 
· 'Prince without the previ<;>tis'consfmt- of Her Majesty, and the 

occasion chosen for eliciting the'loyal feeling of Ireland was'a 
princely visit to some races at a place with the unfortunate 
title of Punchestown, or someth~ng liJre it. The Queen did not · 
approve of the occasion, or a state .visit agreed to without her 
authority; and the matter appeared .to me, at one time, 
'more-' serious than the Irish Church,. but with much corhi- . 
spondence and the loyal_assistaJ;J.ce' of General Grey," whose 
conduct is really admirable,_ I ;think we· have got all tight. 
Lords Abercorn and' Mayo are pardoned, and, I hope,· the 
Prince; and, if my liumble suggestion be adopted, the inauglira
tion of H.R.H.' as a Knight of St: Patrick, in tl>~ ·renovated 

·cathedral, will be an adequate 'occasioidor thE' wyal visl:t; and 
a more suitable. and: stately cause. than • a . raee, however 

•national. _.,_ ·•·• ·• -··· · .· · · '' 
Stanley did more than well~ about,Alabama; strengthened 

·the Government.· He gives ·me· daily -good accounts· of you, 
which are_ agreeable to your d~votedD. c; · ·· ,, ,,. '" 

• . . : . . . ' ' .l. . . t ~- ' '· .. • • '. ../~··' . 

,, ·The· Irish Government would have-like_d·toJollo~ up 
'the Pririce~s ·visit by the esta-blishmen:t •-of:\1; permanent 

~- . ~ 
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royal residence in Ireland. But on this point the resis
tance of the Queen could not be o~ercome. · . · · 

'·.,. 

· From Sir John Pakington. 
" . . '. ' I 

Confidential. 52, GROSVENOR PLACE, S.W., March 14; 1868. 
-Is it not still possible that you may suggest in yolir speech 
a compromise on the Church question, which may at least 
diminish the effect of any move on the. opposite side ? It is 
clear that a state of· affairs which no one ventures to. defend 
cannot be maintained. . · . . · 

I think we may consent to dis~stablishment, but we cannot 
consent. to disendowment.. Hardy hinted that any surplus 
may be dealt with. May not this.hint be pushed further, and 
an outline be sketched for (l) disestablishing; (2) insUI'ing a 
surphrs by reducing the provision for the Church to the 
minimum of her real requirements; (3) devoting the surplus to 
providing glebes, parsonages, and good churches for the R.Cs.; 
(4) extending the powers of the Commission, if necessary, to 
arrange the details of such a plan ? . . . , . . 

You will excuse the zeal which offers a suggestion to one who 
'so little needs it. · ' ·. · · · ·. ·.• · 

The opinions expressed in the Irish debate, which 
asted four days,l, were very various, but the Liberals, 
Radicals, and Irish brigade all united in demanding the 
disestablishment of the Church as the first step. This 
policy united Lowe and Bright, Mill and Chichester For
tescue, Horsman and Mansell. The Government speakers 
ridiculed the idea that confiscation could be the .proper 
way to start a healing policy. But the Chief Secretary 
disclaimed a merely negative attitude on the part of Irish 
Protestants, and hinted that ·levelling upwards and not 
downwards was the proper course. Gladstone dismissed 
the Government policy for Ireland as inadequate, though 
he agreed that the Roman Catholic grievance about 
University education ought to. be remedied. But the 
Irish Church must first 'he dealt with, and must, as an 
establishment, cease to exist., He brushed aside. the idea 
of waiting till the Commission then sitting had reported. 
I£ the Government would not ~ove, the Opposition must 

1 March 10, 12, 13, mid 16. 

-. 
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not be' content with an empty. .declar.!ttion of opi~ion, 
but must proceed.to act. .·. . . ·. .. , .. 

Disraeli began happily by contrasting the' apathy and. 
indifference· on this questior1 shown by Gladstorie and his 
friends .when in office, and ,their discov~ry of. its instant 
importance when in op:iiositiori. .. '1 could not brit fJel;' 
he said, .. ' th~t I was the :nlost'l;tp:fortunate of Mini~ters, 
since at the moment· when I •iurived, by Her Majesty's · 
gracious favour, at the position I now'fill, a controversy 
which had lasted for 700 years li.adre.adied its culmmating 
point, and I was immediateiy called 'upon with my 
collEiagues . to produce measures' equal to such .a super
natural' exigency.' He defended'the Irish policy of .-the ... 
Government as being one cif.(lealing with all such points 
as were by g~neral agi'eement.'·suffieien9y .adva~d~d: for . : 
legislation, and referring to Commissions only .. those . 
matters which were not. ripe ,for dec~sion; To suggest 
Ui.at the .object was delay was 't}le lees and refuse of 
factious insinuation.' He admitted that ... the Irish 
Church was ·not in the condition in which he :could 
wish to see a nationaJ Church; but :P,e.> dwelt ~amestly 
on the importance of connecting .the principle of reli
gion . with· government, otherwise political authority 

. would become . a .. mere affair of ,police. . If religion and 
. government were .to be associated, endowment ·was in-
evitable. The Irish, whether Presbyterian, Anglican;·or 
Roman, were essentially a .religious people, and therefore 
in. favour of ecclesiastic~! endowments, This great 
principle was at stake; and Parliament• had no moral 
competence to deal with it till after an app_eal to the nation 
~an appeal· which the Government, were prepared=., tc,> . 
hasten. He pointed, as Mayo had, to some for,rn of. con
current endowment. The moment had.arrived,.·he said, 
when there rriust be a consideraihle<ch!tiige in the c~nditio~ 
of the unendow~d clergy of Ireland which·woulq elevate .. 
their influence:' But he did'4ot mean· what =was vlli.garly· . 

( ' called"' paying the 'priests;~ and."so niaking t~emstip~ndi
aries of the Stat~, of whicli he -~~:r~~gly djsap:rn·gv,ecl .. 

.. ' . ;'>.··A· :· • ' . ·. . 
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He did not' shrink from meeting the challenge which 
had been thrown down to hini to reconcile his present 
attitude with his famous dictum in 184;4 about a starving 
population, an absentee aristocracy, and an alien Church. 

·' With reference to that passage which has .been quoted from 
a speech made by me, I may remark that it appeared to me 
at the time I made it that nobody listened to it: It seemed 
to me that I was pouring water upon sand, but it seems :now 
that the water came from a golden goblet. With regard to the 
passage from that speech there are many remarks which, if 
1 wanted to vindicate or defend myself, I might legitimately 
make. I might remind the l,[ouse that that speech was made 
before the famine and the. emigration from Ireland, and the 
whole of that passage alJout the starving people and the 
amount of population to the square mile no longer applies. 
I might remark that that speech was made before the change 
in locomotion and the sale of a large portion of the soil of 
Ireland, which has established a resident proprietary instead of 
an absentee ari:;;tocracy, though, so faF as I can collect, the 
absentee aristocracy seems more popular than the resident 
proprietary. All this I might say, but I do not care to say it, 
and I do not wish to say it, because in my conscience the senti" 
ment of that speech was right. It may have been expressed 
with the heedless rhetoric which, I suppose, is the appanage 
of all who sit below the gangway; but. in my historical con
science the sentiment of that speech was right.· 

Disraeli's speec}l pleased his colleagues and impressed 
the House of Commons. Hardy was struck by its skill 
and humorousness as opposed to Gladstone's extravagant 
violence. Cairns wrote: ' I doubt if 'anything, at once so 
diftj.cult and so perfect, was accomplished even by yoursei£. 
The issue on which you have placed our policy with Glad~ 
stone is excellent.' Lennox reported Lowe and Henry . 
Cowper as being both deCidedly of opinion that Disraeli · 
had the best of it in his duel with Gladstone. But the 
speech, in view both of the divisions in the Cabinet and 
of Disraeli's strong feeling, in his' historical conscience,' of 
the anomalous position of the Irish Church, was rather a 
debating answer to Gladstone than a definite statement 
of policy; and the Prime Minister felt the necessity of 
deciding promptly on.some line of action on which he 
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cowd hope to secure the united support of his colleagues. 
He accordingly outlined, during' the.,next few days. to 
Cairns, who as an Irish Protestant was specially interested 
in the question, the policy which; with certain modifica~ 
tiona, was even~ually adopted by t.he Cabinet. · 

. . ' . . . . . . ~- ' \ . 

To Lord:Cairns. \ . . 

.Secret. 10, DoWNING. STREET, March ·19, 1868.,___:.I Wish· 
very much to confer with you, l>ut as that -is, I suppose, im
possible, I must endeavor, without loss of time, to cbnvey to 

· you my present impressions as to the critical-position a:t which 
not only the Cabinet; but the country, has now arrived. . : · ., 

I assume, from what reaches me,• that Gladstone and ·his 
party will· now propose the dise~tablishment' of the Irish 
Church, ·, • 

He seems to nie to have raised·a•clear and· distinct 'issue. 
I don't think we could wish it better put: 1 

I think we ought to hold that the whole question of national 
establishments is now raised.; ·that the Irish' Church i:S. but ai 

·small portion of the question;••and' that ;those who Wish' to 
demolish it must be held. to desfre the l!.bolition of· national 
establishments in the three kingdoms. · ., 

But we must detach the Irish' Church as much as possible 
from the prominent portion: of the subject; ·for, there is~ no 
doubt, itris not popular;· . ··.· . · · . .. · · 

I think, if. the principle that the State should adopt and 
uphold religion as an essentia.l p0rtionof~he Constitution be 
broadly raised; a great nurriber of members from the north 
of England: and Scotland, called Liberals,. would be ·obliged 
to leav.e the philosophic standard. . . ... · · · · , : 

I am, therefore, at present.i:pclined to an ame:Qdment,which, 
while 1t admitted that. ·~he 'present condit~o~ of. the . Church 
in Ireland was susceptible of improvemim't,', while it might 
be. desirable ·to elevate: the status· ·of the unendowed clergy 
of that country, still declared it was the fiist duty of t.he State 
to acknowledge and mairit_ain the.· religious principle.· in a:q 
established fortn, etc. . . . . .·.. . . . .· . . : 

All this is very rough writing, and the amendment would 
require the utmost thought • and .. precision. What I want 
at pres~nt to do"is .to call .. ypur immediate thought ·to the 
situation. It ha~,6ome,9t;J..us.FJ,m.a thief in _the nighJ;. )tis. 
l1sel~ss t?launchsu?h t~ot;tght,s, asJ ~pg~est, m a;n unprep~tre~ 
Cabmet: · You and I· must settle all. this together, and then 
speak to one <n' twb•:leading ·spirits'; fbut·it isquite"on. the 
cards tlJ.at we may, have to·take'our.cou;-se.on Saturday in 
Cabinet .. 
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There ought to be no fa~tering on my part. in that case; 
therefore I beg your earnest and devoted attention to all 
this. We are on the eve of great events, and we ought to 

. show ourselves equal to them. · 

·To Sir Anthony de Rothschild. 

10, DoWNING STREET, March 19, 1868.-You sent me some 
good stuff to keep up my spirits in the great battles' at hand; 
so, if I beat my enemies, the ' great Liberal party ' will owe 
their discomfiture to your burgundy ! 

Would youlike to be Lord Lieutenant of the county?. If 
so, you must return me at least six members. That's the 
quota for such a distinction. My love to your wife.' 

To Lord Derby. 

10, DowNING STREET,- March 21, 1868.-I have been 
intending, and expecting, to write to you every day announcing 
the hostile motion, and requesting your advice on it; but 
it has been delayed so long that I am almost in hopes you may · 
reach London before it is made public. We _had anticipated"' 
considering it in Cabinet to-day, but, as you have observed, 
it was ·postponed last night, and the House was favored 
only wit:P, a notice that a notice would be given .. , Something 
new in Parliament! We· have, however, spent two hours 
and a half in the old room, from which 1 have just escaped 
to send you this line to let,you know how weall were, We 
did a good deal of business, but nothing .very striking except 
settling our Bill for ,the purchase of the telegraphs of the 
United ,Kingdom. . . _ _ . _ _ 

A person of authority, and a social ~riend of Gladstone's, 
told me yesterday that his present violent courses are entirely 
to be attributed to the· paralytic stroke of the Bishop of 
Winchester:1 Until that happened G. was quiet and temperate, 
and resisted all the anti~Church overtures of the advanced 
party. But when .this calamity happened to the worthy 
prelate Gladstone became disturbed and restless, and finally 
adopted a more violent cpurse even than his friends had 
originally suggested. Strange that a desire to niake Bishops 
should lead a man to destroy Churches I . .-

I hope Lady Derby is well,_ and that your followers wil1 
scion see you. Your very tired but devoted D. 

Gladstone's Resolutions, though they were not ready 
so soon as Disraeli anticipated, were not delayed beyond 

1 Sumner.-
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a week, being laid on the table of the ·House on Monday, 
March 23. They. were. threoe in number. 'The first 

. affirmed the necessity 'of immed.i~te disest!tblishmeD,.t ;, tll~ · 
second the desirability of preventing the creatioli of fresh · 

·interests in the Irish Church;. the third proposed· .an 
address. to the Quee~ asking ~~r to place her interest in 
the teinp()ralities of_th~ Church at the dlspqsal of Parlia~ 
mtmt. · Disraeli immediately, put forth his. reply in the 
shape of a letter to Lord·Dartm6uth; who ha;d··for-iarded 
to him ·a· Conservative me,mo:tial expret~sing confid~nc(;l 
in his leadership .. In 'it .he'followed the. line laid down 
in the letter to Cairns, insisting th~t ther~ was a ' crisis in 
England' rather than if! Ireland; 'for the'purpose is now 
avowed, and that by a powerful par,ty, of destroying that 
sacred union betweeriChurchand State which.has hitherto 
been the.chief me~ns of our·civilisationllind is the only 
security of our religious liberty/ · ' ' · •'.'·~: · . ; · · · · · ·. 

<i The Queen was greatly disturbed by Gladstone's pro~ 
ceedings, but with t,rue statesmanship ·was,, very anxious 
to avoid raising areligious issue. · 

·'.!>,, • 

. From Queen• Viet6ria. · · 
WmnsoR CAsTLE, Marek 24, 186S:-The Queen h~s i-ead 

Mr.·Disraeli's account qf Mr. Qladstone's proposed 'R~solu
tions with the deepest concern.'' She fears there. is· but. too 
much. truth· in· what·~.· Disraeli. says of tl1.e. spirit t~~Ji,riray 
possibly be .· excited amongst the Protestants ·of the three 
kingdoins,, and of. the danger that' exists of those' old' cries 
being revived which; in the name of religion, have worked 
evils which successive Governments have s9long tried in_ vain 
to remedy. Mr .. Gladstone ntust .. 'be aware that .the ql:tief 

. difficulty in: governing .Ireland has always been to restrain 
the mutual viol~nce of the old Ora?ge party on the one· side, 
an:d of the Roman Catholics on the other; and he might,. tQ:e 

. Queen thinks, to say the least, have paused before he ;made a 
declaration, of which theonly effect willcert!i}nly be'torevive 
and infl uerice the. old sectarian feuds and' to render the adrriinisc 
tration of Ireland· Diore difficult. ' ; . . . . · .· · ' '' ,. '. 

The Queen. trusts; howeve:r;, to her Government, t~;tnd 
especially 'to Mr. Disnieli, carefUlly. to avoid saying anytkfng, 
however great the provocation.' may be to act otherwise, 
that 'can tend to encourage a-.spirit of retaliation amongst .· 
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the Protestants or to. revive ol9. religious animosities. It 
seems to her essentially a state of things in which her Ministers 
will deserve and receive the support of all .:who -look to what 
is really for the good of the country if they show moderation 
and forbearance in meeting this attack, and studiously avoid 
taking a course which, _though it might give them a party 
advantage for the moment, would surely be injurious to the 
permanent interests of the Empire. · · · 

In view of their inte;rnal disagreement, the Cabinet 
determined to meet Gladstone's mqtion to. go into. 
Committee on -his Resolutions -by. a, temporising amend
ment to be moved by Stanley, which, while admitting. 
that considerable modifications in, . I:r:i~h Church_ .tem• 
poralities might be expedient, declared ~hat the de
cision of the question should be left. to a, new Parlia
ment. It was an eminen_tly reasonable propos~tion, but 
naturally, as it avoided the i;:;sue of principle, _was not 
combative enough to satisfy :·Derby, :who wrote. to. 
Disraeli on March 25: ' It seems _to .. J;l1e in the right; 
sense, but it implies rather mqre of ... concession than 
pleases me ; for the expression- ".without prejudging 
the question of considerable modiftcat~ons, etc;," appears 
practically .to prejudge the question, to an extent which 
will not satisfy your Protestant friends, and I shall be 
rather nervous as .to Stanley's mode of handling the sub
ject.' Derby's nervO.usn~ss was justifi~~; Stanley's mode 
of handling his subject dismayed 'and disorganised his 
party. Even Cairns found him 'colourless and chilling,' 
while Hardy in his diary pungently described. his speech 
as 'the cry of a whipped hound.' Cranborne seized the 
opportunity to make an attack, in Hardy's. words; 
' sneering as regards us all; venomous and remorseless 
against Disraeli.' He went so far as to suggest that,· 
having betrayed the party over household suffrage, 
Disraeli was preparing to betray them once more over the 
Irish Church, Stanley's ~ Delphic ' amendment being the 
first step in a policy of disestablishment. Hardy made a 
spirited reply to this malicious outburst, "quoted recent 
letters and speeches to show the suddenness of Glad-
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stone's conversion, and defended- the Irish 'Church 'and' 
the pri:O:ciple of establishment and 'endowwent in el~~ 
quent- terms. All the leaders took part· in the debate.1 

Gla;dstone endeavoured to vindicate his consistency, and 
asserted that the Church of England would be 'benefited 
and P.ot injured by being severed from a qommuniori'with 
what was politica,lly dangerous' and. socially 'rinjust. 
Lowe gave ·Liberals the catchword, 'Cut:it' down; why 
cumbereth it the ground~· .. 

; Disraeli had no difficulty, in his reply,. in' vindicating; 
the reasonableness· 'of Stanley's · amendment. · The' 
Government could not meet Gladstone's motion with a 
direct negative, as they thought sorrie modification 
would be necessary. They held, moreover, that, when 
a :fundamental law c>f' the coililtfy was attacked, Parlia
m~nt was hot morally competent to decide the question; 
linlesEt some intimation had been given to the constitu:~ 
epcy which electedit. Once again; as on the third read
ing nf the Reform Bill, Disraeli dealt with the :virulent 
attacks· made oil:· him ·by Cranborile ·· and Lowe. . The 
former he let off 'comparatively lightly. He recognised 
the vigour and vindictiveness of his invective, but thought, 
as a critic; that, in spite of all the study which Cranborne 
had given to the subject, it lacked finish. 2 He turned 
to Lowe, Cranborne's '·echo' 'from the Liber.al'side . 

.' When. the bark is heard o:ri this. side, the right hon. m~mber 
for Caine emerges, I will not say from his cave, but perhaps 
from a more cynical habitition.- He jqins immediately in 
the chorus of reciprocal malignity, and ' hails . with ·horrid' 
melody the moon.' . . . The right hon. member for Caln~ 
is a very remarkable man. . He is a lear.ned, man, though he. 
despises history~ He .can chop Jogic .like Dea:Jf Aldrich; 
but what is :in ore remarkable. than his learning arid .his. logic 
is that power .of spontaneous aversion which particularise&' 

~-{. Ma;c}). :}0 and 31, .1\.pr~l 2 and 3. , , : , : : . . .· . . ; ~ I 

.'2 This was the last'encounter betweeri Cranborne-and· D1sraeli in the· 
COmmons: :During the. Easter. recess Disraeli's old colleague·, Salisbury,_; 
died, and Cran~orne succeeded to the title.. Father and. smi_ had .been 
reconciled,. and Salisbury had even espoused Cranborne's quarrel _with: 
Disraeli, who, however, was able.to write to Stanley on'Aprill5: 'I .1>m 
glad that Lord S~J,lisbury shook hands with me cordi'l.lly before he died.' 
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him. There is nothing that he likes, and almost everything 
that he hates. He hates the working classes of England. 
He hates the Roman Catholics of Ireland. He hates the 
Protestants of Ireland. He hates His Majesty's Ministers. 
And until the right bon. gentleman the member for South 
Lancashire [Gladstone] placed hiE! hand upon the ark, he 
almost seemed to hate the right' hon. gentleman. 

Disraeli maintained that there had been a great im
provement in the state of ~reland since the Union, due 
to the steady policy of conciliation which had been for 
many years pursued by England; and especially by his 
own party. They had acted on the principle that in 
Ireland it was wise to create and not to destroy, and to 

·strengthen Protestant institutions by being just to Romari 
Catholics, as in the University proposals the_n before 
Parliament. But Gladstone's policy would· revive the 
acrimony of which they had hoped to get rid, place 
classes and creeds in antagonism; and indefinitely defer 
the restoration of political tranquillity. He strongly. 
objected to disendowment.. ' I view with great jealousy 
the plunder of a Church, because, so far as history _can. 
guide me, I have never found that Churches are plun-

. dered except to establish or enrich oligarchies! There 
might be some palliation if there were a question of resti
tution to the Roman Catholics, but he could not in any 
circumstances agree that the endowments. should be 
applied to what Liberals called secular. purposes:. 'A 
secular purpose is always a job.' . 

Towards the close of. his speech Disraeli developed the 
argument on which he had touched in the previous 
debate, which he had pressed in his letter to Cairns, and .· 
which was especially congenial to one whose Jewish 
traditions gave a theocratic bent to his mind .. He 
insisted on the vital importance of the union of 
Church and State; by . which he meant ' that authority 
is to be not merely political, that gov;ernment is to be 
not merely an affair of force, but is to recognise its re
sponsibility to. the Divine Power.' The divine right of 
Kings had properly been discarded, ' but an intelligent 

; 
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ag·e will never discard .~h.e dfvine ~ight: of G~vern:ment. 
:If g~ver~nii,ent is not diviile, it is !:l<?thing •. J;t is a mere 
affair, of the police office, ·of the taxcgatherer, of the 
guardroom.~,t · If the Chur-ch· in Ireland ·fell, he foresaw. 
attacks on the Church in Scotland and. on the Church in 
Wales; and the crisis ill: E~gland, as. he had said ·in:· his 
letter to Lord Dartmouth, ·was fast arriving. "High 
Church Ritualists and .the Irish followers of the Pope 
have been long inrsecreVcombinaticm; and.·are now in 
open coiifed'eracy .. '. . . ; ' They ·ha v:e C~nibin~d to destrc;'Y 
. that great blessing· 6f. concilih.t!on which both parties 'in 
.the State. for-the ·last quarter "of a century have laboured 
to effect.' ... :.:.·· .;, .;·; .. ~: , ·. ·: 

·Gladstone, in replyr deduced from Ministers; speeches 
that ·their policy was· som·e .. form: ·of endowment for the 
Ro:Inan· Catholic Church/ arid :cond~mne'd this alternative 
as 'too· late.' ·Gladstone's tone was the··assP.red one of 
a leader who knows that' he.:has:forind a cause which 
unites and inspires his party,· and tlie division ·lobbies 
justified him.' .'Stanley's amendment was ·defeated by 
sixty votes,. and 'the· motl.oni to go into· Committee was · 
carried by fifty-six. · · ·. : · · > • :. • • 

} .,,i, 

. . . , F;~m Ld~d)Jair~. : , . 
·. Confidential. 5, CROMWELL. HousEs,- W.; April.4, ·1868.
... The division is larger than I .expected, and yet I cannot 
but hope that the :iuimbers,. :,tog~ther with the views which 
Gladstone's supporters have 'expressed, will. during the recess 
make the''country awake to• the gravity ofthe position:. 'The 
issue, as yoU: have placed it, is excelli'mt, and l cannot express 
my admiration of the whole of your. magnificent· speech. 2 i 

It'was as an outwork ofth;e Cliurch' of England that the 
Church of Ireland espeCially appealed to 'Disraeli .. The 
·same forces ·(if Whiggery1_'Rati9iialis:rii, ,ap.9- Dissent that 
~ ... ~ • : ' • ''· j • : .-·: ' • ' • • _! ~ ··- ... ' • . . .. ' ' 
· 1 In the General Preface to tb,e novels, 1870. he reaffitint)d this doctrine: 
·~The divine·right of Kings may. have·been ·"plea for feeble tyrants; but 
the divine .. right of Government .. is tb,e. keystone ,of human,progress, and 
without it government sinks intti police, ari.d a nation is degraded. into a 

·mob·'· · ' • · ., · · · · ' ·· · , .. 
. J 0~ the oth~r.hand,:to Hardy, the :High Churchman, the speech appeared 
;ob!Kiure; tli~p&nt, and imprudimt.' ; -. ; . ~ . 
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had gathered to the attack on.· Church rates w~re on.ce 
more mobilised; and they were on this <)Ccasion reinforced 
by the Roman Catholics and by some .of the High 
Churchmen and Ritualists,.· who were _closely allied 
with Gladstone and dreaded Erastianism .more than 
disestablishment. It was to _this danger . that Disraeli 
called attention in the last . words. of, his speech. His 
statement was widely challenged, but :he. unhesitat
ingly defended it in a letter to a' correspondent. · 

To the Rev. Arthur. Baker. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Maitndy Thursday/ 1868.-... You 
are under a misapprehension if you suppose that I intended 
to cast any slur upon the High Church party .. I have the 
highest respect for the High Church party; I believe there is no 
body of inen in this country to· which we have been more 
inde~ted, from the days of Queen Anne to the days of Queen 
Victoria, for the maintenance of the. orthodox faith, the rights 
of the Crown, and the liberties of the people. . . . .. 

When I spoke I referred to an. extreme faction in the 
Church, of very modern date, thll,t does not conceal its ambi~ 
tion to destroy the connection between Church and State, 
and which I have reason to believe has been for some time in 
secret combination, and is now in open confederacy; with the 
Irish Romanists for the purpose. The Liberation Society, 
with its shallow and 'short-sighted fanaticism, is a mere instru
ment in the hands of this confederacy, and will probably= be 
the first victim of the spiritual despotism. the Liberation 
Society is now blindly working to establish. .As I hold that 
the dissolution of the union between Church and State will 
cause permanently a greater revolut.i6n in this country than 
foreign conquest, I shall use my utmost energies to defeat 
these fatal machinations. 

It was, therefore, in Disraeli's \iiew, · essential that 
the Church of England shoUld collect 'her powers for 
resistance. As a lay!fian who had taken an active part 
in diocesan affairs, he appealed to his Bishop, the 
energetic Samuel Wilberforce, to give a lead to the clergy. 
'What is the mot d'ordre to the diocese~· he asked on 

i . ' 

1 The exaggerated ecclesiasticism of this method of dating his letter 
exposed Disraeli to deserved criticism. Always an artist on the public 
stage, he sometimes over-dressed his part. -
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April 15. It would be very unwise of the High Church 
clergy, he maintained, to 'let their imperfe-ct· sympathy 
with 'a Calvinistic branch of the·e·stablishment' neutra~ 
lise their action, as ' the fate of the Established Chtirch 
will · depend . upon ·the opinion of the country .·as it is 

· directed, formed, and . organised during the ne:x:t · eight 
nionths.' 1 The Bishop had been much discomposed ;at 
his friend Gladstone's new move, which he attributed 
to 'the unconscious influence of liis restlessness in being 
out of· office'; and, in response to Disraeli's appeal, he set 
himself vigorously to work· both in his diocese and in the 
Church at large, and took a prominent part in a great 
Church meeting of protest in St. James's Hall in May. 
In' this Churchmen of all part,ies · joined: Archbishop 
Longley with Dean Stanley, Bishop Tait with Bishop 
Wilberforce. Spo:fforth, the. Conserv~tive organiser '• told 
Disraeli that the meeting was :.an unmeasured success, 
and ~would rouse the Protestant party throughout the 

·. country; but Sha£tesl;mry,·with:m.ore discernment, warned 
him that it was a failure. ' It was one mass of clergy with 
a sprinkling of peers. : . . .. The time is gone by when 
the country could be be-bish6ped and.be-duked on public 
matters .. Unl~ss you can get a iniglity ·body of laity, 
bank~rs, lawyers, mercha11ts, s};lipbuil~ers,- etc.' The 
Liberal party, seldom behindhand in agitation; had taken 
the lead in organising great gatherings. throughout the 
country in Gladstone's support, beginn:lng with· a. meeting 
in London over which R~ssell p~()sided; ;tnd it was 
manifest. that the riew policy had an increasing volume 
of public opinion behind it. . . · · . 

The large majority by which Glad_st6ne had.carried his 
motion against the resistance of tlle Government pl~ced 
Mfuisters in .a <:1-ifficult situation. If that majority were 
maintained when the Resolutions wer8: moved in detail, 
resignation or dissolution would in ordinary circumstances 
be inevitable. The circumstances, howevc:')t, were npt 
ordinary;·. Parliament had passed se11tence_o£ death upon 

0 -, o A~ A ~~ 0 '~' o 0 ' Oo 
0 

-

- ~ .... fife of B_ishop W ilberforce,Vol. 'III., p~ ~45. 
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itself by accepting a policy of Reform ; but the policy was 
as yet incompletely carried out, as only the English Bill 
had become law, and.the Irish and Scottish Bills were still 
under consideration. Moreover, when they were passed, 
some months would be required to draw up the new 
registers and bring them into operation. It was not 
reasonable to permit a moribund Parliament to decide 
without reference to the country. a question of vital 
importance unexpectedly thrust upon its at~erition. On 
the other hand, it was absurd to dissolve at. once and 
appeal to the ·old constituencies; and it was doubtful 
whether the new constituencies could be properlyereated 
before 1869. Strong influences were at. work to prevent 
what apparently most of the Liberals expected and 
desired-namely, resignation .. Derby advised against it. 
-The Queen would not hear of it, and expressed herself 
strongly in that sense in a private talk 'Vith Derby on the 
very morning of the initial v.ote. · 

From Lord Derby. 

Most Confidential. ST. JAMEs's SQUARE, April 3, 1868.
I would not have troubled you with a letter when I know 
how much-your thoughts must be engaged, had I not thought 
that you would like to hear that the Queen, who has honoured 
me this morningwith a visit ofnear an hour, spoke in most 
unreserved terms of condemnation of Gladstone's motion 
and conduct; and on my venturing to refer to the precedent of 
1835, and the corresponding motion, and saying that its only 
result had been to turn out the Government, H.M. exclaimed 
with great emphasis, 'It shall not have, that effect now)' 
I took on myself to say that I had strongly urged you, in the 
event of defeat, not to think of resigning, 'to which H.M. 
answered ' Quite right.' . . . · 

Disraeli, ever a fighter, agreed with Derby arid the 
Queen; but several members of the Cabinet, of whom 
Hardy was the most prominent, were reluqtant to sanction 
a course which would involve Ministers, hi Hardy's words, 
' in inextricable difficulties. The Opposition,' he wrote 
in his;diary, 'has tasted blood, and will bully and endea
vour to control us, so as to ·place us in minorities con-
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stantly, and impede any legislation in :ou:r own sense;' 
· f)uring the Easter.recess theQU,een. en.tettain~d[tt W_indsor 
tiot dnlyDisraeli,'but also Hardy and Cairns, and impressed 
her view very strongly upon ·th~!n all. Hardy· wrote <to 
"Disraeli, April 5:'' I have been :inuch'struck by the dread 
whic? the Queeri.expresses· of Gladstmie and ·his scheme.
The Coronation Oath weighs upon her mind:- She thinks 
'she should he relieved qf·it legislatively with her own 
1consent; 'before being called !ripon to agree<to th~ des true
. tion of the Church of Itela:i:td. '- . ·; . The Queeri is, asyou 
say;. extraordinarily friendly; i:\,nd· anxious. not to have a 
. change.' Disraeli, after his visit, \vtote_to-Cairns on April 
:8: ' The'Queei'l is 'in a state of corisider&-ble excitement and 
'deterinmation about the !present :state of affai~s, w-hich 
she look's 'upori as very grave; thO'' san.guille·. that' ;the 
~orihtry 'will rally to sou~d views.'' ' " ' '.,. :-' ' 

··Before the recess. concluded- Disraeli had ·a~other · 
audi~nce of Her Majesty 'ori· the question, and on the 
resumpt~on of Parliament, i? anticipation ?f the forth
coming debate on 'the- first ·Resolution, obtained the 
ge'i:i~ral ·sanction of the: Gabinet to a policy of dissolution: 
in preferencetO.'resig~ation ... · '. · ·' _ ····_ _ : · · ··_ 

' ; . ' '. . . . . . : ·' 

' '. . . ·~ ·s) ,, .• ,, •. 

f. I ' ~ · • ~ ; · · ·· · •To £ord Cairns. 

': :. Sec~et. w!:D~WNING STREET,April22,. 18,68.;.,-.I sh~llopen 
the C~binet to-~~Y .by givipg the,resul_t'"of my fl>Udience la~t 
Thursday at Wmp.13or .. _. . · , . .. · _- . · . · _ · . 

. I shall indicate \'vhat I thin!r i~? t}fe iiu~y of'the Cabii!et as 
. regards thelllselves and :thei:rparty,andt?en, byHerMajesty-'s 
especial desire andco~manq, I.~hall refer to their duty; lmqer 
the circumstances, to·the Queen personally. . , . :· . · 

When. I have finished I shall request :'your opinion, • and the 
:Queen hopes that you wilJ. con,~rrt,l, froii1 your personal 
experience, .the accuraGy of my statement .lliS1 tO Her Maje~;~ty' s 
·views. .·.She expe~t§, tR:e saiile, from. Mr .. Secy; Ifardy; •· and for 
the same .reasoh; but I shall ·appeal tci yop ·first; .. riot only 
b'i.lcause you aremy principaLcolle,ague; but, because-there is 
-only one black sheep in the Cabinet; the Duke o£'~1[ arlborough ], 

. and as j·he sits far from, ;you, he ;~ill be , governed:)?Y -,the 
numerous.'opinions that. will precede his own... . .· . · · 

· •• ;.. ..- ...... I f.'>,'-"'>:···· .>.'. <, • .. ·.: •';_ ,.J. ... , ·_,_ • • .; '\ ".,_:•'•") .( '!j;ci'.")<f 
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From Queen Victoria. 

OSBORNE, April 22, 1868.-The Queen received yesterday 
Mr. Disraeli's letter, and thanks him very much for his full 
explanation of the course which the Government propose to 
recommend to her when Mr. Gladstone's first Resolution shall 
be affirmed. 

The Queen has always believed that that question, which has 
been so unseasonably raised, cannot be settled without an 
appeal to the country, and her Government may depend upon 
her support in any measures which may appear to her cal
culated to effect that settlement in'a satisfactory manner . 

. But as Mr. Disraeli postpones any specific recommendation 
till the division on Mr. Gladstone's motion shall have taken 
place, the Queen will only say now that any recommendation 
she may then receive from her Government shall have her 
careful and anxious consideration. She would, however, 
press upon .Mr. Disraeli the importance of his not ' feeling,' as_ he 
expresses it, ' for the opinion of the House,' as to the proper 
time for appealing to the country, but that her Government 
should consider this for themselves, and announce the decisio·n 
which they may think it right to submit to the Queen in a 
manner that shall show no hesitation or doubt as to the policy 
they mean to pursue. · · · 

Disraeli had some reason for thinking that, in spite of 
the violent outcry of many Liberals and the Liberal press 
for· an immediate change -of Government, Gladstone and 
the more responsible leaders recognised the advisability 
of waiting for the result of the appeal to the new consti
tuencies. He wrote to Hardy on the 23rd: 'Gladstone, 
instead of wishing to upset us, has no Cabinet ready, and, 
tho' sanguine as to his future, is; at present, greatly 
embarrassed. He wishes to build us a golden bridge, and 
if we announce a bona fide attempt to wind up, he would 
support Bills to extend the time of registration, which 
would be necessit~ted by the passing of the Scotch and 
Irish Bills.' He added that' the commercial Liberals ... 
look with the greatest alarm to Lord Russell's return to 
the F.O., or even that of Ld. Clarendon. They think the 
peace of E'urope depends upon Stanley's remaining. I 
am assured that there never was a moment in which a 
want of confidence vote had a worse chance.' 
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The debate on Gladstone's first and main Resolution, 
that the Irish Church should cease to exist as an establish
ment, was carried' over three nights,l' but added little to 
the exhaustive arguments urged. during the prelim- · 
inary stage. Gladstone was able to show that the policy 
of joint endowment tentatively advanced by Disraeli was 
repudiated by other leading. Conser-Vatives, and that 
accordingly the only alternative to disestablishment was 
a course of procrastination. Disraeli's main point was 
that to carry the Resolution would, on the one hand, 
shake the principle of property throughout the kingdom; 
and, on the other, impair our security for religious liberty: 
and civil rights by tamperillg with the royal supremacy. · 

The absence of a practicable alternative made a st;rong · 
impression, and the majority increased to 65, 330 voting 
for the Resolution and only 265 ·against. Disraeli · 
immediately moved the adjournment on the ground that 
the vote had altered the relation between the Govern
ment and the House; and proceeded on the next morning2 

to Osborne to tender to .the. Queen the advice which, in 
general terms, the Cabinet had agreed upon in the·previous 
week. As the course to be followed- had ,already been 
concerted with Her Majesty, there was no difficulty in 
obtaining her consent; but she very properly desired that 
her. Minister's advice and her own answer should be 
formally recorded in writing . 

To ·Queen Victoria. 
[May l, 1868.]-The division of this morning in the House 

of Commons, oy' which at half-past two o'clock a.m. Mr. 
Gladstone carried a Resolution for the disestablishment of the 
Irish Church by a majority of .sixty-five; renders it necessary 
to call your Majesty's attention to the position of your 
Majesty's Government. · 

About two years ago Lord Derby undertook the niai).age-· 
ment of your Majesty's affairs in a Parliament elected under 
the influence of his opponents, and in whl,ch there was a 
Liberal majority certainly exceeding seventy.'·•. 

In, the spirit of the Constitution he might have advised your 
1 April27, 28, and 30, . 2 Friday!\Ma.y 1.. 
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Majesty to dissolve this Parliament, and, in the broken state 
of the Liberal party at that moment, perhaps not without 
success. But considering that the Parliament had been so 
recently elected he resolved to attempt to conduct affairs with
out that appeal. In the following year he had to encounter 
the Reform question under peculiar difficulties, and he suc
ceeded in carrying a large measure on a subject which had 
for a long series of years baffied all statesmen and all parties. 

Lord Derby would naturally have advised your Majesty to 
dissolve Parliament at the close of last year, had there not 
been some Bills supplementary to the Reform Bill, which time 
prevented carrying, but the principle of all which had been 
sanctioned by the House of Commons. 

Was· there anything in the general conduct of affairs by 
your Majesty's present Government which should have 
deterred them from this appeal to the opinion of the nation ? 

The conduct of affairs has never been impugned ·during 
these two years in any department; on the contrary, in every 
department it has been ,commend~d by their opponents. 
On the grounds, therefore, that they assumed office in a large 
and avowed minority in a House of Commons elected by their 
opponents; that they succeeded in passing the Reform Act; 
that their policy has been never impugned, but has been 
entirely accepted, they would be acting only in the spirit of 
the Constitution, were they to advise your Majesty to dissolve 
Parliament. · 

In this state of affairs, while attempting to wind up the 
session and pass the supplementary Reform 'Bills, .Mr. 
Gladstone at a few days' notice introduces a policy to dis
establish the Church in Ireland. 

The objections of your Majesty's Government to this 
measure are very grave. 

I. It is a retrograde policy, and would destroy the effect 
of thirty years of conciliation. . 

2. 'It shakes property to the centre . 
. 3. It dissolves for the first time the connection between 

Government and religion. 
And fourthly and chiefly in their opinion it introduces a 

principle which must sooner or later, and perhaps much 
sooner than is anticipated, be applied to England, where. the 
effects must be of a most serious consequence. 

The Church will become either an Imperium in Imperio 
more powerful than the State, or it will break into sects and 
schisms and ultimately be absorbed by the tradition and 
discipline of the Church of Rome; and the consequence will 
be that the Queen's supremacy, the security for our religious 
liberty, and, in no slight degr~e. for our civil rights, will be 
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destroyed. In' fact, this will be a revolution, and an entire 
subve:rsion of the English Constitution. · ·_ · -

Is the fact that this policy has been sanctioned, perhaps 
lJ,.eedlessly, by the Hol).se of Commons a reason for not appeal~ 
ing to the nation ?1 Your Majesty's Ministers humbly think 
not, and that no satisfactory settlement can be arrived at 
without such an appeal. _ · 

Under these circumstances the adVice they would humbly 
offer your Majes~y is to dissolve ~his Parliament as soon as the 
public interests will permit, and -that an earnest endeavor 

--should be made by the Government that such appeal should 
_ be made to the new constituency. -

In offering ·your Majesty this adVice your Majesty's 
Ministers would most dutifully. state that if your Majesty 
thought the question could be more satisfactorily settled, and 
the public interest best consulted, by the immediate retire
ment of your Majesty's present Ministers from yom Majesty's 
service, they would at once place their resignations-in your 
Majesty's hands, with only one feeling of .gratitude to your 
Majesty for your Majesty's constant support to them in their 
arduous duties, which has always encouraged and often 
assisted thetn. · 

From Queen ViCtoria. . , 
OsBORNE, May 2, 1868.-The Queen has given her most 

serious consideration to Mr. Disraeli's letter, and cannot 
hesitate, as she has already verbally informed him, to sanction 
tl;le dissolution of Parliament, under the circumstances 
stated by him, in order that the opinion of the country may 
be deliberately expressed on the important questionwhich.has 
been brought into discussion; - . · 
. The Queen admits the correctness of Mr. Disraeli' s statement 
of the circumstances under which Lord l)erl:!y undertook the 
Government in the first instance, and Mr. Disraeli has since 
continued to carry it on.' ' ' . . . . ., . 

She has frequently had occasion to express her satisfaction 
at the zeal and ability _with· which the several departments 
of her Government have been administered; and while her 
Ministers have done nothing to forfeit the confidence she has 
hitherto reposed in them,_she cannot think of having recourse 
to the alternative which Mr. Disraeli has placed before her; 
of accepting their resignatieJJ.S, till the sense of the' country 
shall have been taken oil a question which; [it] 'is admitted on 
aU hands, cannot_ be settled in the present Parliament. _ · 

It will :be seen that, whil~ an alteni.~tlve tynde~ ~as 
made-of resignation, the·advioe given to-_the Queen.was 

.. _. 
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to dissolve Parliament ' as soon as the public interests 
will permit,' coupled witli a suggestion that, in the event 
of dissolution, Ministers should make ' an earnest endea
vor' to ensure that the; appeal should be made to the 
new constituency; and ,that the Queen's reply wa.s to 
refuse to accept resignation, but ' to sanction the disso
lution of Parliament, tilider the circumstances stated,' 
without making any di~tinction between the. old consti-
tuency and the new. ' 

Disraeli had gone to the Queen without calling a 
Cabinet, relying on th,b general assent which his col-:
leagues had given ten days before to a policy of disso
lution rather than re¥gm1tion. This somewhat high
handed departure from;precedent was naturally resented. 
' Disraeli has communicated with none . of us, which is . 
strange,' wrote Hardy mildly in his diary. Malmesbury, 
more roundly, noted: ';The Ministers are very angry with 
Disraeli for going to the Queen without calling a Qabirtet, 
·and the Duke of Marloorough wants to resign, but I have 
done all I could to Clissuade him from this course.' The ' . . 
Duke, it will be remembered, was described by Disraeli, 
in writing to Cairns, as a ' black sheep ' on this question. 
It is evident. from the entries in Hardy's diary, and 
especially one on May 6 (' A Cabinet before Osborne 
would have altered eferything, but now 1'), that Disraeli 
avoided a preliminary Cabinet because he had good 
reason to fear that hls colleagues would weaken in their 
resolution now that the moment for action had arrived, 
but might be truste4 to accept a fait accompli. He re
turned from O~borne on the Saturday evenil:J.g, May. 2, 
saw on the Sunday two of the colleagues upori whom he 
principally relied, Cairns ·and Hardy, and perhaps others, 
and explained to tMm what had passed with the Queen. 
Hardy greatly doub~ed, and had a strong personal longing 
for resignation;1 Cairns expressed agreement with his 
chief; and the Cab\'net next day endorsed, though with 

i In 1889, on reconsidefation of the whole position, Hardy wrote: 'Look
ing back, I doubt if .we c9uld have. done otherwise than we did' (Gathorne 
Hardy, Vol. I., p. 273). 1 • 

I 
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considerable hesit~tion, the bill which the Prime Minister 
had drawn upon its confidence. 

A· c~urse which had only with difficulty been accepted 
by·Disraeli's colleagues could hardly be expected to com
mend itself offhand to the Liberal majority in the House· 
of Commons. Disraeli's recital· of the successful conduct 
of affairs by Ministers since 1866, his justification by 
precedent of. the constitutionality of government by a 
minority;_ his withdrawal of protracted opposition to the 
remaining Resolutions, and his promise to expedite 

· public business so that the dissolution might take place 
in the autumn, did not prevent the Opposition from using, 
in Hardy's words;' plenty of unpleasant language ' about 
the ad:vice which Ministers had tendered to the Queen. 
Gladstone protested angrily against a penal dissolution, 
though, in view of Disraeli's readiness to facilitate debate 
on the remaining Resolutions, he did not persist in his 
announced motion to take the conduct of public business 
into his own hands. Lowe said that Parliament was 
asked to give a ,ten months' lease of office to Ministers 

· · whom it did not trust; Ayrton .and Bouverie denounced 
Disraeli for ·bringing the Crown into conflict with the 

l ·Commons; Bright said that it was merely for the sake of 
.prolonging his own term of office that Disraeli was making 
this outrageous demand on the indulgence of Parliament. 
Disraeli,in reply, pointed out that, while he was ready to 
make all arrangements for an appeal to the new constitu
ency in November, the Queen's permission to dissolve 
was unqualified, without any. reference to old or new 
COJ).stituencies; ·and he challenged· the Opposition to give· 
Parliamentary effect to their taunts by· moving a vote . 
of want of confidence. 

The challenge, as Disraeli expected, was not taken, up; 
However ready the· Liberal leaders might be to insult 
and to blu~ter, and their followers to annoy Ministers by 
putting them in a minority on this question and on that, 
the general sense of the. H;ouse was that the Government 
which had passed Reform should remain in office to com-
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plete its wprk, and to pass th~ supplementa!'y measures 
necessary tp secure at the earliest possible date an appeal 
to the new constituency. The very reasonableness of 
this view ~nly served to exasperate Glaqstone and.liis 
friends;· and for several days they kept recurring to 
Disraeli's statements about his audiences of the Queen 
and the advice he had given her, suggesting supposed 
discrepanci~s and denouncing supposed· improprieties. 
One such occasion is described in the following letter~ 

' . 

To the Duke of Richmond. 

CARLTo; CLUB, May 5, 1868.-Mr. Gladstone,1 to-night, 
without. givihg. me any notice whatever, called on me to. 
explain what: he described as a discrepancy in our stateme~ts 
as to the Que,en's declaration in my audience at Osborne. 

Had he been courteous enough to give me the usual notice, 
I could hav¢ had the opportunity of conferring with your 
Grace, and learning from yourself what you had stated, 
~tead of bei.J?.g referred to the mere extract of an alleged report 
m a newspaper. . · . 

All that I: could do, therefore, was to repeat what Her 
Majesty had been pleased to declare, and to add, that if there 
were any discrej:umcy in our statements, as I was the Minister, 
who had waited on Her Majesty, it seemed to me, that the 
inquiry ought: rather to be made in the House of Lords, than .• 
to myself. · ' : 

I write this note, that your Grace should not suppose, that. 
I ,hesitated to defend, or support, an absent colleague: 
but under the circumstances of the case, having had no notice 
from Mr. Gladstone, and having no evidence that the alleged 
quotation was authentic, I thought it best to take a course 

'wh. suspended all judgment on the question. · . \ ' 

Another o~casion arose on the motion of a Liberal 
merilb~r con~emning the policy of making any public 
grants whate~ei: in Ireland to religious bodies, such as the 
Regium Donum to Presbyterians, or the Maynooth grant 
and the proposed University endowment for Roman 
Catholics. A .warm discussion sprang up, chiefly among 
Liberal memb~rs themselves; and Ayrton, whose unpon
ciliatory and overbearing demeanour in office was subse-

' . ' 

1 'Ia a white hea.t,' noted Hardy in his dia.ry. ..;. 
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queritlyto· bringdiscredlt~({ori Gladstone's' first Adminis~ 
tration, commented sev~rely UPl.m the. abse!lce of, the 
Jfader of the ~ous~ during 'th~ debate~ .• Disraeli; who 
arrived during Ayrtcm's lecture, made the characteristic 
excuse that. there had been, as he anticipated, a quarrel 
among gentlemen opposite over the plunder of the· Irish 
Church,,and"thatit was'not his dutyto give anopiriion 
c:>Ii,.the subject. This sneer seems to have caused-Bright 
to lose all command over himself, and to. use language 
which necessarily brought to an end the unconventional 
but undoubted private friendship which had existed · 
between him and Disraeli.for twenty years.· Bright had 
.been falling under the spell of .Gladstone's. mfluence,: ~nd 
apparently was ready now to regard Di,sraeli through his 
rivars eyes. ·.This is what he permitted himself to say: 

The right hon.'gentlenian .the-~ther :riigb.t; with a mixture' 
. of pompousness and. sometimes of :servility, talked at large . 
· of the interviews which he had had with h~ Sovereign. I· 
venture to say that a Minister who deceives his Sovereign 
is as guilty as the conspirator who would dethrone her. ,I do 
not charge the right hoD. .. gentleman with . deceiving his 
Sovereign. But if he has not ch~,~>nged the'-opi.ri.ions which, 
he held twenty-five years ago, and.which_in the m~in he said, 
only a few weeks ago,. were right, then I !ear he .has not stated • 

. all that it was his duty to state in· the interviews wqich he 
had with h~s Sovereign. Let me tell hon. gentlemen, opposit~, · 
and the right hon. gentleiilan in part~cular, that any man~ in; 

. this~.<:mn~ry w~o. puts t~e-~overeignin the front of~a.great 
struggle hke thiS mto wh10h1t may be we are about.to ent~r- . 
who points to the Irish people and says from the. floor of this 
House, ' your Qu(fen. holds· the flag under. )Vhich .we, ·• the 
enemies of religious equality and jtistice to Ireland, are 
inarsh~lled ':-I,say theMinis~r whodoes tha~is_gu_ilty of a 

• very h1gh crrme and a great illlSdemeanour agamst hiS Sover
eign and against his ci::nliltry; and there is no honour, there 
iS no reputation,• there is no glory, there is no future name that 
any Minister can gain by conduct like this, which, will acquit 
him to posterity of one of the most grievous offences against 
his.country which a Prime Minister ~~n possibly commit .. 

It was an outrageous attack; and was suit~bly' answered 
·· ·by Disraell. Observers .differed as- to whether he was 

deeply ,mQved or whether: he ~erely spoke Wit~ quiet 
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scoth: · Lord R-onald Gower tells· us that 'Dizzy quite 
l~st his temper and shook his fist at'Bright •;·hut Malmes
bury's record is that the Prime Minister 'replied in the 
most gentle:rp.anlike marmer, and was cheei'eq by botli. 

· sides of the House.' · '·· 

I shall not condesc~nd to notice at length the observations: 
of the hon. member for Birmingham, He says that; ·when 
it was niy duty to make a communication to the House,., of 
the' greatest importance, and which I certainly wished to· 
make-as I hope I did make it-in a nianner not unbecoming 
the oqcasion, I was at once pompous and servile._ Well, sir; 
if it suits the heat of party acrimony to impute such qualit:es 
to.me, any gentleman may do so; but I am in the memory 

. and in the feeling of gentlemen on both sides of the. House-:... 
and fortunately there are gentlemen on both sides of this 
House; they will judge of the accuracy of this representation 
of my conduct. It is po their feeling and to the4' sentiment 
on both sides of the House that I must appeal; arid no words 
of mine,_ if the charge' be true, can vindicate me. .The hon. · 
gentleman says that he will make no charge against me; and 
then he makes insinuations which, if he believes them, he 
ought to bring forth boldly as charges. I defy the hon. 
member for Birmingham, notwithstanding his stai~ invective, 
to come doWn to the House and substantiate any charge of· 
the kind which he has presumed only to insinuate. Let him 
prefer those charges ; I will meet him; and I will a ppcii.l to 
the ver:dict only of gentlemen who sit on the same side of ·•. 
the House as himself. · - · 

This challenge, it need harilly be added, was not met, 
any more than the challenge to bring forward-a vot~of -
censure had been met. But the stream of calumny. in 
the House, on the platform, and in the press, flowed :oii 
unabated. It was the cue of many Liberals- to treat 
Disraeli as being capable of any trickery and of any 
breach of constitutional usage. When therefore Glad
stone's second and third Resolutions had passed, the one 
suspending Irish ecclesiastical ,appointments, the. other 
praying the Queen to place her interest in the tempora.: 
lit!es at the disposal of Parliament, the. absurd suggestion 
was made that Disraeli was likely to advise the Queen to 
set herself in,antagonism to th~ House of Commons by 
returning an unfavourable answer to the third Re;;olution. 

II. - - 13 
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From General the Han. Oharles Grey. 

·OsBORNE,- May· 5, 1868.___:_, .: . Her. Majesty hears with 
much satisfaction what yqu say of the fa:vourable prospects 
in the House of Commons; and trusts' that your expectation 
of being able to surmount the difficulties still before you may 
be realised.· She is very· anxious to hear ·what you propose 
to advise her as to the aiiswar ~6 the Address which,: is' the 
object of' the third Resolution. The Times assumes that the 
' Suspensory Bill ' which the Address :will ask the Queen to · 
allow to be introduced, will certainly be thrown out in the 
House ·of Lords. This would· place the H. ·of Lord~ in a : 
position of antagonis-m to the Hou.s~ of Commons from which, · 
in H.M.'s}>pinion, they ought, ~f possible, _to be saved. Yet, . 
after all :that has passed, it seems difficult for the Govt. t9 · 
advise the Queen :to· refuse the request of the Commons. .· 

Could Her Majesty, without refusing it {on- the,contrary, 
expressing her anxiety. to act with> ,her Parl·iament in any 

. measures calcu.lated to give satisfaction to her Irish subjects), 
· not require that; in a matter which cann<;~t be settled without 
the concurrence of the House of' Lords; the Addr.ess should be 
agreed to by both Houses: 1_ ; ·• • ·· ' · , 

Disraeli was too'shrewd even to endorse this not un
_rea~onable ~suggesti~i:i to withhold 'an ,.answer to the 
Address tin it had. been adopted by both Houses; and the · 

. ' answer which,. after special consultation with Cairns and 
Hardy, he settled ·ill Cabinet. stated that Her :Ma]esty 
desired that her interest ill 'the Irish t'emporalities sh9uld 
not stand.in the way of the consideration by.Parliament · 

. of legislation ill the current session. Gladstone promptly 
introduced his Suspensory Bill, and the second reading 
was carried on May 22 by a majority of fifty~four, after a 
debate in which the Opposition leader insisted that: the 
choice lay between a systemof.cohcurrentendowment such 
_as had been hinted at by the-Government and the ge.neral 

' ... disendowment which he ,himself proposed .to effect by 
repeal:lng the- 'Maynooth Act .and discqntinuiilgcc:' the 
Regium Donum ~o -Presbyterians, as v,:ell ,a,s-'by qis· · 
establisl;llng ·and disendowihg. the·i.Chutch .. of Ireland. 
Disraeli was hamptmid, in his reply, by the disfavour .with 
which the policy Qf C0;1CUrrent' endow:Uent had been . 
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received by his own party and· by.· the count!y. He ·.·· 
accordingly minimised the extent to which the Govern
ment had committed themselves to it. He denied that 
their University proposals amounted to endowment, or 
that they .contemplated· paying tlw Roman "Catholic 
clergy or increasing the Regium Danum. The logicl:l,l 
position of Disraeli and his Government was necessarily · 
much weakened by· this public deprecation of the only 

·alternative policy; a policy, moreover, which he favoured 
himself and which had the historical support of a; succes-· 
sion of British statesmen from Pitt and Castlereagh down 
to Russell, who had only abandoned it that year. He 
·had to fall "back, as ~s main argument, on the resulting 
danger to the Church of England. ' I say this act is the 
first step·to the disestablishment of the English Church.' 
The correctness of this view subsequently received un
expected confirmation from Mr. Bi_rrell, Chief Secretary· 
for Ireland ·for m!;l.ny yearf'! apd no ·friend of the 
Church of England, who deplored in an important State 
paper tb,at the Irish Church was disestablished rather 
from a desire to please the Dissenters in England than 
to do justice to ·Ireland. But a practical people like 
the English will never }>e deterred from dealing . with , 
a practical and admitted grievance by apprehension· o{ 
possible but remote consequences. ·· 

The Suspensory Bill had been pushed forward rather 
to '-show that Gladstone and the Liberals were in earnest 
than with any expectation that it would pass into law. 
Disraeli having once registered his opposition to it, faci
litated its speedy passage to the Lords, where it was 
promptly rejected by a majority of two to one, on the 
ground that the whole question should be left· without 
prejudice to the judgment of the electorate. 

From Lord Derby. 

ST. JAMES's SQUARE, May 29, 1868.-... I think ... I 
may ·congratulate yoU: on being master of the position for 
the remainder of the Session,· which l presume you will close · 
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as SOOii ,as you can .. Will you allow me to suggest that, partly 
to promote that object, it would be well to let it be unaer
stood th~t you do not mean· further to oppose Gladstone's . 
Suspension Bill. . · .. Our object should be to get it disposed 
·of in the Lords as soon, and as summarily,· as possible. I 
suggest this for your co;nsider'ation as a matter of tactics, 
of which however you aJe too great a· master to stand in need 
of anyhint from me. . . . ,· . , .. , · ~ 

Tq Lord Derby. · 

10, DowNTNG STREE'J;', .~May 30; 1868.-I must thank you 
for your kind letter, and for your invaluable counsel. . I had 
moved· a little in the direction . you advise, and will still 
further prosecute that course-' .. _ .. · 

To.Oharles N. Newdegate. 

Confidr-ntial. 10, DowNQ'G ST., .May 3~, '68.-I think it 
would be well to consider whether it may not be desirable to 
place no further impediments to the passing of the Suspension 
Bill in the House of 'Gm;nmons, so that the decision of the 
House ofLords ~ay betaken as speedily as possible. 

It is probable that the Church Commission will report 
towards the end of next month, and if they recommend any 
modification of appoi;ntments it will be difficult for the Lords 

. to oppose the Suspension Bill and they will be dr!ven to 
define and limit its objects, instead of opposing the second 
reading: and this the country will never understand. 

No doubt Gladstone. sees this chance and will not be in a 
hurry to carry his Bill through our House, whereas, in my 
opinion, our object should be' to get it disposed of in the 
Lords as soon, and as smnmarily, as possibfe, · 

I wish you would think over this and givenie your opinion. 

. These letters were written during th~ Whitsuntide 
~ecess, which roughly corresponded with the close of the 
great party :stru~gle of the se~sion. . If :Disraeli was, as 
Derby suggested', ' ml}ster 'of the position ' from that time 
till the prorogation; it was largely b.ec~use he had not 
only ev~ded th~ snares of his foes, "but had also brought . 
his some'.vhat distric·ted Cabinet into harmony and sub-
ordination · 

To M r;. Disraeli. 

·''HousE oF'CoM'r.ro~s,·May l~, .. '68.~I think we have got 
out of our danger, but it has ·9ee;n very ticklish. 
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May 19, '68.-The ,Cabinet was _very satisfactory; and they 
signed a paper, projected arid headed by the Duke of Rich
mond, to stand by me in any advice I should give the Queen 
on the great subject. This puts an end to one source of 
wearing disquie_tude, namely, the fear that the Cabinet might 
not stand firm and united. 

The reunited Cabinet utilised the recess to come to 
an agreement as to the measure to expedite the new 
register so as to make possible a General Election in 
November and the summoning of the new Parliament in 
December. Disraeli was justifiably anxious that the 
acceleration should not be such as to arouse a suspicion 
in the new constit,uency ' that there -is any design to 
neutralise the large franchise~ with which they have been 
-wisely invested, by hurrying and hustling them in th~ 
establish~ent of their electoral privileges.' 1 -But Cairns 
and Hardy were particularly urgent in pressing for· an. 
early date, to maintain the honour of. the Government and 
to save them from any possible charge -of bad faith; and 
their scheme was accepted first by the Cabinet and then, 
amid general satisfaction, by Parliament._ 

This Registration of Voters BilL was one of five 
measures which Disraeli carded during this session to 
complete the work of Parliamentary Reform. The 

. factiousness of the Opposition made the progress of the 
Irisli and Scottish Reform Bills through the House of 
Commons a . tedious _ and aggravating business, and
Disraeli had need of all his tact and good temper to bring 
them safely into port. On the Scottish Bill, particularly, -
he was subjected to some aimoying defeats; but, in. 
pursuance of his acknowledged principle of acting, in. 
regard to Reform, in co-operation with the general sense 
-of the House, he accepted the amendments of the majority 
with a good grace. The Boundary Bill was the occasion 
of further worries. The decisions of the Commission 
appointed by the Government in 1867 were not accepted 
in the House, and were submitted for revision to a Select 
Committee presided over by W alpolc. The Commission 

t Letter to C&irns, dated May 29. 
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enlarged the Parliamentary . boundaries of many big 
towns, but the Committee restored the old limits; and 
G.overnment and Oppositi9n, Lords and Commops,. were 
aet by the ears Over the somewhat trivial questions as to 
which tribunal's decisions were . to ·be followed, and 
.whether a compromi~e accepted by the Prime Minister 
in the Commons was binding on t~e, majority in th~ 
Lords. Disraeli repudiat~d the. interpretation put by 
the Opposition on his. words; but, after the Liberal Peers · 
had adopted the childish el:pedient of leaving the House 
of Lords in a body, Ma1inesbury and the majority gave 
way~· 

To Lord Malihesbury. 

,--lo,·DoWNiNfi STM:ET, July3, 1868.-I have learnt,your 
proceedings in the House of Lords, last. night, with .astonish
ment. The interpretation placed on my words, wheri'speak
ing of the progress of business in the House of Commmis, ·1s 
one painfully distorted. · I \vas answering an enquiry as to the 
prospects· of business in that House, and_ in estimating-them, 
I mentioned, that certain measures; tho' they- had not for
mally passed the House of ·Commons,. might be considered 
virtually settled: that is to say; would lead, in the House of 
Commons, to no further debate or division. · · 

: ·A much more important. reform was e:ffe~ted by the 
Corrupt Practices Bill; and it is to the lasting credit of. 
·Disraeli, that he removEOld. the trial of election petitions 
from the jurisdiction of a partisan Committee of the 
House of Commons. and transferred it to an impartial 
tribunal cob.sistirtg ofiiis Majesty's Judges. In order to 
c~rry this simple and desirable reform he had to over
come many obstacles, in particular the united protest of
the Judge.:~ themselves 11gainst the ·new duties it was 
proposed to put upon them. The Bill underwent several 
changes and, :in order to pass, had to be made experi~ 
me~tal in form and 'duration;. but the principle was 
firn:ily. established that irregula._rities committed in. political 
elections, like' other breaches of the' law, should be 
investigated and punished by a legal .tr~bunal and: not by 
a committee of active politicians. A great purification 
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of public life has resulted from the firm determination of 
Disra~li and his Government to associate the proper 'trial 
and due punishment of corrupt practices at elections 
with the extension of thfi Parliamentary suffrage. 
·u 'Disraeli's"Parliamentary course was troubled, the 

principal external 'venture of his Government was brilli
antly' conducted. At the beginning of the very wee~ which 
witnessed the decisive defeat of 'Ministers ori Gladstone's 
first Resolution, there came news of the complete success . 
of the Abyssinian expedition under· the com::r;nand of Sir 
Robert Napier. lt was on the morning .of- Sunday, 
April /26, and about II o'clock, the present Lord Iddes
leigh, on behalf of his father N orthcote, the Secretary' of 
State for India; brought the intelligence to Disraeli. He 
found him ' gorgeously arrayed in a dressing-gown and in 
impo~ing headgear,' and, as might be expected, 'opulent · 
in compliment.' 1 The Queen toldher Prim~ Ministerthat 
she was ·' truly delighted at the glorious and satisfactory 
news from 'Abyssinia, whiclJ. she thinks must have a 
favourable effect on the general position 'of the Govern
ment.' There· wJ~,s, indeed, universal satisfaction; and 
Gladstone joined iii the compliments paid, not only to the 
commander and his ·gallant force, but to the Government, 
and' especially the Indian Secretary, for their prudent 
conduct of a.difficult affair. · 

For it was a very difficult affair to rescue a Briti~h 
envoy and a British consul,'who with other captives were 
imprisoned in an impregnable fortress, far inland in a · 
wild and inhospitable country, by a half-mad and only 
half-civilised potentate. · Ministers had only with grea.t 
reluctance accepted the necessity of sending an expedition, 
Stanley characteristically writing to Disrae.li in the autumn 
of 1866, 'I sincerely hope the W[ar] O[ffice] will find the 
country inaccessible. I think they will.' But, as Disraeli 
explained when moving the credit of £2,000,000 in Novem
ber, 1867, they felt that the honour of the Crown and the 
duty of the country were _involved; that magnanimity 

1 Lang's·Northcote, p. 194;. 
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and forbearance had been pushed to extreme limits; that 
justice cotild only be had by recourse to arms .. None 
of the numerous little expeditions which England has 
sent out was ever more completely successfUl. The 
difficult cout?-tty was safely penetrate~, King Theodore's 
army was defeated with insignificant casualties on our side, 
his citadel Magdala was stormed, he himself committed 
suicide, and the. prisoners were cltily brought away. 
Disraeli may be forgiven the slight touch of pomposity 
with which, in moving Parlbment to thank the com
mander and his forces, he dilated on the difficulties over
come arid the success attained. ·Napier, he said, had to 
form a base on a desolate shore, to create a road through 
a. wall of mountains, and to. guide. his. army across a 
barren and l~fty tableland, intersected with high ranges 
and unfathomable ravines; leading ' the elephants of 
Asia, bearing the artillery of Europe, over African passes 
which· might have s1!artled the trapper and appalled 
the hunter ofthe Alps.' Finally-our troops' had· to scale 

'·a··mountain fortress, of which the mtrinsic strength was 
such that it may be fairly said it would have been im
pregnable to the whole world had it been defended by the 
man by whom it was assailed.' Thus it was, said Disraeli, 
linking inodern achievement with J ohnsonian 'romance, 
that 'the standard of St. George was hoisted\ on 'the 
mountains of Rasselas:' . 

It was not merely for iti! conduct that the expedition 
was remarkable, but for its character. Disraeli pointed 
out in November, 1867,· that the country was going to 
war, 'not to obtain territory, not to secure commercial 
advantages, but for high i:poral cause~ arid for high moral 
causes alone.' . Accordingly, when the· prisoners had 
:been rel¢ased and Theodore's capital destroyed, the 
British force, having accomplished its object, completely 
evacuated, by the orders of the Ministry, the country 
which it had successfully. invaded. Disraeli naturally 
c<mgratulated the House an4 the ·country on so unique · 

· a spectacle. . , ·., 

I • 
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W-hen it was first announced that England was aomit to 
embark on a most costly and perilous expedition, merely to 
vindicate the honour of our Sovereign, and to rescu:e from 
an unjust but remote captivity a few of our,f,ellow-subjects, the 
announcement was received in 'inore than' one country with 
something like mocking incredulity. But ·we have asserted 
the purity of our purpose; In an age accused, and perhaps 
not unjustly, of selfishness, and a too great regard for mn,terial 
interest~, it is something, in so striking and significant a 
manner, for a great nation to have vindicated the higher 
principles of humanity. It is a· privilege to-belong to a country 
which has done such deeds. · 

Disraeli has been charged with lbwering the standard· 
of British foreign policy by basing it upon British interests 
rather than upon public right and justice. The Abyssinian 
expedition, . which his detractors prefer to ignore, is 
incontestable evidence that he, placed public right and 
justice high among British iriterests. The only criticism 
to which his policy on this occasion is fairly open is that 
he underrated the post. Ward Hunt, in his Budget 
speech, estimated the total at £5,000,000; and raised the 
inconie tax from fourpence to sixpence in order to meet 
the expense; but it turned out that nearly as much again 
was required, and Gladstone's Chancellor of the Exchequer 
had in 1869 to provide '.for meeting the balance of an 
ascertainedtotal of £9,000,000. The fault seems to have 
lain mainly with the Indian Government, who supplied 
the General and the troops; but the miscalculation must 
necessarily detract somewhat from the credit otherwise 
due to Disraeli and his Government; Disraeli himself, 
in retrospect, treated the cost as a trifling ma~ter in com
parison with the successfui result. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Oct. 2, 1875.- ... I do not 
look back to the Abyssinian [war] with regret: quite the 
reverse. It wa~ a noble feat of arms, ~nd highly raised our 
prestige in the East. It certainly cost double what was con
templated, and that is likely to be the case in all wars for 
wh. I may be responsible. Money is not to be considered 
in such matters: success alone is to be thought of. Abyss. 

u. 13* 
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cost'9 mills. or so, instead of 4 or 5 anticipated; but by that 
expenditure we secured the business' being accomplished in 
one campaign. Had there been a second campaign, it wd. 
probably have been 19 mill. and perhaps failed-from climate, 
or. an abler and more prepared military resistance, .. ·. 

Though Parliament was prorogued at the compara~ 
tively early dateof July 31, yet once more, in spite of the 

. time neces~mri!y devoted to the co,rollaries of 'Reform, 
and of the many days spent on the Irish problem and 
Gladstone's new policy, there was a good harvest of other 

. ~egislation, The QU:.€en's Speech eri~merated as having 
passed ' Bills for the better government of public schools, 
the regu~ation of railways, the -amendment of the law 
relating to British sea fisheries, and for the acquisition 

.. a:q.d maintenance of electric telegraphs by the Postmaster- . 
General, and several important measures having for their 
object the improvement of the ,law and of- the civil and 
criminal procedure in Scotland.' . A small measure, which 
_was not mentioned, was the Act which abolished, none too
-sqon, the degrading practice of public execution.- The 
purchase of the telegraphs -was a question to whibh 
Disraeli had given special attention. ~o transfer the w<;>rk~ 
ing pf so essential a public service to the State was un
doubtedly a great public benefit; but the price paid to the 
telegraph companies was so high, and popular p_ressure. 
for cheap messages so persistent, that the transaction 
has nev~r yielded the profit to the State which.- thqse 
who effected it contemplated .. The educational bill upon 
'Yhich t4e Cabinet had been closely engaged at the 
begi~ning of the ·year 1 did not get beyond a second 
reading in the House of Lords; where it was introduced by 
the Lord President, the Duke of Marlborough. It had 
the g:reat merit of recognising the importance and dignity 

' of education by constituting a (lomprehensive education 
department under a _C?-binet Minister,, a reform which 
Disraeli had advocated in 1855 2 but which Parliament 

. did·not accept till 1899;-arid it provided an efiective.con-
, .. , ": ' 

1 Seo IV., ch. 16. , .2 S<:Je Vol. I., IV., ch. 2. 

·--. 
\ 
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science clause; but Ministers hesitated to introduce the 
principle of a rate, without which a general system could 
hardly be· established. It was a measure, in Disraeli's 
words, 'preliminary, but of magnitude'; but there was no 
time to consider it, and the whole question, as he antici
pated, was left over to the next Parliament.· 

Through all the troubles and worries of this spring and · 
summer Disraeli was greatly cheered and supported by 
the constant sympathy and encouragement of the Queen. 
Her Majesty considered that her Minister's conduct and 
the advice he had given her at the time of the crisis were 
perfectly correct and constitutional; ,and she was disgusted · 
with what she held to be the factious-and unworthy treat
ment which he received at the hands of the- Opposition. 
The relations between Sovereign·andMiriister, which were 
eventually to become so intimate, were drawn very per
ceptibly closer during this May and June. _The Queen 
llegan that practice of sending Disraeli spring flowers, which 
was a constant mark of their later relationship, and which 
has resulted in the permanent association of his name and 
memory with the primrose; and he, whose official letters 
to his Sovereign ha4 always sounded a strongly individual 
and personal note, was encouraged to develop . this 
tendency and entertain Her M_ajesty by such correspond:. 
ence as he alone was able to write. Lady Augusta 
Stanley told Clarendon at this time that ' Dizzy writes 
daily letters to the Queen in his best novel style, telling 
her every scrap of political news dressed up to serve his 
own purpose, and every scrap of social gossip cooked to 
amuse her. She declares that she has never had such 
letters in her life, which is prpbably true, and that she 
never before knew everything !' 1 · 

Princess Christian to Mrs. Disraeli. 

May 12.-Mama desires me to ... send you the accom
panying flowers in her name for Mr. Disraeli. She heard him 
say one day that he was so fond of .may and of all those. 

1 Letter from- _Clarendon to Lady· Salisbury. Maxwell's Clarendon 
Vol. II .• p. 346. . 
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lovely· spring flo.wers .··that· she has ventured to send him 
these, cas they will make his rooms look_ so bright. The 
flowers come· from· Windsor, 

~ Mrs. Disraeli to Princess Christian. · 

~ .... I performed the most pleasing office which I ever had 
td fulfil in obeying Her Majesty's commands. Mr. Disraeli is 
passionately fond of flowers, and their lustre and, perfl,lme 
were enhanced by the condescendi~g hand which had showered. 
upon him all the treasures of spring. 

From· Queen Victoria. 

May 14.-The Queen was. g~ad to hear how very warmly 
Mr. Disraeli was received yesterday, It is very significant. 
The Queen trusts that the debate to-night 1 will be satisfac
tory, tho' Mr. Disraeli told_ her hehad anticipated the wors~. 

WINDSOR -CASTLE, May 16, 186S.-The. Queen is most 
thankful to Mr. Disraeli for his very kind and feeling letter. 
She feels most deeply when others do sympathise as he does 

- with her; Mr. Disraeli has at all 'times shoWI1 the ·greatest 
consideration for her feelings. . . . . . . 

The Queen sends by this evening's messenger a few more 
flowers for Mr. Disraeli. 
· BALMORAL, May ~l.-1,'he Queen was very sorry to hear 
from Mr. Disraeli what an unsatisf:wtory night they had -· 
on Monday.2 __ • 

She feels very anxious to hear w4at course they intend to 
pursue, qut trusts that this- as well as other difficulties will be 
got over, and this annoying Session soon be brought to· an 
t>nd. ; .. 

May 23.~ .. ·. Really there never was such conduct as 
that of the Opposition. . · · . 

May 25.--:-The Queen th~nks Mr. DisJ,"aeli £or several kind 
letters. . . . . . 
. The Queen is really shocked at the way in which the House 
of Commons go· on; they _really bri:tig discredit on Constitu" 

. tional Government .. The Queen hopes and trusts, however, 
that to-day's division will be satisfactory and then there will 
be quiet. . · · . · 

The soon.er the Dissolution can take place the better .... 
June 6:-The Queen thanks Mr. Disraeli very much for his 

kind, long letter. She. hopes all will go smoo~hly. She 
regrets however the· acrimonious discussion respecting the 

1 On the Boundary Bi!J. · · · 
_2 When the Government werft defeated in important divisions on the 

Scotch Reform Bill. 
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letter 1 which she wishes could have been avoided. This per
sonal bitterness in politics is a bad thing, and if possible 
should be prevented. But alas! it is often impossible. 

The Queen trusts the Session will speedily· be got .to an 
end, for it is sure to be disagreeable as long as it lasts .... · 

June 21.-... Most grateful to Mr. Disraeli for the gift 
of his novels, which she values much. " 

It was .particularly tactful and appropriate of Disraeli 
to present the Queen with his n9vels, as Her Majesty had 
herself entered the ranks of authorship in the beginning 
of the year by publishing Leaves from the Journal of ou~ Life . 
in the Highlands. There was thus a fresh link between the · 
Minister and his royal mistress, which so accomplished 
a courtier could hardly fail to turn to good accou!1t. 
There is no reason to doubt the s~ory which represents 
him as using more than once, in conversation with Her 
Maje13ty on literary subjects, the words: 'We authors, 
Ma'am.' . 

To Arthur Helps. 
[January, 1868].-I am most obliged to you for sending 

me a copy, and an early one, of the royal volu!lle. 
I read it last night and with unaffected interest. Its vein 

is innocent and vivid; happy in picture and touched with 
what I ever think is the characteristic of· our royal mistress 
-grace. . . . 

There is a freshness and fragrance about the book like the 
heather amid which it was written. · · 

They say that truth and tact are not easily combined: I 
never believed so; and you have proved the contrary; for 
you have combined them in your preface, and that's why I 
like it. . 

The Queen was far from well in the spring cif 1868. She 
-informed Disraeli in May that the anxiety and worry of 
·the last two or three years were beginning to tell on her 
health and nerves; that she often feared she would be 
unable physically to go on·; and that she felt the necessity 
of rest in .a pure and bracing air. A visit to Switzerland 
was accordingly arranged; and the .Queen, travelling as 
Countess of Kent, left England at the beginning ol 

1 Gladstone had written a letter imputing to the Government a policy 
·of concurrent endowment. · 
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August. She passed through Paris, where a slight 
contretemps occurred which gave Disraeli an opp~rtunity 
of showing.,how tactfully he could offer somewhat un-
welCome advice. . 

To Lord Cairns. 

Private. HUGHENDEN,. August ll, lS68.-... I heard 
from Lucerne to-day. Our Peeress is very happy and, as 
yet, quite delighted. Her house is on a high hill, above the 
town, with a splendid view over the lake; the air fine, the 
rooms large, lofty, cool. There has been· rain and there is a 
grim' world. . 

The gentlemen of the suite don't like the hill; facilis des
census,. but the getting back will .be awful. Stanley has not 
yet arrived, but he likes hills; a meinber of your Alpine Club. 

·. Th(Jre was a sqrt of Fenian. outrage at Paris; one 0' Brien, 11 
a teacher of languages, shook his stick at Princess Louise, · 
and shouted 'A ·bas les Anglais,' and some other stuff. The 
Queen was not there. 

I fear, between ourselves, the greater outrage was that our 
dear Peeress did not return the visit of the Empress. .. This is 
to be deplored,. particularly as they had named a Boulevard 
after her, and she went to see it! .. · .. · 

To Queen Victoria, 

io, DowNING STREET [August, 18'68];--: ... There· is no 
doubt. that your Majesty acted quite rightly in declining to 
return the visit of the Empress at Paris. Such an act on 
your Majesty's part w()uld have been quite inconsistent with
the incognito assumed by your Majesty, for a return visit to 

. a Sovereign is an act ·of high etiquette: which incognito is 
invented to guard against. · 

Nevertheless ~here is, Mr. Disraeli· would ask permission to 
observe, p~erhaps no doubt that your Majesty was scarcely 
well advised in receiving the visit, as such a reception was 
equally inconsistent-with incognito. · . . · 

· Certain persons, M. de Fleury notably among them, made' 
a great grievance of the visit not beingreturned, but Mr. 
Disraeli<hoped 'the matter would. _hav(l blown over and been 
.forgotten. The Empress, who is far from irrational, was not 
at first by any means disposed to take M. de Fleury's view, 
but everybody persists in impressing on her she bas been 
treated with incivility; and there is no doubt that it has 
ended by the French .court being sore. 

Mr. DiSraeli thought it his duty to lay this matter before 
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yoilr Majesty; as your Majesty perhaps on your retmn, with 
your Majesty's happy judgment, might 'by some slight act 
gracefully dissipate this malaise. · 

'-It was not found possible to arrange to make the 
return visit as the Countess of Kent. passed through Paris 
on her way back to England; but Lady . Ely wrote to 
Disraeli: ' The Queen desires mo to tell you that H.M. 
has written to the Empress herself. to express all her 
regrets, but to say H.l\L has gi~en up paying visits now 
and had declined going to her own relations, but hoped at 
some future time when she passed through Paris to call 
and see the Empress.' · 

'Immediately upon her return to this country, Her 
Majesty commanded Disraeli's presence for ten days 
at Ba1mora1, where he had never before been Minister 
in attendance. Mrs. Disraeli did not accompany him, 
and he kept her fully informed of his doings and ex
periences. 

To Mrs, Disraeli: 
. PERTH, Sept. 18, '68. 

1\tly DARLING WIFE,-I telegraphed to· you· this morning; 
that all was well. Within an hour of this place, where we 
ought to have arrived a little after eleven o'clock, "it was 
signalled that something had gone wrong with a goods train, 
and that the road was blocked up: and we had tG sit in the 
dark for two hours and more ! However, this was better 
than being sm'ashed. Everything, otherwise, has gone very 
well. 

You provided for me so admirably and so. judiciously, that 
I had two sumptuous meals: a partridge breakfast, and a 
chicken and tongue dinner: and plenty of good wine ! I did 
not slumber on the road, but had a very good night·here, 
and have got up early, quite refreshed, to send you a tele
gram, and write a few letters, this particularly, which you 
will get to-morrow. . . · 

There was a great mob at Carlisle who cheered me very 
much, but I profited by our experience during our Edinbro' 
visit, and would not get out: so they assembled on the plat
form round the carriage, It was a.n ordeal of ten minutes: 
I bowed to them and went on reading; but was glad ·when 
the train moved. · 

I -was greatly, distressed at our .separation, and when I 
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woke this morning, did not. know where I was. Nothing but 
the gravity of public life sustains me under a great trial, 
which no one can understand except those wholive onthe 
terms of entire affection and companionship like ourselves: 

·· arid, I believe, they are very flilw. 
Write to me. every day, if it is only a line to tell me ·how 

you are; but you, with your lively mind and life, will be able 
t·o tell me a great deal niore .. Montagu [Corry] will have dis
covered by this tiine the best mode of communication. The 
Queen's lJlessenger goes every day by the s11me train· I did~ 
10 o'clock E~ston. Adieu, w~th a thousand embraces, my 
dearest, dearest wife. D; · · 

BALMORAL CASTLE, Sept. 19, '68.~Arrived here last night, 
l past nine; the household at dinner. The Queen sent a 
considerate message, that I need not dress, but I thought it 
best, as I was tired and dusty, not to appear: particularly as 
I found some important letters from Stanl.ey on my table. 
They served me a capital little dinner in my room, and I had 
a very good night. . . . I thought it right to appear at 
breakfast to.-day, as I had not presented myself last night. 

Lady Churchill in attendance and Miss Lascelles, and 
Lord Bridport, etc., etc. . 

Bridport told me that I need not wear frock coats, ' which, 
as a country gentleman, I know in the country you must 
abominate.' . -. . 

Sept. 20.~I write to you whenever I can snatch an oppor
tunity, and th~y are_ so frequent ·here, but so -hurried, that I 
hardly know when I wrote to you last, or what I said. Yester
day, I dined with the Queen, a party of eight. H.M.; the 
Prince and Princess Xtian, Princess Louise, the Duke of. 
Edinburgh, and myself, Lord Bridport and La~y Churchill. 

. We dined in the Library,a small, square room, with good 
books-very cosy; like dining with a bachelor in very good 
rooms in the Albany. · 

Conversation lively, though_ not memorable. The Duke of 
Edinburgh talked !llUCh of foreign fruits, and talked· welL 

Although my diet has been severe, and I have not tasted 
anything but sherry !'lince ·we parted, I have suffered much 
froq~. biliary derangement, which weakens and depresses; 
me. . . . Yesterday morning I went out walking with Lord 
Bridport, and made a tour of the pla,ce: so Iquite understand 
the situation, and general features: I much admire it. :Moun
tains not too high: of graceful outline and well wooded, and 
sometimes a vast expanse of what they call forest, but which 
is, in fact, only wild moor, where the red deer congregate. 
The Duke of Edinbro' came from the Prince of Wales' place 
with his ~eepers, and dogs, and guns. . . . He wears. the 
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tartan and dined in it: and so did Prince Xtian, but it was 
for the first time; and the Duke told me he was an hour 
getting it on, and only succeeded in getting it all right by the 
aid of his wife and his affectionate brother-in-law .... 

Sept. 21.--,--The Queen sentJor me yesterday afterncon. 
Her-rooms are upstairs: not on the ground floor. Nothing 

can be more exquisite, than the view from her window.. An 
expanse 0f green and shaven "lawn more extensive than that 
from the terrace of Clifden, and singularly striking in a land, 
of mountains: but H.M. told me, that it. was all artificial, 
and they had levelled a rugged and undulating soil. I11 short,· 
our garden at Hughenden on a great scale : except this was a 
broad, green glade, the flower garden being at the other sid(l 
of . the Castle. I dined with the household, ·and, between 
ourselves, was struck, as I have been before, by the contrast 
between the Queen's.somewhat simple, butsufficient,dinner, 
and the banquet of our humbler friends. · 

Sept. 22.-The weather here, instead of being cold as they 
predicted, has been wet an<:l warm: and my room' every day 
too hot; so I have written always with a fire, and the window 
open. It is now, under these circumstances, 63: but my fire 
nearly out. . 

Yesterday, after a hard morning's work----:-for the messenger 
goes at 12 o'clock, and I rise exactly at seven; so I get four 
hours' work-Lord Bridport drove me to see some famous 
falls~£ Garrawalt: and though the day was misty and the· 
mountains veiled, the cataract was heightened brthe rain. 
I never in my life s~w anything more magnificent: much 
grander falls often, as·. in Switzerland, but none with such 
lovely accessories; such banks of birchen woods, and boulders 
of colossal granite. . 

I dined with the· Queen again yesterday .... 
Sept. 23.-Yesterday we went one of thoseexpeditiohs you 

read of in the Queen's book. Two. carriages posting and 
changing horses .. We went to the Castle of Braemar, where, 
avery year, the contiguous clans assemble, and have Highland 
games. The castle was most picturesque, and is complete_ 
~nd inhabited, and in old days must have been formidable, 
as it commands all the pass'es of the valleys. I was very 
glad that there were no games. The drive to it sublime, or 
rather nobly beautiful. Then we went on to the Linn of 

. Dee-a fall of the Dee River; and on the bank we lunched. 
One might take many hints for country ·luncheons from this 
day, for our friends have great exp~rience in these matters: 
and nothing could be more compact and 9omplete than the 
whole arrangements. The party was very merry: all the 
courtiers had a holiday. Lady Churchill said that, when ~he 
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~sked the Queen, through the Princess Louise, whether she: 
was wanted this morning, the Queen replied ' No: all the 
ladies are to go, to make it amusing to l'vlr. Disraeli.' 

. Returning we went to Mar Lodge, and took tea with Lady 
-Fife. There we found Sylvia Doyle,_ looking more absurd 
than any human being I can wellremember. · The highlanders 
call her· 'The colored Lady.' Her ·cheeks . were like a 
clown's in a pantomime,. and she 'had a pile of golden hair 
as high as some. of the neighbouring hills. However, .she 
smilea -and cracked her jokes as nsual; and gave me, as usual, 
a long list of all the places she_ was going to. 

· Lord Bridport _gave me the enclosed .photographs for you. 
I saw the Queen on my return home--on business. We left 
Balmoral at ! past 12 and got home by· 7: a very fine day: 
no clouds on the mountainS and the outlines all precise: 
while we lunched, sunshine; and not a drop of rain the whole 
day. . . 
_ Sept. 24.---The. Queen gives her Minister plenty to do: -but 
I will write every. day; however briefly .... 

&pt, 25.-,-()nly a line to keep up the chain. . . . .. 
The Queen has got a. photographer and insists upon my 

be-ing done. This gave me an opportunity to give your col~ 
lection to. Lord Bridport. ·.I said you had sent them for the 
Queen, but I would not give them, etc., etc,: but he did; and 
the Queen was delighted . . . ' and said many kind things ·· 

.about Mrs. Disraeli.' I shall try to find them out. 
. Se'pt. 26.-The bag has brought me no letter from you this 
morning, which greatly distresses me: for although all goes ori 
well here; I am extremely nervous, ·my health being very 
unsatisfactory .... , I have never tasted one of your dear 
peaches, which I much w.ished to do for your ~;ake, and have 
drunk nothing but sherry. · · However, the attack never 

. continues ill the day, but then I am in a miserable state in 
these morning hours, when I have_ to do the main work, and 
the work is very heavy; .. ; · 

I leave this on Monday, and get to Perth to sleep, and the 
next morning to Knowsley, as I must see Lord Derby. On 
Thursday, I propose to be at Grosvenor Gate, after an ab-
sence. of a fo!tnight !. • • • - · _ . '· 

ThiS mornmg, the Queen has sent me two volumes of views 
of Balmoral: a box full of family photographs, a very fine 
whole-length portrait of the Prince, and 'a Scotch shawl for
Mrs. Disraeli, which H.M. hopes you will find warm in the 
cold weather.' To-day, I am resolved to keep in my room.· 

'Adieu, my dearest love; though greatly suffering, I am 
sustained by the speedy prospect of our being again together, 
and talki11g over a 1,000 things. · • · 
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Sept. 27.-The Queen sent for me yesterday after sh~ came 
home from her ride: but said, when I left H.M.,~' This is not 
your audience before leaving.' 

Sept. 28.-A very rapid letter before departure. l'he joy 
at our soon meeting again is inexpressible. 

Princess Christian said yesterday, that they were alLvery 
sorry I was going, but she knew who was glad, and that was 
Mrs. Disraeli. ... 

I had a long audience of the Queen at four o'clock, and 
shortly afterwards was invited to dine with H. Majesty again. 

Disraeli's visit t;o Balmoral coincided with a great 
pressure of public work, and he realised the serious 
inconvenience caused to public interests by a ten days' 
sojourn of- the Prime Minister in the remote Highlands .. 
' Carrying on the Government of a country six hundr'Old 
miles from the metropolis doubles the labour,' he wrote to 
Bishop Wilberforce. He only repeated the experiment 
once, in 1874; for the rest of his second Administration 
he prevailed on Her Majesty to excuse him from taking 
his turn of Ministerial attendance at Balmoral. 



CHAPTER II. 

DEFEAT AND RESIGNATION. 

/ 

1868. 

The fate of the Irish Church· and of the Conservative 
Ministry and party would. be decided by the result of the 

. General Election in November. To one competent 
observer it appeared a fairly matched fight. Clarendon 
wrote in June: ' Confidence in Gladstone beems on the 
increase thro'out the country, though it remains feeble 
and stationary in the H. of C. On the other hand a 
demoralised nation admires the audacity, the tricks, and 
the success of the Jew.' Disr~eli realised the powerful 
effect that organisation inight produce; and with his weli
known disregard of money was ready to take a liberal 
lead in supplying the necessary funds. 'What we want,' 
he wrote to Stanley, 'is to raise one hundred thousand, 
which, it is believed, will secure the result. It can be 

, done if the Cabinet sets a good example.' · 

· To Lord Beauchamp. 

10, DowNING ST., June 22, '68.--;The impending General 
Election is the most important since 1832, and will, probably, 
decide the political situation for a long period.' The party 
that is best organised will t>e successful. No seat, where 
there is a fair prospect, .should be. unchallenged. To effect 
this, .and to operate. im ·a class of seats hitherto unassailed, 
it is necessary that a fund, to' aid the legitimate expenses 
of candidates, should be raised, a;nd .that upon a scale not 
inferior to the range which democratic associations have, on 
more than one OEcasion, realised/ in order to advance their 

-views. 
396 
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As it is natural that the success of such an effort must 
depend upon the example set by Her Majesty's Government, 
I have induced my collc~tgues in the Cabinet to subscribe a 
minimum suin of ten thousand pounds, tho', if they follow 
my example, it will reach a greater amount. . 

May I hope that you will support me. in this enterprise 1 
Some more formal application may, possibly, be made to you; 
but, to so intimate a friend, I prefer to appeal myself. 

One thing was clear to Disraeli, namely, that, in 
determining the result of the General Election, the . 
Church. of England,. if united and resolved; must play 
a c9nsiderable, perhaps a preponderant, part. To 
.secure her active support for a cause, in which, to 
his mind, her own ultimate fate . was involved, he , 
bent his energies;. and it was with ~hat temporal 
end largely in view that he distributed the ecclesiastical 
patronage of the Crown, which happened to be of a 
peculiarly momentous character in his nine months' 
premiership. Five sees had to be· filled in that short 
period, including those· of Canterbury arid London; three ·· 
or four deaneries, including that of St. Paul's; besides 
canonries, a divinity professorship, and important paro
chial cures. Both Low Churchmen and High Churchmen 

. were restive. The former marked '~ith alarm the rapid 
advance of Tractarianism and tlie resulting Ritualism, 
and many of them were disposed to quit for Dissent a 
Church which seemed to them to be headi~g straight 
for Rome; the latter .were inclined to ,regard themselves 
as the only true inheritors of the Anglican tradition, to 
resent the want of recognition under which their leaders 
suffered, and to magnify the episcopal character of the 
Church at the expense of its national aspect .. To Di~raeli, 
who never forgot the popular outburst at the time of the 
Papal aggression, the political danger, at least, appeared 
to be greatest from the Low Church side; a~d, though he 
desired to make a fair distribution among all loyal schools, 
it was to placate the Evangelicals that he mainly set 
himself. 

In this whole question of Church patronage he laboured 
\ 
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under two serious disadv:;tntages: persona] ignorance of 
the leading clergy, ap.d a multiplicity 'Of divergent coun
sellors, eager to enlighten that ignorance. Keenly ill· 
terested as he was in the ultimate issues of religion, and 
considerable as had been his study of the historical claims 
and present needs of the Church of England, Disraeli had 

' · neyer moved in ecClesiastical or even academical circles, 
and knew only such clergy as he-met in scicie'ty; moreover, 
though he regularly attended his parish church, he did · 
not go about to hear preachers of renown~ In. Dean 
Stanley's Life 1 there is a story of. the Dean's meeting 
Beaconsfield in the street, on the last Sunday in 1876, and 
taking him to hear for -the-first time F. W~ Farrar, whom 
he had just made a Canon, preach in Westminster Abbey. 
To Gladstone it would have been an ordinary experience; · 
to Beaconsfield it was a ' Haromi-al-Raschid expedition ' 
to be piloted into the north transept of the Abbey to 
hear a popular preacher. The Dean and the Premier 
listened, unnoticed, for a few· minutes, and_ then came 
out. 'I would n~t have missed the sight for anything,' 
said Beaconsfield; ' the darkness, the lights, the marvel
lous windows, the vast crowd,:the courtesy, therespect, 
the devotion-and fifty years ago there would not have 
been fifty persons ther.e.' It was the comment ·of an. 
artist and not of an informed churchgoer. 'Send me 
down to-morrow the clergy list. I don't know the nan;tes 
and descriptions of the persons .I ain recommending for 
deaneries and mitres,' Disraeli wrote to Corry in August, 
1868, from Hughenden; and again ,from· Balmoral in 
September, 'Ecclesiastical affairs r~ge here. Send me 
Crockford's directory;' I must be armed.' ' He showed 
an ignorance about all Church :rhatte!'s, men, opinions; that 
was astonishing,' said Wellesley, Dean of Windsor, in 
November. One leading Churchman Disraeli did know 
well, his own Bishop, Samuel Wilberforce. But much as 
he admired' his gifts both of oratory and of organisation, 
he did not trust one who had been for years hand in 

' ' Vol. ll.,p. 447. 
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glove with Glad_stone.; and . he was convinced that the 
great mass of his countrymen distrusted him still more~ · 

The Bishop was one of thooe who were eager to dir~ct 
the disposal of the Crown patronage. He and Ha~dy and 
Beauchamp 1 plied Disraeli with recommendations on the 
High Church side; while Cairns, on ·the Low Ohurch side, 
aspired to play the same part in Disraeli's ecclesiastical 
appointments as Shaftesbury · had in Palmerston's. 
Derby's advice also was sought . and given on every 
important occasion. Last, but by ·no means least, the 
Queen had strong views of her own, founded partly on the 
Broad Church traditions of the Prince Consort, but 
largely on personal experience of distinguished divines.' 
Her Majesty, moreover, had naturally no political bias, 
such as,. consciously or unconsciously, swayed Disra,.eli -~ 
himself and most of his other counsellors; but was guided 
solely by the good of the Church, as she saw it. 

Disraeli's first important appointment . was to the 
Bishopric of· Hereford. There he disregarded · both 
his Low Church and his High Church cadvisers, and 
nominated a hard-working parish clergyman of moderate 
opinions, Atlay, the Vicar of Leeds. This -was in 
May. It was in. Augi.lst that he made his great bid 
for Protestant support by appointing to the Deanery of 
Ripon Canon · MeN eile of Liverpool; ' a regular Lord 
Lyndhurst in the Church,' as an Evangelical correspondent 

-wrote, who would make ' the Protestant party fight like 
dragons for the Government.' Cairns was naturally 
'satisfied that nothing more politic could occur at· the 

present time.' It would stop the feeling that was abroad 
that the Bishop of Oxford was interfering and influencing 
Church patronage-a feeling which was due, no doubt, 
to the appointment of Wilberforce's chaplain, Woodford, 
to succeed Atlay at Leeds. Derby was startled; 

. 1 Beauchamp had enden.voured to influe~ce ecclesiastical appointments 
while Derhy was Prime Minister. Disraeli wrote to him on Nov. 24, 1866: 
'I will do my utmost, and immediately, to forward your wishes; but, 
entre nous, I don't think. my interference, in matters of that kind, is much 
affected: at least, I fancy so. I asked for a deanery the other day, for 
Mansel, but he is not·a Dean.' 
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McNeile's nomination seemed,.to him' rather a hazardous 
bid for the extreme Low Church.' Disraeli did not 
disguise from his leading colleague his electioneering aim. 

To· Lord Stanley. 

HuaHENriEN, Aug. 16, 1868.-... No human being can 
giye anything like a precise estimate of the elections until the 
Registration is over. All that is certain at present is, that 
we have our ·men better planted than our opponents; more 
numerous candidates, and stronger ones. The enei:rry also 
have no electioneering fund. It is a fact-that both the Duke 
of Devon[shir]e and D. of Bedford refused to subscribe. We, 
on the contrary, have afund, tho' not f large enough: but 
sufficient to stimulate arid secure contests, where there is a 
good- chance, and .which, otherwise, would not have been 

·engaged in. _ _ 
What we want at this moment is a strong Protestant 

appointment in the Church. I have been expecting a Bishop 
to die every day, but there is h~rdly a ' good Protestant' 
strong enough to niake a Bishop. I thought, however, of· 
recommending D!=lan Goode, an -Evangelical, but re~tlly an 
ecclesiastical scholar, and- equat in Patristic lore -to any 
Puseyite father. •. 

Strange to say, instead of being made a Bishop, he has 
suddenly died: and I have recommended the Queen to make 
McNeile of Liverpool, Dean of Ripon; which is a Protestant 
diocese. I believe the effect of this will-be-very advantageous 
to us .... · 

Aug. 21.-. ~ . Things are rapidly maturing here: the 
country, I am convinced, is, almost to a man,_ against th~ 
H1gh _!Jh. party. It is not_ the townspeople merely, but the 
farmers universally; the greater portion of the gentry,_ all 
the professional classes: nay! I don't know who is for them, 
exc~pt some University dons, some youthful priest~ and some 
women;- a great many, perhaps; of the latter. But-they have 
not votes yet. . - / · 

It's still a quarter of a year to the dissolution, and that's 
_ a long time for this rapid age: but I have little doubt it will 
end i:n a great Protestant struggle. The feeling in England 
is ge.tting higher and higher every day: but it is Protestant, 
not Church, feeling at present. The problem tq solve is, how 
this Protest!Lnt feeling should be enlisted. on the side of 
existing institutions. I think ·it can 'be done:_ but it will 
require the greatest adroitness and- courage. 

Not a Oath. will be with us: not even Gerard, They 
can't. 
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The Queen, like Derby, wa13 startled at the nomination 
of l\'IcNeile, and only consented with reluctance. But 
Disraeli was so satisfied . wi~h what· he had done that 
he was anxious, when the Bishopric of Peterborough 
presently. fell vacant, to proceed. with another st~ongly 
Evangelipal appointment. Here he met with decided 
resistance from the Queen, to whom he explaii1ed at length 
his view of the ec.clesiastical and political situation. 

To Queen Victoria. 

[End of Aug., 1868].---,. ... The appointment of the new 
Dean of Ripon has quite realised Mr. Disraeli's expectations: 

· it has done great good, has rallied the Protestant party and 
has been received by the other sections with qo disfavor or 
cavil. -

Since Mr. Disraeli wrote last a long impending vacancy on 
the Episcopal Bench has occurred. There is no necessity to 
precipitate the appointment and the final decision can await 
your Majesty's return. Perhaps Mr. Disraeli .may be per

. mitted to wait on your Majesty at Windsor.on your Majesty's 
return, before he attends your Majesty in Scotland, to which 
he looks forward. with much interest. . 
. On the nomination to the See of Peterboro' in the· present 
temper of the country much depends. The new prelate 
should be one of unquestionably Protestant principles, but 
must combine with them learning, personal piety, atlmihistra
tive ability, and what is not much h~eded by the world but 
whkh is vital to the Church, a general pastoral experience. 

Mr. Disraeli after the most careful enquiries and the most 
anxious thought is strongly inclined to recommend to· your 
Majesty. Canon Champneys of St: Paul's and Vicar· of 
Pancras .... 

Afiairs at this moment ripen so rapidly in England, that he 
must lay before your Majesty the result of his reflexions on a 
mass of data, .that for amount and authentic~ty was probably 
never before possessed by a Minister. He receives every day 
regular reports and casual communications from every part 
of .the United Kingdom .... 

There is no sort of doubt that the great _feature of national 
opinion at this moment is an utter repudiation by ·all classes 
of the High Church party. It is not only general: it is 
universal. 
· If th~ Irish Church fall it will be owing entirely to the 
High Church party-and the prejudice which, they have 
raised against ecclesiastical establishment. . 
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Mr. Distaeli speaks entirely without prejudice. . The' bias 
of his mind from education, 'being brought up in a fear of 
fanaticisn:;t, is certainly towards the High Church, but he has 
no sort of doubt as to the justness of' his pre'sent conclusions 
and it is· his highest duty to tell your Majesty this. · · . 
. Nevertheless the Church as an i11stitution is so rooted, and 
the doctrine of the royal supremacy so wonderfully popular, 
that if the feeling -of the country be guided with wisdom 
Mr. Disraeli believes that the result of the impending strugglE} 
may be very advantageous and even· triumphant' to the 

, existing' constitution of th~ _countr:y. . . . .. 

From· Queen Victoria, 
LucERNE, Sept. 7, 1S68._.:,_The Queen 'thanks Mr:'D'israeli 

for' his_ two letters ... She"is glad that Mr. Disraeli has not 
pressed for· an answer relative to .the· new Bishop, as the 
appointments are of such importance, not only for the. pre: 
sent but for t.h'e future ,good of ·the Church in 'general, tha~ 

. it will not do merely to encourage the ultra-Evangelical party,. 
than ·wh. there is none more .narrow-rriinded,· and thereby 
destructive to the well- being arid perman{mce of the Churcl:). 
of England. Dr. McNeile's; appointment was not liked by 
m_oderate 1nep., but still, this·having been done, it is' not neces
sary or advisable to make more of a similar nat:ure, and 'the 
Queen, with the greatest wish to support the Government and 
the Protestant feeling in the country, feels bound to ask for 
1lloderate, sensible, 'clever meri, neither. Evangelical or Ritual~ 
istic in their views, to;be appointed to the high offices in the 
Church. . ' · · 

The Church of Engliind has suffered from its great exelu
~iveness and narrow-mindedness, and, in these days of danger 
to her, all the:liberal-minded m(m should be rallied round her 
and pressed into her service to support her and not to make 
her more and more a inere Party Church, which will alienate 
sll the others; from her .. · This is 'the·· more important as ive 
are threatened. with the. loss of several more Bishops and of 
cne most eminel}t man~the Dean of St. Paul's ... _,.1 

fo Queen Victoria . 
. . [Sept.,, 1868].:-::: ... If, when the ,verdict is' given, .the 
Church of England :is associated in the minds of the people 
with the extreme High· Church. school, the "country _will deal 
to that Church a serious, if riot a deadly, b'ow. · 

Your Majesty.justly observes that-the appointment of Dr. 
Mc"Neile did ncit satisfy moderate men: With becoming 

' • . . . .:1· ' ' ' 
1 Milman, the ·ecclesiastical historian, 
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humility ·Mr. Disraeli would venture to observe it was not 
intended to do so. But it satisfied some millions of your 
Majesty's subjects and acted as a safety valve to such an 

_ extent, that ·while, before that appointment, an extreme 
pressure.oil your Majesty's advisers existed to appoint to the 

. vacant see some professor of very decided opinions, from 
the moment of the preferment of Dr. McNeile that pressure 
was greatly mitigated, and almost ceased. _ _ _ 

_ With humility Mr. Disraeli would presume to observe, that 
· he. knows not, in his long· political experience, any happier 1 
instance of seizing the a propos. . - . . 

The country was on the eve of a series o£ public meetings 
on the Church, held by Churchmen, to protest again~t the 
imputed designs of the Crown and the Crown's Ministers.in 
favour of Ritmilism and Rationalism, when this preferment 
was decided on._ Twenty_ preferments .. of· clergymen of :the 
sam,e type as l\llcNeile but_ not of his strong individuality 
would not have produced the effect. - ' 
· . And what_ did _he receive ?. A mock deanery which. your 

. Majesty could not have offered to some of .the great ~cholars 
. who sigh for such, etc. · _ · 

· The appointment of Dr. McNeile already allows yo_ur 
Majesty greater latitude in -the selection of a BisllQp. 

Aga.in, if a wise selection be made in this instance of Peter
boro' your Majesty will find still more freedom in the im-
pending vacancies which your Majesty is obliged to contem. 
plate but which it is trusted may be at least postponed. . 

Your Majesty'very properly wishes to appoint to the Bench 
' moderate, sensible, and clever men' neither Ritualist nor 
Evangelical. But 1\Jr. Disraeli humbly' asks, Where are they 
to be found ? The time is not come, at least certainly not 
the hour, when Deans of St. Paul and Westminster, and men 
of that class of refinec thought, however gifted, can he sub
'niitted 'to your Majes{>y's consideration. It is not ripe for 
that; tho' with prudence it may be sooner than some suspect_, 
The consequences of such a step at this particular moment 
would be disastrous. And, as for men, qualified as your 
Majesty wishes, without the pale of that ·school, why yout 
Majesty has ~lready been obliged to_ go to New Zealand for a 
Prelate/ and even Dr. Atlay, whom Mr. Disr'aeli recommended 
to your Majesty as almost ultimus Romanorum, is denounced, 
tho' erroneously, as a creature of the Bishop of Oxford, a 
prelate, who, tho' Mr. Disraeli's diocesan, he is bound to see 

.. is absolutely in this country more odious than Laud. _ · 
,_ As a matter of civil prudence, he would presume ,to .say 

wisdom, Mr. Disraeli is of opinion, that the wisest course at 
1 Selwyn. 
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this conjuncture is· to seek· among the Evangelical school. 
some man.o£ learning, piety, administrative capacity, and of 
views, tho' inevitably. decided, temperate and conciliatory in 
tlleir application. He thinks that, with· the· more ardent 
satisfied by the tardy recognition of McNeile and the calmer · 
portion, now alarmed and irritated, encouraged and soothed 

· and solaced by such an appointment as that which he indi
. cates, we might get over the General Election without any 
violent ebullition: and even'if ai1other vacancy "'ere .. to occur 
in the interval, a inan more conformaLle with your Majesty's 
views might be advanced, if Your Majesty, could fix upon one . 
. The nan:ies which Mr. Disraeli, after the most anxious and 

painful investigation, places before your Majesty's considera-
tion, are both of; as .he believes, admirable men: and who by 
their standing; compass of mind, and tact in their intercourse 
with their fellow-clergy, are qualified for the office o( a Bishop. ' 

They are Canon Champneys of St. Paul's and. Vicar of 
Pancras, Archdeacon Hone of Worcester.1 - · 

Doubtless neither of these appointments would please the 
&acerdptal ;/)Chool nor even ·satisfy the philosophic: that is 
not to be expected: but they wou~d be received with respect 
alike by Ritualist or Rationalist; and with confidence' and 
joy by the great body of your Majesty's subjects~ 

F1:am Queen Victoria.. . 
BALMORAL, Sept. 18, 1868.-Tb:o' the Queeii_ will have an 

· opportunity of seeing and conversing with ~Ir. Disraeli on this 
important and difficult ~ubject; viz. the Church:appoint.ments, · 

. she. tl;links it as wCll to put down in writingthercsult of much 
reflection on her part;: · ' . · 

First of all---:it is to be remembered that any ultra-Protes
tant appointment. or at least any extreme Evangelical one, 
will only alienate the other party .. and not please the really 
moderate ineri-,vhile it is bringing· into the Church those 
who by thi:lir natural illiberality will render the Church itr:.elf 
more and more unpopular .. ; . . 

The deanery of St. Paul's, which the Qu:een fears will soon 
be vacant, she thinks ought certainly to be· given for eminence 
only--either as a preacher or a wn:ter-irrespective of party, 

·· and she trusts that, shollld we lose the valuable, distinguished· 
and excellent present Dean of St. Paul's, Mr. Disraeli will . 
concur·-in this. Another very clever man, and .the finest 
preacher the Queen has ever heard out of Scotland, and whom 
she would much wish. to see promoted~is the De~n of Cork . 
(Dr. Magee). · 

t 180l);J881: Rect ~'of Ha:lcs.owcn, and Archdeacon of Worcester: a 
tespectcd bilt"hn.rdly outstnndingEvangelical. 
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To Lord Derby. 

Private. PERTH, Sept. 18, '68.'---... I wish ·r could ' 
consult you about the Bishop, but it would require a volume 
instead of a letter. These questions, within the last ·few 
months, have become so critical and complicated. They 
were always-. difficult enough. I have begun to write to you 
several times on this subject, but have given it up in despair 
from the utter inability of conveying to you my view of· the 
circumstances in a letter. -

I think the deanery o.f Ripon has been a c6up. I was 
really surrounded by hungry lions and bulls of Bashan till 
that toqk place, but, since, there has been a lull, and· an easier 
feeling in all quarters--strange to say-among all parties, 
Probably they were all astounded._ · - . _ 

Oh ! for an hour of confidential talk in St. James' Square ! 
There are priests now, and men of abilities, who are as per~ 
verse as Laud, and some as wild as Hugh Peters I . . . I 
am, as I always am, to you, most faithful, D. 

The High Church party were deeply affronted by 
McNeile's appointment. Even so moderate and repre
sentative a Churchman as Hook, Dean of Chichester, 
came out ~gainst the Conservative cause. Disraeli com
plained to the Bishop of Oxford that ' in the great 
struggle in which I am embarked, it is a matter of great 
mortification to me that I am· daily crossed, and generally 
opposed; by _the High Church party.' The Bishop replied 
on September 11; ' The vast body of sound Churchmen 
are entirely with you op the great question of the day. 
But I should not tell you all that I beli~:ve to be the 
truth if I did not add that there is -at this' moment a 
jealous and alarmed watchfulness of' your administration 
of Church ·patronage. Those who through the long 
period of Palmerston's Administration held ·their fidelity 
in an ostracised position are in danger of being alienated.' 
The Bishop assisted Disraeli by explaining to Hook that . 
McNeile's appointment only meant.that no allowed party 
in the Church would be excluded from promotion; but 
he repeatedly urgeq Disraeli to placate ;hat he called 
' the strong middle party of orthodox ·English Church· 
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men,' who alone could give him the support he wanted. 
Disraeli rejoined emphatically from Balmoral on'Septem-
b~r 28: ~ 

T~ere can be no doubt ·that every wise . man on our· side 
should attract the Protestant. feeling, as much as. prac
ticable, to the Church of England. It has been diverted 
from the Church of Englari<,l iri Scotland. There the Protes
tant feeling is absolutely enlisted· against us. If we let it ' 
escape from us in England, all is over .. It appears to· me 
that, if _we act in the spirit of th.e Dean of Chichester, we may 
all live .to see the great Church of England subside into an 
Episcopalian sect. I · will struggle against this with my 
utmost ene~gy.t· · · 

Disraeli, apparently, knew little or nothing of Magee, 
tlie great orator of the ll;'ish Chrirch, till his name was 
suggested by the. Queen. But soon recommendations 
came from many quarters in his favour; and before the 
(lnd of the month he attracted, widespread attention as 
the preacher of. a famous sermon of appeal from the 
Irish Church to her Engliah sister, on ·the text: 'They 
beckoned unto their p~rtners, which_ were in the other 
ship, that· they should come and help, them.l 2 

To Montagv, -Corry. 
' 

BALM(>RAL; Sept. 21, '68.--::--.... The Queen, I found, very 
desirous to make Magee (Dean ()f Corl~) the Bishop. I waived 
all this by saying h,e must be an Oxford man, and she sug
gested the Dean might be one: but I had no book to refer to, 
and I am not sure whether. Crockford, shortsighted Crock~ 
ford, biographises the Irish clergy. Generally speaking, I 
also discouraged t.lle idea:·· but to my intense surprise I re" 
qeived yesterday a letter from .John Manners, the highest 
Churchman in" .the Cabiriet, proposing Magee himself for my 
consideration, as ·an· appo~tment which would satisfy al} 
parties. -We should then, he said, by this, and the instance 
of E;e~wyn:, prove our r~cognition of the U1fity of th~ Church: 
coloma! and L ·Jh, etc,- . 

·. One objection to Magee is, that his appointment would give 
us:nothing, and that is _a great objection; · . ·• · 

. l£ije ofBi;hop Wilberforce, Vol. nf; pp. 266, 267. 
2 St. Luke v. 7. · · · · ' · . 
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The Qu~en prevailed, and Magee was appointed :Bishop,1 

C];lampneys being preferred to the Deanery of Lichfield. 
For the Deanery of St. Paul's, Disraeli had a very suita~le 
man of his own, Mansel, the distinguished Oxford meta
physician, who had been asso'oiated with him on the Press, 
and who shared and powerfully expressed the scepticism 
which Disraeli entertained of the value of the conclusions. 
of German professors and theologians. The author o£ 
Phrontisterion was a congenial spirit with the orator of 
the Sheldonian theatre. 

The appointments of Mag~e and Mansel gave very 
general satisfaction, approval being expressed by· Derby, 
Hardy, and even Wilberforce. The latter's favqurite 
candidate, Leighton, the Warden of All Souls, though 
disappointed of a Bishopric, was made a Calion of 
Westminster; and the High Churchmen . were further 
placated by the appointment of the energetic Gregory to 
a Canonry at St. Paul's) and of the scholarly Bright to 
Mansel's chair at Oxford-the latter appointment pressed 
by Beauchamp, who warned Disraeli that the High 
Church party other than 'the old port-winers '·were 
holding aloof from the. political contest. But a much 
more difficult ~nd delicate selection was now laid upon 
Disraeli. In the end of October . the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Dr~. Longley, died. . , 

To Lord Derby. 

Secret. 10, DowNING STREET, Nov. 2, 1868.-Returning 
from Balmoral, I was disappointed in the opportunity of 
consulting you on two important matters: the Church appoint
ments then pending, and my address, of which .I would have 
bro~ght you the draft. Howev.er, I got through those diffi-
culties, and pretty welL · . 

Now comes a greater one: the Archbishop. 
1 Magee; at the time Dean of Cork, had written to the Prime Minister, 

'asking him, when filling up the deanery of St. Paul's, to give him one of 
the appointments that might be vacant in so doing.', Magee's biographer 
notes the touch of humour in Disraeli's reply, 'beginning with a refusal of 
the Dean's modest request on the first page, and then making the offer of 
the bishopric when he turned over the leaf.'·. :MacDonnell's Maaee, Vol. 
I., p. l:!l7. . 
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· My Church policy was this: to induce, if possible, the two 
great and legitimate. parties to cease their internecine strife, 
and to combine against the common en~mies: Rits and. Rats. 
This could only be done by a fair· division of the patronage, 
and though at first beset by great difficulties; arising from 
party jealousy and suspiqioii; I think I have n:ow succeeded 
in getting them well to wor_k. together. . . . 

As I did not want a very High Churchman, or an Evange
list, for Archbishop,*the ma~erials from which I could select 
were very few. I was disposed in favour of the ~ishop of 
Gloucester,! whomi don't personally know, but was pleased 
by his· general career since: your accession to office, and a' so
by a correspondence which he held, subsequently, with me, 
arising- out of the Ritual Commission. It seemed_ to me very 
desirable that the new Priniate should not be mixed up with 
all the recent controversies, and clerical fracas, which have 
damaged all concerned in them. I sent iny _proposal, with 
well digeste9- reasons: the J~pxes crossed, and· orie came to me 
saying that there could be no doubt what was to be done, as 
there was only one· mari _fit -for the position: the; Bishop of 
London. 2 Then came another box, mine having been received, 
still more decided, if that could be. Now I think-the Bishop 
of London an appointment which will please neither of the 
great parties-and only a few clerical freethinkers, who 
think, and perhaps justly, he niay be their tool, a;nd some -
Romanisers-for he supports sisterhoods as strongly as 
Oxford or Sarum.3 I wrote in reply, acknowledging the two 
letters, and saying merely they should have iny most serious 
attention, and I have been employed all this morning in 
drawing up a statement touching the whole case, which will 
be received, by the person to whom it is addressed, on her 
arrival on Thursday. · That will be followed, probably; by an 
audience on Saturday, and before that time I should be 
deeply obliged if you would give me, through the ever faith-

. ful secretary,4 some-hints, and your general impressions ..•• 

:From Lord Derby. 

·Confidential. KNoWSLEY, Nov. 3, 1868.-... I am afraid 
that I can do butlittle towards relieving you from the diffi
culty in whicli you are now placed. . . . I agree in your 
gj:)neral principle of dealing, in respect to patronage, with the 
rival parties in the Church; and- you have been fortunate 
in having at your disposal a succession of appointments which 
hiJ,s· enibled you- to distribute your favours with some ap
pearance of impartiality. But the appropriation of the highest 

• • '~. ; •• < • • 

1 Ellico~t. 2 Tait. a W. K. Ihmillon. 
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prize of all can hardly be hoped to give general satisfaction, 
and you must be satisfied if it does not produce general dis
content. Your range of choice is limited, and your materials 
by no means first-rate. I cannot. agree with H.M. that the 
Bishop· of London would be either a popular or a judicious 
selection. I am perhaps prejudiced against the man, -but 
I must confess that I have no confidence in his judgment. 
If you should be finally driven to promote him, which I hope 
will not be the case, the Bishop of Oxford, though ineligible 
for the Primacy, would make a very good and useful ~ishop 
of London. 

With the Bishop of Gloucester, whom you name, my ac
quaintance is only slight. He is undoubtedly a learned man, 
and I believe a sol!nd Churchman, rather inclining 'to-the High 
School. But I should donbt his having- much strength of 
character, and he has a foolish voice ·and manner .which make . 
him appear weaker than :i believe he really is. He is said, 
and I believe with reason, to be entirely under theinfl~ence 
of the Bishop of. Oxford. Of the other Bishops, has the name 
ever occurred to you of my Bishop of Rochester, Claughton? 
If his opinions are not too High Church, he has many qualifi~ 
cations for the office-and I think that you migh~ do worse. 
Harold Browne, the Bishop of Ely, is. a man of very high 

-reputation-but I do not know him personally, even by 
sight •• 

To Lord Derby. 

Secret. 10, DowNING STREET, Nov. 12, 1868.--:-Harold 
Browne is offered as a compromise. But what do I gain 
by Harold BroWne ? While H.M. will only be' annoyed. 
I could wi~, if !'had a man. I don't know personally the 
Bishop of Gloucester-and you can't fight for·a person you 
don't know. I proposed him as oneappointed by Pahl}erston, 
and yet not an Evangelical, and certainly, ·from his corres~ 
pondence, not a follmver of the Bishop of Oxford. The 
Bishop of Oxford is quite out of the running, so great is the 
distrust of him by the country. ·That is the great fact, that 
has come out of the canvass of England. I thought, last . · 
night, of taking the Bi!>hop of London, and countervailing 
his neological tendencies, which I think form the great objec
tion to him, and,. of course, his great recomme!ld~tion. in the 
eyes of H.M., by raising Jackson1 to London. He'is orthodox 
and Protestant ... : · 

Tait was a Liberal and a Broad· Churchman, unaccept" 
able to Disraeli · o~ the score both o£ .politics and of 

1 Bi~hop of Lincoin. 
II •. 14 
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theology.· Accordingly .Disraeli ··fought· with passion 
against his appointment, coming out of the royal closet, it 
was :qoticed, in great excitement, and telling Malmesbury 
' Don~t bring any more both~rs before me; I .have en·o~gh 
already to . drive a ·man mad.' But, ·having . no· really 
satisfactory candidate of his own,' he had to give way in 
the end; and the C)hutch the!:..~l:>y gained a statesman on 
the throne of Canterbury, but one whose want of sympathy 
with the Oxford school impaired his usefulness in the 
troubled times which followed. Tait, in his diary, de
cribed with a dry humour' his interview with the Prime 
Minister. ~fter the.· nommation. . < ·. ' . 

/ 

. He harangued me on the !!tate of th·e Church; spoke of 
rationalists, explained that those now so called did ~ot follow 
Paulus. He spoke .. at htrge of his desire to rally a Church 
·party, which, omitting the extremes of rationalism and 
ritualism, should unite all other sections of the Church; 
alluded to his Church appointments as aiming at this
,Champrieys; 1\IIerivale,i Wordsworth, Gregory, ~Leighton, 
myself, Jackson .. He promised to support a Church Disci-. 
pline Bill, but deprecated its being brought iri by Lord 
Shaftesbury. Remarked that, whether in office or out, he 
had a large Church party." : .. · J; stated my views shortly, 
and we separated.2 · · 

For the see of London~·Dean Welles~ey told Wilber
force that Disraeli proposed Christopher Wordsworth, 

. the nephew of .the poet, the learned Canon of Westc 
minster. 'The Que~m ·objected strongly; .no experience; 
passing over Bishops, etc.; then she suggested Jackson, 
and two otP,ers, not you, because of Disraeli's expressed 
hostility;· and Disraeli. chose Jackson.' Though Jackson 
made a good ·Bishop o£ London, D,israeli had better have 
taken Derby's. advice and proposed, Wilberforce, whom 
the Queen· would haVl3 accepted~ W.ilberforce's energy 
arid organising ·power,· his 'krio~ledge. ·of the world and· 
of society, his high reputation and influence in the 
Church, would·have:made hii:n almos~ an ideal Bishop for 

( ., ·. . ~ :' J .. t' ' _· " . . . 

'1 The 'historian, appointed Dean ofEly. 
2 Tait's Life, Vol..I., p .. 536. · 
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London. Manners; writing to Disraeli two years later 
about the lament in the General Preface .to the novels 
that no Churchman equal to the occasion had arisen 
from ·the Oxford movement, says: 'I doubt whether a 
ChurcHman was not produced by the Oxford move
men~sufficiently a statesman, with .all . his. :faults; 
to have helped you greatly; and I have never under
stood why, when, for reasons I can appreciate, you 
S(lnt Tait ·to Lambeth, you did not ·transfer Wilber~ 

·force' to London.' . The reason was that, . as appears· 
iri iet_ter after letter, Disraeli was told; from the most 
divergent quarters, that public opinion .throughout the 
country would resent the appointment, and visit its 
displeasure at the p<;>lis on the Government responsible 
for it. It must be borne in mind that, though the world 
kn?ws now how carefully and loyally the Bishop kept the 
via media of Anglicanism, he was still in 1868 outside his 
diocese widely suspected of Romeward tendencies, which 
had operated with fatal effect in his oWn. family. Since 
he became Bishop all three of his -brothers, and two 
brothers-in-law, of whom Manning was one, had joined 
the Roman Church; and in this very year the example 
was followed by his daughter and her husband. Disraeli 
can hardly be blamed for not facing the threatened storm; 
put, had he shown his wonted courage here, he would 
not have lost a useful ally or alienated a powerful party. 
· For the appointment of Wordsworth to the Bishopric 

of Lincoln, of Bright to a professorship, and of Leighton 
and Gregory to canonries, did not console the High 
Church party for the slight to theirpriricipal champion; 

'and Wilberforce himself could not hide the bitterness ofhis 
disappointment. He wrote in his diary, ' I am trying to 
discipline myself, but feeling the affront,' and·to a friend, 
' In myself I really thank God; it very little disturbs me. 
I in my reason apprehend that by the common rule in such 
matters I had no right to be so treated; but l·am really 

. thankful in feeling so cool about it.' He had resented 
Gladstone's new. policy and had been working cordially 
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with Disraeli to save the Irish Church. But now he · 
resumed his former intimate. association with Gladstone, 
.who became Prime Minister next month; and he was un
sparing in condemnation of his rival. He immediately 
began to contrast the two men greatly to Disraeli's dis
advantage, ' Gladstone as ever: great, earnest, and honest;' . 
as unlike the tricky Disra:eli as possible '; and to smooth 
tlie way for Gladstone's Irish policy, by writing to Arch
bishop Trench, of . Dublin, urging him to · arrange . a 
compromise. Trench had suggested delay, till Glad
stone had· realised the difficulties. before· him. The 
Bishop replied that this would be a wise· course if they 
were dealing with '.a · master of selfish cunning and 

· unprincipled trickery,'· 'a mere mysterycman like 
Disraeli,' whose whole idea was 'to use the Church to 
keep himself iri office '; but happily _in Gladstone they 
had 'a man of the highest and noblest pri:riciple.' 1 

And when Lothair was published, in which 'he hilliself 
was. pertrayed, the Bishop wrote: ' My wrath against 
D. has bur1_1t before this so fiercely· that. it seems to 
have burnt up all the, materials for burning and to be 
like an. exhausted prairie-fire~full of black stumps, 
burnt grass, and ail abominations.' · Fortunately the 
Bishop was translated. in .1869, ·on Gladstone's motion, 
from Oxford to Winchester, so that he no longer had: 

· among his. flock the statesman with whom he. had for 
a time so zealously co-operated; but of whom, since his 
disregard of his -diocesa~'s claim~? to promotion, he had 
come to tninkso meanly. 

In the general resu,It,. with the conspicuous exception 
of the neglect of Wilberforce, the appointments for which • 
Disraeli was. responsible were not unsatisfactory; and 

~ · his policy of fair division and of a clear fusistence on the 
national character ~f the Church was a right policy. But 
it cannot ·be denied that in its application he pursued a 
seesaw and zigzil.g course, and laid himself open to Dean 
Wellesley's criticism . t}lat ' he rode the Protestant horse 

' · ··· 1 Wilb~rforce, Vol. HI., pp. 217-279. 
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one day; then got frightened it had gone too far and was 
injuring the county elections, so. he went right round.' 
The result was that, so far as his object was a political 
one, he did not succeed( in it; there was no such union 
at the General Election', as he hoped for, of all parties in 
the Church to resist Gladstone's Irish policy. ' Bishoprics, 
orice so much prized, are really graceless patronage now,' 
he wrote ruefully during the year to Derby; ' they bring 
no power.' The Crown had· intervened in Church, 
patronage in a decisive way, largely owing to the Minister's 
ignorance; had carried the Archbishop of its choice directly 
in his teeth, and had proved the determining factor in other 
appointments, including the striking nomination of . 

. Magee. . Both· in the principles which Her Majesty laid 
down, and in the divines whom she recommended, the 
Queen's ~ntervention m1,1st comm'and respect, and it 
attained, as well as·deserved, success. . · 

Disraeli maintained intimate and confidential relations 
with his predecessor Derby throughout this Government, 
and had constant recourse in all difficulties to his counsel. 
He even submitted the Queen's Speech to b~delivered 
on· the. prorogation of Parliament to his revision. . Derby 
made considerable alterations in the form, though not in 
the substance, of the draft; but only advanced these as 
suggestions, and hoped Disraeli would not think he had 
taken too great liberties with his ' skeleton.' Sensible 
as he was of his obligations to Derby and the .house of. 
Stanley, Disraeli sought, as Prime Minister, for. oppor
tunities of showing his gratitude and friendship. E~.~>rly 
in the spring he paid his old chief the graceful compliment 
of plaCing at his disposal the lord-lieutenancy of Middlesex; 
and at'the close of the session he found an official vacancy 
for Frederick Stanley, Derby's younger son, afterwards 
War . Secretary, Governor-General of Canada, and the 
sixteenth earl. Derby declined the lord-lieutenancy, as 
he had no local .connection with the county, ;tnd no local 
interest; but he was . gratified by the political opening. 
afforded to his son. 

'.; 
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' To Lord Derby . . 

· Pri~ate. 10, DoWNING STREET, July 31, 1S68.-Pai'liament 
being prorogued, I have had the pleasure of offering the Civil 
Lordship of the Admiralty to Frederick, and shall be gratified 
if he accept it. At any rate, it is an ilj.troduction to official 
life, and his tenure of office may .last longer than some imagine. 
· We work at the electipns with ceaseless energy.: l have 
got the matter out of the hands of Spofforth, and placed in 
those of a)imited, but influentia1, Conimittee of gentlemen, 
and it seems to work very welL ·· , 

Lord 4-bercorn is to be an Irish Duke, and Mayo Olll' India:r:t 
Viceroy: so the Irish G,over:p.ment may be satisfied. . W)lat 
the Irish title is to bel can't tell you. The Prince of Wales 
wants it to be Ulster, of which he is Earl, 1 but·as I would not 
countenance this, H,R:H. is to go to the Queen to-morrow 
anent. I should think the regal brow would be clow:l.ed, 
and th~tt. our friend must by content . wit)l bei11g Du),\:!=J of 
Abercorn. He is very happy, and sixinches taller. . · 
. ' I 'had thought of offering the Irish Secretaryship to Elcho, 
·a friend of Lord Aberconi,- but His·Excellerrcy seems to think 
that the political connection might disturb the fervor ·of .the 
friendship. If so, I think it must be John Manners, wl:10 is 
se!lsible, conciliatory, and ,Nery paip.staking, _and cer:tainly 
will not 'override'. Abercorn;. or quarrel with ari.ybodi 
Then Elcho might' have ;J':M.'s'place; But would he take· it 
without the Cabinet··~ And Henry·Lennoxwill resign if he be 
not promoted ! . Nothing seems to satisfy him, al).d if he. had 
Henry Corry's place, he would soon wan~ Il1ine.2 

'·. .• • • .• 

The Cabinet to-day was very tranquil, a great contra.st to 
three Or four'months ago. Cairns is a' great success at· the 
Council Board. ' · - · · 

'\···" .. :, 

·.Short as was Disraeli's term of office, he had not merely. 
to give an Archbishop to Canterbury, brit .a Governor-; 
General both to Canada and to India: The first .of these 
two posts was' off~red in succession, to May() .and .to 
Maimers, but.was eventually filled by a seasoned admin"isc 
trator, Sir John Young, afterwards .Lor4 Lisgar; :who 
had been High Commissioner for the Ionian Islands :and 
Governor of New South Wales. . Mayo, who ha.d done 

'· i Derby pointed· out'in reply thB:t'it'was"the Duke of Edinburgh/ and 
not the J'rince of Wales, who was. Earl·of..Ulster.: .·. - . . •< ..... 

_2 WilSon Patten, cr'eated at the close of tile Government" Lord Winmar-
]eigh, was ultimatel,r appoint.e~ Irish ~ecretary. '· .. '· · · 
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yeoman service for his country and :his party as thrice 
·Chief Secretary for Ireland, was sent to India. 

From Lord John Manners. 

April 30, '68.-In spite of all your encouraging kindness; 
for which I shall never cease to be gra.teful, I have finally" de~ 
cided-'-omainly on private and family groimds:-;-to decline the 
great post offered to me last week; and have written to the 
Duke of Buckingham to that effect. 

Though private considerations have determined this decision, 
I own I derive satisfaction from thinking that it will enable 
me to remain by your side to the end of the most eventful 
chapter in our political life. 

Let it terminate as it may, it will always be to me a source 
·of unalloyed pleasure to have seen you at the summit of power; 
and to have had my humbler fortunes linked-m:.lbrokenly
to yours. 

To Sir Stafford .Northcote. 

10; DOWNING STREET, Jurie 9, 1868 . .--:...I could have wished 
to have replied to your letter 1 instantly, but every moment, 
yesterday, was taken up. Although your loss to me w_ould be 
not easily calculable, I don't think I could allow it to weigh 
against your personal interests, for which, I trust, I have 
always shown a due regard. But the Indian V. Royalty has 
always been destined for Lord Mayo, who did not wi!lh .to 
return to Ireland, ai).d I spoke to Lord Derby, with that view, 
when his Government was formed, and· when you did Iiot 
occupy that great office 6f State, 2 which you have since ad
ministered with so much ·satisfaction to the country, and with 
so much credit to yourself.· Certainly, Lord Mayo's adminis~ 
tration of Ireland affords no reason for disturbing the prospect
in which, for a considerable time, he has been _permitted to 
indulge, and, being myself now at the, head of affairs, it would
hardly beoome me to shrink from the fulfilment of expecta
tions, which I sanctioned and supported as a subordinate 
n;.cmber of the Ministry. 

· I could not speak to you on this" matter before, because, 
'fhen the prospects of the Ministry were not as bright as they 
are at present, Lord Mayo had nearly made up his mind to 
go to Canada, when the next _mail brought the l},yWS, that the 

1 Northcote's name had been canvassed, among others, as that of a 
possible Viceroy; and he wrote to say that, while he would very much like 
to go to India, he did not put himself forward as a candidate, and would 
most cheerfully accept Disraeli's decision. Only, for family reasons,he 

· should like to know, as soon as might be convenient, what the deCision was. 
2 Indian Secretary. 
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wise Parliament of the Dominion had red~ced .the salary of 
the 'Governor-General from £10,000 .to £6,000 per annum, 
thereby depriving themselves of ever having the· benefit of 

-the services of a first-class man.1 

You did quite right in addressing me directly an<;l frankly, 
and I reply to you in the same spirit. . I should be more tp.an 
sorry·to occasion you disappointment, because I highly esteem 
and regard you,. and am anxious, so far as it is in my power', 
to advance, and secure"- your for~unes·. · 

How weli Mayo· justified Disraeli's choice is recorded in 
English and Indian history. But the Liberals, indignant 
at the wealth of patronage that had fallen to a Ministry 
which they maintained to have no con~titutional claim to 
remain in office, raised a loud outcry at the appointment . 
in their pre~s, and intimated in. no' uncertain fashion 
that, if they got a n1~jority in the election, they would 
cancel it. This was no mere journalistic bravado, as 
has ~ometimes been asserted since. The correspondence 
of .the Liberal' lead{lrS shows that cancellation was 
seriously ~ontemplated .. 'If you cancel Mayo's appoint
ment,' Granville wrote. to Gladstone on September 28, 
'what do you think .~f Salisbury t It would be a teat 
tak!:m- away froni our pigs,- but it 'would weaken the 
Opposition.' · 'I .think the suggestion ·an excellent one,' 
Gladstone replied.2 I~- Mayo was after all left undis
turbed, and the :Puke of Argyll, Gladstone's Indian 

. Secretary, was able to ass((rt that no advice to remove 
him was given to tpe Crown. or ~ontemplated by the 
Gladstone Gover11ment, the reason may be found in the 
following letters: -

From Lord Stanley. 

- Private. F.O., Sept. 17, 1868.~1 hear from more than 
one quarter, and in a maimer that leaves ho doubt ()n my 
mind as to the truth of the report, that the Oppositionhave 
decided,' ih the event oftheircoming in bt;fore· the end of the 
year; to remove Mayo, even if he shoUld have sailed, from the 
Gov>Gen.ship. : . ·. _ ' , -· . -

1-The Qu)en was advised to withhold her assent to the bill reducing the 
salary, which accordingly remains £10,000 per annum. _ · -

ll Fitzmaurice's Granville, Vol. I., p. 541. 
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. I think this worth naming, as .you may be able to stop it 
in limine by getting ~he Queen to express her ciisapproval. 
The step is an extremely unusual one-the' only pr~edent 
being the removal of Lord Heytes bury to make way for Lord 
Auckland, which caused the Afghan War. ·· '· •1, '. 

To Lord Stanley: l , ... 

BALli10RAL, Sept 21, 1868.- . . . Your hint about,May:~ 
was a propos, for our Mistress herself touched 1lPOJ1 the busin~~s. 
She thinks the contemplated rec~ll of her representative wilJ 
weaken her name and authority in India: as if she were a· 
mere pageant ! This is the Constitp.tional v:iew, and I cone 
firmed it. Thereis a material difference in recalling a Govr.-' 
Genl. of the Compa11y and the Viqe~Roy of t_he, ~overei~,. 
Clearly. . . .-, "· . . , . . . 

H.M. recurs to her hope, that; whatever happens, we shall 
gain a material accession of strength. rtold her the truth--'
that all the stories about, respecting the result of the General 
Election, were alike untrustworthy: that the great body of the 
new constituency in t.owns w~re unpledged: that the new 
electors in the counties were reported as singtV.arly conserva
tive; and .the victory, at the last moment, would be to the 
party, which was wealthiest, and best organised.· 

She does not conceal, from ·me at least, her personal. 
wishes .... 

Magnanimity to foes and gratitude to friends were 
among Disraeli's most notable qualities; and in both 
respects po":'er revealed the man. · In all the -early stages 
of. his career he had been held up to ridicule by John 
Leech in Punch With a mercilessness which·was far re~ 
moved from the bonhomie with which the artist and the 
journal treated other public men .. But when his attention 
was called in 1868 to the fact· that. Leech's widow, who · 
~ad been granted a pension by the Liberal Government, 
was dead, and that his· two children were more tho.ri ever 
iil want of assistance, he had no hesitation· in continuing 
the pension to the family, remembering only the dead 
artist's genius and disregarding the persistent animosity 
of his penciL His enduring gratitude to a benefactor 
was. manifested in a still more striking manner. 

For many years after the caprice of the Duke of Port
land, in calling in the money advanced by the Bentincks 

1~ 14* 
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f~r the purchase of Hughend{m, ·had thrown Diftraeli; back 
U:pori. th~''mqneylenders,~ his ·private affairs were"in ian 
unsatisfact~ry co~dition and: he was' greatly' hamphed by 
the exorbitant interest on hjs· apparently still ~ccuniula
ting debts. In the winter of, 1862-,1863 fortune sent him 
a much-needed relief: The· Conservative cause in the 
North had a·' strong supporter:·iri a, Yorkshire. -squire, 
f\n~ew .. Mo~tag~, · 9f ~elt~!l~, ??'?·rk~;. ~nd "Pap:ple;vi~k~ 

, Notts; son of Fountayne WilsoP., who·had sat m Parha-
- ••.. • •• :-.. <. '.·. "' ... • . ·: .,., ... ,-

ment for the UJ1divided .corinty of ):otk; and representa-
tive, in the female line,; of .tlie: famous -Charle.s Montagu;· 
Erul of Halifax, the Fiiiaride Minister of William IlL 
Andrew Montagu was a bacJ;wJor of. great wealth and. of 
some~ha~ ecce~tric habits. · 'fhe.sto~y f{uis t}idt he made 
inquiries in that winter of the· Conservative headquarters 
as to how' best he could .rise his wealth to 'promote the 
s~cce~s .of h,is p~j>rty:' t Affioiig '<;>ther suggestions' he was 
told tl:lat ,a rich. map.' c,ouid rel:{de~ IlO 'J:n:?re;;ac_cept~,bl,e 
service to the cause than by>buying 'up. the. debts of the 

·leader in the Co:rrrmons;·and charging:himon~y a.reason
able interest in the place of the exactions under which 
he ··was suffering. , He· showed,, J;rimseJ!•, dispof>~d to 
entertain; the idea; and was put by(Rose; th;ro'!lgh whom. 
the negotiation was,carried,on, into com~upicatioiLwith 
Disraeli' s .friend;. Baron LioneL de Rothschild, 1 w;lw was 

.·:himself ready to help·Disraeli_pecuniarily, but, who; as 
.Disraeli :wrote, preferred to give, J!Qt lend, to his friends. 
Rothschild and Montagu ,met;: wit,h. th.e resuJ.t. that, in 
return· for .. a mortgage ,on :Hughenden, accompanied, • it· 
may be, by some guarantee or,assuran~"? frpmJiothschild, 
l\iontagu assumed the whole responsibility for ;QisraeWs 
.debts, charging him .apparently mer()ly the 3 Pf!~ ,c!3nH. 
:which" was then 'the' interest .on Consols instead .of the 
.IO~per cenLor uior~ that he was previously. paying. The 

· .:iniiriensity of the service,thus renqered to Disraeli may be 
ga:uged by~the fact that he estimated the :r~sultin,.g'ffi.crea.se 
in his annual·income;·tll:i <;me;letter at. £4,200, and in 
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another at £5,000. His gross· income, in 1866.• appears 
to have been nearly £9,000 a year;· but by that time 
he had received £30,000 as Mrs. Brydges Willyams's 
residuarylegatee.1 

Disraeli was anxious to show his gratit~de by recom
mending his benefactor for a peerage. It' was perhaps 
rather a hazardous step; but Rose, who encouraged his 
chief, quoted as a precedent in its favour· the Carrington 
peerage, conferred at Pitt's instance ·qn Robert Smith, 
the banker, to whom the)\'Iinister was under great personal 
and pecuniary obligations. He advised Disraeli to dis
regard an anonymous letter of warning .. He pointed out 
that this wa.s no case of an obscu:r~ ·man of recently 
acquired wealth. Montagu's father had foritJ.erly refused 
a peerage, and he himself, though eccentric, wa~ a man of 
great possessions, good family, and political influence ill 
the county of York. Thus reassured; Disraeli ma_de the 
offer. 

To Andrew Montagu . . 

BALMORAL CASTLE, Sept. 20, 1868.-It ·is~ my intention, 
if agreeable to you, to recommend Her. Majesty to confer 
on you the dignity of the Peerage. . . , . . 

Altho', unlike your father, who was the 18;st representative 
of the undivided county of York, you have not chosen to avail 

· yourself of a seat in the House of Commons, your vast 'posses
sions, noble lineage, and d~votion to the.Conse_rvative party, 
fully authorise. this act on the part of the Queen, as one in 
entire conformity with the social custom, !l>nd'the Con:'stitu-
tiona.l practice, of the Realm. ·' ' 

Montag~ ·declined. the honou~, !ll~inly . o~·. the' g~ound 
that his usefulness .to Disraeli and to ·the ·aonseivativ"e 
party in the forth~oming electioils ~mild b~ • serio~~ly 
impaired if he accepted a title. His friendsin Yorkshire, 
where he was a leading worker fo~. the 'conservativ'e cause, 
would think he wanted. t_o save himself f~oni a sinking 
ship. In other circumstances-he might accept a favour 
from his ''best friend and benefactor,' but n()t in the 
autumn of 1868: · . 

1 See Vol. I.. III.. ch. 13. 
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, , ,Th~ election was to be fought upon domestic issues, 
and' it would avail Disraeli little with the new electors 
that he· was able to boast, with good reason, that a great 
·improvement had supervened in our foreign relations by 
the substitution of Stallley for Russell in the direction of 
our policy. Iie d~elt oh this i:inpr~vem~nt on mo~~ than 
~ne occasiO!l, but especially in a "speech at Merchant 
Tayiors' Hall ill Jurie. · · · · · · , · · , ' -

• ' • • t. • .~ ' " • ) - .<""- t . . ' 

When w~ acceded to office the name of Englanq was a name 
of_suspicion and distrust in ev.ery Court and Cabinet. There 
was no possibility'of that cordial actiO"n with any of the Great 
Powers which is the only sectirity for peace; '·and, 'in conse
quence of that want of cordiality,··wars were frequently oc
curring. But f!ince we ep.tered upon office, ,and public .affairs 
were administered by my noble friend [Stanley} ... 1 say that 
all this has changed; that ther_e never existed between England 
ap.d foreign Powers a feeling of greater ·cordiality .and corifi~ 
~ence than now prevails; that· while we have shrunk from 
bustling and. arrogant intermeddling, we 'hav~ never taken 
refuge in selfish isolation; and the result has been that there 
never was a Government in this country which has been 'more 
frequently appealed to· for its ·friendly· offices than the one 

· 'Y.hich .now exists. , ." · 

The Liber~ls- could only reply. tha.t .a. considerabli:r 
improvement had. been 'effected .i~ · Clar'eildori;s · few 

• • - • ... • • • • ·' '· • ' • ~ ~ y. 

months_ of office after Palmerstnn's deatP.,. and-reproach 
Disni'eli, - ill Gladstone;s words, with his.· language -of · 
'jnfhited and ex~ggei'ated _ ~ulogy.' _That Stanley's 
cond'?-,9t of foreign'':t,ffairs wa~ eminently satisfa:ctory W?-S 
the general opinion of all parties: -. , 
, , It looked-at one time as if Disraeli would have the good 
fortune df 'settling the acute questions which' separated 

.. this country fr?m Americh.. J-I;i$ constant yet· dignified 
. friendliness· to the United States' throughout ~he troubled 

period of the- Civ'il' War rrie~ited .such ·a success. The 
difficulty·· ma}nly 'arose' 'from. the·. negligence,, in the 
observ~ncd 0{ neutrality, durin!( that pe~iod,' of tlie 
Palmerstoh' Ad!llinistration:;':a¥d especially .of Russell its 
Foreign 'Secretary, who- hfi,d permitted the Alabama to 
escape -from a Bri~is.q po}-'t to prey on Ainerican :com~ 

.,.,_.. "' . . . . . ., ~' ' 
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merce. Russell had obstinately maintained the correct
ness of his action, or rather inaction, and refused to refer 
the questions at issue to arbitration in any form.· Stanley, 
as Foreign Minister, h~d adopted a more reas~nable 
course. He was prepared to accept arbitration;: but he 
resisted, with practically universal approval here, an 
attempt by the American Secretary of State to include 
in the reference the question of the recognition by this 
country of the bemgerent rights· of the Confedera~e. 
States-a recognition which the Federals_had themselves· ' 
made in proclaiming a blockade. But the speech in 
which Stanley announced his policy in March, 18()8, W9,S 

so conciliatory as well as' firm that . public opinion in 
America was favourably impressed; and, as a ·result,' 
when a vacancy arose in the sumnier in the United' 
States Ministry in London, a. notable .rna.n, Senator 
Reverdy Johnson, was appointed Minister, with, as· 
Stanley understood, ' very . conciliatgry instructions.' 
When Johnson arrived, Stanley was :in ·Switzerland. in 
attendance on the Queen; and so it fell.tQ bisraeli to' 
show the appreciation of the British Governm~nt. . He 
immediately asked the newcbiner down to Hughenden 
to meet a distinguished party,_indud.ing the .hero of the 
hour, Sir Robert Napier, jps(created· Lord Napi~r of· 
Magdala, and the historian Lord 'Stanhope. 

To Lorrl Stq,nley. ,._,. 

HuGiiENDEN, Aug. 16, 1868.-.-.. ' Reverdy J •. has not 
arrived. I will send a Secy, the moment he qoes, and 
ask him down here. The hero' of Magdala i_s cqming on the 
24th. I should like to kill them with the same .stone: 

I have given orders for the new Adm[italt]y Patent to be 
prepared, as I hear there i.'S no danger, now; of any·election 
being precipitated at Preston, so Fred~ will be soon at 1vork; 
Sir M. Hicks Beach to be U. Secy. Home, and Jem Lowther 
to have his place in the Poor Law Board, which he will re-. 
present in the Commons. Thus we get the young ones, who 
promise, into the firm, and they will sit on the front bench, 
w'lierever that m:ay b13. . ' ~ : 
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_To' l(l onta,gu dor~y; ' ·. i 
. '· . . . ..4 ' ; ' __.. ~ ( 

HuGIIENDEN, Aug. 21.---:" ... Understand the ~iniste_r q~ 
the Un: States comes on Tuesday. , . .. Remember, If you can; 
the v~nisori: arid oh! don't forget_some workofthe illustrious 
and.'ri.oble author? hound,'and let':ine have it in time totput 
bqok plate in: otherwise;· enemy fodife: '· . '!'· ~c: • < r; 
':Aug. 23.-.... I. c?unt 9n ,Y~'\ll'•,PU!lctuality t<;>-Il}?r~?~: 
as I hear to-day, there Is,to be a tnumphal arq!l_~t ~he entrance 
<;>f t~e ~ark, and Mr. Coates and 'the'tenantryon horseback 
to 'escort the hero ! I entirely rely· on your being· tM'.Master 
of the Cereib.onies. ; :: > ·· ; ·' ·h:1: : , ·• ' . . ·· · · 

( ·, . . , . . pj· (o~J6~S~q~~~~-p-''. ,·;,__ , ~- i' , ... •: ·'. ' 

.HUGHENDEN, Aug.'26, '68.;:::"-You sent me a inost a:pmsing 
letter. Do you know;I_think.you an-excellent lett.er.writer; 
terse and pictw-esque; seiziri.g';the .chil:if' points, ahd a sense of 

. humor. .. · t · ' : '.· ·:-,: ., ~·-'· ' 

· Reverdy Johnson -is 'here, ·-and ·_gets· on ·.very· welL The 
ladies ·like him., He has. eleven childr.en; ~~d',33 ·'grand~ 
children:.sq they call him,p-ranP,p_~pa, .~~-haf?;oply 01:1e ~ye,. 
and that. a very_ ugly one; ;tnd~ ye~t; at a d1stance, loo~s soi.l).e
thing · like · old Lord Lansdowne;· after· r i "somewhat· sei-ibus 
illness.· His maririers;tho\ at first, rather kbrupt and ·harsh; 
are good; he is; self-possessed, ·and turns. out genial..' . ., ·:·. / 
.. Stanhope,' who. is,here; s~e!lJ.s to ,deli_gh~ i!}· ll!m, ariq tltinks 
It a coup rl;e :mmtre ,to •have.af?ked .h_im)1ere, and that the 
Alabama and all other claims will' be''settle'd 'forthwith. 'His 
visit'to;B:ughinden is to ~our' joint 'credit:·. ,, -~ .•. : . : 1 . '.'i ' 

They all like Napiet,ofMagdala very m:rich: heis interesting 
andgracefcl, and tells even a story-but not too loD:g: Chinese 
or Abyssinian. . .: .·.,_ .. . ' ·1· · . · 

' Stanley, -in his ·speech ini·,March, :had expressed .his 
readiness . to consider a suggestion which Seward, the 
A'cie'~lcaii'_se,cb~taryofState, 'had th,rowrr:out, 'of a General· 
Coll!missioh to \yhib)l the,ciaim~ of:b'qt):l.d6_1mtties .~ight . 
be.tt.eferred: On these lines a convention ~as artal).ged: 

· iir'tlie :_autumn; with :Reverdy J0nris6n; .. with ·a·s_pecial 
·:- -.ri ."· 1. 1 . -. · · . ·. ... · . . . . =; _ • ~ ~ • -· • 4 , • •• • 

·pt,oviscdotthe reference oftheA-labama cla1tns to·a neutral·. 
? ~ , : v 1 J <.., ~ t- ~ <t· I • .I • ' r I ._ . " , . _, ft t ! . · - .. , .. ~ " , ,_. 

f?pyer.eign,,: ~11"' ca~!'l .. tli~ . Qoi;nin,issi~D:, s_hould ; ?-9~ ~~gree ~ 
Though~-t~e American~: M~i~ter. a~. tfie Lord· May?r;s 
banquet•. iii November· spoke of the ,matter as· settled; 

1 Lord· Stanhope. 
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the good work was not actually completed 'when the 
Government went out of office; but Clarendon, the:new 
Foreign Secretary, took it tlp and brought it to.Jop~a! 
signature in January. Internal politics in the Unit~d 
States, however, caused the convention to miscarry. . It 
had to pass the Senate, then in antagonism to President 
Johnson and his executive; and the electors ··in' the 
autumn had chosen' a newPresid~mt, ·who would wish'to 
have his hands free when he assun;H~d office ·ii{ March. 
More also might be hoped from England under,a Liberal 
than under a Conservative Administration. All these 
considerations determined the Senate to reject the.. 
convention; and the difficulty:was left to ·be ~et'tledJip. .a· 
costly and less satisfactory Aashion by the Gladstone 
Government a few years lat;er. ' · . ·. ~1' · ·, · 
1 It is natural to search Disraeli's correspond~nce· during 
this period of qffice, to see no~, far Jle r~alised *~ ·~ata
strophe which was impending over France and over 
Europe, owing to. the rapid rise of Prussian power and 
the jealousy with wlii.ch it' was' regirde~ ~0 ~hf w~st 
of the ;Rhine. In obedience to his owll.inclillations ·and 
the Q~een's command,! he .kept a w'at~hfui eye on; the 
situation abroad; ·but it cannot be maintained that-'he '· 
saw much farther than his ''neighb'ours;. In:t~e· Aug_ust 
of 1867. the ~ren:ch Emperor and Empress'had paid·a 
visit to the Emperor of Austria at Salzburg, ostensibly 
to condole with him oil the· tragic fate .iri Mexico in the · 
previous June of 'the Emperor Maximilian, Fra:p.ci.S 
Joseph's kinsman. 'But the visit .also signified a.cer'tain 
drawing together of two Powers, of which one had been 
defeated, and the other was threatened, by the growing 
might of Prussia. Disraeli's letters of that date show how 
he viewed the European kaleidoscope. 

To Lord Stanle,y. 

HUGHENDEN; Se'pt. l, 1867.--;-'-... I have heard nothing 
from the R[ othschild]s. I observe, they never write, and 

' ' 1 See p. 207. :·. ; . . 
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'" only speak; <indeed, .on these. matters in a corner, and :a 
whisper. , .. , . , . . . . 
1 To. form a judgment· of the present state of affairs, . one 
must l?e greatly guided by our. knowledge of the personal 
character of the chief actors. > > 

': The E~peror will never: act alone; Bisniarck wants quiet; 
and Beust,l tho' .v!J,in, is shniwd and prudent. : ..... · , . , ,. 

Gortc[hakoJfP. is the o~y man, 'yho could, and .would, act 
with the Emperor; in:ordei\to'gain his owh ehds, on which h"e 
is much s'et: hilt ihhe Emperor combines with 'him, he will so 
alarm; and agonise, Austria,;that she will ·throw herself into 

. the arms .of Prussia, ;in 3order that ~n. unitedGffrmany may 
save- her from the destruction of alllier Danubian dreams . 

. . · I think a;ffairs' will trall on, ~tleast fod:time; and theloriger. 
the time; · ~he stronger ' will be your 'positioi:L In such a 
balanced state of 'circumstances;· you•will be master .. 

'GROSVENOR ·GATE, Oct.d4,rl867.:-'c::L thought it wise to 
reconnoitre, and called on our friend 3 yesterday.. . _ .. · 
.. H;e said, th_e,Emperor was no lop_ger master of the posit~ol!, 
and repeated this ratliet s~gnificaritly .'·' -· ,._. . • ' ' •.· :· •. 

In time,· !'extracted from: him, that they. had information 
from Paris; ·that •there .-was a secret treaty between .Prussia 
and Italy. d.'. ,, 1 f ,- ~;.~ •• . ~U. ·;, ' • ' .. < ' 

I rather expresst:;d doubts about this,'.and' hinted 'tliat' it 
seemed inconsistent With'w}fat had reached us;, that 'there 
was ali understanding .between•' 'France and Italy, •that ~the 
Emperor should give notice of·his course, etc. ·. . ,, < .. ' . . 
· • ·He w:as up to all this, and. slwwed,. c;>r rather read,, :me a 
telegram, I. should think <;>f yest~rday, i!l precisely ~he_ saiQ.e 
words as ·you expressed, _so' I inferred' the same person ~had 
given the news to Fane'and his correspondent. Probably 
.Nigra4 himself. · ~. '· · ;• ,, :. ;. · • n -~ , · 

.. The information of the secret, t,r::eaty- h~d ,arrived .subse7 
qu~ntly, and ,he st1,1c¥:·to it, and evidently, believed it .. : . 

'!'he Ber:lin Ministry nave' ·consulted another member of 
the f~mily 'about. ironClads',' 'They' rare going to expend ll
mill.'sterlirlg'immediately thereon, and told him they thought 
of having the.order:executed in,America, as, in case of war 
~~h Jf'r~nee, t!J.e ~.\lips .wol!Jd 11qt; he a1Jowe1.to depart if they 
were constructed m England. . . : : ,; 

'• ;_ . ..,. "·~·i.:.""t'.: .··~=: ;~~-~'({ ii .... ~~~ ·~-.. ~ ·1 -~·f_ ·,.: 

In the spring of 1868 one of :those pretendedreductions 
of Prussian armament; ''which have occasionally been 
~dvertised/since, .was,U:nderstood ,tq--be in-progress, at 

-.. . \.';} ~ :! .. ::i -· 11'; ·. ~ .... 
1 Austrian Foreign Minister. 
3 Baron· Lionel de Rothschild:;~': ;'il i 

2 Russi8.n · Ch~~~ell~r.- -·· . 
• ' Italian Minister in Paris. 
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Berlin; and Disraeli, who should have had enough ex
perience to disbelieve, was caught by a story whjch was 
rightly treated by Stanley as not worth ser,ious att~ntion. 

To Lord Stanley. 

GROSVENOR GATE,. Jpril. 23,. '68.__:,T.his· appears to me 
important: Charles [Rothschild] is virtually Bismarck.1 

A few days ago; ·B. was all fury against France, and de
clared that France was resolved on war, etc.: but on Monday 
the Rs. wrote to Berlin, that they understood Englimd was so 
satisfied with Prussia, so convinced; .that she really wished 
peace, etc., that England would take no' step, at the instance 
of France, which would imply doubt of Prussia; etc. 

This is the answer. I can't help thinking, that you have 
another grand opportunity of securing the, peace of Europe 
and establishing your fame. . . . · · 

[ENCLOSURE.]. 

Charles Rothschild to Baron' Rothschild. 

-~ (Telegram.) BERLIN, April 23, 9.45 a.m.- Tell your 
friend that from the 1st of ·May army reduction here· has been 

· decided upon, and will be 9ontinued on a larger scale if same 
· system is adopted elsewhere. Details by post. 

·To Lord Stanley. 

10, DOWNING ·STREET,· April 24:, '68._:Bernstorff rie'\;:er 
knows anything.2 lam sure there is something on the tapis, 
and I want you to have the credit of it. Vide Reuter's Tels: 
in Times of to~day: 'Berlin, Ap: 23,'.rumor on the Bourse, etc. 

·what I should do would .be to telegraph to Loftus;· and 
bring things to a point, and then act. . . · . 

I feel sure it will be done without you, if you:don't look 
sharp. You risk nothing, and may gain everything. . , 
' April25, 4 o'c.-1 feel persuaded it's all true. They have 
a letter this morning in detail, explaining the telegram, ·and 
enforcing it. The writer, fresh from Bismarck himself, does 
not speak as if doubt were possible: gives all the details of 
the military reductions to commence on 1st May, and the 
larger ones, which will be immediately set afoot, if France 
responds. . 

How can you explain all this ? · '!Vhat of Loftus ? 

1 'They see one another daily,' was Stanley's note on the letter. T!> 
avoid misunderstanding, it should be added that there has not been. since 
1901, any branch of the house of Rothschild in. the German Empire. 

2 8tanley had replied that the Ambassador knew nothin<> of intPnded 
reductions. , " · 
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~ From Lorii S~anley. ~ -: ' , '. · 't · '. 

' Pri~ate. Sat., 6 r{:~: ·[A~p~il 25, Is6s]:_:_±he teiegram 
confinns yo'ur . friend's 'expectations-.· ··· ~ 'spoke . to ·La· Tour 
[d' Auvergne]t in anticipatio_n :of jt, 'Supposing . the news 
were true, what wollid you do ?'. · B;is ariswer was discouraging 
He says (and-indeed th€deU'confirms him' in that respect) 
th(Lt . Pnissian :reductions m~airi.nothirig.·. "~ What- security 
do they give,' when: it is-admitted•that t];]_~ men can·be brought 
)ack•in'a week:s time,.•if'·not in;24·:holirs ?'~· I am compelled·
to o~n there is' soine force in the reply;·'' Still, with the ~facts 
actually before us; we_ may:presdhern a little: : -l q ._ ,.,, •• 
r~···H· ,· .. · .. , f •.. ,, .••. ~, ·:J -:.':.;., .. L·.; .;·.·_:: .- . ,(~ -~ ~ . ;~, ~- ~ ~ . 

Throughout the,·summer. and _early autum;n Disraeli 
remai!le~ flanguine:o£fsucce'ss 'at t~e polls:· Derby,·-how

·ever;'•told him: in .. August''that'·'~Stanley's )anguage. as 
to the result of the elections is'absolute desptnideiicy_:__ 
he hardly seems to think the battle worth fighting.' . 

" l;., . - ·-'- 'fo J;.pr~JJ.~~bY:; 'A.,· , .,,, ,_ 

•. Private:' HuGHENbEN,• 'Augu~t 2a, 1868.--'--0.,, -: ·~ I heard 
from8ta:dley2 to-dayi- whd•seerns r&ther:jolly; and~wonderfiilly 
well. He makes excursions in the mountains, •a,nd-takes very 
long walks. Heeonf~~ses .. hei~ .'.eJ?joying himself.' He 
has not seen mucli of h1s Royal Mistress, but he says that, on, 
Sunday. last; she- was looking: very ·well; and· in,high good 
humcir-----'<loes_ not. talk >IDuch politics; but: high}y di~approvel'! 
of the- Oppositicin;cpraises her Ministers; ·and -is ;Ver,y. anxious 
that the elections ·shoUld .go right.·: According.to.your hst; 
she did not get hold-ofthe right man•to encourage her on that 
subject; but the fact is Stanley does not know anything about 
it; he reads newspapers ,and·: believes ill them; and as they 
are all written by the sallle clique, or coteries almost identical 
in thought; feeling, ,life arid mami'ers,- they hai'p on the same' 
string: -It .is.· v-ery,di:ffieult· to\:say; in: this rapid .age, what 
may occur in a GeneraLElection;~which Will not now.happen 
for nearly a .quarter of a;year; ·but-I myself .should not ·be 
sUrprised ,if· :the -result migp.t::astonish;: yet; the J?ob Lowes; 

. Higgins,:IDelanes; .an9--· aU_ that•tclass:of Pall. Mall-njournal 
intellect. . . . · \ '" ·· · 

~ ·:. . 'f _;. :-~ . '." ) -~~:; f' -. •, ; .. L_f ~ 1 of; , :; '~:' - . ·~ . , . ' 

The newspapers~ and Stanley, who; like tlie :iiewspapers, 
. h~d a shfewa' ir_lstinc~ f(n• a'v-etag~ dpiflion'; saw· mqre cl_ea~ly 

, ,, ._ ; :,·· .. 
1 ,,:·i Of thii1 F~~nJk'Eml?a.~syin_Loilabri,_: . . ;,· ... . :· 

• .:. · · 2 ·'At~ Liic'erne' iii attendance or!' the Queen. ' 
·"(~:' :J-• '. 
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than the Conservative leader and his advisers what was 
gomg'to happen. The party Committee -to. whom·~ ·was 
entrusted the duty of conducting the elections ,assured 
Disra.eli that there was reason to expect that the Con
servatives would make. sufficient gains to··. give them 
more than half the House of Commons: 266 from Eng
land, 51 from Ireland, and 13 from Scotland; 330 in 
all qut of a House of 658. With this report before :him 
Disraeli, abeorbed in tho heavy and responsible .worl{,:of 
Government, was. apparently content to wait jn com
parative passivity for· the country's verdict. He· had 
given the vote to a hitherto unenfranchised million ·of 
his fellow-countrymen, belonging in the great majority 
to the working classes; but so absolutely incapable was 
he of demagogic arts that he neglected, almost, to a 
culpable degree, to .. endeavoqr to utilise his great legisla• 
tive achievement.to secure their support for hiinself and 
his party. The Liberals went up ansi down the country 
explaining that, though the 'Conservatives. had· passed 
the Reform Bill, the thanks of the new•voters for the 
boon were really due to Gla;dstone and Bright; and . Giad
stone ·and several of· his colleagues undertook impas-,. 
sioned electoral campaigns in which the new Irish policy 
of their party was· eloquently expounded. ·' But Disraeli 
contented himself .with issuing an address, undoubtedly 

. of some length and elaboration, to the electors of Bucks; 
and, a~ there was no contest. in his constituency,Jvi~h 
one speech on· the hustmgs on re-election~a· :speech 
which was not even delivered till after the verdict of the 
boroughs had' been largely given against hls ·1'11inistry._ ' 

The address' was drafted early in September, an·d dui;ing 
the remainder of the month was submitted to' his.princip~l 
colleagues for criticism and emendation; particul~rly to 
Cairns; on whose judgment Disraeli had come very 
thoroughly to rely, and whom he begged 'to give his 
whole mind to the affair, and, if necessary, to rewrite it.' 
No serious alteration was suggested by Cairns or others, 
.and at the beginning of . October the d~cument was 
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' 
issued. · In the forefront Disraeli claimed the confidence 
_of the party and the country as_Derby's political· heir, 
who had pursued his old chief's,policy 'without deviation.' 
The, settlement of. the.· Reform-_ question :of broad lines, 
a- foreign policy which established- the just influence 
of England, the successful expedition to ·Abyssinia; and 
the strengthening o_f the _naval and· military forces, were 
all pJit forward as ·grou:cids for.' support.'· But, owing to 
the tactics of the Liberal party; Ireland· had necessarily 
to be the main subject of the·address. .He claimed that 
Ministers had, by vigilance_ and firmness; baffled -the 
Fenian conspiracy; and had ·also., pursued :a wise policy 
of sympathy and ;·conciliation.· But "·Gladstone had 
suddenly proposed ' a change .of the ;fundamental laws 
of the' realm' and'' a dissolution of: the union between 
Church and State:' To that policyrMini~ters·had offered, 
and would offer, ··an :uncomprmnising resistance. T-he 
connection of religion with _the exercise of political 
authority is one of the main safeguards ofthe.civilisation 
of mari.' ·:-'--No doubt the" new policy was only; to be partially 

· applied:in the first-instance, l!ut-the religious'integ·rity of 
the community would· be frittered away. Confiscation, 
too, was contagious. Finally· the religious security 
which was the result_ of _the ~royal· supremacy' would 

"he endangered, and·Romee~Jlone would•profit. -

: Amid the discord~n£ a~tivity\imany factions there m~ves· · 
the supreme purpose of one -Power.' The philosopher may 
flatter. himself he is advancfng the_ c~tise of 'enlightened pro
gress; the sectarian may be roused to exertion by anticipations 
of the downfall-of ecclesiastical systems. These are transient 
efforts; vain and passing aspirations. The ultimate triumph, 
were our Church to fall, would be to that Power which ·would 
substitute for the authority of our Sovereign the supremacy 
6£. a; foreign Prince·; to that P<jwer with ·whose· tradition, 
learning, .discipline, an,d organisation our Ch~rch alone has, 
}lltherto, been able to cope; and that, too, only.when ~upported 

_ by a determined and devoted pe()ple. · - · · 
.-. 

In ·this address- Di!;lraeli _made his main-- appeal for 
confidence· to the;.Protestantism'o.fdhe· nation:.··. There 
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is no doubt that, misled by the violent outbreak at the 
'time of the Papal aggression,· by the suspicions arising 
out of the Roman missionary propaganda in society 
during the sixties, and by the popular dislike of the de
velopments of Ritualism, he overrated the electoral 
strength of a feeling which undoubtedly was widely 
spread. · 

As the election drew near, the signs of Liberal victory 
became mbre · evident; though Disraeli, still sanguine, 
triedto explain them away. Derby, surveying the field 
now from an outside standpoint, anticipated unsatisfactory 
results generally, s;:~.ve in his own county of' Lancashire. 
' I am afraid,' he wrote .on October 29, ' that, where it has 
any operation, the minority clause will operate un
iavourably for us in almost every instance,· ·and there 
appears to be a lamentable apathy on the part of- the 
Conservatives in abandoning seats which might fairly be 
contested, or ·even of availing· ourselves of the rival 
pretensions of Liberal candidates for a single seat.' ' 

To Montagu Corry. 

Private. 10, DowNING STREET, Nov. 3, '68::-Might no~ 
these two queries lead to a solution of the difficulty-perhaps 
the fallacy-of yesterday's speculations on the General. 
Election ? · ' 

1 : Was there ever a General-Election in which half the seats 
. were not uncontested? ·' · 

2: Is. it not a fact, that the winning side always, or gen" 
erally, gains frds of the contests? · 

For illustration, examine Palmerston' s two dissolutions: 
China-and 1865. And then Peel's in 1834: when he gained 
100 seats: and dissolution of 184:1 when he gained 80. · 

These are materials from which an expert might deduce 
instructive results. · 

If I could have them before niy audien9e I should be·glad. 
Nov. 10.-Send me a line of news. Our men seem to be 

running away. ; .. 

On the very eve of the dissolution came tht\ celebration 
of Lord Mayor's Day, and Disraeli at the Guildhall 
banquet gaily affected to enter~ain a confident expecta-
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tibn that he would be the Lord Mayor's guest in the'follow
.. ing'-November1~and chaffed the Liberals over theii boast!' 

·. ful··and braggart methods-of conducting thecampaign. 

'<I tHink'' I hi:i:ve read somewhere· that it is 'the . custom of 
-undisciplined"hosts on the eve of a battle to anticipate'and 
celebrate ·their. triumph by horrid··soimds and hideous yells, 

. the sounding of cyilloals, the beating of terrible drums, the 
shrieks and screams of b~rbar'ic horns,:· Butwlien the struggle · 
comes, and the figp.t takes place, it'is sometii:i:ies found that the . 
. victory is not to them, but to those whd are calm and collected: 
the_ victory is -to-those .who have.arms of precision, though 
they may :m:ake no noise-to those wh()·have the breech~ 
-loaders; the :cocket brigade, _and the Armstrong ~rtillery. _ 

~ ',· "-J • , ~ "'. >t' • • • :a.. . _,. ~-- '. 

· . One of the most frequent and most: telling weapons 
which ;the Opposition used in· .their- campaign was the -
assertion that the, Government were quite :as_,ready tci 
disestablish the Irish· Chlirch·_,as they'· were· themselves;• 
'.There is a~ much cp:ance,'_ Wrote Disraeli .in the vain 
hope of-silencing this -slander;.' of the ·;Tory party pro
posing to· disestablish the Protestant· Church in. Ireland 
as there is of their prop<)sing to abrogate the M6narchy.' 
It was a great misfortu:ried;hat Disraeli could not bring 
his C<)lleagues to· agree to 99ncl!rrent endowment;· but, 
that being so, Ministers, howeve_r ready 'for reform, could 
h~rdly for·the election.•take: up''any'other ·position than: 
that of simple resistance· to Gladston!')'splanof destruc-

• • • •• - • ;"£ • • +"" . ~ ~ ' : '· •• ~ 4 .J' " '· . ·: '. < .• • . ' . ...... ~ 

tion. 'This was . naturally- distasteful __ to the ref9rming 
seotion of the Cabinet; •. :and especially. to Stanley. He 
pressed his views again on 'Disraelii in· the autun1n; ·~nd 
Disraeii"re~lied, on. 'Sep_tember '·26, 'fr;om:' Balm6ral :. 'I 

-. ' . ; 1 -:- - . ; '-~ ·! · j ~ ~ • ;0 : ..._· • • ,. \f , .. , · · . ' , 

highly appreci~te .. your. ·c~itiq_istp:~, J ~~, yol! .):yell know; 
put I thi~ your,views•about,the;:;Itish.Church:are of 
·a schooJ of thought that has pas~ed·. · E:X:cl\se ·my 
presu:rrlption.' I· don't _ tliinl{: compromise ·i~; nd'Y, ~practi
c~ble:' 1 Botl:l'.D(h·by ~nd 'Disraeli''feared: 'tha(St'an}ey, 
when he gave, according to promise, a.full '~xplanation 
othis 'views to tll.eself?ctors,of·,Iiyhn, might· seriously 
emoarraSS·' the future off the' Gons~rvative party; and 
the,.father, now as·c:oli cp~e\rioUS' ,occasibns;'reiied Upon 
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Disraeli to keep _the son straight. It wa.<:~ all: immense 
relief to both chiefs to find from the next IT).OrWug's 
paper that the Foreign Secretary had· boon cautioU:s and 
discreet. ' 

To. Lord Stanley.-

10, DoWNING STREET, Nov. 10,'-68.--'---1 shoUld like to.have 
seen you, for a moment, before you departed. I shall have 
sleepless nights, until I have read your Lynn words. 

Pray don't stab me in the back after all the. incredible 
exertions I am making for the good cause. . . _ ' _- .• 

And don't believe newspapers, and newspaper WJ:iters, too 
much. The result of the General Election, rest assured, will 
surprise all the students of that Fterature. · · . .. · 

Nov. 14.-Perfect ! · . , · ' _ · 
I a!ll told our own party are enthusi_astic: but all praise .it. 

It must do us great good. · 

Stanley's speech was at the opening of the polls. By -
the time. that the cou:dty returns were beginning, ,and that 
Disraeli. was elected unopposed for Bucks; it was clear 
that Ministers would be defeated;1 and the Prime Minister, 
in marked contrast to Gladst'one's pellicose utterl:tnces, 
felt himself j~stified in taking a det_a~h~d, and ,irp.partial 
view of the situation on the hustings at Aylesbury .. · To 
this 1?-appy contingency we owe a priceless appreciation 
of the Irish character. · 

The Irishman -is an imaginative being. He lives on an, 
island in a damp climate, and contiguous to the ~p.elancholy 
ocean. He has no variety of pursuit. There is no nation iri 
the world that leads so monotonous a -life as-the Irish, because 
their only occupation is the cUltivation of the soil before 
them. These men are discontented because, they are not 
amused.- The Irishman in other countries; when he has a 
fair field for his talents in various occupations, is equal, if 
not superior, to most races; and it is :twt the 'fault of the 
Government that there is not that variety of. occupation in 
Ireland. I may say with frankness that I think it is the fp,ult 
of the Irish. If they led that kind .of life which would invite 
the introduction of capital into the coiuitry, an· this ability 
might be utilised; and instead of those feelings·.wliich· they 
acquire by brooding over the history of their country, _a great; 

1 ' Our shadows seem to grow very long,' Disra.eli wrote 'on. the day of. 
the «jleol.ion to Northcote. •• . . _ · 
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part of which is merely traditi()nary, you Wfruld find men 
acquiring fortunes, .and .arriving at conclusions on politics 
entirely different from those whicp..they.now offer.1 

... . -~ , l " ~ ' ·'·' . 

Derby, while singing the praises .of his own county of 
Lancashire, gave Disraeli a gloomy ·exposition of the 
general upshot. of the electiolls. · ' · ,. 

From Lord Derby. . 
Confidential. KNo\vsiEY;:Nov, 22, 1868.-0n looking over 

the returns, which are :riow nearly completed, I am sorry to 
see that our numberf; will not:only greatly disappoint'your 
sanguine hopes, but will'falrconsiderably below even my more 
modest anticipations: . Even taking the most favourable 
view of the elections which, ;are yet to take :pl~ce, I' cannot 

· make out that Gladstone's 'majority will be less, and, probably 
more, than a hundred. I am happy to think however.that·my 
county ~t least ·has done .its duty. I told you I hoped to 

. secure 18 out of the 32 seats 2-we have done that already, 
if, as I have every reason to believe, we have carried both 
seats in the North-East. There are four seats remaining, 
out of:whic_h I have' every hope;of carrying three, including 
this division, in which we sh!l,ll defeat Gladstone by not less 
thana thousand. We have-lost Wiga~ bysheer mismanage-
'ment,·and Warrington temporarily by rascality; the Mayor's 
poll clerk; who has absconded; having omitted 50 or 60 of 
Greenall's supporters, whose votes appear on the books of 
both parties. . . . 

In the midst of our disasters, let me congratulate you, 
. which I do very sincerely, on your speech at your nomination. 
It was perfectly suited to the occasion, calm,. temperate, ana 
dignified,_ and .a striking cotJ,trast to ·the balderdash and 
braggadocio ·in which Gladstone has been indulging on his 
stumping tour~and which,: I am J:lappy to say, has done him 
more harm than good. The fate of the Government however 
is, I appreht:md, decided. · 

Househ9ld suffragE.l, on its first experiment; produced 
results which were very ·unfavourable ·to its authors. 
'l'he working men· accepted the Liberal contention as to 
~~~real giver of their fraiichi~e; and were seduce~ by the 
eaptivating cries of religious . equality and justic'e to 
Treland. . Accordingly, the boroughs, save_ in Lancashire, 

IAylesbtiry, No·v. 19,-1868.- ·- · · · • _·· •'. _ 
2 The final result for .Lancashire showed 19 Conservatives to 13 Liberals, 

'· 
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declared with considerable unanimity against the Govern• 
ment; but the reduction of the occupation franchise in the 
counties operated favourably to the Conservatives, and 
enabled them to appear in Parliament as a considerable 
and coherent, if a reduced, minority. Unsatisfactory as 
was the general result, which, roughly speaking, doubled 
the majo:dty of sixty which the Liberals had held in the 
last Parliament, there were several individual returns 
which were calculated, in some measure, to console. the 
losers. Gladstone, in spi~e of a campaign of copious 
oratory, was rejected by the Lancastrian constituency 
which had come to his rescue after his defeat at 
Oxford; and he would sit in the new Parliament as· 
the junior member for the metropolitan borough of 
Greenwich. Lancashire further gratified the Tory party 
and the house of ·Stanley by returning Frederick 
Stanley in the place of Lord. Hartington; and in two 
important metropolitan constituencies victories were 
won for the party by two men who· were to be ·arnong 
the ablest of Disraeli's younger colleagues in 'his last 
'Administration-William Henry Sinith ousted John 
Stuart Mill from West minster, and ~ord George Hamilton, 

-then a young guardsman, came in at the top of the poll 
'for Middlesex. I£ there was considerable slaughter among 
Tory lawyers, the failure of Roebuck, Milner-Gibson, 
H. Austin Bruce, Bernal ·Osborne, and Horsman~to 
name the more conspicu9us of the Liberal .notabilities 
who fell-must have brought some balin to Disraeli's 
spirit. By the operation of the minority clause a Con• 
servative was returned also. with three Liberals for the 
City of London, and . Disraeli's Liberal friend,. Baron 
Lionel de Rothschild, whom he had done· so much to 
seat in the House, was rejected. 

The country had registered a decisive verdict against 
Mmisters. What ought they to do ~ According to the 
old precedeuts, they ought to meet Parliament as if 
nothing had happened, and wait to be defeated either 
on the election of Speaker or on an amendment to the 
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Address.· This .was ·the course pursued by Melbourne's 
Government in 1841; but Disraeli had condemned it 
theri as a policy resting on oonstitutional fictions and not 
on facts, ·and so causing harmful and unneees.sary delay.1 

Ministers, now as then, had been defeated in Parliament, 
had thereupon appealed from Parli~tmtmt to the country, 
and had had at the polls·. their defeat confirmed and 
emphasised. It. was advisable, he thought, to acknow• 
ledge the fact and resign at once.' As was his frequent 
custom in this Government, he first talked the matter 
over with Stanley, who had. independently come. to 
the same conclusion. Disraeli's . two other most impor
tant colleagues, Hardy and Cairns,-agreed; and the Queen 
threw the weight of her influence into the scale. Apart 
from her invariable preference for realities and readiness 
to ·accept political facts even if· unpalatable to her, Her. 
Majesty. was naturally anxious to have the political 
changes completed, so far as possible, before the recurrence 
of the sad anniversary of her lostron December 14. 

While the concurrence o{ the Queen and of'Disraeli's 
principal colleagues made it probable that the assent of the 
Cabinet would. be secured for immediate . resignation; it 
was certain that the country· would -be surprised, and it 
was·possible th'at the party might be offended. Accord" · 
ingly, it was necessary, as Disraeli wrote to Derby, to 
accompany resignation ' by smile simultaneous act 
which should reassure and s~tisfy the party '; ' some 
proceeding,' as He wrote to Hardy,' which leaves no doubt 
in the minds of our friends, in Parliament ·and the country; 
-of our determination to stand by our policy of [ ~ on] dis
establishment.' As Parliament was not sitting, this was 
difficult.- ·At first Disraelithought of effecting his purpose 
by an open letter to Derby; but finally decided to send 
a. circular to all Conservative peers ahd members· of 
Parliament. - The Cabinet accepted . the advice of the 
Psime Minister, backed by.his m_ost influential colleagues, 
iil spite of a strong letter from Derby in the contrary sense, 

i See Vol. r.; p: 5i4 •. 

'' 
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written to Stanley, and read, at the writer's request, 
both to Disraeli and apparently also to the Cabinet: 
' It does not alter my opinion,' Disraeli told Stanley. 
'However, the Cabinet will consider and decide. If you 
think it expedient to read it, postpone its reading till 
we have ascertained the unbiassed sentiments of our 
colleagues.' 

ToQueen Victori~. ·. 

10, DowNING STREET, Nov. 28, 1868.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty. ' · · 

The Cabinet is over, and has arrived at the condusiou he 
wished; though after much criticism, al).d great apprehension, 
that the Conservative party, not only ill Parliament, may be 
offended-and alienated. 

Assisted by Lord Stanley; and by the ·Lord ·Chancellor, 
Mr. Disraeli successfully combated these fears, and adopted 
several suggestions, which were made,· sensible and ingenious, 
which are calculated to prevent their occurrence, .•. 

' From' General the H.on. Charles Grey . 

. WINDSOR CASTLE, Nov. SO, 1868,-'-Th~ Queen commands 
me· to return Lord Derby's letter. H.M. is still of opinion 
that you have taken the course which was nwst honourable 
and straightforward as regards the character of the Govt., · 
and certainly best for the public interest. · 

To Lord J)erby. 

10, DowNING STREET, Dec. 2, 1868.-The Cabinet 'were 
upanimous on the s~;tbject ·of resignation, not so m~ch from 
any sentimental feeling of personal honor, which would· not 
be'ar discussion, but from a conviction that the course· was 
more advantageous to the party. 

I enclose you a copy of the circular, which I propose to 
forward to every membet: of the party in both Houses, and 
which will, o~ c~urse, appear in all the newspapers. 

I tendered my resignation yesterday. · 

In the circular Ministers explained that they had not 
modifiea their opinion that Gladstone's policy of Irish 
disestablishment and· P,isendowment was ' wrong in · 
prinCiple, probably impracticable in application, and if 

· pr~cticable would be disastrous in its e.ffects. '. But they 
' . 
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justified their immediate resignation 'in the following 
terms: 

Although the General Election has eliCited in the decision, 
of numerous and vast constituencies an expression of feeling 
which in a remarkable degree has justified their anticipations · 
and which in deallng with the question in controversy no 
wise states:imin would disregard, it is now clear that the present 
Administration cannot expect to comman(i the confidence of 

· the newly elected House of Commons. - Under these circuni- · 
stances Her Majesty'sl\'Iinisters have felt it due to their own 
honour and to the policy they support not· to retain. office 
unnecessarily for a single day. They hold it to be more 
consistent with the attitude they have assumed and with the. 
convenience of public business at.this s~ason, as well as more 
con~ucive to the just influence of the C()nservative party, 
.at once to tender the resignation of their offices tb Her Majesty · 
rather than wait fqr the assembling of a Parliam~nt in which 
in the present aspect of affairs they are sensible they must be 
in a minority. · · · 

The precedent thus. wisely set has been followe~ on 
every subsequent occasion when tlle circumstances have 
been at · all similar; by Gladstone after the General 
Elections of 1874 and. 18S6, :by Beaconsfield himself after 
.that of 1880, and by)\fr.-Ramsay·M:acDona~d after thi,t 
of 1924. In 1885 and in 1892. Salisbury, and in 1923 
Mr. Baldwin, took a different course on the reasonable 
ground that, though there was apparently a majority 
against Ministers, it<was not a homogeneous majority 
and might fairly be ~tested in Parliament; but on none 
of these occasions did . the- ·Government survive the 
Address. For the moment. in 1868. there. -was. some 
,doubt as -to the constitutionaiity- of the proceeding; but 
the press "and the party were' in general favourable.1 

Disraeli was able to report to Grey, for the ·Queen's 
information, ·on December 4: ' Montagu Corry tells 
me that he went into the Carlton Club yester¢lay, .which 
was crammed and cr~wded, . as it always is during a 

. Min~sterial crjsis, and that ther.e. was only one, and even 
enthusiastic, .opir+ion_ as to the .propriety o~ the course 
· 1 Even Derby chang~j his !llind; .and ; on fur~he~ consideration of all 
the circum3tances,' told Dlsraeli he- was satisfied that the decision of the 
Government was right. · 
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which I had taken. This is a great relie£ to me; even the 
malignant Times, on second thoughts, finds it wise to 
approve.' Public opinion, on the whole, endorsed Grey's 
verdict in a _letter to the Queen: ' Nothing more proper . 

· or manly than [Disraeli's] way of taking defeat.' Many/ 
Liberal journals paid a similar tribute; 'Mr. Disraeli's 
conduct,' said the Spectator, 'although astute, is still 
manly and straightforward. He is a gamester in politics, 
but having lost the.rubber he pays the stakes without a 
squabble.' He knew how to lose like a gentleman. 

When Disraeli quitted office he was just completing his 
sixty-fourth year and his wife had re~ched the advanced 
age of seventy-siX. Considering the size and enthusiasm 
of the Liberal majority, it w~s ni:ost improbable that she 
at any rate would live to share office Oiice more with her 
husband. Was it even worth his while to resume the toil 
of apparently hopeless Opposition~ He had reached the 
goal of his ambition, had become what he told Melbourne 
he meant to be, Prime Minister. Might he not reasop.ably 
now retire froni the active fight, accept the honours to 
which his long service had given him· a claim, and settle 
down to enjoy them with his wife in the few years during 
which he might yet keep her with him? The yision 
attracted him; but, even if he could bring himself to 
forgo the joy of battle in the Commons, he must have 
felt the honourable obligation, so long as his health per
mitted, of remaining to rebuild' the' party from the ruin 
into which, according to his busy detractors in the ranks, 
it was his reckless Reform; •policy that had plunged them .. · 
If, however, he remained, he might still secure for his 
wife the honours which she would value the more highly as 
coming through him and on his account. In his audience 
of the Queen after the elections he broached the suggestion 
that Mrs. Disraeli might be created a peeress in her own 
right; and was encouraged to submit his exact proposal 
in writing to Her Majesty. It will be noticed that, in his 
memorandum, Disraeli treats the party which was about 
to go into opposition as ~n . no . mere conventional 
language but in a very re·al sense~ Her Majesty's Oppo-
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sition,' to be directed not only with a ·view .to the pi'o
metion of its own principles but. with constant regard 
to the Queen's comfort, welfare; and advantage. · . 

To Queen ,Victoria. 

Nov. 23, 1868.-Mr. Disraeli with -his humble duty to your 
Majesty. Pm'suant to your Majesty's gracious intimation he 
will endeavour to succinctly state what passed in audience' 
with reference to the cohdition of the Conservative party 
after the General Election and his personal relations to it. . . 

It was to be considered, 1st, whether it was for your Majesty~s 
conifort and advantage_ to. keep the party together~and, . 
2ndly, whether if kept together :it was expedient that Mr. 
Disraeli should continue to attempt the task' or -leave the 
effort to younger hands. It seemed desirable that the party 
should be kept together because; although not numerically 
stronger, its moral- influence appeared to be increase<;l from 
the remarkably popular elements of which the 'Conserva,tive ' 
party" was now formed under the influence of the new Ref orin 
Act. Viewing England only, the Conservative party in •the 
House of Commons will represent the majority of the popula-

r tion of that country. · . · . .· 
This is a strange and· most unforeseen result.·· It did not 

appear after great deliberation that a:p.y'person could guide 
this party for your Majesty's comfort and-welfare with the 
same advantage .as Mr .. Disraeli, asino one could be so inti
mately acquainted with your Majestis wisl;les ahd objects 
as himself. . . . . . . . · .. 

It had been the original intention of 1\ir. Disraeli on: the 
. termination of this Ministry to.have closed his political career 
and to have humbly solicited .your l\1ajesty to .,have be
stowed upon him some mark of your Majesty's favor, not 
altogether. unusual under. the circumstances.. . 

When the Leader or Speaker of the House· of Commons 
has been elevated by the Sover~ign to· the peerage, the rank 
accorded to· him hitherto has been.that of Viscount. And on 
this ground, that otherwise his inferiors in political position, 
who had been elevated often by his adyice while he held either 
oflthese great posts, would take precedence oj hi111 who had been 
the chief in the Commons or who· had presided over and 
controlled the debates! This was.felt so strongly by Lord 
Russell, that when Sir c: Wood was 'elevated, who tho' an 
eminent ·was still a subordinate Minister, Lord Russell coun
selled your Majesty to make lll,ma Viscount,1 otherwise in the 
House of Lords he would have been' in an' inferior position 

1 Halifax. 
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·to Sir B. Hall,l Mr. V. Smith,2 and others who in the House of 
Cor~mons were immeasurably his inferiors both in political 
rank and public reputation. . 

Mr: Disraeli might say that, at his yme of life and with the 
present prospects, it is a dreary car~er again to lead and form 
ap Oppqsition party: but he does n()t say so, because in trutlJ., 
if i.n that post he could really serve your Majesty and your 
Majesty ;really felt that, it would be a sufficient object and 
excitement in public life, and he should be quite content even 
if he were never Minister again. .· 

But next to your Majestythere is o.ne to whom heowes 
everything, and who has looked forward to this period of their 
long united lives as one of comparative repose and of recog~ 
nised honor. Might Mr. Disraelitherefore, after· 31 years of 
Parliamentary toil, and after having served your Majesty 
on more than one occasion, if not with prolonged success at 
least with unfaltering devotion; humbly solicit your Majesty 
to grant those honors to his wife which perhaps under ordinary 
circumstances your Majesty would have deigned to bestow 
on him? 

It would be an entire reward to him, and would give spirit 
and cheerfulness to the remainder of· his public life, when 
he should be quite content to be your Majesty's servant if 
not your Majesty's Minister. He would humbly observe that 
no precedents are necessary for such a course, but there are ,. 
several. 

When his friends on the formation of a new Govt. wished 
that the elder Pitt, who only filled a subordinate office, should 
not leave the House of Commons, his wife was created a peeress 
in her own right as Baroness Chatham. . When in very modern 
~times-indeed in your Majesty's own reign-Lord Melbourne 
wished to induce Sir John Campbell to remain in the House of 
Commons, and only as Attorney-General, his wife was created 
Baroness Stratheden. · 

Mr. Di~raeli is ashamed to trouble your Majesty on such 
personal matters, but he has confidence in your Majesty's 
gracious indulgence and in some condescending . sympathy 
on yo:qr Majesty's: part with the feelings which prompt this 
letter. 

Mrs. Disraeli has a fo~t:une of h~r own adequate to any posi~ 
tion in which your Majesty"might deign to place her. Might 
her husband then hope that your Majesty would be graciously 
pleased to create her Viscountess Beaconsfield, a town with 
which Mr. Disraeli has been long connected and which is the 
nearest town to his estate in Bucks which is not yet ennobled ? 

1 Created Lord J.la.nover. 2 Created Lord Lyveden.' 
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From Qu_een Victoria. '"' . 

. . WI~DSOR CASTLE, Nov. 24, -1868.-Th~ Queen ha$ received 
Mr. Disraelj's letter, and.has :rpuchpleasure in complying with 
his request that she ~hould c~nfer a .Peerage on Mrs. Disr~eli, 
as a mark of her sense of. hiS serviCes. The Queen thmks. 
that Mr. Disraeli, with whom she will pa:rt with much regret, 
can render her· most useful service even. whC:n npt in offioe; 
and she would have been very. sorry if he had insisted on ··re-

. tiring from public life. · .. . · 
The Q.uecn can indeed trUly sympathise with his devotion 

to Mrs. Disraeli, who in her tlirn is so deeply attached to him, 
and she hopes they may yet enjoy l'riany yeitrs'of happiness 
together. . · : · ' 

The Queen will· gladly. confer· the title of. Viscountess 
Beaconsfield on Mrs. Disraeli. · · 

The Queen cannot conclude without expressing her deep· 
·sense of Mr. Disraeli's great kindness ·and .ccmsideration 
towards·her, riot only in-what· concerned her- personally; but 
in listenip.g to her wishes-which were however always promp
ted by the sole desire to promote the good_of her country. 

, L ··-~: , ·• ~ 

To Q~een V ictoricl. , -~ . 
. / ~ . -~ .... 

Nov. 25, 1868.-Mr. Disraeli at your Majesty's feet offers to 
. your Majesty his deep gratitude foJ;' your Majesty's inestimable 
. favor and for the terms~o gracious and so graceful-in 
which your Majesty has. deigned to speak of his efforts whim. 
working under a Sovereign whom it is really a delight to serve. 

. . t • - . ~ 

Though there was SOJl!~. ill-Diaimered coili:riJ.ent in . a .. 
portion. of the Radical press, public opinion in general 
accepted Mrs; Disraeli's peerage as a graceful and appro
priate recognition of her husband's eminence and her .own 
devotion. Derby wrote: 'Pray let_. me. be amqng the 
first to congratulate "Lady Beaconsfield". on·:Jier new 
honour. She will, I 'a-m sure, receive it as a graceful 

, acK:ncnyledgment, ori the· part of the Crown, of yourpubY,c 
services, tinaccompani~d by the drawback of removing 
you. from .the House in which (pace Sir R.. Knightley) 
your presence is inSJ.ispensable.' And Gladstone concluded. 
a formaf letter 'to Disraeli ·about the Speakership with a 
plea,sanireference:·• I also beg of you to present my best 
compliments on her C'oming patent to (l suppose'I niust ..• . . .... 

. " 
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still say, and never can uoo the name for the last time 
without regret) Mrs. Disraeli.; · By a. happy thought, 
or a happy chance, the Secretary of State, who signed 

. . ' . the warrant for the issue 'of the patent of the new peeress, 
was an old friend, Stanley~ . -

To Lord Stanley.,;,: 

10, DowNING STREET, Nov. 27;'68.-She was very much 
pleased with yo_ur note; and still more, that you were destined 
to be the Secretary of State, who performed the function. 
- There seemed a dramatic unity and completeness in the 

incident; bringing her memory back to old days, wanderings 
over Buckinghamshire commons, when, instead of a great 
statesman, you were only a young Under-Secy, _ 

... 

n. 15 



• CHAPTER· III. .. 

RESERVE IN OPPOSITION. 

1868~1871. 

The conqentration of the Liberal party, which had been 
a marlied feature of the elections, was reflected in the 
composition of the new Government. Gladstone. was abie 
to combine in :~?:is Cabinet both Whigs and Radicals, 

{' Reformers and anti-Reformers, Clarendon and Goschen, 
Bright and Lowe. Clarendon went to the Foreign Office 
as of right; Lowe was very infelicitously placed at 
the Exchequer; Q-ranville was of course restored to 
that leadership of· the Lords which he had held with 
general ·acceptance under Palmerston. :No sooner was 
the Ministry. constituted than the Prime Minister set 
himself to· work out in detail and reduce to legislative 
form ·his Irish Church policy;rwith such success that h~ 
was in a position tointroduce his measure within a fort
night of the· reassembling of Parliament in February. 

· Meanw~e 'Disr~eli's attention, almost immediately 
after .his r~tirement from office, was claimed by a family· 
loss .. His youngest- broth~r James; whose health had 
been· failing f()r ·some time, died very suddenly. He had 
been for ·ten years a Commissioner of Excise. Disraeli 
described · him to Corry as ' a man of vigorous and 
original mind and grea~ t~ste,' and mentioned that he 
had left ' a collection of French pictures of Louis Quinze 
period, a:r~d bricbracquerie, very remarkable; and of 
drawings by modern artists of the highest class:' Disra~li· 
inherited a substantial sum, about £5,000, from his 
brother; but he 'did not enjoythe duties of executor. 

' «2 
--t 
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To Lord Beauchamp. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 24, '68.-I was most distressed at 
missing to write to you by yesterday's post: but the death 
was so sudden, everything so unprepared, everybody away, 
I finding myself executor without having had the slightest 
hint of such an office devolving on me, and having to give 
orders about everything, and things which .I least understand, 
and most dislike-that I was really half distracted, and lost 
the post. · ·· 

Amid sorrow, and such sorrow, one ought not to dwell upon 
personal disappointments, but it is a great one to Lady Bea~ 
consfield and myself, not to pass our Xmas with .friends we 
so dearly love, as Lady Beauchamp and her lord. 

To Lord Stanley . 

. GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. ll, 1869.-Your letter was very 
welcome, and very interesting, as your letters generally are. 
Events affect the course of time so sensibly, that it came to 
me like a communication from some one I had known in 
another life, perhaps another planet. It seemed such long 
ages, since we used to see each othe~ every day, and communi-
cate almost every hour. · . 

Here I have remained; and probably shall until the end 
of the month, when we shall re-enter life by going to Burghley. · 
I have seen no one, and been nowhere, not even to a club: 
I have in fact realised perfect solitude: but I have found 
enough to do, and regular hours are the secret of health. . .. 

The General Election of 1868 sent Disraeli b,:wk once 
more to that seat fEJ.<)ing the box on the Speaker's left, in 
which he had already spent so much of his Parliamentary 
life. He had no doubt as to what must be the immediate 
course of the Opposition. Just before the session was 
resumed, he wrote to Stanley, declining an invitation to a 
public dinner in Lancashire, and giving as his reason, ' I 
think on our part there _should be, at the present, the ut
most reserve and quietness.' Even when, in opposition 
to Palmm;ston, he commanded a formidable minority not 
much short, in voting strength, of the forces of the Govern
ment, he often practised tactics of the kind. Now that 
he was facing a Minister who had behind him a large and 
enthusiastic majority such as Parliament had not seen 
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since the'fall.of Peel,·reserve was all th~ more imperaiive . 
. Kicking against_ the pricks w.as neither dignified nor useful. 
Plenty of rope;.to va,ry .the_ :p1etap!lor, was what a wise 
Opposition would extend toaPre'm.ler·o£ boundl~ss eager-
ness and activity; · '' · _, , 
· Accordingly . the. resistance ·which · Disraeli 'offered to 
Gladstone's Irish Church Bill; th_ough strenuous; was not. 
prolonged~ Nor was hi~ speech on tlie,sooon·d re~tding a 
very succe::;~sful effort. Sa1isbury in rt;Jtrospect-described 
it as much below the orator's usual level; Hardy at the 
time 'characterised it as ' sparkling and_ brilliant, but far 
from earnest.'.· Perh~ps·the most interesting passage in 
it was one 'protesting against the confiscation by the 
State of corp~rate property, .and. especially of Church . 
property, wP,ich was'' to a cer~ain degree an intellectual 
tenure; in a' greater _degree a moral and spirttual tenure. 
It is the fluctuating patrimony of the great body of the 
people.' The constant sense ofthe anomalous p'osition 
of the Irish Chur~h rather paralysed, Disraeli's efforts in' 
i1;s.defence; and in this, second reading debate the Opposi-

. tion speaker who roused the enthusiasm which can only 
be· produced by 'conviction' as well .as eloquence wa8 
Gathorne Hardy. , _ · · .. 

But no conviction and-no eloquence. were of ariy a vail 
againl3t a-majority returntxl by the newly•cniated -con
stituency to deal with this very· question, and against a 
Minister who conceived himself to be entrusted with 
a· nl:ission to pacify Ireland. Tlie second reading was 
carried by · 118. _·Though Disraeli told Archbishop Tait 
that it was 'a mechanical majority,' which-~ created no 
imthusia~m,' and gavethe Archbishop tbe impression' that 
he. hoped to be _able ~~)~set -the Li_beral party by the ears, 
he realised-that it<was'impossible to· resist the Bill with 

effect in the Commons:'. He-discouraged blind opposition 
to every clausein:Colnini.ttoo;.urged his .folldwers to con

.. centrate on a few vital amendments; and made no· attempt 
at delay.' ·The Bill,. ther!=lfore, in·spite -of its complexity,· 
pasBed easily through· its various stages with the support 
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of an undiminished majority, and .on the last day of 
May was read a third time by 114. Disraeli's speech on 
that occasion, though Hardy was again diss;:ttisfied and 
called it ' wretched,' contains atleast one passage which 
was highly prophetic. All who remember what the state 
of Irel~nd was at the moment of the outbreak of the 
Great War in August, 1914, will realise that Djsraeli 
had grasped the essentials of the Irish position,· which 
Gladstone and his followers glozed over with optimistic 
sentimentalism. ' It is very possible,' he said, . ' that 
after a period of great disquietude; doubt,"and passion, 
events may occur which may complete that- severance 
of the Union [between England and Ireland] which to~ 
night we are commencing.' · 

What I fear in the policy of the right hon. gentleman [Gla-d
stone] is that its tendency is to civil war. _I am riot-surprised 
t4at hon. gentlemen shouldJor a moment oo startled by such 
an expression~ . Let them think. a little. Is it natural arid 
probable that the Papal power in Ireland will attempt .to 
attain· ascendancy and predominance ?. I say it is natural; 
and, what is more, it ought to do it. Is it natural that the 
Protestants of Ireland should submit without a struggle 
to such a state of things? You know they will not; that is 
settled. Is England to interfere ? Are we-again to conquer 
Ireland ? Are we to have a repetition of the direful history 
which on both sides now we wish to forget? ·Is there to be 
another Battle of the Boyne; another Siege of Derry; another 
Treaty of Limerick ? These things are not -only possible, 
but probable. You are commencing a policy which will 
inevitably lead to such results. 

Disraeli looked to the Lords to secure better. terms- for 
the Irish Church than Gladstone and the Commons were 
disposed to accord. Directly the second reading was 
carried he had written to the Arc~bishop urging him to 
call a meeting at Lambeth of leading peers of various 
shades of opinion, in order that the Upper House, what
ever it might ultimately decide .to do, should not act on 
party lines or under par~y leaders. 'Every day,' he 
added, ' will make us comprehend more clearly what is
the real feeling of England. It is on a just appreciation 
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of that that the right decision will depend.' The Arch
bishop, who had already at the .Queen's instance accepted· 
a mediatory position, was oruy too glad 'to do. what he 
was asked. , 'I saw the Archbishop of Canterbury to-day,' 
wrote Disraeli t.o Cairns on April 10,· 'a long interview. 
He is in favour of reading the Bill. a second-time, I think, 
tho' he does not wish to decide on that prematurely; and 
he· accedes to. my suggestion of summoning a preliminary 
meeting of peers at Lambeth to consult.' There is reason 
to believe that Disraeli agreed with the Archbishop's 
tactics; But he was in a difficult position, as his authority 
with the Conservative peers was very far short of what it 
ultimately became, and Derby, to whom they looked, 
absolutely refused to attend the Lambeth meeting, on 
the ground' that ' no consideration on earth' would 
induce him.to enter into any compromise on a measure 
of the kind. The meeting was accordingly a failur.e, 
Cairns, the leader in the Lords, showirtg, in vielvof Derby's 
attitude, great reserve, though Salisbury and one or" two 
others agreed. wit~ th(3 Archbishop. The. Conservative · 
peers met at the Duke of Marlborough's house, and 
disregarded. the hesitations of their leaders. It· was 
resolved to oppose the second reading, in spite of the 

. certainty that the rejection. of the Bill, immediately after 
a decisive General Election, would provoke a constitu-

. tional crisis of the first magnitude. Happily soine of the 
leaders, acting we may ·well believe with Disraeli's 
symp~thy, were able, in conjunction with the Arch
bishop, to effect by influence·: behind the soen()S what 
they had failed to ·carry at the party meetirtg; so the 
Bill, owing to many abstentions and thirty-six' Tory 
votes in its.favour, was carried on second reading by the 
respectable majority :of,thirty,three. 

There followed a series ofsoinewhatdrastic amendments 
m~king ~mpler pecuniary provision than the Bill allowed 
{or the Church about to be ·clisestablished, aJ!d inserting 
the principle of concurrent endowment by applying some 
of ~he. surplus to the needs of Roman· Catholic priest_s 
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and Presbyterian ministers instead · of . converting it 
altogether to secular use. Concurrent endowment still, 
as in the previous year, divided the friends of the Church; 
for Disraeli and the majority of his colleagues were in 
favour, and Cairns and some others strongly against. It is 
unnecessary here to describe the game of battledore and 
shuttlecock which was played over these amendments 
during June and July between Lords arid Commons, 
Ministers and ex-Ministers, as the whole story has been 
set out in full in the Life of Archbishop Tait, ch. 19, 
and Lord Morley's Gladstone, Book VI., ch. l, and 
Disraeli was hardly a protagonist. That an arrangement, 
by which the Church obtained a considerable;slice of what 
her friends thought to be her right, was finally arrived 
at was due mainly to the tireless efforts of the Queen 
and the Archbishop, maintained in spite of Gladstone's 
unconciliatory attitude, and to the willingness· of Cairns· 
to assume at the last moment, without possibility of due 
consultation, an onerous responsibility. Disraeli's letters 
to Cairns show that it was the question of concurrent 
endowment which gave him most trouble. 

To Lord Cairns. 

·.Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, June 27, 1869.-... What 
I hear of the state of your House and of the Cabinet' alarms 
me; both conditions seem to.me rather anarchicaL 

Your followers want a me·eting, that they should be advised, 
according to custom, as to what amendments they should 
support. But this . I apprehend, might be embarrassing to 
you, from your hesitation as to your course respecting the 
appropriation of the surplus.· The · Government's truly 
idiotic scheme on that head will not hold water. It is univer~ 
sally condemned, while the general principle o£ some con
current endowment seems to gain ground, in both Houses, 
daily .. It is thought that many would support a liberal treat
ment .of our own Church, if something were simultaneo'usly 
done for presbyter and priest. · . . , . 

There can be little doubt I conceive, abstractedly, of the 
wisdom of such an arrangement.' But what alarms me is 
the possibility of your being put in the situation of supporting 
the Government with a friwtion of your followers, and that 
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not the mostinfluential, and dividing against the bulk of your 
friends. This would be serious. _ . . . · . ; 
·.July"- i2.~What I originaVy apprehended occur~ed.las_t 
night, and it will be .nQw nec~ssary to arrange our- _course 
with respect to ' concurrent' endowment ' dn the House- oi 
Commons. • With ~ll our late colleagues there favorable ·to 
it, except perhaps Hardy, this will-not be a very easy business, 
look~g ,to future consequences a:s well as present results ... , 

Concurrent endowment was event~ally abandoned. 
Disraeli J sent -his wife early·c ''intelligence of Cairns's 

.. ~ . 
arrang~ment : 

·- -- ' To -L~dy • INa~o~sfteld. • ;_- ' -
July 22; '69.~The'I~i~h Chh~bh Bill'1s.settied, Cairns 

has made a'· compromise with· Lord Granville; which saves
the honor~' of the Lords; and wiU satisfy -all moderate ·:in en _ 
I don't think the.more-decided spirits oneither side 'Yilllike 
it a.s much. _ . _ ~, ___ - . __ . _ _ _ -- _ 

I am obliged tohold my ~ongue even-to my ccilleagues,as 
Cairns is to anri()unce the terms~.- They may be known so'cin 
after this reaches you; but it will be prudent p.ot to sep_d the 
news-to anyone;-' - ·- - .c.· • · 

_ ·: • : :·. -· ' .• . j I -. ,. . . -~ ·: ' f ·. ·., ·1 .... ~ .. --- > .... ~-- · - -' . · 

· Perhaps the -Ar:chb~shop~~. coll1men~ ~J;J.- his,.di~ry be,st 
sums VP the netresult: - . ' - - · ·' - . - -

• - - "'J·- ... 4 • - • 

we have made the best terms we could, and, thanks:tothe 
Queen, a collision between the•two~Houses has be~n averted; 
but a_ great occasion has. b~en pootly.used; and tlie-~risl?- Church 
has been greatly injured, without any benefit to the Roman 

. Catholics.. . - ;. - · · 

· -.T:h~_inost ktrenuous oppo~imt ~t'the Ji:i~h phur~h)3iJI. 
in"-the Lor.ds .was the old Tory -leader, Derby; it was he 
whO.'lJ!-aae~ the- most stirririg,speMh • in the deba~~ 01). tlie 
second- reading;: and, ,Yhen i'tne~'c_~!flpropiis~ over' thE) 

- . ,. . - ~ - -~. . ,_ . : . ' ~ ~· - . . - . - ' - ..,. ' 'ft .· ,.•' ' ' . . - . . - . 
Lords'_ amendments was ariiiouncea,,.,:p_e:·w-aa .SO angry, 
1\falme~bury t~lls tis, that h~)~f~ th~ B;!;{is~> . · It _w-a$,the 
final scene of his politic_allife, _an~ his naturaJ Jife hl.sted 
on1y,threemonths longer. -B_ut; though his strengtp_ was 
failing, he was for s~me -w.eeks:.withqut actual illne~s.- and 

' . <J • "- I ..- . . ~.: • l;) "'. '"\I • ~ • - -• • - ~ 

--, 1 Mr .. Alfred 9cathorne Hardy, iri Cra-nbrook;"Vol. 1:, p. 27l;:records ':oh 
.Lord, Cairns's.: authority' .that Lord Derby/ though: at. first, sta~tle!l· and 
ann<fyed; ultimately expressed satisfiwt~oh,.wlth what was done; . -
'\.«;. ; - . -_ •. , • •'' . ' " • • .l: .·.- ·-·. : ~~~-:;. ;? _; - . . . --

-, 
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Disraeli's last letter to his old ' chief ' was apparently 
written without any premonition of the approaching end. 

To Lord Derby. 
HuaHENDEN MANoR;- Sep. 15, 1869; 

MY DEAR CHIEF,-! was delighted at hearing fron;1 Knows" 
ley, which recalled· old times: not that I mean to say I was 
insensible to the charms of your red venison, which I par-
ticularly appreciate. · 

We have been here three weeks, and have literally not seen 
a human being, beyond the dwellers on the soiL After the 

. session we visited for a few days some of our friends, and among 
.other places we found ol:lrselves at Alton Towers. It pleased 
me very much. Though in Staffordshire, it is on the Derby
shire border, and combines the character of both counties: 
the scenery is romantic and rich. As for the house, it is the 
only thing I have ever seen that gave me an idea of the castle 
of Barbe Bleu in Madame D' Aulnois's wondrous tale. . It is 
so various and fantastic. -~ · · ·• 

We a~e now literally stepping into the carriage to pay a 
visit of a couple of days to Bulstrode., ·The late" Duke of 
Somerset bought the par}r from. the Minister Portland, who 
pulled down the mansion where lived Judge Jeffreys, and 
began building a castle, but, being turned out of office, he 
fancied he was ruined, and sold the place. The present Duke 
of Somerset has built a fair and convenient dwelling, in the 
Tudor style, in the park, which is undulating and well
timbered: but I dare say you may remember it when YQU were 
at Eton. · 

Pray make our kindest remembrances· to Lady Derby. 
I shall take the liberty of writing to you sometimes, if I have 
anything to say, and you; perhaps, will not entirely forget 
Your devoted D. · · ' 

' . . ·-. . .. · . ; 

Early in October the last Ulness began, _and on the 
. 23rd the end came. To Disraeli Derby's death. was the 

severance of the most momentous · political.e6nnection 
of his life, a connection which had s:urvived Derby's 
resignation and his own suc~ession to the first place. The 
long and intimate association with one of a social position 
_so.much higher, and a political reputation 110 much longer 
and at first so ·much greater, had tended to habituate 
Disraeli to the part of inspirer of. measures and policies 
for which Derby bore the main public responsibility; and 
~ lP · 
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there is. probably some truth ~n FrB:Set's assertion ·that 
Disraeli's_ ' fixed idea ' was '"that he was to be the 
mysterious wirepuller; . the· voici'e behind. the throne; 
unseen, but suspected. That he should rise to be the 
absolute monarch, which he was at last, does not seem to 
·have been anticipated by him:.' So far a~ Fraser's ~iew 
is correct, Derby'sdeath was the emancipation of ]).israeli. 

. To Lord $tanley. 

HUGHENDEN, Oct. 25, '69.-It 'is with reluctance, that I 
intrude on you at this moment, ·overwhelmed, as you must 
be, with sorrows, cares, ·and duties; the memory of the past 
and 'the responsibility of the future. But I cannot refrain 
from expressing toyou the sympathy offriendship. - _ 

As for the great departed, there existed; between him and 
myself, relations wh. have rarely been maintained between 
two human beings;_ twenty years, and mqre, of confidential 
public life, tried by as searching inci~ents as can well test 
men. I jemember at this moment,. not .without solace, that 
there never was any estrangement ' between tis; and that I 

. havf_l to _associate with his memory no other feelings, than 
:those of respect and regard. ' · · 

, How well justified was Disraeli's. claim, in spite of 
occasional misunderstandings, has been shown' through
out this -biography. Lennox wrote to him- from Paris: 
'I fear you will have- felt Lord Derby's death much. 

·.He was, with all his peculiarities, very true to you.' 
Disraeli, too, for his part; was 'very true' toDerby; even 
in _the deterential niaiuier with which he us~d, as his 
secretaries noticed, to clinch disputed matters when in 
office by the phrase; ' Lord Derby wishes it.' He paid a -
worthy tribute to his old chief- when, as Prime Minister, 

· he unveiled iil 1874 the statue of the' Rupert of debate' 
in Parliament Squar~; but he observed on that occasion 
a dignified- reticence as to their personal relations. The 
qualities which· he singled out for euiogy were ' his fiery 
eloquence, his· haughty 'courage,' the rapidity of his 
intellectual- grasp '; ' hisc capacity for labour and his 
mastery of detail; _whic.h never w.ere sufficiently appre
ciated because the world was astonished by the celerity 
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with which he despatched public affairs.' He summed ' 
up Derby's share in the great transactions of the previous 
fifty years in a noteworthy sentence: ' He abolished 

· -slavery, he educated Ireland, and he· reformed Parlia
ment.' 1 It was not for him to say what history records; 
that one of Derby's claims to the interest of posterity_ 
was his intimate aasociatioi:J. with the career of Benjamin· 
Disraeli. 

Derby's death sensibly affected· the evolution of a 
question which, during the first •year and more of opposi
tion, caused Disraeli some trouble--,;-the leadel'S}lip of the 
party ill the House of Lords. Malmesbury, who had 
filled the post during 1868, was indisposed to continue 
after the General Election: In Disraeli's. view, Cairns, 
the ablest man on the Conservative front bench in that 
House, ought to be the successor. -But•so grea~ was the 
impression that Salisbury's character and abilities had 
created that, in' spite of his secession from, and denun
ciation of, his colleagues over the Reform Bill,_ there 
was a movement among the. peers to choose him;· and 
even Cairns sounded him on the subject. Disraeli 
promptly made it clear that he could concur in no such 
arrangement. 

To Lord Cairns. 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 14, -1868.~Taylor 
came to me yesterday, much perplexed and- alarmed about 
a conversation, between Colville and yourself, as to the leading 
in the Lords. I told him I had seen you on· the matter, and 
would ~ee you again, if necessary. ·,He thinks, unless we act 
with some decision, we may injure our position. 
· The Leader in the Lords must be one who shares my entire 

confide~ce, and must act in complete concert with myself. 
I do not know whether Lord Salisbury and myself are even 
on speaking terms. 

You contemplate making a man leader of a party of which 
. he is not even a inember. If we show.- strength in Parliament 
and the country, it· is probable, in due time and course, he 
willjoin us. If we try to force the result, we shall only subject 
ourselves to humiliation. 

1 ' Every word of your admirable speech went to my heart, you under
stood f!lY dearest· husband so well,' wrote the widowed' Lady Derby. -
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' Parliament will· not virfually nieet ; till the' m~~~~. ' ' .. 
~ebruary, a~d.you ought to meet it as ~h~ leader of the pa1 · · .. _. _·· 
m the Lords. . . · ·.·. · · 
.. . .. · ' ·_ .,._ . . . . ; . -... . : ~" ·- .. . . . :. -~ 

Salisbury himself realised•;the impropriety of the 
suggestion; urged Cairns to accept, and promised him 
.cordial and earnest· support; ·Accordingly, Caiins;'though 
'very reluctant owing . to .· his:· semi~ judicial position as 
ex-Chancellor and his recent· creation as a peer, con
sented;· and was electedfunanimously: on'e session, 

· : however_,:_but that: session ah · exceptionally trying 
. one,. owing ·to the controversy over 'the Irish' Church 
Bill-convinced him that· his. objectfohs were·· sound. 
and' should prevail; , and he ·wrote. to' Disraeli on Sep-. 

. tember 27 ;that he had· made up his' mind to resign. 
Not. :only was ·he anxious· to 'deyote considerable 
time -to·_ the judicial busfuess of the,House of .Lords; 

- but he had ·felt in the recent debates-that his authori_ty 
had not been· duly regarded by the par:ty. · 'The 
·more anxious part of the labours of the session has been, 
not the resisting the measures. of . our~ ~opponents, but' 
the endeavouring to avoid the appearance of dis~nion 
among- our .friends. I have little•:capacity ·for either 
bperati<;m, but for the latter I have absolutely no:n'e.' 
The sta~e of Lady Cairns's }_le'alth, he added, had made 

_it necessary for him to pass the entire·winter abroad, so 
that in any case' th~re would be .a temporary interruption 
of his· leadership; -and h(3 considered this _a 'fitti~g opportu'
nity. forhis.permanentiwithdrawal fromit. . . 

·;To Lord'Oairns. · · 

Private; . . HUGIIENDEN MANOR, Sep. 29, Ism):~ The receipt 
of a letter, like yours, ought iml?lediately t-? be ack~owledged; 
.' .A,t preserit, I can only say, that I have reaP, it with conster 
nation: When I recover. from its contents, if I ~ver do, 1 will 
endeavor to: consider. the perplexities of:our ·sad situation < 

l1~nv so much'aggr!Lvated, and ~i~ comrtiunicate wi~h you., .. 

. . Tpere ·W.~.s :t;lq need to eoine to any ded~ion. ih' the early. 
months-of ~p.e~:recess;and-the~death of Derby, by transfer-
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ring Disraeli's friend and political pupil, Stanley,· to the • · 
Lords, seemed to .open out a satisfactory solution. But 
the new head of the . house of Stanley was slow to move 
and to, take risks; and friends and colieagues found it 
impossible to . OQtain any definite promise d,UTing the 
autumn. 

'To Lord Derby. 
GARLTON CLUB, Nov. 20, 1869.-We came up from Strath~ 

fieldsaye yesterday, and l found your kind recollection of 
your old comrade. - . . . · 

Never was a present more opportune; and I dined off a 
Knowsley hare yesterday, and breakfasted: off a Knowsley 
pheasant this morning: both first-rate: 

I am sorry to hear,' that the House of Lords is to meet, 
so far as our friends· are concerned, as acephali. It will, of 
course, at first, produce great scandal; but I have witnessed 
so many ' breakscup' of the party, that 1 have con1e·to view 
them as Talleyrand did his ' revolutions' -'-'-with .sanguine 
indifference. · 

To Lord Cairns; 
Private. HuGIIENDEN MANOR, Dec. 12,- 1869,.,--. . . I 

saw Stanl:ey when in town; and he is co·ming to stay here on 
our return from Blenheim, which I suppose will be about the 
sixteenth or so. · . · .· · . .· · 

Nothing coUld be more cordial or more satisfactory, tlia11 
the expression of his relations towards myself, but I could 
not expect any man to walk into a Ho11se o1 Parliament-for the 
first time, and at once offer to take the conduct of affairs. 
Certainly I could not expect such a COUrse from a man of the 
cautious and usually reserved habit of "the present Lord 
Derby. . , . . : 

The ·arrangement you have decided on,1 tho~ I regret the 
personal inconvenience it may entail, appears to me the 
most' judicious to be pursued; at once prudent and conciliatory. 

I trust that all will develop satisfactorily, and I count on 
your continued counsel and support. • , • 

To Lord Deroy. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 16, 1869.-.... We shall be 

.delighted to receive you next Tuesday, the 21st.· Although 
the shortest day, it is my birthday, wh: will be a sort of hedge, 
and I shall look out, in consequence, for a bottle of the best 
Falernian. 

1 To come over from Mentone for the meeting of Parliament, hold the 
u~ual Peers'. dinner, and then formally resign. . _ : . . 
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!·met Hardy atB[lenheim] and had much gossip about 
the H. of Lords with the Duke, but this. and many other 
things will keep. Excuse afrozen hand. 

The choice -of-a leader in the Lords did not, of course, 
rest with the party chief: who sat in :the Coinnions or even 
with the party as a whole, but with the Cop.servative 
peers themselves; as Di~raeli explain-ed to a correspondent 
who· suggested a joint meeting,of ·the Conse!vatives in 
both Houses to make the election. ~-

. . . . ~' -

To Willia-:n Johnston of Ballykilbeg. 

HuoHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 8, 1869.-Thel~ader of a party 
in a House of Parliament is never nominated: the selection 

, is always the spontaneous act of the party in the House in 
which he sits. It .was so in the case of Lord Cairns, who 
yielded most; unwillingly to the- general wish, Lord Salisbury 
being one of the warmest of his solicitors. - It WitS so in my 
own case. Lord Derby never appointed me to the leadership, · 
but the party chose to follow me arid the rest ensued. _ 

The same jealousy. of interference .with an arrangement in 
which their own feelings and even tastes should pre-eminently 
be c9nsulted would no doubt_ be felt, if the leadership of a 
Housewas_ to be decided by the votes 'oLthosewho did not 
sit in it. · - _ __ _ 
- I make no doubt our fi:iendsin the House of Lords will in 

due season find their becoming chief; but our interposition 
will not aid~the·m, they will be better helped to a decision by 
events_. . . . - · - -

~The claims of Salisbury ~ere· once more advocated-by a, 
section, but there was a general feeling that the man best 
able to . unite_ the party· would be Derby. Would he 
accept 1 Hardy described him in his diary in December as 
' not quite :willing, but showing symptoms of persuada- -
bility.' He was elected unanip1pusly at -the beginning 
of the-sesc;;ion of_ 1870, Salisbury seconding the nomina
tion, which was, proposed by_ the Duke of Richmond._ 
He took a day ;to ~onsider, and :then doolined; as Hardy 
in retrospect wrot<;l; 'He knew himself better than he 

-was known·.' • Thereupon Carnaiv~>n" put' forward the 
impracticable pian that Salisbury should take an in· 
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dependent lea-d· in and for the Lords, without· holding 
any ·confidential communication with the leader in the 
Commons, who happened also to be the ·leader of the 
party. The· plan was not merely impracticable; it 
would also have been not far short of an insult to 
Disraeli; This absurdity was avoided, and finally Rich~ 
mond, who had joined the Cabinet in 1867 when the 
throo seceded, accepted the ' uncoveted position,' 1 being 
proposed by Salisburyand seconded by.Derby. Salisbury 
manifested throughout a disposition to resume friendly 
working relations with· his old . friends~except with 
Disraeli. 

How UIJ.chariged was his attitude to Disraeli had been 
shown in an article which he wrote in the Quarterly Review 
in the autumn of ·1869, on 'The Past and the Future 
of ConserVative Policy.' This renewed attack formed 
the logical sequel of the articles in 1860 and 1867,2 and 
like them condemned severely the tactics of selecting 
the Whigs for hostility and the Radicals. for alliances.· 
In the Reform Act the party had committed a ' great 
Parliamentary suicide.' A lurid picture was drawn of 
the degradation and danger of office :without power, as 
revealed in past history .. Though Disraeli's name was 
never mentioned, it required only the most superficial 
knowledge of politics to understand that' it ·was he who 
was portrayed as the' dishonest ·mail,' the' mere political 
gamester,' to whom office in .a mipority afforded too 
tempting a field; that it was his ' baseness ; and ' per
petual political mendicancy ' that the 'Yriter was chastis~ 
ing;'that he was the parliamentary leader whose conduct 
was described as worthy.of unmitigated contempt. 

To Sir Anthony de Rothschild. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 30, 1869.-A battalion of 
_pheasants, and some hares, arrived here yesterday, without 
any label, but the porter said,· that, tho' it had been lost, 

l See Gathorne Hardy, Vol. I., pp. 294, 295.· 
·a See pp. 19-27, 290, 291. · 
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there was no doubt that the game .was for H~tghenden and 
_that it had come from Aylesbury .. ,~, . , . · . · 

No one. i.n that direc,tio.ri cd. be so mil;gnificent except 
yourself. You not only' send many phea.sants,. but you send 
pheasants worth eating; nothing could be finer than thooe 
wh. preceded the last arri'vals> '' • - •i ". · • . . -

'There is no middle state.in this .bird.- A pheasant is '~ut 
. Crusar, aut nihil.' • , -. · . , , . · . ·-

. To L6rd Derbi/ ' 
..... ,, ' 

GRO-SVENOR GAiE, Feb. l, !870.'-:;Willyou come~nd dine 
at a large House of O~mmon~ ,dinne'r~forty~here on WM,-· 
nesdaythe 16th? '· -- , ' - ' 

And if you will. wh. will please them my.ch, shall I ask 
some swells to meet you, K.G.'s and that sort orthing-or 
would you. prefer being the _sole .s\Vell, like ·a big boy to the 
old E!chool for a day ? I think that would be more characc 
teristic, but-just as you please.t· · · ~· . •' 

The disestablishment of the Irish Church did less than 
nothing for the moment to promote that pacific~tion of 

. Ireland towards which it was .to be the first step; a tem
pest of sedition.and crime· swept in 1869. over the island 
which Abercor:ri and Mayo; the Tory; V:iceroy and ·Chief 
Secretary, had brought :irito comparative order; Glad~ 
stone,,. though he admitted, in . the, language. 'of . the 
Queen's Speech of :1870, that, '-:the recent exten~ion of 
agrarian crime in several parts· of Ireland '.had caused the 
Government ' painful concern,' held it to be all the more 

·imperative 'to proc.eedwith his· second Irish measure, a 
Land Bill; and Disraeli, in· his speech .on, the Address, 
promised a.candid consideration for _Ministerial proposals, 
though he pointed out that the tenure of land in Ireland 
was an . old ;grievance, and could not possibly be the 
immediate cause of the present disorder. That disorder 
he attributed maillly to the extrayagant hopes which the 
p-olicy of the Goverriment and the language of thei_r 
supporters had enc~uraged. - . The Irish _·people reasoned: 
' Is . it· not a natur:;tf consequence, ~h~ t :if you settle the 

1 Derby accepted th~ second alternative; ·but the dinner ha4 to b~ 
abandoned, as Disraeli; when the ti~e came,.was cqnfiJ1ed to his room by 
illne.ss. " · · · ' 

" 
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question of the Irish Church by depriving the bishops and 
rectors of their property, you will settle the questio1i of the 
land- by depriving the landlords ·of their property r 
Disraeli called attention to a recent election for Tipperary 
in wl:).ich the. Government candidate, who had been Law' 
Adviser:at Dublin Castle, pledged himself to an extreme 
policy, and yet was beaten by a convicted Fenian, 
O'Donovan Rossa. ' The people of Ireland had to choose 
between a sham Fenian and a real Fenian, and . it is 
ast-onishing what a preference is always gi-\ren to the 
genuine article.; Then the Q;'overnment, long so tolerant 
of disorder, at last took action. · 

Horrible scenes of violence had been occurring in Ireland, 
but the Government would never move. Landlords were 
shot down like game, respectable farmers were beaten to death 
with sticks by masked i:nen; bailiffs were shot in the back; 
policemen were stabbed; the High Sheriff of aeounty going 
to swear in the grand jury was fired at in his carriage· and 
dangerously wounded; households were blown up, and firearms 
surreptitiously obtained._ All this tirrie the G6vernment 
would not move; but the moment the Government candidate 
was defeated at the hustings-a Govern!nent. candidate 
pledged to confiscation, pledged· to a course of action which 
would destroy all civil government-the moment that oc
curred there was panic in the Castle, there was confusio:p. in 
the Council; the wires of Aldershot, were agitated; troops 
were put in ·motion, sent across from Liverpool to Dublin. 
and concentrated in Waterford, Tipperary, and Cork. . . . I 
remember one of Her Majesty's Ministers [Bright] saying, 
I think last year, •·Anyone can' govern Ireland with-troops 
and artillery.' So it seems; even that. right honourable 
gentleman. 

. . 

The speech appears to have been generally. admired. · 
Malmfflbury WI'ote to Cairns: 'Lady Ti:mkervUle says that 
at the opening of the session Bright had become dizzy, and 
Dizzy had beconie bright.' · 

To Sir Joseph Napier. 

Confidential. GROSVENOR GATE, Feb. 21, 1870.-lt is 
eighteen years since "you and I first conferred together about 
an Irish Land Bill. It was a g:reat thing then.for me to have 
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such an adviser, and it would have_ been a wise thing if our 
friends had adopted the result of our labors. · - · · . 

· Now I 11m· in a very different situation. Not a single Irish 
lawyer inthe H. of Commons, at leaBt on qur benches, except 
_Ball, who is of course in the diocese· of 'Armagh; even Cairns . 
ha.s: departed for Mentone. On the 7th I have. to express 
my views on'theGovernment Bill. What·a situation for_the 
leader of a party; ·as Bright says, 'still~ great party-!' -
· Under these circumstances I write to you, my old con

federate. Can you find time from your ec)lnienical council 
to give me the results of your reflections on.the Government ~ 
scheme, and such materials as may. be opportune and profit-
able to me? . 

I don't even know whether the Ulster right can be enforced 
in a court_of law, and there is nobody here to tell me·!· T 
must therefore summon' Napier to the rescue~' 

Gladstone's Bill_ ~as directed to the se~urity of the 
, Irish tenant; who, contrary to the _usual practice in 

England, had, generally received _his land in a prairie 
condition from the landlord, and ha.d done f!oll the draining, 
reclaiming, fencing, farm-building, and other improve
ment himself. By custom in Ulster ·and. in' some other 

. parts of Ireland, so long as the tenant paid his rent he 
could not be evicted; and on giving up his farm he coUld 
claim compensation- for unexha).lsted 'improvements and 
sell. the goodwill' for. ~hat it would· fetch iii-the; mark~t, 
Where no custoin prevailed,. the landlord was 'at liberty 
to raise the rent in proportion as the tenant improved the 
land, an~ to evict .him at will. without c~mpeni;iation. 
Roughly speaking, Gladstone's. Bill turned the Ulster 
custom into law and extended it· throughout Ireland, 
thus giving the Irish tenant_ an estate in the land h.e 
farmed. ·so far as the measure provided for compensation, 

· and retrospective compensation, to the tenant, Disraeli _ 
was ~eartily in its favo'ur, as this w~s·onemain principle 
of the Bills which Napier prepared urider his. auspices in 
1852; and he therefore ann~unced ori ~he second reasfing 

·that some legislation was necessary and that_ he should 
support the Bill in principle.-. B.iit he had his doubts abou~ 
the wisdom of turriillg custom into ·law. -- - ' 

¥. . . . 
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The m'oment you legalise a custom you 'fi~ its particular 
character; but the value of a custoni is it~ flexibility, and 

• that it adapts itself to all the circumstances of the moment 
and of the locality. All these qualities are lost the- moment 
you crystalli~e a custom into legislation. Customs may not 
be as wise aslaws, but they are always more popular. They 
array upon their side alike the convictions _and the prejudices 
of men. They are spontaneous. They IQ:OW out of Irian's 
necessities and invention; and, as circumstances change and 
alter and die off, the custOm falls into desuetude and we 
get rid of it. But if you make it- into law, circumstances 
alter, bu~ the law remains, and becomes part of that obsolete 
legislation which haunts our statute-book and harasses 
society. 

Disraeli deplored the interference with freedom of 
contract effected by the Bill; but Gladstone asked with 
SOJ:ne. force whether Disraeli would allow the tenant to . 
contract himself out. of its benefits. By far Disraeli's 
shrewdest and · most incisive criticism was that the 
Bill terminated 'at one fell swoop all morar relations· 
between the owner and occupier,' and endeavoured to 
establish a purely commercial relation -~tween theiri. 
Yet, if ever there was a state of society where the relations · 
should be paternal, where forbearance should be shown 
to the tenant who from vicissitudes of seasons is in arrear 
with his rent, it was Ireland, where th~re were farmers 
holding only one . acre. Hitherto small tenants had not 
appealed in vain 'to the distinguished faeili~y and good 
nature of the Irish landlord.' _But why should for
bearance be shown when the· tenant in arrear is a coc 
partner, in getting rid of whom the landlord has a direct 
interest, and when the payment of rent is the· only 
bond 1 Disraeli developed this point in Committee, when 
he reduced the majority of the Government to seventy-six 
on an amendment limiting compensation to unexhausted 
improvements. · The landlord would say to the tenant 
in future, argued Disraeli, ' We must both stand upon our 
rights. This new-fangle9- law, which. has given you a 
contingent remainder to the third of my freehold, has at 
least given me this security, that if you. do not pay me 
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your rent I may get rid of you.' Evictions would natur
allyfollol"'; there would be a new grievance, the payment 
of rent; and .the ,non-p·ayment of rent would become a 
principle _asserted . by the 8ame rural ·logic which had 
produced the crimes and horrors~£ the past year .. There 
would be great complaints of vexatious. and tyrannical 
evictions, and the occupiers would assert th.e!r supposed 
rights by _the most violent means. '.So far from the 
improvement .. of the country .terminati~g all these mis-

·. understandings and heart burnings, -which we seem now 
so anxious on both sides of the House tobring to a close, 
you will. have the same controversies still raging, only 
with increased acerbity, and under circumstances and 
conditions which mustinevitablylead to increased bitterc 

· - ness and increased perils to society.' < · · .. 
It was· a sp~e.ch of extraordinary prescience, predicting 

. with exactness the ·course which the agrarian moyljment 
followed in Ireland during the next ten or fifteen ,years . 

. In painful contrast was Gladstone) optimistic reply, in
sisting that t}.l.e measure was an exceptional one to meet 

· .a temporary need, and expressing the hope that the time 
would come when it 'would be no longer necessary and free
dom of contract would be restored. Though h~ (lnticipated 
the failure of Gladstone's scheme, Disraeli did not realise; 
any more than Gladstone, that the creation by_ the aid of 
the State of a peasant proprietary was, as Bright with 
real vision maintained, and subsequent history lias shown, 
Ehe true remedy for agrarian ·discontent in Ireland.- .To 
placate Bright, Gladstone did indeed frame ·some' inade-

. quate' clauses wlth this object, but he laid no stress on 
th~m; and Disraeli ev:en singled out these"clauses for dis
approval. Rowever, having recognised ·the necessity of 
legislation, Distaeli discouraged.divisions on both.second 
and third readings; and, the Opposition in · the Lords 
following the example of· the Commons,· the experiment 

· · which Gladstone sanguinely advocated' was ·duly tried_:_ 
. and proved so inadequate thatiliten yeats'its author had, 
·.·with unv.bated optimism; to Se~ liis hand OllCe more to the 

same taflk. · · . 

. . 

... 
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" . \ .. 
The other great measure·of the session, the. one ,whooe 

. passagewasperhapsthe foremost distinction_9f Gladstone's 
Ministry, Forster's Education Bill, was act~vely assisted 
by the· Conservative party; under Disraeli's direction. 
He had claimed at Edinburgh, in the autumn of 1867, 
that from his entry into public life he had done his best 
to promote _the cause of popular education. He had 
given it a prominent place in his address when first 
elected for Bucks in 1847; one of theoutstandi:rig features 
of his scheme for administrative reforll?- in 1855 was the 
constitution of education as a separate Ministry with· a 
Secretary of State as its head; the Derby - Disraeli 
Government of 1858 appointed the Newcastle Cpmmission 
on the subje,ct; and, while the last Palmerston Govern
ment had persistently neglected to take any steps in 
consequence· of the Commission's Report, save_ to en-

- for:ce the vecy questionable recommendation of pay
ment by results, Disraeli's first Ministry in 1868 pre
pared and submitted, through _the Duke of Marl
borough, ·to the-. House . of ·Lords, a comprehensive . 
scheme which, .at least in the importance attached to 
the Education Department, was even in advance of 
Forster's measure. But Forster. introduced the principle 
of a local rate which Disraeli's Ministryhad shirked, and 
his scheme, while· increasing the Government grants to 
denominational schools, mainly belonging to the Church of 
Eng~and, already in existence, provided for supplementing 
their deficiencies by the creation of schoolboarj:ls all over 
the country: which should establish and conduct rate
aided schools, so that elementary education· should be 
ultimately provided for every English child. The·. gr~at _ · 
difficulty, then as subsequently, proved to be the religious 
teaching. _ The general sense of the House arid of_ the 
country was that the Bible should be read and that there 
should be religious education -in an· schools, guarded by a 
conscience clause; but the Radicals and the bulk of the 
Dissenters pressed for an- ·entirely. secular system. - This 
the. Govfilrnment could n<?t concede; but they ultimately 
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accepted a compro~ise, proposed by Cowper Temple, a 
Whig, providing that, while the Bible should be read . 
and. expJained, no catechism or other distinctive fbr
mUlary shouid be taught .in a board school. Disraeli 

. immediately. fastened on the weakness of this arrange-· 
ment. The schoolmaster ~ould not; he pointed out, teach; 

· enforce, and explain the Bible without dr3twing some 
conclusions, - and what could 'those be but · dogmas 1 
. You will not entrust the priest or ~he presbyter,' he said, 
' with the privilege of . expounding the. Holy Scripture to 
the scholars; but for thf1t purpose you. are inventing and 
establishing a .new sac_erdotal . clails. ··The "schoolmaster 
who wpl exercise these functions_ .. :: wili· in .the future 
exercise ~n extraordinary influence upon,_ t'l].e history of 
England and upon the. conduct of Englishmen:' In a 
speech in the autumn at a Bucks diocesan meeting he . 
described the new Act, though it was' a st~p in advance; 
as but a measure of transition, 'with ·which the English 

~ people would not be satisfied in the Jong run. ·. They 
would require richer and. "more various elementary 
edl,lcation, and, ·when they· obtained that, they .would_ 

·· require a religious education, because as their i!ltelligence 
expanded and wascultivatedthey would require informa
tion as to the most interesting of· all knowledge-the 

·relations which exist between God and inan. . The various 
subsequent modifications in our education policy, culmina
ting in Mr. Balfour's Act of 1902, and in Mr. Fisher's Act 
of J918, testify tci Disraeli's foresight·. With :one imme
diat¢ result of Forster's policy. he must have been well 

. content-'the opening oLa rift between the Gladstone.-

. Ministry and its· erstwhile -devoted supporters,- the , 
political Dissenters. He was careful to avoid in~on
siderate attacks which might draw" his opponents _ 
together. · 
· Not merely the policy of'nlserve which h~ had deliber
ately a9,opted, but ill-health- of a contin:lled character 
gre'atly restricted J!israeli's activities during the session; 

, · a,nd ·on se_veral occasions he ha~, to rely upon Hardy, his 
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'sword-arm,' to take his place. Writing t<1 Lennox in 
-_July he said: ' I have been unwell 11ll t{lis year, and am 
:' afraid I have thought too much of myself. Illnoos 

v makes one selfish and disgusts one's friends.' A letter 
I to Northcote, who had gone-to Canada, as Chairman of 

the Hudson Bay Company, in connection with disputes 
'between the company arid the Canadian Government, 
gives 11: picture of the work of the session up' to May. 

To Sir Stafford N orthcote. 

GROSVENOR GATE, May 14, 1870.~ ... The La!ld · Bill 
after Easter m0ved; and then, like a ship on the stock:>, moved . 
rapidly. I think the Lords will certainly have it before Whit
sun. It has been greatly modified in Committee-much by 
the Govt. yielding to Roundell Pahner and Co.; ·and muc.h 
by our friend Ball, who has shown as much resource and know
ledge as on the Irish Church Bill, and with a happier result. 
We must be cautiousin not over-altering it in the Lords .. • · .. 

There is a hitch about the Education Bill. Gladstone, 
' -I. apprehend, -is prepared to secularise, if he were only con

vinced he could keep his majority together by that process. 
But the elements of the calculation are various and dis
cordant. and every possible result, therefore, doubtful. 

The Ballot bothers me. Cross and the Lancashire men are 
all in favor of it, and say that at this moment we should carry 
every great town in the North, were it adopted. But I appre
hend the great body of our friends would not like to see it 
applied to counties; and then there are Ireland and Scotland 
and Wales alsoto be remembered. 'We are going to have a 
counc:il in a' day or two; the leading members· -of both Houses, 
and ·some representative men. 1 :nllss you sadly on these 
occasions, and indeed always. 

The great social event is Derby's· approaching marriage. 
He is radiant with happiness. Literally you would not know 
him. 

I can't say much for myself. I have been to the seaside; 
but ~t has brought me no !elief, and I still. suffer, which is 
disheartening. . . . 

Derby was about to marry Salisbury's !'tepmother, 
who had long been a friend of Disraeli's, and had fre
quently entertained him at Hatfield during the last 
twenty years. To his sister he described her in 1851 as 
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. ' an admirable hostess and a very pleasing woman; great 
simplicity, quite a Sackville.' 1 

To Lord Derby. 

. GROSVENOR GATE, Mq,y 7,. 1870.---c.Next to yourself, by 
wh11t you tell me, no man, perhaps, will be happier, than I 
ani. Under this roof, we have long, arid fondly, wished,. that 
this shd. happen. The lady I have ever loved; and if fine 
intelligence, a thoughtful mind, the swe.etest ~emper in the 
world, and many charms, can make a man happy, your · 

·felicity is secured. . . · 
Marriage is the happiest state 'in the world, when there is, 

on each side, a complete knowledge .of the characters united. 
That· you have secured-and.to all the· niany blessings wh. 
distinguish you in life, rank, wealth, a,nd, above all, great 
abilities, you have had the wisdom to add the,, only element: 
wh. wafj wanting to complete the spell. . . . 

Lady Beaconsfield sends you her congratulations tlfro' lter 
tears-of joy. · · 

To Gathorne Hardy. 

G~OSVENOR GATE, May 22, '70.--'I arr{ sotry-very-to 
~ay; that you. must not count· on me ·to~m~rrow ·to support 
and assist you in the debate on University Tests, as was my 

, · hope, .and firm intention. My medicos declare that I must 
· not attempt anything like public speaking at present, and 

refrain, indeed, ·as much as possible, from private. . . 
.. Tho' I hope I shall get it all straight, my right lung is 

seriously affected, and it is np use,any longer totamper with 
it. Remedies, and quiet, and this hot weather, may put all 
to rights, and in .a short time, but I must try them. 

It pains me to leave a faithJul colleague to .struggle alone 
with a difficult question-but you will do all that man can do, 
which is my consolation, tho' not a ~ufficient one. 

Hardy's own aecop.~t .of Disraeli's health and views 
is given in his diary ·for May 22: 'Called on Disi'aeli; 
who remains poorly and dreads the east wind; He is' 
desponding, but looks forward. to Gladstone becoming 
.useless to, the Radicals, and a disruption. Gives :two 
years or more.' 

1 See Vol. I.; p. ll52 •.. 

'fk .• -
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To Lord Stanhope:· 

. GROSVENOR GATE; July 17, '70.---: ... I quite ~gree with 
you about the division in the ·Houseof Lords:1 avowedly to 
regulate that assembly by the prejudices, or convictions, 
of the University of Oxford, cannot be wise. Some think, 
however, that the great event of the last eight and_ forty hours 
may bring about a state of affairs ·more suitable_ to a policy 
of resistance, tho' that was not contemplated by the instigator 
in the present instance. .- - · · 

I dined at York House, Twickenham, ·yesterday: a ci.lrious 
and interesting moment to be a guest there; It was. not 
-wonderful, that my host2 should l>e som,ewhat excited. · · It is · 
an important break in the existence <:>f himself a11d his brother 
colonists. One of ·the guests, however, did' not think so; 
and said they were forgotten, and had done nothing to make 
themselves remembered. We shall see! They may 'be· 
wanted. Nobody is forgotten, when it is conye¢ent to 
remember him. -

' The great event of the last eight and fofty houts ; · 
was indeed calculated to alter men's views and affect their 
policies. The relations of France and Prussia had ca'!}sed 
the statesmen of Europe·, and Disraeli among them; grave 
anxiety ever since 1866; and when he'wrote this letter to 

- Stanhope a sudden dispute between the two countries 
over the offer of the Spanish throne -to a Hohenzollern 
prince had, in spite of the. prince's withdrawal, been 
aggr~vated, by Bis~arck's unscrupulous martipulation 
and Napoleon's fatal folly, into a quarrel which only -the 
sword could decide. A despatch from Ems, describing the 
diplomatic proceedings between Benedetti, the ·French 
Minister, and the King of Prussia, had been so de:X:terously 
edited by Bismarck as to prove, as he hoped and expected; 
a red rag to the Gallic bull. French mobilisation had been 
ordered ; the Parisians were shouting.-' To Berlin '; a 
declaration of war was inevitable within a few days. 
Bismarck's share in provoking the explosion was not then 
known; and Disraeli was at one with public opinio_n in 

' 1 On a motion by Salisbury, the recently elected Chancellor of the 
University of Oxford, which defeated the second reading of the University 
Tests Bill. . _ . 

1 The COmte de Paris. 
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England in casting all the blame on Napoleon's ambition 
·and French recklessness. Moreover, in expressing the 
view:. that a Sovereign wh9 trusted to melodramatic 
catastrophes, such as military surprises and 'the capture 
of 'capitals, would have to meet ' a more powerful force 
than any military array,' namely, '.the outraged opinion 
of an enlightened world,~ he showed that he. was not 
himself entirely emancipated . from the sentimental 
optimism. about international relations which was ram
pant among his political ()pponents. · · 

For ·a quarter of a century Disraeli had preached that 
a good l!nderstanaing with F'rance should be the basis of 
British foreign policy; and when in office, .both in 1852 
and in 1858-1859, had acted throughout in the spirit of 
tliat creed.· It was not without great re~uctance, and only 
after mature consideration ahd th~ experience of Napo
)eon's ambition and instability gained during his two 
years and a half of.officein 1866~1868, that; like Palmer-
stan in his latter days, he abandoned the theory as no 
longer practica,ble; and, in~ spite of a profound distrust 
of Bismarck's policy, began ~o incline rather to 'the Court 
view that the more natural affinity of Great Britain was 
with,the Germans; who had often been our allies and never 
our enemies. 'l'he behaviour of the French Government 
.and people in July, 18 70, confirmed him in his new faith; 
and so too did the. calculated revelation, by Bismarck, 
at this critical. moment, of the overtures made to (and 
perhaps perfidiously provoked by) 4im, in 1866 and 
subsequently, to abet a French conquest of Belgium in 
return for compensations toPrussia in South Germany. 

,But, though Disraeli'considered that the orientation of 
·our European policy must be changed, h~ was a;; deter.~ 
mined as· the Government that Great Britain must pre
serve a strict neutrality in the war. Only he insisted, 
in a. speech on .August 1, that it must be an armed 
neutrality, a neutrality whi,Ch Oil the right occasion might 

. speak with authority •to ;the belligerents: Iri such a 
neutrality he hoped we might be able to secure the co-.. 
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operation of Russia. But, he asked, were our armaments 
in a ·condition to enable us to adopt this policy 1 This, 
though he omitted to claim the credit, was a question he 
had every right to put, as the additions to the,navy and 
army estimates which his· own Government had wisely 
sanctioned were fiercely denouncec! by the Liberals during 
the General Election of 1868; and the Gladstone Ministry, 
in spite of the unstable European equilibrium, had 
boasted of the economies and reductions they had effected 
during their two years of office. Disraeli had made care- -
ful inquiries, as the Beaconsfield correspondence _shows, 
into the actual condition of our armed forces, and 
warned the Government that there were defects. ~rgently 
requiring to be supplied. Let them remember the 
humiliation the country suffered at the time of the 
Crimean War; because of the failure of the Aberdeen 
Government to come' to a decision in time. Let theni 
speak to foreign Powers with that clearness and firmness 
which could only arise from a due conception of their 
duties and a determination tofulfil them. · 

In this speech Disraeli dwelt upon the vital importance 
of securing the neutrality and independence of Belgium; 
guaranteed by the Treaty of 1839. Here he was forcing 
an open door, as Ministers, moved by Bismarck's revela
tion, negotiated a fresh treaty with France and Prussia, 
by which, in the event of the violation of Belgian neutra
lity by either of the belligerent Powers, England bound 
herself to co-operate with the other to ensure its obserV-
ance. This satisfied public opinion both in England and 
in ~elgium; · and, though Disraeli expres~ed ·a doubt 
whether a fresh treaty was required and whether a notice 
of England's firm determination to uphold the Treaty of 

. 1839 would not have been sufficient, he accepted tht'l 
resolve to maintain the independence of Belgium as a 
wise and spirited policy. 'It is of the highest importance 
to this country that the whole coast from Ostend to the 
North Sea should be in the possession of flourishing 
communities, from whose ambition, liberty, or independ-
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ence neither England nor. any-other' country can -be . 
inenaced.' · ·· 

From Disraeli's correspondence of the autumn we . 
can obtain . glimpses~ into his feelings as to the. rapid 
and • startling German victories; . .the announcement of 
the .impending marriage ·of. a daughter;of the Sovereign 
to a·. subject;, Lord Lome; ·and th~ progress· ·_of Con·.· 
servatism among the e~ectorate. 

. . To Lord Derby. 
~ ~. ~ . .. '· . 

GROSVENOR GATE, Aug. 17, 1870.-I am here, the focus 
of all intelligence, and where we g~~ ne'Ws sooner, thin at 
Berlin ·o:r Paris... · .· · ···: · ··. · .' ' · 

. . 1 do not inuch believe in the great•. battle; wh. they say is 
going on. The:French are in full retreat, on their whole line, 
and the Prussians, as is usual urider such circumstances, 
are following them up and harassing ~hem.· Being strong in 
cavalry; the Germans have an ·additional advantage. 
· 'This collapse of France has all come froin the Emperor's 
policy of nationality.· That has:cteated Italy· and Getmany; 
wh. has destroyed the French mqnopolyxof Continental com
pactness. The Emperor started. this.,hare in order that he 
might u~timately_ get Belgium: Belgium is safe and France 
is smaslied ! : . · : ·. · · · ' · · · · ' · · · · 

England is busy at mediation,· but 'Prussia thinkS the Gauls 
are riot. yet sufficiently humiliated; Russia jealous of Prussia, 
yet hating France7 England strong iri wp:rd\), but .a· mediation., 
of phrases won't do. . . .. · . · _ . 

P.s . .....::.:r neverwas·better: quite, quite myself. 
~ . • ~I·· . . -

.To Lord Cairn8: , , 
. . . 

Oct. 9, 1870.-, ... I have entirely cured mine [gout] by 
. giving up sugar;· burg1.1ndy, .and. champagne-.:.,.almost as 
gr~at ll' fitlrrend~r as ;Se.~an ! . · · , ·• ·• 

T~ Montagu Corry.· 
' HuairENDEN, O.c't.' 9, ~70.,--We go to-morrow' to Lord 

Bathlirst's, arid I expect tcH)eiil. town oil Friday night and on· 
• the following Monday to K110wsley. ··We have refused almost 
every invitation (IJ.is _year, ·and p\1-rticularly those at a distance: 
but found it. ilnpos~ible to ;say 'nq tg, Lord • and Lady Derby: 
the· first. gathering of ~their friends.- ·· L look forward to the 
journey 'with-· fear arid'trembling:'having'scai:cely ever left 
this delicious-place tri·this deliCious' weather:- •... 
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To Qu.een Victoria • 

. [Oct., 1870.] Mr. Disraeli wit.P. his humble duty thanks 
your Majesty for your griteious kindness in communicating 
to him through Lady Ely the very happy news of the ap-
proaching marriage ·of the Princess Louise. · . ·· 

The engaging demeanor of Her Royal Highness, her beauty 
her sensibility and refined taste had always interested him 
in her career and made him desirous that her lot should not 
be unworthy of a nature so full of sweetness and promise. 
. What is about. to happen seems to him as. wise as it is 
romantic. Your Majesty has decided with deep discrimina
tion that the time was ripe for terminating an etiquette which 
has become sterile, and the change will. be effected under 
every circumstance that ·can command · thEi sympathy of 
the country. 
. Mr. Disraeli has the pleasure of knowing Lord Lorne. The 
gentleness of his disposition. and the goodness of his temper 
are impressed .upon his countenance, which, while it "is bright 
with cultivated intelligence, coUld not, .he feels sure, express 
an evil passion. : · · 

Knowing the depths of your Majesty~s domestic affect~on, 
which the cares of State and ·the splendor of existence have 
never for a moment diminished or disturbed, Mr. Disraeli 
feels that h~ ·will be pardoned if he presumes to ·offer your 
Majesty his· sincere congratulations on ari event which ·will 
consolidate the happiness of your hearth. · · .·. · .. 

There is no greater risk perhaps than matrimony, but there 
is nothing happier than a happy marriage. 

Though your Majesty must at first inevitably feel· the 
absence of the Princess from the accustomed scene, the pang 
will soften· under the recollection that she is near: you and by 
the spell of frequent intercourse. You will miss her, Mad.am, 
only like the stars: that return in their constant season and 
with all their brightness. · 

Lady Beaconsfield thanks your Majesty for your Majesty's 
gracious enquiries after her. She is, I am happy to say, 
quite well and singularly interested in the subject .of your 
Majesty's communication. 

To Lord John Ma_nners. 

HuGHENDEN MaNOR, Oct. 30, 1870:-.... France can neither 
make peace or war. No country in modern times has been 
placed in such a predicament, nor she herself at any time 
except under Charles .the 7th, whose reign she is fast reproduc
ing. She has no inen now, as then. Will she have a maiden 71 

1 The reference is, of course, to Joan oLArc • 

.. 
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I am glad to hear of your working-man's meeting .. My 
hope in them hourly increases .. How well for .the country 
that w_e settled the suffrage· question ! . The trading agitators · 
have nothing to say, or, if they open their mouths, are obliged 
to have recourse to European Jacobinism ..... 

The Franco-German War had two by-products, both 
distasteful to Disraeli. The Italian Government seized 
the opportunity offered by the withdiawal of the French 
garri~on and the serious plight of the French armies 'to 
enter and occupy Rome, ~he last remnant of the Papal 
States, ·and to restrict the Pope's temporal jurisdiction 
to St. ~eter's and the Vatican. Disraeli regretted the 
abasement of anything that represented, as the Pope did, 
the spiritual order; but Protestant and Italophil England 
rejoiced. The country, however, was as disturbed as 
was Disraeli when Russia-instead' of combining, as he 
had hoped, with Great Britaih in a watchful and armed 
nel.ltrality to impose peace at a suitable moment on the 
belligerents-took advantage of France's critical position 
and of Britain's comparatjve helplessness to notify the 
European Powers, that she would ~o ionger hold herself 
bound by the Black Sea neutralisation clauses of that 
Treaty of Paris, which France and Britain, as victorious 
allies in the Crimean War; had forced her to accept. 
Granville; who on Clarendon's death in the summer had 
succeeded him as Foreign Secretary, strongly protested; 
and the Government, by allowing their agent to threaten 
a war with Russia which the Pri:rtle Mihister riever seri
ously contemplated, · obtafued Bismarck's ·aid in getting 
Russia to submit her claim to a Conf~rence of the Powers 
in London, with the understanding that the modifica
tions she desired would receive European assent. 

To Lord Derby. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Nov, 27, .1870.-... The Govt . 
. appear tobe in trouble;and probablywill continue to be so. 
What[eve]r their ultimate decision, these matters take time. 
But, no doubt, how[eve]r they may act, their embarrassment 
must ·be great, for they can hardly avoid proposing in-
creased armaments. · 
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Gladstone wished a paragraph to be inserted in 'I'he Times 
intimating, in dark and involved sentences, that he was not 
the writer, only the inspirer, of the Edin. Rev. Art.-that is 
to say, I suppose, dictated it to Mr. W. H. Gladstone or, 
perhaps, to dr. Catherine herself-but Delane refused his 
columns to the communique and suggested a distinct letter 
from the Premier himself, wh. never came.1 , - · 

Dorothy Nevill says that Lowe impressed on her to preach 
the only gospel, ' Peace at any price,' and that she goes about 
society preaching accordingly. · . 

Lorne, who has been here for a couple of days, is "for cross 
benches in the House of Commons; significant. 

·-:e-, To the Han. Algernon Egerton. 
[!Dec. 27, 1870.]-I am honored by the wish of my Lanca

shire friends that I should pay them a visit and very proud 
of it. But in the present critical state of public affairs I doubt 
the expediency of political gatherings. r 

I regret that Her Majesty's Ministers did not feel it con
sistent with their duty to advise the summoning of Parliament 
before Christmas, but that meeting cannot now be _ long -
delayed and our position will then be ascertained from au
thority, and we shall be better enabled tq consider our .pros
pects. Unquestionably they are serious, and I- fear not 
likely to diminish i.n gravity; but the people of Lancashire 
will be inore qualified to form an opinion _upon them after 
the Speech from the Throne; and if at a fitting season in the 
course of next year they continue to care to hear my views 
of the condition of the country I shall feel it a great and gratic 
fying distinction to be their gu~st. 

To Lord Stanhope. 

HuGHENDEN, Jan. 22, '7L-.... I 'think the avoidance_ 
of Parliament, at such a crisis, is highly to be condemned: 
but I doubt, whether delays will mend their position. 

Next to Gambetta, the' most wonderful· man of the day is 
John Russell, who raises armies by a stroke of his pen, and 

1 Lord Morley writes in Gladstone, Bk. VL, ch. '5: ·, It was-aboilt this 
time that Mr-. Gladstone took what was, for a Prime Minister, the ratlier 
curious step of volunteering an anonymous article in a review, upon these 
great aft-airs in which his personal responsibility was_ both heavy and 
direct. The precedent can hardly be _called a good one, for, as anybody 
might have known, the veil was torn asunder in a few hours. . • . The 
article ... was calculated to console his countrymen for seeing a colossal 
European conflict going on, without the privilege of a share in it. One 
passage about happy England -happy especially that the wise dispensation 
of Providence had cut her ofi by the streak of silver sea from Continental 
dangers-rather irritated than convinced.' 
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-encourage.S the country almost:in ' Ca~byses' vein.' W1iat · -
energy! ·At least in im11gination. · ·. . ~ . . . , 

:GR6svEN.oR GATE; .Jan. 2~~' ·18n.~My views respecting_' 
French affall's are the same as ~xpress~d i119ur tal~s atKnows~ . 

. ley,in .the autumn,except th~t .they_are stronger. I min 
. conceive nothing more fatal,t_hanourentering into the contest, 
or assuming an anti-German position; and 1 dm3ply regret the 
jnveteratemanne.dn wh. Ld. Salisbury works the:Q[u~rterly] 
R[eview], and inspire~ the Standard, inthat direction. ~o 
one has recognised his powers'rii2rE;Jreadily than I have done 
Btt all times, but h: is alway~ wrong .. _ . '.- : _. . ' t~, 

It is unnecessary for nie, therefore, to; say, that 'I entirely 
agiee with all you have written about France, iu1dTshall.be 
careful to use no word in a cop.triry spirit. · ·. - . _:. · 

.· . tam not, however, sorry to see 'the countryfaidy frightened· 
about foreign affairs. 1st, because it is-well, that the'mind 
of'the _nation should be diverted from'that morbid spirit of 
domestic change and criticism; which has ruled us too much 
for the last forty years, arid ~hat the reign of priggism should 
terminate. It has done its work,' and il} its'generati()n very 

· well, but there is another spirit abroad now, audit is time that 
there' shd. be. · , · : ' · · ·"' . · · - -

-- ' 2nd; because I am persuad~d that any reconstruction -of 
. our, n'aval and military systems; that is practicable, will, 

on: the'whole, .he favorable to the aristocracy,:by wh. I.mean 
particularly the' proprietors of lana·: and 3rdly because Ydo 
not'think the present party in' power are well qualified to def!:l 
with the external difficulties wh. await them; c " . ,!; , 

T cannot believe, that ~he conference, tho' peaceable, will 
·be ·satisfactory, because! :understand we are to relinquish 
all 'We-fought for, and because I ani persuaded that Russia 
will make another move on the board in abol).t six months' 
time. , ; _, 

Moreover, tho' I do not ·believe ·in· an: American war, I 
think the u:s. are going to. worry ~us. Their reduction. of 
their over-moderate armaments means nothing .. Were there 
!iostilities l?et[wee]n, U.K. andU:S_., they trust'to. pri:Vat~ering 
mairily for their naval offence,: and their military institutions 
are ·of such a character;: thaj, they can -create a powerful army 
as .;quickly- as- Germany. The Militia systE;lm of U.S.- .,was 
always p_rst-rate;-or,iii't~E:Jrevolt; our Generals would not have. 
been beaten by a Militia Colonel ! _.· . : . - ,, .·. . · , . · .. 

I think .the Govemnient;~with ~the information wh. 'they 
- , possessed; were -not justified·'in: their reductions; ·that they 

... _ • • ' ~. •• • • - • .~. ·"' • • ,,._,. - :' .., •• < - ~ -~: 
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completely blundered the business when the crisis arrived; 
and that they do not comprehend our present position. On 
all these points I shall attack them, and I shall not discourage 
the country. And I hope you will not. With all your ad
mirable prudence, I always maintain you were really the 
boldest Minister that ever managed our external . affairs. 
Witness the Luxemburg guarl).ntee ! . the way. in wh. you 
baffled Russia about Crete, when you were left alone; and the 
Abyssinian expedition-all successful and eminentlysuccess
ful, but daring. Macte tua virtute I 

When Parliament met, Disraeli attacked the Govern
ment on the lines of his letter to Derby .. While he pro
mised full support for any measures they might propose to 
increase our military strength, he repeated that an armed 
neutrality might have prevented war and would certainly 
shorten it. But how could such a policy be ~dopted 
by a country without armaments 1 An armed neutrality 
was a very serious thing for a nation that for a year and 
a half had been disbanding its veterans; a nation with 
skeleton battalions and_ attenuated squadrons, bat
teries without sufficient guns, and yet ·more guns than 
gunners; a nation without -~ military reserve; a nation, 
moreover, which had left off shipbuilding, reduoed its 
crews and its stores, and failed to fur:rilsh artillery for 
its men-of-war. This was our plight when we were faced 
with an upheaval, .the magnitu~e of whi~h was fully 
realised by Disraeli's vivid imagination .. 

Let me impress upon the attention of the House the char
acter of this war. between France and Germany .. It is no 
common war, like the war between Prussia and Austria, 
or like the Italian war in which France was engaged some 
years ago; nor is it like the Crimean War. This war represents 
the German revolution, a greater political event than the 
French revolution of last.century. I don't say a greater, or 
as great a social. event. What its social consequences may 
be are in the future. Not a single principle in the manage
ment of our foreign affairs, accepted by all statesmen for 
guidance up to six months ago, any longer exists. There is 
not a diplomatic tradition which has not been swept away. 
You have a new world, new influences at work, new and 
unknown objects and dangers with which to cope, at present 
involved in that obscurity incident to no:velty in such affairs. 

n. 16 
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We used to have discussions. in this House about the balance 
of . power. Lord . Palmerston, eminently a practical man, 
trimmed the ship of State and shaped its policy- with a view 
to preserve an equilibrium in Europe. . . . But what has 
really come to pass ? . The balance of power has been entirely 
destroyed, and the country which suffers most, and feels the 
effects of this great change most, is England. · 

The result of this dest~uetion of the balanc~ of power 
was Russia's repudiation of the Treaty of 1856. Russia 
had a policy which, if inevitably disturbing, was higi
timate and not blameworthy. - ·She wished to get to the 
sea. Disraeli maintained that she had already aocom
plished her object, and had admirable harbours. But _ 
her further policy, to obtain Constantinople, he pronounced 
to be illegitimate, like the French claim to have the 
Rhine. "She had no moral claim to Constantinople; 
she did not represen~ the·race to which·it once belonged; 
she had two capitals already, and a third would produce 
a dislocation of the general arrangement of her populatiqn. 
This was the policy which we fought the Crimean War 
to frustrate; and now the object for· which we made 
serious sacrifices. of valuable lives and treasure was to be 
treated as moonshine and given up in the Conference. 

The line which Gladstone and the Government took in 
answer to this argument was to assert- that Palmerston 
and Clarendon never believed -that the neutralisation of 
the Black Sea could last long, that they said so at the.
time to diplomatists and- in private conversation with 
friends, and that in consequence they did not attach 
serious value or importance to that part of the treaty·: 
Lord Morley seems to accept these stories as credible arid 
conclusive. Disraeli, however, powerfully pointoo outin a 
subsequent debate1 that England could have obtained all 
the other stipulations Of the Treaty of Paris at the Confer:.. 
ence of Vienna in the spring of 1855; but that Palmerston 
and Clarendon, supported by the country, did not hesitate 
to fight fo'r anot~er year'rathe:r than-make peace without 

.. 1 Feb. 24; . 
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obtaining the neutrality of the Black Sea; And yet 
Ministers were prepared ' to impute to statesmen of great 
eminence, and now. unfortunately departed, opinions 
not only which they did not hold, but which were con- -
trary to their convictions, which contradicted their . 
whole policy, and which would intimate that public 
men of the highest distinction who proposed a policy, 
in enforcing which the treasure of the country was 
expended without stint, and the mo~t precious lives of 
the country were sacrificed, were laughing in their 
sleeves at thE< excitement of the nation/' Disraeli sug
gested that those who tookPalmerston's private remarks 
about public affairs too seriously forgot that that eminent 
man was a master of banter, and disliked discussions of 
grave matters when not in his cabinet or in the House of 
Commons. 

Gladstone, with a deplorable. lack of humour, had 
adduced the fact that he ·had himself expressed in the 
House in 1856 the confident conviction that it was im
possible to maintain the neutralisation of the Black Sea, 
as evidence of the view taken by the country at the 
time. Disraeli reminded him that he was then not a 
Minister, nor even leader of Opposition, but the most 
unpopular member of ' a minute coterie of distinguished 
men who had no following in the country,' and whose 
lukewarmness and hesitation were supposed to have been 
responsible for t}le Crimean War. It is no wonder that 
Gladstone winced under this attack. 'The Premier 
was like a cat on hot bricks,' wrote a looker-on,-' and 
presented a striking contrast to Disraeli; £or Disraeli cuts 
up a Minister with as much sang-froid as an anatomist cuts 
up a frog. Gladstone could hardly keep his seat. He 
fidgeted, took a quire of notes, sent for blue books and 
water, turned down corners, and " hear-heared" ironically, 
or interrupted his assailant to make a denial of one of his 
statements, or to ask the page of a quotation so frequently 
that Disraeli had to protest once or twice by raising his 
eyebrows or shrugging his shoulders. And when Glad-
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stone rose, you could see that every stroke of Disraeli's 
had gone home. He was iri. a white passion; and almost 
choked with words, frequently pausing to select the 
harshest to be found.' 

' ~ 

Disraeli satisfactorily vindicated Palmerston and 
Clarendon, and the bona fides. of British policy in lf$55 and 
1856, ·but' he observed a· discreet silence about his own 
personal opinion at the time, which he did not rndeed ob
trude in those year~ in debate, ·but. to which. he had given 
frequent. ven~ in the Press. As may be remembered 1 

he, like Gladstone, .then thought that too• much stress 
wa~ laid on Black Sea neutralisation, ·and that restrictions 
on the amount of naval force to be maintained by a . 

· Sovereign Power were illusory guarantees, So they had ' 
proved in this case to :be, and the Conference of London 
buried them decently to the accompaniment of a special . 
protocol recording that it was ' an essential principle of 
the law otnations that rio Power cim liberate itself from 
the engagements of a treaty,.nor modify the stipulations 
thereof, unless with the consent of the con~racting Powers 
by means. of an amicable arr:ingement.'.., But the example 
of Russia~s success proved.. more .powerful than a paper 
protocol. In 1908 Austda, one of the signatories of the 
protocol, repudiated an illtegral portion· of the Tre'aty of 
Berlin, just as Russia in 1870 had repudiated an integral 
portion of the Treaty of Paris; and, ·under the threat of 
Germany in shining armour.;. Russia, i.the ·Power ·dis-. 
regarded in 1908, and Europe acquiesced, without even 
pr9viding a conference to give the. repudiated clauses 
decent burial. It was but a short step from 1908 to 1914. 

What :E>israeli said in ·~he'debate on the Address about 
' America was almost as noteworthy as what h~ said abou~ 
the Franco-Prussian War .and 'the Russian thunderbolt. 
The claims of the United States against Great Britain, 
~ri~ing out .of the American Civil War, were still .un-· · 
settled; and, in consequenqe,. the then· customary licence 
of A,merican public.•mel). in.speaking ·Of th_is co11ntry had 

1' ~e~ VoL 1:, IV., ch' l. 
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exceeded all bounds, even the President himself and the· 
Chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Senate 
having joined in it. As Gladstone gracefully confessed 
~the debate, 'the course-of forbearance and prudence' 
that Disraeli pursued during the Civil War entitled him, 
if any man, to be a critic in this matter without offence; 
and his criticism was very plain and timely. The Ameri
can tone towards Great Britain, he said, was not, as he 
one~ thought, an instance of ' the rude simplicity of Re
publican manners '; because the American Government 
could be courteous enough to other Powers, such as 
Russia or Germany. It was only to Great Britain that 
they were _insolent and offensive; and it was because 
they believed that they could adopt this attitude with 
impunity. _It might be a mere electioneering game; 
but Disraeli uttered an impressive warning. 

_ The danger is this-they habitually excite the passions of 
millions, and some unfortunate thing happens, or something 
unfortunate is said in either country ; the fire lights up, it is 
beyond their control, and the two nations are landed jn a 
contest· which they can no longer control or prevent. . . . 
Tltough I should look upon it as the darkest hour of my life 
if I were to counsel or even support in this House a war with 
the United States, still the United States should know that 
they are not an exception to the other countries of the world'; 
that we do not permit ourselves to be insulted by any other 
country in the world, and that they cannot be an exception. . 
If once ... it is known that Her 'Majesty's dominions 
cannot be assaulted without being adequately defended, 
all this rowdy rhetoric, which is addressed to irresponsible 
millions, and as it is supposed with impunity, will cease. 

Gladstone had come triumphantly through the first-two 
sessions of the 1868 Parliament, and had carried three 
great Acts-the Irish Church Act, the Irish Land Act, and 
the Education Ac~in such a manner as to enhanqe 
even his Parliamentary reputation, and to confirm the 
position of his Government. The session of 1871 
saw a change. Russia's high-handed action appeared 
to show that Great Britain under Gladstone enjoyed 
no particular consideration in Europe, and his acqui-
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escence in. Russian demands, thinly disguised- under the 
par\1-phernalia of a conference, hurt British self-respect 
and disposed people to look critically upon the other pro
ceedings of his Government. And partly through ill-luck; 
but mainly through Ministeria~ ineptitude, there was 
much to criticise. · Disraeli accordingly became more 
active, and began those mordantand deftly aim~d attacks 
which were eventually· to bring the~ Min,istry to the 
ground. •~ · 

First of all, the Minister who had persuade~·Parlian;wnt 
to discard the principles it cherished for England in order 

- to pacify Ireland, and who. had' in the winter testified to 
his belief in the . success of his policy by releasing the 
Fenians still in prison; came nevertheless to Parliament, 
for the third year in succession, for repressive legislation. 
The motion which the Chief Secretary made was for· a . 

. sec~et Committee to inquire into the condition of an Irish 
county, Westmeath, where life was rendered intolerable 
'by gross and constant outrages. · Disraeli's taunts went 
home. ·' · · 

. The right hon. gentle~an [Gladston~]. persuaded the peo~le 
ofEngland that with regard to Irish politics. he was' in posses
sion of the philosopher!s stone~ Well, Sir, he has been re
turned to this House with an immense, majority; with the 
object of securing the tranquillity and co;ntent · of Ireland. 
;Has anything been grudged him ? Time; labour; devotion
whatever has been demanded has been accorded, .whatever 
has been proposed has been carried. · Under his influence 
and at his iristancewe have legalised confiscation, consecrated 
sacrilege, condoned high treason;we have destroyed churche~, 
we have shaken property to its foundation, and we have 
emptied gaols; and now he cannot gove:rn a county without 
coming to a Parliamentary Committee ! · The right hon. 

-gentleman, after. all his heroic exploits, and at the head of 
liis great majority, is making go:vernment ridiculo.us. 

. -

To· Sir Stafford Northcote.1 

G:RosVENOR GATE, Mar~ .1(), '7i.-We have had some 
disquietude since you left us, and nearly a ministerial crisis. 

t Who~ was at Washington, a's one of the Commissioners to negoti~te the 
Alab.ama treaty; '• -~ · · · · · 
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Glad$tone astonished us all' by proposing a secret Committee 
on some Irish counties, where anarchy is rampant and spread-

, ing. It seemed, for four and twenty hours, that the Govern
ment must have been beaten: and I was obliged to leave 
the House with Har~y and between 50 and 60 of our friends 
t() prevent a catastrophe, or something approaching one. 
However, affairs now are calm again, tho' the unpopularity 
of the Government, both in and out of the House, [is] daily 
increasing. If we only had fifty . more votes, I could and 
would turn them out, but in the present state of affairs, .they 
must remain. 

Politics seem also interesting in your part of ~he world, 
and the expulsion of Sumner 1 from the seat of his ceaseless 
mischief and malice seems to promise for the success of your 
mission. 

If U.S. would give in their adhesion to the Paris Declara
tion,2 my objections to that unwise doc_ument would certainly 
be mitigated, tho' I shall always regret that shallow surrende:r 
to waning Cobdenism. I could not however sanction the 
principle of private property at sea, and I do not believe, 
in the present state of the public inind, it would go down. 
There is a ris~ng feeling that stringent maritime rights are 
the best, perhaps only, check and counterpoise against the 
military monarchies of the Continent. . . . 

The Army Bill does not get on; the Radicals begin to think 
that, after doing away with purchase, they will have as 
aristocratic an army as before. 

In the next place Lowe, whose Budgets Disraeli scorn
fully qualified as 'harum-scarum,' produ9ed his most 
harum-scarum Budget of all. Having an estimated 
deficit, due to additional military- expenditure, of 
£2,700,000, Lowe proposed to meet -it by a tax on 
matches, an increase of the succession duties, and an 
increase of lOs. Sd. per cent. (slightly over l!d. in 
the pound) in the income tax. Rich and poor weriil 
alike disgusted. Popular discontent _compelled the 
Government incontinently to drop the match-tax; the. 
Whigs brought pressure to bear to prevent the increase 

- of the succession duties; and finally Gladstone announced 
that Ministers would put the whole burden on the in
come tax, which would be. increased by 2d. On ' the 

1 Sumner was deposed this spring from the chairmanship of the Com
mittee of the Senate on Foreign Relations. 

2 The Declaration of Paris in 1856 auout maritime wa.r. 
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sweet ,simplicity ' of this· pi·oposal Disraeli was justifi
ably severe, and'· in many felicitous speeches .held up · 
the' Budget, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,· and the 
Government, to scorn and ridicule. The income tax was 
essentially an emergency or war tax; it was monstrous, 
wheri your propos~d indirect· taxes had proved unpopular, 
to fall back· ori direct taxation for the whole amount of 
the deficiency. It was ·equally monstrous, to charge• the 

· Opposition, who had the support of only one newspaper 
in London, with' ':P,ounding on' the country, and to 
attribute to theii'mdchi,~atio:ris the pemmiaty difficulties 
in which the Government were involved. 

· The mortality amorig Government Bills was prodigious. 
Out of more, than 130; the chronicle:r.· in the Annual 
Register tells us, the Univi:mil.ty TestsBill alone, with 
some trifling exceptions, passed :into law in its original 
shape. Two Bills: of , first-class importance-Bruce's 
Licensing Bill and Goschen's Local Government Bill
proved· so unpopular, the :one in, the ,boroughs, the 
other in the counties, that they were ·withdrawn be
fore second. reading. ·· Cop:fidence ill the administra
tion of the navy was shaken by the capsizing of our 
newest battleship, ; the Captain, and in that of the 
army by the postponement of, manoouvres owing to the 
ant~cipat~on of rainy weather ! . Important business 
was thrust aside. in order to push·forward a Ballot Bill, 
to wh!ch GladstOI}e,.wasa very re.cent convert.· 'Why,' 
asked. Disraeli, 'is all this old stuff brought befo~e us 1 
Only because '!!he,. P:rime .. Minister has been suddenly 
~onverted to' .an· expiring faith, .an4 has, passionately . 
embr~ceda cqrps~.', It was all,,he said, part of a. system, 
the object of;which W,!1S to oppress and alarm the public 
miJ;J.d l>Y constant changes. New methods of Govern
ment, new principles of property, every subject that could 
agitate th~ mipd .. of .nations,. haP: been brought forward 
and patronised ~ntil tlie,com:~try, a,nxious and harassed, 
knew not, what .t(). 'expyct, ·• There might. have· been a 
plimsible .. case, he maint~ined, ·for'the ballot ill the past, 

. - ~ . ' . 
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in the days ot Old Sarum and Gatton. But now that 
the franchise was recognised to be. a privilege and not 
a. trust, it was' a retrograde step ~0 divorce political _life 
from publicity. · The Bill, obstructed by · Conservative 
free-lances-Beresford Hope, James Lowther, and· the 
Bentincks-in the Commons, was defeated in the Lords. 

The principal measure of the. ses~ion, Cardwell's Army 
Regulation Bill, was indeed passed into law .in a truncated 
form; but not until the Prime Minister, irr'itatei by a 
dilatory resolution in the Lord':l, h~d invoked the p'rer<?g~-' 
tive to effect the. main alteration proposed, the' abolition of 
the system by which officers .purchased. their promotion. 
The system had grown up under Royal Warrant, and the 
Queen was in the end advised ·to terminate it by Royal 
warrant, but only after . the greater part of ,the session 
had been occupied in the effort to .terwinate it by the 
clauses of a Bill. So far as Cardwell's measure was 
calculated to effect a reo.rganisation <;>f all.our military 
forces, and to create a reserve by short service, :bisraeli 
supported it; and he did not evyn OpJlOS~ the _abolition ot' 
purchase; though he rather doubted whether 'there was a 
really strong feeling on the s~bjeQt .in 'the country, and 
whether a system of selection wo~d give ~s the officers 
we wanted. But he unhesitatingly disapproved thecoup 
d'etat bY which Ministers attained th~irobject. It was 
part of ' an a vowed and shU:inefui' (ionspitacy against the 
privileges' of the House of Lords: ,He did.p()t dispute 
the prerogative of the Crown; but the pr~r_ogative should 
not be used to cut the· Gordian knots· that have to be 
encountered in dealing with p~pu!ar·. ~s.se~b~ies. , 'No 
Minis.ter acts. in a wise manner who, . firiding hhp.self 
baffled in passing a measure; ; .· . comes' fqrward and 
tells the House that he will defy ~he opinion of Parliament, 
and appeals to the prerogative of the ·Crown to assist 
him· in the ·difficulties which lie himself has created.' 
Public opinion supported Disraeli in this protest against 
the manner in which an otherwise popular reform was 
carried. 

·u, 16* 
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" To Montagu Corry: · ·, · 
HUGHEN:bEN,' Sept. 17, '71.-... I an;_ sorry t9 f,li1d we 

shall not have you fo:r our harvest hoine, which is on the 26th. 
Lancashire hangs fire. They themselves only propose the 
end of January, or the fust week in February. _ 1 would not, 
under any. circ~mstances, involve myself in such 4istant 
engagements, and I. am· still very doubtful; :Whether idiairs 
are yet ripe enough for the move: in spite of Truro.l I have 
answered Lancashire in·your name, not. extinguishing all hope; 
.; We have never left Hughenden for a moment. Enjoying 
a summer of unbroken brilliancy: Miladi very well indeed. ; . . 
. Meyer de Rothschild continues his year oftriumphs,2 and 
Bucks is proud of having the first stable in the country .... 
LorQ. ·Russell is going abroad·"for .a year, and shall not return 
for Parliament 'unless,' he adds,.' Mr. Gladstone attempts to 
abolish the· H~use of Lords.' He .. has become quite deaf; 
but my informant tells me most agreeable and entertaining, 
because, as .he can hear no one talk, he never ceases to talk 
himself. B'ut when he is exhausted, he is bored, arid y01i"rimst 
go .. ; . . . 

, -~ ~!l_t_he ,cQ11rse of this,..year ~1871,-as.Lord .,Morley ~~!ls 
,us,.' a wave of criticalAeeling. .. began to,_run upon. the 
~t~~~g~~~~ . The seclil!'io!l.:~hic!J,~t~e,-Que~u .had.pr~~tised 
smce .-the.odeath of .. her husb.~nd_w:as""not .. unnaturally 
~esented byher people;_andher.Prime Minister i·epeatedly 
1 .> . . -. . • . '. . . ' . . • • 

pressed her to incre!!'se the nu!Uber o"!,her public appear-
ances. Neither Mihister nor people "quite.realised the 

. physical weakness which ay this perl.od made. it imposs1ble 
for Her Majesty to add, to the unceasing and. laborious 
duties which. she was bound to per~orm of government 
behind ,the scenes, those ceremonial displays which make 
much .more de~and upon the strength thai?: can_ be easily 
understood by private indivi~uals, whose n:iodest position 
exempts .them from the tiring experience: 'Disraeli had 
the knowledge and insight. which; others lacked; and he 

.. took the opportupity of_ the harves~ festival at Hughenden 
to' explain what. the state'. of the Queen's. health was, 
and' how conscientiously in' spite o£ weakness she carried 
on 'the most material part of her work. . . 

:,1 The' Conserv:ative~· ~o~ a seat ~t· Trur~ in a,by-eie~~ion this month. 
2 On·the turf: 3 "Gladstone, Bk. VI., ch. lO. · 
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The health of the Queen has for several years been a subject 
of anxiety to those about her, but·it is only within the last 
year that the country generally has become acquainted with 
the gravity of that condition. I believe I may say that there 
is some improvement in Her Majesty's health, but I fear a 
long time must elapse before it'will reach that average con-· 
dition which she has for some time enjoyed, and 1 do not think 
we can conceal from ourselves that a still longer time must 
elapse before Her Majesty will be able to resume the per

. formance of those public and active duties which it was once 
her pride and pleasure to fulfil, because they brought her into 
constant and immediate contact ·with her people. The fact 
is we. cannot_conceal. • ..f.r.om .. ourselves..,.that,..Her ... Majesty .. i~;~ 
physically )ncapt~,0itateq from _performing, .th,o:;;e duties,',;,b:ut 
it is some consolation to Her Majesty;s subjects to know that, 
in the performance of those much higher duties which Her 
Majesty is called upon to_ perform sheis still remarkable for a 
punctuality and a precision which have never been surpassed, 
and rarely equalled, by any monarch of these realms. 

A very erroneous. impression. is. prevalent respeqting Jhe 
duties of .the:..Bovereign_ of this country.:., Th,ose. duties .are 
m w tifari<_):q,s; _._they. are . weighty, .. and,,. they~ a.re •. :u~cea;f?~ng. 
I will venture to say that no head of any department in the 
State performs more laborious duties than fall to the Sovereign 
of this country. There is not a qespatch.receivetl from abroad 
nor one sent_ from this country whic4)s J].O~ sub~i.tte9- ~o the 
Queen. The whole.internal.administration .of this. country 
greatly depeJ1Q.s.,upgn,.tht;l.sig!l.JP,an:ual; .and of our present 

· Sovereign it may be said that her signature has never been 
. placed to any public document of which she did not know the 
purport and of which. she did not approve. Those Cabinet 
Councils of which you all hear, and which are necessarily 
the scene of anxious and important deliberations, are reported· 
and communicated on their termination by the Minister 
to the Sovereign, and they often call from her critical remarks, 

- necessarily requiring considerable attention. And I will 
venture to add that no person likely to administer the affairs 
of this country would treat the suggestions of Her Majesty 
with indifference, for at this moment there is probably no 
person living in this country who has such complete control 
over the political traditions of England as the Sovereign her
self. The last generation of. statesmen have all, or almost 
all, disappeared: the Sir Robert Peels, the Lord Derbys, the. 
Lord Palmerstons have gone; and.there is no person who 
can advise Her Majesty, or is likely to advise Her Majesty in .. 
tpe times in which we live, who can have such a complete 
mastery of what has occurred in this country,. and of all the 
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great and important affairs of State, -foreign anq. domestic, for 
the last·thii:ty-fouryeai:s, as the Queen herself .. · Jk,"therefore, 
would.not~be a.wise_mll,,!l_w:ho would not profit by.Her.MajestY' s 
judgment and experience ... '. · 

I would venture, in conclu·sion; to remind those whom I 
address that, although Her Majesty maybe, and often is; of· 
great service and assistance to her servants, th~~-;Il~Y§r;..:w:a_s 
a ;; more _,.Constitutional ~-S9Yfilr~ign . ..,tha,n .;,{)Jlf_..-p_t~~:r_:tt .... Q,g~ep .. 
All.who have served her would admit· that,· when Ministers 
have been selected by her in deference to what she believed 
to be the highest interests of theSt_?-te in the opinion of the 
country, she gives to them,a,.gorp.plepe.cpnfiQ._ei}.ce.and~rtn
deviating-.support:;, But although there~ never was ·a Sove
reign who would more carefully avoid- arroga,ting to· herself 
any power or prerogative which the· Constitution does not 
a-uthorise, so I would add there never was ·a Sovereign inore 
jealous; or more wisely jealous; of the'p. rerogatives which the 
Constitution has allotted to.· her, because· she. believes they 
ar'e for the welfare of herpeopl~. ', ' .. -

<,". 

-The effect of Disraeli's words was unfortunately marred 
by a slip which he madein speaking-------a slip which party 
malice inagnified and dis torte!}: He,saidthat -~]le_Qu~en 

. ~ail : P.PY!li.ca~ly. a_n~ ,mO'(a}l.y,~ncapacitated~'-from•perform7 
i ing :her .. _duties, of, cer_ell1Qnial.~:tnQ,~ p11gea!lk ._·I t-,was • not· a 
?hJ!RI!Y-Phrase and.he imiP-~<i~M~ly~iJ'lcaJlediti but it· gave 
no }'eal foundation for the )f3gend_'that was promptly 

·circulated, )to the. effect t]iat_ :th~. Opposition l~_ader had 
declared .the Queen to be ·mentally- incapacitated for 
her work. ~ven-·the rQueen -herself .WI!-~ disturbe~., _and 
Di~£L_eli,had.}.g __ explain. · .. - ., 

, r • ~ < • •' 

To Sir William [Jemier].l · 

... [Oct.; 1871.]__:,.: :.· ·. I- need :not a.ssur_e you that, the 
epit):w_t moral invo_lves mental _no more than the" epithet 
.physical, _does. Wh!i-t I mea~t to convey was _that neither 
Her M~jesty' s fra!Il~ n?r> f~eh:qgs. could at; . present bear. the 
strain and bmthen ofthe pageantry of State. . 

· · After 'r -had used the word it was suggested t_o me that it 
might be misinterpreted .by the_ simple,. a:q.d I requested the 
;r~port~rs to. ?mit it. .• L u~d~rstciod the:r willingly agreed .to 

· 1 The letter ·is priritea ·froin,'a draft, but: it is filirly Clear th~t 'Jenneri 
Her Majesty's physician; is the·' Sir William ''to w~om· Ww!i'3 addressed. 
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do so;. but it seems the Daily Telegraph could n:ot resist the 
opportunity of attempting a sensation. · . · 

The whole Press of authority, ·:l'imes, Post, Standard, Pall 
Mall, Daily News, Spectator, Saturday Review, Echo, have 
denounced, or utterly disregarded, the interpretation of the 
Telegraph; which the country have not accepted and have 
felt to be quite inconsistent with the ·whole tenor of my ob-
servations. · 

I need not say how deeply I regret that·i.tny expression of 
mine should have occasioned pain to Her Majesty, especially 
when my only object in speaking was an humble endeavor 
to assist the Queen. . . . 

A selection from Disraeli's letters throws some· light 
on his interests during the autu~n and winter of. this 
year' the later weeks of which were a period of acute 
anxiety, owing to the dangerous il~ness of the Prince of 
Wales from typhoid fever. 

To the Duke of Wellington. 
[? Oct., 1871.]-. . . 1 was detained iri town for thr~e days 

with my time greatly to myself, and I spent it in examining 
and then partly perusing these 3 .volumes [?f the Wellington 
Despatches and Memoranda]-with such keen: interest, with 
so much delight, I may say, that I cannot refrain ·from 
expressing to you, however imperfectly, my sense of their -
inestimable value. They form out-and-out much ,the most 
interesting political book that has been published in this 
century. Indeed 1 know of no memoirs of a great leading 
character, either in civil or military life, in any age or -language; 
that I can place above them. The importance of the subjects 
treated, their immense variety, the striking events, the marked 
and historic character of the correspondents, the towerfug 
greatness of the chief actor, make a whole; f:jO far as my know-
ledge can guide me, unrivalled. · · 

It would be useless to select portions or passages, yet 'if 
I had to name a composition which, alike in conception and 
execution, may vie with anything in classic pages, it is the 
letter of the Duke recommending the •appointment of Mr. 
Canning to the King. Nothing more noble and nothing more· 
skilful was ever penned by man, and one feels, as .one teads 
it, that it must have raised and re-established, at least for 
the moment, the lax and shattered moral tone of the indivi-
dual to whom it was addressed. · 

All about Canning subsequently, all about poor Castle
reagh' s sad and I fear disgraceful end; are most • dramatic 
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That is the character of the volumes. They are full of life, 
and stfrring life. The papers on the campaign, on the state 
of Spain and so on, all beyond praise.· · , · 

. The effect of reading these .volumes on me is this: that 
although my time for the . past ·is now very limited, I shall 
certainly read the whole of your great father's works: a volume 
will always be at hand when I have time to recur to what has 
gone before us. ,. . . . 

. The country owes you a debt of gratitude not easily to be. 
repaid for the publication of this book.·. · · .. ' .. · 

. To Lord Henry ·Lennox . 

. GRo~vENoit ·GATE, Nov. 3, .;71.-I thought your speech 
thoroughly capital: out"and~.out, ·the st:;~-r of .the recess. I 
have not read Gladstone's.1 · T tried; but I could not get on 
with it: not a r~y of intellect'or a gleam of eloquence; They 
tell me that, if I had persevered; I should have been repaid, 
by encountering a quotation from the FJ:yde .Park Litany; 

. either a burlesque of the Athanasian Creed or of the National 
· Anthem; equaJly appropriate in the mouth of om most 
religious and loyal ruler. . . . , 

·To MQ_nta:gu Oorr~: · 
' . . .':. . ~~ - · . 

. HUGHENDEN, ,Dec: 4, '7L:'-, · ..... Our camp is .struck; 
and, prob~tbly in 8 and 40 hours; we shall be settled perma
nently at G.G. The stable goes up.·tci-morrow. The severe 
and sav:age weather, that. prevents all outdoor employment, 
quite·· sickened my l~;J.dy, who had~.trusted to planting· and 
marking trees to amuse her. :Now she sighs for Park Lane,
ap.d twilight· talk and tea .. · The Ca:riford ·party rather pre
cipitated her resolve, but-th~'pr.ospect even of that being put 
off.will not now change affairs here .. : . .. , · ·.. . · 

We· have, received telegrams>. from· -Sandringham. every 
mm::ning, and generally speaking Francis Knollys 2 has written 
by post with details which telegrallls can11cit convey. . Our 
telegram this morning the most favorable we have yet received, 
and the second post, wh~ch br_ought your _letter, brought .also 
onefromF.K. .. . '~ .· -. ' __ ---··:. __ -. . 

They are still very nervous 'at SaiJdringliam, and very 
. cautious in their .language, but it is evident to me, that'they 
think they have turned tlie corner; . ; . .· , · · · 

: .• 1' Qladstone' s fam.ou~speech ~f two.ho.urs i_n .the ;;en ~ir ,at Bl~ckheath 
iri·the course of which he quoted, wi.th approval, from a 'r!lplihlical). and 
sec'u!arist hook of. poems, a parody o'f the National Anthem.··'' . ',. · . 

2 PrivateSeeretary to the Prince.·of Wales, and subsequently to King 
Ed~ard andKing G:eorge ;.now Viscount K:nollys· .. ,.; j. · ••. •• ~ 
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To Gathorne Hardy. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 23, 1871.-I had seen Noell before 
I received your letter, and had given him the _same answer 
as you had done. Great wits, etc. · . 

The proposition is absurd. We cannot modify the positimi 
we have taken up on the Ballot, tho' many of our friends 
may wish to do so. It wd. break up the party, which is in 
a tolerably robust state at present. 

What we shd. do, is to get the Bill thro' our House with as 
much promptitude as decency permits. The Govt. wd. like 
to keep it there and distract ·attention from other matters, 
Our policy is the reverse. · 

There must be a discussion on the principie, but .it need 
not' be a prolonged one, and, in Comm[itt]ee, we _shd. con
fine ourselves to bona fide -improvements of its machinery, 
wh. may be the foundation, if fortune favored us, of a future 
comproD;J.ise. . . . _ . 

We are here rather unexpectedly, having been stopped in 
our progress to country 'houses by the impending calamity, 
and being too anxious to return to Hughenden; and now,. 
in a few days, we shall have to fulfil some of these engage
ments, so I don't think we shall return to Bucks. 

1 One of the Whips. 
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CHAPTER' IV: 

. l8.69~11S7o:· , L :;. :·, ..... 

. . In \869. Disraeli <had .~~~e '.r~ai)eis-qi~. :£or · the ,.firf'!t 
time for many years, Whe:q. he led the Opposition against 
Russell, Aberdeen,' and·· Palmer~ton, it had· beim "in 
Parliaments where. parties were fairiy balantled; and a 
'I! . . · · . . • · '"i • '- • . :-·· ·• ·. , .. • ~ -1 """ · .. f. - ·. · ··- ' • 

ch~nge of Governmen:t wa$ al"'a,ys a poss11Jility. , In these 
circumstances the labours of leaq.ersb.jp -were :ri~arly as · 
onerous in opposition as in office .. · But, with the large and 
compa;ct majority ·o£'1868, Gladstone's Government was 
for the time impregnable; and Disraeli's m:ind therefore 
naturally turned to his early love, literature. It was 
more thantwenty years since the publication of his last 
novel, Tancred, in March, 1847; it was nearly twenty 
years since his last book, Lord George 13entinck, in Decem
ber, 1851; it was more than a dozen years since.he had 
ceased active journalism in the Press, in February, 1856. 
Tancred and Lord George Bentinck and the ·articles in 
the Press had still breathed; though . not to tl;~.e extent · 
of his earlier political w~iting,. the spirit of combat and 
propaganda; they had beenthe work of one who, though 

· he had risen high, was still fighting for his ideas and for 
his place. Now he had arrived; he had carried a· great 
hist()rical measure; he had held the highest position under 
the Crown; his ambition was largely satisfied; and when 
he. began to write again, in his sixty-fifth year, it was in a 

. somewhat different vein. . He surveyed th~ great world 
of his day,' now'intim:ately kriow.n by him, and he drew a 
pict~e of aristocratic and political society, ll,nd of the 

488 
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. ideas animating it, together with the currents of thought 
and action which were moulding the history of Europe. 
Like the great trilogy of Coningsby, Sybil, and Tancred, 

· Lothair was a political novel, and a political novel dealing 
with the events of the day; unlike them, its underlying 
purpose seems to have been subordinated to a desire to 
mirror and satirise the passing show. ·Unlike them, too, 
it observes a reticence, becoming in an ex~Premier, with 
regard t0 the leading figures in the p!=Jlitical arena and to 
the immediate subjects of acute political dissension. 

Different as it was from the trilogy ill its outlook, .it 
was different also in the secrecy in which it was conceived 
and written. ' I make it a rule never t 0 breathe a word 
on such matters to anyone,' Disraeli told a literary friend 
in· 1872. 'My private secretary,. Mr. Montagu Corry, 
who possesses my entire confidence in .politicaLmatters, 
who opens all my letters, and enters my cabinet and deals, 
as he likes, with all my papers in my absence, n:ever knew 
anything about Lothair until he read the advertiseinent 
in the journals.' This was a new practice for Disraeli, a!') 
in regard to the trilogy and to Lord George Bentinck he 
made confidences about his progress -from time to time 
to -his sister, and to his close friends. such as Manners, 
Smythe, and Lady Londonderry .. No such sources of 
information are available in regard .to the composition of 
Lothair. But the incident which suggested the .main 
action of the story, the reception of-the'. third Marquis of 
Bute into the: Church of Rome, only took place, in 
December, 1868. · Disr::teli had then just resigned office; 
and we may therefore confidently look upon the book as 
the firstfruits of his retirement. The stimulus to write 
it may· well have. been pr0vided by the offer of £10,000 
for a novel, which was made :to-.him by a publisher 
immediately oil his resignation, 1 but .. declined with 
thanks. The book was finished in the spring of 1870. 
The arrangement with Longmans for its publication was 
made in l!"ebruary of that year, .and it appeared at the 
beginning of May. ~ · 
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,. The 'story of Lothair covers a1most exactly the period 
of Disraeli's third tenure of office;· it is all comprised 
between the August of 1866 arid the August of 1868; and 
yet, though-a great number of his English characters are · 
more or less politicians, there is no reference to the Reform 
struggles or to the~passageof the Reform Bill, or (save as 
a· matter involving urgent whips) to the debates on the 

'- irish Church; nor is there any ·personal allusion to the 
Prime Ministers ofthe time, first Derby and then Disraeli 
himself. Thepo~itical arid social movements, the intellec
·tual and spiritual problems, which form the background 
of Disraeli's story, had in truth little relation with actual 
proceedings in Westminster ·Palace.: Secret societies and 
tlieir international energies, -the Church of Rome and her 
(llaims and' methods; the eternal oonflict bl'ltween science 

. and faith: these are the forces shown to be at work beneath 
·the surface· of that splendid pagean} of English aristo~racy 
ill which inost of Disraeli's characters move, and which he 
nev~r described with more . brilliance and gusto than in 
Lothair·. So brilliant .. is· that~ description' that Froude 
even asks us to see the true vaJue·.,of the book ·in . its 
·per~ect representation of patriCian· society in England. 
flourishing in its fullest ·blooin, but; like a flower, open-
ing fully only to fade.· · · 

. ' The· plot is simple. · The hero, one of those fortunate 
beings whom he loved to paint; an orphan peer-'-"-apparently 
a n:iarq~is___:.of fabulous wealth, brought up and educated 
quietly· in Presbyterian· fashion in . Scotland, is -thrown, 
as- he rea¢hes adolescence, fresh upon the world, first 
uf Oxford,; and then of London· and the great. country 
houses. The- priggishness borh. of his early education 
leads him at:the outset to say;:'<My opiriioris are a!ready 
'formed on every subject; that is tb· say; every subject. of 

-~ importance; and; -what ·is more, they_ will; never change.~ 
. B-ut' he is. in _:reality very i~pressionablt~, 'and ;anxious to 

/ · !discover·; lik~:Tancred, what ;he ·<'>ught to do arid what he 
·ought t6 believe .• All-ithe irifluenye .. s_:and all'tlie teachers .· 
of. the day are naturally concentrated' upon· one'>wh,ose ' ' 
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adhesion might be expected so materially to benefit any •· 
cause which he espoused. The main struggle is between 
three forces, represented by three women,. with all of 
whom Lothair falls successively in love. . 'fhese forces ~re, 
first, the Church of Rome; secondly, the interna~ional 
revolution and what may be callea free religion; and 
thirdly, the Church of England and the round of duties 
and occupations natural to Lothair's. birth and station. 
Clare Arundel, the representative of the first force, is an 
attractive and ardent saint; Theodora Cam pian, the repre
sentative of the second force, has great .personal charm. 
lofty character, and high purpose. Bu~ Theodora dies and 
Clare enters a convent; and the victory is won in the end 
by the Lady Corisande, the representative of the third 
force, whose principles are indeed immaculate but who is 

. a somewhat uninteresting heroine. The action takes 
place mainly in London and in three English country 
houses; but the autumn and winter of 1867 are occupied 
with Lothair's experiences in Rome and the neighbour
hood; and the spring of 1868 finds himin those scenes 
of the Mediterranean and the Holy Land which Disraeii 
visited as a young man and afterwards lovingly repro~· 
duced in so many of his novels. · 

Nothing in the book is more carefully dra'Yn or more 
delicately finished than the chapters which <;leal with tll,e 
Roman Catholic group of priests and laymen who conspire 
-the word is hardly too strong-to entrap Lothair into 
the Roman Church. The old Catholic English family~ 
Lord St. Jerome, devout and easy in his temper, but an 
English gentleman to the backbone, who gave at his ball 
suppers the same champagne that he gave at his dinners; 
Lady St. Jerome, an enthusiastic convert, 'a woman to 
inspire crusaders,' who received Lothair at a party 'with 
extreme unction'; and their beautiful niece;:Clare Arundel, 
who could only be weaned from th.e convent ~in whi_ch 
her hopes had centred by the vision .. of attracting 
Lothair through marriage .into the true fold: and then the 
priests-Fat~er Coleman, whose devotion to gardening 
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· k masked his skill as a controversia.list; Monsignore Catesby, 
'the aristocratic and fashionable missionary o£ the Church 
to convert the upper classes: Monsignore Berwick, the 
priest as statesman, 'the favoud.te ··pupil of Antonelli;· ahd 
Cardinal Grandison, ·a wonderful study of ?asceticism, 
devotion, high breeding, tact, delicacy, and unscrupu-

. lousness, whose appearance and•inanner ·were copied from 
-":Manning, though some of his·.mental 8.J:td moral character

istics may be referred to Wiseman. ' It seemed that the 
soul never had so frail and 'fragile a tenement ' as his 
attenuated form; 'I never eat arid I never drink,' he"said 
in refusing an invitation to dinner. One marked feature 
in his character was that ·he was·' an entire believer in 
female ''influence, and a considerable believer in his 
influence over females.' 

Disraeliwas atonce·attracted and repelled by R_ome. 
Her historical tradition- and her sensuous' and ceremoriiaJ 
worship appealed' s"trongly tci one side of his nature; but 
he was even more keenly alive··to tlie bondage which she 
imposed upon the spirit of i:nan, and :he>had been of late 
particularly. impressed''-by ·:the stealthy! and indirect 
methods which h~r.propagarida in England ·had assumed. 
He had had a personal experience of· a disagreeable but 
reveal:lng' character iri the\ L stab in~ -the back ' which · 
Manning a_nd the 'Roman party had given him ov_er the 
question ofUniversity educatioh. •Both;·the attraction 
and the repulsion are brought out in •· Lothair. The 
description of the seriice of ·Tenebrre in Holy Week at 
v auxe; the st~ J eromes' . cop.ntry . house, is such as to 
satisfy 'the ·emotioifs cif a defout' Roman Catholic; ·the 
St~ 'Jerome family'life and Clare's aspirations ll;,_re 'sym
pathetically treated·; 1:md'there!is·no1ack of_appreCiatiori 
of the · enorriious . support· theJRoman' Church affords 

• to ·that religious elemeh.tiri':ili;l;n ·'whi~h he·.-heldit "tO be 
essentiai:to foster: · . . · ' '· ..., •,"· 

On' th~ other hand, a. ·Jarge ' portion of ~the book is 
occupied'"by: ·a nierciless dissebtioil of the various arts 
employed 'by . Cardinals and :Mbnsigno:ri.'._'tp entangle. 
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Lothair so deeply in the· meshes of Roman influence that ~· .. 
conversion might appear to him to be the only. honourable .· · 
outcome. Begun· in London and ·at Vauxe,. continued 
during the coming-o.f-age festivities at Muriel Towers, and 
brought to.a climax at Roine after the battle of Mentana, 
these machinations.were so cleverly contrived that their 
object was within an ace of accomplishment. Moved by 
the overpowering personality of Theodora, ·Lothair had · 
temporarily thrown off their trammels, and had e~en 
ranged· himself· by Garibaldi's side in the advance on 
Rome in the autumn of 1867. The return of the 
French garrison had wrecked·the hopes of the enterprise; 
Theodora was killed; and Lothair himself fell, badly 
wounded, at Mentana. A kindly Italian peasant woman 
of handsome mien brought news of his plight to Clare 
Arundel, who was in Rome for .the winter and occupied 
in caring for the faithful wounded. · She found him all 
unconscious in a hospital and :nursed him. back to life. 
During his illness apious legend was evolved;the peasant 
woman was discovered to be the Virgin Mary, recognised 
as such by the halo round her head; and it was. claimed. 
that Lothair had been fighting, when he fell, on behalfof 
the Pope instead of against him. He was induced in his 
weak. state to support Clare in an ecclesiastical £miction 
which he believed to be merely one of thanksgiving. for 
recovery, but which the offiCialPapal journal treated as a 
solemn recognition on his part of ~he special favour shown 
by the Mother of God to her. chivalrous defender: The 
mendacities of the official account . drove Lothair, still 
suffering, and almost a prisoner of the Church in a Roman 
palace, to a mixture of indignation and despair; but he 
thought .lie might ,rely o:n Cardinal Grandison as an 

· English gentleman and a man of ·honour ·to put the 
matter right. He was m:istaken; and the description of 
the convers.ation between the two is inimitable: . 

To Lothair's protestations against' a tissue of falsehood 
and ·imposture,' the Cardinal opposed confidence in an 
' official journal ' drawn up by ' truly pious men.' '' n 
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" was, he said, the 'authentic' story of what happf).ned at 
Mentana; Lothair's own statement, he airily suggested, 
had neither confirmation nor probability; '.you have been 
very ill, my dear young friend, and labouring m:ider much 
excitement.' Such· hallucinations were not uncommon; 
and would 'wear off with returning-health:~ •: · · ' ' · · .. 

L-
1 

•• ~- Kirig George IV. believ~d tb'~t. he. was at the Battle of 
waterloo, and indeed commanded there; and. his friends 
were at one tinie a little alarmed; but Knighton, who was· a 
sensible man, said, •His Majesty·hasonly_-to leave offcurac;ao, 
and rest assured he w:ill gain no.II).or~victories,' . 

Lothair must remember, the dardihaFcontmued, that he 
was in the centre of Christendom,: the abode of truth. 
' Divine authority has perused' this paper· and ap:[n'oved . 
it. . . . . It records the most Iriemorable event of the 

·century.' .. · The· appearance <of the Virgin in Rome had 
given the deathblow to atheism and the· secret societies; 
Lothair must return to .. England and r~conquer · it for 
Rome. The eye of Christendom was· upon him. He 
ln:iglit be bewildered' like St. Thomas~ but :like him 
he would become an ap·ostle. ··The Holy•Father would 
personally receive him· next. d~y · into the bosom of the· . 
Church.·· · · ' 
· In spite of all the Cardinal's arts, a ~isionof Theodora 
at: night in tlie Coliseum.:....-Disraeli was partiaito visions 
as a melodramatic resource:-:-saved Lothair frorn- the 
priests;· and the Catdina( when he met . him afterwards 
in London, affected complete unconsciousness as. to the 
intrigue in :Rome,' and· even suggested to hirn 'that he 
should attend the approaching Ecumenical Council as an ,. 
Anglican.! _ · .· 
• The revolutionary cha_racters in .Lothair are alrnost as 
closely· studied, in themselves, and- in their setting;' as the 
Roman. With the Revolution" as With· ~oin'e.'Disraeli, 
who claime,d ·once that he had a revolu~ionary ·win:d, had 

· ~ ce_rtain SJrnpathy, which, though it di_!i riot blind him to 
.the impcissible:.natilre qf ~the creed,-•enabled.'li~m to .under
stand· it. r Theodora herself is .certairi1y. his in:ost.± elabor-

...,. .. - ,. . 
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ately conceived heroine. Seen by Lothair first at an , 
evening party; her face is thus described: ' It was the face 
of a matron, apparently of riot many summerr;~, for her 
shapely figure was still· slender, though her mien was 
stately, . . . The countenance . . . pale, but perfectly 
Attic in outline, with the short upper lip and the round 
chin, and a profusion of dark chestnut hair bound by a 
Grecian fillet, and on her brow a star.' She had sat for 
the head of ' La Republique Franyaise ' in 1850, as a. girl 
of seventeen, and was therefore well qver thirty when she 
met Lothair in the autumn of 1866. She was th.e, wife of 
an American Colonel, with a villa at Putney. An Italian 
by birth, she was an ardent sympa.this~r with movements 
for freedom throughout the world; but .for the unity. of. 
her native country and the destruction· of Papal govern
ment in Rome she was prepared to give her life .. Dr. 
Garnett has happily observed that 'she impersonates all 
the traits which Shelley especially va~ued in woman,' and 
that she was also her creator's ideal. ·' There is not a 
single touch of satire in the portrait ;.it plainly represents 
the artist's highest conception of woman.' A hater of 
priests and priestcraft, Theodora i!'l yet strongly religious 
in her idealistic way. Orthodoxy, she holds, has very 
little to do with religion; ' I worship,' she tells Lothair, 

_ 'in a church where I believe God dwells, and dwells for 
·my guidance aud my good: my conscienoe.' l'he romantic 
adoration, free from all sensual taint, with which she 
inspires Lo.thair is drawn with great delicacy. Indeed 
'the exquisite and even sublime friendship, which had 
so strongly and beautifully arisen, like a :Palace in a dream, 
and absorbed his being,' was a sentiment of which the 
author was himself capable, at all stages of his life. 

As Theodora represents the ideal side of-the revolu
tionary movement, so Captain .Bruges embodies the 
practical side. His career corresponds to, and may have 
been copied from, tqat of General Cluseret, the military 
commander who was so prominent in the Paris Commune. 
Bruges's common sense and resolution shine amid the 
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~ mouthings of the revolutionary council in· Soho • and the 
turmoil of the Fenian·meeting in Roxton; and when he 
takes command of the camp in the Apennines he appears 
!tS a true:leader of men, bold; wary, and unscrupulous . 

. His mission is to be the sword-arni of the secret societies, 
Mary Anne of France and Madre Natura of Italy . 
. From a·'very- early date, Disriwli had been deeply 

' impressed by' the widespread activities -of' the secret 
societies in Europe. He drew, special 'attention to the 
danger in Lord George Bentinck and in ·}lis speeches in the 
House of Commons on the Italian -question. '-During his 
reo(mt term of office, Irish and Irish-American Fenianism 
had to -be ·met and defeated; and the information that 
·then poured in upon the Governmimt confirmed. and 
extended-his previous .:knowledge ·of revolutionary con
spiracies. :Of alL this he made ·full use· in Lothair: 
Reviewers-accused him·of gross exaggeration, ofconjU:ring 
up imaginary perils; Mary Aline, though referred to in tlie 
protocols of Faris in 1856,-was treated as a bogey: But 
within•a year the outbreak of the Paris Commune, with 
its revelation of the malign·workings of the InternationaJ 
SoCiety; • showed r how thoroughly wen· justified ·were the 
apprehensions of Disraeh's'·Morisignori and diplomatists, 
_and the boasts of. his revolutionaries. ·Cates by says:of the 
se-cret societies: 'They nave declared war against the. 
Church·, the. State, and the· domestic principle.' All. the 
gi'eat truths and laws on· _which tne family reposes· are 
denounced. · Their ·-religion •is the· religion: of~ science.' 
The French· :Ambassador -declares· that· the'· Mary ·Anne 

· associations ·in France~ •were -all )ilive .and astir. '· · ' Mary 
·Anne,' he explains,·' was the real'<Iianie for the Republic 
ye!1rS ago, and there always ·was a sort of myth that these 
societies had •be{m founded' by i woman. ·. · ." . . The word 
has gone out to all these societies that Mary Anne' has 
returned, and'willissue her orders,'which -must be obeyed.'_ 
And · Bruges, ' the' revoh:itionary general~ confirms the 
representatives of ·authority. '"There·. are more· secret 
societies·. at·•thls moment ·than at' any period since '-8~, 
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though you hear nothing of them; and they believe in 
Mary Anne, and in nothing else.' He anticipates, more
over, and defends the policy of arson which the Commune 
employed, to the world's horror, in Paris in the .spring o.f 
1871. He is speaking of Rome ... 'Those priests! I 
fluttered them once. Why did I spare any 1 Why did 

·I not burn down St. Peter's 1 I proposed it.' There was 
something to be said for Monsignore Berwick's ejacuia
tion: 'It is the Church against the secret societies. They 
are the only two strong things in Europe, and will 
survive kings, emperors, or parliaments.' 

When Disraeli dealt with his third set of influences, those 
springing from English society and the Anglican Co]llmu
nion, he painted with some boldness from people he knew 
and personal and family circumstances which had come 

. directly under his observation .. The plot was suggested by 
Lord Bute's recent conversion to Rome; and Bute's his
tory was faithfully followed· in-Lothair's vast fortune and 
long minority, in his elaborate coming-of-age festivities, 
in his relations with Monsignore Capel (called in the book 
Catesby, but.' Capel' appeared by .a slip in one passage 
in the original issue), ~nd even in the ducal·family where 
he went to seek a bride. But Lothair was not received 
into the Church of Rome, and Bute in :the end married a 
lady who was not a daughter of 'the duke' of the·novel. 
Nor did Lothair resemb~e Bute in appearance, character, 
or tastes. Indeed Lothair is given so little character, 
save that of general candour, openness, and desire fo do 
right, coupled with a trifle of priggishn~ss, that.Sir Leslie 
Stephen is almost justified in his remark that 'Lothair 
reduces himself so completely to a mere,, passive bucket" 
to be pumped into by every variety·of teacher, that he is 
unpleasantly like a fool.' 

If the hero's circumstances almost directly reproduced· 
Bute's, there is a still closer reseml?lance between ' the 
duke' of Lothair and his family, and a duke and his 
family who were numbered among Disraeli's .friends. 
',Lord Abercorn. has thirteen children,' wrote Disraeli in 
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1863 to Mrs. Willyams after meeting the Abercorns at 
Hatfield;' and looks as young as his son who is an M.P ..•.. 
His daughters are so singularly pretty that they always 
marry· during their first season, and always make the most 
splendid matches.' So of the ducal family described in 
the early pages of L;;th.air we are told that the sons and 
·daughters reproduced the appearance and character of 
their parents, and the daughters 'all met the same fate. 
After seventeen years of a delicious home, they were 
presented and immediately married.' ·The · D11ke of 
Abercorn, who obtained his dukedom on-Disraeli's recom
mendation; was one of the ·handsomest men of the day; 
and society enjoyed the gentle raillery which wrote of 
'the· duke': 'Every day when he looked into the glass, 
and gave the l~st tquch to his consummate toilette/ he 
offered his grateful thanks to Providence that his family . 
was not unworthy of him.' That thj:l family so graciously 
characterised by Disraeli was not unworthy has since 

-been abundantly shown by. the. distinguished place its 
members have occupied in the political and social world. 
But Disraeli has dowered the dukedom of A,bercorn with 
all, and more than all, the then· posses~ions pf that of 
Sutherland. Brentham must· be 'Trentham, and Crecy 
House in London Stafford House (now the London 
Museum). 

From Montagu Corry. 
. " • ·f . ~ 

ADMIRALTY, Sept. 22, . 1868.--:-. . ... He (Lord Bute) 
is going to Baronscourt next month, it is evident ·rather as a 
claimant of his bride than as a suitor. Evidently the whole 
matter is already arranged. But st'ill, I fe3:r, that his joining 
himself to the ' scarlet woman' -and s9oh t~is equally 
certain. - . ., · t :· . -· 

Fergusson says that no ingenuity can cou11tl:lract the in-
. fluence which certain pries~s arid prelates have over him, 
.chief among them being Monsignore CapeL The speedy 
result is· inevitable, a;nd the· consummation is . only delayed 
till he has won his bride. . .. . . . ' ' . 

. 1. Disraeli eeldom committed the artistic ·mistake ·of reproducing the 
· .character .and habits of his original in every detail .. .The' Duke of :Abercorn 

was careless about the fit of his clothes. ! . · · • 
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The Anglican Bishop is clearly taken from Wilberforce; 
and, considering the licence which the Bishop since the 
autumn o£ 1868 had permitted himself to use in speaking 
and writing of Disraeli, it is a not unflattering portrait. 
The Bishop in Lothair is described as ' polished and 
plausible, well-lettered, yet quite a man of the world. He 
was fond of society, and justified his taste in this respect 
by the flattering belie£ that by his presence he was extend- · 
ing the power of the Church; certainly favouring an 
ambition which could not be described as being m:oderate.' 
We are told of his ' gracious mien,' his ' honeyed expres
sions '; that he was a 'man o£ contrivance and resolution '; 
while in his lighter moments he was capable of 'seraphic 
raillery,' 'angelic jokes,' and 'lambent flashes.' It was 
when he had made some particularly. deadly lunge . or 
adroit parry, in the secret duel for Lothair's soul which 
was carried on between him and the Cardinal at Muriel 
Towers, that these p~ayful cha,racter_isticswere displayed. 

The minor characters are as distinctive and amusing as 
they are wont to ·be in Disraeli's novels. There is St. 
Aldegonde, heir to the wealthiest dukedom in the kingdom, · 
but ' a republican of the reddest dye. He was opposed to 
all privilege, and indeed to all orders of men, except dukes, 
who were a necessity. He was also strongly in favour of 
the equal division of all property, except land. Liberty 
d,epended upon land, and the greater the landowners the 
greater the liberty of a country.' He cop1es down to 
breakfast in a country house on Sunday morning in a · 
'shooting jacket of brown velvet and a pink shirt and no 
cravat,' and, in the presence of the Bishop of the diocese, 
exclaims ' in a loud voice, and with the groan of a rebel
lious Ti~an, ".How I hate Sunday !;' ' 

Then there is Mr. Phcebus, the painter, who belongs 
rather to the revolutionary group than to the panorama 
of society; a descendant of Gascon nobles, and brilliant, 
brave, and boastful as: they; the prophet of Aryan art 
against Semitism. ' When Leo the 'Tenth was Pope,' he 
says, 'popery was pagan; popery is now Christian, and 
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art is extinct.' What he admires about the aristocracy 
is that they 'live in the air, that th~y excel in athletic 
sports; that they min only speak one .language; and that 
they never read,.' It was the highest education since the 
Greek. Nothing could induce him to use paper money; 
but he carried about with him .on his travels 'several 
velvet bags, one full cif pearls, another of rubies, .another 

:of Venetian sequins,Napoleons, an~ g6lden piastres. "I 
like to look at. them," said Mr. Phcebus, "and find life 
more intense when they are about my person. .But bank 
notes, so cold and thin, they give· me an ague."' He 
rented anislan9o in thel.Egean where, in the company of his 
beautiful Greek wife and her equally attractive sister,he 
' pursued a life partly feudal, partly Oriental, partly 
Venetian, and partly idiosyncrat~c '; but, in spite of his 
Aryariism; he consented to go to the Holy Land on a com- . 
mission from the Russian Government to paint Semitic 
subjects, moved partly by the reflection, 'They say no one 
cari draw a camel. If I went to Jerusalem a eamelwould 
at Iast be drawn.' It was Phcebus who refurbished and 
launched the ancient gibe at the critics, as ' the men who 
have failed in literature and ~art.' . 

Mr. Pinto is another capital sketch; the middle-aged, 
oily ·Portuguese who was one of the marvels of society. 
' Instead of being a parasite, everybody flattered him; and 
instead of being a hanger-on of society,.society hung on 
Pinto.' ' He was not an intellectual·· Crees us, but his 
-pockets-were full of sixpences.' Here is one of his . ' six~ 
pences'' in conversation with St. Aldegonde. ' English 
is. a:O: expressive language, but not difficult to master. Its 
range is limited. It consists, as far as I can observe, of 
four words:" nice,"" jolly,"" charming," and'! bore.''' 

• Then~ we have Lord and Lady Cllinmorne, 'so good-.. . . 
. lookllg and agreeable that they were as good at a dinner-
party as a couple of first-rate entrees t; andApollonia, the 
wife· of· Putney Giles, the prosperous sol~citor, whose 
principal mission it was to destroy the .·Papacy and her 
lesser impulses to become acquainted with.the aristocracy 
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and to be surrounded by celebrities. Sir William Stirling 
Maxwell, in congratulating Disraeli, happily singled out 
'your remarkable power of painting a. character by a . 
single stroke.' 

Nor must we forget Mr. Ruby, the Bond Street jeweller, 
whose conversation with his eminent clients is delightful. . 
He holds forth to Lothair on pearls, 

...: Pearls are troublesome property, my Lord. They require 
great care; they want both air and exercise; they must be 
worn frequently; you cannot lock them up. The Duchess of 
Havant has the finest pearls in the country, and I told her 
Grace, ' Wear them whenever you can, wear them at break~ 
fast;' and her Grace follows my advice, she does wear-them at 
breakfast. I go down to Havant Castle every year ·to see 
her Grace's pearls, and I wipe every one of them myself, and 
let them lie on a sunny bank in the garden, in a westerly wind; 
for hours and days together. · Their complexion would have 
been ruined had it not been for this treatment. 

Visitors to Hughenden in t_he 1?-tter years ·of Lady 
Beaconsfield's life remember how faithftilly Disraeli 
followed Mr. Ruby's advice; how he .was wont himself, on 
sunny days,, to bring out his wife's pearls and lay them 
carefully on the grass by the terrace, so. that they might 
not fail to· get the ' air ' which was so important for their 
complexion. · 

Scattered here and there throughout the book are many 
shrewd political appreciations. Take this, of Scotland: 
'The Establishment and the Free Kirk are mutually· 
sighing for some compromise which may bring them 
together again; and if the proprietors would give up their 
petty patronage, some flatter themselves ·that it might be 
arranged.' Disraeli himself was to abolish the 'petty 
patronage,' and now for several years PresbyteriiJ,n reunion· 
has been drawing visibly nearer. About Ireland there is 
naturally more. A revolutionary leader says of the Irish: 
' Their treason is a· fairy tale, and their sedition a child 
talking in its sleep '; while a Romap. Monsignore tells us 
that 'the difficulty of Ireland is that the priests and the · 
people will consi~er everything in a purely Irish point of 
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view.. To gain some local object, th~y-will erwburage··the 
principles of the most lawless Liberalism, which naturally· 
land them in Ft:niarrism 'imd atheism.' ~Thi:raspiratiqns of_ 

' Germany after a fleet are again. noted.··_. In-the.revolution
ary meeting in London the -German delegate sa.ys: ' The 
peoples will never succeed till ~hey have a fleet.·.·; . -·To 
have a fleet we rose against Denmark in my country ... : . 
The future mistress of the seas is the land of:the Viking '..::_ 
an odd paraphrase for Germany. Of AtJ,stria Monsig-
nore Berwick says: 'Poor Austria ! -_Two things made 
her a nation: she was German and she was Catholic, and 
now she is· neither.' A French diplom:atist suggests 
to the Monsignore th~ very settlement of the Rom~n 
question which was actually effected in a few months·. 

-'I wish I could induce youto consider more·favourably 
that suggestion; that His Holiness should content him
self with the ancient city, and, in possession· of St: 
Peter's and the Vatican, leave· the rest of Rome to the 
vulgar cares and the mundane anxieties of the transient 
generation.' And t~e Disraeli of Sybil and of the Artisans' 
Dwellings Acts speaks through the mouth of Lothair 
when he says: ' It seems to me that pauperism is not an 
affair so much of wages as ·of:._ dwellings. lf. the working 
classes were properly lodged, at their present rate of wages, 
.they: w~m~d- be :richer. ,They would be -h~althier and 
' happier at the same cost.' '"' ' 

·There are of course the oddities of grammar, absurdities _ 
of expression, and exaggerations of fact and of phrase, 
which no novel of Disraeli's .is. without; .and in Lothair 
some read.ers are put off by the occurrence· of .a large 
proportion of t)lese in the early pages.~· But we have also, 
what is more to, the purp()Se,.an abundance of tllQSe apt 
phrases, half aphorism half paradox,.into which Disraeli 
distilled- his . worldly and~ other-worldly wisdom. ·.The 
hansom is 'the gondola of London';·, Pantheism is· 
' atheism in domino ~; a member of the Church of England 
appears .. to a Roman convert. tq ;be.' a"Parliamentary 
Christian'; an agreeable·pers6n is ',a person who agrees - ; - ,-
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. with ' you; at the end of ~he season ' the baffled hopes 
·must go to Cowes, and the broken hearts to Baden '; ' the 
originality of a subject is-in its treatment'; 'the world, 
where the. future is. concerned, is generally wrong ' ; 
' patriotism was a boast· and now it is a controversy '; 
' to revive faith is more difficult than to create j.t.' 

The joy which Disraeli evinces in the material world; in. 
natural and artistic beauty, in the dignity and even in the 
gauds and tinsel of wealthy and aristocratic life, should 
never blind the reader to the fact that the story of the 
book is a spiritual conflict, and that the author puts here, 
as in Tancred and all his niore serious writing, the soul 
above the body. It is Lothair's soul for which the various 
forces have been contending. The somewhat shadowy 
Syrian Christian, Paraclete, whom Lothair meets towards 
the end of hi~ wanderings, seems to speak_ the author's real 
mind. What is his teaching~ 'Science may prove the 
insignificance of this globe in the scale of creation, but it 
cannot prove the insignificance of man. . . .. There is no 
relation between the faculties of man and the scale in 
creation of the planet which he inherits.' 'There must
be design, or all we see would be without sense, and _I 
do not believe in the unmeaning.' 'A monad of pure 
intelligence, is that more philosophical than the truth . . . 
that God made man in his own image 1' Science can· no 
more satisfy the soul than superstition or revolt. But 
Disraeli's practical advice is that which the revolutionary 
General gave as his parting word to Lothair. 'Whatever 
you do, give up dreams. . . . Action may not always 
be happiness, but there is no hal).pine9S without action.' 
Thes~ are the things in the knowledge of which Disraeli 
declares the salvation of our youth to consist. 'Nosse 
omnia hrec salus est adolescentulis ' is the motto from 
Terence prefixed to the book. _ 

Beyond this motto, Disraeli, who revealed in the 
General Preface to the novels in the autumn the origin 
and intention of his earlier romances, doolined to give any 
hint about the purport of Lothair. Rut Longmans, his 
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publishers, circulated., presumably with his consent; as an 
adver-tisement of the new edition, a letter which Professor 
John Stuart Blackie had adiliessed to the Scotsman on 

- the significa~ce of the ~ork. It ~as-undoubtedly, Blackie 
maintained, 'wh::tt the Germans call a tendenz-roman,' 

_showing how certain intellectu~l agencies, prominent ,in 
the world at the time, act upon a hero of the Wilhelm 
Meister type, and how the illusions of Ronianism may be 
dispelled in favour ofrationalliberty and rational piety. 
Cqunt Vitzthum, Disraeli's-old friend in the diplomatic 

_world, also n9ted the resemblance tci Wilhelm M-eister, 
both novels treating of ' the development of a. human 
being by the working of life ang exp~rience_.' : But he 
thought Goethe's herOlobked 'pale,'narrow-minded, little, 
a poor bourgeois;\ by the side of Lothair, 'a- real prince, 
a citizen of the world/· Vitzthum, .moreover, selected 
for praise the facility of giving the formulas of all the 
philosophical schools- of the· age so that a child might 
understand them. But perhaps the appreciation of 
James Clay, a friend from the days of the Mediterranean 
wanderings, please,d Disraeli most: ' You are a wonderful 

• fellow to have retained the freshness arid buoyancy of 
'twenty~five:' · 
. Seldom has a book_been anticipated with such interest 

'or ~produced ;such a ·sensation on 'its first appearance. 
There was :r;w occasion ·for Longmanto employ the puffing 
tactics by which Colburn in Disraeli's youthful days had 
heralded the publication of Vivian ·arey_. A novel by an 
ex-Premier; and an ex-Premier of so str'ange and fascina-

,"--- ting a type, was enough in itself to set the t0'\0\'ll, if not the 
world, agog. /There is immense and most malevolent 
curiosity ·about Disraelfs. novel,' wrote Houghton. 'His 

· - wisest fiiends :think that it -must be a mistake, and his 
enemies hope- that it will be- his ruin.' The book was 
actually published,, in three volumes, oh Monday, May 2. 
But the advance demand had already kept Longman's 
printers b~sy. · On April 22, he _told Disraeli that the 
subscription list would be about 2,000, and that a tlifrd . . .. 

.. -
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thousand was ready; on the 27th that 3,000 were bespoken 
and a fourth in hand; and on the 29th, .three days before 
publication, that they had gone to press with a· fifth. 
Folir ·days after publication he humorously described to 
Disraeli the run upon his 'bank~rs in Paternoster·Row.' 

From Thomas Longman. 

FARNBOROUGH HILL, RANTS, May 6, 1870.-There has·· 
been a run upon your bankers in Paternoster Row, and our 
last thousand is nearly gone! We shall have another thou
sand in hand on ·wednesday next. This will be the sixth 
thousand, and I do not feel quite certain we shall not be 
broken before Wednesday ! I am not sure that it would not 
do good, now we have nearly 5,000 in circulation. On Monday 
morning Mr. Mudie's house was, I am told, in a state ofsiege. 
At an early hour his supply was sent in two carts. But real 
subscribers, and representative footmen, in Iarge,masses were 
there before them. Mr. Mudie has· had 700 more copies. . . . 

All the world read the book; every journal re.vi:ewed it. 
It was the principal topic of polite conversation during the 
London season: a pretty woman was even heard ta bet a 
copy of Lothair on a race at Ascot. Horses, songs, and 
ships were named after the hero and heroine; a scrap in 
Disraeli's handwriting gives _the following list: 

Lothair. Mr. Stevens' colt, Mr. Molloy's song by Mme. 
Sherrington, Greenwich ship, Lothair Galloppe, Lothair Per
fume, Lothair Street. 

Gorisande. Baron Rothschild's filly,1 Mr. Martin's song 
by Mme. Montserrat, Durham ship, Corisande Valtz. 

Edition followed edition. The circulation was greatly 
helped by the publication of an abusive letter from one 
who conceived himself to be the original of the Oxford 
professor described in the book as 'of advanced, opinio~s 
on all subjects, religious, social, and political'; 'clever, 
extremely well-informed,' but with 'a restless vanity and 
overflowing conce_it.'; ''gifted with a great command. of 

• 1 Lady Beaconsfield preserved among .the Beaconsfield papets the tele. 
gram by. whwh Baron Meyer de Rothschild announced to her and Disraeli 
the victory of the famous filly Corisande in the. Cesarewitch. 
~ TI 

. .. 
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words, which too¥: the form of e.ndless expos'tion, varied 
by sarcasm and passages of ornate jargon'; and-!lri~ 
kin~est cut of all-' like ·sedentary men of extreme 
opinions, a social parasite.' 

From Goldwin Smith. 

CoRNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, STATE OF NEw YoRK, 
.May 25, 1870.--In your Lothair you introduce an Oxford 
professor, who is about to emigrate to America, and you. 
describe him as a social parasite. You well know that if you 
had ventured openly to accuse me of any social baseness, you 
would have had to. answer ~or your words; but when, shelter· 
ing yours(;Jlf under the literary form of' a work of_ fiction, you 
seek to traduce with impunity the social character of a po_Iitical 
opponent, your expressions can touch noman's honolir; they 
are the stingless insults of a coward . 

. This was, indeed, as a. journalist said,•' 'Ercles~ vein '; 
and.it is no wonder that Longman could·write on June 9: 
' The Oxford Professor's letter is doing its work well. So 
much'so that we shall print again as soon as.I have your 
cor_rections.' Disraeli never answered Goldwin Smith; 
but in a letter to an American literary friend he threw 
·an interesting sidelight on the outburst. 

To Robert Carter . . 

Confidential.· HuGHENDEJN MANOR, Aug. 13, 1870:-,--
... I know nothing personally of Mr. Goldwin Smith. I 
never saw him.. More tha11 twenty years ago, the- Peelite 
party, who had purchased the M_orning Chronicle, mainly to 
de·cry me and my friends, engaged a new hand who distin
guished himself by a series of invectives against myself, wh . 

. far pas~!ed the bounds of legitimate political hostility. I cared 
nothing, and have never· cared anything, about these personal 
attacks, to which I have been subject all my life and wh. have 
never, in the least, arrested my caree:r;;· but the writer, I found· 
out many years afterwards, was Mr. Goldwin Smith, who was . ·. 
well paid for his pains. . I.don't, and never did, grudge him (-;; 
t1.at; but this is hardly the person to inveigh against perso11- . · 
ali ties. and anoilylll:ous writing. A I 4ave sometimes ,brUshed · 
him aside, as I would a mOsqui~o, but .a~ .always· toO much.. ", 
occupiedtto bear him, or any other insect, any ill-will. ; .. \ .~ 

I Disraeli once .said to the present Lord Esher, '} never trouble .to be 
avenged, but, when a man injures me, I put his name.on a slip of paper. 
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The outbreak of the Franco-German War caused the 
demand, for the moment, somewhat to slacken; but with 
the appearance in November of a collected edition. of 
Disraeli's novels, at 6s. a volume, having Lothair as the 
first volume, the 'Lothair~mania;' as Longman wrote, 

·broke out again 'with all its virulence. Twice we have 
printed 5,000 copies, and now we have another 5,000 = 

15,!)00, at press.' The book was translated into every 
European language, and the demand in Germany so far 
exceeded expectation that Baron Tauchnitz, the publisher, 
as Lo~gman noted, ' doubted, more suo, :pis tribute
money.' In America the sale ·was even greater than in 
England. Messrs. Appleton began by printing 25;000 
copies, which were sold out in three days; and in July the 
demand was still a thousand copies a· day. By October 
80,000 copies had been sold there. Disraeli proudly 
claimed, in the General Preface which he wrote for-the 
collected edition, that the book had been 'more- exten
sively read both by the people of the United Kingdom a~d 
the United States than any work that has appeared for 
the last half-century.' __ 

But if the public devoured the novel, the reviewers for· 
the more critical journals and magazines were, as a 
rule, unfavourable. 1 The Times was, indeed, highly 
appreciative; and the Pall Mall Gazette called -it an 
'admirable novel' which 'must have cost the author, 
we cannot help fancying, no effort whatever; it was as 
easy and delightful for him to_ write as for us to read.' 
But the Saturday Review was captious, and the Edinburgh 
patronising; the A,thenceum maintained that the- book 
would have passed unnoticed if written by anyone else; 
while both Blackwood, a representative of Scottish Con
servatism, and the Quarterly, true as ever to its anti
Disraeli attituge, -condemned it with the utmost severity. 

· The latter dubbed it a ' failure,' an ' outrage,' ' a. sin 

.and lock it up in a drawer. It is marvellous how men I have thus labelled 
have' a knack of disappearing.' See article by Lord Esher on Lord Beacons
field in the Quarterly Review, July, 1920 • . 
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against good taste and justice/ ' a vast mass of verbiage 
which can seldom be called English '; and eve11 had the 
hardihood to call a book which contains some of Disraeli:s 
liveliest and_most satirical writing, 'as dull as ditchwater 
and as flat as a flounder.' . Abraham Hayward, always a 

· malignant critic of Disraeli, wrote the Quar_terly article; 
Houghton, a 'good-natured' friend, the Edin&urgh; the 
Blackwood attack· was· from the incisive pen of the 
soldier-critic, Hamley ... · In the General Preface Disraeli 
hit some shrewd blows back; and one can rej:JOgnrse 
at least Houg_hton and 'Hayward in the following 
passage: 

One could hardly expect at home the judicial impartiality 
of a foreign land. Personal influences inevitably mingle in 

- some degree with such productions. There are critics who, 
abstractedly, do not approve ofsuccessful books, particularly 
if they have failed in the same style; social acquaintances also 
of lettered taste, and especially cotemporaries whose public 
life has not exactly realised the vain dreams of their fussy 
·existence, would seize the accustomed opportunity of wel
coming with affected discrimination about nothing, and 
elaborate controversy about trifles, the production of a friend; 
and there is always, both in politics and literature, the race 
of the Dennises, the Oldmixons, and Curls; who flatter them
selves that, by systematically libelling som.e eminent personage 
of t.heir times, they have a cha.nce of descending to posterity. 

At least one later critic of undoubted competence has 
endorsed the condemnation of the· contemporary reviewers. 
Sir Leslie Stephen, who showed much appreciation of the 
earlier novels, has left on record the opinion that the 

. easiest assumption to make about Lothair is 'that it is a 
practical joke on a large scale, or a prolOnged burlesque 
upon Mr. Disraeli's own youthful performances.' Never
theless, the judgment. of the world is decisive against 
Stephen, and holds that.Lothair is among the best, if not 
the absol':lte best, of Disraeli's novels. Mr. George . 
. Russell expressed a growing opinion when he decl,ared it 
.the author'_s masterpiece;,, a profound study of spiritual 
and political forces at a supremely important moment in 
the history of modern Europe.' Lord Russell saw deep 
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significance beneath the gaudy trappings, and held it to be 
the work of a political seer. Fronde regarded it as 'im~ 
measurably supenor ' to anything of the kind which 
Disraeli had previously produced; adding, ' Lothair opens 
a window into Disraeli's mind, revealing the inner wor~
ings of It more completely than anything else which he 
wrote or said.' This last appreciation is, perhaps, exces
sive; Tancred and Lorfl"""G,:e.9TIJ~~~·~£ll:!illG&;,.~"fe,.,rn.ore self
revealing, if only because of their insistence on the _ 
Jewish standpoint, which is not obtruded in Lothair; 
but_ Lothair takes rank beside Ooningsby, and these two 
are the novels on which Disraeli's literary reputation 
rests with the general reader of to-day. . 

The pecuniary return of Lothair was col}siderable. For 
the original edition of 2,000 copies Longmans paid 
Disraeli £1,000; and together with royalties on subse
quent copies and on the one~volume edition, and with 
the foreign rights of the book, he had received in all by 
the end of 1876 over £6,000. The large sales of Lothair 
increased the demand for its predecessors, from Vivian 
Grey to Tancred. On these in the new edition Disraeli 
had already received over £1,000 in royalties, when, in 
1877, he came to a new arrangement with his publishers 
by which they paid him a further sum of £2,100 for the 
copyright of the whole ten volumes of novels. He was 
so much encouraged by his success that he soon inade a 
start upon a new novel, Endymion ; which, however, 
owing to the renewal of his political activity and his 
subsequent return to office, was not completed and 
published till ten years later. 

The publication of Lothair, like that of Tancred, w s 
politically a hindrance rather than a help to Disraeli. 
The serious politician,like Gladstone in the Punch cartoon, 
pronounced it flippant. How could Parliamentarians 
be expected to trust an ex-Premier who, when 'half-:- .· 
way between sixty and seventy, instead of occupying 
his leisure, in accordance with the British convention, 
in classical, historical, or constitutional studies, pro-
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duced a 15audy romance of the peerage, so written as 
to make it almost impossible to say how much was 
ironical or satirical, and·how much soberly intended 1 
It may bE( taken for granted that Disraeli's old colleagues 
did not know what to think of the book, as among the 
congratulatory letters preserved i.v . the Beaconsfield 
correspondence their handwriting is markedly absent. 
This political distrust was increased by the resuscitation, 
in the General Preface in the autumn, of all the peculiar 
doctrines about English history and politics, about 
Christianity and Judaism, and about religion and science, 
which the English people had f~mnd difficult of assimila
tion when propounded in Ooningsby, Sybil, and Tancred, 
iii Lord George Bentinck and in the Sheldonian speech, 
and many of which were even now caviare to the general. . 

. The whole literary performance of the year made Disraeli, 
the man, a more interestirig figure than ever; but it only 
deepened the doubts about Disraeli, the statesman;' which 
the heavy defeat of 1868, and the apparent hopelessness 
of the Conservative cause in opposition, had aroused. 



1872-1873. 

j(,, ' There are fe~ po:::;;i~::l;';;iti;gc,#la~djhat of 
, the leader of a discowfi,t@d,;; p~~ty._'_ .. 'rh<1,.,.,.W,.\1:f;g~,-,t!'!.e 

Disra.eJ!'~--2~..k~"'~bo~,~~.!~~,£ltl!E~~~#£t.<l.,..J?:~~!~e 
Bentinok, and they wer~ written in reference to Russell s 
position~ID:'1lie'J?(;erP~ff:'~~iii"'tf"fstf.·""'Blit they apply 
with at least equal force to the ~~uaE.\W.._,JY~~l?~~~li 
had himself occupi~d,_ since the q_~nera;~Jl~l~<::H9P:~5J.fl~6~. 
Opposite him ·tlie'f€""'liil"d'1:~-rrrr~~ne'I~i~··atia· en-
thusiastic majority, who, with few exceptions, had 
steadily acted on the prinqiple that it was their duty ' to 
say ditto to Mr. Gladstone' as the Pri]Tie Minister pursued 
his strenuous career; and though in the session of 1871 
there had been many Ministerial mishaps, with the corol
lary of some Opposition victories in by-elections, yet all 
the efforts of the Conservative party and the adroitness 
of their leader had hitherto been unavailing materially to 
improve their pqsition and prospects. The Times, in a 
judicial leading article towards the close of 1871,1 pro
nounced that anything like a permanent tenure of office 
for the Conservatives was impossible.. ' The leaders of 
the party do not believe in it. The sountry gives them 
no confidence. The majority is against them. All the 
forces of the time are stra.ined in an opposite direction.' 
It was as .. true. of. Disraeli~Arom 1869 ..... to, .:18721 ~as· of 
RusselLfrom .1841. te.1845,, that 

·he who in the Parliamentary field watches over the fortunes 
of routed troops must be prepared to sit often alone. Few 
care to share the labour which is doomed to be fruitless, and 

1 Nov. 20, 
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none are eager to diminish the responsibility of him whose 
course, however adroit, must necessarily be ineffectual. . . . 

rA-disheartened Opposition_wiJLl?ttquerulous·and~capticltis. .A 
discouraged multitude.have ,no future; too,.depr~ssedj;p in-

# -dulge in a large and often hopef11l horizon pf cpntf:)Jllplf!-tion, 
they busy themselves in peevish detail, and by a natural 
train of sentiment associate their own conviction of ill-luck, 

_ incapacity, and failure, with the most responsible member of . 
their confederation.l 

The diooontent reached a climax in thewinter of 1871-
1872. The policy of reserve in opposition which Disraeli 
had on the whole maintained; and which had .produced 
satisfactory- results in ~lluring Ministers into indiscre
tions, was galling to eager and impetuous spirits; and _in 
the previous session the ' Colonels ' had got out of hand 
in their violent opposition to the Army Bill, and the anti
Disraeli clique in their obstruction of the Ballot Bill. 
Complaint was made that, in spite_of tempting opportu~ 
nities afforded by Ministerial blunders, Disraeli ·-had 
avoided political speaking duri.ng the recesses, putting off 
from year to year tb,e demonstration in Manchester which 
his Lancashire friends pressed him to accept. . His own 
·excuse to Matthew Arnold, who met hl.,m at a country 
house party at Latimer in January, 1872, was that 'the 
l\'linisters were so busy going about apologising for 
their failures that he thought it_ a pity to distract 
public attention from the proceedilig.' Further, the 
publication of Lothair and. of the General_ Preface to 
the novels had-revived all the former doubts as to whether 
a Jewish literary man-, so dowered with·. imagination, 
and so unconventional in: his outlook, was ~he proper 
person to lead a Conservative .party to victory. Would 
it not be better to go into battle under the_ old· Stanley 
banner 1 Derby had .gained golden opinions as Foreign 
Secretary, and had that plait~. common se_nse, -love of 

-peace, and moderation of political faith which appealed 
to. the middle classes -jn the rapidly growing urban 
communities, and which might ' be expected, -were he 

1 Lord Gwrge Bentinck, ch. 1. 
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the party leader, to attract considerable Liberal support 
to the Conservative cause. The rival claims of Disraeli 

- and Derby were widely discussed by politicians through-
-out the party and the country, in newspapers, clubs, and 
debating societies; though Derby made no sign whatever,' 
and there is not the smallest reason to suppose that he 
would have consented to_ play. the part his admirers 
allotted to him. · 

Even Disraeli's colleagues were infected with the rising · 
spirit of dissatisfaction; and no less intimate a friend than 
Cairns was the first to give it expression at a gathering of _' 
Conservative leader13 at Burghley just before the session; 
from which gathering not only_ Disraeli himself, but also 
Derby, Richmond, and Malmesbury were absent. Hardy's 
diary is our authorjty for what took place. 

At our meeting (February l) Cairns boldly broached the 
subject of Lord Derby's lead,, and the importance of Disraeli 
knowing the general feeling. We alUelt that none of his old 
colleagues could, or .would, undertake such a task as informing 
him. John Manners alone professed ignorance of the feeling 
in or out of doors. _ I expressed my view that D. has been 
loyal to his f1;iends, a!ld that personally I would not say that 
I preferred Lord D.~ but that it was idle to ignore the general 
opinion. N oel 1 sai,d that from his own knowledge he could 
say that the nanie of Lord Derby as leader would affect 40 
or 50 seats. . : . For my own part I do not look forward with 
hope to Derby, but I caruiot but admit that Disraeli, as far . 
as appears, has not the position in House and country to 
enable him to do what the other might.2 

-Northcot'e is not mentioned in this account; but he 
has recorded in his diary under a subsequent date that 
he and Manners were the only two present who were 

·stanch to their chief; and that he. wondetea if Disraeli . 
knew of their loyalty. It may be taken·for.granted that 
none of Disraeli's colleagues informed him of the opinions 
expressed at B.urghley. ··Apparently, however, some repre
sentation of the discO"il.tent of a section of his followers in 
the House of Commons was conveyed to him, and in 

1 One of the Whips, 
II. 

2 Gat horne Hardy, Vol. I., p: ,'!05. 
17* 
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· reply he intimated that he would be quite ready to give 
place\ to Derby if ,the party wished it, but in that case he 
wo11ld himself retire below the gangway.:_a contingency 

, which the mos~ :recalcitrant follower would hardly face. - , 
In any case so shrewd .a judge of party feeling'could not 

fail to be aware of the prevailing uneasiness; accordingly, 
. while his lieutenants were discussing his shortcomings 

at Burghley, he, as his correspondence shows, was gather
ing in his hands all the strands .of a: complicated political -
situation, .and preparing to demonstrate that he: was as ' 
indispensable as he had ever been since he had imposed. 
himself on his party :n 1849. Arap over.the knuckles for. 
his ·colleague, the duke who !ed the Opposition in the 
Lords, was a clear reminder of his claims ·as leader~ 
especially if the censure }Vas, as Hardy thought; unjust. 
Incidentally the' high tone he takes shows how little 
disposed he was to that adulation of dukes, which some 
who misread Lothair have attributed to him. 'Talk not 
to me of dukes,' he burst out on one occasion wh(m a duke 
had disappointed him; 'dukes can be made!'· He had 
made one himself. 

To the Duke of Richmond. 

Confidential. BuRGHLEY Hous:E, STAMFORD, Jan. 11, 1S72. 
_ -I have been much engaged during the last six weeks, in 

correspondence with our supporters in the Ho .. of Commons,' 
as to their course, in the next session, resp.ectiilg. the ballot. 
The Lancashire members, our most powerful friends, are 
particularly embarrassed by this question: the members £or 

. the boro[ugh]s, in some instances, being hard pressed by their 
con!';tituents to support it, while, on · tlie other hand, . Mr. 
Cross, the M.P. for South Lancashire; who def~ated Mr. Glad~ 
stone, moved, at his own request, the absolute rejection ofthe 
Bill during the last session. · _· , . .· 

This gentleman, uneasy .on the matter, and requesting my 
adVice, informed rile, some tirrie ago, that Lord Skelmersdale 

· had assured hiin, that he might depend on the Whig 'peers . 
giving the measure an uncompromising opposition. Not 
being myself certain of this, I advised him, ill: our perplexity, 
not to change his front, but not'unnecessarily to dwell on tl).e 
subject. ' · 
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In this state of affairs, I took advantage of being in the West 
to arrange to meet Lord Cairns at Ld. M\Llmesbury's, and to 
'confer with him on matters in general, wh. daily assume a 
more critical character. To my astonishment, I learned from 
Lord Cairns, that your Grace had received a communication 
from Lord Russell, that our party in the House of Lords must 
no longer count on him, the Duke of Somerset, and others, as 
opponents to the ballot. Lord Cairns naturally assumed 
that your Grace had immediately apprised me of this infor
mation, so neoessary to me for the satisfactory conduc_t of 
business .1 . . . · .. 

I am sure your Grace will not misconceive. my meaning, 
when I express my deep regret at the habitual want of com
munication, which now subsists between the leaders of our 
party in the two Houses. If my individual feelings only were 
concerned, I should not touch upon the matter, but, with the 
responsibility of . conducting difficult affairs for the common 
good, it is my duty to remar.k .on circumstances, wh., I am 
sure, are fraught with injurious consequences to the cause 
w~. we are anxious to uphold. 

· From the Duke of· Richmond. 

Goonwoon, CHICHESTER, Jan. 12, 1872.-I hope that ere 
this you will have reed. a letter which I wrote a few days 
ago, and directed .to Hughenden. I enclosed a letter from 
Lord Russell. . . 

I will not conceal from you h<;>w very much amioyed I am 
to find from your letter that you consider there has been 
habitual want of communication subsisting· between the 

·leaders of our party in the two Houses. 
This wd. imply that I had studiously avoided acting with 

you. If this was so I should have been justly liable to cen
sure, fori quite concur that, unless the leaders in both Houses 
act in concert and with cordiality, it is quite imp-ossible. that· 
the business can be carried onin a satisfactory manner. 

I think, if you reflect, you will r.ecollect that I was in con
stant communication with you during the last session of 
Parliament. You will recollect Cairns and I met you in the 
Carlton to discuss the American question. I also saw you 
frequently about. the Army Bill and the ballot, and com

. municated to you at .once all the negotiations which were then 
pending between me and Lord Russell. "· . 

I did not think it necessary to trouble you with the letter 
I reed. fr. Lcn:d Russell after I .got to Scotland, but always · 

1 ' I shall certainly tell the Duke of. R.,' wrote l\1almesbury to Disraeli 
on Jan. 8, 'my opinion as to his want of concert with you.' 
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intended to do so before the meeti~g of Parliament. It is 
possible that it would have b~en better had I sent it to you.· 
sooner, but for some time past I havebeen very busy with my 
own affairs. • 

I have deemed it right to enter into these details, because l 
am most anxious that yQu should be satisfied that I have not 
been guilty of any want of courtesy towards you. Indeed l 
should have hoped that our long acquairi.taiwe would have 

·been sufficient to have -prevented you from imagining such
a thiri.g. I quite appreciate the responsibility and difficulty 
of your position, and always wish to assist you l)y all ineans 
in my power. ·- · 

To the Duke of Richmond. 

LATIMER, CHESHAM, Jan. 16; 1872.-I have received both 
your letters, and have read t.\le last in the spirit in wh. it is 
written. 

I return herewith the letter of Lord RusseU, and the copy 
of his letter to Lord Lyveden. They do not appear to me 
to bear altogether the interpretation, wh. Lord Cairns plac13d ·· 
upon them, or; rather, wh. I apprehended he placed :upon 
them. -· · - - · -. 

The intimations of Lord Russell seem to me-to be altogether 
hypothetical, and to rest upon a basis, wh. he contemplated 
as probable, but wh. has not occurr.ed; viz,; 'That the country 
would support the House of _Commons in asking for the 
ballot.'· · ·· < 

· The country during the recess has been silent on the subject, 
and tho' many important elections have happened, and are 
about to take place, the question of the ballot seems to have 
no influence upon _their result. 

_Lord Russell and his friends, therefore, on the reassembling 
of Parliament, are free to recur to their old grounds of opposi
tiqn to the measure, and may even do so. 

Whether such a course on their part should regulate ours; 
is another question, and wh. I would rather leave to personal 
deliberations when we are better acquainted with the exact 
propositions of the Ministry. · 

We must not conceal from ourselves, that-the Tory party in 
the Ho .. of Commons is not. united on the question, and tho' 
I am not myself prepared, 11,nder any circumstances, to con
cede the principle of secret voting,· as .at present advised, I 
fear our ranks may be broken. _ . 

I wish T could see the practical elements of that compromise 
wh. Lord- Russell seems to contemplate. Any provision to 
secure . scrutiny and prevent . personation, will, according to 
the Radical view, destroy the BilL · 

j 
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Richmond showed this correspondence to his principal 
_colleagues,· who, .while they gave him their sympathy, 
could not fail to draw their own conclusions as to the 

·disposition of their chief. Cairns's comment was that 
after two years of apathy Disraeli was beginning to wake 

· up, anP. fan~y all beside were asleep. What Cairns called 
apathy might perhaps be more truly described as cal
culated and successful reserve; but at any rate there is 
no doubt that Disraeli was awake ~ow. ·~· · 

The public question which gave him and his political 
friends at the moment most concern was the difficulty· 
with the United States over the Alabama question. 
Disraeli and his Foreign~ Secretary, Derby; had been the 
fir..st British statesmen in office to admit the principle o£ 
arbitration; and accordingly Northcote, as a leading 
Conservative statesman, had consented to take a share 
in negotiating in the previous~year the Treaty of Wash
ington which carried· the principle into practical e:ffect.1 

.Disraeli was not satisfied with the conduct of the nego~ 
tiations; but, at any rate, the terms of the treaty were 
so limited by the British Commissioners as to. render it 

· in their opinion ultra vires for the tribunal to admit 
and adjudicate upon those indirect claims, making this 
country responsible for the prolongation of the Civil 
War, which spread~eagle politicians iri America like 
Sumner put forward, but which ·Derby had, expressly 
excluded in 1868. Great was the shock, therefore, when 
it was discovered that the American case to be submitted 
to the arbitrators embraced and insisted upon these very 
far-reaching claims as well as those specifically·, growing 
out of the acts committed ' by certain vessels. 

1 Lord George Hamilton in his Reminiscences says that Northcote 
accepted the task without consulting Disraeli; but this is a mistake. 
Lord Morley in his Gladstone, Bk. VI., ch. 9, quotes a contemporary 

.letter from Granville, then Foreign Secretary, to Gladst(,me: 'I as.ked 
Northcote. • • . He said he must ask Lady Northcote, and requested 
permission to consult Dizzy. The former consented, ditto Dizzy' ; and the 
Be9consfield papers contain another letter·from Granville, dated April 24, 
ISil, to Disraeli himself, which speaks of 'your encouragement to North
cote to undert:tke a share in the work' of the British Commission at 
Washington. · 

~>,; .,.. . 
.; '·. 
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To Lord· Cairns. 

Private. GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 27, 1872.-... Affairs 
here are most critical and aniious; All is ·absorbed in the 
Alabama ques~ion. Hayward told Exmouth yesterday,-that 
unless they withdraw from the arbitration, the Cabinet must 
break up. Would that they would withdraw! But· can 
they ? After having advised their Sovereign to _ratify the 
treaty-and in such haste ! ; 

I have not seen the foreign case, nor has LordDerby, but 
we know its scope from those who have-Cockburn, Delane, 
Ld. Stanhope and others speak of it as most masterly. North
cote, who has it, sp_eaks of it disparagingly: can easily be 
answered, crushingly, and all that. But this is not the point. 
Our complaint is,. that it opens the indirect issue, the-relin-

. quishment of which by. U.S. 'was our consideration for- con" -
senting to express regret, and dealing with the law of nations 

-·ex post facto. In the initiated quarters, there is no confidence 
in, at least two of, the arbitrators. They are :supposed to be 
manageable by an unscrupulous Government. Altogether I 
never knew public feeling so disturbed and dark. . 

I am most anxious to see you Tue1;day ~t 12: Perhaps 
Northcote may be here. It was impossible for me to go to 
Burghley, as I had previously' declined Belvoir. At this · 
moment I must be at headquarters. 

To Sir Stafford N ortkcote. 
j 

Private. GROSVENOR GATE, Jan. 30, '72.-:-'--. . . Cairns has 
been with me this morning._ A iorrg; but not a satisfactory, 
visit. He holds, in this.with me, that the Government scheme 
of protesting tothe arbitrators, and awaiting their-judgment 
on the protest, [is]. quite futile. _ . . -

They are not bound to acijudicate on the point and they will 
decline. Arbitrators, he says, alwajs ·._avoid ·unnecessary 
decisions, and details; and he is quite prepared, if the arbitra
tion is concluded, that they will give their verdict_ for a sum 
without apportioning the amount, _ - - _ ,- . 

2. He holds withdrawal from the arbitration, a clear casus 
belli. _ , · . · 

3. He .is of opinion that. the treaty jus_tifif)s the Amer_ican 
demand, and, he says, he· said as much in House-of Lol'ds 
last year. . · _ _ - _ · _ ' 

In such a· mess of difficultie_s all I can see at present, is to 
counsel direct and friendly application to ·the Government of 
Washington. This will not be a casus belli1 but I fear must 
end in that. 
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The Americans will not go to war-at least at present-for 
there are many reasons to deter them, but they will keep the 
question open, and we shall still, after our sacrifices, have the 
Ala,bama claims, but in a worse form. . . . 

When Parliament met, Disraeli described the indirect 
claims as' preposterous and wild,' and equivalent to' the 
tribute of a conquered people.' If the Government held 
that there was no doubt that the treaty excluded these 
claims, they must speak out cahnly, frankly, and firmly, 
avoiding 'the Serbonian bog of diplomacy,' and tell the 
United States Government plainly that it was impossible 
to accept their interpretation, and that, if they maintained 
it, the treaty must be cancelled. Gladstone responded 
in a like spirit, acknowledging Disraeli's patriotic and 
discreet treatment of American questions, and insisting 
first that the terms of the treaty were absolutely elear', 
and secondly that no nation with-any spirit could submit 
to the American demands. There is 'no doubt that the 
strong support which Disraeli gave to the Government 
materially contributed to the cause of arbitration by 
convincing the American people that Great Britain was 
in earnest. The United.States, however, made it a ·point 
of honour not to waive the indirect claims; and' the 
British Government· on its side determined to adjourn. 
the arbitration until these were abandoned. B-~t what 
the United States would not do as a Government· their . . 
arbitrator, Charles Francis Adams, did for them. He 
persuaded his colleagues summarily to rule these claims 
out; and the arbitration accordingly proceeded_ . Disraeli 

\ . 
raised himself decidedly in public estimation by his con-
duct of this question. It was seen that there had been 
serious mismanagement by the Government to bring · 
matters to such a pass, and that it was highly patriotic of 
Disraeli to dwell but lightly on- these shortcomings, and 
to strengthen Gladstone's hands at a critical moment. 

In other respects he did not spare the failures of 
Ministers. They had lived, he said in the debate on the 
Address, during t~e last six months 'in a blaze of apology.' 
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They would have further opp-ortunities for defending 
themselves in the House. ' If it is in the power of the 
Government _to .prove to the -country that our naval 
administration is such as befits a great naval power, they 
will soon have an occasion for doing so; and if they are 
desirous of showing that one of the transcendental 
privileges of a strong Government is to evade Acts of 
Parliament which they have themselves passed, I believe, 
f1'om what caught my ear this evening, that that opportu
nity will also be furnished them.' The last sentence 
referred to two pieces of the Prime Minister's patronage, 
one legal, the other clerical, which required a good deal 
of apology. In one case, Sir Robert Collier, the Attorney-

7 General, had been appointed a paid member of the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, although by 
statute such appointments ~ere limited to those who had 
held judicial positions in the superior courts; A technical 
compliance with the law was effected by making Collier 
a Judge of the Common -Pleas for a couple of days. In the 
other case, the rectory of Ewehne, which by statute. 
could only be held by a member of Oxford Convocation, 
had been conferred upon a Cambridge graduate, who was 
thereupon technically qualified by bemg admitted to an
ad eundem degree at Oxford. There was no suggestion in 
either case that an unfit personhad been appointed; but 
the evasion of the plain meaning of the law was rendered 
all the more flagrant by the f_act that the statutes regula
ting the two appointments had both been passed at the 
instance of. Gladston!3's Government in th~ prem:iding 
session of Parliamelit. Disraeli, who seldom in his . 
maturer years mixed hin;tself up in personal squabbles, 
took no part in the angry debates which were raised in 
both Houses on these strange proceedings; though he 
noted with satisfaction 'that the Collier appointment 

. onh escaped condemnation in the Commons by twenty
seven votes:_anumber almost exactly corresponding with 
the number of Ministers voting_.:._while in the Lords the 
rescue had to b':,l effected by the Chancellor's own vote. 
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To Montagu Corry: 

H. OF C., Feb. 16, '72.-. . . On Wednesday, the Govern
ment had not even made a whip in the H. of C. for next 
Monday, and last night, the Ministers thinking they were 
going to be beaten by a whacking majority, like damned 
fools, did nothing but abuse the House of Lords, and deride 
their judgment and influence. . 

The old Whigs, without an exception almost, came to their 
rescue on this occasion, there having been a meeting at 
Brooks's anent, and either our men purposely stayed away 
from fear of disturbing. the Ministry or were shockingly 
whipped, as is the commone1: opinion: the abuse of Skelmers-

. dale being very rife. 
~- He told me, the day before, the majority would be 60. 

rYesterday evening, about 8 o'clock, that it would be between 
30 and 40, and at 12 o'clock, that it would be only ten. At 
1 past 12 he was beaten apparently by two: but there was an 
error of one in the counting, and the majority was only an. 
unit: described really by thecLord Chancellqr, who voted for 

· himself ! · Our friends are chapfallen, but, for myself, I think 
the affair was well enough. : . . 

Disraeli's resolute and ambitious character was not the 
' . 

only thing with which the dissatisfied pundits of the party, 
whether colleagues, members of Parliament, ·or wire
pullers, forgot to' reckon; there was also the profound 
impression which his personality had m~de among the 
British people. For the goodwill of the democracy he 
had never laid himself out, even when enormously extend
ing their privileges.· No British statesman o£ recent 
years was ever less of a demagogue. With few, if striking, 
exceptions, it was only in Parliament and in Bucks that 
he upened his lips. 'I have never in the course of my 
life,' he said at Manchester in April, 'obtruded myself upon 
any meeting of my fellow-countrymen unless I was locally 
connected with them, or there were peculiar circum
stances which might vindicate me· from the imputation 
of thrusting myself unnecessarily on their attention.' But 
the admiration and · confidence which he had never 1 

court~d came to him spontaneously, and even for ·a 
while unperceived.' Gladstone had been extraordinarily 
popular in 1868 with an electorate which had been taught 
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to believe that they owed to him that. which they had' ./ 
received from . Disraeli. · His inexhaustible and lofty 
eloquence, his insistence on the moral law in politics; the 
specious cries with which he garnj~hed his electoral 
campaign, took captive an. in~xperienced constituency. 
But the frequently destructive nature of their favourite's. 
energies, his arrogant demeanour; his apparent indifference 
to his country's prestige, the un-English casuistry which 
was inwoven in his moral .texture, and the inexplic&>ble 
vagaries of some of his colleagues, had _alienated public 
sympathy; and that enth11siastic nature -of the English 
people, on which it was Disraeli's. wont to. insist, led ~· -~ 
them to seek another object for their trust, as different as/\ 
might be froip. him who had so failed them. Disnieg had . · 
for years excited an amused curiosity and interest; but 
it was 'as often an interest of repulsion as of attraction. 
There was now an awakening to thefact that his patience, 
his courage, his genius, his experience; arid his patriotism 
constituted a character round which· popular feeling, 
disappointediri its· idol, might safely rally." 

. The first outward sign of this . development of opinion 
was shown in the autumn -of "1871, when .the youth 
of .. Liberal Scotl,and recognised Disr~eli's eminence by 
electing W,m,in preferenceto Ruskin, as the Lord Rector 
of Glasgow University. But London politicians, and 
probably Disraeli himself;_ first realised how strong was 
the popular interest in him, on Febru~ry 27, 1872, when 
the Prince of Wales went to St. Paul's. to return. thank~ 
fbr his recovery from typhoid fever, and when the people 
had in consequence an unusual opportunity of singling 
out its favourites as they passed in suC.cession along the 
streets. The reception of. Gladstone was indifferent . or 
hostile ;1 but that of Disraeli was so enthusiastic that Sir 
William Fraser maintains that it changed his destiny. 
Fraser writes: · . · · 

. -~~ . 

On, returning frorii St. Paul's, Disraeli met with an over
powering ' ovation '; I should say ' triumph,' for he. was in 

, .... . . . 
. 1 See Life of Dean Ohurch, p. 2'J L · . . 
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his chariot. This not only continuedfrom the City to Waterloo 
Place; but his carriage, ascending Regent Street, turning to 
the right1 along Oxford Street, and thence back to the Carlton 
Club, the cheers which greeted him from all. classes convinced 
him that, for the day at least; a more popular man did not. 
exist in England. ·Soon after his return I happened'to pass 

·into the morning room of the Carlton Club. Disraeli was 
leaning against the table immediately opposite to the glass 
door, wearing the curious ·white coat which he had for years 
occasionally put on over his usual dress. Familiar as I was 
with his looks and expression, I never saw him with such a 
.countew1nce as he had at that moment. I have heard it 
said by one who spoke to Napoleon I. at Orange in France, · 
that his fiwe was as that of one who looks into another world: 
that is the only description I can give of Disraeli's look at the 
momen~ I speak of. He seemed more like a statue than a 
human being: never before nor since have I seen anything 
approaching it: he was ostensibly listening to Mr. Sclater 
Booth, now Lord Basing. In the afternoon I said to the 
latter, ' What was Disraeli talking about when I came into 
the room ? ' He replied, 'About some county business; I 
wanted his opinion.' I said, ' I will tell you what he was 
thinking about: he was thinking that he will be Prime Minister 
again!' I had no doubt at the time; nor have I ever doubted 

IrK sin~:: . :rrip.cipal .. ,<!,Y_~OI.l~~~~Y.o~. g(.,P,iJ,:t;,~J(Jr~ :J;tOP~Ja;rity 1 ~_2!liJLmass~un'd:!]Jl~~ii"H~i~~4i~ii.~~ 
· wa~made at,MancJ!ester~at East_~:r:, ~h.e:rJ..h()~ ~:r:td ,his w:iie 

· a:i<i-"that"Virit:~:hl;"''t~=hire:~:-hi~~~so fl : · ~~- .~-,.,;(..r._-.4·.¥?;, .. :..s'~'"""'>t~~-~e-.~·<·~:--!~:.<' ,..::.-:..... • .:--~$.;~-·~·>·K~Mj,:f~~-~~-~~~:: :.;_ 

l?~g ;· O:f;!'tdu~: ..... !t·:<'Yft.§,~~fi ... J?J5J):~~l,j.~"l!'f>"'tfl~."1'~~~~2tpus 
, ":,~j:Jt.~ .~P~~j; __ C?.ll"'"'~~~t~_r......._M.o.£9-~y ,;;;i.;.~~,J~<:>;rrsing 
reception by a holiday crowg of workers who promptly 
extemporised a human team to draw the visitors' carriage. 
But perhaps its most striking feature was an immense 
parade next day, undaunted by pitiless rain, of deputa
tions from all the Conservative Associations of the county, 
between two and three hundred in nurnber. For each de
putation the leader had an apt word, as one after another, 
with banners flying and laudatory addresses in their 

1 ' Right' is apparently a mistake for 'left.' The 9arriage was pre
sumably going to drop Lady Beaconsfield at Grosvenor Gate before taking 
Disraeli to the Carlton Club. .l 

2 Fraser, pp. 3:;4-376. 
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hands, they defiled before Disraeli andLady Beaccm.sfield; 
. filling the vast dancing hall of the Pomona Gardens, a 
buildingrackoned to hold thirty or forty thousand people. 

Well inight DiE;raeli. be pioud of the show, aE; it was the 
· dire~tresult of,his,ownl~bours b~hin(ith~cs.ceries. D~ring 

~these years of re~erve in opposition, when he appeared to 
· ,' colleagues and followers to. be apathetic, he~had heen 

'ql!iet~y~g;~J;~«~~~~~~~~~~~~?J§itn,iJ:~::.~¥:-~-nd· 
·. ~ tt_!t.t.mg.~~machme.~~~~~~~~~4f 
~ ~~~~£r.¥£ll.Y.u.~~J.JJJ~~~~~~~l~~g~m-
-,• satwns. of "to-day;. The arrangements for party manage-
~~'h'!d";;'igi~ily·made iri the ·early fifties 

With Rose, his lawyer and confidential agent, and which 
had been continued, after Rose's withdrawal, . with 
Spofforth, a member of Rose's firm, had been a great 

· improve1Ilent on the chaos which existed before Disraeli's 
accession tothe leadership. But, even with the assistance 
of that shrewd politician the fifth Earl and first Marquis 
of Aberg~venny, and--of a special committee appointed· 
ad hoi in 1868, they were wholly insufficient, as had been 
shown it! the la~t election, for an age o£ household suffrage 
.:.md large popular constituencies. An entirely new 
system must be set up; and Disraeli looked about for a 

. -young and. ambitious Conservative who would be ready 
'to devote the best years of his life to working out a scheme. 

His choice fell tipon_John Eldon Gorst,1 abarrister, who 
had had a distinguished career .at Cambridge, and had ~at' 
fora year ortwo inParliament, but was now no longer a 
member. An authentic·statement·of what!was done by 
Disraeli in this important ·sphere is furnished in a short 
political life of him wiitten by Gorst's son. 2 What was 
most wanted, Disraeli told his new manager, was that 
every constituency should have a. suitable candidate 
ready in adv~nce, . To secure this desirable object a 
Central Conservative Office was established'in Whitehall 
under the party manager and.furnished with a' capable 

._1 Afterwards Sir John Gorst, Q.C., Solicitor-G~~eral, and .subsequently 
· Under-Secretary' for 1;ndia. _ · 

a See Harold Gorst's b'arl of BeiJconsjield, oh. .13. 
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staff. Then the influential Conservatives in each con
stituency were· persuaded to form local associations 
on a substantially democratic basis; the interest and . · 
co-operation were sought and obtained, not merely of 
the aristocratic and professional and trading classes, 
but also of the local artisans. In Lancashire, where 
several Conservative working men's societies already 
existed, the idea was taken up with special enthusiasm. 
Communication was regularly maintain~d between, the 
central office and the provincial associfl,tions. The central 
office kept a register of approved candidates,; but instead 
of supplying these at its discretion to the constituencies, it · 
endeavoured to get the local people to make their o"n 
selection. ' In registering candidates care was taken to 
note down their peculiar qualifications. . . . .__ A con
stituency, in applying for a candidate, WJ1S asked to state 
the kind of man wanted. The party. manager declined· 
to make the selection himself, put requested some of the 
leading men in the constituency to come up and make their 
own choice. Meanwhile a list of likely men was compiled 
from the register; and, if desirable, personal interviews 
were arranged. By this means each place was provided 
with a .candidate suitable to its political needs.' Finally, 
mai~ly at the suggestion of Henry Cecil Raikes, a coping 
stone was put on the edifice by the affiliation of all these 
Conservative associations to a comprehensive National 
Union. · • 

Though, in entrusting the business to Gorst, Disraeli 
left him a free hand, he paid nevertheless constant personal 
attention to all that was being done, and was ready. to 
give his manager the benefit of his sagacity and experience· 
at every stage. And when the machine was established 
and was proving its utility by the satisfactory results of 
the by-elections from .1871 onwards, he kept a careful 
watch on its working in each particular instance. Writing 
to a friend in October, 1873, he mentioned that 'after 
every borough election, .an expert visits the scene of 
action, and prepares a confidential despatch for me, that, 
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so far as is possible, I may be thoroughly acquainted with · 
the facts.' One point he niadeelear fl'oill the outset,.as _ 
might be anticipated from his_ insistence on accompanying 
his great measure of Reform by a Corrupt Practices Act. · 

. He was resolved that no countenance-whatever shouid be 
given by his new· organisation to the practice on which 
both parties had too often relied in the past, the winning . 
of elections by bribery. 

. :Qisr.a~li _w.i!>s~thns.:t:esponsibleJpr"'sti,trti!lg .th~ ... first_ great 
_¥- ~arty_machine,. ~_n2:,~~~.;{~~~~~5~~~~j~~!l~t~~'¥Y 

1 o£,..1874_. But, tliougli ,.expenence liere and elsewhere 
· ~6P'ro~e-Wa:tpiir£§ organisations are essential to 

democratic government, Disraeli's judicious admirers are 
hardly likely to claim rimch credit for himon the score of 
this feat. As might have been expected, the Liberals 
bettered. th€l Conservative example by perfecting the 
Birmingham caucus, and extending·its operations to the 
whole country; and the machine soon became·_so highly 
organised on both sides as to make incre~singly difficult 
the entry into the House of Commons, and the continuance 
there, of those independent politicians to secure whose 
adhesion it was necessary-for Governments in the past to 
look beyond party; · Hence there has· come a serious 

· decline of :Parliamenta,ry control over Ministers; and .a 
great accession of power to the statesman or the party 
committee who may happen to have commanded at the 
precedingelection the support of a majority in the con~ 
stituencies. i .. 

. The full importance· of the parade of Conservative 

?. :::c;:~~':.~!.~;,'~!~;;l:;:r~-:;tw~~~ 
~"'-- " ;,on,tlw W,(l<Jll~~-ga,y-'E)veJ:lin~in"the.Free:TradeHa,P,.w:here,. 
' \ ,.~~. :_.!_ b~:r~;r_. ~-~~~~~~~i_,:?~;_ ~~.l11_~!l_1_t.~.-~-~~~-:t_-~;~_-~: 
· .. , ~~=:~~;::J~~~~~~~~Jl~~ 

~ 1 (or :a:man .~ever very •. r.obust~and.m"his_,.st-:&ty.mghth-~year, 
1 l . . . .· . . . . · ... · .. 
~ l __ 1~1?5!L~_ •. ··oo::.•··.J-,.,~1J? 'if_• -·~ 
\ -~~---· . (Q .. . " _ _.....,,~.· 
i I , , -·-· 

•. :..'Y< 
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\~e~-~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~.2g~2'.£J',gE1!~~~~~ 
~~ ~hlte~~ran,.<lY.,,.,..}n~hstmgmsha;ble ._by. o!ll().ok:ers-.fr~m,.,the :1{--
-~~ ~';,t~~ir!;vi~~li~'li(;:''<trank:~£.:e:Yer- . 

~·i incf~~§ifig·:;:'t'ffifgf!f~11U:.l1i:~1£<t~ijl~1&1h~i11~fi:! 
•\ The s~l?, wascan,answer tp.t.\le"Li'Q_era,l~~~ll.r:tt~:t.lii\.t.jil;te 
~ Con~~~~it418:~~~!~iffi!fn,e; · . 
"s_aid ._Di.sraeli, __ wa:;!,,...to-"maintain .. tb.e .... Co!ls:t!tut.iPn~of""the \ J ' 

"C~~t:ry, becaus;porrtlcai'"f:fistituti~~re't~~ilied · 
experience of race. It was the cue. of his critics to say ' 
that Oll.!;.gr,.!l~LJ!l§.tituMon!'!,.,!:\UCh __ af? .. th~,;:M:oll~:r;_c:gy,~l~e '
House of Lerds, .. and,the,Church,were as.·dear •• to .. Gla4stqne 
and the Liberals as to the Conservatives, and so their 

.defence could not be appropriated by any one party. / 
But the left wing of the Liberal party was in full cry both 
against the Church and against the House of Lords; and 
individual Radicals, who could not. be dismissed as 
nobodies, Dilke and Auberon Herbert, were declaiming 
against the heavy cost of Monarchy, and comparing it 
unfavourably with the supposed cheapness of a republic. 
Moreover, on all these questions, as Disraeli pointedout, 
Gladstone sent forth an uncertain sound, avoiding, as far 
as might be, a distinct breach with even extreme followers. 
On each of the three threatened institutions Disraeli had 
something to say which arrested attention~ He. main~ 

. tained that the continuous prqsperity of the country 
and its advance in civilisation were very largely due to 
the Throne. 

Since the settlement of [the] Constitution, now nearly two 
centuries ago, England has never experienced a revolution, 
though there is no country in which there has been so con
tinuous and such considerable change-. How is this ? · Be
cause the wisdom of your forefathers placed the prize of 
supreme power without the sphere of human passions. What- . 
ever the struggle of parties, whatever the strife of factions, 
whatever the excitement and exaltation of the public mind, 
there has always been something in this country rOund which 
all classes and parties could rally, representing the majesty 
of the law, the administration of justice, and involving, at the 
same time, the security for every man's rights and the fountain 
of honour. 
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, Disraeli proceeded to· explain, in langw1ge which, 
though of course ge.neral, recalled his ·speech about the 
Queen in the autumn, that it was a mistake to suppose 
that the personal influence of the Sovereign was absorbed .~ 
in the responsibility of the Minister; and that such 
influence must increase, the longer the reign and the 
greater the experience of the Sovereign. That,· it may 
be .added, -was certainly, in tl;te opinion of competent . . . ·. . . . 
statesmen, the case with Queen Victoria, "whose in-
fluence, in spite of the increasing democratisation of the 
country, was never greater than in the twenty years by 
which she survived her .. favourite Minister. As to the 
cost of Monarchy; Disraeli pointed out how cheap it was, 
compared With the Continental scale; and even compared 
with America, when you added together the salaries of 
the Federal Legislature and those of all the sovereign 
legislatures of the differ(mt states thi!ot went to form that 
greatest of republics-an argument, by the way, which 
has be€m weakened since members of Parliament here have 
accepted payment. 

Wit~.~z~g,l!!.~~~o~~~ .• J!P~t:;..,oi#9f~~,,~H~~i~gg~,shqw,e.<l 
~S~CQIHl.Cha!p.be:r .•. to,h.e.n~~Y.:;~!lh.w,i_th,;-t_!l~,.,exeep
tioii of the American Senate, composed of materials p.ot 
possessed by other States, no other country had solved 
succes~fully the problem of its constitution, whereas the 
House,oLLords. had.deyelop~d.b.i~t.o.D.ca;lly;,"'~P.ds .. p!;iriodi~ 
cally adapted itselfto ~t.he ·!lec~ssiti~~ ,of. th,eKtimes. That 
House had the first quality of· a Second Chamber, inde
p(mdence, based on the firmest foundation, responsible 
property. Would life peerages be as satisfactory f A· 
peer . for life could exercise the ·power entrusted to. him 
according to his.own will; and-nobody could c'all him to 
account. But a peer whose· .dignities descend to his 
children had every inducement to ·study public opinion, 
'because he.natunilly feels that if the order to which he 

- ·belongs is in const!Lnt collision. with public opinion, the 
chances are that his dignities will. not descend\ to his 

. posterity.':· ' 
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There are some philosophers ·who believe that the best 
substitute for the House of Lords would be an assembly f_ormed 
of ex-Governors of Colonies. . . . When the Muse of Comedy 
threw her frolic grace over society, a retir:ed governor was 
generally one of the characters in every comedy; and the last 
of our great actors ... , Mr. Farren, was celebrated for his 
delineation of the. character in question. Whether it be the 
recollection of that performance or not, I confess I am in
clined to believe that an English gentleman-born to business, 
managing his own 'estate, administering the affairs of his 
county, mixing with all classes of his fellowmen, now in the 
hunting field, now in the railway direction, unaffected, un
ostentatious, proud of his ancestors, if they have contributed 
to the greatness of our common country-is, on the whole, 
more likely to form a senator agreeable to English opinion 
and English taste than any substitute that has yet been pro
duced. 

Disra()li~~,dt:lf.()nc~.Qf.~he..,Qh~:r9.hJollowed the lines which 
he had adopted in ·the sixties. He. dwelt on the vital 
importance of connecting authority . with religion, and 
maintained that' to have.secured a national profession of 
faith with the unlimited enjoyment of private judgment in 
matters spiritual is the solution of the most difficult pro
blem, and one· of the triumphs, of civilisation.' As a prac
tical answer to the disestablishers he pointed out how 
powerful and highly organised and wealthy a corporation 
the Church was, and must remain, whatever the conditions 
of disestablishment; and asked whether the severance of . 
the controlling tie which bound such a body to the State . 
could be favourable to the cause of civil and religious 
liberty. He had a ·great respect for the Noncon
formists, and expressed his mortification that, from a 
feeling of envy or pique, they should have become the 
partisans of secular education, instead· of working with 
the Church for religious education, which was ' demanded 
by the nation generally and by the instincts of hti"man 
nature.' · 

While expressing his belief that the working classes both 
in town and country had shared in that advance of national 
p:osperity which had been favoured by the stability of ' 
our political institutions, he pointed to social reform a,s 

--~. ,_ · a•-..•·,s_--2$!~ec~~~-~, 
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a . sphere • .in. , ~-~~.h .,..l}.()..j12_~E2i£!~5.~E}~~J:~"'~"P-!~s". mig!tt. be 
obtained, a,n.<i.g~ v;~)1~~ .P~r.ty.,;~fof!ct.~9~2tqh~ord.. · . 

A great scholar and a great wit, 300 years ago, said that, . 
'in his opinion, there was a great mistake in the Vulgate, . 
which as you all know is the Latin translation of the Hply 

..;j Scriptures! a~d that, instea~ of saying : V:ani~.Y of vaniti~s, · 
/'l -.all IS vamty - V amtas vamtatum, . omn~a· vamtas-the. wise 

l'Jcf and. wi~ty ~in~ ~eally,sf!id,,$a!Jt_~~qs<~e&rtiJf!J.,'lf1!hll,f!~n;ffM/:!:"fi~as. 1 

· tGentlemen, It-Is,Impossih!e ,to >overrate,the,Impor.t:~.nce,.of ;,the 
~uJ:>j ect. After .. all;. the.- first, CQP,I3!g,~m~i.QI;t,.o.L~""M!lt1~~$.~-~_11:9 uld -
\be ... t)le -llealth;,af~the -people. · 
. : ~ ., -· J!t' iK. -~ ' - f!O. ;:;:_ -~~.rt;~.AZ.,..._...... . '\ -

So Jar . Disraeli: s disco:m:se ,had~b~n,.r:a thE:Jr ~~.,con.sti tu
tjonaLlectur~~tlJ.an"~ ... P~I~Y..JlPe~ch .. · But ~~'w' ~e :tl}!ned 
on. tlJ.e Gove_rnn;tei1t. liJld,,,ill:-hi~~ng'=.-w-or<¥; t-~nmme9-"'''!:l.P ,the 
pith oLhi~"!?l;t!:Jtrg~~"'aga,_inl'!twth@il!.,..pro.ceedings, It was an 
Administration avowedly formed on a principle of viole:p.ce. 
Their specific for the peace . and prosperity . of Ireland · 
was to despoil churches and plunder landlords, with the 
result of sedition rampant, treason thinly veiled; and the 
steady return to Parliament 'of Home Rulers ' pledged to 
tlie . dlsruption of 'the ,realm.' 'Her Majesty's new 
Ministers .proceeded· ill their career. like a body of men 
under the influence of some deleterious drug. Not 
satiated with the spoliation and anarchy of Ireland, they 
began to attack every institution and every interest, 
every class and calling in the country.' After giving 

. some instances he pmc~edeg; ... hl:,.,f!i<:<P:tSs~g~""'~]1..i~,h<l' b<H'd 
Morley ,calls _'"_o.n.e,~of .th~.fe.w:~epieces:::of~classi(J,pF~t,<?.rY: 9f 
the century.' · · 

As time advanced it was not difficult to perceive that 
extravagance was beillg su}?stituted for energy by the Govern
ment. . The. unn_aturaLstimnllf§~~J:§~,_SJ!Q..§t<!i.lJ.g. Their, par· 
oxyf!,£1~...XP:.sl~¢l!in,d:>~0strati<'l~-.,. .... Some took refuge in melan._ 
choly, .and therr emment chtef alternated between a menace 

. and a sigh. As I sat opposite the Treasury Bench the Ministers 

/ji. ~ . t Di~ra~li had give~ this w'atchwor~ of f!anitas; etc.,. at Aylesbury on 
( '- September 21, 1864, wtthout-much nottce bemg taken of tt. · 
_ { . j) .. 2 __ Q~i,r.,n§;,L_n-. ~P~~g~~-u!_~ping.,:gi_srl!:'eli~p~~th~,sp~~-ccJ:l,,WO~.e:. ' l.t .. ·.·.wi.lllive 

{and, b.e ~e~~ ~~t on}y,for tts. sparkli~g _vtgop.r, .but .also. ~0! -~he}!eep strata 
_ \of,col!!!]~~~!8,ll,~}..c!4E~g\!hagd.,.r!lB,S()lll.llg~wN~A~P~P}~?-ett.' . · 
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reminded me of one of those marine landscapes not very un
usual on the coasts of South America. You ... behold"a'":range 
of;,exhau!lted-.,;votc~noes. Not a flame flickers on a single 
pallid crest But the situation is still dangerous. There are 
occasional earthquakes, and ever and anon the dark rumbling 
of the sea. 

Before concluding, Disraeli turned to foreign affairs, 
prefacing what he had to say with a few introductory · 
sentences whose truth will be inore. generally acknow
ledged now than they were in the early seventies, in spite 
of the then recent lesson of the Franco-German War. 

I know the difficulty of addressing a body of Englishmen 
on these topics. The veri phrase ' foreign affairs ' makes an , 
Englishman convinced that I am about to treat of subjects 
with which he has no concern. Unhappily the relations of 
England with the rest of the world, which are ' fm;eign affairs,'. 
are the matters which most influence his lot. Upon them 
depends the increase or reduction of taxation. Upon them 
depends the enjoyment or the embarrassment of his industry. 
And yet, though so ,momentous are the consequences of the 
mismanagement of our foreign relations, no one· thinks of 
them till the mischief occurs; and then it is found how the 
most vital consequences have been occasioned by mere in
advertence. 

Disraeli proceeded to condemn the weakness of the 
Government in its dealings with Russia over the Black 
Sea, and its negligence and blundering in regard to the 
difficulties with the United States over the indirect 
claims; and he finished on the imperial note. 

Don't suppose, because I counsel firmness and deci,sion 
at the right moment, that I am of that school of statesmen 
who are favourable to a turbulent and aggressive diplomacy. 
I have resisted it during a great part of my life. I am not 
unaware that the relations of England to Europe have under
gone a vast change during the century that has just elapsed. 
The relations of England to Europe are not the same as they 
were in the days of Lord Chatham or Frederick the Great. 
The Queen of England has become the Sovereign of the most 
powerful of Oriental States. On the other -side of the globe . 
there are new establishments belonging to her, teeming with 
wealth and population, which will, in due time, exercise their 
influence over the distribution of power. The old establish-
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nients of this country; now the United States of America, 
throw their lengthening shades over the. Atlantic, which mix 
with European waters. Tl!-ese are vast and novel elements 
in the distribution of power. I acknowledge that the policy 
of England 'with respect to Europe should be a policy of 
reserve, but proud reserve·; and in answer to those statesmen, 
those mistaken statesmen, who have intimated the decay of 
the power. cif England and the decline of her resources, I ex
press here my confident conviction that there never was a 
moment in our history when the power of England was so 
great and her resources so vast and inexhaustible. _ And yet, 
gentlemen, it is not merely our fleets and armies, our powerful 
artillery, our accumulated capital, and. our· unlimited credit 
on which I so much depend, as. upon that unbroken spirit of 

. her people, which I believe was never prouder of the Imperial 
~ountry to which theybelong. . · ' , _ · · . 

~~~~-~~~~¥P-~~~~~~g~f,~~~~;"~~~,_P!~ced 
_ D~~~ •. ~,1~Jil:p~.g~q,~,WL~~~~$1'%~ge 

· ~ealityofj)_qnservative reaction. Sidonia's familiar words 
I. ~,._~~· -~to,:-~,,o.:::-i~¥~~.Jhfi.--.:.~-~~£@..-%~'1fi.·.¥~~~."'!~"1~?"-"'·V• , 

~·The age of ruins 1s past .. Have you seen Manchester r 
-had acquired a fresh significance._ , That Conservatism 
should have taken such a hold of Lancashire and that 
Manchester sh~tild welcome Diimi.eli With such enthusiasm 
was indeed a portent. There was no more industrial 
district i:ri England, and.none where the working man was 
~ore independent. ·Manchester. was the home of Free 
Trade, and the hall in which· Disraeli spoke was the 
favourite platform' of Cobden and Bright during the 
struggle again'st the. Corn Laws. Lancashire was the 
native county ot both Gladstone and Bright, the pillars 
of Liberalism at this period; and Gladstone, by political 
progresses through its towns in th13 sixties, had made an 
impassioned ,bid_ for its support. Both Gladstone and 
Bright had sat for a while for Lap,cashire seats; but both 
had been defeated ,and gone· e~sewhere. The great 
territorial Conservative influence in Lancashire was that 
of the house of Stanley, .Whose present head-was designated 
by the: discontented as Disraeli's supp}anter. But even 

·in Lancashire Derbyw~s rmidy to yield Disraeli place, 
to speak of him not merely as his'' old political colleague' 
and' a petsonalfrie:hd of more thantwenty years' stand-
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ing,' but as his ' chief,' and to bear striking testimony to 
his high qualities. 'Few leaders of men have ever been 
more successful in securing the personal confidence and 
sympathy and goodwill of those with whom they act, and 
no one has ever shown himself more faithful both to the 
obligation of private friendship and to the honourable 
tie of party connection;' Another passage in Derby's 
speech at the meeting in the Free Trade Hall showed that 
the Conservative leaders were determined not to snatch 
prematurely at power, but to wait till the disgust of the 
country with Gladstonian policy was complete. It might 
be the tactics of the Radical party to put a Conservative · 
Government i~ office in a minority; ' but just because it is 
their game it ought· not to be ours.' The course which 
Disraeli took when Gl~;tdstone resigned over his defeat in 
the following spring on the Irish University Bill was 
clearly foreshadowed in this sagacious advice. 

To W. Romaine Callender, jun.l. 
GROSVENOR GATE, April 6, 1872.-I am· sure you and 

kind Mrs. Callender will be glad to hear of our saka:rld agree
able arrival at Grosvenor, Gate; cheered, as far as-the Potteries, 
by your enthusiastic pop:ulation, which calmed; by degrees, 
as we entered less busy lands, and which, when we traversed 
my own country, was as still as became a true prophet. ·· 

· One is little disposed to do anything to-day, but it is impos
sible to refrain expressing to you our sense of all your kindness, 
delicate attentions, and munificent hospitality. 

We have talked of them ever since, and shall often do so; 
and, from all I hear, this wondrous week will have no ordinary 

'influence on public opinion and futu:e history. . . . . 

Di~E~t:~~l}~?P;i?,m'WJt~~~~¥i~~ .. 
and irispidt~lii&:.riew.:..party machine-.and-~to.elaborate--the 

, policy'WRl'Cli~Cttti:t~TGti;;"iii'~-

\

looay---which' he' add;essed waB''th";N-":;'tionaiuci~n, the 
central society to 'vhich the Conservative and Constitu

. tional associations throughout the country wert;} affiliated. 

1 J?israeli's host at Manchester and c~irman· of the Free Trooe Hall 
p1eetmg. He won a seat at Manchester m 1874, was selected by Disraeli 
to second the Address, and was offered by him a baronetcy at the close of 
1875; but he died, prematurely, early in 1876, before the baronetcy had been 
gazetted. 
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. ti· · g, _o:n.Jul)-e,24,wto~this.representative.audienc~~at 
. t ' lljid~.i~._,.dp,w_n""~b!!-J. the. 1 't·- -or.y""'par]y,.,_~ ·"'t r(2e_,.,gr{ll!>t111R. Jtl,C .~.:"""JJ..,£1~4£~jp. __ o¥.r.in- G 

?.~ 1§~iJi)J~iJ?.,,n~.,,..,..£g"..,.J¢Pl!olit~~Ji~'<f'~mPJr~~.,.~n--<1~R,"'~J~y~~~~~b-e .J 29iJ:.\l\'!J~9.~""~f~~h~,d;!.Ej~,Qple.,."'''On the first he had dwelt at 
· considerable length at Manchester, and he added little 

that was fresh at the Crystal Palace. With regard to 
social reform, Liberals had scoffed at his proposals· as' a 
' policy_oLsewage: ; but to a working man, Disraeli 
maintained, it :was a policy of life an,d death. It was, 
he~ said, a large subject, with many, branches. 

It .involves. ,the state,.of,,the _9,w3l!P.gs ~of ,,th(;l _peqple, . the 
moral consequences of which are .not .less considerable than 
the physical. It involv:es~their~enjoyment;of some-:-oLthe 
chief elements_of.nature,., ~ir,.Jight,_ ap.d_water. It involyes 
the regulation of their industry, the inspection of their toil. 
It involves the purity of their provisions, and it touches upon 

'aU the means by which you may wean them. from habits of 
excess and of brutality. · · ;:,:_. 

Bl!t-the -P~J:~_qf_Jg~ .E.!P!3ech-wlllch. struck. ~h{};;l.Ughest . 
note was that which associated Conservatism with the 
~~int_egaQc~e~ of EJTipir~~- His Ref~rm A~t .of f867 ~:he s~id, 
was founded on the confidenc:'tliift~tliegr'iit•lf~(fy eST the . 
people :were conservative in the purest ana loftiest sense; . 

. th~1£~ •. J!.p~!£iU$;"~'~'~~~~~~W~U~"~~~,~~ a 
g!·eat country:, and Wished,· to rp.amtam 1t~;.grea~!less; 
, ~d~~4.'~·~~'~h"'-~,ll.~~".£~~~~~-·-·c ~"".111. 

~hat_ they were prorid'of belonging to an Imperial country, 
~nd resolved to maintain their Empire. WJ.J:~~-~~e 

1 .. ~eqgx.d .. o£4.iherar~ism"in~:r!Jgz;~!JpJ~mp.inl.,"~llQ. ..... ~'!:,g~-~ . ' 
r to be Conservative P-Olic~1· -"'~ . 

.. ..-.~;!:.'1'.~$~i(llh.,."h-<:~~t'l"'~~ ..... "!*~:,.~ •. 

If you .Ioo4 to;th_e ,.hist()ry~of,t;t?JsSl9:!!P¥Y.l?i?9e}h~ a~v~nt 
of Liberali~m~for.ty,.;years,ag9-Y2~..,~j!~.~h!t~: ~P,er~. has 
been no effort so corttmuous, so subtle, supported by so much 
energy, and carried on with so much ability and acumen, as 

1 th~,attemnts of Libe:raHsm to effecy .th~ disintegra;tioiJ..of .the 
~:;;~~~~~1Mt~7'g~Ieffieii;oTaiT"'ftaemms;-tlii.s 
' IS 'tne one wliw'1'i"'li'aSbeen the nearest to success. · Statesmen 

qf"the highest character, writers. of the most distinguished 
ability; the most organised and efficient ·means, have beep " 
employed ip. this endeavour. It has been proved to all. g,f 
. •. . /-'-----.. .,~ 
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us that we haveJost mon~y by our Colonies. It has been 
sl:lown-:;m:rp;eclse,"~th""iiil\:th"'&mtl;ti&it1""-d'errmnstration, t};lat 

.- '1 there,1le:Ver.,;w,.aft.a,;jewd in_t~e Crown;;~LE!Jgla!ld"that_,,wa~~ _lf 
-~ '-,triJy,.cos]ly..,.JfS~~OSS~IS_O.:r;t .of. :rna.w::::;n~'ften-llas It T 

' been . sugg{)St!J<! . .tlu~:f.}V§ _ ::>.lJ..ogl(l ~at. onc.e~~eJlLIH}.lJjp~,t.e~Q,UJ:SEilves 
from.this-.in<mbus! Well, that result was nearly accomplished. 
When those subtle views were adopted by the country under 
the plausible plea of granting self-government to the Colonies, 
I gonfess-that ·r~m:ysei£Jb,pJJ.ght..th<!tUE:~,t~~YY!!:.~l?S9~~"""'~()t 
that· I for one obJect to self-government; I cannot concmve 
how our distant Colonies can have their affairs administered 
except by self-government. . ' . 

· :§.~?:~,self 7g~y_(:lrnJ:ll~llt, i~~m Y ... ?-Pll.lloy,,. w.henAt ~vv;as ·.(}PP,<:eded, · ~ 
? op.ght .to.~have beenrconceded .. ~S,.;::·£ad.,()f.,a,.g:J:~at<',pql.ic.y,,of · 

, ./'-:{:~p~al con~olida~ion. It.ou~~t.toJiave~AAe!L~~.20J):~£~J!ied 
by an I~J>enal tariff,.by El~~.P-Pti~s .. t()!..).he,peo:pJe,~!,Ft.llg~and-¥--

. for the-enj5'jin~n\O.ttne·umippropriatedlands which belQnged , ' 
to the. so:Veiei;;; ~as"':theiF"£riistee;'--aild''by.""'·a''Illii1tar:;;-=cod.e 
wh1cil 8l1olii<f h~;;;p-re"Ciseiy d.efillecf the'·~~a~ltlia-'£li~f~s:Pon-
~ibilities by which the. Colonies should be defended, and by 
~hich_, if necessary, this Qo_untr.y.shou~Q.l?i!-!Lfo.r"·~-,ig}£gS.,~~e 

· Polomes themselves. It ought, further, to have :been :ac-
companied by. the insti~~i~:g~ of som~ ,rep~~~filP:~ll&t~:~, .29:uncil ., 
in the metropolis, ,which would _havt~~_bt:6ugb,.t~J;P.§;;pplonies 
intocoilstaiit"and contimi'ous rel~tions Withcthe Hoine Goyern
ment .. All this, however,-WaS omitted bec3:usethos~e-;:ho 
ad.;;:is~d that policy~and I belieye their convictions were 
sincere-looked upon the ColonJ¥~.zxof..England,.,..Jg.9ked eyen 
upoll; our co.!!!Thc~ioii,'JVft~·~lill~~S.,.~.lUI,ci~A~P}lr;,thi~_trz; .. 
v1ewmg everythmg m a finanCial aspect, and totally passmg 
by th~l and ...P-o!itical considera~jl llf~~)tE).nations 
great, and by'tlie ill:lfuence of which alone men are distin
guished. from animals. . · . . 

Well, what has been the result of this attempt during the 
rtli,g~ of . Liberalism for ~Jl.~e,.,,disintegmtion,.,piJhe,"'Empire 1 
'It has entirely failed::.--But how has it failed ? Tl;tr.pugh 
the sympatl:ifof~1ie"':'Colonies Jox:.:the.~l\XPU!e!: .... C.O;Q.P.t;ry,.. They 
have decided that the Empire shall not be destroyed; and 
in my opinion no Minister in this country will do his duty 
who neglects any opportunity of reconstructing as much as 
possible our Colonial Empire, and of responding to those 
distant sympathies which may become the source of incalcu
lable strength and happiness to this land . .,.,. .. 

/ 1"-. That ~s the famous _d~claratio~ from which the ~od~rn 
I conceptiOn .. .of the.Bntish.,.Empme~largely.takes.Its. nse. 

In it Disraeli s~~u_i~.J~ ... ,£ll()r~.)hat.)nimedia,tel:r,_e.(}~9ed 
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·rorind,~the"'"ColonitJ_s., ... J:gQi~,,.,.ancl~Lthe..-D(~R~ng,<:)):!Gies.~,.. and 
t!1tre_v:erberatiQI:J,,fl~-~,:!)._ey~"""'~~d,._The.;.ti:me couJd not 
be far distant, he prophetically told his hearers, ~when 
England would. have to decide between·· national 'and 
cosmopolitan principles. In t.heir fight against Liberalism 
or the Continental system Conservatives would have 
against them those who haq enjoyed power. for nearly 
half a century; but. still they could rely, -he said in 
sonorous Disraelian language,· on ' the ·s-qblime instincts 
of an ancient people.' ' · ' 

·, 

The issue is not a mean_ one. It is whether you will be 
content to be a comfortable England, modelled and moulded
upon Continental principles· and meeting in due course an 
inevitable fate, or whether you will be a great country, an 
Imperial country, a 9ountry where -your s<:ms, when they rise, 
rise to paramount positions, and obtain not merely the esteem 
of their countrymen, but command the-respect ofthe world. 

Lord·Morley,r~!ll~:rJ~§.§f,:Pisrael.i~s.;Wa_tch~.on'l.~ •. of .. Empire 
"' ~nd Soci_al Reform, tl:_i~!>~ ' w:P.I:ln _pQ:ier _f~ll)gt.o~his_ hands 

,._}:·~-... !';~~'""'oQF-~~~~ .. ~,~~-~¥..,.:-?"~~""-~b.~-'.-· .F:t:o-;:;~~$ ..... ~ .... ~~.-.e';~~->--~-?.~-'!..- ~~ .- • 

l'ie made no smgle move of sohd effect for mther somal 
~;i. ..... ~ ... ~:;_~~t"t!;'~~-~-.;,-.~-.. ~~,;"!.·(~~~r4.JS'}~1>_.';:~~'!1-~'l?~~ff)t~~:~":t'~-... ¢~ ... ~-::,: "' 

r}lform or 1mpe!'!.aL uJnty/ _.wJl~reas 1t was Gladstones 
;f. -~f-l""':.a::~~j...'"<(~-i·;'t~.pi~::.'i .. ~,.;:~~=---~-':"0~~ ... -_,._- • • . ·; • 

'tont to emoody pohcy m Parliamentary Bills;· ~e 
ftate_went!j~_.,..y.:ery~farJrom,being)!·<lSV!~t~,,~H~;~HI?.se,quent 

· fha p~ers ,.;_o{;-. this~ bi.Qgrap~ y,. -~iij. ,.show ~w:ha.t .~a~ ~{1~-~ria.I 
~o~~!'t~Uc t~p~, ]Jpth ,c~q tsoc1al, we~fare>:and-o,~O .. cl!?1 per:Ia,t c?n
~ohdation.:yva;;,~a9-e,.,;QY~~P.e.~~aGop.sf.i0I<:'l~"G;o,;v:;~r.!l-l}¢,en,.t"'Pf 
1874, But it is, of course, true that many of Disrl'!>eli's 
~~· ~~........,..,,..:~4~.-<.~~ .. -.. ...,_,-_,.~ft;_. . , ~~~~~,.~,_.....,..._!:.... 

i\lost J~r.tiJ,e ·ideas· did not issue in BilM'; .. 'a;ncl as. a· practical 
~i,. .. ·"t"""'""'!~~-..... ~~~..Jt;;7'~7:~&-:--?;.:i~-&.$?::"~-;;;.;-~""i-•. ;;?-·.~ ,·,'SC"---=~;~f~,;_~-~~~Tr·-r·n:--.-~- --

:eo~~lL~~!!U1~}J1,t~!~~~~~~l.:r,J!m~J:J!J.~~a~~ne. 
It is, however, precisely~tne·fact that Gladstone selaom or· 

· never played with poli'tical ideas which could not be 
enclosed within the compass of a Bill that · marks his 
i.nferiority. as a· statesinari and. explains. his diminishing 

· hold on the present generation;· and it is precisely the fact 
.that Disi·a,eli did allow his mind such free play ~hat is 
his gr,eatest praise in our eyes and that. will cmsure his 
faJ;Ue with those who come after us. - · 

·I Gladstone. Bk .. VI.; ch. :S: 
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.Betwe~p. __ ,M{lnchester and the Crystal Palace Disraeli 
h~'D:t1;~p~~~;r;;rh!~i;ii'Jig'p?'Pu1ttt:itf~"'rr~mt~iiaed; 
'along with a crowd or distingufshed''1fern0Iraget the 
Literary Fund dinner, in order to support a reigning 
Sovereign in the chair, Leopold II., King of the Belgians. 
Writing to Corry a day or two afterwards, he said: ' The 
demonstration at the Literary Fund meeting was equ~l 
to Manchester. The mob consisting- of Princes, Ambas
sadors, wits, artists-and critics !' His ['lpeech in propos
ing the King's healtli was one of his happiest. · It was a _ 

·charming and delightful inconsistency, he said, that the 
republic of letters should be presided ov~r by a monarch; 
let them meet it by an inconsistency as amiably flagrant, 
and give their Sovereign Chairman a right royal welcome. 
His description of Belgium, and of the policy which 
guaranteed its independence and neutrality,' has aLspecial 
interest to-day. 

·Forty years ago a portion of Europe, and one not the least 
fair, seemed doomed by !),n inexorab!e fate to permanent 
dependence and periodical devastation. And yet the con
ditions of ~hat country were .favourable to civilisation and 
human happiness; a fertile soil skilfully cultivated, a land 
covered with beautiful cities and occupied by a race prone 
alike to liberty and religion, and always excelling in the fine 
arts. In the midst of a· European convulsion, a _great 
statesman resolved to terminate that deplorable destiny, 
and conceived the idea of establishing the indepe11dence of 
Belgium on the principle of political neutrality. The idea: 
was welcomed at first with sceptical contempt. But we who 
live in the after generation can bear witness to its triumphant 
success,. and can take the opportunity of congratulating that 
noble policy which consecrated to perpetual peace the battle-
field of Europe. ,. ' 

Disraeli's political activiti~-~ in this spring of 1872 were 
almost entirely confined to his two great extra-Parlia
mentary appearances. He was much shocked in February 
to receive the news of the murder of his friend Mayo, the 
Viceroy of India, in the Andaman Islands. 

:u. 18 
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To Lady Beaconsfield. . 

Feb.' 12, '72.-Horrible news from· India ! Lord Mayo 
·assassinated a~d dead ! The enclosed telegram . is · from 
Robert Bourke! • · _, < ; · · · 

Shalrbe home pretty early. -- . 
Quite shaken to the centre. Gladstone announced it: 

I said a few words. -
- G. GATE, April 26, ',72.-Last night was very damaging 

to the Governmentf a family quarrel; in which we did.not 
interfere, except <;m the_ part of Ball, who could scarcely be 
silent. Bouverie in iierce opposition; and though the affair. 

· ended· without a_ vote, as _was inevitable; the Government ; 
most unnecessarily blundered into a signal defeat at the end 
of the night. . . . . - __ - . . . _ 

May 7 ;'-Last n).ght 'the Government rece~ved a great, and 
unexpected, blow: Gordon's resolution2 having been carried 
to_ the surprise of both sides ! The. cheering exceeded even 
tha:t on the B,allot Clause. . • ~--

To Lord 'Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, May 3, ·1872.-My' suggestion of 
identical subscriptions:· from [Mayo's] . colleagues found no 
favor. It was thought to be an idea; perhaps, suited to col
leagues in a l\llinistry, who-' then can frame a tariff according. 
to their 'salaries, but was not deemed -applicablt? to existing 
circumstances. Our· late colleagues are like Martial's. epi" 
granis-some rich, some poor, soine '~oderate; so, they prefer 
subscribing according to .their means;.or their inclination. ;· . . 

The ballot was again 'seriously damaged in Ho. of Comin. 
last night, and we supported the Govt. and the. Whigs against 
an infuriated Mountain. ; . . - · 

The Baliot Bill was the main occupation o£ the session; 
and as Disraeli's object, in view o£ divided opiruons in his~ 

. party, was to get the question settled, he maintained,til, 
rigorous silence while ~t was running a troubled course 
through the House. His policy was to take- care that 
the Liberals should not have a popular grievance-to exploit, 
a· popular cry on ~hich to. dissolve, either tliro~gh· tfie' 

- . ":-.j>. 

I A debate on a Univedty Tests (Dublin) Bill, in which.-independent' · 
Liberals like Fawcett, Playfair, and ,Bouverie >trongly attac"-ed ·the -

· .~Gover.lment. _ . - · · - · 
"· 2 'On the 'ScoGti>h Education Bill. _The Government was defeat.ed_b __ Y 7; 

216 to 209. -· · -
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'failure of the Bill in the Commons owing to Tory obstruc-
' tion or through its rejection on second reading by the 

Lords. But he hoped that amendments making the Bill 
optional would be secured in the Lords by the pressure 
of a unanimous Tory .party aided by Russell and the 
old Whigs. This programme was duly carried o~t, and 
when the Bill was returned amended to the· Commons 
Disraeli broke his silence to defend the fantastic plan of 
optional secrecy. But the Commons would have none 

··of it; and in the Lords, the Duke of Northumberlartd,.at 
the he~d of a body of . independent Con~ervatives, 
averted a struggle between the two li~:mses by supporting 
the motion not to insist upon the amendment. · bisraeli 
was rather put out at the way in which the matter had 
been bungled. · 

To Lord Derby. 

GROSVENOR GATE, June 20; 1872.-I was in hopes I might 
have met you somewhere yesterday, and had a few minutes'. 
conversation with you re Ballot Bill (H. of Lords) wh. seems 
·to me in an unsatisfactory position. · . . · 

When the Duke of Richmond called on me to comer on 
his alternative propositions-to throw: out the' Bill on the 
2nu reading, or to make ·it permissive in Committee~ I as
sented to ~he latter scheme on the very. distinct conditions 
that it shd. be sanctioned by the unanimous assent of the 
party, and especially of yourself. The Duke subsequently 
wrote to me, that he had conferred with you, Ld. Salisbury, 
and others, and that· you had unanimously adopted the 

' latter scheme. · · . 
But it seems there must have been some terrible mistake 

on this head, as I observe you did not vote on the occasion, 
and it is now rumored, that you disapprove of the proposal. 
~ Unless the Duke is supported, .the Ballot Bill will pass, 
wh. neither the House ·of Comm. nor· the ·country desire. 
It is impossible for the Duke to recede from his position; it 
would niake him ridiculous and totally unable in future to 
pretend to control affair::;. Lord Russell sanctioned the move, 
and still is of opinion, that we shd. not recede from the ·ground 
we have, after deliberation, occupied. Whether the Duke is 
beaten or not, his character and the repute of the party,... 
demand that he shall be firm. ·All that important and 
influential section who were in favor of _throwing out the Bill · 
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on the 2nd reading, at least on our-side,. would be ·outraged, 
if there wer_e any transaction or compromise, wli. secured the 

-virtual passing of the Government measure. · · 
I hope, therefore, you will gravely consider these critical 

circumstances, for, tho' the Duke of Richmond, publicly 
and privately, must make every effort to raUy his forces for L •• 

. -the occasion, there is no doubt those.exer.tions will be Qonsider
ably, n~utralised if you . are the avowed opponent of his 
proceedmgs, . . ' .· '': > 
. July 12.-Thanks for your letter, wh. is full of good stuff; 
I think we may raise a flame, wh. will well occupy .the 
lieges during the recess, and sustain the un_popularity of the 
Ministry. . 

The ballot in your house was a sad business. Nothing 
but unanimity could justify our course. T think .it was the 
right_ one, and that throwing out the. Bill on the second 
read~g (even if it cd. be done) would have raised an agitation 
against the House of Lords on the ground of their purely 
obstructive policy. · ·- · 
· The Duke of Northumberland shd. be ask&d. why, after 

· having attended the two meetings at D. of Richmond's in 
· . silence, interpreted as assent; he shd. ·have led the defection ? 

Had. he spoken out at the meetings and been supported, the 
course might have been chariged. · · · ., ' . 

'The _truth is, I fancy, he, and his following, and all others, 
were satisfied enough at the time, but got frightened after
wards by the articles in The Times,· wh. laughed at them the 
next day for their pains. . 

However, the mischief is done, and' our_orily _consolation 
must be, that the Government· wh. first appeals to . the 

· country ori the secret suffrage will, in all probability, be 
cashiered. 

One serious rebuff which the Government r~eived_ in 
this session must, have given :bisraeli peculiar satisfaction. 
When he had assumed the leadership in the spring of 1849 
he had made it his principal object to endeavour t~ 
convince Parliament of the injustice su_ffered by· the 
l_anded interest in having charged upon it the whole of the 
local rates. Rates, he had pointed out,• were raised for 
national as well as for local objects, and benefited the 

. whole community a~d not merely the owners andoccupiers 
~of real pr?perty. Now that. the State had withdrawn 

protection from the landedinten}st, they had.a right, he 
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had argued, to have this injustice redressed. The argu
ment inipr~ssed'the House at the time, and the majorities 
against Disraeli's motions became,smaller with succeeding 
years. But little or nothing had been actually done in 
this direction in Parliaments where Disraeli never had a 
majority; and fresh charges had been constantly put upon 
the rates, while the actual administration was largely 
withdrawn from local· control. Sir Massey Lopes, a 
substantial county member who had made a special study 
of the question, carried this session against the Govern
ment, by a majority of no less than a hundred, a motion 
that £2,000,000 worth of these charges, dealing ,with the 
administration of justice, police, and lunatics, should be 

. placed on the Consolidated Fund. })israeli strongly urged 
that the reform was five and twenty years overdlie, while 
the burdens on real property had greatly increased, and, 
with the urgent claims ·of public education and public 
health, must increase still further. In·spite of the adverse 
vote, the Gover:ri.ment shirked their responsibility; accord. 
·ingly, the relief which Disraeli had. pleaded -for in his 
first days of leadership he was himself to be theMinister 
~o grant. · 

The Government were damaged less by their defeat on 
Lopes's motion than by·their success in carrying a much~ 
needed measure, the Licensing Act, which irritated · a 
powm;ful trade and interfered with the habits of countless 
individuals. Their unpopularity was increased. in the 
autumn by the blow to British pr~dl:l involved in the 
swingeing damages awarded to the United States by the 
Geneva arbitrators in respect of the Alabama dispute . 

. The loss of Ministerial· seats at by-elections continued. 
Consequently, thOugh Disraeli, absorbed by domestic 
sorrow,! did not resume his pungent attacks between 
the close of the 1872 session and the opening of the next, 
Ministers met Parliament in February, 1873, with a tar
nished reputation and clouded prospects, and promptly 
received a stunni'flg blow from which they :t:J,ever pro-

1 See below, ch. 6, 
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perly recovered. The task before them in the session 
·was obviously a perilous one.. Gladstone, who had .already 
carried, with the full force of an unimpaired majority, 
two great Irish Bills, was about to venture, with his 
majority muc.h less under control, on a ,third. ·This time 
he ,was to deal with· that University question which his 
rivaJhad in hand when he himself ov~rtrumped him with 
disestablishment. Once again Manning was deep in. the 
counsels of a British Preillier hopeful of finding a solu
tion; and he was to mislead Gladstone as he had misled 
Disrael( Disraeli's letters show us the hopes and fears 
of the Opposition. · · 

To Montagu_ Corry • 

. H. oF C., Feb. 10, '73.-Lord Derby on Saturday seemed 
. to think a crisis was at hand, and rather regretted going away 

(which, by the bye, Cairns is also doing). D, said ' You cari 
telegraph for me.' . . . _ · , · 

Feb. lL-I wrote you a wretched scrawl yesterday from 
H. of C. in a miserable state; and am not much better: tp-day. 

Rrom what I gathereg from Robert Montagu, coached by· 
·Manning, I should think Gladstone's scheme will do. I 
infer something like this. · Trinity Coli. to be no longer a 
University, but to retain a considerable endowment. ·The 
Romans 110t to be endo'Yed. The Peel Ccillyges to be abolished. 
An Examining Board ! Catholic and ! Protestant; but Oath. 
under~grads. to be examined only on those subjects and in 
that manner the priesthood approves and, oCcourse, by the 

· Cath. moie~y of examiners. , ·· · · . .... 
They say G. is to make the greatest speech to-morrpw he 

has yet accomplished. . . . 
' Feb. 15.-I have been in a state of coma for the last few 
days~and have been unable to write .. ,Indeed, it is only 
the recollection that it is Saturday, which ·forces me to this . 

. feebleness. Everything seems to have calmed down again, 
and I see no movement .for the next fortnight. . . . 
· I conclude there will be no attempt. to oppose 'the 2nd 

reading of the Bill, though there will be. a considerable debate 
.thereon: and in Committee, though nothing ever· succeeds 

, in Committee, there will be an effort to establish the Professor~ 
ships of Philosophy and History, and perhaps to reconstr.uct. 

· the Governing Council. . . . . . • . · , . . . · . .· · · 
· ,Feb: l8:o..,-There is to be a council at my rooms on Saturday 
re Ir. Univ. ;Bill. · 
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\ . 
Feb. 22.-We had our meeting this morning; it was very 

long and very troublesome. we came to a conclusion, as 
a Home Ruler has given notice of opposing 2nd reading, 
to encourage and carry on a great debate-for three nights, 
if possible, and, in the course of it, to announce, that we should 
move resolutions on going into Committee. , 

I should not be surprised if Fawcett gives notice of resolu
tions at once in. much the same spirit, speculating on the 
Home Ruler relinquishing his purpose. . . . . · 

. Feb. 25.-; .. There is a fee!ing in the air, that the 3rd 
branch of the Upas-tree will still blast .Celtic society. As 
Ball says, if the Bill is got rid of, no party in the country, 
and neither side of the House, will ever hear of the question 
again: for, in fact, it is all humbug. . . . · 

12, GEORGE ST., Feb. 27.-I had an interesting letter from 
Lord Derby yesterday, anxious about the Irish ·Bill, and 
impressing upon me, that, if wanted, he could be here in 4 
and 20 hours. He dined with Thiers, whom he found very 
old, feeble, with a cracked voice, but warming up into anima
tion as he talked on; never alluding ev:ento domestic affairs, 

. but expatiating on every point of foreign. . . . He seemed to 
think dissensions must soon break out between Prussia and 
Bavaria, and repeatedly said that the first and, indeed, only 
object for France was the reorganisation of her army: ' not 
that we wanted war, etc., but nobody knew what might 
happen, and we must be prepared.' ... 

I am now going down to the House, walking; as the air .is 
clear and the wind westerly .... 

March 1. -. . . There· is no news, except a general 
impression. that Gladstone will withdraw his BilL So Lord 
Stanhope told me this morning at British Muse~m: but I 
doubt it. He will not like losing the opportunity of self-
vindication in many speeches. , . . · · 1 . 

To Gathorne Hardy. 

Saturday, March 8, 1873 . ..:._I thought your speech excellent• 
and so, I observe, does the Spectator to-day; no mean Par-
liamentary critic. · 

It was a hard trial to get up at midnight, as I know from 
experience-but all the things you omitted to say will come 
into another speech, and had you not demonstrated, the 
effect wd. have been most injurious. : 
. I was very glad that you alluded to a Gladstone dissqlution 

a~ ultimately inevitable, and that you spoke out to Knightley:1 

. 1 Sir Rainald Knightley (afterwards Lord Knightley), of Fa.wsley,. M.P. 
for South Nort~nts, a. squir~ of long descent, high honour, many prejudices, 
and some P~rhamentary capacity, was an irreconcilable member of 'the 
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He belongs to a clique; who think we· have no single object 
· in. the world but place and patronage; little suspecting, that 

for four years we have, for the sake of the· country, and 
especially for the Tory party, unceasingly labored to prevent 
a-premature change. · . · . . 

T4e fever of my attack seems _to ,have subsided; but I am 
very feeble. · 

As the letters suggest, Gladstone's scheme ~uhded very 
plausible when set forth ... by himself in one of those 

, exegetical discourses in which no other Parliamentarian 
could compare ~with him; but it would not stand critical 
examination. Protestant feeling was offended by the 
constitution of the governing bo~y ofthe new University, 
which was such that, in Lord Morley's euphemistic words, 
' it did not make clerical predomim1nce ultimately impos~ 
sible.' In spite of_ this prospect, the Irish Bishops were 
offended by the maintenance of the principle of mixed 
education, in which Protestant colleges and students. 
were to stand side by side with ·Roman Catholic· colleges 
and- students; and _ultimately Cardinal Cullen refused and 
den9unced the offer. Tho-sewho realised. what a University 

. meant and cared for the interests of. higher education, of 
who~ Fawcett was the most prominen.t representative, 
were disgusted by the prohibition of· any University 
teacher in theology, modern history,- ot mental and moral 
philosophy; and by the liability of all teachers to suspension 
or deprivation for giving_ offence to religious convictions .. · · 

... ' - -... 

• · anti-Disraeli !J'ory clique, and only supported the Opposition leaders by 
his vote on this occasion because he was satisfied from'Hardy's speech and 
conversation that they would not·take,office tillafteradissolution. A story 
.which Lady Knightley tells, in her Journals; p. '240, of, the origin of her 
husband's feeling towards Disraeli; suggests that a plentiful lack of humour 

~ had much to do with Tory mistrust of their witty and sardonic chief; ' I 
asked Rainald to-day,' .W!ites Lady ~nightley on March 15, 1873, 'when 
he· first began to distrust [Disraeli ]." He said, " Very soon .. after I came" 
into ·Parliament; I was desired- by the Whip to do· all I could to get our 
men to vote against. the G.overnmeht on some _questi!)n-:-not a very im
pottarit one-on which they seemed to n1e to be in the 'right. However, 
I trusted our leader, and thought.he probably knew more about it. than I 

·did, so I did as I was bid. When we got into the lobby, we found ourselves 
in a minority, upon which Disraeli said, 'There! we've sacrificed our, 
characters, aud ·voted wrong, and haven~t beat the Government after 
all,!?" Comme11t, I think,' adds Lady' Knightley, 'is superfl]lous.' · It is 
indeed_: - · · ' · · · 
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The impracticability of the scheme as it stood was so 
patent that Ministers were 'reduced to endeavouring to 
obtain support by suggesting that large amendments · 
could .be made in Committee, and by dwelling on the 
threat that they would treat the second reading as a vital 
matter. 

Disraeli in his speech on the last night. of the debate 
declined to put any confidence in these unconfirmed hints 
of Committee amendments, and protested against the 
threat of resignation. No one wished to disturb Gladstone 
in his place, but it was the duty of members to say 
distinctly whether they could approve this particular 
measure. It proposed to found a University which was · 
not 'universal, and in an age when young men prattled 
about protoplasm and young ladies in gilded saloons 
unconsciously talked atheism, to prohibit the teaching of 
philosophy ! He chaffed Gladstone about the 'anonymous 
persons' who were to constitute the council of the new 
University. He vindicated his own policy of concurrent 
endowment in 1868, a policy which had been steadily 
pursued by statesmen of all parties down to that date, 
but had then qeen killed by Gladstone. ' The right hon. 

·gentleman says I burnt my fingers on that occasion, but,' 
said Disraeli, holding out his hands across the floor of the 
House amid general amusement, ' I see. no scars.' He 
continued: 

The righ,t hon. gentleman, suddenly-! impute no motive, " 
that is quite unnecessary-changed his mind, and threw over 
the policy of concurrent endowment, mistaking the .clamour 
of the Nonconforinists1 for the voice .of the nation. The 
Roman Catholics fell into the trap. They forgot the cause of 
University education in the prospect of destroying the 
Protestant Church. The right hon. gentleman succeeded 
in his object.· He became Prime Minister of England .... 
The Roman Catholics had the satisfaction of .destroying the 
Protestant Church"-;{){ disestablishing the Protestant Church. 
They had the satisfaction before the year was over ofwitness
ing the disestablishment of the Roman Catholic Cl).urch at.· 

1 Another reading has 'the Nonconformist'-the newsp<J.per organ of 
the Dissenters. 

II. 18* 
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Rome. As. certain as that we are in this House, the policy 
that' caus~d the one led to the .other ... ·. The Roman 
Catholics, having reduced Ireland to a spiritual desert, are 
discontented and have a grievance; arid they come to Parlia
ment in order that it may create for them a blooming Garden 
of Eden. · . · . ' . ~ 

And then Disraeli proceeded to one of those-attacks on 
the· general tendency of Gladstonian ·policy which were 
beginning to sink deeply into the national mind. Glad
stone,· he said; had substituted· a policy of coriqscation 

. for the policy of concurrent endowment: 

You have had four years of it. You h~ve despoiled 
churches. You have threatened every corporation and en
dowment in the country. You have examined into every
body's affairs. You have · criticised every profession and 
vexed every trade. No one is certain of his property and
nobody )mows what duties he may ha;;e to perform to
morrow. · ·· 

Gladstone, in reply, urged Parliament to ·go on in its _ 
work ofbringingjustice to Ireland in spite of the perverse
ness of those whom it was attempting to assist; but the 
House realised the absurdity of proceeding with proposals 
repudiated by Catholics as well as by Protestants ... The · 
division was taken after two o'clock on the morning of 
Wednesday, ·March 12, Ministers were beaten by 3 votes, 
the numbers being 287 to 284. They had a small majority 
among the English members, and a large majority among 
the Scotch;. but the Irish voted 68 to i5 against them. 
'The Irish Romans,' wrote Hardy in his diary, 'voted 
against Gladstone in a body,. but it was utterly wrong of 

· Gladstone to taunt us, for our opposition long preceded· 
theirs, and there was no compact whatever. And now 
what will follow 1 I doubt not Gladsto_ne will' try to 
force tis in, but invain ·It is neither our duty nor our 

- · interest. to dissolve Parliament for him, · and I cannot 
. admit t.q.e right of any Government to.'make al?-y question 
they please vital, and, if a combination negatives, to force· 
upon one portion of it all the responsibility.'· 

Hardy's opinion, thus re?orded decisively at the first 
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moment ill his diary, was the one which prevailed with 
Disraeli and his colleagues. · In truth the situation had 
been anticipated; and,· though two of -Disraeli's most. 
important colleagues, Derby and Cairns, were abroad, he· 
had ascertained from them before they .went .their un
willingness to accepj. office in the .event of such a contin
gency as had occurred. The Beaconsfield papers contain 
the following scrap in Derby's handwriting: 

If it is only contended that .Mr. D; before ,announcing his 
decision, ought to have maturely considered the circumstances 
and consulted with his friends, the answer is that he had done 
so already in anticipation of what for the last six weeks was 
a possible and not improbable conti~gency. 

Hardy and Richmond went to see their chief on the 
morrow of the division, and there was an agreement be
tween them all in this sense, though apparently Disraeli's 
Socratic method suggested to Hardy that he had a doubt 
on the subject. The upshot of ,the talk of the three 
colleagues was that the. impracticability of office was 
so clear that Disraeli might decline witho~t further con
sultation. 

Meanwhile there was some hesitation in the Ministerial 
camp, and it required a couple of Cabinet Councils, 
one. on the Wednesday and one on the Thursday, to bring 
them to resignation. · 

To Lord Beauchamp. 

'Thursday, March 13.-I have had a good night; except dis:: 
turbed too much by my cough, which must be again attended 
to. I neglected remedies in the anarchy of yesterday. . 

What is going to take place ? And what is the 2nd Cabinet 
about 1 Our friend cannot evenresign in the usual manner, 
I was in hopes yesterday that the Q. had not accepted his 
resignation as in my case, which would have solved many 
knots, and that we should have an early dissolution on his 
part; but the ambiguous voices of the oracles this morning 
perplex me. · 

The second Cabinet, however, decided for resignation; 
·Gladstone saw the Queen in the early afternoon of the 
Thursday, and announced the fact in Parliament atA.30. 
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Disraeli was stopped in the lobby, as he was entering the • 
House of Commons, oy a message from the P~lace. 

From Queen Victoria •. : 

BucKINGHAM. PALACE, March 13, 1873.-Mr. Gladstone · 
has just been here and has tendered his resignation and that 
of all his colleagues in consequimce of :the vote of the House 
of. Commons on Tuesday night-,'-whiqh the Queen has accepted. 
She therefore writes to· Mr. Disraeli. to ask 'him whether he 
will undertake to form a Government. 

The Queen would like to see Mr: Disraeli at 6 or as soon 
after· as· possible. 
, She sends this letter by her private secretary, Colonel 

Ponsonby, who can be the bearer of any written or verbal 
answer from Mr Disraeli. 

The Queen herself drew up a memorandum to describe 
. what passed at the audience which followed. 

Memorandum by Queen Victoria. 

BucKINGHAM PALACE, March 13, 1873.-Mr. Disraeli came 
at a little after 6. ' After expressing my feeling for him in 
his sorrow and shaking hands with him, I said I had sent 
for him in consequence of last night's vote;. and. he asked 
whether I wished him to give a categorical answer, or to say 
a few words on the present state of affairs~ I said I should 
willingly hear what he had to say. . . 

He then went on to say that he had not e.xpected the vote; 
he had thought, after Mr. Cardwell's speech, the Government 
would have a majority. That the Conservative party never 
was more compact or more united; that there was the most 
perfect understanding between him and .all those. who had 
served with him, and especially named Ld. Derby, Ld. Cairns, 
Mr. Hardy, and Sir S. Northcote. That he was perfectly 

· able to form a Government at once, perfectly fit to carry on 
the administration of the country to my entire satisfaction; 
that he could command 280 votes; that since; as he said, 

· 'I had· left your Majesty's. immediate service, for I never 
consider myself out of your Majesty's service,' -the party had 
gaihed considerably, about thirty seats; that he had laboured 
to keep the party as much together and in as efficient a state 
as possible; but that it would be useless to attempt to carry 
on the Government' with a minority in the House- of Com
mons, and that he must therefore state his inability tounder
~ake to form a Government in the present Parliament .. 
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What was then to be done 1 I asked. 'Mr. Gladstone ought 
to remain iri . and continue to carry on the Government.' 
This, I said, I thought he very likely would object to, having 
declared. his views so strongly on this measure. This was a . 
mistake, Mr. Disraeli replied, and he ought never to have 
done so. That might be so or not, I said, but. anyhoF Mr. 
Gladstone did feel this, and did not ask for a dissolution, 
thsrefore I thought it doubtful whether he. would consent 
to resume or co11tinue in office, feeling he could not sub:q~.it 
to this vote: ' But he has condoned for it. by his resignation 
and readiness to give up power,' was the answer; that he ~ 
should not throw up office merely for this. vote; it would not 
be a good return to the present Parliament, which had sup
ported him so warmly, and in which he had carried 3 great 
measures, forso he must call them, though he might not agree 
with them. I again asked him what I was to say to Mr. 
Gladstone, and he repeated that ' I decline to form a Govern
ment in the present Parliam,ent, and I do not ask for a dis-
solution.'· · 

Of course,· he said, there were instances where a Sovereign 
had been left without a Government, and in such a case he · 
would, of course, be ready to.serve me. I said that I would 
at 9nce let Mr. Gladstone know, but that I might have to 
call upon him again. 

Disraeli, in.giving Hardy afterwards an account of his 
audience, added that the Queen's' oordiality was marked,' 
and that ' she manifested, as he thought, a repugnance 
to her present Government.' To Beauchamp he wrote: 
' I had a more than gracious reception; . and, if .Her 
Majesty were leader of the Opposition, I believe this 
morning she would be First Lord of her own Treasury.' 
The Queen at once sent Ponsonby to Glad,stone with 
an account of what had passed, adding, 'She considers 
this as sending for you an~w .' But Gladstone suspected 
a trick and told Ponsonby that he ' thought Mr. Disraell 

· was endeavouring, by at once throwing back on me an 
offer which it was impossible for me at the time and under 
the circumstances to accept, to get up a case of absolute 
necessity founded upon this refusal of mine, and thus, 
becoming the indispensable man and party, to have in his 
hands a lever -wherewith to overcome the reluctance and 
resistance of his friends, who would not, be able to deny 

: 
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that the Queen must have a Government.' To Gladstone 
Disraelj was the wily mystery-man, and. the simple r~ason
ing which had led hi~ rival to decline did not appear at 
all adequate 'to one who was determined to .find some 
deep calculation in all that rival did. Accordingly, . 
Gladstone asked, through Ponsonby, -that ·Disraeli's reply 
might be put _in writing. · · 

Memorandum, in Colonel Ponsonby's Handwriting. ' 
March 13, 1873.-Colonel Ponsonby called on Mr. Disraeli 

in the evening with a message from the Queen, asking him 
to g~ve Her Majesty, in 'writing; the substance -of his conver
sation with the Queen. 

Mr. Disraeli willingly complied with Her Majesty's wishes, 
and wrote do'Wn roughly the chief· points on which he bad 
spoken. . . ·. . · · : . 

Colonel Ponsonby asked Mr. Disraeli if he might assume 
that this meant an-. unconditional refusal. Mr. Disraeli 
replied that such was the meaning in the present state of 
affairs. · - . · · · · · . 

Colonel Ponsonby asked,~if the Queen was ready to sanction 
a dissolution as soon as possible, whether Mr. Disraeli could· 
then . accept office, taking, of coll!se, the re~ponsibility of 
givirig the advice to Her Majesty to dissolve. ' . · 

Mr. Disraeli replied that he could not accept office with such 
an understandillg, and that his refusal was absolute. 

He hoped in ·some future day, when another Parliament 
assembled, to find an opportunity of ·serving the Queen, but 
with_ the present House of Commons .with a large majority 
opposed to him, he could not undertake the Government. 

Such was the official report, certified by ·Disraeli to be 
correct, which Ponsonby made to the Queen. But 
Ponsonby drew up a longer and l!lore-detailed·account of 

- what took place, which shows __ more clearly Disraeli's 
position, while it also amusingly brings out the secretary's 
Whig distrust of the Tbry leader .1 · · 

.. 1 Disraeli, subsequently, during his great Ministry, bore striking testi
. inony to the absolute impartiality with whiqh Ponsonby carried out his 

duties as private secret~~cry to the Queen. He said to a political friend: 
' I .believe that General Ponsonby used to be a Whig, but, whatever his 

· -politics may once have been, I can only say that. I could not wish my case 
better stated to the Queen than the private secretary does ik. Perhaps I 
am a gainer bi his Whiggishness, as it. makes him more scrupUlously on 

. his guard to be always absolutely fair and lucid.' See article on ' The 
Character of_ Queen Victoria,' Quartel'ly Review, April, 1901.' · 
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Her Majesty sen~ me to see Mr. Disraeli in Edwards's Hotel, 
George Street, Hanover Square.1 _He at once acceded to the 
Queen's wish, and getting pens and ink said, 'There, let me 
see, I can easi y put down what is wanted; that is very nearly 
what I said.' I observed that I did not quite understand it, 
and hoped he would forgive me if I asked him whether he 
meant it as a refusal to take office while this Parliament sat, 
or whether he refuse(!. entirely, whether the Queen consented 
to dissolve or not. He said he meant it as a refusal, that he 
could not carry on the Government in a Parliament where 
there were 80 votes of majority against him. ' But,' I said, 
'would you take office and dissolve?' He said, 'I thought 
the Queen would not agree to this.' I replied I thought she 
would not object, in fact, I felt certain she would not. 'But,' 
he said, ' there is an idea that this, being my Parliament, 
cannot be dissolved by me.' 'B1,1t,' I remarked, 'the Queen 
could offer you a dissolution, though, of course, you would 
be responsible for advising her to do so.' 'Of course,' he 
said, '·I well understand that; but I decline altogether to 
accept office.' ' 

He went on, ' How could I proceed ? For two months at 
least Parliament must continue, while the regular estimates, 
Mutiny Act, etc., are passed. The Conservatives are gaining 
favour· in the country, but these two months would ruin 
them. They would be exposed in a hostile House to every 
insult which the Opposition might choose to fling at them, 
and the party would be seriously damaged, while the business 
ofthe country would suffer. The only possibility of carrying 
any measure would be by allying myself. to the Irish lot, 
whom I detest and disagree with, and who would throw me 
over whenever it suited their purpose.' I said, 'You have 
defeated the Government; ought you not therefore-to under
take the. responsibility of forming one 1' · ' No,' he replied; 
'we did not defeat the Government. We threw out a stupid, 
blundering Bill, which Gladstone, in his tete montee way, tried 
to make a vote of confidence. It was a foolish mistake of 

7 

his·; but he has condoned for it by resigning. He can now 
resume office with perfect freedom.' · 

During the first part of the interview Disraeli sat at a table, 
and as he spoke with eagerness, there was something in hi~;~ 
over-civil expressions about the Queen or ' my dear Colonel,' 
which made me think he was playing with me, and I felt once 
or tw~ce a difficulty in not laughing; but when he developed 
the reasons of his policy he rose and stood much more upright 
than I have ever seen him, spoke in a most frank and straight
forward manner, and with a sharpness and decision which 

1 S~e below, p. 573. 
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was different from his early words. . Yet probably he had 
measured the length of my foot, and had been more sincere 
and honest in his message to the Queen than when he made nie 
believe in his frank expof!ition of policy: 

He was far easier to speak to than Gladstone, who forces 
·you into his groove, while Disraeli apparently follows yours 
aug. is genial, almost too ge~al, in his sentiments. ~. . . · 

In accordance with Her MajestY's desire; Disraeli 
emoodied in a couple of sentences the reply which he had . 
already given: · · · · . 

In answer to the gracious inquiry, whether he would under
take to form a Government, Mr. Disraeli said.he was prepared 
to form an Administration which he believed would' carry 
on Her Majesty's affairs with efficiency, and would possess 
her· confidence, but he could not undertake to· carry on Her 
Majesty's .Government in the present Hom=1e .of Commons. 

Subsequently, Her Majesty ·having remarked that Mr .. 
Gladstone was not inclined to recommend a dissolution of 
Parliament, Mr:. Disraeli stated, that he himself would not 
advise Her Majesty to take that step~ · · 

, The language was perhaps not as categorical as it might· 
have been, and Gladstone's ingenious ·mind found a 
discrepancy between the two sentences, which led him oh 
the Friday to make a further inquiry of the Queen. ·· To 
Her Majesty's common sense it was clear that, if Disraeli 
would iieither take office in the existing Parliament nor · 
advise ·a dissolution,. hi::; attitude amounted, as Ponsonby 
put it in his memorandum, to an ' absolute refusal '; and . 
she accordingly answeredthat Disraeli hadm:iconditionally 
declined-to form a Government. After such a reply, it 
might have been .(.,hought that a Minister who st'll 
possessed for the ordinary purposes of government a 
majority of eighty or ninety would have considered the 
irpmediate.resumption.of office, with or without the inte):l
tion ofan early dissolution, to be his obvious duty. But 
Gladstone; indignant at Disraeli's avoidance of responsibil
ity, embarrassed the Queen oydiscovering an alternative 
cours~the drafting of a detailed memorandum. to show 
tha~ Disnieli's action was neither justifiable in itself nor 
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in accordance with precedent. He urged that the pro
ceeding between the Queen and Disraeli could not be 
regarded as complete, as the vote had been the result of 
concerted action by the Opposition on a matter declared 
to be vital by Ministers; and therefore Disraeli ought by 
counsel and inquiry among his friends to have exhausted 
all practicable means to form a Government. He recited 
the history. of pr-evious Parlian'tentary crises to show that 
there ·was no precedent for Disraeli's summary refusal. 
He could not call his colleagues together and ask them to 
resume their offices were he not able 'to prove to them 
tliat according to usage every means had been exhausted 
on the part of the Opposition for providing for the govern
ment of the country, or at least that nothing more was to 
be expected from that quarter.' 1 

It was a lame conclusion. Gladstone had already been 
_told that nothing more was to· be expected from that 
quarter. The Queen felt this strongly, when the memor
andum was presented to her on the Saturday. But as her 
constitutional duty was to obtain a Government, and as_ 
it was plain that the only way 'in which this could be done 
was to persuade Gladstone to return·, she consented to 
humour him so far as to become the medium of commu
nication for the rival leaders. Her secretary put on paper 
an explanation of her views. 

Memorandu-m in Colonel Ponsonby's Handwriting. 

BucKINGHAM PALACE, March 15.-'----The unusual course 
followed by Mr. Gladstone of asking the Queen for further 
explanations before he could call the Cabinet together, made 
it necessary for Her Majesty to consider how she could meet 
his request. _ 

The Queen could not refuse to take any notice of it, as this 
would have retarded the progress of the negotiations which 
Her Majesty was anxious to bring to a satisfactory termination. 
Besides which, Her Majesty desired there should be no mis
understanding. 

The Queen could not assure Mr.· Gladstone that Mr. Dis-

1 The text is given in Lord Morley's Gladstone, Book v L ch. 12 where _ 
the ~risis is narrated and examined at length. ' 
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ra.eH's refusaJ to accept office was complete, -as Her Ma,jesty 
would then have undertaken the responsibility of answering 
for the Opposition party. . · · 

The Queen could not herself have called on Mr. Disraeli 
for further explanations, as Her Majesty would then have 
assumed the view taken by Mr. Gladstone 'of Mr. Disraeli's 

·conduct. 
The Queen therefore, with Mr. Gladstone's. knowledge ~nd · 

- conseil~, for:warded his letter-entire ~o Mr: Disraeli. 

' . 
From Queen Victoria. 

BucKINGHAM PALACE, March· 15, '73.--'--The Queen com
·municated, as Mr. Disraeli is aware, the substance of his 
refusal to undertake to form a Government in the present 
Parliament, to Mr. Gladstone, and she thinks it due to ·Mr. 
Disraeli to send him the accompanying letter. (with Mr. 
Gladstone's knowledge), and wiii be glad to receive a reply 
from Mr. Disraeli which she can.show Mr. Gladstone·. 
' The Queen allows this communication to be made through 
her in order to prevent as much as possible any misunder-. 
standing. 

On receipt ofthis letter on Saturday afternoon, Disraeli 
·told Poilsonby that he· coul?- easily write a short reply at 
once; but he ' felt sure it would meet with your Majesty's 
wishes and his own inclinations if he consulted Lord Derby 
and other members of his party before writing to your 
Majesty.' Derby had returned on the Friday, but Cairns 
remained abroad. Disraeli's-meniorandum wa.s not ready 
till the middle o( Sunday, and he sell.t it down in the 
afternoon to the Queeri, who had retired to Windsor. 

To Queen Victoria. 

GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE, March 16, 1873.
Mr. Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty. 

He thanks your Majesty for communicating to hini Mr. 
Gladstone's letter, with Mr. taadstone's knowledge. 

He is grateful to your Majesty for deigning to allow these 
communications to· be made through your, Majesty, and 
humbly· agrees with your Majesty that it is a mode which may 
tend to prevent misunderstanding. · · · 

The observations of Mr.· Gladstone, geJ!eraiiy considered, 
may be ranged under two;heads: ari impeachment of the 
conduct of the Opposition in con~ributing to the vote against 
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·the Government measure, when they were not prepared, in 
the event of success, to take office; and a charge against the 
Leader of the Opposition, that, when honored by the com
mands of your Majesty, he gave a 'summary retusal' to 
undertake your Majesty's Government, without exhausting 
all practicable means of aiding the country in its exigency. 

The argument of Mr. Gladstone, in the first instance, is 
that the Opposition,- having, by 'deliberate and concerted 
action,' thrown out a Bill, which the Government had de
clared to be ' vital to their existence,' is bound to use all 
means "to form a Government of its own, in order to replace 
that which it must be held to have intentionally overthr9wn. 

It is hu'mbly submitted to your Majesty, that though, as 
a general rule, this doctrine may be sound, it cannot be laid 
down unconditionally, nor otherwise than subject to many 
exceptions. . _ 

It is undoubtedly sound so far as this: that for an Opposition 
to use its strength for the express purpose of throwing out a 
Government, which it is at the time aware that it cannot 
replace-having that object in view, and no other-would be 
an· act of recklessness and faction, which could not be too 
strongly condemned. But it may be safely affirmed that rio 
conduct of this kind can be imputed to the Conservative 
Opposition of 1873. . 

If the doctrine in question rs carried further; if it be con
tended that, whenever, from any circumstances, a Minister 
is so situated that it is· in his power to prevent any other 
Parliamentary leader from forming an Administration which 
is likely to stand, he acquires, thereby, the right to call upon 
Parliam¢nt to pass whatever measures he and his colleagues 
think fit, and is entitled to denoUnce as factious the resistance 
to such measures-then the: claim is one not· warranted by 
usage, or re<:!oncilable with the freedom of the Legislature. · 

It amounts to this: that he tells :the House of Commons, 
' Unless you are prepared to put some one in my place,- your 
duty is to do whatever I bid you.' · . · 

To no House of Commons has language of this kind ever been 
addressed: by no House of Commons would it be tolerated. 

In the present instance, the Bill which has been the cause 
of the crisis, was, from the first, strongly objected to by a 
large section of the Liberal party, and that on the same grounds 
which led the Conservative Opposition to resist it, namely, 
that it seemed calculated to sacrifice the interests ,of Irish 
education to those of the Roman Catholic hierarchy. · 

A protracted discussion strengthened the general feeling 
of the House of Commons as to the defects of the measure: 

·the party whom it was, apparently, intended to propitiate, 
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rejected it as inadequate; and, probably, if the sense of the 
House had been taken on the Bill, irrespective of considera- · 
tions as ~0 the political result of the division, ilot one-fourth of 
the House would have voted for it. From first to last, it was 
unpopular, both inside and outside Parliament, and was 
disliked quite as much by Liberals as by Conservatives. 

It is humbly submitted to your.Majesty-that no Minister 
• has a right to say to Parliament, ' You must take such a Bill, 

whether you think it a good one or not, because, without 
passing it, I will not hold office, and my numerical strength 
in the present House is too great to allow of any other 

·. effective Administration being formed.' . 
· The charge against the Leader ofthe Opposition personally, 
that, by his ' summary refusal ' to undertake your Majesty's 
Government, he was failing in· his duty to your Majesty and 
the country, is founded altogether on a gratuitous assumption 
by Mr. Gladstone, which pervades his letter, that the means 
of Mr. Disraeli ·to carry on the ·Government were not 'ex
hausted.' A brief statement· of facts will at once dispose 
of this charge. ·_ . · _ · 

_Before Mr. Disraeli, with due deference, offered-his decision 
to ·your Majesty, he had enjoyed the opportunity of consulting 
those gentlemen, with whom he acts in public life.; and they 

, were unanimously of opinion, that it would be prejudiciaJ to 
the interests of the country for a Conservative Administration 

.to attempt to conduct your Majesty's affairs, in the present 
H'ouse of Commons. What other: means_ were at Mr.- Dis
raeli's disposal ~ Was he to open negotiations with a section 
ofthe late:Ministry; and waste days>in barren interviews, 
vain applications, and the device of impossible combinations ~ 
Was he to make overtures to the considerable-section of the 
Liperal party who had voted against the Government, namely, 
the Irish Roman Catholic gentlemen? Surely Mr. Gladstone 
is not serious in such a suggestion. Impressed by experience, -
obtained iii those very instances to which Mr. Gladstone 
refers, of the· detrimental influence upon Government of a 
'crisis' uimecessarily· ·prolonged by hollow negotiations, 
Mr. Disraeli humbly conceived that he wa~ taking a course 

. at once advantageous to the public interests. and- tending 
to spare ·your Majesty unnecessary anxiety, by at once 
laying before your Majesty the real position of affair_s. 

There are many- observations in Mr.' Gladstone's letter 
which Mr. Disraeli, for convenience, refrains from ·noticing. 
Some of. them are involved in an a_mbiguity no't easy to 
encounter in a brief space: some of them, with .reference to 
Mr. Disraeli's conduct in- the House of Commons, Mr. Disraeli 
would fain, hope are not entirely divested of some degree of 
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exaggerati~n. ' The deliberate and concerted action of the 
Opposition' would subside, Mr. Disraeli believes, on impartial 
investigation, into the exercise of that ordinary, and even · 
daily, discipline of a political party, without which a popular 
assembly would s9on degenerate into' a mob, and become 
divested of all practical influence. ln the present instance, 
Mr. Disraeli believes he is correct in affirming, that his friends 
were not even formally summoned to vote against the Govern
ment measure, but to s-upport an amendment by an honorable 
gentleman, which was seconded from the. Liberal benches, 
and which could only by a violent abuse of terms be described 
as a party move. _. 

Then, again, much is made of the circumstance that the 
existence of the Government was staked on this measure. 
Mr. Disraeli has already treated of this subject generally. 
But what are the particular facts ? . No doubt, more than a 
month ago, the Prime Minister, in a devoted Rouse of 
Commons, had, in an unusual, not to say unprecedented, 
manner, commenced his _exposition of_ an abstruse measure 
by stating that the existence of the Government was staked 
on its success. But inasmuch as, in the course· of time, it 
was understood that. the Government were prepared ~o 
modify, or even to withdraw, most of the clauses of this 
measure, these words were forgotten or condoned, and could 
not be seriously held as exercising a practical influence on 
the ultimate decision. · 

From Queen Victoria. 

WiNDSOR CASTLE, .March 16; 1873.-The Queen thanks 
Mr. Disraeli for his letter. She has sent it to Mr. Gladstone, 
and asked him whether h(j will updertake to resume office. 

Gladstone was a"t last convinced, to use his own .Ian-
- .guage, that no ' further effort ' was to be expected from the 

Opposition ' towards mooting the present necessity.' He 
and his colleagues accordingly resumed their offices. 
But in writing to the Queen he :rooognised that the political 
position had been '-seriously unhinged by the shock,' and 
that neither the Administration nor the Parliament could 
:again be what they were; and he did not disguise in his 
,explanation to Parliament the damage that had been 
:sustained, and the disadvantages necessarily attaching 
to a returning or resuming Government. 

The best opinion, both of the public and of the Conserva-
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tive party, approved of Disraeli's decision. The Times 
. had advised that course throughout. Its editor's view 

was sent. to Disraeli by L'ennox. . 

From Lord H•enry Lennox. ··· 

Private. 19, GROSVENOR GARDENS, . S.W., March 16, 
1873.~Delane dined with me last evening, and I c~nnot for-
bear letting you. know what he said. · · · 

First, that you now stand in the highest position: in which 
any statesman -has stood for many years past; tbat. you had 
by your decision given proof of tp.e very highest order· of 
statesmanship, both unselfish and patriotic; that .he is con
vinced your statement of to-morrow will produce. the .very· 
best effect throughout the country, ·and will earn for. you the 
gratitude of your followers and the respect ·and admiration 
of your opponents; and lastly that in .this matter you have 
displayed a judgment and a-spirit of which Gladstone would 
be utterly incapable. · · .. . · , 

I need not tell you with what pleasure I .heard his remarks, 
especially as they were made in presenceof the P. of Wales, 
the Duke of Edinburgh; and many others. ·· · 

So strong a party man and c-ompetent a manager as 
Lord Abergavenny held that ' Dizzy_ has acted most 
wisely in refusing to form a Goverh~ent.' · But there was 
of. ~ourse a disappointed section of . the party, who 
clamoured for the bold policy of forcing a dissolutipn and· 
forming a Government, and maintained that any hesitation 
to seize the helm would have as' discouraging and dis"' 
piriting an effect as Derby's refusal in 1855. It was mainly 
to the· satisfaction of these .impatient partisans that 
Disraeli addressed himself in his Parliamentary explana-

, tion on ·March 30. · Some parts df an unnecessarily 
elaborate speech werenot very happy;,and·Hardyrightly 

, criticised his chief's remarks about_ the impossibility of 
a matured and complete policy in opposition. . But tliere 
was a large· amount of necessary financial and other 
business which a new Government would have had to get 
thrpugh before the session <iould be wound up and dis
solution accomplished, and. there was, no answer to the 
passage in which Disraeli pointed out what would during 
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the intervening period be the certain lot of an Administra
tion with a majority of ninety against them. 

I know well-and those who are around me know well
what will occur when a Ministry takes office and attempts 
to carry on the Government with a minority during the 
session, with a view of ultimately appealing to. the pebple. 
We should have what is called 'fair play.' That is to say, 
no vote of want of confidence would be proposed, and chiefly 
because it would be of no use. There would be no whoksale 

.censure, but retail humiliation. · A right hon. gentleman 
will come down here, he will arrange his thumbscrews and other 
·instruments of torture on this table. We shall· never ask for 
a vote without a lecture; we shall never perform the most 
ordinary r9utine office of Government without there being 
annexed to it ~orne pedantic and ignominious condition. . . . 
In a certain time we should enter into the paradise of abstract 
resolutions. One day hon. gentlemen cannot withstand the 
golden opportunity of asking the House to. affirm that the 
income tax should no longer form one of the features of our 
Ways and Means. Of course a proposition of that· kind 
would be scouted by the· right hon. gentleman and all his. 
colleagues; but, then, they· might dine out that day, and the 
Resolution might be carried, as Resolutions of that kirid have 
been. Then another hon. gentleman, distinguished for his 
knowledge of men and things, would move that the diplomatic 
service be abolished. While hon. gentlemen opposite were 
laughing in their sleeves at the mover; they would vote for 
the motion in order to put the Government into a minority. 
For this reason. 'Why should men,' they would say;' govern 
the country who are in a minority 1' totally forgetting that 
we had acceded to office in the spirit of the Constitution, 
quite oblivious of the fountain and origin of the position we 
occupied. And it would go very hard if on some sultry after~ · 
noon, some hon. member should not 'rush in where angels 
fear to tread,' and successfully assimilate the borough and 
the county franchise. And so things would go on until 

. the 'bitter end-until at last even the Appropriation Bill 
has passed, Parliament is dissolved, and we appeal to those 
millions, who, perhaps, six· months before, might have looked 
upon us as the vindicators of intolerable grievances, but who 
now receive us as a defeated, discredited, ·and degraded 
ministry, whose services can neither be o~ value to the Crown 
nor a credit .to the nation. · 

The Tory party, Disraeli maintained, occupied a most 
satisfactory position. It had divested itself of excres-
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cences and emerged from the fiscal period. In order to 
. deal with the more fundamental questions . which were 
rapidly coming to the front; it was of the utmost import
ance that there should be 'a great Constitutional party, 
distinguished for its intelligence as well as for its organi- . 
sation,. which shall be competent to lead the people arid 
direct the public mind.'.· That there might be no obstacle 
to its future triumph, ·he; as the trustee of its honour 
and interests, declined to form a weak and discredited.Ad-
ministration. · 

To the Duke of Richmond. 

Friday, March 21, 1873,~I thought what you said was most 
judicious and a.propos, and will have a good effect,.and encou
rage the country. You spoke too highly of your_colleague 
and correspondent, but it proved our union; and I niust. try 
to deserve your praise. . · 

. I don't think the Prime Minister greatly distinguished him-
. self in our House. . · 

We shall all of us be glad to see Cairns again. How much 
has happened in his absence, and ripe, I think, with the seeds . 
of the future. · · 

The 'seeds of the future'were indeed ger:iniriating. To 
an Opposition which, little more than.a year before, was. 
discredited, discontented, factious,. and hop~less, Disraeli 
had given organisation, policy, popular respect,. the 
assurance of high and unselfish leadership, and the 
expectation of early and definitive succes~. 

) 



CHAPTER VI. 

BEREAVEMENT. 

1872-1873. 

While Disraeli's political prospects grew daily brighter, 
a heavy cloud fell upon his domestic life. After thirty
three years o.f unbroken happiness arid affection, he lost 
the wife who was in very deed his chosen helpmate, 1 to 

. I . 

whom he attributed, in a speech at Edinburgh in 1867, 
all the successes of his life, 'because she has supported 
me by her counsel and ~onsoled me by the sweetness ~£ 
her mind and disposition.' The world might laugh at 
her queernesses and gaucheries, which became more 
marked with age; might find it difficult to deQide which 
were the odder, her looks or her sayings, the clothes she 
wore or the. stories she told. In externals, she might seem 
a strange wife for a statesman. But, besides the obvious 
kindhess and genuineness of her nature, and the shrewd 
judgment which underlay her inconsequent words, she 
had qualities peculiarly becoming in her place: absolute 
trustworthiness and discretion in political secrets, which 
Disraeli never seems to have hid- from her; a constancy 
and heroism which matched his own; arid which, on one 
notable oocasion, enabled her to bear the jamming of her 
finger in a carriage door in smiling silence so that his 
equanimity on the way to an important debate might 
not be disturbed. . . _ 

La':dy Beaconsfield was now an old wonian of eighty, 
and of late years had experienced much ill-health; 
on one occasion, in 1868, her life was for some days in 

1 See Vol. I., II., ch. 2. 
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peril. I~ the spriilg of 1872, after the fatigue and e~cite-
·ment of the Manchester demonstrations, she once more 
showed signs of breaking down; but for a time pe:dor~ed,·. 
and was encouraged by her physician to perform, her 
social duties as usual .. 

To ·Montagu Corry: 

G; GATE, May 7,. 1872.--Sir William. [Gull] examined 
me this morning and has decided that though one of the 
bronchial tubes is clogged, there is nothing organ!cally wrong, 
or which may not soon be put right. · 

.Miladi is suffering less. She went to Lady Waldegrave's 
last night, but was obliged to' come -home almost imme
diately. · But, as she boastfully says, her 'illness was not 
found out. She delighted Fortescue1 by telling him that she 
had heard him very much praised .. He ·pressed her very, 
ri:m.ch when and where. She replied, ' It was in bed.' 

Sir William gives a good account of her to-day, and seems__.. 
' t9 thillk he has remedied the pain, which is all we can hope for' 
and has sanctio:r;1ed, and_ even advised, her to go to Court: but 
I don't think he allows enough for her extreme weakness. 
However, I shall be with her to-day; last night she was alone, 
which I think fearful. · · . , .. 

H. OF· C. May 9, '72.-The visit to Court was -riot 
successful. She was suffering as slie went, and was taken 
so unwell there, that we had to retreat precipitately; but 
without much observation. Knowing the· haunts of the 
palace a little, I ·got hold of some- female attendants· who· 
were very serviceable. . . . ' . . .. 

CARLTON CLUB, May 14, '72.-:-I have been, and am, so 
harassed, that I have been quite unable to write a line-and 
this will be sad stuff. · 

. Nothing· encouraging at home. To see· her every day 
.weaker and weaker is. heartrending. I have· hacd, _lik~ all of 
us, some sorrows of this .kind: but in every case, the fatal 
illness has been apparently sudden, and comparatively short . 

. The shock is great. under such circumstances no doubt, but 
there is a reboinid in the nature of things~ But to witness 
this gradual death of one, 'who has shared so long, and. so 
completely, my life, entirely unmans ni.e. · ·· .. · 
. For herself, she-still makes an effort to enter' society:. and· 

Sir Wi!liam approves and even counsels it: but it is impos-
sible tlie effort C;tn be maintained. . . . 

1 Chichester Fortescue, afterwards Lord Carlingford, was L~dy Walde-
gra;ve's husband. · · 
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I know not what are our movements. If .the weather w'ere 
genial, I think she is disposed to try Hughenden, but I leave 
everything of this sort to her fancy and wish; She once 
talked of going down on Thursday. I can't believe that after 
her return, she will attempt society any more.: the break of ,a 
fortnight will produce some effect in this way .... 

Lady Beaconsfield was taken to Hughenden for the . 
Whitsuntide recess; but the malady'did not yield to the 
change and country air. · 

To Montagu Corry. 
) . 

HUGHENDEN, May 22, 1872.-... I have no good news. 
Her sufferings have been great here: but the change of weather 

, has brought a ray of distraction. 
She moves with great diffic]llty and cannot bear the slightest 

roughness in the road, which sadly limits our travels. She 
enjoyed yesterday going to' the German Forest, ascending 
from the Lady's Walk, but suffered afterwards. Antonelli 
pushes her about i:r:t a perambulator a little, and seems to 
amuse her. He heard· a nightingale ' wl;J.istling ' ·about the 
house. She thinks ' whistling ' a capital term for bird 
noises •... 

With indomitable pluck, Lady Beaconsfield, after her 
return to town, refused to accept the .confinement of an 
invalid; but resumed her social life, until on July 17, 
at a party at ~ady Loudoun's house to meet the Duchess 
of Cambridge, she suddenly became very seriously ill and 
had to be taken home at once. The hostess and the guests 
were struck by her wonderful courage, ' and indeed 
heroism,' and by the unselfishness with which she seemed . 
to think more of the inconvenience which her illness might · 
cause her hostess than of her own acute pai_n. She was 
never able to go out in London society again. 

To Lady Beaconsfield. 

July 25, 1872.-I have nothing to tell you, except that I 
love you, which; I fear, you will think rather dull.· ... 

Nattyl was very affectionate about you, and wanted me to 
come home and dine with him; quite alone; but I told him that 

1The late L:>rd Rothschild, at this time M.P. for Ayle~bury. 
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you were the only person no~, whom I could dine with;· and 
only relinquished you to-night for my country. · 

· My country, I fear, will.be verylate; bu,t I hope to find you . 
· in a sweet-sleep. · · ., 

From Lady. Beaconsfield. 
July 26. 

'My OWN DEAREST,..::._I miss you sadly, I feel so· grate
ful· for your constant tender love· and kindness .. I certainly 
feel better this evening. -~ • • Your .own devottid BEAOoNsc 
FIELD. . , ' 

This -is the last letter of his wife's ~which· Disr~eli 
preserved-probably the last she wrote: him .. She ~as· 
not able to be moved to Hughenden until the end of 
September; so he and she passed,· as he expr~ed it, 
tlieir 'first summer in London.' 

. . 

To· LOfd Cairns. -

Private. GROSVENOR GATE, Aug. 17, 'l872._:_Many, many 
thanks. The birds were capital and pleased the· fastidious 
palate. of my invalid. · 

The prospect of reaching Hughenden seems every day, 
fainter. Lady Beaconsfie!d )ias had more than one returJ:!. 

· · of her hemorrhage, and, sometimes, I feel, and fear, that even 
her buoyant and gallant·epirit .. will hardly oaffie so many 
causes of e:x:haustion. . , . . . 

We have not been separated for three and thirty years,. 
.tnd, during all that time; in her society I never have had a 
moment of dullness .. It tears the,heart to see such a spirit 

·suffer, and suffer so much! May you, my dear Cairns, never 
experience my present feelings ! . . . • · · · 

. . 

. From the Duchess of Olevela:,W,. 

RABY CA.STLE, DARLINGTON, Sept. 12,. '72.-. One 
privilege you have which is not granted to all. _No tw6 
people surely can look back upon· a life of such loVing and 
perfect companionship. One of my sons once spoke to Lady 
Beaconsfield in ·wond.er of the . youthful ·energy and high 
spirits she preserved, and said something of the courage and 

·· force of character it showed .. 'No,' she' l'laid;. 'it is not 
that. It is that my life has been such a happy one. I have. 
had so much affection·, and nci troub\es,.-nci contradictions: 
that is what has kept me so young and welL' 

' . " . . ., 
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To-Gathorne Hardy . . · 

Private. -GROSVENOR GATE, Sept. 16, 1872.-We. are 
much touched by yr. kind letter, which I mentioned to my 
wife. .She sends her very kindest regards to Mrs. Hardy and 
yourself, but she does not see this letter; so I will say that 
her condition occasions me the greatest- disquietude,. tho' 
they-tell me there is some improvement. Her illness, under 
wh. she has, to some degree, been suffering for many months, 

. is a total inability to take any sustenance, and it is to me 
perfectly marvellous how she exists, and shows even great 
buoyancy of life: _ _ . _ . 

vve have never left Grosvenor Gate, tho' as ·everything has 
been tried in vain, Lady Beaconsfield now talks of trying 
change of air, and endeavouring to get down to Hughenden: 
As for myself, I have never been into_ the town during the 
whole of August and the present month, so, when business 
commences, Pall M:dl and Whitehall shall be as fresh to me 
as to my happier comrades, who are shooting in _Scotland or 
climbing the Alps. One j:las the advantage here, when we 
wake, of looking upon trees, and bowery vistas, and we try 
to forget, that -the Park is called Ryde, and that the bowers 
are the bowers of Kensington. _ -
• We take drives in the counties of Middx. and Surrey, and,
discovei' beautiful retreats -of wh. we had never heard; so we 
have the excitement· of travel. What surprises me, more 
than anything, is the immensity and variety of London, and 
the miles of :Yillas wh. are throwing out their .antennre in every
suburban direction. . . . -

I should like to hear from you again as to your own health .. 
All depends on you. I am only. holding the reins during a 
period of transition, arid more from a feeling of not deserting -
the helm at a moment of supposed difficulty and danger, than 
any other .... 

A note in Disraeli's han~writing, apparently intended 
for the Queen, gives some further particulars of these 
drives round London. 

What miles of villas ! arid of all sorts of architecture ! 
What beautiful churches! What gorgeous palaces of Geneva !I 

One day we came upon a real feudal castle, with a donjon 
keep high in the air. It turned out to be the new City prison 
in Camden Road, but it deserves.a visit; I mean externally 

1 In letters to friends written at th1s time the 'gorgeous palaces of. 
Geneva' became more prosaically 'gin-palaces.' 
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Of all the kingdoms ruled over by our graciops mistress, the· 
most remarkable is her ·royaume de Cockaigne, and perhaps 
the one the Queen has least visited; Her faithful servants 
in question, preparing their expeditions with a map, inves- · 
tigated all parts of it .from Essex to Surrey, and Lady Beacons
field calculated that from the lst of August to the end of 

· September she travelled 220 miles. . . . · . · . 

To· Lprd Cairns . 

. GROSVENOR GATE·, Sept. 26, 1872.~Y6u have expressed so 
much sympathy for "f!S; and it has been so highly appreciated, 
that Iinust tell you that, to-day, we hope to reach Hughenden. 
There has· been, within the last week, a decided, and, I hope 
now, a permanent improvement in my wife's health,. and she 

.. 

is resolved to try change of air. I am a little sorry, that we ~ 
go home in the fall of the leaf, a~d that too in a sylvan land, 
but home only can insure her the comforts and 'the ease, 
which an invalid requires. . . 

If she could only regain~not .appetite-'-but even a desire. 
for sustenance, I should be confident of the future, the buoy
ancy of her spirit is .so very remarkable. However, there is 
a streak of dawn .... _' · 

What Disraeli called-' our he~ra from Grosvenor Gate; 
proved at first a success; and onOctober 3 he could "Write· · 
more cheerfully to Corry: ' Lady Beaconsfield has been 
here a week, and has improved daily; there seems, a 

. sustained revival . of appetite, .which . had . altogether 
·ceased.' In answer to the Queen's sympathetic inquiries 
through Lady Ely ·he w:as able to' report ' continuous 
improvement. You know her buoyancy of spirit. She 
says· she is ,now convinced that everybody eats too much; . 
still at the same time she would like to be able to ea;t a 
little.' 
. ·The improvemeri.t was fallacious; and though Lady 

· Beaconsfield occasionally received visitors · and even 
apparently paid a caii on near il.eighbours, her husband's ·. 
letters ·show:_ that her strength was wanillg during the 
following two months, till the final attack caine upon her 
in the second week of December. · 
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. To Montagu Corry. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 13, '72.-, .. Things here very bad. 
Nov. 8.-... Affairs have been going very 1badly: 

.• so badly, that I telegraphed; yesterday, for Leggatt and he 
caifie down immediately: but he took a different view from us_; 
I am glad to say: and persisted that, if sustenance could be_ 
taken, no immediate danger was to be apprehended. , But 
how to manage that 1 The truth is, she never has even tasted 
any of the dishes, that the Rothschilds _used to send her in 
London, and anxious as she was to partake of the delicacies 
you so kindly provided for her, and which touched her D).Uch,' 
it has ended with them as with the feats of Lionel's chef I 
-.. Shall you be disengaged for three or four days on the 21st? 
The John Manners-are ·to come here on that day, if all goes 
well.. A party is impossible~ but perhaps we might llJ.ariage 
a couple of men. 

Nov. 13.-Things go ori here much the same: some im· 
provement which I . ascribe to the weather-'-not iJ?. the 
appetite, but in continued absence of vain, and conse
quently enjoyment of life ..•. 

To Philip Rose. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Nov. 13, 1872.-. ,• . Lady B-eacons

field intended to have called at Rayners to-day, and to have 
hoped that Mrs. Rose and yourself would be able to dine with 
us on Friday the 22nd. I trust we shall find you disengaged. 
The snow frightened me, tho' l,llY wife was inclined_ to face it .. 

The temporary improvement. lasted long enough to 
enable the patient to enjoy her little party from Novem
ber 21 to 25, including, besides the John Manners, Lord 
Rosebery for the first two days, and Harcourt and Lord 
Ronald Gower for the la.st two; and to justify one of those 
guests in writing her a jocular letter of thanks. · 

William Vernon Harcourt to Lady Beaconsfield. 

TRIN. CoLL., CAMBRIDGE, Nov. 26, 1872.-I have all my life 
made efforts (apparently destined to be unsuccessful) to 
appear what Falstaff, or is it Touchstone 1, calls ' moderate 
honest.' But here I am actually a felon malgre moi. Joseph's 
butler was not more alarmed and shocked than I was when, 
on opening my sack, the first thing I discovered in its mouth 
was the French novel you had provided for my entertainment. 
in my charming bedroom at H_ughenden. Whe~her the act 
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was one of accidental lar~eny by my servant or whether.· it 
was insidi<?usly effected by Lord J. Mamiers in order to ruin 
my public and private reputation, I do not-feel sure. ·I did 
however return it by this morning's post before I)eft.London, 
and so I hope to be fo'rgiv(m. ' . ' 
· I have already taken measures to secure a consign;rnent to 

you of Trinity audit a:Ie .. ,Delicious:as it is, I doubt whether 
there really exists ·anyone- except a Cai,Ubridge man who can 
drink it with impunity:- . : . · ·. · . . 

And now a truce tononsens~~ I must offer you one word 
of serious and sincere thanks for the true and genuine kindness 
whichl have received at your hands and thase of Mr. Disraeli. 
It was. no language of compliment but of simple t:ruth which 
I spoke when I told you that; of all visits which it was possiple 
to pay, there- was none of which I should have been more 
ambitious than that which I owed to your hospitali~y last 
Sunday. There are things in the world which one not 'only : 
enjoys at the time but which one remem·bers -always_:..and 
these are of them. • . . - · · 

Disraeli told Har~ourt that a glass ~f th~ Trinity audit 
ale was almost the last thing which passed Lady Beacons
field's lips before she died.- Lord Ronald Gower, wri~ing 
of this visit in his Reminiscences, vividly depicts Disraeli's 
distress in talking of _-his wife?s sufferings.··'. His face, 

-generally so emotionless, W,as filled with a looks>f suffering 
and woe that nothing but the sorrow of her whom he so 
truly loves would cause on that i~passive countenance.' 

To ¥ontagu Corry. 
Nov. 29.'-'--;·. My laqy's appetite has been ·sustained;-: 

indeed -I think I may say it is restored: but her suff~rings are 
increa:;;ed, and.Thave just been obliged· to send to Leggatt 
to- beg ·him to c.om:e ·down to-morrow. .· . · 

·She. got over her visit· and visitors, notwithstanding this, 
with success and -great tact: show!ng little; but always to · 
effect. . . ~- · ·· · · 

. To· Ph'ilip Rose; : _ . 
· HuGHENnEN, Dec. 6, lS72.~Aff~irs are most dark here-
1 tremble for the result, and .e:Ven an immediate one: . My 
poor wife has got (it matters not by what means). congestion 
on her lu:qgs, and with her-i:!hattered St!j.te, i£ ·seems to !TI£ 

. - almost. hop.eless, that,. even with her constitution, we s4ould 
again ,escape. I entirely trust to you:r coming .to me, if ariy~ 
thing happens. I am totally unable to meet·the catastrophe. . _. 
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The last stage was mercifully not prolonged. She died 
on December 15, after a week's acute illness, during which 
her husb~nd seldom left her room. A note which he sent 

• out to Corry on one of these days is preserved: ' She says 
she"must see you. Calm, but the delusions.stronger than 
ever.· She will not let me go out to fetch you. ~.Come. D.' 

There was a great outpouring of public ·and private 
sympathy with Disraeli in this severe trial. The terms of 
close affection on which he had lived with his wife, long 
familiar to his intimates, had of late years become widely 

· kno~ to the. country. Letters of condolence poured in, 
ndt merely from friends and colleagues, but from perfect 
strangers of all classes and parties; and the public journals 

. manifested appreciation and respect. The Queen, whose 
telegrams and messages of inquiry had been cpnstant 
throughout the illness, wrote: • 

From Queen Victoria. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, Dec. 15, 1872.-The Queen well knows 
that Mr. Dis_raeli will not consider the expression of her heart
felt.sympathy an intrusion in this his first hour of desolation 
and .overwhelming grief, and therefore she at once attempts 
to express what she feels. The Queen knew and admired as 
weiCas appreciated the unbounded devotion and affection 
which united him to the dear partner of his life, whose only 
thought was him. And therefore the Queen knows also what 
·Mr. Disraeli has lost and what he must suffer. The only con
solation to be found is in her present peace and freedom from 
suffering, in the recollection of their life-of happiness and in 
the blessed certainty of eternal reunion. · _ 

May God support and sustain him is the Queen's sincere 
prayer. . 

Her children are all anxiol}S to express their sympathy. 
Yesterdaywas the annivers~try of her great loss. · 

'l'he Prince and Princess of Wales and other members 
of the Royal ~amily were among the first to send their 
sympathy. Queen Sophia of the Netherlands wrote: 'It 
is given to few to have a character like hers'; the King 
of the Belgians, on behalf of the Queen and himself : 
'Toute notre sympathie est avec vous dans ce cruel 
~ ffi 
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. moment '; the Due D 'Aumale: ' Personne mieux que ~oi: ·. 
ne col:nprend pas l'etendue de .votre -douletir. . . . Mon 
camr est tout avec le votre '; and the Empress of Austria;· . 

. through Count Bernstorff: ' She knows how deeply Lady ~ 
Beaconsfield :was devoted to you and how you returned 
her devotion by touching affection and gratitude.' Her 

;, great personal kindness was what the old Whig leader, 
Russell, among many others, dwelt on in a sympathetic _ . 
note. Lord Rosebery, who had been one of the_- last 
visitors at Hughen den, wrote: ' I· can hardly now realise 
that my kind hostess whom I saw full of life and spirit a 
few days ago has passed·away .... -. I suppose no o~e 
ever came near her without admiring her goodness, her 
unselfishness, and her magnificent devotion.' The _ 
Prime Minister's letter and an American tribute may be 
given more at length: ~ 

From William Ewart Gladsto~e. 
10, DowNING STREET, WHITEHALL, Jan. 19, 1873.-. 

You and I were, as I believe, married in the same year .. It 
. has been permitted to both of us to. enjoy a priceless boon 
through a third of a century. Spared myself the blow \Vhich 
has fallen on you, I can form some conception -of·.what· it 
must have been and be. I do not presume ·to offer yo'u the 
consolation which you will ·seek from. another and higher 
quarter. I offer o.nly the assurance which all who know you, 
all who knew La,dy Beaconsfield, arid especially those among 
them who like myself enjoyed for a length of tim~ her marked 

•. though unmerited regard, may perhaps render without im
propriety; the assurance that in this trying hour _they fee_l 
deeply for you, and with you. . . . _-

To William Jl!wart Gladstone. 

HuGHENDEN 1\tJ:ANOR Jan. 2 ~·; 1873.-,--I am much touched 
by your kind words in my great sorrow. I trust, I earnes~ly 
trust, that you may be spared a_ similar affliction. · Marrrage . 
is the greatest earthly happiness, when fom1iled on con1plete 
sympathy. That hallowed lot was mine, and for a moiety 
of _my existence; and I know it is yours. 
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From John Lothrop Motley . . 

MENTMORE, LEIGHTON BuzZARD, Feb. 21. '73 - ... I 
~-shall never forget the most agreeable visit which my wife and 

I enjoyed at Hughenden a little before we left England nor 
any of Lady Beaconsfield's acts of charming and graceful 
hospitality united to your own. I always admired her ready 
wit, her facility and charm in social intercourse, her quick 
perception of character and events, and ·it was impossible not 
to be deeply touched by her boundless devotion to yourself, 
which· anyone, allowed the privilege of your acquaintance, 
could see was most generously and loyally repaid. . . . 

I never met her in society without being greeted by a kindly 
smile and a sympathetic word, and I have frequently enjoyed 
long and to ·me most agreeable conversations with her. She 
knew well how thoroughly I appreciated and shared in her 
admiration for the one great object of her exi::;tence ... ' 

. . 

Disraeli was, .for the time, overwhelm~d by his loss. 
Two of his letters will show his feeling. He used the 
same or very similar expressions to all his friends. That 
she had appreciated them was their great merit in his 
eyes. 'Of character,' he wrote to one of them, .'she was . 
no mean judge. :i: must ever regard those who remember 
her with tenderness and respect.' 

To the Prince of Wales. 
HuGRENDEN MANOR, 

Dec. 22, 1872. · 

'sm AND DEAR PRINCE,- I will attempt to thank Her 
Royal Highness and yourself for the sympathy which you 
have shown to me in my great sorrow, a grief for which I was 
unprepared, and which seems to me overwhelming. 

A few days before her death, she spoke to me of the Princess 
and· yourself, Sir; in terrhs of deep· regard, and, if I may 
presume to say so, of affection.. I took, therefore, the occasion 
of mentioning the invitation she had received to Sandringham, 
and she was gratified. She said 'It would have been a happy 
incident in a happy life, now about to close. I liked his 
society, I delighted in the merriment of his kind heart.' 

I shall always remember with gratitude the invariable kind
ness shewn by Her Royal Highness and yourself, Sir, to one 
who for 33 yea.rs was the inseparable and ever interesting 
companion of my life. 
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To Lord Cairns. 

GROSVENOR GATE, Dec. 28, '72.-Kind and much loved· 
friend! I thank you for all your sympathy in my great sorrow, 
and for all your goodness to one, who. was my inseparable, 
and ever-interesting companion for a moiety of my existence. 
She always appreciated you, and thought me fortunate in 
having such a friend. · . . · . 

Altho' you are the one, whom I should wish first, and most, 
to see, I will not precipitate our interview; for I have not yet 
subdued the anguish of the supreme sorrow of my life .. 

I am obliged to be here on business, and shall remain 
here till Friday, when I go out oftoW!l for a day or two, but 
not to Hughenden. On Monday, i.e., to-morrow, week, I 
must return here. It will be my last visit to a house, where 
I have passed exactly half iny days, and, so far as my interior 
life was concerned, in unbroken happin_ess .... 

Among Lady Beaconsfield's papers was found a touching 
letter of. farewell to her husband, written many years. 
before, in _view of the high probability that sh~, who was 
the elder by twelve years, would be the first to die . 

. , . June 6; 1856, 
MY owN DEAR HusBAND,-If lshould depart this life before 

you, leave orders that we may be buried in the same grave 
at whatever distance you may die from England.1 . And now, 
God bless you, my. kindest, dearest ! You have been a 
perfect husband. to me. . Be put by my side in the same .. 
grave. And now, farewell, my dear Dizzy. Do not live 
alone, dearest.. Some one I earnestly hope you may. find as 
attached to you as your own devoted MARY ANNE. 

Accordi:D.gly, Lady Beaoonsfield was buried in Hugh~ 
enden churchyard in the vault in which her husband was 
himself to be laid; and by the side of their benefactress; 
Mrs. Brydges Will yams. Directly the siniple funeral was 
over, Disraeli, as appears from his"letter. to Cairns, was. 
plunged iii business. His wife's death made a vast 
change in his circumstances; he lost thereby £5,000 a year 
and a house in town; though J¥8 generous friend, Andrew 

1 This was written shortly .before Disraeli-and his Wife ·were aboJit to 
leave England for a cure at a Con~inental watering-place on account of his· 
health. See Vol. I., p. l451. · · 
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M~ntagu, gave him material assistance by reducing the 
interest on his debts from 3 to 2 per cent. He had to 
p1ove all his possessions from Grosvenor Gate, and find 
a new abiding-place in London. ' Corry seems his· 
factotum,' wrote Hardy in his diary, 'and he needs one, 
for he is quite unfit for that sort of business.' He took 
refuge for a time~in an hotel-Edwards's Hotel, in George 
Street, Hanover Square. ' It was, in ~he days of. my 
youth,' he told Northcote, 'the famous house of Lady 
Palmerston, then Lady Cowper; and at least I shall 
labour in rooms where a great statooman has been 
inspired.' · . 

There had been some fear amohgst his colleagues, whom 
the events of the past year had quite converted from their 
heresies on the leadership, lest the loss of one so intimately 
associated with the triumphs of his politic.al career should 
incline Disraeli to withdraw from active politics. On the 
contrary, he turned to them as a welcome distraction. 
He asked two of his leading colleagues, Cairns and Hardy, 
to come to him at Hughenden in the middle of January. 
Their presence, he wrote, would he ' a source of strength 
and consolation,' and would make him 'much more 
capable of re-entering public life.' With them :tte 
discussed the political situation and the vagaries of the 
Government; and to them he declared his intention of 
being present and speaking when the session began. 

When he went up to town he was deprived ofthe c·omfort 
of Corry's presence, owing to the serious illness of Corry's 
father. 

To -Mon~gu Corry. 

EDWARDs's HoTEL, Feb. 4, '73.-I left you with a bleeding 
_heart yesterday, amid all the sorrows, which seemed to accu-· 
mulate around our heads: but your telegram has a little lifted 
me out of the slough of despond. I had just energy enough 
to send a paragraph to the papers, and messages to Northcote 
and ;Derby. The former was with me at ll o'clock, and has 
undertaken to communioote .with Giadstone about the speech 
and the latter has just left me. :· . . - Barrington has als~ 
paid me a long visit. Hardy is to be with me to-morrow 
morning, and has sent me a memorandum from Cairns, which 
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contains all I required .. Hardy gives· a dinner ·to the party 
to-morrow: Cairns to-day to Lords and Commons.· 

Give my kind regards to your father and sister. I hope 
every 'hour to have another ~elegram that his amendment 
has become convalescence . 

. All my friends admire my rooms. I cannot say I agree 
with them, but things may mend. · · 

· Fortunately for Disraeli the politi~al crisis which, 
t;esulted in Gladstohe's abo~tive resignation immediately 
supervened. He had something therefore to distract his 
thoughts; but his loneliness in his hotel weighed heavily 

··upon him, and in his letters to Corry he constantly harped 
on his 'miserable state,' his 'melancholy,' 'the heaviness 
and misery ' of his life. Corry could not_re~urn to him, 
as the elder Corry's illness became increasingly serious and 
ended fatally in March.: Disraeli said. to · Malmesbury 
with tears in his eyes,·' I hope soine ·of my ·friends .will 
take notice of me now in my great misfortune, for I have 

. ·no home, and when I t~ll my coachman to drive home I 
feel it is a mockery/ His friends respondedto his appe!il, 
and did their best to cheer him up .by asking him to dip.e. 
with them quietly. · 

To ;.il!l ontagu Corry. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, Feb. :10, :L873.-.. , All yesterday, 
.rumors of a crisis were iri the air. At Lionel'sl where I was 
asked to· a famlly circle I found, to my annoyance, not merely 
CharlesVilliers and Osborne, whom I look upon as the family, 
but Lords Cork and Houghton. The political excicement 

. was ·great, and not favorable to the .position of Ministers:·· 
but Lionel told me afterwards, that he had seen the Bill 
(Delane had sho_wn it him). Would you believe it, I was so 
distrait, and altogether embarrassed, that I ·never asked him 

. a question about it? 
This morning -I was obliged to go to Middleton's about 

the picture, 2 which is virtually finished. · He has altered the . 
expression; but not hit .the mark ... I have made some sug~ 
ges~ions, but am not sanguine al?out them. . . , 

Adieu! mon tres cher. · I never wanted you more, but it· 
is selfish to say so. · · . 

Feb. 17;-. , . I .was much pleased with the portrait, 
,':'· ~' 

1 Baron Lionel de Rot.hschild; 
2 Of Lady Beaconsfield; see opposite p. 562. 
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and the frame, which is exquisite. He has succeeded in 
giving to the countenance an expression of sweet. gravity, 
which is characteristic .... 

Feb. 18.-.· .. I dined yesterday at the Carlton: latish 
and was not annoyed. The John Manners asked· me ag~;tin 
for to-morrow, but I declined. On Thursday I am to dine with 
the Cairns and meet the Hardys, and on Friday alone with 
the Stanhopes: Saturday alone with my Countess :1 so all my 
plans of absolute retirement are futile. I regret this, for every 
visit makes me more melancholy-though hotel life in an even
ing is a cave of despair. 

I was with Brunnow an hour to-day-and Madame would 
come down, and kiss me ! 

March L~Your letter greatly distressed me, and I have 
been in hopes of receiving a telegram. · 

I have been dining" out every day, but only with my host 
and hostess alone-and sometimes a very friendly fourth. 
Yesterday, at the John Manners', with Duke of Rutland; 
and on Thursday at the Stanhopes' with dear Henry,2 who 
received two despatches from Marlboro' House, during the 
dinner. I dine with dear Henry to-day to meet R Osborne 
alone: and to-morrow with the Malmes burys; it is better than 
dining here alone, which is intolerable, or at a club, which, 
even with a book, is not very genial. . . . 

March 7.-Your silence, my best and dearest Montagu, 
was. ominous of your impending woe. What can I say to 
you, but express my infinite affection ~ Death has tried you 
hard during the last few months, but you have shown, in the 
severe proof, admirable qualities, which all must admire and 
love. 

I should be glad to hear some tidings of your sister: as for 
myself, I am a prisoner, and almost prostrate, with one of 
those atmospheric attacks which the English persist in calling 
' colds,' and, for the first time in my life, am absent fro!ll 
House of Commons in the midst of a pitched battle. . 

But these are nothings compared to your sorrows. Though 
I cannot soften, let me share, them. 

April 4.-. . . To-day I went by appointment to New 
Court, expecting ·to do business: nothing done. Lionel there, 
but not well: a terrible luncheon of oysters and turtle pre
pared, and after that nothing settled. This was disgusting. 
I dine with the Stanhopes to-daY. On Wednesday last a 
rather full party at Grilli on's: the last dinner at the bankrupt 
Clarendon [hotel]. Salisbury was there, and Lowe. · ... 

1 Apparen~tly Lady Chesterfield, or perhaps Lady Cardigan. 
2 Lord Henry Lennox. · 
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To the Duchess of Abercorn.·. 

· 12, GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE, May 18, '73._:_ 
It is most kind of you, and of his Grace, to remember me: 
but I am, really, living in seclusiop., so far as general society 
is concerned, and therefore,· I am .sure you will permit me to 
decline your obliging invitation for the 24th. 

Your ' boys ' deserve kindness and encouragement, be
cause they are clever and, above all, industrious, and perhaps, 
also, because they inherit the agreeable qualities of· their 
parents. 

. ... 



' ' .. 

CHAPTER VII. 

LADY BRADFORD AND LADY CHESTERFIELD • 

. 1873-1875.' 
1,! 

To Disraeli the rupture of a union so complete as was ' 
that between him and his wife meant·more'than it would 
have meant to most affectionate husban:ds: Ilis tempera- ' 
ment was such that he could not be happy, and could not 
bring out the best work of which he was capable~ without 
intimate female association and sympathy. ''Mf-nattire• 
demands that my life should be perpetual love,' had been· 
a gloWing outburst of his youth; and that love,· for all his · 
wealth of men friends and the affection which 'he lavislied 
on them, 'must be the love of woman~ In Henrietta · 
Temple he wrote: ' A female friend, amiable, Clever~ and 
devoted, is a possession more valuable than parks aiid · 
palaces; and, without such a muse,' few _men cari- succeed' 
in life, none be content.' · Throughout his<whole life' 
he had beep. blessed with devotion: -and- syfupathy of 
this kind in ample measure. Two women; first his" sister 
and then his wife, had made him and his ambitions · 
the centre of their existence; to both of them 'his oWn. 

. affection and devotion had been- unstinted; ' there had 
been between him and them a 'constant communion 'of 
thoughts and hopes and sympathies. In a lesser degree 
Mrs. Brydges Willyams, in her later years, shared in 
this close intimacy. There were, moreover, other 
ladies whose sympathetic appreciation had cheered and 
helped his career - such -as Lady Blessington -and 
Frances Anne Lady Londonderry. 'I feel fortunate;'' 

~ m7 IP 
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he. wrote1 in 1874, 'in serving a female' Sovereign .. I 
owe everything to woman; rund if, in the sunset of life, 
·I have still a young heart, it is due to that influence.' 
With all ·the women who influenced him he kept up a · 
constant correspondence of a romantic and- sentimental 
kind, in which he revealed, not merely his doings,. 
but his thoughts and his character. 'A. she-corre
spondent for my money,' was the exclamation of one of 
his exuberant youthful heroes; and it is.to the fact that 
he carried on throughout his life a copious correspondence 
with women that m1r knowledge of the real Disraeli is 
largely due. , ' , . 

With La'ay Beac~nsfield's death 'the last of the women 
with wh()m he had hitherto 'enjDyed this sympathetic 
intercourse passed away; and he :yvas left for the time' 
widowed indeed. Few men at his age-sixty-eight-'
would have had the freshness of heart to form new attach
ments, and to resume ~th others the sentimental and 
romantic intimacy which had proved so stiqmlating an 
influence; and of those who still possessed sufficient youth
fulness for the adventure, most would have been pre
vented, especially if public men,' by the fear ofincurring 
censure and ridicule. :But Disraeli's affections were still 
warm, _and craved sympath~tic understanding; nor' was 
he to be deterred by possible ridic11h} from following their 
dictates. He spoke f,or: hiinself wheri he ' wrote a few 
years earlier in: Loihair:2 ' Threescore and ten, at the 
present day, i~ the period of romantic passions .. As 'for 
our enamoure~ sexagenarians,' they avenge the theories 
of our cold-hearted youth.' . 

Among ·those who showed him special kindness in his 
· early months of loneliness and desolation were two sisters, 
whom he had long known in society, Lady Chesterfield 
and. Lady Bradford. Aline C,ountess of Chesterfield was 
the eldest,· and Selina Countess of Bradford was the .. 

. • ' J . • • . 

yomigest, ·qf five sisters, da-ughters of .. the first Lord 
Forester, th~hea~ of an aD:cient ~hropshire fa_mily. Of 

1 ?'o. Lady Bradford. 2 Oh. 35, 
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the other sisters one married Lord Carrington's eldest 
son, Robert John Smith, and died young in 1832, before 
her husband succeeded to the title. She wa.s of course a 
neighbour of the Disraelis after they est?<blished them
selves at Bradenham in 1829; and it was at Wycombe 

·Abbey, but apparently after Mrs. Smith's death, that 
Disraeli first met Lady Bradford. 'Mr. D. will tell you,' 
wrote Lady Bradford to Mrs. Disraeli in March; 1868, 'that 
our first acquaintance was 100 years ago in poor Lord Car
rington's house, before he [Disraeli] k:Q.ew you.' Another 
sister married General Anson, who was Commander-in
Chief in India when the Mutiny broke out ;1 and the 
remaining sister married Lord Albert Conyngham, after
wards the first Lord Londesborough. In their youth the 
five sisters were prominent in the world of fashion, gaiety, 
and sport-the world that revolved round Almack's, 
of which their mother Lady Forester was ~n eminent 
patroness; and at least Lady Chesterfield, Mrs. Anson, 
and Lady Bradford had been reigning be_auties. - Disraeli, 
in his days of dandyism, was naturally thrown in their 
company. In 1835 he went to a specially gorgeous fancy 
droos ball with a party which included the Chesterfields 
and the Ansons, and told his sister that ' Lady Chester
field was a sultana.' 2 In 1838 he met at Wycombe 
Abbey a whole family party of the Foresters'-' rather 
noisy, but very gay'~' Lady Chesterfield, George and 
Mrs. Anson, the- Albert Conynghams, Forester,' and 
'made the greatest friends with all of them,' he told Mrs. 
Wyndham Lewis.3 The second brother, General 'Cis' 

_Forester, who sat for Wenlock in Parliament for nearly 
half a century and succeeded to the title in 1874, had· 
been a friend of Disraeli's from early years. 

Of the five sisters only Lady Chesterfield and Lady 
Bradford were still living. Lady Chesterfield, who was a 
couple of years older than Disraeli, was the widow of the 
sixth Earl of Chesterfield who had died seven years before. 

1 See Vol. I., p. 1487. 2 See Vol. I., pp. 306, 307. 
3 SeeVol.I.,p.447. 
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;Her daughter, had married; one:oLthe Reform·13ill<cdis
- sentients, :Carnarvon. Lady Bradford was; the . wife -,.of 
:;tlte.third.Earl ofBradford, a sporting peer, and a-man1of 
-:character;, ;and" consideration/ who (had . he€m, :Disrae~i 's 
,, CQll!3ague as Lord, Chamberlain· ·from 1866 to l868,. and 
.was ~tgai:ri to be· his colleague·as Master: of the.,Horse fiom 
J-874-ito 1880. She was·. seventeen years younger .than 

it her sister·; hilt bothJadies were by this tiinegrahdriiothers.· 
-When • Lady :Brad£or.d' s -eldest; scin, . Lord "-Newport\ ·was 
::-marri~d in ,i8~9, Disraeli·had\written>hirii what'his•niqtlier 
.call~d:,we learnJrom a·note.of Corry?s:of tliat date;"'-~the 
3 rtimist letter. in the world; ·and s'lich a clever''orie.'•' ,. : :· > 
-· ,~With both• these sisters-Disraeli became, during :;the 
-~tpring:a:r;td summer .of 1873,,oirternis. of intimate friend-
. ship.: In .. them .he .found~sthatrfemales·sympathy and 
·coi;npanionship ·without ·whichr life'•Was~for ~him ari ·in-
complete thing; ·That they·were~ladies influentiaJ:in the 
fashionable and aristocratiq:Tory society which had shown 
Some reluctance~to adlllit •his :Undisputed sway as]eader 
counted, no doubt,· for something' With 'him. ·,;That they 

·recalled the memories ·and attachments of his youth, ·when 
-tobe taken up by Lady-Forester andthe bright particular 
stars of Almack's was of iniportanceto,hhir,·counted for 
more With one whose gratitude was:Hfelong-. ·But, over 

· !tn& above all these consid~ratioml,-his' personal-affection 
for, ~nd devotion to, bothladieswere;quite unmistakable. 

'Of the ,circumstances in' • w_hich, the intimacy arose' he 
··,wrote to Lady Chesterfield in the:•aritnmn; '·Altho'; from · 
'p~raniount> duty; I, attended· ParliarD:ent ·this session,· l 
' J:;tav,e; never ::been. in ;SOciety, l except that delightful/week 
t_when} somehow or., other, ·I .found ·~yself in the· heart· of 
. your agreeable family.' . The· first letter to Lady Chestet-

, ,_Ji,e~d ~hi!-Jh;.h,as been. pr~SC(rv;e~ 'fas F!'itten inJ~ne, 1873, 
.:a.~-~1{ IY~··· w~~ alr:~ll:~Y .~?~1_ ~llch, t~_r}US,; "ith 'her tl;ta~ ~e 
·addressed. h~r. as_ ,' Dearest . Lady Ches.' ~nd subsenbed 
~hi~~~l£, ''You'r'illo~t-:.~ffectionate D.' .,Th~ firsiletter qf 

C•'"'· Jr}f'i:h';'-."-J'> 1·~·:"·_.; ,·,'t• ,.·~ :::., ··~ t-:._~·.'J:.• ... J"'·J .f;.'. ',.,.,, -.··~ .. , .. · tne _ seri~s -~b L~dy Br~dford was wri~ji~p. in_.J t1ly,. and in _ 
thEi'"'seco'nd, in l).ugust, she too was ' Dearest Lady Brad~ 
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ford.' He went to·stay·in the autumn ~ththe one at 
Bretby and with the other at Weston; and these visits
were constantly repeated to the close of his life, arid were 
returned by· the ladies and by Lord Bradford at Hugh~ 
enden. There' have been preserved· some 500'letters to 
Lady Chesterfield in these eight years; and no fewer than. 
1,100 to Lady Bradford; while the twelye yea.rsrof his 

· acquaintance with Mrs. Brydges Will yams only -pro~· 
duced about 250. This Bradford-Chesterfield :rcorre-

. spondence is absolutely invaluable for a due under
standing of Disraeli's final period'; like the· letters in 
earlier times to his sister and· his wife, :it botli reveals. 
his intimate ·hopes and· feelings,' and also .describes 
in brilliant fashion, from day to day, at times almost· 
from hour to hour, his political and social experiences.1 

The ladies' letters were destroyed, by their desire, after · 
his death.· · · '· · 

So necessary to Disraeli's life was the intimacy thus 
established..c.:.__' the delightful.'society,' -as he· told Lady 
Chesterfield in March, 1874, 'of the two persons I love 
most in the world '-that he endeavoured to make it 
permanent by asking Lady Chesterfield to· marry him, so 
that he might grapple one lady :to his heart as his wife;·· 
and the other as his sister. She n6t•unnatura.llyrefused. · 
Even had she been willing, · when she. had ~passed her 
seventieth birthday, to marry;once more, she .must have 
speedily·realised that she; did,not··ocmipy the first pla~e 

I in Disraeli's affections. 1 F0r though. it was· -to Lady 
Chesterfield, as the only sister who was fr~e, that ·he 
proposed marriage, it was to Lady Bradford that he was· 
most tenderly attached~ He wrote to her more' than· . 

. twice as many letters as he. did to her sister, some-
times, when in office, sending her two, or even three, 
in one day, by special messengers from Downing Street 
or· from the Treasury· bench. · Such messengers, he 
wrote, 'may wait at your house the whole day, and are 

1 The'D~ke ofRichmcind told Cairns on July27; 1876, that Lady Brad-' 
ford 'seems to know everything, down to the most minute detaila of every- • 
thing that passes.' .· 
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the slaves of your will. A messenger frorrt.\!J, Prime 
Minist~r to a Mistress of . the f!:orse · cannot' say ~hJs soul 

-. is.his own.' Romantic devotion breathes in Disraeli's 
language to both, sisters;. but the O:tieritaJextr~vagance 
of his sentiments is beyolld. a- doubt more marked .when 
he is addressing Lady Bradf6rd~ Th~ correspondence ~ith. 

· Lady Chesterfield, in spit~ of the o~er and refusal, preserves 
on the whole an even tone of deeply affectionate 'friend- ·. 
ship. But: Laqy Bradford was .often -taken ab~ck by'· 

·· · Disraeli's _septuagenarian ardour, and embarrassed by • 
his incessant calls at her house in :Be~gra_ve._ Sq~u1ie and 
his unending demands on. her ti.me; though sh,e; as well 
as her sister' c'ould not but be flattered by the assiduous .. 
attentions of one who was for tpe_ greater .part• of the 
last eight years of his life the most fQ.tnous -a~;~. d. admired ' 
man-in theeountry. . . _ . . ·- . 

The relation between Disraeli and these sisters can 
hardly fail t~ recaH the relation between .Horace W,alpole, 
in the last decade of his long life, and thetwci Miss Berrys. 
There was the same _affection in each case for two sisters; 
the same desir~ to marry one; in order to insqre the 
constant society of ·both. T_he Miss Berrys, however, 
were in the twenties when. Horace _Walpole made th,eir 
acquaintance; whereas Lady Chesterfield w~s over seventy 

-_and Lady_ Bradford was in her .fifty-fifth year when_ -
Disraeli's attachment begf!.n. But Disraeli~,s chivalrous 
devotion to women·· was 'independent of physical at- , . 
traction and the appeal of youth. Otherwise his elderly· ' 
Wife-not to. speak of Mrs. Will yams and other~would 
hardly have influenced him as. she did- to the day of 
her ' death. . Though the. Eussian Ambassador might 

'sneer at the society which Disraeli in ·his, latter years 
affected as toutes _grand'meres, it is a most honourable . 
feature in his composition that,i~ his.relation·to women, 
as in his £elation to theproblemsof life: and eternity, he 
rejected absolutely any pJifsical"'or ~Emsuous standard, 
a:q.d, poured"out' his devotion' before an ideal, regardless 

• of the ravages o! care and time. ''< 

.'I . 
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The characters of the two sisters w~re complementary; . 
Lady Chesterfield had more strength and constancy, Lady 
Bradford more sweetness and gaiety ; both were sympa
thetic in a high degree. Lady Bradford, as befitted the 
mother of marriageable daughters~ was in the full whirl. • 
of society, a constant attendant at the functions of the: 
London season, and at the pdncipal race meetings, moving: 
in the. autumn from one country house party to another. 
Lady Chesterfield, a much older woman, though taking a 

·fair share of social pleasures, was more· often to'be found, 
surrounded by friends, in: her own home at Bretby. Lady 

. Bradford had perhaps a quicker appreciation of Disraeli's 
·moods and aspirations, but was by no means so certain 
to respond to them as her sister. Writing 'to La_dy 
Bradford, i~ January, 1874, he said of Lady Chestei-field 
that ' the' secret of her charm 'is the union of grace and 
energy; a union very rare, but in her case mos~:felicitous.' 
Of Lady Bradford's own character he wrote to herself in 
May of that year: 'A sweet simplicity, blended. ~th 
high breeding; an intellect not over-drilled, but lively, 
acute, and picturesque; a seraphic temper, and a. disposi
tion infinitely sympathetic-these are some of the many 
charms that make you beloved of D.' • 

The fervid nature of Disraeli's devotion will be realised 
from a letter which he wrote to Lady Bradford. three 
weeks after becoming Prime Minister for the second time.· 
She and Lady Chesterfield. were leaving London for the 
country; and a separation which was only to last from the 
middle of March till the first week of Aprilfilled him with 
consternation. · 

To Lady Bradfo;d .. . .. 
iO, DOwNING STREET, WHITEHALL, March 13; 1874.-The ' 

. most fascinating of women was never more delightful than · 
this afternoon. I could have sat for ever, watching every 
movement that was grace, and listening to her· sparkting 
words-but alas ! the horrid thought, ever and anon, came 
over me-' It is a farewell visit~' It seemed too cruel! I 
might have truly said, 

Pleft~ed to the last, I crovved the flowery food, 
And kissed the hand just raised to shed my blood. 

·I 
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Constant separations! 'Will 1 they.,ri~ver c~ase ¥ , If; ~tny- .. 
· thing could, make me lov~ your,d~lightful f!ister more th!).n 
I do, it isher plans for,Ea1>ter, which\ realise a dream! . , '. . 
, I. am.cei:tain there is n.·a greater ·misfortune, than, tO· have 

. a };teart' that will not grow old: · It requires all-the sternness 
of public life to sustain .one.: If we have .to. gove!n. ~'great 

-·country, we !'mght hot to~ be distrait,1and feel therestless1;1ess 
_of.Iove. ,_Such tpings should be t~e.a:ppanage ofthe yquthful 
"heroef! _I ha-ye so often pairited, but alas !I_ always 'drew froin 
·_my 'own experience, and were 1 tiJ,writetagain'to"morrow, 
I· fear I should be,able to do justice to .the; most agitating, 

. •tho: .the most amiable, weakness of humanity. . .. ' . 
~ ., . . i" . - . . - ,l ·.',... '·· ... • -' ~1 ,. ~ 0 

'Writing to·Lady Chesterfield' of the'same'farewell visit 
· Disraeli said: 'The~matchless· sisters,·as I always call them, 
· were never sb delightful >as yesterday afternoon,' and he 
proceeded to use to her mueh·the same>language as to 

. Lady Bradford. 'Lady -Chesterfield,<the WiC!;ow; accepted 
the ·complimtmt-without demlir: but Lady-Bradford, the 
Wife; wa;s offended by the extravagance of<hi§·expressions. 

· Disraeli assumed; in return;-the·airs of a despairihglover. 
- . • :' t.;:. . . .• • ~ .. ··To Lady Bradfor'd.::r 

· · ··10,' DowNINGS'r,REET, Marchl7, 1874.-'-Isent you a hurried 
'line this morming, as L thought. it my. only· opport').nity, of 
writing, and I did not. wis~ yo~ to thinki was silent, qec~use 

. I. wa.s .: tetchy.' I have just come back"' from W[indsor], . 
-.and I send you· this, because I thihk it may prevent misappre-
hension~ · · · ' · · 
· Your view of correspondencei apparently, is that:it should 
be confil).ed to facts, and not. admit feelings ... Mine. is the 

, ~everse; and,, I .cou~d.as soon k~l(p a journal, :Wh· J ri1e~er coul\f do, as mamtam a correspondence of that ~nd: . .. · 
The' other day you said it was wonderful that I• cd: write 

to you, with all. the work and care I have to encounter. It is 
because my feelings,impel me ;to write to you. .It was my 

. duty and my delight:. the duty of my heart an~ t~e delight 
ofmy life. , . , ·· · ~ .. ' , · .· ' : ;, · ' · 
i I do. not think 1 was·· very. unreasonable. I have never 
asked· any1;hing· from you but· your society. · When I have 
,that, I ani.' content, ·which I may well be, for its: delight is 

~ ineffill)le·. . When:w~ were' sep~:~.rat~q, _t,he loneliness of my Ij.fe 
. found some -relief ill,' wliat might ha've ~ee~_~!t too fondid()l~tt!'Y· 

The menace of 'perpetual .estrangement seemed a severe 
punishm('lnt for what'niight have been-a weakness, b1Jt scarcely 

· ,,'f,,~u ~'>t;_ t· ·n. e· ~ •... ~ .F~:·~ J·=.!,..~ "'"2-i!' .t:- -· _ ,t ;(: .. 
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an unpardonable one. However you shall ,have no cause
to inflict it .. I awake from a dream of baffied sympathy, and 
pour forth my feelings, however precious; from a golden goblet, 
on the sand. · · 

' I tho~ght ah ~as over be~ween us,' he wrote in his 
next· letter; but two_ days afterwar<)s the difference was 
made· up; ' I found a letter, whicp_ .took a load off my 
h~art; and I pre~sed it to my lips.' This lovers''comedy 
was repeated with Lady Bradf?rd' over and -~r~·er again 
during the early years of the 1874 Administration; The 
septuagenarian, who had the governance of the Empire 
and the conduct of the Commons on his shoulders, and 
who necessarily was leadip.g a public life of inc~ssant and 
laborious occupation, nevertheless traversed in his private 
life the whole gamut of half-requited Iove:---:-passionate 
devotion, rebuff, despair, resignation,· renewed hope, 
reconciliation, ecstasy; and theri tra~ersed it'.·di capo. 
One such crisis occurred in connection with a masked ball 
in the height of the season of 1874. ·- , -· .. 

To Lady Bradford. ' .' '. :,; ' -

H. OF C., June 29, 1874.-I am distressed at the relations· 
which have arisen between us, ai:J.d, after two days' reflection, 
I have resolved to write once more. .. . . ,_ 

I went to Montagu House on Friday with great difficulty, 
to see ·you, and to speak to you on a matter ofii:J.terest to me. 

--I·thought your manner.was chilling: you-appeared to avoid 
me, and when-perhaps somewhat intrusively, but I had no 
other chance, for I saw you were on the point of quitting me
l suggested some mode ~by .which we might .. recognise each 
other at the ball, you only advised-me not to go ! 

.Your feelings to me are not ·the-same as mine have been 
to you. That is natural and reasonable Mine make me 
sensitive and perhaps exigeant, and render my society. in 
public embarrassing to you, and therefore not agreeable. 
Unfortunately for me, my imagination did not desert me 
with my youth. I have always felt this a great misfortune 

- It would have involved me in calamities, had not nature 
bestowed on me, and in a large degree, another quality-the-
sense of the ridiculous. · . 

Th.at has given me many intimations, during some months; 
but, m the turbulence of my heart, I was deaf to them Re-
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flection, however, is rrresistible; and I citnnot resist certainly 
··the conviction that much in my conduct to you, during this 

year, has been absurd. 
On Friday night, I had written to you .to forget it, and 

: to forget me. But I linger round the tie on_ which I had 
staked my happiness. You may deride my weakness, but 

. I· wished you to know my. inward :thoughts, and that you 
!'lhould not think of me as one who was ungrateful or capricious . 
. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Wedy . e~ July 1].--'-Your note 

•. P.as just reached me. It was unexpe()ted~and delightful. 
I am touched by your writing so spontaneously, for my stupid 
words did not deserve a response. ·. . . I am glad you .think 
I am ' better and wiser of late.' I feel I am change'd, _but 
I am 1p.uch happier. . . 

Thursday [July 2, 1874].-... I regret to tell you t4at 
my enemy attacked me in the night, and I am obliged to go 
down to the Ho. of C. in a black velvet shoe, of Venetian' 
fashion, part of my dress for that unhappy masqued ball, · 
my absence from wh. causes such endless inquiries wh. ex
haust e'~en my imagination for replies. . ·. . • · 

Lady Chesterfield was in the secret of this misunder
standing, and to her Disraeli humorously e~plained how 
he had obtained a pleasant revenge forLady Bradford's 
'treatme:Q:t of him.. ~ 

· · To Lady Bradford._ 

2, WHITEHALL GARDEms, Aug .. 3, 1874.--,-. To love as 
I love, and rarely to see the being one. adores, whose con
stant society is absolutely necessary to .my life; to be pre-
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eluded even from the only shadowy compensation for such a 
torturing dooni~the privilege of relieving my heart by ex-· 
pressing its affection-is a lot which I never could endure, 
and cannot. · 

But for my strange position, wh. enslaves, while it elevates, 
me, I would fly for ever; as I often contemplate, to some beau
tiful solitude, and relieve, in ideal creation, the burthen of 
such a_ dark and harassing existence. But the iron laws of 
a stern necessity seem to control our lives, and with all the 
daring and all the imagiriation in the world, conscious or un-
conscious, we are slaves. . . . · 

This is rather a long scribblement: pardon that, for it is 
probably one. of the last .letters I shall ever send you. My 
mind is greatly disturbed and dissatisfied. I require perfect 
s~litude or perfect sympathy. My present life gives me 
neither of these irie:ffable blessings. It may be brilliant, but 
it is too fragmentary. It is not a complete existence. It 
gives me neither the highest development of the intellect or 
the h~art; neither Poetry nor Love. 

And here, from the correspondence of 1875, are letters 
betraying various moods of jealous . and unsatisfied 
affection: 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 24, 1875.-I should grieve 
· if the being to whom I am entirely devoted shd. believe for 

a moment that I am unrE)asonable · and capricious. There
fore I will condense in a few lilles a remark or' two on a topic 
to which I hope never to recur. · 

You have said that I prefer your letters to your society. 
On the contrary, a single interview with you is worth a hun
dred even of your letters, tho' they have been, for more than 
a year, the charm and consolation. of my life. But I confess 
I have.found a contrast between:yr. letters and'yr. general 
demeanor to me, which has often perplexed, and sometimes 
pained, me: and it is only in recurring to those letters that 
I have found solace. , · 

.Something happened a little while ago, wh., according to 
my ~ad inter:pretation, threw a light over this contrariety; 
but 1t was a hght wh. revealed, at the same time, the ruin ot 
my heart and hopes. I will not tell you how much I have 
suffered. I became quite dejected, and could scarcely carry 
011 public affairs. . 

But the sweetness of your appeal to me yesterday, and the 
radiant innocence of yr. countenance, entirely overcame me. 
and convinced me that I had misapprehended the past: 
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and that tlie mutual affection/on wh. I had staked ,the happi" : 
ness of my remaining days, was no't a dream~ --· , ' ! 

March 2L--'-... It [a letter Disraeli-wished to snow Lady· 
Bradford] will keep till my next visit after yr. return • fro:tn 
France, if you ever do return, and if ever I pay you another 
visit.' ·These tliings •much depend on habit, unless there is a · 
very strong feeling such·as sincerely •actuated me· when, last•·
year,· I• said I cd. not contemplate life· without seeing you -· 
every day.• T'feel very much like .poor.King·Learwith his 
knights; half· my retinue was ·cut doWl_l before you' went to 
Kimbolton: 'three times a week' was tlien- accorded me.· 
When .you return from your foreign ·travel,:wh;wonderfully 
clears the brain of formerimpressioris, there will be a further•· 
reduction of my days; till, at ·last;• the- dreary· arid inevitable·' 
question comes, 'Why· one 1' - '· -· •' · · • . . ·, · ·•;,_ 

. Don't :misunderstand thiS.''' ThifdS Knot ·what you call a' 
' scolding.'· ·It· is mise:r;y: that horrible desolation • wh. the . 

- lonely alone can feel. . ·, . ' ' 'l - - • . ' - ' I '~· • _ •• - ' _ 

I have given this mo~ningthe Constableship of·the -Tower-' 
to General Sir Chas. Yorke, G.C.B. I keep the Isle of Man -
still open: open till you have'qiiite'broken my heart.'' -1 

-·

,July 4;------'-'-. . '. I hardly had a word .with ·.you to-day; and- · 
cd. not talk of to-morrrow ! I wonder if I shall see you t_o~ · 
morrow! Not to see you,is a world, without a sun .... · 

I wonder whom you Will sit bet[wee]n-to~day, and talk to, 
and delight and fascinate . .:.I am'always afraid of·your qining 
at houses like Gerard's, in' my absence.··lfeel horriblyjeal[ous]; · 
I cannot help'ik· • ' --- · : '~-:· ,_ " - " ,, · ' '··- .t - -· • 

In·imch nioods·I-sometimes·read ·what was mitten to' me 
only a year ago-tho' that's a long'time-'"--'-words•writteri by' 
a sylph, 'Have confidence in me,i•believe·in· me, believe tha~ 

- Iamtrue-oh! howtrue!' · }-,,~ -·-~---' ""· 1
• • • " 

· Even if one cann_()t believe these words, it· is · soin~thing' to 1 

have them to read~and to bless the being whc.'f\vrote them . 

. M:~k~ ,what 'dis~~~nt ~~may for Dis~~~ii'13 ~knd~ncy.to, 
extravagance and exaggeration, especially in- his• address 
to women, it is impossible, after reading:his''letters· to 1 

Lady- :B~adford; 't?. do~~~~ tlie ,re~litY,;~r;(f ~ep_W o~ liis 
attachment. Duf!pg one, year,_ 187J,, w~ find, such. 

expressions as, the following: .':To lsee·,you, .or at least 
to hear·from yciu, every day;: is· absolutely·necess~ry to 

my:e~d~te?;;;~:' '} ,pav~. li:Ved .~o kn?f .. t,~t3."~wWght' ~f 
love h,as tts 0.spl~ndo.r_ and .!ts, P9P-ne~s~,. ,So,f?~e yo1,1m, 
socie(y i~- a~pleasure.:pec1,1liar .to itself; but diffcr{mt ,from-
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that·ofseeing you_alone; both.ar~ enchanting, like moon
light and smishine.' ' It is not " a slice 9f the moon " . 
I warit; I want it all.' Playful references of this kind 
to, the meaning in Greek· of Lady Bradford's Christian 
name Selina~' the moon '-are plentiful ;in, the •corre
spondence. .In one letter Disraeli explained-the different 
nature of his feelipgs towards the two sisters. . .. ' 

'f? Lady B:a4for~. -.. , .. ' -~:· , 
·2, WmTEH.AJ,L•GARDENS, Nov;· 3, 1_874.-;-... :I am sorry 

your sister. is coming to town. .She will arrive when I am 
absorbed with affair~, an!l will app'artmtly be neglected· and 
will probably think so. This '·will add to my amioyances, 
for I have a great regard for her. I love:her, not only because 
she is your sister and a link between us, but beeause she 
has many charming qualities. But when you have the govern
!llent of a country .ori your sh~ulders, to love a perspn and to 
be in love with a perscm makes 'all the difference. In the first 
case,· ev~ry-thing'_that dis_tractS your _mind ·froni yr. great 
purpose, weakens and wearies you, 'In t~e second· instance, 
the ·difficulty of se~ing your beloved, or communicating with 
her, only animates a11d excites you. ~ have devised schm;nes 
of seeing,· or writing to, you in the ·midst of stately councils, 
and the thought and· nieinory of you, instead of being .an 
obstacle, has been to me an inspiration. 
- You said in one of y_r: letters that I complained that you did 

not appreciate me .. Never ! S;uch .a remark, on my part, wd .. 
have been, iri the highest degree, conceited and coxcombical. 
What I said was:· You' did not appreciate my love; that is to 
say, you did not justly estimate either its fervor or its depth . 

. The aff~ctibn' betw~en Disraeli;~hd Lady Chesterfield 
had none of 'the alteri::u1tions of hot and c'old that marked 
his . relation. With her:·sister. ':He;!{ there was steady 

. warmth and 'steady ae;otion;'and lie ~ould'always 'count 
upon consolation f_rom)er wh~:ii, 'as ofteP, happened, he 
was rebuffed by what :he called 'Lady: Bradford's 'irre
sistible, but cold, controL'. ''i'liougli his passfon was less, 
yet in his. metho(f of address 'he :was more arden,t to Lady 
Chesterfield 'than· to the·. other.'· Th._e letters to Lady 
Bradf?rd generally sta~ without any prefatory eitd.e~r
ments; but Lady Chesterfield was 'dearest, dear~st'Lady 
Ches.;'·' dearest of women,' 'charming piajfellow,' ~nd 
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finally, in most of the lette!s after the first year or two, 
' dear darlipg '; and we find such expressions as ' what
ever happens to me in the world I shall always love you '; 
and after an attack of gciut at Bretby, 'Adieu, dear and 
darling friend; I have no language to express to you my 

· entire affection.' -It might not always suit Lady Bradford 
to have him at Weston qr Castle Bromwich; but· Bretby 
was constantly open to him, and his table in London and 
_at Huglienden was regularly furnished with the produce 
of its gardens, its dairy,: its poultry farm, atid its coverts. 
'My dearest, darling friend/ he wrote on one occasion
to Lady Chesterfield, ' you literally. scatter fiowe1:s and 
fruit over my e_;x:istence.' 

To Anne Lady· Chesterfield. 

2, WHiTEHALL GARDENS, March 6, 1875>---:-- It is a-lo~g 
time since [ Contarini Fleming] was borU:-----'-Some years before 
-I had the pleasure of meeting you at Wycombe Abbey, and 
fell ip_ love with your brilliant eyes flashing with grace and 
triumph-:-and wh. cd. hardly spare a glance, then, to· poor 
me: But now I am rewarded for my early_hon:.J-age, and, amid 
the cares of einpi,fe, can find solace:in cherishing your sweet 
affections ... _. . · -· · 

Such was the nature _of the attachment_s th~t ·gave 
brightness. and colour to the last eight years of Disraeli's 
lik . -It m{lst not be supposed that there was in them any 
unfaithfulness t~ the· memory of ~ wife who had herself 
laid on him her injunction to find consolation in others. 
He never forgot her. ~nd his- happines~ with her; his 
poignant. regret and his loneliness without_ her are the 
frequent theme of his le_tters. _ On one Queen's birthday 
_during his. great Ministry_ ·he was looking with Lord 
Redesdale at the. elaborate preparations for his official 
_ba~quet, 'when _all of ~sudden,' his companion tells us, 
-' he turned round, his eyes were dim; and his voice husky, 
as he said, '' Ah! my dear fellow, youare' happy, you have 
a wife.'': -He always maintairiedthe sign~,o£ mourning; 

- the whole of his_ correspo~dence with _the sisters, as with 
oth~rs s~ve oti-a few occasio~S" when, beil).g~way f!om 

.... ;> •• ' ' .; • ~ : • ' !. ) ·~ \ ;-". ) ... 4 '· .-. . ' - ·. . ... .. '.- ~ . - . 
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home, he had to fall back on.local stationery, was written -
on paper with a ·deep black edging; nor did he feel that 
there was any incongruity in inscribing protestations of 
devotion .to the living on pages which recalled by their 
very appearance the memory of the dead. 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 27, 1875.-. You said you 
were glad to see 'white paper' the other day. It is strange, 
but I always used to think that the Queen, persisting in these 
emblems of woe, indulged in a morbid sentiment; and yet it 
has become my lot, and seemingly an irresistible one. I lost~ 
one who was literally devoted to me, tho' I was not alto
g[ethe]r worthy of her devotion; and when I have been on. 
the point sometimes of terminating this emblem of my 
bereavement, the thought that there was no longer any being 
in the ";"Orld to whom I was an object of concentrated feeling 
overcame me, and the sign remained. . 

Once-perhaps twice--during the last two years, I have 
indulged in a wild thought it might be otherwise; and then 
something has always occurred, wh. has dashed me to the 
earth .... 

These new sentimental relations were springing up 
during the second portion of the session of 1873, after the 
reluctant return of the discredited Ministers to their 
places. In the House of Commons Disraeli continued on 
the whole his policy of reserve, assured that his opportu
nity must come before long .. His main political activity 
was behind the scenes, preparing with his whips and his. 
party manager for a dissolution which could hardly be 
postponed beyond the ne~t year, rather than in the House 
itself where there was not much contentious business. 

To Montagu Corry 
Apn:z 5, '73.-It will be impossible .to get 'a Tory majority, 

if lukewarmness, or selfishness of those who have a safe seat, 
prevent contests. There are more than 30 seats in this-pre
dicament, and I have appointed a small committee of men of 
social influence to take them in hand: Lord J .. Manners, 
Barrington, Chaplin or Mahon. 

I hope you are better. I am well enough, but wretchedly 
low-spirited. 
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· ' ' 'To ··william" Hart Dyke. " 

. ~~GHE~D~N .~NoR:, April 15,,1873:~~·~·- .:L~dy. ,Der?y.' 
writes to me this mol"?llg, that she means to give assemblies 
ori 29th· inst. and 6th May, and'if somebody could send her' 
a list of names to St. J as. Sqre., marked to· be forwarded, she 
would work at the list. If, therefore, .you could forward her 
a catalogue of the M.P .s, their wives and. dau[ghte ]rs, that 
'she would do well to invite,' business wd; be advanced .. 

I thiD.k, froni. what Miladi said to me '\Vhen' I lasf ~liw' her, 
that she wished a little discretion. to be. exE;reised in:' tlie tran's
action .. An overplus of quizzes 'neut'ralises 'the distinctioh;! 
and it is better, that' she'. shd. be encouraged to give. more 
partjes than t~ swamp her good intentions an'd ni'ake liei' feel t• 
her receptions are a failitre. ' _ · ' ·- · · · · · ' "' ., . · 

: ' .• • . . • i ';, ' •. ' '. ' ' • ,. ~ ~ ' ~ • ' 

·, ., ' 
. To M~~tagu bo~ry._ · · · 

•• 1 ··~ _l ~, f 

. ·May'17,··'73.~The Goverilm~nt ·continues' in a discredited 
state, but we have not availed· ourselves, as much as we ought
to .hav.e done; of several recent opportunities: • The causes, 
or probable causes,'ofthis, I must keep till we~meet. · 'lt seems 
that the Ministry will totter through the session; though at 
present, the decomposition of 'the great Liberal party' is 
co.mplete, It still keep!'!, on th.e sur~ag!'l, .. ~ogether,Jr<?.:m. the 
hope,} 'think a vain OD:e,' tl:iat_ 'so~eEhing will' turn'· up'. 
for them: the last nisolirce' ofimb'ecility ahd exhaustion/ ' 1.i 

I am not particularly well; and1sent for Leggattto-day; and 1 

am now a prisoner, besieged by this scathing-easterly, wind.· ..••. 

Such . iricU:rsioris · . as Disraeli 'imide ' 'iD:1 deba'te ~ 'had . 
a · distih:ctly "el~ctioneering · flavour.,,· WheiC 'the .Budg~t 
~as discussed: he delivered a iively attack' or{ Lowe's' 
finance, p~rtlywith a 'view "to. 'd.e'i·ide ;that emiherit anti~; 
Reformer's pose· ~8 the frie11d, of th~ working-· m~:ri: 
and partly in 'the interest of that relief oflocar taxation 
which the party ha~ champion~,d ~th success in the 
previous year. . But his most interesting speech was made 

. ~ opposition to .Osborn_e.· M:o~gail'sl Bqdal~ Bili, _:which 
proposed to open :the parish, churchyards to ,pissenting. 
funerals.·. His view· was· that by refusing t'o pay church 
rates the Dissenters·; had ·'publfclyr ·recognised'' that the 
c~urqhes aml c~urc)lyar~s, -h~lo~ge~,1 F9. ~~~rc~~e~;_.-il'i:d 
therefore if they wished to use the parish chu~chy~rds,; 
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that use must be, by every principle of law and equity, 
upon the conditions imposed by those ·to whom they 
belonged. He ended his speech by some earnest words 
of advice to his Nonconformist fellow-countrymen. Lord 
Grey's Reform Act, he said, had given· them great- power, 
which ill'many cases they had used wisely. 

So long as they maintai~ed toleration, so. long as they 
favoured religious liberty, so long as they c4_ecked sacerdotal 
arrogance, they acted according to their traditions, and those 
traditions are not the least noble in the history of England. 
But they have changed their position. They now make.war, 
and avowedly make war, upon the ecclesiastical institutions 
of this country.1 I think they are in error in pi.rrsuing that 
course. I believe it not to be for their own interest. However 
ambiguous and discursive may be the superficial aspects of the 
religious life of this country, the English are essentially a reli
gious people. . . . They look upon [the Church] instinctively 
as an institution which vindicates the spiritual nature of man, 
and as a city of refuge in the strife and sorrows of existence. 

I want my Nonconformist friends to remember that another 
Act of Parliament has been passed affecting the circumstances 
of England since the Act of 1832. It appeals to the heart of 
the country. It aims at emancipation from undue sectarian 
influence;.and I do not think that the Nonconformist body will 
for the future exercise that undue influence upon the returns to 
this House, which they have now for forty years employed. . . . 
Let them not be misled by the last General Election. The 
vast majority arrayed against us was not returned by the 
new constituencies. It was the traditional and admirable 
organisation of the Dissenters of England that effected the 
triumph of the right hon. gentleman. They were animated. 
by a great motive to enthusiasm. They saw before them the 
destruction of a church. I do not think that, at the next 
appeal to the people, the Nonconformist body will flld that 
the same result can be obtained. I say not this by way of 
taunt, certainly not in a spirit of anticipated, triumph. I 
say it because I wish the Nonconformist body to pause and· 
think, and to feel that for the ~uture it may be better for 
them, instead of assailing the Church, to find in it a faithful 
and sound ally. There is a common enemy abroad to all 
churches and to all religious bodies; Their opinions rage on 
the Continent.. Their poisonous distillations have entered 
even into this isle. 

t· Miall, the Nonconformist spokesman in Parliament, regularly intro· 
duced motions for the disestablishment of the English Church. 
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. The Dissenters, distracted by the'controversies over the 
Education Act, were not a detE)rmining force in the 1874 
election. But their enthusiastic support of Glads~one's 
bag and baggage policy went far to settle the result in 
1880, and, a quarter o£ a centurylater, their campaign· of 
passive resi!ltance was certainly. one of the causes which 
helped in the decisive overthrow of the Unionists under 
Mr. Balfour. On the other hand, the life seems to .have 
gone out. of the . disestablishment movement, save in 
regard to Wales; and it is noteworthy that the Dissenters 
have never been able to secure, during many years of 
J:>arliawents. in which their friends have always had a 
considerable majority, thl:l>t educational arrangement with 
a view to which they exerted themselves so strenuously 

·in 1906: 
As 'the session drew to a close .there was a painful out

crop of administrative scandals .mainly affecting mail 
contracts and telegraphic extension .. Disraeli, true to 
his practice of avoiding personal squabbles, took .little 
or_ no ·part in the discussion of fuatters which reflected 

' .seriously on three important n1embers. of the Govern
,. rrient. The principal achievement of ~nisters was the 

Judicature 'Act for the reorganisation· of the Courts of 
· Lawand.Equity. A'curious question: of privilege-arose 
duringthe passage of this measure. The Commons made 
an amendment which no less. an authority than Cairns 
declared to be a breach of the 'Lords' privileges. ·It was 
ra,ther a st~rm in a teacup, but it gave. Disraeli an 
opportunity to show his quality. · 

' . ~ 

· To Lord Oa.itns. · 

12, GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE, July 15.-Misled 
by Gladstone,_ who bewildered ine in the most Jesuitical 
manner, I dined at Grilli on's, and lingered . there, and was 
going home when I ,heard,. Frdk. Cavendish, G.'s. private 

.. secretary; say to Ha!dY 'about this ,.time the privilege is 
· on.' ·Hardy seemed astonished, and maintained it was 

impossible. . Howev,er I thol].ght I wou14 go . down to the 
House. Tfoup.d it. on. and nearly .finished, and G. was con-
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eluding when I entered, with my wits scarcely collected. 
However, I went at it, and tho' I .should' have spoken much 
better, if I had remained at the House, and went almost 
breathless into battle, I still got the materials of the case 
fairly out, and 11m now going down to the· House to resume 
the fight if G. chooses. 

From Lord Cairns. 

5, CROMWELL HOUSES, W., July 15, 1873.-Ithink the dinner 
at Grillion's must have been a most happy preparation for the 
speech: at all events, nothing could, in myopinion, have been 
more successful in at once putting before the House· the sub
stance and truth of the precedents; in maintaining the proper 
attitude of the House of Commons on such an occasion; and 
in covering the Govt. with ridicule for their terror-stricken 
and undignified attitude. 

As soon as the, session was over Gladstone effected 
a very considerable reconstruction of his Government . 

. The Ministers chiefly concerned in the Post Office irregu
larities,, of whom Lowe was one, could not remain 
longer in their 0 existing places; and, in the course of 
the shuffle, Gladstone took himself the Ch!l>ncellor
ship of the-Exchequer in addition to his· previous office, 
and Bright, who had a year or two before left the Cabinet 
owing to ill-health, re-entered it as Chancellor. of the 
Duchy. But nothing could stem the unpopularity of 
the Government. They continued during th'e autumn to 
lose seat after seat at by-elections: in August, at Shaftes
bury, East Staffordshire, and Greenwich; in September; 
at Dover and in Renfrewshini; in October, at Hull;. and 
in December, at Exeter. Many of the vacancies were 

· caused by Ministerial promotions, so that the verdict of 
public opinion was particularly marked and particu
larly galling. 

Disraeli went down to Hughenden_ before the end 
of July, and spent a quiet time-in examining and sorting 
his own papers and his wife's; burrowing among those 
treasures which have formed the basis of this biography. 
His letters to old and new friends show both how he felt 
his loneliness in the country home of his wedded life, 
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and the way· in which he regarded the poll tical scene, ~~\ 
which, for many weeks, he refused to take an active 
part. 

To Montagu· Corry. 

HUGHENDEN, July 30.-i came down here with a resolve 
to get the house in complete order, and worked yesterday to 
my satisfaction. This morning I determined, with all the keys, 
to grapple with th~ bird's nest imbroglio. . The first thing I 
wanted were her private papers, .etc., which I thought were 
stowed in one of the new tin .boxes.· I have opened four, all 
there, but cannot find them: nothing, apparently, but scraps 
and chaos. I am now exhausted, and have given up the task, 
for the day at least-. - · · 
_ Can you throw any light on the ma;.tter ~ . . . . 

A1fg. l.-... The Government really seems on _its ·last 
legs, They can gain no laurels in the recess. That must be. 
spent in apologies, and explanations; especially of the dis
comfitures and imbroglios of the last fortriight of the session 

- They will; probably, also lose every election, that occurs before 
the reassembling of Parliament. < 

. The wea·ther here is delicious,, and I hav:e also p~enty to . 
amuse, me in the house, in trying to get the library into perfect 
order, arranging pictures and .so on; but my great business 
must be the papers, and I am about to set at them again forth· 
with. I shall not be content until the house is in perfect 
order. . . . . · 

Aug. 3.-... I found the missing papers, and· continue 
at work at their companions between two arid three hours 
each day. I cannot. manage more. The progress is not 
encouraging, but I feel, if I missed this opporturiity in my life, 
I should probably never have another. 

, : She does not appear to have destroyed a single scrap I ever 
wrots to her, before or after marriage, and never to have cut 
~my hair, which she did every two or three weeks for 33 years, 
without garnering the harvest; so; as you once asked for some. 
of· an early date, I send you· a packet; of which I could riot 
break the seal. 

There are mi,ssing at present. two Russian sabres; which 
Lord Strangford left me, and a long yataghan in a crimson 
velvet scabbard: These arms :Were too long to' be packed ,up 
with the other daggers. Can you throw any light on them ~ 

. You can on most things. , · · . 
Aug. 10.-Hardy writes ' What does it all mean ~ Dis~ 

solution, .or a more radical policy1' . 
, · My opiriion is, that instead of dissolution, it is merely a 
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diversion to escape dissolution,· which was inevitable, had 
they not done something. But their reconstruction is only a 
sha:in, and the idea of being saved by the return pf that hys
terical old spouter, Bright, is absurd. As for a policy, they 
are much too flustered to have any. · 

These great events ·are exciting, especially the elections, 
· and one wants something. The business of my life is a most 

melancholy one. I only finished arranging her personal 
papers yesterday: and she has died for me 100 times in the 
heartrending, but absolutely inevitable, process. 

To Lord John Manners. 

· HuGHENDEN MANoR, Aug. 28, '73.-A letter from a friend 
is like the sight of a sail to one on a desert isle; but when it 
comes from the best and dearest of friends, it is cheering indeed. 

· I have been here since the last days of July, and have 
never been out of th~ grounds. · With one or two casual 
exceptions, I have never spoken to a human being. Among 
the casuals, between ourselves, was Sir Arthur Helps, on 
his way to Balmoral: a royal reconnaissance. It is a dreary 
life, but I find society, without sympathy, drearier. 

As for my health, it .is perfect. I have been often told, 
and I have sometimes thought, that the bronchial distu.rbance 
from which I suffered, was a gouty symptom: and so, two 
years ago, I left off sugar, and with advantage. For a month 
and more I have now lived without wine, and my cure seems 
complete.· Some stirp.ulus is requisite, but the Lord Rector 
of a Scotch University has not far to seek for the necessary 
restorative, tho' it must be kept a secret from the more delicate 
Southrons. · · 

I am greatly amused with the fast-drifting incidents of the 
political scene, and so, I suspect, are some others of higher 
mettle. I don't suppose, that Gladstone, at present, ·has 
decided on any course whatever, but he will not go out without 
attempting something. I hear he isdeeply mortified by the 
utter destruction of the prestige of his Administration, and that 
his only thought now is to, what. they call, re-habilitate it, 
before it disappears. He will find this a hard task. . . ; 

To Lady Bradford . . 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 29, 1873.-. i: hope your· 
visit to Windermere ·has been enchanting. They say. the 
weather has been fitful in England generally, but here we have 
had a summer of romance.· . . . 

01,1 Wednesday last, I received from the lady an announce-
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ment. of the immediately. impending ·~vent,l 'as you have 
. always taken so kind· an interest iri my welfare.'· One can 

scarcely congratulate, but may sincerely wish her evety.happi, 
· ness.· It sounds very bad:_ •• ·. · 

To Ann~ Lady Ohesteifield, 
j- - '. ~ 0 • .._ 

"HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 8, 1873.-. . . I expected, 
when, I saw the. Queen in March, the :dec()mposition of th.e. 
Ministry, but it has been, more complete than. I. contem
plated. Had Gladstone then gone out, uncommitted on, either 
Church or education, and the squabbles of P,is colleagues 
unknown, he would~ have 'gone out with almost ·undiminished 
prestige, and would soon .have rallied.. The firm is now 
insolvent, and will soon be bankrupt, When the Tories 
return, it will be their OWil fault if their reign be not long and 
glorious ..•. 

To· Sir. Stafford N orthcote, 

Confidential. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. ll, 1873.-You 
cannot t;:tke too decided a "line about Ashantee, barring pro
phecies, like Lowe, of theirtdubitablefai!ure9f the expedition. 
The great poirit to insist oh, after. indicating the dangers and 
the chances ·• of .failure, is the want of analogy between the 
Ashantee and the Abyssi~iah cases. _What is the cause of 
quarrel ? ·.If the Ash. want "commercial access to the coast, 
wh. they always rised to have, tlieir claim does not seem un~ 
reasonable: a matter certainly, that ~Hight to admit of arrange-
ment. . . . · ·· ·· · .. 

The coun~~y is deadly ,to E¥I'opea~s .. · Black troops may 

1 Lady Cardigan's ~arriage ·to the . Count ,ge Lancastre; . Lady Cardi· 
gan's story in her Recollections that Disradi him~elf made her an offer of 
marriage may safely be disregarded. Apart from the improbability ofa 
statesman in Disraeli's position desiring to marry a woman of a somewhat 
equivocal reputation, there ·were' only eight months-between December, 
1872, when he became a widower, and :Angus~. 1873, when she married a 
second .time~in which.!J>.proposal of p1arriage_ was possible from him to· 
her; and these were months wheP. he was forming other attachments. 
She narrows the time still more by placing the occurre~ce ih the hunting 
season-in other words; very shortly indeed after· Lady Beaconsfield's death. 
By way of corroboration she states that she asked and obtained the advice 
of the then Prince of Wales, whom she encountered at .a meet at Belvoir, 
whether she should accept; but, when the book was published, King 
Edward told his personal friends that she had seriously misrepresented 

. the purport o~ the conversation •. • It is, of course, possible that there. 
· was a question of marriage between Lady Cardigan and Disraeli in "the 
sense that she proposed to .him and he de·clined: There is, certainly, in tl;te 
Recollection~ astriking exhibitio_n of spite against Lady .Bradford, as well 
as a tendency ~to disparage Disraeli. ·Moreover, there is rea.s9n to believe 
that there were other ladies of wealth and position who. gave"Disraeli· to 
understand, at this period,.that they were' ready_ to unite their lot ":Wit~ his . 

. • 
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live in.~it·, but, then, they won't fight. But above au there 
are no prisoners to rescue. If we get there, what is the gain? 
If »fe are beaten by the climate, wh. is on the cards, are we 
yf sit down with a defeat, or is there to ·be another expedition; · 
<more lives thrown away and more money 1 . 

, /) There cannot be a 1p-0re unprofitable, _a?d inore ~~lorious 
jar quarreL All the mot1ves of the Abyssm1an exped1t10n are 
I' wanting, and all the circumstances are different. Lord Derby 

writes me that he met Lowe, who made no scruple of saying 
that he had not been consulted, and did not know what his 
colleagues were about ! So much for Ash. ! 

As to general politics, I think i~ highly desirable that you 
should notice the misconception of my expression of .the 
necessity of our knowing the sitjuation and engagements of 
the Govt. before we could decide on our policy on several 
foreign subjects of pressing· importance. Nothing can be 
better than what you propose to say on this. head. As to 
our general policy, it is to uphold the institutions of the country, 
and to arrest that course of f(O)verish criticism and unnecessary 
change, too long in vogue. I would not too much insist on 
our policy being essentially defensive, because they. always 
make out that means being stationary. If pressed· about 
reduction of county suffrage, or unable to avoid it, take the 
ground that constant change in the distribution of power 
is in itself an evil; that the measure of l868is only just digested; 
that it has been followed by the ballot, hardly yet tried; 
that we have no reason to fear extension of the franchise to 
properly qualified classes, but that any large increase of either 
the boro' or the county constituency canriot be considered 
alone; that the latter must lead to a considerable disfranchise
ment of the towns from 30,[000] to 10,000 inhab.; that, 
tho' this may not be immediately unfavorable to the Cons. 
cause, you are not prepared, without deep consideration and 
clear necessity) to diminish, to a great extent, the. influence 
of urban populations in our system of Govt., being one favor
able to public liberty and enlightenment .... 

For the last month, I have not interchanged a word with a 
human being. It is a dreary life, but I find society drearier. 
I have realised what are- the feelings of a prisoner of State 
of a high class: the fellow in the Iron Masque, and so on. 
I have parks and gardens, and pictures and books, and every
thing to charm and amuse, except the human face and voice 
divine. I really have never been out of my own grounds. · 
H'Owever, my imprisonment is nearly at an end, for towards 
the clGse of this month I am going to the Bradfords in Shrop
shire. I hope I shall be able to behave myself in civilised 
society ... 

.. 
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To Montagu Corry. "" 
H:uGHENDEN, Sept. 14, 1873.-: .. All that we have '-8~1}.,, 

or I have told you, of the correspondence, is nothing to what·-
has since transpired. I ain a~azed ! I shouJd think at least; 
5;000 letters in addition to all I had examined: and ap.:(_ · 
parently, more important and interesting than any. Not¥ug '\ 
seems to have escaped her. Many letters of Metterruch, 
Thiers, Brougham. I -should say 100 of Bulwer: as many · 
of Stanley", beginning with Trinity College, Cambridge; 
enough of George Smythe for three volumes, and I dare say 
·not a line in them not as good as Horace Walpo_le. The whole 

• of Lady Londonderry's correspondence-:-! dare. say 100 
letters ! Among them, I saw a packet-more than a doz.- .. 
from Butt. · Many. of D'Orsay: his last letter written in 
pencil, just before his death, on hearing that I was C. of 
E[xcheque]r and leader of the H. of C. Thelastletterreceived 

.from Lady Blessington-a most interesting one. It is the 
only one I have read: if I had ·once indulged in reading 
them, I never should have licked them in~o any form. · 

To Lady Bra.dford. 
BEDFORD, BRIGHTON, Sept. 24, 1873.-~ .. You will be 

a little surprised at my date; but after two months of solitude, 
with everything to charm except the greatest of charms, the 
human face and voice divine; I thought London might he· a 

· relief. It was intolerable, so I came down here. It might 
have succeeded, for I found our friends, the Sturts,1 here, and 
in the same hotel. She is ever pleasing, and his wondrous 
rattle is as good as champaign r sic]; .but alas ! she fell ill, and 
fancied it was the fault of Brighton, and they went off at a 
moment's notice. . • . , 

Yesterday the Brunnows found me out, and took me 
home to dine with them, quite alone. I sate between the 
Ambassador and Madame. No other guest, not even /a 
so'lls-secretaire of embassy. We had six servants in the room, 
and a wondrous repast, which, as I live on a ' spare radish,' 
was rather embarrassing. They-were .kind but it was not 
lively, tho' I was amused by the great excitement of Brunnow 
as to English politics, which he flattered himself hwconcealed. 
He was always reQurring to the Dover election which made a 
great sensation here. We had telegraphs of the poll every 

· .. hour,_and at ten o'ck. tbey gave nie a serenade, or a chorale, 
the most beautiful thing I ev:er heard. No one knows who 
were the serenaders; _they say a private musical society. 

· N~t, certainly, the Christie [sic] niinst~els, who all take off 
1-Afterwards Lord and Lady Alington. ·.' 
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their hats to me when I pass: which is awkward, as l was ,told 
I should be as unnoticed here in September, as iD: the woods 
of Hughenderi. 

My kind remembrances to Lord Bradford. 
I cannot express to you the delight I anticipate from seeing 

you again. It seems to me that the only happy hOurs I have 
had in this melancholy year are due to your charming society. 

The visits to Lord and Lady Bradford at W.eston, and 
to Lady Chesterfield at B,retby followed, and confirmed 
him in his devotion. to both ladies, though he protested to 
a friend that he did not really enjoy this country-house 
visiting. · 

To Lord Henry ,Lennox. 

WEsToN, SHIFN'AL, Oct, 2, '73.-. . . I hope you have 
not given up your Bretby Visit, and that we shall me{it on 
Monday. I ani not very much inclined to it, and rather 

' count on your help. The fact is, visiting does not suit me, 
and I have pretty well made up my mind, after this year, 
to give up what is called- society, and confine myself solely 

·to public life. The only consolation I have is, that my health 
is good·; as, doubtless, we have some coming· scenes, that ' 
will try both our nerves and muscle. 

I linger on here, boring and bored, notwithstandillg a 
charming hostess, on w~om I feel myself -a tax. I could 
not make my other visits1 fit in without postponing my arrival 
at Bretby for a couple of days. And this, I thought, under 
a1~ circumstances, would be too great a liberty. 

The Weston visit 'was notable for Disraeli's last ex
periment in riding to hounds. ·He never rode at all at 
Hughenden, and, indeed, is only recorded to have crossed 
a horse twice in the past quarter of a century: once when 
Lord Galway's guest at Serlby in 1853, and again when 
Lord Wilton showed him the Belvoir hounds in 1869.2 

In these circumstances it argued great pluck in a man 
nearly sixty-nine to. accept an invitation to go cub-hunting 
at Chillington, five miles from Weston. He rode a little 
chestnut hack, remained in the saddle three or four hours, 
and was so exhausted that he actu_ally reeled against the 
stable wall when he dismounted. 

While Disraeli was at Weston, there wa~ _an election 
l One of these was to Knowsley. _ . 

2 See Meyneil's Disraeli, Vol. I., p. 177. II, 
20 
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contest .pr.oceedillg.•.at J3~th; ,the. third. in .the- c:jOlitse of 
t~_p""'ar. At the beginlling ofthe Parliari:H~nt Bath had 

. been represented by two Liberals. )3qth had died, one 
after the other, this spring, and each'seat in turn had been 

- wori for the Conservatives~ Now-om) of the new :rliembers' 
--Lord Chelsea, had succeeded to·the peerage; and·t9~:Ygrd 
f<rey. ·de ""Wilton;-.t4e~l\~~.t~~~iy:e~c~ngiQ,~~-~ .... ~Qr~the 
racancy,, ~ ._personal.;f~ie.n<;L~pf,'¥ his,. .. qw,,D.,.,._:QJi:ir.,~~!i;.,_,_\Y:t.:Qte 
lor_ publication--frQm;.,Westo:l1_:9:Jl,:rOct~:ber- 3: _ 

t For nearly five years t"M...ID"WlilltJ\f:iJ;lis~_&s .... Ji:a~(l,ha~~ed 
every_ trade,_.wogied_,,_every._-.J:>~of!;l"~!pn-, •. ~a!lq: ~~sa:jl~d- or 
menaced every,<Jk~~,,mstitution;, anq#§p~ci~_s,gf, ,pr9p~_:rty in 

-tlJ.e. _country. Occa ionally they have varied this state of 
-civil warfare by perp3ttating some job wpich outraged public 
opinion, or by stumbling into mistakes wlj_ich have: been 
always discreditable, and sqmetinies ruinous. All this they ; 
call a policy, and seem quite proud qf it; but the qoup.t"ry~has, 
I think,.-m:ade,.upjts.mind tQ clo~e th_i~_career of pl:UJ:}-d~ring 
and ~lunde!~I).g. 1 ., • ""'_ · -~~ "': ·""""' • .. 
• ~ 4«...-""·:t ,- ~ • ' . 

-It ~as .a full-.blo()ded)etter_.~~qnc:i_~~,R~<!~~~""~~':P-1¢sting's 
spiri~, .but it only r~stated·, in poillted fashion, charges 
which Disraeli had often brought against Ministers in 
public speeches and across the ta_b!e -of _the -House' of 
Comm~ns. · A~,v.~P-~?l~~t ":oHts:rY:.•!:~~s.,,~~?~~~~~I:,~r.~ised 

-'7: again,st ,its.,tone-and·'language ;"'apfl-~y~eikiTJ.any-of, his o~n 
~ / p~r.ty...:attributed .,to _l~~<.l-!'c(.)tion.Gre_y __ d~-W:iJ_tpn's 
~ ... 11 tfailur~_;by...;a'.., small_major-ity_ t0-retain.-the .... sea t ·which 

·. .. ~Chelsea had ·won by a majority somewhat·· similar. 
-~Disraell, .~ t)1IiY~ rllt te, ~Wll.El .. ,WIJ.1!"l;y<i,!r_!P_~Wtent." · · 

1· . ·- : ,, 
To· Anne Lady Ghe8terfield. 

HUGHENDEN · MA:NoR, Oct. 24, 1873.'--;-; · . . · The""'storm 
against my~letter""to"Grey-was·quite·factitioU:s; •got ·up ·by a 
knot_of clever Lib~ral journalistS,.who,.had,.._they~thought, 
an qpp.QF~tunity. It'.:.:h~s,.,q1,ljl~e:Y!l:P£L~~M •. iwd from ~he 
number of letters I da1ly ·rece1v.e about· 1t, from all, p~rts of 
the country, and from the quotationsfr'on1 it daily .. ci:'opping 

··up inlf.he press, I haY-e,-.no.doubt~it:.-wJlLe_ffect~.the ... :purposefor 

. ,~~~.'f!!~:~;.,;..~,,~~~!'·~)t .. }~-
~·!,._;. 
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,_ ( I.~ished.to give a·condensed,.but,strictly.,.a~\J,U!_at(),,~JLI}i:QJ:ary 
!?f the career Qf,.th~~Gladf?~s>ne_,. __ l\figistry. T-he:re,..is~Qt,..ai1 
~~xpression,.whic]J..,wa,s,:n__<>t,..~.ell,..~ejg~~d,.,..a~'fl¥.£!\.J~c<:>~ld 
1not justify by ample, and _even aboundiJJ,g,"'§,Y!f!.~r-ce. Lord 
'Salisbury,! and the Hull election, together, will effectively 
silence my critics ... 

Disraeli went in the following. month to Glasgow, 
and there defended himself in .detail. Ministers might 
sigh, lie s~id, and newspapers might scream, but the 
question was, Was the statement a true one ~ It was no 
answer to say ' Oh, fie! how very rude !; He main
tained that he had written the history of a Ministry that 
had lasted five years and had immortalised the spirit 
of their policy in five lines. 

The occasion of Disraeli's visit to Glasgow was th~J.t 
he might be installed Lord Rector of the University, 
and might thereupon deliver his address to the students 

.. who had elected him two years before, but who had 
been deprived of the treat of seeing and hearing him 
in the previous autumn by Lady Beaconsfield's last ill
ness. Many other functions, however, were planned to 
welcome the man of the hour to, the Clyde. Writing 
to I,ord Barrington a; few days beforehand he said. the 
expedition was ' assuming colossal proportions. . . . 
My plans assume that I shall return to England alive; 
when I see the· programme of the Glasgow week, it seems 
doubtful. Nothing can be more inhuman; and if there 
were a society to protect public men, as there is to protect 

-donkeys, some interference would undoubtedly take place.'. 
Few statesmen were more qualified by sympathy and 

experience to give advice to youth. He had never 
_ceased to be young_in feeling, and to feel for the young; 
and he himself was a dazzling example of what ref?olute 
and aspiring youth could achieve. He impressed upon 

- his hearers at Glasgow the necessity, in order to succeed 
in life, for two kinds of knowledge-first self-knowledge, 
and then knowledgeof the spirit of the age. Self-know

r Who had written an article in the current number of the Quart~rly 
Revie'IJ!, strongly criticising ' The programme of the Radic&ls.' 
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.ledge, he told thelp., could not b~ 6bt~ined with certainty . 
· either in· the family circle, or from; the judgment of one's 
fellows, or from that of one's tutors; but fromseff:con:l- . 
·mull.iori~ The young would.make .ma~y errors. and 
experience much self -deception; it' wa~ their business to 
learn the lesson of their. mistakes, and to accept the 
consequences with courage and candour. ·· Only by severe 
introspection could they obtairi)he self-knowledge they 

·.requiredarid maim their f~ilures the f01i~dation of ~heir 
ultimate success. · · · · · · ~ 

. But self-knowledge wasnot eno:\lgh:· .. Without a }glow
ledge of the spirit ot the age lif€unlght prove a bl~Iider; a 
man might embrace a:profe;sion.doome.d to grow obsoiete, 
. or embark .hi~ capital in~a· decay~rtgt~ade ... It.did not. 
follow th,at the spirit' of the age shoUld he ·adopted; it 
might be necE<ssary to resist. it ;'but. it was essentiaJ to· 
understand it .. He considered the spirit, of .the mid
Yictorian age in which he· spoke to .be one of equality. 
So far as the word stood for .. civil equality:-"-equality of 

, all subjects before the Iaw~it was ~t.he only foundation 
• ;~f a perfe~t com~ on wealth,. and h~d be~n largelY: re~ppn~ 

sible for Briti~h patriotism and security. But there wa~ . 
also social equality, which b,ad bee:ri estab~shed by the 

·RE:)volution in France, but whi,ch recent. events, in is7'o 
and 1871, showed not to be a principl~ o~·which a nation 
could safely.relyin the hour of triaL And,~ftn;ther,'there 
was the demand of a new school for phys~cal arid material 
equality. 'The leading principle :of this riew .school is 
that there is no happiness ,which is 110t material, and 
that every living being \has a right to share~ in that 

.physical .welfare;' The school substituted the rights of. 
hi.bour for the rights of. property, a.:p.d ~e~ogniseq no such. 
limitation of employment ·a.s.resulted from "the'divisimi 
of .the world into states.or .,Iiations._· 'As civi1 equality 

·' would' abolish privilege' .a:n:_<:l 'social 'equality wou1d. de~' . 
. stroy Classes; so. riiater:lal;jlnd. p~y~ic~J:l. e.ql,lalJ.ti.~tr~Jres;. ·. 

at the principle of :patriotism, Ei.~d)S,:.·I>r~pare_d,to .abro"" 
g~J,te cotintiies.' . Again~t tliis t~eory ):1e ·app~~~e~- to' tpe · 

,· 
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traditional patriotism of his Scottish. audience, and pro
ceeded, in a peroration which sums up his teaching on 
spiritual matters in Tancred, Lord George Bentinck, the 
Sheldonian speech, and Lothair: . 

It is not true that the only real happiness is physical happi
ness; it is not true that physical happiness is the highest happi
ness; it is not true that physical happiness .is a principle on 
which you can build up a flourishing and enduring common
wealth.· A civilised community must rest on a large· realised 
capital of thought and sentiment; there must be a reserved fund 
of public morality to draw upon in the exigencies of national 
life. Society has a soul as well as a body. The traditions 
of a nation are part of its existence. Its valour and its dis
cipline, its venerable laws, its science and erudition, its 
poetry, its art, its eloquence and its scholarship are as much 
portions of its life as its agriculture, its commerce, and its 
engineering skill. . . . _ · 

If it be true, as I believe, that an aristocracy distinguished 
merely by wealth must perish from satiety, sol hold it equally 
true that a people who recognise no higher aim than physical 
enjoyment must become selfish and enervated. Under such 
circumstances, the supr~macy of race, which is the key of his
tory, will assert itself. Some human progeny, distinguished 
by their bodily vigour or their masculine intelligence, or by 
both qualities, will assert their superiority, and conquer 
a world which deserves to be enslaved. It will then be found 
that our boasted progress has only been an advancement in 
a circle, and that our new philosophy has brought us back to 
that old serfdom which it has taken ages to extirpate:! 

But the still more powerful, indeed the insurmountable, 
obstacle to the establishment of the new opinions will be 

. furnished by the essential elements- of the human mind. 
Our idiosyncrasy is not. bOunded by the planet which we 
inhabit. We can investigate space, and we can comprehend 
~ternity. No considerations limited to this sphere have 
hitherto furnished the excitement which man requires, or the 
sanctions for his condu\)t. which his nature imperatively 
demands. The spiritual nature of man is stronger than codes 
or constitutions. No Government can endure which does not 
recognise that for its foundation, . and no legislation last 
which does not flow from that fountain. The principle may 
develop itself in manifold forms, in the shape of many creeds 
and many churches; but the p_rinciple is divine. As time 

1 A profound pas age, which the history of the world since 1914 enables 
the men o£ to-day to a.ppreoiate. . . . . 
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·is divided into day and night, so religion'rests upon'the Provi
dence of God and the responsibility 9£ inan. . One is manifest, 
the other mysterious; but both are. facts. Nor is there, as 
some would teach you, anything in .these convictions which 
tends to contract our intelligence or our sympathies. On the 
contrary, religion invigorates the intellect and expands t}le 
heart. He who has a due sense of his relations to God is best · 
qualified to fulfil his duties to marl .. ·.·~ . . ' ~ .. . ' ~. 

Disraeli brought to a· close an address . whi<;h had 
contained many references to Greek and Latin authors 
by a quotation, ~n the original Greek, of forir lines fro in 

· the Ajax of Sophocles, containing the poet's acknowledg
ment of Divine Providence. Other, quotations from " 
Greek 'plays are found in Lord .George Bentinck. Di~raeli 

. has heel). accused of pretending; in these and other 
passages, to a classical erudition which he did not possess. 
But, as was shown early in Yol. I.; he. had .~ttained 
while at school, and in the year or more of private study 
which followed, to a wide ·knowledge of 1atin and· a 
moderate acquaintance with Greek; and it is reasonable to 
assume that a man of letters who, l,ike Disraeli, rather 
ignored. contemporary literature, wou:d refresh }lis mmd 
throughout life by recurring to his faV:ourite authors of 
antiquity. ·He was at any rate sufficil:llitly familiar with 
classical)iterature, Greek as well as Latin, to s~stain an 
evening's conversation on .the .subject in the summer of 
1880 with Northcote, a lifelong scholar, upon whom he 
corud'not hope to impose with sha~ knowledge, and whO 
records the talk in his diary without. a suggestion that 
his chief was discussing matters which he did J?,6t under~ 

. stand. Sopl!ocles, in particular, he .told Northoote, he 
used at one time to carry about !n his pocket.· · · . 

. So satisfied were the .Gla~gow students with the bril~ 
liancy of their Rector's adches~. and the 'lustre, of his 
career that,. having ·originally elected.him in l87l·by a 

. large' majority in ea~h of the four ' natioils' i~to which'' 
they were divided, they paid him the unusual coinpliih,e:rit 
Of re-eleqting'hlm in 1874, in the same handsome fashion, 
·for a ~eco:rid term: · · · · , · · · · '· 

:. The Glasgow festivities inchided. besides the Uni-
.. 
,. 
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versity function, a municipal _banquet with the Lord · 
Provost in the chair, the conferment of the freedom 
of the city) and the presentation of an address by the 
lqeal Conservative association. Every mark of respect 
and consideration was shown Disraeli; and the warmth 
of th~ popular reception was unmistakable. He told 
Rose that 'Glasgow, without exaggeration, was the 
greatest reception ever offered to a public man: far beyond 
Lancashire ·even ! ' At the banquet he touched with 
some grace on -the question of the leadership, now a 
purely academic one. He had led his party in the Com- _ 
mons, he said, for twenty-five years, the longest period 
of leadership on record. Peel had led the Conservative 
party there for eighteen years, ·though unfortunately 
it twice broke asunder; and Russell'.s leadership of the 
Liberals had lasted seventeen years, till at lastit slipped 
out of his himds. -

Do not suppose, for a nioment that I am making these 
observations in a vain spirit of boasting. The reascm that 
I have been able to lead a party_ for so long a period, and 
under some circumstances of difficulty and discouragement, 
is that the party that I lead is reaJly the most generous and 
most indulgent party that ever existed. I cannot help smiling 
sometimes when I hear the constant intimations that are given, 
by those who know all the secrets of the political world, of 

-the extreme anxiety of. theConservative party to get rid of 
my services. The fact is, the Conservative party can get 
rid of my services whenever they give .me an intimation that 
they wish it: Whenever I have desired to leave the leader
ship of the party they have too kindlyrequested me to remain 
where I was; and if I make a mistake the only difference in 
their conduct to me is that they are rriore indulgent and-more 
kind. 

A declaration at once modest, generous, and poiitic, 
but giving perhaps a somewhat idealised version of t~e 
relationship between leader and party. His -poJ.!tical 
address to the local Conservatives was largely occupied 

- with the defence of the Bath letter; but in his peroration 
he sounded a warning note as to the contest that was· 
proceeding in Europe between the spiritual and the tem
poral power. It would be the greatest danger to civili-
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sation if in this struggle the only repi·esentatives of the 
two sides should be the· Papacy and the Red Republic: 
<~nghmd could hardly stand apart. 'Our connection 
with Ireland will be brought painfully to our consciousness; 
and I _should not be at all surprised ·if the visor of..Home 
Rule should fall off soine day, and you be)leld a very 
different countenance.' . It might be the proud destiny 
of England .to 'guard civilisation 'alike from the withering 
blast of atheism ·and from the simoom, o£ sacerdotal 
usurpation.' Finally he adjured Scotsmen to 'leave 
off mumbling the dry bones of political economy, and 
munching the remainder biscuit _of an effete Liberalism.' 

'~: From Montagu Corry. 

·WESTON; SHIFNAL, Nov 28, '73.-The_Duke of Richmond 
tells IlJ.e that nothing but regind for your time has prevented 
.his obeying his impulse to write to you his warm appreciation 
of the great speech of Saturday. He a~ked me to -tell you 
this at( our next· meeting, ap.d also that all· his correspondents . 
agree· in declaring the satisfaction which it has given the 
party. . : · . 

He further told me that none of your words at Glasgow had 
afforded him so much pleasure a,s your remarks on your 
leadership; which he thought well timed and in excellent 

· taste. He hopes the mouths m~J.y riow ·be shut of those who, 
' whenever Lord Derby goes· about starring at Mechanics' 
Institutes etc.,' ... cry out' Here is the man!' With such 
the Duke' does not agree, nor ·seems to deem the Earl better 
qualified to lead in his own Chamber! • 

To Lady Br.adford. 

KErR, DuNBLANE, N.B., Nov. 26, 1873.-You were right in 
supposing that your letter was more precious to. me than 
' loud huzzas.' · · · · 

It has been a great week-witl10ut'e:x:aggeration. 
. What pleased me, personally, most. was the opportunity, 

forced on me, of shattering all the hypocritical trash about· 
my letter to Grey. I call it the;We~ton manifesto, for it was 
written under the roof that you msprre and adorn.. . . 

I rather long for rest, but· have no prospect of it. I live 
on the railroad. and am n<?W going to Cochrane's for a ,day, . 
for I .could not . resist his reproachful ·countenance any 
more .. 
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To Gathorne Hardy. 

BLENHEIM PALACE, WooDSTOCK, Dec. 12, 1873.-... We 
have-a very gay and gorgeous party here, but the frost has 
-stopped all the hunting, and the fog has marred the shooting. 

I attended the Princess yesterday on a vi~it to yr. con~ 
stituents, but the fog was so great, _that we could neither see, 
nor be seen. , . 

We -lunched at the Dean of Xchurch, and I saw in the . 
flesh Jowett, M. Muller, and Ruskin !1 That was something. 
M.--Bernard was also there, .tho' I wonder he had an appetite 
for any meal; even Juncheon, after the quantity of dirt he-
has eaten.2 . -

The Whigs here did not like _Exeter. . • ~ 
- . 

To A n_ne 'Lady Chesterfield. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR; Dec. 15, 1873.-;-. What with 
Glasgow, Keir, Lamington, Gunnersbury, Ashridge, Sandring
ham and Blenheim, I have lived in such a whirl dur~ng the 
last month,· that I can hardly distinguish the places where 
I met persons, and attribute the ,wrong sayings to the wrong 
folk. 

I think the Government has quite relapsed into the miserable 
condition they were in at the end of the session, and fro;m 
which the accession of Mr. ~right, _and his sham programme, 
had, for a moment, a little lifted them out. There will be no 
measures about reform, or land, or education, and I continue 
of the opinion I expressed ·when I was at Bretby, that they 
will have to dissolve in March .... 

I was agreeably disappointed with Sandrmgham. It is 
not commonplace; both :wild and stately. I fancied I was 
paying a visit t() some of the Dukes and Princes of.the Baltic; 
a vigorous marine air, stunted fir forests, but sufficiently 
extensive; the roads and all the appurtenance!> on a -great 
scale, and the splendor of Scandinavian sunsets. 

Disraeli interrupted his merely social visits to attend 
a gathering of the party chiefs just -before Christmas, 

-at Hardy's house in Kc:mt. ' It is a meeting,' he told 
_ "Lady Chesterfield, 'that usually takes place at Hughendf?n, 

1 In a letter of the same date to Sir kthur Helps, Disraeli wrote of these 
three eminent men: "The first does not look like a man who could de ise 
or deotroy a creed, but benignant; the second all fire, and the third all 
fantaoy' (Oorrespondenee of Sir Arthur Helps, p. 360). 

2 Professor Mountague Bernard had been one of _the British Commis
sioners a.t Washington-. 

:u. 20* 
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. but I am ·not equal to the affair this year, with. a_ 
broken household, and with no organising spirit;' _to 
Lady Bradford he protested, ' It is t_he s~rt of thing 
I-'abhor.~ The d~te originally ,suggt;J_sted _was Decem-· 
·her 15, but Disraeli wrote to his.: ' dearest Hardy ': 
'Pardon me all· the trouble I':am: giving_ you, but,· 
as far as I ani concerned, it· inust be the '16th.--. The 
precedfu.g. day is the annive~sary qf lll.Y. g~-eat sorrow/ 
Besides Disraeli .and Hardy, Cairns,-Northcote, Manners; . 
,Ward Hunt; -Taylor (the Whip), and Montagu''Corry · 
were present. No definite- conclusions were come~ :to~ 
Hardy tells us; and indeed the next move must necessarily 

·be with the Government. B:ut there was, no dou.bt, much 
interchange of opirno~ ori_ a subject'which had for IDOJ1ths . 

- formed the topic of Conser~ative correspondence; nairiely, 
hC.vw to deal, when the ·session opeped, With ·the question 
w-hether the Prime Minister, -sjnce :his acceptance of the 

'-- additional office of Ohancello:r·'of· the' Excliequer, .was · 
any. longer. a Membt;lr of Parliament,. seeing ,that he had 
not, in compliance with the· statute of Anne, sub~nitted 

. himself to his constituents forre-election._ <It is a questio!l 
on which much cari be, and has been, s!l;id·on both· sides; 
but which was deprived of all-actuality by the unexpected 
co}lrse · whibh .. Gladsto~e · took b~fore ~a~l1arn.ent •· could 
meet. 

T_o . Lady Bradfo-rd. 

- HEM:sTED PARK, STAPt.:EB:u:Rs±,c Dec . . 19, 1873.~. : 
[Corry] leaves_ me, I· am_ sorry to :say, on Monday for 

:...Savernake, so I shall pass my Xmas .alone .. That' is, how
ever, not-a great grief to me beyond losing his society, as:I 
never was a great -admirer of a_Ill.errie Xmas, even wh{ln a_ 
poy. I always hated factitious merril:i:tent, in the 'form of 
unnecessary guzzlement; and those awful inventions; rourid , 
games, worse even than-forfeits, if·that be possible! ... 

.. HuGHENDEN MANOR, pee. 28, 1873.:----.L, . I passed zp.y· 
_ . Xmas at Trentham in the e~emy's camp, where· I was ta;ken 

· cap'tive; but they treateu ine with great· hu!Ilanity, and spared 
. ~my life, 'whjch w'as -valuable ,to< me, _as ,Thad a prospect of 
'"seeing' yo.u. · They .-o/ish~d me to reniain a' :Week, but I gave 

.·.-. • ~hem;only-two day~.·· I do notstayaweek,,except with those 
Ilove. _ The page of human life is.quickly.read•, and one does 

1.not care'to dwell upon_it, unles,s it fuU:c~es the heart. _ . _ 



CHAPTER VIII. 

PowER. 

1874 .. 

The opening of the New Year found Disraeli still purs~ing 
a round of visits in country-houses, Crichel, Heron Court, 
and -Bretby; strengthening the ties which bound him 
to Lady Chesterfield and Lady Bradford; -and busying. 
himself apparently almost as much about securing a 
permanent residence in London as over the favourable 
political outlook. By-elections continued to herald the 
doom of the Government. Stroud and Newcastle-on
Tyne, both with a long record of Liberal representation, 
polled in the early days of the year, with the result that 
a Conservative tool{ the place of a Liberal at Stroud by 
a substantjal margin, while thtt Liberal majority at Newc 
castle sank from 4,000 to 1,000. • 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
CRICHEL, WIMBORNE, Jan. 10, 187.4.-Lady Bradford gave 

me your congratulatory . message on the Stroud election; 
much the most important everit of the kind that has yet 
occurred. I observe even the Spectator acknowledges that 
to deny the' reaction' now is impossible and absurd. 

I enclose you a letter on the subject from Sir Michael Beach, 
a very able and rising man, and whb threw himself into the 
Stroud contest as Sir Stafford N orthcote did into that of 
Exeter. I agree with Sir Michael that, after Stroud, J).Othing 
ought to astonish us. . . . · 

To Lady .Bradford. . 
BRETBY PARK,'BuRTON-ON-TRENT, Jan. 20, 1874.-... I 

arrived here yesterday at tea twilight, and the first words 
I heard were ' Selina is ill, and they are going to Bourne

. mouth.' _ This so knocked me up that I could scarcely perform 
611 . 

/ 
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. the offices of civility to my delightful hostess, and her gu~sts 
. who loomed in the chamber, of ambiguous light, in the shapes of 
Wilton, the Dick Curzons, and your friend the great General. 1 

I ought not to forget Carnarvon, whom I absolutely ,did not 
recognise. . . . . ' . . 

I have not yet received an answer about Duchess2 Eleanor's 
house. What do you think of your sister's house in Hill 
St.1 She wants to let it. WouJd that do for me 1 They· 
seem to thll\k that Whitehall Gardens has such a strong 
recommendation in being near the Ho. of Commons. I dpubt 
that. Hill St. would secure a walk; which is something. 
Certainly I might find a substitute, if in Whitehall, by walking 
to the-House of 0. via Belgrave Square,3 which would notonly 
secure health, but also happiness, which ;is something also. 
. To-day's post informs me that l hav;e succeeded in getting 

rooms at Edwards's Hotel from Friday next, and. I shallkeep 
them on till my plans for the :season are rriatured. They are 
miserable; merely a couple of rooms·on the ground floor;but 
they are a sort of headquarters, untill get a house,o or commit 
some other folly. ; . . ' . 

Accordingly on Friday,, Ja:Q.uary 23, Disraeli came up 
from Bretby to his London hotelwith the'view of atten
ding on the Saturday a meeting of the trustees of the 
British.,Museuin, and also of deciding finally on his future 
house. It 'still wanted nearly a fortnight to the date 
fixed for the opening of the session; and !;lis intention 
was to return after a week-end in' town to his home at 
Hughenden. · When, however; he woke ·On the Satur
day morning, l).e was greeted by the momentous news 
that the Queen had b~en advised to dissolve Parliament 
immediately, and that Gladstone, in app~aling to the 
electors to give him· a new lease of power, had dangled . 

• before their eyes a surplus of several niilljons, an~ pro
mised therewith' to abolish 'the income tax. 'I saw 
the necessity;• Disraeli told L~dy Br~dford, 'of imme~ 
diately accepting the challenge of Gladstone; which of 
course he counted on my not being able to ,do. But a ·· 
political ma:rrifesto is the ·m()st responsible of all under
takings, and' I had not a human being. to share. that 

~ responsibility.' It was~ a Saturday in the recess; 
1 J. Macdcinald. ' 2 Of Nor~humberland; 
a Where the Bradfords·lived.• 

.• 
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Think of me, and write to me, whenever you can, for I 
. like, in this great struggle, to"feel I have friends whom I love. 

· Mem. I agree with Carnarvon that G[ladstone] 's manifesto 
, is very ill-written, but I do not: agree. with Carnarvon that 

it is not in his. usual style. I think his- us_ual style the 
worst I know of any public man; and that it is mar'V'ellous 
how so. consummate an orator should, the moment he takes 
the 'pen, be so involved, and <iuinbersome: and huelicitous'iri 

· expression. · ·. · ' ' · · · 

Many considerations had converged to drive Gladst~he 
to dissolution, of which the almost unbroken series of 
defeats in by-elections was perhaps the most operative, . 
though the outside wo~ld,' and_ especially the. Opposition, 
were disposed to attribute most impor~ance''to the di:ffic 
clilty about his seat in Parliament .. But the immediate 
occasion was a serious· difference of opinion with Cardwell 
and Goschen, the Miilist,ers responsible for t~e 'defence 
of the country. To realise his grandiose scheme of total 
abolition of inco~e tax Gladston,e wanted, he.told Gran~ 
ville, from three-quarters of a million to a million off the 
naval and military estimates jointly:; and the .two Minis
ters concerned ·sturd,ily resis(ed his 'de:niands. ';rhere 
was no way out of the deadlock save 'by dissolution; 
but in ·the verbosa "et (JJ;andis epistola, occupying more 

- than three columns .. of· The T'imes, which G:ladstone 
issued to the el~ctors of Greenwich, the country . was 
never told .that, iq ~rd~;- to r~alise the _.promised boon, 
it would be necessary not merely to· have an 'adjust
meht;' which Disraeli interpreted to mean aii increase 
of taxes, but also to' cut'do'wri th'e hav_al and military 

• estim~~es · serious_ly ''below ~hat the .,Admiralty" and the 
.. War. Office thought_n3qui~~te for national safety. 

If Glad~tone's manifesto was, as Disraeli said, ' a prolix 
narrativ'e,• Disraeli's ·answering· address' t~ ·the "elect.ors 
of Bucks was rather of a negative character. Relrtission 
of taxation, he observed, wo'ul,d be the coui:s~ ofaiiy 
party. or any Ministry. in P9SSessiOJ1_0f a l~rge i'JUrpllJ;S; .. 
an.d as for Gladstone's principal measures· of relief; the 
diminution· .of local taxation and the abolition of ... t.he 
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he had only su~h convenien~ms at. his disposal as two 
• ' miserable ' hotel rooms· provided; he was · without· 

secretary, papers, or books; and his colleagues were aU 
scattered. But, in spite of these disabilities~ his in
domitable resolution and industry enabled him to issue 
his reply to Gladstone's appeal on the following Monday 
morning. A letter to Lady Chesterfield tells how it was 
done. 

' To A nne Lady Chesterfield. 

EDWARDS's HoTEL, Jan. 27, 1874.~I was quite taken by 
surprise. Luckily, I was in London: as you perhaps remem
ber, I curtailed my visit to dear Bretby, and lost a day of 
your charming society, in order to attend a meeting of .the 
Trustees of the Brit. Museum, whom the Government 
threatened with some harassing legislation. 

I was not up when my servant brought me The Times. 
Be sure I did not go to the Brit. Museum, but, after carefully 
studying the. manifesto, instantly commenced a draft of· 
answer, as I felt everything depended on an immediate reply. 
Then, I telegraphed to my secretary, Montagu Corry, who 
was at his uncle's, Lord Shaftesbury, in Dorsetshire! to Ld .. 
Derby, Lord Cairns, Mr. Hardy, and Sir Stafford Northcote. 
Lord Cairns and Mr. Hardy1 soon appeared, my secretary 
at night; and working hard all the, next day we got copies 
prepared for all the Monday morning's papers. Our friends 
are much pleased with my reply, and are full of courage. 

It is too soon to speak with confidence either of details, 
or. probable result, of the election; but, generally speaking, 
we are well prepared, for there had been, during the last six 
months, two occasions when dissolution seemed inevitable, 
so, with the exception of five or six men abroad, all our can-
didates are at work. . 

I have never had three days of such hard work in my life 
as the three last; writing, talking, seeing hundreds of people, 
encouraging the timid and enlightening the perplexed. 
' I will let you. know, however roughly, how things. go on. 
But be of good heart ! . · . 

The Derbys arrived on Sunday night, too late to assist me 
with his counsel with my address. I' dined with them yes-
terday alone. . . . . · ·· · 

1 Hardy did not arrive till after the address had been settled by Disraeli 
in conjunction with Cairns. "I only had the advantage,' Disraeli told 
Lady Bradford, 'of the critical counsel of my Lord Chancellor, but he is 
a host.' Hardy suggested a few changes 'rather verbal than of sub
stance' which Disraeli accepted. See Gathorne Hardy, Vol. I., p. 334. · 
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income tax, these were 'measures which the .Conserva
tive party have always favoured and which the Prime 
Minister and his friends have always opposed.' For 
the rest, the improvement of the condition of the people 
had been Disraeli's aim throughout, ·in ·or out of office, 
but not by ' incessant and harass~ng legislation.' It 
would have been better if, during the last five years, 
' there had been a little more energy in our foreign policy, 
and a little less in our domestic legislation.' After 
blaming the Ministry for their diplomatic action in-regard 
to the Straits of 1\'Ialacca,...:.-an obscure and intricate 
matter, of little serious importance, which loomed largely 
in election speeches and then disappeared~and depre
cating further extension of the suffrage at the moment; 
Disraeli repeated his charge that our national institu
tions were not safe in Liberal hands;. and ended on the 
imperial note. 

Gentlemen, the impending General Election is one of no 
_ mean importance for the future character of this Kingdom. 
There is reason to hope, from the address of the Prime Minister, 
putting asidesome ominous suggestions which it contains as 
to the expediency. of a local al!-d ·subordinate Legislature, 
that he is not, certainly 1!-t present, opposed to our national 
institutions or to the maintenance of the integrity of the 
Empire. But, unfortunately, among his adherents, some 
assail the Monarchy, others impugn the independence of the 
House of Lords, while there -are those who would relieve 
Parliament altogether from any share in the government of 
one portion of the United Kingdom. - Others, again, urge him 

·to pursue his peculiar policy by disestablishing· the Anglican 
as he has despoiled the Irish ·church; while trusted colleagues 
in his Cabinet openly concur with them in their desire alto
gether to thrust religion froin the place which it ought to 
occupy in nationdll education. 

These, Gentlemen, are solemn issues, and· the impending 
General Election must decide them. Their solution must be 
arrived at when Europe is. more deeply stirred than at any 
period since the Reformation, and. when the cause of civil 
liberty and religious freedom mainly depends upon the strength 
and stability of England. I ask you to return me to the 
Hopse of Commons to resist every proposal which may impair 
that strength and to support by every means her imperial 
sway; · ·. ··· · 
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- -There is no doubt that Disraeli was well :advised in 
basing his main appeal on the·· desire of the electorate 
for rest, and on their sense of wounded pride at the dis
reppte. of their country abroad._· Great sections of the 
community were in arms agamst the Gqvernment, tnoved 
either by resentme:Qt at past treatment; or by fears for . 
the future; not merely the landed interest, always Con- · 
servative in tendency; but also, on the one hand, the 
clergy_ and an overw!J.elming _prppoition of the laity of 
the Church of England, together· with · those ·outside 
her pale who desired religious education in .elementary 
schools, -and, on the other l:tand, the . brewers and the . 

· licensed victuallers, whom Ministers had- threatened 
with even more stringent regulatim:i than that. which they 
had carried · through; a · fortuitous -• but . powedul com" 
bination, which Liberals might deriqe as ' beer and the 
Bible,' but which they realised ~ould be very difficult 
to defeat. . Moreover, some of the_ classes upon which the 
Liberals usually relied. Wel'.e far from enthusiastic for the 
cause; theDissenters·were sore. over· the Education Bill, and 
the working men were inclined to believe that their social
as:pj±ations would m~'et with at least as mu~h sympathy 

'from ti. ~emocra~ic Tory Government as fr9m a politico- . 
. economic Liberal Administration. . In external affairs, 
. the disregard with which ''British representations had 
been treated in 1870 by Franc(} ·a~d Prussia,_ Russia's 
c:ontemptuous repudiation of treaty ·obligations, and the 
humiliations. of the Alabama .Iwgotiations and award,' . 

. had sunk deeply .into-the min(of the country, and made 
men of different opinions unite in ~ resolve . to. have .a 

. Government which should insure' res:Flec~ for Britain 
among the nations of. th~ world. • The bait of abolition · 
of income tax was offered in vairi to the classes w hci would 
inairily ben{)flt_ by)t, as they. were the very classes _who 
had-most reason to be-dissatisfied with Ministers, and they 
did not believe that. abblition could be secured without 
readjustnwnts of taxation which would' hit them equally' 

· hard: To many even-amting the L1b{;nl.ls the mere offer . - ~. . ' . ':" 
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of such a bait seemed a discreditable . electioneering 
manceuvre; and the supporte1's. of the Government, as 
a body, were irritated by what appeared to them to be a 
capricious and premature ·dissolutiol),. The Conserva
tives had the advantage both in organisation and in 
leadership; Gorst's machine was in· full . working order, 
while the Liberal caucus had not yet been developed;. 
the popularity of the 'People's William '1 had temporarily 
waned, and the eyes of the country were fixed on his . 
rival, who had given utterance at Manchester, the Crystal 
Palace, and Glasgow to the ideas which were beginning 
to stir the nation's heart; 

It seemed probable; therefore, that the General Election 
would follow the lines of the by-elections and result in a 

. Conservative success. But the best judges on that side 
dared not, in view of the long predominance of the Liberals 
at the polls, place their expectations very high. Gorst's 
estimate just gave them a majority, ·but so small a ma
jority as to have left a. Conservative Government at 
the mercy of any malcontent section .. 

From John Eldon ,Gorst; . 
CARLTON CLuB, Jan. 30, 1874.-0ur estimate is as follows: 

Cons .. Rad, 
England .. 271 189 
Wales 10 20 
Scotland .• 12 48 
Ireland 35 

.. 
68 .. 

328 325 
Thompson thinks this is fair and reasonable: Taylor says 

we have tmd~restimated. We have been rather hard _upon 
the ·boroughs, but we have taken. a sanguine view of the 
counties. 

One feature of the elections, which disturbed the cal
c~lations of wirepullers, was the introduction of the 
ballot; but Disraeli's prediction in 1872_ was absolutely 
verified that ' the Government which first appeals to 

1 This was the pJpular sobriquet for Gladstone in. the early seventies; 
afterwards superseded by the' Grand Old Man;' or' G.O.M.' 
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the countr~ on the secret ,su~rage, will, in all probability, 
be cashiered.' Disraeli's expectations during the contest 
appear from his letters, to ~ady Bradford. 

To Lady Bradford. . 

CARLTON CLUB, ,Jan. 27, 1S74:-; . It 'is :impossible 
to form_ any opinion at present of the result of a.· General 
Election. There has not. yet been time to learn the feeling 

. of the country. But I see ·rio 'signs' of. ehthusiasni on 'the 
part ofthe Liberals, and their press is hesitating and dispirited .. 

So far as the surprise is coric~rne.d;'we .are• as prepart)d as· 
our oppone]ltS, There is. no possil?l~ .seat without a. candi~ 
date ... ; · · · · · ·. · · · · 

Wednesday. [Jan. 28]-. :. '- I think things look well. 
'What sustains me is the enthusias·m among the great icon
stituencies. This was hever k:iwwn before. , I shall be .dis
appointed if we do not carry both seats for Westminster ap.d 
two for the City. Chelsea eyen lo.oks promising, and there· 
are absolutely spontaneous fights in Finsbury and Hackney. 
Nothing like this ever occ,ur~ed before. · · 
· I am .making no sacrifice in :Writing to'you. It. relieves. 
my heart; and is the most agreeable. thing to' !Ue, next to 
receivmg a letter from you. Yours, this morriingrgave me 
the greatest pleasure. In the greatest trials of life; it sustains 
one to feel that you are reme.m bered by those whom youlove. 

I caii truly say that; amid all this whirl, you are never, 
for a moment; absent from my thoughts or feelings ... · 

Thursday.-. : . Withtwo .sons candidates, you~ certainly 
ought to write to their chief everyday .. :· .· , I . 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Feb. l._:_Yesterdaf was a complete 
success; .to.my eontent;-"and yop.. kno"w that, 'as regards my 
own doings; I am very rarely content. I think the Malacca 
Straits wilL now be pretty well understoo,d by all England.,.::, 
and Mr. Gladstone too. . ·. . ~ 
:I found on my taple on.my return at night tels. telling me 

·of three· seats gaine~Guildford; Andover, Kidderininster;. 
and two, which I thought lost, ~aved_::_Eye and Lymington. 
That looks wei~; butTwill not indulge in hopes till I hav~ 
more·informatio:n·: ·much must. be known which is not' known 
to me,f,or the telegrap~ 'Yill not work on Su!).day ... · . 

Thursday. [Feb·. 5].-.-< . ' .· This morning, I .hear from . 
-· the M~J..naging Con;tmit~ee t}iat they .. now !tl?solutely ·.con-

. templ~te obtaining. a inajoritJ. • I, think · it~Jmust greatly 
, depend on. this day; which, was ahvays.the·critical one. .If 

London and Wes.t[~miteJr"'follow Mary[le)boi)._e, 'the situa~ 
tion will he grave. ··,~ ·~>· . ,·. ·, . -.•·. ·, '.;:. - ,. 

-.: .. ,..\_ 
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P-olling beg~n at the end of the last week in January; 
and before the close of the first week ·in February the 
borough returns were known and were . decisive of the 
ge~eral result. The grant 'of household suffrage in · 
boroughs, which Salisbury had condemned as' Parliamen
t~ry suicide' for tl}e Conservatives~ had been ju~tified, 
as Disraeli always p:taintained that it would be justified, 
even, from a party point of view. Gorst reported on . 
February 6: 'If all,the elections were to go as we estimated 
at the time when we made out a majority of 3, we should 
have a majority of 27.' The city of Lol).don swung over 

' to the Conservatives, Gosch en.· only coming in as ·the 
minority member, and Disraeli's Liberal friend Rothschild 
suffering a final _defeat; Westminster followed .the City; 
and seats were won at· Chelsea, Greenwich, Mary1ebone, 
Southwark, and ·Tower. Hamlets .. : At Greenwich Glad
stone was only returned second on tlie. poll, below a 
Conservative; 'more like a defeat than a victory,'- be 
wrote. ·Striking Conser~ative \rictories were recorded 
in the great manufacturing towns, such as Manchester, 

·Leeds, Bradford, Oldham, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Not-
tingham,· Stoke~on-Trent. ·wakefield, Wigan, Warring
ton, Stalybridge, and N ortbampton. In the English 
boroughs as a whole there was a net Conservative gain 
of over thirty seats. No wonder the Liberals were in 

- despair at this revelation of the impression produced on,. 
the,working man by five years of Gladstonian govern
ment. 

From M ontagu Oorry 

CARLTON CLUB, Feb. 6, '74.-..:.._; . -.-There is a panic, I am told 
at Brooks's: there was, I should say,· for all is now bitterness 
and despair. Wolvertonl has fled from town in horror, and 
the cry is ' They are in for years.' Gladstone is prostrate 
and astounded, and his colleagues (in two cases at least which 

_have come to my knowledge) announce in-their offices that thE.> 
next is their last week of power. 

Wolverton's advice has caused the whole catastrophe, 
which ha;:; caught a Cabinet in a fool's paradise. · 

1 The Liberal Whip. 
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The Carlt~n is <lrowded till midnight: all the dear ' old . 
lot'' whom we·know·so well__:all thefrondeurs and the cynics, 
professors, now, of a common faith---:<lry for. 'The Chief,' 
as young hounds bay for thl'l huntsman the day after the frost 
has broken up.' · · · 
. You will have to ·come, next week, , 
·. We meet so soon that I say no more--excep~ torecord what 

I :ttear on every side, that· the Newport Pagnell speech has 
immeasurably influenced the events of the last 4,8.hours. 

During the elections there was an oratorical· duel' be~ 
tween. Greenwich and Bucks; :and little ·attention was 
paid to any other speeches ··Sa~e to. the • ~hrusts. and'' 
parries of· the rival leaders. These orations"were not 

· fu themselves very· remarkable;· thou'gh: Disraeli's "at 
least· se~ved their purpose of heartening his party, and: . 

• reyeived cordial prais_e from that one of his colleagues. 
on whose judgment ·he most· depended .. 'A splendid 
effort,' ·Cairns Wrote of · the first ; · of · another, ' your 
Newport Pagneil oration must. certainly stand at the· 
head of all the election speeches of this, and perhaps of 

· any; crisi_s '; and the last he described as 'the fitting 
topstone of the series:' ()ne passage :rpay be rescued in 
which Disraeli distinguished . between true and false 
ecor:wniy. 

All MiJ:?.isters of all parties are in favour of economy, but a 
great deal depends upon what you niean'·by economy.' I 

·Venture to say, that I do. not believe. you can have economical 
government in · any country in- which the chief Minister 
piques himself upon disregarding the interests· of this country 
abroad, because such neglect must inevitably 'lead us into 
expenditure, and an expenditure of the kind over which we 
have the least controL We are in the habit of hearing it said 
(and nothing is more true) that the most economical Gove:rn
ment we ever had was' the Duke. of Wellington's---:and why 
was it L It was b-ecause the Duke ()£'Wellington paid the 
greatest possible attention, more.than any Minister who ever 
ruled in this country, to .the interests and position of-England . 
abroad.·. . . ' n .· . • . 

. But Mr: Gladstone's view of economy, or rather the view 
of. his OWD party. and .of the school which he TE)presents, is 
of another: ki~d. He saysT: The English p~:~ople do. not 
care for their affairs. abroad, I don't much care for them 

.. 
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. myself; but I must have economy. I must discharge dock
yard workmen. I must reduce clerks. I must sell the 
Queen's stores. I must starve the Queen's services. 1 must 
sell the accumulations of timber in. the dockyards and ar· 
senals: r must sell all the anchors belonging to' the navy, 
I must sell '~which we were selling for the first year or two
' half the ships in t~e navy.' And thie is eCOJ?.omy I . · 

The county elections emphasised the tendency of the 
borough returns. The home counties followed the lead 
of London; the Liberals were swept out of Middle
sex, Surrey, Essex, and Sussex, where the representation 
had hitherto· been divided. In the whole of this area, 
including, besides the four counties already mentioned, 
Kent, Herts, Bucks, and Berks, there were only ·three 
LiberaJ candidates returned for county seats, the min-· 
ority members for Herts, Bucks,' and Berks,. Disraeli 
was foi the first .tinie at the head of· the poll, his old 
colleague Du Pre having· retired. The figures were: 
Disraeli (C) 3004, Harvey (C) 2902,· Lambert (L) f720-
all these elected, and- Talley (LC) · 151. Though the 
verdict of the metropolitan area was perhaps the most 
outstanding feature of the elections, victories. ·were 
reported from counties in all parts of England, despite 
the fact that the Conservatives already held the majority 
of the county seats. · . 

The Conservative majority in ·England was over llO; 
and substantial gains were even made in Liberal Scotland 
(9) and in Liberal Wales (2). ·In Ireland a new situation 
arose, more disquieting for the Liberals than· for the 
Conservatives, though it· involved· the nominal loss of 
a few seats to the la~ter. The first response of Ireland 

. to Gladstone's reme'dial legislation had been a· violent 
. recrudescence of. crime ; the second; a revival in a more 

specious form of the Repeal agitation, on the plea that· 
. the British Parliament was incompetent to remedy 
Irish grievances. This movement was started by Isaac 
Butt, a distinguished Irish lawyer, who had won popu
larity by his exertions in defending Fenian prisoners. He 
christened his new policy 'Home R!Jle,' and invited all 
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Iri~hmen, independently of party, to join him; Re had 
sat himself at Westminster in past years as· a Cqnserva~ 
tive, and had been one of the original writers in.Disraeli's 
Pr{iss ,: and Disraeli,. at first, mistaking the movement as 
me~ely one for .local· government, ~xpressed a wish to 
have in Parliam{mt' Conservative, ~s 'well· as, Liberal, 
Home RUlers. The rapid spread of Butt's organisation, 
and the disintegrating doctrines' 'Yhich · it preached, 
speedily enlightened him· as .. to jts tendency; and he 
offered it a strong opposition. . Butt returned to Parlia
ment at a by~election in 1871 as a ·Home Ruler; and the 
new party, under his guidance, tooka;'material share in the 
rejection of Gladstone's Irish UniVersity Bill.. When the 
Ger.eral Election came, . they won. seats' all· over !reland, 

· heavily defeating Chichester. Fortescue, who had been 
Gladstoiie'sChief Secretary ;:~ond right-hand man~in Irish 
policy; and at a meeting in Dublin they formally severed 
themselves from connection with any British party. 
Ireland, which in 1868 had sent to Parliament 67 Liberals 
and 38 Conservatives, was represented in. i874 by only 
12 .Liberals and 34 Conservatives, while there were 57 
Hom~ .Rulers, constituting. an. actual majority of the 
Irish representation. The final figures of the whole elec
tion were: Conservatives, 350; Liberals .(mcluding. two 
representatives Of Labour), 24:5; Home Rulers (among. 
whom an appreciable minority claimed to .be Conserva
tive), 57. While the Conservatives, therefore,. had. a 
majority .of about fifty over all other parties, they could 
boast, as compared with the Liberals alone,-of a balance 
of over a hundred: a position· of extraordinary .strength 
and security. 

As .the returns came in, Disraeli's letters n~turally • 
became more jubilant, in spite of'his disgust at being 
force.d into an .Unnecessary contest in Bucks. . . . -

To Lady ,Bradfor~, 
. HUGHENDEN MANOR, Friday [Feb: 6, 1874].--:-Amid 1000 
affairs, I write to you one line. I have writ.ten to Lady Ches: 
I am detained here by' niy contested!! election. No' danger, 
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but great trouble :When + have so mlich to think of and do, ' 
and great and vexatious expense, for-nothing.! 

My last accounts are that we have gained 40 seats, equal to 
80 on a division, and have now a majority of 14 over Gladstone. 
That majority will increase. · 

Amid all this, I continually think .of you and.of your grief, 
and should like to' wipe the tears from your eyes, for··I feel 
they flow. Bear up! Fnincis 2 is young, and if we pr<:>sper 
he will soon have his way. _ 
_ I think of going up to tmvn·On'Monday, but on Tuesday or 
Wednesday I must be at Buckingham and speak.3 This is 
horrid! · . · 

Feb. 8.-. . . Myself,- I do not think the crisis so near as 
the world does: I think he will meet Parliament, if only not 
to imitate me. . . . 

Our gains up to last night were 46=92; more than Peel 
gained in 1841, and more than Gladstone gained in 1868. 

I am very well, but sigh for moonlight. I think I could 
_ live, and love, in that light for ever ! 

Thursday [Feb. l2l-. . . -I hear from high authority 
_that the crisis is at hand, and that G.'s colleagues will not 
support him in his first idea of meeting Parliament. 

The Fairy 4 will be here on the 17th. _ 
We shall have 50 maj6ri(y; the strongest Government 

since Pitt. . . , - -
' . . 

If Ministers were about. to follow the precedent of 
1868 and resign at_ once without meeting Parliament, 
and if a strong and representative Conservative Admiriis
tration was to be ready to take their place, no time must 
be lost on the Opposition side -in healing the breach caused 
by the Reform policy of 1867. ,, General Peel had retired 
from Parliament and public life in 1868, ·and so had no 
longer to be reckoned with .. Witl). Carnarvon Disraeli _
had just re-established amicable relations through the 

1 The expenses were subsequently met _by -a spontaneous movement 
-among Disraeli' s constituents, anxious to show their 'pride and gratifica· 
tion' at the eminent position which their representat-ive had attained. 

• 2 The Hon. F. Bridgeman, after~ards General Bridgeman (1846-1917); -
was defeated at Stafford.· 

:i It was in this speech·that Disraeli, with office looming in the immediate 
future, congratulated Bucks on having supplied four, or (in some reports) 
five, Prime Ministers out of thirty in ~ll. They were George Grenville, 
Lord Shelburne, Duke c;>f Portland (twwe), and Lord Grenville. :Uieraeli 
was himself a Bucks man by adoption. · 

4 Dismeli's romantic imagination conceived of his Royal Mistress as -the 
Faerie Queene of Spenser; and to his intimates he wrote of her as 'the 
Fairy,' 1ll' 'Faery.' See VI., ch;- 12. ' 
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good offices of Lady Chesterfield, Carnarvon's mother-in
law. There remained Salisbury, at once the most dis
tinguished and powerful, and the most bitter, of . the 
se-cessionists .. He had,' indeed, been working in general 
harmony with his old colleagues· in the House of Lords 
throughout the Gladstone Administration; and had given 
cordial support to Disraeli's 'lieutenant there, the- Duke 
of Richmond. But his distrust of Disraelfhimself had 
apparently not abated~ No direct commumcation what
_ever had passed between them ' since they parted in 
March; 1867; the overture about qffice in February, 1868, 

. having. been made t.hrough N orthcote; and rejected in so 
sum~ary a. fashion as tq close the d_9'or. upon amicable ,• 
intercourse. · Disraeli, who had· been ready• tl).ro]lghout 
for reconciliation, had taken advantage of his visit in 
December to Hardy's house in· Kent. to pay a friendly 
call on Salisbury's sist~r, Lady Mildied Betesford~H~pe, 
whose husband's antagonism to him rivalled Salisbury's; 
and, for a final healing of the b~each, he now ·made use 
of the kindly offices of the lady who was at one~ Derby's. 
wife and Salisbury's stepmother; Salisbury's main o~.:.-. · 

. jectlons of a,priblic character_had been rnet·byDisraeli's 
re{usal to take office in a minority in 1873, ~nd oy the 
fact that a Conservative Government in· 1874 would 
have a sequre majority. Nevertheless/before· 9onseriting 
even to meet Disraeli, Salisbury; .'~e are told, went· 
through a severe mental struggle; but ~public ·spirit and a· 
rioble ambition prevailed~ Disraeli was so well aware , 
both of the strength · of Salisbury's distr_ust and of his 

· vital importance as a colleague ill'office that until the 
··_meeting, which was at first accidentally~delayed, had been 

satisfactorily effected and agreement reached, he did not 
disguise his anxiety .. 

'' . 

. , · ·. \2, ·WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 16, 1874:-~Lady Derby tells 
· ·nie, that she thinks it very _desirable, arid that you· do not, 

altogether, • disagree with her;- that y'()U and myself. should 
·have some conversation on the ~tate of, public affairs. 
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The high opinion which, you well know, I always had of 
your abilities, and the personal regard which, from the first, 
I entertained for you, and which is unchanged, would render 
such a conversation interesting to me, and, I think, not 
disadvantageous to either of us, or to the public interests. 

I should be very happy to see you here, at your conve
nience, or I would call on you, or I would meet you at a third 
place, if you thought it more desirable. 

From Lord Salisbury. 

BEDGEBURY PARK, CRANBROOK, Feb. 16, -1874.-It would 
certainly be satisfa<(tory to me to hear your views upon some 
of the subjects which must at present .be occupying your 
attention-the more so that I do not anticipate that they . 
would be materially in disaccord with· my own. ·I am much 
obliged to you for proposing to· give me the opportunity of 
doing so. In conformity with your suggestion I called on 
you· this afternoon; but I was not fortunate enough to find 
you at home .... 

Just in the nick of time.Disraeli found a house to suit 
him in Whitehall Gardens,1 within a short walk both of 
Downing Street and of Westminster Palace; and so he 
was able to escape the inconveniences of an hotel, and, 
as he told Lady Bradford, 'live again ll.ke a gentleman.' 
To Whitehall Gardens he came up before the close of the 
second week in February, and in private conferences 
with his principal counsellors, Derby, Cairns, Northcote, 
and Hardy, settled the general plan of his Ministry, so 
that he was fully prepared when General Ponsonby 
arrived with the ·expected message on the evening of 
Tuesday, the 17th. Ponsonby found him ' much more 
open, lively, and joyous' than at _the crisis in the pre
ceding year; not conc~~ling his delight at the astonishing 
majority, which had shown, he claimed, how correct was 
the information on which he wrote the Bath letter. 

From Queen Victoria. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, Feb. 17,. '74.-The Queen has just seen · 
Mr. Gladstone, who has tendered his resignation and that of . 

1 No 2, Whitehall G<trdens in recent years became, very appropriately 
the office, first, of the ·committee of Imperial Defence, and afterwards of 
Mr. Lloyd George's War Cabinet. ' ' 
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his colleagues, which she has accepted-. She therefore writes . 
to Mr. Disraeli to ask him to undertake to forn:i a Government. 

The Queen would wish to see Mr. Disraeli here at fpast 
12 to-morrow morning. · -· ' 

To Lady Bradford. 

-! to 7 o'ck., Tuesday, Feb. 17.~eneral Ponsonby, who 
brought :me a letter from the Queen,--has'just left me. I 
go down to Windsor to-morrow morning at 11 o'ck. 

I have seen Lord Salisbury, who joins the Go~~rn:inent. 

·- Disraeli knew tnat·a cordial welcome awaited him at 
Windsor. , Lady Ely had written to him- on the Monday: 
'My dear mistress will be very happy to see you again, _. 
andJ know how careful and gentle you are_about all that • 
concerns her. · I think you understand her so well, besides 
appreciating her :Uoble fine qualities.'- The Queen was 

- in sympathy with: the country in desiring a less' harassing 
time in. domestic legislation, and a prouder outlook in 
foreign affairs; and she had a pleasant recollectio:p. of the 
care for her wishes and her honour which had marked 
DisraeU's short Ad~inistrationin 186f{ · 

Memorandum by Queen Victoria . 

. :Feb. 18;-Mr. DisraeH c~me at l .p. 12~ He ·expressed 
great surprise at the result of the elections. He ha_d thought_ 
there might have been a very small majority for them; but 

-nothing like this had been anticipated, and no party organisa-
'; tion cd~ have caused this result of a majority of nearly 64. 

Not since the _time of Pitt and-Fo~ had there been anythillg. 
-like it;-. Even ih '41 when such· a large majority had been 
· retwned for Sir R. Peel, it had not been so 'extraordinary, 
·because' he had ha.d a small majority. It justified, he said, the 
course he had pursued last March in declining to take office. , 
; .. Sir J. Pakington Providence had disposed of, 1 as he_ · 
amusingly said. . . . He was anxious ·to; bring as- much 
new talent and _blood into the .Govt. as possible. . . . He 
repeatedly said whatever I wished shd. be done-whatever 
his difficulties might be ! _ . - _ - ·ii: 

Disraeli returned from his audience of the_ Queen with 
his Cabinet fully matured ·and provisionally approved, 

- 1 P:~.kington was defeated stt proitwich, and raised to the peera.ge as LOrd 
Hampton. - -· · . -, 
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and he gave an account of his arrangements to the 
colleague who had now for four years led the Conserva
tive party in the Lords. 

To the Duke of Richmond. 

Private. WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 18, 1874.--,-I had 
an audience of· the Queen to-day at Windsor, from which I 
have this moment returned, when Her Majesty directed me to 
form an Administration and invited my views, how the Cabinet 
was to be constructed. 
_ I said, that I tl:).ought it ought not to be too large,-tha.t it 

should not exceed 12 members and that they might be divided 
equally between the two Houses. · 

I proposed that your Grace should take the lead and manage
ment of the House of Lords, in which you have been successful, 
with the post of Lord President, . supported by the Lord 
Chancellor, and three Secretaries of State, namely Foreign, 
Indian, and Colonial, filled by Lords :Derby, Salisbury, and · 
Carnarvon respectively; that these secretaryships; not being 
departments connected. with the great branches of expendi
ture, might fairly be placed in the Lords: and, with the Privy 
Seal, that would account for a moiety of the Cabinet. 

In the Commons, [that] the Treasury would be represented by 
myself, and Sir Stafford Northcote as Chancellor of Exchequer, 
and that the two great spending departments of Army a:nd 
Navy I proposed to entrust to Mr: Hardy and Mr. Hunt, as it 
was impossible to sustain d8bate in the Commons, if these 
great offices were represented by little men. · 

It would be necessary to introduce a stranger to public, 
. or rather official, life for the office, of Home Secretary, and I· 
mentioned for Her Majesty's consideration the name 'of Mr: 
Cross, the Member for Lancashire. · 

Lord John Manners would, as Postmaster-General, complete 
the other moiety. . 

The Queen will consider all this, and I shall hear from her 
probably this evening, but Her Majesty viewed the scheme 
favorably, and I am now .going to communicate it to my 
contemplated colleagues. I earnestly hope that you,- and 
they, may also favorably receive it, as I count much upon 
your support ... 

This is ratj1e~ a rough epis_tle, but I hav~ had rather a rough 
day. Excuse 1ts shortcommgs, and beheve me, that it is 
written with a sincere and anxious desire; to secure for the 
Queen a valuable servant, and for us all a colleague, whom we 
greatly regard, and highly respect and esteem. 
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The for~ation of the Cabinet proceeded without fric
tion amongst Disraeli's colleagues: Malmesbury, who. 
became Privy Seal, expressed a very general feeling in 
his letter of ac~eptance. · ' In the almost ~ne~ampled im
portance of your present position you mu_st, at any sacri"
fice of your personal predilections, look, not to the •past 
s~vices, but to the future usefulness of your colleagues.' 
The Cabinet accordingly was constituted as_follows: 

First Lord of the Treasury 
Lord Chancellor · 
Lord President 
-Lord Privy Seal 
Home Secretary 
Foreign Secretary 
Colonial Secretary 
War Secretary 
Indian Secretary 
Chancellor of the Exchequer 
First Lord of th'e Admiralty :: 
Postmaster-General 

B. DISRAELI. 
·LoRD CAIRNS. 
DUKE OF ·RICHMOND. 
EARL OF ·MALME.SBURY. 
RICHARD A. CRoss. . 
EARL OF DERBY .. 
EARL OF CARNARVON . 
GATHORNE HARDY. 
MARQUIS OF SALISBURY. 
SiR STAFFORD N ORTHCOTE. 
G. WARD HUNT. ~ 
LORD JOHN MANNERS. 

Wisely restricted to the very m_anageable number 'of 
twelve" pei·sons,i it w~s as strong and capable a 9abinet 
as· has ever taken oyer the government of this country .. 
In -:its chief· it had the. most arresting figure in politics 
since the death of Pitt; in Salisbury a man who was 
destined to ·hold in the future a place. in hi~ tory little 
less than his chief, and who was even then recognised 
as of unlimited promise. Besides these two there .were 
four statesmen, not unequal to the first place if· fortune ' 
should accord it to them-,--Cai~ns, Derby, Hardy, .and 
Northcote; five more who had given proofs, eitlier of 
character or of cleverness or of'' administrative ability 
beyond the common:-Richmond, Malmesbury, Carnarvon, 
Hunt, and ·Manners; and one_ new man-Cross, who was 
to administer the Home Office in such fashion as to set 
a shining exa'mple to future· Governments. · Little diffi~ 
culty was found in ·allotting th~ departments. Cairns, 
Malmesbury, .Derby, Carnarvon; and ·Salisbury went 

1 Gladstone's Cabinet had_nillnbered ·fifteen. 
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naturally back to the offices which they had -filled in one 
or other of the Cabinets of 1866-68, and where Cairns 
and Derby at least had served with much distinction. 
For Richmond, as leader of the ·Lords, the Presidency of 
the Council was a suitable post. Northcote, ·the only 
financier in the Commons capable of coping w!th Glad
stone, was in his right place at the Exchequer, whsre, 
but for the Abyssinian War, he would have been sent in 
1868; and it was wise to allot to Hardy, perhaps the 
most successful' administrator as well a~ the most fervid 
orator of the .party, the delicate task of conducting the 
military forces of the Crown through the transition period 
inaugurated by the Cardwell reforms, with a view to. 
their ~ransformation into an army·· of modern type. 
There was, indeed; no particular reason why Ward Hunt, 
whose reputation had been gained at the Treasury, 
should have been sent to administ~i:' the Admiralty; and 
there may be some who, remembering Hunt's enormous 
size. and physical weight, will suspect Disraeli of having 
had a double meaning when he wrote to Richmond that· 
a great office ,like that of First Lord should not be re
presented by a little man. Manners, too, was perhaps a ~ 
square peg in a round· hole with a business department 

· like the Post Office; and he told Disraeli he was ' rather 
apprehensive' of not fulfilling expectations. Cross's ap
pointment was the n~tural outcome of the substantial 
support given by his native Lancashire to the Conserva
tive cause; his qualifications, as lawyer and man of 
affairs, were vouched for by the Lancashire magnate, 
Derby, and had been recognised by Disraeli on his Man-
chester excursion. ' · 

A galaxy of ability in a Cabinet does not always pro
mote efficiency. Unless Ministers are deeply imbued 
with loyalty to a cause or a chief, their individual clever
ness may indeed tend tq resolve them. into· a chaos of 
jarring atoms. But this Cabinet was bound together by 
strong confidence in its chief. There were only two men, 
Salisbury and Carnarvon, who entered it with any mis; 
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. , giving; a~d there is evidence that ''s"ilisbury;.~t ap:y ~at~, . 
having once, though with difficulty,. broright.hjmseU to· 

~ come in, sougJ:t loyally from the .§rst f<?r,,poi~ts. of agr'ee-: 
ment ·rather than of difference, 'aii(l· did ,,hi~ utmost _to 

. mqke the combination a success. F6; rthe .rest'· <of the 
" ·cabinet, four of them-Derby,· Manners, · Malmesbury, 

·and· N orthcote-were bound to Disraeli. by ties of ·long·~ 
st";i'nding personal friendship and political collipanion
ship; and though the intimacy with Cairns and ·nardy 
was more recen~, the friendship and mutual c6nfidence 
were almost equally stro~g. With Richmond as leader · 
in. the Lords there had been fou~ years of harmonious· 
working; and Hunt and Cross owed.their promotion to-

. their chief's appreciation of their ability.· ' ~-
If the Cabinet was capable and. unite.d, there we:re 'men 

of note in .responsible positions outside. The mo~~ rising 
of the new men, Sir Michael Hicks Beach, whose .exclusion 

· fr~m the Cabinet was almost accidental, became Chief 
Secretary for Ireland. A first-class man of business, 
William Henry Smith, was app:ointed Secretary of the 
Treasury; and in Lord George Hamilton Disraeli dis~ 

·. , cove~ed a young man who justified his discernment, and 
:.~'who proved adequate to the heavy task of repr;sehting ·~ 

India in the House of Commons. Lord Geocge had been 
offered the Under-Secretaryship for Foreign Affairs, but 
ha~. been doubtful of ¥s French:.· Disrae1i assureQ. him 
that at the India Office there would be no necessity of 
speaking either Hindustani or Persian. Sir J oliii·Kais-: 
lake and Sir Richard Baggallay were the law. officers; 
no~ perhaps quite so admirable a combination as that 
which succeeded them in the later years of the Govern
ment, Sir John Holker and Si~ Hardinge Giffard. In 
Hart Dyke Disraeli had a most efficient Chief Whip~ Tne . 
Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland proved a difficulty, as often · 
before and since~.. The Duke of Abercorn;· who had' fille_d 

· the post with such distinction from\.18_66 to 1868, at ·first 
refused it; but after ineffectu~l attempts had 'been made 
to obtain the services first of the.·Du~e of Marlborough, •.. 
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and then of the Duke of Northumberland, he was pressed 
tQ recon~ider 'ins decision and ultimately19on.sented~ ';I'he 

.. government qf '§cotland ~as placed in the capable hands 
of Lord-Advocate Gordon, whose mettle Disraeli had 
alread{proved. . . _ 

No statesman ever succeeded in forming a Ministry 
without ·giving more br less serious offence in':' some 
quarter. t'" There was a clever friend of Disraeli's, who -as 
a young man had been one of his discoveries, but who, 
'oWijlg to: a certain instability of character, had h5.irdly 

·fulfilled anticipations. Him Disraeli approached in the 
most tactful and conciliatory manner, making him an 

. offer somewhat above his deserts, but decidedly below 
his hopes.· · 

To Lord Henry Lennox. 

· .. WHITEHALL GnNS., Feb. 19, '74.-The Queen said to me 
--- yesterday, that 'there was one offic~ which she was. always 
.......,_ anxious about, and that was the President of, the Board 

of Works: it touched her more personally than most. . 
When I told Her Majesty, that I contemplated recommend

ing her to appoint you, she appeared relieved, and pleased. 
It is an office with a great deal of work; but agreeable work.' 

It gives room for the e:x;ercise of your taste and energy. The 
,;. • • parJ.:s';the palaces, ana the public buildings of London, under .;-::: 

· .your r11le; ;.will, become an· ornament to the nation, and 'a . 
credit to the Government, of which, I trust, you will thus· 
become a member: 

Lennox, who had set his heart on Cabinet rank-very 
.unl'easonably, considering that his brother, the Duke of 
Richmon~, was bound to be of the number-was deeply 
hurt.~. Though he accepted the post and kept up the 
forms of the old affectionate friendship with Disraeli, he 
'never forgave the indignity,' and spoke of his cJ:¥ef to 
others with ' venomous acerbity.' Such is the testimony 

·of Lord Redesdale, who, a,s Bertram Mitford, served as 
Secretary to the B.oard of Works under Lennox's presi
dency, and who was himself deeply attached to Disraeli. 
Lennox's administration was_ not a success, caused Dis
·r,~li freque~t worry, and came to a premature end. 

' ' '{' . ~"/'-

'·-'0 . .: ..... -
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' The first ~thing after the : Cabjhet is. fQrmed · Js 'th~, · 
Househol,sl,' rell:\?>rked admagnate in Oon!ngsby; 1;o-thi~ 
delicate part of his task, so interesting ~:to the: 'great 
p~o~le . amon? whom .he. mo:e<I;;Dj~~elh; rtiind, was 

_ directed on hl8 very first audiep.ce 9f the Queen; ... as _he . • 
; " hoped,by a Household appointment to gratify the wishes ·,. · . 

of his •dearest friend. · '- ~- · 

· To Lady Bradford. 
... -

Wnmso:R CASTLE, Feb. ·18, 1874.-It is doubtful whether 
I shall see you to-day, for a tremendous pressure awaits me,. 
when I get back to town; which I think m·ay be about f;past-

. 4 or.5; hut I hope to try in the evening. · ; ; _. <'-• 
. What you suggesteci in your IJ.ote of this morning had alrea_<iy 

· ~.occurred j:;o me some days ago; but the difficulties are.}.mmens_e, 
"- • as you will see when we meet. Yet they will, I trust, be, over- · 

come, for I am influenced in this matter by a stronger feeling 
~- even thap ambition~ . _ ", ~ ,.. 

-,:..: --

~~ · ""' ··To Anne Lady Chesterfield. • . , ::.~::~ ~~; 

.. 
·~-· ,,.....-;;--
.;.._~ ... 

. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb .. 21.-Yesterday I 'kissed· "'';·::: 
hands, and to-day I take down Carnarvon t~:<Wind.sor and " 

(/ ... make him a Secy. of State, which, I hope; will please'you./' _ 
., 1-..,.Bradford is Master of the Horse, and Selina will ride iri, .: _ · 

(::::· royal carriag~s, break the line even in the entree, ail,q!gallop' .•.. 
"'_over all ~er Majesty's lieges. . I.see a diffe!enc~·altfady .i~.h • 

,·•· 

'!' 

-her demeanor. . . . - · 
_.; 

I~ was in-: the course. of the formation of the· House
hqld that Disraeli was first brought face to face ~w\th a 
thorny problem; which was to divide his Cabine.fi~.theii' 
first session, and to -range against the Government; a 
section ofthe community who should have b~e~ arri'op.g 
the firmest __ upholders of· Conse:r:vatism. - The spread .of 

__ Ritu~lis:ni was a inatk~d feature of the-day, and one 
'specially-repugnant to the. Queen; who refused 'to ~d:iliit> 
advanced High Churchmen ~to that--personal serv~ce to 
lierself. w!J_ich· .the Household invo~ved: unless they u:nAe,s- _ 

- too!r _not to take ·a prom5~ent patt''·inlQ.hur~lf tJOlj~i~i't:"' t _ 
Disraeli turned .in this; difficulty;;cto-<.the leading.High , 
Churchman in his•Cabinet. '- ,. _ ~~ ~· _ 31fj,,;t . . ... ~~ ~;~~r· ~. ~ ""~ .... _ '""".J 

:;; ~ .':-~~,i~ ~. ~- If : 

e1 ~ _ ... .......,.., . ···~ 
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T.o Lord Salisbury. 

, 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 22, 1874;-You were very 
right in saying, that the only obvious difficulties we should 
have in -our Go:vt. would, -or rather might, be religious ones. 
· Last night, the'!.:Queen, while accepting. the appointment 
of Beauchamp as a favor to myself, requires that there shall . • 
be an undertaking from him, that he will take lio prominent ~ 
part in Ch. politics. . . 

It is very desirable, Her Majesty adds, that this condition 
should be clearly understood, as she looks upon the views of 
the Ch. party with wh. Ld. B: is .connected, as detrimental 
to the interests of the Ch. of England, and dangerous to the 
Protestant religion. · . _ 

The Queen, therefore, could give no countenance to that 
party by admitting a prominent member of it into the Royal 
HoYsehold. . . . 

. This morning comes another letter. She hears with regret, 
that Lord Bath is as bad, as ·Lord Beauchamp: consequently, 
the same restrictions must be put upon him as on Lord Beau., 
etc~, etc. . •· 

I shall say nothing to Beauchamp myself, lest he throw up 
his appointment in an ecclesiastical pet, wh. would be only 
cutting his own throat, and whatever may be his faults of 
manner and temper, he is a thorough good fellow, as, I believe, 
we both feeL ' - . 
. But I wish you would consider all this, and give ;ne your '· 

advice. _You might perhaps say things as a friend to him; .,. 
wh. might be harder to bear from an official chief. I think 
with tact,· and a thorough understanding between you and . 
myself,· the ship may be steered thro' all these Church and' 
religious sandbanks and shallows, but I see that vigilance is 
requisite. Greater trials will arise than the appointment of 
a Lord Steward or a Lord Chamberlain. ; 

From Lord Salisbury. 

Confidential. 20, ARLINGTON STREET, S.W., J!eb. 22,-'74.-
1 will speak, if you think it desirable, to both Bath and Beau
,champ on this . point. I am sure they will feel it a matter 
of duty not to put themselves forward ih Church matters in 
a sense disapproved of by the Queen, so long as they are so 
closely connected with her immediate service. The argument 
-if I may venture to suggest it-which will weigh with her 
most strongly, I believe, against too decided measures, is that 
this Ritualist party, though not preponderant· in numbers, 
is ·numerous enough, if it goes against the Establishment, 

II. ,. 21 
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to tum the scale. It is earnest, to. fanatiCism: it sits loosely 
to the Establishment, as matters stand: and if driven by any 
act of serious aggression; will listen to its most reckless advisers 
and throw itself on the Free Church side. A disruption in 
England will not perhaps take place for so light a matter 
as that which took place in Scotland. But, if it does take 
place, it will bring the whole fabric of the Church down about 
our ears. . . 

Of course this applies to graver matters than Household 
places. Mere·discountenance will do little harm: but I .should 
look with the gravest alarm to any action on the part of the 
Legislature. The Bishops are at some work which may be 
dangerous-moved by Ellicott,l who is an unsafe guide. I 
hope in such matters you will take counsel with the Bishops. 
whom you and· Lord· Derby placed upon the Bench. They 
are all I think sound men. · 

Salisbury's advice was in the main judicious, and for the 
'moment Disraeli was apparently disposed to accept it, 
as he passed it on to his royal mistress, to whom it was 
extremely unpalata?le . 

... , 
"To Queen Victoria. 

2, WIDTEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 23, 1874.-Mf. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: 

·Your Majesty may rest assured, that your Ministry will do 
everything in their power to discountenance the Ritualist 
party. Much may be done in that way, particularly if done 
by a Ministry that is believed to be permanent. Any aggres
sive act of a legislative character will only make martyrs 

'and probably play the game of the more violent members of 
the party. . . . · · · · 

Feb. 28:-. . . Your Majesty's Household is now complete 
and need not fear competition with the Royal Household 
formed by any Ministry, either in your Majesty's happy :reign, 
or in those of yo~r royal predecessors. ' . · 

Mr. Disraeli thinks it of importance, that the high nobility 
should be encouraged to cluster round the throne· 

' ' To change ba~kthe oligarchy into a. generous a.ris.:: 
toora;cy round a real throne ' had been one of the aims of 
'Young England '; and Disra.eli no· doubt felt he. was 
fulfilling at ,least part of his earlie'r aspirations· :when he 

~ . t f • ' 

1 Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. 
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placed round the person of his Sovereign the heads of 
the_ houses of Cecil (elder branch); Seymour (younger 
branch), Bridgeman, and Lygon, the heir of the Percies, 

· a Wellesley, and a Somerset; while in the Cabinet and in 
important positions outside there were the representa
tives ofthe Stanleys, Hamiltons, Lennoxes, Harberts, and 
Cecils (younger branch), besides a Manners, a Lowther, a 
Bentinck, and a Bourke; the house of Churchill failing 
to be represented only because its head had declined for 
family reasons the Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland. 

Hardy describes Disraeli during the-process of Ministry
making as ' in a whirl, much excited and tired. of all his 
disagreeable duty.' But though the business tired him, 
and drove him at its close to Brighton to recruit his 
strength,· there can be no doubt that he took a keen and 
justifiable pleasure in his first uncontrolled exercise of 
the patronage of the Crown/ and especially in the oppor
tunity it gave ,him of finding suitable positions for those 
of. his friends whom he knew to be competent. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDE:ijS, S.W., Feb. 27, 1874.-What with 
the drawing-room yesterday and a crowd of interviews 
afterwards in Downing St., and endless letters, I could not 
find time to write the only lines which really interested me
to her, who is rarrlY absent from my thoughts and never from 
my heart. · · 

It has been an awful affair altogether, but it is now done, 
and on Monday next there will be a Council at Windsor, 
when we shall appoint the Lord Lieut[enan]t of Ireland, and 
swear in, and sanction, all the remaining members of the Govt. 
The Queen did not settle about the Chambedainship till 
midnight on Wednesday. I had retired when the box arrived, 
but was roused at 6 o' ck. a.m. 'with the news of the capture of 

-,Coomassie,2 which I sent on to H.M. immediately with three 
1 'After all,' he wrote to Lady Bradford on Oct. 23, 1875, it is affectation 

to talk of the bore and bother of patronage and all that. The sense of 
power is delightful. It is amusing to receive the letters I do ...• I had 
no idea I was the object of so much esteem, confidence, public and private, 
and respectful affection; and as no body in the world, were I to die to-morrow 

. would give up even a dinner party, one is sensible of the form of life~' ' 
• 2 The AshR.ntee capital. 
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dashes under the word 'Important' on the label. She had 
been very low the night before about the first news. . 

The Government is a very strong Government, and gives 
much satisfaction. . I have contrived, · in the minor and 
working places, to include every ' representative ' man, that 
is to say every one who might be troublesome. Clare Read 
and Sir Massey Lopes have enchanted the farmers, and I have 
placed Selwin I,bbetson, Jem Lowther, Cavendish Bentinck, 
and ali those sort of men who would have made a Tory cave. 
'rhere are some te!rible disappointments, but I have written 
soothing letters, which on the whole have not been without 
success .... · 

Montagu [Corry] is with me here as much as he can, but, be
tween dead and living sisters, not as much as I wish. Since you 
left town;! have never dined out. There is plenty to occupy· 
me in the evening, for my table is covered with despatch 
boxes, all of which must be attended· to. In ordinary affairs, 
these can be managed, even with a Ho. of Commons; but there 
is· nothing so. exhausting as the managemellt of · meri-my. 
present life-:-e:x:ce'pt perhaps the management of women; 
and I make'Iittle progress at night; . 

I shall always consider it most unfortunate, I would almost 
say unkind, that you quitted town at this. conjuncture-.,.~he 
greatest of my life. I do not think I could have deserted_ you; 
but I will only say, Adieu. . ' 

March I.-The Queen is delighted with the Household 
appointments in the Commons. . . . 

I am a prisoner to-day, but I hqpe I shall be all right to
morrow and get to Windsor: then my indisposition will not 
transpire. I have had a great many visitors to-day, among 
them the Master ofthe Horse. 
. I have been writing consolation letters all the morning-
among them to Cochrane.1 . I 

I should not be surprised were the Und. Secy of War to 
be-the Earl of Pembroke ! 2 but this is a real secret, knovm 
only to me, himself, and you. · 

Tuesday night [March 3].-:-· .. I am not. as well as I 
could wish to :be.. The truth is forming a Government is a 
very severe trial,. moral ~nd ma:erial. I have never, .. until 
to-day, ha!;l air or exerCise, tho I have had to n:J,ake five 
journeys ,to Windsor.· ; · . 

I was thinking of getting to Brighton for a couple of days 
after the Cabinet to-morrow, but I shall come up if I hear of 
your arr~ vaL . 
· 1 The first Lord La!nington. , 

' 2 Son of Disraeli's old opponent, Sidney Herbert. The appointment 
was made.· 
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The P. of Wales has written me a most affectionate letter 
from St. Petersburg; he was .so touched by my note telling 
him that the Queen had sent for me! You know all about 
that. . . . · 

The .Counvess of Cardigan and Lancastre called here the 
other day, and has since writte1.1~a. wondrous letter! These 
are some of the things that have happened to D. 

BEDFORD HoT[EL], BRIGHTON, March 8.-... How very 
unlucky I should have left town-but for the first time in 
this great affair· I felt dead beat ; always, almost, in the 

· same room, unceasing correspondence or endless interviews. 
But to have se~n you would have been a much better and more 
beneficial change, than ev~n these soft breezes and azure 
·waters. . . . _ 

H.R.H. paid me a visit on Friday morning, before noon~ 
a very long one; and he asked me to dine with him oo petite 
[sic] comite on Sunday. I was obliged to decline and gave him 
the reason. . . . . 
. If affairs were not at this moment so pressing-the Queen's 

Speech to prepare, and frequent Cabinets, I should come down 
to Bournemouth. I cannot do that, tho' my thoughts will 
be ever there. · 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. ·. . . 
WHITEHALL GARDENS, Mar. 16, 1874.~1 was interrupted 

while writing to you late yesterday, by the unexpected call 
of the Due d'Aumale. . . . Next to Lord Orford, the Due 
d' Aumale is my greatest friend-! dedicated Lothair to him. 
I do not know his equal. Such natural ability, such extreme 
aCcomplishment, and so truly princely a mind and bearing. 
Between the Comte de .Chambord and the Comte de Paris, 
he has been' sat upon' in life, and- has had no 'opportunity.' 
He looks extremely well and says he is, 'tho',' he added with 
much melancholy, 'I am now alone in the world.' .. : · 

Corry, of course, resumed his position · of principal 
private secretary to the new Prime Minister,.--with two 
Tre~s.ury clerks to assist him: Algernon Tumor, ~fter
wards Financial Secretary to the Post Office, and James 
Daly, who succeeded later to the peerage of Dunsandle. 

· There was' no suitable place on Disraeli's staff for Rose, 
who was intimately associated with his private fortunes • 

. ' and who had long been in the closest touch with his 
political career, until the work of agent to the Conse~va
tive party outgrew the capacities of a busy firm of soli-
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citors. But Disraeli was never ungrateful; and one of 
his earliest recommendations for honours was that of. 
Rose for a baronetcy. 

Philip Rose to Montagu Corry. 

FJb. 21, 1874.-What a pleasure it is to see D. so really 
great ! You can understand some of my feelings at witnessing 
the complete realisation of my early predictions, attributed 
at that.time to boyish enthusiasm, but which only strengthened 
as time went on, and which I have never let go even in the 
darkest times. You will not wonder that at. times it· cost 
me a pang at being shut out f~om all share in those triumphs 
of political life with which at one time I was actively asso~ 
ciated, and for the main object of which I have toiled and 
striven for 30 years, and· with which my life has been identified; 
but in the lottery of life some are destined to climb the ladder, 
and others to remain obscure. 

To Queen Victoria. 

'10, DowNING STREET, April 17, 1874.-... Mr. Philip 
Rose is.the son of a burgher family of Bucks, which has existed 
in repute for more than two centuries. Mr. Rose is now the 
possessor· of a fine estate in that county, of. which he is a 
magistrate. . He is a man of education, but entirely the 
creator of his own fortune. His life has been one of singular 
prosperity; mainly owing to his· combined energy and in-
tegrity, and toa brilliant quickness of perception. . · 

Disraeli, from first to last, regarded his life as a brightly 
tinted romance, with himself as hero. Now the third 
volume1 had been opened. By genius and resolution, in 
spite of a thousand obstacles, the' Jew boy,' the despised 
adventurer, the Orientai mystery-man, had reached the 
summit of place and power. Not. only was he once again 
the First Minister of wh~t Englishmen may be forgiyen' 
for thinking the leading nation in the modern world, but 
his countrymen had· umnistakably expressed their desire 
to .be governed by him; he was supported by a large 
majority in both House,s of. Parliament, all signs of dis
affection in the. party to his leadership having dis-

1 The present generation may need to be reminded that, in mid-Vic· 
torian days, novels-and Disraeli's among them-were won~ to appear iii: 
three volum.,s. · 
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appeared ; he was surrounded by a capable and un- · 
usually homogeneous band of. colleagues ; . he was 
regarded with peculiar favour by his Sovereign; and he 
rapidly came to hold in society, strictly so called, a place 
of distinction such as few Prime Ministers have aspired 
to and fewer attained. ' 

It was a triumph of romance, but it was also a tragedy. 
The hero had all that he had played for; but fruition had 
been delayed till he was in his seventieth year and had 
lost the partner of his life and of his ambition. Even 
on his first attainment of the Premiership in 1868, he 
had said to W. ·F. Haydon in reply to congratulations, 
'For me it is twenty year~;~. too late. Give me your age 
and your health.' How much more fervently did he 
echo that cry of ' Too late ' to those who congratulated 
him six years afterwards! ·'Power!' he was heard once 
to mutter. in his triumphal year of 1878; 'it has come 
to me too late. There were days when, on waking, I 
felt I could move dynasties and governments; but that• 
has passed away.' That youth was the period for action; 
that to be granted adequate scope for your genius when 
young was the supreme gift of Heaven, had always been 
his creeQ.. Now, however much he might call in art to 
assist nature, he was indubitably becoming old; though 
he might still be fresh in spirit, he was not physically 
comparable to Palmerston when he reached the Premier
ship at a similar age in i855, or to. Gladstone when he 
took up the burden a second time at the age of.seventy 
in 1880. Tough as Disraeli's fibre had proved through the 
struggles of nearly fifty years, _he had never been really 
robust, and indeed in early manhood had undergone a 
prolonged period of grave debility. His intimate notes 
to his wife from the House of Commons form a constant 
record of indisposition, and of requests for pills and 
other remedies or prophylact~cs. Then in 1867 he had 
had a ·serious attack .of. gout, and he had suffered in
termittently since, notably from. bronchial trouble in 
1870. The labours of the Premiership in the Commons 
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almost immediately brought on renew:ed attacks; first 
in the sp~ing and then in the autumn of 1874 he was 
pursued by gout, gouty bronchitis, a1;1d asthma; and 
finally in 1876 he was driven to choose between definite 
retirement and a .retreat. to the House of ~ords. Even 
the relief afforded by the conduct of business in the less' 
laborious House, tho.ugh great, was not sufficient; and 
the unwearied service. which ·he ·rendered to his country 
was accompanied by a. persistent undercurrent of pain 
and physical debility, down to his lastillness in 1881. . 

Without.the stimulus given not merely by his honour
able ambition but· by the intimate anP, endearing rela
tions which he had establisheq with. Lady. Bradford and 
Lady Chesterfield, he could hardly have borne the prin
cipal burden of government during years of difficulty and 
danger. But even the intimacy with his new friends 
could not dull the sense of loneliness . and desolation 

' ·, 

caused by the absence Qf the wife to whom, as Hardy 
noted in his diary, the 'long reign' 9f 1874-1880 would 
have been a 'true joy.' Had Lady ChesterfielQ accepted 
him, or had it been possible for· him to marry Lady 
Bradford, the vacancy by his hearth, which so keenly 
affected him, would have beeh filled. But, as things 
were, he experienced only too vividly through all his last. 
eight years that melancholy which prorp.pted the bitter 
cry of his friend the Due d'Amnale, ' I. am now alone in 
the world.' Sir William Fraser's fussy obtrusiveness and 
misplaced .egotism often mar the effect of his Disraelian 
stories ; but he .was inspired by a true discernment in the 
message which he sent to his chief in the beginning of the 
1874 ·Administration. 

· The only communication which I made to Disraeli at the 
time of' his last Premiership was one which I was told he felt 
deeply. I asked a common friend to tell him that I was 
sure t~at the feeling in his heart which dominated all others 
was, that one who had believed in him from the first, whose 
whole life and soul haq been devoted to him, who had· longed 
arid prayed for his ultimate success, was, now that his success 
had come, no more--his wife.1 . 

1 Frailer. 'PP· 270, 271. 



CHAPTER IX. 

PoLITICAL SuccEss ANn PHYsiCAL FAILURE. 

1874. 

'I am only truly great i~ action. If ever I am placed 
in a truly eminent~ position I shall prove this.' So in a 
moment of exaltation wrote Disraeli in his thirtieth year; 
now, in his seventieth, at long'Iast, he was to show that 
he had not misjudged his own capacity. Social improve
ment at home and the enhancement and consolidation of 
our imperial position abroad were to :J:>e the task of the 
Ministry under his guidance; but in both respects. Minis
ters proceeded with caution and deliberation, with the 
unexpected result that the interest of their first session 
was predominantly ecclesiastical. On the domestic side, 
in compliance with the general desire for a respite from 
incessant legislation, they determined to do no more than 
lay this year a foundation for their policy. They ap
pointed a Royal Commission to investigate the subject 
of the r;elati9ns of master and s~rva.nt; a~d proposed to 
deal at· once with only a few minor matters, including 
an amendment of the Factory Act and certain modi
fications of the new licensing law. On the imperial 
side, in order to show that the new Government hoped 
to infuse some spirit and dignity into foreign policy, 
Disraeli suggested to Derby the introduction into the 
Queen's Speech of ' a phrase which, without alarming, 
might a little mark out out policy from our unpopular 
predecessors'.' The phrase actually used was: ' I shall 
not fail to exercise the influence arising from these cordial 
relations [with foreign Powers] for the maintenance of 

rL 641 ' 21* 
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European peace, and the faithful ~bservance of inter
national obligations.' 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, March 14, 1874 -Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: 

He encloses a draft of the Royal Speech for your Majesty's 
consideration. 

Your Majesty will observe, that he has somewhat deviated 
from the routine paragraph respecting foreign affairs. He 
thought the accession to office of a new Ministry was not a 
bad occasion to call the attention of Europe to that respect 
for treaties which your Majesty's present advisers, with your 

, approbation, are resolved to observe. • · 
In case.news of the treaty being signed do not arrive, the 

paragraph respecting the Ashantee War will require modifi
cation. · · .. 

·Parliament will open on Thursday the 19th. Whether your 
Majesty will be graciously pleased to open it, shall be a matter, 
always, for your Majesty alone to decide. · 

· Mr. Disraeli has too high, ~nd genuine, an opinion of your . 
Majesty's judgment, and too sincere an appreciation of your 
Majesty's vast political experience, to doubt that, whatever 
your Majesty's decision on this important subject, it will be a 
correct one. He will not, therefore, pres]Jmeto dwell [on], only 

· • to glance at, the peculiar circtunstances of the present occasion : 
a new Parliament; a ballot Parliament; a new Ministry; 
a Ministry recommended to your Majesty by an extraordinary 
expression of Conservative opinion; the great and deep popu
larity of the Royal House at the present moment, and the 
especial, ~tnd even affectionate, reverence for your Majesty's 
person; the presence of illustrious strangers, at this moment; 
at your Majesty's Court; and the most interesting cau·se of 
that presence 1-all these considerations,. Mr. Disraeli feels 
sure, will be duly weighed by your Majesty, and decided upon 
with dignified discretion. 

Disraeli's insinuating pleading did not prevail to 
secure the Queen's presence at the openipg of Parliament;· 
and accordingly there was nothing dramatic about the 
first public appearance of his Ministry. He had the 
wisdom . and magnanimity to suggest the re-election of 
the Liberal Speaker chosen towards thE;l close of the last 

· 1 The recent marriage of the Duke of Edinburgh to a daughte~ of the 
Emperor of Russia. 
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Parliament, Henry Brand. The depression of the beaten 
Liberals was augmGnted by Gladstone's announcement 
that he only proposed to attend occasionally during the 
present session, and reserved to himself the right to 
resign absolutely the leadership of the Opposition in the 
following spring. It was, Disraeli said on one of the 
occasions when he met his rival on the neutral ground 
of Marlborough House, ' the wrath, the inexorable wrath, 
of Achilles.' · 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
WHITEHALL, March 17, '1874.-... Yesterday we had a 

grand banquet at Marlboro' House, which was agreeable 
enough. I had not very lively neighbours at dinner ... _' 
However, I do not dislike what Macaulay called some' flashes 
of silence,' and unless I sit next to you, or. somebody as inter
esting and charming, I find a pleasant repose in a silent 
banquet, particularly _with a good band. 

After dinner we had conversation enough, and I could 
amuse you for hours, if we were walking together alone at· 
Bretby, but alas ! the pressure of business, wh. is now getting 
intense, can only spare time for a snatch. . _ 

The Dss. of Edinburgh was lively as a bird. She does not 
like our habit in England of all standing after dinner, and I 
must say I find it exhausting. In Russia the Court all sit. 

She asked me who a certain person was, talking to a lady. 
I replied, 'That is my rival.' 'What a strange state society 
is in here,' she said. ' Wherever I go, there is a double. Two 
Prime Ministers, two Secretaries of State, two Lord Chamber
lains, and two Lord Chancellors.' . . .. 

To Lady Bradford. 
WHITEHALL, March 19, 1874.-... I had a very hard day 

yesterday. A great personage,1 a favourite of yours and of 
mine, was with ine all the morning at this house with difficult 
and delicate affairs; then without luncheon, I had to run to 
D[owning] S[treet] to keep my appointments with the mover 
and seconder of the Address, each of whom I had to see 
separately; then a long Cabinet, and then. the banquets! 
Mine was most successful, and I believe also Derby~s. Every
body said they never saw a_ more brilliant table. I gave 
Gunter carte blanche, and he deserved it. He had a new ser
vice of plate. Baroness Rothschild sent me six large baskets 
of English strawberries, 200 head of gigantic Parisian 

~ 

1 The Prince of W a.les. 
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asperges, and the largest and finest Strasburg foie gras that 
ever. was seen. All agreed that the change of nationality 
had not deprived Alsace of its skill. . . . 

To-day I am to take my· seat at four o'ck., introduced by 
Oisl and Mr. Henley, ... 

' Things went off very quietly in the House,' was 
Disraeli'.s description of the opening day to Lady Bradford. 
' Gladstone made a. queer dispiriting speech, and, in short, 
told his party that the country had decided against them, 
·and that they were thoroughly beaten.' The one urgent 
topic was the famine in India; and the Vigorous measures 
which, in spite of Anglo-Indian opposition, the Liberal. 

·.Viceroy, Northbrook, was taking to cope with it received 
w~rm support from Salisbury and the new Government. 
The occasion.gave Lord George Hamilton an.opportunity 
to show that Disraeli had not ·been niistaken in singlfug 
}lim' out for r.esponsible office. 'This 'is a triumph for 
me,' he wrote to Lady Bradford. 2 · 

To Queen Victoria . 

• HousE OF COMMONS, March 20, 1874.-Mr. Disraeli with 
hishumble duty to yourMajesty: ... 

Mr. Disraeli was very ina:dvertent in not reporting the pro
ceedings of the House of Commons last night toyourMajesty. 
He will .to-night (Lb initio,.so th,at your Majesty's record. of the 
new Parliament shall be. corp.plete: . . · 

He is now writing hurriedly in his place, in the midst of 
business and not wishing to keep the Windsor messenger. 

10, DoWNING STREET, March 20, 1874.-... An interest
ing evening in the House of Commons. The Hom,e Rule 
debate was actively, but not forcibly, sustained by the Irish 
members .. Mr .. Gladstone spoke early in the debate, and well. 
Sir Michael Beach with great force aijd success. 

The night was favoill'able .. to the young Ministers. 'Lord 
George Hamilton greatly_ distiliguished himself in his Indian 
statement. Bo,th sides of the.· Ho11se were delighted with 
WID: with his thoxough -knowledge of his s~bj~ct; his fine 
voice; his calmness, dignity, and grace. He spoke for exactJy 

. ... . ' . ~ . ' . ' . . , . 

· .l.General Forester, Lady Bradford's brother, who shortly afterward!! 
succeeded as 3rd Lol'!lForester, .w~s in March, 1874, Father of the House 
of Commons. · , . 

· t Lord Georgjl, in hia· interesting' Partiamentary Reminiaeence&, has given 
in full the flattering desoription of his speech in the letter to I.a.dy Bradford. 
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an hour. ~- Disraeli has rarely witnessed so great a success 
~and, what is better, a promise of grea,ter. 

There were only ten days of the Parliamentary session 
before the Easter recess; and the new -Minister had a vast 
amount both of work and of society to pack into his 
early days of power. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

WHITEHALL, March 24, 1874.-... Yesterday was a gal-
loping day: , . . . · · 

I had to see Sir Garriet Wolseley1 at one, and find· out what 
he expected, or wished, as a reward : not a very easy or pleasing 
task. It often happens, in such cases, that Gove111nients • 
put themselves much out of the way to devise fitting recog
nition of merit; and then find they have decided on exactly 
the very thing that was not wanted. 

Then 1 had a great deputation· in D.S. at t past 2. o'ck.; 
then the Ho. of Comm. at! past four, and t~en, keep'ing my 
brougham ready, I managed to steal away to Belgrave Sqre. 
at t past 6, and see somebody I·love as mucli as I do yourself. 
Then I had to get home tO dress for one of the great wedding 
banquets; at Gloster House: all the royalties there-Marlboro' 
House, Clarence House, and Kensington Palace; and a host of 
Abercorns, Ailesburys, Baths, Barringtons, etc., etc., not 
forgetting the hero of the hour, Sir Garnet again. 

He is a little man, but with a good presence, and a oright 
blue eye, holds his head well, and has a lithe figure: he is only 
40; so has a great career before him. . . . 

I am very well, altho' the work is increasing and it seems 
a dream. I told s6mebody that I was well because I was 
happy, and she said' Of course you are, bedtuSe'you have got 
all you wished.' · . . · · · · . 

But I assure you, as I assured ·her, it is -not that. 1 am 
happy in yr. friendship and your sister's. They are tlie charm. 
and consolation of a life that would otherwise be ,lonely. 
You are always something to think about; something that 
soothes and enlivens amid vexation and care. . . . · 

5 o'ck., March 29.-... We have had a busy week, social 
and otherwise: a drawing-room· and a levee. Selina presented. 
her daughter, Lady Mabel, 2 as you know. Selina was in mourn
ing, but it particularly becomes.her, and, in my opinion, she 

. 1 Who had commSJ:!.ded the Ashantee expedition a.nd taken Cooma.ssie; 
afterward§ F,M. Visooqp.t Wolaeley. • 

2 Now Lady Mabel Kenyon-t:ila.ney. 
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' was 'much the most distinguished person at the Palace. I 
dined in Belgrave ,Sqre. aft[erwar]ds and met the Baths, and • 
one. or two ~greeable people: a little round table; not n;iore 
than the Muses and not less than the Graces. . . . · · 

10, DowNING ST., Marek 31.-I have just adjourned the 
Ho. of Commons for a fortnight. I begin to feel the reality 
of power .... 

To Lady Bradford. 

10, DowNING STREET, Marek 31.-... I spoke last nightl. 
quite to my own satisfaction, which I rarely do, but did not -
produce any great effect on the House, which expected some
thing of a more inflammatory kind in all probability. I 
gave them something Attic. Your friend Tlie Times again 
assailed me, wh. I disregard and shd. not 1_1otice if you did 
not ... : 

Disraeli spent the Easter recess at Bretby. Two 
sentences; one from a letter to Corry, ·and the other from 
a ~etter to Lady Bradford, give us pictures· of his after
noon drives and his evening relaxations. ' We came 
home in an open carriage-a break-in pelting rain; but 
my fascinating hostess covered me· with her .um brelia, ·so 
that I was as comfortable as in a tent, and wished the 
storm to last.' ·'We play whist ever·y eveni~g, ·an·d 1' 
have never once revoked; more than that, Lady Ches. 
says I play a "really good game."'. 

The immediate business before the Government was 
the Budget~a particularly crucial issue, as it was ori the 
financial cry of abolishing the income tax that-Gladstone 
had gone to the country. .lfrom Bretby, in answer t<) an 
appeal from Northcote, who had kept him fully informed 
of ·the development of his schemes, he wrote a· decisive 
letter. 

To Sir Stafford N ortkcote. 

BI;tETBY PARK, April 4, 1874.-If we don't take care, we· 
shall make a muddle of the Budget; It is: indispensable 
that we should take 1d. off the income tax. . . . 

I was always in favour of introducing a rating bill, provided 
we could deal largely with loc~l taxation. If you pass a rating 
bill, relieye the ratepayers from police and lunatics, and 

1 In moving the vote of thanks to the General a~d the troops for the 
Ash&IitN~ expedition. 
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abolish the Government exemptions, I consider the local 
• taxation question virtually settled. The rating bill would 

run pretty easily with such adjuncts.' You will have, by this 
mode, satisfied a large party in the House, and largely con
sisting of our friends. 

The repeal of the sugar duties will satisfy the free traders 
and the democracy. · . 
· . The reduction of · one penny in the incom,p tax will be a 
golden bridge for all anti-income tax men in our own ranks. 
They will grumble, but they will support us. 

With these three great objects accomplished, I think you 
may count on success. 

If you can do more, do it, but that would not be necessary. 
The repeal of the horse duty was necessary, when you con
templated dealing so partially, and, comparatively speaking, 
slightly, with the local burthens. Now it will range itself 
if necessary with the taxes on locomqtion, the consideration 
of which may keep.· It seems to me, however, that you 
might repeal the horse duty in addition; and I am clear 
that you had .better not recede in any considerable degree 
from the original estimates. . . . 

I hope I have made my views pretty, clear. I send this by 
messenger, as I don't like the post as a means of conveyance, 
when the repeal of taxes is conoerned. 

It pleased the Opposition to describ,e .a Budget drawn 
on these large lines as frittering away the Liberal surplus 
of over five millions; but subsequent history has shown 
how utterly impracticable was Gladstone's showy policy 
of complete abolition of ,the income tax. Had he pre
vailed for the moment, the increasing demands of arma
ments on the one hand, and of social legislation on the 
other, must have led to its reimposition within a very 
few years; and !t is, creditable to Disraeli, that, though 
he dallied long with the hope of abolition, yet when he 
attained power in 1874. he declined, with the prospect 
of progressive expenditure, to abandon so powerful an 
engine of revenue. He was able, in this halcyon period 
of abounding trade and political qUietude, to reduce the 
rate to twopence, to· abolish the sugar duties and the 
horse tax, and to relieve local rates of the burden of 
police and lunatjcs; bpons which, save in co;mparison 
with total relief from- income tax, would have boon 
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reg~rded as. eminently praiseworthy, and which were 
a.cc~pted by Parliament as satisfactory. 

0 Within a few days of his return from Bretby Disraeli 
was seized by the first ofa series of attacks of gout which 
crippled him, at intervals, for the remainder of the year. 

. " To Anne Lady Chesterfield • 

. WmTEHALL GARDENS, April 16, 1874.-. . . After five 
years' truce, the gout attacked· my left hand ori Monday last. 
I have borne up against it as well as I could, for I don't think 
the world likes 'sick Ministers, but I am afraid it has beaten· 
me .. After a ·long Cabinet yesterd~y, I was obliged to send 
my excuses tothe Speaker, to .decline dining With hini; and 
tho' I niust manage to appear in the H. of C. to~ day for the 

· ·Budget; I fear my arm must be jn a 'sllng. . . . , 
WHITEHALL, April 18. -. . . I have seen my hand 

to-day for the first time for a week, and tho' not exactly fit 
fora Lord Chamberlain, it would do for a morganatic ma:rriage, 
wh. is always rather an ugly affair... . . . • ·· 

To Lady Bradford. 
W[HITEHALL GARDENs]; April 18, 1874. -. • . The 

Budget is very successfuJ.l . . . . . 
If I can I must go to the Salisbury banquet to-day, but I 

will not decide till six o'ck .... · I was in the House last 
night till mid:riight, and only left because I was assured there 
cd. be-no more divisions. There was one; however, and Mr.' 

. Secy. Cross talked, I' see, of the. P:r:ime Minister's absence on 
account of the state of his health' I J I 0 Whatlanguage! ·. . . 
· Apri09.-. .. .It won't do for me to go down to Brighton, 

an9, give. up the d~ers I have accepted, or they wd. make 
out I was. very ill and all that. I have refused every in vita:-. 
tion that has arrived siiwe I. returned to toWri.. I mean· to 
fashion and frame my life into two divjsions: the public life,' 
.vh. speaks: for itself; and 'the· inner, or social life, wh., so far 
as I can ar,range;shall be· confined to the society of those I 
love and those who love them.. · 

Life, at least so _much of it 'as may remain to me, is far too 
valuable to 'waste its fragrance oii the desert air;' I live for 
Power and the Affections;hand.one may enjoy both without, 
oeing bored and wearied with aU the dull demands of conven
tional i~tercourse. . 

1 In reporting to the Queen Disraeli wrote tha.t 'the Budget was extrem:ely 
well received by· the House. The speech was artistically conceived and "' 
the interest skilfully sustained till the end.' · 

1 
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Yesterday was one of those cumbrous banquets wh. I ab}lor, 
and wh. in my present condition was oppressive-French 
Ambassadors, ·and Dukes and Duchesses of Marlboro' and 
Cleveland, and all that. It did me no harm, however, for I 
was resolved and firm, asked for seltzer water, did not pretend 
to drink wine, or to eat. I had the honor to sit by the great 
lady of the mansion, so long, and so recently, my bitter foe, 
She feasted me with, sometimes skilful; adulation. .If I were 
not really indifferent to it, wh. I think I am, I certainly 
appeared to be so yesterday, for with the depression of my 
complaint, and the want of all artificial stimulus, I felt I was 
singularly dull and flat. I could scarcely keep up the battle
dora; the shuttlecock indeed frequently Jell. 

I am told by another great lady, that all this homage is 
sincere. It is the expression of ' gratitude '; not so much for 
the offices I have showered on them/ as for the delicate manner 
in which I spare them .the sense of ' humiliation.' 

April 25.-.... Last night2 was most amusing. Gladstone 
stagey, overdone, and full of false feeling and false taste; 
trying to assunie the position· of Scipio Mricanus1 accused by 
a country which he had saved. 

But, between SmoUett and Whalley, it was a. prov~cial 
Hamlet bet[wee]n clown and pantaloon. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

W.G.-, May 6.-Yesterday was the first party division of 
the session, and the Ministry won triumphantly.3 The battle 
came off on a different issue from that which I had appre
hended when I dined out, wh. was almost as rash as the Duke 
of Wellington's ball at Brussels. But I had made all my 
preparations, tho' I had contemplated a different point of 

·attack. 
The. majority of 63 may be looked upon as our working 

·majority-to be raised to 80 on very critical occasions. Our 
friends are in high spirits and have quite forgotten the mis-

t Besides Lord Salisbury, his brother, Lord Eustace Cecil; held office in 
Disraeli's Administration; as well, of course, as Lord Exeter, the head of 
the elder branch of the Cecils. 

2 Smollett (C.) moved and Whalley (L.) seconded an abortive vote of 
censure on Gladstone for advising the recent dissolution. On the debate 
Of! the Address, Disraeli had generoUsly said: ' H I had been a follower of 
a parliamentary chief as eminent, even if I thought he had erred, I should 
have been disposed rather to exhibit sympathy than to offer criticism. I · 
should remember the great victories which he had fought and won; I should 
remember his illustrious career; its continuous success and splendour, not. 
its accidental or even disastrous mistakes.' · 

3 The question at issue was the educational standard to be reached by 
the children of out-door paupers. • . 
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adv~nture of· the other night.1 Forster, Lowe, Goschen, and 
Co. looked dreadfully crestfallen. , . . All the Home Rulers 
voted against us. 

The humdrum course of hardly contentious Government 
business was little to the taste of eager spirits on the Op
position benches. Mr. (aft~rwards Sir George) Trevelyan, 
accordingly, pushed into the foreground the question of 
the county franchise. But a newly elected Conservative. 
Parliament could hardly· be expected. to welcome an 
immediate prospect of further constitutional change, and 
M:r~ Trevelyan's motion was decisively rejected. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

W. GARDENS, May 14, 1874.-We had a capital division 
on a capita1 subject-the extension of the .household fran
chise to counties. There were rumors that the Liberal 
party was to be reorganised. on this ' platform,' and a:w.azing 
whips were made by both sides. The result surprised both. 
Lord Hartington . . . and other Whigs left the House without 
votiil.g; and Mr. Lowe ·actually voted with us! There were 
five hundred, and more, in the House during the debate, and 
we had a purely Conservative majority, with the exception 

. of Mr. Lowe, of 114! 

Disraeli's opposition to the motion was of an oppor
tunist character.2 'While pointing out that the distribu
tion of political power in the community was an affair 

. of convention, and not of moral or abstract right, he 
expressly disclaimed any objection in principle to the 
e~ranchisement of the county householder. 

I have no doubt that the rated householder in the county 
is just as competent to exercise the franchise with advantage 
to the country as the rated householder in the.town. I have 
not the slightest doubt whatever· that he possesses all those 
virtues which generally characterise the British people. And 
I have as little doubt that, if he possessed the franchise, he 
would exercise it with the same prudenc~ and the same benefit 

-to the community as the rated householder in the town. · 

1 When the Government was beaten during the dinner hour on. an 
Irish question._by two votes. . . · 

1 'The measure will not .be passed for ten years; and when ten years are 
over it will be harmless.' -Letter from Corry for Beaconsfield ttJ 0. 8. Read. 
Doe.'!":,' 1877. 
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But, as the enfranchisement would enormously in
crease the county electors, causing them considerably to 
outnumber the borough electors, it would be necessary 
to have a great redistribution of seats at the same time, 
with the result of the erasure from the Parliamentary 
map of the important class of boroughs of 20,000 or 
25,000 inhabitants. ·He was not prepared to strike a 
fata.l blow at the borough constit,ution of the United 
Kingdom. It was an unwise thing for an old country 
to be always· speculating on organic change. In that 
matter their course of late years had been very rapid an~ 
deeisive. He was confident in the good sense of the 
people. But they had had a great meal to digest, and 
he was not sure that it had as yet been entirely assimi- · 
lated. · The mind of the agricultural class was occupied 
not wi~h political change, but rather with the elevation 
of their social. condition. ' When the disposition of the 
country is favourable, beyond any preceding time that 
I can recall, to a successful consideration of the social 
wants of the great body of the people, I think it would 
be most unwise to encourage this fever for organic. 
change.' 1 Here was sounded clearly the note of social 
reform, which honourably distinguished all the domestic 
legislation of the Government . 

. To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
·2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 19, 1874.~ .. ·. Last ·night 

was critical. Gladstone reappeared with all his marshals,. 
Lowe and Childers and Goschen, and others of the gang. 
They were to mak~ an attack on our Supplementary Esti
mates for the navy. But a traitor had apprised me of their 
purpose, and my benches were full to overflowing. They 
dared not attack the master of 100 legions, and they took 
refuge in a feeble reconnaissance by Childers, who was snuffed 

·out by the Chanr. of the Excr. 
The elections continue to go well for the Ministry, wh. 

shows that the Conservative reaction was not a momentary • 
feeling .... 

1 This was Disraeli's last statement of policy on Parliamentary Reform. 
~e h~d •. it may be added, when still in opposition, announced his adhesion 
m prmc1ple to the extension of the suffrage to women. 
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To _Queen Victoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 22, 1874.- ... To-night, 
there was an amusfug debate respecting,making Oxford a 
military centre. Mr. Hall, the new Conservative member .or 
Oxford City, :made a maiden speech of considerable power 
and promise: a fine voice,•a natural· manner, and much im
provisation. While he was sitting down, amid many cheers, 
Lord Randolph Churchill rose, and, though sitting on the same 
side of the House, upheld 'the cause of the University against 
the City, and answered Mr. Hall. 

Lord Randolph said many imprudent things, which is not 
very important in the maiden speech of a young member 
and a young man; but the House was ·surprised, and then 
captivated, by hit;~ energy, and nat'ui'alflow, and his impressive 
manner. With self-control and study, he might mount: 
It was a speech of great promise. . . . · 

The Whitsuntide recess was a perio!f of great refresh
ment to Disraeli, as he had the Bradfords to stay With 
him at H.ughenden, the party to mee~ them comprising 
Maria Lady ~esbury, the Whai'ncliffes, and Pembroke. 
It was ' the fulness of spring,' he wrote to Lady Chester· 
field, while awaiting their arrival: 'thorns and chestnuts. 
and)ilacs and acacia,. all in bloom, and the. air still and 
balmy. . . . I am a.s restless as if I. were as young as 
the spring.' Unfortunately he came back to town with 
a suspicion of trouble in his throat; and the. remedies 
given him to restore his voice brought oU:t the gout onee 
more. 'I left the H. of C. on Monday night at 10 o'ck.,' 
he wrote to Lady Bradford on June 1'0,.' all the difficul
ties about the ·Licensing Bill being triumphantly over, 
with the view of going to Montagu House; but when I 
began to dress I found I hobbled,. and a :{>. Mini~?ter 
hobbling wd. never do, so I gave it· wisely up;' 'The 
enemy has entirely overpowered me;' he·wrote in another . 
note. 'After a night of unceasirig suffering I ha,ve been 
obliged to send to' Hardy to take the reins, as it is 
physically impossible for me to reach the Ho. of C.' 
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To Lady Bradford. 
1 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENs, June 12.-. Yesterday, 
about six o'ck., I was invaded by the Cr. of the Exr., John 
Manners, Barrington, with pale faces and .distracted air, 
bearing me a paper signed by all the Irish members of both 
sides announcing that they must vote against the Ministry 
on the Factory Bill, unless Ireland was excluded from its 
provisions. In their alarm, they seemed inclined to yield. 

I said that such a representation, if it were a just one, 
ought to have been made to me long ago, not when my Secy. 
of State was moving the 2nd reading of this Bill. 2ndly 
that the representation was unjust and absurd. That to 
exempt the flax spinners of Belfast from the restrictions on 
labor placed on the flax spinners of Yorkshire would be in 
fact establishing a system of Protection in favor of Ireland. 

My friends were much alarmed, hut I was clear as to our 
course; and that it w~UJ better to be beaten than to yield to 
such remonstrances. · . . · 

You see the result. We had 200 majority. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, .WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 16.-... It was a very 
rash venture yesterday, but it . was successful. The House 
was cordial, they cheered me when I rose, and I knocked up 
the terrible Lyon Playfair in no time, tho' a few days ago it 
was said that, on the question of a Minister of Education, 
the Opposition would certainly beat us. · 

I got away by eight o'ck., not materially injured by the exer
tion: but I am now to be quiet for 8 and 40 hours, and then 
I shall be more than quite well. . . . 

Last Sunday Bradford came on a social visit, and was 
so shocked at finding me knocked 'll;P• that he directed Selina 
to pay me a visit; wh. she did yesterday before her depar-
ture. . . . · 

Handicapped in this way by illness, Disraeli had to 
face, in the last portion of the session, the most critical 
stage of a delicate and difficult question. ' Ther.e is not 
a rock ahood or a cloud,' he told Lady Chesterfield; but, 
as he remembered when writing to Lady Bradford, there 
was one exception, 'the Church Bill, which is not our child, 1 

and of which the fortunes are very obscure.' It was an 
unmerited misfortune Jor, Disraeli that his accession to 
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power should have coin~ided with' the transference of the 
Ritualistic controversy from the stage of public discus
sion to that of legislative action. He had been a party 
to the appointment of a Royal Commissi<?n in 1867 to 
investigate the problem, and might reasonably have 
hoped that it would have been taken in harid by Parlia
ment before 1874. The Commission had been issued after 
a condemnation of Ritualistic excesses by Convocatiol'1; it 
contained a full representation of the High Church party, 
Bishop Wilberforce, Beauchamp, Beresford-Hope, J. G. 
Hubbard, Canon Gregory, and Sir Robert Phillimore; 
and in August of 1867 it iss;ued its first and practically 
unanimous report, affirming the expediency of restrain~ 
ing variations of vestments, and pronouncing that this 
should be done by providing aggrieved parishioners with 
easy and effectual process for complaint and redress. 
Gladstone, a devoted son of the Church of England, had 
held· office, . wit~ a large maj~rity at his back, for five· 
subsequent years; and yet, beyond expres~ing strongly in 
the House of Commons in 1872 his belief that there was an 
urgent case forlegislation, he had taken no step whatever 
·to deal with the extravagance which he deplored. Shaftes
bury,. as Evangelical as he· was philanthropic, had en
deavoured year after year to obtain support in the Lords 
for a drastic Bill of ,his own; but a man of his extreme 
views could hardly expect support from the b~nch of 
Bishops. · Meanwliile the situation had b~conie worse, 
owing to the rapid extension of the Ritualistic party on 
the one hand, and, on the oth.er, to a striking discrepancy 
among the oracles of the law. In the Purchas case the 
·use of Eucharistic vestments, of the eastward position by 
the celebrant, of wafer-bread, and of the mixed Chalice 
-the four points.to which most importance was attached 
by both the conteridin:g·parties-had first been affirmed 
to be lawful by the Dean of Arches and then, O!l appeal 

, .to the Privy Council, had been condemned as unlawful. 
By these judgments each party in :turn was exalted and 
depressed; and the reversal of the first by the second 
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rallied to the Ritualistic side no small following among 
the moderate High Churchmen. In these ·circumstances ' 
the Bishops, under the guidance of Archbishop Tait, 
came to the conclusion that legislation must be pro
moted to prevent the further spread of anarchy and the 
possible disruption of the Church. But they concerned 
themselves solely with the machinery for enforcing the 
law, ignoring the patent fact, which the Purchas judg
ments advertised, that that law was capable of very 
different interpretations. 

When, in January, 1874, the episcopal decision was 
taken, Gladstone was in power; before the session opened, 
there was a new Government, and one in which both 
High and Low Church ~ad eminent representatives
Salisbury, Hardy, and Carnarv~n on one side, and Cairns 
on the . other. Disraeli himself, much impressed, as 
Lothair showed, by ,the recent successes of Roman pro
paganda in England, and believing also, as he wrote in 
the General Preface to the Novels, that the 'medieval 
superstitions,' which Ritualism re'\lived, were 'generally 
only the embodiment of pagan ceremonies and creeds,' 
was averse from the new development; in private ietters 
he disrespectfully referred . to Ritualistic 'practices as 
' high jinks.' But, with a '\livid recollection of the Ec
clesiastical Titles fiasco in 1850~51, he was much too 
shrewd to wish to embark on ecclesiastical legislation; 
tmd in his correspondence over Beauchamp's appoint
ment to the Household had been quite ready to accept 
Salisbury's standpoint. 

But hardly was he installed in. office before pressure 
was applied to him. Within the first week he received, 
along with the Archbishop's congratulations, a notifica
tion that the Bishops were contemplating a Bill and looked 

. to the Government for advice and support. 

From Archbishop Tait. 

Pirvate and Confidential. ADDINGTON PARK, Feb, 23, '74.
First let me express my congratulations, if indeed it be a 
subject of con!!;ratulation to have won the most influential 
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post in Europe by a inost honorable manifestation of the regard 
f of a great people, even though that post brings the heaviest 

burden that any one man can be called to bear. May God 
sustain you and help you to use all your influence for' the best 
interests ,of the country! 

Secondly will you allow me in my own department to 
proceed to add to your burden 1 May I ask ypu to read the 
enclosed memorandum 1 It has been drawn up after full 
consultation with' the Queen. Her Majesty is much interested 
in it, thinking, I believe rightly, that~unless something of the 
kind indicated is done, the·Church of England will go onthe. 
breakers. The Bishops also have almost unanimously ap
proved. 

If, after talking over the matter with the Queen, you see 
y.-mr way to help us with the force of Government ·in some 
neeessary legislation; I shall feel very grateful for your advice. 

The ·great .body of moderate persons will I think approve, 
unle~'s some cannonade is opened against us in the :news-
papers and they are frightened from their guns. · 

Lords Salisbury and Carnarvon, B[eresford] Hope and 
IIub bard must .be persuaded that we do not . mean to per
secute their fritmds, only to. make them act reasonably .. Lord 
Shaftesbury and his following must be convinced that there 
is. no da.nger of weapons intended for other purposes re
bounding against themselves, unless in such cases as are 
ol:lvious violations of the.law. . · 

I ,trust you may be' able and willing to help us. I am sure 
there is a well-grounded alarm caused by the lawlessness 
which has sprung up of ·late,· and which is sure to go on and 
increase, if we wait for a gene'raJ amendment of the adminis

. tration of the ecclesiastical law, which may I fear be expected 
to be accomplished about the Greek Kalends. . , . 

The . f\.rchbishop of York is thoroughly with me in the 
matter o:q. which I write. 

The Queen had already shown her antipathy to. the 
Ritualistic movement by ·her protest .against . receiving 
(lxtreme High Churchmen into her Household; and before 
the end of Fe,bruary she talked earnestly to. Derby about 
'.the duty of the Go:y:ernment to discourage:~· Ritualism 
in the Church.' · The Archbishop's memorandum .dwelt. 
on the lawlessness of selfwilled incumbents, the compli
cated and cumbrous proceedings of the ecclesiastical 
courts,· and the necessity·for •·some simple, summary, and 
,i~expensive pro,cess, for securing obedience to the law.' 
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The Bishops, Disraeli was told, suggested that summary 
effect should be given to a monition issued by the Ordinary, 
the Bishop, on the advice of a diocesan board, half clergy, 
half laity, to be enforced by sequestration, subject to an 
appeal to the Archbishop of the Province. Disraeli at 
once, a.s on the Household difficulty, consulted Salisbury; 
who put the capital objection in a nutshell: 'rsympathise 
with you sincerely in·having this trouble put upon you. 
The Archbishop is asking for an impossibility: that it 
shall be as easy to apply a much-disputed law, as if it. were 
undisputed.' Salisbury proceeded to detail his criticism 
in a note. 

Note by Lord Salisbury. 

March 2, 1874.-Most people will sympathise with the Arch-' 
bishop's desire to prevent 'rash innova.tions which destroy 
the peace of parishes.' The difficulty is to devise the legis
lation that will do this without producing a civil war in the 
Church of England. The memorandum is vague: and upon 
the most essential'point ambiguous. I cannot help thi~g 
that the acquiescence of the Bishops is due to that cardinal 
ambiguity. 

It proposes. to gi~ to a Bishop, acting with a council of· 
clergy and churchwardens, a. power of forbidding under pain 
of sequestration-something-but what ? May they forbid 
anything they please ? or only anything illegal1 The dis
tinction is vital: but there is nothing in the memorandum to 
indicate which kind of power tll.ey are to have. I must 
therefore, examine both alternatives. · 

l. Let us assum~ that they are to have the power of for
bidding anything they please. I cannot conceive. that so 
despotic a proposal would pass. . . . 

I pass to the second alternative .. Let us assume that the 
Bishop and his council are, by the new legislation, to have power 
of forbidding, hot what they please, but what is illegal. I 
cannot see what advantage such. an enactment would bring. 
Its object is to avoid costly litigation. But the question would 
still remain-what is· illegal: and that question can only be 
decided in a court of justice. . ·. . 

I conclude therefore that the proposals of the memorandum, 
if understood one w'ay, would be contrary to the whole tenor 
of English law, and would certainly break up the Establish
ment: if understood the other way, they would not attain 
the cheapne~s and the simplicity they have in view .. 
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Disraeli was very reluctant to meddle with a thorny 
question which must necessarily divide his ·Cabinet. 
But events ra.pl.dly forced his hand. Within a few weeks 
an indiscretion of the press revealed the intentions of 
the Bishops, whereupon public feeling began to kindle, 
the Protestant party demanded legislation of an even more 
stringent kind, and Pusey in a. series of letters to The Times 
marshalled High Churchmen in general to take their 
stand by the Ritualists. It was clear that a hornets' 
nest was being stirred; and the Queen seized the occasion 
to bring strong pressure to bear on Disra.eli to support the 
Archbishop. 

From Queen , Victoria. 
. WINDSOR, March 20, '74.-Mr, Disraeli is aware, the Queen 
believes, that the Archbishop of Canterbury intends to intro
duce a Bill after Easter to check the prevalence of Ritualism 
in the Church of England, which is becoming very alarming. 

No measure so important affecting the Established Church 
should be treated as an open question, but should have the 
full support of the Government. 

As far as the Bill may be directed against practices so lately 
declared illegal, little difficulty can arise. But the Queen 
wishes to express further that she warmly sympathises with 
the laity in general and with those.of the clergy, who wish to 
carry on the service according to long-established usage. 

The Queen therefore earnestly hopes that her Government 
ma-y equally support any dispenf!ing powers in the Bill that 
may be added for their protection or suggest others to meet 
the same object. Her earnest wish is that Mr. Disraeli should 
go as far as he can without embarrassment to the Government, 
in· satisfying the Protestant feeling of the country. in relation 
to this measure. 

-
The Queen's· proposal, which was in effect that those 

clergy who erred on the side of excess of ceremony should 
be restrained and punished, but those who erred on the 
side of defect should be protected, provoked very natur
ally a strong protest to Disraeli from Salisbury. 

From Lord Salisbury. 
bmu 0FFIOE (Undated) ,:_A very unpleasartt state of things. 

Of course I cannot-and I suspect other members . of the 
Cabinet could not.::..Support such a Bill as is here sketched out 
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But I hope that no serious difficulty is really impending. I saw 
the Bishop of Peterborough on Thursday. He assured me 
that the Bishops had as a body approv~d of no Bill; and that 
the majority of them were opposed to any Bill giving them 
despotic powers. All he wanted was power to stop practice!! 
which he thought illegal,.pending the decision of the proper 
court. 

This is a perfectly reasonable proposal-and at the same 
time it might be made to satisfy the Queen.· 
~uch a unilateral Bill as she proposes would be simply 

impossible to draw. If you gave a dispensing· power to 
Bishops they would use it on both sides; and you cannot name 
the excepted practices. in an Act of Parliament. 
· l have seen Liddon. He was very moderate: promised me 
that he and Pusey would write to .the chief Ritualists in the 
most earnest terms to warn them of the danger of their pro
ceedings. This has been done. But he told me that he was 
being treated as a renegade by a large section of his party .... 

Salisbury further pointed out that the procedure 
suggested by the Archbishop's Bill involved a fundamental 
change in the status of the clergy. At pres.ent the bene
ficed clergy were freeholders so long as they obeyed 
known conditions; under the Archbishop's scheme they 
would be subjected. to. a purely discretic;mary power. 
But Salisbury was anxious to find a modus vivendi; and 
had various 't.alks with Cairns to that end. Cairns was 
as little disposed to accept the Archbishop's proposal as 
Salisbury. * 

From Lord Cairns. 
5, CROMWELL HousEs, KW., March 25, 1874.-This is a 

very embarrassing question, . 
I have a strong opinion that if it were attempted to carry 

or support a Bill like this, as a Government, it would lead to 
a secession of several members of the Cabinet. 

I doubt . much whether the Evangelical and ' Protestant ' 
division of the Church would be willing to give to Bishops 
and Archbishops as much power and discretion as this Bill 
does. 

The Bill is full of crudities and unworkable provisions, 
and t_he alterations in some of its leading featrires shew that 
its framers are not decided as to what they·mean. 

By the Bill the Archbishop and his Vicar-General could 
decide the most knotty point of law as to ecclesiastical 

, ritual or practice without appeal. 
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I should, individually, much prefer an enactment by which 
six household parishioners (without any fantastic council), • 
declaring themselves members of the Church, might, on giving 
security for costs, coni plain of any breach of the law ... ; 
the complaint to be made in a summary way to the· Bishop, 
and an appeal from him to the Queen in Council, to be referred 
to the Appellate Court, with ecclesiastical assessors, under 
the Act of last year .. 

Something like this passed a select committee of ·the H. 
of L. a few years ago, and was assented to by, inter alios, 
Lord Salisbury. · · 

' 
With Cairns's help Disraeli set himself to make the 

Archbishop's Bill a more workable and practicable.· 
measure; substituting for the brand-new diocesan board 
the assessors provided under the' Church Discipline Act, 
and providing that the ultimate appeal should be to the 
Privy Council instead of the Archbishop. Disraeli was 
well aware of the pitfalls, and therefore, while lending 
·his aid to the Archbish·op, was careful to do so as a layman >t 

of influence rather than as Prime Minister. 

To ·Lady Bradford. 
WHITEHALL, March 26, '1874.-... At twelve· to-day, the 

Archbishop cmhes; There falls to.me the hardest nut to crack;. 
that ever was the lot of a Minister. A headstrong step, and 
it is riot only ~inistries that wd. be broken up, but political 
parties altogether, even the Anglican Church itself. 

I have no one really to•consult with. I can listen to my 
colleagues, and all they say is wort4 attention, but they are 
all prejudiced, qne way or other. . . . 

To Queen Victoria. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, April 18, 1874.-Mr. Disraeli 

with his humble duty to your Majesty: 
He has. just had an interview with the Archbishops of 

Canterbury and York. 
. They' informed him of the result of the meeting of 

the Bishops yesterday at Lambeth, when they submitted 
to them the new Bill, fram~d .on the lines suggested by Mr. 
Disraeli ap.d the .Lord Chancellor. These new propositions 
have at least securedunanimity on the part of the Bench of 
prelates: _the High Church Bishops, especially Salisbury1 and 
Oxford,z though still expressing their opinion that legislation 

1 Moberly. 2 Mackamess. 
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is unnec~ssary, assenting to the proposed me~sures. This 
is something. · . . ·. 

It is clearly understood, that the Prime Minister, and the 
Lord Chancellor, have assisted in these deliberations, and in 
this· correspondence, only as two Churchmen, not without 
influence, but in no way. or degree binding on your Majesty's 
Government. · 

The only object of' Lord Cairns andMr. Disraelihas been to 
further your Majesty's wishes in this matter, which will always 
be with them a paramount object. · · 

After the statement of the Archbishop of Canterbury in 
the House of Lords next Monday, and the first reading of the 
Bill, Mr. Disraeli will summon a Cabinet, problJ.bly on Wed-
nesday, for its consideration. · · · 

Mr. Disraeli refrains from beingsanguine as to this appeal, 
but he is supported by the conviction, that his efforts, which 
have been unceasing, have at least prevented some mischief 
from occurring, and he can only assure your Majesty, that in 
this, as he hopes in all things, your Majesty may rely on his 
effort8 for the advantage of your realm and Church. 

So strong was the public f~eling of the necessity for · 
legislation to prevent anarchy that, in spite of the growing 
opposition of High Churchmen and of the doubts as to 
the machinery suggested, the Bill passed both its first· and. 
its second reading in the Lords without a division; and 
Salisbury appeared as the Government mouthpiece on 
the latter occasion. The Government, he said, occupied 
an independent position. He admitted that a check to 
lawlessness wa.s desirable; but he dwelt strongly on the 
danger of jeopardising the spirit of toleration on which the 
stately fabric of the Establishment reposed. The three 
great schools in the Church, the Sacramental, the Emo
tional, and the Philosophical, must be frankly accepted; 
no attempt must be made to drive any of them into seces
sion. Cairns grumbled to Disraeli that he should be sorry 
if this speech ' was to pontinue to be the e:x:pression of 
the manner in which, as a Cabinet, we looked at questions 
of this kind.' But Disraeli was mano:mvring with great 
skill to preserve the unity of his Cabinet in a difficult 
position. Here is his account of a critic~l moment in 
the Committee stage in the Lords. 
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To Lady Brq,dford. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 5, 1874.-The proceedings 

of yesterday in the H. of Lords were the most important in 
the history of the present Government. You saw, then, the 
result of all my anxious deliberations with the Archbishops . 
for the l{tst three months and more; of my long counsels with 
Lord Cairns; ·and of the anxious discussions of many Cabinets. 

Nothing could be more triumphant: the Archbishops 
deferring entirely to the Ministry; and Ld. Salisbury himself 
supporting the masterly, and commanding, exposition of. the 
Lord. Chancellor. Every arrangement was brought about, 
and every calculation succeeded. 

You were in phesecret which even the Fairy1 was not, tho' 
I shall now tell her all; but the admirable sangfroid with 
which our amendments were divided between Ld. Shaftesbury 
and the Bp~ of Peterboro' must have been amusing to you. 
I think the whole affair, in conception and execution, one of 
the inost successful, as it certainly is one ·of the most impor
tant, events in modern politicalhistory. I don't think Bis
marck really could have done better; and I believe the Church 

. will be immensely strengthened, notwithstanding Beauchamp 
will probably resign and, I fear; our friend Bath is furious. 
I fear, too, we are doomed not to meet at Longleat. 

I cannot give you a good account of myself. I ·was well 
-yesterday, and in good spirits considering I had not had the 
solace of seeing you ; I looked after affairs in both Houses, 
guided the Licensing Bill in the Commons thro' some quick". 
sands, and frequently visited· the Lords, conferriilg. with D. 
of Richmond, Bishops· of Peterboro' and Wiilchester, Ld 
Derby, and Beauchamp during the crisis. The latter came 
to me twice while under the Throne, to assure me the Lord 
Chancellor had ruined everything, and when I mildly men
tioned that ·Ld. Salisbury approved, he said 'the High Ch. 
thought nothing of Lord Salisbury.-' But, as Derby said, 
'if Beauchamp disapproves, we must be right.' 

Our House sate till two o'ck.; and it was critical to the last, 
so I cd. not leave my place. And then I had to write to the 
Fairy on the proceedings of both Houses, as I had promised 
her. I did it in my room in the H. of C., but when I rose from 
my seat, I found the enemy had attacked my left foot. I was 
obliged to send a policeman, over half our quarter of the 
town, to find me a cab: and nere.I am with the D. of Manches
ter, Ld. Fitzwalter, and Andrew M'6ntagu, with three different 
appointments bet[wee]n 12 and· 2, and the absolute neces
sity of being ~ the H. of C. at ! past 4. . . . · 

1 QueAn Victoria. See above, p. 623, and VI., ch. 12. 
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[Same date].- . .. I look upon the affair in the Lords as 
the grea~est thing I have ever done .... 

Shaftesbury's amendment, which was supported by the 
High Churchmen Salisbury, Selborne, and Bath, and 
inserted in the Bill; was the vital one which established 
a single lay judge, to be appointed by the two Arch
bishops, as the sole tribunal of first instance. The Bishop 
of Peterborough's proposal was to. constitute a ' neutral 
zone ' of prac.tices----:Some affected by High Church, some 
by Low, some by Broad-which should not be liable to 
prosecution. Its exact value in the tactics of the cam
paign is shown by a sentence in a letter from Cairns to 
Disraeli on June 12: 

You may be interested to know that the Bishop of Peter
borough's clause seems to have perfectly done its work 
as a 'red herring' across the scent; and the probability is 
that with the thankful approval of both Archbishops, most 
of the Bishops, Shaftesbury, Salisbury, Harrow by, Beauchamp 
and the Ritualists, it will be withdrawn on Monday, and the 
remodelled Bill pass out of Committee with universal consent, 
if not applause ! 

Cairns's expectation was fulfilled. So adroitly had 
Disraeli pulled the wires behind the scenes that the Bill was. 
read a third time in its amended form without a division 
a.nd sent down to the Commons. Neither the' Govern
ment nor the Prime Minister had a.s yet taken a.ny overt 
responsibility for it; and it was a. respected private 
member; Russell Gurney, the Recorder of London, who 
moved the second reading on Thur~da.y, July 9. On the 
eve of the debate the Archbishop of Canterbury wrote to 
Disraeli to urge, in the Queen's name, as well as in his own, 
that it would be highly inexpedient to allow the Bill to 
fail, and so to encourage a perilous agitation in the autumn. 
Its progress was at once· seriously threatened by the 
greatest orator in the House." Gladstone emerged, by 
no means for the first time, from his retirement, deliv .. 
ered an impassioned speech of strong· opposition on the 
broad ground of liberty, and announced that he would 
move six voluminous Resolutions defining the whole 
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position of the Established Church. For· the mo:rpent 
he carried his hearers away, but [1 powerful argu
ment .from Harcourt, who reminded the House that 
the Church was based on successive Acts of Uniformity,' 
broke the spell ?f the great enchanter; and when Hardy 
appeared to support Gladstone's case, he was met by 
noisy demonstrations of disapproval. Disraeli watched 
the rising temper of the House and of the public, and drew 
the conclusion that his OWn sentiments about Ritualism 
were shared by the great body of his countrymen, and 
that therefore it was now the moment to come· into the 
open and associate himself and the Government wit,h 
the national resolve. He was no doubt confirmed in his 
decision by th~ in(;)istence of his 'Sovereign. 

From Queen Victoria. . 

WINDSOR, July 10, '74.:-:-... She [the Queen] is deeply 
grieved to see the want of Protestant feeling in the Cabinet; 
Mr. Gladstone's conduct is much to be regretted though it is 
riot surprising: but she wrote to him ill the strongest terms of 
the.danger to the Church and of the intention of the Archbisl).op 
to bring forwa~d a measure to try and regulate the shameful 
practices of the Ritualists. . 

He [Disraeli] should state to the Cabinet how. strongly the 
Queen feels and how faithful she is to the Protestant faith, 
to defend and maintain which, her family was placed upon 
the Throne ! She owns she often asks herself what has be
come of the Protestant feeling of Englishmen. . . • · 

July lL-The ·Queen thanks Mr. Disra~li for _his letter 
which is very reassuring. · It is a mOst important question. 
Mr. Disraeli must have. managed his refract-ory Cabinet most 
skilfully. · 

(Telegram in cypher) July 13.-Pray show that ypu are in 
earnest and determined to pass this Bill and not to be deterred 
by threats of delay. 

· -Accordingly Disraeli announced that Gladstone's, Reso~ 
lutioris amounted to a challenge of the whole Reformation 
settlement,· and must be brought to an early issue; and· 
on the resumption of the . second reading debate, he ' 

_urged that the Bill should be passed, and passed during 
the current session. Its object was, he said-adopting 
a phrase from Gladstone's speech which has ever since 
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been fathered on himself-' to put down Ritualism.' 
·He protested that he considered all three parties in the 
Church, characterised respectively by ceremony, enthu
siasm and free speculation, to be perfectly legitimate; 
but he wished to discourage ' practices by a portion of' 
the clergy, avowedly symbolic,. of doctrines which the 

·same clergy are bound, in the most solemn manner, to 
refute and repudiate.' He was prepared to treat with 
reverence Roman Catholic doctrines and ceremonies, 
when held and practised by Roman Catholics; what he 
did object to was the ' Mass in masquerade.' The speech 
elicited the sympathy of the whole House with insignifi
cant exceptions. The second reading, in spite of Glad
stone's vehement opposition, was carried without a 
division; and a Gladstonian of prov~d fidelity urged his 
leader to withdraw Resolutions for which not twenty 
men in his own party would vote~a suggestion which 
Gladstone was too experienced a Parliamentarian to 
disregard. ' An immense triumph:· Gladstone ran away,'' 
was DisraeU's complacent report to Lady Chesterfield. 
The enthusiasm which carried the second reading with
out a division was prolonged throughout the Committee; 
the members were ' mad,' said the protesting Hardy; 
and all the important clauses were passed by vast majori
ties. Only one point of detail needs notice. The 
Archbishops had been careful to give the Bishop a veto 
so as to prevent frivolous and irresponsible prosecutions· 
of devoted clergyriien. In the teeth ·of Gladstone's re
monstrances there was inserted a. clause permitting 
appeal against the veto to the Archbishop of the Province, 
and, in spite of Gladstone's renewed assault, and of a 
plea from both front benches against disturbing the 
.settlement reached in the Lords, the House maintained 
its amendment by a majority of twenty-three. 

The right of a Bishop to uncontrolled rule in his diocese 
at once b"ecame the war-cry of High Churchmen, and 
was warnily taken up by Salisbury and their other repre
sentatives in the Cabinet. ' Affairs are very critical, 
and I believe that wrongheaded Marquis will bolt after 

~ . ~ 
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all,' wrote Disraeli late in July to Lady Bradford. In 
the first days of August it looked as if the Bill would · 
fail and the Cabinet might be broken up. Disraeli was 
_urgent with the Archbishop to get the Lords to acquiesce 
lin the Commons' amendment, without which, in his 
opinion, the Commons would refuse to proceed with 
the Bill. The Archbishop himself was inclined to share 
Disraeli's fears, but could not persuade his suffragans to 
surrender what they held to be their unquestionable 
episcopal rights. Salisbury urged the House of Lords to 
disregard the kind of bluster which was always used 
when the Peers showed· a disposition to insist on a dis
puted point. He for· himse~f repudiated the bugbear 
of a majority in the · Hous.e of Commons. The Lords · 
accordingly struck out the appeal to· the Archbishop of 
the Province; and Disraeli was in <lespair. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. . 

Private. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Aug.·5.-Things are as 
bad as possible: I think the Bill is lost, but worse things will 
happen in its train. · 

I found Carnarvon at the Carlton, dining in a tumultuous 
crowd of starving senators. He· not only voted against the 

· Archbishops, Ld. Chanr., and D. of Richmond, but spoke 
against them; and did as much harm as Salisbury,: more, they 
say .... 

Eventually. however, owing largely to the Archbishop's 
unwearied diligence in bringing his personal i:t~fluence 
to bear, Disraeli managed to induce the Commons to 
surrender the amendment rather than lose the Bill; and 
to be content with a little_ strong language in the place of 
destructive action. The Bill, therefore, passed; but the · 
final stage, on Wednesday, August ·5, just before proro
gation, was· of dramatic quality. Salisbury's stinging 
phrase about bluster provoked an outbreak. Harcourt, 
long . Disraeli's friend in private, made ,from the front 
Opposition bencl~ hjs most notabl~ approXimation to him 
in public .... -Amid general· cheers,· he appealed to him, 
as:..-a··leader who is proud of the Ho-use. of Commons and 

···"".... ' 
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of whom the House of Commons is proud,' to vindicate 
its dignity 'against the ill-advised railing of a rash and 
rancorous tongue, even though it be the tongue of a Cabi
net Minister, a Secretary of State, and a colleague.' The 
speech provoked a satirical rebuke from Harcourt's 
leader, Gladstone; butDisraeli responded sympathetically. 
The necessity of putting down a ' small but pernicious 
sect' was, he said, urgent. The HouE'e, therefore, would 
do wisely to pass the Bill, even without the amendment; 
and members should not be diverted from the course· 
which, as wise and grave men, they thought it right to 
follow, by any allusions to a speech in the other House of 
Parliament. . 

My noble friend was long a member of this House, and is 
well known·to rriany of the members even of th1s Parliament. 
He is a great master of gibes and flouts and jeers; but I do 
not suppose there is anyone who is prejudiced against a Member 
of Parliament on account of such qualifications. My noble 
friend knows the House of Commons well, and he is· not 
perhaps superior to the consideration that by making a speech 
of this kind, and taunting respectable men like ourselves with 
being 'a blustering majority' he might probably stimulate 
the amour propre of some individuals to take the course which 
he wants, and to defeat the Bill. Now I hope we shaH not faH 
into that trap. I hope we shaH show my noble friend that 
we remember some of his manceuvres when he was a simple 
member of this House, and that we are not to be taunted into 
taking a very -indiscreet step, a step· ruinous to aH our own 
wishes and expectations, merely to show that we resent the 
contemptuous phrases of one of our colleagues. 

It was no doubt chaff, but it was chaff with a sting in 
it; nevertheless Disraeli, having conspicuously asserted 
himself, and vindicated the Commons,· was anxious that 
a public difference should· not degenerate into a private 
q~rrcl. -

To Lord Salisbury. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Aug, 5, 1874.-Harcourt attacked 
your speech in H. of Lords .last night.. I conceived a playful 
reply to his invective, but what was- not perhaps ill con· 
ceived was, I fear, ill executed., and knowing·what figure that 
style of rhetoric makes in 'reports,' I write 'this ·line to 
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express- my hope, that you will not misconceive. what I may 
have been represented as saying, or believe, for a moment, 
that I have any ?ther feelings towards you but those of respect 
and regard. · · 

Salisbury wrote a good-humoured reply, and took 
an opportunity before the prorogation to explain in the 
Lord~ that he had never used the expression ' blustering 
majority/ and that when he talked of.' bluster' he was 
referring to the argument that, when there was a difference 
of opinion between the two Houses, it was the privilege 
of the Commons to insist and *e duty of the Lords to 
yield. There was accordingly no lasting soreness between 
Disraeli and his colleague-a happy result, creditable to 
~oth men, which many of the public and some even of 
their friends were slow to .believe. 

From Lady Derby. 

Private. 23, ST. JAMES's SQUARE, S.W., Aug. 7, 1874.
,, .. I thought you might like to have some private report of the 
wila man of your te:;J,m.1 I·have just seen him, and all is right 
for the moment; he seems much pleased with a letter he has 
had from you; he was hard at work at his chemistry and ex
periments, which the state of the atmosphere was interfering 
with, and he will be off to Dieppe to-night. . I have had some 
anxious moments this week, and dread a recurrence of diffi
culties froni that quarter in :JI:Tovember when Cabinets re
commence. 

To Lord Carnarvon. 

LONGLEAT, Aug. 8.-... I had never seen the newspapers, 
and of course took it for granted that Harcourt was strictly 
accurate in his quotation of Lord SaJisbury's speech, particu
larly as Cairns had complained to me, the night before, of 
S. 's violent speech.· It was a mess; but Salisbury has behaved 
like a gentleman, and I earnestly trust that we shall all manage 
to keep together. No effort,.for that object, will be spared on 
my side. . . . ' 

For the moment, and ft:om the Parliamentary stand
point, Disraeli's championship of the Public Worship 
Regulation Bill<,was an enormous success, 1.1,nd riveted ]lis 

1 i Here Lady Derby was aJmost o~i:taiuly quoting a playful phras~ of 
Disre.eli's own c~ina.ge. . 
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hold on his Sovereign, the legislature, and public opinion, 
without even dislocating seriously his hesitating Cabinet. 
But subsequent experience of the scandals of imprisoned 
clergymen-men of high character if doubtful judgment
has shown that he would have done better, in the interest 
both of the Church and of .his party, to adhere to his 
original position, and to discourage and postpone legisla
tion which certainly brought to: the Church not peace 
but a sword. No one could blame an ordinary Prime 
Minister for fixing his attention almost exclusively on, 
a growing lawlessness which seemed to demand prompt·· 
abatement, and ignoring delicate points of Church ten
dency and feeling to which Archbishops and Bishops and 
a large number of High Church laymen were equally 
blind. But a deeper insight might have been expected 
from Disraeli, who never failed to recognise the profound 
importance·· of the. spiritual in human nature, whose 
historical studies had made him thoroughly familiar 
with the inflammability of High Churchmen, as shown 
in Dr. Sacheverell's case, and who had had personal 
experience, in the Irish Church controversy, both of 
their detachment from political party, and of their elec
toral weight. He had warnings both from ecclesiastics 
ahd from wirepullers: The Bishop of B1·echin (Alexander 
Forbes) told him in June that three-fourths of the clergy 
-a class whom the Bishop called 'proverbially vindictive' 
--regarded the Bill with extreme discontent. ' That the 
great mass of the clergy, who have no sympathy with the 
effrenata licentia of the younger men, should make common 
cause with.them against .the Bill shows how strongly they 
feel, and I put it to you whether 15,000 discontented 
men of education scattered thro' the country is not a 
thing to be dreaded by any ·Government! The gross 
exaggeration of this statement probably blinded Disraeli 
to the substratum of truth which it contained. But 
his party manage~, Gorst, reported in the same general 
sense. ' The potential electoral strength of ·the High 
Church party,' he wrote on July 29, 'is generally ti~der-
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estimated on our side. If they became actively hostile, as 
the Dissenters were to Gladstone before the dissolution, 
we should lose many seats both· in the counties and 
boroughs.' · It has always been the opinion of ;ome of 
the shrewdest judges 'that resentment at Disraeli's action 
onthe Public Worship Regulation Bill counted for much 
in the readiness of the High Church 'leaders to think eVil 
of his policy on the Eastern Question and to throw them
selves ardently into the support of Gladstone's whirlwind 
propaganda. 

In one of his letters to Archbishop Tait at a critical 
moment in the history of the Bill,1 Disraeli described 
himself as ' one who, from the first, has loyally helped you, 
a.n:d under immense difficulties.' There is no reaspn to 
doubt that, over and above the political game, Disraeli 
was, in his conduct of this awkward business, sincerely 
anxious to promote the interests of religion in the Church. 
It is a shallow cynicism that refuses to see earnestness 
as well as insight-coupled unfortunately with an in
adequate sense of the historic continuity of the Qhurch--
in such a passage as the following from his second reading 
speech in the House of Commons. 

I have never addressed any body of my countrymen for 
the last three years without having taken the opportunity· 
of intimating to them that a great change was occurring in 
the politics of the world, that it would be well for them to 
prepare for that change, and thatit was impossible to conceal 
from ourselves that the great struggle between the temporal 
and the spiritual power, which had stamped such indelible 
features upon the history of the past, was reviving in our own 
time. . . . I spoke from strong conviction and from a sense 
of duty ... ·. Whi:m I addressed a large body of my country
men as lately ail autumn last, I said then, as I say now
looking to what is occurring in Europe, looking at the great 
struggle between the temporal and spiritual power which has 
been precipitated by those changes of which many in this 
House are so proud; and .of. which, while they may triumph 
in their accomplishment, they ough_t not to s.hut their eyes to 
the inevitable consequences-I said then,· and say now, that 

1 . For a det!J.iled history of the controversy on this measure, see chapters 
21 and 24 of the Life of .,~ichbishop Tail. · 
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in the disasters, or rather in the disturbance and possible 
disasters which must affect Europe, and which must to a 
certain degree sympathetically affect England, it would be 
wise for us to rally on the broad platforni of the Reformation. 
Believing as I do that those principles were never so completely 
and so powerfully represented as by the Church of England; 
believing that without the learning, the authority, the wealth, 
and the independence of the Church of England, the various 
sects of the Reformation would by this time have dwindled 
into nothing, I called the attention of the country, so far as 

'I could, to the importance of rallying round the institution 
of the Church of England, based upon those principles of the 
Reformation which the Church was called into being to re
present. 

A private letter in the autumn provoked by a magazine 
article of Gladstone's on Ritualism further elucidates 
Disraeli's position. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Oct. 5.-. . . I have read G., 
but with difficulty. He is a cumbrous writer. · Now for the 
substance, however. Nothing. He does not meet the great 
question, wh. every instant is becoming greater. 

All-at least all civilised beings-must be for the ' beauty 
of holiness.' No one stronger than myself. In ecclesiastical 
affairs I require order, taste, ceremony. But these are quite 
compatible with a sincere. profession of the estab[lishe]d re
ligion of the country. What I object to is the introduction of 
a peculiar set of ceremorues, wh. are avowedly symbolical of 
doctrines wh. that Established Church was instituted, and is 
supported, to refute and to repudiate .... This is what. the 
people of England are thinking of. His article is mere ' leather 
and prunella.' . . . . 

If Disraeli's well-intentioned efforts had not materially 
contributed to strengthe:Q. the Church of England, he had 
the satisfaction this session of settling the affairs of the 
Church of Scotland on a generally acceptable· basis. 
The question of patronage had agitat~d Scottish church-. 
men for 300 years. There was a strong feeling in Presby
terian Scotland, thoroughly conformable to its special 

·type of Christianity, that the congregation was the 
proper authority to select the minister; and it was largely 
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because this privilege was denied in the Establishment and 
th!" patronage rested to a great extent in the Crown and 
in the hands of laymen that there had been the momeJ1tous 
secession of the Free Kirk in the forties. But even in the 
Es~ablishment there had been several variationsof custom, 
and, on the advice of Lord~Advocate Gordon ·on the 
one hand,. and of the p_uke of Richmond, a great lay 
patron, on the other, Disraeli determined to settle the 
vexed question by a universal transfer of lay patronage 
to the congregations. The Bill passed the Lords with 
ease; being blessed by that eminent Presbyterian Liberal, 
the Duke of Argyll;· but Gladstone, enticed by the lure 
of ecclesiastical controversy; appeared in the Commons 
to make a vigorous protest, mainly on the strange ground 
that it would be an injustice to the Free Kirk to remedy 
a grievance in the conditions of establishment which 
caused them to secede ! He further expressed a fear lest 
the measure should hasten on disestablishment, a policy 
of which he professed 'himself 'no idolater;' though he 
was willing that his memory should he judged by his 
d~alings '!Vith. the Church of Ireland.. Disrae]i, in reply, 
naturally expressed the· hope that upon Gladstone:s 
tombstone there would not be inscribed the destruction 
of another Church. It was· not Gladstone's fault that his 
epitaph lacked this additional; enibellish~ent. In later, 
years he.gave in his adhet:;ion to the policy of disestablish: 
ment for Scotland which in 1874: he professed to dread; 
but the removal of the grievance of patronage,ewhich · 
had been effected in his despite by Disraeli's prudence, 
had by that time so strengthened the Church of Scotland in 
the affections of the Scottish p~ople that the assault was 
repulsed without serious difficulty; and the whole current 
of Scottish opinion has now for many years set in the 
direction, not of disestablishment, but of reunion of all 

'Presbyterians in one national Church. Now that this 
desirable consummation is apparently on the point of· 
being reached, Scotsmen.· should not forget Disraeli's 
important share in creating the predisposing conditions. 
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There was one other ecclesiastical measure, introduced 
by Ministers 'in July, which gave Disraeli some trouble, 
and did not enhance the reputation of the Government. 
'rhis was an endowed Schools Bill, which modified the 
polic~ of Gladstonian legislation, by restoring to the 
Church pf England certain schools on which their founder 
had impressed a specially Church character, but which 
had been thrown open indiscriminately by the last Parlia
ment. However theoretically defensible, it was hardly 
an act of wisdom to disturb an arrangement accepted by 
Parliament and already in force; and the Liberals, under 
Gladstone's lead, came together with some animation to 
protes~. Disraeli saw that it .was desirable to abandon 
a course which Salisbury had pressed upon his colleagues; 
so he amusingly assured the House that the clauses of 
the Government Bill were so obscure as to be unintelli
gible t.o.him, and he must therefore with.draw them for 
reconsideration. The Bill was accordingly reduced to a 
measUre merely· to substitute Charity Commissioners 
appointed by the Tory Government for Endowed Com
missioners appointed by their predecessors. 

To Queen Victoria. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, Wednesday; 1 a.m. [July 25, 1874].
Mr. Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty: · 

. The debate on endowed schools has ended with a good 
majority for the Government; between60 and 70. 

What is of equal importance, with a much better tone in 
the House: everything good-tempered and conciliatory. 

The Cabinet agreed to many concessions yesterday, though 
with difficulty: Lord Salisbury stood almost alone, but he was 
very unmanageable. It is entirely his Bill, but had Mr. 
Disraeli refused to sanction it, which he only did after many 
great alterations by himself and Lord Derby, Lord Salisbury 
would never have consented to your Majesty's Government 
passing the 'Public Worship Bill '; and that was all-important. 

From Queen Victoria. 

Confidential. OsBORNE; July 27, '74.-The Queen has 
received Mr. Disraeli's letter of yesterday. She sees all the 
difficulties and herself has regretted that the Church Regula-

. ~ ~ 
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tion Bill could not have been delayed till next year, on account 
of ·the inconvenience and difficulty it eaused to the ; new 
Government: but it was impossible. 

·As however Mr. Disraeli always likes to have the Queen's 
opii:rion, she will state to him openly what she thinks it most · 
important for him and his· government to avoid, in order to 
enable them to carry on the government for a length of time, 
and thus to save the country from frequent crisises. 

He will recollect that when he left office in '68 the Queen 
urged upon him the importance of keeping the Conservative 
party to what it really ought to be; viz. :· Conservative, and not 
to attempt to be more liberal than the Liberal party, which 
the _passing of the Reform Bill (which was forced no doubt 
upon the late Lord Derby) rather led them to appear to be. 

Now, while being decidedly still of this opimon, which the 
Queen considers to be essent~al to th~ weiibeing of the British 
Constitution and safety of the Crown, it is at the same time 
equally important that there should be no attempt at a retro
grade policy which would alarm the country and injure the 
present Government. The ·country has great confidence 
iii Mr. Disrae1i, but not so much in those of his adherents, 
not to say colleagues, who show a disposition to urge S\!Ch a 
policy as she has named above. This would be, the Queen 
need not say to Mr. Disraeli, very dangerous; and while im
provements, modific~ttions and .alterations may no doubt in 
many cases-where new systems have not worked well~ 
be very desirable and even necessary, any reversal of principle 

. ought to be avoided, even for the sake of precedent. The 
Queen feels sure that,. with Mr. Disraeli's very enlightened 
views, he would be as much against this as any one; still this 
Endowed Schools Bill has been by many looked a.t in this 
light and she trusts that Mr. Disraeli will take any oppor
tunity he may have to show that this is not the policy of the , 
Government. 

Disraeli's letters to his intimate friends give a kaleido
scopic view of the ups and downs of the Parliamentary 
session at its height. Here, first of all, are some extracts 
which show his ·own personal exert~ons in order to aug-
ment the art treasures of the nation. · 

To Lady [!radford. 

H. oF CoMM., June 2, 1874.-. . . I mean to rise early 
to-morrow and go to Christie's. If the Barker pictures are as 
raer arid wondrous as I hear, it shaH go hard if the nation does 
not possess' them. I always remember witli delight that in 
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1867-8, on my own responsibility, I bought for the nation 
the Blacas collection of gems-£50,000 ! , o 

If I could give our gallery some pictures of equal quality, 
one wd. not have lived in vain. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 4.-. • . I have been 
closeted the whole morning with Mr. Burton, the Director of 
the National Gallery, concocting illy plans for Saturday's 
sale. I believe it will end in the H. of Comm. repudiating 
my purchase, and I shall have to appeal to Rothschild, 
Lord Bradford, and some other great friends, to take the 
treasures off my hands, and relieve me, by a raffie, from my 
resthetical embarrassments. We must be very silent till 
Saturday, as I don't want any on~ to know the Government 
is a purchaser. . . . 

10, DowNING STREET, June 17.-.•• When the debate 
over the pictures comes off, there will be some fun. . . . 

July 28.-... After all, the great attack, so long threat
ened, about my pictures, ended in vapor. I thought once the 
vote wd. have passed unchallenged; and in silence; but Mr. 
Hankey forced me up, and the purchase1 was sanctioned ainid 
cheers from both sides. . . . 

To· Anne Lady Chesterfield 

·H. OF CoMM., June 20, .1874.-A hurried line. Yesterday 
was a very hard day in the House, The Opposition got .so 
irritated at all our new proposals in the Licensing Bill, which 
are very popular, that they waxed factious, and resolved to 
delay business; and throw over the Bill till next Monday. I 
had a great force and beat them throughout the night by 
large majorities. 

My new tr,oops got blooded, and begged me to sit up dividing 
till 5 o'ck. in the .morning; and I am not sure I shd. not have 
done so, had I not found out that I could- appoint a morning 
sitting without notice. This quite turned their flank. We 
met this morning accordingly, and have carried the Bill 
through: A great triumph ! . • . 

To Lady Bradford.' 

2, WIDTEHALL GARDENS; July 3.-... Yesterday's debate 
was satisfactory. I t~ink Home Rule received its coup de 
grace. · 

Hartington had spoken in a manner worthy of the subject, 
and his own position, on the previous night. Yesterday 
Beach quite confirmed his rising reputation in the House, 

1 The pictures bought included a. Piero della. Francesca., a. Pinturicchio 
a Luca. Signorelli, and two Botticellis. ' 
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... ~nd the public co;mdence in my discrimin~tion of character 
and· capacity. Lowe was very good; terse, logical, and 
severely humorous; and your friend was not displeased with 
himself, wh., for him, you know is saying a great deal. •.. 
The most effective passage in my speech was the reference to 
the three Irish Prime. Ministers I had known, the three Irish 
Viceroys, etc., etc. All this in the SYJJ.opsis in The Times 
appears; but in the report it is a hash, and the 3 Irish Viceroys 
are turried into three judges. A cUrious piece of ignorance 
is ' morbid sentiment ' turned into a ' mere bit of sentiment,' I 
wh. is a feeble vulgarism ...• 

Disraeli's speech in the Home Rule debate was one 
of his very happi~s~ performances. Its keynote was a 
bantering protest against the absurd· insistence of the 
Irish in proclaiming to the world that they-were a subju
~i'ated people, a conquered race. The House seized the 
point with immediate sympathy and punctuated the 
sentences in which he elaborated it with frequent cheers. 
' I have always been surprised,' he said, 'that a people 
gifted with so much genius, so much sentiment, sueh 
winning qualities; should be_:_ I am sure they will pardon 
my saying it; my remark is an abstract and not a personal 
one-so deficient in self-respect.' He denied that the 
Irish were conquered; ' they are proud of it; I deny that 
they have any ground for that pride.' England had been 
subjugated quite as much, but never boasted of it. Both 
the Normans and Cromwell had conquered England, 
before they conquered Ireland. He was. opposed t<;> 
Home Rule in the interests of the Irish themselves. 
'I am opposed to it because I wish to see at this impor
tant crisis of the world-,-that perhaps is nearer arriving 
than some of us suppose_,:_a united people welded in one 
great nationality; and because I fee~ that, if. we sanction 
this policy, if we do not cleans~ theParlia.menta.ry bosom 
of this perilous stuff, we shall bring about the disinte

. grationof the Kingdom and the destruction of the Empire.' 

1 .A natural, almost .excusable, mistake. ln the shorthand note ' morbid' 
would be written ' mrbd,' and ' mere bit' ' mr bt '--a difference of only 
one letter ~J.nd a spaoe. 
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To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 3L-A most severe day 
yesterday, the Irish members having announced their d~ter-
mination, whatever might happen, not to allow the contmu
ance of what are called their ' Coercion Acts ' to pass; and their 
success was inevita;ble with an adequate quantity of staying 
power. -

I was in my seat 12 hours-from 4 to 4 ! 1 a most exciting 
scene, with many phases of character. At first they were 
in serried rank, and very firm and resolute: our men the same, 
and Dyke ordered, in the great dining-room,· a grille~ bone 
and champagne supper at 2 o'ck. to be ready for the Tories. 

As the evening advanced, the Liberal party, who had 
ostentatiously informed us that nothing in the world wd. 
induce them to act with the Home Rulers, could no longer 
resist the opportunity of embarrassing, or defeating, the 
Government, and joined the rebels in force; but were defeated 
-our smallest majority being 61. 

Then about two, the Irishry began quarrelling among 
themselves, the more respectable, Butt himself, Sullivan, 
a clever fellow, who wants to be the leader, and Mitchell 
Henry, an English millionaire tho' an Irish member, and 
who supplies the funds of the party, getting ashamed of 
the orgies "of faction in wh. they found themselves being 
steeped; and about three o'ck., whEm. they left the House, 
when the factious divisions took place, they were absolutely 
hissed by their own assumed creatures. And a little before 
4 o'ck. we tired out, or shamed, even these rapscallions, and 
the Bill went thro' Committee amid loud cheers. 

I broke ·their ranks by keeping my temper and treating 
Butt and his intimate colleagues as gentlemen, wh. they 
certainly are not; but their vanity is insatiable, and these 
fierce rebel~ did nothing but pay me compliments .... · 

10, DOWNING STREET, Aug. 1.-. . . We have had a 
long Cabinet, and I have had many deputations and interviews; 
business gets thick the last days, and gentlemen get audiences 
wh. they asked for months.ago. You wd. have been amused 
if you had seen and heard all I have done since the Cabinet 
closed at three o~ck.: Sir Henry Rawlinson and the President 
of the Royal Society and Aqmiral Sherard Osbom,_.who 
want a new polar expedition; and Owens College, with a 
posse of professors and M.P.'s, who want 100 thousand pounds 
and to become a University; and Mr. -- who says· his 
brother (late M.P.) is low-spirited that, after ·40 years of 

1 ' The hardest life I ever went thro' ,' Disraeli told Lady Chesterfield, 
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• J!.arly. service, 'there is nothing now attached to his name'--
would like to be a Privy Councillor, or baronet, and wd. 
r:.ot refuse an Irish peerage, and so on. . .. . 

The tone of complacency which Disraeli adopts with 
reference to his achievements during the session is fully 
justified by the comments of the chief Parliamentary 
observer of the day. -

Foremost in official position, as in personal success, is the 
Premier. Never did the peculiar genius of Disraeli (it is a 
sublime sort of tact) shine more transcendently than during 
the past session. He has at no period of his career risen higher 
as a Parliamentary speaker, while his management of the House 
is equalled only. by that of Lord Palmerston. Not in the 
zenith of his popularity after the election of 1868 did Gladstone 
come near his great rival in personal hold upon the House 
of Commons. . . . Disraeli's slow, deliber<\tte rising in the 
course of a debate is always the signal for.an instant filling up 
of the House and a steady settling P.own to the point of atten
tion, the highest compliments that can be paid to a speaker. 

At the outset of his current Premiership, Disraeli fixed upon 
a policy of polite consideration, to which he was the more 
drawn as certain members of the Ministry he. succeeded 
were notorious for the brusqueness of their manner. The 
addition of a bit of banter and of a dash of serio-comicality 
lent a spiciness to his speech which was always relished, and 
was never allowed to reach the proportion at which the 
mixture left an unpleasant taste upon the l;'arliamentary 
palate. . . . Suffering acutely from gout, D~sraeli . has 
stuck to his post with Spartan-like patience; and one of his 
most successful speeches; if not, on the whole, his best speech 
of the session-that on the Home Rule question-was delivered 
after he had been sitting for four hours with folded arms on 
the Treasury Bench, visibly tortured by twinges from his 
slippered and swollen feet.1 . . . . · 

The somewhat acute difference which had arisen be
tween Disraeli and the High Churchmen did not prevent 
him from fulfilling an engagement to pay a visit to his 
friend, Lord Bath, a conspicuous member of that party, 
at Longleat, immediately after the close of the session. 
He'came direct from Osborne, experiencing on the journey 
the embarrassing att-entions which await popular states· 

l Sir Henry Lucy's Diary of Two Parliaments, Vol. I., p. 40. 
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men at the bands of their admirers! Bath told MI·. Georgi}. 
Russell that Disraeli was the dullest guest he ever enter
tained at Longleat; and Disraeli's own accounts suggest 
that he did not find himself in eongenial society. 

To Lady Bradford. 

LONGLEAT, WARMINSTER, Aug.· 7. -. Osborne was 
lovely, its green shades refreshing after the fervent glare of 
the voyage, and its blue bay full of white sails. The Faery 
sent for me the instant I arrived. I can only describe my, 
reception by telling you that I really though~ she was going 
to embrace me. She was wreathed with smiles, and as she 
taWed, glided about the room like a bird. She told me it 
was ' all owing to my courage and tact,' and then she said 
'To think of your having the gout all the time! How you 
must have suffered ! . And you ought not to stand now 
You shaH have a chair!' 

Only think of that ! I remember that feu Ld. Derby, 
after one of his severest illnesses, had an audience of Her 
Majesty, and he mentioned it to me, as a proof of the Queen's 
favor, that Her Majesty had remarked to him' how sorry she 
was she cd. not ask him to be seated.' The etiquette was so 
severe. 

I remembered all this as she spoke, so I humbly declined the 
privilege, saying I was quite well, but wd. avail myself of her 
gracious kindness if I ever had another attack. . . . 

I have very bad stationery here;1 but I have sent for some 
official stores from D.S. to-day; and shall then get on better. 
If you find this a stupid epistle, it is the stationery. Their 
paper, muddy ink, and pens, wh. are made from the geese 
on a common, entirely destroy any little genius I have, and 
literally annihilate my power of expression. . . . 

My travelling from S.hampton to Warminster was very 
fatiguing. I had to wait at S and also at Salisbury; an ho.ur 
~tt each place. They had telegraphed along the line to keep 
compartments for me, so wherever I stopped there was an 
enthusiastic group-' Here he is' being the common expresllion, 
followed by three times three, and little boys running after 
me. You know how really distressed I am at all this. And 
I had a headache, and wanted a cup of tea, and made fr~itless 
efforts to get one. I always found outside of my chamber, 
wh. had been lent me by the manager, a watchful band. I 
got a cup of tea at'Salisbury, however, from apparently a most 
haughty young lady; but I did not do her justice. . She not 
only asked me for an autograph, but to write it in her favorite 

l At Longleat. 
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work, Henrietta Temple I~ I could have refused the Duchess of 
Manchester, but absolutely had not pluck to disobey this 
Sultana. _;I never felt more ashamed of myself in my life. 

At Salisbury, I fo"und Lady Paget. who was going to Long
leat with her son, a very young Etonian. Sir Augustus 
had travelled by an earlier train with the luggage. I cd. not 
avoid giving her a place in my compartment, and she talked, 
and with her usual cleverness, the whole way: an hour of 

. prattle on all subjects. . . . . _: _ · · 
· We did not get to L. till9,and tho' we dressed in ten minutes, 

people who dine at 8 don't like dining at 9. We were seven 
at table. . . . I sate by Lady B. but with a racking headache, 
rare with me, and not in very good spirits, for if Bath was 
rather furious for your defalcation, I cannot say it added 
to my happiness. A more insipid, and stupid, and gloomy 
dinner I never assisted at, and I felt conscious I added my 
ample quota to the insipidity and the stupidity and the gloom. 
Lady P[aget] tried to rally the scene, but she had exhausted 
her resources bet[wee]n Salisbury and Warm[inste]r. 

It was only two hours before we all retired, and had I 
been younger, and still in the days of poetry, I shd. have 
gone away in the night, wh. I used to do in my youth, when I 
was disgusted. 

This morning things are a little brighter. The Baths are 
appeased. . . . ·-

Perhaps, and probably,.! ought to be pleased. I can only 
tell you the truth, wh. I always do, tho' to no one else. I 
am wearied to extinction and profoundly unhappy. 

Aug. 8.-... Of all the.·p~ople here, I like best the Chdte
laine. She is very kind and has offered more than once, and 
unaffectedly, to be my secretary, and copy things for me. 
Bath says she writes an illegible hand. I rather admire it. It 
reminds me somewhat of missals and illuminated MSS. . . . 
. Aug. ll.-... Monday (yesterday) Lady Bath di:ove me to 
F!o.me to see Bennett~s famous church, with a sanctuary 
where ' lay people ' are requested hot to place their feet, and 
among other spiritual pageantry,.absolutely a Calvary-and 
of good sculpture. The church is_ marvellous; exquisitely 
beautiful, and with the exception of some taw'drineF'! about 
the high altar, in admirable taste. . . . . 

The priest, or sacristan, or whatever he was, who showed 
- us over the church, and exhibited the sacred plate, etc., looked 

rather grimly. upon me after my anti-ritualistic speeches; 
and, as Lady Bath. observed, refr11,ined from exhibiting the 

· ' vestments.' But I praised everything, and quite sincerely; 
and we parted, if not fair friends, at least fair foes. The world 
found out who was there, and crowded into the church. They ,;~ 
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evidently were not Bennett's congregation; however, they 
capped me very much, wh. pleased Lady Bath; who would 
drive me, in consequence, round the town in triumph. . . . 

After leaving Longleat and spending a couple of days 
at Font hill and one in London, Disraeli passed mO!lt of the 
early part of the autumn, with the exception of a week at 
Balmoral, as the guest of Lady Chestedi.eld at Bretby; 
though he made a short excursion .. to the Bradfords. at 
their villa on Lake Windermere, and would have visited 
them at_ Weston in October but for the death of Lord 
Forester, the brother of the two ladies. Although he was 
seemingly not attacked by gout_ till the middle of· Sep
tember, his letters suggest that he was in poor health 
and in poor spirits. 

To· Lady Bradford. 

10, DowNING STREET, A'ug. 14.-... You seem surprised 
1 went to Fonthill. I ·went for distraction. I cannot bear 
being alone, and when I join others, 1 am wearied. 1 do not. 
think there is really any person much unhappier than I am, 
and not fantastically so. Fortune, fashion, fame, even 
power, may increase, and do heighten, happiness, but they 
cannot create it. Happiness can only spring from the affec
tions. I am alone, with nothing to sustain me, but, occa
sionally, a little sympathy on paper, and that grudgingly. 
It is a terrible lot, almost intolerable .... 

BRETBY PARK, Aug. 20.-... I came down here very 
much out of sorts, but the kindly methodical life here-the 
regular hours, the tranquillity of the sylvan scene, and a de
lightful companion, who has the sweetness and simplicity 
of aJlower, have combined much to restore me. And increased 
tone brings that serenity of mind, wh. ought to content one, 
instead_ of those romantic thoughts that tear the heart and 
spirit, wh. ought to vanish with youth, and certainly ought not 
to be cherished by any being who pays rates and taxes. 

Southey wrote a very remarkable poem on the falls of 
Lodore, wh. imitates the rush and crash' and splashing and 
hissing of the waters. It is difficult to find his poems any
where nowadays, but, if they can be found, I should think 
it must be at Windermere. Consult John Manners anent -

Southey was a poet, but he could not condense or finish. 
He was gifted with a fatal facility. He was in fact an 
improvisatore. And this is strange, because as a prose writer 
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he is almost without a rival,_ and has none superior to him 
in polish an:d precision. . . : 

BRETBY PARK, Aug. 21.-[My letters] are weak, incon
sistent, incoherent, and, without meaning it, insincere: the 
reflex of a restless, perplexed, hampered, and niost unhappy · 
spirit. . .· . Your sister has thrice, in five days, drawn me 
aside, to ask if anything had happened, I looked so .un
happy .... 1 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

s;. CATHERINE's, WINDERMERE, Aug. 30.-. . : I visited 
with interest, the scene of Wordsworth's life and poetry. I 
shall recur to his, perhaps, not hitherto sufficiently appre
ciated volumes with much interest after gazing on the moun-
tains, the woods, and waterfalls of Rydal. · 

All has gone here, on the whole, pretty well: Selina charming, 
tho' fitful, and my Lord absolutely friendly. 

Whatever happens to me in the world I shall always love 
you. 

To Lady ·Bradford. 

BRETBY' . Sept .. 1.-My. journey was not very successful, 
, for my •train was always too late to fit m with Bradshaw, 
so I had to wait an hour at Staff[ord] and at Lichfield-. But 
after all, this is not a mischance that ever much disturbs me: 
one can always think. I got in good time, and they were con
gratulating me on having a quiet dinner (wh. by the bye I 
wanted), . . . when, Io and behold, as we were about to sit 
down to table, Mr. Scott 2 in ari affected whisper, audible to 
everybody.' and looking very pompous, announced a messenger 
from the foreign office on very urgent business. I was obliged 
to go out; and found matters as he described. Had I been 
at Weston or Windermere I don't know• whether the secret 
wd. have been kept exactly, for I have told you one or two 
before this, and I know the ·Master of the Horse to be very 
discreet; but here thin'gs are different. . I read the despatch, 
and found it utterly impossible to reply to it offhand: it 
required, however urgent, much deliberation. So I made up 
my mind to sleep upon it, and send a telegr:am for the moment. 
But then I had to telegraph in cypher, and you know what 
that is, from George Paget, who was a whole morning over 
one line. However I managed it at last, and tried to r~turn 
with a smiling and easy mien to my dinner. But, hungry 
as I was, having touched .not.hing but my St. Catherme's 

'1 In answer to this letter, it appears that Lady Bradford called Disraeli 
a humbug.' . 

2 Lady Chesterfield's servant. 
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sandwich, and that before noon, my appetite was nothing 
to the ravenous eyes of Lady A.,1 who exhausted all her 
manamvres to obtain an inkling of what had occurred. 

I had a good dinner all the same, and indulged in some 
good claret, convincing myself it was a wine favorable to 

·judgment: then we had a rubber which I lost as usual, and my 
wits were so woolgathering that it was fortunate I did not 
revoke, as I did at Weston. 

I slept very well till five o'ck., when 1 woke, but with my 
mind quite clear, and what, at night, had seemed difficulties 
were all removed; so I opened my shutters and 'wrote my 
despatch in pencil in bed. By the time my fire was lit, it was • 
done, and I had nothing left to do but to write it in ink with 
very few alterations; and the messenger was off by the very 
earliest train. . . . · 

You will say ' Here is much ado about nothing. Who 
cares,for his despatches and his telegrams f 

That is true in a certain sense; but everything interests, 
if you are interested in a person. I assure you I like to 
know very much how you are all getting on. You need 
never want matter in writing to me if you will only give me 
a bulletin of the sayings and doings, of your cirCle-the one, 
after all, wh. interests me more than any other family in 
England. . . . · 

To Anne Lady OheBterfield. 

[AT BRETBY] Sept. 2.-A piece of great social news I Don't 
tell them directly, but make them guess a little. A member 
of the late Government, of high rank, and great wealth, has 
gone over to the Holy Father ! · 

'Who is it 1 No less a personage than the Marq. of Ripon, 
K.G.!!! . 

Shall not .be able to come down to breakfast, as bag very 
heavy, and if I don't work now, I shall not get my walk with 
my dear companion. ' 

From Bretby D!sraeli went for his second and final 
visit to Balmoral, · stopping for a week-end with the 
John Manners at Birnam on the way. 

To Lady Bradford. 

BALMORAL CASTLE .. Sept. 10. -. . . The Faery here is 
more than kind; she opens her heart to me on all subjects, 
and shows me her most secret and most interesting corre-
. 1 Maria Lady Ailesbury, a friend both of Lady Chesterfield's and ~{ 

Disraeli's, was generally known in society as 'Lady A.' 
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spondence. She asked me here for a week, btit she sent to-day 
~o say that she hoped I wd. not so limit my visit, and that I 
would remain at least to the end of next week, and so on. . 

The Derbys dined here yesterday, and· with Princess 
.Beatr·ice and Lady Churchill made up the 8 1. . . . The 
l}ss. [of Edinburgh] was full of life,2 asked the Queen at 
dinner whether she had read Lothair. The Queen answered, 
I thought, with happy promptitude, that she was the first 
person who had read it. Then the Duchess asked her Gracious 
Majesty, whether she did not think Theodora a divine char
acter; the Queen looked a little perplexed and grave. It 

• wd. have been embarrassing, had the Dss. not gone on, rattling 
away, and begun about Mr. Phoobus and the 'two Greek 
ladies,' saying that for her part she shd. like to live in a Greek 
isle. . . . · 

Sept. 12. ___,. . . I have not been well here, and had 
it riot been for Sir William Jenner, might have been very 
ill. All is ascribed to my posting in an open carriage from 

. Dunkeld to Balmoral, but the day was delicious, and I was 
warmly clothed and never apprehended danger. I felt 
queer on Wednesday, tho' I dined with the Queen on 
that day. Thursday Sif· William kept me to my room. I 
have never left the Castle once. On Friday I paid Prince 
Leopold a visit, who wanted to see me, and, later in the day; 
the Queen sent for me, and I had a very long and most interest
ing audience. She told me that Sir Wm. had reported to her 
that I had no fever, and therefore she had sent for me; other
wise she wd. have paid me a visit. She opened all her heart 
and mind to me, and rose immensely in my intellectual 
estimation. Free from • all shyness, she spoke with great 
animation and happy expression;showed not only perception, 
but discrimination, of character, and was most interesting 
and amusing. She said I looked so well that she thought I 
cd. dine with her. 

But when Sir William came home from his drive with 
· P. Leopold and paid me his afternoon visit, he said the symp
toms were not at all good;· put me on a .mustard poultice on 
tl).e upper part of my back, gave me some other remedies 
and said I must not think of dining, or of leaving my room. 
The remedies have been most successful; an incipient conges
tion of the lung seems quite removed, and he does not doubt 
of my being able to travel on Tuesday .. 

1 The other four being the Queen, the Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh 
and Disraeli. · 

ll Writing to Lady Chesterfield; Disra.eli described the Duchess at dinner 
on the previous day as 'most lively,' and as breaking .through 'all the 
etiquette of C!JUrtly conversation. Even the Queen joined in her vivacity, 
and evidently is much influenced by her.' 
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·This morning the Queen paid i:ne a visit in my bedchamber. 
What do you think of that ? 1 · 

The G. Duchess 2 is. in despair at not seeing me: she is reading 
Fronde, and wanted to talk it over with me The Derbys 
also came to see me to-day .... 

you will understand from all this that ram a sort of prison~?r 
of state, in the tower of a castle; royal servants come in and 
silently bring me my meals; a royal physician two or three 
times a day to feel my pulse, eto.,and see whether I oan possibly 
endure the tortures that await me. I am, in short, the man 
in the Iron Masque. 

To Lord Salisbury. 
BALMORAL CASTLE,. Sept. 13.-Being here, I attended to 

your business at once. . . . 
Our royal .mistress is well, and looks extremely so. She 

takes the greatest interest in the Ripon· incident, and is 
most curious to ascertain, who was the artist, who cooked so 
dainty .a dish. H.M. believes neither Manning, nor Capel. ... 

The Ld. Chan[cello]r is only a short distance from me, as 
the crow flies, but a day's journey, from the mountainous 
ranges. He wants to see me before I return to the South, 
but it is difficult. 

The Derbys seem quite delighted with Abergeldie and its 
birchen groves. Not that the Court see much of them-' they 
are so devoted to each other.' . .' . · 

From Balmoral Disraeli went back, still unwell, 'to 
Bretby, and there on Saturday, September 19, to use his 
own words, ' fell into the gout, a~d 'that very badly.' 
The attack caine in time to prevent his committing a . 
great imprudence. Zealous to perform his high· duti~s 
with efficiency, andrealising the importance to the Prime 
Minister of having some first-hand knowledge of a country 
which, like Irelan<)., was necessarily so constantly in his 
mind, he had proposed to spend part of his first vacation 
after accepting office in a visit to the island. The ar
rangement was that he was to arrive in .Dublin as the 
Viceroy's guest on Saturday, October 24, and then visit 
Killarney, Cork, Waterford, Derry, Giant's Causeway, and 
Belfast, delivering speeches in the three capital cities, 

1 ' What do you think,' Disraeli wrote to Lady Chesterfield, ' of receiving 
your Roverei~ in slippers and a. dressing-gown ?' . · 

~ The Duchess of Edinburgh, who was a Russian Grand Duchess. 
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and only returning to England just in time for the autumn 
Cabinets in the middle of November. It was ~an anxious 
undertaking for a man in his seventieth year, full of gout, 
and therefore n~eding rest between two arduous sessions 
instead of a wearisome progress of this kind; and the 
nearer the date approached, the more serious the diffi
culties appeared. 'What am I to speak about, as 
politics are out of the question r he wrote to Corry on'. 
September 10 from Balmoral. A few days later Derby, 
with sound common sense, wrote to dissuade liis friend 
and leader from carrying the mad scheme through. 

From Lord Derby. 

ABERGELDIE, ABERDEEN, Sept. 15, 1874.-More I think of 
your Irish tour, less I like it: and for various reasons. 

First you are overdoing yourself. No man can go through 
two years of such work as yours, leading .the H. of C. and all 
the rest of it, without an interval of complete repose. You 
are depriving yourself of yours without any strong reason 
for so doing that I can see: and in the interest of the party 
and the public, I think you are wrong. We ought to be in 
for 3 or 4 years, and neither you nor anyone else can keep up 
the pace at which you have started for that length of time. 

Everybody would understand the case and nobody would 
consider you as either invalided or indolent if you put off 
your Irish expedition on that ground alone. Indeed a quiet 

• interval is in your position almost necessary in order to con
sider what shall be proposed to the Cabinet. When Cabinets 
·begin it Js too late for any other work than discussion of details. 

But; apart fr'lm personal reasons, what are you to say to. 
the Irish.1 Every question in Ireland whether of the past, 
present or future, is a party question. It is not in the power 
of man to deal with topics of public interest in such a way as 
to please Ultramontanes and Orangemen. The moderates 
are few and feeble-what the press is you know. You must 
be pressed to do local jobs which you must refuse-to release 
political prisoners-to give fixity of tenure in !arid-and to 
receive deputations suggesting, with the utmost loyalty, 
some perfectly impracticable modification of Home Rule. 
You cannot be decently civil to Catholics without offending 
Protestants, and vice versa. The only point.upon which both 
parties agree is the duty of spending more English money on 
Irish soil. 

Your knowledge will fill up the rough outline which I am 
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drawing of your difficulties. And why incur them! We are 
doing very well. A moderately extensive programme of well
considered measures will satisfy Parliament for next year. 
There is absolutely not a cry of any kind that has attracted 
the least public attention of late. The only strong feeling that 
I can trace in the public mind is anti-Catholic feeling: and that 
you cannot gratify and may possibly have to run against in 
the course of an Irish progress. 

Pray excuse unasked advice: though in fact you did partly 
ask for it when we met. If you modify the large programme 
which has been marked out for you, is it not worth considering 
whether the postponement of the whole affair, lea~ing hope~;~ 
for another year, will not give less offence than the curtail
ment of parts 1 

Derby's reasoning may have shaken Disraeli's purpose; . 
in any case· the gouty attack at Bretby put the Irish 
visit out of the question. The Queen expressed a hope 
that he might' some other year be able to go there, when 
he is quite well, for it would do good ' ; but the opportu
nity never recurred. Consequently Disraeli never set 
foot· in Ireland; Gladstone was ~mce there, for three 
weeks, in. October, 1877. To those who reflect upon the 
prolonged contentions of tlie rivals over Irish policy and 
the dominating hold which Ireland obtained over Glad
stone.'s later career, these facts must seem incredible, 
were they not true. 

To Lady Bradford. 
(In pencil.) BRETBY PARK, Monday [Sept. 21].-I am too 

ill to write even to you. A severe attack of gout has been 
the cuh:nination of my trials, and tho' it has removed, or 
greatly mitigated, dangerous symptoms, it adds to my suffering 
and my prostration. The dear angel here is more than kind
ness, but that only makes me more feel what an enormous 
outrage on her hospitality is the whole affair. . . . 

I sit in silence quite unable to read, musing over the won
drous 12 months that have elapsed since this time last year. 
I have had at least my dream. And if my shattered energies 
riever rally, wh. considermg that these attacks, more or less, 
have been going on for 6 months, is what I must be prepared 
for, I have at any rate reached the pinnacle of power, and 
gauged the sweetest and deepest affections o£ the heart. 
Adieu I 
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It was nearly a fortnight before Disraeli was able to be 
·moved, arid then, after passing through town to consult 
Sir William Gull, he went home to remain quietly at' 
Hughenden till the November Cabinets were approaching •. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield, 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 23.-. . ·. There is no repose. 
The Court is a department in itself. 

However the M4ristry are in great favor. The adieu of 
the Queen, after the Council; to the Duke of Richmond, 
was ' I" wish you to remain in as long as ·you possibly can.' 
He had quickness eno' to reply 'That is exactly, Madam, 
what I and my colleagues intend to do.' · 

This letter really must be for your own eye and ear .••• 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 26. ~. . . I like him [M. 
Corry] very ·much, ·better than any main: but, as a rule and 
except upon businef?s, male society is not much to my taste. 
Indeed I want to see only one person, whom I never. see, 
and I want to see her always. Otherwise I would rather be 

. alone. Solitude has no terrors for me, and when I am well, 
has many delights. . But one can't be always reading and 
thinking; one wants sympathy, and the inspiration of the 
heart. . . . . . 

I have not seen Chas. Greville's book, but have read a. 
good deal of it. It is a social outrage. And committed 
by one who was always talking of what he called ' perfect 
gentlemen.' I don't think he can figure now in that category. 
1 knew him intimately .. He was the vainest being-! qon't 
limit myself to man-that ever existed; and I don't forget 
Cicero and Lytton Bulwer; 1 but Greville wd. swallow garbage, 
and required it. Offended selflove is a key to most of his 
observations. He lent me a volume of his MS. once to read;. 
more modern than these; I found; when he was not scandalous, 
he was prolix; ~nd:prosy-"a clumsy, wordy writer. The loan 
W!J,S made a propos of the character of Peel, which I drew in 
George Bentinck's Life, and which, I will presume to say, 
tho' you may think me as vain as Greville for saying so, 
iS the only thing written about Peel wh. has any truth or 
stuff in it. Greville was not displeased with it, and as a reward, 

l IIi th~ corresponding letter of the same date to Lady Chesterfield this 
phrase takes the more clear·cut form: 'I have read Cicero, and was inti· 
mate with Lytton Bulwer.' 
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and a treat, told me that he wd. confide to me his character 
of Peel, and he gave me the sacred volume, wh. I bore with 
me, with trembling awe, from Bruton St. to Gros[ veno ]r Gate. 
If ever it appears, you, who have taste for style and expression, 
will, I am sure, agree with nie that, as a portrait painter, 
Greville is not a literary Vandyke or Reynolds: a mote 
verbose, indefinite, unwieldy affair, without a happy expres-

. sion, never issued from the pen of a fagged subordinate of the 
daily press. I 

With regard to myself, what I am suffering from is not 
gout, but incipient affection in my throat~ tho' I doubt not 
real gout is at the bottom of it all. I have more confidence 
in Leggatt than the other gentlemen you mention. L. says 
I ought to go to Buxton, or at least to the sea, and so on, and 
not live, as I am dqing, among decomposing woods. That 
is very true, and I have generally managed to avoid the fall 
of the leaf. But the total absence of all comfort or comforts, 
that one· encounters at an hotel, countervails the happjer 
atmosphere. One must be at home; and I am going to town, 
where I am not surrounded by mighty beeches brown with 
impending fate, and limes of amber light, and chestnuts of 
green and gold~and every now and then an awful sou' -wester 
that brings, in whirling myriads, their beauties to the ground. 

In the meantime, I am like Crusoe on his isle, taking infinite 
delight in many silent companions. My mittens are a cease
less charm. I fear they will wear out sooner than you expected, 
for they are never off my hands. They keep the hand warm 
and yet free. My aneroid is at my side at this moment; not on 
my dressing-table, as. originally projected, but my writing
table. I manage it now with the same facility, as Herschel 
or Ld. Rosse did their colossal telescope11. If, in my loneliness, 
one is tempted sometimes to feel or fancy that some characters 
and things we remember are merely a droom, my pencil case 
in my waistcoat pocket proves their reA.lity, and if I still 
doubted, something is singing, all day long, which is called 
'Selina.' 2 

Disraeli's verdict on the Greville Memoirs was endorsed 
with great vigour from Balmoral. It is not surprising 
that the Queen should have been horrified at the relentless 

1 Greville'scharacter of Peel appears in Part II., Vol. III., ch. 31, of the 
Memoirs: Disra.eli's character of Peel appears in Lord George Bent.inck, 
ch. 171 and is quoted in Vol. I., II., ch. 11, of this biography. The loan of 
part of Greville's MS. to Disraeli is mentioned in Memoirs, Part II., 
Vol. Ill., ch. 32. " 

2 The mittens, aneroid, pencil case, and singing bird were, of course, all 
presents from Lady Bradford. 
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exposure· of the vices and foibles of her royal uncles 
contained in the first part, which was all that was pub
lished in 1874. But Reeve, the editor, was quite impeni
tent under royal and Ministerial displeasure. Sir Arthur 
Helps, Disraeli told Lady Bradford, read to Reeve 
some passages of a letter from the Queen. ' The Queen 
said; " the book degraded royalty." "Not at all," re
joined Reeve, "it elevates it, by the contrast it offers 
between the present and the defunct state of affairs," 
and so on, fighting every point with smiling impudence !' 

From Queen Victoria. 

BALMORAL, Nov. 12,1 '74.-The Queen thanks Mr. Disraeli 
for his letters received to-day. She hopes that he is quite 
:well and taking care of himself. But she would strongly 
advise him not to accustom himself to very hot rooms, for 
nothing gives people more cold than sitting over a large fire 
~nd then going out. . . ,' 

The Queen omitted hi her last letter saying how horrified 
and indignant she is at this dreadful and really scandalous 
book of Mr. C. Greville's, who seems to ·have put down all 
the gossip which he collected and which, as we.well know from 
.the experience of the present day, is. totally unreliable. ~is 
jndiscretion, indelicacy, ingratitude towards friends, betrayal 
of confidence and shameful disloyalty towards his Sovereign 
make it very important that the book should be severely 
censured and discredited. The tone in which he speaks of 
royalty, is unlike ·anything which one sees in history even, 
of people hundreds of years ago, and is.most reprehensible .. 

Mr. Reeve however is almost as much to blame considering 
that he is a servant of the Crown and ought never to have 
consented to publish such an abominable book. 

To Queen Victoria. 

WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 10,1'1874.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: . 

He thinks your Majesty's critique on the Greville publica
tion, ought to be printed.-· It condenses the whole ease
no, not the ·whole-' indiscretion, indelicacy,· ingratitude.' 
The book is a social outrage, but what is IJlOSt flagra.nt is, that 
it should be prepared, and published, by two servants of the 
Crown! -

1 There must be some miStake in the dates of these t!tters. The second 
is clearly the answt•r to the first. 
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Mr. Disraeli has been revolving in his mind, how some 
public reprobation of such conduct could be manifested. 
For this purpose he has wanted to con£er with various people
and, unhappily, he has never been able to leave his house 
since he anived in town, so he has not been able to go to clubs, 
or talk with men, who, as Dr. Johnson used to describe them, 
are ' clubable.' . . . · 

Mr. Disraeli humbly thanks your Majesty for your Majesty's 
ever gracious interest in his health. · 

He assures your Majesty he endeavors to obey all your 
Majesty's commands in this respect. He never sits over a 
fire, and he has a thermometer in every room, with instruc
tions never to exceed 63. He fears he is suffering from a 
gouty habit, which has broken out late in life, but ,which. 
now understood, may be conquered with care and diet. 

What details for a servant of the Crown to place before a 
too gracious mistress! His cheek bums with shame. It 
seems almost to amount to petty treason. ' 

Disraeli had a further attack of gout in Whitehall 
Gardens in the early part' of November, and it was with_ 
considerable difficulty that he managed to appear at the 
Guildhall banquet and to hold the autumn Cabinets. 
At Guildhall he vindicated, against Gladstone's scepti
cism, the existence and indeed inevitability of the Con
servative working man. 

I have been alarmed recently by learning, from what I 
suppose is the highest Liberal authority, that a Conservative 
Government cannot endure, because it has been returned by 
Conservative working men, and a Co:iJ.servative.working man is 
an anomaly. We have b!len told that a,working man cannot 
be Conservative, because he has nothing to conserve-he has 
neither land nor capital; as if there were not other thin:gs in 
the world as precious as land and capital ! . . . ·There are 
things in my opinion even more precious than land and capital, 
and without which land and capital them~lves would be of 
little worth. What, for instance is land without liberty ? 
And what is capital without justice ? The working classes 
of this country have inherited personal rights which the 
nobility of other nations do not yet possess. Their persons 
and their homes are sacred. They have ·no fear of arbitrary 
arrests or domiciliary visits.l They know that the adminis-

1 It was suggested that Disraeli was indirectly reflecting upon Bismarck, 
"!'ho was employing ·methods of thi,s kind in his quarrel with Count Arnim, 
German Ambassador in Paris. Dieraeli thought it· worth while to dis· 
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tration of law in this country is pure, and that it is no respecter 
of individuals or classes. They know very well that their 
industry is unfettered, and that by the law of this .country they 
may combine to protect the interests of labour; ana they know 
that though it is open to all of them to serve their Sovereign 
by land or sea, no one can. be dragged from his craft or his 
hearth to enter a military service which is repugnant to him. 
Surely these are privileges worthy of being preserved ! Can 
we therefore be surprised that .a nation which possesses such 
rights should wish to preserve them ? . And if that be the case, 
is it wonderful that the working classes are Conservative ? 

The exertion of holding the Cabinets was too much 
for Disraeli, and in the end of November he had another 
attack, almost as severe as that which had prostrated him 
at Bretby. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 23. -. . . I called in 
Jenner on Saturday, suffering much in my chest, I believe 
from the fogs, wh. have been very bad here. He insisted on 
Bournemouth, but I had intendeq first to pay a little visit to 
you all, wh. wd. have been a consolation in my loneliness.; 
but 'last night attacked by gout in my right foot, and cannot 
move. 

If you write to me sometimes, when you. have time or 
inclination, I shall be grateful: but I do not press it or expect 
it-hardly think it reasonable to wish it. I can make no 
return. Long suffering----'for this has gone on ·more or less for 

· · many months-and exhaustion, and some-chagrin of the heart, 
have done their work on me. Our correspondence has alwaye 
been so essentially spontaneous, that Ldo not wish it to-de· 
generate into forced sentences or the bulletins of an invalid, 
which, I know, you do not like, and there we resemble each 
other I cannot write; all my spring is gone. : . . • 

(In pencil.) Dec. I.-Amid my daily reveries and nightly 
dreams, it seemed to me I had only one purpose-to write to 
you, and try to convey to you som:e conclusions, at wh~ I had 
arrived, as to this strange illness, wh. -ha·s harassed me, more 
or less, for nine months, and now has reached its climax. But 
when I take up my pencil (your pencil), my mind deserts 
me, and I am utterly incapable of expressing thought or 

claim this interpretation by a. communique in The Time&.: whereupon he 
was absurdly accused by the Liberals of subserviency to Bismarck. 'No 
man in .his senses,' wrote Delane to COrry, • will blame the Premier for 
remo':ing a cause for irritation he had not intended to excite.' 
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feeling wh~n, only a moment before, the thoughts seemed so 
deep, and the feelings so just and vivid. 

But I can be silent no more, if I write only to thank you 
for your letters. They have always had for me an ineffable 
charm; being both gay and affectionate, like yr. own happy 
disposition. r 

Mine have been different: unreasonable, morose, exacting, 
discontented. I feel all this now. I will not defend them. 
I wd. rather leave their vindication to your seraphic idiosyn-
crasy. -

What is exactly to become of me, I don't know. Whether 
I can rally must be doubtful. To get out of this repaire is a 
necessity, but how I can bear travelling for hours when writing 
this makes me fall back exhausted on my pillow, I cannot 
comprehend. 

After this last attack Disraeli went, on the recommen
dation of the Queen as well as of his physicians, to try what 
Her Majesty called 'the very salubrious air of Bourne
mouth' for the midwinter weeks. The physicians declared 
that the sea-air would gradually ' burn the gout poison ' 
out of his blood. Unfortunately, it was a particularly 
bitter season. ' How damnable,' wrote Corry on December 
19, 'that we should be having the niost inclement winter 
of the decade ! ' ' The' cold is intense here,' Disraeli 
replied: 'deep snow, and I can't get my rooms up to 60.' 
Nevertheless the change was successful. He was deci
dedly better when he left Bournemouth early in January· 
for Crichel; and he was able to tell Rose on January 15: 
' I am pretty well; not quite; but much better than I was 
any day last year:' 

To Queen Victoria 

B-MOUTH, Dec. 10, 1874.-Mr. Disraeli with his humble 
duty to your Majesty: , 

He .cannot. rehain from thanking your Majesty for your 
gracious inquiries as to his health. . 

It is difficult to dedide on atmospherical influences under a 
week, but he thinks he can venture to say, that the visit to 
this place, which your Majesty yourself deigned to recom
mend, will turn out a great success. 

The weather has been too variable; one day it was like the 
Corniche, so soft and sunny, the Isle of Wight looming, and 
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yet not distant, and the waters glittering in the bay:clike coast. 
But storm has prevailed, and nothing but the bending pines 
could have withstood its violence. Mr. Djsraeli is on the cliff, 
which is a great advantage_to him. 
· :a:e has received the Prince's Life/ which he is reading with 
m~ch interest, particularly as it reaches a period, when he 
himself began to take some part in public affairs. Much 
of the earlier part he was familiar with from General Grey's 
volume. This, however, will be all fresh to the public, and 
Mr. Disraeli has no doubt the work will produce a deep, a 
pleasing, and an enduring impression. . . . · 

Dec. 18, 1874. -'-. . . He began. the Life towards the 
end, being interested in the new matter; then he turned to 
other parts to compare the different treatment in the 
present, and in the volume· compiled by General Grey. 
Then he got so interested in the treatment of the subject, 
that he began the work regularly from the beginning; and he 
can truly say, that it is a most able book, and one that will 
endure. There is in the general treatment of the theme an 
amenity worthy of the subject. Your Majesty most truly· 
and justly observes, that the contrast between Mr. Martin's 
volume and a too notorious publication is striking; but it is 
also beneficial. This book will rally the public tone: After 
the turbulent and callous malignity of. the Greville Memoirs, 
one feels as if an angel had passed through the chamber. 
He may be invisible, but one feels, as it were the rustling of 
his wings. · 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS; Jan. 30, 1875.-••. I. am going 
to Hughenden to-day with Monty; and on Tuesday I am going 
to Osborne, an!f t() stay there till the Council is held on the 
4th. The Alberta is to be placed at my disposal, wh. can go 
alongside the pier, so I am not to get into an open boat, and 
there is a cabin closed in on the deck, where I am to sit during 
the passage. . • 

Mr. Corry is to accompany me, and lam forbidden to make 
any change in my usual evening .costume, as it might give 
me cold. . · 

Everything is to be made comfortable for me, and it is hoped 
I may stay for two days, in orderthat I may rest, and, haying 
the Alberta1 I may choose my own time. . 

What do you think of this 1 · And when will you be so 
kind to me 1 Fancy Monty a recognised courtier ! The 
first private secretary whose existence has been acknowledged 
by royal lips: . . . · · 

1 Sir Theodore Martin's Life afthe Prince Oonsort. 
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It was while he was at Bournemouth that Disraeli 
completed the arrangement for one ofthe most picturesque 
features of his first year of office-the offer to Thomas 
Carlyle of the G.C.B. and a pension. He had been cor
responding with Derby in the autumn as to what could 
be done to honour men of science. ' I wish,' he wrote 
on October 9,, 'we had some compreh~nsive order like 
the Legion of Honor. I am sorry that society persists 
in cheapening a simple knighthood. It satisfied Sir 
Isaac Newton and Sir Walter Raleigh. Wo'uld it satisfy 
Stokes 1' 1 The Government gratified the scientific world by 
promoting the Arctic Expedition under Sir George Nares. 

I 'Can we do anything for Literature 1' wrote Derby on 
November 28. He suggested that Tennyson and Carlyle 
were the only conspicuous names; and in pressing 
Carlyle's claims mentioned that he was, ' for whatever 
reason, most vehement against Gladstone. . . · . .Any
thing that could be done for him would be a really good 
political investment. What it should be you know best.' 
Disraeli caught at the idea; he realised the splendour of 
Carlyle's genius and the reproach of its total neglect by 
the State; and his imagination supplied the unique dis
tinction2 which might not unfitly be offered to the doyen 
of English letters. 

To Queen Victoria. 

B-MOUTH, Dec. 12, 1874.-Mr. Disraeli with his humble 
duty to your Majesty: · . 

As your Majesty was graciously pleased to say, that your 
Majesty would sometimes aid him with your advice, he :pre
sumes to lay before your Majesty a subject on which he should 
much like to ~e favored with your Majesty's judgment. 

Your Majesty's Government is now in favor with the 
scientific world. The Arctic Expedition, and some ·small 
grants which may be made to their favorite institutions, will 
secure their sympathy, which is not to ·be despised. 

Can nothing be done for Literature 1 · . 
Eminent literary men are so few, that there would be no 

1 Professor George Gabriel Stokes, the mathematician and physicist, 
1819-1903. He was created a baronet in 1889. 

J The Order of Merit was not founded until the Coronation of King 
Edward VII. · 

I 
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trouble.as to choice, if any compliment lli the~~~/of·Jion~r 
-was contempJa~ed. Mr. Disraeli knows only oftwci\authors, 
who are espE;l6ially conspicuous at this nwment: Tennyson 

.• and Carlyle. He has no personal knowledge of either, and -
~··their -political views are, he apprehends, opposed to those of 

"' yolir Majesty's Government, but that is not to' be considered 
for :a moment. . _ 

He has an impression, that Mr. Tennyson could sustain a
<~ -baronetcy, and would like it. Sir Robert Peel offered that 

distinction to Southey. _ _ · · . ;1r 
Mr. Carlyle is old, and childless, and po_9r; .. but he is very 

popular and respected. by the nation. There is no K.C.B. 
vacant. Would a G.C.B. be too much 1 It might be-com-

. bined with a pension" perhaps, not less than your Majesty's ~-: 
royal grandfather conferred on Dr. Johnson, and which that " 
great man cheerfully accepted, and much enjoyed. 
_ These thoughts are humbly submitted to the. consi!l~ration , 

·.of your Majesty, with, Mr. Disr~eli hopes, not_ too much 
freedom. 

:. 
, ·!"· The Queen, in Disraeli's words, 'entered into tlie 

. · spirit of the_ affair '; and_ he conveyed the offer to 
• .... Carlyle· in a letter conceived in the grand manner, to 

the composition of which, it is evident from the interlined 

·. 

' draft found among his papers, <he had devoted consider
able labour. As a proffer· of State recognition by a 
literary ma:n in power to -a. literary man in (so to speak) 
permanent opposition, it would be difficult to excel it 
either in delicacy or in dignity. Fully to appreci~te its 

. magnanimity, it must be remembered that C~rlyle had 
always treated Disraeli as a ' conscious juggler,'' a super
lative Hebrew conjurer.' ' He is the only rrian:,' Carlyle 
wrote to John Carlyle, 'I almost never spoke of except 
with contempt; and if there is anything of scurrility any
where chargeable against' me, he is the subject of it; 
and yet see, here. he comes with a pan of hot coals for my 
guilty head.' 

To Thomas Carlyle. 
Confidential._ BouRNEMOUTH, Dec. 27, 1874.-A Govern

mimt should r,ecognise intellect. It elevates ahd sustains the · 
tone of a nation. _ But it is an office which, adequately to 
fulfil, requires both courage and discrimination, as there is 
a chance of falling into _favoritism and patronising medio-
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· c;i~y, ~hich:, i~~tead of ~levating th(;~;t!~nal feeling,". ~~~ld'l--
eventually degrade and debase ,ft. ' . ·.• · - • • · 

In recommending Her Majesty to fit out an"'N-ctic •expedi-
tion:, a.p_d in suggesting other measures of that class, her ... -
Government have shown theii' sympathy· with science. · I -~
wish that the·· position of high letters should< be equally -!f" 
acknowledged; but this is not so easy, becap.se it is· in:the 

• 
1necessityq,f things that the test of merit cannot be so prebise .~ 

· 1in literature as in science. ""· .. ~ ~ 
~when !-consider the literary world, I see only two living 

names which, I wquld fain believe, will be remembered; and _, 
they stand out in uncontested superiority. One is that {)f a 
poet; if not a great poet, a real one; and the other is your own.,-., 
; I have'advised the Queen to offer to confer a baronetcy o:ri. .. 
Mr. Tennyson, and the -same distinction should be at your 
command, if you liked it. But I hav;e remembered that·, like 
myself, you are childless, and may not care for hereditary -... 
honors. I. have therefore, made up my mind, if agreeable 
to yourself, to recommend Her Majesty to confer on you the 
highest distinction for merit at her command, and which, I.., P' • 
believe, has never yet been conferred by her except for direct ,! - ' 
services to the State. And tliat is the Grand Cross of the Bath.' :· 

I will speak with frankness on another point. It is not well -
that, in the sunset of life, you should be disturbed by conimon 
cares. I see no reason why a great author should not receive , 
from the nation a pension as well as a lawyer and a statesman. 
Unfortunately the personal.- power of Her Majesty in· tills • • 
resp~ct is limited; but still it is in the Queen's capacity to settl~ .• 
on an.individ,ual an amount equal to a good fellowship, and 
which was ,_cheerfully accepted and enjoyed by the great 
spirit of Johnson, and the pure integrity of Southey. 

Have the goodness to let me know your feelings on these 
subjects. 

· ~he letter to Tennyson reproduced the phraseology 
of the early portion of that to Carlyle, though it naturally 
did not draw a distinction between a 'real' poet and a 
' great ~ one. Both authors refused. Tennyson had had 
a similar offer from Gladstone nearly a year before, and 

·explained to both Prime Ministers in ··s~ccession that " 
he could not accept a baronetcy for himself, but would 
be grateful if such an honour could be secured for his son. 
Nine years later the poet was raised to the peerage~ o_n 
Gladstone's recommendation. Carlyle's answer was 
reported to Derby by Disraeli. 

II. - 23 
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B-MOUTH, ian. 1, '75.-. ·: . Ala.s ! tlie Philosopher of 
Chelsea, tho' evidently delighted with the proposal, /and 

~-· •. grateful in· wondrous sentences, will" accept of nothing--c-
. 'Titles of honor, of all (j.egrees, are out of keeping with the 

tenor of . my poor life,' and as for money-' after. ,years~ of 
rigorous and frugal, but, thank God, never degradll].gj:>overty,'' • 
it has become , .. amply abundant, even super,abundant in' 
this later time.' . . 

Nevertheless the proposal is 'magnanimous and noble, 
without example in the history of governing persons with men 

,-9f letters' and a great deal more in the same highly-sublimated 
4 Teutonic vein. . , 

- I have not• received any reply from Tenriyson, but. this 
is a secondary affair. · . 

· ~ I think of getting away from this on the 4th and ~hall 
', stay a week atDrichel and then to Westminster. Northcote _ 

is with me for a day or two, preparing for the Cabin'ets; and 
i,. the Ld. Chan[ cello ]r is a great assistance to me. . . . ·~ · 
.,. ... 

For the moment Carlyle recognised that he had mis
judged Disraeli.' Lady Derby, whom Carlyle credited, 
p~i·haps :rightly, with t_he origination of the idea, ~ote 
to Disraelion January 15.: 'I saw old Mt·. Carlyle to~day, 

_ ~D.d he scarcely knew hoW to_ be grateful· enqugh for .the << 

. illark of attention you had paid him. I assure you it~wap 
r> 'quite touching to see and hear his high appreciation'oHhe 

offer.' But, save that. he continued to prefer Disraeli to 
Gladstone, the feeling was transient; and when, a. few 
years later, he dissented from Ministerial policy in the •, 
East, he reverted once again to his earlier language, and 
was not ashamed to talk of the Prime Minister as ' a 
'cursed old Jew, not worth his weight in cold bacon,' 1 

:an accursed being, the worst man who ever lived.' 2 
. . 

1 Life of James :lr! acdonell; p. 379. 
2 Some Hawarden Letters, p. 15. 
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CHAPTER X. 

SOCIAL REFORM. 

1874-1875. 

The main Governm!Ol;n,t pr.ogr~am:n:JJW~L~.Qril!>L.Rmp_r_m· 
w~s-definitely entered U:QOn in the second session of. the 
J>arliament. ' In legislation,' wrote Disraeli to Hicks 
Beach in December, 1874, 'it is not merely: rea~d 

;p~~P!iety wliicli are to .be considered, -~ut the· tempJ:_r, ~· 
\of tlie time.' The time was p.,!.P_:gitlO...US_,;__ Though j 

there were disquieting symptoms underlying the· situa
tion abroad, the surface was undisturbed, and there 
was no· immediate reason to anticipate any foreign 
complication; """while at home the defeated Opposition 
showed as yet no sign of cohesion or recovery. Social 
improvement and not revolutionary change was what·-~ 
people .dem~nded; and, to give effect to this desire', 
Labour · me~bers, Alexander Macdonald · and Thomas 
Burt, the forerunners of a mighty political force, had been 
returned for the first time to Parliament. The general 
tendency of the projected hlgislation was settled,' on 
Disraeli's initiative, early in the history of the Gov~rn
ment; and as ·the autumn Cabinets of 1874 approached, 
the Prime Minister asked his principal colleagues for .. 

· ·1urther suggestions. The letter which he wrote to Salis
bury is typical. 

To Lord Salisbury. 
. ---._ 

HuGIIENDEN MANOR, Oct: 12, 1874.-I hardly know, whether 
you have-left your chateau sur la Manche,l but doubt not this 
will reach you, somehow or other. 

t Sa.lisbury had a villa at Dieppe, where he spent the autumn 
. 699 
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In about·a month we ought to commence our November 
Cabinets. 'It would be oLgreat service to me,·and very agree
able also, if you would favor me, some tim~ previously, and 
confidentially, with your general views as to our situation, ·and 
any suggestions you can make as to our futuro course. 

I saw the French Ambassador/ as I passed thro: town
an intimate acquaintance, and more, of forty years. He is, 

•. as.you know, experienced in English politics. He said, 'In 
your internal situation, I do not see a single ~ifficulty:' I 
trust he is correct. 

The:position of affairs in Ireland must, however, demand 
our· attention. The group of laws, called the Coercion Acts, 
are on the eve of expiring~but we could·scaroely arrive at .a 
definite resolution on the subject until the meeting of Parlia
ment. 

Is there any question connected with home affairs that 
occurs to you, wh. has not been touched on in our councils ? 
I believe, that Mr. Secy. X 2 is working at a Dwellings Bill .... 

o~. The-Cabinetswere very h~rmonious, the only measure, 
a remanet from the past session, which might have'caused 
friction being judiciously' shelved' in a manner which 
showed that Salisbury bore no lasting gru,.dge against 
either chief or colleagues .. 

To Queen Victoria~ 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 12, 1874.~Mr: Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: • 

The Cabinet met to-day, and sate two hours, and did a 
great deal of work, and all satisfactory.· ' 

In the first place, not in order, but in importance, the 
question of the endowed schools was brought forward, so 
that there might be Jio future misconception on the subject. 

Lord Salisbury spoke with much moderatio!l and said; that 
he would be satisfied with _\1 compromise, which Mr. Hardy had 
suggested in the Cabinet at the end of' the session. This was 

_-conciliatory, but not satisfactory to those, who deprecated 
., any further legislation at all. .· . .. 

_ To our great surprise and relief, Mr. Hardy said that he 
thought it, on the whole, best, not to take any further action 
in the matter, ·particularly as there was a new Commission, 
whose views we ought to become ·acquainted with, 

.. The Lord Chancellor· strongly supported Mr. Hardy, and, 

1 The Conite de Jarnac. See Vol. I., p. 988. 
2 R. A. Cross, the Home Secretary_. 
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no one ·then speaking, Lord Salisbl.ll'y said, .that ;neither in 
this, nor any subject, did he wish to urge his views against 
a majority of the Cabinet, and one apparently unanimous . 
. He was prepared, therefore, to do nothing. • 

Upon which Lord Derby exclaimed' Thank God, we have 
got rid of the only rock a-head!' . . . : ·· 

Nov 15.-. . ·. The Cabinet was engaged yesterday in 
considering the measure for the Improvement of the Dwellings ~ 
of the People. . This is likely ~o be a very popular and beneficial 
measure, but will require great care. Your Majesty's Ministers 
must be cautious not to embark in any building speculation: 
but nothing of this kind is contemplated. This, and some 
other measures completing the code of sanitary legislation, 
took up the whole sitting. . . . · 

These meetings have been eminently satisfactory: unani
mous and friendly, and never the slightest indication of there 
being two parties in the Cabinet. · 

The path of the Government was still further smoothed, 
as the session approached, by Gladstone's definite retire-~ .. 
ment from the Opposition leadership, and the cnoice in 
his place, as leader of the Liberal party in the House of 
Commons, of a politician of weight and judgment rather 
than of aggressive force-Lord Hartington, the heh of 
the Whig house ·of Cavendish .. Disraeli told Lady Ches; 
terfield 'the new jokti about the Wh1gs. . . You know 
Ld. Derby, pexe, said the Whigs were dished~· they say 
now they are Cavendi8hed.' 

To Lady Bra(lford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb . . 2.-. . . The politi()al 
world was never more amusing: I am glad that Harty-Tarty 
has won the day. Never was a party in such a position, and, 
tho'· I never would. confess it to anybody but your.self, never 
was a man in a prouder position than myself .. It never 
happened before, and is not likely to happen again. Only 
those who are acquainted with the malignity of Glad[stone] 1 • 

to me thro' a rivalry of 5 and 20years, can understand this. 

To Queen Victoria. . . 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 5, 1875, Friday night.
Mr. Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty: 

The House of Commons reassembled to-day, in unusual 
· numbers, the benches on both sides being thronged. 
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Lord H~rtingt~n took his seat at the last moment; l past 
four; and was cheered by both sides. Mr. Forsterl and your.· 
Majesty's humble correspondent were also received by their 
friends with great cordiality. . 

The Address was moved by Hon. Edward Stanhope in a 
speech of st:riking ability. Instead of a mechanical comment 
on each paragraph·of the Royal Speech, Mr. Stanhope gen
eralised on two great subjects, your Majesty's Colonial Empire, 
and the Health of your People. He produced a great effect . 

. He commenced by an allusion to the illness of H.;R.H. Prince 
Leopold, and to your Majesty's anxiety, than which few 
things could be more graceful and felicitous. .. · · · 

The Member for Glasgow; who seconde'd the Address; un" 
fortunately spoke in the language of h!s country, and, so, 
soon lost. the House; but all his observations were sensible 
and acute, and worthy of a descendant of Bailie Nicol Jarvie. 
The new.houses in Glasgow for the artisans, and the polluted 
state of the famous Clyde, gave him a becoming position 
in the business of the eve_ning. · .. ' 

Lord Hartington, well-prepared .and thoughtful, made . a 
reputable appearance, and .the general impression on both 
sides was favorable to the effort. · . 

Mr. Disraeli closed the debate, as- no one would rise, though 
there had- been rumors that_ Mr. Fitzgerald was abou_t_ to· 
call ·th(Fconsideration of the House to the contemplated in
vasi<?_fr 'Of .Ho!Jand by Prince Bismarck. The House was in 
good.;-spirits and good temper, and there seems the prospect 
of an active, but serene session. . · 

Writing to Lady Chesterfield, Disraeli described Har
tington's debut as leader more familiarly. :"Harty-Tarty 
did very well; exactly as I expected he would; sensible, 
dullish, and gentlemanlike. Lowe said, "At last I have 
heard a proper leader's speech; all good sense, and no 
earnest nonsense;" ' " 

In the favourable atmosphere thus created, the Minis
terial programme of social legislation was auspiciously 
launched. Sanitas sanitatum, omnia sanitas had been 
Disraeli's watchword, 'A policy Qf sewage,' the Liberals·_ 

. had sniffed in reply. Even if limited to sewage, such 
a policy was praiseworthy; but, as Disraeli pointed out 

1, W. E. Forster, afterwards Chief Secretary for_ Ireland, had refused to 
let his name be submitted in competition with Hartington's for'the Liberal 
leadership, . 
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at the close of the session, sanitary reform, '·that phrase · 
so little understood,' included ' most of the civilising 
influences of humanity.' Disraeli had given the artisans 
the vote in 1867. Gladstone had prevailed on them 
to use it in effecting great political changes ~n·\he insti
tutions of the country, and particularly of Ireland. ·~What 
~hey really wanted, in Disraeli's opinion, and what in 
the General Election of 1874 they set themselves to obtain, 
were better, healthier, more humanising conditions in 
their own daily life. They wanted· sanitary .and com
modious homes; they wanted regulation of their occupa
tions so as to minimise risk to life and health and to pre
vent excessive toil for their women and children; they 
wanted freedom of contract and_equality before, the law 
with their employers; they wanted encourageme~t and 
security for their savings; they 'Wanted easy access to 
light and air and all the beneficent influences of nature. 
These were their principal wants in the sphere of material 
sanitation; but they had no less need of what ·may perhaps 
be called mental and spiritual sanitation-a sphere which 
Disraeli was little likely to overlook; they wanted the 
provision of sound education and the enlargement of 
religious opportunity. · 

In regard to elementary education and local govern
ment, Gladstone's Ministry had done good work; but 
otherwise the direct and obvious needs of the. working 
population had been neglected by the Liberals,· still· 
dominated as a party by the doctrines of laisser faiie, 
Indeed, Forster's great Education Bill would never have 
passed into law, in view of the bitter hostility of Radicals 
and Dissenters, had it not received the general support of 
Disraeli and the Co:q.servatives. Another working-class 
problem which Gladstone's Ministry had touched, that of 
the relations between employers and workmen, they had 
conspicuously failed to solve. In one single session, 1875, 
Disraeli and his colleagues vigorously attacked the . 
' condition of the people ' question in three main branches, 
housing, savings, and relations -of master and man, 
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. effecting in each case a striking ~improvement in the Jaw; 
and there was none of the working-class needs enumerated 
above that was not to a large extent supplied before the 
Tory Government_ were expelled froin office. 

The Minister chiefly responsible tor · . this ·social 
legislation was the Home Secretary, Richard Cross, the 
shrewd Lancashire lawyer and man of business who 
frequently figures in- D:lstaeli's correspondence as 'Mr. 
Secy. X ' ; and, after him, N orthcote; the Chancellor 
of -the Excheq.uer. The homes of the poor were dealt 
with first of all; and an entirely new departure was 
made in the Artisans' Dwellings Bill, which for -th~. 
first time called in, public authorities to remedy the 
defects -of private dwelling-houses. -By its proVisions 
local authorities in large towns were empowered to remove 
existing buildings for sanitary reasons and replace them 
by others, the new. buildings to be devoted to the use 

·of artisans. True to his rigid economic doctrine, the 
eminent Radical, Fawcett, scoffed at the proposal; and 
asked why Parliament should facilitate the housing. of 
working men and not -that of dukes ? But the artisans 
themselves ·and the public at larg~ welcomeq this honest 
attempt to deal with the rookeries which disgraced our 
urban civilisation, and which made decent life ·almost 
impossible for those who dwelt in them. When excessive 
demands for compensation impeded the working of the 

· s~heme, the Government passed in 1879 an Amending BiJl 
providing that, if overcrowding had· created a nuisance, 
compensation should be -fixed on the value of the house 
after abatement of the nuisance, so that grasping and 
callous owners should not profit by their misdeeqs. 

Savings were promoted' and secured by a Friendly 
Societies Bill, in Northcote's ·charge. This struck a 
mean· between·the extremes. of too' great ~tate interference 
and of insufficient protection. It left the Societies a 

- wide measure of- self-management, but insured the 
adoption· of sound rules, effective aud.lt; and rates of pay
ment sufficient tq maintain solvency; It established 
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the Friendly Societies, and with them the people's savings 
on a satisfactory basis. 

But the ·most important legislation of the session 
dealt with the relation of master and man. Hitherto 
the workman had been severely handicapped in his con
tentions witli his employer about wages and conditions 
of service by two rules of law coming down from a state 
of society antecedent to the industrial epoch. In the. 
first place, breach of contract by the workman was re
garded, and punished, as a criminal offence, while the 
employer in a like case was only liable in the civil courts; 
and, in the second place, the doctrine of ' conspiracy ' 
among workmen was applied in .such .a way as to cover 
the normal actions of trade unions, and to bring their 
promoters within reach of the criminal law. By two Bills 
which Cross introduced, in pursuance of the report of 
the Royal Coml)lission of the previous year, botli these . 
wrongs were righted. The one made employers and. 
workmen equal before the law as regards labour con
tracts, constituting breach of contract merely a civil 
offence on the· part of a workman as it had always been . 
on the part of_ an employer. The other made 'con
spiracy' as applied to trade disputes no longer a crime, 
except when it was for the purpose of committing what 
would be a crime if done by one person. These two Acts, 
said a Trade. Union Manual of Labour Laws of the .day, 
were the charter of the sociaJ and industrial· freedom of 
the working classes; and the Labour member, Alexartder 
Macdonald, in the House, ·and the Labour Congress 
formally in .the autumn, thanked the Government 
warmly for passing them. 

l'he Acts already described were by no means the 
whole crop garnered by the Government in this fertile 
session of constructive social legislation. The interests 
o:f agricultural tenants were not forgotten, but Disraeli 
himself advocated and secured the passage thropgh the 
House of Commons of a Bill by which the tenant obtained 
compensation for unexhausted improvements, a presump~ 

II. .. 23* 
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tion of,lawbeing created i~ his favour, while at the s~me 
time freedom of contract between landlord and tenant was 
preserved, More'over, the protection of merchant seamen· . 
from the dangers of unseaworthy ships was undertaken in 
circumstances towh1chweshallrecur. Finally, the Govern~ 

, merit, completing in this field their predecesso'rs'work, con
solidated thewholesanitarycodeinthe Public HealthAct
the starting-point for all subsequent amendment in detaiL 

:c, After 1875 there was never again, ·during t.he lifetime 
of the Government, a session untroubled by serious 
foreign or imperial complications; but, though the pace 
was necessarily slower, steady progress was made through
out with social reform. The greatest and most important 
work of all was to put the coping-st()ne on that edifice 
of factory legislation which Sha.ftesbury had gradually 
.reared, with the steady support of Disraeli and of' Y~:mng 
,England,' in the teeth of the bitter opposition of Bright 
and the Manchester School. in their very first session, 
1874, the Government. had remedied -the wrong done 
in 1850, when the ten hours' day which Parliament had 
decreed in 1847 for women and children was for adminis
trative reasons enlarged, in face. of strong opposition 
by Disraeli and John Mamiers;to a ten-and-a-half hours' 
day.1 Fifty-six hours a week, or ten hours on five week-
days and ~ix on Saturday, was the total allowed by the Act 
of 1874; and even thls modification was opposed by the 
individualist Fawcett', and, in the division lobby, by 79 
Libetals. Then . in 1878 the whole intricate series of 
factory laws were brought und~r review, imp;oved, an:d 

. codified by a Consolidation Act; of wh.ich Shaftesbu1y 
spoke in the Lords with unbounded satisfaction. He 
said that he was lost in won.der at the amount of toil, 
of close investigation, and of perseverance involved in its 
preparation; two millions of people in this country 
would bless tht; day when Cross was appointed Home 

· Secretary. Nor were the Factory Acts the only measures 
passed by this Government ameliorating the circum-

1 See Vo~. I.; p. 1070 .. · 
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stances of labour. Hosiei·y manufacture was, brought 
under the Truck Acts in 1874; provision for inspecting 
and regulating canal boats waE; made in 1877; and in 
1876 permanent and hum.ane conditions were laid 46wn 
for merchantshipping. . 
. In· these ways the Government .effected a notable 
i~provement in the conditions of labour; but it was on 
the old. lines of Shaftesbury's movement. . In another 
field tp.ey · broke new ground. They reversed the old 
policy of the Enclosure Acts, which encouraged the con
version of common land into private .and therE)fore pre
sumably productive occupation; and, in view of the rapid 
development of the urban population and ~he necessity 
of securing for it the enjoyment ofgrass and light and air, 
prevented by an Act of 1876 any further enclosm:e save 
where it would be a public as well as a private benefit, 
and promoted free access to commons and. their use as 
public playgrounds. In a similar spirit, in 1878, Mtnisters 
secured, by the Epping . Forest Act, the. unenclosed 
portion of that wild tract on the'verge of East London 
to the use of the public for ever. In these acts they 
were putting intd effect a policy in which George John 
Shaw-Lefevre, afterwards Lord Eversley, and Henry 
Fawcett, so often .a, foe to Disraeli's social legislation, 
were pioneers; but both these reformers opposed the 
Enclosure Bill, because it was not, .in their opinion, 
sufficiently drastic. With the like object of preserving 
the bounty of nature frt:Je and uncontaminated for the 
people's enjoyment Ministers passed in 1876 the Rivets 
Pollution Act, absolutely prohibiting the introduction 
of solid matter into rivers, securing them from further · 
pollution by sewage, and imposing upon manufacturers 
the liability to render harmless the liquid flowing from 
their works. Here, as so often in their 'sanitary legisla
tion, the strongest opposition with which Ministers 
met was from an eminent R~dical-in this instanc.e 
Dilke. 

·while passing these . measures of m~terial sanitation, 
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the Government in no way neglected the mental and 
spiritual health of the people. Indeed, their record in the 
promotion of education was a substantial one. I'n 1876. 
they widely extended the benefit of elementary educa- · 
tion by a Bill amending Forster:s Act of 1870; in 1877 
they ·reformed by the agency of statutory cominission 
the Unive:r:sities of Oxford and Cambridge, making the 
revenues of the Colleges more available for educational 
purposes: whilein1Si8and 1879they materially improved 
Irish education-university, .secondary, and elementary-

- first, by establishing an examining and· degree-giving 
Royal Up:iversity to· meet in some degree the chtims of the 
Roman Catholics; next, by taking a million from the Irish 
Church fund to encourage secondary education. by means 
of exhibitions to successful students and of grants· to 
managers· of efficient schools; and finally l:;ly· establish
ing out of the same fund a proper system of pensions 
for national school teachers. In th~ sphere of spiritual 
sanitation, besides the ·respect f<;>r the religious needs 
of the people which a critical ·body of Dissenters and 
secularists in Parliament found only too clearly expressed 
in the terms of the'English educationai Bills, the Govern
ment encouraged the Chu{ch of England to extend her 
usefulness by extending her episcopate as advocated by 
Disraeli himself in 1864; passing Bills for the creation of 
new dioceses of St. Albans i:md Truro in 1875 and 1876, 
and a more. general Bill in 1878, under which no fewer 
than four additional sees, Liverpool, Newcastle, Wake
field, and Southwell, were authorised. It was the greatest 
ecclesiastical reform since 'the Reformati.on, said Tait, 
the Archbishop of Canterbury, in the House of Lords. 

Such in general scope was the code of social and sanitary 
legislation which Disraeli's great Minis~ry established for 
the people of this country._ It too4: the practical pressing 
needs of. the working population one by one, and found a . 
remedy for them, without inflicting hardship on any other. 
class, or aff~cting our historical institutions in any way, 
save to' strengthen their hold on popular affections. 
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'The palace is not safe, when the cottage is not happy,' 
Disraeli had said at a Wynyard Horticultural Show in 
1848; and he did his best in the 1874-1880 Ministry~ 

, make the one satfe by: making the other haP.P.Y· Well 
\might Alexander Macdonald tell his constituents in 1879, 

' The Conservative party: have done more for the working ~ 
classes in five years than the Liberals have in fifty.' 7' 

Tlie work tlien done has had of course to be extended 
and supplemented in many respects, but in its main out-. 
lines it has stood the test of time. The aspirations of 
Sybil and 'Young England,' the doctrines in which 

· :bisra.eli ha"d-' educated ' his 12arty: for thirty: y:ears, the 
principles _laid down in the great speeches of 1872~ 
translated into legislative form; it was Tory democracy 
in action. Gorst, who, owing to his p,osition as party 
organiser, waS"iilclose touch with Disra.eli during these 
·years, has expounded in an ~mp..ressiv_~_passage1 what he 
understoodthe domestic policJ7 of his ' ancient master ' 
to be. 

The principle of Tory~ d(:l:t;g_o_cra~y..Js tbaL~overnment 
e~tssolely for the good of the governed; that Church and 
King, Lords and Commons, ana all otlier public institutions 
are"'tooe maintained so far, and so far only, as~tli1ly~r.op10te 
the happiness and ~el~are of tb,~ commpl!Jte_o_p.,k;~ that all 
wlio ar~ entrusted w1th any pubhc .functiOn are trust~-~t . 11 
for thmr own class, but for the nation at larg_~; and that tlie 7"'
mass of the people may oe trusted so to use electoral power, 
which should be freely conceded to them, as to support those 
who are promoting their interests. It is democratic because 
the welfare of the p!J_£Ele is its supreme end; it is Tory because 
th'eiilstitutions of the country are tlie means l:iy which the end 
is to be attained. 

It is a J:lroof of Disraeli's grea.t~ws:,~~!ld of the s_oJind
ness of his conception, that the stamp _printed by him 
o~ Tp:cy~pplioy, has_pexsi~te.£, though it has at tiilles 
been obscured by accretions· of class and party interest. 
Gorst, indeed, whose relations with his party became 
increasingly uncomfortable until he finally quitted it, 

1 In a letter in The Times of Feb. 6, 1907. 
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held that only Randolph Churchill and his· immediaty 
comrades carried on the Tory democratic tradition. 
ThiEvtradition w:as perhaps not the. aspect of Disraeli's 
work that specially app~aled to his successor, Salisbury. 
But circumstances drove Salisbury into a close alliance 
with Chamberlain and Chamberlain's school of secial 
reformers, and thus powerfully reinforced all the progres
sive elements of the Tory party. The result has been, 
to take only a few conspicuous instances, that it is to 

. that party that the people of ~his country owe the 
popular reconstitution of county government and of 
London government, the freeing of elementary educac 
,tion, the consolidatio~ of the Factory Acts in 1901, the 
~normous ~ducational advance of Mr. Balfour's. A~t of 
1902, and the large and varied programme of social-legisla
tion carried through.by Mr. Baldwin's 1924 Government. 
it may be added that the intimate association of Tory 
leaders with Labour representatives in Mr. Lloyd George's 
Ministry of 1916 .was an arrangement which largely 
carried into effect the ideals of Sybil.· 

It has sometimes been suggested that be()ause Disraeii 
left. the conduct of the Ministerial measures of sodal 
reform mainly in the very competent hand~ of Cross and 
Northcote, therefore his own share in this beneficent 
legislation was little or ·none, and all the credit should be 
given to his lieutenants. In view of the facts, this is an 
untenable theory. Disraeli was no roi faineant in his 
Cabinet; on the contrary, by the testimony both of col~ 
leagues and of ·opponents, he was, in 'matters which 
interested him, himself the Government. But from his 
first experience of Ministerial leadership in 1S52 he had 
adopted the practice of leaving his colleagues to manage 
by themselves the conduct of Bills affecting their own 
departments, and 'of not intervening himself save· at 
critical moments .. A system of Ministerial devolution, 
deliberately adopted when he was in the prime of 
manhood, would be all the more s~rictly followed·. at 
a time when approaching old age and recurrent gout 
made it imper~tive for him to husband his physical 
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resources. His correspondence with the . Queen and with 
his friends confirms in detail what was already sufficiently 
apparent from his public speeches, especially those at 
the close of the 1875 session: that the carrying into effect 
of the programme of social policy outlined in 1872 was 
not less his work than the programme itself. 

We have seen how he wrote of the Artisans' Dwellings 
Bill to the Queen; to Lady Bradford he boasted of his 
s.ocial . reforms as ' a policy round which the country 
c;;:n_ rally.' He showed his personal· interest in housing 
problems by attending, as Prime Minister, in June, 1874, 
the opening by Shaftesbury of a 'workmen's city,' at 
Lavender Hill, built by a limited company having share
holders of all ranks from dukes to bricklayers; and then 
he had said that the best security for civilisation was the 
dwelling. ' It is the teal nursery of all domestic virtues, 
and without a becoming home the exercise of those virtues 
is impossible.' He had added that. the experience gained 
at Lavender Hill might 'guide the councils of the nation 
in that enterprise which I believe is impending in this 
country on a great scale, of attempting to improve the 
dwellings of the great body of the people.' With the 
labour legislation of the 1875 session his personal connec
tion was especially close. He. had been studying the 
labour laws at Hughenden in the autumn of 1873, and 
had asked Hardy at that time for a memorandum on the 
law of conspiracy. as being a subject that 'will press 
us.' We have his own definite statement that on this 
subject he converted to his policy a hesitating Cabinet. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June ·29.-... I cannot expres·s 
to you the importance of last night. It is one of those mea
sures, that root and consolidate a party. We have settled 
the long and vexatious contest bet[wee]n capital and labor. It 
will have the same effect on the great industrial population 
' on the other side Trent ' wh. the Short Time Bill had in the 
West Riding and Lancashire. . · 

I must tell you what I will tell to no other being, not even 
.the Faery, to whom I am now going to write a report of the 
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memorable night, that when Secy. X explained his' plan to 
the Cabinet, many were agst. it, and none for it but myself; 
and it was only in deference to the P. Min[iste]r that a de<:Ji
sion.was postponed to another day. In the interval the thing 
was better understood and managed. · 

To Queen V ictorja. 

. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 29, 18'75.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to yourMajesty: · -

The proceedings in the House ofCommons were so important 
last night, that he feels it his d11ty to furnish .your Majesty 
with a memorandum of them. 
• The ' Labor ·Laws ' of .the Government; contained in two 
bills, were read a second time with not only approbation, but 
with general· enthusiasm. . The .representative working men, 
like Macdonald, and the great employers of labor, represented 
by Mr. Tennant, the member for Leeds, and othe s, equally 
hailed these measures as .a complete and satisfactory solution 
of the greatest question of the day; the relations between 
Capital and Labor. .. 

Mr. Lowe and Mr. Forster spoke in the warmest terms of 
the measures, and the· latter said that, after passing such 
Bills, Her Majesty's Government need have no apprehension 
of their reception during the recess, and that all_ their oppo
nents must join in the general commendation of the country. 

Mr. Disraeli believes, that this measure, settling all the long 
and long-envenomed disputes between ' master and servant,' 
is the most important of the class, that has been_ carried in 
your Majesty's long and eventful reign: mor~ important, he 
thinks, because_ of more extensive _and general application, 
than even the Short Time Acts, which have had so beneficial 
an .effect in softening the feelings of the working multitude. 

He is glad, too, that this measure was virtually passed on 
your Majesty's Coronation Day. . . . · 

As the · Prime Minister .took little personal part in 
recommending to the House of Commons th~ social 
legislation which owed so much to his initiative, the 
dramatic scenes of the session were few, arid were mostly 
.concerned with issues of very secondary importance. 
Questi~ns of privilege, in lieu of more · vital matters, 

· loomed large, and the Opposition coquetted with the 
discontented Irish in raising difficulties where Disraeli's 

.strpp.g· sense of the dignity of the House of Commons led 
;:. .ii;. . . ., + 
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him to hold a straight course. The House supported him 
in refusing to allow John Mitchel, an lin purged felon, 
elected for an Irish constituency, to take his seah in 
allowing Kenealy, the counsel who.se outrageous methods 
in conducting the defence of the Tichborne claimant 
had caused his profession to cast him out, to advance, 
as a duly elected and unconvicted member; to the t.able 
of the House and take the oath:____in spite of his inability 
to get any fellow-member to introduce him; in condemn
ing Kenealy's unworthy agitation against the judges who 
decided against him, and in declining to pay the sinallest 
attention to his ridiculous contention that a pnvate jest 

· of Lord Chief Justice Cockburn's at a dinner-:table was 
. evidence of a fixed determination to condemn the plaintiff; 

and, further, in refusing to abandon offhand, because of 
an indiscreet enforceme~1t of privilege claims, the ancient 
privilege of Parliament, as against the press. His letters 
to the Queen and his friends give some idea of the vicissi
tudes of the session. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENs, Feb. 17; 1875.-:-... Yesterday, · 
when I could well have been spared such trifling trouble, was 
taken up with a struggle betn. Parliamentary privilege and 
semi-royal prerogative. ·. . 

I was engaged to dine with the Speaker, whom I threw over, 
as the phrase is, for the P. of W., alleging command. The 
Speaker wd. not take my excuse, alleging that there was no 
' command ' except from the Sovereign; that a dinner to the 
Ministry without the P.M. was a mockery,.and that he must' 

-vindicate the authority of the Chair. - . 
· The Prince behaved very well. I was rather afraid, and 
prepared he wd. be annoyed. Monty, who was pretty well, 
was of great use to me. He saw Knollys and explained the 
painful situation, and after saw· the Prince, who had been 
hunting. The Prince said it was a grand party; all the Am
bassadors and the Derbys, etc., and that he wanted the Prime 
Minister; that he thought the Speaker always dined on Satur
day (in wh. he was right; this is an innovation) but he felt 
the importance of the occasion and so released me .. Monty 
was with him twenty minutes or so, and he _was amiable 
and agreeable. In the evening cam·e a large card, and a note 
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from Knollys, saying the Prince thought I cd. be represented" 
at the dinner. by no one better than by my faithful Secy. 
Monty is quite in hi~ stirrups, and has no aoubt that all 
the Prince's banditti, at the Marlboro' Club, will be very 
jeal[ ous] ..•• 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, WIIITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 19.-. . . I could not 
write yesterday, for it was-a day of great trouble and anxiety. 
The Opposition chiefs had signified their intention to support 
my resolution against_the rebel, Mitchel; but only just before 

. the meeting of the House I heard. that Harcourt and Lowe 
had got round Ld. Hartington, lJ,nd persuaded· him to support, 
as an amendment, a committee to inquire. This, if carried, 
would have been a great blow, and it was supposed, that there . 
was a chance, and not a bad one, of its being carried. 

If I had accepted the amendment, in lieu of my own un
compromising Resolutions, the humiliation of the Govern
ment would have been very great. 

The result showed that I had not miscalculated the spirit 
of the Ho. of Commons, and the Oppositign chiefs, while taking 
an unpatriotic course to please the Irish rebels, sustained an 
ignominious overthrow. There has· seldom been a greater 
triumph for a Minister than yesterday. After· dividing on 
the pretence of adjourning the debate, and getting beaten by a 
majority of. more than 160, they allowed my Resolutions to 
pass nemine contradicente. . . . 

To Lady Bradford. 
. I . 

W[IIITEHALL], Feb. 26.-... We did well in the House 
last night, and carried the second reading of our Friendly 
Societies Bill. That, with the Artisans' Dwellings Bill, is the 
second measure of social improvement that I think we shall 
now certainly :Rass. It is important, because they indicate 
a policy, round wh. the country can rally. 

The question who shall be Serg[ean]t-at-Arms in the House 
of Commons, is agitating political society, and _is in a strange 
quandary, . . . In brief, ~d. Hertford nominated his son
in-law (Erskine1 I think), and sent in his name to the Queen. 
The House of Co1llmons signed a Memorial-to Her Majesty, 
-praying the Queen to bestow ~he office on. Gosset, 2 wh. 
they intended the Speaker to present. He disapproved the 
Memorial; as an interfere~ce with the prerogative, but said . 

'1 Si~ H·. D. Erskine, Sergeant-at-Arms fron:I 1885 to 1915. 
·•8 . Then the Deputy-Sergeant, who was, Disraeli told Lady Chesterfield, 

'a gr.~at ~!Lvorite with all parties,' and had served for thirty-five years. . . . 
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he wd. represent the unanimous feeling of- the House to t~e 
Primo, etc., etc. 

So I wrote to the Queen and put the matter before her, 
. never anticipating what.wd. happen.. Last night, I received 

her reply. She has thrown over Ld. Hertford, and leaves 
me to communicate her gracious favor to the Commons, the 
son-in-law of Ld. Hertford to have the deputy place. I have 
not told a h1Yfian being except you, a.s I wish, if possible, to 
spare Ld. H. and give him a golden occasion to be gracious ... · • 

To Queen ~ictoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, March 5, 1875.-Mr. Disraeli 
with his humble duty to your Majesty: , 

The large majority of your Majesty's Government, on the 
Army Exchange Bill, was sustained last night, and it is 
.rumored, that the future opposition will be slight. . 

There is a strong party,· in both Houses, which desires the 
restoration to the House of Lords o£ their position as Court 
of Ultimate Appea~. 

An Act to abolish this function, so far as England is cori
cer;ned, has already passed, but does not come into force until 
next November. 

The House of Lords is still the Court of Ultimate Appeal for 
Ireland and Scotland, and it is not probable .that the Bills 
introduced, to assimilate those countries to England, will 
pass. -

The anomaly, then, will be established of separate Courts 
of Final Appeal for different parts of your Majesty's dominions. 

To remove this anomaly, it is understood that Mr. Walpole 
will bring the matter before the House of Commons, with the 
view of practieally rescinding the English Act, that comes 
into play in November. The circumstances are rather critical. 

Mr. Disraeli attended, yesterday, a meeting of the peers, 
at the Duke of Richmond's, and succeeded so far as to induce 
them to take a prudent and moderate course for the moment, 
but their spirit was high and somewhat unmanageable. Peers, 
who, two years ago, showed the greatest apathy on the subjeet, 
have become quite headstrong .... 

March 17.--:< , . Yesterday was a great day in the House 
of Commons. In consequence of the tactics of delay on the 
part of the Opposition, Mr; Disraeli was obliged to have 
recourse to a morning sitting; unprecedented before Easter-
so yesterday the House was sitting all day. . 

But the greater event was-the return from Elba: Mr. 
Gladstone not only appeared, but rushed into the debate. 
The House, very full, was breathless. The new members 
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trembled and fluttered like small birds' when a hawk is in the 
air. .As the attack was made on Mr. Secretary Hardy and hl.s 
department, Mr. Disraeli was sorry not to be able to accept 
the challenge, but he had nothing to r~gret. Mr. Hardy, who, 
suffering under a great sorrow,l_has been languid this session, 

_ was inspired by the great occasion, and never spoke with more 
force and fire. The Bill 2 was carried through Committee 
by large majorities, and without alteration. ; •• 

To 4-nne Lady· Chesterfield. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, 3 March 30.-I returned here yesterday 
-· with a cold, notwithstanding all my care: but I had to pace 

the corridor at Windsor, wh. I think can't be less than 1,000 
. feet lo!lg, five times a day (that was exercise) with blasts from 

every opening in my progress (that was. air). _ 
I did not return smothered with flowers, tho' the Faery 

was most gracious, and is going to give me her portrait for 
Hughenden. For a long time I wrote, almost every day, to 
three ladies: one of them' bas given me her portrait; another 
has promisedme her portrait; the third hasnot only not given 
me her portrait, but has prevented another person from 
giving it to me. I shd. have placed the two sisters in the 
; aloon, each on one side of our Sovereign. . ; . , 

Confidential. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 5.-Public 
affairs are so grave and pressing that I can hardly command 
m,y mind to write a private letter-.:even.to you. 

I am now going to the Faery, who has much to make her 
disquieted. Bismarck is playing the game of the old Buona-
parte.4 · ~- ·. . . 
· Th{m I must go to the Ho. of Commons, and blow into the 

air the conspiracy of the Liberals, the Fenians,_ and The Times 
newspaper, their organ, to discredit, and eventually to destroy, 
H.M. ·Government.- They will find both results a little more 
difficult than they imagine. I have no doubt I shall baffie 
and beat them down, but I have got a little gout, wh. is not 
very agreeable under such circumstftnces. · 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS; May 7, 1875.-... We got 
on capitally last night in the House of C. after my lecture. 
The Irish withdrew .all their opposition, and we nearly got 

/ 

1 Hardy's eldest daughter died on J~n. 8. 
2 Regimental Exchanges Bill. . _ 
a Disraeli spent the Easter Recess at Hughenden, with the exception of 

a·short visit to Windsor. 
··'·See .below, ch. 11 • . : 
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thro' Committee with one of our sanitary Bills, all of wh·. I am 
resolved to carry. · . 

Gladstone, 1 am told, is furious, tho' a greater bully than. 
himself never ruled the Ho. of Comm. The plot was to , 
waste the sess[ion] and then hold the Government up to scorn, 
for their imbecility, during the recess. 

Late at night on Tuesday, without anybody being aware 
of it, we passed the 3rd reading of the Artisans' Dwellings 
Bill, our chief measure, wh. now goes to the Lords. They 
have got the Army Exchange Bill already; and before many 
days they will have the Irish Bill;1 so we have not done so. 
very badly. . · . 

The Agricultural Holdings Bill, which has passed the Lords, · 
I intend to bring in myself; nor shall they have a moment's 
rest .... 

Northcote's Budget for ~875 raised the reputation of 
.the Government. He established a new sinking fund, 
setting aside for the service of the National Debt a fixed 
annual sum, in excess of what was required for payment of 
interest; an admirable plan, under which more than 
150 millions of debt were paid off in the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century. Gladstone once more rushed 
out of his retirement into the fray, but, says a Liberal 
historian, 2 

' did ~ot even succeed in dispelling the notioh 
that if he had been in office he would have done mucn 
the same thing himself.' 

1 Irish Peace freservation Bill. Disraeli's speech on the second reading 
contained a well-known passage: 'There was once a member of this House, 
one of its greatest ornaments, who sat opposite this box, or an identical 
one, and indeed occupied the place which I unworthily fill. That was Mr. 
Canning. In his time, besides the discovery of a new world, dry. cham. 
pagne was invented. Hearing everybody talking of dry champagne, Mr. 
Canning had a great desire to taste it, and Charles Eliis, afterwards Lord 
Seaford, got up a little dinner for him, care of course being taken that there 
should be some dry champagne. Mr. Canning took a glass, and after 
drinking it and thinkh1g for a moment, exclaimed, "The man who say's 
he likes dry champagne will say anything." Now I do not want to enter 
into rude controversy with any of my bon. friends opposite who doubt the 
existence of Ribbonism; but this I will say, that the man who maintains 
that Ribbonism does not exist is a man who-<mght to drink dry cham. 
pagne.' Ribbonism was the form that Irish conspiracy had assumed for 
the time. · 

2 Mr. Herbert Paul in his History of Modern England. 
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To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, S.W., May 8, lS75.~Last night 
' was to have witnessed the destruction of the Govt: _an attack 

on our whole line, led on by Achilles himself. Never were 
assailants so completely overthrown. · _ 

There wa_s really a flutter of f{)al' along our benches, which 
were crowded, when Gladstone rose. We have many new 
members, and 1they had heard so .much of G. that they 
trembled. 

The great man spqke for two -hours, but it was tile return 
from Elba. The Chancellor of the Exr, our little Northcote; 
originally G.'s private secretary, followed him, and I can truly 
say annihilated him, in one of the. most vigorous speeches 
that ever was made by a man master of his subject. 

Lowe tried to rally the affair, and I put up Hunt to answer 
hini. It. did not require great gifts' to do that, for Lowe 
made a stammering affair of it-a dead failure. 

Then the most curious part -of all-every finance authority 
on the Liberal side spoke for the Government, and by the time 
I had intended to rise to sum rip the question, the House had 
nearly vanished. Enough members however remained to 
help us toget thro' a great dt:)atof business; and, whether it 
be what I said in the House or not, all I know is that we have 
done more bushiess during the la~?t '8 and 40 hours than for 
the last fortnight. .. . . _ · 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, May 19.-.... · I have been here 
nearly a week/ and have not interchanged a syllable with 
any human being. My personal attendant (Baum), tho' 
sedulous, and, sometimes I _believe, even honest, is of a 
sullen and supercilious temperament, and never unnecessarily 
opens his inouth. This I think a recommendation. Work 
has been brisk, especially foreign. . . . · . 
: I am very much like Robinson-Crusoe on his island, before 
he found Friday. Talking of 'Yhich immortal work reminds 
me how I have passed iny evening'! here: in reading Gil Blas. 
What a. production! It- is human life. I read it when 
.a child, and was charmed with its unceasing adventure; but 
could not realise its real meaning. I read it now with a very 
large experience of existence, and I relish every line. 

_HousE OF CoMMONS, 6 o'ck. p May 27, 1875].-Ghidstone 
has come a own like the Dragon of Wantley breathing fire ·and 
fury on soine of our financial Bills. · . . . _ - · 

1 For the Whitsuntide recess. -
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. To Queen Victoria. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, ~May 31, 1875.-l\'Ir. Disraeli with his 
humble duty to your Majesty: 

He ·has, generally speaking, been a little remiss, this 
session, in reporting the operations of the House of Commons 
to your Majesty, but there have been more interesting topics 
to trouble your Majesty about. 

To-night, however, has been one of a signal character. 
For nearly a month, the Opposition, by every means the 

press could afford, have endeavoured to -impress upon the 
country, that your Majesty's Government have made a great 
mistake in their management of the 'privilege question'; 
that they have lost a golden opportunity of settling these 
difficulties; and have given that opportunity to Lord Harting
ton to establish himself in the confidence of the country. 

Mr. Disraeli was perfectly aware, that the whole of the re
presentation was a delusion, and knew that the advice he had· 
given to his party, .on the subject, was the sound and right 
one: that which had been adopted, or followed, b'n similar 
occasions, by all the great leaders and members, who preceded 
him: Peel, Lord Russell, Graham, Lords Eversley and Ossing-
ton, Sir George Grey, Bouverie. · . 

To-day and to-night, after many delays, the great occasion 
arrived, ' one of the decisive battles ' not of the world, but 
of the session. . 

There was a meeting of the supporters of the Ministry 
in the morning in Downing Street, when [? whom J Mr. Dis:raeli 
addressed. There were 248 present. The hour, in consequence 
of the levee, was changed from two to noon: otherwise, as the 
telegrams showed, there would have been 333 members present. 
Sir Robert Peel never could assemble such a number, even 
in his palmiest day.' . 

The battle commenced' at five o'clock; at. l past seven the 
House divided on Lord Hartington's · chief resolution, when 
he was beaten by a majority of I07: then he threw up his· 
cards, and said he would leave it to Mr. Disraeli to do what 
he thought best. And he did it. . 

'rhis immense victory will have aii incalculably beneficial 
effect on the progress of public business. . 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, WHITEHALL GARD]JNS, June 1, 1875.-Before you get 
this you will have known the result of the great Opposition 

\ plot, scheme, confederacy, of wh. poor Hartington was the 
tool, and the victim. 
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For more than a month, there has been an organised agi
tation, to subvert the privileges of the House of Commons, 
showing that I was totally incapable of dealing with these 
great questions, self-confessedly incompetent, and ought to be 
deprived of the leadership, not only .because I was of opinion 
that no change was desirable, but had also given my rival 
such a golden opportunity of distinguishing himself and his 
party. They had engaged every newspaper in the plot; 
even the World, and of course Carnarvon's favorite, the 
Spectator. The Times began it before Whitsun with announ
cing in a series of articles that the Ho. of· Comnions was in a 

. state of chaos from my disinclination, or inability, to settle 
these inevitable changes. Even 4 and 20 hours ago, they 
said the Cabinet Council of Saturday was to receive my resig
nation, and to listen to the address in wh. it was to be commu-
nicated to the House of Commons. · 

Yesterday morning I held a meeting of the party in Downing 
St., and soon saw they were troops with wh., as the D. of 
Wellingtonsd. of his Peninsular legions, thfl.t tpey were men 
with whom he cd. march-anywltere [sic]. I addressed them 
in a speech of 55 minutes, and spoke to my satisfadion; 

Then, after a long levee, I went . to the House of C. ; and at 
~ past seven Ld. Hartington,' the coming man,' was beaten 
by a major-ity of 107 ! !. ! threw up the reins, and begged me 
to settle the matter as I ·liked; wh. I did. There never was 
such a smashing defeat. The House in the most signal manner 
confirmed my p'olicy, that no change in our privileges shd. 
take place, and it was only owing to my personal influence 
that I cd. get them to assent to a slight alteration in one of 
our rules, l wh. will keep the Irish ruffians in order. . . . 

I can't get rid of' my cough; bqt I am stronger, and Sir 
William [Jenner] maintains every day-that I am better. He 
says he has to write to the Queen every day he sees me: but 
that her great anxiety about my health is occasioned, he. 
thinks, -not so m"!lch from love of me, as dread of somebody 
else ...• 

To Queen Victoria. 
HousE. <?F CoMMONS, June ll, 1875.-. With respect 

to compulsory education, it was defeated on Wednesday 
. by a majority of more than 90, ansi though the majority was 
even much larger last year, Mr. Disraeli attributes this diminu
tion only to casual and social causes; principally Ascot races,· 
always perilous tothe Tories. . 
, . 1 At that period strangers; including reporters; were ordered to withdraw 
whenever any individual member caJledattention to their presence; and the 
Irish Extremists -had made use.of the rule to obstruct business. The altera. 
tion provided that a division should first be taken, without debate. · · 
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Mr. Disraeli had scores of supporters away: the Opposition· 
only their leader, the Marquess of Hartington.· 

Lord Henry Somerset, the Controller of your Majesty's 
Household, was absent, and entertaining his friends; among 
them, several of your Majesty's Government. Mr. Disraeli 
was, however, ruthless;. he kept the wires of the telegraph 
-yibrating alternately with menaces and entreaties, and exactLy 
• five minutes before the division, a special train arrived with 
the Controller of the Household, and all his wassailers. 

Lord Sandon spoke well: and was completely master of 
his subject. 

To Lady Bradford. 
· 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 13, 1875.-.•. I had a . 

Cabinet at 12, and I gave them a good' wigging,' I believe that_ 
is the word, for the treatment of the Sultaun of Zanzibar at 
Ascot. They sate still and silent, like schoolboys; but my 
observations told, for, in the course of the afternoon I received 
the enclosed letter from one of the most powerful of our 
daimios. You know what those animals are in Japan 1 

About four o'ck. by appointment; I paid my visit to the 
Sultaun myself~ He received me at the door, or rather in 
the hall, of his hotel, with all his chiefs_. They were not 
goodlooking, but he himself is an Arab with a well-favored 
mien, good manners, a pleasing countenance, and the peculiar 
repose of an Oriental gentleman. Being used, from my travels, 
to these interviews and gentry, I addressed him directly, 
looking in his face as I spoke, and never turning to the inter
preter. This greatly pleases them, but it is very difficult to' 

·do. The audience was successful. I took Monty (just 
arrived) with me, and Mr. Bourke the Under Sec. for For. 
Affairs ... ·. 

The article is certainly Gladstone's; I have not see:ri it, but 
I never read anything he writes. His style is so involved, so 
wanting both in melody and harmony, that it always gives 
me a headache. . . 

The most dramatic moments of-the session arose out 
of the Merchant Shipping Bill, an apparently prosaic . 
measure, which, however, resulted in an explosion, dan
gerous to the existence of the Government. For some 
years there had beeh a growing movement, headed by 
Plimsoll, member for Derby; in favour of legislation to 
bring merchant -shipping under further control, so as to 
minimise loss of life among seamen. . The movement 
was in accord with· the social policy of the Government; 
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and accordingly, the Board of Trade prepared a Bill. 
But the subject was a thorny one, and the Government 
found iii, difficult to steer a middle course between ship
owners and humanitarians; while the difficulties were 
increased by the inadequacy of Adderley, the President 
of the Board of Trade, and his unea.sy 'relations with the 

'permanent <officials of the Board. Disraeli's interference · 
became necessary at an early stage. 

To 'Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, AprillO.-. . · : This has been· a 
week of immense labor, and some anxiety, tho' of more excite~ 
ment. . . . The Mercht. Shipping Bill, a measure necessarily 
of great importance, was the cause. Before I left town, I 
was confidentially informed that there were rocks ahead, that 
Adderley had quarrelled with all his office, that he was disliked 
by his own party in the House, that they wd. not support 
the Government measure but Plimsoll, who is a Moody and 
Sankey in politics: half rogue and half enthusiast- that 

• is- to say, one of those characters who live by pandering to 
passion, and fall into an enthusiastic love and admiration , 
of themselves. I took certain measures to put things right 

, before I left town, and delegated the rest to Northcote, who 
I generally succeeds. But alas ! not in this case. 

I had a bad despatch at Hughenden, and when I got to 
town-the Bill being fixed for 2nd reading on Thursday 
ensuing-I found perfect anarchy. : . . I was obliged to 
undertake the management of the whole case: a vast and most 
complicated case, and of wh. then I knew little. Besides this 
I have had to give constant interviews to the confused, the 
refractory and the vacillating. After the Cab. on Wednesday, 
I was obliged to give myself to this work, inste.ad of writing 
to the Queen as I had promised; -and I did not get things 
really right-in order-until 4 o'ck. on Thursday afternoon, 
so that they were painting the scenes as the curtain drew up. 

But the result was most triumphant. ·Adderley, who 
is after all a gentleman, and who has been, and may be yet, 
the victim of a cabal, behaved very well, and made a discreet 
opening addiess. We riot· only carried the second reading,: ·. 
but carried it without a division, and Plimsoll had to leave' 
.the House, being desperately ill, probably from chagrin. 
Then the enemy, finding they cd. not successfully oppose the 
Bill, tried to. adjourn the debate, wh. wd. havy been most 
injurious to us, but I coaxed the House into carrying my 
point. . . • · · 
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It is perhaps not surprising that, after this troublesome 
experience, Disraeli and the Cabinet should have preferred, 
when a. choice.had to. be made late in July, to drop the 
Merchant Shipping Bill in order to proceed with the 
Agricultural Holdings Bill. But when Disraeli made 
the announcement, on July 22, Plimsoll lost patience, 

, moved the adjournment in order to protest against the 
abandonment of the shipping measure, vehemently 
denounced •'shipknackers,' shouted that he would un
mask ~he 'villains' who sent seamen to ·their graves, 
pirouetted in the middle of the floor, shook his fist at 
Disraeli, and, defying the authority of the Speaker, flung 
himself out of the House. Disra.eli, as leader of the House, 
moved that Plimsoll should be reprimanded; but he 

- eventually accepted the plea of the offender's friends 
that he was in a state of intense excitement and would, 
when he was calmer, express regret for his conduct; and 
substituted a motion merely requesting him to attend in 
his place on that day week. , 
, The Opposition, who had been on the lookout for a 
cry against the Government, thought that they had now 
found an excellent opportunity for working upon the 
humanitarian feelings of the people. Disraeli's private 
letters give a highly. coloured story of the proceedings of 
the next few days, and show how he turned his diffi
culties to good account and finally passed a.Shipping Bill· 
after all. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 27.-I was up till 3 o'ck., 
and have a terrible day (days!) before me, but I have i-isen 
early, that, if possible, I might write to you. · 

The -. -. - 1 was. an anxious one. A certain person violent, 
treating the whole agitation with contempt-would not 
sacrifice our dignity as a Government, wh. he saw wd. be the 
result. 

Strange to say, he was· supported by one of a totally different 
temperament, who had proved by inexpugnable logic on 

1 The dash appears in the original letter. The word omitted is obviously 
'Cabinet.' 
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a previous occasion that the course then adopted was ' the 
only one,' and he stuck to it. 
· At onemoment I thought nothing cd. be effected; but at 
_last, and with unanimity, there was a decision. . . 

That has had immediate effect-at least in· the H. of C. 
There was 'a meeting' in the morning of yes-terday, as last 
year, of an expectant Cabinet. Gladstone was brought up, 
and Carlingford, who had been President of the B .. of Trade, 
an9. then a great opponent of Plipisoll, was consulted. There 
was to have been a fierce attack 'on the Government oil the 
order of the day, but Sir C. Adderley's announcement stopped 
all this, and we went quietly into Committee on the Agri
[ cultura ]I Bill, and made immense progress, so that I really 
expect to conclude the Committee to-day, for Ihave·got the 
whole m?rning late from 2 to_ 7, and then from 9 till the usual 
hour. 

I entreat you not to breathe a word of what I have written 
above to any h11man being. I don't mean Bradford, of course, 
from whom I have no secrets, and who is a Privy Councillor, 
·and whom I wd. trust were he nota P.O. · · -

The Cabinet meets in an hour. We have to settle our 
measure; and what is of not less importance my answer 

.this morning at 2 o'ck. to Dillwyn, as to whether we will 
give a day immediately to P[lhnsoll]'s Bill. I think ~s much 
depends on my reply as on our measure. . : . · 

I sadly miss you all, tho' I could not go and see dear Ida, 1 

even if she cd. receive me. I had a talk 'with Newport in 
the lobby, _who seems now my only link to domestic life and 
private happmess. . . · · · - . · 
. J[ohn] M[anners], who has just come from O[sborne], says 
that the Faery·only talked on one subject, and that was her 
Primo. According to him, it· was her gracious opinion that 
the Govt. shd. make my health a Cabinet ·question. Dear 
John seemed quite surprised at what she said; but you are more 
used to these ebullitions .... 

A certain person, the great logician, made, among many · 
other sharp reri1arks, a good one yesterday. He said he had 
not only not changed his opinion, but believed that the with
drawment of the Mercht. 'Ship. Bill wd. have passed without 
notice by the country, had it not been for two unexpected 
incidents-,.-wh. we cd. not have· counted on:-"the Plimsoll 
scene, and the verdict against a wicked shipowner in- the 
Irish Courts. _ · · 

The first showed, he said, what a dangerous man P. was 
to ·trust to in legislation, and the second proved. that· the 

1 Then Lady Ne~port,.no~ the Count~ss Dowager-of Bradford. 
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existing law was an .efficient one; and yet these two incidents, 
fanned of course by faction, have agitated the country .... 

P.S.-What do you think of yr. new friend, Delane? I 
believe he was at tire meeting of the new Cabinet. . . . 

July 28, 6 o'ck.-I send a rapid line after a morning of 
great excitement, of endless and terrific rumors, and all 
possible events and combinations-Plimsoll, to-morrow, not 
to appear; Plimsoll, to-morrow, to appear and re-defy the 
House; to get into the custody of the Sergt.-at-Arms at 
all events, but to come down ·first with four brass bands, 
open carriage with four white horses, and twenty thou_sand 

· retainers ! 
. Then our Bill to-day was not to be permitted to be brought 
in, and other mischances and difficulties and humiliations. 
However, our Bill has been brought in, ·and I have fixed its 
second reading for Friday morning-and remain, ostensibly 
at least, perfectly calm, amidst a sea and storm of panic and 
confusion. My position is difficult in one respect, for the 
Queen, devoted to me, can't help me; for if I were defeated in 
the House, I cd. not dissolve, for, in the present fever, I shd. 
probably get worsted; and I can't prorogu(:), for I have not 
got my money, the Estimates not yet being concluded. 

All I have got to look to are my friends.. If they stand by 
me, I shall overcome everything, and greatly triumph, but 
does friendship exist in August· ? Does it not fly to Scotland, 
and Norway, and the Antipodes---:-or Goodwood 1 I have 
seen some wonderful long faces, that used- to smile on me. 
I neither love them more nor less. - The only beings in the 
world I care for are away-and Heaven knows even if they 
spare a thought to me and my agitated fortunes. 

July 29, 10 o'clc.-I got your letter an hour· ago; a great 
consolation to me in my fierce life. . . . 

Now I know exactly what a General must feel in a great 
battle-like Waterloo for example ---:-with aide-de-camps 
flying up every moment with contrary new~; and spies, and 
secret agents, and secret intelligence, ~tnd all sorts of proposals 
and schemes. -

The Plimsollites, in and out of Parliament, are at ~e; now 
cajoling, now the reign of terror. Their great object i~ to get 
Plimsoll into the custody of the Sergt.-at-Arms, and on my 
motion. That, they consider, from what they have been 
told, is inevitable if he does not appear to-day; and they are 
right according to precedent. But I am -the person to make 
the motion, and I will make a; precedent too. After the de
clarations of his authorised friend in the House, that ' he was 
off his head,' etc., I shall hold him as a man not responsible 
for his conduct, and move the adjournment of his case for a 
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month. This will sell them if they try the scheme· of his 
- absence-i.e., disobedience to the commands of the House. 

I shd. net be surpris~d if, after all his bluster, he gives in 
and makes an unconditional apology;' Every intriguer is 
trying to make some fortune by the crisis. Plimsoll has a 
wonderful number of enthusiastic.friends, very suddenly .. I 
only wish they had supported our Bill whenit was before them, 
instead of throwing every obstacle in its way. Horsman is 
very busy; asked :Monty to luncheon yesterday, told him it 
was all over with the Government, tho' he once thought he 
cd. save them; advised, as a last resource, that I should deliver 

,_... a panegyric to-day in favour of P. and accept his Bill pure 
et simple.· " 

:My own judgment of the. House of· Commons is that a 
considerable, and the most reputable, section of the Opposition 
is against Plimsoll, and believes, wh. is the truth, that his Bill 
wd. injure; not to say destroy, our mercantile marine, and that, 
if my friends are firm to me, I shall certainly triumph. 

As far as I can hear, I have no reason to doubt their devo
tion. :Many of our most considerable men have told me that 
they are prepared, if necessary, to alter all their ·plans/ and 
remain by iny side. . . . · · 

Tell Bradford I was greatly disappointed that his horse 
came in second. I cannot understand why a great noble,, 
with his brains and knowledge of horses, does not command 
the turf. I don't want him to have a great stable, but I want 
him to have a famous one; that he shd., at any rate, obtain 
some first-rate blood, and then carefully, and sedulously, 
breed from it, as Rothschild did with King Tom. I saw the 
beginning of his plan at :Mentmore, and people turned up their 
noses at his scheme and his sire for a while; and yet eventually 
that blood gave him the Derby, the Oaks, and the St. Leger 
in one year. I shd. like to see that done at dear Weston. 

For aught I know, while I write of these pleasant things, 
the mob may be assembling wh. is to massacre me. I have 
several letters threatening assassination. I shall take no pre
cautions, but walk_down alone with Monty, and meet my fate,. 
whatever comes I feel sure,~ at least almost, that there will 
be one family in England who will cherish my memory with 
kindness and ind ulgerice. - · 
_ July 30.-Everything went off quietly yesterday out (of 
doors; and triumphantly inside. _ - . 

Mr. Secy: X, who is naturally a .brave and firm man, got 
- so frightened about his chief, that I believe there were 1000 
constables hid in the bowers of-Whitehall Gardens and about. 
But'! had no fear, and principally from this, that M?nty, who 

· has been everywhere and doing everything, ascertained that 
' . . ' " 
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Bradlaugh and Co. had completely failed in getting up a 
Clerkenwell mob, as the people said they wd. not go agst. me, 
who had passed the Labor Laws for them. 

All the meetings in the provillces were held by tel. orders 
from the Reform Club; but before they cd. hold their meetings, 
at least generally speaking, the announcement of the Govt. 
measure had taken the wind out of their sails. 

Plimsoll also got resotive and did not like the brass bands 
and flags, etc., and said he wd. not be made a party tool, 
and that he had received more support from the Tories than 
the Whigs. The consequence of all this was very much fiasco. 

The papers will tell you what took place in the House. .a 
The campaign opened unfortunately· for the foe. They 
tried to stop public Business and failed ignominiously. Adam, 
the Whig Whip, who is a gentleman, told Dyke that ' phe 
Plimsoll business was a flash in the pan.' They did not think 
so 8 and 40 hours ago. 

Then after the failure I got into Committee on my Bill, 
-and absolutely at one o'ck. concluded it amid loud cheers. I 
never had· more continuous, and greater, rna j orities than thro '-
out this Bill. . _. 

I am very glad Harry C[haplm] was not at Goodwood. He 
has never left my side, and his aid has been invaluable. He 
is a natural orator, and a debater too. He is the best speaker 
in the H. of C., or will be. Mark my words. 

I have a Cabinet at noon: the H. of C. at two, when we 
have the 2nd reading oLour Ship. Bill. I shd. not be surprised 
if it passed without a division. The battle of Armageddon, 
howr., will be on Monday, when in Committee they will try 
to substitute Plimsolliana for our proposals. I am sending 
all over the world for votes. Chaplin has a house full for 
Brighton races, but remains here. 0 I si sic omnia I or rather, · 
omnes. 

Aug. 3.-We pulled thro', but not triumphantly; had the 
Opposition had a leader adequate to the opportunity, we might 
have been .much humiliated. As it was, it needed much . 
tact and vigilance to mitigate, or conceal, our concessions; 
but the enemy made so. many mistakes, and played their 
cards so ill, that .it all ended better than was once hoped .. 

Adderley committed an awful_ blunder ! . . . 

These political excursions and alarums did-not prevent 
Disraeli from making 'frequent appearances in society. 
He always set a. high value on social influences in con
solidating a political uonnection, and often lamented 
the backwardness of Tory magnificoes and great ladies 
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in providing counter-attractions to Whig hospitalities. 
He was determined to do his own part as· Prime Minister; 
and accordingly, in the spring of 1875, when he had for 
a while thrown off his gout, he gave a series of political 

-and Parliamentary dinners, mixing J;{.oyal Pi:inces and 
Ambassadors with his peers and Members of Par1iam€mt, 
In this experiment he was following the couns~ls of his 

. own Vivian Grey, uttered fifty years earlier: 'I think a 
course of Parliamentary dinners would produce a good 
effect. It gives a tone to a political party. The science of 
political gastronorpy has never been sufficiently studied.' 
The dinner-parties proved a great· success; and, when · 
Granville started a soniewhat · similar s~ries, Disraeli 
flattered himself that 'this time it 'was tpe Whigs who 
were the imitators. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield •. 

WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 24,-. ; . 1 have asked an. 
Ambassador to each of. my_2inners, a new feature ... , 
Ct. Schouvaloff 1 is a most agreeable man, and very good
looking, and very clever. When he had his first audience. 
of me in the spring on his arrival, he cd: not speak or compre"' 
hend a word of. English. Yesterday at the levee he said to 
me,' I w~nt to haYe the honor of another interview some day, 
but kere I will not talk shop.' And so I found that he now 
not only speaks English, but English slang, quite idiomatic .... 

To Lady Bradford. · 

H. OF CoMM., Feb. 25, l875.c__. . . The dinner, wh. I 
expected to be a failure, turned out to be a great success. 
The physical part was good. It. was really a dinner of high 
calibre and quite hot, which is. wonderful when you have to 
feed forty. I sate betn. the Ger:man Ambassador and D. of 
Manchester, who is silly; .but not dulL N~xt to him was 
Lothair,2 who .had travelled up.from the wilds of Scotland 
to·show.his gratitude for his Thistle. He had other hardships 
to endure; for it is Lent ! and; of course, he could eat nothing· 
but fish. He managed pretty well, for he instructed his 
attendant to secure for him a large dish of well-sauced salmon, 
and that sustained him during all the courses. Claud Hamil
ton sate next to Lothair, and talked well, and. made him 

1 The new Russian Ambassador. 2 See above, c·h. 4 
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talk. 'But everybody talked. I think it was the most noisy 
party; without being boisterous, I well recollect. These 
affairs, generally, are solemn, not to say dull. To make up 
for the lack of brilliant furniture, I gave them carte blanche for 
plants and flowers; and they certainly effected marvels. . . '· 

I found Munster a very capable mari, with great conversa
tional powers. The cold proud Duke of Northumberland 
sate next to him, but was grim and acid. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Mm·ch 15.-. . . My new dean 
preached: Monty liked him, 'he never charmed me. . What 
was good was his length; twenty minutes, tho' a charity 
sermon. The plate brought to me was disgraceful: there were 
so many sixpences, that it looked like a dish of whitebait .... 

It is mentioned to me, and it is true (look in the newspapers) 
that Granville, my rival in-more senses than one, has copied 
my scheme and system of banquets, wh. was quite original. 
He started on Saturday, with an Ambassador or two, t a 
dozen peers (with one Duke at least) and a batch of commoners, 
tho' he can only mariage' covers for 26.' I can 42. · 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, April 17.-. .. Affairs are very 
heavy-in weight, I mean, not in spirit, for there is no want 
of that in external affairs; but I hope to prevent war. It 
is a proud pm;ition for England if she can do this. 1 

••. 

·· I have got a banquet .to-day, a_nd l:{.R.H. the Duke of 
Ca-mbridge co1'nes to me: the Duke of Edinburgh on the 28th, 
and. the Prince of Wales, I believe, on the Birthday. I have 
now dined 242 members of the House of Commons and sixty 
peers. I had hoped to have finished this campaign by the end 
of April; but I shall hardly be able to do it, as there are 112 
members of the Commons to be invited, and they are not 
contented unless they meet a certain portion of swells. . . . 

Besides 'giving many dinners himself, Disraeli con
stantly dined out, often attended evening parties, and 
even sometimes, until he was scolded out of his impru- _ 
dence by Lady Chesterfield, finished up his night at· a 
ball. If the dinner or the party involved a meeting and 
a talk with Lady Bradford, it counted with him as a 
success. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfleld. 

· 2, WHITEHALL_ GA~DENS, July 3.-... On: Wednesday 
I dined at the Malmesburys' ~a Duke of Cambridgebanqt!et, 

1 See below, ch. 11. 
II. 
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good company. I took down Lady Tankerville, who is joyous. 
On my other side: an Australian, who has beguiled foolish 
and very young Ld. --into marrying her, on the pretence 
she is a great beauty. All the relations are byway of voWing 
she is so now, tho' they were very ·squeamish about the match 
at first. I thought her an underbred minx, affecting artless
ness, and trying it on me! I cd. only'see Selina at a distance, 
but after dinner, when the D. of Cambridge had done with 
her, I got my turn, and she was ~elightful-made a rather dull 
dinner a success. Lady A. was there. . Three great houses 
were open that night, Grosvenor, Apsley, and Stafford. But 
I was firm and went home at once. 'This getting to bed before 
midnight answers very welL · . , · 

Yesterday fdined at 43, Bel. Square~a brilliant and amus
ing party. I'~ook down the Dss. of Westminster to dinner 
and sate next to Pss .. Mary. The Duchess said as we walked 
in, ' You are going to sit between the two fattest women in 
London.' That might he true; and yet they have both 
grand countenances,. and are agreeable and extremely in-. 

. telligent. Indeed Princess Mary has wit. The Abercorns 
were there also: the beautiful Viceroy in goggles ! having 
been struck on his eyes by a cricket . ball. He excels in the 
game, as in everything. I never saw such roses as s.· had on 
her dinner-table. I suppose other people have as good; but 
she arranges them, or inspires their arrangement, with peculiar 
taste. Her party was very successful,. the guests wd. not go, 
but stayed till nearly midnight, .the test of an agreeable 
dinner party. . . · · 

I wd. not go to Dorchester House, where th.ere was a great 
· festival. I told S. I slid, tell you this, and it wd. please you. 

She also was prudent and did not go either. 
July 25.-... Yesterday I dined at Holland House; a 

banquet, 4 and 20 at least: As. they. were all grandees, I 
went out, as usual, last, and feared I slid. be as badly off as 

. at Lady A.'s; and dille, as I did there, oetween: two :ri:ten; but, 
as I entered,. a faithful groom of the chamber took me under 
his care, and depositeq. me, by the instructions of the lady 
oLthe house, next to~.J She had been: taken out by Lord 
Stanhope. It was a. most delightful dinner, and a most 
charming evening. We had Mr. Corney Grain to amuse us, 
with his ·songs and i:nimipry, and some were quaint (!.;nd good. 
S. immensely enjoyed· them The Grand Mecklenburgs were 
there, the blind Duke in fits of laughter; Du.ke of Sutherland; 
the Ilchesters who, by ail arrangem!3nt, accede to Holland · 
House on the demise· of its present genial lady; the Malmes
burys.; some distinguished foreigners, 'of course, who knew 
nie years ago. · 
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I had a dreadful accident to my brougham in the evening, 
and I fear I shall lose my beautiful horse, the Baron, for whom 
I gave 300 gu[ine]as, four years ago, and who has never 
been ill a single hour. 

Bradford was most kind, as, I must say, he always is to me, 
and took me home with S. and Mabel. It was such a happy 
day that I did n0t care much for any accident. 

I have 8 and 40 hours' distraction from heavy and anxious 
affairs. I shall manage them, but they are hard. . 

I meetS. at dinner to-day at the Sturts, her great friends; 
and then the curtain falls. 

July 28.-I can't write letters, not ~ven tels. I live in a 
storm-at the House morning and night; glad to get off for 12 
hours a day; Cabinets early in the morning; called out for 
ceaseless interviews: much fright· and confusion-but I am 
cool and have no fear. . 

I see, as from a. tower, the end of alL 

. Never mind The Times; it will soon change. I will beat 
even your Times, wh. I know you are always afraid of; so is 
dearS. 

Amid all this, the servant perpetually comes in, and an
nounces, 'fruit froni l3retby,' 'flowers from· B.', ' butter from 
B.' Blessed Bretby ! and I can only send you jn return my 
love. 

It was the cue . of the Opposition to represent the 
legislation of the session as petty and valueless, becau-se 
in two of the principal measures, the Artisans' Dwellings 
Bill and the Agricultural Holdings Bill, the principle 
of compulsion was not admitted .. In both cases a new 
departure was made in English legislation; and Disraeli 
strenuously upheld the wisdom of proceeding at first by 
way of permission, rather than of compulsion. ., Per
missive legislation,' he said on the Agricultural Bill, 
'is the character of a free people. It is easy to adopt 
compulsory legislation when you have to deal with those 
who only ~xist to obey; but in a free country, and especi
ally in a country like England, you must trust to persuasion 
and example as the two great elements, if you wish to 
effect any considerable changes ,in .the manners of the 
people.' And again, in the House at the close of the 
session : ' It is only by persuasion-~he finest persuasion 
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·in the world, which is exainple--J>ersuasi'on in action, 
that you· can influence, and modify, and mitigate habits 
which you disapprove.' The other charge against 
Government, which resounded through the Liberal press, 
a.nd v'as. even echoed by The Times, was one of Parlia
mentary.· mismanagement, largely based on Disraeli's 
refusal to acoept the press viewof Parliamentary privil~ge. 
Sir Henry Lucy draws a strong contrast between Disraeli's 
success in the Commons in the:early part of the session, 
and what he considers his failure and feebleness after the 
privilege question had been raised. It js possible that 
Disraeli's regular participation in the social·events of the 
season may to some extent have ~xhausted the energy 
which should have boon directed to Parliamentary man· 

" • • ,. • .... 9. 

· agement; it is also p0ssible that Sir Henry, whose contrast 
on this point is too much heightened to be convincing, 
was biassed both by his Liberalism and by his sympathy 
with the press. In any case a great mass o( beneficent 
social legislation was enacted ainid the pla.U.dits of the 
working classes; what Disraeii called a 'crucial session' 
was successfully surmounted; and the attempt of the 
Opposition just before the proroga~ion to enforce their 
apocryphal version of events was easily repelled. :pisraeli 
himself, in replying to Hartington, was, says Hardy, 
'full of fire, force, and energy, and· wound lip our 
se~sional career admirably.' 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, · WHIT.EHALL GARDENS, Aug. 7, 1875.__;, •. I was 
indeed sorry I cd. not reach Bel. Sqre. last night, but Harty
Tarty could ·not rise till nearly eleven. . ~ad. he given me 
10,000 pounds he cd. not have done me a greater service than 
making his attack. I am rarely satisfied with myself, but I 
was last night-almost· as much as my friends, who were 
literally. in a state of enthusiasm. I think I left Harty-. 
Tarty in a .state of syncope. He sate· quite opposite to ni:e, 
and I cd. see his face-the look of wooden amazement and the 
blush of proud confusion. Gladstone was by him, having 
beeii. kept in town for the occasion; but the bottleholder 
was Lowe, who made copious notes. to ans.wer· me, but did 
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not dare to rise ! They all deserted him. The Times has 
not even. a leading article ' to cover his retreat ' ! 

Aug. 8.-... You will be rather pleased to hear that 
when we met yesterday 1 Derby said, 'Our first. act ought to 
be to thank our chief for closing the campaign by a victory.' 

Aug. 9.-. . . N. Rothschild, who knows everything, 
told me yesterday about the coming art. in The Times. It 
was written by Lowe, and shd. have been his answer to me. 

Aug. 10.-... Notwithstanding the House of C. I ven
tured in trembling, for a division ·was impending, to call on 
Lady Holland, whom I had not seen since the very happy 
day when she called me ' naughty boy.' 

The servant informed me that her L[ adyshi]p had ' gone to 
town'; she always went on Monday, the only day in the 
week she did not receive. ' I thought you w~. know that, Sir,' . 
he added. 'I did not,' I replied, 'nor did I know-this was 
Monday.' And I left him staring. 

But my disappointment was fortunate, for the division 
came on instantly on my arrival, and I had the pleasme of 
supporting Geordie Hamilton, wh,o is deservedly a great 
favorite of mine, and who, yesterday, as usual, much distin-
guished himself. . . . · 

We have done capital business, both in Lords and Commons, 
these few last days; and several most important measures, 
wh. they pressed me so eagerly to give up a month ago, have 
been passed: · . 

Some capital measures of the Chr. of the Exr. wh. Harty
Tarty taunted me with having to give up, and wh. I thought 
then were virtually surrendered, have been· carried: but 
above all, the Trade Marks Bill, a measure of the utmost 
gravity hnd importance, a subject wh .. Parlt. has been 
hammering at for years, and no Govt. cd. settle, has been 
passed triumphantly and will give profound satisfaction to 
the whole manufacturing and commercial world. After the 
approval of the Speech by the Queen this has happened,, and 
I have been obliged this morning to insert a fresh paragraph 
in the great document, 

The Times may scolU; it may rave and rant; but it will 
not daunt me. I know it greatly influences you, and it rules 
Anne, and that th~ confidence of yo~ both in me is greatly 
shaken: but you will see that I am nght, and very soon see 
it, and that public opinion will decide in my favor. The 
Queen's Speech is a document of such weight and authen
ticity, dealing only with facts, that the nation is always 
influenced by this sovereign summary. 

1 In Cabinet. 
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Ministers, at any rate, were satisfied with themselves, 
and celebrated their successful session with .a more than 
usually hilarious fish dinner at Greenwich. 

To Lady. B1'adjord. · 

OsBORNE, Aug. 13, 1875.-Bradfordhas told you all al:iout 
the fish dinner; therefore I need no~ dwell on it. I put 
Geordie Hamilton in the chair, the youngest member of the 
Ministry. They were all astonished and ·charmed by him: 
I was not astonished, but charmed. _ I· knew my man. It 
was a perpetual flow of _wit, and playful humor, and grace; 
a due mixture of the aplomb of the statesman and the im-
pertinence of the page. _ 

You know he is authorised by me, while he is in the chair, 
to do anything he likes, and say anything he chooses. He 
is a sort of Abbot of Misrule; _'tis a carnival, a saturnalia; 
the Roman· slave freelycriticising·his masters; and Cabinet 
Ministers trembled in their shoes before the audacious sallies 
of this brilliant stripling and subordinate. .Part of the 
hilarious ceremony is the investiture of an illustrious order, 
The decoration is a wooden spoon of rather gigantic and 
pantomimic size. It is strictly to -be given to the member of 
the Ministry who has been in the least number .of Ho. of Com
mons divisions; practically it ought· to ~be the appanage of 
our st_upidest member.·- Geordie had the impudence to award 
it to me, who sate on his right hand ! his .lord and master, 

· and who had helped him a little in his wonderful summary 
of the session. Ungrateful youth-! · - · 

In bygone days, I remember this decoration being awarded 
to an eminent gentleman, who has filled great posts, and is 
now a member of the Upper House: he was so indignant 
that he could not smother his rage and mortification, and 
actually rose from his seat '"and left the room. I was not 
quite such a fool as that, but wore my decoration, suspended 
round my neck by a piece of cord for the:whole evening, and: 
even dared to vindicate, as well as I cd., the order of Spooneys. : 

I expected to find that the remaining one 6fthe three ladies, 
to whom hitherto I have written for some time every day of 
my life, had also lost her confidence in nie;, but that was not 

,so. She looks extremely well; ten years·younger than when I 
·saw her last. She almost deigned to say the same of me, 
andi tried tocough, lest Ishd.:be commanded to Balmoral, 
but could not. . : . _ _ _ - _ . · 
. The Queen, I ought to. tell you, had ordered, t,he F_airy fm: 
my special use, in order thati shd. not get into boats; but 
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Monty, by tel. to Ponsonby, declined this~ as I think it makes . 
an injudicious distinction froin my colleagues, who have been 
to ·me faithful and devoted colleagues. 

It is decided that Adderley shd. leave the Board of Trade, 
and be succeeded by Sir Michael Beach, and that H. Chaplin 

· shall succeed Beach and go to Ireland as Secretary. Little 
George Bentinck also inust leave the Board of Trade, but I 
have been able, I think, to provide for him. These are great 
secrets, unknown to any of my. colleagues, and perhaps will 
not be announced for a month. I need not impress upon 
you the most profoup.d secrecy, always excepting Bradford 
of course .... 

The changes which . Disraeli foreshad9wed· to Lady 
Bradford as imminent at the Board of. Trade were never 
carded out, save for tlie removal of Bentinck from the 
Parliamentary Secretaryship. Both Disraeli and his 
principal colleagues, especially Cairns and Northcote, 
felt, after the experience of the session, the advisability 
of strengthening the Board, but serious difficulties arose 
in the way of. the suggested shuffie of offices. Northcote, 
with characteristic unselfishness, offered to step down 
from the Exchequer and take the Presidency himself; 
but Disraeli would not hear of the idea. . ' I think your 
proposition monstrous,' he wrote on August 3. ' You 
are, and ever have been, my right hand, my most trusty 
counsellor; and I look to your filling a higher post than 
that which you admirably discharge.' The discussions 
occupied several months of . the autumn; and finally ' 
Adderley was left in possession of his poi'\t, but the Board 
was strengthened by the appointment; a$.Parliamentary 
Secretary, of Edward Stanhope, the historian's son, one 
of the most promising of the younger Tories, whose death 
some years later in the prime of manhood was a real 
loss to his country. 

To Sir Stafford Northcote. 

, 2, WHITEHALL G.A.RDENS, Sept. 23, 1S75.-: .. .Adderley 
has mistaken a letter, which I thought was clear. I lost no 
t~me, after seeing t.he Qu~en, in informing him of my inten
twns, because I thought, if they reached ·him from any other , 
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source, he·~ mi.ght thin:k himself the victim of an intrigue, 
which he cm'taip.ly is not. 

But I have done nothing in the matter, tho' I 'have labored 
much. I· have conferred ·greatly about it with the Lord 
Chancellor, and with Dyke and Sclater Booth, and the result 
has been nothing. · . · , 
. There are great objections "to our increasing the number 

of the Cabinet. It is thought; that Adderley might remain, 
if George Bentinck were removed, and Ibbetson,· who has 

·studied the railway question, were put in his ·place, and there 
is a great objection to any great change 6f any kind. 
· The difficulty about an Irish Secretary is immense. GeoTge 
Hamilton could not go there with his father V.Roy. Chaplin, 
whom I thought of, is not experienced enough· for this nest 
of corruption, intrigue, and trickery. · . · . . · 
· I did write to ·Beach,. but after corresponding .fvith the 
Lord Chancellor and conferring with Scla~er Booth, tlle letter 
ramains in my red box, six weeks old, and I will ·break" the seal 
when we meet. -

! -~, To Lady· Bradford.· , 

·, .•. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 12.-... Adderley'~ busi
ness still teases me, tho' I liave sent word to:day that -all 
must be settled in 4 and 20 hours, or everybody concerned 

·shall go out. Monty is of use to me, being resolute as well 
as sharp; but ·his interference is my interference, and I don't 
want to appear unnecessarily in these matters. The Cr. of 
th3 Exchequer, to whom I look to arrange these things, tho'· 

·- very clever, is a complete Jesuit, and proceeds always by 
in~uendo, wh. coarse natures do not understand. . . . 

-.It was during this autumno£1875 that events.occmT~d 
_:the insurrection in Herzegovina, the vjsit of the 

·Prince of Wales to India, th~ purchase of the Suez CariJLl 
. shares-which- made, in. ever-increasing llleasure, the. 
foreign 'policy and the imperial position of ·Great Britain 
the dominating considerations -in the mind of the Prime 
Minister and· in the counsels of the Government. But 
Disraeli was also not without worries in domestic affairs. 

'tThe Admiralty, after . consultation with the Foreign 
Office, issued a fugitive slave circular, drafted by the 
Law Officers, whieh. roused public indignation by its 

. apparent reversal of British ariti~slav!:lry policy; it directed 
the surr:erider on -demand, within territorial limit~, of a 
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fugitive slave who had sought the protection of a British 
ship. When the storm arose, Disraeli acted with promp
titude and decision.. Derby was about to speak at a. 
banqu~t at Liverpool, and his chief telegraphed h~s 
\Yishe&. 

To Lord Derby .. 

(Telegram) Oct. 6, 1875.-The affair is grave. 'Many letters 
to-day. It should be stated that there is not the slightest 
change in our policy, that the instructions have been referred 
to the Law Officers, who do not agree in the public interpreta
tion, but that as there should be no ambiguity on such a subject 
the instructions are at present suspended. Answ~r if you 
agree·. 

Derby replied that he entirely agreed, and he made 
an announcement in the sense of Disraeli's teiegra,m. 
Disraeli caJled the Cabinet together a few days earlier· 
than ·had been intended, to take action. 

To Queen Victoria. · 

Confidential. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Opt. 28, 1 875.-Mr._ 
Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty: 

He finds it necessary to call the Cabinet together on the 
4th November. The· immediate cause is the Admiralty 
Resolutions, respecting slavery. · . 

Although the expressions of Lord Derby at ·Liverpool, 
and the suspension ot the' instructions~and Mr. Disraeli 
is responsible. both for the expressions and the suspe~sio~
arrested mischief, they have not terminated a state of public • 
opinion, with reference _to this unfortunate affair, which.may. 
be dangerous. It has got hold .of the public mind more than 
the newspapers would convey, of which, indeed, your Majesty 
is aware, for your Majesty has already called Mr .• Disraeli's 
serious attention to the subject; . . . · 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 5.-. . . The considera
tion of the Cabinet yesterday was entirely confined to the 
slave circular and Admiralty circumstances. The Lord 
Chancellor, as arranged with.Mr. Disraeli, put the whole ques
tion of the instructions · before the. Cabinet, and showed; 

'that they were as wrong in law as in policy. The Cabinet 
came to an unanimous resolution to .cancel immediately the 
already suspended instructions, and requested the Lord 
Chancellor ·himself to draw up those, which are to/be substi
tuted for them. 

II. 24"' 
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A strange affair altogether! That all the Law Officers 
should· blunder, and that the indiscretion in policy should 
have been committed by the Earl of Derby! ! ! . . . . 

. . . . 

After this muddle, it is not surprising to find- Disraeli 
writing next day to the Queen that he ' suffers terribly 
from the want of capable law officers. The unfortunate 
break-up of Sir John Karslake's health broke the chain, 
and we have -never been able to find ali adequate link.' 
Within a fortnight, however, he had secured a team oh· 
which he could rest with much greater confidence . . ' ' 

. To Queeri- Victoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, 'Nov. 17, 1S75:-... In· conse
quence of the promotion of Sir R. Baggallay; it would· be 
desirable, that your Majesty should sanction -that of Sir John 
Holker to the Attorney Generalship. · . · 

As high legal talent is wanted in the House of Commons, 
(Mr. Disraeli recommends your Majesty to appoint Mr. Har
dinge Giffard 1 to the office of your Majesty's Solicitor-General. 
Mr. Giffard is not at present in Parliament, but Mr. Disraeli 
can arrange to bring that about.2 There is no lawyer in the 
Ministerial benches, at present, equal to the post. . 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 17.-. . Hardinge Giffard 
is Solicitor-General. . . . I don't know whether he will turn 
. out as strong a man· as his friends suppose, but at any rate 
I shall have a lawyer of high reputation, who will be able 

l to· state his opin~ons with effect. _. ·. . 

Further worry was entailed on _Disraeli, and much 
correspQ~dence with the Court and with the Admiralty, 
by a misadventure in the ~olent in August. The royal 
yacht Alberta, when crossing from the Isle of Wigh_t 

• with the Queen on board, had the ill-fortune to run down 
the sailing_ yacht Mistletoe with fatal results, Her Majesty 

·::Was immenEely distressed by "the accident, and was. dis
. -~atisfied both with the public comments ahd with the 

1 Afterwards Earl of-Halsbury. 
2 The arrangement di'd not prove easy to bring. about, and tlie Solicitor

General did not appear in Pa~liamerit till the spring of 1877; when he was 
elected for Launceston. · · 

~--
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.incidents and outcome of the various inquiries which 
were instituted. But, with all his burdens and respon· 
sibilities, Disraeli was able to enjoy a number of country 
visits, and-even to attend the Doncaster St. Leger, when~ 
he betted and lost his money. When he went subse
quently to Sandringham, l:le had to put up with plenty of 
chaff on this adventure from the P.rince of Wales. He 
told Lady Bradford that he d-enied hi~ losses. at first, 
'having really forgotten that I had been so unlucky and 
so -foolish.' 'Sir,' he protested, 'a sweepstakes with some 
ladies.' ' Oh no,' replied the Pririce, ' I hear a good round 
sum; paid in bank notes, a rouleau. · I always thought 
Bunny was sharp; but I. never thought he would top all 
by puttingthe Prime Minister on a dead horse!' 

. To Lord Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aug.18.-I am most obliged to you 
for your kind proposal.· If I might, I would offer to come at 
once, I mean next Monday the 23rd, for several reasons-
1st I shd. be glad to see Weston with unshrivelled leaf; 2nd 
because I am p.ever happier than under your roof, and with 
you and yours; and 3rdly because it would save me' some 
terrible local functions, opening a Cottage Hospital for the 
hundred of Desborough, and wh. I wish to foist on the _ 
shoulders of Charley Carington/ etc., etc., the impending 
sense of wh., I believe, is the cause of my horrible despon
dency, wh. does not become a Minister, who has, I believe, 
less cause for care and anxiety than any man, who ever had 
his hand upon the helm. · 

You will never see 'Phe Times go wrong for any length of 
time, tho' it is managed by those who are personally our foes. 
It is managed in this way. They receive daily, I am well 
informed, about 300 letters from all parts of the country, and 
it is from these spontaneous, unpaid and unsolicited, corre
spondents that they, after due reflection; derive their cue. 
The Times thought it had caught us napping, and attacked 
us, animated by their own personal feeling, and the passions 
of their social patrons, but the 300 letters have poured)in 
since, and they find, wh. I believe is a fact, that the present 
Ministry is popular .with the country.· This is the explana
tion wh. was given to me by Baron Rothschild, who is a 
Liberal and who knows everything. , 

1 Now the Marquis of Lincolnshire. 
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He;e our harvest is splendid I Nothing less, a.fter all our 
fears and trials; wages high-and rising; our local manufacture, 
the ()hair trade, exporting everywhere, to ' China and Peru' ! . 

· 1 get 2s. per foot for my beech, and can't supply them with· 
the raw material. My father got 6d. . . . 

.. To Montagu Oorry . 

HuGHENDEN, Sept;~0,'75.____:_ . .• After a short, but- satis
factory, visit -to Osborne, leaving my royal mistress iii the 
highest health and spirits, little anticipating th~ months of 
mortification and anxiety that were .thi:m impending. over 
her, I went to thi~ place for a week.. I crossed the Solent in 
the now too celebrated yacht, which was accorded to me as a· 
particular attention, and it was commanded by-Welsh! · 

Froni Hugheriden, I went to Weston for a week,or so, and, 
they1 then going to. J;..ongshawe, 1 made my visit to Bretby, 
and joined .them again at Wortley, where I passed two or 
three agreeable d&ys, and then I went with the Bs. to Sand· 
beck, ~where I had a long_ engagement for the Race week._ 
I left Sandbeck and.S. on the 18th, when our party broke 
up, and then I went to Duncombe, a place of high .calibre. 
Returning, I passed a day with Harlowe 2 at Gopsal ! S. 
was jeal. · . 

I am well, and the old attack once menacing me, I treated 
· it, determinately, on my own system, and completely baffied it. 

I have n_ot had much repose: foreign affairs are trouble
some, and between them and ' the collision,' it has rained tele" 
grams, sometimes, as the· diplomatic phrase is, 'in· figures:' 
S. helped me _in this, ap.d is very clever at it. · She says ' it is 
immense fun.' H.M., I think, has 'written_ to me every day, 
until she went to Inverary. You really must put the royal 
correspondence in some order. . . _- . 

I ·have had a function to open. my new church, and on the 
whole, I got through it with less annoyance, than I expected. · 
I got the Cheshams, without the prize ox himself, and Carington 
and Harcourt and ~- Sturt to meet the Bishop. Lady Ely 
was to have been with us, but contjnual, .and contrad_ictory, 
telegrams_ about her departure for Balmoral prevented her, 
to her and our great vexation, for now she does not depart 
until to-night. · · . - · -· . _ - · . 

'I shall see her this afternoon, fo'r I am now gofug to London, 
· prl:lliminarily to a· visit tocmorrow to. Sandringham, a farewell 

visit previous to his departure for India: and I- am asked ill 
the 6th, but_ this is too long: I was about to enjoy some 

1 · The Bradfords. 2. Lady Howe. 
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repose, when this command arrived, and mi the 9th, t_he North-
cotes come here. . 

There is a great deal of business, official and personal, 
rather pressing, to attend to, and he is the best of my colleagues 
for that sort of work. He can put his hand to anything. . . . 

The prodigality of contributions for my local entertainments 
was remarkable. Bretby and Weston vied with each other 
in cases of rose!! and nectarines, and peaches and grapes : 
haunches of venison, and mighty hams. When I had. got all 
this, the Rothschilds must have stripped one of the glass
houses at Gunnersbury, and all their gifts provided a public 
<;lessert. But what will surprise, and please, you. was a cargo 

'of grapes from Rowton! 

The restora.tion of Hughenden Church had been taken 
in hand by Disraeli's new vicar, the Rev. Henry Blagden,
a young and eager High Churchman, whom be had 
nominated iri 1869. Mr. Blagd_en bad not been the patron's 
first choice w ben the v:acancy occurred. Disraeli had 
begun by offering the living to a Dev.onshire friend whose 
acquaintance he may- have made in his visits to Mrs. 
Brydges Will yams at Torquay; the Rev. Reginald Barnes, 
father of the accomplished ladi~s known on the stage as 
Violet and Irene Vanbrugh. The offer- was at first 
accepted, and t};le presentation was even made out on 
December 14, 1868; but Mr. Barnes never actually entered 
upon the living, apparently because he found that the 

-highlands of Bucks would not suit a delicate man who 
had long basked in the more genial climate of Devon
shire. Mr. Blagden's energy, and the generosity of 
MI:s. Blagden's father, accomplished what Disni.eli had: 
long desired. The Church was a picturesque building, 

· inainly Early English in style, with a massive tower 
containing Norman; if not Saxon, work; but the roof 
was. unsound, the tower had a crack extending nearly 
from top to bottom. and the walls were so much out of 
the perpendicular as not to be safe. Blomfield, the archi
tect, recommended a new roof, a new aisle with the tower 
rebuilt at its west end, thorough repair of the walls, and a 
remodelling of the chancel. The patron took the altera
tions to the chancel as his share. The work was carried 
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out, but pot without friction, especially about the mano
rial right to a seat in the chancel, which Disraeli success
fully asserted.· Lady Beaconsfield was dead, and her 
husband wa4 too in~ch occupied asleader of Opposition 
and Prime Minister to exercise any personal superinten
dence over the operations, 

To the Rev. Reginal~ Barnes. 

GEORGE STiiEET, HANOVER SQUARE, Wednesday, Jun~ II 
[1873].-,1 am much tou_ched by your letter, and shall, with 
satisfaction, insert your name in the list of our restorers; i 

but as the accomplishment of my wishes is not so near, as 
I had hoped, you will, I am sure, not misinterpret my return-

. ing to you; for a time, your obliging cheque. . 
· Hughenden, in a parochial sense, is no longer. the Paradise 

it was, for nearly twenty years, under ·th~ gentleman1 to 
whom I wished you to succeed. Parties have arisen among us, 
the unhappy Education Act 2 bas brought affairs to a crisis, · 
and, among other evils, it delays, and may even prevent, my 
consolatory_ intention of connecting the restoration of the 
church with the memory oLher, whom I·have lost.,. I thought 
at Whitsun I had settled these ·differences, but, since. my 
return to town, they have broken out afr~sh; and having a 
great pressure of public affairs on rile, and being deprived of 
the wise and skilful energy, ·that used to r_egulate my home 
interests, I sometimes ·almost despair of accomplishing my · · 
wishes. · · 

I trust your h~alth. is good in the Favonian atmosphere Of 
your lovely county. I always remember Devon with delight 
and affection. 

Neither the difficulties hinted at in this letter, nor the 
·fact that the new vicar felt it· to be his duty to protest 
to his patron and principal parishioner against the policy 
of the .Public Worship Regulation Bill, prevented the 
steady maintenance .of friendly relations between the 
manor~house and the vicarage or the cordial encourage-

. ment by the squire of the parochial activities of the vicar 
arid his wife. But Disraeli wrote of his parson to Lady 
Bradford, half in jest and half in ~arnest, as a ' rebellious 
priest,' and he was by no means pleased-with the elaborate 

• • : -.- • ~ • .:- ': • •• _; .& • 

1 The Rev: C. W~ Clu~be. 2 Mr. Fox:ster's Act of 1870: 
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ceremonial with which the restored church was opened. 
In his speech at ~he subsequent luncheon, after expres
ing his satisfaction. that it could no longer be said of 
Hughenden that the house least honoured in the parish 
was the house of 'God, he significantly added: 'I trust 
that we shall show to the country that it is possible to 
combine the . " beauty of holiness " with the profession 
of the pure Protestant faith of the Church of. England.' 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 30, 1875.---'-. The sacer-
dotal procession was tremendous; not only a banner, but the 
Bishop's cro13ier, horne, and certainly nearer a 100 than 50 
clergymen in surplices and particolored scarves. I was 
resolved not to be betrayed into a speech, and especially an 
ecclesiastical speech; but I was obliged to bring in a Protestant 
sentiment by way ·of protest. Everything was intoned, 
and the high altar and its rich work absolutely emblazoned 
with jewels. One lady in Warwickshire absolutely sent 
a string. of pearls, and not mean ones, to enrich the altar cloth . 

. Nothing cd. be more stupid and misapprehensive than 
The Times remark on Harcourt's speech; wh. was. perfectly 
playful and goodhumored, and ver·y happy. It helped us 
on; he was so good tempered that he wd. not allude to the 
rather ritualistic display, tho' he was glad of my P,rotestant 
phrase, wh. saved us .... 

Disraeli had hoped for the pleasur13 of. a visit from 
Lady Bradford at Huglienden in October; but she disap
pointed him at the last moment, and Bradford came 
alone. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 14, 1875.-I have been very 
busy, in many ways, arid out of sorts a little, wh. is awkward 

. when people are in the house. So I was not in a vein to 
write--even to you. · 

· The Northcotes came here on Saturd~j-y, and depart. to
morrow: a long visit, but there was much to do. There ·never 
was such an indefatigable worker as the Chanr. of the Exr.l 
Yesterday he went up to town, to clear up some points, but 
returned for dinner. . 

Bradford arrived on Monday, in a very good humor. By 
1 ' He is quite " a little busy bee," ' Disraeli wrote to Lady Bradford. 
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dinmg late, and retiring early, the day dies. We also 
mam~,ged 11 couple of rubbers. I can't, myself, get beyond 
that. In the third rubber my wits are woolgatherii1g; ·in 
powning St., Pekin, the Herzegovina, and· the Admiralty.· . :. . 

Your picture at Hughenden was much admired. Bradford 
admired it, and·said he wd. have one of S. copied •for me, 
and offered me his own. I accep~ed everything, hut .as S. 
wd. not cume here, I do not know whether she wd. care to have . 

. her portrait here; or rather I do bel!eve that she cares nothil}g . 
about the matter. · 

I was very busy the i:norningof Tuesday, and have been 
so all the time, but we managed pretty well, ... B[ernal]' 
O[sborne] came down for dinner, and was, of course, im
mensely amusing, and Bradford seemed really pkased. They 
played whist in the evening, I sitting out, and Brad[for]d 
went off to Weston yesterday morning. B. 0. departed this 
[morning], and the Ns. go to-morrow. . · · 

· :The portraits which Bradford pro~ised reached 
Hughenden early in the New Year. 

To Lord Bradford. · 

Private. HuGRENDEN MANOR, Jan. ll, ''76.-Lady Brad~· 
ford arrived at Hughenden last night; a most charming 
pi~ture; and you have signally added to the many kindnesses 
for :which I am indebted to you and to your house. · 
· It will be the greatest, and most treasured, ornament :of 
n:J.Y Gallery of Affection; for I shall have no portraits in it, 
except Byron, but·!)f those who· have personally influenced 
my heart and life. Those[? that] of Her Majesty, after· her 
favorite and fa,mous new pajnter, Herr von Angeli, a:1d that 
of yourself, wilL soon arr·ve, and you will find them, I trust, 
on your next visit to Hughenden. 

· Here is a pleasant picture of Disraeli's working day, 
when alone, as Prime Minister, at Hughenden: 

J.· To Lady Bradford: 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, ·Oct. 18, 1875.-. . I do not 
breakfast in public: I only did that, in the summer, to see 
you, as I thought it was perh:;~.ps the only opportunity (and 

. it often was) of seeing you in the course of the day, or of 
speaking to you, wh. you always seemed to grudge nie. 

I always rise at i pt; .. J, go thro' my bag, and after my 
· .. 

•.' 
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toilette, saunter on the ~erraee, if the sun shilles, and review 
the peacocks; then I go up· to my little room (my cabinet), 
for my correspondence, and work at that till one. Then 
dejeuner; and at t past one, the messenger arrives, and as now 

_ I ari1 not at home to any hmrian being, I change the scene 
after dejeuner, and work at my boxes in the library. It is a 
favorite room of mine, and I like to watch the sunbeams on 
the bindings of the books. 
_.Now that you are more knowing in such things, I shd. 

like to show you some of my Renaissanoe books: My 
Guicciardini and my Machiavelli are, as becomes such writers; 
modern editions; but there are many volumes,_ of less use no 
doubt, but of more rarity, wh. wd . ..charm your eye and tas;te. 

Some day when I have time, wh. I really have not now, 
· for only to you cd. I write this, I wiil tell you about' Somnium 
Poliphili, the dream of Poliphilus, one• of the most beautiful 
volumes in the world, and illustrated throughout by Giovanni 
Bellini, as only in the Renaissance they could illust~ate. But
I was delighted yesterday, as 1 have been delighted before 
and after, by a thin folio of the sacred time It is a letter from 
Cardinal Bembo .to Giulio de' Medici, opening the Cardinal's 
grand scheme for the nation to renounce writing in Latin and 
dead languages, and dare to form a popular style in their own 
beautif~l vernacular; The subject, the author, the beautiful 
printing, the pages, 400 years old but without a stain-all 
these are interesting circumstances; but then the exquisite 
binding with the tiara and the keys; and the arms of the 
Medici, boldly tooled on the side of the book-for Giulio had, 

_ in the interval, become Pope Clement 7 I This was his 
own copy, and must have been captured and secured in the 
famous sack of Rome by the Constable of Bourbon. . . .. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 20.-. ; : I agree with you 
in liking him [Lord Hartington]. Indeed, I think he is 
exactly the man to suit you; having all he qualities you 
require and appreciate; a certain distinction, only made up 
of -fashion, rank, intelligence,- and personal· influence, and 
non~ of that imagination and surplus sensitiveness, wh. 
disturb the cr am of existence, a11d wh., tho' for a moment 
interest~ng from novelty, are ultimately found to harass vnd· 
embarras~ life. 'He is easy to et on with .because he is not 
spoilt.'. We know who is constantly said to be 'spoilt,' tho' 

, perh~ps most unjustly, and who, therefore, is not easy to get 
on With ... 

.. 



CHAPTER XI. 

AN IMPERIAL FOREIGN POLICY;' 

1874-1875.' 

. I_t~~,~,~~.!1.:~h~l:P.~~i~~lm~::y~~ha:~ .. :Qisra~li, :wli~h · 
~~yjEg_,<!o~-~b.~PJ:£g!£:,~1JlJ~,j,a.J_~7~"'.LI!:.Y:t~£.~.JJJ§_,.,he.arers 
~-r._eg~r!!_fu.!:!0! .. J3£t!%i}li;.,~Q~~m.~tJ:t~~i~b.,e:rl!!J~elght~n ·its 

· ~REfii"a;!,,.,ch,ar_a,cter:m~3.-~§""',tg~ ..•• §.B~P,~{tJ~;y,g51fr~2i..;!hiclt.... he 
··~abou:r€ld~aE;,.J~.1inister. Dl;iring the early months of his 
Administration the process. was mainly silent .and almost 
~nperceived, though the diplomatic world soon began to 
r~alise that the atmosphere of British diplomacy under . 

_ t~e inspiration of Disraeli wal'! differentJrom that to which 
they had grown accustomed since 1869; that observ
ance of European treaties, respect for Br~tish rights, and. 
ponsideration for British opinion in matters of European 
concern, were expected arid would, if necessary' be 
enforced. The veil was a little Iiftedin May, 1~75, ·when 
it was· discovered that a. wanton r.enewaiby Germany of 
her attack on France would be resented. not only by · 
Russia but, under Disraeli, by England also; that England, 
with Disraeli Prime Minister, was not prepared to regard 
. with indifference Continental complications which, though 
they might not affect her directly, yet would grievously 

· upset the European balance. A sudden opportunity in 
{-November, 1875, revealed in a flash the new spirit, and 

immediately arrested the attention of the world. 
The situation of Great Britain when Disraeli was called 

to power was in many ways unsatisfactory. Th'ere was; 
~indeed, great prosperity at home .. Though the social 

improvement of the mass of the people had not kept pace 
with the ~!!crease of Wyalth, ?>nd though there had been so 

. 4'1>' .. ~ •. 746 ' . ' ' 
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many years of abounding trade and- good harvests that, 
in the normal cycl.e, bad times were nearly·due, still the 
immediate prospect was good.· Abroad, however; the 
reputation of the country had sunk. Looked up to for 
half a century as the leading power in Europe, she had 
been treated as a negligible quantity at; the time of 
the Franco-German War; she had permitted Russia to 
tear up, no doubt under the guise . of due diplomatic 
formalities, the Black Sea clauses of the Treaty of 
Paris; she had so mismanaged her relations with the , 
United States as to have to put up with a judgment 
which condemned her to pay prepQsterously ex
aggerated damages for her negligence during the 
Civil War. Germany under Bismarck dominated the 
European field; but for the moment a more serious 
domination for the British Empire was that of Russia in 
the Near Eastern and Asiatic field. While Russian 
influence in this sphere extended from year to year, the 
direct connection of England with her great. Asiatic 
dependency of India and with her Australasian dominions 
had been rendered less secure. Since the discovery of the 
Cape of Good Hope, the main route from Europe to India, 
and, indeed, the only one, with the exception of tedious 
caravan tracks a9ross deserts and mount'a.ins . under 
Turkish control, had been for generations by the open sea 
round Africa. In the middle of the nineteenth~ century 

0 

competition had been set up by the establishment of the 
overland route across Egypt from Alexandria to Suez; this 
involved breaking bulk and was only suitable for passen
gers, mails, and light wares. But in 1869 the journey had 
been absolutely revolutionised by the opening of the Suez 
Canal, which provided the means of a short, and uninter-. 
rupted, sea voyage from England and Europe to India., 
Australia, and the East. Palmerston had realised what . 
a change the Canal would make in the defensive position 
of the British Empi~e, and had therefore opposed the pro
ject from the first. Disraeli also had opposed it, relying, 
however, mainly on what he believed to be its engineer• 
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ing i~practicability. Gladstone had supported it in the 
nam_e of progress, ridiculing the possibility of, danger .aris
ing from it to British interests. ·As the EnglishJollowed 
Palmerstoil's lead and refused co-operation, the· Canal 
had been built by French enterprise and French ·r~wney; 
it was managed by a _French company, 'whose .head office 
was in Paris; and the shares-were held, roughly speak: 
ing, half 'by Frenchmen, and hal£ by the Khedive ·of 

__ Egypt, the ruler 6£ the country through which it passed, 
who was himself a more· or less ·J.ndependent ·feudatory 
of the Sultan of Turkey. The Eastern trade was diverted 
at once to the. new route, and, -from the first, 75 or 80 

· ·per cent. . of the shipping which used 'the Canal was · 
British: . Accordingly what became,· as soon ·as it was 
completed, a vital link in British irp.perial communica
tions was under the control of a foreign company ;:trtd · 
at the mercy of a foreign ruler" Gladstone, who held 
office <;luring the first five years of the Cana.l's existence, 
omitted; in spite of several opportunities and of the repre
sentations of some of his colleagues, to take any steps to 
remedy this unsatisfactory position and to secure British 
interests in the new waterway-, . . _ . -

Meanwhile Russia_ was pressing on, both in Europe and 
in Asia. In Europe she had restored her power in -the 
Black Sea, had started ·a menacing Pan~Slavonic ptopa-. 
ganda, and was becoming as formidable as ever to the 
Sublime Porte. Jn Asia; in spite of repeated assurances 
from the Tsar and his Ministers. to the contrary, her 
proconsuls were rapidly advancing her· frontiers by 
annexing, one after another, the· decadent Tartar and 
Turcoman States which occupied the country between 

·Siberia-on the north, _and Persia, Afghanistan, and India 
on the south. General Kaufmann, who became Governor 
of Turkl'lst-an in 1867, capt_ured Samarkand and subdue<;! (. 
Bokhara in IS68, and reduced,. Khiva in 1873, proceeding 
in 1875 to the conquest of Khokand -north of 'the Syr 
Darya: ·In · !87o he opened friendly communications 
with the ~~~eei· _of <.~Jghanistan, into whose -immediate 

. - ... ' , ·" 

. ~· .!i:'. 
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neighbourhood Russian power had now penetrated. The 
Indian Government, to whom the Ameer referred this~ 
new development, treated it with indifference, relying on 
the assurances of. the St. Petersburg Government that 
they regarded Afghanistan, the frontier State across which 
an invader from the north-west must advance to attack 
Indi~, as completely outside the sphere of "Russian· 
influence. Kaufinann was therefore able to proceed with
out interference in a persistent -policy of tampering with 
the Ameer's fidelity to the Br:itish connection. ·After the 
fall of Khiva, SherAli, the Ameer, felt that the advance 
of Russia made· it ·indispensable for him to know where 
he stood bet~een the two great European ·forces in Asia. 
He asked for a definite promise of aid from the British 
9overnment in case "of Russian attack; and one of the 
last acts of Gladstone's Ministry was to refuse, in adher
ence to the Lawrence policy of avoiding all inter· 
meddling with Afghanistan, any definite engagement 
_beyond vague assurances of support. From this time 
Sher Ali steadily gravitated to the Russian side. 

For dealing with difficulties of this kind Disraeli was 
especi~lly fitted by the bent of his mind ·and the experi
ences of his career. It was the fortune of Great Britain, 

· at a time when the British Empire in Asia and the high
way to the East were thre.atened, to have a Prime 
Minister of Oriental extraction and imagination, whose 
whole outlook had been coloured at the most impression
able period of his life by his travels in the Levant, and 
who had played a large and decisive part in the affairs of 
india in the. troubled fifties. Disraeli's personal _and 
anxious attention to the" problem was therefore assu.red; 
but he necessarily relied much on two colleagues, his 
Foreign Secretary and his Indian Secretary, Derby and 
Salisbury. The intimate political and personal relations 
which had bound him to Derby from the first made their 
confidential co-operation, in spite of serious differences 
of temperament, easy and natural; but wJ:th Salisbury, 
just converted from critic into c~lleague, the beginnings 
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of mutul1J trust had to· be create~. Disn1eli, guided by 
- good feeling ho less than by his knowledge of men, set · 

himself to win confidence by giving it; s,howing abundantly 
the reliance he felt on his colleague's capacity to administer· 
rightly the great affairs entrusted to his care, and his own 
anxiety to help and· support him in all difficulties; and 
recurring;~s we have seen, to his advic~ .on many impor
tant . matters outside departmental work. Approxima
tion was aided by the mutual realisation of a great com
munity of aim in, imperia! affairs, and of a considerable 
. similarity of temper and method in dealing with them. 
A lover of peace,· Salisbury· was never afraid on fitting 
occasion to assume serious responsibilities which might 
lead to war; resembling in this· respect his chief, and 
having none of that tendency to hesitation and pro
crastination which often afflicted Derby at a criticaJ 
111oment. . 

In the very first days of the Government we find Disraeli 
making arrangements for combined working with Derby 
and Sali~;Jbury, and following with keenness the Russian 
advf1'nce in· Central Asia; · · · 

To Lord. Salisbury. 

BRIGHTON, March 7, 1874.:----Lord Northbr~ok's letter is 
'dated Feb: 5th. He had then received.Sir Henry Rawlinson's 
mem. but does not seem to have received' a copy of Lord 
Granville's despatch .to Ld. A. Loftus dated Jan. 7th; but 
wh. as I learn, was not sent off till the 17th. · 
. Lord Northbrook cd., therefore, know nothing of the subse

quent. assurances of the Russian Government; that no such 
expedition, as he referred to, was to take place. : · 
, The despatches of Lord-A. Loftus in consequence of Lord 

r·Granville's despatch, and the CO:t:J.Cluding de'spatch of Prince 
Gortchakoff to Comte ~runnow, of wh. a copy was left with 
H.M.'s Government (communicated to Granville by Brunnow 
on the 17th Feb.), contain, on the part of· the Russian Govt., 
a complete disclaimer of ·the intentions, wh. it was supposed 
to entertain. at the time when Lord Northbrook's letter was 
written; this information is, therefore, superseded by what 
we have. since, heard.·· , , .. · . .. . . . 

The Russians may belying, butwe'cannot do more, s? far 
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as diplomacy is concerned, ·than obtain from them sucli 
pledges as they have given. ' ' ' \ 

But the question arises, have you seem these despatches ? 
I have in MS.; and they are, now, in that forni, I believe, 
circulating thro' the Cabinet-but it strikes me, that the 
system of communicating such information among ourselves 
i& not a very convenient one. 

~'The whole correspondence is in print at the F.O. by this 
time, and a copy will, of course, be sent to each Cab. Minister. 
This by the way. 

It seems to me, that a private communication to you from 
the Viceroy should be treated as a private letter from.an 
Ambassador to the For. Secy. ofState. ·It is always forwarded 
to the P. Minister, but not circulated, unless it leads to ques-
tions of instant business and responsibility. •• 

In the instance of Northbrook's letter, had it been -sent 
on to me immediately, I should have requested you and Lord 
Derby to have met me at D. S. and then we wo:uld have 

_ ascertained exactly how we stood. There ought to be some 
system, especially in these times, when the Secretaries · of 
State for F.O. and India should be able to communicate 
with more promptitude, and, if necessary, reserve, than at 
present seems the habit. I do not, at this moment, see any 
better system, than that which I hav~ intimated-but we 
will talk the matter over together, and I doubt not will al_'rive 
at a sound conclusion. _ ' 

I question, also,· the expediency of sending despatches, 
like Lord Northbrook's, in a common circulation bo_x, except 
marked ' strictly confidential.' In .these days, every P.rivate 
secy. has a Cabinet ·key, I believe-perhaps I might add, 
I fear-; and we should. encourage some processes of reser'Ve. 

I feel- confident you will not be offended by the frankness 
of these remarks. They ani literally currente calamo, and are 
jotted down rather for our future joint consideration, than in 
any spirit of pedantic over-regulation.. . . . 

. Not merely the Central Asfan question, but also that of 
the Suez Canal, was forced on Disraeli's attention immedi
ately on assuming office. Ferdinand de Lesseps, the great 
Frenchman who had conceived and executed the work, 
had hitherto failed to make it remunerative, and had 
in consequence given the Gladstone Government those 
opportunities of securing British interests in the Canal 
which they had neglected to utilise. His latest resource 
had been to increase the tonnage duties from which the 
~ 
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company derived its revenue by levying thel!l Of:l a novel 
basis which the maritime nations; 'and especially Great 
Britain, considered not to be' warrante·d bY, the terrns of 
the concession, and wliich,7 early in· 1874;. had been 
condemned as illegal by an International Commission. 
Lesseps defied the Commission apd the British 'Admiralty, 
insisted that no ship should be let through the Canal 
which di~ not pay on the higher scale, and was ·only 

·reduced to reason by 'the mobilisation by the Khedive 
of 10,000 men to ev_ict the company., 

., To Lord Derby. 

. WHITEHALL G., April 23, 1874.:-The Lesseps affair is 
getting serious ; . he has gone to Jerusalem to, get out of thfl 
way, but there is little doubt lie. intends mischief, at least 

. what we call mischief, for, so far as lean judge; the law is on 
his side. · 

I do not like to contemplate the Canal being shut up for · 
months, wh. will probably. be the case. . · · 

Could ·we advisethe Porte to postpone the enforcement of, 
their regulations for one month; and, in the interval; make an 
arrangement ? , Lesseps is 'toujours pret de ·negocier s:ur. la 
base du droit.' His self-love would be spared and .soothed, 
if you took the matter in hand, and you would gain Eliropeari 
glory. · . · ~ 

My own opinion is that the ultimate and propersolution · 
would· be an International Commission, like that of the 
mouths of the Danube.· 

From Lord. D~rby. 
Private. F.O., April 24, 1874.-Read C0l. Stokes's mem. 

on the Suez Canal. . . . You willsee inthis the true explana
tion of Lesseps'sconduct. The surtax question is little more • 
than a pretext. Our engineers were 'right as to the difficulty 
of keeping up the Canal when made. ,Port Said is silting up, 
and cannot be, maintained in a state of efficiency without an 
outlay greater than the company can· afford, except at an 
absolute sacrifice of profit for years to come. In fact, the· 
undertaking is all.bn.t bankrupt: and M. L[Bsseps] is probably 
well pleased at having an excuse to get out of it. . 
.. We cannot let the Canal go to ruin: it is too useful to us. 

Stokes suggests buying out the shareholders, by guaranteeing 
them a fixed dividend, .and working the Canal through the 
agency of an International Commission. There are.di~c~;;,es · 
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in the' way, o~'fious and graveie'b.ut things.really look as if 
this were t4e only .way out of .t,J.i!tscrape .... · . 
. Our couJ;se ·is plain. ~e~s.ep;@las put himself in the wrong, 
all the Powers are agreeu'm ~~ylng so (even France): and we 
must .maintain our decision·:\~"'That does not preclude his 
being fairly, and even generously, treated. But you must 
:tear in mind, in considering his recent sayings and d?ings, 
that the.thing is a commercial failure, utter and hopeless, and 
that he knows it. 

Disraeli did not rost content with solving the immediate 
difficulty. He made up his mind to secure British 
interests in the new waterway by obtaining some control 
over the company, whose 'bankrupt' state seemed to 
·provide an opportunity. He went to work, not through 
the regular diplomatic agency, but by the private methods 
which he had used in the Government of 1858-1859, when. 
he had sent Earle on a mission to Napoleon III. It was, 
on one side, a financial matter, and he invited in May the 
aid of the prince of financiers, his old friend Baron Lionel 
de Rothschild; with the result that Rothschild's eldest 
son, M.P. for Aylesbury, and afterwards Lord Rothschild, 
went over to Paris to intimate to Lesseps that the British 
Government were prepared to purchase the Canal if 
suitable terms could· be arranged. The mission was a 
failure. French patriotic feeling, then reviving after the 
disasters of the war of 1870, was not disposed to tolerate 
any surrender of French rights over a French canal; and 
Lesseps, after his repeated rebuffs by England in past 
years, and his quarrel with the British Government and 
British shipowners over the tonnage question, was in no 
mood to renew his previous offers. Disraeli was dis
appointed, but bided his time, keeping constantly in 
touch with the Canal_ authorities~ ' Oil more than one 
occasion,' he told the House of Commons in 1876, 'M. de 
Lesseps came over here himself, and enteredjnto commu
nication with us as he had before with our predecessors, 
but there was no possible means of coming to any settle
ment which would be satisfactory to the proprietary.' 

I1_1 the comparative calm of the first eighteen months 
, . ... . 
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of the Disr~eli. Administ!~,ion, a· few :episodes. info.reign 
affairs attract attentioi?:/~ya_ may sen:e .to rndicate the 
Prime Minister's aim's at1d')netliods. A visit to London, 
during the first session,~Ef'-the Tsar Alexander, whose .. 
daughter had just been married to Queen Victoria's 
second son, the Duke of Edinburgh, was the occasion of 
a difficulty with the Court, which Disraeli was able to 
settle in such a fashion as to command the admiration 
of his colleagues, and to contribute materially to the 
maintenance of friendly relations . with Russia: The 
Emperor's visit was to be prolonged for a couple of days 
beyond the date . fixed. by the Queen for entering upon 
that spring sojourn at Balmoral which 'her physicians 
prescribed for her. health; and .Her Majesty refut>ed at 

. first to modify her plans; . . ... 

From Lord Derby: . 

Private. F.o·., May 4, ·1874:-i'he ri:tore I think of· the 
· matter, and the more I hear what is said, the stronger becomes ' 
my_conviction that the Queen's going away during her guest's 
stay in England will really ma)m a serious trouble., It will 
be talked of everywhere as an instance of incivility so marked 

:·as to appear intentional: it will be resented by the Russians, 
who are as touchy~as Yankees, and for the samereason: it 
will entirely destroy whatever good result may be exp('lcted 

· from the marriage and the visit:. in India it will be taken up 
by the native press..-much of which is nearly as seditious as 
that of Ireland-as a proof that the two countries are not 
really on good terms; and .what possible excuse can we make .?
Not health, for if the great lady can bear 5. days of ceremonies 

-_she can bear 7: not p11blic business,) or what has she to do at 
. Balmoral ? It is . . . · the less excusal>le because,. of all 
persons connected with the reception, she w:ill have the least 
personal trouble. · · · · . · · . , . 

As a rule, I try always ~o keep .matters which concern the. 
Government, and matters which concern the Court, as far 
apart as possible : but it is not always possible: and if there 
is_a row, pant of the blame will fall on us. . . . 
· Do try what you can to set this business right. Nobody 

.can have managed the hidy better than you have; but is 
there not just a risk of encouraging her in . too large ideas of 
her personal powm\ and too great indifference to what the 
public expects ? I only ask: it is for you to judge. 
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To Lady Bradford. 

Ho. OF COMM., May 5.-My head is still on my 
shoulders. The great lady has absolutely postponed her 
departure! Everybody had failed, even the Prince of Wales; 
but she averted her head from me-,-at least I fancied so-
at the drawing rooin to-day, and I have no doubt I am qot in 
favor. I can't help it. Salisbury says I have saved an 
Afghan War, and Derby compliments me on my unrivalled 
triumph. . . . -

From Queen Victoria. 

May 7.-. . . [The Queen] feels much the kindness of 
Mr. Disraeli as expressed to herself and Sir William Jenner 
og the occasion of the delay of her departure for Scotland .... 
It is for Mr. Disraeli's sake and as a return for his great kind
ness that she will stop till the 20th. . : -: The Queen thin~s 
Lord Derby and Lord Salisbu;ry have little knowledge of 
what is the etiquette betwee11 Sovereigns. 

Disraeli took his full share in the festivities held in 
honour of the Russian visit. · 

To Anne Laif,y Chesterfield. 
. . 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 15, 1874.:---. Yesterday 
was·the great festival at Windsor, and really not unworthy 
of the Crown of England. St. ·George's Hall was a . truly 
grand scene, and cd. not be easily surpassed: at least I have 
never seen it equalled, tho' I-have dined, in the great days o£ 
France, in the- Gallery o£ Diana. . . . 

The Emperor is high-ored: dignified, but soft in his manners, 
not that ton de garnison wh. · offends me sometimes in the 
Russian Princes, particularly the Cesarevitch, and the Grand 
Duke Constantine. 

I only arrived from Windsor to-_day at noon. At 3 o'ck. 
I am to have. an audience of the Emperor at Buckingham 
Palace. I dine at Marlboro' House to meet him; and I close 
with a ball at Stafford House in his honor ! And at t past 
four I must be at the House of Commons ! It is difficult to 
get thro' such a day, and I have to change my dress as often 
as an actor ! . . . · 

May 16.-... At three o'ck. the Emperor held a levee of 
the Diplomatic Body and our Ministry at Buckingham 
Palace. There I had an audience, which was an audience 
rather of phrases, but nothing but friendliness to England and 
hopes that my Government wd. cherish and confirm those 
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feelings. His. mien and m~nners are gracitm13 and •graceful, 
but the e;xpression of his countenance, wh. I now pould very 
closely examine, is sad. 

Whetherit is satiety, or the loneliness of despotism, or the 
fe~r of violent death, I know not, but it was a visage of, I 
should think, habitual mournfulness. . . . 

The Government and the Queen . did not miss the 
opportunity to strengthen the bonds of amity between 
England and Russia. Under Derby's advice the Queen 
expressed to the Emperor on his _departure her desire for 
a frank and free exchange of ·ideas at all times, so· as to 
avoid misunderstandings between the two. countries
a desire which Alexander reciprocated. Disraeli, how
ever, did not believe that in existing circumstances· 

· complete agreement was possible. He wrote to Salisbury 
on June 2: 'I have no great faith in a real" undetstanding 
with Russia " as to our Eas~ern possessions, but much 
faith, at this moment, in a supposed understanding, 
wh: will permit us to avail ourselves of the presen( .•• 
opportunity of settling and strengthening our frontiers.' _ 

Early in 1875 differences about the proper tt:·eatment 
of the Spanish Government brought out in high relief the 
chiuapters of four individuals who were shortly to have 
a large share hi moulding that Eastern policy by which 
the Beaconsfield Government is mainly remembered. The 
chaos of Republicim administration inSpairi had culmin
ated towards ·the close of 1874 in a strong Jnovem~nt for 
a Bourbon restor~.tion; and in January, 1875, the young 

,, Alphonso; son of the ex-Queen Isa;bella, was proclaimed 
King. Queen Victoria, _a.ttracted by the romance of 
a youthful- Prince res1med. by an une;xpected turn of 
Fortune's wheel to his ht.reditary throne, and anxious 
to support the cause of Constitutional Monarc4y in 

· . Europe,- pressed for his iruniediat~ recognition; and 
·£or the observance by the British Government of a 
, very sympathetic attitude to the new regime. Derby, 
the Quee~ complained, was 'sci terribly impartit~.l :that 
he will never express interest one way or the other '; 
but it was surely wise, in regard to a country which 
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had gone through so many revolutions i11- the past 
six years, to use the caution and circumspection by 
which the --Foreign Secretary was, above all men, 
distinguished. Derby was confirmed in his waiting 
attitude. by the British Minister at the Spanish Court. 
This was Austen Henry La yard; the excavator of Nineveh, · 
an old acqua,intance of Disraeli's, nephew of the Austens 

·who had befriended the young author of Yivian Grey. 
La yard, a Palmerstonian Liberal, had been Foreign Under
Secretary in Palmerston's last Administration; and was 
therefore more in sympathy with the Republican Govern
ment which had fallen than with the Conservative 
Administration which Alphonso established and which 
necessarily relied on Catholic support. But in any case 
he was right in advising the Home Government to be 
cautious, as a formidable Carlist insurrection on the one 
hand and the discontent of the Republicans on the other 
rendered Alphonso's prospects doubt,ful. The Queen was 

": impatient of these arguments, which Derby pressed on 
her with more logic than sympathy ,~and wrote of him to 
Disraeli as 'that very peculiar person Lord, D.,' who was 
'very difficult to manage.' It needed all Disraeli's tact, 
and his loyalty to his Sovereign on the·one hand, and to 
his colleague and his colleague's agent on the other, to 
steer through the difficulties. He was less disposed than 
Derby to trust Layard entirely, and wrote to Derby on 
January 12: 'It is unfortunate, at this crisis, we have 
such a man as Layard there. Tho' of unquestionable 
talents, he is prejudiced and passionate, and always-! 
will not say misleads-but certainly misinforms us'; 

. on February 20, ' his tone is not diplomatic '; and on 
March 2, he deprecated '.the exaggerated view Mr. 
La yard takes· of the Protestant party and interests in 
Spain. -They really are nothing,' . Disraeli shrewdly 

/added, ' and tho', wheri the Republican and infidel 
party is in power, the Protestants are. permitted to hold 

· up their heads in order to mortify the Church, their 
number and influence are alike contemptible.! But, as 
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he ,told Derby, 'I make it a rule to support everything 
which you· have well considered,' and therefore sustained 
his policy against the royal reinonstrances. , . 

He was, however, especially anxious to promote a cordia,! 
andsympathetic feeling ~between his royal mistress and 
his colleague, and succeeded at any,rate for the moment. 
The artist, the diplomatist, and the courtier-in Disraeli 
are all brilliantly displayed in a letter which he wro;te to 
the Queen describing his management of his ,·unc·ourtly 
friend;· , 

To Que~n Victori~. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, .M;a}'Ch~21;"-1875.-:-M:r., Disraeli 
;vit1t)-As,h-1,JW,}~ .,9:,1,\ty ... tg .. YQW~~~:"-';:~- . ~"-'·:~ . 

·He IS grateful to your MaJesty for your MaJesty, amid all 
the. cares a)ld pressure of public business, graciously making 
him acquainted with the resylt ofthe audience of the Secretary 
of State. It much relieved Mr. Disraeli, for. the disquietude 
of your Majesty on. this matter has often greatly distressed 
him. 

He -had an interview with Lord Derby after the Cabinet, ,.. 
which was at 12 o'clock and lasted two hours. Mr.· Disraeli 
spoke to him very seriously and earnestly about affairs, and 
adjured him, in the approaching audie:r;we, to do justice to 
himself, and step out of his icy panoply. . _ 

The necessary gulf, between a Sovereign and h!lr Ministers, 
is no bar to confidence and sympathy, and, without these 
qualities, ~t is dif?cult t? see how public aff~irs in England 
can be satisfactorily carried on. · -
, Lord Derby, did not speak a single word, but; when Mr. 
Disraeli closed- the interview, he would accompany Mr.' 
Disraeli, and when they reached the street door in Downing 
Street, instead of going into the Foreign Office, he offered lVIr. 
Disraeli his arm, and would walk home with him, but in silence. 

Mr. Disraeli invited him to enter his house, and lunch. 
He replied he never lunched; it prevented work. And, then, -· 
even with softness, he gave Mr. Disraeli his _hand, which is not 
his habit, and said 'Goo<;].-bye, old friend.' 'Dear friend'· 
·Mr .. Disraeli assumes Lord Derby would say to no one, but . 
Mr. Disraeli had hopes, from this moment, that the impending 
audience might lfappily bear fruit .... , , 

· The points of view of the Queen and the Foreign , 
- Secr~tary were, ho"jever, too divergent to be permanently 
-~econciled.·., The Queen pressed for the removal of Layard 
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to some other post, and Derby definitely appealed to his 
chief for support. ' The question really is,' h~ wrote on 
April 22, 'whether our representatives abroad are to 
send statements of f!Otct which seem to them true, or to. 
colour them and dress them up to suit what,they suppose 
to be the prevailing ideas at home. . . . · I cannot agree 
to any proposal for .[Layard's] removal, unless it were to 
give him-a better post; 'and even then I do not think this 
would be a convenient time.' Disraeli at once (April 24) 
rallied, to his colleague's side. ' As I do not think you 
ought to bear all the brunt of the fray, I have written 
to the great lady, I think, conclusively on the matter: 
telling her that, in ·the opinion of her . Govt.; L. is 
substantially correct in his views; that he ·cannot be 
removed, as it would be a triumph to the Parti Pretre.' 

The Queen, according to her sound constitutional 
practice, yielded to her Prime Minister and Foreign Minis
ter; but her instinct was right as against Derby's caution 
and Layard's prejudice. Alphonso XII. established his 
position, to the advantage of Spain and of Europe, and · 
his son occupies his throne to-day with a granddaughter 
of Queen Victoria as his royal consort. Layard was 
:retained at Madrid till he was promoted in 1877 to be tne 
convinced instrument, at the embassy at Constantinople, 
of that Eastern policy which' Beaconsfield forwarded with. 
the Queen's support, but which Derby resigned rather' 
than pursue at the risk of war. 

The o~tstanding fact of the international situation in 
Europe; as Disraeli found it on his return ·to power, was 
the dominance of Ge:rmany, and of Germany's masterful 
Chancellor, Bismarck.· He had consolidated the German 
people into a strong Empire under the Prussian kingship; 
he had bound Austria to his chariot, though as yet o!lly 
informally; he had humbled and crippled Fra.nce; he 
was in friendly relation with Russia; and he was now, 
by legislation subjecting the churches to the State, trying 
a fall with the Pope~ His experience of the Gladstone _ 
Ministry incliried him to regard England as a negligible 
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factor in European affairs; but, until. he had better · 
assurances of the temper of the new Government, he 
showed them a benevolent friendliness, proffering them · 
in particular his good offices in regard to the Eastern 
Question. · ' I begin to think Bismarck means business,' 

,wrote Disraeli to Derby on January 6, 1875, after read: 
ing a despatch from Lord· Odo -Russell, British Ambas
sador in Berlin; ' and; if so, the .future may. be less 
difficult:' : 

German policy in the spring made the positi6n not less 
but more difficult. Catholic Belgium was stirred to its 
depths by the pro-gress of :Bismar~k's campaign against 
the Pope, and things ·were said and d6ne there by bishops 
and others which were made the excuse for grave warnings 
by the German Government.·. Belgium was told that, 
while it was incumbent upon every State not to allow its· 
territory to be the basis of attacks against the peace of 
neighbouring States and against the· security of thejr 
subjects, the. doctrine applied with special force to a 

· State enjoying the privilege of neutiality; that the perfect 
fulfilment of that duty was a tacitly presumed condition 
of its neutrality. Belgium promptly amended its.penal 

:laws in response to this threat to its neutrality . and 
independence; but DisraeH began to realise that it would 
b(necessary to stand up to Bismarck, if life i~ EuroP,e for 

'other, and particularly smaller, nations was to be tolerable. 
On reading the despatches from Brp.ssels, he wrote on 
.Aprill8 to Derby: 'We shall have no more quiet times 
in diplomacy, but shall be kept in a state of unrest fora 
longJime: probably till the beginning of the next thirty 
years' war.'·. He gave a hint in the House of Commons . 

. To Queen Victoria . 

. HousE OF CoMMONS, April 12, 187o.~. l\1r. · :Disraeli 
has answered a question to-night about Germany and Belgium,. 
which he hopes may do good, and will ·not displease your 
Majesty. 

He' endeavored to convey the impression, that cordial and · 
confidential relations existed between your Majesty's Govern- . 
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ment and. that of Germany, which is flattering to Prince 
Bismn,rck, and which he wishes to be believed, but at the same 
time, struck a clear note about Belgium, which the House · 
understood, and cheered. A county member said to him 
when he sate down, 'It was trust in God, and keep your powder 
dry.' 

From warning Belgium German.y passed to menacing 
France. The German press was mobilised to call attention 
to the rapid resurrection of French military power and 
preparation, German diplomatists held language of· a. 
similar character in the various European capitals; 
Bismarck himself spoke serious words to Odo Russell; 
and it looked as if he were endeavouring .to force a 
quarrel upon his recent victim before her recovery was 
complete, in order to crush her once for all. France 
turned for support to Russia and ~ngland, and her 
Foreign Minister appealed to public opinion by communi
cating the facts t<;> Blowitz, the famous Paris correspondent 
of The Times. But even before Blowitz's article appeared 

'on May 6 and horrified a world desirous of peace, the 
Tsar Alexander; who was about to pay a visit to the 
German Emperor at Berlin, seems ~o have interpos~d 
and sent an urgent message to his expectant host depre-; • 
eating a hasty decision; and Derby was able on May 2 to · 
write, perhaps prematurely, to Disraeli: 'I believe the 
alarm is over now, but nobody will answer for next yea;_r.' 

·Disraeli was fully alive to the danger, and resolved to 
. show Bismarck and Europe that England was to be 
reckoned with; ' Bismarck is really another old Bonaparte 
again, and he must be bridled,' he wrote to Lady Chester
field: His former tendency to a political friendship with. 
France was revived. ' I had a rather long conversation, 
about French.- politics with Mr. Disraeli,' wrote Lord 
Lyons, British Ambassador in Paris, on April 21, 'and 
I found him' thoroughly well up in the subject. He 
wishes to encourage confidence and goodwill on the part 
of France towards England, but sees the danger to 
France ·herself of any such appearance of a special and 
separate urfderstanding as would arouse the jealousy of 

a . ~ 
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Bismarck.' 1 Disraeli was entirely in accord with the 
Quee~, who wrote on May 5, that 'every means should be 
used to prevent such a monstrous iniquity as a war '; and 
Derby gave formal assurances in this sense tci the French 
Government. , 

To Lord Derby. 

2, WHITEHALL GDNS., May 6, 1875.-I had an audience 
yesterday: sqe was very gracious, and,-speaking--entirely on 
foreign affairs, I thought very sagacious and intelligent. 

She is much pleased with your letter which she pmised 
.highly; 'clear and full,' she said. She was ready to do any
thing, that you and I wished her ,to do· in these matters; 
would write, if we wished it, to the Emperor of Russia, etc~, 
etc. She said the Emperors met at Berlin on Monday, and 
they would be there two days. Then she threw. out the 
idea, that Ld. Cowley might be sent there by you-ahd so on. 

My own impression is that we shd. construct some concerted 
movement to preserve the peace of Europe, like Pam did when -
he baffled France and expelled the Egyptians from Syria. 

There might be an alliance between Russia and ourself for 
this special plirpose; and other powers, as Austria, and perhaps 
Italy, might be invited to accede ... ;, 

May 8.-I replied, that in all probability, Schou[valoff] 2 

was with you at this moment, and that T wd. 'write to her at 
Windsor after I had. seen you: also, that there was a Cabinet 

... to-day at three, and, if necessary, I wd. write after that. 
I have just got Odo's letter. It only makes me more 

anxious to pursue the course we contemplated yesterday .... 
' . . 

'>It was on a Saturday that the Cabinet was held, and 
the Tsar and his· Chancellor,· Gortchakoff, were due ~or 
the Berlin visit on the following Monday. Odo Russell 
was instructed by telegraph strongly to support the Tsar's 
movement for peace; and the Queen wrote to that Empflror 
hersel£ 3 in the same sense .. Ministers fe!t fairly confiderit 
because, as Derby wrote to Disraeli on May 10, 'we 
know what the [Russian] Emperor is prepared to say and 

'that it is in the sense we desire.' The next day. they 
learnt that the 'British Ambassador had received all the 
requisite assurances. 

1 J>ord .Newton's Lord Lyons; Vol. II., p. '73 .. 
_ 2 Russian Ambassg,dor in London, who had just returned from .St. Peters-

burg to his post, via Berlin; · . -· · - · 
a The correspondence is printed in The Letters of Queen•Victoria, Second 

Series, Vol. II., pp. 396 and 398. 
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Lord Odo Ru~s"ell to Lord Derby. 

(Cypher telegram.) BERLIN, May 11, 1875.-I have had a 
most satisfactory interview with Prince Gortchakoff at Prince 
Bismarck's house. They are both.agreed that the peace _of 
Europe shall not be disturbed, and co-operate for the main
tenance of peace. 

Confidential. Prince Gortchakoff has since called to tell 
me that he is so perfectly satisfied with the result we have 
achieved and the assurances given that he thinks we had 
better say no more for the present and allow the subject to 
drop. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENs, May 12.-Weshallhavepeace .... 
The news from Berlin cam,e in the middle of the night on 
Monday, but they wisely did not wake me. However, it 
gave me an appetite for breakfast ... · .. -

The measures taken, first by Russia, and th~n by Great 
Britain, had been successfuL Peace was for the time 
assured; and both the German Emperor and Bismarck 
strongly protested that Germany had never for a moment 
entertained the intentions attributed to her. The world, 
however, has made up its mind that the menacewasre·al; 
the only question still·in doubt is whether it proceeded 
from Bismarc~ himself, or from the !Tiilitary party forcing 
his hand. As England did not take action until after 
the Emperor of Russia had intimated to Berlin his strong 
disapproval, British intervention on this occasion has 
often been treated as of little account. In accordance with 
his_ temperament, the Foreign Secretary himself was one 
of the principal ni.inimisers. · 

To Lord Derby. 

HuoHENDEN MANOR, May 18, '75.-Your policyseems to· 
be very popular, and very successful-! congratulate you 
heartily. It is encouraging. We must not be afraid of saying 
'Bo to a goose.' 

But we must get· our forces in trim. · We shall be able to 
do that next year. The revenue .is coming in well. 
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From Lord Derby. 

KNOWSLEY, JJ:fay 20.-... vVe have been lucky in our 
foreign policy; for what we did involved no risk and cost no 
·~rouble, while it has given us. the appearance of having 
helped, more than we really did, to bring about the result. 

To Lord Derby. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 30, '75.-Let me earnestly 
impress upon you, in case Granville enquires or pushes you 
at all, to adhere to what I said in H. of C.: that it would not 
be expedient that our 'representation'· shd. be produced at 
present. And I don't want it to be produced this sess. It 
js working well: omne ignotum, etc. 

However Derby ·might seek to minimise what he and 
Disraeli had done, public opinion, both at home and .... 
abroad, ·recognised that England had reverted in a 
striking. manner to the traditions of her foreign pplicy 
b~fore Gla-dstone's premiership. The French Govern
ment ·expressed its gratitude; and Bismarck at once 
realised that he had to deal now in England with people • 
who could make up their minds and act. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 14.__:__ ...• P. Bis[marckj has 
sent a message to me and Derby,- thanking us for our inter
ference, and glad to see Eng[land] taking an interest in 
Cont[inental] affairs again. I believe, since Pam, we have 
never been so energetic, and in a year's time we shall be more. 

Bismarck's compliments veiled a feeling of resentment 
at having unexpectedly to reckon orice more with an 
international factor which he had come to think might 
be left out of account. A letter from the Crown Princess 
of Prussia, which her mother Queen Victoria forwarded 
to Disraeli, throws much light on. the Chancellor's_ real 
views- and position. 

The Cro?.pn Princess to Q1teen Victoria. 

POTSDAM, June 5, '75.-The Cro;,vn Prince saw the Great 
Man yest~rday eveni~g, who is going away into the country 
for some time. He assured him that he sees no cause _any-
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where for alarm on the. political horizon-that he had never 
wished for war, nor intended it-that it was all the fault of 

. the Berlin press, etc., etc. He said he deeply regretted 
England being so unfriendly towards . us, and the violent 
articles in The Times against us. He· could not imagine why 

. England suddenly took up a position against us. That you 
had been much excited and worked upon against· us, etc. 
He even· named the Empress Eugenie ! ! ! This seems so 
foolish to me ! Certain it is that he did not intend (as you 
will read in the little German apert;u) to alarm the world to 
the extent he has done, and is now very much annoyed at the 
consequences. He also fancies that in England there is yet 
anxiety about India, and that England must therefore try 
to make friends with Russia (a nos depens). The P. of W.'s 
journey to India is mentioned as a symptom ! J'his seems 
to me very absurd, but that is what he thinks ! . Lord Derby's 
speech has also offended him, which I cannot understand. 
I feel sure that all this irritation will blow over, but to1us, 
and to many quiet and reflecting Germans, it is very fad, 
and appears very hard, to be made an object of universal 
distrust and suspicion, which we naturally are, as long as 
Prince Bismarck remains the sole and omnipotent ruler of our 
destinies. His will alone is law here, and on· his good or bad· 
humour depend our chances of safety and peace .... 

Disraeli realised that the representations of the.country 
would not command respect abroad without a sufficient 
backing of force. The Cabinet had already sanctioned 
in the Budget of the current year additional expenditure 
on the Navy and Army, ttnd, after the anxious days of 
April and May, even Derby reluctantly agreed that a 
further increase was inevitable. 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, Jan. 14, 1875.---.;Mr. Disraeli with . 
his humble duty to your Majesty: . 

Mr. Hardy was able to attend the Cabinet, which sate two 
hours, and discussed the military expenditwe .. There must 
be an increase, probably between £5[00,000] and £600,000, on· 
the Army and Navy. It is to be regretted, that it should 
take place this year, as a Conservative Ministry, according · 
to their opponentii, always increases .expenditure. But it 
can~ot be helped, and Mr. Disraeli will be satisfied if the 
expenditure, though increased, is not accompanied by fresh 
taxation. But the government of the country becomes more 

• 
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It should not be overlooked that during th~ crisis of 
May, 1875, as during the Tsar's :visit to London in May, 
1874, D~sraeli's intervention was directed to the promotion 

. of friendlier relations between: Great Britain and Russia, an 
object which, in spite 6f acut·e antagonism at one period, 
he pursued throughout his career. .·While recognising 
that the interests of the two countries might well clash, 
he recognised also that it wasthe duty of statesmanship, 
so far ~s might be, to prevent sue~ a ·clashing as would 
lead to war. Hence his anxiety during all these early 
months of his Ministry ·with regard to the position 6f 
Afghanistan, where he held that a system of drift would 
be fatal. Salisbury was convinced, and Disraeli agreed 
with him, that, with Russian emissaries at the ear of_ the
Ameer, it was highly desirable that the Indian Govern-

. ment on its side should ha:ve a duly established agent at his 
court. This policy Salisbury pressed upon Northbrook, . 
the Viceroy; but was niet by strong representations of its · 
inexpediency in :view of the certain unwillingness;i't!tn<.'l 
probable refusal, of the Ameer to accept such an agent. 
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To Lord Salisbury. 

HuGIIENDEN MANOR, Oct. 15, 1874:.-... Persia and 
Afghan[ista ]n are broken reeds-and I am sorry to see ari 
inclination, on the part of Northbrook, to lean on them. , 

Our man in Persia, Thompson, the same. He is restles.s for 
anns, ammunition, officers, and, of course, subsidies, for the 
Shah! ·· 

Utterly useless for our object; indeed pernicious,_ as they 
would, and rightly, offend Russia. But the arms, the ammu
nition, discipline, and treasure, if used at all, would probably 
be used against us-at least, against the Turks. . _ 

Oct. 17.-The telegrams I receive from China this morning 
are very menacing; and I more than fear that war between 
that country and Japan is inevitable. This will increase your 
difficult~es, for the East hangs together, and is wonderfully 
mesmeriC. 

You have a critical time before you in your department. 
I am sorry to hear that Northbrook disdains the only means 
by wh. safe intelligence can be obtained in Asia. This is a 
very serious point. However, I have the utmost confidence 
in your judgment, firmness, and resource. 

CRICIIEL, WIM:BORNE, .Jan. 6, 1875.-I had been thinking, 
for more than a month past, that it would be very satisfactory 
to me, were I, the moment I got to town, to have a full c.on
versation with you on Indian affairs. They occasion me some 
disquietude, and would occasion me more, were it not for my 
firm, I might say unlimited, confidence in the colleague to 
whom those affairs are intrusted. 

And now I receive your confidential and interesting 
despatch. . . . . 

I have always been strongly in favor of our Government 
being represented in Afghanistan, tho' not unaware of the 
difficulties and dangers. The necessity, however, outweighs 
everything. It is a question, whether we should not have an 
agent both at Candahar and Herat. . . . · 

To Lady Bradford. 

10, DowNING ST., Jan. 13, 7 o'clock.-~ ·. ·. Ld. Salisbury 
called on me this. morning at 12, and we had an interesting · 
hour over Central Asia, and all its mysterious fortunes and 
perils. It is impossible for anyone to be more cordial ! . . . 

While the question of the externai security of India on 
its. ·1J.orth-west frontier hung fire, Disraeli was deeply 
engaged in promoting its internal consolidation and 
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contentment by arranging for a personal visit of theheir 
to the Throne. The original idea appears not to have 
been his, but to have come 'from the Prince of Wales 
himself, who had already visited the principal Colonies 
and rightly thought it his duty now to proceed to India. 
The Qtwen gave her assent; but, on reconsideration of 

~ yhe ~any personal and political difficulties involved, 
\Vould gladly have recalled it.. Her Prime Minister and 
Indian Secretary, however, recognised ·the immense 
political importance of establishing those personal rela
t1ons between the British Throne and the princes and 
peoples of India, on which· Disraeli had insisted at the 

/.time of the Mutiny. Disraeli, at the Queen's request, 
··-undertook the management of the affair, with Salisbury's 
· assistance; and a thorny and anxious business he found 
it. There w~s the critjcal question of expense. ' A 
Prince of "Tales must not move in India in a mesquin 

·manner. Everything must be done on an Imperial 
scale,' as the Queen and her :Minister agreed, ' Tl).e 
simplicity of arrangement which might suit a visit to 
our· own fellow-subjects in the Colonies,' Disraeli said in 
the House of Commons, woul,d not equally apply ill the 
case of India. There was that remarkable_ and deeply 
rooted characteristic of Oriental mann~rs-the exchange 
of presents between visitors and their hosts. Presents 
of ceremonial could rightly be discouraged; but the Prince 
would visit immense populations and be the guest, ,or 
make the acquaintance, of many chiefs and· rulers, and 
he ' must be placed in a position to exercise those sponta
neous feelings, characteristic of his nature, of generosity 
and splendour, which his own character, and the character. 
of the country likewise, requires to be gratified.' Disraeli 
accordingly proposed a vote, in addition to the charge 
for. the cost of the. journey, of £60,000 for the Prince's. 
personal expenses during the visit. . · .· · • 

'. ·The' sum was felt by the country'to.be moderate; and· 
many of the Prince's personal friends and even som~ of 
his Anglo-Indian 'counsellors advised him. that he was'npt 
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being treated generously. The Prince himself was too 
amiable to bear any grudge-' the most amiable- of 
mortals,' Disraeli wrote of him this year to Lady Chester
field, but ' a thoroughly sp~ilt child,' who ' can't bear 
being bored. I. don't much myself,' he added. Still, 
between the indignation of the Prince's entourage and 
the Queen's dislike of the whole expedition and desire to . 
curtail it, Disraeli's social and official steering during the 
summer of the year 1875 was a delicate matter requiring 
a dexterous touch. He was justified in the end, as his 
estimate prov-ed to be within the mark; and yet the 
Prince's progress was on a sufficiently imperial scale. 

Disraeli's letters illustrate variousphases of the con
troversy. 

To__.Lord Salisbury. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 13, 1875.~I think you had 

bette~: not report, to H.R.H., the Queen',s approval. 
One of his present grievances, is that Her Majesty does not 

communicate with him directly, but by her Tviinisters. :, . ·. 
I am now going to write tci him fully on all the m:itt.ers; 

worse than' gathering samphire'; ahd to Her Majesty . 

. To Lady Bradford. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS,- July 7.-... ·General Probyn 

and Mr. Ellis came to me about the eternal business and its 
ever-recurring difficulties. The. Prince is at Newmarket. 

I have had ceaseless correspondence with the Faery, who 
had refused Prince and Secy. of State, to permit· H.R.H. to 
hold ·an investiture of the Star of India, and things looked 

·very black indeed. I had to interfere. . . . She writes: 'As 
you recommend me to do it I consent, but I don't like it.' 
This is not pleasant. . Then she summons me again for Sunday 
to the Chateau, wh. is most inconvenient. . . . . 

July 17, Friday.-All went well last night, but it was a 
very hard one. I made clear to the House and the country 
the two sorts of visits wh. the P. might make to India, and 
showed, I hope without offending him, how, after the second 
progr~mme had be~n adopte~ by the Govt., his thoughtless 
parasites had substituted for It the first. 

The letter in The Times signed 'A Conservative M.P.', was 
written by Rand~lph Churchill, under the dictation of Bland
ford and Bartle Frere. Under their inspiration he had 

II, 25* 
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.prepared a Marlboro' House . manifesto, and utterly broke 
down, destroying a rather rising reputation~ -The letter is a 
mass of absurdities. It assumes. the P. is to make presents 
to the 95 reigning Princes. If he visited them all, his tour 
wd. be six years, not six months. He will visit only about 
fiye. . . . · · · · 

Do you think I ought to dine at Stafford House on Tuesday 
·to meet the P. of Wales ? or wd. it be better for me to write 
'to the Duchess and get off? Advise me .... 

. July 19.-... Yesterday, after work andchurch, hialle.d 
on Sir Anthony de R[ othschild], whom I cd. not see, and doubt 
·wh[ethe]r.I shall see again.l I saw, however, his wife .... 

· I am sorry-very-for Sir. Ant]10ny; a. thoro[~gh]ly goo,d 
fellow, the most genial being I ever knew; the most kind
hearted, and the most generous~ The P. of W. had called 
and would see him,. and said he had seen one of the prettiest 
women in London that morning, and when he said he was 
going to call on Sir A., she replied, ' T~en give hiri:Lmydearest 
love.' · Poor Sir A. was intrigue, and, pleased and perplexed, 
could not find out that the lady was the Pss. of Wales ..•. 

Then I dined at Piccadilly Terrace2 where· I had invited 
myself (the day before), and where they then said, on Saturday, 
they were quite alone exc[ep]t Neilson. But I found a most 
amusing party, wh. they had scrambled u~Louise,3 who 
was delightful tho' a little noisy, too shrieking in her merri
ment, and Harty-Tarty, and Count Corti; whom I had not 
seen for ten years, and the Peels; and B[ernal] O[sborne] and . 
Chas. Villiers. . . . I took in to dinner Neilson, who pleased 
me, for she did not sing. . . . 

Did you hear how the Prince intrigued the Dss. of Suther- · 
land at the masqued ball ? He addressed her, 'How. do you 
do, Mrs. Sankey? .How is Mr. ·Moody?' Very good, I 
think. . . , . . 

I dread my Stafford House dinner to-morrow.. There was a 
Greenwich dinne~: on Friday or Saturday; the Prince there. 
The. D. of Sutherland arrived, and said, ' What a shabby 
concer:(l this-vote is! If I were you, Sir, I would not take it. 
I wd. borrow the money of some friends at five pr. ·ct.' ' Well, 
will you lend it me?' sd. the Prince, wh. shut the Duke up. 

If H.R.H. knew I had so successfully proved he was a 
~it, perhaps he wd. pardon me. . . . · " -

.. Disraeli's 11pprehensionswere, ·.of course, rather of a 
mock-heroic character. At any rate, early in . October 

~· . 

l Sir Anthony ·died in January, 1876. 
·2. Baron Lionel de Rothschild's house. 
3. Duche-ss of Manchester. · 
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the Prince,-on the eve of departure, invited him to Sand
ringham for a long week-end visit, and treated his guest 
with high consideration. 

To Lady 'Bradford. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 13, 1875.-... -I was so utterly 
overwhelmed by the disappointment of not seeing yo:u1 that 
I found it impossible on Sunday to write to the Prince (and 
cd. scarcely converse with my guests). I quite gave it up-'
I mean the letter; but I had a feeling of remorse at the last 
moment on Monday, at not following yr. suggestions, wh. I 
always wish to do, and sent a few lines, wh. he cd. not have 
received till past seven o'ck. on the eve of his departure. 
Nevertheless he found time to write me a toucJ:ling letter and 
to send me his photograph with his signature, and the fatal 
date of his departure. . . . 

From the Prince of Wales, 
MARLBORoui:m HousE, Oct. 11, '75. 

MY DEAR MR. DISRAELI,-I am much touched by your kind 
letter and good wishes on my long journey,. and I thank you 
for' your advice which I shall always be most ready to accept 
at your hands. I am fully alive to the importance of my visit 
to India and hope that neither you· or any one else in my 
land will have cause to regret that. the honour of my country 
has been placed in my hands whilst in India. Am I saying 
too much in stating this ? It will always give me the grea~est 
pleasure to hear from you, and I know that you 'will always 
be a good friend to me. 

Please accept the accompanying photograph and'-Believe 
me, Yours most sincerely, ALBER:I' EDWARD: 

The Prince's visit; which occupied the cold weather of 
1875-1876, was eminently successful. In the midst of 
his progress, he wrote on January ·:9, with becoming 

. mo_desty, to Disraeli: 'My tour through India continues 
to interest me in the highest possible degree. · The wor~ 
has been hard at times, but the reception from' all classes 
of the natives has been most gratifying, and if on niy 
return home I shall have met with the approval of the' 
Queen and my countrymen, I_ shall have every reason to 
, 1 Lady Bradford had failed to fulfil her engagement to stay at Hughen-

den. See above, p. 7<13. , 
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look back ,to my visit to this splendid ~ountry with the 
feelings ofthegreatest possible satisfaction.' Apar:t from 
his success in introducing the personal note into 'the 
relationship between the Sovereign in England and the 
3ubject in .India, the Prince's good feeling and sense of 
right led him ·to make, on one vital topic, generous and 
fruitful representations. 

To Lord Salisbury, 
2, · WmTEHALL GARDENS, Dec. 13, 1875.--'I have just 

returned· from Windsor. . . . Read extract from ·letter of 
P. of W. to the Queen; and apassage I ha,ve marked in pencil. 
Frequently I hear of this. Nothing is more disgusting, than 
the habit of our officers speaking always of. t):1e inhabitants 
of India-many of them descended from the great races-
as 'niggers.' ' _ 
.. It is ignorant; and brutal-and f?urely most mischievous. 

We ought to do something. If you be in town, 1 should be 
gl_ad to see yo11: . . . · 

It was natural that Disraeli should 'warmly welcome 
and enforce representations so entirely .in harmony ~th 
what he had laid down in the fifties as the proper policy 
of the British Government in India. ·'Something; was 
dol).e at once. Salisbl}ry took_ the opportunity of an 
address at Cooper's. Hill, the Indian-engineering college,· 
to warn the students against treating .natives with 
contumely. and. violence, or exhibiting -race-arrogance in 
any form. And Lytton, who succeeded 'Northbrook as 
Viceroy in the spring of 1876; made the first case Qf native 
ill-treatment and official condonation, which occur:red 

''after his arrival in India, the occa!lion of a drastic minute, 
which, though issued in defiance of current Anglo-Indian 
opinion, had a far-reaching eflect. · 

It was while the final preparations were being made for 
the Prince's departutefrom Eng"tand that Disraeli le.arnt 
that Northbroqk, for private reason1;1; proposed topesign. 
He .was not entirely surprised, for he had written to 
Salisbury on June 8: 'J,\'Iyown}mpression is that, some
how or other, Northbrook's -reign will soon terminate, 
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and you and I must l(jok out for the right man.' For the 
moment it was an awkward complication; but it provided 
an opportunity for bringing the Government of India 
into harmony with the Cabinet by_ placing at its head 
someone who would receive in a. more sympathetic 
manner than the retiring Viceroy the anxious suggestions 
of Disraeli and Salisbury .for the s'trengthening of the 
British position on the north-west frontier. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 15, 1875.-I think it 1mfortnnate, 
that Northbrook wishes-not to fulfil his term. 

If his intended resignation be-announced at once,- the public 
mind, agitated at this moment about India, will impute his 
withdrawal to any motive e.xcept the private one alleged, 
and wh. indeed, under no circumstances, will ever be 
credited. . . . · 

But, if the resignation be announced during the Prince's 
visit, it will be still worse, for it will then certainly be imputed 
to a-misunderstanding. with His Royal Highne_ss. . 

I don't think he deserves an earldom-but you deserve 
anything-and, therefore, if, on reflection, ·you wish it, ho 
shall have five balls. Hardinge was only a viscount, and he 
fought battles and gained victories. Consider this. 

Water, I trust. will not prove fatal to the Government·. 
Between Plimsoll, ·tne Vanguard, 1 and the Admiralty Instruc
tions and Minute, we seem in a leaky state: but it is only 
October, and there is time, I hope, to caulk .... 

Oct. 28.-1 have called the Cabinet together, for the 4th 
Novr., to confer, and decide, upon' our course· respecting 
these accursed Admiralty Instructions. . . . 

There is none of my coiL whose opinion I more value, than 
your own. 

Here I was going to end, but I can't resist telling you; that 
I am anxious; and a little disquieted, about Central Asian 
affairs. Before you bring therri, even indirectly, under the 
consideration of.the Cabinet, I think it wouldbe better, 'that 
we should confer together. · 

I am quite prepared for acting with energy and prompti
tude in the direction of Herat, if we could only come to a 
bona fide understanding with Afghanistan. But can we ? 
If a movement on our part, wh. is not onl:v to secure our 

1 H.Ivi.S. Vanguard had sunk in Irish waters after collision in a foJ!. 
with H:M.S.lroh Duke, 
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Empire, but to preser'Ve their ~ndeRendence, is actually used 
by Russia to create ill-feeling between us and Afghan[ista]n, 
that would be a deplorable result. . . 

However, I have great confidence in you and a little in 
myself, and I trust, therefore, we may be equ_al to a critical 
occasion . 

. Can you suggest a good High Ch. Dean, who is not a damned 
fool, and won't nu1ke himself ridiculous ? 

From Lord Salisbury. 

Confidential. , INDIA OFFICE, Oct. 31, 1875.-;-. Touching . 
· Central Asia: I should much like to talk the matter over with 

you: for the decision is one of gre~t' responsibility. The 
dilemma is simply this. It concerns us much to have an 
agent in Afghanistan. We want to guide the Ameer, and to 
w:atch; for tpere is the double danger th~t he may play. us 
false, or, remaining true;may blunder into operations which 
will bring him into collision with Russia. It would also be 
a great security for peace, if we were able to keep the Czar, 
who wishes for peace, informed of the intrigues of his frontier 
officers, who do not. But on the other hand it is of great 
importance-! quite admit it-not to irritate the Ameer .. · 
But this is a sort of difficulty which the Indian Goverrunent 
has had constantly to meet, Diplomacy has been a real 
power in Indian history-because of the moral ascendancy 
which British officers have acquired over the Princes at 
whose Courts they were placed. I do not propose to send a 
mission to Afghanistan against the Ameer' s wishes: .. but I 
propose.'to.tell the Government of India to make the Ameer 
wish it. It cannot of course be done ·straight off-by return 
of post: but by the exercise of tact in the choice of the moment 
and the argument I feel sure that it can be done. . The Ameer 
is genuinely frightened of the Russians: and every advance. 
they make will make him· more pliable, until their power on 
his frontier seems to him so great, and he is so convinced of 
our timidity, that he thinks safer to tie himself to them 
than. to us. But on all this I should much like to talk to 
you .. 

The Queen has written to Lord Northbrook asking him to 
. keep· the secret till the close of the Prince's visit. I have • 
telegra pll.ed to him a siniilarniessage from her. . 

She told-me that you proposed to make Lord Powis Viceroy~ 
The intelligence rather startled me: for he. has no experience 
of affairs, and I have noted in him no trace of practical ability. 

·Your own judgment must of course guide you: but I hope 
you will not decide hastily, as there is plenty of time. The 
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post is terribly important: a feeble occupant might bring 
about a great disaster. · 

I have put down in a separate note all that I know about 
possible High Church Deans-'·who are not damned fools' 
-a formidable restriction! · · 

Though the Queen, as well as Salisbury, was startled 
by the suggestion, Disraeli had· excellent reasons for 
•fixing on the third Earl of Powis 1 as his first choice for 
Viceroy. If Lord Powis never took a very active 
·part in political life and so came little under the Queen's 
or Salisbury's notice, he was nevertheless an exception
ally able 'and well-read man, of sound judgment and 
tact, and of· great · t:'eputation fn local affairs in North 
Wales and Shropshire. Disraeli knew him in the House 
of Commons as one of the eager spirits attracted by 
'Young England'; and he ~onceived that India would· 
welcome as Viceroy the great-grandson, in the direct line, 
of Lord Clive. · 

To~ Queen Victoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 5, 1875.-... The Cabinet 
meets again to-day, .when Mr. Disraeli hopes to lay before 
them a general view of the probable business of next session. 
·After the Cabinet .yesterday, .at four o'clock, Mr. Disraeli 

had a long interview with Lord Salisbury. · 
There is no question now about Lord Powis. He had been 

sounded by Mr. Disraeli, without any unnecessary confidence, 
but said his health was too delicate f()r foreign service, and 
though he should have ·liked to ha'Ve served the Crown 

, earlier in life, he felt, now, it was too late for him to begin. 
He is modest, for in presiding, somewhat recently, over the 

Royal Commission on Irish Education, he showed administra-
tive powers of a high character. · · . . 

The person whom Mr. Disraeli had fixed upon, for your . 
Majesty's consideration, was Lord John Manners, a man of 
many admirable qualities, and unjustly. imder-rated by the 
public. · . 
. He is a statesman; with a large practical . experience of' 

public affairs; a student, as well as a practical. statesman; 

1 18~8-1891 :_ M.~. for North ~hropehire,-18!~-184~; High Steward of 
Camhrrdge Uruvers1ty; fir_st President of the Uruvers1ty College of North 
Wales at Ba~gor; Lord-Lieutenant of Montgomeryshire and Chairman of 
Quarter Sesswns. . . · 
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thoroughly versed 1n all' the great political questions of 
Eastern and.European politics; an admirable administrator 
with a greaf capacity of labor; a facile pen; brave, firm, and 
a thorough gentleman. But Mr. Disraeli fears Lord John's 
health is breaking up. · · 

Lord Salisbury and Mr. Disraeli agreed, .that the resignation 
of Lord Northbiook should be kept quite close and confined 
to themselves and your Majesty. If imparted to the Cabinet, 
it will soon be babbled about by· the wives. Irideeg, the 
rumor is in the air, 'and has been more or less f()r a 'yea.r. 
Yesterday Lady Derby mentioned it to Mr. Disraeli, ivho 
.said ' That is an old story,' but anxious to find out whether. 
it was the old story with her, he extracted, after a little while, 
her authority--'Mrs. Morier. 

Mr. Disraeli hopes your M"ajesty will approve of the Deanery •· 
of Chichester being conferred on Ml:. Burgon. It will not 
be displeasing to the High Church party, who are very much · 
offended with Mr: Disraeli, while :1\-Ir. Blirgon is thoroughly 
sound on the great questions, being one of the ablest defenders 
1>f the union of the (Jhurch with the State: now the key-note 
of ecclesiastical politics, and which the· pure· Sacerdotalists 
are attempting to abolish. . · . · 

Mr. Burgon is one of the most eminent of the resident 
Oxford clergy; eminent as a scholar, a writer, and a preacher: 
and a man of original and interesting character. . 

Mr. Disraeli will keep your Majesty perfectly informed of 
all that occurs~ probablyevery day., · 

John Man~e~s, as Disra~li feared when he wrote·to the 
Queen, declined the Viceroyalty because he believed .. he 
had not sufficient health and strength for the post; 
Carnarvon, another colleague, to whom his chief next 
applieQ; declined because lJ.e was a widower with young 
children. After this refusal Disraeli was rather at a loss, 
and Salisbury, who was 'in despair at the barrenness of 
the Tory land,' could only suggest names that seemed to 
'him just 'tolerable.' The Queen mentioned the name of 
a man who was a:fterwards a most successful Viceroy
Dufferin; but put it aside as 'hE), she is afraid, has not 
health, and too" large a "small family," as the High
landers say, to enabJe him toaccept it.' He 'was. also a 

· Whig. · Of another. suggestion which Her Majesty made 
Salisbury .wrote.to Disraeli: 'The appearanc{l of Derby's 
·name_is a charming touch ofJ:lature. It.reveals a world 
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of untold suffering-and desperate hope.' Finally, 
Disraeli turned, with Salisbury's entire approval, to the 
son of an old friend and colleague, the second Lord Lytton, 
then British l\finist~r at Lisbon, who combined the 
practised deftness of a diplomatist with the imagination 
of a poet. ' Thec.crit_j.g~_Lst~j;£,"2L,~;t!e:,hl;~~,--~~~~,~tAsia 
demands a statesman,' wrote DisraelLon.November 23, 
~~~J,;~u~Y:&~~iilt~ic.3P.i)~!i.iiigi~9~t:~~~_,~ill 
have an opportunity, not only of serving your country, 
but of obtaining an enduring fame.' l1y,~,t,g:g,_,,:2,hQ._ was a 

"--,9-~lio.ate~m~n,J:H1dJIJQ~l?-i41.t:411P. . .Q.tQ~E?..,~~lliill~4 . .Pl~~§ed 
i}JJ!e~l1~ .. ~~~.PJ~~~Jlktg~~.m,w.,;.;RJ}~~~st~~g 
the facts, he submitted to the decision of the Cabinet, 
~nd, in Disraeli's words, accepted 'the~~up~fJ>,b,ut,awful 
po_st.' Derby was ready to release him at once from his 
s~rvice under the Foreign Office, observing cheerfully 
that he would die in India, but that to die Viceroy was 
something. 

To Lady Bradford. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 5, 1876.-.' .. ·We have peen 
obliged to announce the great Indian change somewhat sooner 
than we intended, and rather suddenly, but it was leaking 
out. There is always a traitor--:-except in the Suez Canal 
business.! . . . . 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, f '{iast 6 [Jan. 20, 1876].-... I 
got from the Cab. at i pt. 5, and found Lytton waiting for 
me; and now he has just gone. I knew him really before he 
was born-a few months; and now I see hii:n here, and ·a 
Viceroy. · 

He told me his first remembrance of me was calling on him 
at a little school he was at-at Twickenham, and I ' tipped' 
him. It was the first tip he ever had; and now I have 
tipped him again, and put 11 crown on his head ! It's like 
meeting the first characters .of a play in the last scene ! . . . 

The Far East, as well as the Near East and India, 
demanded :Ministerial attention in, 1875. There were 
anxious negotiations. with China arising out of th~ murder 
~f a British Consular official, A. R. lVIargary. A lette~ 

.t See below, ch.I2. 
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to Lady B~adford shows with what .imaginative insight 
·· Disraeli had grasped the essentials of Far Eastern develop-

ment;·. ·· · · 

' To Lady' Bradford.' 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 27, 1875.-. I have taken a. 
step in diplomacy, ~h. I am sure never was take~ before. I 
have induced the Japanese Minister in England to telegraph 
to his Government, urging them to . offer their mediation in 
the event of serious difficulty arising bet[wee]n China and. 
England, and to declare that if . Chin.a will not accept that 
mediation, and act upon it, Japan will join England against 
her' and place a Japanese contingent urider the orders of /"":"' 
any British forces employed by, .us· against .. the Celestial \ 
Empire. -I know not why Japanshd. not become the Sardinia 
of the Mongolian East. They are by far the cleverest of the 
Mongol race. Now you know one ofthe greatest secrets of 
State going ! - ·· · · 

Hence it appears that, only ten years after Japan had 
definitely started on the path of . progress, Disraeli 
recognised her great qualities al_ld possibilities, anticipated 
that she would become ' the Sardinia of the Mongolian 
East,' arid proposed common ·action. ·between her and 
Great Britain on behalf ,of their ccimnion' interests in that 
region, thus initiating a policy which~culminated, thirty 
years later,·i~ the Anglo,-Japanese Alliance. ' 

.. 



CHAPTER ·xn. 
SuEz CANAL AND RoYAL TITLE. 

~-~!.~-" 

1875-1876. 

It was while Disraeli's mind was full, on the one hand, 
of the Indil'J,n problems involved in the Russian advance. 
in Asia,in the Prince of Wales's visit, and in the selection 
of a new Viceroy, and, on the other hand, of the threatened 
revival of the Eastern question owing to the outbreak in 
Herzegovin~, that the opportunity came, for which he 
had been waiting,,of striking an effective and resounding· 
blow for the security of our imperial communications, 
and for the strengthening of the British.position in the. 
whole Eastern world. On Monday, November 15, 1875, 
Frederick Greenwood, a journalist of high distinction, 
who, as editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, gave Disraeliand 

.his Government strong but independent support, calleQ. 
on Derby at the Foreign Office 'to tell him· that the 
Khedive of Egypt; who held some 177,000 out of the 
400,000 ordinary shares of the Suez Canal, was negotiating 
for their transfer to a syndicate of French capitalists, and 
to urge that the British Government should step in and 
purchase the shares itself. Greenwood's information 
was the result of meeting at dinner Henry Oppenheim, a 
financier largely interested in Egypt, and his political 
insight and enlightened patriotism prompted his mission 
to the Foreign Office. 

It was ·a startling suggestion, and was naturally not 
at first welcomed by· the cautious Derby. But Dis
raeli's imagination discerned at_ once the high political 
value of th~ purchase, and, ·while the Foreign Secretary 

779 
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rel~ctantly yielded to the necessity of preventing the 
great highway of ·British traffic with British India and 
British Australasia from passing into wholly French 
hands, the Prime_ Minister ·was eager for ·a _ transac
tion which should demonstrate the importance England 
attached to her Eastern Empire ,and sanguine of the 
immense benefit whic]l. would result. It . iF! possible 
that. Disraeli had got wind of the Khedive's negotia
tions from another quarter. Baron Lionel de Roths-

- child, to whose good offices Disraeli -had already had 
recourse in connection ·with the Canal, was, like Disraeli ---~ 
himself and at Disraeli's- request, on the looko~t for 
an opportunity; and he may well have got early news 
from Paris or Cairo of what was in progress. It was 
Disraeli's frequent habit, when iri town on official busi
ness out of the season, to off\')r himself .to the Baron 
and Baroness for dinne1·, especially on Sunday evenhi.gs. 
At their house, he told Lady Bradford in a letter dated 
November 20-during the very week whose events we 
are describing-' there is ever something to learn, and 
somebody distinguished to- meet.' M. Gavard, Charge 
d'Affaires of France in London at this time, tells a story 
of a dinner at Rothschild's at which some such communi
cation passed. As there was also a tradition in the 
Foreign- Office that. the information r~ached the Govern
ment from more sources than one,l it may well be that 
Disraeli heard on Sunday night from Rothschild some
thing of what Derby was -told by Greenwood on the 
Monday morning. This may explain the strange omission 
of Greenwood's name in the private correspondence of 
leading Ministers during the negotiations; unless indeed 
we are to attribute . the omission to that dislike and 
contempt of n~wspapers and edito~s which have often 

··. underlain the outward flattery and deference exhibited 
b~ statesnien;.but which could hardly be felt by one who, 

: 1- A short. memorandum .respecting_ the negotiations of the Khedive with 
a Fr{mch group is linderstood-:-to have roached the ]foreign .Office from 
Northcote at the Treasury on theday·on which Greenwood called-
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like Disraeli, had boasted in Parliament that he was 
himself a ' gentleman of the press.' 

The information reached the Government only ju_st in 
time. Turkey, the Empire of which Egypt was a. semi
independent province, had gone bankrupt iJ:{theprevious 
month; the effect had immediately been felt at Alexandria;· 
and the Khedive Ismail, after many years of more than 
Oriental extravagance, found his credit on the·point of 
collapse. By December 1, little more tharr a ·fortnight 
later, he had to meet the coupons on the Egyptian public 
debt, or else follow his Sovereign's example and default. 
From three to four millions sterling were wa_nted, and he 
was at the end of his resources. He was in negotiation 
with competing syndicates of French financiers, prepared, 
but on onerous terms, to furnish the needful funds. The 

··principal asset he had to offer were these 177,000 1 shares 
in the Canal: the coupons on which, it should be added, 
he had already alienated in 1869 for .twenty-five years. 
The proposals made to him involved either the. mortgage 
of the shares or their sale outright. :On the previous 
Friday, three days before Greenwood's call at the Foreign 
Office, he had consented to sell them for 92,000,000 francs, . 
or £3,680,000, paying interest on them at 8 (afterwaids 
changed to il) per cent. till 1894, when the di-vidends 
would once again be payable by the Canal Company; 
the option to remain open till the following Tuesday. 
The holders of the option found serious ·difficulties in 
raising the money in Paris, owing to the opposition· of 
the rival f:\yndicate, and asked for, and obtained, an 
extension of time till the following Friday. . 

When, therefore, General Stanton, the British agent 
in Egypt, made, in consequence of orders from home, 

1 The number of shares was presumed throughout the negotiations to 
be 177,642; but on completion of the contract with the British Government 
they were found to be actually 176,602, or 1,040 less; and a corresponding 
deduction was made from the purchase price. · 

For the detailed history of the whole transaction, see L' A chat des Actions 
de Suez, by Charles Lesn.ge, .and an article in The 'l'imes of Dec. 26, 1905, 
by Mr. Lucien 'Wolf, with subsequent correspondence on Dec. 27, 28, and 

, 29, 1905, and Jan. 13, 18, 26, 2!), and 30, and Feb. 10, Hl06. · 
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inquiries on the T~esday oL Nubar Pasha, the Prime 
Minister, and of the l{hedive himself, the sale had 
alrea!ly been conditionally a_Eranged, though Ismail 
characteristically protested that he had never thought' 
seriously of the proposal of purchase, and had no present 
intention of disposing of· his shares. But the intention 

. to mortgage was admitted, as three or four millions must 

. be obtained at once; and Nubar hinted that even by 
mortgage· tl}e ,shares might be lost, as- the Egyptian 
Government niight not be able to redeem their pledge. 
General Stanton told ooth Nubar and Ismail that the 
British Gove~nment could not view With indifference the 
transfer of the Khedive~_s interests in the Qanal, and 
insisted on a suspension of negotiations in order to give 
that Government an opportunity of making a proposal 
-a suggestion which the Khedive'welcomed. 

~Disraeli, on hearing. Stanton's report, lost no time. 
The next day, Wednesday, November 17, 'the Cabinet, 
which_ was holding its usual autumnal sittings, took the 
matter into consideration/and determined in ·principle 
that England shduld acquire the shares. It is clear from 

· Disraeli's reports to t];le Queen· and from his private letters 
that the initiative was his;_ and that the Cabinet, though 
in the end unanimous, contJained influential ·members 
who. were reluctant to take such a very new departure. 
These included not only Derby, but Disraeli's special 
henchman, the Chancellor of the Exchequer; who loyally 
forwarded at the Treasury his chief's.plans, but, even 
after they had been ·carried through, registered a protest, 

4 
on November 26, against what he considered to be a 
policy wanting in magnanimity, adding ~mphatically, 
'I don't like it.' Reconsideration,' howiwer, seems to 
have modified his views; and, before the matter ~came to 
be debat'ed in Parlia'ment, he·w~ able to :Write to Disraeli 
(Jan.nary 25): 'So far as the purchase of _the Suez Canal 
shares is in question:, I think our. case is perfect. -Subse
quent events have strengthened, rather than weakened, 
the argumeiits w~eh' induceq .us to' decid~ ori, it.'., 
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. To Queen Victoria. 

Confidential. 2, WmTEIIALL GARDENS, Nov. is, 1875.-Mr. 
Disraeli with his humble duty to your Majesty: 

The Khedive, on the eve of .bankruptcy, appears desirous 
of parting with his shares in ·the Suez Canal, and has com
municated, confidentially, with General.Stanton. There is a 
French company in negotiation with His Highness, but they 
purpose only to make_ an advance with complicated stipula-
tions. · 

'Tis an affair of millions; about folJI' at least; but would give 
the possessor an immense, not to say preponderating, influence 
in the management of the C~nal. · . 

It is vital to your Majesty's authority and power at this 
critical moment, that the Canal should belong to England, 
and I was ·so decided and absolute wi.t,h Lord Derby on this 
head, that he ultimately adopted my views and brought the 
matter before the Cabinet yesterday. The Cabinet was unani
mous in their decision, ,that the interest of the Khedive 
should, if possible, l;>e obtained, and we telegraphed accord
ingly. 

Last night, there was another telegram from General 
Stanton (not in reply), which indicated some new difficulties, 
but the Cabinet meets again to-day (at two o'clock) and we 
shall· consider them. · 

The Khedive now says, that it is·absolutelynecessary that 
he should have between three and four millions sterling by 
·the 30th of .this month ! · 

Scarcely breathing time! But.the thing must be done. 
Mr. Disraeli perceives, that, in hishurry, he has not expressed 

himself according to etiquette. Your Majesty· will be graci-
ously pleased to pardon him ! There is no time to rewrite 
it. The messenger for Balmoral is waiting. He thought 
your Majesty should know'all this, and could not write last 
night, as fresh intelligence was hourly expected. 

Nov. 19.-... The Cabinet considered the affairs of the 
Khediv-e yesterday for one hour and !, and had, before them, 
Lord Tent(lrden and Colonel Stokes, who has been.engaged 
by your Majesty's Gov-ernment on the affairs of the Suez 
.Canal. 

The pecuniary embarrassments of the Khedive appear to be 
very serious, and it is doubtful whether a financial catastrophe 
can be avoided. The business is difficult, but it is as important 
as difficult, and must not be relinquished. We receiv-ed 
telegrams from General Stanton, who had personally seen the 
Khediv-e·, and we also returned telegrams. 

The Khedive v-oluntarily pledged himself, that, whatever 

,._ 
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happened, your Majesty's Government should have the 
refusal of his interest in the Canal. All that can be done 
now, is to keep the business well in hand .. · 

From Queen Victoria. 

BALMORAL, Nov. 19, '75.-The Queen thanks Mr. Disraeli 
for his letters. She has telegraphed her approvaJ of the course 
he intends pursuing respecting the Suez· Canal, but fears it 
will be difficult to arrange. . . . . · 

To ·Q~een Victoria. -

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov, 20, 1875.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: . . · . 

Received the telegram yesterday, which was most· en
couraging. Nothing very significant· has happened on the 
.subject during the last four and twenty hours-but communi
cations between your Majesty's Government and Cairo are 
brisk, The affqir will take time, but it must not be lost sight 
of for a moment; and can now be worked without the Cabinet, 
as they are unanimous as to th(3 policy, and have given carte 
blanche to Mr. Disraeli to carry it into effect. Your Majesty's 
approbation greatly strengthens ]firri. . . . · 

. Stanton received the Cabinet decision of Wednesday 
in time to notify the- Khedive the same night 1 that 
the British Government was ready, if satisfactory terms 
could be arranged, to purchase the shares. The Khedive 
expressed his contentment, but continued to_protest that 
he had no present intention of disposing of them. He 
added that he was obliged to proceed with the mortgage, 
but, if he changed his views about sale, he would give the. 
British Government the option of purchase. - He imme
diately carried hls project of mortgage into effect by 
signing next day a fresh contract with.the owners of the' 
previous optiol).. British opposition and the difficulty 
of raising in Faris the money for purchase had put an 
~end to tlH~ :(hst negbtiation. · The present arrangement 
was- an advance of 85,000,000 francs (£3,400,000) for 
three months at the exorbitant rate of 18 per cent. per 

i The dates given in Stanton's despatch of Nov. 18 are riot quite clear; 
and M. Lesage, apparently· wrongly, places this notificat-ion .·on Tnuraday, 
·Nov. 18, instead of Wednesday, Nov.17. 
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annum. For this the Khedive pledged not merely the 
177,000 shares but his. right to 15 per cent, in the 
annual profits of the Canal. In default of ·payment, 
the shares and the 15 -per cent. were to become the 
property of. the syndicate, and the Khedive promised to 
pay 10 per cent. in lieu of the alienated coupons; The 
contract was to be ratified by November 26. 

Presumably the Khedive was reluctant to place himself 
in the hands of the British Government; otherwise it is diffi
cult to understand how he ever consented to a transaction 
so unfavourable to himself. It was called a mortgage, 
but the terms were so onerous that it was, in fact, a . 
disguised sale. This was fully realised by the syndicate, 
and by Lesseps himself, who entered eagerly into the 
campaign in Paris to raise the money which should assure 
French domination over the Canal. Malting use of this 
argument, he urgently prayed the French Government 
to interpose and remove all financial obstacles to the 
negotiation. But the Due Decazes, the French Foreign . 
Minister, was anxious to do nothing to alienate the British 
Government, who had . intervened in a . friendly and 
decisive manner on behalf of France at Berlin in the · 
spring; a11d he must have realised that the greatm3tritime 
Powers, ·and England at their head, could not view with 
indifference any arrangement ·by which the control. of 
the main waterway between Europe and Asia would pass 
entirely into French hands. ·He sent the Charged' Affaires 
in London to sound Derby, and received the an·swer he 

t. must have expected. Derby pointed out that, as the 
Canal was our highway to India, and as nearly four-fifths 
of the shipping which used it was British, our interest in 
its maintenance. and proper management was· greater 
than that of any other European nation; that the posses
sion by the Khedive of a large interest in the company 
was one of our main safeguards in dealing with Lesseps; 
and that ' we should certainly be opposed to these shares 
falling into the hands of another French company, so as 
to make the property in th~ Canal more French than it 
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• already was.' There possibly might not, he added, be 
the same objections to a mortgage, provided the Khedive 
had full power -to redeem at any moment~ 

This categorical answer, which showed that Derby's 
initial hesitation had now given place to firm re~olve, 
effectually prevented the French Government, though 
Disraeli seems still to have suspected them, from rendering 
any assistance to the French syndicates; and so brought 
the negotiations for a mortgage to naught~· It was given 
on Saturday, November 20, and on the Tuesday, the 
Khedive, having learnt the failure of his negotiations 
with Paris financiers, and being enoouraged by Derby's 
friendly a.gsurances of anxiety to help him on reasonable 
terms, offered the 177,000 shares to the ~ritish Govern
ment for.£4,000,000, with interest at 5-per cent. till the 
coupons were !~berated .. The offer was considered by the 
Cabinet on Wednesday, November 24, and accepted. 
On November ~5 the contract was signed at Cairo, and 
on' November 26 the shares were deposited there. in the 
British Consulate. . The whole transaction had been 
completed in ten days. 

When. once the policy of purchase had been accepted 
in principle, as it was at the Cabinet.of November 17, it 
~as essential to discover at once whether the £4,000,000 
could be pr()()ured in time. Parliament was not sitting, 
and the affair would not wait. ' I am: sure,' wrote 
Northcote to Disraeli 9n November 22, 'that there is no 
way by which we can raise the money without the consent 
of Parliament, and that the utmost we qould do would 
be to .enter into a treaty engaging .to ask Parliament for 
the money, and then let the K[hedive]get-it in advance 
from some capitalist who is willing to trust to our power 
of ·getting Parliamentary authority.' In these circum
stances Disraeli's mind had naturally turned to his friends 
the Rothschilds, the magnitude of \vhqse resources he 
knew, and whose ~i~ he had already sought and <;>btained 
in connection with his Egyptian policy. Corry used to 
tell a story that Disraeli had arranged with him that he·· 
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should be in · attendance-as was indeed his duty as 
principal private secretary-just outside the Cabinet room 
and, when. his chief put out his head and said ' Yes,' 
should take immediate action. On this signal being 
given he went off to New Court arid told Rothschild in 
confidence that the Prime Minister wanted £4,000,000 
'to-morrow.' Rothschild, Corry was wont to declare, 
picked up a muscatel grape, ate it, threw out the skin, 
and said deliberately, 'What is your security 1' 'The 

' British Government.' ·'You shall have it.' We need not 
take as gospel the whole of this picturesque detail; but 
it is certain that at an early stage, the 17th or 18th. of 
November, Corry applied to Rothschild on Disraeli's 
behalf, and obtained a promise of his cocoperation. The 
terms were finally settled with the Treasury at the begin
nhig of the following week. 'I find,' wrote Northcote 
to Disraeli on November 24, 'Smith and Welby a good 
deal startled by the largeness of Rothschild's commission. 
It "will; I suppose, be criticised, but, if the business goes 
right, a matter of that kirid will not signify much.: Lowe 
in the House of Commons was maladroit enough to base 
his objections to the transaction largely on this point. 
When it is considered that two millions were provided 
by the firm for the Khedive on December I, anoth.er 
million on December 16, and the la_st millibn on Janu
ary 5, the 'COmmission of 2i per cent. will seem moderate 
for so vast and prompt an accommodation. The with
drawal of four millions for a considerable period from the 
resources even of so commanding a firm as that of the 
Rothschilds necessarily entailed a large derangement of 
the· routine of its business; and they had obviously to 
protect themselves against possible fluctuations in the 
value of money, and against the conceivable, though 
remote, risk that Parliament would refuse to . vali
date the purchase~ It was a transaction entirely With
out precedent, as Rothschild pointed out to Corry in a 
conversation at the time of the debates in Parliament. 
In the same conversation Rothschild met another 
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·criticism, often urged, that lYiinisters should have used 
the Bank of England, and not a private firi?, as their 
agents . 

. . . As to the question whether the Government· should 
not have applied to the Bank of England; Baron Rothschild 
-giving no opinion ;is to the Bank's power-says that he 
unde~stands the authorities to be about equally divided 
(even now) on the point 'of their willingness to have acted as 
the agents of the Government i:n this transaction. It is a 
point, .moreover, which could only have been determined by . 

·the full Board, at the obvious sacrifice of despatch and secrecy. 
Mr. Hubbard, for one, is clear that the Bank could not, and 
would not, have acted (Mr. Hubbard tells me that he is 
prepared to say this in Parliament.-M. C.), while Mr. Gibbs 
and Mr. Thomson Hankey take the other view. Baron 
Rothschild imagines that the Government might, possibly, 
have compelled the Bank to find the four millions (and at a 
lower· rate of commission). But this would have been a 
violent act, before the commission of which, he maintains, 

. they were bound to use every endeavour to obtain,the money. 
from independent firms. He declares, too, without hesita
tion, that the Bank of England could not have.found the 
required sum without grave disturbance of the money 
market. _ 

It is upon the entire absence of such disturbance, under 
his operations, that·he from a pliblig point of view, rests. his 
vindication of the commission charged, and is content that 
the matter should he judged by the results .. , .. -M. C., 
Feb. 19, 1876. ' -

It is no wonder that in his letters to the Queen and 
Lady Bradford after the final decision Disraeli should 
have sounded loudly the note of triun1ph. · 

To Queen Victoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 24, 1875.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: 

It is just settled: you have it, Madam. Tho French Govern
ment has been out-generaled. They tried too much, offei:ing 
loans at an usurious rate, and with conditions, which would 
have virtually given them the government of Egypt. 

The Khedive, in despair and disgust, offered your Majesty's 
·Government to purchase his shares outright.- He never 
would listen to such a proposition before. . 

Four -millions sterling! and almost immediately: There 

; 
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was only orie firm that .could do it...:_Rothschilds. They 
behaved admirably; advanced the money at a low rate, and 
the entire interest of the Khedive is now·yolll's, Madam. 
• Yesterday the Cabinet sate four hours and more on this, 
and :Mr. Disraeli has not had one moment's rest to-day; 
therefore this despatch must be pardoned, as his head is 
rather weak. He will tell the whole wondrous tale to
morrow. 

He was in Cabinet to-day, when your :Majesty's second 
telegram arrived, which must be his excuse for his brief and 

· stupid answer: but it- was 'the crisis.' _ 
The Gov_ernment and Rothschilds agreed to keep it secret, 

but there is little doubt it will be known to-morrow from 
Cairo. 

From Queen Victoria. 

WINDSOR CASTLE,· Nov. 25, '75.-This is indeed a great 
and important event, which, when known,-will, the Queen 
feels sure, be most,popular iri the country. The great sum 
is the only disadvantage. · 

The Queen will be curious to hear all about it from Mr. 
Disraeli, when she sees him to-day. 

To Lady Bradford . .. 

2, .WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. -25, 1879.-As you complain 
sometimes, tho' I think unjustly, that I tell you nothing, I 

·will now tell you a great State secret, tho' it may not be one 
in 4 and 20 hours (still you will like to know it 4 and 20 hours 
sooner than the newspapers can tell it you)-a State secret, 
certainly the most important of this year, and not one of the 
least events of our generation. · 

After a fortnight of the most unceasing labor and anxiety, 
I (for between ourselves, and ourselves only, I may be egotistic 
cal in this matter)-! have plirchased for England the Khedive 
of Egypt's interest in the Suez Canal. 

We have had all the gamblers, capitalists, financiers of the 
world, organised and platooned in bands of plunderers, arrayed 
against us, and secret emissaries in every corner, and have 
baffled them all, and have never been suspected. The day 
before yesterday, Lesseps, whose company has the remaining 
shares, backed by the French Government, whose agent ho 
was, made a great offer. Had it succeeded, the whole of the 
Suez Canal wd. have belonged to France, and they might 
have shut it up! · 

We have given the Khedive 4 millions sterling for his 
interest, and run the. chance of Parliament supporting us 
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We cd. not call them together for the matter,~for that wd. 
have blown everything to the skies; or to Hades. 

The Faery is in ecstasies about ' this great and important 
event.' . . . . . · 

I have rarely been thro' a week like the last, and am to-day 
in a state of prostration--c-oma. . . . · - · 

WINDSOR CASTLE, Nov. '26, 1875.-A most hurried line to 
tell you that. nothing cd. be more successful-! might say 
triumphant-than my visit. The Faery was most excited 
abqut Suez, said ' what she liked most was, it was a blow at 
Bismarck,' referring, I apprehend, to his-insolent declarations 
that England had ceased to be a politiqal · po.wer. This 
remark she frequently made, showing it was the leading idea 
of her mind. · 

I got here at-;! to 6, and was summoned to the- presence 
exactly at 6 ..... When I cd. get to general business, tho' I had 
an awful catalogue of demands and suggestions, they were 
comparatively soon exhausted: no. difficulties made, every
thing granted, nothing but smiles and infinite agace1·ie8. · ... 

There were only courtiers at dinner. After din., altho' I 
had been in audience till· i pt. 7, the Faery came up to me 
again, and was not only most gracious, but most interesting 
and amusing: all about domestic affairs. She shewed me, 
by the bye, at dinner, a couple of tels. she had received 
that morning from P. of w., and she wished me to write to 
him about Suez and all that. · 'I wish it,' she sd., 'because 
he likes you.' · · __ 

Lady Biddulph said after dinner she shd. resign if the 
Primo dined often there, as she cd. not stand while the Faery 
was talking to me. . . . • · - · ·· 

The Times has only got half the news, and very inaccurate, 
but it is eVidently staggered. I bel~eve the whole country 
will be With -me. The Faery thinks so .... 

Nov. 30.:__ ... The Faery was in the lOth heaven, having 
received a letter_ of felicitations from the King of the Belges 
on ,-the greatest event of modern politics.' ' Europe breathes 
again,' etc., etg. . . , . -

It seems that P. Gortchakoff had arranged to call at Berlin 
on his way home and just catch P. Bismarck after his five· 
months' retirement, and then confer together, and settle, or 
seem to settle, the Eastern question. It must have been 
during this meeting, or the day before it took place, that the 
great news arrived, wh., as it is supposed they were going to >. 
settle everything without consulting England; .was amusing ! l 
Bismarck called-on Odo Russell, but the latter ~mhappily 
was not .at home. · Odo called at the For. Office and saw
Biilow. wh0 handed him a teL from Munster,· saying 'tlie 
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purchase of the Suez Canal has been received by the whole 
English nation with ()nthusiasm ' ; but not a word cd. be got 
out of Biilow himself .... 

. I go this morning to Longleat ..•• 

To Queen ·Victoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 27, 1875.-=-... He thanks 
your Majesty for the gracious note of last night. 

He is assure·d, that there was only one opinion in the City 
yesterday, and the accounts, from all the great centres of 
your Majesty's kingdom, this morning, re-echo the same 
feeling. 

He believes it may, now, be looked on as a great, perhaps 
unparalleled success. 

But your Majesty predict~d this when no one had given an 
opinion, and when many great judges looked demure. 

Sir Philip Rose to Montag'lL (Jorry. 

1, CROMWELL RoAD, S.W., Dec. 1, 1875.-... Is it not 
curious that the arrangement which I was urging upon Mr. 
D. 18 months ago, to secure the Suez Canal for the English 
Gov-t., should have been brought about, tho' in a much better 
way, as my plan contemplated an arrangement with Lesseps 
and his .company, whereas they have now got a title from 
the Sovereign, and have helped that Sovereign at the same 
time? 

Disraeli did not exaggerate when ·he said that tho 
Ministerial stroke had been an unparalleled success. 
Public opinion declared itself strongly on his side; and 
even among leading Liberals there were many who 
followed Hartington and ·· Goschen in open or tacit 
approval rather than 'Gladstone in indignant opposition. 
Though there was naturally a little soreness in France, 
Lesseps,having failed in his passionate attempts to pre
vent the transaction, had the cleverness and good sense 
promptly to welcome in a letter to his shareholders the 
acceptance by England of that share "in the company 
which she in.ight have had at the first, and to point out 
that the co-operation of the British Government was a 

. · r'ortunate occurrence for the commercial success of the 
Canal. From almost every European country except 
Russia there came congratulai.ions. Derby, after his 
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fashion, gave at Edinburgh in "December a minimising. 
account of what he had done; we had merely acted,-he 
said, in order to prevent the great highway, over which 
we had three-fourths of the traffic, from being' exclusively 
in the hands pf the foreign shareholders of a foreigri 
company.' This may have reassured some doubters; and 
certainly veiled, for some eyes at home, the vital signifi-

. cance of the Ministerial action; but in Berlin they were 
under no illusions . 

. From Queen Victoria . 

. WINDSOR "CASTLE, Dec. 3, ;75.-The Queen sends Mr. 
Disraeli the extract· from a letter from her· daughter the 
Crown Princess, which she thinks' will gratify him. But Lord 
Derby tried to pour as much cold water" as he could on .the 
great succef!s of the affair of the Suez Canal, though he seemed 
pleased at the feeling shown everywhere about it. . · · 

[ENCLOSURE.] 

The Crown Princess to Queen Victoria. 

BERLIN, Nov. 30, 1875.-... I must congratulate you 
on the newest deed of your Government, the buying of half 
the shares. of the Suez Canal; it sent a thrill of pleasure and 

• · pride, almost of exultation, through me ! It is a delightful 
thing to see the right thing, done at the right momerJ,t. Every
.body is pleased here, and wishes it may bring England.good; 
even the great man B[ismarck] expressed himself to Fritz in 
'this sense. yesterday evening! Willylwrites from Cassel, 
'Dear Mama, I must write you a line, because I know you 
will be so delighted that England has. bought the Suez Canal. 
How jol1y J J' · . 

The newspapers on the subject have been a pleasure to 
rea,d (the English ones). The French and the Russians will 
be much annoyed it seems, but that will blow over, and they 
have no real cause to complain, so I fancy their irritation will 
not last. . . · · 

Tlris will rank in history ~mong the many great, good and 
useful things done in your reign, and that makes ine so proud 
and happy. 1 am s.ure Mr. Disraeli and Lord Derby must be 
quite delighted at the accomplishment of so important a 
measure, and at its popularity. The wisdom of it is so self
evident, that it can only be popular .... 

1 Th~ German Emp~ror William lL 
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To Queen Victoria. 

CRICHEL, WIMBORNE, Dec. 5, 1875.-Mr. Disraeli -with his 
humble duty to your Majesty: 

He thanks your Majesty for your Majesty's most gracious 
letter, and the gratifying and very interesting extract which 
accompanied it. . 

He felt -the shock of the ' cold water·' himself, though he 
had endeavoured to guard against it, and had forwarded, 
also, a letter from Lord Carnarvon, very well written, and in 
the same vein. 

Our consolation must be, that the deed is done, and it 
must be an additional solace to your Majesty, that it was 
greatly owing to the sympathy and. support which Mr. 
Disraeli received from your Majesty, and to the clear
sightedness, which your Majesty evinced in the affair from 
the outset .... · 

Derby protested, no doubt with perfect sincerity, that 
nothing was further from his thoughts than the-establish
ment of English authority in Egypt; that we mereiy 
wanted a free passage for ourselves and for the rest of 
the world, and nothing more. Disraeli's imagination 
cannot have been so limited; but he ;used none but vague 
phrases. Anyhow, immediately after the conclusion of 
the bargain, in response however, no doubt, to a request~~ 
from the Khedive made before it, the British Government'.:.-~ 
took the first step towards intervention in Egypt by send-
ing a British statesman, Stephen Cave, to inquire into 
the tangled financial situation of the country. Thence 
we came, as Mr. Lucien Wolf has well put it, ' by succes-
sive stages, to the Dual Control, the ~ombardment of 
Alexandria, the "stricken field" of Omdurman, the 
dramatic crisis of Fashoda, . . ~ the p~etic denouement 
of the Lansl]_owne-Cambon Convention,' and, we may 
add, finally to the establishment of a British Protectorate, 
with a Sultan entirely irrdependent of Turkey on the. 
throne.1

. But Disraeli himself, having secured the Briti~h 
hold on the Canal, was always careful of French 
interests in Egypt, and sought French co-operation. 

1 Written in 1919, before the recognition, with reservations safe
guarding British interests, of Egyptian independence. 
~ w 
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Accordingly, he never advanced throughout his adminis
tration beyond the stage of 'Dual Control, resisting all 
suggestions- to oust France . fr6in her share. The with
drawal of. France was her own act, when, after Beacons· 
·field's death, she refused to join in the inilitary opera-
tions which put down Arabi's revolt: · 

Disraeli well understood·_ the_· kind of spirit in which 
· .British statesmen should attack Egyptian problems-:-the 

spirit afterwards displayed in such perfection by Lord 
. Cromer. 

To L9rd Derby._ 
2, WHITEHALL GARJ)ENS, Nov. 26, '75._:__1 can't approve 

of the employment of Mr. Lowe, and for 'this, -a:rp.ong others, 
main reason. Throughout life, he has quarrelled with every
body. We want. a calm, conciliatory spirit to deal with 
Egypt; not to oppose their first impressions and suggestions, 
but to correct, and change, them, in due time:· . . 
· · I think, that Cave, who has great financial and commercial 
knowledge, who, tho' '·an Oxford scholar,' has been a Bank 
director, and a Minister of State, is capable, under our guid-
ance and instructions, ·of the office. · . ·:. 

I think there ought .to be no delay in the appointment of . 
some one .... · I 

..,. The ·purchase of the Suez Canal shares promoted 
-,;,::-materially a better understanding between Disraeli and 

Salisbury, as w'hat Derby regarded as-ari un~ortunate 
necessity Salisbury, who, like his leader, possessed 
imagination, advocated as a stroke of high imperio,! 
statesmanship; and a ·visit , to Hatfield _in December 
contribut~d to the same end. . 

To- Lady Bm~ford. -

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 13.-.... I went yesterday 
with 'Marjr Derby,' whom I continue. to call to her face 
'Lady Salisbury' _:_most unfortunate-to Mr. Liebricht/ an 
oculist in Alb[ematl]e E)t., a famous man, who has only. been 
here two years. T have seen double with my left eye for years, 

· butwd. consult no one,f_or I assumed it was cat[arac]t, wh. 
my father and grandfather had, a,nd did not wish to be con
vinced of the inevitable. But it was no such thing: a change 

·_in the foc~s of my eye, wh: a particular glass-, cured. Lady . 

1 The proper spelling of the name seems to have been 'Liebreich/ 
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Derby had suffered from the same malady and he had cured 
her. That was why I went. . . . 

Dec. 17.-I go ... to Hatfield. Go I must, or there will 
be all sorts of misunderstandings; but I would almost as lief 
go to my execution. · · 

Disraeli had the ·pleasantest recollections, extending 
over many years of the fifties and sixties, of visits to 
Hatfield during the time that his friend, who had now 
become Lady Derby, was the gracious hostess. It was 
natural that he should be apprehensive of his first visit 
under the new regime, considering how bitter had been 
Salisbury's criticism and how recent the reconciliation. 
Nor is it to be wondered at that, while he wrote after
wards to Salisbury, 'I remember my visit to H. with 
great pleasure, and beg to be remembered to miladi and 
Jem and Fish,' ht? should have told De~by at the time, 
and through him Lady Derby, that he found it' extremely 
dull, strange people at dinner, and a great many little 
boys of various families,' though paying in the saine 
letter a tribute to the 'ancient nobility' and 'first:rate 
intellect ' of his host. Of the two descriptions of his 
feelings, that given to Derby was probably for the moment 
the. more sincere; but the awkwardness and inapprecia.; 
tion on both sides soon passed away; and long before the 
close of the Ministry Disraeli was thoroughly at home at 
Hatfield, and in very friendly relations not only with his 
host, but with his hostess and the family;. while, to his 
poignant regret, the intimate political and personal ties 
which had bound him for thirty years to the Derbys had 
been completely severed. 

To Anne Lady Oheste1·{ield. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Dec. 18, 1875.~ ... We had a 
large and gay party at Asbridge, but I think the Pss. Mary 
beat them all for her vigor and vivacity. . . . There was a 
concert to the county on Friday. It was well done .. · .. 
Mme. Neruda played divinely-like an angel with a fiddle 
in an old picture. I witnessed her debut at Orleans House, 
9 years ago, and aft[erwar]ds sketched her in Lothair, for wb. 

•· 
A 
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she was very grateful, and always reminds me of it. I dare 
say you remember the • scene, as you have read all my works; 
and often remind me of them. S[elina] has read very few, 
and does not remember aline she has read. 

To Lady Bradford. 
' . 

HuGHENDEN MANoR, Dec. 23, 1875.-. You revive the 
controversy about reading my books. . . . Those volumes 
contain a multiplicity of characters and· opinions, and yet I 
don't remember your ever having referred to a single one in 
all our frequent interviews.· Prima facie therefore I had a 
right to assume you were unacquainted with them. · If you 
had read the books, the result is still more mortifying,_ as -
their impression must have· been very transient. You will 
exclaim ' Oh ! the vanity of authors !' I dare say all authors 
are vain, even if they be Ministers of 'State; but I dori't think 
it is entirely that. I often feel my writing days are not over, 
and there is nothing· in life I so much appreciate as a female 
critic. Her taste, and tact, and feeling, and judgment are 
invaluable and inspiring. Therefore I confess I was grieved, 
when I found one important and interesting tie between us 
cd. not exist--'-and that, too, when our sources of sympathy 
are, I often feel,. not too numerous. . . ; 

From Montagu Corry. 

EASTON, Dec. 29, '75.-... Miinster says that we must 
expect severe criticism of the Suez Canal affair, or rather 
depreciation. of the importance of the !J.Ct. _He knows, he 
tells me, that the game of the frO().t bench opposite will be to 
represent it to the nation at LordD[erby]'s valuation. They 
expect that you will make the matter wear a different com
plexion, so (to ·quote Munster); 'they will uphold Lord D. 
as .the trumpet of common sense, and call Mr. D. a reckless . 
poet.' 

~ _ The conferences .. at Hatfield were largely concerned 

""'*ith t~~,2~j~~~~~~~~~~~?:~,~~~~~~-'fi.tle. to 
-llenote tlie new. relatiOn m wli1ch lnd1a, smce the trans-
t l:: .. _,~~~~~~~:¢$'.:t_~':P"·-,.._.~- "· 

fer:ence,.,,oi~its,:g9~ewm~ThR·~l?.Y .. ~Ji~~~9Pi;gt,.,l858,~_fr:E>m· the 
tompany to the Crown, had stood towards the Sovereign. 
~ ~- -~ .)"~~""~~-~,.;....--·~·~~·---~-,,...~--,.~~"' ... ~ 
Disraeli had insisted at"tlie time on tlie vitanmportance of t ¥" • ',, • ~ ~·':_ ... ,• ·, ·:-._..< ·•"xl•:: ~~. ~---:;,·~~-;, '-' ~O'"i!•"".t"'~" .,..,._ .. ,_ ~· .. ·,_- • • '·,,n;...•"> ~ 

acting- upon the Indian imagiriatiori By establishing per-
-sonal contact between the Sovereign and the people; but it 
. was not thought, after cotisi_deration, that the morrowof the 
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Mutiny was an auspicious moment for Her Majesty to 
assume a new Indian title. The· idea, however, had 
persisted both in Disraeli's mind and in the Queen's. 
Very shortly after assuming office he referred to it in a 
letter to her. 

To Queen Victoria. 

. Ho:'l~:EJ.,OF-CO~l)i0~~;,;;:4P~ll~\~.;J.~2~·-:-· .. T_l_t? official, 
mtelhgence of the contemplated cessron of the FIJI Islands 
has not yet arrived, and the Cabinet has not considered the 
question, but Mr. Disraeli must confess his impression, that 

f'AOUr _Majesty will fe~l it .necessa:ry.J~-~Y2~RtJ!},e_.~,xe_r~igJ?-tY i<(_ t~I~_fo:gt~~rl_l:arcgipelago-a_§.;;.~~~~~!,:~~~!a. t# 
The Queen thought the present a suitable ·time for 

carrying the project through, and impressed her view upon 
her Minister. Disraeli, with the reopened Eastern question 
upon his shoulders, and the Suez Canal transaction as 
yet unsanctioned by Parliament, would gladly have post
poned this particular undertaking to a later day; but could 
not resist Her Majesty's pressure to accomplis4, as a 
pendant to the Prince of Wales's visit, what he considered 
to be in itself eminently desirable. 

T.,p,..LOfd .. Oair,ns. 

Confldential. HUGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 7, 1876.-['-he 
· Empre..<>~--,9~een. <;lemand.~-~h~r ,lplP~~!~l,.tC:!.-Z.:E~;.,..,~,ince_ our 
conference at Hatfield, I liave avmded touchmg'oil tl:le fuatter, 
but can do so no longer. Pray let .me hear from you, .and 
let me know how it is to be done. . . . . · · 

Turn in your mind the paragraph in· the Speech from the 
Throne, which announces the Suez purchase. IJ~a:ve,n.o"'wish 
to leave it to the tender mercies of Derby. .-
..-·--~~_$""~~-- .. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

WESTON, SHIFNAL, Jan. 11, 1876:-... I am pressed much 
by the Empress about her Crown, and wrote to Cairns on it 
a few days back, but his answer, received here on my arrival 
yesterday, tells me nothing, wh. was not said in our con
ferences at Hatfield, a~d, in fact, he refers me to yourself, 
and, so, you came very a propos. . 

I doubt, whether it can be delayed or avoided, if practic-

\ 
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able;.and in that case, I would rather have the announcement 
in the R<;>yal Speech after the Indian Visit paragraph. What 
th!'Jn might have been looked upon as an ebullition of indivi
dual vanity, may bear the semblance. of deep and organised 
poli6y: coimected, as it will be, with other things. ', 

I have told her that I have mentioned the Imperial matter 
only to the .Ld. Chancellor and· yourself: so you can speak to 
her on it, if ·you like. 

From Lord' Derby. ' ;-

Private. Feb. 10, l876.-... I :vanted to mention: to you 
at our last meeting, but had not an opportunity, that Delane . 
has been making very friendly, and even pressing; overtures 

·to Lady Derby; wanting information, and ready·to back us 
up-as he says. You _have many means of getting at him, 
but I think this worth your knowing. . . · . 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS,, Jan. 28, 1876 . ...:._,A most busy 
day, but l have written the Queen'sSpeech· .•.. 

There is to be war to the knife when the Houses meet-at 
least the Flea1 told. me so whom I met yesterday morn. Glad-. 
stone is to rush in to the arena; but Lowe is to be awful--,

_crushing, overwhelming: a great invective ·agst. a stock-
jobbing Ministry. . · . . . 

I told the Flea that I doubted not that there wd. be a great 
deal of noise, but that he might bet _there wd. be no division. 
So he will say that all about town. . . . 

Disraeli succeeded . this year in persuading the Queen 
to open Parliament in person. Since the Prince Consort's 
death, she had only .nerved herself ·to . undertake three 
times, in 1866, 1867, and 1871, t.he task whibh she had 
regularly performed ,during all the earlier· years of her 
reign. For some years after 1868, ill-health haq. made it 
necessary for Her Majesty to husband her resources ;_but 
that period 'of physical weakness was now happily over. 
Sympathetic as Disraeli was with the womanly feelings 
which made resumption of her public functions distasteful 
to the Queen, he was .conyinced that a Monarchy which 
was not_ seen could not continue to hold its place in the 

- hearts of th~. people. Especially was it in :his vw.w . 

.1 Mr.·Fleming; a man then well known in London society. 
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important, in order that the Crown m:lght preserve its. · 
due weight in the British Constitution, that the Sovereign 
should show regularly, by personal association year by_ 
year, that the Legislature consists of King, Lords, and 
Commons, and not of Lords and Commons only. He was 
moreover, of course, not insensible to the po_litical ad~ 
vantage which might accrue to him and his Government 

· fr:om the proof of confidence ill hei· existing Ministers which 
the Queen's emergence from retirement on their advice 
and in their support would give. , One of his first official 
recommendations in 187.·! was to suggest delicately to Her 
Majesty the resumption of this ceremonial; and though he 
did not prevail then, his tactful pleadillg would, but for 
the ·unexpected illness of Prince Leopold, have been 
successful in 187 5, as is shown by the following letter: 

"!I' 

To Queen Victoria. 

B[oURNE]MOUTR, Dec. 10, 1874.-... He shall not· breathe, . 
even to his colleagues, a word as to· the gracious contingency . 
I'eferred to in Lady Ely's note .. However interesting to Mr. - · 
Disraeli, it is a subject on which he had made up his mind 
never to press your Majesty, as'he knows a long and impending 
engagement harasses and disquiets. The gracious act, if it 
occur, should be quite spontaneous. 

It was, of course, peculiarly becoming for the. Queen to 
appear in person at Westminster at the commencement of 
a session which would have to deal With a. Bill augment
ing Her Majesty's style and title. The. royal ceremonial 
proved to be so attractive that Disraeli, who had com
passed it, narrowly escaped .serious maltreatment in the 
press of loyal members of . Parliament struggling to get . 
into their Sovereign's presence. · 

To Queen Victoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 9, 1876.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: 

He offers his congratulations to your Majesty on yesterday: 
without sun, without joy-bells, everybody seemed excited 
and .happy. He himself followed the Speaker to the .House 
of Lords, that he might have the satisfaction of seeing your. 
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Majesty in your State, but the throng was so tumultuous, and 
so violent; that he could not enter the House, and, in attempt-. 
ing to guard the Speaker, who was at one moment nearly 
overcome, Mr. Disraeli himself was nearly borne down, when 
he must have been trampled on~ He believes that the mob, 
which he never saw equalled in violence since the old West
minster elections, was, if not entirely, mainly of Il).erhbers of 
the House· of Commons. He saw the respectable Mr. Bass 
absolutely 'fighting with a Conservative giant, the member 
for Plymouth. And yet all this turmoil was, in a certain 
sense, satisfactory; for it was occasioned by a desire to see 
your Majesty, and indicates what an immense influence 
yo).IT Majesty's occasional presence can produce. . 
• Mr. Disraeli believes that, in both Houses, the proceedings 
were emin(mtly satisfactory. · .. 

In the Commons, the Address was moved, and seconded; 
with rare; yet equal ability. - , 

Lord Hartington made an elaborate criticism on the general· 
· con~uct of the Government, to which Mr. Disraeli replied: 
on all the main points of coming struggle, especially the Suez 
Canal, apparently to the satisfaction of a large majority in a 
crowded 'house. As he found himself, necessarily, involved 
in a sharp controversial speech, Mr. Disraeli thought it best 
not to touch on the Iridian visit and the intended alteration 
of Imperial style, but reserve his remarks for the Bill, which 
he is going to introduce, but, so far as he could collect from 

. the sy:mpathy of the House with the observations on t}lese 
subjects which were made by the Mover and Seconder, under: 
his instructions, and from the general tone of· the. press ·this 
morning, he feels persuaded that the· Imperial assumption 
will be most'popul~r in the country. · · 

Disraeli's predictionthat there would be a great deai 
of .noise but no division on the Suez Canal purchase came 
true. Th!3 four millions wer~ voted; without challenge 
in the lobbies, in the second week of the session, but it 
was the prudence of Hartington: which avoided a division, 
in spite of carping and captious attacks by Gladstone and 
Lowe. Disraeli defended. the .purchase as an act of 
'·high policy.' Why should we not wait, it was said, till 
the Frenchproprietary·-put obstacles in our way, as we 
could always, in the last resort, obtain satisfaction by 
the use of our naval force ~ ~His 'answer was fine and 
dignified. 
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If the government of 'the world was a mere alternation 
between abstract right and overwhelming force, I agree there 
is a good deal in that observation; but that is not the way iri 
which the -world is governed. The world is governed by 

. conciliation, compromise, influence, varied ip.terests, the 
recognition of the rights of others, coupled with the assertion 
of one's own; and in addition, a general conviction, resulting 
from explanation and good understanding, that it is for the 
interest of all parties that matters should be conducted in a 
satisfactory and peaceful manner. 

England, Disraeli pointed out, was a great Mediter
ranean power, with strongholds upon those waters which 
she would never relinquish. But her policy was not one 
of aggression, and she would not interest herself in the 
redistribution of territory in that· quarter, so long as the 
freedom of the .seas and the dominion which she legiti
mately ·exercised were not imperilled. The Suez Canal 
would form a link in the chain of fortresses which we 
possess on the road to India ; by the purchase we gained 
a great additional secur!ty, which we should prize, for the 
free intercourse of navigation. Disraeli left it to North
cote to justify the prudence of the investment of British 
money; but' that has been amply vindicated by time. 
What, forty years ago, was bought for £4,000,000 was 
officially estimated, shortly before the great w:ar, to .be 
worth over £40,000,000. -

To Queen Victoria. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS; Feb. 22, 1876.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his humble duty to your Majesty: · 

He· has had the honor to receive your Majesty's letter of 
yesterday. The subjects referred to, occupy his constant 
attention-but are full of difficulties; he means as regards the 
Mistletoe ;1 every effort will be made to fulfil your Majesty's 
wishes. ' 

The great Suez business ended last night, and very satisfac
torily. The House of Commons proved, that the opinion of 
the country on the measure was unchanged, and Mr. Glad
stone produced no effect, though he spoke with more than his 

. usual ability. 
, __ .,. ,1\ fiercer struggle commences to-night, and will not terminate 
-till Thursday._ 

II. 
1 See above, p. 738 •. 

26* 
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. The fierce struggle whi~h this l~tter anticipated was on
the Slave Circular ;1 a matter in which Disraeli had beeh 
the victim of d~partmental blundering. So strong and 
general was the anti-slavery feeling that the Government 
were onlJ saved by a majority of forty-five. Disraeli 
had wisely deprecated a philanthropic agitation in regard 
to a delicate question of international'law. 

To the Lord Mayor of London (Alderman Cotton, M.P.). 

Confidential. 2, WHITEHALL GARDE-NS, Jan. 20, '76.-It is 
of importance for the- public interest, that there. shd,. be as 
little agitation as possible on the slavery question before the 
meeting ofParliamt.:-Otherwise, men get committed to views, 
which, if attempted to be put· in practice; only aggravate the 

. evils, wh. it is otir common pilrpbse to prevent. -
Slavery is not' a par_ty question, and can't·be made one. 

All parties, and all statesmen, have, upon it .• the same policy. 
But we must remembe:r, that resolutions at public meetings, 
and even Acts of Parliament, can't alter the law -of nations. 
To that we mvst all bow, and the unly consequences of our 
attempt to defy its omnipotence is, that our naval commanders 
are cast in d~mages, and the State itself suffers in the comity 
of nations. · · . 

A public meeting in the city of :London, presided over by 
its chief magistrate, always produces. an effect on opinion, 
and there is no doubt, that, if you can, without too great 
personal inconvefiience, prevent, or· postpone for. a time, the 
proposed meeting at the Mansion House; it would be of public 
advantage. . · . _ ·. · 

The purpose of the meeting is wide and wild. It is not the 
criticism·of an act of the Government that is contemplated,. 
which. wd. be a limited issue, and might be encountered; 
but it is to change the whole law of England on the'most 
difficult of all subjects. There will be, as Lord Derby would 
sq,y, a fine field for~ rant andcant.' ... 

. I shd. be glad, therefore, to hear, that the contemplated· 
meeting, by your prudence and discretion, did not take place, 
and that the citizens will·not be favored witp the opinion and 
sentiments of the Lord Mayor on this interesting and difficult 
subject, until he expresses them as their representative in the 
House of Commons.' I 

. . Over the Royal Titles Bill Mini~ters were mu~h .more 
suc~essful than over _the Slav~- circular, thpugh they.WQre 

· 1 See~bov~;·pp.736~ias: 
.f ••. 
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met at. every stage by the devices. of factio~. A curious · 
omission on Disraeli's part contributed to-'inflame his
opponents. In matters affecting the dignity of the Crown, 
it had been the practice for the responsible Miruster, in 
order to minimise controversy, to enter into communica
tion . with the leaders of' Opposition.· But Disraeli, in 
spite of the easy social relations which he enjoyed with . 
both the official Liberal leaders, Granville and Hartington, · 
neglected this customary and courteous precaution until. 
the measure was already labouring heavily amid storms 
of parliamentary criticism. The Queen took the blaine 
on herself. She wrote to Disraeli on February 10: ' Sh~ 
is provoked at the conduct ofthe Opposition about the 
Indian title, but thinks perhaps she ought (as was done 
in the case of the Prince's title of Prince Consort) to have 
herself informed Lord Granville of it, and thus have 
prevented the disagreeable remarks. She could still do 
this, and state how much she had urged this -herself, if 
Mr. Disraeli is of the same opinion.' 1 Her Majesty'also 
accepted the responsibility for a further omis1:1ion, which 
led the Prince of Wales to write to Disraeli from Seville 
on April 22: 'As the Queen's eldest son, I think I have 
some right to feel annoyed that . . . the· announcement 
of the addition to the Queen's title should have b.een read 

. by me in the newspapers, instead of having received 
some intimation on the subject from the Prime Minister.'. 
Ponsonby wrote on the Queen's behalf to Disraeli on 
May 3: 'She blames herself for not having written to 
[the Prince] about the Titles Bill, adding, however, that 
she certainly thought she had done so.' 

The Bill was one to enable Her Majesty to add to the 
royal style and title in order to mark the new relation 
in which since 1858 she had stood towards India, its 
sovereign Princes, and its many and various races. Wh~n 
he introduced it, Disraeli did not say what the new title 
would be; Her Majesty, he told the House of Commons, 
would exercise her prerogative and assume that addition 

1 For the correspondence between the Queen and Granville, see Fit~-
maurice, Vol. II., pp. 161-163. · 
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to her style and title which she deemed expedient and 
proper. But he used the words' Empire' and 'imperial'
throughout his speech. The Prince of Waies's demeanour 
in India ha:d qualified him, he said,' for an_ 'imperial ' 
post; the new style would set the seal to the unanimous 
determination of the people of this country to retain our 
Indian 'Empire'; the House, by passing the Bill, would 
~show their pride that Indi~ was a part of Her Majesty's 
~' Empire,' and was governed by her ' imperial' throne. 
Thep'Ublicand Parliament at once assumed that 'Empress' 
was the title "intended; and there was much indignation, 
partly real; partly affected,- at what was described as 
tarnishing the grand old title of King or. Queen, ·and 
introducing the associations of force, violence, and even 
debauchery which -were alleged to attach to Emperor and 
Empress. 

It was not until the debate on the second reading that 
Disraeli revealed what the new title was to be; and, in an 
adroit speech, he skilfully led up to the announcement 
by pointing out the remarkable- circumstance that, to 
those desirous of objecting to the policy, one title alone 
had occurred; 'which prima facie is rather in favour of 
its being an apposite title.: , It was not difficult to 
dispose of objections· which can hardly be read with 
patience now. As for the 'bad associations' of the 
title of Emperor, Gibbon had laid it down in an immortal 
pass'age that the happiness of mankind was never so 
completely assured. or so long maintained _as in the age 
of the Antonines-who were Emperors. Nor could the 
assumption of the titJe locally at all impair the title -of 
King or Queen of Great Britain. Our Kings had always 
asserted an equality with Emperors, and the claim had 
been allowed. Nor was the title un-English; it was used 
of Queen ~Iizabeth in Spenser's dedication to her of the 
·Faery Queen._ The style of Empress of India so completely 

· corre3ponded \vith notorious fact that, as Disraeli showed, 
to the amusement of the House, in a subsequent speech, 
it had· been already attributed to Queen Victoria in a 
popular school geography of the dav~ 
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Disraeli justified the policy of· the Bill in a weigh_ty 
sentence. 'It is only by the amplification of titles that 
you can often touch and satisfy the imagination of nations; 
and that is an element which Governments must not 
despise.' In this a~ other speeches on the Bill he asked 
the House to turn from these paltry objections and look · 
at the effect in India. There the Bill was anxiously 
expected. There the Princes and peoples knew exactly · 
what it meant, and they knew that what it meant was .. 
what they wished. The Russian advance. in C~ntral 
Asia made the assumption of the . new title peculiarly 
appropriate. 

There is a country of vast extent which has been known 
hitherto only by its having sent forth hordes to conquer the 
world. That country has at last been vanquished; and the 
frontiers of Russia . . . are only a few days' march from those 
of Her Majesty's. dominions in India. I venture to speak on 
this subject with some frankness,_ because I am not of that 
school who view the advances of Russia in Asia with those 
deep misgivings that som~ do. I think that Asia is large. 
enough for the destinies ·of both Russia and England. Rut, 

,whatever may be my confidence in the destiny of England, 
I know that empires are only maintained by vigilance, by 
firmness, by courage, by understanding the temper of the 
times in which we live, and by watching those significant 
indications that may easily be observed. 

The population of India is not the population it was when 
we earried the Bill of 1858.' There has been a great change 
in the habits of the people. That which the press could not 
do, that which our influence had failed in doing, the introduc
tion of railroads has done; and the people of India move about 
in a manner which could never have been anticipated, and 
are influenced by ideas and knowledge which never before 
reached or touched them. What was the gossip of bazaars 
is now the conversation of villages. You think they are 
ignorant of what is going on in Central Asia ?. You think 
they are unaware that Tartary, that great conquering power 
of former times, is now at last conquered1 No; not only do 
they know what has occurred, not only are they well acquainted 
with the power which has accomplished this great change, 
but they know well the title ·of the great Prince who has 
brought about so wonderful a revolution. I have listened 
with surprise night after night to hon. gentlemen, on both 
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sides of the House, translating the title of J?mpress into all 
· sorts of languages, and indicating to us what name w~mld 
:at last be adopted. The .nations and populations that can 
pronounce the word Emperor, and that' habitually use it, 
will not be slow to accept the title o£ Empress. That is the 
word which will be adopted ·by the nations and populations 

· of India; and in announcing, as Her Majesty will do by 
. proclamation, that· she adopts that title, confidence will be 
given to her Empire in ·that part of the world, and it will be 
spoken, in language 'vhich cannot be mistaken, . that the 
~Parliament of England have resolved to uphold the Empire 
of In<!J.a. · · 

The only objection 'to the measure of any real weight 
was that the Colonies had as valid a claim as India to be ' 
recognised in the royal title. To· meet this point, the 
propriety of creating the Prince of Wales :Prince Imperial 
of India, and his second and third brothers Princes of 
Canada and Australia, was canvassed between Ministers 
and the Queen. . But it was a clumsy expedient, and was 
very wisely dropped without ever being submitted to 

.Parliament; the Prince of Wales expressing strong 
repugnance to the suggested addition to his style. It 

. was pointed out by Disraeli in deb.ate that the constant' 
intercourse and interchange of people between the Colonies 
a·1d.the Mother Country entirely differentiated their case 

· from that of India; that the colonists were Englishmen 
with relations· to the' Sovereign comparabl~ to those of 

. Englishmen who remained at home; , India had a special 
claim. There was, at any rate, good reason for doing 
one thing at !!- time; and 'the Dominions and Colonies 
received their due when King Edward VII., on his acces-· 
sion, acting under the. adVice of Disraeli's colleague and 
successor, Salisbury, and of the Imperial-minded Coionial 
Secretary, Chamberlain, assumed. the style of Britan
niarurri Omnium Rex, · thus recognising· the ' British 
Dominions beyond the seas ' as .part of his realm. 

Hartington's disposition was to leave the responsi
. bility to tlie Government and let the Bill pass after a 
moderate protest; and accordingly the second reaqing, 
being resisted in the 'lobby by only a handful of Radicals, 
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was carried by 284 votes to 31, in spite of a speech of 
vehement opposition by Gladstone: 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Marek 10!-I am well satisfied 
with last night. When a crowded House ends in a dissolving 

· view, and the Opposition, when the division is called, don't 
know what to do-run into holes and corners, rush out of the 
House, or vote_ against themselves, a Ministry is safe.· · 

I had. everything to ·make me nervous,· for I had heard 
nothing for days but the danger of the situation, and that 
our own men cd. not be trusted, etc., etc., etc: When I got 
home from my dinner on Wednesday, I found a box, marked 
'secret,' from a colleague on whom I mainly depend, counsel
ling' surrender.' It rather disturbed my night, I assure you, 
and I wanted a good one, instead of rising with shattered 
nerves. 

This made me alter my tactics, and I resolved to open the 
ball with some remarks wh. might 'conciliate the House 
generally, and reanimate my friends. I think I sp.cceeded, 
because I was told, when I sate down, that certain members 
on the other side of influence and independence, thought that 
there ought to be now no division, and the Speaker afterwards 
told me that Ld. Hartington was of that opinion too. But 
that wd. not satisfy Mr. G., wh9was brimful, took the reins 
in his own hands, and after a speech of Vituperative casuistry, 
imagining every combination wh. cd. ne_ver happen, fled from 
his own motion, and left his party in a ditch. . . . 

March 13.-... Gladstone is quite mad and I have nq doubt 
that, by next Thursday, .he will have prepared blowing up 
materials equal to Guy Faux. I understand it is to be some
thing dreadful; but my friends are firm, and Harry Chaplin 
is going to give us a speech, out of)ove for me, and hatred of 
G .... 

The measure was disliked by London society,· and 
it had a had press, The Times taking the lead in 
criticism and· ridicule. Thus encouraged, Gladstone and 
Lowe, on· the one hand,· and· Fa \vcett and the Radicals 
on the other, forced Hartington's hand; and the Opposi
tion divided both against the motion to go into Com
mittee and against the third reading, being beaten, how
ever, in each case, by a large majority. This .factious 
resistance puzzled and incensed the Queen. She lavished 
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her symp~thy on her harassed Minister, and was fertile 
in suggesting explanations which should smooth his path 
and meet all reasonable objections to. the policy. 

· F;om Queen Victoria. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, March n, '76.---,-The Queen thanks Mr. ' 
Disraeli for his letter received yesterday and greatly rejoiced 
at the successful 2nd reading of the Titles Bill, the opposition 
to which still remains quite inexplicable to her ! . . . 

March 15.-The Queen thanks Mr. Disraeli for his letter. 
and for all he said to General Ponsonby. She has no fear 'for 
the result, but is sorry for the trouble it causes Mr. Dis:r:aeli. 
and for the ill-advised and mistaken conduct of the Opposi-. 
tion, which '"ill not redound· to the ·credit of the House of 
Commons abroad. · . , .: •• 

There is Clearly·. no feeling in the country agaip.st it ~nd 
delay might do much harm. _ 

The Queen is really not worrying herself aboutit, for she 
never wished anything that could impair her own old Unionist 
title; and therefore her conscience is clear, 

March 16.:-... Pray let telegrams be sent this evening. 
Don't be anxious; all is sure to do well. 

March 17.-The Queen is greatly rejoi<!ed at the majority 
last night, which she ,learnt on getting up this morning. She 
heard twice during· the evening. She cannot but regret the 
extraordinary and to her incomprehensible and mistaken 
course of the Opposition.· · ~he concludes that in the H()use 
of Lords there will be little trouble. · 

The •Queen cannot help taking this opportunity of impres
sing on Mr. Disraeli the importance of sec.uring some news
paper as an organ for the Government .. The Globe and John 
Bull are very badlywritten and the latter so ultra and extreme 
in its religious views as tci prevent the Queen from taking it 
in any longer, the last 3 years. , · . · . 

She. hopes Mr. Disraeli is not the worse for all this excite-
ment and annoyance. · · 

March 18.:-The .Queen thinks, now that the G()vernment 
have so triumphantly carried the Titles Bill in the House of 

. Commons, it would be of great importance (as many really 
· excellent, loyal people. will not understand it, and are full 

of apprehension) if. Mr. Disraeli, at the )ast stage of the Bill 
in the House of Commons, would state strongly and clearly 
bhat it was, and always had been, the Queen's wish that the 
title of Empress of India which had been constantly colloqui
ally used, should apply only to· India and that the t.itle of 
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Sovereign of the British Empire was always to remain what 
it was now, viz., Queen (or in future times King) of 'Great 
Britain and Ireland,' the other being added on at the end. 

The Queen is very anxious that this should be done, for 
else she fears people (not the Opposition but the best disposed 
and ignorant ones) will continue to misinterpret the· title, 
and she may be exposed to annoyance and misapprehension, 
She would also be glad if it were more generally known that 
it was her wish, as people will have it, that it has been forced 
upon her I If all this were once for all clearly put onrecord 
the Queen thinks there will be nothing more said about it 
and it · will be completely understood. She would be glad 
i£ Mr. Disraeli would bring the purport of this letter before 
the Cabinet. . 

'(Same date.)-The Queen has just received Mr. Disraeli's bag 
-and hastens to answer it, that she fully authorises him to say 
that there never had been the slightest intention of giving the 
title of Imperial Highness to any of her children, or of 
making any change in the name of the Sovereign of Great 
Britain, which will remain precisely the same for all ages, 
but merely to legalise the name which had been colloquially 
always used-of Empress of her great Eastern Empire, and 
adding it on at the end. . . . 

From Lady Ely; 

W~nsoR CASTLE, March 21, '76:-... The Queen, quite 
entre nous, has been much upset by this debate, and has taken 
the opposition very badly to her title, personally, and for 
the sake of you, as the Queen says, ' her kind, good ann 
considerate friend' ;-she fears you have been much annoyed, 
but her displeasure is very great with those who have opposed 
it. . . . . 

For the moment, the royal explanations gave pause 
to the Opposition; and Disraeli became ·prematurely· 
sanguine. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GAR.DENS, March.2l.- . .. My interview 
with Harty-T. was satisfactory, tho' of course he could not 
answer for Gladstone, who gave us as much trouble as he 
could, being all the night in one of his white rages, and glancing 
looks at me, wh. wd. have annihilated any man who had not 
a good majority and a determination to use it. 

Never was such a triumphant evening. I carried the Bill 
thro' Committee without a single amendment, tho' many 
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were tried,- and inore threatened. This is a most unusual 
feat. When a Bill is carried thro' Committee without amend-

. ments, there is no ' Report ' as it is termed-that is to say; 
a stage when all the old objections may be revived and 
repeated again; and you· go to the 3rd reading and passing it, 
on the next stage, wh. we· shall -do on Thursday. I don't 
think there will be any attempt at· a division then, and so 
I believe [the Bill]will after all pass unanimously. ~ . . . 
·I look upon the TitlesBill toh~ve proved more than any-, 

thing the strength of the l\1inistry. . I see no rocks ahead 
now; and I am going down· to the House for the first time 
this session, without that tension of the nervous system, wh. 
I ·have had since Parlt. met. Nev(')r was a Government so 
"Q.nfortunate as .we were during the recess, and we yet have 
extricated ourselves out of all our mischances! 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2,· WHITEHALL GARDENS, March 22.-... All the hopes 
and schemes of the Opposition have .now Jailed: Suez Canal, 
Slave Circular, Vanguard Minute, and roya.l titles. T begin 
to feel as if it were the ~nd of the session, but I suppose 
the fires may yet btirst out again: March is too early for 
despair, even for· the desperate .... · · 

The objectors pursued "the Bill ~ven i~ the House of 
Lords, wh~re a formidable opposition developed under 
the lead of the independent Shaftesbury; but the attack 
was repelled, though not without difficulty. Nor did the· 
outcry cease with the passage of the measure into law. 
Fawcett and the Radicals concentrated against the 
Proclamation which was to carry it into effect. In-order 
to disable criticism, Ministers promised that that docu
ment should show on its face that the title would not be 

. used in the United Kingdom. · Accordingly it was therein 
set out that 'all -charters, commissions, letters patent, 
grants, writs, appointments, and other like instruments 
not extending in thell: operation beyond the United 
Kingdom ' should be excepted from the general use of 
the new title. This did · not satisfy the objectors. 
Ministers were accused of a breach of faith, and Henry 
James moved on behalf of the Opposition a.vote of censure, 
which, largely owing to a brilliant reply from Hardy, 
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proved as great a fiasco as previous assaults on the new 
policy. Disraeli explained once more that the Queen 
would only assume the title of Empress (lxternally; but 
for the whole internal Government of the United Kingdom 
it would not be used. · It was really a very simple arrange
ment, and has worked excellently. - The Sovereign',s 
signature is d~corated with an 'I' in addition_ t9 the 
familiar ' R '; in public proclamations ' Emperor of 
India ' follows ' Defender of the Faith '; and the legend· 
on our coins ends with ' Ind. Imp,' But the King has 
been King and nothing more in official and in ordinary 
use in these his Kingdoms; only in India, where the 
change has been heartily welcomed, is he King-Emperor. 
The fears of the Opposition of 1876 haveproved to be 
chimeras. But the world understood that a new pledge 
had been given of the determination of the British Crown 
to cherish India; and her .Princes and peoples understood 
that their Sovereign had assumed towards them a nearer 
and more personal relation. . 

' Greater nonsense was, I think, never spoken in both 
Houses of Parliament'; s~ch was the Prince of Wales's 
terse arid just appreciation, in a letter to the Queen, of the 
objections of the Opposition. But, nonsensical as it was, 
the factious controversy none the less bor~ heavily on 
the ageing Disraeli, as his private corres"pondence shows. · 

To Lady Bra~ford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, ll'larch 30.-How is Juliet'? Our 
factions-are not quite as fierce as the Moritacutes and Capulets, 
but Shaftesbury, I really believe, wd. do anything. . . . He 
was invited to dine [at Windsor], and his denunciations of 
unutterable woe were his amusing small talk in the circle 
after dinner ! . 

To Anne Lady Cheste1·(ield. 

10, DowNING STREET, March 31, 1876.-... I am living in 
a fiery furnace. There never was such a factious. Opposition. 
However, the Bill was read for the second time yesterday in 
the Lords without a division. The great struggle is on 
Monday, and I hope ~he faction will be overthrown. 
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The insolence of the D [ uke Jof --surpasses beli~£. I will, 
some day, greatly chastise him. When I thought in the 
autumn that there would be a vacancy in the Cabinet, I 

· recoriunended the Queen to appoint him! I won't do that 
again in a hurry . 
. The weather is delicious: the spring of Ausonian lands. 

I walked to Selina in the morning and lunched at 43 [Belgrave 
Square]. In my walk, strolling up the shadowy walks of the 
Green Park, _and lost in thought, somebody seized ·my hand, 
which was on my back. I started, and turned rotind-a:t;J.d 
it was S.! · 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, April2.~To-morrow is the great 
Battle of Armageddon; when it will be decided, who governs 
England, I or the newspapers.1 So far as I can judge, my 
friends will rally welL . . . · · · . . . 

Some want us, if we have a good lli.ajority, to give up the 
title ' Empres13.' They .are the same peopl,e who wanted us~ 
after the Slavery division, to giveupotir Circular and' prevent 
agitation.' It would not; it wd. have been an act of weakness, · 
not of conciliation. And now, whoever hears a word about. 
the 'Circular'~ Perfectly dead .. If you want .to govern the 
world you must know how to say' Bo 'to a goose; And what 
is the use of power, if you don't make people do wht they 
don't like? 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, April 4.:-It was a substantial 
majority2-but with decent whipping might easilY_ have been 
60. 0 0 0 

April 6.-... Harty-Tarty has much disappointed me, 
for he lends him·sel£ to every device of faction--'-Cven when 
they are palpably violent and injudicious. After a council 
at Ld. Granville's on Tuesday,· Gladstone present, they 

· resolved to take up Fawcett, who WIJ.S to move an Address to 
the Crown .before the Proclamation cd. be issued, and they 
wished me to pledge myself that no Proclamation shd.beissued 
until the Address had been moved. in the H. of C. Harty 
and Co. counted ori the motion coming on afterthe recess, 
.and the country being agitated during the holidays. · I 
would not stand this and offered· Fawcett Monday the lOth, 
wh. he pretended gratefully to accept; but I heard las~ night 
that there is disorder, and some discontent, in their camp, 
and that they will not fight on Monday. I think of giving 
the. Commons as long a holiday as the Lords, f()r they have 
been much worked these two months. That would be to the 

~ ' . . 
· .. 1 Or, as Disraeli put the· question in a letter to Lady Bradford, 'who 

sha.ll rule the country, the Queen's Minister, or Printing Home Square.' 
2 137 to 91. ·· · 
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27th. In that, or indeed in any case, a Council 90uld easily 
be held before Parliament reassembles, the Proclamation 
wd. be issued, and the affair finished. At present, the only 
apparent result of all this faction is that H.-T. has doubled 
my majority in the House of Commons, and ascertained that 
I have a -majority, wh. I rather doubted, in the House uf 
Lords .... 

I dined in the evening at the Somers. . . . There were the~ 
Randolph Churchills; he glaring like one possessed of a devil, 
and quite uncivil when I addressed [him] rather cordially. 
Why ? I thought at first it . was . something about the 
:mysterious correspondence-but, perh:ips, a simpler cause, 
that I gave the lordship of the Treasury to Crichton instead 
of himself. . . . . 

In the e'Vening there was a reception, which ~is now a rare 
performance to me, but in which I distinguished more than 
one strata of society. While I was observing the world, the 
most impudent of women in it, a Mrs. -- of --, addressed 
me. I ne\·er was introduced to her, and she once came to 
my house without an invitation. Now she said,' It is delight
ful to meet an old friend,' and expatiated on her unhappinoos 
in seeing so little of me. I escaped as soon as possible, and, 
this morning, she has asked me to dinner with her and her 
daughter next Sunday, sans faQon I I I As Mr. Daly has not 
yet arrived from Belvoir, Mr. Turnor will have to reply to 
this impudence ... . 

April7.-. .. Things have turned out well. The Liberal 
party-or a good section of them-,rebelled agst. Harty
Tarty's alliance with Fawcett, and fairly wd. not march thro' 
Coventry, so he had to make yesterday an ignominious 

· retreat, with many confused reasons. Then, their .attack 
on the Budget entirely failed. They were beaten in . pre
liininary divisi0ns, and then they conveniently postponed 
their announced attack until after Easter, altho' Gladstone, 
and all his clerks, had come down arrayed with Hansards and 
blue books. · . . 

I£ I can only manage .to mitigate the Mistletoe business on 
Monday, we .shall have risen 50 per cent. There is good news 
from Egypt. . . . . 

I have had some touching letters from the Faery. She says 
' The worry and ann<;>yance to wh. Mr. D. is exposed by this 
unfortunate, and most harmless, Titles Bill, grieves the 
Queen deeply, as she fears she is the .cause of it,' and so 
on .... 

I hope to get down to Hughenden on Tuesday, when I shall 
be alone-but not more lonely than I feel here, since you and 
yours have gone. It was no doubt .quite· visionary-a mere 
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delusion; bp.t Belgravia had become to nie a"sort of-home, a 
link between me and the domestic principle. Nnw life seems 
quite inhuman-nothing to soften or distract it: nothing but. 
Parliaments,· and Councils, and despatches, Without a gentle · 
thought or graceful deed ! Alas ! there was the daily letter .. 
always, and the little visit, to charm away cares and some
times to solve difficulties; for in talking to those in whom we 
can confide, _the knot often falls to pieces. Remember me to 
Bradford. 

Aprilll.-. . :At four I go to H:ugheliden .... 
The. Faery has been greatly distressed about the Mistletoe 

business, but it was impossible to prevent its being brought . 
forward, and it ended ,yesterday very well. She cannot 
understand tl!at Captain Welsh is not merely her servant, but · 
a.lso an officer-of the British Navy, who receives his pay and 
appointments from the House· of Commons, ·who grant these 
in the Navy Estimates, wh. depend entirely on their vote. 
Altho' you say I spoil her, it has falleri to my lot to tell her 
these grave truths.; but how they will be borne I do not 
know-very badly, I suspect. . . . ) _ · 

Carnarvon will find [the Queen] in great excitement about 
Captain Welsp., which .she says is much more important to 
_her than the 'Royal Titles.'· I feel like a Minister disgraced, 
and ·as if I were going to be imprisoned in :Hampton Court 
or Claremont. · . 

. HUGHENDEN MANOR/ Aprill2.-. .. I_ cannot read Whyte 
Melville, or anything of the kindi I ·cannot read now what 
are called ' works of fiction.' Such compositions entirely 
with me depend on their style; and that seems a quality quite 
unknown to the present generation of critics .. _Something 
very fine like Wilhelm Meister, or the earlier works of George 
Sand, might not only attract; but absorb, n:e: but I require 
nothing short of those great masters-' FiCtion must be first
rate or it is nothing. Second~rate histories and essays may 
go down, but when a self~announced magician waves the 
wand, we expect miracles. _ · . 

April 13.-Snow, snow, -snow! neve;r-ceasing snow! A 
lonely house, and never-ceasing snow·! and no letter from 
Weston~my solitaryjoy! , . . . 

April 15.-: .. It is. a spring day again: the birds sing, 
a1id the peacocks, that- were screaming all yesterda.y, and 
perched upon the pergola with their draggled trains, are 
magnificent again, reposing at fulL length on the terrace, or_ 
couched in the marble vases, glit~ering white against their 
pmple~gorges and their green and golden tails. . 

-1 W:her~ Dfsra.eli had g~ne for the Ea.ster recess. ·. · 
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Arid in! an hour I shall leave them, in no very high spirits 
I can assure you, for the messenger, who has just arrived, 
brings me nothing but cares. I sometimes wish that they· 
were at the bottom of the Red Sea, with the· Suez Canal 
shares. I really am too old for ambition, and, except that I 
shall rarely see you again when my reign is over, the loss of 
my sceptre would not break my heart, I can assure you. 
But to you I am always·the same. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, April26._;; . .. This inconvenient 
dying of the Dowager of Derby at this moment is sad; I 
have not seen the Sec. of F:O. y!lt! and so. much going on; 
and the French Ambassador coming to me at i pt. 12! 

It is also most injurious to the party. I quite counted on 
a series of F.O. receptions. With forty years of political 
experience, I never knew a party so deserted by all social 
influences as ours .. I wonder ·how they are kept together
not a solitary dinner or a single drum! 

If it were not for the mysterious letting of the house of my 
friend Lady Waldegrave, I think we must fall to pieces. It 
s_eems to me we have not a woman with the slightest ambition. 
All female movement seemed to have died out with poor 
Lady Carnarvon.1 What is the use of the fine house of the 
Lonsdales? They might try something. It wd. not be fashion
able, but it might be grand.· 

Talking of Carnarvon, I am extremely amused that, while 
all the Government are attacked in the metrop. papers for 
their blundering, etc., little Carnarvon, who feeds the Radical 
press, is always spared, and really he is the only one who has 
made mistakes, and committed a series of blunders. 

{l) The Cape and Mr. Froude's agitation, and (2) the 
diplomatic mistake about the Gambia, and (3) the war in 
Malay-land, and now (4) the mysterious Barbados affair!2 

I had the satisfaction, .last night, of extinguishing, I think, 
Mr. Fawcett and his faction, and forcing Harty-Tarty to 
throw hii:n over. . . . Talking.of Fawcett, yesterday morning 
all the papers had the most terrific leading articles on the 
subject of his impending motion, and you wd. have supposed 
the Govt. were already out. As·for the Daily Tel., or rather 
the Delirium Tremens, you wd. have supposed that I was the 
most abject and discomfited of men. I said 'Bo' to the goose 
however, and this morning not a word! I mention this, as i .· 
know you and yours are ruled by newspapers, and believe 
ever~ word that ~s writte~ agst. me;_ you, I will admit, or hope 
so, w1th some pam, but st1ll you believe. I shall say 'Bo' to a 
great many more geese before the session is over. . . . 

. 1 Carnarvon's first wife, Lady Chesterfield's daughter, died oU: Jan. 25, 
1875. · a See YI. 
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April29.-I could not write yesterday, ai:l it was an urgent. 
and anxious day: .that wretched Fawcett having given notice, .. 
on Monday night, tho' rather at 2 o' ck. on Tuesday morning, 
that, at the meeting of the Ho., on going into supply, he w\f. 

, bring forward a vote of censure on the Govt. · As there was, 
so far as the order of business was concerned, a probability 
that he might have the opportunity, I had to make all the 
arrangements requisite, telegraph for absent members, etc., etc. 
~while I had myself to go to Windsor, instead of preparing 
for _the combat. He did not, eventually; bring it on, but I 

··had ali the toil and anxiety. 
The Prince has not exceeded his £60,000; which is rather 

a triumph, tho' a petty one, for me: 
I have had'a heavy Cabinet to-day, and many toilsome 

affairs, and can scarcely write this, and have ~o go to that 
most damnable ceremony, the Academy dinner, where 150 
critics of the 'first water' expect me to give utterance to 
Attic sayings, when my brain has no Attic salt left in it. . .. 

The only person whom you seem neither to care to see nor 
to please, is myself: And when you come to town, it will 
only, I fear, be to tell me, as you usually do, that you are 
going again into the country on some visit, or still more 
probably, even abroad. I fear our romance is over, if indeed 
it ever existed except in my imagination; but still I sometimes 
dreamed that the dream might last untiU slumbered for ever. 

2, WHITEHALL GAR:OENS, May 2, 1876.-... There is 
some chance that the answers in .our House, and the full 
reply of the Ld. Chan[cello]r, may check the hostile advance; 
and if checked, it may die, for the world is anxious, I rather 
feel, for a new subject.' If the sun wd. only shine, and put 
the world in a better humor, we might have a chance; but 
gentlemen begin to despair of getting their rents. The 
farmers are really sulky, and vent their spite, not on nature, 
but the Ministry. . . . 

In the House of C. last night a round robin was in secret 
circulation ·among the Liber.al party requesting a meeting 
of .. the party to consider the Royal Proclamation and do 
so.l)1ething. They are discontented with their chiefs, and 
Haroourt and Henry James and Fawcett want toforce Harty-
·T1!-rt.y's hand. . . . · . 

The Academy dinner was an hour shorter in consequence 
of ·F. Grant's health, and therefore was much improved. 

, May 5.-.... I ain tired and sad! The session has been 
one of extraordinary exhaustion and anxiety, and the burthen 
has fallen on my.self. . . . I dined at Sir N. Rothschild's 
on Wednesday: said to be the best dinner in .London and 
always charming society. : . . 
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· li'I[ay] 12.-Yesterday, as Cromwell said of the Battle of 
Worcester, was '·a crowning mercy.' Such a discomfiture 

'has rarely been experienced by a party; and what is most 
delightful is that the numbers1 were almost all our own. I 
don't think a Whig voted with us. The speech of Kenealy, 
wh. will be read by every rough in Britain, and wh. was well 
delivered, was a propos. Peel2 spoke some time, and with great 
effect: without a -thought or an argument. Such were the 
magic of a great name and a splendid .voice ! I rose, past 
midnight, with a racking headache, and ought to have 
disgraced myself, but did not. . . . 

In the debates on the Suez Canal_ purchase and on the 
Royal Titles Bill the niost acrimonious, as well as the 
most pet;ty, criticism had emanated from Lowe. He had 
dilated on the enormity of the Rothschild commission as a 
sufficient ground for rejecting the high policy of purchase; 
and he had deprecated the introduction of. India into the 

-royal style and title on the ground that we ought to. 
contemplate the contingency of losing our dominion, 
there! 'The right honourable gentleman is a prophet,' 
said .Disraeli, ' but he is always a prophet of evil.' In a 
speech at East Retford during the Easter recess Lowe's 
recklessness and aversion to Disraeli led him to make a 
virulent personal attack both on the Queen and on the 
Minister. Her Majesty had frankly avowed_ to the 
Opposition leaders her personal interest and even initia
tive in the Royal Titles Bill. Hardy wrote to Disraeli 
from Windsor Castle on February 20: ' The Queen desired. 
me to tell you that she had written to Lord Granville on 
the title; and that Forster, who had sent a corrected 
copy of his speech-to General Poiisonby for her, had been 
told that she herself had initiated the proposal, which 
she thought would rather surp;rise him.; Lowe responded 
to Her Majesty's frankness by malicibus insinuation. 
'I strongly suspect,' he said, _,that this is not brought 
forward for the first tinie. I violate no confidence, 

· because I have received none; but I am under· a conviction 
that at least two previous Ministers have entirely refused 

1 334 to 226.. a The 3rd Baronet, the Prime Minister's eldest son. 
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to have anything to do with such a change. More pliant 
persons have now be'en found, and I have no doU:bt the. 
thing will be done.' . · 
. This was a ~ery serious acc~satio!l for a Privy Councillor, 
a former Chancellor of the Exchequer and Secretary • of 
State, to make; and Gladstone; Lowe's chief, felt that a 
peculiar obligation lay upon him to repudiate, as he did 
in the pub~p:ess, t~e .. naturalimplication that he w~s 
one of the prevwus Mimsters referred to .. But even th1s 
repudiation did not recall -Lowe to a s_ense. of what lie 
had done; arid when, on May 2, the attention of Patlia-. 
ment was directed by a private member-to the astonish~ 
ing utterance, he treated the· whole matter as trivial, 
entirely declined:to offer any explanation, and denied the 
right of_ the House of Commons to call him to account 
for words spoken out of doors, in a 'case wher:e' no breach 
of privilege was involved. Disraeli saw that.his adversary 
·had been delivered into his hand. ' One of those 
occasions,' he wrote next day to Lady Bradford, ~which 
rarely, and yet in a certain sense always, come.'to the 
vigilant,- came to me,. and -i smashed that wretched 
Lowe.' He spoke,· on his Sovereign's behalf and his qwn, 
with a_passion which, if rhetorically heightened, was yet 

· very real, and produced an electrical effect on the ·House. 
Lowe's statements, he said, were .monstrous ifthey were 
true, and, if they were not true, must be described ' by 
an epithet which I cannot firid in my vocabulary.' 

. ·_ . Sir, did the right hon. gentleman or did he not-not merely 
intimate, not insinuate, but I say broadly state to the people 
of this country, that the Royal Titles measure was introduced 
to the notice of Parliament· by the unconstitutional and 
personal influence of the Sovereign ? Did he or did he not 
take that occasion to hold up to public prejudice, and I will' 
S\1-Y public infamy, the chief Minister, asserting, 11nder cir-

- cumstances detailed _by the right hon. gentleman with minvte
ness, that after that gracious Sovereign had been balked. and 
baffied in her appeals to previous Ministers she had found a 
pliant and a servile instrument :who was·nowrea,¢y to do her 
will? - · -.· · ·"" 
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The words 'pliant :Minister,' Fraser tells us, seemed 
literally to choke · Disra:eli.1 Of previous :Ministers, 
Gladstone,. he proceeded, had already characterised the 
allegation as ' false '; he himself could answer for Derby; 
there only remained the venerable Russell and the 
honoured Palmerston. To make the proof complete? and 
stop the calumnies for ever, he asked arid obtained leave 
of the House to introd11ce the Sovereign's na;m,~ in debate. 
It was a short but conclusivemessage which he gave from· 
the Queen: 

It is merely this statement on tbe part of Her Majesty, 
that there is not the slightest foundation for the statement 
that was made, that proposals, such as were described in the 
Retford speech, were ever made to any Minister .at any time. 
Sir, the whole thing is utterly unfounded; merely tl1at sort 
of calumnious gossip which unfortunately, I suprose, must 
always prevail, but which one certainly did not suppose 
would come from the mouth of a Privy Councillor, and one 
of Her Majesty's late Cabinet Ministers. 

Nothing was left for Lowe but complete retractation 
and apology. On May 5· Disraeli told Lady Bradford: 
'Lowe appeared in a white sheet last night, holding a 
taper of repentance. · He was abject.' It was the last 
blow to a Parliamentary reputation, which had attained 
a great height during the Reform debates of 1867, and 
had been rapidly sinking since. Never again did Lowe 
count as a serious political force. 'He is _in the mud,' 
wrote Disraeli to Lady Chesterfield, 'and there I leave 
him.' 

It was in this session of 1876 that Joseph Chamberlain 
entered Parliament as me1nber for Birmingham. Though 
in later life he was to maintain the same !mperial cause 
and use much the same imperial· language as Disraeli:, 
he was regarded by the public then ·as an extreme Radical, 
and in a speech at Birmingham in the spring made a · 
bitter attack on the Prime Niinister's veracity. A 
journalist who was present at Chamberlain's debut in the 
House writes: 'From the ·Gallery I saw the two great 

1 Fr8.!!er, p. 31, 
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imperial statesmen meet. 'Chamberlain had said that 
Disraeli never opened his mouth without telling a false· 
hood. He stood, carefully groomed, eyeglass in eye, 
recommending the Gothenburg system.1 Disraeli. was 

. fetched,.sat down, and put up his glass, which he seemed 
to hold encircled with his" forefinger, so that he might be 
quizzing; and so the two surveyed each other' doubtless 

. exchanging1~elepathic defiance.' · 
Disraeli himself alluded to Chamberlain's attack, in a 

letter addressed to Lady Chesterfield. The letter-was pre
served among his papers, but was never sent, probably 
because he thought better of the disparaging reflections 
which_it contained-on Lady Bradford. She, owing to the 
proximity of Castle Bromwich to Birmingham, knew 
something. of the great qualities of the new member, 
to which the. crudity of his abuse of Disraeli did little 
justice. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield (not. sent): . 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 22, i876.~ ... Ldined at 
Marlboro' House on Monday: a banquet giveh to the unfortu
nate Sir Salar Jung, who appeared; but in a wheeled chair: 
I was amused,· sitting next to· the Duchess of Manchester, 
who is an extremely clever woman, and. very agreeable. 
To-day, I meet the Prince and Princess at. Stafford-House: 
and yesterday, I went to the concert at Buckingham Palace, 
and sate next to S.; but she seemed very bored,, and would 
have preferred, probably, Mr. Chamberlain. ' 

I thought his attack on me was one· of the coarsest, and 
stupidest, assaults I well remember. No inteUect, or sarcasm, 
or satire, or even invective: coarse and commonplace abuse, 
such as you might expect from the cad of an omnibus~ How
ever, S., I believe, verymuch admired it, and seemed to be 
rather glad, that I was attacked. The House of Commons 
were enraged, and I had the greatest difficulty in preventing 
it being brought .forward as a breach of privilege. The 
Speaker was evidently in favor of .that. course,. but deferred 
to me. . . . .. · . 

Are you aware, tbat Mr .. Chamberlain recanted in a letter 
to The Times-I think of Monday ? A most abject apology: 

.l_Thi~ is a mistak~. Oharnberlain's maiden speech,_ to which the writer 
was referring, was made on the Report ·stage of th~ .Elementary Education 
Bill on Aitg. 4, just a week b_efore .Disraeli's · last appearance. in the 
Commons. · 
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I would sooner have made the speech than have written the 
· letter, and that is saying a good deal. I said something like 

this to S., who fired up, admired the letter, arid called him 'a 
great man ' ! Pleasant ! . . . 

As appears from the above letter, the return of the 
Prince of Wales from his Indian tour was the occasion · 
of much festivity in London society; and t.he Prime 
Minister himself, though without ·a hostess to do the 
honours, gave a great dinner and reception to the ;Prince 
and Princess. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 25.-,---Most dear, ·all your 

beautiful and bountiful presents came safe, and in good time, 
and added much to .the lustre of my banquet. We sate. down 
42: I had the Princess on my right, and the Dss. of Sutherland 
on my left; the Prince was opposite to me, with the Dss. of 
Beaufort, whom he took out, on his right, a:q.d the Dss. of 
Manchester <in his left. Everybody was well placed, and, I· 
think, everybody was pleased, as the party was rather noisy; 
and indeed, with plenty of music, flowers; and light, it is 
difficult to have a failure. A gentleman sent to me a bouquet 
for the Pss. wh. quite delighted. It was immense,- but of 
graceful form; wondrous roses, with rare orchids, bright, _ 
sweet, and pendulous; and every now and then, studded with 
butterflies and humming birds. The Princess took one of · 

, the butterflies, and put it in her hair. 
After dinner was the ·monster reception,. where 'no one 

received. ' The Princess_ stood in a gallery overlooking the 
great staircase, surrounded by her Duchesses, and some other 

_ grandes dames who were equally an ornament, Lady Dudley, 
and I am glad to say also-S., who looked very well. 

I never saw anyone more amused than the Princess watch
ing the guests. She said it was better than· a play, and it 
was so long since she had been out that it made it doubly 
diverting. I was obliged to trouble Her Royal Highness 
to make the tour of the apartments, that everybody might 
see her. But che always resisted a little, and asked for.a few 
minutes more of her gallery. . . . · 

It was a fruitful session. Not only was the purchase. 
of the Suez Canal shares sanctioned, and the royal Htle 
amplified; hut, in spite of the time occupied with dis
cussions on a situation in- the Near East which grew 
daily more perplexing, the appellate jurisdiction of the 
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House of Lords was placed on a proper footing by the 
addition to the tribunal of paid members, and the vivi" 
section of animals for- pu~poses of sci~ntific experiment " 
was subjected to due regulation; moreover, ~the social 
programn]e of the Government was 'further advanced, by 

. a comprehensive Elementary Education Biil, a Merchant 
Shipping Bill; and Bills putting' a limit to the enclosure 
·of commons .and the pollution of rivers. A hope that 
Disraeli expressed to Lady Bradford 'on June 13. that 
'our domestic reputation, at the end of July, will be equal 
to our foreign ' was fulfilled. A. selection from his corre
spondence with the Queen enables us to regard the progress 

·of this legislation through his eyes. Her Majesty, it may 
be explained, was especially anxious for the Vivisection 
Bill, which, she wrote to Disnieli on June 13, 'must be 
passed if the nation is not to be. disgraced by 'c:r:uelty under 

/the shamefuFplea of humanity.' . 

" 1.'o Queen Victoria. 
. · 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 2, 1876.-Mr. Disraeli with 
· his humble duty to your Majesty: . . ' · 
~ The progre:;Js of the House of Commons,. during the last. 

·~·· week, has on the whole been satisfactory., The necessity qf 
·giving a Government night to the Irish Land Debate, has 
rendered that progress less advanced, but it was absolutely 
necessary, that the opinion of Parliament should" be given 
in an unmistakable manner on these schemes,. in order to; 
prevent autumnal agitation; and to commit the leaders of 
the Opposition to a public expression of sound views. 

']'he prospect of the ensuing week-looks well. . . . 
The debate on the government of Ireland, in the form of 

Home Rule, on Friday, was highly interesting, from the 
speech, in reply to Mr. Butt's motion, by Mr. Smyth, member 
for· the County of Westmeath, an avowed Repealer, and 

. something more: . . . . · 
The House of Commons has not witnessed, for many years, 

a happier effort, combining, as it did, many of the 'higher 
qualities of oratory: close reasoning, fine illustration, wit and 
grac'eful sarcasm, in a style natural, though imaginative, 
and highly finished. It tore up the banner· of Home R:ule to 

. shreds, and l\1r. Disraeli does not believe that it will ever l?e. 
unfurled again in the House pf Commons. ~ , ~· . · 

This speech 'of Mri Smyth· recalled. to Mr. Disraeli what he 
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had reau, and often fancied, of the style of the Irish House of 
Commons; the House of Grattan and of Flood. · 

It was curious to .see both sides cheering a. member, who 
avowed hims~lf a Repealer, arid once was a rebel. · · 

It is a pity that this great oration was barely reported. 
The Parliamentary reporters, who are mete machines, never 
discovered till too late that a considerable Parliamentary 
event was occurring .... 

J~dy 22.-. . . Ivir. Disr:wli was absent from the House .on 
Thursday night, and he regrets to say that the Ministry fell 
into one of those messes of ecclesiastical weakness, which 
seem inevitable, every ·now and then, for the Conservative 
party. The whole of yesterday was consequent.ly wasted on 
an idle Education Clause, which conveyed a petty assault on 
the Nonconformists. 

M:r. Disraeli has called a Cabinet to-morrow morning again 
· on the winding up of the session, and he hopes he may rectify 
this mistake... . . . . 

(Same date.)- . .. lVll'. Disraeli proposed to Lord H. 
Lennox1 to move for a Committee of Inquiry and offered not 
to accept Lord Henry's resignation unless .the Committee 
decided against him; but Lord Henry would not a vail himself 
of this offer. Mr, Disraeli could do no more with any regard 
to public propriety and the character of your Majesty's 
Government. 

July 25.-. .. Mr. Disraeli deplores the mischance of Lord 
H. Lennox, whom Mr. Disraeli had known intimately for 
30 years, and whose very faults were not disagreeable. 

July 29.-... There has been an agitating and anxious 
week in ~he House of Commons with respect to the new 
Educational Bill, which is a considerable measure; but all 
has ended well. After a great struggle, by blended concilia
tion and firmness, the measure will be cs.rried· and the House 
is now sitting (Saturday) to conclude the Committee .... 

Mr. Disraeli made a strong appeDJ for Vivisection, and he 
is still sanguine of carrying it. The great opponent is M:r. 
Lowe, and if he persists ir:t his opposition, it will be impossible 
to attempt it: but there are good reasons to hope, that some 
compromise may be effected. The· great thing is to pass 
some Act, and give evidence of the determination of the 
Legislature to control this horrible practice .... 

Aug. 3.-Mr. Disraeli ... thanks your Majesty for your 
Majesty's gracious letters, which always encourage, and, not 
unfrequently, guide him. . . . · 

1 Lord Henry Lennox resigned the office of First Commissioner of Works 
owing to judicial animadversions on the conduct of the directors of the 
Lisbon Steam Tramways Company, of whom he had been one. 
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Affairs have gone OIL rapidly in the House of Commons, 
~and he thinks that the 12th .will be the most convenient for 
the Council, though he will not speak posJtively till to
-morrow. 

The Education Bill may yet occasion a day's. delay, but he 
more than hopes not. · · 

It is no· use a~tempt.ing to conciliate the Dissenters. They 
take all you offer, and, the very next minute, will fly at your 
throat. The Education Bill, as introduced by the Govern
ment, was liberally concei'Ved, .and we made, in the course 
of discussion; several important further concessions to the 
Opposition. We could only induce our own friends to yield 
these on our promise that their ame1idments, or proposals, 
should also· be considered; .but the moment we granted any
thing to. our own friends, there was a fierce cry of ' reaction,' 
which, under the conditions which Mr. Disraeli ultimately 
suggested, was not really well founded. 

There was a stormy Cabinet orie day, which required all 
Mr. Disraeli's e~perience to guide and assuage.· And Lord . 
Salisbury wrote to Mr. Disraeli a letter, which Mr. Disraeli 
intended t_o have forwarded to your Majesty, that your 
Majesty might comprehend the difficulties he had to contend 
against, which was really alM·ming. It was long and well 
written, and said: ' The men I was called upon to desert,. were 
the very men who had stood by me on the Titles Bill' ; an 

-appeal difficult to withstand. 
"' This letter has mysteriously disappeared, but when dis-

covered, shall be forwarded to~ your Majesty. · . 
The Nonconformist party in the country has been weakened 

by the last Reform .BilL · 
Mr. Disraeli encloses your Majesty a letter of a different 

kind from Mr.· Secretary Hardy. It is a generous letter. 
All difficulties, on the subject to which it refers, are now 

. removed, and there will be no unpleasant feeling in the Cabinet 
of any kind.l ... · . ·. 

HousE OF CoMMONS, Aug. 5;~ ... Vivisection seems 
quite safe. . . 

The Education struggle has .terminated by strengthening 
the Ministry, and by signally demonstrating the utter dis
integration of the Opposition. What. was really a point of 
administrative detail was so magnified a~d exaggerated by 
the Opposition, that it was elevated into a discussion, whether 
the primary education of .the country should be religious or 
secular. · 

1 See VI., ch. 1. 

.,. '.·· 
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· To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Saturday, Aug. 5, 1876.-... I 
knew the storm that was brewing on Thursday night, a storm 
wh. periodically appears, and suddenly, like a-white squall 
in the Mediterranean. I have had, in older and more factious 
days, some experience wh. guided me-so I left before o:i1e·. 
·The Chanr. of the Exr., and Ld. Sandon, and Sir Willie 

Dyke, and Mr. Smith, and Monty, were with me next morning 
at eleven, for counsel, tho' they had not, what the M. Post 
calls, 'retired to their couches till past five.' They looked 
pretty fresh .. I was, naturally; qui~e so, and had had time 
to consider their case. So we were all in our places at twelve 
for the renewed combat .. Being an older hand than they, I 
did not expect one, and I was right. Our new moves all 
succeeded, and we carried the report of the Bill in its entirety 
by.sitting last night also. Not that I was there for the final 
and easy stages. It is to be read a third time this morning. 
I don't think we have lost 4 and 20 hours by this burst of 
factious fight, and it has shown the utter demoralisation and • · 
rancorous -breaking up of the Liberal party. It seems split 
into fragments: all working against each other. One ·night 
the whole of _the Home Rulers deserted to us, and next day 
the Scotch· Presbyterians joined them. ·Then Goschen 
answered Forster, and Rylands Mundella. Sullivan, the 
fiercest Ultramontanist, declared that he wd. sooner send his 
children to a Ch. of England school than to a secular. Where
upon Mr. Gre~ne, the fiercest Protestant in the House, vowed 
that, in preferencetoasecular, hewd. certainly send his children 
to a Roman Catholic school: and then there was mutual 
cheering and embracing, always ending in increased majorities 
for Government. . . . 

In spite of· the pressure of the. Eastern question, 
Disraeli followed. during the summer. and autumn with 
sust!1ined interest the preparations made by the .new. 
Viceroy to celebrate worthily in India the assumption of 
the imperial t~tle. ' All Lytton:s proclamation schemes,' 
he wrote on September 3 to Sa;lisbtiry, •tho' they read 
like the 1,000 and one nights, I believe are judicious·, and 

· will be successful and beneficial-not only inindia.' Not 
all of the imaginative Vice,r:oy's schemes were accepted, 
but, even so, the effect was sufficiently striking. For the· 
chiefs there were honours and decorations, increases in 

~ ~ 
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salary and pension; for the army increased pay and 
allowances; a. new order was created for Anglo-Indians; 
food and clothing were distributed to the poor; there 
was a generous amnesty for prisoners; ~nd a great 
Assl(mblage, collected from all parts of Illdia and from 
the neighbouring East, and lasting fourteen days, from 

· before Christmas till after the New Year, was·:held at 
· Delhi. There, on January 1, 1877, with Lytton, the Vice~ 
roy, presiding in state, and in the presence of the heads -
of aU the _Indian governments; ofenvoys from 'Siam,· 
Burma, and Khelat, of representatives of the great 
Civil Service, of a picked force. of British and native 

· troops,· of over seventy ruling chiefs and princes,. of some 
three hundred~native noblemen and gentlemen, and' of a 
vast concourse of the Indian peoples, Queen ViCtoria was 

,. "" y:oclaimed, with aU due solemruty and pomp,, Kaisar+ 
-Hind, Empress of India,. and was sahited by the Maha
ra jah~Scindia on behalf of. the· Indian princes as Shah.-in
Shah Padshah, Monarch of' Monarchs.1 

. :The. Queen herself 
celebrated the occasion by asking her Minister to dine at 
Windsor. · 

To Lady Bradford .. . 

HuaHENDEN MANOR,_ Dec. 28.-. , ·. On Monday I go .to 
Windsor to dine with the Empress of India. Jt,is New 
Yef!:J;),Day,,;.;w,h~l)., ,!l)l~" is;c,prpgl~im:ed <Wxl:J:4Id;gst&n;_,and ·she 
wishes the:day,to ·be,celeb:r,ated;-and.,;.marle!l,.:,he~.!:J!Lfter. ·. . . 
The Faery is much excited abouHhe-doings.atDelhi .. They 
have produced great effect in India, and indeed throughout· 
the world, and vindicate triumphantly· the policy of the 

/flfeasure wh. was so ~irulently,, but. ~o fruitl'essly, oppo~ed. 
·/ I:t:•~asmo. dou~t·c~nso~ula.ted,our,emp~e-.ther.e;• · Ow·po~tiCal 

\[Iceroy,._IS.domg··JUStiCe/4odhe•"occaslon'iO·'·The. Faery IS so 
. fpll of the great incident, and feels everyt~g about it so 
:Keenly that sh,e.sent me a Xmas,card and'.signed'rher.,good 

· ~i~h,es Victoria Reg1:na et~lmper..a~r{~· 

f :Beaconsfi.eld
1 

as he nad. then-become, took' down with 
him to Windsor Lord George Hamilton, Under-Secretary 
for India, who was responsible for the office while 
Salisbury, the Secretary of .State, was attending the 

t·see Lord Lytton's/ndian Adminiptraticm, ch. 4. · 
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Cbnstantinople Conference. Lord George tells us1 that, 
with a fine dramatic sense, the Queen, usually so homely· 
in attire, appeared at dinner that night '.a mass of 
Oriental jewellery, mostly consisting of very large uncut 
stones and pearls,' gifts from the reigning Princes of 
India .l.n 1858 when the Crown took over the govern
ment from the Company. After dinner, on the proposal 
of the Duke of Connaught, Her Majesty was toasted as 
' Queen and Empress of India ' in the presence of the 
statesman responsible for this enrich:rp.ent of title.2 

Q1.1een and Minister knew what Parliament and English _ 
society had not sufficient imagination to realise, that by 
the measure of the last session, translated- into act at 
that day's Durbar, the British.,r,aj~in .• India-... had~:received 
-~ significant accession of internal and,externaLstrength; 
~liat a new and durable linl.{ liad been forged .betw~n~ 
tp.~~rowned deiJ1gcracy of the West and th~jmmemorial 
Empire of the Middle East.- · 

1 Reminiscences, p. 120. 
2 See Letters of Queen Victoria, Second Series, Vol. II., p. 514. In the 

original publication I wrongly, but I hope not inexcusably, assumed that 
this, rather than some indeterminate later date, was the occasion when (as 
we were told in the well-informed article on _' The character of- Queen 
Victoria' in the Quarterly Review for April, 1901) Lord Beaconsfield broke 
through all etiqu-ette by rising and proposing the health of the Empress of 
India, ' with a little speech as flowery as the oration of a Maharajah,' to 
which the Queen responded with a' pretty smiling bow, h!l'lf_a curtsey.'. 

;-;,_ 



CHAPTER XIII. 

FROM THE COMMONS TO. THE LORDS. 

U376'--1S77. 

On Friday, ·August 11, ·187_6,. a .·day or· two before 
the prorogation of Parliament, D~sraeli .replied, late "in 
the evening, to ali attack on the Government for their 
inaction over Bulgarian atrocities.1 :. The speech was not 
specially remarkable, though it cont~ined a sly hip at the 

''-" Herodian, or (according to some reports) Rhodian, oratory 
of'his friendly opponent Harcol1rt, and though it closed 
upon a thoroughly Disraelian ·note: ' What our duty . · 
is at this. critical moment is to maintain the Empire 
of England.' The debate over; Disraeli walked· slowly 
down· the House to the bar ; ·there turned, . and 
stood for a minute carefully surveying the familiar 
scene, galleries and all;· al).d then; retracing his steps, 
passed the Treasury bench and went quietly out behind 
the Speaker's chair, 2 pausing to chat with Lord George 
Hamilton on the prospects of a LiberaL ' atrocity ' 
campaign in the autumn. He was noticed after~ards . 
in the lobby, 'in a long white overcoat and dandified 
lavender kid gloves, leaning· on his secretary's arm;' and 
shaking hands with a good many people.3 

. After· th~t 
night, he never entered the House of Commons again, 
save as a visitor to the gallery. Unknown to·all but one 
or two present, he had made his last appearance in the 
theatre of the labours and triumphs of nearly forty years. 
The next morning it was announced that the Queenhad 

. . . 
t See VI.,.ch. 2. . 

2 For these details I.was indebted to the late Right Hon. T. Burt; who 
was present, and noted Disraeli's unusual procedure: 

. 3 See Dilke'sLife, Vol. I., p. 211. · · . 
. . 828 
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been pleased to create her Prime Minis.ter an Earl. Some 
critics, notably Fraser, have expressed surprise that the 
supreme artist ori the political stage should not have 
contrived. a more spectacular ·exit. But here · surely 
Disraeli showed a truer taste and a finer instinct than. his·· 
critics. No formal leavetaking could have been more 
impressive than this silent withdrawal, which, without 

_ w~J.rning and without_ advertisement, transferred at a 
stroke the centre of political i11terest from the Commons 
to. the Lords. . _ 

Disraeli's action was determined,· of course, by con-_ 
siderations of ,healt~ .. Though c;luring 1875 he had been 
on the whole free from the serious illnesses which had so · 
frequently prostrated him in 1874, the respite proved to 
be. only temporary. ·He spent the second week of January, 
1876, at Weston,,and on his return to town and work had 
an acute seizure. A pencil note from Whitehall Gardens 
to Lady Bradford, dated January 18, 12;30, says: 'I have 
had a very sharp attack, and nothing but rem~dies as 
sharp cd. have. brought, me to time-as I hope they have, 
for in an hour and ! I must be at the Cab. It wd .. not 
do to hold it here, it wd. be such a bad start; and the day 
is bland, and one must run risks in life, or else it wd. be as 
dull as death.' At half-past four the same afternoon, 
he r~ports, in ink: 'I have just come from the Cabinet .... 
I have -been, and am, a great sufferer., I have had the 
illness of a month crammed and compressed into 8 and 
40 how;s:' His colleagues found him greatly pulled down: 
~ I judge,' he wrote two days ,later, 'from their expression 
and .general mien, that they thought the Burials Bill, 
wh. we were discussing, was' rather a fitting subject for 
their chief.' 

This WlJ.S a bad introduction to a session of worry and 
late hours.. 'I wish the H. of C. was counted out oftener,' 
he wrote pathetically to Lady Bradford on March 1, '-that 
I might sometimes dine in the family circle. I think I 

·shall retreat to the Elysian fields, where Bradford listened 
yesterday to Sandhurst and Cadogan-, and then I might 
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a.littie more enjoy the society of my dear friends.' . The 
factious opposition to the Royal" Titles Bill, and the 
increasing gravity of the situation in the Near East, once 
more strained the Minister's health almost to breaking
point in the middle of May. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENs;. [?May 16].-I cbuld not call, 
yesterday and was very unwell with -my throat; . ; . l sate 
through the debate in gre:ott suffering, scarcely,mitigated by 

. our triumphant majority, and went home very late and rather 
hopeless: but a compress has worked w;mide~s, and· if I cd. 
have stayed at home, I shd; have· been all right, · But that 
is impossible. Affairs are very grave. . . . · -· · ' 

May 18,-The medico said I had a feverish catarrh-the 
old story; and the remedies have already done me some good, 
so Jar as· the fever is concerned-but I ani dreadfully weak 
and out of cue. . . . The Faery keeps telegraphing for bulletins 
with injunctions to see Jenner, who is going down to Windsor, 
and will tell her exactly J:ow I am, etc., etc; . ' She is. very 
anxious.' . . . -

[? May 19].-I shan't go into the City to-day, or to the H. 
of'Commons-"--but I ought to drive a little; or I shall become 
a confirmed invalid. . . . I shd. like to 'know whether I might 
c~L . . . •. . 

May 25.-. . . Of all the duties and occupations wh. 
devolve on me, letter-writing is that for wh. the sort of attack 
I am now suffe:dng from most unfits me. One min'read, and 
one can listen, and judge, and talk; but writingrequires a 
degree of energy and precision of wh. I am now quite incapable. 
I am out of all pain this morning, and ·.shd. hav~ publicly 
appeared~and may even yet~buf; the ~.E. blast has returned, 
and this is- my direst foe. ·: . ' . · 

I was obliged to'hold the Cabinet yesterday under this roof. 
May 26.-I can't give a good account of m:yself, as I had 

a fresh attack last night.. . . . . · · · . . · . 
May 27.--.::The Cabinet is just over and _under this roof! 

I have hada good night-and am quite free from pain.· ... · 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, June 3 . ...:._--A senseless line from the 

solitary-you cannot expect much. . This place is bright with 
bloom; thorns pink and white, and lilac and· chestnut; soft 
showers in the night a11d the grass growing all day. Nothing 
wrong except they steal the swans' eggs, so tp.at faniily 
does not increase. I had hoped by this time they might have 
rivalled the peacocks. . . . · · 
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This attack convinced Disraeli that action could no 
-longer be postponed. The Queen herself gave him an 
opening by a spontaneous offer to call him to the House 
of Lords. · .\ . 

From Queen Victoria. 

BALMORAL, June 5, 187·1.-The 'Queen hopes Mr. Disraeli 
is feeling rested and better. · . 

She was sorry to hear from General Ponsonby that he was 
feeling the fatigue of his work. 

She knows how valuable he is to herself and the country. 
Should he still feel this, and that the fatigue of the House of 
Commons is too great, she would he happy to call 'him up to 
the other House, where the fatigue would be far less and 
where he would· be able to direct everything. No one, no 
doubt, can replace him iri. the House of Commons; .still if he 
felt it too much for his health somethingnmst be done, and 
he has some excellent men-especially Sir S. Northcote
who could no doubt work under him. 

The Queen throws this out, as she feels the immense impor
tance he is to the Throne and country and how-more than 
ever now-she wishes and hopes his Govt. may be long 
maintained. · 

Everyone agrees that it has gained in stre:Ugth since the · 
beginning of the Session, as he himself assured her. 

Disraeli told the Queen that his physical condition 
would not permit him to carry on the Government, as 
. Prime Minister iri. the Commons, after the existing 
session; but he demurred to Her Majesty's suggestion, 
and expressed a preference for retirement. He has 
himself placed on record, in a communication addres13ed 

· in nearly identical terms to his principal colleagues, 
the negotiations which followed. 

To the Duke of Richmond. 

Confidential. 10, DowNiNG STREET, July 24, 1876.~ome 
little time ago, when we had extricated ourselves from our 
difficulties, and the Government was not less popular and 

·strong than at present, I was obliged to inform the Queen 
that it would not be possible for me to carry on Her Majesty'~ 
affairs after the present Session. · 

Although, being well acquainted with the Queen's sensitive
ness, or perhaps I ought to say Constitutional convictions 

. . ' 
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·on the subject, l did.not presume to recominend·my suc
cessor, I ventured to observe, that, if Her Majesty wished to 
retain her present_ Cabinet, I thought there would be no 

_ difficulty in keeping them together under an individual, 
whose fitness would be generally admitted by themselves 
and the country. 
_ Her Majesty did not seem to believe in this, or to approve 

of my communication, and wrote ·to me from Scotland to 
propose, that I should continue in my present post, and go to 
the House of Lords, which, she was graciously pleased to say, 
she had always contemplated since iny illness at Balmoral 
two years ago. . _ __ _ . 

· As I have no heir, I was unwilling, in the decline of ljfe, 
to commence a new career in a House of Par iariient of which 

- I had no experience, and where I should be looked upoh ~s 
an intruder, and I requested Her Majesty's permission to adhere 
to my original feeling and to ma.ke some confidential inquiries 
on the subject. - -_ _ · _ _ _ 

I found, to my great surprise; that the Queen had judged 
the situation more accurately than myself, and that my 
secession might lead to serious c()nsequences; · 
· Altho' rn.y continuing in the House of Coriiinons for another 

Session would shorten my remainin:g life, T was prepared to 
make such a sacrifice, if, at the end of the year, I co)lld have 
found the difficulties, occasioned by my withdfawal, removed: 
but I see no prospect of that. The identical difficulties would 
reappear. _ . 

Under these circumstances, I have had to reconsider the 
_ Queen's proposal, an.d to bring myself -to C()ntemplate,' as an 

act of duty to Her Majesty and my colleagues, the possibility 
of my going to the Upper House as a Minister,_ a condition 
which I had never foreseen.- . 
. I. invite you as a colleague, whom I greatly value, _and 
with whose Parliamentary position such a step on my part 

. would necessarily, in some degree, interfere; to speak to me 
frankly on this subject: clearly understanding, 'that my only 
motive now is the maintenance of the Ministry and the party, 
and to secure these, I am ready still to try to serve them, or 
cheerf~ly altogether to disappear. - . 

· From the· Duke of Richmond. 

Confidentio.l. · GoonwooD, 'CHICHESTER, July 2G, 1876.-l 
received your letter late yesterday,- and hasten:to reply to it. 
I can conceive nothing more fatal.tci the party and the Cabinet 
than yonr retirement from office. _ A party strong. and united 
under you, to whon:i they have. looked up soJong as leader, . 
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might not be at all willing to follow another, and the result 
might be jealousies and differcw;es Which could 11ot fail to be 

· hurtful. 
I regret most sincerely that the state of your health is such 

as to cause you to wish to retire from the House of Commons. 
I can well understand how very trying to a person suffering 
from bronchitis must be the attendance in the House of Com
mons during the early part of the Session. It seems to me 
that the course advised by Her Majesty, that you should have 
a peerage conferred upon you, is by far the best arrangement 
that can be made. · · 

It is a proper recognition of the long and valuable services 
-you have rendered to the country, and will enable you to 
continue to lead the party. I speak with all sincerity when I 
say there is no one who will more cordially welcome you in 
the House of Lords than I shall. I shall be only too happy 
to serve under you there as I have now done for so many 
years in the Cabinet and H. of Commons. . 

I shall most gladly give you all the assistance in my power 
upon all occasions. . . . · · 

The replies of Derby and Salisbury to a similar com- . 
munication from Disraeli illustrate .the general feeling · 
among his colleagues' that his retirement would be a 
public misfortune, and their consequent approval of his 
transference to the Lords. · 

From Lord Derby. 

Confidential. PoREIGN OFFICE, July 26, '76.-I was 
prepared for your communication, and have not bhe slightest 
doubt or he~itation in saying that ·I think you have chosen 
the right course. ·You can stilL lead us in Cabinet: and in 
the Lords your Parliamentary duties will be almost nominal. 
Your continuance as you were was a sacrifice which could not 
be asked of you: your total retirement would have been a 
misfortune to your friends, and to the public. Only this 
alternative remained, and it really seems to me open to as 
few objections as any step you· could· have taken under the 
circumstances. 

From Lord.Salisbury. 

Confidential. INDIA OFFICE, July 27, '76.-Your 'letter 
took me so completely by surprise that I thought I might take 
48 hours to think over it. Your health had so manifestly 
improved that I had banished all apprehensions of any 
probable change · 

a ~* 
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The two alternatives you put are-your absolute ·retire, 
. ment, or a retreat to the House of Lords. 
, I have no doubt whatever that your absolute retirement 

would he a most serious blow to ~the Ministry and the party, 
especially at this juncture. Foreign affairs-are the absorbing 
topic of the day. It is quite evident, from the quiescence of 
Parliament and the country on the subject, that very general 
confidence is felt in the present conduct of our foreign policy: 
and in the shaping of that policy the largest share is generally, 
and justly, attributed t0. you. H you were to withdraw, the 
most essential element ill the public confidence would be taken 
away. · Of future possible combinations you do not speak 
hopefully: -of colirse I do not know what was suggested; but· 
no arrangement that seems to me likely W0uld be nearly as 
acceptable as that which exists now. _ 

H therefore you feel yourself ·driven to choose between the 
two·alternatives---"-retirement or the House ofLords~I advise, 
in the interests of the party and the Ministry, that you should· 
go to the House of Lords. · . · 

But I feel it is a choice of evils. You would be very heartily 
welcomed by the House of Lords: ·and you would give life 
to the dullest assembly in the world. But the command of 
the House of Lords would be a poor exchange for the singular 
influence you now exercise in the Commons._ The experience 
of those who, haviD.g held .a. fi:rst place in the Commons, by 
chOice or necessity weh't to the Lords, is not encouraging: 

/ Walpole, Pulteney, th~ elder Pitt, Castlereagh; Brougham. 
In this case it is facilis ascensus. As one of the shades who is. 
on the wrong side of the stream, I must honestly say that 
I -think you will regret the irrevocable step when you have 
taken it. -. . .. . · . . 

However, this is a question ofhea:lth and feeling, aJ!d perhaps 
. hardly the subject of ad vice. We shall be. very glad to see 
you aniong us if you do resolve to com, e. In the public interest 
it would be very desirable- that you should so arrange the 
charge of busmess that it should 'be possible for you to remam 

· in the House ·of Ccmmons. ~ut if this is not possible, it is 
then infinitely- bett()r that you should come to the House of 
Lords than that you should retire. 

It will be seen that Derby was prepared for the com
munication, and that Salisbury was riot. Derby, Dis
taeli's close aliy and politically the most important of his 
colleagues, and 'Cairns, whose judgment he had come to · 
value above that of all other-s, ·were early taken into 

·_confidence: and to them was added, shortly afterwards, 
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Hardy, who had repeatedly acted as ·his· deputy in the 
Commons and was after himself the protagonist there of 
the Government. The arrangement which Disraeli . had 
in his mind when he told the Queen that there would be 
no difficulty in keeping the Cabinet together was that 
Derby should succeed him as Prime :Minister,1 with Hardy 
as the leader in the Commons. When, however, he 
sounded Derby-making use apparently of Lady Derby 

· ~ for the purpos~he found the scheme quite impracticable. · 
Derby 'utterly scouted the idea of his being Premier. 
That he could never manage H.:M., that he did not think 
he could lead his colleagues on Church questions: in short 
that nothing on earth would make him take the post. 
Added to this, he threw out that he would not act with 
anyone else.' 2 This was decisive. If Derby would 
neither take command himself, nor serve under any other 
chief but Disraeli, there was no alternative to a complete 
break-up except Disraeli's removal to the Lords. To 
this course, therefore, whether willingly or reluctantly, 

·he was driven. Though to Salisbury his health appeared 
to be ' manifestly improved,'. he had had arwther warning . 
in this month of J u'ly that he could no longer trifle with it. 

To Lady· Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 3, 1876.-I could'not write 
yesterday, being so very ill and quite incapable of thoUght and 
expression. What irritates me is that Gull, who has now been 
tinkering me for a week and making a series of oonceited mis
takes--ordering me, for example, to drink port wine, wh. I 
have not done for ten years, and wh. has nearly killed me~ 
keeps telling Monty that I ani better, who tells of course the 
same to you and the Queen, altho' I warn him to the reverse; 
but as he, very plausibly, contends, he is bound to report what 
Gull says. 

Yesterday I drove out for an hour-to try to accustom 
myself to life again; but the port wine regimen afterwards 
brought things to a crisis, and I really thought, and not for 
the first time, that. it was all over. . 

. 1 In the letter to Derby a.nnounuing his decision, Disraeli calls him 'My 
. principal colleague, and whom I wished to be my successor.' 

2 Hardy's Diary, July 12: Gathorne Hardy, Vol II., p. 4. 
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July 4.-... I had a very hard night, and didnot retire 
till three o'ck. in the mor11[in]g. To9 hard a life for me now 
-and there is a prospect of a month of it ! It was, however, 
softened by colossal majoritie.s on a most important measure, 1 

· and on wh., a fortnight ago; I was told Govt. was to be de
feated .... 

It 1s difficult to believe that Disraeli did not foresee and 
desire the issue of the crisis. With his strong ambition, 
and his keen interest inlndia and the East, he can hardly, 
save in moments of deep physical depression;, have 
seriously contemplated; so long as life and power of work 
were left to him and he had the ·confidence of Parliament, 
the abandonment to others of that forceful Eastern policy 
which was taking shape under his immediate direction 
but which was as yet only an outline. He muf>t have 
anticipated, and thought it politic to provoke, the urgency 
of his Sovereign and his colleagues which sent him to the 
Lords. On this point there ·was no division of opinion. 
The Queen ' absolutely protested ' against the idea of 
his retirement. The sentiments of Richmond, Derby, 
and Salisbury on the subject were shared by :Ministers 
generally .. Cairns and Hardy, from. _the first, were in 
favour of a retreat to the Lords. Malmesbury wrote of 
the ' chaos your retirement from ariy cause whatever 
would create in our party. If I know anythll;tg of 
men there are some excellent heads and hearts in the . 
Cabinet, but only one backbone.' When Disraeli yielded 
to the general wish, John Manners wrote emphatically, 
August 8: 'You have acted in this supreiue crisis as you 
have ever acted in public affairs: rightly, wisely, dutifully. 
I am confident the Queen, your colleagues, and the 
country will appreciate and approve the decis!on at which 
you have arrived.' ~ 

There was that general chorus of approval from press 
and public which Manners anticipated. But in one place 
there was universal regret and sorrow. If it cost Disraeli, 

1 The Prisons Bill, which was eventually withdrawn for this Session, and 
· passed with amendments in 1877. · 
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as he told the Speaker, a ' pang' 1 to separate himself 
from the House of Commons, the sense of loss and 
bereavement in the House was acute. 'Small groups 
are dotted about here and there,' wrote Barrington 
picturesquely on the morning of the announcement, 
'talking with bated breath, as though. there were a 
coffin· within the precincts of the House:' 

From Sir William Hart Dyke. 
HousE OF CoMMONS; Aug. 12.-When the news came out 

in the early hours here this morning, there was much surprise, 
and, amongst our friends, general consternation: Taylor was 
frantic, and as to poor Edmonstone, he has done nothing but 
cry, and swear, alternately eyer since. The deep .feeling of 
regret is quite universal throughout every corner of the House. 
I had no idea, until I heard you make your last speech in the 
House, how great the change would prove. .All the real 
chivalry and delight of party politics, seem to have departed; 
nothing remains .but routine. . . . . · 

Your constant kindness, assistance, and advice to me here 
I s.hall never forget; always the kind word, when mistakes 
have been made: and work which might have been dull and 
laborious has been made ever bright and pleasant. 

Speaker Brand wrote to Disraeli to say 'on my own 
behalf how much I shall miss you, and how much I regret 
the cause which has obliged you to leave this House; a 
sentiment which is universal throughout the House'
~hat ' great assembly ' which was 'the scene of your early 
struggles and final triumphs.' There is a. real sense of 
personal loss in . the notes written by colleagues in the 
Commons. Manners felt especially forlorn. 'It termi
nates for me all personal interest in House of Commons 
life;' ' I cannot bear to think of the future: the change 
will be so mournful, the conditions of service in. our 
House so altered.' Barrington struck the same note. 
'My individual interest in the House of Commons is from 
this day gone, and nothing will remain but duty-a very 
poor substitute indeed.' Northcote's heart was so full 

1 On the night of Disraeli's last speech in the Commons, his colleague 
Frederick Stanley, afterwards sixteenth Lord Derby, saw him shedding tears: 
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that he could not trust himself to. express in detail the 
sadness which he felt. Lord George Hamilton was the 
exponent of the feelings of those rising young men whom, 
Disraeli had encouraged and cheered· when they had 
'difficult work to do. 'I am not the only· Under
Secretary who will miss your· kindly advice and will 
feel that he is in a different place now that you are no 

· longer in it.' The feeling of generous opponents in the 
House was expressed in happy phrase by the eminent 
Pa,rli~mel),tarian whom DisraeJi had a:nswered in his final 

· speeQh. 
From Sir William Harcourt.· 
NAWORTH CasT-LE, BRAMPTO:N, Cu~m, Aug. 14, '76. · 

DEAR MR, DISRAELI,-If I am to call you ~o for the last 
. time. It i!'l impossible for anyone, and l~ast of all for' one who 

ha!'l had so large an experience of your kindne~>s, to hear with-. 
out emotion. ~pat you have sat for the last time in. the great 
scene of your fame .. You have made the :UoJlSE;J of Lord~ 
muoh-toQ ricl:t and.you have left the House of Comm,ons by 

_, far t9o poor. ~enceforth the gan;te will be lilre a chessboard 
when the queen. 1s gone-a petty struggle of paWJ::\s. 

I little thought when. you touche(! me s6 deftly. with the 
blunted point of your spear on Friday night that it was to 
be your last speech in a place where your fame will always 
live: a fame not only for genius -and eloquence but for a 
kindness to the small quite/as Uncommon as your force against 
the great. 

I am sure ~he feeling on our side oHhe Rouse will be one of 
l,llliv{lrsal regret; for the :reason which I remember Julian 
Fane teU4tg me Me~ternich expressed to him with regard to 
Napoleon. He said: 'You .will perhaps thinkthat whenT 
beard of his death I felt a satisfaction at the removal of the 
great adversary of my country and my policy. It' was just 
the reverse. I experienced only " U1l sentiment de regret 
que je ne deyais jamais encore m!en.tretenit avec cette grande 
intelligence." ' That you should yearn for repose £rom the 
weariness of the petty details of the House of· Commons I 
do not wonder. I have felt sad sometimes to see you jaded 
by them.' I hope the otium cum dignitate will add long years 
to a l,ife which is the a<lmiration of Englishmen and is dear 
to those who have tasted ofyour friendship. To the ima
gination of the younger generation your life will always have a 
s.pecial•fascination. Jror them you have enlal'ged the horizc;m 
of the possibilities of the future. 
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I am sure you wiU not thinli this lette:~; an impertinent 
intrusion. Your constant kindriess has given me the right to 
rejoice in all that concerns you, and yet to r~gret tb,e ·great 
change which will leave an irreparable blank in my House 
of 'Commons life. . . . 

' Alas ! Alas ! for the House of Commons and the 
country. We shall never see your like again. The days 
of the giants are over. Ichabod ! Ichabod !' wrote 
Sir Philip Rose. Disraeli's career of nearly-forty years 

. in the House of Commons exactly coincided with its best · \ 
days. His entrance followed hard upon the accession 
of the first Sov~reign in English history who accepted 
its complete ascendancy. Queen Victoria's immediate · 
predecessor had summarily dismissed a Ministry which 
enjoyed the confidence of Parliament; but King William's 
failure to secure the endorsement of the country left the 
supremacy of the House of Commons undisputed .. The 
year after Disraeli quitted it, ·Parnell, who had been 
elected in 1875, organised the systematic obstruction of· 
Parliamentary business; and on the Prisons Bill, the Army 
Estimates, and the South Africa Bill, sl;towed how power
less under its existing rules the. House was in face of 
members determined to discredit and degrade it. To 
meet the menace, freedom of debate was steadily curtailed, 
till now the closure and other hampering restrictions are 

·part of the daily machinery of the Mother of Parliaments. 
But while Disraeli was numbered ~mong its members 

· the House of Commons was at the height of its power 
and reputation and preserved all its traditional liber
ties. 'The place which it then held in the mind and 
esteem of the country may be gauged by the arnoun't of 
space which the newspapers accorded to the reports of 
debates. Those who search the files of The Times during 
these years will find that, in the session, the Parliamentary 
reports not only occupied the most conspicuous pa;ges, 
but filled, day after day, half or three-quarter.s of the 
total news columns, crowding most other matter into 
short Ifaragrap.hs and obscure corners. The luminaries 
of tlie cricket-field and the river, of the stage and the 
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turf, had not then risen to the ran.k of popular heroes; 
and an oration by Macaulay or Bright, a tussle between 
Disraeli and Peel, or a serious deb'ate in which Pal~erston, 
Russell, Cobden, and Gladstone put forth all their powers, 
excited the universal interest among newspaper readers 
which has subsequently, in times of peace, only been 
secured by the visits of Australian cricketers or th~ 
successes of. royal horses atEpsom. It was on this wide 
and universal theatre and among these Parliamentary 
giants that Disraeli played his striking part, battling with 
spirit and distinction against succeeding generations of 
orators and ·statesmen from O'Connell and the elder 
Stanley at the beginning to Hartington and Harcourt at 
the close. · 

The secret of his astonishing success-the '.singular 
influence,' to. use Salisbury's phrase, which he exercised 
in the House-may be difficult to probe and to analyse, 
but. undoubtedly one main element was that he was 
always there. - ' The House of Commons,' he wrote in 
the last year of his life in an unpublished novel, l ' is a 
jealous mistress, and will not grant success without due 
attention. The greatest compliment you .can pay to a 

. woman is to give to her your time, and it is the same with 
our senate. A man wh.o is always in his place becomes 
a sort of favourite.' More particularly did he feel it 
incumbent on him to be always .in his place when he 
became a Parliamentary leader.· 'Unless you are always. 
there,' he was wont to say, 'how can you lead the House 
of Commons 1 How can you feel their pulse ? How can 
you know the men 1' While business was in progress, 
however dull and irksom~ it might he, Disraeli would 
neither leave the bench himself, nor, when in office, 
permit his colleagues to leave unless they could ~llege 
amply sufficient reason. · When the House, as was jts 
usual practice in his time, sat throughthe,dinner,hour, 4 

he rema1ried and took a hasty diimer at. the Cabinet ·table; 
or sometimes joined his wife in· her brougham drawn up 

. i Printed as all appendix on p. 1521 . 

.. 
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in one of the courts at St. Stephen's, and there in the 
carriage-ate w!th her a daintier meal which her solicitude 
had brought down for him. In either case, the interval 
was short, and he was back in his place almost before he 
had been missed. 

Being always there, he had a keen perception of all 
that was going on; of the tone of the House on this 
question and on that; of the nice gradations of feeling 
in the course of any important debate. He noted with 
constant interest the progress of rising young men, 
especially in his own party; and regarded with particular 
attention, and a careful scrutiny through his eyeglass, 
any new member who rose for the first time to address the 
House, To his immediate neighbour on the bench he 
would, now and again, drop a caustic reflection on the 
newcomer. Thus of the philosopher John Stuart Mill, 
whose manner was at once authoritative and ladylike, 
he said, 'Ah ! I see; the finishing governess !' 'On 
catching sight for the first time of the uncouth figure of 
J. G. Biggar, Parnell's precursor, ·and lieutenant, in 
obstruction, he exclaimed, 'What is that 1' adding' after 
a "closer examination, 'He seems to be what in Ireland 
you call a Leprechaun.' Fawcett, the blind economist, 
who deservedly in later years became a favourite of the 
House, in his earlier appearances bored and depressed 
it by his pedagogic manner and thunderous tones. ' If 
this fellow had eyes,' murmured Disraeli during- one of 
these harangues, ' how we should damn them ! ' When 
a respected leader of the commercial classes was returned 
to Parli~ment l)y an Irish constituency, Disraeli, after 
listening to the new member .for awhile, turned to Lord 
Rathmore, then sitting, as David Plunket, by his side, 
and said impressively: 'My dear David, you usually send 
us here from Ireland either gentlemen or blackguards; 
but this is neither !' 

Observant and alert as both his peivate asides to 
colleagues and his public replies in debate showed Disraeli 
to have been, nobody would have guessed it from- hil:l 
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appearance in the House. Re was naturally somt:lwh\l>t 
·restless in manner as, dlll'ing his. dayf! of ~dolescence, he 
was flamboyant in costume; but. there was no sign ,of 
e.xtravagance·in demeanour o:r d.ress as he. sa_t on the f:~;ont 
bench. His clothes were neat and care~~t b~t·qui~t ~nd 
·subdued. In place of the gaudy xai:r;nent an.d Qh~ins and 
rings of earlier days, he wore a dark .frocj{coat in win~er 
with a double-breasted plush waistcoat of tabby (lolour; 
and in summer a thin blue frocj{co\l>t, tightly butt.oned, 
with (says Fraser 1

) 'an unquestion~ble pair of ~tays' to 
be seen through it from the· back;2 · His Pl{l.nnt;lr w~.s as 
quiet as his dress. He had cultivated early in his 
Parliamentary career, .and he sedulously maturt;ld, as 
leader, an absolutely impassive bearing whichserved him 
admirably as a mask till it eventually became. seoond 
nature. Here is a conternpor~try description of his 
appearance in the year 1847 when he first took his seat 
on 'the front bench. 

· You never see him gazing around him, or lolling back in: 
his s~at, or seeking to take his ease as other men do ·in the 
intervaJs of political exqitement. He sits with his head 
rigid, his boay contracted, his a,rms closely pinned to ·hl.s 
side, as though he were an automaton. He looks like one of 
·those stone figures of ancient. "Egypt that embody the idea 
of motionless quiescence for ever. 3 

So an observer in 1854 depicts him as sitting 'sun~ 
into his seat,' his eyes appearing 'to be fixed on the· 

. -ground or staring at vacancy,' and ' his whole attitude 
that of the most rigid repose.' 4 Fraser, who watched him, 
off and on, in the House from ·1852 to 1876, writes of his 
'studied qehaviour ': 

! P.-149. 
2 Disraeli. was extremely reluctant to· disturb-~he neat precision of his 

-appatel. A Conserv~J,tive M.P. was once talking to his leader in the House 
o_n .a. complicated public q11estion, and, tearing to. detain ~nd bore him, 
tendered· him some bulky explanatory papers to be put "in his pocket 
and read at his ·leisure. .Disraeli firmly waved them aside. 'I never,' 
he slJ,id 'put -papers in my pocket. Give them to Monty Corry; he puts 

.'j>apiirs in his pocket.' ·To realise the full flavour of the reply, it must be 
;borne in mind that Corry was at least as n;tuch point-device in his attire as 
his chief. · · 
- a Frt1Ber' B Magazine, Feb., 1847. - ' Ewald's Beaconsfield, ch. 11. 
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He invariably sat with one knee over the other, his arms 
folded across his breast, leaning against the back of his seat, 
his hat slightly over his brows. The more vehement the 
attack of his adversary became, the more he affected somnoc 
lence; when it waxed very hot· indeed, he,. without removing 
the pendent leg, brought his body round· towards the west; 
placing his eyeglass, with the forefinger of his right hand 
curved over it, . to his right eye, he glanced for about three 
seconds at the clock over the entrance door; replacing the glass 
in the breast of his coat, he again relapsed into simulated sleep. 1 

In other passages Fraser adds that he had himself 
observed Disraeli, when an attack really touched. him, 
shift the pendent leg two or three times, and then curve 
the foot upwards; and th~:tt a colleagve had no~iced, in 
similar circumstances, a slight pulling ·forward . of the 
wrist of his shirt. These were the only signs of feeling 
that a minute inspection could discover. Disraeli carried 
this impassiveness and apparent self-absorption into all 
his actions in the House. ' Observe him anywhere about 
the House, in the lobbies or in the committee rooms;you 
never see him in: confidential communicatibn with anyone,' 
wrotethe 184:7 eyewitness; and he continues: 'See him 
where you will, he glides past you noiselessly, without 
being apparently conscious of the existence of externals; 
and more like the shadow than the substance of a man.' 
.N.J. the accounts of his middle period represent him, when 
in the purlieus of the House, as quite unapproachable by 
the ordinary member, whether foe or friend. Towards the · 
close of his career, this unapproachableness in the lobbies 

·was greatly modified, mainly owing to his interest in, and 
desire to keep in touch with, the promising young men of 
his party. He liked them, Lord George Hamilton, who 
entered Parliament in 1868, tells us, 'to come up and 
talk to him in the lobby during divisions. He nearly 
always stood with his back to a fireplace, and he was 
interested in any little piece of gossip or rumour relating 
to current events, as he wished to know what was going 
on outside Parliament.' 2 

1 ]'ra.ser, pp. 400, 401. · 
2 Lord G. Hamilton's Parlia'mentary Reminiscences, p. 60. 
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When h-e rose to spe;tk, though his delivery by no ineans 
lacked animation, he ·did not discard the same general 
reserve, and. he eschewed all e~travagance of gesture. 
He never 'let himself go,' never,' like the born orator, 
allowed himself to be carried ·away on an impetuous , 
torrent· of words; but always kept his powers jn hand, · 
prepared to make his points when and 'how he had 
originally designed. Here is Frase~'s careftil observation 
of his method. 

He rose with his coat buttoned across his breast; he usually 
moved his open hands downwards above his hips; he then 
pulled his coat down in front, and threw his shoulders back. 
He began slowly and very deliberately. Whenever he was 
about to produce a good thing, and his good things were 
very good, anyone in the habit of watching him knew pre
cisely when they were coming. Before producing the point, 
h~ would always pause, and give a nervous cough: the action 
of his hands was remarkable. ·He carried a cambric hand
kerchief, of spotless whiteness, in his left skirt pocket. He 
would place both hands in both pockets behind him; then 
bring out the white handkerchief, and hold it in his left hand 
before him for a few seconds; pass it. to his right hand: then 
with his right hand pass the handkerchief lightly under his 
nose, hardly touching it; and then with his left' hand replace 
the handkerchief in his pocket; still holding his hand, with 
the handkerchief in it, in his pocket, until a fresh topic. 1 

The p~cture which this eyewitness draws, of tricks 
. and mannerisms, none of them on the grand scale, gives 
no suggestion or indication of the mighty power which 
his hero wielded for thirty years over the House of. 
Commons. Fraser himself despairs of making his readers 
understand it. Very few persons,- as he has pointed out,. 
could ever have had an opportunity of bearing Disraeli 
speak. Gladstone,in his day, owing to his many popular 
progresses, must have been heard by hundreds of thousands 
of his countrymen; and the same is true of the generation 
of politicians who have swayed men's minds in the last 
thirty or forty years. But Disraeli, in the nineteenth 
century, practised the reserve oLan eighteenth-century 

1 Fraser, pp. 401, 402 • 

... 
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and Macaulay among the modeti1s, show wha-t a power-
-- ful reinforcement literary graces may bring to argu-ment, 

invective, and exhortation." Disraeli's most marked 
literary quality was the power of phrase-making and 
phrase-adaptation, of illuminating collocations of words, 
now in the shape of ironical aphorism, now of convincing 
epigram, now of audacious paradox, how of stinging 
satire. This quality was pre~eminerit in his speecheS; 
They seldom lacked these -

jewels, _five words lo!lg, 
Which on the stretched forefinger of all Time -
Sparkle for ever.l 

The diamonds may sometimes have been paste, and the 
setting sometimes rococo, but the brilliance -of all was 
undoubted; and again and again the pllr:wes. were of the 
happiest and aptest kind·, -and have become pa~ and 
parcel of Victorian history. 

But voice and language are ~he mere externals of 
public speaking ; 'the foundation of eloquence,' as 
Disraeli was wont to say and to write, is to be 'com;Rletely 
master of the subject.' That foundation Disraeli had 
wellaiiatnilylrua. - From the time when his return to 
Parliament had definitely settled in favolir of politics the 

. contest which had been waged within him for some years 
between' that engrossing mistress and -his other love, 
literature, he had given' himself wholeheartedly -to 
master the subject-matter of what was to be his life's 
work. He was unremitting in his study ·of political -
history, domestic and foreign, of_ political and economic 
science, and of Parliamentary papers and bluebooks. 
Even when he turned for a relief to letters, there was 
always:-in the famous trilogy, in Lord Geor_ge·Bentinck, in 
his newspaper activity, and in Lothair-either a political 
object to be advanced or a political background to his 
story. He not only read and wrote on politics; but, in 
spite of his enjoyment of country sights and sounds, of 
'·· . 

1 Tennyson's Princess, Sec. 2. 
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trees and flowers and birds, he pondered long and deeply 
· over political questions in his Bucks retreat. 'Ah ! now 

we shall be obliged to talk politics 'was the rather rueful 
observation of his old chief, Derby, on learning that a 
shooting party at Heron Court was to be joined by 
Disraeli, When he was in office, he kept, as Chancellor · 
of the Exchequer and Leader of the House, thoroughly 
in touch with the main business of the principal depart
ments, and encouraged his colleagues ~to come to him 
in arty difficulty. He studied political men, as well as 
political matters: He was, as we have seen, always in 
his' place when the House was sitting; lie went much 
into ·society in London and in country houses. He was 
a· tegular attendant at Quarter Sessions and agricultural 
meetings in his county; and he made due use behind 
the scenes of the Rigbys and Tapers and Tadpoles ,of 
politics. .· Few Parliamentary ·questions or situations 

.,could find him un~rer>!!>red. Wlien, tlierefore, he rose 
to SP,eak, he had-afull· mind; he was master of· his 

.· 
8~!~~~li·w~~ also gi~ted with .a marve~ou~lt ret~n~ive 
memory, which often mdeed betrayed him mto plagiar~ 
isms of a sustained cliaracter in s~eech arid ·writing, but 
'\V;Jiich, at any rate, enabled him altogether to dispense, 
in· his ordinary practice, with the use of notes. · Not only· 
did his memory regi'lter faithfully the points on which 
he rq.eant to dwell and the choice phrases with which 
he: meant to drive t.hem home, but also the statements 

·and arguments of-the opponents whom he set himself to 
answer or to ridicule, an<1: the very w<;>rds and tones 
which. they had employed. At the same time he was, 
in Fraser's words, 'a chivalrously fair' speaker; though 
he turned his opponent's words into absurdity, he never 
altered them, or pretended to mistak() what liad been said. 
Once, whf'n speaking in Parliament, he wits· observed to 
pull a scrap of paper out of his waistcoat pocket and 
make great play with it; he held it ·up in front of his 

. eyes, and, fixing hiS eyeglass, seemed to read from it, 
' ~ .. 
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statesman, and was rarely tempted to speak away from 
St. Stephen's. His oratory was therefore familiar only 
to Members of Parliament, officials of the House of 
Commons, and newspaper reporters, and to the few 
hundreds of the public whom the extremely limited space 
allotted to visitors in the House could accommodate. 
Those favoured individuals, however, who did hear him 
are in general agreement with Fraser's verdict that 

< ' • 

No one, who has not done so, can form any idea of his 
powers. His speeches when _read give no adequate idea of 
their effect. The impression made on an emotional assembly 
like the House of Commons can never be put in print. · The 
varying sensations, fluctuating like the breast of. the ocean; 
the minute rhetorical effects, which moved his audience so 
powerfully; the alterations of voice; the pauses; the grand 
gestures, which he occasionally, but not frequently, used: 
all these are utterly lost upon the reader of a debate~ Dis
raeli had a perfectly melodious voice; and, what is rare, a voiee 
increasing in beauty of tone the more loudly that he spoke: 
he had the proud consciousness of having a master-mind; 
and a masterly power of influencing men. . . . . To the reader 
who has read and admired his speeches I say, ' Quid sitonan
tem ipsum audivisses !' 1 

An imperfect attempt D,lUSt be made, by the collation 
Of the evidence of mariywitnesses, to describe and explain 
the indescribable and inexplicable. In the first place; as 
Fraser says, Disraeli was endowed with a magnificent 
organ-a voice which was singularly pure and attractive 
in tone, without any accent such as Gladstone'$ northern 
burr, and which carried easily to the farthest corners of 
the House, even, in his last years, proving thoroughly 
audible in the most unadoustic of chambers, the. House 
of Lords. It is well characterised in a Parliamentary 
sketch of 1854 as at once clear, powerful, and penetrating; 
and completely under its owner's control. ~It is not a 
sea of sound, in which the language and articulation of 
the speaker are drowned and dissolved; but a pure, 
gushing stream, which, at the will of th!" orator, expands 
so as to fill the spacious hall, and contracts so as to 

1 Fraser, pp. 292, 293. 
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concentrate upon a. single individual the full force of his 
invectiye; or the scathing sarcasm of his irony.' 1 . Writing 
of the manner in which· this splendid instrlJ.ment was. 
used, a· Quarterly Reviewer2-an unfriendly. witneSS-'-'
t(lstifies in the sam~ year to Disraeli's 'masterly, passion
less, finished delivery,'. 'Perhaps the a~t 'of compelling 

· a hearer to listen to every word spoken by an orator was 
never carried to higher perfection~' _ The tone, though 
very distinct; would usually at the beginnmg be low and 
quiet. 'Towards. the end of his speec·hes Mr. Disraeli 
gets very loud, but his voice takes a purely artistic tone
passion hasnothing to do with it-and lie drops from an 
angry clamour _to a smooth colloquialism.' Then would · 
come 'a capitally ccmstructed closing sentence, of which · 
the last syllable rings all distinctly in the ear as the first.' 
Not a little of his impreSfliveness was due to the clearness . 
0£ ·his enunciation. and the care with which he gave 
their full value to words usually slurred over. When 
Disraeli spoke, says Fraser, the listener could hear the 
four syllables in ' Parliament,' and the three in·' business.' 
John Stuart Mill, a candid ~p~ne~t,-said that it.was a 
.real pleasure to him when D~sraeli rose ; his voice and 
manner were so satisfy:!gg after an ·overdose of the 
Volces and manners t~ nrevailed in the House of 
Commons. 

Besides a· fine voice. and flkill in managing it, Disraeli, 
. owing to his long apprenticeship to literature, had a great 
and varied command. bf language; . knew how . to select 
tlie sugges£iveepitnet;"'"1iow to turn· the appropriate 
phrase. - It is true that litera·ry qualities, though they 
may preserve speeches for the delectation of succeeding 
generations, are often useless, as in the case of Burke, to 
render them impressive at the moment; and that some of 
.the greatest orators, such as Cliatha;m, have produced 
their effects without much aid ·from literary form. Still, 
Demosthenes and Cicero among the ancients; Canning 

1 Reynolds' Newspaper, ~'eb. 26, 1854. 
~ Quarterly Review, June, 1854. . 
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with deliberation and emphasis, some statement of Glad
stone's which he was controverting; then he tore it up 
andthrew the pieces on the floor. An eyewitness, who 
was curious enough, when the House rose, to- pick them 
up, found them without any writing-on them whatever. 
Hardy preserved in his diary, as a unique specimen, 
a sheet of paper on which Disraeli, then in Opposition, 
had j0 tted down during a speech of Gladstone's the three 
words·' at another time '-the sole text for an effective 
reply delivered on the instant. 1 He did not escape from 
the inevitable consequence of depriVing himself of 'all 
artificial means of reminder, namely, the occasional 
omission of good things which he had intended to use·;· as 
his letters to wife and friends after speeches prove. But 

· he justified his practice to Fraser by saying, 'If I once 
used notes, I should lean upon them; and that would 
never do.' 2 Like all orators who really move ~en, though 
not to the same· extent as his· rival Gladstone, he de
pended in some degree on catching inspiration from his 
hearers; he told Delane, he was ·'much influenced by my 
audience and the impromptu.' 3 This does not, of course, 
mean that there was not careful preparation before any 
great effort, or that; in par~icular, the biting phrases by 
which he will always be remembered were not deeply 
atudied in his mind and assiduously polished, before they 
were launched, apparently at random, upon the world. 
In preparing the few speeches of importance· which he 
delivered outside Parliament he often made use of a 
highly original method; he privately rehearsed·. them, 
either in whole or in part,· to an experienced reporter of 
The Times, J. F. Neilson, in whom he· placed especial 
trust.4 · 

Above all, Disraeli was armed, in addressing the House 
of 'Commons, witli a supero self~confidence. Four years 

. before he became a memoer, lie watched its proce~dings 
as a visitor, hearing, among others; orators so renowned 
• 

1 Gathorne Hardy, Vol. I., p. 299. 
3 Seep. 94. 

2 Fraser, p. 206. 
' See Vol. I., p. 821. 
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as Bulwer Lytton and Sheil, and 'Macaulay's best speech,' 
that in which he denounced O'Connell's ingratitude to 
Lord Grey and the Whigs; and then told his sister: 
' Between ourselves, I could floor ·them all. This entre 
noUs; I was never more· confident .of anything :than that 
I coUld carry everything before me in that House. The 
time will ·CO~e.' 1 That confidence never left him. It 
carried him through his <initial i'ailure, and emi.bled hl:m 
to retrieve that failure calmost immediately; it buoyed 
him up through the years of mediocre- success which 
followed; it nerved him for the titanic struggle against 
Peel which established his fame. Neither he .nor the 
House ever forgot that he was the inan who had over~ 
thrown 'the greatest Member of Parliament that ever 
lived.' He thereby made· good his claim to be, as Froude 
has pointed out, the strongest Member of Parliament in 
his day; a position which, as early as 1~54, was so ·well 

. recognised that the Quarterly Reviewer, whom we have 
already quoted, remarks that, though Disraeli was 
assailed, out of the House, with exceeding ferocity, 'in 
.the House it is rare for anyone but :Mr.' Gladstone to 
meddle with him.' Absolute· unanimity ·of ·opinion has 

'not yet been reached as to who had the better in- the long 
dvalryofthese two famous men in the House of Commons; 
hut the prevailing judgment seems to be that, while, in 
individual debates,at one time the glowing eloquence of 
Gladstone, at another the pungent sarcasm of Disraell., 
secured the victory, Gladstone never attained the general 
mastery of the House in all its moods which Disraeli 
gained, and kept for years, by patience, self..:control, force 
of will, command of phrase, and unvarying attendance 
in his place. . . 

A notable tribute to Disraeli's powers· in debate <was 
published :a few years ago by George W. E. Russe,ll~ . ·ir.lje · 
Whigs, among whom George Russell was brought up, 
despised Disraeli and would not take hini seriously;. ·but 
Russell had the opportunity, as the son of the Sergeant~ 

1 See VoL L, p. 227, 
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at-Arms, of attending as a boy the great Reform debates 
and there judging for himself. He heard-all the famous 
speakers, Gladstone and Bright and Lowe and Cranborne. 
'But one figure appeared tome totower head and shoulders 
above the rest, and that was the leader of the Conservative 
party,_ the ridicllled and preposterous ''Dizzy.'' His 
mastery of the House, on both sides, seemed absolute. 
Compared to him Gladstone played a secondary and an -
ampiguous part.' The debates, he adds, ' displayed, in 
the contrast between Disraeli _and those . who surrounded 
him, the difference between genius and talent.' 1 Ex~ept 
Gladstone, nobody in the later 'days, when Peel and his 
generation had passed away, could challenge Disra~li 

with success; and that may explain why good judges 
have been disposed to consider that his high~ water mark 
in oratory was reached in the fighting years between the 
opening of the attack on Peel and the .fall of the Coalition 
Government. Certainly a review of the marvellous 
series of. - speeches during thes~ years. ·chronicled and 
commented on in this biography, tends to confirm this 
verdict. ,. " _ -

Writing in 1851, during this, period, Disraeli told the 
world that 'what Lord George Bentinck appreciated 
!llost in a Parliamentary speaker was brilliancy: quick
ness of_ perception, promptness of repartee, clear and 
concise argument, ~ fresh and felic!tolli! quotation, wj_t 
and picture, and, if necessary,, a passionate appeal that 
shoul4 never pass the line of high-bred sentime~t.: 2 We 
know- that there was no speaker whom Bentinck more 
appreciated than Disraeli himself; and we can hardly_ 
be wrong in assuming that we have in, this summary 
the qualities whic~ Disraeli believed his o~n- oratory 
to possess. He could g:;tuge his own ,powers pretty. 
accurately. The description closely fits the speeches of -
that time, the late forties and the early _fift~es, beginning 
with the philippics against Peel. As Disraeli became an 

1 Portraits of the Seventies-Lord Beaconsfield. 
2 Lord George BentiiWk, ch. 10. . 
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old Parliamentary hand oL undisputed eminence, the . 
. brilliancy suffered some diminution; , the crisp literary . 
style became, through bad ;:tssoc!ation;-diluted with the, 
verbiage and tautologies- famili11or. to. every .st~dent 'of 
Parliamentary eloquence in:Rmisard; but, in compensa
tion, there was a, steady increase, ef?pecially when he 
held office,: in conscious power . and · authoritative 

·weight, , ' · . . 
So far as print and description can.reproduce the effect 

of speeches, the readers of tiiis_ biography have had.ample 
opportunity of .forming a judgment ·of Disraeli's oratory. ...___ 
They will have noticed that in·one great quality· he was 
d~ficient. There ·was .. no fiery i~petuosity, no. whirl-
wind of pasfjion, no rush of torrential words, the speaker 
seeming, as it. were, to be taken out of hjmself and inspired; 
to_ heights of this_kind Disraeli·never so~red. He never 
assumed in the House of Commons the part of a 

. prophet revealing the eternal verities, but rather that
of the man of the world, no better. or more intelligent 
than his -hearers, who would 'state . facts and argu" 
ments as plainly as possible, confident that the in
telligent persons whom , he addressed would recognise 
that there was ·only one conclusion possible: If he 
ever ,attempted to sound the, note· of passion, he did 
not, in his own· somewhat frigid words, ' pass the line 
of high-bred sentiment.' But practically· all the other 
resources ·.of oratory .were at his command; an~l the 
reflection may be hazarded 'that the missing quality has 
as often been used to mislead· as to enforce reason. He 
was a master of -the· lofty; grave, and authoritative 
rheto~ic of the statesman and patriot; he could elabor;:t.te 
a close and consecutive argument; he could expo~d a 
complicated Budget or B~ll, so as to carr'y'the intelligence, . 
ifnot the sympathy, of his hearers With him; he could 
pile up a convinCing case by quotation and analysis of 
public documents; he could· make deadly,; use of that 
~ornament of debate,' invec~ive. The perorations of 
most of his great' speeches .l}tford -admirable examples 
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of statesmanlike rhetoric; take some of those on Agri~ 
cultural Depression in his first year of leadership, 1849, 
or the Manchester and Crystal Palace speeches of 187~. 
Disraeli's faculty of careful· and connected argument 
may be well illustrated by his speech on going into 
committee on Peel's Corn Law Bill in 1846; his capacity 
for exposition was shown in his Budget of 18.52 .and .his· 
Reform Bills of 1867; for powerful analysis o£ a blue
book there is no better example than the impeachment 
in 1864 of the Schleswig-Holstei11 diplomacy of- Palmer
stan and Russell; while the sustained invec:tive of his 
denunciations of Pee~ will neverbe forgotten. 

In all these respects, however, other men have been,as 
great; or greater than he. ·where he was unsurpassed 

· was in the wit and humour that illuminated his utterances. 
He was a complete master of all the arts of irony, sarcasm, 
satire, and ridicule; and he employed these; sometimes 
in long and elaborate passages, sometimes in concentrated 
phrases and epigrams. These passages and. phrases are 
the 'good things ' to which Fraser is so fond of referring; 

·of which he trUly says that Disraeli's good things were. 
very good. To the reader these: need no introduction; 
they are scattered all over these volumes. The more. 
sustained passages are, indeed, too long to quote, and 
often too dependent on topics of the moment to be readily 
understood. Referring to the 'matchless strain of irony ' 
in which D'israeli loved to address the Coalition Ministry, 
T. E. Kebbel 1 has acutely pointed out that 'the effect 
is often not produced by-felicitous images or pungent 
epigrams, but by one coritin'!ous flow of elaborate mockery 
which does not admit of ~being broken· up, and which 
cannot be appreciated even. as it stands without a minute 
acquaintance with the political and Parliami:mtaiy 
circumstances to which it is addressed.' These weapons 
are more suited to the attack than to the defence; and it 
is partly owing to his mastery o£ them that Disraeli was 
such an incomp:1rable leader of· Opposition. .To the 

1 Life of Lord Beactm9fleld.. p. 185. 
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' good things '·which be· had prepared he would lead up 
.. in the most artistic fashion,'with all the by-play which · 
Fraser has.preserved for us ... The moment arrived, and 
the audience duly warned (writes the QMrterly Review 
of June, 1854},' not a blow misses ;not a platitude irritat~s; 
not a sarcasm is impeded by a· weakening phrase. The 
arrow, stripped ofall ph;_mage exceptthat.which aids and 
steadies its flight, strikes· within a· hair's breadth of the 
a·rcber's aim.' Disraeli's 'strong dramatic sense enabled 
him to' get the last o'unce of value out of situations thus 
created. ·But he was ·a generous opponent. He never 
put forth his strength against sni.all men. Great Ministers 
such as Peel, Russell,· Palmerston, and Gladstone were 
his quarry, or men such as Graham, Charles Wood, and 
Lowe, who, though not in the first flight,·Iooinedlarge in 
the eyes of the House. 

With regard to quotation, Disraeli has left a note, 
writte;n apparently in the sixties, stating what he under
stood to be the recognised custom ofParliameilt, andwbat 
had been his own practice.· 

,. 
There used to be well understood rules in .the House of 

Commons in olddays (before the Reform}, respectingquotations. 
No ·English poet to be quoted, who had not completed his 
century. Greek and French never under any circumstances. 
Latin as you liked: Horace and Virgil by ·preference; then 
Juvena1. 1 . · . 

Now quotation (in the House of Commons) .i~ what. we are 
most ·deficient in. Very few will. venture on Latin,·· But it 
is riot that the House has relinquished quotation, but _th~ 
tiew elements find their illustrations and exponents in illegiti
mate means. It .is not merely, that they quote Byron and 
Tennyson before they have coinplet~d their quarantine: but 
Bright and Cobden, and all those sort of people, are always 
quoting Dickens and Punch,· etc. Our quotations are either 
tawdry or- trashy. The privilege of quotation should not be 
too easy. It should .be fenced in. When I took the lead 
of• ~he Opposition, I, temperately and discreetly, somewhat 

· · ;.evivedth~ habit_of c!assic q~otation, :; (I ha<f d?p,.e it. b~~ore 

• '1 In Endymion, ch;76,'Beaconsfield, qt10tes,Charles Fox as laying down, 
··'In· almost identical terms; the· 1m written rules about quotation in Parlia-

ment. .·-- . ' '· . . 

\ 
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to some degree, when I had got the ear of the Ho-use.) Ap~ 
plied with discretion, it was . .not unsuccessful;-- and .I was rather 
amused in course of time to find Lord .Tohn Russell, :who was 

'then Prime Minister and Leader _of· the House; brushing up 
his classical reminiscences and coming down frequently with 
Virgilian passages, so that he might keep up the credit of his 
party. If it were worth while to exami.J?,e Hansard for sucli -
trifles, this would be found to be accurate. .. _ 

Disraeli was not COIJ.ious in quotation, save o£ incon
venient expressions of opinion which his opponents had 
incautiou13ly used and had. hoped :were forgotten; these 
he often quoted with telling· effect, But ecvery now and 
then, as his note intimates, he introduced. in- a. feliCitous 
way a few lines from the Latin poets; instanceS have been 
given in previous volumes of this; biography. 1 - His most 
famous- collocation of Latin words, which he employed 
both a.t the beginning of his leadership2

' and at the height 
of his power3 to denote his view of the rig]!~fJJ.l-l!>iill. of t::\ 
~itish g;l!;y-Imp~um et f;ibertas_:_was a !:D'isquotat~on; 'l5/ 
n1to wliicli lie_ was l:>etra;r,:ed b~ the authonty of Boling
broke and Bacon. Bolingbroke wrote in the: Patriot King: 
'A King, in the temper of whose Government, like that 
o£ Nerva, things so seldom. allied as Empire'and Liberty-
are intimately mixed.' So Bacon in his Advancen~ent of 
Learning, Book I., had written: '·Nerva, the excellent 
temper of whoseGovernmentjs,by a glance in Cornelius 
Taci-tus touched to the life: "-Postquam divus Nerva 
resolim insociabiles miscuisset; imperium et libertatem." ' 
But both Bolingbroke and Bacon -were' quoting froni 
~emory; Bolingbroke; indeed, 'was. 'Perhaps- quoting· 
from,Bacon .. -The actual words ofTacitus·in the AgriCola, 
sec. 3, are: ' Quam quam . . " Nerva Cresar res olim. disc 
sociabiles miscuerit, principatum ac liberta_tem:' --Though 
there is little differenoe of meaning,· undouotedly 

~~
I""~'"'""' .et LilmWs; E~Ei"'. ~nd: Li.be·rt· y_:,.,.is 'for the.· 
modern world the more ImQressive:phrase. . 
~In_ his management of the House.of Conim0ns, Disraeli 

. kept a light, if qrm, hand upon the: reins. - Here his 
1 See·Vo!.I., pp: 782, 917. 2· See Vol. I., p. 1099. 
a Seep. 1367. 
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complete command of temper served him well. ; Where 
Gladstone would have fulininated and insisted, he was 
content to allure and persuade. A timel,y'jest_ or a mirth
provoking epigram would· often conjure the storm-cloud 

-away. At question-time, though ready if necessary to 
_ administer a crushing snub, he adopted in. generalthe 

attitude of polite and welcoming consideration. But, 
both at. this stage and. in debate, he intervened: very 
rarely; he allowed no one to draw him; the tactics by
which, i:n. the 1880 Parliament;. Randolph Churchill 
contrived to make Gladstone himself occupy in explana
tory and excnlpatory speech the time.which should .have 
been devoted to forwarding· Government -business, would 
haye had no success with Disraeli. He seldom made any 
attempt to _drive the House, when it was in a recalcitrant 
mood. · There was ih those days, of course; no closure, 
and in order to get business through the choice often lay. · 
solely between threatening and.humouring a stubborn. 
minority .. Gladstone; in the strenuous tinies of l869-l87a, · 
had frequently endeavoured to extort the passage of his 
measures by insisting that theHouse should not.rise for 
the night till some . particular stage had been taken, 
should not be prorogued for-the vacationtill certain Bills 
had been passed .. Tactics _of this sort were distasteful 
to Disraeli. Much as he _deprecated and discouraged 
obstruction, from whatever quarter it might proceed, 
yet, when he. found that late at"night a determined 
mtnority would not give way, he would often, after one 

-division, accept theadjournn1ent with a good• grace;. witli 
thefrequent result that the clause, or the measure, which 
was to have been resisted to the death at. one iri the 
morning, was passed after a few niinutes'·good-humoU:red 
discussion in the early hours of theJollowing'afternoon. 
W~e~her m~thods of this character ·would ha;ve had any .. 
effect upon the organised obstruction started by Parnell 
in 1877 may perhaps be doubted. Happily for Disraeli's · 

· · cop1fort he had then quitt~<J: the Com1p.ons. · • ' 
The dignity of the Hou~~J:was very dear to him. ' Let 
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us remember we are a senate, not a vestry,' he was wont 
to say. His attitude towards its traditional rules was 
almost one of veneration, and it was only with . the . 
greatest reluctance that he assented to the slightest 
modification of them. But he insisted that 'the rules 
were made· for gentlemen,~ and must be observed in that 
spirit. For his colleagues he was a strict disciplinarian. 
He required, as we have seen, steady attendance on the. 
bench and in divisions; and the reproof he administered 
by word of mouth or by letter to absentees was such that 
they did not court a second. He strongly disapproved 
of interruptions during speeches in debate. He would 
neither interpose himself, save on a very special occasion, 
nor permit a colleague to interrupt, when an qpponent 
was speaking; ~nd, if interruptions proceeded from any 
of the benches behind him, he would turn and frown 
the offender down. To interrupt, he would say, was not 
rp.erely bad manners, but it did not pay; it only gave the 
speaker an opportunity for an apt retort. He often 
profited himself in this way by the unmannerly interrup
tions of the other side. But he would :J?.Ot allow members 
of his Government to call an opponent their honourable 
or right honourable 'friend.' Ostentatious intimacy of 
that sort would make the struggle a mere game. 

No wonder a magnanimous and generous figure of the 
kind we have tried to depict, a un!que and magical 
personality, exotic in appearance, masterful in quality, 
was sorely missed when he left the House. After 
little more than a couple of months' experience of 
the next Session Sir Honry Lucy ~-bitterly lamented 
the dulness of the place without Disl'aeli. ' He was not 
only brilliant himself, . but the cause of brilliancy in . 
others. He wound up the House of Commons to a 
certain pitch, at which it was constantly. kept going. 
His mere presence supplied a focus towards which the 
minds of speakers were bent.' 1 

Disraeli's final act as a commoner was to bid farewell 

1 Diary of Two Parliament8, Vol. I., P. 218. 
H. 28. 
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"to, the constituency, the fidelity of wh'ose feelings, .as he 
gracefully .said, had· given him' an assured position at 
Westminster. In his short but dignified address to the; 
electors of Bucks, he summed up in one sentence the two. 
chief objects .at . which· lie had· aimed throughout his 
public life. · · 

Not insensible .to the principle of progress, 'I have endeac 
vo.ured .to reconcile change with that respect for tradition · 
which is one of the main elements of our· social strength; and 
in external affairs I have endeavoured to develop and streng
then our Empire, believing that combination of achievement 
and -responsibility elevates the character and condition of a. 
people. ' · . · "' · ·• . · · . . 

In the titles which Disraeli took~Earl of Beaconsfield 
and Viscount Hughenden of Hughenden-he was faithful 
to the memory of his wife and to the country home which 
they both loved. . He based himself on a great historical 
precedent. 'He would pr~fer,' he wrote to the Queen, 
'following the precedent of Lord Chatham, suggested 
by your Majesty, and take the Saine title as his wife,, with 
a step.' Moreover, he was !lot, we may be sure, insensible 
to tlie association of the name of Beaconsfield with so 
eminent a pillar.of the :British Constituti~n as Edmund 
Burke. ,Disraeli was somewhat annoyed by a disposi
tion on the part of the public to ;pro~ourice the . first 
syllable of his. new title with a short vowel sound. ·when 
Granville and Bi·adfotd ~sed this fashion,· basing them
selves on the recollections of 'schooldays spent forty· 
years before in the toWn. of Beaconsfiel<l, he humorously . 
said he was not going to be dictated to ·by two aristo
cratic schoolboys.1 'It is like the Whigs,' he said, on · 
another occasion, 'to call' me out .of my~name.~ He told 

,a, lady who asked for information, 'My J:!.l:tme is' BEAcons
field~riot _" Becc '' ;' and.a foreign inqhlrer th~t it .meant 

· · 'the· field of the beacon;'. It .. may be'added·· that the. 
Queen. expressed her willingne~s to settle ·any part o£ 

'Disraeli's titles on his nephew arid heir; Coningsby 
'bisi'aeli; but the offer wi1s for family reasons declined: · 

' . ·,; - ',; • '> $ •.• ; 

'1 Fitzmauric~~ti Gran,;iae;·voi. I., p, 12. 
. ' - -" 

r. 
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To Queen Victoria. 
CASTLE BROMWICH, A·ug. 20, 1876.-... Lord Beacons

field asks leave to take this opportunity .of again thanking 
your Majesty for all the honors your Maje.sty has graciously 
conferred on him. They would not be mean distinctions, 
even for the most exalted, but what enhances them to him 
beyond all price, is that your Majesty has condescended to 
express your Majesty's personal gratification in rewarding a. 
servant who, whatever his deficiencies, is, he hopes, from his 
very heart, devoted to your Majesty. 

:f '• 

If there was nothing dramatic about Benjamin Disraeli 's 
manner of leaving the House of Commbns, the first 
appearance of the Earl of Beaconsfield in the House -of 
Lords had a certain piquancy of its own. -W4en, on 
February 8, 1877, the Queen opened Parliament in state; 
all eyes were turned on ' a familiar face, but 'it strangely 
disguised figure,' 1 at Her Majesty'~> left hand as s)::te sat on 
the Thfone. It was the Prime Minister, in scarlet and 
ermine, bearing aloft the Sword of State;- standing mute 
and motionless, with all the dignity of pose, and lack 
of facial expression, -that distinguished him- on great 
occasions. He was but lately risen from a bed of sickness;~ 
and the Queen had offered to release him from the ' cum
b~rsome ' burden; but he was resolved, once ·at least, t~ 
play in due form the Minister's part in the historic 
pageant. ' He quite counts,' he wrote on January 28, 
' on the honor of carrying the Sword of State and standing 
next to your Majesty. He would not like' to miss so 
great an incident. It is a chapter in life !' 

The brilliant throng of peeresses who attended the 
function returneda couple of hours later to see the-Prime 
Minister of Society take his seat as a peer. According to 
the practice of the Lords a newcomer has to be introduced 
by two members of that order of the peerage to which he 
has been raised. The earls whom Beaconsfield .chose as 
sponsors were Derby and Bradford; the one the son of 
his old chief and himself his leading colleague in the 

1 Diary of Two Parlii:ments, Vol. I., p. 172. 
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Ministry, the other the husband of· his intimate friend. 
Conducted by them, and preceded by Garter .a~d other 
high officers of state, he apd they all duly robed; he went 
through the bowings ~nd li'andshakin,gs, the pe,regrinations 
~to various benches; the Iiftings of the three-cornered hat, 
·that ·constitute tlie quaint old-f!J.shi6ned ceremony of 
introduction, with the same stat¢liaess and dignity which 
had marked his manipulation of the great Sw~rd.: .. The 
notes that passed-with reference to Derby's sponsorship 
have a pathetic intefest in view of subseqt~el)t events. · 

To Lord Derby. .. 

2, WHITEHALL G'DNS, Jan. 24, '77.-What do you think of 
introducing me to H. of L. ? · I kn,ow it would' bore you, and· 
I, ahvays,·try to save you from being bored: But one has a 
feeling, that it would be the proper thing. Perhl!-ps the feel~ . 
ing may have no foundation, and there are1,000 reasons why 
you should [not] ·be trespassed on at this so~ew)lat anxious ' 
moment. That chi,'aJric being, the premier'earl, is a c:tndi- . 
date for the office, but I ventured to observe, that I tl,1;ought 
it was the custom to appeal, in such a situation, to one's • 
colleagues. , . • 

Bradford would be,the second, and if you thought; on the 
whole, it was more convenient for you not to ioin him, .there 
is, at least;. Beauchamp. . .. · ·: .- . · · · . . 

· From Lord Der~y · · , 

FoREIGN OFFICE, J[an]. 24.-I am.not disposed t~ '.be 
sensitive on such matters as that to wliich your note refers; 
but I should have felt sorry, though not. aggrieved; if you had 
applied to anyone but me on the occasion. of your introduction 
to the H: of Lds. Considering that we have pulled together 
for nearly 30 years, I think that•office of friendshipis mine 
by right; and I accept. it with real pleasure. . · · ·. . 

. The old familiar friendship of the, two men was still 
strbng ;-but the coming twelve months:. with their s~arch
ing trial of character, were to sunder t~e relations of 
thirty y~ars; ·and the willing sponsor 'of the early days 
of 1877 was to become the deserter' of 1878; and, for the 
remaining few years of Beacorisfield 's ·lift?, his declared 
opponent and severe critic. · · · 

.. · 
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It.was by Derby's side, between him and Richmond, 
that Beaconsfield took his seat as leader; assum·ng the 
leadership· here, as in the other House, 'under unpre~ · 
cedented conditions. He had become Leader of the 
Commons without ever having been in office, or even 
sworn in as a Privy Councillor; he now became Leader 
of· the Lords directly he entered their Hou!'le. That 
historic assembly, to which so notable a figure had been 
added, then included, among those regularly taking p\1-rt 
in its business, many men eminent in the public life of 
the country. On the woolsack sa~ a Chancellor, Cairns, 
hardly infer~or to any of his great predecessors in legal 
acumen and judicial weight, and superior to most of 
them. in· statesmanlike wisdom and oratorical power. 
As colleagues on' Beaconsfield's own bench, besides Derby, 
the _mainstay of the sober middle classes, and Richmond, 
who had proved an acceptable interim leader, there were 

· Salisbury, who after Beaconsfield's death ~as to exercise 
undisputed sway in the House for tw~rity years, and the 
scholarly and idealistic Carnarvon. A renowned person
ality, only occasionally present in his place, was the 
veteran Whig chief, Russell, who had welc.o.med Beacons
field in a short but graceful note, written in a trembling 
hand: 'Let me congratulate the House of Lords that you 
are one" of its members, and that a man of genius and 
literary fame has been added to its roll.' ,The actual 
Liberal leader was the urbane and adroit Granville, who 
had e:fficie.nt lieutenants in men like Kimberley, Cardwell, 
Aberdare, Selborne, Spencer, and Northbrook. The dayof 
Lord Rosebery, still und()r thirty, and of thelate Lord 
Lansdowne, just over that age, was not yet, though both 
"had begun to interest the House; But th€1 great Opposition 
orator, whose duels with Beaconsfield were the only episodes 

I . . 

that gave the debates of then(=lxt few years anything of the 
animation to which the newco'inJr had been accustomed 
in the Commons, was the pr01i.dand fiery Duke of Argyll. 
Others in an independent position, who contributed weight 
or distinction to the proceedings, were Shaftesbury, still at 

. . ... - . . ... 
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the. height of his .philanthr2pic renown; Grey, who repre
sented the Whig traditions of his father, the Refo~m Premieq . 
and, on the episcopal. bench; ,the,· statesmanlike 'I,'ait, of 
Canterbury, and the eloquent Magee; .of Peterborough. ' 

;Distinguished as wim~ the.Uit{of-the peers; tl;tere was 
none among .them to give'paus~' to._ori.e"~whO'.hadsuccess~ . 
fully encountered :ln dehat'e:P~ei arid Pal~erston; O'Con-. ' 
·nell and Cobdim, Gladstone and Bright.!; .,_:Beaconsfi,eld 
spoke· for: tim. minutes . the very first evening .on the 
Address, and Fraser, who \vas present; Tn9tes.:that he 
seemed at~once td be at home in his riew S'uiroimdings. ' 

- ' - '"· ~' . - . " 
. ·I .was particuiarly struck with the perfect.ease.'.with which 
he !eaned forward, glanced at the Ohanoollorfand moved the 
adjournment of the House. One could have 'thought that he 
had passed his life there: this was always'~his dei;neanour)n 
the House ofLords. . . . , .. , . · . 

In not one of. his' speeches in the House ()f Lords W3.1> there 
· the sl~ghtest. trace either of. too .much : self~co:ri~ciousness, 

too much familiarity,, illness of ease, norin~eed of.,any quality . 
that•a gentleman would. not show under tl~e cir9umstances. · 
Having been ·for many years used to address .the .Speaker-~ 
'l:jir,' he never'made the mistake of substituting that word. 

·for 'my Lords': headap,ted himself to the new·situation'.' as 
.
1 

, to the·Il!~nner- born.?l · · ~ "' · 
,.. !!: • • .~X \o .i'- '· _ j ' 

•ram dea:d'; dead, .brit in the Ely~ian:: fields'i' was. 
Beacqnsfieid's reply to an acquaintance(amoilg tlie peers, 
who, when welcoming him'to the LOr,ds~~: ~xpres~ed a fear 
lest he should miss the excitement of the Commons. The 
shortness ~·.and.,;.comparative., rarity ~£ t~~ '~ihfngs,, the 
chilliness of the ,atmosphere, ~he abstinence from. noisy , 
demonstration, may have· sometimes caused the Parlia
mentary gladiator to.sigh~for 'the _strenuous triumphs of 
the p·ast: But one who.· was a· Jewish 'aristocrat at. 
hear~. 'f~lt· himself ·natur~llf~t: ho~e in. ·ap·'.ass,e~bly: 
of aristocrats,cwhere bus~ness was corid-qcted'with dignity 
an(l manners .,wer~. urbane?;; .and th~' .leisur~ Of< the ll()W 

Parliami'mtary conditions :enabled him both to satisfy the. 
·cla~m~ ·.of .priyate'·friendshiR,;and 'to· concentrate his· 

... . ~',).' ·; '··'":/:,~··.:ti?~~~e .. r ... ~i>~.~4. ~~. 4.1~. · · ·' · ·' 
i~~· . ~ 

:, .. r' ;f~:--· 

.· j 
~: 
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attention more fully and exclusively on foreign affairs. 
Far from being dead, in regard to the higher direction 
of policy he was never more alive and active. 

In theY oung Duke Disraeli had laid it down, ·with the 
assurance of youth, that two distinct styles were requisite 
for speaking in the two Houses of Par,llan:ient, and that 
he meant, if he· had time, to give a speCimen of both; 
taking Don Juan as his model in the Commons, and 
Paradise Lost in the Lords: In actual fact there was no 
great difference in his manner in the two Houses ; though 
Paradise Lost certainly contains some lines, taken from 

· the great debate-not in the Elysian :fieldsc-of Book II., 
which admirably describe the Minister's appearance, as 
he was wont to rise to address the Peers. 

· With grave 
Aspect he rose, and in his rising see:ri:led 
A pillar of State. Deep on his front engra ven 
Deliberation sat, and public care.l - . 

But, though such was Beaconsfield's" rp:anner as Leader 
of the Lords, it was only a continuation of the later' and 
authoritative manner o£ Disraeli, · .the. Leader ·of the 
Commons. Moreover, the ·good things in his speeches 
were heralded with just the same play of the liandker:chief. 
Fraser gives an amusing instance; 

I was fortunately in the House of Lords, shortly before his 
departure with Lord Salisbury for the .Be'r:Iin Conference. 
Lord Granville had spoken, and had expressed rea.l.or affected 
regret that Lord Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury should both 
be absent at the same time from 'the councils of the Queen. 
Disraeli replied, '_The noble earl ha~ expressed his regret that 
my noble friend sitting on my right and myself should be 
abroad at the same time: he has been pleased to add that he 
considers that the absence of the noble marquis and of myself 
from the Cabinet will diminish the personal importance of 
those that remain: My Lords;' here out came the handker
chief; ' I can conceive no circumstance, ahem ! more calcu
lated to add to it!' 2 

1 My attention was called to this apt quotation· by an article on ' Disraeli's 
l\Ieridian' in the Fortnightly Review for June, 1916, by .Mr. A. A. Baumann. 

2 Fraser, pp. 402, 403. · · · 
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If there was no serious difference in Dlsraeli's manner 
in addressing the two Houses, there was also no difference 
in the ·ascendancy which he ~xercised over both. He 
assumed in the Lords, at mice, as ofright, that do~nance 
which he had aftrr years of combat. established in the 
Commons. Before ·his elevation to ·their ranks; the 
Lords had not sho}Vn any particular complaisance to 
his wishes, whether he was Leader of Opposition or 
Prime Minister. Conservative as they might be in 
general political complexion, they had acknowledged no 
special allegiance to .any Conservative leader since the 
death of the fourteenth Lord Derby. They had forced 
Disraeli's Government to remodel its judicature scheme, 
an.d had, even in the. last Session, come near, under 
Shaftesbury's inspiration, to a. revolt againl'lt Disraeli over 
the Royal Titles Bill. But as soon as they experienced 
the personal influence of his genius, they willingly sub
mitted to his claims; and what has been described as the 
most independent and unenthusiastic assembly in the· 

. world accorded, again and again, to the. ennobled Jew 
the loud cheers which few other members of their House 
have been able to elicit. , · 

By the tran~fer of the Prime-Minister to the L'brds the 
balance of the Cabinet between the two Houses of Parlia
ment was disturbed. It was restored by the retirement 
of Malmesbury, who was in indifferent health, from the 
post of Privy Seal, which Beaconsfield himself assumed 
in addition to .the First Lordship of the Treasury, and 
by the proD1otion to Cabinet rank of· Hic.ks Beach, the 
Chief Secretary for Ireland-' without question,' wrote 
Beaconsfield, ' our most .competent man ' outside. 

• This rearrangement presented no difficulty .. It was 
otherwise with the vacancy in the commanding position 
of Leader of the House. of Commons. ,In manyrespects 
'the' natural choice would have been Gathorne Hardy, 
and Disraeli's thoughts undoubtedly, tupned to him in 
the first place. Ever since Cairns had gone 'to the Lords . 
ten years before, Disraeli had regl],rded . Ha:rdy as his 
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_ ' sword-arm ' in debate; and he had constituted him his 
deputy in his absence, always. when in opposition, and 
occasionally since the Tory return to office. Hardy; 
after his chief, was without a doubt the member of the 
Cabinet whose intervention exercised· most influence in 
the Hou~>e. Neither Cross, Manners, nor_ Ward Hunt 
carried heavy guns; and even Northcote, though always 
ready, well-informed and persuasiv~, had; none of -the 
sacred fire which .. moves an audience. Nevertheless, 
Disraeli came reluctantly to the conclusion that North
cote would be the more suitable successor.' Recognising 
that Hardy had every right to anticipate that the choice 
would fall upon himself, he took him into his confidence 
as to the difficulties of the situation at an early stage; 
and, while leaving him in no doubt. as to his anxiety .to 
meet: his wishes, appreciation of· his aervices and deep 
respect for his character,- prepared him gradually for a 
disappointment of his hopes. Finally, when formally 
communicating to him on August 2 his own.resolve to 

· go to the Lords but t 0 remain Prime :Minister, in words 
similar to . those which he had used to ·Richmond and 
other colleagues, he added the f~ilowing significant 
paragraphs, intimating not obscureiy 'Yhat would be the 
solution of the problem o£1eadership_ · · 

To Gaihorne · H.ardy. 

10, DowNING ST., Aug; 2, 1876.-:'-, .. Of the miny anxious 
points connected with this subject, there is none more grave, 
than the management of the House· o£ Commons· after 'iny · 
departure. The choice cax;1 only be between yourself_and the 
Chancellor of-the Exchequer. You both entered the,Privy 
Council, and'the Cabinet, on the same day, and, almost 'at the 
same time,. you were both promoted to· Secretaryships; of 
State .. In c_ommanding eloquence, your superiority·is quite 
acknowledged, while, in transacting the various business--of. 
the House, the fact of his having no heavy. department to 
engross him, and the miscellaneous character of his duties, 
have necessarily placed him during this Ministry in more fre
quent communication, with the members. 

In mentioning your name to the Queen, I observed, that 
IJ, 28* 
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the he~vy !luties of your office might be incompatible with the 
,1Uanagement of the House of Commons, and I said that some 
·arrangement might be made to'meet,· perhaps, t_l;li$ difficulty; 
but the Queen expressed herself very strongly af! ·£o' her per
sonal wish, that you should not leave' the Army, saying that 

. you possessed .her entire 9onfidence, and that there was no 
person, in that respect, to 'whom ·She could extend .·equal 
trust. · · · · · · · ·• · 

I feel much tlie responsibility o{ life'in.' the" step which I 
.am probably about .to take; and I regret that my original 
purpose has not been practicable; but. I am going to .Osborne 
in a few days, andi must go,t4ere,.with llc.definite plan. . . .. 

I speak to you Without,the.sligl;ltestreserve, and an anxiety 
to meet your wishes .in every practicable' waY. .I iwkiww
ledge your Claim to that consider~tion ·'on public groull.ds, 
but believe me, I also extend it from a deep respect for your 
charact~r, and from a strong personal regard. 

Oblige me, then, by communicating to me in, the same 
spir:it~ and ·assist me by your advice in one of the ~ost difficult 
passages of my Jife. ' ·· · 

l . ~. • " .. _. 1' 

. Hardy, while confessingto·a.ipang of disappoint~ent, 
accepted the decision with a loyalty beyond praise, and 

. a generosity which Disraeli fully_ appreciated. Only he . 
expressed a wish ,that he might be allowed before long 
to follow his chief 'into a more tranquil sphere'; arid 
received the immediate prop:rise ··that 'every wish of 
yours, so far as I am concerned; will be 'gratified, and I 
shall rejoice in .their gratification.; 1 Beaconsfield, the· 
most grateful of nien, never forgo,t the fine loyalty and 
self-sacrifice which Hardy,-exhibited at this juncture; 
_and. at the next vacancy,. in August, 187;7, in a Cabinet 
post, he marked his high consideration for hil!l by saying, 
in Hardy's 'own word~;~, 't4at ~ ~ust}ibnside'r it a stand-' 
'ing order tba~ ;tn qffef was made' first to we' iri case of 
l).ny' chang(l': .. the choice was always open to me, so great 
wer(i my services to the par~y and-to him ' 2-'-'--an as~urance 

• subsequently·repeated on: sjmila(occasions.· .. , ·.' 
~ •• ~ <'"" • 

. . '1 Th~~~orre;ppndence is fQ.lly ~t.outin,GathomeHiudy, ,Yol.IL, ch.l9. 
' 2,J~,;d,V~L ll.,.p, 2.8.' ~ ·.r- ''·' ' .. ·,H., _'·~i , i,, . , ., .-,, .... , ., ,, . 

... l ;\ .... , ~-..(,::_ ! ~~:;a·.t.r .... · .. ~.· .-. ~....,~·~ ·11 ~d· •. J # ·" 
f.,~~. 
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From Sir Stafford Nortlwote. 

Gonjiderdial. 86, HARLEY ST., ·.Aug. 2, 1876.-Hardy will 
probably have told you that he spoke to me after receiving 
your letter to-day. Nothing could be kinder or more handsome 
than his language, and I hope there may be no diminution 
of cordiality between us. Working together, as !.think we 
shall do, we may be able to serve the party. 

I cannot write to y~u all that is in my mind;. but I console 
myself with the reflection that you have a wonderful power of 
reading men's thoughts, so I hope you know mine, and that 
it is unnecessary for me to tell you how much the story of the 
long years of kindness I have received, and of lessons that I 
have learnt, is filling my heart, or how much of sadness mingles 
with it. 

Multa ferunt auni'venientes: 
Multa reoedentes adimunt; 

and how much is receding now ! . 
I trust you may find strength and happiness in the change. 

and there is niuch consolation in the thought that it will 
preserve you. to us the longer. . 

But I must not trust _myself to say more'. 

Though the reasons·'which Disraeli gave to Hardy 
undoubtedly counted for much in the decision taken, 
they were not the whole, probably not even the _weightier 
part, of the motives which actuated him. It was perfectly 
true that Northcote'a relations to Members o£ Parliament, 
and his niore frequent communication with them in 
regard to public business, when contrasted With Hardy's 
immersion in the work of a great ;:;pending depattment 
from which both the Queen and the Prime Minister would 
be loth to spare him, seemed to mark out''Northcote as 
more qualified to succeed. But many other considerations 
pointed in the same direction. Remonstrances against 
the selection of Hardy were made in two important 
quarters. The Whips, whose opinion coUld not be 
neglected, were afraid.lest Hardy's quick ·temper should 
land the party in difficulties. Derby,: who in spite of his 
reluctance might be fo:r:ced by a sudden failure of Beacoris
field's health into the first place, recognised in Hardy a 
temperament and standpoint much less ~ongenial than 
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. Northcote's to his own. M~reover, Hardy did not come 
up to Disraeli's st:dct standli.rd in the i:natter of constant 
attendance at the House;· and· he incurred mor~. than 
once 'the ·reproof of his chief. for missing ·a: .critical 
-division ·owing 'to his otherwi~e 'praiseworthy habit .of 
going home, whenever.,possible; to. dine with his wife. 
Lastly, Northoote was Disraeli's man in a sense in"which 
Hardy never· had been. He' ·had en terM Ministerial life · 
~s Disraeli's immediat~ s_q.bordinat({at the Tre~sury, and 

" was never-quite able to sink the lieutenant in the colleague; 
always, for example,' addressing his chi~:Jf in writing· as 
'Mr:' Disraeli or 'Lord'' Beaconsfield/ a rformaJ mode 
.used by no other colleague oc9upying a position 'at ail 
.comparable· to that of Chancellor· of the Exchequer. 
Considering the many possibilities of friction_ -and_ niit?
understanding -between a Prime :Minister in the- ,Lords 
-and his deputy in the prerogative ~ouse, we :can well 
understand the preference which Beaconsfield showed 
for a leader· who combined an ''immens~ capacity for 
Parliamentary business- with an· attitude of .peculiar 
deference to himself. · ' .. · ·.. . - . , 
~-The leadership o~ the· Co~mons has, ofte~ made, or 
marred, British Govei·nment~?;. witness the crisis in 1834 
caused by-'the succ~ssio:r:t O'(Loid Althorp to _the earldom 
6£ Spencer. - And critics have -attributed, some. of the 
troubles which befell the·c;n:servatives betwe~n 1877 and 
1885 ·to the, sel~ptio~ by Beac.otis'field- ofNorthc~te '~;~-s 
leader instead of Hardy. Beaconsfield -hi_in~elf, in later 
_years, canie to think,_thathe ,h!).d 'inade a :mi~take, and 
had presumed too muc~on the prospects or~ period of 
political calm, during which. the vagaries of Gladstone'_s 
occasional interventions w:ould be controlled .by tl\e 

. ~buJ?-d~nt c~mm,o~ _sense.(){ Harti11gton ,a~.-Oppp~iti~n 
leader. To the demands of such' a period he .felt sure 
that Northc'ote would be adequate., Had he ap.ti~ipated, 
the "new- crus ad~ w!4ch _ Glad~t9:r:te •:~as :abou_t totJaunC'~; 
he-might have preferred the more·combative lea,d~r. _It 
~; however, only 'fair to re-c,o'gni~ th~t,--in- spite ofGlil'd-

-' .. c • - • - ..: ~ - . 
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stone's impetuous return, Northc~te was not unequ_al 
to the calls which the Parliament of 187 4 made upon 
him, and was able, by the sweet reasonableness of his 
expositions of Ministerial policy, to maintain the, majorities 
of the Government at a satisfactory figure. It was not 
until the period of opposition after 1880, when dashing 
and harassing tactics were demanded, and when hj.s own 
health was failing, that Northcote came to be regarded 
as too yielding and conciliatory .for the chief of a fighting 
confederacy. And, whether in office or in opposition, 
his readiness, experience, candour, and courtesy won him 
the respect and affection not only of his own followers 
but of the House of Commons as a whole. 
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CHAPTER I. 

REOPENING OF THE EASTERN QUESTION. 

1875-1876. 

The change of name corresponded closely with a change 
in the dominant theme of the life of Benjamin Disraeli, 
Earl of Beaconsfield. The name Disraeli suggests, in 
the political sphere, the consummate Parliamentarian, 
who was proud ofthe House of Commons ami of whom 
the House of Commons was proud; the destroyer of Peel, 

lithe re-creator of the Conse~vative pAr~~. 'the reformer 
of the borough suffrage, the promoteLqf 'J'_O!:yJ2eJnocracY-. 
lThe name Beaconsfiel~ has quite ~t~er assoCiati~ns, ~ar · 
~removed from domestic party pohtws and glad1atonal 
combats in Parliament. It recalls the 'imperial and 
European statesman, the faithful custodian of his 
country's interests at a pritical epoch in international 
politics, the leading figure at a European Congress pre
sided over by Bismarqk and containing Gortchakoff, 
Andrassy, and Salisbury among its members. It is for 
ever associated with the maintenance, and presentation 
to the external world, of England's 'magnificent. and 
awful cause.' When .Beaconsfield died, Salisbury: finely 
said of him that.' zeal for the greatness of England was 
t.!!!L:Rassion of his life.' That was generally accepted in 
1881 as r. natural and. in the main, a just appreciation; 
but, had it been said in 1874 of the Disraeli who then 
became Prime Minister for the second time; it would 
rather have provoked criticism and denial than· have 
obtained general acceptance. 

And yet the ardent patriotism,, the high imperial spirit, 
which dominated Beaconsfield, had always been latent in 

873 
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. Disraeli, and had given frequent signs of its presence to 
those who looked for them. His youthful novel, the Young 
Duke, contains this fervid apostrophe to his country: ' Few· 
can love thee better than he who traces these idle lines. 

If ever the hour . shall call, my brain and life '!Lre 
th:ine ' ;1 and in the tract, G;q,llomania, of the same period, 
he describes his politics -as' compfised in. one word-

. England. 2
_: So, in·the,day§:Of tJ;wstruggle bet"'een Free 

Trade and Protection, what. he 'strove for was the union 
of all classes. to promotEF th~ gteatness and prosperity of 
·the whole country; the ·agriculture, the commerce. and 
the manufactures -working'.: to'geth~i-' ~s co'cmates and 
partners.3 

. In the Crimean War' lie declared' that H was 
"the- duty b£ ~he Opposition, whic)l, h~ lel:l;. to slipport .the 
So~~n)ign-ap:d. ~ah:lt~~n the hir.o~t ?f the cocintry:4' 'And, 
w:he:p combating the policy_ of. ~niverslil "intermeddling 
Pll!'s.ued by .Falmer~ton and . R ris~~il, he *as careful 
to l..nsist that Britain' would 'ne\reF toierate aggression 
ori 'its_ in~ependence' or' empire; that, when h,' entered 
.<:m. a .Just' qu_arrei., it would 'mive( c~as.e its_ efforts till 
it had accomplishe~ its aim; th'at, :on. fittihg dccasion, 
it. ~ou.ld._ even .be prepared, 

1 
~tliout allies, to' eric6hntet 

a wo~ldin ~rms.5 Skelt'oh sa~, ;and. pbihtea qutinl867, 
tl~~.f the ~is~ on of' ' thjs ~ightie~ .:Venice; )hi~ i~perial 
republic on \vhicli. :the sun n~ver .sets,''fasciliatM Disrtteli; 
th~t England wa~ :· t~~ _Israe_l\~(hl,s)maginatioli,; .and 
that,. if he . had his chance, 'he 

1 

would' b¢ the :lmperial 
Minister befor~ he· died. 6 '

1 So 'the 'imperialisin ofthe 'i s72 
programme, of the fum rerlionst~ance · :mth ·Berlin ill May; 
i875; (!f the Suez Canai pUlcl:i'ase, arid-of the Royal Titles 
Bill, ·was" but a ··natural deveiopment ; l:tnd. ~ with the 
reop~~ing. of the Eastern Questibn;. a'nd the escape from 
.the detail- of domestic politics provided by the transfer 

. to ~he Lords, -fo~eign policy; whl.Cli .· froni fit~t' to last he . 
kaJ.ntained to be of primary, Of par~mOUI,lt importaiice.'7 

' ' ' . . \ - . ~ .• ' • ~: .. ~ f 

1-See Vol. I., p.l36. , _- , ,.a See YoL_I., p. 2]4.; , 
a .See Vol. I., p.l016. . . . • See· Vol. I.; p. -1353 . 

. •·see Vol. I., p. 1660; atid above,.pp. 44 and·SO. --•: , : • - .,.,,. 
6 Se~ p. 293. 7 See Vol. I.,.p. JH2; and above, p. 531. 

• • • • - < • • •• ;. • .• y 1., . ~ . : }. .• : •• -
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·overshadowed and dwarfed in Beaconsfield~ s . mind all 
other· issues. 

When Disraeli left the Commons, .the Eastern Question 
had been. occupying the increasi~g attention of the 
Government for a year; but o:qly. in _ ~h~ last .few 
weeks had it becoiP.e at all matter of controversy, 
Hartington, the Opposition leader, having deliberately 
said, when raising the subject in the HoWle, so recently as 
June ·9, ' I do not believe there exists in the country any 
distrust of the proc?edings of He.r.'M:$.jt;Jsty~l} G9vernment.' 
N:o sooner, however, had the )?rime Minister qui~ted the 
arena .where he could answer his chief accuser face to 
face, tha:qothe heather was set o:p)ire by Gladstone with 

\· a pamphlet on Bulgarian Horrors, .and a controversy 
was kindled which was never suffered j to die down so 
long as Beaconsfield remained in office.· 

The Eastern Question, as it presenteq,itself to Disraeli 
in the seventies, wa,s o:ne side of the fQ'eat problem, how 
to _safeguara.th;Bntisil:Einpire; withlts'immense.·com
niercial and territorial interests in . the Levant, in the 
Persian GuU, in India, in Australasia; and in the Far East, 
in face of a simultaneous and sweepjng advance of Russian 
power and propaganda., both in , Europe and in Asia,, 
towards the south and the t3.ea. We k;now.now thltt the 
Colossus had feet of clay; but the:p it ~?eemed a reasonable 
fear that, unless shll;rply checked, he might bestrid~ at any 
:rate .the Eastern world. While in Asia the crumbling 
Ta,rtar kingdoms were falling one after another UI].de:r 
Russian.sway, in Europe the Ottoman E.DJ.pire, which hall 
long barred Russian progress to that key of 1\:fed~terranean 
dominion, Constantinople, bad:' been .strick,en. with ~ 
sickness which was for. a .w.hile a:rrested by the Crimean 
War, but which, if not carefully tenqed,. might well prove 
mortal. 

It w~ts nearly five hundred years since, in the battle 
of Kossovo and in subsequent campaigns in the ;Balka,ns 
and in Greece, the Ottoman Turks, a martial Asian tribe 
of Mohammedan faith, had submerged the Serbs, .the 
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Bulga:rs, and the Greeks; it was more than four hundred ' 
.years since th·ey had· extinguished 'the Eastern Empire, 
that lingering remnant of the·Romart State, by the capture . 
of Constantinople, All the subjected races were Christian; 
after, in the· main, the·Eastern rite;· but in any landowners 
and others accepted the religion of the conquerors. The· 
Greeks were the representatives of 'the foremost· civilisa..: · 
tion of the ancient world, a civ:ilisQ.tion whJch had 
flourished more than two thousand years before Disraeli's 
day, and which under 'Alexa~der of Macedon 'first;_ and 
afterwards under Constantine and his successors, had com~ 
manded' an empire. in three· continents. Both Serbs: and 
Bulgars were, in world history; like the Turks- themselves, 
comparative late-comers, the one from a-north-east Euro-
pean, the other from an Asiatic, home, arid both/ also like 
the Turks, were only partiaJly civilised; but both races, one 
pirre Slav, the other :tnixed Slav and Tartar,' at one time 
exercised imperial sway in-the Balkans.· During a couple 
of periods- from the ninth to the thirteenth century the 
Bulgars had enjoyed an empire stretching from:- the 
Black Sea .to the Adriatic, including mo.st ofthe peninsula 
except the part south of Thessaly and Epirus, and except 
the immediate neighbourhood of. Constantinople. · To 

, · them succeeded the Serbs, who, in the fourteenth century, 
included in their· kingdom the whole upper portion· of 
the peninsula from the Save and .Danube almost to the 
lEgean, ·and from the Adriatic to the:Lower Maritza, 
having, moreover, a lordship over Bulgaria proper which 
carried their dominion to 'the Black Sea., Both these 
medieval empires had perished as though they had never 
been; but highlanders have long memories: · 

The Ottoman Empire, based upon these ruins, and 
embracing large tracts of Asia and- Africa .as well as of 
Europe, had a period of great magnificence and renown 
in the fifteenth and si~.teenth centuries; it was feared 
and courted by ·:Enropean potentates· of· every degree~ 
The flood of Ottoman conquest ·had indeed twice carried 
tlie Turks to the gates of Vienna; but since the beginning 
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of the eighteenth century their dominion in Europe 
had . been restricted to the Balkan peninsula; and the 
nineteenth century had seen a seri<;ms inroad made even 
there on their authority. While the Ottomans were still 
a conquering race, the empire was well administered, 
taxation was light, and the subject races had little cause 
of complaint. But the Turkish conquests were never 
thoroughly consolidated. There was little or no inter
marriage between the ruling race and the ruled;. Turks, 
Slavs, and Greeks dwelt together side by side but were 
never .fused into a nation. Accordingly, when the 
heritage of Solyman the Magnificent passed in 1566 to 
a series of incompetent successors, there was rapid decay. 

· Corruption and inefficiency at the centre of government 
produced corruption and oppression throughout the 
provinces. Misgovernment rekindled the national spirit of 
the oppressed peoples, and insurrections and revolutionary 
wars, often successful, were the inevitable outcome. 

Since about 1830, three great peninsular communities 
had escaped from the effective control of the Turks. · 
Greece, south of Thessaly and . Epirus, had become 
absolutely independent. Moldavia and Wallachia, the 
principalities betweei! the Danube and the Carpathians, 
after receiving local autonomy in 1830, had become 
practically independent by the Treaty of Paris in 1856, 
and had subsequently been united into a single state, 
Rumania, in 1861. Serbia, under Prince Milosh, had 
definitely achieved autonomy in 1830, and ecclesiastical 
independence in 1831; arid the Turks had evacuated in 
1867 the fortifiedplaces which they held under the earlier 
arrangements, thus giving Serbia virtual, if not technical, 
independence. Even Bulgaria, which had· seemed the 
most hopelessly submerged of all the nationalities, had 
shown signs of reviving national consciousness, and had 
secured recognition of her Church in a Bulgarian ex
archate in 1870, though herpolitical subjection remained 
unmodified Montenegro, ,the little Slav State in the 
fastnesses of the Dinaric Alps, had never submitted to 
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the Turkish- invader.-. Thus; in 1875, the- -effective 
Turkish Empire in Europe had dwindled to -the .Slav. 
provinces of .Bosnia and -Herzegovina in -the north-west 
of ·the ,peninsula, betwee~ the Save-and Austrian Dal-
matia; the adjoining sanjalc of N ovi Bazar, Bulgaria 
on the Danube and the Black- Sea, Albania and Epirus 
on· the• Adriatic, Thessaly .and Macedonia on the 
lEgean, and Thrace and the district inl.tnediately :around 
Constantinople, commanding the Sea of Marmor.a and 
the Straits~ Turkey in Europe -·could -• hardly suffer 
much further territorial diminution; and yet remain a 
real make-weight in Near Eastern-politics. 

While the Tuxkish power; largely owing:to a succession 
of incapable Sultans, was waning through· the eighteenth • 
and the early -nineteenth centi:tries, the power of Russia, 
directed byenergeticrulers,'from Peter through Catherine 
to Nicholas, was steadily increasing; and was more and, 
more applied to acquiring control over Turkish policy. 
Of the same or a similar Slav race, arid professing the . 
same type of Christianity, as the principalsubjectpeoples 
of Turkey in Europe; the Russians·were also sptirred on 
by the economic necessity of keeping the Bosphorus·and 
the Dardanelles open- for their ~Black Seli ·trade. Con
stantinople, accordingly, . with its command · of both 
waterways, and· its tenure of the keys of two continents, 

·became their inevitable aim. -By two treaties,. that of 
Kutchuk-Kainardji- in i 774, and that of Unkiar-Skelessi 
in 1833, Russia obtained,. at any rate 'for the,time,· that· 
exclusive right ·to chanipioii the Christian subject races
which she recognised as the most efficientle'\7-er:for making 
her .will prevail with the Sublime Porte. -

It took Great Britain long-to comprehend its interests 
in the Near _East. --William Pitt the younger;• indeed; 
even; b~fore .the -war with France, endeavoured; but in 
vain, to rouse his •countrymen to a sense of the dangers 
involved in- a Russian .advance to the Mediterranean; 
In spite of Napoleon's· bo~st that Egypt was the place 

; 'where he would strike a mortaJ blow !tt ~hYPrHisJ!'Empire; 
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it was not until the nineteenth century was past its 
infancy that British diplomacy came to realise how irp.
portant the Near East and the Ca_liphate at Constanti
nople were to a Power which was established in India 
and ruled over a large and increasing numlier oX Moham, 
medan subjects. Canning, while forwarding Gre~k 
independence, had successfully. combated Russian claims 
to exclusive or even preponderant rights in Twkey; but 
it was Palmerston who, by his insistence in. tearing up 
the Treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi in 1841 and by his success-

-ful prosecution. of the Crimean War, had fin-ally erased 
from the. diplomatic map all trace of special Russian 
influence over the Sublime Porte. 'The Tre!Lty of Paris, 
which concluded that war, made the support of the 
integrity and independence of · the Twkish Empire a 
principle, not merely of British, but of European policy. 

Russia had p.ever acquiesced in this- defeat of her 
claims in Turkey. For a. time she turned her energies 
rather in the direction of Asiatic expansion; but her 
Government carefully watched European developments 
that might favour a resumption of her B11lkan pretensions, 
Tqrkey did little or nothing to utilise the breathing- space 
afforded her by the Crimean War." In spite ·of fair 
professions and paper edicts, misgovernment and oppr.es~ 
sion were rife, so that there was a promising field for the 
spread of propaganda, secret societies, and _conspiracies: 
A movement, known as Pan-Slavism, perhaps scientific 
in origin, but speedily diverted to political ends,· sprang 
up in Russia and in neighbouring Slav countries,. with 
the object of promoting the racial: feeling _ a.nd unity of 
the Slav peoples;· an idea.l which could .at .that period 
only be realised in practice under Russian hegemony. 
Though the Russian Government looked somewhat 
askance at the revolutionary aspects of the movement; 
they made a.droit use ··of it for undermining Turkish 
dominion in Eur.ope. They ,sent as Ambassador_ to 
Constantinople in 1864 .a Pan-Slavonic enthusiast, Count 
Ignatieff, who made it his chief aim, during the thirteen 
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years of his mission, to bring under Russian influence all 
the Christian nationalities of T.urkey and especially the 
Bulgarians, and to teach them to look to Russia as their 
eventual liberator from the Turkish yoke.' It was an 
aim which could, of eourse, only be. pilrsued in a se]lli~ 
official and secret manner, so that 'it might always be 
disavowed 'wheri inconvenient ·by the Russian Foreign 
Office; but it was steadily kept in~ view not merely by 
the embassy at Constantinople;but by the whole Russian 
consular staff throughout the peninsula, · Hence, owing 
to oppression on the one hand and intrigue on the other, 
the Balkans became honeycombed with.conspiJ:acies and 
secret societies, connived at;· if not fostered by, Russian· 
diplomacy; a state of:·things which ac stat.esman like 
Disraeli, only too sensible of the importance of such 
underground workings in international politics, was little 
likely·to disregard. • 

While the ground was .thus being quietly prepared, 
by a long course of subterranean intrigue, .the Franc<>: 
German War provided, as we have seen, an -opportunity 
for ali open .advance. In return for the benevolent 
neutrality·which Russia hadextended to Germany in her 
hour of danger, Bismarck was quite ready to encourage 
his Eastern. neighbour to re-establish her· .naval. power 

· in .the Black Sea, With his connivance, .Gortchakoff; 
in October, 1870, denounced the Black Sea cl_auses of 
the· Treaty of Paris, and proclaimed that t~e Tsar would. 
resume· his ' sovereign rights' in tl;tose waters'; pleading,. 
in.defence of thisrepudiation of solemn obligations, that,. 
owing to recent infringements of. European• treaties, ;jt 
would be difficult. to maintain ·that the written.' law 
'retains the moral v:alidity which·it may have possessed 
at other times.' This· was a cynicaL adaptation to 
Russia's case. of· the principles on ·which Bismarck's 
foreign policy had been. based; and· a direct defiance to 
the Powers who had, actively or passiv.ely, imposed their 
will upon her in the.Crimean .. War. , But with. France 
under •Germany' s heel, Italy occupied With taking· p osse_s. 
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sion of Rome, and Austria indisposed, after her lesson 
in 1866, to adventure, Great Britaincould find no effec
tive support in. maintaining the sanctity of the written 
European law, and had· to accept, at the Conference of 
London in 1871, a revision of the Treaty of Paris in the 
sense desired by Russia. It should, however, be rioted 

·that, in all other respects, save that ·of naval force in 
the Black Sea, the Treaty of London upheld and re
affirmed the provisions of the Treaty of Paris. 

It was on the Treaty of Paris, thus revised and re
established only four years previously by the Treaty of 
London, that Disra~li took his stand when the Eastern 
Question was reopened in 1875. The maintenance .of 
the faith of public treaties ·was always ·a leading feature 
in his political system; and in this case the recent rever
sion, through the opening of the Suez Canal, of almost 
the whole Eastern trade to the Mediterranean route 
made it, to his mind, more than ever necessary for ' 
England to support her traditional policy. He obtained 
a control of the Canal· itself by the purchase of the 
Khedive's shares; :P,e looked to the integrity and inde
pendence of Turkey, solemnly recognised by Europe, and 
especially guaranteed at P,aris in 1856 by a tripa.rtite treaty 
between England, France, and Austria, to guard the im
perial route against a fl a:nk attack. In this way European 
peace and British interests would be alike secured .. 

The Treaty of Paris recited that it was the Sultan's · 
intention to introduce reforms for the benefit of his 
Christian subjects. Disraeli acknowledged the obligation 
imposed on England, as a leader among the Powers who 
had ousted Russia from .her protectorate of Christians 
in Turkey, to use her. infl.uence at Constantinople to 
secure for them tolerable government; and he was the 
more ready to fulfil this obligation as he realised that 
without tolerable govermnent it must be difficult to 
ensure either integrity or indep'endence. But he could 
not admit that individual signatory Powers had any 
right of armed interference, probably leading to occupa-
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. tion, in order to enforce reform; still less that the non
fulfilment of reform dispenl;\~d the ·signatories from· 
observing their guarantee ' . 

There was one element, howev.:er, iri the problem which . 
Disraeli · took insufficiently into .. account:' A fervent· 
believer in race, he had not beem ~onverted, even by 
the success of the Italian Risorgime.nio and .' by the 
establishment of the German Empire, .. to any. sympathy 
with the cognate. idea of nationality.· . His belief in race. 
·as a principle was in its essence a belief.:in -his own. 
race: and the aims of the Jews,· .whatever they may 
have been before and since, wer~, in his' day, largely 
divorced .from the assertion of political nationality in 
any form, Though some leading J~ws, such as Sir Moses 
Montefiore, were already promoting. JeWish colonies in . 
Palestine; the modern Zionist mov.ement for the restora
tion of Jewish population and power iri their ancient land 
had not yet begun; and Jewish .aspirations were still 
mainly· directed to the attainmeiJ.t first of equality of 
status, and next of a leading position i:n business, art,.and 
politics; among the several nations where they were 
settled. As individual Jews had thus won fame and 
p9wer among the Christian peoph~s of·· the West; so 
individual Greeks and Slavs, Arabs and ·Armenians had 
risen t() influence and authority in the Tur.)dsh State. 

· With·. permeation· of this kind he. had etery :sympathy; 
but, convinced as he was of the benefits._derived from 
the blending of diverse elements into strong centralised 
Powers like France and Great Britain, he distrusted move
ments which would break up existing Empires with no 
likelihood of· anything but chaos to take their place. · To 
apply the principle of nation~Iity in· the ~Balkans· ·was 
obviously a difficult matter. · ~Greek, :R,oman,. !}reco
Roman, Bulgarian, Serbian, and Ottoman empires had 
·each . iri turn· ·dominated practically th~ .whole region. 
Coiisequently, in many,:districts, notably in. Macedonia . 
·and · al6ng t4e coasts, · Gree:kos,.' · Bulgarsf~ 'Serbs, and 

·. Tu~k~ were: !next~icably ii::ttermingle.d.; and .~he mutual 
' - . -':" ": , .... .., ' 
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antagonisms_ of the subj.ect races, with their irrecon~il
able historical claims and their different stages of 

. civil~sation, often prevailed over .their common dislike 
of the governing Turk. · ,·-
. Of these grave difficulties· Gladstone took little heed. 
In regard to nationality he ·was, as Disraeli was not, 
responsive to- the spirit of the age. Starting from a 
lively appreciation of the aspirations of unemancipated 
Italy and half-emancipated Greece, he welcomed similar 
stirrings among the Slav peoples. In -l;tter life he de
veloped so active a sympathy with the real or pretended 
nationalist movements in various parts of -the world that 
he could recognise a ' people rightly , struggling_ to be 
free ' even in the dervish fanatics of the Sudan. In the 
present case he had the. insight to discern the inakings 
of a nation in downtrodden Bulgaria. He was ready. 
even to accept and applaud invading Russian armies 
as fitting liberators of the Christian subjects of Turkey. 

But what claim had Russia to pose as a crusader in· 
the cause of humanity~ Did Christian Russia compare 
so very favourably with Moham~edan Turkey~ She had 
indeed recently emancipated her serfs, but she had done 
little else to raise her backward peoples in the social 
scale; and the knout and Siberia were among her ordinary 
instruments of government. Poland was a warning as 
to .her treatment of a subject nationality; for merciless
ness and outrage the Cossacks ·had already acquired in 
her Asian wars a terrible reputation which the deeds 
of the Bashi-bazouks by no means obliterated, These 
were not reflections that Beaconsfield and his colleagues 
could utter in public about. a professedly friendly nation; 
but they had· a large share in determining their policy, 
and, after a while, in steadying the country. 

In July, 1875, the torch was applied to the com
bustible elements in the Turkish Emp re by a partial 
revolt in Herzegovina, which did not appear at first to 
have more than local consequence. But such was the 
inefficiency of Turkish administration that the- Porte 
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was unable to cope, in an outlying province, with even 
.so paltry a disturbance as this; and the fire, as the autumn · 
advanced, spread till it embraced)he whole of Bosnia ~s 
well as Herzegovina. Disraeli was anxious from the first; 
especially as the attitude of Austria, th~ neighbouring 

. Great Power to the disturbed countries, with many Slav 
subjects of its own, was ambiguous. He ·desired that 
Turkey. should herself deal with the situation, free from 
outside interference; and only consented reluctantly, as 
the revolt spread, to joint mediation by the cov.suls of 
the Great Powers Ori the spot. ' There is no alternative,' 
he telegraphed to Derby from Weston -on August 24; 

· . ' but I don't like it.'' Subsequent reflection confirmed -~ 
him in this opinion. He wrote to Derby on June 13, 
1876 : ' The fact is, the original interference by the 
consuls was premature, and all the subsequent failures 
have been the consequence of that unripe interference.' 
Nothing, as might be expected, cam~ of the consular 
effort~, save a profusion of paper promises by the Porte; 
and the insurgents continued to defeat the inadequate 
forces sent against them. · 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 20, _1875.-... The affairs in 
European Turkey are anxious: I _ had four· telegrams this 
morning. I do nop think, however, matters are as serious 
as the newspapers make out. . Now that Parliament is ap, 

..; they want a sensation ,subject, and a little stock-jobbing is 
always welcome. · · - · . 
. The moment I heard of the outbreak at all making head 
(I think it was the day before I went to Osborne; yes, the 
day of. the last Cabinet and ~efore the Fish Dinner) I con
ferred with Derby, and telegraphed to our Minister at Vienna 
to see Andrassy instantly and ascertain; if possible, his real 
wishes. Nothing cd. be· more satisfactory than his reply, _ 
and if we were dealing with any, one but the Turks, the 
failure of the insurrection wd. not only be certain, but 
immediate. If Austria is really neutral, or, as she professes, 
anxious to assist Turkey, it ought not to last,· l:mt the want 
of energy at Constantinople is superhuman: Tho'· ruined iri 
their· finance, we have been alw.ays told that th~Turks had, 
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at least, created an army and a fleet, and both of a high <Jla.ss; 
but I only hear, after repeated appeals, from our Ambassador, 
that they have scraped together less than 2,000 men, and· 
are sending them in slow-sailing merchant tra.nsports. They 
cd. not reach the scene of war, were it not for Austria. 

·To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 21.-... This dreadful Herze
govina affair, wh. had there been common energy, or perhaps 
pocket-money even, among the Turks, might have been 
settled in a week. 

To Lady Bradford. 
BRETBY PARK, Aug. [Sept.] 6.-... The Herz. affair, 

and Danubian politics in general, are in a very unsatisfac
tory state. Andrassy is quite undecided, or playing a double • 
game: per haps both. · . _ 

It is curious; but since the fall of France, who used to give · 
us so much alarm and so much trouble, the conduct of foreign ~ 
affairs for England has become infinitely more difficult. 
There is no balance, and unless we go out of our _way to 'act
with the three Northern Powers, they can act without us, 
wh. is not agreeable for a State like England, Nor do I see, 

-as I have told you before, any prospect of the revival of 
FJ;ance as a military puissance. She is more likely to be 
partitioned than to conquer Europe again. . _ 

When I entered politicallife,_there were three Great Powers 
in danger-the G:tand Signior of the Ottomans, the Pope of 
Rome, and the Lord Mayor of London. The last will survive 
a long time: but the fall of France has destroyed the Pope, 
and will, ultimately, drive the Turk from Europe .... 

10, DowNmG STREET, Sept. 10.-... It is a strange thing 
that, at this moment, when so much is at stake, there is not 
a single Ambassador in England, and throughout the whole ~ , 
of the Danubian troubles, not one of Her Majesty's Ambas
sadors has been at his post. Sir A. Bucha.n!1n returned to 
Vienna only two days: the rest are at God knows what waters 
-probably Lethe. . .. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Friday [Oct. 1].-. . , Ct. 
Andrassy says that, had it not been for The Times leaders, 
Herz. wd. have been settled. They think they indicate the 
English policy ! They indicate the policy of stock-jobbers 
and idiots. · 

Fancy autonomy fOl' Bosnia, with a mixed population: 
autonomy for Ireland wd. be less ,absurd, for there are more 
Turks in proportion to Xtians in Bosnia than Ulster v. the 
three other provinces. . 
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The m'ixture of population and of creeds in these 
. provinces· rendered the problem, . as Disraeli wrote, a· · 
most p~rplexing one: No part.of.,the Balkan peninsula 

·except Stamboul itself was more Turkish.:. Not only .. 
were t~ere · the customary horde of Turkish officials, 
but the owners of the . s~il, . tl10ugh Slav by race, were. 
Moslems in religion and Turkish in political feeling. At 
the tinie of the Turkish 6onquel:)t their ance8tors, to save 

· their property ·and privileges, ' ·abandoned their faith 
and embraced :Moliammedarnsm, not only with discretion, 
but ~ith ze~l.' .1 O~t oLa population of some 1,100;000 
nearly 400,000 seein to have beeil Mohammeq.ans; and 

• among the r~inainder,. the Christian Slav population, the 
bulk of who~ were peasants, .there was art acute religious 

., division, a· q11arter being )16:rpan Cat4olics, and three
.· quarters belonging to the OrthodoxChurch. It was not 
· a h'opeful field foran experiment in autonomy. 

Even the feeble efforts which the Porte had made to 
grapple with the in~ur~ection had· overtaxed finances 
we*ene~ by a persistent .cocirse of misgovernment; apd ; 
in Q_ctober the situation was rendered immensely more · 
complex and. difficult by the Sultan's announcement that 
he could n.o longer pay ·the full 'inte:r;est on the public 
debt. D!sr~eli began to realise that the Eastern Question 
was reopened and that his opportunity in foreign affairs 
had,come; andhe girded up his ioins to play, as the Prime 

.. Minister of Great Britain, a chief part on the international 
·~ . ~· .t . 

J • stage. , 
. To Lady Bradford.' 

. 2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 3, 1875.-, . Matters are 
large and pressing. Five weeks ago Russia, and indeed all 
the Great Powers, agr~ed 'the Herz. question was settled.' 
The. :Prince of Servia changed his Ministry, at their dictation,. 
to ensure that .result. But this extra,ordinary, and quite 
unforeseen, bankruptcy of the Porte has set everything again 

·in ·flame, and I really believe •' the· Eastern .Question,' that 
has haunted Europe for a century, ;:tnd wh. I thought the 
Crimean Wa1' had adjourned for half another, will fall to 
my lot to encoui1ter--.,:.dare I say to settle r 

1 Ma~iott's Eastern QuestWn., p.' 282. 

·*" .··.• 
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Fortunately R. Bourke, Und.-Secy. for For. Affairs, IS m 
town, and he comes and works with me.l I find him most 
intelligent, extremely well informed, and if not lip in every
thing, knowing how to set about getting what is wanted. 
I have seen the Ambassadors: ~hey know nothing, and flatter 
themselves that I believe they exercise only a wise reserve. 
The fact is their Governments don't inform them, and these 
Governments themselves are very p~zled. · Beust is fantas
tical and dreamy, and keeps saying ' my only, and last, 
instructions from Andrassy were to co-operate, with you.' 
I know privately that Andrassy changes his mind every 
week or day, and has half a doz. intrigues at work, wh .. will 
defeat each other. As for the charming Schou[valoff], I 
am perfectly convinced that, instead of being a deep .and 
ruse diplomat, he does not know the A.B.C. of his business, 
and is perfectly sincere in his frequent asseverations to that 
effect. · 

But the most amusing thing is the mystery of .that tall 
Munster, while a confidl. despatch from Odo Russell this · .. 
morning informs us that Bismarck remains in sullen solitude, 
and will see no one, or write or speak. The Emperor is so 
afraid of him that he dare not remonstrate .with him; ·the 
Crown Prince has given up speaking to him on public matters, 
from pure weariness, while the great mass of the-Court officials 
only dare mention the ineffable name in a whisper, and then 
look round, tho' Bis. if! 100 miles away. The truth is, I 
have no doubt, he is watching for some misunderstanding 
betn. Russia and Austria, and then he will be communicative 
enough ..... 

Nov. 4, t pt. 6 p.m.-. .. Ld. Derby arrived last night 
at five o'ck., and came. on to me immediately. He was 
with me two hours. We resolved not to bring the Turkish 
affa.irs at present ·before the Cabinet, but conduct. them 
together. ·. · 

The Cab. to-day was entirely on the Admy. scrapes.z I 
am satisfied with what we have done .... 

At three o'ck. the·King of Denmark came, and paid me 
a visit. It was rather inopportune, as I was rather tired 
and had to see Lord Saly. at four o'ck. on the affairs of Central 
Asia .... 

Ld. Salisbury has just gone. And we have agreed tO do,· 
with respect to Central Asia, exactly as Lord Derby and 
myself had previously agreed to do about Turkey. 

I Derby was at Knowsley, and Disraeli was seeing the foreign diplomatists, 
and dealing with urgent telegrams, on his behalf. .. 

·s See pp. 736-738. 
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- ·· · To Queen V ictorici. 

Nov. 6, 1875.-... Affairs in European Turkey, and in 
Central Asia, require· constant thought and vigilance: but 
lVIr. Disraeli has able colleagues in these matters, and thinks 
he knows well the ·tone which your Majesty would expect, 
and approve, that your Ministers should adopt, On Lord 
Mayor's Day Mr. Disr:aeli :inust say something, that will give 
the note of· your Majesty's policy on these great matters. 
He will be cautious-but not timid ... •. 

· \Vhat Disraeli said at Guildhall was that, now that the 
,financial catastrophe in Turkey had revived the struggle 
in Bosnia, it could not be denied that circumstances 
were critical. .The Great Powers immediately interested, 
however, had exercised, and he believed would continue 
to -exercise, a wise forbearance; ~nd he was therefore 
con~inced that peace would be' maintained and the 
public opinion of Europe satisfied. But he significantly 
added that, th6ugh the interests of the Imperial Powers 
in this question were more direct, they· were not more 
considerable-than those of Great Britain; and:' those to 
whom the conduct .of your affaits is now entrusted are 
deeply conscious of the nature and magnitude of those 
British interests, and those British . interests they are 
resolved to guard and maintain! The speech was well 
received at home and abroad. · 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENs; Nov. 10, 1875.-. . I think 
yesterday was- very successful; at least everyone seems to 
think .so. I had a great reception, and spoke pretty well. 
Wonderful how one can speak at all, after sitting for hours 
in a great glaring hall, amid the wassailing of a 1,000 guests, 
and seated between existing and ex-Lady Mayoresses ! ._ .. 

Nov. 13.-... You will be glad to hear that the Guildhall 
speech really effected all my purpose, · and has been. hailed 
by all parties: in short by the country. · 

In the hunting field yesterday-Vale of Aylesbury-the 
-great Mr. Horsman, my·' superior person,' who always decries · 
everything and everybody, gave it as. his opinion that 'it. 
was the greatest- speech since Mr. Pitt.' But after all, what 
is -to come 1 My. speech is only point de jour: the day has 
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hardly broken, and we shall probably have a flaining sun · 
and a sultry sky. I hope our sixty years of peace have not 
been a Capua to us, and that the English people have yet 
some spirit. ' Live in a blaze and in a blaze expire !' wd. 
content me, but I won't be snuffed out. ·. . . 

This Guildhall speech deserves .. especial attention. 
Disraeli, as we have seen, based the whole of his Near 
Eastern policy on the Treaty of Paris as mo?-ifi.ed by the 
Treaty of London; an absolutely impregnable position 
from the diplomatic standpoint. Nqw the history of 
both instruments shows that, internationally, this 
country, owing to . her undoubted interests, had con
stantly asserted, and had been as constantly conceded, 
a powerful voice in any modification of the Eastern 

'settlement. Yet when the question was reopened in 
1875, the three Imperial Powers, Russia, Austria, and 
Germany-'---two of them, certaihly, ·Turkey's nearest 
neighbours, and the third the dominant State in Europe 
.:.._assumed from· the first tl:ie right to take the lead in 
shaping European policy, in drafting international in
struments. Neither Austria nor Prussia had fought when· 
the matter was last brought, in the Crimean War, to the' 
decision of arms, but Austria, though deeply interested, 
had then played an ambiguous, and Prussia an indifferent 
(or possibly treacherous) part. Nevertheless, these two 
Powers now affected to be the natural representatives, 
over against Russia, of the interests of Europe and·· 
of Turkey; not. seeking, u~til after they had formu
lated their conclusions, for . the 1 adhesion of France, 
England, and Italy, who. had poured out blood and 

' treasure in the cause. It was, perhaps, reasonable to 
assume that Italy, whose participation in the Crimean 
War had been an astute move by.Cavour to forward the 
unity of his cou:J;~.try: had lost interest in the Eastern 
Question since that unity had been achieved; and un
fortunately. France, owing to the events of 1870 and 
1871, was in no position to assert a claim to a leading 
voice. But the disregard of England was flagrant, and 

n. 29 
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showed how, after a five years' experience of Gladstone, 
the estimate of her international weight had declined. 
Disraeli was not the man to put up with slighting treat
ment for his country; especially in a matter-which, in his 
judgment, was of vital concern to her. · 
. · 'The Imperial Powers paid no attention this winter to 
Disraeli's hint that Great Britain's interests in the solution· 
of the Eastern Question were -as considerable ·as theirs. 
They had, as he admitted, a more 'immediate'. and 'direct' 
interest; and, in v:iew of the spread of the revolt and the 
increasing unrest in the neighbouring Slav provinces of 
Turkey, they consulted together, and made the Austrian 
Foreign Minister, Count Andrassy; ·the mouthpiece of their 
demands on the Porte. . 'I;'he Andrassy note pressed upon 
the Sultan a·series of reforms, some ofwhich-he had already 
_promised on paper to grant and of which ot~ers were, 
as a ru1e, in themselves desirable, and urged their im
mediate concession in act; otherwise the P-owers could 
not continue to assist in thi' pacification Of the disttirbed 

· districts/ The note was despatched on December 30 to 
France; Italy, and Great Britain, witha request for their 
adherence. That. adherence DisraeH hesitated to give. . 

J 

To Lord Derby. 
_ (Telegram.) HUGHENDEN, · Jan> 9, 1876 .. 2.15.-Three . 
considerations· first strike· me-

Firstly. Is Austria justified in sending a note advising 
measures which the Porte ha~, generally speaking, announced, 
with ·the exception of one or 'two points which are extremely 
vague, and which, so far as they are intelligi~le, would appear 
to be erroneous in principle and pernicious 'in practice 1 

Secondly. This WOQld seem an. act of imbecility or of 
·treachery. It may begin in _one and end in_ the other. In 
all 'probability it· will have :i::J.o effect upon existing circum
stances; then Austria and Russia, who probably contemplate 
an ulterior policy or should do so, will turn round upon the 
other Powers and say, 'The advice you gave has been rejected, 
you are l:Jound to see that it is carried into effect.' 

Thirdly. Whether in. the advice· wh!ch we are asked to 
give Turkey, we are not-committing ourselves to principl11s 
which are, or which may be soon, matter of controversy in 
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. our own country: for instance, . the apportionment of local 
taxation to local purposes and the right of the peasantry to 
the soil. 

These are three suggestions which occur to me, which c-

should make us hesitate, hut there are others. . . ; · 
Confidential. (Same day.) I sent you; this morning, a 

figured telegram, conveying some of my impressions r~spect
ing the Austrian note. . . . I cannot resist expressing to 
you, by letter as well, my strong conviction, that we .should 

_pause before assenting to the Austrian proposal. 
You know how great is my confidence in your judgment, 

and, therefore, you can better appreciate the hesitation wh. 
I feel in differing from the course wh. you recommend. 

I think it will land us in a false position, and it would be 
preferable to appear isolated, wh. I usually deprecate, than, 
for the sake of a simulated union, wh. will not last many 
months, embarrass ourselves, when independent action may 
be necessary. 

In declining to identify ourselves, as requested, with the 
note, is it necessary to appear as Turkish, or more Turkish, 
than the Turks ? Could we not devise a course wh. might 
avoid that~ · · 

P.S.-I forgot to say, that the Great Lady wishes to see 
you, whom sh~e rarely sees. Is this a complaint or a compli~ 
ment? ' ' ' ·. ' 

Disraeli's hesitations were overcome, not by Derby's 
arguments, but by the direct,request of the Porte, eager 
no doubt to agree with its adversaries quickly, and also 
glad to have a sincere friend to its independence and 
integrity sitting on the European Areopagus assembled 
for its reform. 

To Lady Bradford. 
2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Jan .. 18~-· •. Our delay .so 

alarmed Austria, who is afraid of Hungary, that Andrassy 
had offered all sorts of concessions to the Porte, provided the 
Porte wd. signify to England that the Porte wished us to join 
the other Powers. And, the day I was. with D[erby], he 
expected this: and sure enough, yesterday Musurus brought 
it. We_ can't be more Turkish than the Sultan-plus Arabe 
que l' Arabie. ' . · · - . 

I think they have only postp'oned the crisis; wh. will happen. 
in spring, I fancy. .. . . . . 

The Government, acc9rdingly, in the words put into 
Her Majesty's ~~mth at the op{m!ng of Parliament. in 
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1876, considered ft to be their duty' not to stand aloof'· 
from the action of. the Imperial PoVfers; but they made 
it clear that, if they 'joined in urging on the Sultan the 
expediency of adopting such measures of administrative 
reform as may remove alf reasomible cause of discontent 
on the part of his Christian subjects,' they intended to 

. ' respect the independence of the Porte.' There was a 
general aoceptance of the policy; but public opinion was 
as yet apathetic on the Turkish question, being concen-. 
trated on the· Suez Canal purchase, the .Anti-Slavery 
Circular, the. Prince's Indian tour, and the augmenta
tion of the Royal Title. A valuable memorandum1 by 
N orthcote on . the Eastern · Question shows the views 
expressed in Parliament by the leaders of Opposition: 

Parliament·approved our colirse; ·Lord Granville and Lord 
Hartington seeming a little jealous of our following the lead 
of Austria, and putting in a word on behalf of the ' inde-

) • pendence of the Ottom~n Empire,' Gladstone, on the other 
·hand, cordially approving our acting with the other Powers, · 
'-and expressing his hope that we were going seriously to press 
-for Turkish reforms.- I remember Disraeli's wondering what 

he meant by his rather curious speech, which at the moment 
seemed somewhat uncalled for; but itis worth looking back 

' · · to as containing the ger_m of much that he has said since. 

The acceptance by the Powers of the Andrassy note 
., gave diplomacy a respite. · The Porte, as usual, was 
··profuse in promises; time mus.t be given to see the out
come. In the· interval of waiting, Bismarck, conscious 
of the entry of a disregarded Power into the diplomatic 
arena, made overtures to England for common action. 
After the threat to France: in the preceding spring his 
proposals were naturally regarded with caution. 

· .Lqrd Derby to Queen Victoria. . . 
Feb. 10.-Lord Derby, with his humble duty, submits to 

J:Our Majesty that he has received your Majesty's letter 
,· 1 Several extracts.from this memorand~m, written after the close of the 

1874-1880 Government, were printed· in Chapter 14 of Andrew Lang's 
Life of Sir Stafford, Northrote, published in-1890. The 2nd Lord Iddesleigh . 
kindly sanctioned the US!J of fur~her passages, which it would have been 
indiscreet to make. public a generation ago. · .•. ft:. · . . 
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on the subject of the wish expressed by Prince Bismarck for 
free and unreserved interchange of ideas _on Eastern affairs. 

Lord Derby respectfully ventures t.o agree in the view 
taken by yo.ur Majesty of this offer: that it is one to be · 
accepted, -as the assistance of Prince Bismarck in carrying_ 
into effect English views on Eastern subjects might under 
certain circumstances be of incalculable value. · 

Lord Derby accordingly proposes to meet Prince Bismarck's 
overtures in the same spirit of cordial friendship between the 
two Governments in which they seem to be made~ He must, 
however, bear in mind that more may be intended by this 
communication than meets ·the eye. He cannot posst;ss 
implicit confidence in Prince Bismarck's desire of peace, 
remembering the events of last spring. And he would like 
to see more clearly than he does what assistance England is 
expected to give in return for that which is offered. 

These ·necessary reservations. need not, however, interfere 
with the reception of Prince Bismarck's proposaL I£ sincere, 
it cannot be too cordially met: if d~igns are kept in the 
background which may not be compatible with English 
interests, they will be most easily discovered by an apparent 
absence of all suspicion. · · 

To Lord Derby. -. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, s.w.; .Feb. 15, ''76._:_I will not 
return the drt. despatch to Mr. V. Lister, but to yourself. 

After reading it several times, I have not altered a word 
of yr. composition, for I find it is so1llething that is wanting, 
not what is present, that jars a little on me. It ends with 
a matter of detail instead of closing with the chief theme, so -
that the effect is rather chilling. 

You have to deal with a man who is dangerops, but who 
is sincere; and who will act straightforwardly with an English 

-Minister whose sense of honor he appreciates; a man, too, 
very sensitive and impulsive. 
· The step he is now ~a:king is one wh., I believe, he has long 
and often meditated, but he was piqued by our doctrinaire 
non-intervention, and all that. 

I send a sketch of a concluding p;tragraph wh. you can 
adopt or alter, as you like. 1 

[Sketch of concluding Parag.] 

-In conveying to you these remarks, I would, howe-ver, 
observe, that, tho' the fall of Count Andrassy and some other 
contingencies ·wh. I need n·ot now dwell on, might be events, 
the tendency of which would certainly not be favorable to 
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the ~aintenance of peace, stili; if a concerted action on public 
affall's between Germany and England be established, as 
intimated by Prince Bismarck, and wh. wd. meet the views 
of H.M. Government and, as l believe, would be responded 
to by the feelings and convictions of both countries, the 
chances· of so great a calamity as a general, or even consider
able, war would, in my opinion, be infinitely reduced. 

From Lord ·Derby. 

Private. F. 0. F[eb.] 15, '76.-I Iikeyour paragraph very 
well, _but with your consent would prefer to make it, or ,., 
the substance of it, into a sep;:trate draft. The draft sent 
tq you was never intended as an answer to Bismarck's over-· 
tares, which I reserved until I could get from Russell an 
answer to questions put to him in a private letter, these 
questions being what you and I agreed upon; 

The draft I sent you is a mere record of a conversation 
which,took place, and which I thought it as well to set down. 
If you will let that go· as it stands, I will supplement it in 
the way you suggest. ·. · · · · , 

Even when dra.fted according to Disraeli's suggestions, 
;.Derby's reply to Bismarck's overtures did not prove 
to' be sufficie~tly encouraging to detach the German 
Chancellor from- his co-operation with Gortchakoff ax;td
Andrassy; and the Imperial Powers continued on their 
own way without taking any special account of ·this 
country. The Andrassy note produced as little effect 
as the·consular intervention of the autumn. · The revolt 
continued to spread;· Serbia and Montenegro prepared to 
support their Shiv brethren; and the situation was made 
more acute by the murder, early i~ May, of the French· 
and German consuls at Salonika byMohammedan rioters. 
These events moved Bismarck, Gortchakoff, and And.ras8y 
to meet again, and draw up, mainly under Russian 
inspiration, fresh proposals at Berlin; while France and 
Germany sent ships of war to Salonika in order to exact 
punishment, and to secure their interests in. the future. 

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential.· HuGHENDJ!!N MANOR, Aprill9, 1876.-'-... I 
say nothing about Turkish affairs> You are a younger m~n 
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than yr. friend and correspondent,, and will have eno' to 
do for the rest of yr. life in these matters. 

April 20.-. . . Altho' I am not very surprised at the 
position of Turkish affairs, I confess there is something 
cynical about Gortchakoff's treatment, wh. I think is not 
exactly respectful to us, after his representations. But with no 
Russian Ambassador here, and a mere Polonius at St. Peters
burg, it is difficult to ascertain with precision the situation. 

The illimitable trust wh. all the Great Powers have in 
Andrassy, while, apparently, they do everything to counteract 
his efforts, would be amusing were it not so dangerous. . .. 

May 8.-... It appears to me, that we are hardly taking 
as much advantage as.we might of Bismarck's original over, 
ture to us. Odo writes, as if it were something that had 
happened in a dream. · 

We ought to have revived the feeling· previous to the 
arrival of Gortchakoff and the Austrian, so that· Bismarck 
shd. take no step with[ou]t apprising and consulting us. 

If the projected understanding between Germany and us 
is only a mirage, the sooner we ascertain that the better. . 

Confidential. W[HITEHALL] G[ARDENS], Mayl5.-I must, I 
am sorry to say, again complain of the want of order and 
di~cipline in your office. _ . · 

The Queen sent to me twice on Saturday to enquire, whether 
there was news from Berlin, ~;tnd wrote to me on her point 
of departure, requesting that I wd: forward the expected 
information immediately. . . . 

I did not go to the German Embassy on Saturday, but I 
have since heard, that the communication made to the 
excluded Ambassadors was generally known there. 

Nothing had reached me, and on Sunday morning, when· 
the messenger went to Windsor, I had to inform the Queen 
that Her Majy's Govt. knew nothing. 

At one o'ck. I received Odo Russell's tel., wh. left Berlin 
at 5 o'ck. on Saturday, and wh. ought to· have been here 
before you left town ! · · · 

I sent instantly to the 'Resident Clerk' for an explanation, 
and with ,an enquiry (to have in writing) at what hour the 
Berlin tel. reached him. The ' Resident Clerk ' was not in 
residence ! . 

I believe yr." office is very badly managed-the clerks 
attend there later, than any other public office, witht. the 

, excuse of being worked at.night as they were by Palmn.l 
1 There seems to be no doubt that the Foreign ·Offioe was at this period 

understaffed, so that at times of crisis the Permanent Under-Secretary of 
State and the clerks in the politkal departments were overworked. The 
staff was, accordingly, shortly afterwards enlarged. 
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It is only a default at a most critical moment like the 
present, that the-negligence becomes insufferable-and so one 
complains.- I say nothing here of the contents of the tel., 
respecting wh. we can confer when you like. · 
· The Queen complains that she never receives tels. direct; . 

only in a bag when they are stale; · 
'The Berlin memorandum, which reached Disraeli in 

the manner described in the last let.ter; contained pro~ 
posals considerably in advance of the Andrassy ·note. 
fin armistice, of two months was to be insisted on, during 
which terms shou,ld be discussed between the Porte and 

. the insurgents on the fo~lowing basis: :materials to be 
· furnished by the Porte for the reconstruction of houses 
and churches destroyed; ·relief ·to be. distributed-in con
sultation with a mixed Comm~ssion representing l:lOth 
Christians and Mussulmans; Turkish troops to .be con
centrated, to avoid collisions; Christians. as well as 

. Mussulmans to retain arms; the consuls or delegates of 
the Po.wers to pi'CSide over the applica~ion of reforms. 
The importance of the memorandum, however, ·lay, not 
so much in these detailed suggestions, as in its conclusion 
that, if the armistice expire'd without the objects of the 
Powers being obtained; it would be necessary to reinforce 
diplomatic_ action by ' efficacious ' measures. , To Disraeli 
the d)ltailed proposals appeared to be impracticable or 

· injudicious, and the final threat, in which he. reccig., 
· nised the hand of Russia, incompatible with the 
British policy of maintaining the integrity and inde
pendence of Turkey. He r!'Jsented,, moreover,· on his 
country's behalf, the peremp~ory demand Jor imm~diate 
adhesion to proposals from the framing of which Great 
Britain had been excluded. He drafted a note embody
ing his views, and read it. to the Cabinet on Tuesday, 
May 16. His manner, Northcote says, was of ':unusual 
solemnity,' and he spoke o_f the question as by far the 
most important that had come .before the Cabinet since 
its formation. This was the note: 

Most O~nfidenlial.·· 10, DoWNING ST.; May 16, 1876.---,-
. Mr. Disraeli fears, that we are being <J.:awn, step by step, 
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into participating in a scheme, which. must end very soon in 
the disintegration of Turkey. . . 

Though we may not be able to resist the decision of the 
three Military Empires, he does not think that we ought to 
sanction, or approve, their proposals. 

It is almost a mockery for them to talk of a desire, that 
the Powers should,' act in concert ' and then exclude France, 
Italy, and England from their deliberations, and ask us by 
telegraph to. say yes or no to propositions, which we have 
never heard discussed. _ · 

Moreover it is asking us to sanction them in putting a 
knife to the throat of Ttrrkey, whether we 1ike it or not. 

Although the three Northern Powers have ~acted in a 
somewhat similar way twice during the last eight months, 
we had upon those two occasions no great difficulty in joining 
them, as we were asked to do so by the Porte. 

Can we expect Turkey to make us the same request now? 
Mr. Disraeli thinks not, and that it woUld be impolitic for 
us to agree if she did, and for these five principal reasons: 

(1) He believes it is impossible for the Sultan to reconstruct 
the houses and churches of the insurgents, or to find food 
for the refugees. · 

(2) The distribution of relief by means of such a Com
mission as that proposed, would be a huge system . of indis
criminate almsgiving, totally beyond the power of the Porte 
to effect, and utterly demoralising to any country. · 

(3) The concentration of troops in certain places would. be 
delivering up the whole country to anarchy, particularly 
when the insurgents are to retain their arms. 

(4) The 'consular supervision' would reduce the authority 
of the Sultan to a nullity; and, without a force to support it, 
supervision would be impossible. . · 

(5) The hope of restoring tranquillity by these means being, 
in Mr. Disraeli's opinion, groundless, we should then be asked 
to ' join in taking· more efficacious measures in the interests 
ofpeace,' which, it is supposed, means taking more efficacious 
measures to brea_k up the Empire: 

In Mr. Disraeli's opinion it would be far better for Turkey 
to give up Bosnia and Herzegovina altogether, as Austria 
gave up Italy, than to acquiesce in the new proposals, and 
it would also be better for us that she should do so, than adopt 
the alternative now offered. 

He would say, if Turkey agrees, we are ready to recom
mend an armistice and .a European Conference based upon 
the territorial status quo. · · · 

One word as to the first part of the project which was not 
a 2~ 
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even alluded to in the ~elegram from BerJin: He.thinks.tl).at . 
we ought to take care that neither we, nor any other P<;>wer, 
send ships of war to Constantinople on the pretenc~ of 
protecting the Christians. . i' . . . 

. But above .all it is taking. a leap in the· dark to act in this 
matter before we know what Trirkey herself thinks of the 
new programme, and i~ w·ould seem that we may fairly tell 

·the three Northern Powers that a general conce'r.t cannot be·. 
attained _by 'the course they are adopting. 

The Cabinet. came to. a ·unanimous. decision not to 
adhere to the Berlin proposals; and-· telegrams to. this 
effect were immediately despatched to-theAmbassadors 
abroad. In one respect the . policy. recommended by · 
Disraeli to his colleagues was almo~t i.mmediat~lymodified .. 

· Lest the fanaticism, which had broken out at 'Salonika, 
should spread to ·c~m ~antinople, the British fleet was 
ordered on May ·24, not indeed to Constantinople, but 

. to Besika Bay, just ~:mtside the Dardanelles~ ~s i m.easlli'e 
of precaution. The orders were given on repre~entations 

. receiv:ed from· the diplomatic bogy at Constantitwple, 
and other nations took similar action. 

Gladstone and others have maintl],ined that the re~usal. 
to adopt the Berlin memorandum was theinitial_inistake 
of the Government_; that it broke ·up ·the Concert :of 
Europe, and encouraged the Porte_tocrely mi'the supp_ort 

· of Great Britain against pressill:;e froni the Powers on 
behalf of the oppressed. Christian .·nationalities ... If so, 

· hardly anyoJ?.e in .England except Gladstone himself 
objected . to it at the tinie. · The action of the Govetn
meri.t ~as accepted· as a prU:dent a]ld dignified course by 
the country and by th~ feac:lers of OppositiO:n: Harting
ton, as already noted, sa!d on J '!lne .9, ' I do not believe 
there exists in the couritry any-distrust of. the proceedings 
of He_r Majesty's '·G~vernin~nt.' . And Gran~ille P-ot oqly 

. · .expressed, on June ·26, provisional ~pproval of -the non~ 
. adherence to the Berlin memorandum, .but also, after 

tWo ino~ths'- reflectio~. s~id on July_ 31, .the :day qn 
which· Gladstone attacke<i' ·l\1:inisters .in the ·House of 

. Commons on this' very point:- 'I ,agree •that it would not 

., . ·• 
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have been wise to accede to that document. . As a 
whole it was not acceptable.' The only questiqn that 
was raised here· at the time-and it was raised both in 
Cabinet and in Parliamenir-was whether it }VOuld not 
have been advisable for England to put. forward an 
alternative, or at least to have advocated the calling of 
a Conference or Congress. The idea of a Conference was 
constantly before Disraeli's mind, to be convened at the 
proper moment. When it was suggesteq before the end. 
of May by the Queen, who was at first uneasy about the 
rejection of the memorandum, he replied that the idea 
was excellent but premature. ' There has been a full 
meal, and a little digestion is required.' As to alternative 
proposals generally, there was force in his argument in 
Parliament on July 31, that there would have been little 
chance of their acceptance by three Great Powers who 
had just given all their intelligence and influence to the 
production of their own scheme for settlement 

Their self-love, their' just pride, their somewhat mortified 
feeling at the course which we had taken, all would have 
impelled them to reject our proposition. And my own 
opinion is that it is not a wise thing for a country, and a 
country like England, to make proposals which it has not. 
the means of carrying into effect, and to sketch a policy, 
which is never difficult to do, but which a country like this 
ought certainly not to entertain unless it entertained it in 
a serious, practical, and determined manner. 

But, if no serious objection was raised ~t home to 
Dlsraeli's policy, undoubtedly England's refusal to 
endorse the Berlin memorandum surprised and disturbed 
the European chanceries, accustomed as they had become 
to take their cue from Bismarck. France and Italy, who 
had themselve~;~ hastened to accept, forwarded remon
strances. Lord Odo Russell telegraphed from Berlin that 
the refusal would have 'serious consequences,' and followed 

· up his telegram by letters to the same effect. D.israeli 
was not ·impressed. '·whatever is done now,' he wrote 
to Derby on May 18, ' the consequences will probably be 
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serious.' And on 'May 29, 'I ·do not like Lord Odo's 
letter, or anything, so far as I can gather, he has done. 
He was not originally justified in offering his personal 
opinion, that our Government would accept the Russtan 
not~-an unheard-of step! .... ·He does not seem eyen 
now to comprehend the situation. I -h_ave myself no 
doubt that, if we are stiff,' we shall gain all our points, 
because no one is really adverse to them, except Russia.' 

The immediate course . of -events seemed to justify 
Disraeli's confidence. The Sultan Abdul Aziz, whose 
half-insane extravagance had been _largely responsible 
for Turkey's internal and external diffi_culties, was deposed 
on May 29 by a palace revolution in favour of his nephew 
Murad; a deposition followed _by the expected; if not 
arranged, suicide. As the coup, d'etat had been, in great 
part, the work of Midhat Pasha, who had a programme 
of ·constitutional reform and of friendly c0:-operation 
with foreign Powers, and especially with .England, and as 
the new Sultan made similar professions, there was little 
difficulty in persuading the 'three· Empires to withdraw 
the memorandum ... Disr.~eli was a6cordingly able to 
announce in the House of Commons ·on· June 9, ' There 
is a com:plete understanding between us and the Great 
Powers that there should be no undue pressure pu~ upon 
the new Sovereign of Turkey; that he and his counsellors 
should have time to mature their measures.'. 'All the 
Powers, he added, _ were agreed in affording -the new 
Sultan imll).ediate recognition. 'In fact, England's isola-' 
tion was over; her policy had' prevailed. · ' Derby gets ' 
much credit,_ but he has needed pressure,' wrote Hardy 
in his diary for June 9. ' Disraeli has really beeri the 
mainspring.' -

Disraeli's letters, just before.- and after. the coup d!Ptat 
at Con~tantinople, -;show the anxieties which weighed 
upon him, owing to the disorders in· Turkey, Russia'sc 
suspicious policy, and the prese~ce in Turkish waters 
of British and foreign ships- of war. He never forgot 
how a policy of drift landed us in the Crimean War, and 

~y;~ ~-~ 

. }~"~~-~-~~' 
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determined that we should preserve a clear and straight 
course now·. ' Whatever happens,' he WrOte to Lady 
Chesterfield on· May 29, ' we shall certainly not drift 
into war, but go to war, if we Jo, beoause we intend it, 
and have a purpose which we mean ·to aooomplish. I 
hope, however, Russia, at the bottom of the whole affair, 
will be sensible, and then we shall have peace.'_ . 

To Lord Derby. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, S.W., May· 25, '76.-As the 
Ambassadorl and Admir'a12 have come together naturally, 
without any intimation from us; I think we had better wait 
and learn the results of this spontaneous· conference before 
we trouble theni any further. 

I am well satisfied With what we have done since Monday
and so far as I can judge, or learn, public opinion ratifies 
our course. 

10, D. S., May 28.-... We must remember what is taking 
place in the Turkish waters is unprecedented. All the navies 
of Europe . assembled: two of Powers never before knoWn, r ' 
and England with a novel force which she has never tried· 
in battle; while at Constantinople itself there is in numbers 
a formidable fleet, but without . ammunition and Without 
crews. 

These Turkish waters have been the frequent scene of 
coups de main. Even in our own time,_ among others, we 
have the abduction of the fleet by Egypt, Unkiar Skelessi, 
and Sinope. 

The Turkish fleet is at present, in ·everybody's mind, a 
prize the possession of which may influence the fate of nations. 
The imminent danger-i.e., a few weeks ag~was in my opinion 
from the side of the Bosphorus. Had Ignatieff succeeded 
in inducing the frightened Sultan to admit a Russian garrison 
and place his fleet under the guardianship of Russia, the 
difficulties would have been great. It is to be hoped that 
the personal influence of our Ambassador acting on changed 
circumstances may prevent any repetition of such efforts, if, 
as is believed, they' were ever made. 

The danger from the Dardanelles is of another kind. The 
Treaty of 1841 must not be violated. That should be a 
cardinal principle with ·us. But, if violated, there is but 
little compensation to be found in the consciousness that we 
have made a protest. 

1 Sir Henry Elliot. 2 Sir James Drummond. 
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What if secret instructions were given to the Admiral 
that if any of the naval forces assembled propose to violate 
the Treaty of 1841 he should warn .. them that it must be on 
their responsibility and that he is instructed to maintain· that 
Treaty by force ~ · ' ; 1 

Before-we decide on anything, it might be as weU to hear · 
the result of the interview between the Ambassador and the 
Admiral. After aU, at a conjuncture li~e the present almost 
everything depends on the · ~mbassador. He must ·not 
depend too much on his instructions; he must rely on good 
information, on his own quickness of perception, resolution, 
arid fertility of resource. · . . . . 

May 31.-Elliot tells us nothing .as .to who brought all 
this"1 ab()ut. It is always one n1an who 'does, these things. 
It ought to have been Elli.ot himself, .. but that I fear is not 
the case. · · · . · , · 
. What will happen ~- Until we k~ciw we can hardiy, I fear,· 

shape· our course: . If the Turks were to !')stablish 'a Con
stitution,' they would go up in the market of Europe, ,which 
is always liberal, and perhaps _get a new loari,. 

But pray think of our last; conversation as to possible 
• .i;_Congress. I .feel convinced it is the· only practical· solution 
· .,, in the long run. Conference .or Congress on . the basis of 

status. quo ; admitting creation of_ new vassal States, but 
sine qua non, no increase of .the territory of any existing 

, vassal State. If Bismarck agrees to this, the affair is finished 
and for a generation. · . · , . 

I am very anxious about Besika Bay and its c.ontents. 
Instructions as I intimated mean, you say, '.war.' 
That depends entirely on the men instructed. With· a 

·competent Ambassador· and Admiral it should mean peace 
·not war. . . , . · . _ . . · 

" .. The AmbassadoraridAdmiral under existing Circumstances. 
mu:st be in confidential communication wjth· the other envoys 
and commanders, and it is their principal duty to make these 
colleagues aware of contingencies. . , 

Instructions may lead to war, .but non-instructions may 
bring _about catastrophes. Witness Navarin()! The circunic 
stances were very similar, and the British Admiral was left 

· entirely without instructi<ms . 

. · · ToLady Bradford. , 
HUGHENDEN.MANOR, .fun~ 6; 1876.~ ... I can say nothing 

.about. affairs, wh. no one can: penetrate at this moment. · I 
will only say that I see·not the slightest cause of regret for 

t The coup d'etat at Oollstantinople. 
( ~-

~- \.' .. J· .. -...... ~, 
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thE? course I have taken. It requires calmness, wh. no one 
I have to deal· with possesses in an eminent degree, except 
Derby; who takes things coolly enough: but I am not so 
sure of his firmness as of his salutary ap~thy. However, I 
think we shall· do, and that Prince Gortchakoff has found 
out by this time that he is not always to· have his own 
way.... . .. . 

June 7.-... We have not had much leisure here, for 
tels. £:toni all quarters of the globe are showered on us, but 
one can bear it when things go well. I like the look of things, 
and shd. not be surprised if I accomplished exactly, and 
entirely, all I intended. That ought to satisfy a man. · 

But the stakes are high. Generally speaking, there is no 
gambling like politics; but when you have to deal only with 
Emperors and High Chancellors, and Empires are on the 
main, the excitement, I suppose, a little increases. . . . · 

Breathe nothing to any human being of my general feeling 
as to affairs, except of course to B[radford], who is, always, 
I know, discreet. · 

To Lord John Manners. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, June 7, '76.-... It is a sourc~ of-t" 

great satisfaction to me, that you are .with" the Queen at this 
trying moment. It is of the last importance, that H.M. 
should have with her a trusty corinsellor and a man of the 
world, and one who possesses my entire confidence. 

I see nothing to regret in the course we have followed; 
indeed much the reverse. 

The refusal to sanction the Berlin note: the sending the 
Queen's fleet to the Turkish waters: the :friendly warning to 
the Governments of the assembled navies to remember and 
respect treaties: all this forms a policy of determination, and 
yet is consistent with a sincere love of peace, which, I believe;· 
it will secure. · 

I look upon· the tripartite cqnfedera:cy to be at an end. 
It was an unnatural alliance, and never would have occurred 
had England maintained, of late years, her just position in 
public affairs. · · 

I think not only peace will be maintained, but that Her. 
Majesty will be restored to her due and natural influence in 
the government of the world.: . . ·· 

In spite of Odo Russell's forebodings, the independent 
line taken by. the British Government only strengthened 
Bismarck's respect for ·Disraeli and his Cabinet. 
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· To. Lady Bradford. 

HousE oF CoMMoNs, June· 13, 1876:-... The great man 
at Berlin has completely realised my expectations. H;e is. · 
in the highest spirits and good humor. He delights in the 
whole affair, and particularly praised '])israeli's speeches' 
to Odo Russell, 'and his sending the fleet to the Dardanelles I' 

· and then he fell into a fit of laughing· at Gortchakoff-but I 
think I must tell you to burn this letter: at any rate, I will 
·stop my pen. - , . . ' 

Schou. was with Lord Derby yesterday, as I had arranged
and they had a very interesting conversation .. I think things 

· look as well as possible; but we must be prepared yet for 
stranger vicissitudes and trials of our mettle, So much the 
better ! These are politics ·worth managing. . . 

To -Anne Lady ~he~terfield. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 18,-c-;-It is not very_ easy, 

dear darling, to write letters when one's mind is entirely-. 
absorbed, and with an awful w:eight of responsibility on one's 

. shoulders: so that Lord Derby said to nie yesterday, that he 
' ~- cd. scarcely attend to general husiness, ·and really thought 

at all times of only one subject. ·You say ·' everybody is· at 
my feet.' . Yes! it may be so-but the thing is 'to keep them 
there. Gortchakoff won't give up his game easily. · I see 
before me l:J. period of great danger, agitation, and difficulty. 
I am pretty well, and if I cd. ·save myself from those terrible 
late nights in the H. of Commons shd. be able; perhaps, to 
guide theship a little longer. . . . · 

- • • • :· ;• -~· ·' • < • ' -· -,jr 
. Representations . wet:e constantly ·reaching . .the Queen 

during the last week of May :and the early weeks of June · 
·from the·Emperor William,· the Crown Princess, and the 
Crown Prince; to the effect ~hat Berlin had n_o special 
interest in the Eastern Question,_ and only d>-operated 
with St. Petersburg arid Vienna in virtue of an agreement 

_between the. three Empires in_ 1872, under which ,all 
. important political' questions were to be discussed, as _f~r 

as possible, a trois ; that Ge~niany under • .Bismarck was 
anxious for co-operation with England; that, if England'· 
would.give the lead,~Germany would follow. Disraeli, at-' 
.'the Queen'srequest., sent her this letter, describing·British 
policy, to be·forwarded to theCrown Prince: 
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To Queen Victoria. 

June 18, 1876.~:Mr. Disraeli ... has read with deep 
• interest the letter of the Crown Prince. Mr. Disraeli will 

· say at onoe, simply and clearly, that your Majesty's Ministers· 
are ready and willing to act with Prince Bismarck. They 
have endeavoured to convey that wish and resolution on 
their part frequently, and as they thought unmistakably, to 
His Highness. It is not to encourage conkoversy, when he 
wishes to lay the foundation of permanent and powerful co
operation, that Mr. Disraeli ventures to observe that, if Prince 
BisD?-arck is so anxious for these ends, 'it is to be regretted 
that he sh-ould have joi!led in the Berlin note without even 
stipulating that England should have a voice in the matter. 

However, this is not a reproach: only a remark.· Ready 
to act with Prince Bismarck,.Mr. Disraeli would observe that, 
at this particular moment, your Majesty's Ministers have 

·nothing to propose in the way of pacificatory· measures. All 
. hav~·agreed that the new Sultan· must have time to negotiate 

with' the insurgents, and, if he fail, and they persist in con
tinuing -the struggle with the avowed object of achieving 

-.....,_their independence; Mr. Disraeli does not see what kind of 
-mediation is possible. We can in that case only see that 
the?e~ i_s fair play. . . . · · , , , 

Derby, a.couple of days later, explained in more detail 
the policy which he and Disraeli were . pursuing. The 
language in which he described the extreme difficulties 
of England's diplomatic situation recalls the terms of 

rDisraeli's letter to Lady Bradford of September 6 in the 
previous autumn. 1 

Lord De1'by to General Ponsonby.' 
F. 0., June 20, 1876.--I quite agree-if I may venture to 

say so-in the view which Her Majesty takes of the existing 
state of things. We shall have to be on our guard against 
appearing as the supporters of Turks against Chris.tians in 
the East. This is the danger, and neither Mr. Disraeli nor 
rare blind to it. All we have done, and all we ought to do, 
is to see fair play .. We are 'lery far from being out of the 
difficulty: indeed if the report be true. that the Prince of . 
Servia has asked for the Governorship· of Bosnia, the real 
troubles are just about to :begin. The demand is so absurd 
that it can be put forward only as an excuse for a quarrel; 

1 _See above, p. 885. 
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· and. I doubt whether even Russian influence could prevent 
war, if it were made and refused: · · · 

I agree that we ought to have no antagonism with Russia. 
;I do not believe the Czar or his responsible advisers desire 
to break up tpe Ttirkish Empire at present .. 

But the conduct of their agents in all places is absolutely 
at variance with. the language held at Petersburg: showing 
either great duplicity or great admlliistrative weakness. I 
believe in the existence of both, but more especially of the 
latter. I ·ari:t as anxious as anyone tt:L.keep _well witlJ. the 
Russians, but there is no acting with people when you cannot 
feel sure'that they are telling truth. _ . 
· In one word; I assent to everything contained in your 

letter, and a;m, and have been, endeavouring to follow the 
line which it indicates: . .. .. . ,. : . . . . . 
· But the difficulties are many: not the least being the 

impossibility of relying on any one outside Englap.d. . . 
Andrassy does not know'.his own niind for a weektogeth~r._ 

Bismarck wants us just now,'hut he is not exactly the person 
whom one can implicitly confide in: what I think of the 
Russian policy has been said above: Fra:p.ce will do whatever 
Russia wishes.· It is_ scar~ely possible for ~s to be too cautio/ 

. The steadiness and ind~pendeiice' of · British p~olicy 
under Disraeli and Derby, the general support it received 

-at home, and ·the tendency o£ Bisiriarck'to tally·_ to it, 
·were. not-without their effect on Russia; and she show~d 
herself disposed to moderate, . or at least minimise~· lrer 
own designs and those of her Balkan protege~~· · · ·· · · 

;.: / • . ' :~. t ~ ~ '4,_.., 

To Lord Derby; : '_ . 

Oonfidentirtl. _ 2, WHITEH~LL GAR-DEN~, June 24, '76.-I 
met Schou. last night at dinner; arid hegot me ip. a corner 

·before he went to Beust'sBall: ·~ --:· · · ·- · · · 
-~- He was full of matter:· clear~ for' him calm; and not at ·an 
claret-y. 1;bis is the upshot, wh .. J th.ought- you qught to 
know. · ' - ' ' ' · · . · 
··_The affaks must' be s_etthl.d: there·- must be a. thoro' good 
understanding between E:O:g. arid Russia. ·The despatch 
was one 'of con fiance· and bon vouloir. This he repeated often: 
at last, 'he asked me whether I did not th~nk it soJ Obliged 

_ to·speak, I $aid I cd:·'not doubt it,:bi,it he 'niust admit, that 
With all its ciiiifiance, ete.; it'suggested; or pr()posed, a great 
deal: · >' · . ' · · · ::' · _. · _ . · · · ' _ · · · 

':Really;' he replied, 'i10t.more than: 'we beli~ve; you -wish 
• ·~. '> • .:. ' ~ •• • : ;_,_--. ,· • ~: ·"': •, ,. : - ' 

·.·_. 
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and is for your interest. But, if you disapprove, .propose 
yourselves and we will follow you.' 

Now this is the important part. 
' England is under a false impression about autonomy: 

we do not propose, or wish, a military or political autonomy; 
only an administrative one. · The Sultan may have histroops, 
his fortresses, his political officers, provided the people· may 
manage their own affairs. . . 

' As for Montenegro, it has got about that Russia is in
triguing for a port under the pretence of increasing the 
territory of Montenegro. No such thing: we renounce the 
idea; Montenegro need have no port, only a: lit~le garden to 
grow cabbages and potatoes .. We do not care for· Servia as 
we do for Montenegro, but what Servia wants. is not much: 
and I believe the Sultan has more than once been on the 
point of granting what they wish.' : ~ . 

. To Queen Victoria; 
_H. OF C., June 29, '76.-Mr. Disraeli ... has the honor 

to acknowledge the receipt, forwarded by General Ponsonby, 
of the copy of a letter from H.R.H. the Princess Louis of 
Hesse, dated the 27th of June, on which Mr. Disraeli ventures 
to make one or two observations. 

With respect ·to the remark that His Imperial Majesty and 
Prince Gortchakoff appear surprised that England, always 
so philanthropic, has no sympathy to _assist the oppressed 
Christians, Mr. Disraeli would observe that the probable 
cause of the comparative coolness of the English people, and 
certainly of your Majesty's Government, in this respect, 
arises from the fact that they are in possession . of incon
testable evidence that the so-called insurgents are not natives 
of any Turkish province but are simply an invasion of revo-. 
lutionary bands, whose strength lay in the support afforded 
to them by Servia and Montenegro, acting on the instiga
tion of foreign agents and foreign committees. All this is 
evident from the report of Your Majesty's Consuls, who are,· 

. Mr. Disraeli believes, without exception, men whose general 
sympathies are in favor of the Christian population., With 
regard to the alleged ' exti·emely anti- Russian feelings ' of 
Sir H. Elliot, your Majesty's Ambassador at Constantinople 
appears to Mr. Disraeli to be a man of great calmness of 
judgment and feeling, and free from prejudice. Indeed for 
some time, Mr. Disraeli rather apprehended that Sir Henry 
was too much under the influence of the Russian Ambassador, 
with whom, Mr. Disraeli has heard, he was intimate and 
maintained confidential relations. . . Mr. Disraeli 'trusts 
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that t,!J.e despatch of Lord Derby, in· reply to that of Count 
Schouv:aloff, which Mr. Disraeli is at this moment revising, 
will remove any misconception from the minds of-the' Emperor 
-and his distinguished Minister; that they will feeltha t. their 
views are fully appreciated by your Majesty's Government, 
and that your Majesty's Ministers are prepared to co-operate 
with them, in every legitimate effort, not only to secure the 

- peace of Europe, but to improve the condition of the Christian 
subjects of the Porte. · 

If the Russian Gov~rnment was rea.dy to co-o~rate 
·loyally with the other Powers; _there was hope that the 
·war which Serbia and Montenegro were threatening 
would be prevented. . Everi if it broke out, as N orthcote 
wrote in his tnemorandmn, ' it -was pretty sure . to end 
in [Servia's] defeat if she were not secretly supported 
by a stronger Power .. _The great object was, therefore, 
to bring the influe_nce of the Powers to bear on Servia to 
·induce her to keep' the peace.' Disraeli was ready to _ 
use strong measures with this ob·j.ect. 

To Lord _Derby. 
·. Oonfidentiai. _2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, S.W., June 28, '76. 
-If war takes place'l:ie:tween Turkey ai?-d Servia;and the 
Porte is victo'rious, 11nd seeks the legitim'ate consequences of· 
victory, as, for· example, the restoration of Belgrade, -it 
shd. at. once be' distinctly signified to Russia, that if Russia 
interfere under these circumstances, the position of affairs 
will be considered by Engla;rid·as most grave. 

Servia will not move, unless she is confident that Russia 
wilf step i:ri, in case of Servia being worsted, and so save her . 
from the consequences of her headstrong audacity. · · 
- At present, it's heads I win, tails you lose. . · 
· ~If this declaration, on our part, is. simultaneously aCcom
panied by a determined effort. to .detach Montenegro from 
Servia, war will not take place-but this ·decided course · 
ought to be taken ~o-day. Even hours are precious. · 

The efforts o£ the' Powers were unsuccessfuL· Serbia 
declared war onTilrk_ey on June 30; Montenegro followed 
on July l. But, though there was anxiety both in the 
Ministry and in tJ:le comitry;- the general lines of British 
policy comlJ?.ap.de4 .~oh~d~!lce. abroad and at home. A 

.. deput~ti~n_.headed by Brighp .. waited on Derby at the 

. ' . 
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Foreign Office on July 14, and assured him that there 
. was no disposition to suspect or blame the Government. 
All that was wanted was strict neutrality, except so far 
as it might be possible to interpose friendly offices to 
bring the fighting to an end-a policy entirely in harmony 
with Derby's own feeling. The Government would. see 
fair play, he said. 'We undertook, undoubtedly,' he 
added, ' twenty years ago, to guarantee the Sick Man 
against murder, but we never undertook'to guarantee 
.him against suicide or sudden death.' Pisraeli's letters 
show his confidence, coupled with his disgust at what 
he conceived_to be the unjustifiable actio~ of Serbia. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield.· 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 9, 1876.-... I am sanguine 

enough to believe that, before the month terminates, the 
infamous invasion of the Servians will have been properly 
punished. All the Great Powers, Russia included, seem 
anxious to defer to England, and something like the old days 
of our authority appear to have returned. 

To Lady Bradford. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 13.-. . Ai; the Emperors 

have now entirely adopted our policy of .. non-interference 
and neutrality, I am iq great hope that the insurrection 
may be soon subdued, and some tolerable settlement brought 
about.·. . . · 

To Queen Victoria. ·• 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 31.~ ... This is a terrible 

day of labor and some anxiety, as we have the Eastern debate 
to-night, and it ~s said that Mr. Gladstone is going to make 
one of his greatest efforts against your Majesty's·Government, 
although his party have refused to suppor~ him in a-vote of 
censure .... 

TQ Lady Bradford. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Aug." 1.-Last night w~nt off 

very well. It was to hav~ been an adjourned debate; and 
a great attack On Ministers, but Granville and Hartington 
were too sensible to indulge Gladstone's vagaries, and he so 
impetuous that he rose the first night, wh. gave me an oppor
tunity to follow him; and the affair then collapsed, as I wd: 
not, nor could not, give them another day, as they declined 
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· bringing forward a vote of censure. · I did not speak at all 
.to my own satisfaction, wanting energy, and therefore fluency, 
arnd clearness and consecutiveness of ideas, but it did well -
en~ugh, as I got 'out my principal thopghts, and the latter-
part; not ill-reported, will be read by the country, T hope 
profitably. . . . -- · -

Disraeli was justified i:n. the satisfaction which he 
expressed about this debate on July 31-the final debate 
of the Session-upon the general Eastern policy. 'I have 
no desire,' said Hartington .at its close, ' to place upon 
record any condemnation of the conduct of the Govern" 
ment. I think that .in the main the iolicy which they 
have adopted inight, although I may have had objections 
to the means they may have adopted to carry out that 
policy.' Gladstone had been the only prominent speaker 
whowas definitely hostile; and he had combined a d,efence 
of the Crimean War with a criticism of the rejection of the 
Berlin memorandum, and a demand for ' prompt action ' 
;hich sho~ld at· once preserve the territorial integrity 

· of Turkey and promote the free local government of the. 
subject races. The latter part of .Disraeli~s reply, on 
which he relied for the enlightenm~nt of the country, 
was as follows: ~ 

I believe that the Governments of Ru~sia and Austria have
from the first ... sincerely and unreservedly endeavoured 

. to terminate these disturbances in Turkey. They felt that 
it was their interest to do so, arid they have been most anxious·
to maintain the status quo. But, -unfortunately, the world 
consists -not merely of Emperors and Governments, it con
sists also of secret societies and revolutioni)J'y committees; 
and secret societies and revolutionary committees have been 
unceasingly at work in these affairs, and they do bring--about· 
in an Empire like Turkey most unexpected consequences, 
which may have a most injurious effect on British· 

'-interests. _ , _ · -
When we are told that we sent our fleet to the Dardanelles 

in order to maintain ·the Turkish Empire, I deriy _it .... 
The Turkish Government were .never dec~eived ·on that point. 
. . . They were told they must reform their course and 
eonduct; they must fulfil their engagements and obligations; 
and that our arrival in their waters was ,to maintain the 
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interests of England and the British Empire, not to bolster 
up any Power that was falling into decrepitud~ from its own . 
weakJless. • 

The Turkish Government is engaged at this moment in 
a civil war ... ;hut I cannot say that I have seen any cause 
at present why we should suddenly interfere. The right hon. 
gentleman used the expression ' prompt interference ' ; but 
at the same time he tells us he has nothing himself to pro
pose. . . . In my opinion, it would be in the long run .a 
very unsatisfactory interference if you did not ·know when 
you interfered what you intended, what you wished to accom
plish. Her Majesty's Government have shown no disposition 
to avoid the liabilities which are attached to a great country 
like England, and which she must not shrink from; I am 
perfectly aware of our duties, not merely arising from treaties 
into which the country has entered, but the duties generally 
which we owe to civilisation; you cannot, however, settle 
.these things by making speeches at public meetings. . . . · 

We have said from the first that we were in favour of 
non-interference; we have said from the first that we should 
observe a strict neutrality if that strict neutrality were 
observed by others. There has been a diiference of opinion 
between. us and the other Powers; there has .been some con
troversy; in what has it all ended~ It has all ended by the 
other Pow~rs adopting our policy. . . . When I am told 
by the right hon. gentleman that we have lost our position 
in the European Concert, I am bound to say that is not 
·the opinion of Her Majesty's Government. I· believe the 
other Powers are most ready and prepared to . act with 
us. . . . . 

The course which we have taken is the one which we believe 
we were. called upon to pursue for the sake of our iJ;J.terests 
and for the sa}re of our Empire; it was the course which, in the 
second place, we were called Upon to pursue because we 
believed it was most conducive to the maintenance of peace; 
and thirdly, also, the one which we believed would lead to 
the progressive improvement of the population of the Turkish 
. Empire. If there is to be nothing but confusion, if we are 
to have nothing but struggles and war, if secret societies and 
revolutionary committees are to ride rampant· over those 
fair provinces, I shall cordially deplore such a result as much 
as gentlemen who attack me very often for my want of 
sympathy with the sufferers by imaginary atrocities .... 

When the occasion arrives we shall be ready to take our 
responsible part in what I hope may be the pacification of 
these countries, their advancement in civilisation, and their 
general improvement. · 
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The hostile amendment was withdrawn without be~ng · 
expose!). to the risks of a division; Parliament accepted, 
without serious question, the general Eastern policy of 
the· Gov,ernme:rit. Salisbury was justified in .writing to 
Disraeli on July 27: 'It is quite evident, from the 
quiescence of Parliament and the· country on the subject, 
tha~ very general confidence is felt in the present conduct 

. ofour foreignpolicy; and'in the s9aping of that policy, 
th~ largest share is generally, andjustly, attributed to 

. '1 . you .. 
1 See ~: 834." · . ' ' 

.t: 

.. "' 



CHAPTER II. 

THE BuLGARIAN ATROCITIES. 
)• . 

1876. 

The general Eastern policy of the Government was 
accepted; but before the debate of July 31 a side-issue 
had arisen, which was for some months largely to obscure 
the main question, and to deflect the opinions and action 
of men and parties, and even of nations. The unrest 
in European Turkey had spread before ·the close of 
April to Bulgaria, where an insurrection broke out 
which began with a massacre of the Jocal Turkish 
officials, and which, as it was the outcome of a wide
spread conspiracy, fomented from beyond the frontier, 
might well have proved formidable. It was in 
the mountainous district round Philippopolis, in the 
country afterwards known as Eastern Rumelia, that this 
uprising occurred; not, as before,. in the remote north
western corner of the Turkish ]jmpire in Europe, but in 
a central province on the highway to the West. The 
Porte, with Bosnia _and Herzegovina in revolt, and Serbia 
and Montenegro threatening war, determined to protect 
its armies from a flank at~ack by the ruthless suppression 
of the Bulgarian insurgents. Not only was a consider
able force of regular Turkish troops employed, but, 
before their arrival, irregulars, Bashi-bazouks and Cir
cassians, who were already settled in the country, were 
armed and let loose upon a mostly unarmed peasantry, 
committing on them terrible atrocities. The massacres 
and outrages which had marked the_ insurrection were 
avenged a hundredfold. Thousands perished and many 
villages were ravaged and destroyed. Peculiarly heinous 

913 . 
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atrociti~s were perpetrated at the hill town of Batak; 
every house in it ·was burnt, and five thousand people 
were slaughtered, neither age' nor sex being spared. · · 

These events took place in the first three weeks of 
May; but Only very inadequate reports r~ached Mi:bisters 
_or .the British public. There was no British consul at 
Philippopolis, the centre of disturbance; the worst horrors 
were perpetrated in secluded townships in the Balkan 
and Rhodope mountains; and such .information as filtered 

• t~rough to Constantinople· and 'Londop_ came either by 
way of Adrianople, over a- hundred miles off, .or from 
E_ustchuk on the Danube; in the extreme north _of the 
country. To what extent Sir Henry Elliot, the British 
Ambassador in Constantinople, was ill served, and to 
what extent he was deficient in energy and i:bitiative, 

·may be open questions; but he certainly failed to bring 
home to Downing Street at the time the terrible nature 
of the Turkish atrocities. The first detailed account· ap
peared in the Daily News of June 23, a month or more 
after the perpetration of the crimes. It was ft. most lurid 
story, 'decorated with extravagant particulars'fwhich: it 
was difficult for the judicious to believe, and which turned -
out eventually to be serious exaggerations.· 

. Disraeli, with his wide knowledge of i:nen and things, 
was well aware how stories of this sott tended t'o exag
geration; and he had shown at the time of the Indian 
Mutiny how 8ceptical in this respect was his habit: of 

. mind. That ferocity had been -ma:bifested botl:l· in the 
rising and in· the suppression was certain from the whole 
history of warfare in the Balkan highlands. But he might 
reasonably suppose that, had the horrors perpetrated 
been out of. the common even for tllat wild country, 

· he would have received from Constantinople more 
detailed reports. The Daily News, founded in the forties, 
and at first edited by Charles D~ckens, had won for itself 

·by the seventies· an ·honourable· reputation; but Disraeli 
· was not so much alive to this· as to the fl:i.ct that it was 
thf leading Liberal organ, which had 'throughout beeii 
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particularly hostile to himself and devoted to Gladstone. 
'They appear,' he wrote of the horrors to Lady Bradford 
on July 13, 'in that journal alone, which is the real 
Opposition journal, and, I believe, are, to a.g~eat extent, 
inventions. , But their object is to create a cry against 
the Government.' When he was questioned in the 
House of Commons on June 26, he said that undoubtedly 
there had been great ferocity shown on both sides, but 
that the information which the Government had received 
did not justify· the statements made in the Daily News. 
That journal, however, continued to publish horrifying 
details, which were confirmed in a moosure by 11he Times 
and from other quarters. When questioned again on 
July 10, Disraeli maintained substantially the same 
posiNon. · 

With respect to the reports of the terrible atrocities to 
which the right hon. gentleman has referred, I would still 

. express a hope that, when we become better informed-! 
would express this hope for the sake of human nature itself
when we are thoroughly informed of what has occurred, it 
will be found that the statements are scarcely warranted •... 
Sir Henry Elliot is not a man to be insensible to such terrible 
proceedings. On the contrary, he is a stern assertor of 
humanity, and I know no man who would .more firmly and 
energetically interfere if he were aware of events such as 
those to which the right hon. gentleman has referred .... 
That there have been proceedings of an atrocious character 
in Bulgaria I never for a moment doubted. Wars of insur
rection are always atrocious. ThE-se are wars not carried on 
by regular troops-in this case riot even by irregular troops
but by a sort of posse comitatus of an armed population. We 
know in our own experience that one. of our Colonies, an 
ancient . colony of England-Jamaica-was the scene of 
tr~nsactions and of- a panic which always accdmpanies insur
rection, which no one can look back upon without horror. 
I cannot doubt that atrocities have l>een committed in 
Bulgaria; but that girls were sold into slavery, or that more 
than 10,000 persons have been imprisoned, I doubt. In fact, 
I doubt whether there is pris01~ accommodation for so many, 
or that torture has been practised on a great scale among an 
Oriental p~ople who seldom, I believe, resort to torture, but 
generally terminate their connection with culprits in a more 
expeditious manner. · 
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At these last words there was a laugh in the House, 
always expectant of some humorous sally in the Prime 
Minister's utterances. A most unscrqpulous use was 
made of this incident by the baser. and :rpore ·uncritical 
among his opponents. Over and over again ~n the 

· next few months it was asserted that Disraeli, one of the 
most humane and tender-he'arted of men,. was. so cynical 
as to make a public jest of unspeakable ·horrors inflicted 

', by the Turks upon their Christian victims. All . he 
meant to say, though he unfortunately employed sonorous 

.. Disraelian language, was· that lie could not believe the 
detailed accounts of· the Daily News. North cote ·has. 
told us that he was sitting next his chief at the ·time he 
spoke, ' and heard him say to himself rather angrily, 
'' What is there to .laugh at ~" ' 1 

Disraeli, in this matter of. the ·Bulgarian atrocities, 
had reason to complain, not merely of indifferent infor
mation supplied from Constantinopl~\ but also of a 
careles~riess in the Foreign Office, which did not see that 
he was provided with s11ch information as it had. 

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. 2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, July 14, '76._:_! 
must again complain of tl).e management of your office, and 

·request your personal attention to it. 
It is impossible to represent F. 0. in the House of Commons, 

in these critical ti!Ues, with[ou]t sufficient information. 
What I receive is neither ample, nor accurate_. 

1 The following is_ an example of the latitude which clerical agitators· 
permitted themselves to-use in this controversy. The High Church Bishop 
of Bombay, Dr. Mylne, preaohin~ in his .Catliedral on Sept. 24, 1876, said: 
• A pitiful sneer a)Jout exaggeratiOn, a wretched jest about the murderous 

·proclivities of those whoin to our shame we call .allies, is the response of 
the Premier of England to the wail of Christian Turkey. There was a.n 
England once, my friends, that would. have brooke\! no cynical btiffoonei'y 
ili the man who directed her. policy, When the questiOn was the burning 
of homesteads and the ravishing of women:' Called to.account by Corry, 
.the Bishop replied on Dec. 3: 'The grounds on which I then felt warranted 
in making these charges ..•. do not appear to Die after anAnterval of 
two months to have been such that .r can plead them in j)lstification of 
niy words. . . . I have no course open to me but to ask Lord Beacons
fieln·to accept sucli· amends as can. be made by my e~pres>ioii. of regret. 

· I· should lise the word "apology" Instead of •·expressiOn of regret"·had 
. my original words been uttered in any other place than the pulpit;' . 
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After I had made the declarations, wh. I did on yr. autho
rity, respecting the Bulgarian 'atrocities,'- I find a despatch 
from ~mr Consul at Rustchuk, received, if l remember right, 
on the 28th June, and which reached me a fortnight after
wards, wh., if it do not confirm them as facts, refers to them 
as rumors, wh. are probable, and refers- to them in some 
detail. ' 

Last night Mr. Baxter gave notice of_a question to be put 
on Monday to me-whether the Bulgarian outrages, referred 

' to in the Daily News, were not regularly communicated, at 
the time, by our _Consul at Adrianople, and whe[the]r our 
Ambassador at Const. had not consequently remonstrated 
with the Turkish Govt. 

This was pretty well giving me the lie in the Ho. of Commons, 
and under ordinary circumstances, I shd. have at once risen, 
and not waited for Monday for the reply.- But I have no 
confidence what[eve]r in yr. office, and I was obliged to 
submit in silence to the indignity, and, for ought r know, 
Monday may increase the pain of my position. · 

When Consul· Reade's report .reached Dh;raeli, he did 
not think it afforded sufficient ground for crediting the 
extravagant details of the newspaper correspondents: -

A Consul hears, and no do~bt truly, that there has been 
some extremely wild work on the pl),rt of some of the Bashi
l!azouks, and he engages someone , to go to a coffee-house 
frequented by these ruffians, where he listens to the reports 
of the wild work that has been going on. One present says, 
'5,000 or 6,000 must have perished innocently,' when another 
answers, 'If you had said 25,000 or 26,000 you would have 
been more correct,' as if exulting in the carnage. Now we 

· know very well how difficult it is even in civilised nations 
with a well-organised police to obtain accurate information 
on such points, and how frequently we hear of 100,000 men 
being assembled on a public occasion when subsequent 
enquiry showed that the number was not more than 10,000. 
I was not justified.for a• moment to adopt that coffee-house 
babl:>le brought by an anonymous Bulgarian to a' Consul as 
at all furnishing a basis. of oelief that the accounts subse
quent}y received had any justification.1 

_Disraeli was right; it was 'coffee-house babble'; and 
while it· furn'shed ground for inyestigation, it afforded 
no proof of the de~ailed charges. Indeed, the suggeste_d 

•. House of Commons, July31. 
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numbers of '25,000 to 2i:i,000were more than dmibl~ those 
which investigation ultimately..,showe~~.to have perished. 
But it. was an indiscreet. phras_e, and was ,us~d · ?Y his 
political opponents to deepen the impression cnia~ed by 
the previous incident. , · ··- · 

Though Disraeli was sceptical, he was anxious to 
discover- the truth; Elliot's activities were repeatedly 
st mula ted from home; and a special ·envoy, Walter 
Baring, was sent to investigate the fact~. Publl.c feeli!,lg, 
however, shocked by the steadily recurrent, unrepudiated 
tales of atrocity, began. to take fire; and there was a 
debate in the House of Commons which damaged the 
Government. Even the phlegmatic Ha~tington s~!d_ at 
its close that, unless some complete defence of~these 
horrors could be put Jorward, the Porte w:ould lose all 
trace of the sympathy of England; and that it was the 
duty of the Government to make4he Turks understand 
this. 

To £ord Derby. 

Confidential. H. OF C., A'llg. 7, '~6.-We have had a very 
damaging debate on Bulgarian atrocities, and it is lucky for 
us,' in this respect, that the session is dying. . 

Had it not been for an adroit ana ingenious speech by 
Bourke, who much distinguished himself, the- cons.equences 
might have been rather serious. · 

But two grave results are now evident: 
Ist. That Elliot has shown a lamentable want of energy 

and deficiency of information throughout; and ·. . . 
2nd. That our own F. 0. is liable to the same imputations. 

The F. 0. misled me in the first replies wh. I gave· on their 
voucher, and had I seen that despatch of Consul Reade, 
which never reached me, I wd. never have made those answers, 
and, what is more, shd. have pressed it on you to follow up 
Reade's revelations. ·' 

I write this now, because Hartington wants more papers, 
· and wants them before Prorogation, that he m;:ty have more-
· dam·aging. debates. , . · 

It is a very awkward business; and, I fear, a great exposure 
of our. diplomatic system abroad and at home., 

Finally, on August II, just before the close of the 
Session, there was for the first: time a real attack on the 
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Govern~ent, Jed· by Evely"u. Ashley, Shaftesbury's son, 
and supported, from the fro;t bench, by Forster in a· 
moderate and weighty speech, and by Harcourt in a 
reckless ·and slashing one. Gladstone made no sign. 
Harcourt 'hoped to God they had-at last done with the 
Turk.' European opinion, he affirmed, would support 
any Power that· ' would emancipate · ~urope froin the 
curse· which affiicted her, and redeem Christendom from 
the shame by which she had been too long dislfonoured.' 
By this time Baring's preliminary report had been re
ceived, fixing the number of Bulgarian victims at 12,000; · 
and Disraeli was able, with considerable rea.Son, to main
tain that his scepticism had been justified. The fJlaughter 
of 12,000 individuals was certainly, he said, ' a horrible 
event which no one ca~ think of without emotion.' ~ut 
was it sufficient reason to ·make the British Empire, as 
Harcourt demanded, denounce its treaties and change 
its traditional policy ? · 

We.' are always treated as if we had some peculiar alliance 
with the Turkish Government, as if we were their peculiar 
friends, and even as if we were expected to uphold them in 
any enormity they might commit. I want to know what 
evidence there is of that, what interest we have in such a 
thing. We are, it is true, the allies of the Sultan of Turkey; , 
so is Russia, so is Austria, so is France, and so are. others. 
We are also their partners in a tripartite treaty, in which 
we, not only generally; but singly, guarantee with France 
and Austria the territorial integrity of Turkey. These a;re 
our engagements, and they are the engagements that we 
endeavour to fulfil. And if these engagements, r.enovated 
and repeated only four years ago by the wisdom of Europe, 
are to be treated by the honourable and learned gentleman 
as idle wind and chaff, and if we are to be told that our 
po)itieal duty is by focce to expel the Turks to the other 
side of the Bosphorus, then politics cease to be an art, states
manship becomes a mere mockery, and instead of being a 
House of Commons faithful to its traditions, and which· is 
always influenced, I have ever thought, by sound principles 
of policy, whoever may be its leaders, we had better at once 
resolve ourselves into one of those revolutionary clubs which 
settle all political and social questions with the same ease as 
the honourable and learned member. 
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In the peror~tio~ of thls, his last speech in the House 
of Commons, Disraeli sounded once again the imperial 
note. . . 

_ · What may be the fate of the eastern part of . Europe it 
would be arrogant for me to speculate upon, and if I had any 
thoughts on the subject I trust I should not be so imprudent 
orso indiscreet as to take this opportunity to -express_ them. 
But I am sure that as long as England is ruled by English 
parties who understand the principles on which ollr Empire 
is founded, and who are resolved to maintain that Empire, 
our influence in that part of the world can never be. looked • . 
upon with indifference. ·If it should happen that the qovern- ~:> 
ment which controls the. greater portion of those fair lands 

.._is found to be incompetent for_its.purpose,neither England
nor any of the Great Powers will shrink from fulfilling the 
high political and moral duty which will then devolve upon 

·.them. . . . , 
·But, Sir, we mu8t not jump at conclusions so quickly as is 

now the fashion; There is nothing to justify . us in talking 
in such a vein of Turkey as ·has been, and is being at this 
moment, entertained. The present is a state of affairs which 
requires the' most vigilant examination and the most careful 
inanagE)ment. But those who suppose that England ev~. 
would uphold, or at this moment particularly is upholding, 
Turkey from blind superstition, and from a want of sympathy 
with the highest aspirations of humanity, are deceived. 
What our duty is at. this critical moment is to maintain the 
Empire of England. Nor will we agree. to any step, though 
it may obtain for a inoment comparative quiet and a -false 

_ prosperity, that hazards the existence ofthat Empire. 

In this speech, as in all his bther. statements in the 
H<;mse on the question, Disraeli chivalrously defended 
Elliot from the attacks. very generally made on· his 
negligence and inefficiency. But he was only too well 
aware of how seriously the Government at home ha;d 
been damaged by the conduct of their .representative at 
Constantinople. · 

To Lord Derby. 

Confidential. 10, ·DowNING STREET, Aug. 15, '76.-I am 
off, but 1 send· a line, which I would rather have said than 
Written. ·r had the pleasure, however, of seeing our dearest 
friend yesterday afternoon, and tri~d to.say it to her. 
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We. are on the eve, probably, of difficult. negotiations, 
which require men who combine both tact and energy. The 
two principal places in these coming transactions will be 
Constantinople and Vienna-and in both posts we are singuc 
larly weak. · . . 

Elliot has many excellent qualities, both moral and intel" 
lectual, but he has no energy. This is probably the conse
quence of his wretched health; but, what[eve]r the cause, the 
result is the same. His conduct has seriously compromised, 
and damaged; the Government, and the more that is done 
now by him to redeem the situation, the more evident he 
makes it, that all this shd. have been done months ago. 

Exertions, wh. are made in August, to counteract the 
mistakes of May, can achieve no reputation; as a public 
servant, the nation has utterly condemned him. -

His hopeless health might, however, be a plea for a course 
on our part, wh., otherwise, might be painful. He might yet 
remain at his post, and assist an Extraordinary Envoy 
adapted to the present position of affairs. I think, myself, 
that Layard is the man for such a lJ!ission. _ . 

As for Buchanan, that is a hopeless case. He has been 
a public servant for t a century, and I knew him almost .at 
the commencement of that time-at Constan[ tinopl]e in 1830; 
I, therefore, can testify, that it is not age, which has enfeebled 
his intelligence or dimmed his powers. H~ was, and ever has 

·been, a hopeless mediocrity. · · 
Andrassy wants a guide-a man of quick perceptions and 

iron will-about him. I think Vienna more important than 
Constantinople. You ought to have ·no false delicacy in the 
business. Buchanan should be confidentially communicated 
with, and told that he should resign .. · . . . . . 

' Adieu I cher camarade! I wish you success and fame-and 
believe you will obtain both; but, in.great affairs, to suoceed 
you must not spare the feelings of mediocrities. 

After his farewell to the Commons the new peer went 
for a short visit to the Queen at Osborne, and,then 
spent a ' happy week ' with the Bradfords at Castle 
Bromwich. -'The weather,' he wrote to Corry, 'was 
worthy of the " Castle of Indolence " ; we sate under 
bowery trees surrounded by cooing doves, and, as man
kind is mimetic, we cooed ourselves. ·At six o'ciock, 
we went for some amusing drive, and MVadi generally 
drove me alone. I visited Drayton-a. very fine place, 
~ 00 

" 
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· full of art and.all on a great scale.'· His host.and hostess, 
when he left, took him to the station at Birmingham, 
.where he had 'what is called "ail ovation" ... :.t was 
ch~ered. through the ~t;eetS, and. at the. station the 
demonstration was f' intense}'.' To.Lady Bradford he 
wrote from Hughenden .that evening, August 22: ' They 
were very tumultuous at: Brumrilagem after we separated; 
perhaps yo'u heard tli~rii. A*d·there ·~as ·a party collected 
at evel'y station tili we got.t6 Banbury with vociferous 
ejaculations and congratulations ito ''the noble Hurl of 
BeaconSfield."' Two days later' he added, 'I continue ~o · 
receive inmiinerabh:i letter~ of co;;gratuiation, ,occasionally -. 
mixed with 1 or 2 of Il_len;tce.' ;':,;: ; . " - .• 
It is strange that Beaconsfield had not a larger propor-· 

tion of menacing· !etters. : For that 'enthusiasm ·of the 
English people, which he had often" signalised and admired, . 
was keenly stirred in_reprobationof .~he B;ulgarian atroc:
ties; and throughout the· early auturim•'months -a furious 
agitation raged, following the lines of· Harcourt's call to a 
crusade. -It w~s assumed; in spit~:qf obvious evidence of 
exaggeration, that ·uie worst stories of horrors were _true; . 
and it was demanded -~hat_the Government-guilty ofper
mitting, if not decreeing, such atrocities should be forced 

. to evacuate, certainly. the · provinc~s i,n wlll:ch · they had 
occurred,· if not Eur.opeari :terri~ory ·altog'ether:: Pub,lic 

. meetings were .held all" .over, the country, of wh'ch the ' 
. , keyno~e was that gr!!-ve. Wr.ong had· been done; and that 

the wrongdoers must·bepuilished and the wrong·righted, 
· · regardless of Brit:sh interests or even of British treaty · · 

l obligations. It -~~s further Claimed that 'the issu.e of true 
rel'g:_~n.was at_;stl'ik_e, 'that ~he follow_ers· of Christ rn1tst 
'be rescued froi:n" the domination of the followers of 

' ' . . ,. ·, • ·q, ' '· . . ~ 

Mahomet; and · a9cordingly · .Nonconfor~nist mi~isters on · 
·the one harid; and on'~' the ot;her 'Rgh Church clergy, 
suspi9ious' ·of Beaconsfield ever since the Public Worship 

. Regulation Act, took -a promineh:t part in agita;tion. In 
the l:iackgr'ound,- despite. the fact' 'th!i.t Granville ·and 
~arti~-~t'o·n 'were· krH)wi1' to' -Jiew ~the i:n6v~ment' coldly, 

'¥~' 

~-;:; !'' 
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and that Gladstone· had as yet made no sign, the strings 
'Yere· pulled by Liberal and Radical wirepullers;. and 
there was an increasing tendency to ·throw the blame, 
for .t~e horrors which were so hotly denounced, on the 
British as much as Qn the Turkish· Government. The 
refusal to accept the Berlin memorandum and the despatoh · 
of the fleet to Besika Bay were shamelessly perverted 
into direct encouragements to the Porte to· oppress and 
massacre its Christian subjects. 

Beaconsfield, carrying on. the ·business o! government 
from his quiet Buckinghamshire home, was fertile in 
ideas for turning to account an agitation .. which ·he 
depremited. . · · · 

To Sir Stafford Northcote. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 2, 1876.-W~ must be ooreful 

about 'demonstrations.~ Nothing of .that 'kind will do, 
which is not very effective. Unless. it hits the nail on the 
head, it will be looked on as weak and hysterical. Elliot's · 
stupidity has nearly brought us to a great peril. If h~. had 
acted with promptitude, or even kept himself, and us, in~ 
formed, these ' atrocities' might. have been checked. As it 
is, he has brought us into the position, n:wst unjustly, of 
being thought to connive at them. . . . . 

·But when we have committed a mistake, or find ourselves 
in difficulties, .·the best thing is . to turn them into ' com
modities,' as Falstaff says,. or something like ~t. 1 The ' atroci- . 
ties ' will permit us to dictate to tl),e .Porte. That was the 
meaning·of the telegram respecting which you wrote to me. 
It is to be hoped, that the leading part; .which England may 
take, in obtaining an armistice, and afterwards in the pr,e
liminaries~ will make the excited' Public ' forget, or condone, 
the Elliotiana. · 

.- I hope this may be effected IQngbef,ore your meeting.· · -
. . . .. ;.. 

. To Lord .~alisbur'!l~ .: . . 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept: 3."--::: ... I am 'here,· tied to my 

post. Indeed I o-qght to be at Whitehall, but _that really, in 
A ~gust and Septr., would be too dreary. Even· Derby gets · 
back every night to his ' phtcens uxor:' But still even here, 

; with endless telegrams and ceaseless messengers, 1 find myself, 
every now and then, behindhand. · · 

I 'A good wit will make use of anything; I. will 'turn diseases 'to com-. 
modity.' 2 King Henry IV., Act I., So. 2. 
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Affairs· are ypost. critical. Had it not been for th~se un
happy 'atrocities,' we should have settled a· peace very · 
honorable to England, and satisfactory to Europe. . · · · · 

Now, we are obliged to work from a new· point of departure, 
and dictate to Turkey, who has forfeited all sympathy .... 
Derby is behaving with energy, and I hope will be up to the 
mark-it will not be from want of bottle-holding. ·It is the 
most difficult business I have ever had to touch. 

To Lord Derby.· 

Oonfidentiat. HuGHENDEN, Sept. 4,-I h~ve· been thinking 
much about the present· state of affairs' and our new point 
of departure-wise and inevitable, and wise because inevitable. 
But it is difficult to conceal fr'om ourselves that it is a course 

· which will probably bring ·about a !esult very different fr9m 
that originally contemplated. · . ·· 

I cannot help doubting whether any arrangement, though 
I have confidence in your skill and your fortune, a-quality 
as important as skill, is now practi9able. I fear affairs will 

.linger on till the spring, when R:ussia and Austria will march 
their armies into the Balkans, either simultaneously and with 
a certain understanding, or one following_ the other's example 
from jealousy and fear. . . · · 

As Count Andrassy observed to Sir Andrew Buchanan, · 
' there is no alternative between the notes of this year and 
the "solution" of the Eastern Question.' 

. I think the probability is that it-will be 'the -solution ~f 
the Eastern Question,' and; if so, it is wise that we should 
take the lead in it. Our chance ·of success will be greater 
because from us it will be unexpected._· · 

If old Brunnow were here, the work, so far as Russia is 
concerned, might be shorter than with others .. Perhaps 
Schouvaloff may be equally handy, but certainly Palnierston 

.· with Brunnow managed in 1840 the solution of the Eastern 
Question in the other direction most admirably. · · 

Whatever the jealousies of Austria: and Russia, they would 
prefer a division of the Balkan spoil under t~e friendly offices 
of England to war between themselv~s certamly, and perhaps 
with others. Constantinople with an adequate district 

. should be neutralised and made a freeport, in' the custody 
and under the guardianship of .England, as. the Io'nian Isles 
were. > ' ' ' r . 

I fancy there would h€) no difficulty in the eniargement of 
Greece. Natll!e indjmttes, and poliQ.y would not oppose it. 

And now .about . Germany 1 W}len I am told its Pr.imo 
Minister is in solitude :and cannot be disturbed, and that the 
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Queen's Ambassador is -here because it is of no use being at 
his post, I listen to eccentricities, which must not be per
mitted to regulate events affecting the destiny of generations 
and Empires. If Prince Bismarck won't see the Queen's 
Ambassador, he must see you, but I cannot doubt for a 
moment, if he hears from you that there is ·real business 
afloat, he will be seen as much as we desire. 

But what does he want ? Does he want 'compensation'? 
Is it to be in Austrian or even Russian G€rmany ? · Or would 
he feel, without now demanding it, that such compensation 
would naturally accrue to Germaliy in the coprse of events 
from the Slavist development of Austria and perhaps Russia? 

Or would he desire, as a remote and maritime Power, to 
place himself on the level of England, and share with us the 
guardianship of the Hellespont ·and the Symplegades, like 
the garnison confederatif of Mainz and other places after the 
peace of 1815 ? _ 

I write this on tlw assumption that the present attempt 
at peace will fail. God ~ant it may not ! But, if it do, I 
humbly think we cannot act too powerfully and too pro_mptly. 

Decision and energy will render the work practicable; 
hesitation and timidity will involve us in infinite difficulty 
and peril, in the whirlpool of which we should disappear. 

Sept. 6.-... I sent you Northcote's letter, because he 
has an ingenious mind, with popular sympathies, but timid, 
unwisely timid-which timidity always is, tho' caution has 
many charms. 

What I wish to impress upon you, at this moment, as 
regards home, is not to act, as if you were under the control 
of popular opinion. If so, y_ou may qo.what they like, but 
they won't respect you for doing it. 

After all, all this tumult is on a false assumption, that we 
have been, or are, upholding Turkey. All the Turks may be 
in the Propontis, so far as I am concerned, and the first thing, 
after we had declined the Ber~in mem., that you did, was 
to tell Musurus so. ' 

If the thing goe~ well and we get what w:e want, all this 
row will subside, and be forgotten before our first Cab. Council, 
and we shall get the credit of the arrangement; but ,if an 
arrangement takes place, and it :is supposed that we have 
acted under the pressure of this Hudibrastic crew of High
Ritualists, Dissenting ministers, and ' the ·great Liberal 
party,' we shall be contemptible. 
Now~what is going on ? You talk of ' if we get the 

armistice.' Well, you cd. hardly expect that the Turks 
wd. assent to such a naked proposition, tho' it was -a very 
wise thing for you to make it. But if y~u had a man at 
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.Constantinople; by this- time he wd. hav;e fashioned 3 or 
.4 prelims. of peac~, got them sanctioned_ by the Powers, 
and the 'Porte wd. have apcepted _the_ armistice .. They wd. 
of course be vague--:----cbut definite eno'. " - · . . , 

l. 'Status quo,_ etc: . 
2. Govt. of _the Prbvinces (Bulgaria included~) to be 

settled hereafter. . 
3. Indemnity from Servia, to be settled hereafter" . 

_ I fear there must be a Congress, tho' I hate it; and I am 
quite confident we cd. have managed without it, had it not 
been for·this-~ulgarian bogey ... ·. _ · . ··.. ..- -
~ - -

., At· this juncture, the atrocity agitatio~ ·being in full 
swfug, but· comparatively ineffective because leaderless~ 
Disraeli's ·great rival re~urried in good earnest· 'from 
Elba ' to put himself at its head:_ Gladstone had taken 

<no part in the Parliamentary debates on the subject, and 
had· only made a cursory allusion: to" it when attacking 
in the House the gep.eral Eastern policy ·of the Goverri
ment. -But now, ·finding; to use his'·own'worcis', '~hat 
the questi~n wai alive,' he realised that .his opportunity 
had come, and he took it·"'ithout hesitation or scruple. 

To Lady Bradford. • . . 
_ Hu<fHENDEN ·MaNO~R' Sept. 5.-... Ld ... Russell, having 
his 'brother=i;n-law A1pbassador at Constantinople, halts and 
hesi,tates ih · his dotage. All his latter years he has been . 
swearing by. Ld. Derby and Elliot: and· now. he is_ going ;to-· 
caliParlt;:together in Novr. to denounce them both. Glad-
stone; 'wlio had retired 'from· public life,' _can't resist the 

·first opportunity, and "is going to declaim at Bl'ackheath; 
haVing preliminarily given the cue to public. opinion. in. a 

-pamphlet. . I ·wonder what Hartingtqn thinks -of all this 
activity., He is quietly killing grouse at Bolton Abbey, and, 
this very morning, ·sent me four brace--:good fellow! 1 The 
state 'of- affairs is n,ot one. very favoriJ,ble to cthe 'nervous 
syste_m; but mineis no~ yet shaken.-, ' 

_ , 1 Writing on Sept. 6 to Hartington to tha:nk him for t,h? gro~s!l, Beacons~ 
field said: 'It is very kind of you to remember me, one hkes to be remein- _ 
bared. I am sorry I shall not mee_t you so often ·in future, but, we, may 
meet perhaps more freque'ti.tly in those secret'societies where we so'm_etimes 
encounter each other, when we,ouglit to- be, _as Madame de -Sta~il said, 
"conspiring on tlie public place."' See Holland's Devonshire, Vol .. I., 
P; ~74. _ , , . . ' 
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Lord Mor'ey, iri his great Life of Gladstone, treats his 
hero's retirement after the reverse of 1874 as not merely 
whole-hearted and sincere in its conception, in the resolve 
to find fitter occupation than politics for the interval 
between the age of sixty-five and the grave.- this may· 
be conceded; but also as, for two years and a half,' practi
qally effective in execution. · . He mentions, indeed, in 
an inadequate and perfunctory mapner thap at the close 
of the session of 1874 Gladstone engaged-unwillingly, it 
is strangely suggested-in ecclesiastical debates ov~r the 
Public Worship Regulation Bill, the Scotch Patronag~ 
Bill, and the Endowed Schools Bill. But, ~ith that 
exception, the whole . of his Parliamentary activity of 
nearly three sessions; till the summer of 1876, is dismissed 
in four words as 'occasional visits to Westminster,' the 
inference being that the occasions were. of such slight 
importance as not to be worth chronicling. Immersed . · 
in .pamphleteering controversies about Ritualism and 
Vaticanism, in theologimi.l and classical ·studies, in the 
simple delights of the Hawarden park and library, it was, 
we are given to understand, only with the utmost rehic: 
tance, and on the imperative call of duty and' of hmnanity, 
that the statesman, who; had; put Parliament behind his 
back, came forth· to lead an impassioned cr'usade against 
the Government and particularly against the .Prime 
Minister. · · · 

The facts do not bear this picture out. It was thus, 
perhaps; that they presented themselves to Gladstone 
himself; W. E. Forster.once·:saidof him in the House of 
Commons, ' He can persuade. most people of most things, 
and, above all, he can . persuade himself of almost· any
thing.' But those who have read the frequent references 
to Gladstone's Parliamentary appearances in Chapters 
9, 10; and 12 of V., will be disposed· to think that 
all from which he retired, after the first few months, 
was the daily drudgery of leadership. Not merely 
when he. was lured by the ecclesiastical bait; but when
ever any question of moment was raised, whenever, 
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. especially, there was an opportunity for a vehement 
-party attack upon the Gov~rnment, he appeared on the 
Opposition front bench, ·and almost always, when he 
appeared, he spoke. Listen }o the friendly testimony 
of .Sir Henry Lucy's diary in the middle of the session 
of 1875 and early in that of 1876. 

·May 7, 1875:--'--Gladstone's retirement from the leadership 
pf the Liberal party is much sucn another withdrawal from 
the conduct of affairs as the captain of a ship. effects when 
he turns in for the night. The first mate is left in charge of 
the_ ship, but on the slightest emergency the captain is to be 
called. · · . 
·Feb. 14, 1876.-For a man who, as he wrote to 'My dear: 

Granville' more than a year ago, 'at the_ age of sixty-five 
and after forty-two years of a laborious public life,' thought. 

· )limself ' entitled to retire,' Gladstone is uncommonly regular 
in his attendance at the House, and is singularly ready to 
fling himself into debate. · · · · 

.. It might have been expected ~-that, on these reappear
ances, the retired veteran of more -than forty ye!Lrs' 
service would have played"the part of a Nestor; would 
have moderated by his. mature experience the rash 
counsels and reckless daring, of younger men. On the 
contrary, on . all the most conspicuous :occasions, h~ 
returned, not to moderate but to aggravate, riot to ~till 
the spirit of. faction but to. ev_oke it; to spur the con~ 
stituted leaders of the Liberal party into attacks on the 
.Goyernment which they ·deprecated, or,· failing success 
in this,. to launch out himself into vehement denunciation 
'-' like the D1;agon of Wantley breathing fire and furY,' 
as;Disraeli wrote in orie of his fetters. Take, for example, 
in 1874,. Gladstone's .attack··. on .·the Scotch Patronage 
Bill, and his threat of resulting disestablishment if a 
measure was pa,·ssed which his Presbyterian friend Argyll 
warmly commended; in 187o, his violent assault on 

. N orthcote's Sinking.· Fund proposals~ scheme entirely 
in harmony with . his own financial doctrin~; and more 

· p~J:ticularly, in the early months of 1876, his association 
wit?· Lowe in~enouncing. the·Suez Canal Pur9hase, and. 
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the lea9.ing part he took in forcing the Opposition, 
against Hartington's better judgment, into a prolonged 
and factious fight over the Imperial Titles Bill. These 
spasmodic and unbalanced irruptions· into politics are, 
with the trifling exception noted above, not merely 
slurred over, but absolutely ignored, in Lord Morley's 
Life ; yet they surely must profoundly affect the final 
opinion to be passed on the singleness of heart and 
~oundness of judgment with which Gladstone plunged 
'nto his furious 'Atrocity'. crusade. 

The available evidence certairuy suggests that by 1876 
Gladstone, like Cowper's retired statesman; had grown 
weary of his self-imposed exile, was feeling ' a secret 
thirst for h's -renounced employs,' and was, it may be· 
only half consciously, on the lookout for a fitting,occaslon 
on which to blirst from his retreat in. order to save 'a 
sinking State.' 1 His Parliamentary activities in that 
spring were noticeably greater than in the previous t'wo 
years; they consisted of strenuous· attacks on Government 
about matters of foreign and imperial politics, in regard 
to which a patriotic Opposition is loth to take the offen-
sive. This restlessness was as observable at Hawarden 
as at Westminster. Early in the year Sir Louis Mallet 
told Lord·George Hamilton?' A great friend of mine and 
a first-rate judge of meh and affairs has just come back 
from Hawarden. He says Gladstone is in a most restless 
frame of mind-so much so, that if he gets his pppor- •, 
tunity he· will become the great demagogue of the cen-
tury.' 2 · 

And· there was little doubt as to the quarry whom 
the old hunter, once more sniffing the scent, was 
preparing to stalk. His mind was full of his successful 
rival, and of deep suspicions of that rival's character and 
policy. He wrote at this time to Hartington: ' Dizzy 
has never wanted courage, but his daring is elastic, and 
capable. of any amount of extension with the servility 

1 See Cowper's Retirement, lines 473-480. . 
2. Lord G. Hamilton's Parliamentary Reminiscences, p. 131; "Absolutely 

contrary to the fact," declares Lord Gladstone in After Tl.irty Years, p. 75. 
n. · 30* 
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of the times. · He has 'fallen upon ~ period singularly · 
favourable to its exercise.' 1 ·.That ' malighlty '· 2 wh· bh 
bisraeli noted in Gladstone's attitude towardS himself 
.during a quarter of a century, and which is suffered occa
sionally to peep out in Lord Morley;s Life, was now t6 · 
be given a free course. ' Lady Beaconsfield,. with her pacifi
catory and mollifying influence-on therelations b~tween 
the two men, was gone. Gladstone, in his private letters 
during. this . period, indulged in .·the ~ildest and mos~. 

· . absurd charges against the rival who was, in his opinion, 
·pursuing ' the most .selfish and leasVworthy ; policy he 
hac:l ever known. 'What {Dizzy] hates,' he wrote to the· 
_Duke of Argyll,·' is Christian liberty·and reconstruction. 
He supports. old Turkey, thinking· that if vital improve
ments. be averted,· it must break down;· and his fleet is 
at Besika Bay, ·I feel pretty sure, to be ready to lay' hold 
of Egypt _as his share~' It is difficult to discuss With·. 
patience such ex~raordinary nonsense .. Besika Bay, a con
venient anchorage enough for a fleet destined to· protect 
Christians in Constantinople against Mohammedan fanati-

.. c:sm·, or to save Constantinople .from Russian attack, . 
would of course be ridiculously out of J,he way" for opera
tions.against Egypt, if any were contemplated. But, as 
a matter of faet; .Beaconsfield,. far from contemplating 
separate action in Egjpt, was dfiring this autumn pro-
JD.Oting, by a benevolent attitude towards the G6schen~ 

·~"-Joubert missi0il, that joint French:a~d English action in 
Egyptian affairs, which was the consistent policy of _his 
Gov:ernment, and which wa~ only departed from-under 
pressureof'events, no doubt-by the Gladstone Ministry. 
which ·succeeded him. Again, Gladstone told the Duke 
of Argyll, ' I have· a strori.g· suspicion that Dizzy's crypto- · 
Judaism has had to do .with his •policy. The'J ews of ~he 

··East-bitterly hate the Christians; wh0 have not always 
used them well) . 'There~ is ·no" trace 'of . Beaconsfield's 

. specittlly Judaic; feeling in his E~~tern p·~ncy. The race 
. . ·. - -~ . 

1 Holland's Deuon;hire, .Yol. 1., p. -167. 
;: ·~· ~ ... :. ;2 see.p.-?01~ ., " '\ '; -· . 
t,. ;', \!' ;~t-~,_::··..,'. <J:""i'1~ '"-c ~~")-· ,.,.,. 't;; · ,-. 

. - :,'\~ -;. 
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which that feeling would have led him to support 'Yould 
have been, as was shown in Tancred, the Arab, and not 
the Turk. What Beaconsfield was endeavouring to 
carry through, amid enormous difficulties, was the 
traditional policy of England, to which· she was bound 
by treaty, of supporting the. independence and integrity 
of the Turkish Empire. . . .. 

In fact, Gladstone's attitude towards Beaconsfield, 
, during the -last three years and a ·half of the Beacons
field Government, amounted very nearly ~to a persona,l 
vendetta. He avowed that his energies were entirely 
applied to counterworking the Prime Minister. So 
notorious. was his feeling among. his intimates that Lord 
Acton, by the indirect method of a letter to Mrs. Drew,· 
Gladstone's daughter, vehemently remonstrated with 
him, at the time of Beaconsfield's death, for proposing 
a public monument to a man of whose policy and charac
ter he thought so ill. Gladstone, it ·was confidently 
asserted by .Acton, considered Beaconsfield's ., doctrines 
false, but the man more false than his doctrine '; believed 
' that he demoralised public 0 opinion, bargained with 
diseased appetites, stimulated passions, prejudices, and 
selfish desires, that they might maintain his influence '; 
and deemed him, in short; ' the worst a~d most immoral 
Minister since Castlereagh.'1 To 

0 

the four elements, 
which Lord Morley emimerates; ' in the mighty storm 
that now [August, 1876] agitated Mr. Gladstone's breast •.;. 
-the rejection of the Berlin memorandum, the Bulgarian 
atrocities, the responsibilities incurred by_ the Crimean 
War, and sympathy with the Eastern. Church2~there 
must be added two more: impatience of longer retirement 
from the forefront of politics, and a burning determination 
to pull down a too successful rival. .. 

Gladstone's pamphlet on The Bulgarian Horrors, which 
appeared on September 6, was couched in superlatives. 
He would not wait for Baripg's detailed report which 

1 .Letters of Lord Acton to Mary Drew, p. 78: The word~ in inverted 
commas in this sentence are of course Acton's, though he imputes the 
sentiments to Gladstone. 

a Gladstone, Bk. VU.,-ch. 4. 
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appeared a fortnight later; but based. his invective .on 
the most ho~rifying storie~ of the unverified newspaper 
reports. He denounced the· Turkish race as 'the one 
great anti-human specimen of humanity '; .he WI'ote of 
' fell satanic orgies '; he averred that the- crimes which 
had been committed would move the. indignation 'of 
European gaol-birds anfl South· Sea canriihals .. These 
were wild and whirling. words,-indeed; the present genera
tion, who have supped full of greater, horrors, can realise~ 

-better than his contemporaries how- false was the per:. 
spective. He abused the Government for what he 
assumed to be their -sole policy, the status_ quo. . He 
invited· his countrymen to insist on -a, change which, in 
concurrence With other States, should ·bring about ' the 
extinction of the Turkish executive power in Bulgaria; 
Let the ·Turks p:ow carry away their abuses in the only 
possibl~ manner-namely, by carrying off themselves. 
Their Zaptiehs and their Mudirs, their. B~mbashis and 
their Yuzbashis, ·their Kaimakanis and their Pashas, one 
and all, bag and baggage, shall, I hope, clear out from 
the province they have 9.esolated and profaned.' 

Let us see how this outburst was regarded by Beacons-
field. - · , . - -

To Lord Derby} 
~ ·. . ·~ ' ·' . . ,. '. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept . . 8; 76.--'---... G~aqsto11e,,has -" 
h~ ... t~YiD?-PU~ellce,to send.,me~lJ.is.pa:rpp~Jet,, t~o',_h~ accuses 
.me. of,severa)c!'imel!. _.The document is'passionate and not 
strong; vindictive and ill-writtenL..that, of course. Indeed, 
in that respect, -of all the Bulgarian horrors, perhaps the 
greatest. _ · - ' _ 

Dss. of Manchester said to me, just before··we broke· up, 
'That gentleman is only waiting to come to the fore-with all 

. his hypocritical retirement.' . She hates him, for good reason' 
She showed her discrimination; however, I tb4J_k.he will have 
to go back, if we are firm and. prudent, and Hartington inay. 

- remain at Doncaster; · . · · ·, _ . · : 

1 On. second thoughts Beac~:Qsfield .mod~fied this opinion: Writing ~ext 
day to Lady Bradfor~ he dP.scribes th~-pamphl~t as :quite a~_unprincipled 
as usual, tho' on the- surface apparently: not so 1ll-wr1tten as 1s h1s custom. · 
'Ihe reason why, because it -ls evidently dictated; so ~tis not so involved 
and obscure, but more wordy·and more.careless and.'lm'prudent.': . . .. ~ 
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To Lady Bradford. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR [?Sept. 8].-... A friend of mine 
writes he went the other night to Haymarket Theatre. There 
were three empty stalls before him. : The play Heir-at-Law, 
and the actor, to see a Mr. Clarke. Probably you know ali 
about him. Into one of the stalls came Ld. Granville; then 
in a little time, Gladstone; then, at last, Harty-Tarty I 
Gladstone laughed very much at the performance; H.-T. 
never even smiled. 3 conspirators. . · . . 

10, DOWNING ST., Sept. 9.--=-I write you a line from. 
·D. S., where I unexpectedly find myself. . . . I have had 
a satisfactory morning with the great Secy.,1 and as we are 
agreed I think we shall conquer. Tho' when all the world 
is mad, and there are only two keepers, the latter shd. be in 
danger. . . . · 

The Fail'y is very nervous about the Bucks election, wh. 
won't come off for a fortnight. All that I can_ tell ,her is 
that every gentleman, and every leading farmer, is on Fre
mantle's Committee, and only two landlords of any mark, 
Ld. Chesham and Sir H. Verney, support Rupert [Carrington]. 
I hope the general insanity may have subsided in a fortnight; 
if not, I really can't answer what may be .the result of popular 
passion and the ballot. . . . 

To Sir Stafford N orthcote. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, {]ept .. 11, 1876.-I am -sorry to hear 
you have to attend a public meeting. 

The first and cardinal point, at the present moment, is, 
that no member of the Government should countenance the 
idea that we are hysterically ' modifying ' our policy, in 
consequence ofthe excited state of the public mind.. If such 
an idea gets about, we shall become contemptible. 

Derby, whom I saw on Saturday, is deeply impressed with 
this principle, and it will entirely guide him in his reply to 
a deputation, which he receives this morning. 

When I was in town on Saturday, Baring's Report had 
not yet arrived I 

None of these brawlers propose anytliing practical or 
precise. Even Gladstone has greatly exposed himself. He 
writes a pamphlet, in which, for ethnological reasons, he 
counsels the expulsion of the ';rurkish race from Europe, and 
England ra,pturously assembled at· Greenwich to hear the 
statesmanlike development of this wise proposition. But, 

1 Derby. 
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the day before, having become alive to his folly, he mites a 
letter to The Times, saying he did not mean the expulsion of 

·the Turkish nation-only of the Turkish Ministers .. That he_ 
meant the expulsion of some Ministers, I have little ·doubt, 
only I think they were not Turks. 

I am told his speech was a blank disappointment to the 
infuriate an~ merciless humanitarians, who ·looked ripon it 
as a sort of ~evival of the Andrassy note. . : , . 
. Generally speaking, when the country goes ma!l; whic_h it 

does every now and then~.g., Cardinal Wiseman and Queen 
Qaroline-:-I think it best,. that one f:lhould wait WI everything 
has been said and frequently .!n one direction, and then the 
country, tired of hearing the same thing over and_ov'er again, 
'begins to reflect, and opinion chahgf)s .as quickly as it was 
formed. .Fortunately. for England, . it _·is only the. beginning 
of SeptJ:. ; so .there is time. · · '· · · · • 

Our case is a complete case, if people would only'listen' t'o 
argument, but I doubt _whether ·they will-:c-e~cept perhaps 
from a Cabinet Minister. . · . . · , · 
. Our policy, supported by the country, 'was non-inteffer(mce~ 

We objec_ted to the BerliiJ. note becau8eit insured inte#erence. 
All the Powers then adopted-our 'l':iew, which showed it wa~ 
the sensible one. . : . .· ,. - ' . . .. ' 

We sent our fleet to B[esika] B[ay}to defend H.M. subjects 
·and' their property, and to prevent Xtian massacres, and to 
guard. over. British interests; and the _consequence has been 
that there lias been tranquillity instead of anxiety, a~d that too 
in the midst of revolutions, and our_ Ambassador has received 
the thaJlks of all the Xtianc_ommunitiesfo:r our paving saved 
them.·. Nothing can describe the,alaJ,:m of the Xtia:ri popu· 
lation of Constantinople,, and its contiguous territories, at 

. the rumor of our flee~ being withdrawn .. · ·, . · . . 
_ But then, the 'moral and material aid givento the Turks,' 

by the refusal of the BerL .note, and the.senwng of the fleet, 
has so emboldened the Porte, that these 'atrocities' have 
taken place ! ·. · . . · . · ·. . . 

The 'atrocities' occurred before_ either~ of .these great 
events. · · · . · · . 

Don't mix yourself up ~ith punishing Agas and com_pensa-; 
tion.. What ought to.be done, will be done .. · · .· 

· • :Derby, who was in hearty agreement ~ith hi~ chief, 
showed, as Beaconsfj.eld, wrote agairi and ag'ain, unusual 

.•. rig our and decision, both in speech and in diplomacy' 
this autumn.· ·He itold- th;e deputat!on of working-men 
who waited· on him on Sept~I?-ber 11 at the Fore~gn 
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Office that, to judge ·by the abuse showered on the 
Government, it would appear ' that. ·there are a great 
many people in England who fancy that IJord DeMons
field is t_he Sultan and that I am the Grand Vizier.' 
Whereas, in fact, ' with regard to acts. connected with 
the internal administration of Turkey, we have exactly 
the same rights that are possessed by every other Great 
Power, neither more nor less; and I do not learn that 
in France, or Austria, or Italy, or Gerinany people are 
crying out as they do here, and denouncing their Govern-. · 
ment as being in complicity with those answerable for 
these atrocities.' There were two questions, he pointed 
out, essentially distinct. One was the territorial integrity 
of the Ottoman Empire, and the o~her the relationship 
between the Turkish Government and the subject races. 
The territorial integrity meant, at bottom; the possession 
of Constantinople. 'No Great Power ·would be willing 
to see it in the hands of any pther. Great ·Power. No 

_small Power could hold it at all; .And as for joint occu
pation, and other ingenious schemes of that kind, they 
are, at best, dangerous and 'doubtful expedients. . . . 

-Any attempt at partition would, in all probability, be 
the signal for a European war.' , So the territorial status 
quo, which had.been the policy of Gladstone's Government · 
as well as of Beaconsfield's, and was guaranteed by treaty, 
should be preserved. But the relations between the 
Turkish Government and the subject races h~d -oft·en 
been modified and might be modified again. The 
Beaconsfield Government had- no objection in 'principle 
to any further extension of constitutional changes which 
the guaranteei1g Powers might think necessary. They 
were doing all they could, in conjunction with these 
Powers, to bring about first an armistice and then peace. 
The Bulgarians had a right to expect reparation, exem
plary punishment of the offenders, and security against 
the recurrence of outrage. If humanity was a virtue, 
so. was justice-justice to Turks and Mohammedans, as 
Wftll as to BU:lgarians and Christians. Other Powers were 
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not looking at the question solely from the humanitarian 
point. of view, however that. standpoint might pre-
dominate in England . . 

This presentment of .the case showed admirable cotmilon · 
sense; and there were members of the Opposition ~ho 
recognised the fact, as- appeared from . a conversation 
which took place between Goschen and' the -Qu~n;. 

From Quee'/'1, Victoria . 
. BALMOR~L, Sept. 13, '76.-. ; . Lord Derby seems to:liave 

spoken remarkably well, and no doubt ,his speeches· will .do 
good, but whether they will stop the agitation she does not 
feel sure. Mr. Gos~::hen, who is staying ~t Braemar, and wl:w 
dined here yesterday, spoke with· great' g<?od sense . and 
moderation, greatly deprecating the wild, ·sens!iless agitation 
of the country, arid the dangerous . arid· absurd extent to 
which the_ philanthropy is carried. . , ·. · He said that. he 

· · thought it most unnecessary and ilHudged that 'we should 
perform the part of sister of charity to the re13t of Europe,' 
which is an excellent mode of putting it: The Queen"told 
him that, without wishing to injure a person,· it was Sir 
H. Elliot who had been the cause of this, trouble and 
that he had never ascertained the truth till long after he 
should have known it. He r~gretted this; as if. Parliament 
had been sitting it would have been easy to :[nit a stop to 
these misrepresentations~ l;Ie said he felt how very· difficult 
the task of the Government was,, but he hoped that events 
might remove. this. But how are we. ever, to reconcile the 
obstinacy of the Turks andS~rvia:qs ~ •· .. 

The Queen, whO had been horrified at the <Bulgarian 
reports, more than once pressed l]pon Beaconsfield the 
advisability of speaking out more strongly hi deminciatiori 

. of the crimes and their perpetrators. Some of his ·col-, 
leagues also .P,rged that the public would i;'ot be satisfied · 
without some such utterance. But Beaconsfield would, 
not be persuaded. He had shown, he thought, his 
horror at atrocities sufficiently in ParlianH~nt; he would 

·forfeit his self-respect if; .in deference to outside clamour, 
he said more now .. He had .. to attend an agricuHiuraJ 

. dinner at. Aylesbury on September 20; the -eV:e _oLthe 
.poll for· the ·vacancy in>:the :represEmtatiori' o£~;:1}uc~s • 

" . . .. ' . ·.•"''•,'"'-'':'"• ~-
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created by his acceptance of a peerage. He had just 
had rather a sharp attack of gout, and wrote on the 
previous day to Lady Bradford: 'I got downstairs 
to-day, free from all pain, but a little weak, as one must 
always become from an imprisonment of four o:r five 
days or more. Lshall go to the dinner to-morrow, and 
make a remark or two, if. I have a good opportunity.' 
In the speech which he delivered there was nothing of 
the sentimental kind at all, but strong condemnation 
of the unpatriotic character of the _ agitation. The· 
Foreign Secretary was in the midst, he said, of most 
difficult negotiations, with the object of securing British 
interests of the highest importance and also the peace . 
of Europe. 

Under ordinary circumstances· a British Minister so placed, 
whatever might be his difficulties, would have the consolation 
of knowing that he was b&-cked by the country. ·It would be 
affectation for me to pretend that this is the position of Her 
Majesty's Governin~nt at this moment ... ·. Unhappily a 
great portion of tlie people of this country, prompted by 
feelings which have drawn their attention to extraneous 
Il!atters, have arrived at a conclusion which, in the opinion 
of Her Majesty's Government, if carried into effect, would 
alike be injurious to the_ permanent and important interests 
of England, and fatal to any chance of preserving the peace · 

· o£ Europe. · · 

Beaconsfield expressed his admiration· for the en
thusiasm and the noble sympathy shoW!! by the English 
people; but he feared that ' designing politicians might 
take advantage of such sublime sentiments, and apply 
them for the furtherance of their:.- sinister· ends.'. He 
continued: 

· I do not think that there is any language which can denounce 
·too strongly conduct of this description. He who at such a 
moment would avail himself of such-a commanding sentiment 
in order to obtain his own individual ends, suggesting a 
course which he must know to be injurious to the interests of 
the .country, ·and not favourable to the welfare of mankind, 
is a man whose conduct no language can too strongly con
demn.· He outrages the principle of patriotism, which is.the 
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soul of free communities. He does more--he influences in 
the most injurious manner the common welfare of-humacity. 
Such conduct, if pursued by any man at this moment, ought 

· to be indignantly reprobated by the people of England, for 
in ·the general havoc and ruin which .it may bring about it 
may, I think, be fairly described as .worse than any of those ' 
Bulgarian atrocities which no;v occupy ;tttention. _ 

This atta!}k ~n Gladstone's ~gitation~as worse "than .the 
Bulgarian atrocities- infuriated his partisans ·and -has 

.} been condemned by more dispassio:mite critios. But a 
· policy which gratuitously provoked the' havoc and ruin'

of a general European war iriight surely be not unfairly 
spoken of in these terms; and such a war, in Beacons-

-· field's opinion, was inevitable if Gladstone's -policy was 
carried through. Gladstone, he wrote to Lady Bradford 
a few days later, would 'avenge Bulgarian atrocities by 
the butchery of the world.' The speech proceeded : 

The country in some of it~ exhihi~ions has .coillpletely out
Heroded the most extravagant conc~ptio:Q_s. ,They tell us 
that nothJng will satisfy them hut the expuls!on ofthe.Turk~ 
from Europe, and the institution of Slavonic governments
whether imperial, royal, or republican, I am at _a; loss to know. 
Now Her Majesty's·Government, and as I heliev.e the Govern- ' 
ment of every country, are perfectly aware that, if. such plant< 

- are attempted to he carried into effect, ,w~ shall he land,ed in 
·a European war of no slight duration~ . ~--.. Let usremember • 

· that the sending a million Moors and Jews out of Spain a 
good many years -ago· so convulsed--that nation,- that it ·has 

- never recovered itself, and Europe suffers even at this moment 
'"from that act. I_ am quite convinced that Mr. Gladstone on 
re_flection never intended any:thing' of the kind: If he' had 
gone to . the House of Comri10ns and- had proposed to the 

'House of Commons and the Speaker to attend Greenwich 
Fair, an~ go to the top of Greenwich Hill and all roll down-to
the bottom, I declare he could not have proposea ·anything 

-more absurdly incpngruous. - -~ · 

, _In Beaconsfield's private letters .the condemnation of 
Gladstone's conduct was' still inore_ severe. That he -
should emerge fro~ retirement to lead this demagogic " 
crusade ~gainst the foreignpolicyofthe coilntry-'----a poljcy 
in essentials identic~! with that which; ~hen in office, he 

' .;. . ~ 

,/ .. 
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had pursued himself-appeared to Beaconsfield, and a'so 
to the Queen, to be outrageous. In the letters to Lady 
Bradford Gladstone is frequen,tly called 'Tartuffe'; 'the 
willing victim of every delusion· that may bring him 
power.' To Derby Beaco~sfield wrote in October: 
'Posterity will do justice to that unprincipled maniac 

· Gladstone-extr~ordinary mixture· of envy, vindictive:
ness, hypocrisy, and superstition; and with one com
manding characteristic-whether Prime. Minister, or 

·Leader of Opposition, whether preaching, praying, 
speechifying, or scribbling-never a gentleman!' 

The Queen congratulated Beaconsfield on his ' masterly . . 
speech' ; and he himself was satisfied with the effect 

. produced. 
To Lady Bradford. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR [Sept. 21, 1876].-. . Physically, 1 
got over yesterday fairly well: at least I am not worse to-day. · 
It was rather a remarkable meeting: 500 persons-but all 
the notables of the county of both sides. That made it 
peculiar. And it was very difficult to make a speech, political 
but not party. · 

All I can Etay is, if I cd. judge from the enthusiasm,. and 
take it as a fair index of county sentiment, we ought to be 
pretty sure of the struggle that is going on at ·this very hour. 
. . . Charley C[arrington] looked very white all the time 

·I was speaking-just an hour. He felt; as it were, caught 
in a trap. · 

At ariy rate the speech was successful in keeping the 
Bucks seat for the Government. A member of the Car
rington family endeavoured to win it for the Liberals; and 
Beaconsfield had written to Derby twoorthreedays before: 
' +_believe they are all waiting for the Bucks election-to 
decide the fate of the Government and·the policy of Eng
l!tnd. Gladstone has been down to Wycombe Abbey, and 
Granville took £200 to £1[00] from Ld.· Alington that we 
shd. be beaten. Clrarley Carrington asked Granville 
to let him have half the bet, ~nd said, " What I want is 
to get it in thousands !" They are cocksure.· I retain 
my opinion that Mr. Fremantle will be returned by a 

\ . 
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good majority.' Fremantle's majority was under 200; 
but it was sufficient; and, in spite of·the impetus given 
to agitation by Gladstone's emergence, the tide began 
to t"!lfn in favour, of the Government. 'Let nothihg 
shake you,' wrote Beaconsfield just before th.e poU to 
Derby. ' The more I think . and see, the ·.more sure is 
my' conviction that this outcry is all froth, except where 
it is faction.' · ·· ,., .. 

To Lord •Derby. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept,' 23, ·'76.-'--... If it wili give 
you the slightest satisfaction, that I shd. come up ·to. town 
and ' assist ' you in receiving the. Russians/ I shd. be more 
than ready. . · . . . , 

Only understand: I say this out of true camaraderie, and 
that you shd. not feel isolated, or deserted by your colleagues, 
at this trying moment. · . · · · · . 

I have. no wish to take any lead, and I wd. leave ev~ry
.· thing to your consummate' tact with complete confidence. 
Therefore, say just what you.feel. . · ·' . . . 

You can't .be too firm .. What the public meetings want 
is nonsense, not politics: something quite,shado\vy, specul!l-
tive,. and not practical. They must recur to common sense 
and the possible. . . · c · • • · · •. • _ .· .. • · 

. The result of an. attempt to· put their plans into operation 
wd. be war by England alone, ag!l-instTurkey, and then the 
Porte allying hersel_f with Russia for. protection: 

There is nothing bet[ wee ]n ?ur plan ~nd partition. . . 

To Lady Bradford. ', 

HlfGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 27.-: .. ~ I think things look 
. pretty well, but there will be iriany ups and downs before 
all is finished. This is a critical. day.·· I think I told you 
why· I did not go up to town to-day to receive the City Address. 
It wd. haye made them of too much importance, but I have 
settled with.D(erby] what to say, ~;tnd, I doubt 'not, he will 
say it welL He has sud! a rep_hgnance to enthusiasm, andhis 

·clear, callous, common sense Is so shocked by the ·freaks of 
the foolish, and so contemptuous· of the machinations of the 
factious. thit he quite enjoys· d_ischarging a volume of cold 
water on their unprotec~ed p!)rsons. . ' .. ' '. 
. The Times, as you must hav~ obseryed yesterday, is ratting .. . . , ·, . . 

. 1 Beaconsfield is referring to 110 City deputation in favour of Gladstone's 
policy. · '' . · · · . . ·· 
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fast, like a thaw after a very great frost. As for myself, I 
delight in the whole debacle, having never bated an inch, 
and being quite as 'cynical' arid 'heartless,' and everything 
else, as I was at the beginning. As for Gladstone-as your 
sister always properly styles him, 'that rascal Gladstone'
he is nowhere. The' favorite' has broken down .... 

I forgot to tell you all this time, while I. am receiving 
indignant resolutions about Bulg. atrocities, I am equally 
receiving emblazoned, and some very pretty, addresses of 
congratulation on what is called my 'elevation.' This 
morning came one from Chester (Iwish I cd. send it to you), 
a beautiful work of art, in many colors, and resplendent with 
much gold. The initial letter is a very pretty Cupid, worthy 
of Albano, lifting up, with pride and delight, an earl's coronet I 

·It is almost the only signal of my new order I possess. I 
was much amused with yr. acct. of the Wharncliffe achieve
ments in this respect. I literally have done nothing in that · 
way, and my plate and my linen are still plebeian; Had 
not a fairy dropped a paper-cutter from Mt. Olympus into 
my library, I shd. not know really. how to sign my .name 
I shd. still consider !fiYSelf 'Christofero Sly.' . . . · . 

· Derby, told the City deputation that, as_soon as Baring's 
detailed report bad been received and considered, the 
Government bad sent a strong despatch to Elliot, direct-

. ing him to obtain an audience of the Sultan, to lay all · 
the proved facts before him, to .denounce the chief 
authors of the· atrocities by name·· and demand their 
punishment, and to represent the urgent "necessity . of 
immediate relief for the innocent ·sufferers. But be 
strongly deprecated a crusade to ~urn the . Turk ou.t of 
Europe, a_ crusade in which Englanu would probably 
receive no support, and which would be resisted in arms 

. by at least one Great Power, Austria. . H~ pointed out· 
that there .was no homogeneity of religion or race in tlie 
Balkan peninsula, and he therefore rejected the idea of 
creating a fresh group of tributary States; but be ~as 
anxious to extend local government in that region. . He 
added, ' I do not at all wish to disguise the fact that · 
what bas happened in Bulgaria has to a certain extent 
changed the position, not only of our own Government, 
but of every European Goverriment.' 
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Beaconsfield had, similarly, himself written to Derby 
. of ' tlie new departure' of the Government; '.but he. was 
always. anxious to emphasise that it did not constitute 
a new ' policy.' The method might be . different; the 
policy, that of maintaining the integrity ancl.independ
e!J:Ce of Turkey, remained .. In this. sense he WTOte to 
Salisbury, in answer to a letter in· which" the Indian 
Secretary showed himself particularly_. sensible of the 
necessity of change. · · 

From ·Lord Sali~bury. 
Private. [DiEPPE], Sept. 23, '76.~The Pall Mall of 

yesterday' says that a Cabinet was summoned for to-day. 
As I have received rio summons, I presume your secretary· 
thought I was out of reach. This is not so.. Whenever you 
give 24 hours' notice to the . India Office I can be present, 
and can come over at any time if wanted. ·'. . . . . 

The Bucks election shows that _the agitation has not been 
without effect on .our party. It is clear enough tl:!at the -
traditional Palmerstonian policy is .at an·end. We have not 
thepower, evenn we havethe wish, to. give back any· of the 
revolted districts to the . discretionary' .government of the 
Porte. The proposal in Derby's l~tter of- the 21st; to send a 
Commissioner -to Bulgaria known to be friendly to the Chris- ~ 
tians, is very good for the (lmergency: but as ·a permanent 
arrangement·more will be required.· . . . . . . 

I should like to submit for your consideration whether the 
opportunity should .not be taken to exact some·· security for 
the good government of tpe Christians generally throughout 
the Turkish Empire. The Govt. o£·1856 w.as satisfied with 
promises: but they were promises extending to all. the. Chris
tian subjects. We must have something more than promises: 
but it will not do for us to cover a less extensive are& of 
relief than was covered by the Ratts referred to in the Tre?>tY 
of 1856. Would some such arrangement as this be possible ? 
Let there be an Officer of State established at Consta,p.tinople · 
who shall be in fact, if not in name, Protector of Christians.·_ 
He should be nominated in concert with' the Powers:· and for 
a term of years. He should always have acc!'iss-to the Sultan: 
an:dit should be his duty to call the attention of the.Turkish 
Government to ahy breach- of the .decrees which have been 
issued i:p. protection of ·the Christians. · He sl_lould not be 

~ · ·
1 removable· except with the (lonsent of ·the Powers; and he · 

shou1d. be freely in communication. with the Am)lassadors. 
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It should further be his duty to submit to the Turkish Govern· 
ment a list of persons fit to hold office as Governors of Bosnia, 
Herzegovina,,and Bulgaria; and the P?rte should be"bound 
to choose the Governors from that hst. These Governors 
should not be_removable except with the Protector's assent; 
and should hold office for a term of years. Subsidiary arrange
ments for councils might be necessary:· but they would be· of· 
less importance,. The problem is _solved, if you can get good. 
Governors for these oppressed provinces-men who will be 
just to the Christians, but not disloyaJ to· the Porte--:-:and 
who cannot be driven or dismissed by the corrupt intrigues 
of the seraglio. . _ · _ ' · 

I 'was very' glad to read the cordial language you used 
towards Russia in your Aylesbury ·speech. Our best chance 
of coming to a peaceful issue of these perplexities is-in my 
belief-to come to an early understanding with Russia. Our 
danger is that we should make that result impossible by 
hanging on to the. coat tails of Austria. _ Austria has good 
reasons for resisting the faintest approach to self-government 
in the revolted provinces. Her exif'!tence would be menaced 
if she were hedged on the south by a line of Russian satellites. 
But her existence is no longer of the importance to us that 
it was in former times. Her vocation in . Europe is gone. 
She was a counterpoise to France and_ a · 'l!arrier against 
Russia; but France is gone, and the development of Russia 
.is chiefly in regions where Austria could not, and if she could 
would not, help to check' it. We have no reason, therefore,· 
for sharing Austria's tremors: and if we cari .get terms from 
Russia that suit us, it would be most unwise to reject. them 
because they are not to the taste of Austria. . . · · 

I venture to press this point, because I see that Austria 
is urging a return to a state of things in which the lives and 
property of the.· Christian populations of the three provinces 
will be dependent on the promises of the Porte: and that hi 
this policy· she wilL be backed by the advice of Buchanan 
and Elliot. I feel convinced that such an arrangement, 
though conformable to the pure Palmerston tradition, is not 
suitable for the exigency; and that it would not be· supported 

. in Parliament. 
· To Lord Salisbury. 

HuGHEND;EN MAN-oR, Sept. 26, 1876.-... The ' Cabinet' 
was a hoax, or rather, perhaps, un paragraphe hasarde. 

Notwithstanding the hullabaloo in which we still live, 
there really has been no question to submit to the Cabinet 
and to have called them together unnecessarily, would hav~ 
much injured us on the Contin~nt, and even at home would 
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only h~ve given the impression that\ve were frightened, and 
perplexed. , . · . ·· ·· · '. , . - · 
- Derby ·has really ·only .been working on ·the lines agreed 
on when we separated: the. only difference is· that, whether 
it were that he was piqued by being described as a Minister 
who never· did anything; or whether ·he saw that golden 
opportunity, that, every now and then, occursin public life, 

~he has suddenly taken the conduct of affairs out of the hands 
of the· other Powers, who, from various ·reasons, were indis

·posed to move, and has shown an energy and.' a resource 
and a firmness of-purpose, wh. _cannot -be too highly praise.d, · 
and for wh., much as I appreciated his many great qualities, 
I did:t!otentirely give him cr:edit. . . r • 

But all that he has done as yet, or :rather which he is still 
trying to do, is to carry thro' a successful.mediation, and to 
obtain an armistice, and, in the shape of a . protocol, to 
establish a basis of peace. , . 1 . . . 

When he has done this, he will call us together; and then
we will consider the means by which. the .preli:i:Q..inaries. can 
be carried· into effect. We are not, ·however, yet_ out of the 
wood. All· depends upon Russia, ·.and Russia cannot be 
trusted. It won't do, however, .to tell her so, and I am 
working in the vein wh. you approve. ·' . 

I think your idea well worthy of the deepest consideration 
as to some great -officer at the metropolis to look after the 
interests of the rayahs. ' · · , · 

Our great object, wh; Derby and mystll_f have had during 
what · Ld. · Overstone calls ' a frantic ebullition of public 
excitement,' has never been to admit that we have changed 

',our policy, and that we have adopted the views of the Oppo
sition. This greatly irritates them, and The Times writes 
articles to prove that Lord Derby has changed his pplicy 
without knowing it. The force of impudence can't go much 
further. • · · , 
If we had indulged in Bulgarian philippicsf etc., etc., we 

might, to a certain degree,. have checked the 'frantic ebulli
tion,' but we should have become -contemptible, and have 

· ;soon fallen. -. You will see soon· a great reaction. . The conduct 
of the foreign Powers will alone occasion it, for. they are all . 
opposed to violent change. · All ~he~oneyed and commercial 
cl11sses in. all countries are a.gainst war: notably in London, 
where nobody will subscribe to the City Bulgarian Fund> 

The new Sultan,J hear, really promises~ ;He has got the 
Commons' blue . book ·translated 'for him-and Forster's 

·speech .on ' atrocities.' He has ·only one wife:' a mddiste of 
. :reni; a' Belgia:n; he was in the habit of frequenting her spop, 

buyingJgloves, etc., and much· admired her. One ·day' he 
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said, 'Do you-think you would marry mer and she replied 
'Pou:rquoi non ?' And it was done. It is she who has set 
him against seraglio life and all that: in short a Roxalana. 

·Will he be a Solyman the Great ~ 

A re:gn of three months had been sufficient_ to show 
that Sultan Murad was incompetent, if not insane; and 
on the last day of August a second palace .revolution at 
Constantinople had deposed him in favour of his brother, 
the notorious Abdul Hamid. The hopefulness with which 
Beaconsfield regarded Abdul Hamid's elevation appears· 
to us now to be extraordinarily shortsighted. But, after 
all, the whole European world, and in particular the
Liberal party in England, committed a similar mistake 
when they welcomed the rise of the ~ oung Turks. to 
power in 1908; and Abdul Hamid not only made the 
us.ual fair profes.s.ions, but was obviously a man of capacity 
and vigour. . 

·Diplomacy, during August and September, waited on the 
is.s.ue of the fighting in the Balkans. Montenegro, as- ever, 
maintained its cauPe bravely agains.t the Turks. But, 
unless Serbia could make good, little Montenegro's effort 
would be of small avail. And the military adventure 
of Serbia, though it achieved s.ome s.uccess at firs.t, broke 
down in a few weeks before the superior power of the 
enemy. Accordingly she was ready in August for the 

- _ armistice which England managed to secure for her in 
September. But the Porte, successful in the field, was -not 
willing to grant easy terms to its foes, or- more than a · 
short_ suspension of hostilities. Derby propos.ed as a 
basis for discussion the kind of terms. he had outlined to -
the City deputation; the status quo in Serbia_ arid Monte-

- negro, and local self-government for Bos.nia and :Sulgaria. 
Russia proceeded to show her hand by suggesting ·~ · 
military occupation of Bulgaria by Russ.ia, and of Bosnia
by A us. tria, together with· a demonstration by the united 
fleets. in the Bosphorus. As if in concert with this large 
demand, the Serbians renewed hostilities, and the situa
tion became perceptibly more· serious. There can be. 
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ii'ttle doubt-that both Russia aridSerbia were misled by 
, the clamoUr of the atrocity agitatidri jn Englan<f, and 
expected a support here ~or extre~e me~sures which was 
not forthcomi1;1g. As Bell,consfi.eld ~aid at Guildhall on 
Lord Mayor'.s Day: 

·. An i~dignarit burst of feefing in, thi~ country, ex~ited by 
·horrible' events; created such a sensation and excitement that 
the people ofServia, and the frie:iJ,ds of the people of Servia, 
really believed, tha~ )he .people of England had suddenly 
_determined to give up the traditiopary policy of the country 
which the eminent statesmen of ll;ll!ope only five years ago 

· ~including the menibers of thidate Government--:.thought 
··so highly of; and Servia was iriduced'to retract' what she had 

expressed, and once more to engage in a' sanguinary. struggle 
which ev~ry. frie:p.d of humanity' m'ust lament .... - · · 

;.... . ., ... ·.. :." i 

. To Lo;d Derby. . · .. -· 
O~n{ideniial . . Hu'GHENDE:;; MANoR,. Se.pt. 29.~The. Queen 

sent cyp'herec:l tel. yesterday, reverting to an idea, wh. she 
started some time ago, but wh. I did.n()t encourage, of sending 
special envoy from herself, with a letter to E[mperor] of 
R[ussia]. • . . . _ - : · ' ·• . _ · . ; .. 

·· She nowtrecurs. to it: my answer cyphered was brief .. ·:·~ 
I impressed upon Her, Majesty, that the person to consult 
was yourself; because a diploma~ic visit, however secret and· 
private, or even a 'letter -from ~er, might confli~t with yr.
pliins and movements; who have all the threa?s ·in )"our 
hands. ·• This reasoning was not cyphered. . · . 

I distinctly flaid to her, that if· the .E. >of R. would be as 
peremptory with Servia, .a~ h~ propases.tp_ be, with .the Porte; 
all would be well. . . . . : . . . . ' 

I' think you, and ·yoli'aloile; 'can' de,ci.de 1upon 'the point. 
What[eve]r yoilr decision, I !;!hall, of course, support it, and . 

.. you may assume,.the!efore;,in Yl:"· reply, that anything like 
a special Mission is not expedient. Whether: it wd. do good~ 
that she -sb,d. write a letter to the EIIlper'or, as she wrote to 
the Emperor ofthe French pefore the It~Iiari war, is another 
thing .. It wd. please her, and might do no harm: but what-
[eve]r you think_, !think.' . . 1 ' ·.• . ' 

· · 'I had written you, a long letter· yesterday congratulating 
.you on: yr. ~peech-"-wh. ;was perfect; and wh. i,nduced The 
Times-to throw ov~r both Lowe arid Gladstone specifically, 
showing; after alli we ·were exactly :right:·.·. 

-But the Ser:v. tel.,upset ll!e . .J don't see niy way; If 
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Austria step ·in to put an enO. to' the coiispiriwy, the ~ani.e 
·reason. that prevents Russia interfering herself, will force her 
to oppose Austria. There is war.and a long .one .. France 
wants yet three years, and she will be delighted that those 
three years shd. be spent in tht; exhaustion of other Powers; 
and then she will come in fresh with f million af men. · 

I don't think we ought .to join in the war, but I think, 
with an understanding with the Porte,. we shd .. occupy 
Const[antinop]le as' a material·guarantee.' ' . 

• Everybody will be wanting something: even Italy. It 'is 
now or never with Bismarck, if he really wants peace. · 

· Lord Derby to Queen Victoria. . 
. ~ . . ' . • - l 

FoREIGN OFFICE, Sept. 29, '76.-Lord Derby, with his 
humble duty, submits to your Majesty that the rupture .by 
Servia of the suspension of hostilities agreed upon has intro· · 
duced a new element of difficulty into the negotiations, . 
. If the telegram in The Times is true, a general engagement 

is taking place on this day. 
The Russian Ambassador speaks in strong terms of the 

want of good faith and respect to the Powers shown by 
Servia in this matter. He declares his belief that Prince Milan 
has been helpless in regard -to it, General Tchernayeff being 
practically independent, and the Army . so largely officered 
by Russians. Lord Derby owns he finds it hard to believe _ 
that the Russian volunteers, .who have otlate poured·jn at 
·the rate, in one case, of 300 in a day, come without the~ tacit 
or implied consent of the Emperor. It is necessary at present 
to act as if we trusted Russia, for the present state of popular 
feeling malies all action in an anti-Russian sense practically 
impossible: but everything points to the probability that the 
Russian Government, while ostensibly promoting peace, are 
by indirect means making it impossible. . Such is evidently 
the view entertained. in Austria, and, Lord Derby thinks, to 
some extent in Qermany also. But while Lord Derby states 
this as a inatter of fact, and expresses' his opinion, he must 
own that he has nothing to suggest: . Appeals to the Emperor 
would produce assuraiwes of goodwill and peaceabJ,. inten
tions; which are seldom wanting: but the agents of General 
Kaufmann are at work in· Cabul, and probably there is no 
place where Russian influence can be used to weaken that 
of other Powers where similar means arenot being employed .. 
. Lord Derby had written so far when your Majesty's 

telegram of to-day· reached him. He had telegraphed to 
Lord Beaconsfield on the subject of it,· on receiving the 
telegram of yesterday, and awaits Lord Beaconsfield's answer: 
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but he is bound to say that he- has not much faith in the 
result of personal appeals. It js simply inconceivable that· 
the Emperor of. Russiar,-thoug·h be may choose to. shut his 
eyes to details-can be ignorant 'of all that is doing in his 
name. 

Lord Derby may add that "he believes the officers who join 
Tchern;tyeff have received informal, but sufficient; promises 

. that the commissions which they are 'obliged to resign on 
taking foreign servi~e will be given back to them on' their 
return. This cannot be doJ;J.e without. the Empero~;'s 
knowledge. · · · 

To Lord Derby. 
. -. ' "' ,,· ,..,. . 

Private. HuGHENDEN MANoR, Sept. 30, 1S76.-I will come 
up to you, when it is ripe. I only asked you here, as I thought 
it might be a beneficial change for yourself. ' · 

I know you are bored going. to any place, wh. is natural, 
but I was quite alone, or ·shd. n!it have asked you. . · 

The Russians have behaved very badly. In future, they 
must have not only Ambassadors for their Emperon;, but for 
their adventurous Generals, who have 'secret orders-but it 
is never any Use to complain.' We Jl!USt see whether we may 
not be able to makea.move, wh. maycheckmate Gortchakoff. 

I assume that, somehow or other, KuropeaiiTurkey will 
be invaded-but they must make a proposal first, and the 
Cabinet must decide upori it. That's quite clear.- . 

I wrote in the sense you mention to· the Queen this after
noon: I inferred you wished me: But ,a line from you would · 
be acceptable; you are in great favor, which pleases, and 
amuses, me.- . _ 

Keep up yr. spirits. You have shown ·some of the highest 
qualities of jmbl!c life, arid I believe the' gieat mass of- the 

· wition believe in you. · , 
we·may yet" confound their politic~·-

From Lord~Derby, 

Private. KEsTON, Oct. l, '76.-A thousand thanks for your 
cordial n_ote: . One. really wants eiwouragement just now. 

- I sometimes feel like the juryman who complained of having 
been sitti:iJ.g along. with eleven ·ofthe most obstinate men he 
ever met.. But we are fairly, well supported in the presii', 

• which _I suspect is a better test than provincial meetings, 
· Pall Mall, Tilegraph, Post,- and Standaril-for; Times un-. 

certain and trimming; only D. News and Echo against uo~. 
Foreigners don't know what. to • ·make of the movement; 

and I am no~ surpriSed .. '. ·. ·- -. 
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To Sir Stafford Northcote. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 30.-.' .. Derby has shown, 

throughout this business of the . negotiations, the utmost 
energy and resource. A clear head, the clearest, and a 
sound judgment I always gave him credit for; but I feel I 

. neyer did him sufficient justice-much and long as ·I have 
appreciated hlm_:.for his vigor, his aciiion, and his fertility. 
I fear all thrown awav.· Ris hands have been fatally weakened 
by the ·lowest arts of faction abusing the noble enthusiasm 
of a great portion of the people. But ·we must be patient. 
The solution of this vast question will be long, the English 
people will come to their senses, and we may yet retrieve 
and regain our position. · 
' You have made some capital speeches, aug .so far as the 
agitation is concerned, it· has well introduced you to the 
country in your new position.l ... 

1 Of Leader of the House of Commons. 

4' 



CHAPTER III. ' , 

THE CoNSTANTINOPLE 'CONFERENCE . 

.. 1876-1877. 

~As .summer passed into a~turitri, Beaconsfi~ld's and 
D~rby's diplorna9yhecame 111ore ltndmoi'econcentrated on·. 
a policy of armistice first; ~nd conference afterwards. : It 

. was of the highest importaiHle to:put·an endto hostilities 
between Turkey and Serbia; with ~o much combustible· 
material about. On the one hand was Russia, proposing, 
not to say threatening, armed occupation.of Turkey; and, 
9n the other, the Porte, determined to exploit the favour
able position of its victorious armies to the .utmost. The 
Cabinet. m~t at the beginning of October, and decided, 
while rejecting the Russian proposal, to put strorig 
pressure upon the Porte to grant at once t~at substantial 
armistice which Serbia and her friends had demanded. 
An armistice once granted, it was proposed -that arrange-: 

.: ments shoulQ. be made for the me~ting of a European 
Conference. 

To Lady Bradford. · 

HUGHENDEN 'MANOR, Monday morning [Oct. 2, 1876].
. . I have summoned the Cabinet· for Wednesday; I go up 

to town to-morrow. WhitehaltGardens are in the hands of 
workmen, pa!nters especially, wh. wd. kill me; so I have 
ordered a camp-bed in D. S., and, like a true leader, shall 
sleep on the field of battle. 

It is likely' the Turkish reply will arrive before, or about, 
Wednesday, and the Cabinet therefore will be at harid: but 
it is necessary that it shd. meet irrespective of that contin
gency .. The· position of affairs never was more critical or 
more difficult. ~I don't bel_ieve the Russians have any·money 

. ·.·to make war, but they cannot resist what, according t.o their 
. own· language, 'they never had before; England on their side.' 

' . 950 . . 
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· Is it 1 As Hamlet saith, 'that is the question.' .AU I know 
is that England won't subscribe. The City meeting, wh .. ·. 
was to produce instantaneously £50,000, after weeks of tout
ing does .not count niuch more than £~and that produced 
by the knaves, or fools, who got up the gathering: even . · .. 
Lady Strangford shrieks at the ineffective an_swer to her 
appeal, ••• while Monty's righteous. uncle, . . '. Lo:r:_d_ 
Shaftesbury, who began· the nonsense, announces that -after 
two or 3 months of agitation his fund only amounts to 
£147 6 0, and that there is no hope of more .... 

10, DowNING STREET, Oct. 5.-... Nothing can be more 
critical or more interesting than .the position; Gortchakoff, 
misled by Gladstone and .Co., has made a false move, .. arid his 
proposal for Russia to occupy Bulgaria, the very heart and 
most precious portion of European Turkey, with Constanti
nople almost in sight of the contemplated frontier, has roused 
and alarmed John Bull. Your friend, ·The Times, ratted this 
morning. It was ·like the verdict after the long trial of the 
Claimant.1 • . 

England looks upon the proposed occupation by Russia as · 
a real Bulgarian atrocity. When he sounded Austria on the 
point, Austria enquired, What will England say 1 G[or
tchakoff] answered instantly, ' England will certainly agree.' -
Instead of that, I sent Schou val off off with a flea in his ear; 
told him it was a double violation of treaties, etc., etc., and 
that Russi~ must. take the consequences; wh. wd. be most 
grave. Austria gave another kick, and the thing has col-

. lapsed. But what will happen next I can't tell you. Con
stantinople is in such a state of excitement thati fear-the 

. people won't obey the Sultan, who se~ms, as I anticipated, . 
areal man .... 

HuGHEN DEN MANOR, Oct. 7."-c-. ~·.·.I came down yesterday, 
.and Derby went to'Keston; a,cottage he has, ten miles'or 
less from town: we can be there in a nioment. . . ·. · '· · -
. Oct. 10.-. . . I can't give you good news. I think; in the 
most favorable view, it's a toss up. If Turkey accepts our 
px:oposal, Russia wd. be at least for the time checkmated. 
But if Turkey refuse, I think' Russia will declare war. I think 
Gortchakoff wants war. 

The only .good thing is the im,prqved feeling in England; 
but, I fear, 1t's too late. · . ' 

I read an amusing private lette:r; from Const. this ·morning. 
Hartington, it ·seems, highly disapproves of Gladstone's 

_pamphlets and Lowe's speeches, He, and the Duke of 
·Manchester, were on the following day to have their audience 

1 The Tichborne (Jtaima.nt: : 
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of the Sultan, and the Dss. was to see all. t4e palaces. -The 
day before there had been a grand dinner at. Safvet Pasha, 

-·the Secy. of State for For. Afiairs, and who speaks English. 
The Duchess dined there, tho' there was no·other lady. The 
letter-writer, who was one of the guests; says that did not 
seem at all to embarrass her Grace; 'she lit her segar from 
;that of Midhat Pasha, and showed th~ utmost aplomh.' To 

..,_the life ! . . ~ - · · · 
Confidential. Oct. 12.-.•. -I coul<;l not wtite yesterday. 

I was so anxiouS and so uriaertaiii, It was a neck-and-neck 
race. . . 

We ·had taken a decided ste~inany thought a rash .one. 
Elliot was to tell the Porte that the recommendation o£ the 
armistice by England was England's .last step; that, if refused, 
she shd. attempt no longer to arrest' the destruction of the 
Turkish Empire, but leave her to he:( fate; and that our 
Ambassador wd. leave Constantinople~~- - . · . · . . · 

_ .There were· great, and just, objections to this course, 
~because, when an Ambassador retires, he cannot reappear,· .. 

All personal influence is lost,· and in 1829; the last time when·' 
the Embassies left Constantinople, war .between Russia and 
Turkey instantly ensued. · ·- . 

Arid yet affairs had come to such a· pass, thrd the conduct 
_of Gladstone and Co., that it wasnecessary to try this last 
card-a:p.d it, succeededJ But I did not know, till late last 
night, that Servia had accepted. · I think .now. al,I is' safe for 
some time. . . . , . . · 

The Porte hasheen crafty, I shd. rather say very_wise a_nd 
clever, in enlarging the proposal, arid making the ai-m[i.Sticet 

· ·for 5 or 6 months. This will give us b~eathing tiine. I don'] 
·think any Power will dare to disturb the European peace 

while an arm. exi('lts. By that time, too, ·the people of England 
will have quite recovered th~ir senses, and I hope Gladstone. 
will be shut up. I feel much relieved, and .tho' there are 
plenty of difficulties befor~ me, the great oppression of the 
last six or seven weeks is removed .. , ; . 

Beaconsfield; s satisfaction. and relief were -·alt~get:her 
premat~e. S~rbia, and Serbia's great .friend, Russia, 
refused to ·accept a half-year's ar:inis~ice, c::m the ph~.usible 

. ground .that the Principality could riot keep its arin.y on 
a :war .footing for such a l(mgth· of ti:r;Ue wi~hout putting 
to6 · ~~vere a strain on its resources.. · . .;~ · ·· · · ·. · · 

. : Looking round during this autumn for a stable basis for 
British policy amid ~~l the shift!ng sands of diplomacy, 

··;.,.. " . .. · .. , " '.. . ... .. · 
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Beaconsfield came to the conclusion that a clear under
standing with Bismarck, and a treaty with Germany, 
on the basis of the status quo;· was the best available 
means of calming the disquiet of Europe, and preventing 
constant alarms and probable wars. He wrote in th;s 
sense to the Queen, to Derby, and to Salisbury; and:_, 
their reception of his idea was generally. ~ympathetic. · . 

To Lord. Derby. 

Confidential. HUGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 17.-Nothing can 
be more unsatisfactory,. than the whole state of Europe:-
and Asia too-in a great degree. . 

Russia is full of mischief, and yet ' willing to wound and 
yet afraid to strike.' That's her finance: still, she will go 
trying it on, trusting to no physical opposition, till she, as 
before, commits herself. . · . · · . . 
· Can't we take advantage of· the delay, and make some 

• arrangement, wh. will put an end to these miseres, and set the 
world to rights ~ · · 
. What if we could negotiate a treaty with Germany to 
maintain the.present status quo generally 1 Not an alliance 
offensive and defensive, as Brunnow offered· to yr. father in , 
1852-and wh. was wisely and promptly declined-; but a 
treaty for the maintenance of the status quo. This wd. make. 
us easy about Constantinople, and relieve Bismarck of his 
real bugbear, the eventual alliance of England and France, 
and the loss of his two captured provinces .. We don't ;wish 
France to be weaker than:?he is; but when shewas stronger, 
she gave us plenty of troubl.e. 

The objection, pr rather difficulty, in bringing this about,. 
wd. be, perhaps, the old German Emperor,· who, I heartily 
wish, were in the· same cave iis Friedrich Barbarossa; but 
tho' he niight shrink from a war with his n~phew, .or ·anything 
obviously hostile, with time, and management, and firmness, 
Bis. cd. succeed, I think, in the status quo treaty, · 

The difficulty is to get hold of Bis. I· counted on Odo 
Russell, but he might as well be at Bagdad. And ·Munster 
is not a genial nature to work on. He is suspicious a1,1d 
stupid. · 

Still, I think, the. thing ought to he done, and it wd~ settle· 
everything for our lives, and immortalise yourself. ' 

.. 
Here we have the germ o£ the policy whic~ was brought 

into actual working by Beaconsfield at the Congress of' 
II. . . ':h 
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Berlin, and which was pursued by him, and by Sali~bury 
after him, until at the close of the nineteenth century , 

·the ambitious aims of the German Empire made further 
co-operation on the same footing impossible. Tl).ere was 

. -never, of course, any alliance, and it is strange that . 
Beaconsfield should have contemplated a formal treaty
a· step which would have involved a' permanent estrange" 
ment from France, whom he alw~ys. preferred, and 

· had long cheris}led, as an ally. But there was a steady 
,reliance by the British Foreign Offi~e o.o, the Central 
Powers; a working arrangement which, so long as,Russia 
was aggressive and . France restless, and so long as 
Germany was . content with industrial and commercial 
development, preserved. peace .in Europe, at least. among 
the greater States. ' . 

-But Bismarck, though he never forgave Gortchakoff 
for interfering to save France in the spring of 1875, was 
not yet disposed to weaken the bonds which united 
Germany to R ~ssia. · iVIor~over, it was by no means clear 
to foreign observers whether Beaconsfield could maintain 
his ground against Gladstone's agitation. Accordingly, 
in answer to Derby's appeal to him to use the influence 
of Germany· ' in order to procure the acceptance of some 
compromise,' Bismarck replied that, though an armistice 
of six months seemed acceptable to the German Govern
ment, he could not put pressure on any other Power to 
secure its sanction. · 

_ . To Queen Victoria. . 
(Telegraphed ~n Cypher.) 10, .DowNING ST., Oct. 19, '76.-· 

The Cabinet decided, that they would take no further steps 
in negotiations for armistice, tho,? if Turkey. assented to a 
proposal .to shorten it, they.·· would . make no opposition; 
They decided, that Lord Derby should draw. up a despatch 
reciting that Servia had appealed to us to mediate, that we 
undertook the office and succeeded, __ that ~henServia rejected 
the armistice which we had solicited for her; that we should 
protest against the m1Iitary emigration of Russia into _Servia, 
and end by warni~g Russia that a violation of the Treaty of . 

.. Paris by ~he occupation of Bulgari~ w~uld !ead ,to,·se~ious 
· consequences. · 
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·.To Lady B'[adford. 

10, DowNING ST., Oct: .20, 1876.-... We had a Cabinet 
yesterday, wh. then dispersed, from wl)._. the world infers we 
are unanimous, and that there is ·no split. . . . 

In a. talk with a political and personal friend Beacons
field expounded his view of tlie pr'esent situation and his 
hopes for the futrire. 

Memorandum by Lord Barrington. 

Oct. 23, 1876.-I had an interview with Lord B~aconsfield 
this evening at 5.30 .. He entered rather fully into the details 
of the present crisis in the East. Alluding to firs speech at 
Aylesbury, he utterly repudiated having ever said that the 
' Government was opposed to the feeli11gs of a majority in 
the country.' The report of that speech in The Times of 
Sept, 21, ought to be enough to show the utter fallacy of 
such a statement. Yet this has constantly, and persistently, 
been asserted by Messrs. Gladstone and Lowe, and this 
assertion has done immense harm in retarding negotiations 
with Foreign Powers on this question. Lord Beaconsfield's 
statement that the Government had not the ' unanimous ' 
support of the country,hut that a large party in the country 
was using the ' atrocity cry' for party purposes (or words 
to that effect), was quite true. · . 

The_ present state of affairs in the East is that England 
advised 'an armistice of not less than a month or six weeks.' 
The Turks replied that six weeks was too short, and proposed 
'five or six months.' This the Russians refused to accept, 
and reverted to what they termed the English proposal of 
' six weeks.' But England had put no extending limit, and 
had guarded herself by 'not less.' Consequently England 
accepted the Turkish proposal. Russia never imagined that· 
Turkey would accept any armistice, and therefore finds 
herself in a difficulty. The Turks have now, in all probabilitv 
at the instance of oui Ambassador, Sir. H. Elliot, averred 

willing to accept the English proposal, with the 
IUers":~n<lJngthat the six weeks' armistice may be pro}onged 

Beaconsfield has great hopes of being able to settle 
t question, but of course guarded hirp.self against 

as. to P~ace or War. Supposing the Russians 
· Bulgana, sa1d I. That, he answered, would be an 
new phase ·Of the questiop. He is evidently q~ite 
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determined that the Russians shall not directly, or indirectly, 
become p_o_ssessed- of Constantinople. · 

Many· in England say, Why not~ Engla!ld- might ~ake 
Egypt, and so secure our highway to India. , . . 

But the· answer is obvious, said Lord B. If the Russians. 
had Constantinople, they could at any time march their Army 
through Syria to the mouth of the Nile, and then what would 
be the use of our holding Egypt ~- Not even the command 
of the sea could help us under such circuinsta'hces. People 

_ who talk in this manner must be utterly ignorant of geography~ 
Our strength is on the sea. Constantinople is the key of 
India, ·and not Egypt and the Suez CanaL -

The mendacity of the Russiansis th,e same.as ever. They 
say,,. We do not wish to hold Constantinople.' Perhaps· not, 

. but for-·all that their _game is to have someone there who is 
_ more or less dependent on them. . . . · 

. 'The grand political duel between Lord. Beaconsfield arid 
• ·Prince Gortchakoff has now lasted some months, and, up~ to 

the present tirhe, the latter has got the ·worst of it; ·That\ 
England should be victorious in diplomacy (imd· war if neces
sary, a8 a matter of oourse), is Lord B.'s grand. object, and 
will be- a splendid consul!lmation· to his wonderful career; 
He appears to me to have no doubt that, whatever-present 
_appe?-'rances may be, . Germany will·· eventuallY, go. against 
Russia. : . • . · · · · : · • ·· .. 
-~ The six months' armistice which, Turkey~ proposed 

having been rejected, the Tlirkish armies continued _their 
advance a:h.d, in spite of all the efforts. of ~the~R;ussiai). 
General. and the Russian Volunteers who organised the 
resistance to them under the banner- oL Serbia, won 
succ.ess after success until Belgrade itself was in danger. 
Beaconsfi~id flattered himself that these Turkish vl.ctories·, 

·coupled with the firm attitude of the British Cabinet, 
· had produced a moderating effect .on the counsels of the· 
R u:ssian Government, as Gortchako:ff began ·to express 
i:b.terest in the Conference which: Derby had suggested, 
and Ignatieff at Constantinople. seemed to be ready fo 
a reasonable compromise about the length of armisti 
Appearances were deceptive ... The Turkish ;succe 
convinced the Emperor Alexander ~hat,· i(~erbia wa 
be' saved, he mustihterpose at once, !1-nd o:ri tlie)ast 

· of _the ;month his Ambassador presented al). ulti · 
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at · Constantinople, demanding, under · the· ·threat of 
a total severance of diplomatic relations; the acceptancy 
by Turkey, within forty-eight. hours, of t}le armistice 
limited to a month or six weeks. Under _the m.::nace of 
force Turkey agr~ed: · '· 

To Lady Bradfor(J,. .- · ,. 
r . . - .. ~ . 

10, DoWNING STREET, Oct. 28, .1876.-,-Thereis a streaK of 
light on the horizon. Whether it be the victory of the Turks, 
or whether it be that the ,Russians C9minence to comprehend 
that England will" stand no norise:q.sei · out a ·great change 
occurred last night-and for the better ... ·. - · . · · 

Oct. 30.-We are not out 6£ the wood, hvt:we sometimes
think we see light in the distance-:-I hopenoi a m:jrage. I 
have had now nearly a quarter of. a year of i,t, an.d feel a good 
deal older. Certainly, it hasnot been_a dull life, but _a very 
hard one. . . . · · ., ·· - · · 11: 

Schou. qalled on me with a message of horr.or and· indigna
tion from the Emperor of R. about the f}olos. I said I 1vas 
under the impression that the press was not free inRtisf;ia. 
He asf;ured me'that he had been libelled himsl'Jlf in the Golos, 
and accused of having sold himself to Gei·niany. I remarked 
that the press was free in England, b11t that if such_ an article 
had appeared in a respectable paper agst. Prince Gortff .. , 
I wd. undertake to say I wd: have made the _editor apologise. 1 

Nov. !.-:.Yesterday (Tuesday)'I received two tels. when I 
woke: they had arrived in the night. 'One 'was from our 
Ambassador at Livadia saying that P~ Gortchakoff considered 
the armistice now settled, ,and making suggestions about 
ulterior points-and much more important ones: the basis 
of the Conference. The other telegram 'was from -our' Am_c 
bassador at Constantinople, dated :Monday night fpast 10 o'ck.. 
(Therapia), saying that the armistice was · settled~very 
satisfactorily and honorably to',_the TJ¥ks,-that Ignatieff had 

.,. I ·•• ,. . -o\. • ';. 

1 The Golo• had had the effrontery to accuse Beam'insfield 'of -having, 
in conjunction with the firm of 'Erlanger, amassed a colossal fortune by 
speculating on the various· phases. of .the Eastern Question I ··Whereas, 
as Rose, who had been familiar with Beaconsfield's p~curiiary dealings for 
thirty years, wrote-- indign<tntly to Corry on _Oct. 25;; '_if ever a man lived 
who was pure as snow in'money'.matters, and more,'scrilpulous·tlian:any 
living man in everything that concerned )lis peciinial'y interests, it is T.ord 

.. B[ eaconsfiel]d: as history will prove.'. In spite of Schouvaloff' s assurances, 
the Golos felt it so necessary to dama~e the reputation of the most deter· 
mined opponent of Russia's Tnrldsh policy, that it reiterated its scandalous· 
charges. 'The f:wt,' -wrote Corry to ~chouvaloff. 'that this repetition is 
made after the gracious messa~e wh. on behnJf of the Emperor .of Russia 
'you last ~veek conveyed to Lord Beaconsfield much aggravates the calumny:' 
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been conciliatory throughout, and that he was to execute 
it formally in the morning, having an appointment withthe 
G. Vizier to that effect. · . . . 

So I thought my cares were over, and -I remembe;ed what 
yoilr friend Delane·said to me on Sunday, 'that the Minister 
who opened Parliamt. with an announcement of peace in, the 
Queen's Speech, wd. be in a prouder position than any Minister 
since :Mr. Pitt.' ' -· · 

A little after noon came the awful news that Genl. Ignatieff 
had received orders from Livadia to deliver the offensive and 
hostile ultimatum you are now ~ell acq.uainted with ! 

This was the consequence ofthe·Turkish victories; ·i!:nd the 
humiliation the Emperor felt.at the probability ofthe Ttirks. 
reaching Belgrade. The pretext tha;t th~ Turks carried on 
hostilities during negotiations for armisticejs quite hollow. 
The Russo-Servian army has never ceased. attacking and · 
harassing the Turks during the whole time. Besides, negotia
tions for armistice never suspend hostilities as a matter of 
public law. · ' · 

What will happen now.1 I think· it looks as bl!wk as 
possible. The whole affair has been a conspiracy of Russia 
from the beginning, and she has f1,1iled in everything-even · 
in active warfare the. Porte has defeated her. I don't think 
she can stand it, and she will-rush to further.reverses. 

Yesterday I dined at S[ tafford] House---:with the Jittle 
Dticliess, and the 'bride and bridegroom' 1 and :Ronald; and. 
then they took me to .the play, a new comedy that is making 
some noise, Peril-a11 adaptation fro_m the :French .!'fos 
lntimes~not over-moral, but fairly transmogrifi,ed from the 
original, and cleverly acted in the chief part-a woman2 -whom, _ 
I doubt not, you, an habituee of the drama, know very well, 
bl!t quite new to m(l;, Now she is married; but she was a 

. sister -of Robertson, the playwright. She had evidently 
studied in the French oohool.- The whole was good, and the 
theatre was ventilated; so I did riot feel exhauE;ted, and was 
rather amused, arid shd. rather have enjoyed myself, had 
not the bad news thrown its dark shadow over one's haunted 
consciousness. . . . . _ 
_ Nov, 2.~As _I have often told· you ' t_!J.ere is· no gambling 
like politics '~and here we are with the armistice signed! ; .. 
I can't write any details: until this moment, 1 have not had 
·a moment of paus6-74 and 20 hours indeed ()f awf11l crisis: 

• ' ~ • • > • ·.• ~~ 

'How can we ever trust -the RussiansT was the 
. Queen's ·c<;>nu:~cmt ·to Beaconsfield on. what:· sh~ termed 

1 Mr. (afterwards Viscount) and i.~dy-FI()rence Chaplin._ 
2 'Mrs. Ken.'dal. · 
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the Emperor's 'rash and intemperate act.' The Emperor 
must have felt the need of reassuring English opinion, 
for on November 2 he pledged his word at Livadia to 
the British Ambassador that he had no~ the smallest 
wish or intention to acquire Constantinople; anq that 
any occupation of Bulgaria to which necessity might 
drive him would be only provisional. Derby telegraphed 
the satisfaction of the Cabinet at these assurances, but 
Beaconsfield was more impressed by the obvious pre
parations which Russia was making for independent 
military action, and by Gortchakoff' s hectoring tone 
about the proposals for autonomy to be submitted to the 
Porte. For, now that the armistice was signed, Beacons
field and Derby proposed to issue invitations to the Con
ference which they had for some time contemplated
a step which was taken by a Cabinet Council on 
November 4. For the chief representative of Great 
Britain at the Conference the Prime Minister selected the 
ablest of his younger colleagues, overcoming his reluc~. 
tance by friendly pressure. Among the Beaconsfield 
papers there is preserved an undated sheet of Downing 
Street writing-paper, with the ·words, in Beaconsfield's 
handwriting: 'Conf[identia]l.- I want you to go. That 
is my idea. A great ent€rprise, and wd. not take much 
time. B.,' followed'by SalisburY's response, 'Of course 
I will do what the Cabinet wishes, but it is essential that 
your policy .should be settled first.' These notes were 
almost certainly interchanged at this meeting of the 
Cabinet. 

To Lord Derby. 
Confidential. 10, DowNING ST., WHITEHALL, Nov. 3; '76.

I shall call to-day latish, on the chance of seeing you, as I 
. think we ought to confer together before the Cabinet. 

In the meanwhile, reflec'tion· has only confirmed me in my 
conviction, that it wd. be most unwise for us to be hurried 
into any proceedings; that we shd. principally be represented 
by someone of great authority, not mixed up with the previous 
transactions; and that we shd. come to an agreement, before 
the meeting of the Congress, as to the basis of our negotia
tions. 
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·.I foresee endless-chicanery _on the part of Russia, wh~ is. 
at present, somewhat baffled and mortified,· . · . _ · 

I think a sine qua non on our par~ shd. be, that no inter
ference shd. be :sanctioned . With the military arrangements 
of the Porte in Bulgaria, or indeed Bosnia; etc. . 

_· Turk((Y cd. maintain 200,000 ·men between the Danube 
and- Constantinople, and wlth this force; and the :command 
of the sea, she is, so far as Russia is concerned, invincible. 
This is consistent with, her maintaining 100,000 men ori her 
Asiatic frontier. · · 

· ··And n,ow, again, I rp.ust impress upon you· the importance, 
if we wish to secure a long peace, of coming to some under-
standing with some European Power. - · · _ . - . 

The d~fficU'lties of negotiating ariy· sa,tisfactory under~ 
standing with Germany may be great, but Odo~ Russell ought 
to be instructed to lose no opportunity of conferring with 

-Bismarck in this sense. -By the bye, I do not at all believe 
Ignati13ff's 'confidential' commun1oatiori to Elliot· about the 
German Chanr. · . · . · . 
·But without the trouble, and the risk, of any new treaties, 

we have a course open' to us, wh. I think it imprudent, and 
scarcely justifiable on our part, to neglect .. It is not only 
0ur right, but, in my opinion, our duty, to ei1quire of France 
and-Austria, what, in the event of the failure of the Congress,· 
a;re their views and feelings .with. reference to their engage
ments under the Tripartite Treaty ? .. - _ _ · · 
' This will give Austria;· if she wish13s it; an occasion to 
unburthe:q or unbutton herself-and II1ay lead to important 
consequences. I do not understand from you, and I do not 
hear from any' other quarter, that you have ever made to 
her, 'howr. guarded, any overture for joint action. · I believe 
it' has beeri expected. If made, it shd. be_ expressed thro' 
Buchanan, not Beust, but it wd. be more conveniently 
managed with reference to keeping existing engage:ments: 

· the Tripartite. . _ . _ _ · 
It is probable that Frarice, at this moment, wd. avoid 

action; but that reserve· on her part wjll riot subsist as_ long 
as she -thinks, if tro_ublous times arrive .. And she wd. b!:l 
gratified by the enquiry and·-the appeal;; and if it did nothing 
elS(l, with regard to both Fran,ce and Austria, I think it. ·wd. 
have. an advantageous· effect on -both. of them in influencing 
their conduct in the Conference. -i -

I have no hesitation myself in saying, that it wd. be most 
desirable~to arr1ve at a clear agreemcn:t with Austria for joint 
action, and that, if, the Conference fail, and R'ussia is arto
·gant and menacing, it s;hd. at once be intimated to Russia that 
the integrity of the Turkish dominions shd. not be violated. 

'· 
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Nov. 4._:__I do not think that Gortchakoff's insolent an
.nouncement to Loftus, that, if the Russian propositions 
respecting autonomy are not agreed to, Ignatieff is to with
draw, ought to pass unnoticed. 

This was not said after dinner, like the Emperor's senti
mental ebullition-but it was said in the morning, and was 
an announcement to us. 

It shd. be noticed we gain nothing with Russia by con- -
ciliation or concession. 

If Gortchakoff's positio~ is a genuine one, then there is 
no use in conferring. At any rate, he .shd. privately inform 
us what are his views. 

Loftus, tho' a mere Livadian parasite, and· afraid even of 
G.'s shadow, will, I suppose, still obey abs.olute orders, and 
I think you ought to send him a rattler. · 

Your complaints of Andrassy are echoed back from Vienna 
as against us. There, it is the fashion to say that England 
will do nothing and join t4em in no action. 

Nothing can secure the success of the Conference but 
firmness on our side, and we cannot be firm, unless we are 
prepared for the future. . ' . 

Our policy hitherto has secured the first object proposed 
by us: "\jz., the maintenance of the integrity of th!;l Ott. 
Empire. The refusal of the Berlin note, and the fleet, have 
hitherto accomplished that. There has been no ' occupation.' 
For the second object proposed, the amelioration of ·the 
condition of the rayahs, we ought- to arrive, among our
selves, at some clear conception of your definition of autonomy 
with[ou]t loss of time. · .. 

A catalogue of the proposals in the Andrassy note, in 
language as little technical as possible, shd., if possible, be 
before the Cabinet this morning. 

To Lady Bradford. 

10, DowNING ST., Nov. 4.-Ca:binet just over; very tired, 
and a little· harassed-but I won't let the post go without 
a line. 

We have agreed to invite the Powers to a Conference; the 
place, Constantinople; and each Power to berepresented by 
two Plenipotentiaries. I assume the Ambassador at Con 
stantinople, and six greater men, what you call swells. Who 
is to go for England ? I have a good mind to go myself. 

How will it all end ? So many' plots and. counterplots -
and such Machiavellian brains to deal with! ... 

. Nov. 8.-Tbe appointment of Ld. Salisbury as Ambassador' 
Extra[ordinar]y to the Conference seems-to give great satis· 

IT. 31* 
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faction. I do not despair, if. the Conference take place, that 
we may succeed in our rriain purposes, but what' I dread is 
that Russia will secretly encourage and invite the Porte to 
refuse the Conference, and then privately arrange with her. 
I have detected some traits of this intrigue . and Ignatieff is -
equal to anything. 

· By proposing a Conference on a broader basis-i.e., two 
- Ambassadors or Plenipotentiaries· from each Stat&--a certain 

delay has been obtained, and a proportionately greater 
Importance has been giveri to the Conferenc&--wh. may balk 
·him. But if his original proposition <~f an immeqiate. council 
of the Ambassadors at Constantinople and none else had 
been agreed to, I think he wd. have succeeded.- He may iet. · 

. Ld. Mayor's Day.-:.. . . _. Yes, it is t)le fatal day, that always 
makes me ill-when I have to 'make a speech wh; is ever 
strictly scanned and wh., on this occasion, will be criticiSed 
by all Europe: sent on the wings of the Jightning to the old 
coxcomb at Livadia (wh. he has left by-the-bye) and the 
fox at Varzin. · 

It is about as -nervous an affair as can fall to the lot ·of 
man-particularly when it is to be accomplished in a heated 
.hall, full of gas and aldermen and trumpeters, a:fte_r -sitting 
for hours talking slipslop to a defunct Lady Mayoress; and 
with every circumstance that can ·exhaust and -discomfort· 
man. I think I will never do it again, and should not be 
able -to do it now, were it not for the· hope of seeing you 
to-morrow. · 

To Queen Victoria. 

_10, DowNiNG STREET, WHITEHALL,' Nov: 9, 1876.-. 
To-day is 'Lord Mayor's Day,' always the_ most distressful 
day in the year to Lord Beaconsfield, but, this year, ,his sense 
of discomfort and nervousn~ss _are aggravated. _He must 
speak on the great question, and every word he utters will· 
be criticised throughout Europe. However, it is something, 
that· he- can mention even a prospect of peace.' He feels, at 
this mom~nt, as if he should hardly get through the day, and 
the only thing which sustains him is the desire not to disgrace 
your Majesty's service and confidence .... 

It is notewor~hy that Beaconsfield should have'written 
- to the .Queen of the speech which 4e was about to deliver 
at Quildhall as one suggesting a prospect of· peace._ .Such, 

-fairly construed, it seems in historicalr{ltrospect to have 
been:, but his. domestic critics at the 'time_ insisted that 
its· tone was one of warlike defiance. - Un:douptedly it 
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contained a grave warning, which can hardly be thought 
unjustified in view of the policy of combined intrigue 
and menace which Russia had pursued during the year. 
But he was careful to speak of her with due respect, and 

. to at~ribute to her a cordiality and a readiness to accept 
reasonable proposals of which she had in fact shown 
little sign. He described the great obje,cts which the 
Government had set· before themselves to be, first, to 
maintain the general peace of Europe by the due obser~ 
vance of the Treaties of 1856 and187l, which laid down 
as the best security for peace the preservation of the 
independence and territorial integrity of the Turkish A 

Empire, and, secondly, to secure such an amelioration. of 
the condition of the subjects of Turkish provinces ,as, 
by increasing their prosperity, wpuld promote that 
independence and integrity. He expressed his satis
faction at the armistice; ' an armistice. is certainly not 
peace any more than. courtship is ·wedlock; but in general 
it is the auspicious harbinger of a happy future.' As to 
.the 'ultimatum' by which it was obtained, 'that is an 
ugly word when we are endeavouring to bri1;1g a~out a 
pacific settlement.' But in this case the ultimatum was 
something like ' bringing an action for debt when, the 
whole sum claimed had previously been paid into court.' 

Beaconsfield dwelt with satisfaction on the Conference 
and on its acceptance by all the Powers, and paid a 
generous compliment to Salisbury, who, he said, possessed 
the complete confidence of his colleagues. ' 

They have ~onfidence in his abilities, in his gra.sp of the . 
subject, and in the tact and firmness of his character; and 
I have no doubt that he will use and exercise all his abilities 
to bring about that permanent peace in Europe which all 
statesmen agree can best , be secured by adhering to the 
treaties which exist, knowing well-and rione knows better 
than my noble. friend-that the independence and territorial 
integrity of Turkey are not to be seeured by mere pen-and-ink 
work. Unless the great bod:y of t.he. peopl~ find1 that they 
are under a Government which studies thell' welfare and is 
proud of their prosperity, even the independence and integrity 
of a country must 'themselves vanish. 
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Then followed the passage which excited so·· much 
-att'ention and provoked ·so much criticism. 

I am hopeful, in the present temper of Europe, we shall 
be able to accomplish the objects vve have in view without 
those terrible appeals to war; of whicp, I think; we have 
heard- too frequently and too. much. . . . . Ther~ is no 
country so inte:r;ested in the maintenance of peace as England. 
Peace is especially an English policy .. She is not an ·aggres
sive Power, for there is nothing which she desires._ She covets 
no cities and no provinces. . What she wishes is to maintain 
and to enjoy the unexampled empire which ·she has built up, 
and whlch .it· is. her pride to remember exists as much upon 
sympathy as upon force. But although_ the policy ofEng]and 
is peace, there is no country so· well prepared for war a.s our 
own. If she enters into conflict in a righteous cause-cand 

_ I will not believe that England will go to war except for a 
r-ight_eous ciws~if. the contest is 01ie which concerns her· 
liberty, her independence, or her empire, her resources, I feel, 
are inexhaustible. She is Iiot a country that, when she 
enters into a campaign, has to ask herself whether she.can 
support a. second or a third campaign. She enters into a 
-campaigrnvhich she will not terminate till right is done. · 

It was not Beaconsfield, but Russia, who had made 
· ~he ' app~a'ls to war' of which h~ SIJoke. And his reply 
only restated, ingrave and forcible fashion, the permanent 

. conditions :which those ;.vho challenge. this country must 
face.. He had rec~:mnted the~ in almost identical language 
in 1862, when he was in opposition. -He had the:ri said 
~~at/ Engla,nd is ~he ?nly. ~ountry whi~h, when it enters. 
mto a quarrel whiCh It beheves to be JUSt, never ceases 
its efforts. untif it has accomplished its aim '; that ' it 
was ·not a question of one, twci, or three campaigns, but 
that, as we have proved in old days, o1.1r determination, 
supported by Ol1f resource~, would. allow us to prepare 
for an iildefinite struggle when 'we had an adequate and 
worthy object in view.'~ .The Words remain as true now 
as when they were spokenin 1862 and in 1876; arid-most. 
EngFshmen to-day will heartily .endorse-theiu. Whether 
the occitsiQn in_1876 was a fitting one on whic;h to r~peat 

: .~ .. ·. 
. • 1_ See pp. ·_44, 45. 
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them as Prime Minister at Guildhall is, of, course, an 
arguable question. But Russia's menacing attitude 
undoubtedly suggested that she had eit~er forgotten 
England's historic power and persistence, or believed 
that the ancient spirit was dead. The c very next day 
the Emperor Alexander, in an address to the nobles and 
communal council of Moscow, caused a sensation in 
Europe by saying that, if the Conference failed to bring 
peace, and if he .could not obtain the guarantees which 
he desired from the Porte, he was firmly resolved to 
take independent action and that he was convinced that 
Russia would respond to his summons. The leaders of 
the atrocity agitation saw in this threat the natural, an_d 
indeed legitimate, retort to what they considered to he 
Beaconsfield's wanton provocation. In actual fact, the 
Emperor, when he spoke, had no cognisance of Beacons
field's words, and was only saying openly what Gortcha
koff, his Chancellor, had already intimated to the British 
Ambassador; and the Russian Government proceed~d 
to mobilise a considerable force and to issue a new loan 
for 100,000,000. roubles. 'What .an infamous lie that 
was,' wrote the Queen to Beaconsfield on November 21, 
'to say the Emperor Alexander's speech at Moscow was' 
in consequence of Lord Beaconsfield's excellent one at 
the Mansion House [?Guildhall].', · 

While those responsible for the atrocity agitation were 
indignant , with Beaconsfield · for his Guildhall sp~ech, 

-they cordially approved the appointment of Salisbury 
as British representative at the Constantinople .Con.: 

·. ference. They remembered the deep-seated distrust of 
Disraeli wh:ch Salisbury had long cherished; they knew 
that he was a High Churchman, a friend of those High 
Churchmen, such as Liddon,. who took a .leading .part in 
the agitation; they noticed that Carnarvon, who had 
formerly acted with Salisbury in breaking .from b1s~aeli, 
made no secret of his general sympathy with the agitators; 
and they hoped, if not for an open breach between 
Beaconsfield and his Indian Secretary, at least for action 
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by Salisbury at Constantinople~ in fundamental agree
ment with Gladstone and his policy. Undoubtedly 
Salisbury w~s ~keenly . alive to the duty · of securing 
tolerable government for Christians in Tlirkey~that-was 
a main reason for his appointment; but some selections 
from Ministerial correspondence will show how far his 
course in the Ministry was from justifying the exaggerated· 
expectations of Gladstone's partisans. · 

To Lord Salisbury. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 17,. 1876.~ ... As you are a 
particular friend of Carnarvon's, 'I will make a confidential 
observation. He is distjnguished by his hospitality, but is 
not always, perhaps, so discreet in its exercise, as might be 
desired. · ·· 

Poor dear Lady Chesterfield, when she was much under his 
roof, was very annoyed at constantly dining -with the-editor of 
the Spectator, who, she said, wrote weekly libels on her dearest 
friend (myself); but I, being used to that sort of treatment, 
mitigated her. feelings, and, I believe, prevented any serious 
esclandre. But now, npless a personage than the stoic Derby 
is ann9yed, . and more than annoyed, by the same cause. 

It seems that Liddon made a ' most acdmonious ' attack 
on Derby, and he is now a cherished guest at Highclere! 
I believe it was in a sermon, and I was; of course, included 
in it, but, tho' I see most things, it escaped me, and I should 
not have noticed it, had I encounteredit, except perhaps ;a. 
little rap some day. . . . 

From Lord Salisbury: . ' . 
Confidential. HATFIELD HousE, Oct. 18, '76:-; . : I agree· 

with you that it is unfortunate that Carnarvon should-have 
asked Liddon at this particular .time, when everyoD;e is qn 
the'w'atch for the slightest indication of division of opinion 
in the Cabinet-as it may be misconstrued. But the friend
ship is a very old one: apd Liddon usually goes to Highclere 
just bef9re the Oxford term. I don't suppose the construc
tion which might be put on it ever occurred to Cl:l>rnarvon's 
mind.... · · · 

To Lord Derby. 

Oon(idl. 10, ·DowNING ST.,· WHITEHALL, No.v. 1, '76._:_ 
I rettitn you Carnarvon's letter;· and your reply, wh. · is 
admirable. You pierced the Jesuits. Wha~ with Manning and 
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Lyddon (sic), 1 and the Archbishop· of Belgrade, our colleague 
is getting a little insufferable. . ' 

It is a g;tng of Jesuits that he lives .amongst, in many 
guises, from priests to journalists. · 

The only authent!c mot o£ Gl'adstone; that I have ascer-· 
tained, was that he said the other day, that he was confident 
that Carnarvon, Salisbury, Hardy, arid Northcote wd. never 
support our policy. 1 believe no one is the least hesitating 
except Carnarvon, and ultimately he is ruled by Salisbtiry .... 

Nov. 19.-I hear from Salisbury, that there is great discon-. 
tent and disturbance at the 'Instructions' 2 having been sent 
down for the Queen's signature when Ld. Carnarvon, Ld. 
Chancellor, and others did not consider, tliat they had passed' 
the Cabinet. What is to be done-~ · They understood they 
were to be again considered on Thursday. ' 

I have sent Mr. COrry to Ld. Chanr. to explain, that I 
doubted not you were under the impression that the· general 
Instructions were approved, and that the supplementary ones 
were those to be considered on Thursday. · But it is difficult 
to argue with men under the influence of strong religious 
feeling, and it wd .. appear that the heresy of Photius, com
monly called the Greek Church, and Mt>Ody and Sankey, have 
r;oalesced against us. . . . · 

From Lord Derby. 
~ ' '• ' 

Private. FAIRHILL; ToNBRIDGE, Nov. 19, '76;-There can 
be no mistake as to· what passed in Cabinet yesterday. It 
was clearly understood that the instructions were approved,' 
the cause of nearly all the difficulty having been removed by 
the insertion of the words suggested by Cairns, which on:If 
excluded from discussion in the Conference the question of 
military occupation, leaving it an open question wnether 
such occupation might not be agreed upon by the Powers ih 
'certain· possible contingencies. This. was to be made clear 
by a supplementary instruction which was to be considered· 
at the "Cabinet of Thursday. I heard all that passed, and 
naturally attended, more closely than anyone, the busjness 
concerning my department. It had never occurred to me, 

• till I received your letter, that any of our colleagues could 
be under a different impression ... ·. · .. 

I was prepared for Carnarvon taking the line he .has taken, 
but regret the Chancellor having followed his lead. The 
question at issue is really serious: and I do not see -how we 
can give way upon it. . . . 

1 Beaconsfield, never very accurate in his spelling of proper names, seems 
to have written indifferently 'Liddon' or 'Lyddon.' · · 

2 For tho Constantinople Conterenco. · 
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To· Lord Derby. 
Confidential. 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, 

1
Nov. · 20.-You 

wisely got away, in legitimate dudgeon, to a distant fortress; 
but. I was obliged to meet the storm,. and therefore sent for 
the Ld. Chancellor, and, after some time; concluded a satis- -
factory interview. 
, He had no previous concert;. or conversation,_ with that 

little Carnarvon, and when I explained to him the mysteries 
of the heresy of Photius, and that he had; I. was sure un
intentionally, lent himself to a sacerdotal intrigue, he trirned _ 
quite pale. _ 

I told him, that if the sentiment of religious 13nthusiasm, 
or the principle of ecclesiastical supremacy, were brought 
into play, the satisfactory settlement of a ptlrely political 
question, wh. referred to the distribution of power, was 
impossible. _ - , . . • 

Then I sent for the .little Carnarvon, who was out of' town; 
and so I telegraphed fqr him, .and he will probably att~nd me 
to-morrow, accompanied by Liddon. -

Confidential. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 9.~You must 
keep the Ld.- Chanr. quiet--at le~tst for the nonce. ;His 
scheme of occupation is that of a p~ttifogger-joint_stock and 
limited liability.· 

It is best_not to_ harass Salisbury with instructions. He 
- has enough. Affairs will develop themselves, .and he seems·. 

not unequal to the situation .. If the '.Eastern Xtians' will . 
be tolerably tranquil;_sensible un' such _matters they IJ,ever . 
can be--l by no means despair of ultimate success. ' 

I shall be in town on Monq.ay at 3 o'ck, being tempted to 
prolong my stay here by these golden ..mqrns of expiring 
autumn. · 

. Sip.ce he had returned from Castle Bromwich in ~ugust, 
Beaconsfield had pursued his anxious labours at Hughen- • 
den and· in 'London, without interruption or c~~nge. 
But he spent a week-end at Sandringham immediately~ 
after the Guildhall. banquet, and then W!'lnt for, a day 
or two to Ingestre, where.Lady·Braciford was a guest. 
Early in December, also, he got away froni London for the 
inside of a week to Crichel, · where the Gianvilles were 
included' in a large party ~o Pieet _him: " .. · 
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To Lady Bradford: _ 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Nov. 20.-----'-. Salisbury went 
off this morning, about eleven. -Monty accompanied him to 
the station. He had several secretaries and, I think un: 
happily, several members of his family; Lady Salisbury, and 
his eldest son, and his daughter ! I fear these latter will 
not be as serviceable as- his secretaries. The French papers 
say the Conference is delayed because M. de Salisbury is 
accompanied by Mme. de Salisbury, and seven children! It 
was not quite so bad as that, but bad eno'. _ 

Pss. Mary wrote to me and begged me to call on her, wh.
I did yesterday. . . . Pss. Mary was amusing; she had been 
living -in a Russian circle and retailed all· their gossip, wh. 
showed they were counting oil many things wh. will not 
happen. . . . . - ~ 

10, DowNING ST., Nov; 29.-... I am very busy. trying 
to make a Bishop of Truro. -Nothing gives me more trouble 
than the Episcopacy. There are so many parties, so many 
' schools of thought ' in the Church. 

Cornwall is full of Dissenters; like a rabbit warren. And 
any high jinks there wd. never do. And yet the dissenting 
pastors, particularly the Wesleyans, the most numerous, are 
!lO longer popular with their flocks. _So there is an oppor
tunity for ~n adequate man. . . . 

' I think I have got a good man ' for the Bishopric, 
of Truro, wrote Disrat;\li to Lady Chesterfield on Decem
ber 3. He was quite right. Benson's gifts both of -
organising capacity and of spiritual leadership proved so 
fruitful in his newly created diocese that when, six years 
later, the metropolitan see of Canterbury fell vacant, 
he was promoted to it_ on the recommendation of 
Disraeli's rival and successor, Gladstone; Hardy had 
strongly urged Benson's appointment to Truro: ' You 
have.made a bishop,' wrote Disraeli to him on the day 
on which the offer was sent. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

CRICHEL, WIMBORNE, Dec. 8.-. . . The party here is 
very large, and ought to be very brilliant, if persons-were 
as agreeable as their·rank and fashion, their dresses and their 
looks. But then they are not. The fine ladies here are all 
below par, and as S. was not here the first two days, I had 
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every opportunity of tasting them. The vintage was. very 
insipid; and had it not been for your ever agreeable friend 
Lady A.,1 I shd. have been much· bored .. Things are better 
now, as I get a walk with S., and a rubber in th~ evening · 
with he:tself and Lady A., and Lord Granville. . . . · . 

To Lady Bradfr;rd . . 

lO, DowNING ST., Dec. 8,2 l876.-Great despatches arrived 
last night from Constantinople, and. the Cabinet ha:s been 
·sitting on them this long morning. I think there is a chance 
of my getting down to you on Saturday. -

I sate next to Prince Hal 3 at dinner yesterday~at Ferdinand 
de R[ othschild]'s. '. . · . . ~ 

After dinner there was whist, and Rosebery came up to. 
me, and talked very well-just come from America-his 3rd 
visit, and full as an egg of fun and quaint obs~rvation. 

The dinner was really exquisite and served with incom
parable taste. I was so much amused with the menu, that 
I stole it for the first time in my life;hut I stole it for you. 
· The preliminary Conferences are closed, and I hope we 
have given the formal Conference, ·wh. commences on Thurs
day, eno' work to give us a tolerably tranquil Xmas week. 

2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Dec. 13.-All the world is talking 
now of a private meeting· yesterday at Stafford House, the 
Duke 4 in the chair, to commence a subscription for the Turkish 
soldiers, who are fighting for their country, and bravely
without pay, or food, or clothes. . . . The Lord BlantJr'e 
gave 1,000 guineas. There shd. be a report of all this. 

B~~consfi.eld was pr?perly anxious, throughout this 
critical autumn and winter, not to let diplomacy outrun 
military. preparation. On September 30 he wrote to 
Hardy, the War Secretary, in view of what appeared 
then to be the probability of an immediate invasion of 
Turkey by Russia, and perhaps by Austria also, t6 make 
enquiries as to the· practicability of sending. a. ·B~itish . . . 

1 Maria Marchioness of Ailesbury. 
2 There must be some-mistake abotit'the date, as Beaconsfield waM at 

Crichel on Dec. 8. · · · · · 
3 In Beaconsfield's ·private letters of this period, the Prinre of Wales, 

afterwards King Edward VII., is ·often called 'Prince H!tl,' in obvious 
reference to Prince Henry in Shakespeare's Henry IV.-o. Prince who even'. 
tually became, as Beaconsfield .believed that Prince Albert Edward would 
become, an excellent·aiil.d popular king. 
. ' Of Sutherland. . · · · . 
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force, with the Porte's consent, to hold and defend 
Constantinople. Hardy at once set to work ·'Yith his 
professional advisers; but Beaconsfield found it difficult 
to induce Derby to contemplate the possibility of military 
· ac,tion. · 

To Lord Derby. 
- Confidential. 10, DowNING STREET, WHITEHALL, Oct. 21.
It appeared _to me yesterday, from ·yr. remarks in Cabinet, 
that you hardly cared to consider the military elements of 
the question that absorbs our thought. · 

We don't live in the times of Marshal Diebitsch,1 when his 
troops were exhausted, half famished, and diseased, by the 
time they had reached only the frontier. We live in the 
times of Odessa and Rumanian railways. 

General Fadeef has laid a plan before the Russian Govern
ment, 'in order to settle the fate ofEuropean Turkey in spite 
of the maritime Powers.' · 

It is at the War Office, 'in their confidential archives, with 
a study by experts, assisted by all the secret intelligence from 
Wellesley as to position of troops; wh. appears always to have . 
been accurate. · 

From ~his, and other documents, all of wh. shd. be known 
to you, I conclude the invasion of Turkey, and conquest of 
Constantinople, may be rapid. . - . · 

If so, our determination as to our ultimate. course cannot 
be too soon decided on. Constantinople occupied by the 
Russians, while the British fleet was in Besika Bay, would 
be, the most humiliating eyent, that has occurred to England, 
since the surrenders of Whitelocke and Burgoyne and Corn
wallis, but infinitely in its consequences more important and 
disastrous. 

Oct. 22.-I am anxious about the state of affairs. 
There seems to me no doubt that, after the passage 'of the 

• Fruth, Russia may reach Constantinople in sixty days-at 
~m~M . 

The Danube, from some of the strong places being now in 
Rumania and other causes, is no longer a barrier, and the 
crossing of the Balkans may be calculated almost to a nicety. 

Any possibility of defence under these circumstances 
depends upon Turkey possessing the command of the sea, 
as in that case the Russians would be deprived of their heavy 
artillery, their siege trains, which cannot pass the Balkans; 
but if a Russian squadron reaches the Black Sea and captures 
Varna her.siege trains would then be at her disposal. 

1 Who gained his fame in the Russo-Turkish War of 1828-9. 
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Any movement on our part, whet.4er we fortify the Penin
sula by Lake Durkos or the·Chersonese, would be sixteen days 
too late if delayed till the Russians cross the BaJkans. .· . 
· But yvhat alarms me is that Turkey, feeling she is utterly 
deserted, may make some mad compact with Russia, opening 
the Straits, and giving her complete control over the -Asiatic 
shore. 

As for compensation to England by having :Egypt and 
Crete, this is moonshine. If Constantinople is Russian, they . 
would only be an expensive encumbrance. · · · 

I have asked Hardy to come up to-morrow, that we may· 
have the military details clear, and then after a consultation 
of all three together, I think we ought to have a Cabinet. . .. 

Hardy's · diary gives -·the result·. of· his long . talk with 
Beaconsfield on October 23. · '.We discussed eventualities 
and came to some conclusions;. to send officers to survey 
the ground behind Constantinople, and to look forward 
to guarding it in case of need:' Beaconsfield also con-

, certed naval preparations' with Ward Hunt, the First 
Lord of the Admiralty; but found Derby resolutely 
·opposed to giving hypothetical instructions to the Fleet 
to pass the Dardanelles in the event of Russian aggression 
on the Straits. 

0 

. Lord Derby to G. Ward Hunt. 

Private. FoREIGN OFFICE; Oct. 24, '76.--.:The step of 
ordering a British fleet to pass the Dardanelles (the consent _ 
of the Porte not having been asked) is not one to be takeri 
offhand, ·nor ·without the fullest consideration, I cannot 
sanction the order which has been suggested to you as matters 
now. stand. If a Russian vessel went through-which I do . 
not 'consider as probable-:-there would be plenty of time to 
se:ri.d the order by telegraph.- But I repeat that I· do not 

. expect the contingency to OCCur, Sine_~ the passage ·WO~ld 
be resisted, and, as we know, the Russians have no .fleet to 
match that of Turkey. . . - ' . '. . 

The open- preparations fo~ war made by Russia in 
November caused,Beaconsfield to press forward our own 
military plan13 for the preservation of Constantinople and 
the . two Straits from stid9,en seizure, the one great 
military object which he always kept before his eyes.' -
The Beaconsfield_ papers. contain an interesting manu-
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script, partly in his owu, handwTiting, and partly in 
Corry's, headed' November, 1876. Notes for. Cabinet
Russo-Turkish Question.' It is ilot clear for which of 
the November Cabinets this was prepared, perhaps for 
one of which Richm.ond .wrote to Cairns on November 19: . 
' A most interesting Cabinet. I do .not think I ever saw 
the For[eign] Sec. so "stiff." ... I suspect it will be 
necessary to l):eep him up to the mark. I was stirprised 
to find the P[rime] M[inister] so much with him;' 

If order given for mobilising Eng. army it may be practically 
ready for embarkation in 21 days and at Cpnst. in 42. . 
· If given at passage of the Pruth, Eng. army will. be in 
position 22 days before arrival of Russian. · 

If given at passage of Danube one day before. 
If at passage of Balkans 16 days too late. 
Can the period for mobilising be diminished ~ Yes__:_by 

taking certD,in steps. 
By moving war material to the points where the troops 

will assemble prior to embarkation and gradually moving the 
troops to those places-but a strong hand required for this. / 

Malta may be strengthened with Artillery and Engineers 
and the armament for the lines shipped ready to be pushed on. 

The neck of land at Boulair is 4! miles across. Works to 
render the Chersonese practically impregnable would be 
accomplished in 14 days by 6,000 men. These men need 
not be English. A force of 20,000 men would be required 
to hold the works Without the works a fleet, however 
powerful, could- not arrest, scarcely delay, the march of an 
army along the Chersonese by Boulair. This might be said 
even were the country level. There are in fact hills wh. 
would practically shelter an arniy from attack from the sea. 

Bosphorus-:-the distance between Lake Durkos, Byyk, 
Tcheckmeje is 11 miles. Works to render this.line pritcticalJy 
impregnable could be accomplished in 21 days by 6,000 men. 
These men need not be English; ·A force of 40,000 men would 
be required to hold the works. . 

It is obvious that, to attain her object, England would 
have to seize both the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles, and 
to hold the land ~.pproachcs to each. 

To accomplish both operations would not demand, neces
sarily, so large a force as the numbers combined (20,000 
+40,000)-which have been stated as required respectively. 

for either operation by itself; and this, because a flank of 
each of .the suggested, positions would rest on the shore of 
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the Sea of Marmora, each from the other only about 100 
miles. It may be said that England could at once despatch 
an Ar"my sufficient to· occupy and hold both positions~ 

Given the means of transport, and given that there shall 
be no hastily conceived reforms, nor disturbance of the 
mobilisation scheme, England can place on board ship, in 
21 days, a .force of 46,000, and practically ready for the field, 
of which, about 34,000 men would be men now serving in 
the Army, about 5,000 men of the Army reserve, and the rest 
men of the Militia reserve. · 

About this time Beaconsfield .obtained the consent 
of his colleagues to a policy of detaining for the time in 
this country as a precaution eight guns, of hitherto 
unprecedented size and power, which were being .built 
by a famous firm in England to the order. of a foreign 
Government. He further elucidated his views in a con- ·
versation with Hardy at the end of the month. On the 
assumption of the failure of the Conference and a Russian 
occupation of· Bulgaria, he suggested, as recorded by 
Hardy in a memorandum at the time, the following 
policy: · 

He would, on the application of the Porte, send up the 
fleet, but would not assent to send it at the instance of the 
Powers or Russia, as some quarrel would be got up, and it 
used to destroy the Turkish ·fleet and play into Russian , 
hands: Then he would occupy the lines behind Constanti
nople arid at Gallipoli, b!J.t whether at the "crossing of the 
Pruth or later-he inclines to the former. He says that, 

·although partition has riot been intended, it will come, and 
in that case offers will be made to .. us. Constantinople not 
likely to be offered, nor would it be desirable to accept. He. 
would like to buy a port in the Black Sea from the Porte, as 
Batoum, . . . ·or Sinope.. . . : He said: Egypt would be 
offered as before, but he did not see what we should gain. . . . . 
What he wants is a Malta or Gibraltar, which would prevent 
the Black Sea being a constant threat to our maritime power 
in"the 1\l:editerranean. He ·is clearly full of anxiety for the 
future. 1 . . . · 

Beaconsfield developed his ideas still further in a 
"couple of letters to S.alisbury, who very Wisely tookPatis, 

1 Gathorne Hardy, Vol; I.;~; 377 •. · 

.,-
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Berlin, Vienna, and Rome on his way to Constantinople, 
and held long conversations in each capital with 
Sovereigns and statesmen. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

10, DowNING ST., Nov. 29, 1876 .. - ... The 'visits to the 
Continental Courts have not been fruitless: it was a service· 
able reconnaissance, and when you have seen men, you can 
judge better of their conduct. So far as the Conference is 
concerned, the result seems to be this: it will consist of a 
meeting between you and Ignatieff. It is possible that meeting 
may have results. It is possible that Russia may wish to 
avoid, honorably, a s.truggle, wh. the-state of her finances., 
the unpreparedness of her armies, and her want of naval 
power, may make her desirous to postpone. ' 

It was· always one of her principles never to engage the 
Porte except she had a command of the sea. Now, that 
condition is just reversed. Nevertheless, 1st, the bank
ruptcy of the Porte; 2ndly, the assumed alienation of England 
from the Turks, partly produced by the 'Bulg~rian outrages, 
and partly by the non-payment of Turkish dividends, have 
prevailed on her, apparently, to take astep at wh. she first 
hesitated. 

Any peace, the conditions ·of wh. do not involve foreign 
occupation, would be a triumph for England. 

It is wise, however; to assume, that there will be an in
vasion of Turkey by Russia. I do not think that would 
necessitate any declaration of war against Russia on our 
part. Protesting against the passage of the _Pruth, as a · 
violation of the revised Treaty of Paris (1871), I think the 
Porte should then be advised to solicit the presence of our 
fleet at the capital and, of course, U expedient, in the Black 
Sea. At the same time, at the expense of the English Govern
ment, the works on the Peninsula of Constantinople should 
be completed. _ -
_ If the Danube, as I will apprehend, is passed without 

effective opposition, the Russians leaving a sufficient force 
behind them. to mask· the fortresses (this, however, would 
require 100,000 men), the next step of England would depend 
on their progress in Bulgaria, and in the prospects of resist-
ance_ on the Balkans. ' . 

Upon such circumstances should depend whether, and 
when, we may decide to send a corps d'armee to the Peninsula 
of Constantinople. We could send our troops there iri three 
weeks, and all will have been prepared f_or their reception. 
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_ Generally spea.king, the situation is -very similar to the 
state, wh. preceded the partition of Poland; Austria protest
ing against-a deed, and really qisapproving of it, which she 
afterwards joined with others to consummate. It is'highly ~ 
probable that Austria will assemble a· powerful force in 
Transylvania, and I believe that, in so doing,, her object,is 
to coerce Russia, but it will end by Russia having her oWn 
way, and Austria seeking consolation not only in the po~s"Els
sion of Bosnia, wh. she will have previously occupied, but in 
Herzegovina, and, not unlikely, Servia. . ·." . ' · 

It. is a most critical moment in Eliropean politics. _·If . · 
Russia is not checked, the Holy Alliance will be revived in 

, aggravated form and force, Ger~any will have Holland; 
and France, Belgium, and England will be in a position I 
trust. I shall never live to witness. · · 

If we act in 'the manner I have generally· indicated we 
shall, probably, in ·the conclusion, ·obtain some commanding 
stronghold in Turkey from wh. we need never recede. It 
will be for the interest of the Porte itself that we should; 
and if they. w6uld sell to us, for instan~e, Varna, the supremacy 
of Russia inight for ever be arrested. · _ 

I am surprised that Bismarck should. go on harping about 
Egypt. Its occupation by us would embitter France, and 
I don't see it would at all benefit us, if Russia possessed 
Constantinople. I would sooner we had Asia Minor than 
·Egypt. _ 

In regard to home politics as influenced by the foreign 
situation, there are. two points worth noticing. . 

lst. An organised attempt to revive ·agitation under the 
title of a Conference in London onTurkish affairs, wb: is to 
sit while the real Conference is holding its session. · Several 
leading members of the Liberal party have declined to be· 
inembers of this intolerable assembly, but Lord Shaftesbury, 
who believes he is preparing a great career for Evelyn Ashley, 
is. of course a leadin:g member; and the Gladstone influence 
has prevailed on the Duke of Westminster· to be President. 
The Queen told me, that G. could command the Duke of 
Westminster_and the Duke and Dss. of Argyll. 

The second point is our .Parliamentary position, wn. is 
very favourable. It is not_ merely that our ·own men are 
unanimously staunch; but the whole of_ the Irish party has 
been instructed to support the Government, and there is 
a. decided anti-Russiari section in the English Liberals; It 
is said not less than sixty .... 

Dec. L.-I wrote to you yesterday by F. 0. messenger. 
_You will receive this by a private band, almost. as soon. It 
refers to the most s~rious matter: the questi9n of occupation, 
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on'wh. some information has reached me, wh. throws a new 
and str_ange light on that crux. · 

If the question of occupa;tion be immediately introduced 
into' the Conference, the position, that you might well take, 
would be this: England will not say, that she is unequivocally 
·opposed to the occupation of Turkey for a temporary purpose, 
but she cannot agree to su9h a step except at the_ instance, 
and with the full consent, of the Porte-as in the Syrian 
case, now so quoted. _ 

This attitude would prevent Conference breaking up, and 
would allo\v the critical examination of the measures of 
Reform independently of the question of Guarantee. 

Wben ultimately submitted to the Porte, this position 
might be assumed by the Sultan: the Porte will' consent to 
the occupation provided it is not effected by conterminous 
Powers, which will lead to war; arid she may suggest, that 
England should occupy. Having taken this position, she 
must be inexorable. 

I am prepared to propose such a measure to the Cabinet, 
and cannot doubt, especially with your aid· and -approval, 
that they would adopt it, and that it would be cheerfully 
accepted by Parliament, and be popular outside: as alike 
preventing war, effecting our object, apd maintaining the 
authority of this country. · 

We have a force of 40,000 men ready, and 1 cannot doubt 
that, if 6,000 French were sufficient for Syria, 40,000 English 
would be ample for European Turkey: say 10[000], or 15,000 · 
for Bosnia, etc., and 25[000] or 30,000 for Bulg[ari]a. Besi<;les, 
we should have the aid, if necessary, 'of the Turkish regular 
army, which would be under our supreme command. -

Of course, it must be the last card to be played, and it 
must be so done, that we must seem _almost unwillingly to 
consent. . · 

Turkey would consent when she found, as the negotiations 
proceed, that occupation was inevitable, and, that too, by 
Russia . 
. Russia would faintly oppose, perhaps at once agree, as8um· 

ing that England has neither the ability, nor the inclination, 
for such a step. 

I think it would suit Austria~ wlio shrinks from the expense 
of occupying Bosnia, and only would do it :out of jealousy of 
Russia. _ 

It' this view of affairs be correct, it seemed to me; that no 
delay should occur in your hav!ng it in your mind, as it 
would be a polestar to guide you, and a great end always fo 
be working up to. So I have sent you this by a private aud 
trusty hand. And have not, and shall not, breathe a word 
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of its contents to a single human being. Let it come to us, 
if you approve it, in due course as your proposal, which I. 
will immediately support in the Cabinet. · . 

A joint occupation with Russia I look upon as highly,' 
objectionable, and I don't believe the .Pottewould take, that. 
They would prefer fighting. . , 

I need not repeat, what I have said more than once in 
Cabinet, that the Russian scheme of occupation; Bulgaria· 
to Russia, Bosnia to Austria, and our fleet· to CQnstantinople, 
would be most perilous, if not fatal. It would insure another 
Navarino, and probably was so intended. We must never 
attempt. to occupy Constantinople, but at the instance of th~ 
Porte. . . . - · .· 

To Mon:tagu Corry. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Dec. 13,' 1876.--,-... The 'Intel

ligence Dept.' must change its name. It is the department 
of Ignorance .. Instead of 40,000 nien 'for the e11trenched 
camp to. defend Constantinople, thf?Y .now require '65,000; 
and that does not include 10,000 more for Gallipoli. . 
· It is tl).e s,ame with guns and everything. 50 per cent. 
more men and guns of a heavier calibre-,--a railway for stores, 
and telegraph lines from Malta to Crete, etc._: . in short, a 
very big business, in which the present state of affairs· hardly 
justifies us in embarking. . . 

The ·Conference is in full swing. You· could hardly get out 
of the park gates· at Crichel, when telegrams came poqring 
in: two huge ones when we were at tea, 'in Gussie's 1 little 
room, which made Granville's mouth water. Since I arrived;. 
they have ra.ined-:-3 yesterday from Sali~?bury .. ·. . · 

The London Conference to· whi~h Be~consfield referred 
in his letter to Salisbury. was the ~nswer of the. pro:: 
Russian or anti-Turkish agitators to the ;Guildhall speech. 
It was held in St. James~s Hall on December 8, under 
the presidency of the· Duke of Westminster·. in -the after
noon, ·and of Lord Shaft~sbury in the·. evening, and was 
attended by Gladstone 1himseif and some prominent· 
Radical politicians;' as well as by many men of distinction 
in different walks of life, While some speakers used 
moderate language and only ··deprecated any policy 
wh ch might commit the country t() fighting on behalf 
of Turkey, the keynote of the. Conference was struck 

· 1 Lady Alington. 
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at the' outset by. a demand from the Duke in the chair 
that the fleets and armies of England should be sent to 
Constantinople to coerce the Turk. Liddon, the great 
preacher, expressed a fervent hope for armed intervention 
in Turkey on behalf of the subject,races, preferably b,Y an 
English army of 5{),000, 80,000, or 100,000 men; and 
Freeman, the historian, exclaimed, ' Perish the interests 
of England, perish our dominion in India; sooner than 
we should strike one blow or speak one word on behalf 
of the wrong against the right.' The extravagance_. of 
these sentiments and proposals, which received ·.no 
countenance from the · Liberal ·leaders, Granville and 
Hartington, or from their immediate followers, assisted 
that revulsion of public feeling in favour of the Govern
ment which had been visible for some weeks. Scotland 
and the north of England· were still under the spell of 
Gladstone's agitation, but London and the south largely 
shared ~he indignation witl;t which the Queen regarded 

·the proceedings at St. James's Hall. 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WHITEHALL· GARDENS, Dec. 16, 1876; -6 o'clc.-I have 
just returned from vVindsor, wh. ha.s taken up the whole 
day. I found the Faery most indignan~ about the St. J anies's 
Hall 'Conference.' . . . She thinks the Attqrney-GeneraJ 
ought to be set at these men; it can't be constitutional.·· ... 
I said a good word for Granville and Harty-Tarty-to' whom, 
I was sure, she might look, if necessary, with confidence. She 
is sure the country is right, and that when Parliament meets, 
we shall be triumphant. ' It has gone on for 6 !llOnths-this 
noise; and suppose a mist~ke had been made, what then 1 
But I will never admit that any miStake has been made from 
first to last.' Bravo! ... 

The hopes of the country, and of Eiirope, ·were fixed 
on the Constantinople Conference, which was formally 
to open just be£oreChristmas. Salisbury, who,- while on 
his way, had explored the ground so far as the. other 
Powers were concerned, had long and amicable con
versations, when he reached· Constantinople, with the 
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representative of Russia, Ignatieff. The general out
come appeared to be that, while Russia maintained her 
view that military occupation was the· only really effective 
guarantee, the Powers as a wl.!_ole eJ!dorsed Salisbury's 
programme, which deprecated military occupation and 
the creation of tributary States, favoured the status quo 
in Serbia and Montenegro, and proposed·a large.measure 
ol administrative. autonomy for Bo!lnia and· Bulgaria, . 
together with guarantees for the due carrying out of the 

_ reforms .by the P,orte: But . it was already apparent to 
. the far-sighted' that the principal obstacle to the success 

of the Conference would be the obstinacy of Turkey. In 
. that case what would the Gover.iunent do 1 • 

To Lady Bradford. : · 

10, DowNI'!'O ST., Dec. 20, 7 o'ck.-I have just returned from 
Windsor, and after a lmig conference with Ld. Derby, and 
an order for a Cabinet next-Fr.iday, I steal. a moment for you. 

Salisbury has succeedea in all the great points of his mission 
as regards Russia. There is to he no Russian occupation of 
Bulgaria; Bulgaria is to be divided,into two provinces,l wh. 
will, or _rather would, strengthen· the PQrte; the Circassians 
are not to be banished;· the population generally are not to 
be disarmed, wh. wd. create a. civil war~and other things: 
b.ut we _understand, and -believe, that the Porte will accept 
nothing and _wishes to fight. . 

There was a change :c)£. Government. yesterday ·.at Con
stantinople, hut I doi1bt. whether that will help us .... 

To tord Derby. 
2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Dec. 21; '76.~Reme;inber you 

kindly offered to dine with me to-morro>v. I thil).k we had 
better be alone: it is years since we have haa such a. tete-a-tete 
--.. and there is plenty to talk about. · 

But there is one ·thing we ought to talk about before our 
meeting and before the Cabinet. · . 1 

. · · • · • 

We-that is you and l-ought to have clear ;and distinct 
views about our course as to the suspensi<;>n of diplomatic 
intercourse· with the Porte under -certain circumstancesr I 
shd~ like to talk this· over' with you to-da:f. 1- am ~ngaged~ 

1 ~ anticipation of. the arrangement :secured by the Congress of Bcrli~.' 
' ) . . . • ·.. ;. . . .· . - . ·.C. 
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the earlier part of this morn.-but at yr. service. anywhere 
after 3 o'ck. ~ · , 

Schou. said to me last night, that Russia did riot care a 
pin for Bulgaria, or Bosnia, or any other land-what it really 
wanted was 'the Straits '-the only thing they wante.d. I 
said, 1 knew that. 

Friday, [ DPc. 22].-. . . The tel. of this zp.orning from _ 
S[alisbury] shows, that it will be wise to come to a very ., 
clear decision to-day. _ 

We shd. resolve, that H.M. Gt. can participate in no coercive 
measures agst. the Porte, nor sanction- them. · _ 

That if the proposals of the Conference are declined, Ld. 
Saly. is to leave Const., Sir Henry Elliot to avail himse"lf of 
his leave of absence, but that diplomatic relations nof· to be 
suspended. 

The Beac~nsfield papers cont~in notes for thi~ Cabinet 
of Friday, December 22, written partly in his own. hand, 

· partly in Corry's, ~ follows: . 

Policy to. be recommended in event of "Turkey proving 
obstinate at Conference.. - . . . . 

Principle--not to coerce the Porte ·or to sanction coercion 
by others, but to use every means offriendly influence and 
persuasion"' · . _ --~ . 

Russian system-always to induce England to join in 
coercion of the Porte. 

Mr. Canning's experience and its consequences. · 
Different effect on England· from that on other Powers of 

suspension of diplomatic relations with the Porte .. 

The Cabinet decided in the sense d~sired by Beacons
field, but the mor.al persuasion which was all that their 
regard for the integrity and independence of Turkey 
perJ!litted them to employ did not prove sufficient. . • 
Midhat Pasha, the Turkish sta~esman principally asso- \~ 
cia ted with the demand for_ a Constitution, was appointed 
Grand Vizjer ·immediately before the Conference met; 
and on the very day of its assemblage, a Constitution was 
solemnly promulgated by the Sultan containing on paper 
all the rights and liberties that reasonable men could 
desire. It was a clear intimation that the Porte intended 
to maintain 'that the Conference and its proposed reforms 
were superfluous, as the Sultan had already granted by 

G-
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the Constitution all that was necessary. In vain did. 
the' representatives· of . the Powers whittle down ·their 
demands, .which had at firs£: been ~omewhat stringent 
and involved the. creation: Qf either a Belgian or an 
international gendarmerie to superintend the execution 
of the reforms. Even the minimum finally presented for 
acceptance in the middle of January was definitely 
rejected on the 18th of the m:onth- by a· Grand Advisory 
Council which the Sultan had· summoned for its con
sideration. 
> We get from Beaco11sfield' s letters a~ insight into his 
feelings and policy during this disapppointing time .. The 
Queen's request and the. urgency of public business kept 
him in Loridtm for. Christmas, which he had hop-ed to 
spend asLady Bradford's guest at Weston, but he wen~ 
to Windsor on New Year's Dayto celebrate the occasion 
of'Her Majesty's proclamation as Empress in India/- and 
.immediately afterwards contrived to run down to Weston 
for theinside of a week'. . . . 

· To. Lady _Bradford. 
10, DowNING. ST~,- Dec. 22.-I sent you ,at horrid tel., this 

morning, and am too much upset to write anything now that 
cd. amuse or ~nterest you. Last night the .Que.en wrotE;l to 
me that she thought it an act of great imprudence th~t myself 
and Ld. Derby shd. be absep.t from London at such a criticll-1 
time, and that she. mtlst express her anxious and extreme 
desire that we should ilot depart. _ . . . 
· Ld._D. never intended to leave town: his wife has gone to 

Knowsley to do 'fhat is n{)cessary at this season of _the year~ · 
r ,can't doubt the Queen was right: indeed my conscience 

• had pricked me more than once, and probably .I shd: not 
have stayed with you over Xmas Day; Still I had counted 
oil this visit-:-'-more than I qare to. express. It wd. have 
been the only happy week during this laborious and anxious 
year-except dear C[astle] Bromwich. • · 

It was, of course; impossible not to rt:miaiil; and we have 
had a Cabinet to-day; and probably things will turn up every 
hour.. Affairs are '!11QSt criticaL .. ' ... · . . 

· 2, .. WHITEHALL GARDENS, Xmas Day.-c-. .. We had some 
other .offerings yesterday ... ~ ·. In the evening came a 

' .. , - ' , ·. 'I Se~ pp. 825~827. ·; . . '(1 
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Xmas card from the Faery, and· signed V.R. .& I. (Regina et 
· lmperatrix), the first time I have received that signature. 
And an enormous packet. Unfolded, it took the shape of a 
large folio volume--Faust, illustrated with a weird and 
romantic pencil, by a German artist. . . . The binding of 
this volume exceeds· in work and splendor all the treasures 
wh. Dr. Schliemann has disinterred at Mycenre .... . 

This is Xmas Day and I dine quite alone .... · . 
I can give you no absolute information as to affairs; 99 out 

of a 100 will tell you that war is certain between R[ussia] and
T[urkey]. But when everybody wishes for peace, and, most of 
all, Russia, I can't help hoping that some golden bridge may be 
constructed, even if it be gilded, to extricate R. from its false 
position. To-day, when we were to have. heard so much, 
nothing has yet arrived, which. makes me wildly think that, 
at the last, something has been devised. 

To Lord Derby. 

Oonfidl . . 2,' WmTEHALL GARDENS, Dec. · 28.-Sal.'s tel. 
received last night, and wh. I have just read shows, I fea,r, 
that he is much duped, by Ig. . 

Remember, for example, his inform·ation .that war wd. 
take place on Russian Xma~ Day, and that the Proclamation 
was signed, and, I think, he had even seen it. . . 

Now we are equally confidentially informed, that the 
Russians don't wish war till April. This he is permitted to 
know after he has unnecessarily bullied the Turks. , 

Really this thing ought to be put an end to. Lyons cd . 
. have done it. Odo Russ~ll ought to do it at Berlin,_ • · •• 

It is a case for mezzo termine. The Russians shrink from 
war: the Port~ cannot accept the. preposterous propo(lals. 
Could not Pomposo 1 with Gort[chakoff] communicate a 
mitigated scheme~ wh. might be proposed by Austria,_ or 
even ourselves, after previous arrangements. with forte? 

· Oonfdl. Dec. 30.-I am greatly distressed by SaL's tel. 
of this morning. It is clear, that Elliot had never com• 
municated to him Elliot's interview with Midhat, or Sal. 
wd. never have made. the observation, that he did not believe. 
the Turkish Plenipos. had ever read the papers. 

· Sal. seems most prejudiced, and not to be aware, that his 
principal object, in beingsent to Const., is to keep the Russiar1s 
out of Turkey, not to create an ideal existence for Ttl.rkish · 
Xtians. · ' 

He is more Russian than Ignatieff: plus Ambe que l' Arabie! 

1 Lord Aug~stus Loftus. 
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Wliile Russia, I believe, is me<Ptating and preparing com~ 
promise, and the Porte not disinclin~d to that, Sal. sees only 
obduracy and war. · · 
- I!! he informed of the reports of Loftus, of Lyons, of all, 

_ even the Russian courtier Odo, showing the necessity- and 
\ wish for peace ~ 

We ought to be asked whe[the]r he was aware of the Midhat 
inter~ew·~ You.must take him in hand, confiden_tially an.d 
cordially. · 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield, 

, '10, DoWNING STREET, 7 o'ck. [? Jan. 2,. 1877].~I have 
just come back from Windsor. The Queen is imprisoned
like the Pope: all the country about is under water, and she 
cannot go to Osborne because there is scarlet fever, or measles, 

. ' or some other ill that flesh is heir. to, in her curtilage. . . . 
:Ld. Salisbury· has succeeded in everything as regards the 

Russians, and -much distinguished himself; but now it is said, 
and feared; and believed, that the Turks will fight. I wish 
they were all-=-:-Russians and Turks-at the bottom . of the 
BlackSea. · . . . -

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Jan. 7, _1877.-1 arrived here 
yesterday ~fternoon .. · .·.. You left us· [at Weston] on 
Wednesday morning, and from that moment the .pressure 
began: two messengers every day. However·, _I was resolved 
to remain, tho' Royalty herself was 'quite surprised' that I 
had left town ! I knew· the cut of ·the Conference better 
than Her Majesty, and that affairs are never precipitated at 
Stamboul, tho' Emperors·may threaten; and Plenipotentiaries 
be positive. They are to-meet again to-niorrow, when every

. thing is to be ' settled,' one way. or the other; nevertheless,. 
I shall not be astonished that the Conference will again 
adjourn. The fa_<it is, Russia would give a .good deal to get 
out of the scrape into wh. h~r blustering has entrapped her; 
and the. Porte knows this, and seems resolved. to make the 

-~ Emperor and his princely· Minister .eat. the leek: very difficult 
to digest, if not impossible. So you· may be prepared for 
anything, except the humiliation of the Turks. 

To Lady· Bradford. 

10, DowNING·STREET, Jan·. 8, 1877.-. I think, myself, 
the Conference is on its last.legs.1 Salisbury succeeded in 
~oderating the Russiarts, and~ have done my best to moderate 
the Turks; but we have found out that Bismarckis resolved 

1· Hardy wrote in his diary under the same date. that the Conference 
was rendered futile by 'Russian falsehood, 'l.'urkisb evasion, German 
t.reaebery.' · 

. . d 
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that Russia shall go to war, or that Gortchakoff, whom he 
hates and a little despises, and yet [is] very jealous of, shall 
endure ineffable mortifications by retreating, without the 
honors of war, after all his blustering. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Jan. 10.-... I took a little ,. 
walk this morning, but it was an easterly wind. I met ... ; 
Malmesbury, walking very well, and looking very well, tho' 
he says he has the Roman fever wh. -has knocked him up 
again. . . . M. was skilfully rouged. People say, that 
resource is effeminate. M: is manly enough, and the two 

, most manly persons I ever knew, Pahnerston and Lyndhurst, 
b:oth rouged. So one must not trust too much to general 
observations. · , ' · 

Jan. 20, 1877.-... I am a prisoner.1 
• • • It is harassing 

-much more than any Eastern Question, wh. by no means 
appals me, I assure you. We shall have a time n.o doubt of 
some trouble and suspense, and much that will require both 
pluek and pruqenee.. . . . I think . it probable that the 
Russians will keep their army on the Turkish frontier for 
some time, to veil their discomfiture and really ignotilinious 
position; and then, after a while, the Emperor of Germany, 
or some such being, will address a Xtian appeal to the Tsar, 
who will be becomingly niagnanimoU:s, and sacrifice every
thing to the peace of the world. I only hope the Turks won't 
get too bumptious, and do something silly. 

To Lord Derby. 

2, WHITEHALL G'DNS, Jan. 15, '77.-It is most. unfortunate 
that you are away. . 

Last night there came to me a tel. from Salisbury of the 
most pressing nature. He says 'all Ambass. have agreed to 
announce, that, i£ our reduced terms are not accepted ·on 
Thursday; we shall declare the Conference broken up, and 
leave Const. But Sir H. E. refuses t_o promise· to leave at 
the same time we do. 

'This will make our success much more unlikely.·. It will 
be treated as justifying the rumors that he represents a 
different pol. from the Con£. and that Bi:it. Govt. will not 
support me.' · 

'Earnestly urges' that Elliot should be instructed to leave 
at the same time. ·' No time to be. lost,' etc.,·· etc., etc. 
'Perhaps the best form will be a joint instruction to me and 
E. to leave at the same time, directly after Conf. broken up.' 

This is a grave and doubtful matter and requires our 
counsel. · 

II, 
t With an attack of _gouty bronchitis. 

32 
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The last sitting of the Conference was on January 20. 
Elliot was recalled o:p, leave, and Salisbury came quietly 
home. Disraeli held that Salisbury had perhaps been 

•.. unduly influenced by Ignatieff; but he did not under
,.. estimate either the considerable success which Salisbury 

- had achieved in keeping the European Concert in harmony 
during a trying period, or the. remarkable· impression 

'which his massive personality, hitherto unknown to the 
Continent, had produced. He w~ very anxious that his . 
colleague should not ·take too much to heart the failure 
of theConference to persuade the Porte to bereasonable. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 6, 1877.-:-: ... I hope you 
will not permit the immediate result of the Conference unduly 
to depress you. . . . . 

Trust me, before very long, you will bless the day, wh. 
permitted you to obtain such a mastery of men and things, 
and especially as conl).ecte9- with the East, as this moment<?_us 
enterprise has afforded to you. I feel, stronger than ever, 
that all that is occurring portends-and that not remotely
partition. ·Then; you will feel the inestimable advantage of 
yr. recent labors, and, then, all will appreciate your invaluable 

·services. ·· · 



CHAPTER IV. 

wAR AND CABINET DISSENSION.· 

1877. 

The outcome of the Constantinople Conference was to 
leave Russia and Turkey face to face, with no apparent 
prospect of immediate support, from any other Power, 
for the extreme position which each occupied. Turkey, 
while vaunting her new Constitution and professing her 
readiness to reform her administration, had definitely 
refused . the minimum of autonomy for. her Christian 
provinces which united Europe had pressed upon her. 
Russia had insisted that nothing but military occupation 
of Turkey by a European Power, or Powers, would be 
efficacious for Christian protection. But Europe as 
a whole, under England's leadership, had refused to 
associate itself with this policy of force. Would Russia. 
now that Turkey had chosen to isolate hers(3lf, await 
the issue of Turkish professions, or ·proceed to enforce 
her will · in arms, as ·Alexander had threatened ·in 
November 1 

Beaconsfield thought, as did apparently the Turks, 
that Russia would hesitate and draw ·back. He did rtot 
know that Alexander had taken precautions in advance 
to secure the benevolent neutrality of the ·Power best 
situated geographically for intervention in a Russo
Turkish War. On July 8 of the previous year, at Reich
stadt in Bohemia, the Emperors and Foreign Ministers of 
A us tria and Russia had come to a private understan_ding; 
and on January 15 of 1877, while the Conference was 
still in being at' Constantinople, a definite treaty was 
signed a~ Vienna between the two Powers, delimiting 

987 
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bheir spheres of interest in· the Balkans, and specifying 
the terms on which Austria would consent to remain 
neutral if Russia invaded Turkey. The treaty was 

. concealed from Europe as the understanding had been 
concealed, and- even now .its actual provisions are in 
dispute. But there is no doubt that it was·, based ·on · 
that policy of partition which Beaconsfield anticipated, 
and that Austria claimed, and was conceded, the right, 
in certain eventualities, to occupy Bosnia and Herze
govina. By this . treaty Russia had secured herself 
against a flank attack, and it is difficult to regard her 
various diplomatic manamvres between January, when 
the treaty was signed, and April, when she declared war, 
as anything but playing for position and for time, until · 
the snows should melt in the Balkans and the season for 
campaigning should opel!. 

Her principal political opponent in Europe, _the British · 
Prime Minister, was one~ more' attacked this January 
by gout .. _ 

To Lady Bradford. 

2, WmT:EHALL GARDENS, Jan. 30.-. . I hope ·I have 
·turned the corner, but have' had a severe attack ... '. I 

. forgot to tell you that your friend the P. ofWales .came and 
sate with me a good hour last-Sunday, hearing I was in 
quarantine: He did not want anything: only chitter~chatter: 
so you see I am almost as much in favor, as your agreeable 
bete noire, Granville. . .. 

Beaconsfield was naturally anxious to present his case 
to Parliament in the most convincing manner, and was 
dis~atisfied with his Foreigp. Secretary's draft of the 
paragraphs n_f the Queen's Speech dealing wii:lr the 
Eastern Question. . He himself draftetl an alteniative, 

-which he asked Derby to treat as ' }?rrite matter.' · 

. To Lord Derbfj. 
2,. WHITEHALL G'DNS, Jan, 2~.~My paragraphs were only 

drawn to show you what w.as passing in my mind; raw 
material for you to work upon. The tinie is, however, now 
so -pressing; that, .chastened by your criticism, ·I will insert 
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them in the drt. ·speech, and then all may have a shot at 
them. . . 

I think we cannot deny that our policy preceding the 
Conference, and our efforts in it, were to maintain the integ. 
and indep. of the Ott. Emp. The declaration refers only 
to the past, and it appears to me, I confess, of vital impor
tance, for reasons which it would weary you to listen to in 
writing. · 

Great fallacies exist on this famous phrase of integ. and 
indep. 

When we speak of maintaining the integ. of a Kingdom, 
we mean the integrity as then existing. England; an<f 
Austria, and France, will assert the~ integrity, and expect 
it to be acknowledged, tho' they have all of them lost mor'e 
provinces than Turkey. · · 

Then again as to independence, we mean by maintaining 
the independence of a State that we acknowledge and con
template the continuity of its sovereign power, even while 
we may be suggesting limitations of· that power for a tem-
porary purpose. . 

Prussia was subject at the beginning of this century to far 
more humiliating conditions, than those proposed for Turkey: 
its fortresses were occupied, and its power of enlistment 
limited-to as low an amount as 40,000 men-and so on. 

These are rough menis;- ·r would send them to nobody but 
yourself: but they are, I hope, suggestive. . . 

The special Envoy's1 letter alarms me; I am a little less 
alarmed, that he twice applied, 1st, for increased a§sistance 
to Colonel HQme in his fortifications of Constantinople, and 
2nd, for his survey of the Turkish ports-Batoum, Rhodes, 
Cyprus. · 

The Cabinet accepted Beaconsfield's draft, after some 
,inaccuracies had been c~rrected by Derby. To Salisbury, 
who did not return from Constantinople in time to 

- take part in the discussion, he wrote, ' I . am, arid I 
alone, responsible for the notice of Eastern affairs. _ 

The remarks pledge us to nothing, for we are now 
indeed as free as air; but they state the past-i.e., since 
the prorogati()n-in a manner which, I trust, will show 
the country that our course, instead of being vacillating 
and capricious, P,as been clear and consistent.' The 
Speech explained how the Government · had anxiously 

1 Salisbury. 
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" . . 
waited for ari opportunity to interpose their good offices 
in the war between Turkey andSerbia; how, in the course 
of the negotiations, they had laid do•-yn; and obtained 
the acceptance of the Powers for, the bases upon which 
not only might peace be brought about; ' but the· per
manent pacification of the disturbed provinces, including 
Bulgaria, might be· effected·'; how they had denounced 
to the Porte ' the excesses ascertained .to have been 

·committed ·in Bulgaria'; how an armistice had been 
arranged, and a Conference assembled ' for the con
sideration of extended terms in' accordance with the 

'original bases.' The .Speech proceeded: 

.In taking these steps, my object has throughout been to 
maintain the peace of Europe, and to bring about the better 
government of the disturbed provinces, without infringing 
upon the independence and integrity of the Ottoman Empire. 

The proposals recommended by myself and my allies have 
· n0t, ·I regret to say, beEm accepted by the Porte; but the 
result of the Conference has been to show the existence of 
a _general agreement among the European Powers; which 
cannot fail to have a material effect upon the condition and' 
government of Turkey. ·. 

In the meantime, the armistice between Turkey and the 
Principalities has been prolonged, and is still unexpired, and 

·may, I trust, yet lead to the conclusion of _an honourable 
peace. · 

The debates ori the Address. in both Houses' mainly 
turned on an attempt by the Oppo-sition to convict the 

· Government of a change of front on the Eastern Question. 
There, as we hav~ seen, Granville and Hartington had 
a case, not so far_ as the end was concerned, but as to 
the means employed to reach it. As to the immediate 
policy there was little or· no condemnation,· but,. rather, 
tacit acquiescence. But, )n the Lords, the Duke of 

· Arg)~ll, one. of the few Opposition leaders in full sym
pathy with Gladstone's. ·crusade;· denounced Ministers 

·with rhetoric .and passion. ' I say d~stirictly,' he burst 
· out, ' in this high place, on this housetop of Europe, that 
every· insurrection under [the Turkish] Government is 
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a legitimate insurrection. Human beings under that 
Government owe it no . allegiance.' Much as Derby 
might despise sentimentality in politics, the Duke pre
dicted that sentimentality would be too strong for him, 
for sentiment, on which all moral feeling was founded, 
ruled the' world. The Government, he averred, had been 

· the drag upon Europe. This outburst elicited a brief 
reply from Beaconsfield, who had only taken his seat in 
the House that day, and who had meant to leave the 
defence of the Government in Derby's hands. In a 
few words he pointed out that the position of the 
Christian subjects· of Turkey was not the only question 
to be considered, and that, even if it were, the attempted 
coercion of the Porte would probably only worsen it. 
The Eastern Question involved some of the elements 
of the distribution of world power; it involved the 
existence of empires. He pleaded for calm, sagacious, 
and statesmanlike consideration of a question affecting -
the great interests of England. · ' . 

In spite of the general belief of the public t,hat the . 
Government were steering a safe middle course between 
extreme policies which would drag England in to fight 
against her will for either Turkey or Russia, the Duke 
of Argyll raised another debate ten days later.1 He 
was concerned at the prospect of the Turkish question 
being left entirely to Russia, owing to-British weakness 
and vacillation. The one obstacle, in. his view, to firm 
and effective action b.y the European Concert had been 

. the resolve of the Government :riot to sanction ·the coercion 
of Turkey. Would not Ministers persevere in the policy 
which Salisbury advocated at Constantinople ? Would 
not Beaconsfield connect the history of his Government 
with some determined measure in favour of the Christians 
in Turkey, which should. guarantee them alike from 
Turkish barbarism apd from Russian autocracy? 

The debate gave Derby the opportunity of maintain
ing the peaceful .. tendency of Ministerial policy, and 

1 E'oll. ~0. 
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Salisbury of justifying his proceedings ~t the Conference, 
and especially his refusal_ to be a party to the coercion 
of Turkey, · It :was also productive of a speech by 
Kimberley in the old Whig spirit, proclaiming his con
tinued adherence. to that Palmerstonian- Eastern policy 

-against which Gladstone's·assaults- were-directed. That 
-was a policy, Beaconsfield maintained in. his speech at 
the close of -the ·debate, not merely Palnierstoniari or 
even English, but traditional and European. These 
were the Prime Minister's words: 

Let us for a moment take a broad view of what has been 
the situation a;d the conduct of the Government. We have 
been. called upon, somewhat. unexpectedly, to deal' with the 
largest and the most difficult problem of modern politics: 
We have been.called upon, as many eminent statet>men have 
been called upon before, to consider this-whether _the 
Ottoman Empire could maintain itself;- or whether, after 
long and sanguinary wars, its_ vast possessions might be 
doomed to partition, which probably might affect, without 
any exaggeration, the fate of Empires. My lords, the policy 
of Europe on this question has been distinct,,_ and is almost 
traditional. I say absolutely the policy of Europe, and not -. 
merely the policy of England, as it is sometimes described, 
has been this-that by the maintenance of the tenitorial 
integrity and independence of the Ottoman Empire great 
calamities may be averted from Europe, wars may be pre~ 
ven:Wd, ..:and wars of no ordiJ;lary duration, and such a dis
turbance of the distribution of power as might operate most 
disadvantageously to the general welfare. _The phrase, ''the 
tenitorial integrity and independence of the Ottoman Empire,' 
has been frequently referred to to-night, and in language of. 
derisi0n. . . . But your lordships will reniember it em
bodies a principle which has always been accepted by states
men; and the proof of it is seen in this very Conference . 
. . . The basis on which my noble friend (Lord Derby) achieved 
the great feat, which has been admired by the noble _duke · 
and his friends, of bringing all the Powers to consent to this· 
Conference, was their recognition ot the territorial integrity 
and independence _of the Ottoman Empire~ _ - ._·. ' . . 

Beaconsfield then explained· the: meaning of this 
historic phrase on the lines of his 'Jetter to Derby of 
January 29, elaborating the argument with numerous 
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illustrations. He pointed out that the traditional policy 
had been reaffirmed at the Congress of London in 1871, 
only six years before, when Gladstone, being then in· 
power, saw no reason for a fresh departure. 

After reciting and vindicating the various measures 
taken by the Government in the autumn, Beaconsfield 

. in a weighty passage called attehtion to the dangers to 
the traditional policy involved- in Russia's plan for: the 
benefit of the Balkan Christians.· · 

Now there .were two .great policies before us with regard 
to the Christian subjects of the Porte. There was the Russian 
plan, and it was one deserving of all respect. It was a plan 
for establishing a chain of autonomous States, tributary to 
the Porte, but in every other sense independent. No one 
can deny that was a large scheme worthy of statesmen and 
worthy of the deepest consideration. But the result of tho 
deepest consideration which Her Majesty's Government could 
give to it was that they were forced entirely to disapprove of 
that scheme. The scheme of a chain of autonomous States 
in the Balkan country, and indeed in the whole of the couritry 
that during the last half-century has been known as European · 
Turkey, is a state of affairs that has existed before. The 
Turks did not slip down from Asia and conquer Constanti
nople, as is sometimes mentioned in speeches at national 
conferences. · It was very gradually that they entered and 
established themselves in Europe. As a rising military 
Power they obtained territories near the Black Sea,· and ulti
mately entered into Thracia, and there they remained for 
some time in company with all these independent and auto
nomous States. There was, of course, an Emperor at Con
stantinople; there was a King of Bulgaria; there was a King 
of Servia; there was a hospodar of Wallachia; there was· a 
duke of Athens, and there was a prince of Corinth. And 
what happened ? The new military ·Power that had entered 
Europe gradually absorbed and conquered all these indo- -
pendent States; and_ having conquered these independent and 
autonom·ous States, these kingdoms and duchies, the Empire 
of Consta.ntinoplc being now limited to its matcllless· city, 
and to what in modern diplomatic language is called ''a 
cabbage garden,' was invested_ and fell. And it did occur 
to us that, if there were a chain. of autonomous States, and 
the possessors of Constantinople were again limited to ' a 
cabbage garden,' probably the same result might occur .... 
Against this plan of the Russian Court we proposed what was 

a · w 
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called administrative autonomy, and we defined that. ad
ministrative autonomY" to be institutions th~t would secure 

. to the Christian subjects:of the Porte some control over their 
local affairs, and some secllrity against the excesses of arbitrary 
power. · 

If tli~ Conference, which, it .had been hoped, would 
secure for the Christians this desirable autonomy,- had 

·failed, it was, Beaconsfield declared, from no fault of 
Salisbury, with whose proceedings at Qoristantinople he 
identified hjmself. Salisbury hau succeeded in obtaining. 
'the withdrawal of the extreme Russian prqposals for an 
armed occupation of Bulgaria. His only error was that 

. ' he gave too much credit to the Turks for common sense, . 
and he could not believe that; when he made so admirable 
~ . . . . 

an -arrangement in their. favour, they would have lost 
so happy an opportunity.' Beaconsfield ended ori the 
note which. he had been attacked for soun~g at Guild
hall: 

!t has been said that the people of this country are deeply 
interested in the humanitarian and philanthropic consideru,
tions involved in [the Eastern Question]. All must appre-. 
ciate such feelings. But I am mistaken if there be not a yet 
deeper sentiment on the part of the people of this country, 
one with which I cannot doub~ your lordships will· ever 
sympathise, and that is-the determination to maintain: the_ 
Empire of England. 

For the policy of'this speech Beaconsfield had a strong 
supporter in the Queen~ as extracts from her letters 'to 
.4im just before and.just after it ~ll show. 

From Queen T:" ictoria.. . 
OsBORNE, Feb. l4, '77.~The Queen lias seen Sir H. Elliot 

.and .must say sh~ thinks what he says is very sensible. He is 
perfectly astqunded at Mr. Gladstone, his wildness, folly, anrl 

· fury!- What the Queertis most anxious for, for thl'l interests 
of this country, is that in any debate which may take place 
in Parliament it should be clearly stated that we willnot be 
a party to coerce Turkey, and that Russia must not (and we 
cannot allow her to) go to Constantinople. It is necessary 
that this should be demonstrated. iri Parlianient, for else 
Russia may· be found,advancing and we ~hall be unable to 
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stop her, No one can fathom Russian duplicity and skill in 
deception. . . . _ , - . _ 
· Feb. 22.-The Queen congratulates Lord Beaconsfield (as 

much as she does herself) on the very successful debate in 
the House. of Lords on Tuesday and on his admirable speech. 
She thinks Lord Beaconsfield will be gratified to hear that 
the Duke of Richmond wrote purposely to the Queen to tell 
her how admirably Lord Beaconsfield 'had acquitted him
self, feeling that he may not himself have done justice to his 
efforts.' Considering the Duke's former position, the Queen 
thinks it very handsome and loyfll of him. 

The Opposition's conduct has done them no good; but it 
was necessary there should be these debates. 

She thinks Bismarck is making much mischief. We _may 
be driven t 0 draw closer to France. 

This was the only speech which Beaconsfield made 
during the session on the Eastern Question. Though, 
as his correspondence proves, his attention was directed 
during the whole period almost exclusively to foreign 
a'ffairs, he left to the Foreign Secretary the parliamentary -
exposition, in the House of Lords, of the policy of the 
Government. For an_ effacement: which naturally pro
voked public comment there were many reasons. It 
had been his practice, ·from his first days of leadership 
in office in 1852, to leave departmental matters to be 

- dealt with in Parliament by the departmental -chiefs; he 
admired Derby's capacity and authority· in addressing 
the House of Lords; and, at any rate in the earlier months 
of the session, he was not dissatisfied with the attitude 
which his Foreign Minister took up. Then, in spite of 
the agitation in the country, there was in the Lords 
compara_tively little- question of Government policy, 
and therefore not much reason for Government defence. 
In- the Commons, where vehement attacks were made 
by Gladstone and the Radicals, Beaconsfield could not be 
present to answer, and adequate ,defence, supported on 
occa~ion by large majorities, was offered· by Northcote, 
Hardy, and Cross, -Besides, after war had begun between 
Russia and Turkey, there was general approval of the 
policy of neutrality adopte<i by the Government; and -
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Beaconsfield, in view of the divergent tendencies of hi11 
colleagues, strongly deprecated discussion as to eventual · 
action in qertain contingencies. · · 

But the weightiest and most compelling reason of all · 
for- silence and inaction ·ii1 the Lords was the reason 
which had already· driven him from the Commons
ill-health. Constant attacks of gout, bronchitis, and 
asthma throughout the year, till he obtained some relief 
from Dr. Kidd, whom he cons.ulted for the first time in 
November,· made it necessary fqr him to husband his 
little strength for the direction of policy in Cabinet. 
Even the speech just quoted was deliven)d_during illness, 

·and resulted in an agg~avated -return of his compl_aint. 

·To Lady Bradfo~d; • 
· (In pencil.) 2, WHITEHALL ·GARDENs, Monday [1 Feh. 26, 

1877].-Your letter is most welcome to me, and I;send you 
the first line I have written, for: my correspondence with the 
Great Lady, tho' frequent, is telegraphic. · 

I h!tve had a fair night; and the first one with[ou]t pain.·. 
The attack has been very·. severe, and. unexpected, as· 

·I have been guarding against its contemplated occurrence·· · 
for the last six weeks. It has always been menacing: in 
fact I spoke in the gput on D. of Arg. 's motion, and: that 
settled it.. . · · . . . · . 

I hope 1 have nothing now to fight againsthut weakness; 
for I can scarcely walk across the room; but I have the rally
ing power-or had, I shd. rather say. · · 

What· ought to rally me now. is the prospect of having_ 
·defeated Gort[ cha ]k[off] · and, baffled Bismarck, and secured 
European peace, and, .greater than defeating G. and B.
keeping the Cab. together ! . ·. 

To Queen. Victoria., . 
2, W:H:ITEHALL-'GARDENS, Feb. :27, · 1877 . .,-Lord Beacons

field . : . thanks your Majesty for yoUr. Majesty's gracious 
letter. · . . 

He should be quite unhappy, if he had not the-honor and 
gratification of waiting on your 'Majesty, when your Majesty 
is in London. ·He thinks if he did npt ~ee your Majesty, he 
should never get quite welL · .. . · . . . · · 

There is much t9 confer about, and; perhaps, _by that tin;te, . 
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some important issues will have been decided, and decided 
to ·your Majesty's pleas~e. · - . 

The · Pa:rliamentary collapse of the ' Eastern Question' 
agitation is almost unprecedented: so rapid and so complete. 

-Lord Beaconsfield wishes to consult your Majesty also 
about Church affairs. The hostility of the Ritualists to 
your Majesty's Government,· but especially to himself, is 
rancorous. They never will pardon the ' Public Worship 
Act.'- Lord Beaconsfield thinks it one of the most memorable 
Acts ·Of your Majesty's reign, and it shows how great is the 
power of the Sovereign in t]ris country', if firm and faithfully 
served: for the Act would never have passed, nay, would 
never have been introduc~d, had it not been for your Majesty. 
- The ' Titles ' Act the same. Both Bills, certainly the first, 
were passed without the support of the Cabinet. And yet 
both are great Acts, and most efficacious. . . . 

Turkey and Russia l::>oth occupied the winter months 
in proceedings which were meant to impress the world 
with their good faith and moderation, but which failed 
in each case to produce the desired result. The Sultan 
affected to put the new Constitution into operation, and 
in opening the Ottoman Parliament in great state in 
March declared that his disagreement with the· Powers 
_and their wishes was rather one of method than of sub
stance. But he had previously dismissed and degraded 
Midhat Pasha, _the author of that (jon§ltitution, and had 
appointed a reactionary as Grand Vizier in his place. 
The Tsar, on his side, professing a desire still to work in 
accord with the rest of Europe, inquired through Gor
tchakoff what were the intentions of the Powers in vi~w· 
of the Porte's refusal to meet their wishes-a refusal 
which touched 'the dignity and peace of Europe.' He 
desired to have this information:, he significantly added, 
' before deciding. on the course which he may think it 
right to follo'w.' One anxiety was removed from Europe 
by the signing of- a .definite peace between Tmkey and 
Serbia. 

Beaconsfield was anxious to gain.· time, and· so to 
prevent the outbreak of hostilities, and his suggestions 
to Derby were inspired by that idea. 
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To Lord Derby. 

10, DowNING ST., Feb.· 9, '77.-You must pardon the· 
roughness of this communication, but I am in the gout, which 
is fatal to finished composition, and penmanship. . . • 

The position of affairs is most critical, and requires decision: 
I believe that, at no moment, was Russia ·more anxious 

for peace, than the present. She is perfectly consCious of the 
intrigues of Bismarck to involve her in a struggle, whic'h, 
whatever the ultimate result, must be materially disastrous 
to her; but she must have a gplden bridge. The Moficow 
speech, and the host on the Pruth, render. this necessary. · 

. If war begins, I ·think it will en'd in ·partition. I cannot 
. learn that Turkey has any adequate resources: no ID()ney; 

not· many men. . In that case we niust have a decided course, 
·and seize, at the fit~ing time, what is necessary for the security 
of our Empire. No one will resist .us, eith~r at the. time, or 
afterwards. · · 

. But can war be avoided ? Only by a reply to Gortchakoff's 
note, or a negotiation with Russia tliro:ugh the. Ambassador 
here, which will construct the golden bridge. · 

The last coup d'etat at Constantinople' may as13ist us. 
If thePorte concedes the three following po~nts, what we 

desire might be obtained. . · • .·.. . 
Midhat could not, or would not; the Sultan-can andmay. 
l. That the Vali should· be appointed for a fixed 'term, 

removable only on recommendation of some Turkish autho
rity independent of the Minister of the day:' say, a vote of 
their Senate. · · 

2 .. That the Provincial Assembly should have the. control· 
over the raising and spending of some considerable portion of 
the direct taxes.~ Query, tithes ? . · · ·· . · 
. 3. That there should be a police anda Militia containing 
Xtians in proportion to the population; · . 

I think if the Porte would concede these, they might have 
a fixed term to carry_ them into full effect: say, eighteen 
months. · 

• He who gains time, gains everything. By t};lat period, 
France will be armed. . 

. I think something like this would be accepted at St. Peters-
burg .. · . . " , .. 
_ I don't fancy the country will stand laisser faire, bu_t they 
will back us, I believe, in whatever we· do, provided we are 
doing. · _·. ·. · ·· 
· 2, WHITEHALL G'DNS, '[March 2, '77].-You must pardon . 
an unhappy correspondent, who, in addition to other suffer-

. ings, :has gout in his eye ! ' · 
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If the genl. draft, in its present form, is to prevail, there 
can be no doubt that your drt. conclusion is infinitely the 
preferable one. - - -
- But I frankly tell you, I don't like the general draft. I 
say, nothing about its style-what I call ',the carrying out' 
style-which is too common in F; 0., and which has this 
merit, that it contrasts with the terse and lucid corrections 

_ of the chief, which always makes me wish that, on eminent occa
sions like the present, he should trust to no pen but his own. 

It.is the general conception of the reply to which I object. 
· There runs throughout all Gort.'s circular an assumption 
w hicl).,:s ought to· be corrected-an assumption as to the raisan 
d' etre of the Conference. 

The Powers were -mediators: they were invited by the 
Porte: to mediate: by no one was the position of the Powers, 
as mediators, and the character and object in which, and for 
which, they made these proposals to Turkey, more clearly 
defined than by the Plenipos. of Russia at the Conference. 

As we were all mediators only, the refusal of the Porte to 
adopt- our recommendations was no offence· to the dignity of -
Europe. -
· Time would not allow me to attemp.t a sketch, even were I 
physically capable, but I throw out these rough lines. 

If the draft is to remain, see that the word reform, etc., 
do not occur too often, and too slangishly. 

• The Tsar was· not content with merely issuing Gor
- tchako:ff's circular, but reinforced it by a special mission 

~o the various Courts of Europe. The chosen envoy was 
Lignatie:ff, long Russian Ambassador at Constantinople, 

whose Pan-Slavonic intrigues had contributed so materi
ally to produce the Eastern crisis, and whom, accordingly~ 
Beaconsfield was by no means disposed to welcome when 
in the course of his tour he reached England in March. 
Salisbury, however, who had established friendly rela
tions with Ignatie:ff at the Conference, invited him, to 
Beaconsfield's dismay, to be his guest at Hatfield, and 
Beaconsfield subsequentiy thought it proper himself to 
give a banquet in honour -of the special envoy and his
wif~., 

To Lady .Bradford. 

?• 'YHITEiiALL GARDENS,. Marek 16.-... The Ignatie:ff 
arr1val1s a thunderbolt; nothmg cd. ·be more inopportune, and 

... , 
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nothing more awkward than- his going to Hatfield. I am 
asked to meet him there Saty. and Sunday, ana was very 

,_ . glad I cd. conscientiously refuse both days, being engaged-tot 
Ld. D. to-morrow, and to the :Peels on Sunday. . ' 

Absolute dismay at headquarters about the visit: telegrams· 
and letters about it every hour. It seems that Ld. Salisbury 
wrote to him a week ago, suggesting that 'when all this 
turmoil was over ' he shd. pay Ld. S. a visit at Hatd~ .. 

March 19.-... I have been out -of sorts, as you know; 
for these three months. _I attended the Cabinet ~m ~at~day 
morning pretty well, but in the afternoon felt very ill \Vith:· 
feverish catarrh. cd. 'hardly get thro' the· dinner;-'of wh: 
1 did , not partake, and stole away as soon as I- -possibly· 
could. Yesterday I was very ill; but last night I had ·.WJair 
rest, and got rid of my fever, tho'_ I feel dreadfully wea~; I 
cd. not put off my guests, and think I shall get thro' !t·pr'etty 
well. But I shall not go to the H: of Lords to-day, tho' I 
have some business there. . . . ·. · 

March 22.-. . . hardly thought the day wd. ever end, 
or that myself shd. last as long. The dinner was successful,. 
tho' I cd. not partake of it, or contribute to its grace. and 
gaiety. Prince Hal,l who had invited himself, and for the 
sake of the Ignatieffs, to9k out Madame, as arranged by -
himself; His [other]neighbour[was] Lady Londonderry .... 
Dss. Louise2 sate on my right; we ha·d a longer table than -
usual, and I sate in the middle. . . ; Monty sate on the 
other side of Madame [Ignatieff] ... and got on very well_ 
with the great1ady, who is pretty and, they say, very agreeable, ' 
except when he recommended to her some Apollinaris water .. 
Not the custom of the Russian ladies. When they offered~ 
her wine, 'Sherry or Manzanilla? etc., etc.,' ·she always9 
answered, 'Any one,' but never refused 'any_ one;' But is 
very calm and collected, and must have had therefor-e an 
early training at it. . . . The fine ladies, who had heard 
that Mme. Ig. was even finer than themselves, and'gave her"· 
self arrs, determined not to yield without a struggle. Ly. 
Londy. staggered under the jewels of the 3 united families 
of Stewart and Vane and Londonderry, and on her right arm,_ 
set in diamonds, the portrait -of the Empress of Russia--.-an· 
imperial present to the great Marchioness. Mme. Ig. had 
many' diamonds, and a fine costume,_ but paled before this. 
:As for Louise, she set everything on fire; even the'neighbotiring 
Thames; her face still flushed with j;he Lincoln race-course,. 
her form in a spick~and-span new dress, scarcely finished; and · 

. her hair d. la Marie AntoineFte, studded with diamonds, wh. · . . 
1 See above, p.- 970. 2 Of Mimohester. 
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by the by(l,wero stuck in e~ery part of her costume. ' Lady 
Bradford ought to be here,' she said- 'Why is not Lady 
Bd. here ?' And echo answered, Why Y • • _ 

I continued very ill yesterday and had a bad night; but 
~hey thought it better not to send for Gull to-day .... 

· March 24.-- . . Two hours after noon, I shall be . at 
Hughenden. They say I must go out of town, even if .it be 
only for 8 and 40 hours. . . . 

Yesterday was the most important meeting of the Cabinet 
which has yet been holden, and I trust we shaH never hear 
any rp.ore Bathism,l Lyddortism (sic), really Gla-dstonism, 
Within those walls. . . . · 
·, HUGHENDEN .. MANOR, March 27, 1877.-... I made my 
voyage to Windsor yesterday in a brougham with closed 
windows, and so returned. Nor was I kept loitering in the 
corridor, wh. is .a most windy place, but found rooms 
for me ready with good fires: so I think I have .escaped all 
perils. . 

My audience was most agreeable, and the longest. I ever 
had. It exceeded the hour, and was ,never dull, or flagged 
for a moment. She wanted very much to know all about the 
Ignatieff dinner party. . . . · 

She talked to me a great deal about Hughenden; she has 
quite made up her mind to pay me a visit.. 'But it must be 
in the summer; now you are in H. of L. you will always be 
free.' . . . I think you will have to come down to receive 

. her. At any rate she will see your portrait in the library .... 
April 5.-... [The equinox] has a debilitating effect. on 

many persons; on myself especially; I am not the same person 
.t-,T was 8 and 40 hours- ago; my appetite waning, and weak 

and chilly. I thought we had escaped these, I cencluded 
necessary, but disagreeable gales. Every year, the same 
illusion, or rather every half-year, for, vernal or auturimal, 
they equally upset me. . . . . . · 

April U.-... The change of air_ has l:lntirely relieved me 
of my cough, wh. had harassed me, more Ol' less, for 3 months, 
but my eyes trouble me much, and T think my retirement 
from society a necessity. Whc[the]r I can go on steering 
the ship, I hardly know, but I may be turned out of office, 
wh. will solve that diff[icult]y. . . . · 

Ignatieff's mission had some effect on those members 
of the Cabinet who were especially interested in the cause -
of the Ea~tern Christians, as appears from a royal letter 
to the Prime Minister. 

1 Lord Bath, a leading Tory, sympathised with the' Atrocity' agitation. 
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From Queen Victoria. . ,;,,.,. 

WiNDSOR CASTLE, March 21, ;77.-The, Queen ... trusts 
the Cabinet will be very firm, and· Lord Derby seemed so 
yesterday. She is prepared to speak or write to good but 
nervous and somewhat weak and-sentimental Lord Carnarvon, 

- if ·necessary; as well as to Lord Salisbury. This mawkish 
sentimentality for people who hardly deserve the name of 
real (Jhristians, as if they were more God's creatures and our 
fellow-creatures than every other nation abroad, and .for
getting the great interests of this great COUntry--'-'-iS really 
incomprehe12-sible. . . . . · ' . · · . ~1~i · • · 
. Only say1fthe Queen can d.o anythmg; , . . ' - · 

. . . . . . . .,. .... 
The Russia.n proposal which so moved the Queen 

appears to have been that Turkey should be invited· to 
disarm while Russia retained her troop3 mobilised on 
the·fi:-ontier .. Beaconsfield's tact and good-management 
of his colleagues prevented any weakening on this point; 
and on .March 31 the Powers made yet ·one more effort 
to get the Eastern Question in· train for settlement 
\Vithout .war. On that day, a~. the instance· of Russia, 
a protocol was signed in London by' Derby, as Foreign 
Secretary, and by-the representatives on the spot of all 
the . Treaty Powers. ~hey took cognisance with sa tis- .. 
'faction of the peace concluded by Tur.key with Serbia 
and.· of the. arrangement in process of completion With 1\. 

·Montenegro, .and invited the Porte. t~ progeed at one~~ 
to reduce its army to a peace footing, ·and to put in hand: 

- without delay the reforms promi~ed for the. Chr!stiah 
populations. lf the Porte accepted and shoiVed signs 
of acting on this advi()e, and would. send ·an envoy to 
St. Petersburg to .treat. of disarmament, the Tsar, his 
Ambassador was authorised to declare, would also con-

. s(mt' to disarm.. The Powers propqsed'to watch carefully 
through their ambassadqrs and local agents the 'maimer in 
which the Porte's promises were carried out .. If their hopes 
were· disappointed, they announced' tha.t such· '·a, state 
of i.i.ffairs would be .incompatible wi'th their in~erests and 
those of Europe in generaJ'; and in that case they reserved 

'. to :themselves ' to~ consider in common as to ;the means 
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which they may· deem best fitted to secure the well
being of the Christian populations and the interests of 
the general peace.' Derby added to the protocol on. 
behalf of the British Government an emphatic dl;)clara
tion that, as they had' only signed it in the interests of 
European peace, it should he regarded as null and void 
if reciprooal disarmament and peace were not attained. 

' So the protoool is signed, and ··everybody writes to 
me about .our triumph and the humiliation of Russia! 
I can't yet quite make head or- tail of it.' This was 
Beaconsfield's own comment, next day, in a letter to 
Saiisbury. To Lady Bradford he wrote, ' I think affairs 
look well, and should be more certain, did they not seem 
incredible.' It hardly appears as if he expected much 
result from the protocol. If so, he was not disappointed. 
Turkey, though warned by Derby of the unwisdoin of 
refusing this friendly overture, energetically protested 
against the tutelage and supervision- which · it would 
impose upon her, and appealed to the provisions of the 
Treaty of Paris guaranteeing her integrity and inde
pendence. Russia,-.;in spite of her responsibility for a 
protocol which was in no sense an ultimatum . to. the 
Porte, but contemplated that it should have time to 

. carry out reforms, and in case offailure that there should 
' ; be a further consultation of the European Areopagus

continued and perfected her preparations for war; and 
on April 21 the. Tsar announced that his patience was 
exhausted, and ordered his armies to cross the frontier; 
The season for campaigning had come. 

Derby had regarded war as ' inevitable ' ever since 
the Porte had rejected the protocol, but neither he nor 
the Government regarded it as therefore justifiable. To 
the Pan-Slavonic party in Russia, and to their counter
parts in England, the supporters of Gladstone's agitation, 
Russia's invasion of Turkey appeared to be a righteous 
'and unselfish crusade, in. which the more extreme fanatics 
in -this country only regretted that England had not 
taken a share. But disapproval and anxiety were 
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necessarily 'the sentiments of those statesmen~.who, like 
Beaconsfield, bore in mind the persistent and unscrupulous 
advance of Russia both irt Europe and in Asia over a 
long period of-_ years, who realised the importance to 
British and imperial interests of Constantinople and the 
Straits, of Egypt and the Suez- Canal, and who held that 

· the stability and orderly progress of Erirope depended 
on the observance Of treaties which Russia's isolated 
action disregarded. . The Queen was passionately of this 
opmwn. Before the Tsar had . completely exposed his 
hand she wrote, on ApriL 1 7, to Beaconsfield: ' The Queen 
feels more and more anxious lest we should be found 
powerless and receiv..e a slap in the_ face from these false 
Russians, ·and . wishes the· Cabinet to .. co~sider seriously 
what measures we should .take to show that we are not 
going to follow Mr. Gladstone's view of giving up allto 
the . beneficent and tender mercies of R us:;;ia.' Her 
Majesty composed a ·Jetter ·to be read to the Cabinet, 
and in a private note accompanying it told Beacon_sfield 
that' she has made it firm, general, and conciliatory, but 
to him she will say (and he may make use of it) that, 
if England is to kiss Russia's feet, she will not be a party 
to the humiliation of England· a~d· would lay do'wn her 
crown. She did say as much to Lord Carnarvon . the 

. other day.' Here is -the,Ietter, which was read to the ""' 
r~ Cabinet on Saturday, April 21, and which; Beaconsfield 

told the Queen, ' produced a marked effect ': · 

· From Queen. Victoria. 

, OsBORNE, Aprill9, '77.-The pre13ent moment is ·one of 
great gravity, and requires to he met with calmness, firmness, 
and complete unanimity.. Any difference of _opinion if known 
would be most serious" a~d would encourage the Opposition 
in· ·their harassing, tho' hitherto fruitless, attacks on the 
Government. ·. _ · 
- It is natural that e;veryone should have,their own opinion, 
especially on religion; but, when the policy of Great Britain 
comes intoconsideration andher greatest if not vital interests 
(viz., our Indian Empire) are involved, all private feelings 
should be over:{uled, and the one desire should be to -agree 
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on the policy most likely to conduce to the w~lfare of the 
country. Whik it is obviously necessary to be extremely 
cautious and prudent, this must not be carded too far, so as 
not to have the appearance of feebleness and vacillation. 

The Queen appeals to the feelings of patriotism which she 
knows animate her G9vernment, and is certain :that every 
member of it· will feel the absolute necessity of showing a 
bold and united front to the enemy in the country as well 
as outside it. 

No time should be loot or wasted in deliberating on the best 
steps to be taken in this momentous crisis. · ' -

It is not the question of upholding Turkey; it is the question 
of Russian or British supremacy in the world! 

When the war broke out, Her _Majesty's indignation 
was great, and she had no doubt as to the kind of policy 
which Beaconsfield and his Cabinet ought to adopt. 

From Queen_ Victoria. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, April25, '77.-The news from Mr. Layard 
is very important. We must not submit tamely to Russia's 
advance and to the dangers in Egypt. Whatever we intend 
to do ought to be clearly explained to the other Powers. 
The Russian circular is not exact even as to facts. The 
recollection of the facts connected with the Crimean War 
a,nd what led to it are fresh in the Queen's memory, and the 
contrast to the present moment with the feeling of indigna
tion which filled everyone then is very painful to the Queen. 
She' wishes no .genera! war-God knows I for no one a~hors 
it more than she does: but then there ought to be an under· to, 

standing that we cannot allow the_ Russians to occupy Con
stantinople, and that we must see that this i!? promised or 
the -consequences may be serious. To let it be thought that 
we· shall never fight and that England will submit to· Egypt 
being under Russia would lie ,to abdicate the position of 
Great Britain as one of the Great Powers-to which she 
never will submit, and another must wear ·the crown if this 
is intended. - -

The Queen may very well have been echoing in her 
letter the sentiments which she had frequently heard from 
Beaconsfield. He was at any rate clear what the course 
of the British Government ought to be. It should express 
its disapproval of the Russian · ~ction, as inconsistent 
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both with the Treaty of Paris and with the London 
protocol. It could not . intervene, as in the Crimean . 
War, on Turkey's behalf, owing to_ .her misconduct and, 
the consequent alienation from her of popular ·sympathy 
in Britain. It should therefore adopt a position of 
neutrality in the war, but of watchful and conditional 
n~utrality,. and should at the outset obtain, a pledge 
from· Russia to respect British interests in Turkey,· 
such as Const"antinople, Egypt, and the Suez Canal. ·At 

· the same time it should make preparations to enforce its 
claims, in case victory should tdnpt Russia to evap.e her 
prom1ses. Moreover: it should look out 'for, and seize, 
any favoUrable opportunity for mediation, so that the 
war might ·be brought to an end before the Russian 
armies approached a.liy of the vital points .. It was in this· 
sense that he counselled the Cabinet on May "l. Corry.· 
has left a note 'of this meeting: ' Lord B. suddenly taken 

· ill, while Cabinet sitting: had to go to bed. I wrote to . 
inform H.M .. of his inability to attend H.M. at 6, and 
was su~moned to report what had occurred i'n Cabinet. 
The occasion was the first real unfolding, by Lord B., 
of his policy in the East.' Corry reported to his sick 

... 
chief the result of his audience. · 

From Montagu Cor~y . 

BucKINGHA~ PALACE, May 1, '77. 7.10.~! have been 
more than twenty minutes with the Queen; who was more 
gracious and . condescendingly charming than words .can 
express. · · . . · 

My tidings, l need hardly s;:ty, gave her great satisfaction, 
and she bids me tell you so. . . . · 
: I ani to flend her to-morrow· morning .a resume of what I 

told her, and,. if you are· not :materially better, I am to 
come· in your ,place to report the result of· to-morrow's 
Cabinet. . . · . . . . . 

She spoke1reely of Gladstone, the Duchess ofEdinbtirgh, 
and so on, as if I had· been her favourite Prime 
Minister ! . . . . 

She sends you her anxious l~opes that. you will have a good · 
night, and injunctions tO' have the .. Cabinet at Y?m;- house, 
if yon are not better to-morrow. · · 

.. 
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To Queen Victoria. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, May 5, 1877.-Lord Beaconsfield 

with his humble duty to your Majesty: . . . 
The Cabinet settled to-day the despatch to Russia, warning 

that Power of the circumstances which would render it 
impossible for your Majesty's Government to continue a 
policy of abstention and neutrality. Lord Beaconsfield hopes, 
and thinks, your Majesty will not be displeased with it. It 
seems to him to be spirited, and though courteous, and even 
conciliatory, most decided and unmistakable.. • . . 

Thus, though the Cabinet by .no means considered 
themselves bound to the forceful action which Beacorts
field in certain circumstances contemplated, they were 
ready to take the first step. In a despatch which Beacons
field afterw.ards described as ' the charter of our policy,' 
'the diapason of our diplomacy,' Derby definitely warned 
the Russian Government off the Suez Canal, the Persian 
Gulf, and the Bosphorus as points where Brit:sh interests 
arose; and Gortchakoff, in reply, as definitely promised 
to respe<;t these points. It was not, however, enough to 
have a policy; it was necessary to have a man of, ability, 
character, and resolution to carry it out at the danger 
spot, Constanti_nople. Beaconsfield insisted that Elliot 
could not go back. ' What we want,' he wrote on 
April 10 to Lady 'Bradford, ' is a man of the necessary 

' experience and commanding mind, at this moment, at • 
Constantinople-and one not too scrupulous. But such 
men are rar.e everywhere.' Beaconsfield's choice fell on 
Layard, whose strength of character he had experienced 

· over the Spanish . Question, and who, as an old Foreign 
Under-Secretary in Palmerston's Government, had every 
.sympathy with the Palmerstonia11 and traditional method 
of treating the Eastern Question. The Queen, who was 
far too great to bear a grudge, was much pleased, she 
to~d Beaconsfield, with Layard's 'tone' in conversation. 
' He is very strong upon the vital interests of this country; 
which Mr. Gladstone and some of his· followers have 
entirely forgotten.' 
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The Opposition had utilised the:pause after the signing .. · 
of the pro~ocol and before th~ outbreak of. war to raise 
debates in both Houses, but without much profit to 
themselves or damage to the Government. ·.. · · 

To Lady Bradford. · 

10, DOWNING STREET~ April 14, 1877.-My third seance to 
Von Angeli! this morning. It is 'said to be a great success . 

. And then a Cabinet, wh. is just over. And. in a few minutes, 
the head of tlie engineer officers, whom! sent to Constanti
nople nearly a year ago, will be with me, with maps, and . 
plans; and estimates, and all sorts of things, wh. perhaps 
will never he .wanted; for it is very clear. that Russia does , 
not like ~he w:ar at all wh. she has brought about bJ'her own 
intrigues and miscalculated swagger. . . . . 
· Last night the great Whig reconnaissance ended very 

·disastrously for its concocters. The'House of Commons was · 
·crammed full; Harty-Tarty did very well, but Hardy blew 
the whole thing out of the· water, like a torpedo! . Harcourt 
who had got up .the whole scheme; .rose to answer him, with 
an immense speech and endless papers; but was so mortified 
by everybody rushing to dinner, except the habitual bores, 
who never dine-at least at late hours-'-that he broke down, 
quite demoralised; and the debate never rallied, except when 
Roebuck fired a well-aimed· and destructive shot. We are to 
have the same farce in the House of Lords on Monday, if 
Granville still has stomach for it. . . 

Von Angeli's studio is the Queen's private 4ining·room. 
and it is furnished, and entirely fitted up, with ·the Pagoda 

r furniture of the Brighton Pavilion, r1w fantastic scene, the 
"--· artist himself, very good-looking, picturesque, and a ·genius, 

the P. Minister seated in· a crimson ·chair on a stage, and the 
Private s·ecretary reading the despatches, with his boxes, 
would make a good genre picture! 

April 17.-... The great debate in_ the Lords collapsed. 
Granville made a speech, wh. entered on no great questions 

1 The Queen had asked her fa-vourite Minister to have his portrait painted 
{or her bv her .favourite artist. She wrote from Osborne, March 2_9: 'The 
Queen has now a favour to ask of I.ord Beaconsfield: It is that he should 
be painted for her, for Windsor, by the great artist Angeli, who painted 
herself, who .is coming to England immedia~cly. It would. only be -the 
head, arid .as he is wonderfully quick he would require.but very few sitti~gs. 
Lcird--B,,i,consfield's eareer is -one of the most remarkable in .the. annals 
of the Empire, and no no of her Mini~t.ers· hav~ ever show~ her more. co~
sideration and kindness than he has. · A -rephcll. of the picture, wh1eh ts 
not a. pleasing likeness, was given _by· the Queel! .to Beaconsfield •• ahd is. 
still at Hughenden. ' • -' _,. 
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of policy, but was a tissue of verbal criticism and petty points. 
Derby, who, to my pleased surprise, is a first-rate debater in 
the Ho. of Lords, wh. he never was in the Ho ... of Commons, 
answered him on every point, so completely that it was 
impossible to sustain the debate, wh. after some ordinary 
remarks of Ld. Lansdowne, and some nonsense from the 
maniac, Dudley; like the Rhine never reached the sea, but 
vanished in mud.. · · 

So I went. home to a dinnerless hearth, and feasted on 
sandwiches wh. were to have been my' banquet in the H. of C. 
[?H. of L.]. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, April 29, 1877.-... Gladstone 
and the real leaders of the Whigs seem at length to have 
separated, and he is going to take his own l~ne, and move a 
vote of censure on the Government, wh. they will not support. 
I am not afraid of his motions, and believe he loses, every day, 
weight with the country, but the mischief he has done is 
incalculable. 

' .The attacks on· the· Government in . the Commons 
culminated, after the war had• begun, in- a series of 
resolutions, submitted by Gladstone, which amounted. 
in effect to a policy of joining Russi~ in her crusade. 
This programme could: not well be supported by the 
Opposition leaders,. who were on the whole satisfied 
with the Ministerial policy of watchful neutrality; but 
a compromise was patched up between them and their 
former chief, under which, while they merely asked the 
House to· disengage British· interests from the main
tenance of the Ottoman Empire, Gladstone was free to 
advocate, in . eloquent language, the coercion of the 
Porte, in alliance With Russia; for the liberation of tlie 
subject Christian -races in Turkey. · But, after Cross, in . 
a convincing speech, had pointed out that no British 
Government could be indifferent to-a threat to the Suez 
Canal, to Egypt, to 't'he Dardanelles, or to Constantinople, 
the House, by the large majority .of 131, declined, at 
this .critical monl'ent, to·entertaiil· any resolution which. 
might embarrass Ministers in the maintenance of pewe 
and the protection of British interests. · 
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By this vote; which was,taken bn May.l4, the Parlia
mentary situation was regularised, and there was little 
further trouble for Ministers from outs.ide attack for the 
remainder of the session. But the stress of war aggr·a
vated the tendencies to internal disagreement which had 
already appeared in the Cabinet during the Bulgarian 

, agitation and the ConstantiiJ.ople Conference. The com
plicity of -Ttlrkish civil and military authorities, if not 
of the Porte itself; in the Bulgarian atrocities, its neglect· 
to punish the culprits, and its stubborn ~efusal to accept 

· the reforms demanded by the united representatives of 
the Powers, had produced in the Cabinet, as in the 
country, a strong indis.position_again to be allied i~ arms 
with so barbarous and· purblind a State. Quite half .of 
the C~binetwere more or less affected by this feeling, and 
particularly Carnarvon, Salisbury, Northcote, and Derby. 

, The whole Cabinet, indeed, were convinced, with their 
chief, that there was a point at which Russia must be 
checked, beyond which she must not be permitted to 
advance. But not only were there differences as to. 
where this point ought exactly to be fixed; there was 
also a reluctance, amounting in in.dividual cases to a 
refusal, to recognise that, i~ the possible, if not probable, 
.contingency of victorious Russia's defiant persistence, this· 
accepted policy involved war, or at least an unmistak
able threat of war-and war, as in tl;J.e.Crimean days, by 
Turkey's side. They would 1 not, realise that it was 
necessary, not merely to proclaim a policy, but to c~n~ 

. vince Russia, by deeds as well as words, ,that tqe British 
Ministry were iii earnest in their resolve to carry it out, 
even, in the last resort, by taking up arms on Turkey's 
behalf. . 

This prospect was .clearly envisaged by Bea,consfield, 
and he devoted his energie:;1 throughout th~:year; with 
masterly skill and patience; to bi:inging .his cc;llleagues 
to recognise . facts as he recognised the:rp:; and to make, 
however tardily, the necessary preparations .. Constantly 
hampered as l!e, was by their hesitation,s, a11d rack$d; · 
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moreover, by incessant gout, he never allowed himself 
to be permanently discouraged. He was warmly sup
ported and heartened by the Queen, whose indignation 
at Russia's conduct was indeed of so burning a character 
as to be even embarrassing to a Minister who was bound 
to take care not to venture beyond the point where he 
could definitely count on public support. · · 

N orthcote gives us in his. memorandum a vivid picture 
of Min:sterial divergences. 

It cannot be denied that there were-real, though suppressed, 
differences of opinion and feeling among the members of the 
Cabinet with regard to our Eastern policy. We never came 
to an actual division, and we may be held to have agreed to 
each step as it came; but the ultimate views of some of us 
differed from tho.se of others, and we· more than once, after 
adopting a particular, measure one day, found ourselves on 
the next adopting another wholly inconsistent with the 
intentions, at all events, of the day before. The Prime Minister 
was most anxious to keep us all together .. Lord Derby was 
chiefly bent on keeping us out of war, but was ready to go 
almost any length which his colleagues desired in writing 
despatches, apparently not perceiving that the strength of 

' his language would be held to involve, under possible and 
probable circumstances, the necessity for corresponding 
action. In the earlier days of our difficulties the peace party 
in the Cabinet may be said to have consisted, under Lord 
Derby, of Cairns, Cross, the Duke of Richmond, Salisbury, 

' Carnarvon, and myself. As time ·wore on, Cairns; Cross, 
and Richmond seemed somewhat to modify their views. I 
was much in communication with Salisbury ·and Carnarvon, 
and I was also in communication with Derby, between whom 
and the other two there was some coldness. Carnarvon was 
strongly impressed with the belief that the Prime Minister 
was desirous of war. Derby, judging more correctly, said 
to Iile: ' I don't think he desires war; he desires to place 
England in a" commanding position."' The Prime Minister 
himself said to me more than once that his great fear was 
that Derby's policy wouldlead us to war; and, looking back, 
I am more and more convinced that there was much ground 
for the apprehension. · 

It was in this spring that Beaconsfield began to be 
seriously uneasy as to the adequacy of Derby for the 
Foreign Secretaryship at a time of national stress; In 
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the previous autumn he had admired the strong stand 
which his colleague had taken against the enthusiasts' 
who-were eager to chive England into the forcible coercion 
of Turkey. Now, when it was necessary .to .put a limit 
·on the advance ofRussia, he saw.the same temperament, 
which produced the autumn attitude he admired, respon
sible for a policy which; save for excellent despatches, 
was- purely passive . A belated attempt was indeed 
made to secure the real co-operation of Austria; but, as 
she was already secret~y bound to Russia, J?-Othhig for ~he 
moment came of it. -. · -

To Lord. Derby. 
HuGHENDEN; May 22, '77.-I think affairs look -very bad 

for us, ans{ that some other body will yet fall beforE( the 
Ottoman Empire tumbles. _ The tactics of the Opposition aro 
cleat: they were laid dowri by Harco.urt in the debate. _ He 
distinctly laid the ground for an appeal to the people against 
the Ministry, whose want of foresight and courage will ·have 
compelled us to acquiesce either in aruinous war, or a humili~ . 
ating peace. Having successfully acted on a nervous _and 
divided Cabinet, and prevented anything' being 'done,· they 
will now turn round and say; 'This is the· way you prcite<?t 
British interests !' They '\'\'ill probably· turn us out iri this 

. ;parliament, or they will force us to a dissolution under the 
influence of a disastrous defeat ahroad. · . 

When do you .expect the answer from Austria? I never 
·thought anything would come of it, but there if? a strong 
party in. the Cabinet which ,does, and would agree to nothing 
till it was tried. I think you ought to press, and press hard, 
for a reply. Every moment is now golden. ' Austria never 
acts, only -writes despatches, as the.,Duke said of Metternich . · 
-in very similar circumstances to the presept. · 

.Eve_n Loftus sees thro' Gortk. and' Schou. I. am sorry you 
gave such free warren to the iatter, but, as· you mentioned, 

. we are not bound by those words. . . . . . - - - . 
A Government can only die once: it is better to die with 

glory, than vanish in an ·ignominious" end.:· The country 
would still rally round British interests: in three monthH' 
time;~Brit. interests will be in the mud, ' 

I have written this with difficulty, for my 'hand ·has relapsed . 

. From Lord Derby. 
' K:NowsLEY, P:REscoT; May 24, '77.___:_La.m ve~y so~ry''for 

. your renewed attack of- the enemy.,i..knowing rfrom home 
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recollections what an infliction it is~and not less so that 
you take a desponding view of the situation. You have been 
so often right when others were wrong that I hardly like to 
express dissent: but I am quite sure that in the middle class 
at least the feeling is so strong against war that you would 
lose more support by asking money for an expedition than you 
could gain by the seizure of an important military position, ... 

To Lord Derby. 

HuaHENDEN, May 25, '77.-The same messenger, who 
brings me yow letter, brings me a box from the Lord Chan
cellor. It is a very distressing one, as he does not see affairs 
in the .light you do, and foreseeing great disgrace to :u:s as a 
Government, attacks from tJ:e Opposition and repudiation 
by our own friends, he shrinks, from encounterip.g a position 
of ignominy tho' he detests . the l1ppearancv of a selfish 
disloyalty to the colleagues of my whole public life.' , 

The situation he thinks deeply critical. •·we have ·defined 
Brit. interests, and said we would protect them, and we are 
not taking any real step for their protection. It is quite 
apparent, that Russia is trying to bridge over the few weeks, 
which will make her safe against any action of ours. She 
will then be potentially master of Constantinople .and will 
arrange the passage of the Straits, as she and Germany please, 
and will snap her fingers at us. Then the Opposition will 
turn upon us, and our owufriends will joiri them.' • 

I must say that all this expresses very much my own views, 
and indeed I often ask myself, if you had resolved to do 
nothing, why not have accepted Bismarck's offer 1 

Nothing can justify isolation on the part of England but 
a determination to act. - · . 

The Lord Chancellor wants the Cabinet to be called together 
and to review the situation again, preliminarily to a final 
decision. I suppose it will break up. 

Altho' I expect nothing from Austria, I feel we must Wftit 
for the reply, provided it is not p,ostponed, and some of our 
coils. are even abroad. I don't think we could meet before 
a week. . · 

I hope you will be able to make this out, but I am very 
suffering, feet and hands. 

From Lord Derby:-

. FOREIGN OFFICE, (1 May 26, 1877].-I wili do as you like, 
·but I do not see what there is to discuss in the present state 
of affairs. And I doubt as to the wisd9m of ' talking over ' 
things when no action ispoBsible ... Men only work each ·other 
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up into a state of agitation, and are then ready. to rush mto 
anythingrash to relieve it. ·- . 
• Why does. no~ Cairns tell us the points which- he wants 

considered 1 · · · 

Beaconsfield's personal' views as to the precautions 
which the British Government ought to take- are clearly 
set ._?ut in a 'secret' letter which he wrote at this per:od 
to the new Ambassador at Constantinople. The vigorous 
action which . he suggested was .as _unwelcome to the 
Sultan as to the majority of the British Cabinet. Glad
stone's agitation, Derbis despatches, the Constantinople 
Conference, -and the London protocol, had m~de -the 
Sultan nearly as suspicious of England as.of Russia, and 
it wa:s some ·months before -La yard · could make the 
Porte understand that Beaconsfield sincetely -desired to 
preserve Turkey's integrity and independence .. 

__ , 
To Austen Henry Layard. 

Secret. -· 2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 6, '77._;_1 find, at 
the last moment and on a busy day, I have the opportunity 
of communicating with you by a trusty hand. Understand, 
this is not ari official communication, but one strictly personal, 
a;nd of the utm_ost confidence. 

The campaign has hitherto realised iny. anticipations: 
disastrous in Asia; on the Danube, doubtful, but big with 
nienacingeonsequences. - · · . 

Are there no means, notwithstanding the paralysing neu
trality. in vogue, which_ might tend, if effected, to maintain 
generally the status quo,. and, at the same time, place England 
in a commanding position when the conditions of peace are 

. discussed 1 . _ 
isit imposSible for the Porte to invite the presence of our 

fleet at Constantinople, and for us to accede to the invitation, 
still asSerting our neutrality, on the ground, that we are 
taking a material guarantee for the observance of existing 
treaties 1 . 

A maritime movement of that kind could not be hazarded 
without securing our communications; ptherwise, the Russians' 
might be at the Dardanelles before they occupy . Constanti~ 
nople, and our fleet· might be caught in a trap~ The material. 
guarantee, therefore, sho1,1ld -also consist of a military occu· 
p~~~~n ·of ·the Peninsula of. Gal~poli by England Twenty 
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thousand men would secure. this:· We should engage to 
evacuate this position oil the termination of the war. 

If !lUCh a proposal came from the Porte, I would recom
mend its adoption by the Cabinet, but the proposal ~ust 
come from Constantinople.· 

I wish you would consider these matters, and communicate 
with me in entire confidence~ Time is of inestimable v.alue, 
a~ I should think the preparation and despatch of the military 
portion of the expedition might require ten weeks. It could . 
hardly be delayed later than the passage of the Danube by· 
the Russians, and it would be most appropriate, if ·that event 
were the occasion of the appeal to us of the Porte. . . . 

I cannot refrain from mentioning my sense of the skill and 
energy with which your Excellency is conducting the Queen's
business at your Court.-

The hesitations of the Cabinet caused the greatest 
. distress to the Queen. 

From Queen Victoria. 
j .. ' 

ConfiilentiaL BALMORAL, June 7, '77.-Since writing to 1 

Lord Beaconsfield last night ·the Queen has had a great deal 
of very interesting an_d important conversation with Lord' 
Odo Russell, who she is very sorry to hear .~as not seen Lord .. :" 

. Beaconsfield~and Lord Derby only for· a ·very short time-'-' 
who said to him he supposed he had ' nothing ' to say to 
him I I I Before saying anything else, the Queen must tell 
Lord Beaconsfield in strict confidence that Lord Odo was 
(as Sir S. Northcote likewise was) struck with the extreme 
imperturbability of Lord Derby, who act11ally said-it was 
enough to say we would not allow certain things and he 
hoped we should not have to do more! The Queen owns 
that she is grea.tly alarmed, and all Lord Odo tells her of the 
extreme readiness of the Russians and of the dangers of 
letting them go on makes her tremble lest we should un 
beau matin find them on their way to Constantinople. Lord 
Odo says that our position abroad and the respect in which
everything coming from us is held never was greater, and · 
that they only wait for us to move! He says that he is 
certain that Russia won't on any account quarrel with us, 
and that if we speak out very firmly they will stop. · 

There is, he says, an intimate understanding of some kind 
or other between the three Powers, which Lord Derby won't 
believe, as he sometimes is very slow at that, and this it is 
wliich makes the Queen suspect Austria. While she 'h11s 
carefully abstained from saying anything about our Austrian 
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communications to Lord Odo, she feels sure that Bismarck 
will hear of it, and that it would be unwise not to try to 
carry him with us. Pray see Lord Odo and hear all he has 
-to say, which is so clear and well defined. Only let us be 
firll! · and hold strong language to Russia and the test of 
Europe wilL follow ! Lord Derby_ must be made to move. 
The. Queen feels terribly anxiou~:~ about this. 

Pray be firm in the House of Commons. . . . 
,.;Lord Odo qui~ bears out the. Queen's very strong con~ 

viction, as well as that of our other Ambassadors, that the 
language of Mr. Gladstone and others in the· autumn and 
even earlypart of the session has. done the greatest possible 
mischief, and that Russia has been encouraged to go ahead 

~and go to war thereby. The Queen has. taken the oppor
tunity of stating this in strong terms to the Duke of Argyll 
in replying to a letter of congratulation on her birtihday, 
and of adding- at the same time.: that it is· not yet too late 

' '.to act a patriotic part and to desist.' · · . · 
The'Queen thinks the Prince of Walesshould know what 

• ·we'hear. of the plans and proceedi~gs of Russia and of the 
• extreme danger of being deceived by them, . · . . . . . 
··,> Pray for God's sake lose no time and be prepared to act, 

tho' we may never have to do so., But ,to threaten, and 
'It intend to dQ i:wthing, wiU never do. · - · . \·; · 
~ ~ c Make any use of this letter, only take care not to let Lord 
·~Derby see what 'the Queen says of him. Sir S. Northcote 

might see it. Should the Queen write to Lord Derby 1 Pray 
cypher or telegraph on receiving this and see Lord Odo when 
he returns to London. · . 

June 9.~The Queen writes a few lines to say she 'wrote 
fully and strongly to Lord Derby and told him to show the 

.· letter to Lord Beaconsfield. . . . ·_ · . · : · ' 
The Queen is ·.feeling . terribly anxious . lest delay should 

cause us to be too 'late and lose our prestige for ever! It 
worries her night anq'day. · 

,f 

· ,/ To Lord Salisbury. 

2, -WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 14, l877.~Derby saw·l3eust 
yesterday; the conference waslong, and, so far as. I can under
stand, D. faithfully made tl;u3pi'oposition; as tO active alliance, 
wh. the Cabinet sanctioned. D. pressed for a reply without 
delay, and said it was, if possible, most desirable it shoufd be 
laid before Cab. on Saturday next; I tl).ink it best, therefore, 
to have no Cab. till that time, and I will fix it at 3 o'c., so 

.. that "we IQ.ay have the motning for the chance of the arrival 
.. of the Austrian ans.wer. . . · ; 
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Beust promised to telegraph instantly. 
It is but ingenuous to tell you, that the Queen is ' greatly 

distressed'. about' the very wavering language of Ld. Salis-
. bury, wh. will encourage Russia and the Russian party.' 
This, with a reply from Ld. Derby, which 'fills her with 
despair,' 'greatly moves' her. 'Another Sovn. must be got 
to carry out Ld. De~by's policy.' 

Sa.isbury was no dupe of Russia, but his personal 
experience, at the Constantinople Confe:rence, of the 
utter impracticability of the Turkish Government, made 
him strongly desirous of finding some accommodation 
with the northern Power which would prevent the h~teful ~. 
possibility of having to fight on Turkey's side. Accord- ··r 
ingly, though no one was more impressed than the Indian 
Secretary by the real menace which Russia's Asiatic 
advance constituted to the Indian Empire, he, .somewhat , 
unwisely, endeavoured during this session to calni')mblic 
alarm by inviting critics to use large 'maps, which wo~ld' 
magnify, instead of minimising, the distance between 
Russianised Turkestan and the north-west, frontier of 
India. Beaconsfield was, -it appears, unduly appre- . 
hensive of Salisbury's anti-Turkish tendency, and he ....... 
made the first of a series of impassioned appeals to ·Derby, 
his colleague from early years, to support 'him in a policy 
of active preparation for eventualities: · The Queen, never 
an admirer of Derby's methods, was already looking 
for a change at the Fore:gn Office, but Beaconsfield, 
though sympathising with Her Majestis feelings, deter-· 
mined to carry Derby with him to the utmost possiple 
distance. Chancellor Cairns told the Queen early in July 
that Derby 'would go any length, shorb of declaring .war.' 

To Lord Derby. 

Oon~dential. 2, WHITEH.AL.L G'n~s, Jun~ 17, '77.-I hope 
you wlll support me at thiS JUncture. It IS necessary, that 
I should take this issue to decide the existence of the present 
Cabinet. It is quite evident to me, that Lord ·Salisbury 
wishes the Russians to enter, and indefinitely occupy, Con
stantinople, acting, as he has done throughout, under the 
influence and counsel of Lyddon. 

n. 33 
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It is the Conference over again, in which, unquestionably, 
he much comprpmised us, tho' both you, and myself, then, 
treated him with generous· magnanimity, which however was 
thrown away on his sacerdotal convictions. 

The Ministry will not be we;tkened by his secession, and, 
I think, I can supply his place, and, if necessary, that of 
others, in, a manner, which would commend itself to the 
cou.n~ry at this exigency. ' · · . . · 

But your course, on this occasion, is not that of an ordinary 
colleague. My heart is as much concerned in it. as my intel- · 
ligence, and I wish not to conceal, how grievous would be to 
me the blow; that severed our long_ connection and faithful 
friendship. " 

My. colleagues are -bound to no particular course by the 
vote 1 I am suggesting. I should be sorry to take any future 
step, which, after mature reflection, did not meet with your 
particular sanction, and their general approval. All I want 
now is, to reassure the country, ·that is alarmed and perplexed; 
to show, that .we are in a state not of puzzled inertness, but 
of preparedness for action; so to assist negotiations, which 
will be constantly cropping up, and . place ourselves in a 
position, if there be eventually a crash, to assume a tone; 

· which will be respected. . · . · 
I write with great difficulty, but am Yolirs ever, D.· 

From LO!_d ·Derby. · 

Private. FoREIGN OFFICE, June 17, '77.~1 Will write, or 
(better) speak to you to-morrow on· the whole question. 
Enough for the present to say that, as far as you and I are 
concerned, I do not think we shall have any ·'difficulty in 
agreeing, at least in the present stage of the affair. It seems 
to me that the vital question is not yet raised; and I hardly 
'anticipate a disruption until it is raised. No doubt, Salis
bury's ·.language was ominous, but he did not absolutely 
declare himself against preparation. . . 

I need not add that a political separation between us two 
would be as painful to nie as it could possibly be to you. 

To Queen V,ictoria. 

2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, June 23, '77,:_Lord Beaconsfield 
with his humble duty to your Majesty. · . ' 

The Cabinet was. quite satisfactory. It resplved to take 
a firm .tone on Monday, ~!>nd, to prevent mistakes, we agreed 
upon,. and recorded in writing, the an8wer to he given to the 

t A vote of credit. · 
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'interpellation' of Mr. Gladstone, or his followers. The 
assembling of tl;le Cabinet immediately on Lord Beaconsfield's 
return from the royal audience, was food .for the quidnuncs, 
and Lord Beaconsfield is told, that the Ball at the Palace 
was rife with rumors~ Lord Beaconsfield was not present, 
being obliged to avoid, as much as ·possible, late hours and 
hot rooms. He saw oLord Derby and made the remarks to 
him which your Majesty wished. . . . __ .He defended and 
not unsuccessfully his language to the Austrian Ambassador, / 
as he said the great object of Austria was to see England 
accomplish what was necessary-unaided: and that, if Austria 

· suspected that England would not act alone, 'there might be 
an increased inducement to join us. · 

Poor Mr. Hunt goes to Homburg to-night. His case seems 
very bad. Lord Beaconsfield gave him a kind. message 
from your Majesty, which seemed to light up his, eyes for 
a moment. He has behaved bravely and truly in the great 
business, and redeemed some peccadilloes which, besides, it 
is not likely he will ever have the opportunity to repeat.! 

From Queen Victoria. 
WINDSOR CASTLE, June 25, '77.-The Queen thanks Lord 

Beaconsfield for his letter of yesterday and for the copy of 
the terms in which the answer is to be given to-day. They 
are excellent. 

The reports in 1\fr. Layard's last. letter of the 13th inst., 
which the Queen saw yesterday, are very alarming I Surely 
Lord Derby cannot be indifferent to the -dangers expressed 
therein? Warning after warning arrives and he se~ins to 
take it all without saying a word\ \ Such a Foreign Minister-
the Queen really never remembers! . . 

The news to-day continues very unpleasant and makes the 
Queen very anxious. The feeling against Russia is getting · 
stronger and stronger ! Only dO not delay. . . . . 

Tb.e Queen has been thinking very much of what Lord 
Beaconsfield tolq her, and she thinks that in fact public 
affairs would be benefited if Lord Lyons replaced Lord Derby, 
as the former has such knowledge of foreign countries.· Lord 
Clarendon had the same, and Lord Granville also .to a great 
extent: so had Lord Malmesbury. But unfortunately Lord 
Derby_ has not. If he and Lord Salisbury want to resign; 
however, the Queen thinks they should be told that she could 
not accept their resignations now, but that tl;ley should be. 
relieved later. Could not that be done ? ... 

1 Ward Hunt died on July 29, 1877; and W. H. Smith was appointed 
First Lord of the Admiralty in his place. · 
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To Queen Victoria. 
,·· 

Confidential. 2; WHITEHALJ:, G'DNS, June. 26, '77.-'-. : . It 
would not be possible to. retain the services of. Lords Salis
bury and Derby in the manner Your Majesty suggests. But 
they would not think of resigning at present. They ate 
prepared to support the vo.te of·credit, tho' they may shrink 
from applying .the proceeds · of that vote to the purposes 
which your Majesty and Lord Beaconsfield approve. But 
some time must necessarily elapse before that i&sueis to be 
decided. At present,· it is quite evident from the Austrian 
note, that Vienna sees no objection to· the Gallipoli expedi
tion, and if Germany can arrive at an understanding with us 
on the same head,, Lord Beaconsfield believes that the existing 
Cabinet will sanction the expedition; and th~t will put all 
right very soon. It would bring peace. Lord Beaconsfield 
has had a satisfactory interview with Lord Odo· this 
morning. . . . ·· ... . · · 

To Lord Derby your Majesty would do well to repeat 
your Majesty's earnest desire and purpose; that the Russians 
should not be permitted to 'occ:qpy' Constantinople, or to 
enter it. Your Majesty need not, ·at this moment, enter 
into details. Lord Beaconsfield is giving ceaseless attention 
to affairs, and will cOiile down, one morning, and ask for an 
audience, when matters become ripe. . . 

_,..:.- ' 

- From Queen· Victoria. 

Confidential. WINDSOR CASTLE, 'June 27, '77~-The Queen 
must write to Lord Beaconsfield again arid with the greatest 
earnestness on the very critical state of ·aJiairs.. From so 
many does she hear of the great anxiety evinced that the 
Government should take a firm, bold line. This delay-this 
uncertainty, by which, abroad, we are losing our prestige 
and our position, while Russia is advancing and willbe before 
Constantinople in no time\ Then the Go-vernment will be 
fearfully blamed and the Queen so humiliated that she thinks 
she would abdicate at 01ice. Be bold 1. Why/ not call your 
followers together,-of the. House of Commons as well as of 
the House of Lords; teH them 'that the interests of Great 
Britain are at stake; that it is not for the Christians (and 
they are quite as cruel as the Turks) but.foi conquest that 
this cruel, wicked war is waged, that Russia is .as barbarous 
and tyrannical as the Turks I Tell them this, ap.d that they 
should rally round their Sovereign and -country-and you will 
have a large and powerful majority. And orily say Russia 
shall not go farther and she will stop. But if this be not done 
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and done quickly it will soon be too late; and we shall then 
have to do much more than we shall have to do now. 

The Queen was so alarmed and horrified at Lord Derby's 
language last night, and at poor Lady Derby's distress at his 
not doing what he ought, that she could hardly rest. The 
Prince of Wales was frantic about it, Prince Leopold equally 
so, and everyone puts the blame on the 3 Lords-Derby, . 
Salisbury, and Carnarvon. The Opposition will be the first 
to turn rourid on you, if you don't at last act, and dela.y of 
weeks or days only may be-mark the Queen's words
fatal I . ' . , 

Pray act quickly ! The Austrian note is fair enough, .but 
also weak and procrastinating. · . 

Could Lord Beaconsfield not summon Lord Lyons over to 
say what the· feeling in France is, and then confidentially 
ascertain whether he could not, in. c~se Lord Derby resigns 
(and really his views and language' make him a danger to the 
country)-you could reckon ::;ure on him as a successor [sic] ! 
Lord Derby praises him and Mr. Layard to the skies-but 
goeJ> on as if they wrote nothing! The Queen's anxiety from 
her knowledge of the past and of foreign Governments is 
unbounded. 

To Queen Victoria. 

Confidential and secret. 2, WHITEHALL G'n:Ns, June 28, '77. 
-Lord Beaconsfield ... has had the honor of receiving your 
Majesty's letter of yesterday. Sympa,thising entirely with all 
your Majesty's feelings in the present critical state of affairs, it 
is his duty to lay before your Majesty two important facts: 
l. It is impossible to obtain a vote of money and men, until the 
War Estimates are passed, that is to say, so long as we may 
remain in a state of neutrality. 2. If we had men and ·money, 
we could nqt despatch them to any part ofthe Turkisl} Empire 
without the permission of the Porte, arid the Porte will not 
grant that permission, unless we occupy the Dardanelles, or 
otherwise, as their avowed allies. All these difficulties would 
be removed, if we declared war against Russia: but there are 
not three men in the Cabinet, wP,o are prepared to advise 
that step. 

Lord Beaconsfield has placed the Army Estimates again 
first on the paper to-morrow., and. if we succeed in passing 
them, he will make proposals to the Cabinet on Saturday. 

In the meantime, he is working privately at Constantinople 
and with Count Bismarck, with the view of inducing the 
Porte to re9.uest the occupation of the.J?ardanelles by England 
as. a material guarantee, and of prevailing on Count Bismarck 
in some way, to co-operate with that step. ' 

. '· 
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' 
The progress of the . war strengthened Beaconsfield 

against his dissentient colleagues. ·Though~ the Russians> 
made no great headway in their. attack on Armenia, 
their invasion of the Balkans proceeded without pause. 
The Danube was crossed before the end of June; _ori 
July 7 Tiruova, the chief city of the northern Bulgarian 
province, was capttired; and in the middle of the month 
the Russian General Gurko seized two passes in the. 
Balkans, 'and his light troops began to raid the Thracian · 
valley of . th~ _ Maritza, the Bulgarians in his train 
exacting a bloody vengeance from . their Turkish perse
cutors. An advance to Constantinople became at once 
an immediate possibility of the war; and the Cabinet, 
fortified by representations to the same effect by Austria, 
took steps to· niake Russia aware of the seriousness 
with which they would regard any occupation of. the 
imperial cfty ... As La yard had advised prompt application 
to the Sultan for permission to the British to occupy 
the Gallipoli peninsula iq arms, the decision of the 
Cabinet fell short of what the Prime Minister. desired, 
and very far short -indeed of what the Queen regarded 
as the imperative necessities ot the situation. Her 
Majesty's feverish anxiety added :much to her Prime 
Minister's labours. ' The Faery writes every . day, and 
telegraphs every hour; this is almost literally the case,' 
he told Lady Bradford in J u11e. · 

To Queen Victoria. 
2, WHITEHALL G'nNs, July 12, '77.-Lord Beaconsfield. 

with his humble duty to your. Majesty. , The important 
Cabinet is over, and the Lor.d Chancellor will have the honor· 
of communicating in _detail its gene~al conclusions, and sub
mit them to your Majesty's pleasure. Subject to that, we 
have decided to address a note, of a very forniaLand autho~ 
ritative character, to Russia in tile vein sketc]led in a previous· 
letter of Lord Beaconsfield to your Majesty. Anxious, 
sincerely anxious, to meet the Russian views in other matters, 
the occupation of Constantil1ople,- or attempt to occupy it, 
wm be looked up_on as an incident, which frees us from all 
previous engagemen~; and must lead to serious consequences. 
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The phrase casus belli is not used, but reserved for a sub
-sequent occasion, if necessary. The Secretary of State for 
War, andthe (protem.) First Lord of the Admiralty, are to 
examine Admiral Commerell and others on the approaches 
of Constantinople, and the Cabinet will, at its next meeting, 
decide the question whether the appearance of your Majesty's 
fleet at Constantinople will be sufficientto effect our object .... 

July 16.-Lord Beaconsfield ... deeply regrets the dis
tress which your Majesty experiences, and so naturally 
experiences, in the present critical state of affairs: but he 
trusts, on reflection, · that distress may be softened, if not 
altogether removed; and he believes that the vessel of the 
State, tho' no doubt there will be .perils and vicissitudes, 
may be steered into a haven, safe and satisfactory. _ 

And, in the first place, with regard to the Russian outrages 
and' atrocities.' He has not negle()ted the subject, especiaJly 
since your Majesty has so repeatedly, and so forcibly, called 
his attention to it. He is, at present, in communication with 
a member of Parliament, who has a position, and speaks 
well, to bring the subject before the House of Commons by 
enquiries, and, subsequently, by a motion on going into 
Committee of Supply, and he, some days ago, ,took active 
measures, that the transactions in question should be placed 
before the public eye and feeling by the Press. With regard 
to diplomatic interposition by your Majesty's Government, 
there is an important difference between the instances of 
'Turkish atrocities' and the Russia-n outrages. The Turkish 
atrocities were investigated by a judicial tribunal, by which 
many of the chief delinquents were found guilty-yet no 
punishments were inflicted.. Tpere was a clear miscarriage 
of justice, and a firm ground on which your Majesty could 
rest your indignant remonstrance. That is not yet the case 
in the Russian instance, and if we make a protest founded on 
hearsay and anonymous communications, we should only 
leave ourselves open -to the cynical criticism, and the im
pertinent incredulity, of Prince Gortchako:ff. 

And now with respect to the still more important question 
of the occupation of Constantinople. Lord Beaconsfield 
experif:lnces great difficulty in· appearing to comment on 
your Majesty's remarks on this matter, because he entirely 
agrees with your Majesty in- your .Majesty's views and senti
ments upon it, and should, long ago, have asked permission 
to retire from the difficult and not very agreeable office of 
attempting to guide a discordant and UnWilling Cabinet on 
the most important conjuncture in the politics Of this half
century, had he not been restrained_ by the conviction, that 
it was his duty to stand by your Majesty as long as there 
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was a chance of your Majesty's policy being accomplished. 
And he was qui-te prepared, on_Saturday late, to have advised 
your Majesty to accept the resignations of Lord Salisbury ai:td 
Lord Derby, had they alone been the obstacles: but when he 
found the ~ord -Chancellor, hitherto his right arm· in affairs, 
followed by the Duke of Richmond, and ~very other member 
of the Cabinet except Lord -John Manners and Sir Michael 
Beach, shrink from the last resort, he felt it bes.t (waiting to 
the very end before he spoke) to bring about the arrangement 
ultimately agreed to-which was still a step in advance, and 
which may lead to all that is required. • The Cabinet agreed 
to make something like an ultimatum notice to Russia; Lord 
Derby went so far as to say, that, whatever others might 
feel, he had no objection to b~ the ally of Turkey, provided 
that alliance was for English -interests: and even Lord Sa:Jis
bury deulared, that he had no objection to the English fleet 
going to Constantinople, if such a move would prevent the 
Russian invasion. To-morrow; the (Jabinet meets early, and 
it will have to consider thereport of_ the naval authorities as 
to -the efficiency of the fleet to prevent -occupation~ Lord 
Beaconsfield believes_ that, alone, the __ fleet- would not be 
sufficient. On all these matters, 'Lord Beaconsfield proposes 
to confer with your Majesty after the Cabinet--to-morrow 
at Windsor, at 3 o'clock; unless commanded otherwise. -

There is one point which Lord Beaconsfield would humbly 
place before your Majesty. Lord- Beaconsfield ventures to 
remark, that he has never at any time, represented to your 
Majesty; that, if the present state of neutrality were main
tained, your Majesty could prevent the Russians from 09cupy
ing Constantinople. That would require war with Russia, 
a force of 60 to 80,000 men at Constantinople, and the 
British fleet. What he always recommended was,_ t_hat the 
Dardanelles should be occupied, while still professing neu
trality, and held as a material guarantee for the obligations 
and respect of treaties. This would not have prevent13d the 

- occupation of Constantinople were the Russians strong enough 
to effect it, but it would have given us a commanding position 
at the time of negotiations for peace, which would have 
ensured the restoration of Constantinople by the Russians 
and maintained untouched England's present position -in the' 
Mediterranean. · -

From -i;Jue~n Victoria. 

,WINDSOR CAsTLE, July 16, '77.~The Queen has only time 
to thank Lord Beaconsfield for his kind long letter, and ~he 
must say-and she does not care if he repeats it--that she 
is shocked and bitterly disappointed at_ the conduct of the 
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Chancellor, the Duke of Rich-mond, and others! We ought 
to have acted when Lord Beaconsfield originally proposed 
it, long ago, and those who opposed it wil~ bitterly rue it 
some day. However, that is now no longer the question, 
but, What can be done, as a material guarantee and as an 
assertion of our position, if Russia goes on as she does·1 The 
crossing of the Balkans makes a great difference, and nothing 
should prevent our sending the fleet to Constantinople, and 
being prepared for action, for we shall have to act. These 
are very i,mportant points. Lord Derby, to whom the Queen 
has also telegraphed about the 'crueltieP answers that he 
will, at once, speak to Count Schou val off. For the protection 
of the Christia:fis at Constantinople the fleet would seem 
necessary .... 
, OsBORNE, July 20.--'--Tocday's telegram from :Mr •. Layard 
is very alarmiiig. What the Queen fears is an outburst of 
(just) indignation at Constantinopl~, in which all ChristiallS 
will suffer and our last hold on our poor Allies whom we 
(to the Queen's feeling) so cruelly abandon to a shameful and 
detestable enemy and invader ! She is distressed too not 

, to· see anything acted upon which Lord Beaconsfield tells 
her is to be done. , He told her on Tuesday that in 3 days 
5,000 men ·could be sent to increase the garrisons, and that 
every effort should be made to be prepared, even for Gallipoli 
if the Russians did not make a dash at Constantinople. But 
she hears of no troops moving 'or going, and beeomes more 
and more alarmed. The Queen always feels hopeful and 
encouraged when she has seen Lord Beaconsfield, but some
how or other, whether intentionally or thro' want of energy on 
the part of those under him or at the offices, nothing material 
is done ! ! It alarms her seriously. 

For fear of any-mistake she wishes to recapitulate what 
he said in answer to her serious question, 'What are we to 
do, and how are we to assert our position if the Russians 
succeed in getting to Constantinople ?' The Queen under
stood ·Lord Beaconsfield to answer: 'If I am y0 ur Majesty's 
Minister I am prepared to say to R_ussia that if the Russians 
do not quit CollStantinople at a given day, which I would 
name, I will declare war.' And Lord Beaconsfield added that 
Lord Salisbury on his (Ld. B.'s) putting the same question had 
himself said, 'Declare war.' . Is this correct~ The Queen hopes 
that there will be an opportunity for Lord Beaconsfield soon 
to state strongly in Parliament that the Government will never 
stand anything which would injure the interests and lower the 
honour .and dignity of this coun.tr-y. 

How can Lord Granville hold such equivocal language? 
·He who was cheated about Khiva, how can he speak as he 
·a • 
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does 1 And the language-the -insulting language_:_used 
by the Russians against us I It makes the Queen's blood 
boil ! What has become of the feeling of . mariy in this 
country 1 : . 
· The Queen rejoices. to hear how completely the unjust 
attack on Lord Beaconsfield about Mr. Pigott'sl·appointment · 
has been refuted. But she is sorry:_ for the annoyance it 
must have caused him .... 

The Queen most earnestly -urges on Lord Beaconsfield to 
hold yery strong language to the Cabinet to-morrow and to 
insist on the speedy despatch of the troops to increase the 
garrisons, as speedily as possible. · 

· Beaconsfield took care that the serious representation 
to Russia should be seen to be no mere empty threat; 
and he succeeded in carrying his Cabinet with him in . 
·further measures of precaution. · 

To Queen Victoria. 

{Telegram in oypher.) July. 21, 1877, 2.30 p.m.-The 
Cabinet has agreed unanimously, if Russia occupies Con~ 
stantinople, and does not arrange for her immediate retire
ment from it; to advise your Majesty to declare war against · 
that Power. Orders have been given to strengthen the 
Mediterranean garrisons. 

. 2, WmTEiiALL G'nNs, July 22, '77.-:-Lord Beaconsfield . , . 
deeply regrets that your Majesty should suppose for a moment, 
that he makes any r!'lpi'esentations to your Majesty whichhe 
does not sincerely intend to effect: even with the .short
sighted view of sparing your Majesty anxiety, [that] would 
be~. in ·his mind, dishonorable conduct, and almos.t amount 
to treason. He errs, perhaps, in being too communicative 
to your Majesty, in often imparting to your Majesty plans 
which are in embryo, and which,. even if apparently matured, 
occasionally encounter unforeseen difficulties: but it relieves 
his mind, _and of-ten assists his judgment; to converse, and 
confer, with your Majesty without the slightest reserve, and 
this necessarily leads to your Majesty sometimes assuming 
that steps will be taken, which are· necessarily delayed, and 
sometimes eve11 relinquished. . . 
. The opposition to the increase of the Mediterranean gar
risons, and the procrastination, have entirely arisen from the 

. .. ~ . 

1 See ~low, pp~ 1035-1040~ 
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· milit~ry authorities, that is t() say, the ' Confidential Com~ · 
mittee ' of General Officers, who would be as powerful as the 
Council of Ten, and outvote always the Doges. It is they 
who hav~ opposed every military move, that has been sug
gested from the beginning-Mediterranean garrisons, expedi
tions to Gallipoli, and so on. What they want, and what 
they have ever tried to bring about, is a great military 
expedition, like the Crimean; but such a step would be 
utterly inconsistent with the policy-of neutrality adopted by 
the Cabinet, and cannot be countenanced unless there is an 
avowed and public change o~ that policy. 

Yesterday, the Cabinet in a decided manner declaroo, that 
they would receive no further protests from the 'Confidential 
Committee,' and ordered steps to be taken immediately for 
strengthenin)l the Malta garrison by 3,000 men, and will 
follow this up; according to circumstances. So great is the 
influence of the 'Confidential Committee,' that the Secretary 
of War, who h_ad been in favor of the measure, _advised the 
Cabinet not to adopt !t, and ultimately agreed only with a 
protest. 

Yesterday, also, in the most formal, and even solemn, 
manner, the question was placed before the Cabinet, What 
they were prepared to do, if Russia occupied Constantinople ? 
They unanimously agreed, no one stronger and more decided 
than Lord Salisbury, that the Cabinet· should advise your 
Majesty to declare war against Russia. 

It is Lord Beaconsfield's present opinion, that in such a 
case Russia must be attacked from Asia, that troops shoUld 
be sent to· the Persian Gulf, and that the Empress of India 
should order her armies to clear CentraJ Asia -of the Muscovites, 
and drive them into the Caspian. We have a good instr~
ment for this purpose in Lord Lytton, and indeed he was 
placed there with that view. 

Lord Salisbury will attend yotir Majesty on Wednesday, 
and Lord Beaconsfield purposes soon, perhaps on the Satur
day following, to have the honor, and great delight, of seeing 
your Majesty. He continues pretty well, but has been, and 
still is, a little harassed by this impertinent nonsense a-bout 
Mr._ Pigott. 1 These affairs take up precious time,_ and, if 
the time is not given, the most unfounded calumnies get 
d~~ .· -

Strangely enough, at this point Beaconsfield was faced 
with the threat of secession, not by his anti-Turkish 
colleagues, but by the most stalwart representative in 
the Cabinet of the Palmerstonian pro-Turkish tradition. 

1 See bdow, pp. 1035-1040, 
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To Lord John Mariners. 

2, WmTEHALL G'DNS, July 24, _'77.-Yourletter is a great 
blow to me, and most unexpected. I really don't exactly 
understand what decision of the Cabinet you refer £o. 

I must lieg you, at all events, to keep yotir resignation 
'secret, until I can communicate it' to the. Queen personally, 
as a written announcement would lead to much excitement. · 
Her Majesty, of all my. colleagues, most depended· on your 
supporting me, and now, when, for the first time, her Cabinet 
has unanimously and heartily agreed. to declare war against 
Russia, if she evinces the slightest intention to fortify, or. 
remain in, Constantinople (if she ever get there), the Queen 
will be greatly distressed and surprised· at your determination. 

I most earnestly request, therefore, that all may be· sus
pended until I see Her Majesty, whiph I will try to effect on 
Saturday next. _ -

What Manners objected to was the apparent abandon-. 
ment to Russia· ol Batoum, the . great seaport on the 
south-east coas_t of the Black Sea.· But 9f ·course the 
Cabinet ·were concentrating on the vital point of Con
stantinople and the Straits, leaving minor matters for 
subsequent consideration, according to. the progress of . 

cthe war; and Beaconsfield' was able to persuade his old 
comrade-in-arms to withdraw :P,isresignation. No sooner 
was this difficulty settl.ed than Beaconsfield ·had to act 
once more as Ilghtnihg~cond:uctor. between the Queen 
and Derby, with whose . conduct of foreign affairs Her 

-Majesty became daily more utterly dissatisfied. With 
Salisbury, on the other hand, who was invited at 
this period to Osborne, ·the Queen was much better 
ple"ased. She wrote to Beaconsfield on July 2,!i. of ·the 

· Indian Secretary's ' sound views.' '·He is deeply im
pressed with the extreme importance of our being com
pletely prepared for eventualities which may shOrtly 
arise.' · 

From Queen V ictQrw. · 
OsBORNE, July 26, '77.-The Queen saw· with pleasure 

.last night the emphatic denial of Lord Derby and Count 
Beust · to the extraordinary and very . ~!arming assertion 
made to' the latter and reported-of our not objecting to the 
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temporary occupation by the Russians of Constantinople. 
But she is bound to say in confidence to Lo:r:d ~eaconsfield 
that the language of Lord Derby to Count Beust as described 
in the draft of July 21 to Sir A. Buchanan is of a very doubt
ful nature on the subject;-and when the Queen read it just 
after seeing the alarming telegram she felt very painfully 
_impressed with the conviction (which Lord Salisbury she 
found shared) that Lord D. aid not truly and properly carry 
out the decisions of the Cabinet, and still more did not con
duct foreign affairs as they ought--for the Cabinet must do 
that. The time is come when our policy must be clear and 
decided. Always-as Sir S. Northcote and Lord Derby do 

1 
-explaining away every act which is intended to show Russia . 
and Europe that we are not passiv~ spectators of the former's 
shameful aggressive conduct--is disastrous, and injures the 
Government in the eyes of the country and makes us con
temptible in the eyes of Europe. : . . 

To Qtteen Victoria. 

(Telegram.) WmTERALL G'DNS, July 26, '77.-There was a 
Cabinet this morning to cor.isider the question. We have 
decided on two resolutions, and the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer has sent them to Lord Hartington, who wishes to 
act in concert with your Majesty's Government. 

From Queen ·Victoria. 

(Telegram in cypher.) OsBORNE, July 28, '77.-Greatly 
alarmed at Mr. Layard's appeal, which can no longer be dis
regarded if British interests are not to suffer most seriously. 
A decided answer must be given, Gallipoli must be occupied. 
You will be fearfully blamed if you let Constantinople be taken, 
and without declaring to Russia what the consequences will be. 
If there is a horrible massacre of the Christians we shall be 
held responsible for it. You should bring this at once before 
the Cabinet. · 

The Queen sent an identical message to. Derby, and 
received a reply whose studied calm only added fuel to 
her indignation 

Lord Derby to Qu.een Victoria. 

FoREIGN OFFICE, July 28, '77.-Lord Derby, with his 
humble duty, submits that he has been honored by your . 
Majesty's telegr.am received to-day. The subject of it has 
been discussed in Cabinet, but the telegram did not arrive 
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tiH after the Cabinet was over. Lord Beaconsfi~ld will have 
given your Majesty the fullest details as to what has passed. 
Lord Derby 'cyphered that it w:ould be too late to occupy 
Gallipoli, even if that step were desirable. Lord Derby is 
quite aware that there will be an· outcry, indeed there is one 
already-from the party which does not conceal its wish for. 
war with Russia. But he believes that party to be smaJl4. 
in numbers, though loud and .active. He is quite satisfiear. 
that the great bulk of the nation desires nothing so much; in· 
connection with this· question·, as the maintenai:tee of peace. 
If they have not spoken out, it is, in his belief, because the 
declarations of the Ministry have satisfied theni 'that there· 
is !19 danger of its being disturbed. 

Beaconsfield was at Osborne for a week-~nd visit when 
Derby's letter to the ,Queen arrived. Her MajestY,,
immediately submitted it to him. 

To Queen Victoria, 

OsBORNE, July 29, '77 . .,..:...Lord Beaconsfield with his humble 
duty to your Majesty. This is a mere boutade of ·[Lord 
Derby's] bad temper at ·being obliged by the Cabinet to 
send the telegram to Mr. Layard;1 It is quite intolerable, and 
is as -niuch addressed to your Majesty's humble 1\'Iinister as 
to .your Majesty. Your Majesty will not deign to notice it, 
Lord Beaconsfield feels quite sure. Lord Beaconsfield hopes, 
that the great objects of your Majesty's imperial policy may 
·be secured without going to war : but if war is necessary he 
·will not shrink from advising yoUr Majesty to declare it, and, 
in that case; he very much doubts whether Lord Derby, 
with all his savage and sullen expressi?ns, will resign . .., 

. . 

But the Queen's indignation was too great to suffer 
her to adopt her Minister's advic~ and take no notice; 
and ultimately ht;~ consented to draft a reply· for her 
which she described as ' admirable,' and which she for-
warded without alteration. . · · 

Queen Victoria to Lord Derby. _ 
, . OsBORNE, July 29, 1877.-The Queen regrets to~ hear froll' 

Lord Derby, that it is now too late to undertake the Gallipoli 
.expedition: . It is much to be deplored, that it was not under· 

ISee below, pp. 1032, 1033 • 

.. . . 
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taken at the time when it was proposed by the Prime Minister, 
and entirely approved and supported by the Queen. There 
seems a general concurrence in all parties, now, in its favour, 
and it is not improbable that it would have prevented this 
horrible war._ ,The Queen does not know from what sources 
Lord Derby gathers his opinion, that the British people are · 

. in favour of Russian_ supremacy. She is convinced o£ the 
· -contrary, and believes there will soon be no: controversy on 
· the subject. 

,;;·· 



CHAPTER V. 

CONDITIONAL NEUTRALITY, 

1877. ·. 
The tension of Queen and Ministers was appreciably ;· 

relieved at the close of July by the se_rious and unexpected 
check which the Russians suffered before Plevna-a great 
centre of roads on the right flank of their advance .. It 
soon became evident that there was no Jonge( any , 
immediate prospect of a Russian occupation of Con
stantinople-- the danger which had 'dominated the 
counsels of Ministers for many months. Beaconsfield- was 
able to give some attention to the troubles of his former 
theatre of fame·, the House of· Commons, ·where Parnell 
and his small following had taken advantage of the great 
.leader's'withdrawal to organise a most formidable 90urse 
o_f systematic obstruction. 

To Queen Victoria. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, Aug. l, 1877.-,. With refer-

ence to an observation in your Majesty's cyphered telegram 
of this morn., Lord Beaconsfield would ask leave to remark; . 
that the telegram in question was sent to Mr. Layard; not to:·<"· 
the Sultan; and that; in due time, it will have to be printed~' 
and presented to th.e .House of Commons, and that. great 
care must be taken, lest we be accused of changing our policv· 
without due public notice .. The state of neutrality, which 
has been adopted, renders the conduct of affairs extremely 
delicate, and difficult. Lord Beaconsfield, however, has 
milch confidence in the secret telegram, which he forward~d 
to Mr. Layard from Osborne last SundaY, 1 ... - "': .i--· 

If the·battle, described in the second-edi~ion of the Telegraph 
· 1 This telegram from Beaconsfield to Layard ran as-follows: 'Osborne, 
July 29. Personal and moat confidential. The telegram sent you yesterday. 
from the Cabinet opens a prospect of recurring to the wise and ancient 

. policy of England. The British. Fleet in the Turkish wators with the 
. 1032 
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of this day, h~s really taken place, and with the results des
cribed, the position of the Russian armies, both north and south 
of the Balkans, will be perilous-24,000 Russians kors de combat I 
::lo far as the opinion of the Porte is concerned, a telegram 
from Mr. Layard would seem to confirm this 'wondrous 
tale.' There is a Cabinet to-morrow at two o'ck., after which 
Lord Beaconsfield will communicate to your Majesty .... 

. Almost as great an affair as the battle in Bulgaria is the 
signal triumph of Constitutional principles and Parliamentary 

'.practice in the House of Commoni!i' this day. A session of 
26 unbroken hours ! There is nothing like it on record. It 
was the triumph of British pluck and British gentlemen, and 

• will have a great effect on the conduct of public affairs. 
Lord Beaconsfield made a visit to the House of Commons 

this morning. It was the first time he had been able to visit 
it since he left it, after having sate in it for nearly forty years, 
and having been its leader----,-one side or the other-for nearly 
a quarter of a century. The House gave him a cheer when 
he appeared in the gallery, and the cheer commenced on the 

·.Liberal benches, which first observed him 

This is one of the comparatively rare.references in the 
Beaconsfield correspondence of this period to domestic 
politics. Fro~ the summer of 1876 to that of 1878 the 
Eastern Question was, for him, the Aaron's rod which 
swallowed all minor, and particularly all domestic, 
interests-sometimes with unfortunate results. One of 
the sanitary measures_ of this Government of Social 
Reform was a much-needed Bill, introduced in the Lords. 
in 1877, fo:r consolidating the Burials Acts and providing 
additional cemeteries. Here, it seemed to the Queen and: 

~'i.to Archbishop Tait, was an opportunity for a settlement 
· ~.·of the vexed question of Dissenters' buria1s, and Beac.ons
~field was not indisposed to move in that direction. 

To ·Queen Victoria. 
• ·2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Feb. 20, 1877.-Lord Beacons
field _with his humble duty to your Majesty. 
·~------------------------------------------------
consent of the Sultan may be the first step in the virtual preservation of 
his Empire. I much depend upon your energy and skill, in both of which 
I have the utmost confinencc.' But the Sultan was still suspicious of 
British intentions, and, as the threat to Constantinople was no longer 
immediate, it wa~ not until th& following February that the Fleet entered 
the Sea of Marmora. 
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The Burials Bill, to be introducedinto the House ot Lords, 
is only a Consolidation Bill, simplifying in one Bill the various 
Acts on the subject of Burials. ' · 

There h~s been an attempt to introduce a few original 
clauses, which it was thought might facilitate the resistance 
to :Mr. Morgan's 'Burials Bill' in the House of Commons. 
They will not satisfy the Dissenters, but may perhaps aid a 
little. our· Borough Members, as giving· an excuse for opposing 
him. · 

.· Bu{the clauses are not yet drawn, and harig fire, so it:}~ 
impossible to send them to your Majesty. · ·· · 

The clergy are quite inexorable on the subject: 'all schools 
of Church thought.' · 

In the . meantime, the SacerdotaJists are moving every 
influence, divine or much the reverse,. against your Majesty's 

. Ministers. . . • · 

But the resistance of the clergy to change was strongly 
reflected 'in the attitude of churchmen in the Cabinet. 
Accordingly, the additional clauses went rio further than 
to permit silent burials of Dissenters in consecrated 
ground; and even this concession was withdrawn by 
the Government after . the ·second reading had been 
secured. The Archbishop was indignant, and many lay 
churchmen in the House of Lords shared his feelings. 
Lord Harrowby, whose son, Lord Sandon, was himself 
a Minister, gave notice of an amendment in Committee 
permitting, not merely silent burials, but Nonconformist 
services by the open grave .. Beaconsfield realised that 
the time had come to evacuate a pqsition which could not 
.be much longer held. On Saturday, May 12, the Arch-}',"" 
bishop called on him; and records in his- diary that the-~~ 
Prime Minister was ' quite in accord with me, and a~·" 
acute as possible respecting the best way of proceeding. 
"The question ought to be settled." Agreed to. bring_ 
it before the Cabinet.' But on the follow ng Mo~day 
Beaconsfield had to confess to the 4rchbishop that ' he 
could not manage the Cabinet, but he hoped I would 
persevere in the course I had sketched.out.' :Hairowby 
moved his amendme;nt on the Thursday, and with the 
Archbishop's. heip reduced the Government, despite their 
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assiduous whipping, to a tie. 'It was somewhat absurd,' 
writes the Archbishop, ' to be dividing the House against 
them, knowing that their chief was all the time on my 
side .. , . It was amusing to see him sitting quietly 
throughout the debate, without saying a word, and 
voting with his colleagues, while hoping they would be 
beaten.' On Report Harro:wby absolutely ·carried his 
amendment by a majority of sixteen, and the Government 
abandoned the BilP Beaconsfield's acquiescence in this 
somewhat humiliating procedure was undoubtedly due 
to his determination not to lose from his Cabinet one of 
his most stalwart and capable supporters in Eastern 
questions. Other churchmen among his colleagues might 
be disposed to compromise· on this church question;· but 
Hardy, the representative· of the Oxford clergy, made it 
clear that, -if Harrowby's amendment were accepted by 
the Government, he would resign. 2 This was a loss 
which, in view of the dubious attitude, in regard to 
Russia. and Turkey, of Derby, Sa:Iisbury, and Carnarvon, 
Beaconsfield was not prepared to face. · He preferred to 
risk the inconveniences and dangers of postponing the 
settlement of the burials question. It is difficult to 
maintain that he was wrong. 

There was, during this session of 1877,- one striking 
episode, which, after apparently thr.eatening a serious 
blow to Beaconsfield's reputation, proved in the end to. 
be the -means_ of confirming ·and consolidating it. A 

... vacancy had arisen in the office of Comptroller, or per- _ 
~ manent head, of the Stationery Office. It was ·a post 
·. ·-which had been held by literary men of some distinction, 

such as McCulloch, the economist, and W. R. Greg, the 
essayist and reviewer; but a Select Co:QJ.mittee of the 
House of Cominons had condemned the waste and mis
management of the department, and had recommended 
that its head should in future be a man ' practically as 
well acquainted with the trade as if he were a stationer.' 

1 See Life of Archhiahop Tail, ch. 29. 
1 See Gathorne Hardy, Vol. II., p. 23. 
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Beaconsfield disregarded this recomrqenciation and ap
pointed Thomas Digby.Pigott;l a clerk n the War Office 
of eighteen years' standing. The transaction was brought 
before. the House of Commons on July 16, and denounced 
by· the Opposition free lances as a 'job.' On what 
ground, they asked, was the report of the Comp:littee 
ignored, and this important post of £1,500 a year CQn
ferred upon a man who was 'one of a hundred and one 
jun·or cJerks in the War Office, being 69th on the list?' 
Was it because Mr. Pigott's father had been vicar of 
Hughenden; and, with his family, had rendered valuable . 

. assistance to Disraeli in his electoral contests in Bu:cks ? 
Such was the insinuation; and it had a very plausible 
air. · The Prime Minister could n0 longer appear in tl:iat 

· House to answer for himself; his colleagues; imperfectly 
informed, gave only·. the usual official reply that their 
chief had duly considered public in~erests in making the 
appo · ntment. ·This was not convincing to the House at 
large; Knightley, now almost the solitary unconverted 

·member of the anti-Disraeli Tory clique,2 aired his virtue 
by speaking and ·dividing against the Government; the 
Whips were caught napping; and what-.amounted to a 
personal vote. of censure . upon Beaconsfield was carried 
by four votes. The press and public ratified theeensure; 
The Times describing the appointment as ' too splendidly 
audacious.' 

And yet the whole ~:ffair was, to use the title under . 
. which thos~ of the Beaconsfield papers whi_oh' concern • 
. it were docketed, a' great mare's nest.'.- Three <lays later : 

(July 19) Beaconsfield· rose in the-House of Lords to-~' 
defend his action. · The speech, besides ·being a complete 
vindication, was a masterpiece of stage effect.' 'Never 

· shall I forget,' writes. Redesdale,3 who was present, ' the 
air of dejection, the hang-dog look, with which he entered 
the House. -His head was bent; his gait uncertain, and 
he. sat down wearily ' on the front ber10h. It was amid 

1 Afterw~rds Sir Digby Pigott; 
8 Memories; oh. 35, · 

2 See pp. 543, 544. 
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chilling silence that he began to narrate the reasons 
which had actuated him in the appointment. · The (re
commendations. of the Select Committee, he .explained, 
had been by no means disregarded by the GoverJ}ment. 
Many had been adopted; but the suggestion: that_ the 
he~d of the stationery department should have technical 
knowledge ·appeared to him, on consideration, to be 
impracticable, as no one connected with great commercia;! 
transactions would be tempted to accept a post, the 
salary of which hardly exceeded that of the manager 
of a first~clas.s establishment. .To carry out the recom
mendation, 'J should have had to appoint some person 
who had retired from business, 'or some person from 
whom business had ,retired.' What was wanted for the 
discharge of the duties of Comptroller .was not technical 
knowledge, which could be supplied by subordinates in 
the office, but administrative ability, official experience, 
and capacity for labour, together with the e<Iucational,. 
moral, and social qualities necessary for presiding over 
a great public department. Accordingly he had decided 
to give the post to a young member of. the Civil. Service 
as a. reward for merit and industry. :M:r. Pigott was no 

. 'mere War Office Clerk'; he had served as-pr:vate secretary 
to various Secretaries of State, and he had especially' 
distinguished himself as secretary to more than one Com
missiOn. He had npw, owing to the vote ofthe Conimons, 
resigned; but to·accept his resignation .would be to leave 
an able and deserving Civil Servant to absolute desti
tution. Beaconsfield therefore hoped that the House of 
Commons would yet reconsider the case in a milder ~nd 
juster spirit. ·· 

So far Beaconsfie'd had preserved the subdued and 
dep~emitory air with which he began his speech. But, 
having justified the appointment on public grounds, he 
now turned with brightening face and ·more confident 
tories to the personal attack on himself.. ' My lords,' 
he continued, ' it has been said, in an assembly almost 
as classical as that which 1 am addressing, that the 
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appointment was a ·job.' · . 'A job !' writes Sir Henry · 
·Lucy/ who watched the scene from the gallery; 'it was 
. worth being crushel and. crowded and hustled' to hear 

Beaconsfield, simply pronounce ·those two words. .ins 
indignant shoulders went upwards in dumb appeal to 

_ his sympathising ears. ·· His still plump h~mds were held . 
out; palm upwards; that noble lords might see how.plean 
they were. His eyes were widened to their utmost 

. capacity, in astonishment at ,the supposition that 'he 
1pight. be thought capable of this thing charged against 
him, whilst his cheeks puffed out to emit, in· an almost 

Jiorrifying whisper, the 'fearsome words,.,, a 'job!"'. It 
·had been said,· Beaconsfield proceeded, 

that the father of 1\fr. Pigott. was the .parson of ·my parish, 
. that I had relations of long and intimate friendship with him, 
that he b1J,sied himself in county elections, and' that in my 
earlier contests in the county with which I am connected L · 
was indebted to his exertions. My Lords, this is really a 
roinarice. Thirty years ago there was a vicar of my parish 
of the name of Pigott, and he certainly was ·father to this . 
gentleman. He did non owe his preferment. to me, nor was 
he ever'. under any· obligation to me. Shortly after I suc
ceeded to the property Mr, Pigott gave up. his liVing and 
retired to a distant (lounty. I- have never· had any relations 
with him. With regard to our intimate friendship ·and his 

'electioneering assistance, all I· know ()f his interference· in 
county elections is that ·before ·:he.departed from the cou.nty 
of Buckingham he registered,his vote against me. And, my 
Lords; it is the truth-it may surprise you, but it is the-truth 
-that I have no personal acquaintance 'with'his son, Mr. 
Digby Pigott, who was appointed to. this office the other 
day. I do not kriow him even ·by sight; · ·. ~- ·· 

. . . ·."' 

As Beaconsfield pronounced these la~t. sentences he 
drew. himself up· to his full h~ight, and his .assured .and 
triumphant tones 'galvanised' the_House of Lords' into 
~omething like· life-.' The general cheers· and laughter 
~hich g~eeted the .conclusion of· his 'speecp showed that 
he had won his ca~se with his audience;. and;. auds 
>Redesda~, ' the Lord Beaconsfield who -wa:lked out .. of. 

~ Diaiy of 'he' 1Jisraeli Parliament; ch. 21 •. 
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the House that even!ng with a firm step was twenty 
years younger than the poor old man, broken down with 
care and the· weight of years, who had shuffled into it 
so feebly an hour earlier.' Redesdale dwells on the 
histrionic success of the performance, but the attentive 
reader of this biography will realise that in these. latter 
years, save when under the stimulus of direct political 
excitement, Beaconsfield was never far from the border 
of physical collapse. · The public and the press, even the 
Liberal press, followed the Lords in accepting the defence 
as complete, and the next week the Commons rescinded 
their censure ~thout a division, Hartington, the Oppo
sition leader, and the irreconcilable Knightley joining in 
the generous apologies offered to the Prime Minister. 

To Lady Bradford. 
2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, July 20.-. '• . There has been 

a meeting of the Speaker, the Cr. of the Exchequer, and 
Hartington, and they have come to an unanimous conclusion, 
that steps must be immediately taken to rescind the resolu
tion of the Ho. of Commons, It takes a great deal to elate 
me, but I confess I am not insensible to such a triumph ! 

It may be added that the suggestion that Beaconsfield 
had any special obligation to, or tenderness ,for, the 
P~gott family was absurd. The Rev. J. Pigott was only 
his vicar for three years, from 1848 to 1851, when he 
accepted a living in Norfolk; and in this short time the 
relations between squire and ·parson were not unlre
quently strained. One instance · has been mentioned 
in III., ch. 6, when the vicar took ·upon-himself to 
reprove the squire for Sunday travelling; another con
-cerned a question of right of way. The vicar appears 
to have been a Whig, and if he travelled from his Norfolk 
living to vote for Bucks in ·1852 (which, in spite of 
Beaconsfield's confident assertion, seems uncertain) would 
naturally have supported the Whig candidate, Cavendish. 
Mr. Digby Pigott's principal work for the State had 
been as secretary to the important Commission on Army 
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·promotion,- which had recently reported. For this he 
had been publicly thanked by Gathorne Hardy,- the 

·Secretary of State, and had been warmly recqmmended . 
for promotion by th~ Chairman of the Commission; 
Disraeli's' old colleague, Pakington, now Lord Hampton. 
Few statesmen were more vitally interested in .securing 
a competent head for the Stationery Office than Beacons
field, who had made frequent complaint· of official pens, 
ink and paper; and it ls satisfactory to know that his 
new Comptroller justified the· confidence placed in him, 
and sensibly improved the methods of his office. . 
, Beaconsfield's private correspondence shows that, 

·though his sufferings during this spring and summer were 
great, he man(:tged in the intervals of his attacks to 
make occasional appearances in society. He seems to 
have felt that, as his chest complaint rendered him, 
in his words to Lady Chesterfield, 'quite ii:wapable of 

. addres.sing a public assembly,' it was incumbent on him 
to make it clear to the world that an almost absolute 

. si1ence in the House of Lords was compatible with a 
vitality which could dominate the Cabinet at a period 
of crisis. · 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

2, WHiTEHALL GARDENS,. Juiie 22. - ... My colossal 
American· dinner-forty guests, all men, except the hostess . 

· and Mrs. Grant: the room full of flowers and strong perfumes, 
which, afterwards mixing with the fumes of tobli;cco, did not 
at all· benefit my bronchial tubes, wh. are not in very good 
order. · 

I sate next to the General,1 more honorable than pleasant. 
I felt so overcome that I escaped as soon as possible, and 
did not go to Grosvenor House, where I might have semiS., 
whom I never see .••• 

To Lady Bradford. 

2 WHITEHALL GARDENS, Sunday, July.!, 1877.-... Gull 
is a'II froth and words: what you heard, he also said .to me, 

1 Ex-President Grant was then on a 'visit to Europo. Beaconsfield, at 
Derby's suggestion, asked Grant to his official banquet on the Queen's. 
birthday, but the visitor wa.s engaged. 
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but yesterday he was evidently perpLexed and disappointed, 
and came twice. 

They are all alike. First of all, they throw it on the 
weather: then there must be change of scene: so Sir W. 
Jenner, after blundering and plundering in the usual way, __.. 
sent me to Bournemouth, and Gull wants to send me to 
Ems. I shd. like to send both of them to Jericho ••.. 

I shall be very disappointed if Monty sees your dear orange
tinted eyes and I am not to have that pleasure. 
· The only good thing in all these troubles is that I am to 

drink port wine. Mter 3 years of plebeian tipples, ~his 
amuses me.. . . , 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 14,• 1877.-... It is raining 

cats and dogs, wh. it fortunately did not do on Thursday, 
when there was a garden party at Marlboro' House. I was 
there for a moment, having been to a wedding, and then to 
a wedding festival-hard work;. but it is, sometimes, neces
sary to show oneself, or else the Daily News says I am dead,. 
or dying, wh. is the same. I am pretty well, but shd. be 
glad to hear that you were better. 

Garden parties in London are wells; full of dank air. Sir 
W. Gull tells me that if the great garden parties in future 
are held at Buckingham and Marlboro' House instead of 
Chiswick and so on, his practice will be doubled. 

Mterwards on Thursday, I dined with the Duke of-·-. 
I like to go, as a rule, to a house for the first time. I rarely 
go a second. I shall not dine with the Duke of -- again. 
The Duchess, attractive at the first glance, is not so when 
you sit next to her; an ordinary mind and a squalling voice. 
The claret, wh. Sir Gull [sic] orders me to drink, was poison. 
When I dine out now, I a111 at the mercy of .these criminal 
landlords. They shd. be punished like Signora- Tofana and 
the Marchioness of Brinvilliers. .!n Englishma:fi, incapable 
otherwise of a shabby action, will nevertheless order inferior 
claret at dinner, wh. is the only time at which a real gentle
man drinks_ wine. At Lord Northbrook's last Tuesday, the 
table claret was of the highest class; but then he is a Baring, 
and the sons of princely merchants look upon bad wine as a 
damnable heresy. The P. and Pss. of Wales dined there, 
but did not arrive until ! past 9 ! ! ! Too soon for supper, 
too late for the sublimer meal. . . . . _ . 

To Lady Bradford. 
2, WHITEHALL GARDENS, July 26.-... 'Gussie' has 

asked me to dine there on Sunday-to meet you. It is 
" 
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exactly four years ago-the Sunday before Goodwoo<t-,that 
I met-you dining at that very house. I shd. like much to 
have· celebrated that anniversary, tho' anniversaries are not 
much to my taste.· . • . · · 

July 28.-Not a momentr--and yet it is a farewell! How 
terrible it shd. be so perfunctory. I think of other ones-
and sigh ... :. "_ . . 

Four years ago ! It makes one very sad. I gave you 
feelings you could not return. It was not your fault: my 
flJ:te and my misfortune. . . · 
• I leave a dismayed Cabinet to encounter a stormy' Court; 
but have faith in my star. , · 

OsBORNE, July 29.:c-• , . Yesterday, almost the moment 
I arrived, I had to plant a tre~a pinsapo. P. Leopold 
haa to attend at the ceremony. He is clever. : . . Monty 
takes to him very much. Monty .had the honor of di:riing 
with the Queen~a strictly family circle. I sate next to 
Pss. Beatrice." They were all full of my visit to Zazel, whom . 
the· Pss. Beatrice had been promised she was to see. · ' You. 
also,' sd. the Queen, ' paid a visit to somebody else, the 
Gorilla.' 'Yes, Madatn, . there were ~hree sights; Zazel, 
Pongo, and myself.' And then I told her how we moved 
about as if. in a fair; 

T? Mrs. de Burgh. 
2, WmTEHALL GARDENS, Aug. 16, '77.-:--I ai:n grieyed I 

did not~ see you before you left town~but I·h~J,ve been very 
ill, and continue very ill, and am really quite incapable of 
walking upstairs-:-gout and bronchitis have ended in asthma, 

-the, horrors of wh. I have never contemplated or conceived. 
l have seen more thanone person die, but I don't think they 
suffered the oppression and despair, wh. I have Sometimes 
to encounter-and, sometimes,. ~ am obliged· to sit up all · 
night, and want of sleep at last breaks me down. 

Nothing but the critica,l state of affairs has kept me at 
my post, but if I die at it, I cannot desert it now .. · I have 
managed to attend every Cabinet, but I can't walk at present 
from Whitehall to Downing St., but am obliged to brougham 
even that step, wh. I once could ha:ye repeated fifty times 
.aday.... , · 

Beaconsfield had very wisely deprecated and: evaded 
discussions in Parliament about the possibilities qf future 
policy in the Near East. But, before separating for the 
recess the Cabinet had a general talk about the situation 
,-a talk which shows how Beaconsfield's policy was 
gaining ground with his colleagues. · 
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To Queen V f,ctoria. 
2, WHITEHALL G'n'Ns, Aug. 10, '77.-Lord :Beaconsfield 

with his humble duty to your Majesty. Assuming that 
affairs will not now be concluded in one campaign, imd that, · 
consequently, Ol1r policy has become more precise and decided, 
and that we cannot consent even to an occf!pation of Con

-stantinople, however definite and temporary the purpose, 
he has prevented discussions in Parliament.· Had they 
taken place, and ambiguous and uncertain language been 
used about 'the occupation,' it would have been supposed 
that your Majesty's Government was vacillating and infirm: 
had, on the contrary, our ultimate and real purpose been 
expressed, the Porte would have felt that we were already 
virtua.Ily her allies, and taking advantage· of our ·having 
committed ourselves, we shouJd have been unable to make 
those conditions, and use that influence, which it will be 
necessary to exact and exercise, in order to ·obtain a satis-
factory settlement. · · . 

The Cabinet to-day was solely busied with considering the 
Speech from the Throne: but they agreed to have a meeting 
before separation to decide upon what steps should be taken 
in the event, which it is hoped is now not probable, of a 
sudden recurrence to that dangerous position, which was 
threatened a fortnight ago, . and. that Constantinople might 
be endangered. It was also settled that, while Lord Derby 
and Lord Beaconsfield should remain in town, or in its im
mediate vicinity, the rest of the Cabinet must be prepared 
to reassemble frequently, and at a few hours' notice. 

Note on the Oahinet of l:5th August, '77 .. 

OsBORNE.-After settling the answer to the Austrian note, 
Mr. Secretary Cross said there was an important, and as he 
thought, an urgent question for the decision of his colleagues. 
The unexpected course of events had relieved us from an 
embarrassing position with respect to the occupation of • 
Constantinople by the Russians; but a similar state of affairs, 
as that from which we had been relieved; might recur, and 
in the separation of the Cabinet. The question was, What was 

· the Cabinet prepared to do; in the event of . the Russians 
again threatening to occupy Constantinople? Mr. Secretary 
Hardy, after a general pause, said he assumed that the 
Cabinet would act in the spirit they had previously decided 
on; that they would send up their fleet to Consta.p.tinople, 
and occupy all nec~sary positions. Lord Carnarvon asked, 
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. With or without the consent of the Sultan ? General assent, 
with such consent. Whereupon· Lord Carnarvon said ' that 
opened a large question-an alliance with Turkey, to which 

·he could not agree.' . 
Prim~ Minister said, the first question was to decide, 

whether we should penp.it the occupation of Constantinople 
with impunity by the Russians. The means of prevention 
must be considered afterwards, and the consent of theSultan, 
was only one of these means. All agreed, with the exception 
Gf Lord Carnarvon, that, if the tide .of affairs change_d and 
that the occupation py the Russians of Constantin()ple this 
year appeared to be ·on 'the cards, the Cabinet should meet 
immediately, and take_such_ steps as the exigency required, 
and of a similar character- as previously contemplated: Lord. 
Salisbury, however, did say; that he did not think the country 
was at present prepared 'to ally itself with Turkey. Prime 
Minister again observed,··' Sole question now to decide was, . 
Would we interfere if Russians again menaced Constanti
nople ~· There was no dissent except from Lord Carnarvon. -

After this, Prime Minister said, there was another, and not 
less important, question to decide; that was, assuming the' 
_Russians could not overcome Turkey in one campaign,, would 
England permit a second ~ This was a war of extermination: 

Irrespective of English interests concerned, he doubted 
whether .a system of strict neutrality should be maintained 
in a war avowedly; and practically, of extermination.· •He 

· did not wish to bind the Cabinet by an immediate decision, 
but his own opinion was strong-:that we, and Europe, 
ought not to· tolerate _another campaign. He. wished the 
Cabinet now to discuss, and eventually to consider, our policy 
under these circumstances, and he should propose, that 
when it was apparent; and avowed, that the first campaign 
could not be decisive, the Cabinet-should meet, and consider 
the course to be adopted to pre'vent a recurrence to arms in 
the spring. · · . 

There was much and general discussion on this matter, and 
a general, if not universal, opiniont that t}J_e British policy, 
under such circumstances, would be to prevent a second 
. campaign, . . . . . 

Lon;l Derby said we should reinember we had no allies. 
Prime Minister observed, that in his opinion no other ally 

than Turkey was required; that, .as for large armie·s, it was 
not for us to reconquer Bulgaria; that we were masters of 
the sea, and could send a British' force to Batoum,' march 
without difficulty through Armenia, and menace the Asiatic 
possessions of Russia. ' ·- · 

. , These views were favorably received. 
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In August an opportunity offered for one of those 
private negotiations outside the usual Fore·gn Office 
channels on which Beaconsfield throughout his life was 
disposed to place a somewhat excessive reliance. Colonel 
Frederick Arthur Wellesley, son of the first Earl Cowley, 
who was British military attache in Russia, came to 
England from the Tsar's headquarters with personal 
assurances for the Queen and British Government from 
Alexander of the purity of his motives and the innocence 
of his intentions. His sole ob]ect was the· amelioration 
of the lot of the Christians in Turkey; he had no thought 
of annexaMon save perhaps in Bessarabia and possibly 
in Asia Minor; a temporary occupation of Bulgaria. 
would be inevitable, but he would only occupy Con- · 
stantinople if such a step was rendered necessary by the 
march of events; he would in no wise menace British 
interests, either there or in Egypt, the Suez Canal,· or 
Ifldia. Beaconsfield saw his chance of direct .communi
cation, and determined that Wellesley should carry back 
more than the official reply. In that document, he 
told him, it would, of course, not be possible to make 
use of language which could in any way be interpreted· 
as a threat; and consequently it would necessarily be of 
a somewhat formal character, couched of course in 
conciliatory terms. He added, however, that Wellesley, 
having been made acquainted with the opinions both 
of the Queen and of the Prime Minister, would be in 
a position to explain to the: Emperor the actual po~icy 
of Great Britain. Both Queen and Minister sincerely 
desired the re-establishment of peace, and woUld wel~ome 
any arrangement tliat would conclude the war that year 
in a manner honourable and satisfactory to Russia At 
the same time they feared that the neutrality of England 
could not be maintained, if the war were not sbon 
terminated; but that, if there were a second campaign, 
England must necessarily take her place as a belligerent. 
'This,' said Beaconsfield, 'is the policy of Great Britain; 
and as you have been told so both by the Queen and 
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by myself, you ar~ at liberty. to put the case clearly 
to the Emp~ror in the manner you consider the most 
advisable.' He charged Wellesley,.further, to impress on 
His Majesty's mind the perfect harmony of opinion 
existing between Queen and. Minister, and the strength 
of the ~eaconsfield Government. · 

.On August 17 Wellesley suppli~d Corry with a me~o-
randum explaining how he conceived his mission. · 

. Memorandum by Ool. the Bon. F. A. Wellesley. 

The subjeet of the correspondence arid conversatioris which 
·have passed between the Queen, Lord Beaconsfield, and Col. 
Wellesley, to be considered secret and on no account to be 
mentioned at the Foreign Office. , . 

Col. Wellesley is the bearer of an answer from Her Majesty's 
Government which he will communicate officially to the 
Emperor. Although Col. Wellesley has no orders from Lor<! 
Beaconsfield to make any f~ther statement to His Majesty, 
it is .thought advisable in the interests of Russia as well as 
of England,. that the Emperor be ·informed with regard to 
the future attitude of this country under certain contingencies . 
. His Lordship has therefore communicated to Col. Wellesley 

his views and intentions, which coincide entirely with those 
of the Queen, and which it is left to Col. Wellesley's discretion 
to'-make known to the Emperor,. should a fav0rable oppor-
tunity present itself. .. · . . · .. 

The policy' of the Government is as follows: · 
The Queen and H.M. Government have a sincere desire 

to see the speedy re-establishment of peace on terms honorable 
to Russia and would be glad .to contribute to such a result; 
should, however, the war be prolonged and a second campaign 
undertaken, the neutrality of England could not be maintained 

" and she would take her part as a· belligerent: · · · 
'· . Inbringing.the above facts to the knowledge of the Emperor: 

it is most important that Col. Wellesley should disabuse HiR 
Majesty's mind of certain misconceptions which could only 
lead to a false appreciation of the actual state of affairs. 
- It has been stated that there are dissensions in the Cabinet 
which would prevent active interveiitien on the part of 
England~ This isentirely false. The Cabinet is led by one 
mind .and has the entire support of th~ Sovereign. .. . 

There exists perfect harmony .of opinion between the Queen 
and Lord Beaconsfield respecting the foreign p-olicy of. the 
comitry. The Governinent'is as strong as ever; and possesses 
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the confidence of the people; which is proved by the present 
tranquil attitude of tl;le public, who are convinced that the 
interests of England are safe in their hands. , ·· 

It must not be thought that the policy of Lord Beaconsfield 
is one of hostility to Russia, and it might fairly be asked 
who has proved himself the greatest friend of Russia, Prince 
Bismarck or Lord Beaconsfield; the Chancellor who has done 
all in his power to urge Russia to Un.dertake this disastrous 
war, or the Prime Minister who has endeavoured to save her 
froni it~ 

It is commonly supposed in Russia that the mind of the 
-English public is poisoned against Russia by Lord Beacons
field, and that B;is Lordship is responsible for the present 
relations which exist between the two countries. Col. 
Wellesley is in a position to deny these statements, and 
to show that on the contrary it is Lord Beaconsfield who 
has recently discouraged discussions in Parliament with a 
view to avoiding the possibility of leading Turkey to believe 
that sooner or later· England may be on her side, a belief 
which would no doubt have been created had the Govern
ment been compelled to make a distinct statement with 
regard to their future policy. . ' 

A private letter from Lord Beaconsfield. to the Queen, 
which Her Majesty showed Col. Wellesley, proved that Lord 
Beaconsfield. has checked Parliamentary discussion as well 
as anti-Russian public meetings with the object of avoiding 
all encouragement to Turkey.. / · 

However much Lord Beaoonsfield may desire peace he is · 
equally determined to uphold the honor and defend the 
interests of England, and Russia should not indulge in any 
erroneous impressions as to the weakness or vacillation of .. 
the British Government, which, Colonel Wellesley knows, 
enjoys the support of the Sovereign and the confidence of the 
nation. · · · 

Col. Wellesley should not fail to point out to the Emperor 
that the influence of the English Government at Constanti
nople is not by any means such as His Majesty appears to 
think, and that as a matter of fact the influence which Mr. 
Layard can bring to bear on the Porte is far more personal 
than official. . 

Col. Wellesley has had the exceptional advantage of two 
interviews with the Queen as well as frequent conversations 
with the Prime Minister, which has enabled him to obtain the 
most correct information with regard to the policy of England; 
and he is authorised, i£ necessary, to make use of the name of 
the Queen and that o£ Lord Beaconsfield in making this 
confidential,communication to the Emperor of Russia. 
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wellesley carried out . :his mission with skill and tact. 
The Emperor, far from showing annoyance, expressed 
his. thanks for the frankness with which he had bee~ 
treated; and there can be little ·dopbt tha~ the vigour. 
with· .which he prosecuted the war during the autumn 

.. a~d • winter of 1877--:-8 was partly due to his knowledge 
that a second campa:gi:J. would involve too much risk. 

It was a questionabie proceeding, no doubt, to send 
a message of this character to the Ts~r behind the back 
of the Foreign Minister, and to intimate as the fixed 
resolution of the ,British Government a policy which had 

-· indeed . the firm support of the. Queen and the Prime 
Minister, but which had been ol).ly outlined to the Cabinet 
without being even 4efinitely offered for their acceptance. 
The situation, however, was abnormal, and gave much· 

, excuse for abnormal . treatment. There were British 
Interests of great importance threatened by a victorious 
Russian .advance and by the Pan-Slavonic feeling in 
Russia '\fhich victory would enhance; and Parliament 
and_the country expected that those interests ·would be 
respected. But the ~:mly security we had was the assur
ance of a . Government whicl;t bad for years allowed the 
pwssure of circumstances and of-popular feeling to over
ride and annul its assurances; and it was obvious to 
Beaconsfield that the .binding value of this p~rticular 

• assurance would depend on our ability to convihce the 
Russian Government that in . the last resort England 
would fight. In the last resort he was resolved to fight; 
so wa.; the Queen; and so, he believed, when the moment 

• ~ame, would the country b~. But Derby's attitude and 
language, . and the attit~de and language of others of 
their .colleagues, conveyed quite a different impression. 
The Queen wrote to Beaconsfield on August · 1, urging 
strongly once more ' the importance of the Tsar knowing 
that we will not let him have Constantinople. Lord 
Derby,' Her Majesty continued, ' most likely says 
the ·reverse, right and left, and Ru~sia goes on! It 
maddens the Queen to feel that all our efforts are 

' .~' 
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being destroyed by the Ministers who· ollg~t to carry 
them out. The Queen must say that she can't stand 
it!' Moreover, Gladstone's agitation was still powerful 
in the country, encouraging Russia to believe"that in 
her invasion of Turkey she would always have the' sym
pathy, and never the resistance, of the Britis~ people. 
Beaconsfield might know his own mind; he might feel 
sure that, when the time came, he could dominate, or 
dispense with, his _co'leagues, and rally the country 
round him; but how was he to bring this home to' the · 
Tsar and the Russian Government thi-ough the ordina!y 

. Foreign Office channels ? And for- obvious reasons he ... 
was anxious to secure Derby's services down to the 
latest,possible moment. . 

Beaconsfield spent the last half of August and the 
whole of September at Hughenden. . He told Lady 
Bradford that he could not pay any country-house visits. 
'.The truth is that this place is now the headg_uarters' 
of the Government, and I can't be away for :nicire than 
an hour or two even if I wished. . It rains telegrams 
morn, noon, and night, and Balmoral is really ceaseless. 
If I were not here, I must be at Whitehall.' From his 
Bucks home he watched with satisfaction the growing 
reaction throughout the country against the pro-Russian 
agitation; a reaction stimulated alike by the unpatriotic 
excesses of the agitators, and by the vigorous resistance 
which Plevna under Osman Pasha continued month after 
month to-offer to the Russian. advance. He was anxious· to 
make Derby realise the significance of this development.' • 

To Lord Derby. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. l, 1877.-I observe you have 

to go to some meeting in your county. I suppose it will be 
necessary to say something on public affairs, though silence 
is golden. . . 

Let me impress ~pon you not to mistake the feeling of this 
country. It is for peace, but it is, every day, getting more 
Turkish. 

It is for peace 'because it has confidence in our policy-
i.e.,. peace with British interests all safe. . · 

u. 34 . 
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~But we know this is a mere delusion, and that, had it not 
. been for our good luck, British interests would not have 

been -~afe, the Russians would virtually have been at Con-· 
stanti:iiople, and Her Majesty's Government nowhere. _. 

Opinion is getting more pro-Tu,rkish every day, because ' 
the' ·cd'imtry recognises that the Turks have the vigor and 
the· resources and the national spirit which entitle them to 
rank and to remain among the sovereign Powers of the 
world, and that there is no clear evidence tha.t a ,better 
Government than· the Ottoman can be established 'in the 
regions in question. · 

There .is also to be noted that there is a deep feeling of
_ discontent growing up about Servia. Its interference in the 
C war· would be greatly resented here, and I doubt whether, it 

will be· considered that we have denounced such a step Wit_h~ 
sufficient strength and earnestness. _ _ · ., 

It is to Russia .and to Austria that we ought to have ad- · 
dressed ourselves, and to· have warned those Powers that if 
they wish to preserve the neutrality of England; they must 
be careful in this. matter. · · 

\ The feeling is, that our honor is conceri1ed in the issue-: 
and I cannot say I think the feeling unfounded. -~ 

Pardon ·these rough hints. _ , _ _ _ ~ '"· 
Sept. 13.-I have reopened your box, to say that I nave" 

received your letter and· entirely approve of your projected 
appointments. It will_ be a great thing to have got rid · 

~ of. Harris and Buchanan. I wish_ we could get rid of the --
'~hole lot. They seem -to me to be ·quite useless.- It is 
·difficult to control events, but none of them try to, I think 
· Odo ,~ussell the worst of all. Re contents himself,,with 

(:reporting allBismarck'8cynical bravadoes, which he eyidently 
-,Jistemi ·to in an ecstasy of SJ:Cophantic ~onder: "" : . _ 

·'· ~ _\Vhy does not he try to m:fluence ~1smarck, as the. Prmce 
~. controls him 1 Why does not he Impress upon B1s., for 

_ •instance, that if Germany and Austria police Poland, in order 
~--- ..,. that Russia should add 50,000 men to her legions, England 

will look upon that as a gross breach of neutrality 1 
: · Why does he not · confidentia;Hy <i~press upon Bismarck, 
that Turkey has shown siich vigor""'and resource, that she has 
established her place among the sovereign Pqwers of Europe, . 
;tnd that if they continue to play their .dark game of partition 
they must come in collision with Engla~d,_ who will not permit 
the breaking up of theOtto~an Empire? 
- As for .the argument- that B;u~siari compensation is to 
be· found in Armenia and so on, an English Army, 40,000 
men, with the Blac:K Se;t and Batouin at our ~?mmand, could . 
march to Tifiis. ·, '. - .. 

< 
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We want no allies. We are not going to fight in Bulgaria_. -
The situation is niuch the same as wbm Wellington went·to 
·the Peninsula, except that a Turk as a soldier is wor.th 20 
Spaniards. What allies had we then ? 

The private correspondence of this month of September 
is of much and varied interest. 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuaHENDEN MANOR, Sept, 6.-'--... I heard froni Mr. 
_Layard to-day. His date is Aug. 29, and much has happeJ?.ed, . 
. and is perhaps happening, since then. He seems to have 
co!fipletely re-established our influence at Constantinople, 
and to have entirely gained the Sultan's confidence, whom 
he continually represents to me as one of the most amiable 
men he ever knew; with nothing hut good impulses. One 
result of the influence of Mr. Layard is that he has got rid 
of all the Ministers who were jealous of for-eigners and so 
deprived the Sultan: of the services of many distinguished · 
English officers, now all employed ; Baker Pasha· am_ong 
others. ' 

Do not mention: this letter of Mr. La yard, as ours is a 
' secret ' correspondence. 

· I am almost thinking of perpetrating a sort of atrocity 
here, and massacring the peacocks. They make a sorry . 

. show at. this time of the year, with[ou]t their purple trains; a' 
' 'ragged regiment' on the terrace every morning, and.all the 
., flower-beds full of their moulting plumage, rarely with an 

Argus eye. · · . · 
Perhaps you remember the church here. I was obliged, 

when I arrived, to ha:ve the pony chi!'ir to take me home-•. 
so slight a steep. Now, I can walk back. . ~ · · 

Sept. 8.-. . . Windermere you had l).Ot seen of late; arid 
it is redolent of romance, and poetry in its brightest form: 
romance of feeling I know from experience, ~or I recall my 
hours there with a sweet delight. But how~you can every 
year repeat the dull monotonies of Longshaw and the con
ventional ceremonies of Sandbeck, I confess, astounds me; 
but I suppose miserable necessity binds you in its iron chain, 
and what is inevitable becomes, in a certain degree, natural. 
Yet life is very short, and to spen:d so much in the monotony 
of organised platitude is severe. . . . 

Sept. 24.-. . . Pray give Lad do 1 a kiss for me, and try to · 
see if he really remembers me. I like alwa.ys experiments 

1 Lady Bradford's grand3on, now the Earl of Bradford. 
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on dawning intellect arid memory. . You must not give him 
the slightest 'clue,- or, any leading question. Talk about. 
whips; ask, if he like them; whether he ever had any_? and 
so on. If he remembers me really, give hini two kisses; and, 
if he forget me, give him one. . . . 

Befit. 29.-The Hardy visit was satisfactory::-:-very. The 
Cabinet is summoned for Friday next; and after that we shall 

· . know better where we all are: but Idon't think the state.-of 
affairs is dark. The only drawback is my health. I really 
don't see how I can meet Parlt. unless some change ·takes 
place. • It wd: be impossi_ble for me to address a public 
assembly. There is no one to consult. Gull, in whom I 
have little confidence, is still far away, and Dr. Kidd, whom. 
all my friends wish me to consult;· and who, of course, like 
all untried men, is a magician, won't be in town till the middle 
of Octr., and is.such a. swell that, I helieve, he only reeeives, 
and does not pay, visits--:-eonvenient for a ~ime Minister! 

I can't conceive at my time of life miracles cari be per· 
formed: still op.e must cling to hope, orr ather patience, wh., 
as Horace Walpole says, is a good substitute fop hope-when 
youare 70. _ 

I did very well when I came down here, drank port wine, 
. seemed·. to get quite strong, and got free of all bronchial 
distress-: but after 3 weeks they [sic] reappeared in the aggra- , 
vated form of astlima, ;tnd this destroys my nights and makes 
me consequently shattered in the day. · 

I think . of going to BrightoJ1, but dread the hardships of 
hote}lile, where they give you. only one sitting-room, and alL ~ 
your papers are moved; even when you eat an egg, or a slice t 
of dried toast. I must have a sitting-room for myself; and ' 
they tell me it is not to be got. ·We liv,e, I know, in more 
barbarous ages than we imagine; but this seems impossible ! 

It is, at this moment, difficult, almost out of mortal power; 
~o retire from public life: and so far as Cabinets, and corre
$pondence, and all that, are concerned, one can yet manage, 
and it all falls, and rightly, on me; but when it comes to 
speaking in pliblic,/(me niust.have the physical ability, wh. 

·I entirely lack-and have no chance. of.remedy, except sea 
air, or change of s9ene, or other commonplaces, in wh. really 

· I don't in-the least believe .... 
Oct. 3,-.,.--Here is Robinson Crusoe on his island-with[ou]t 

even a parrot, only a peacock, What can· he tell you, what 
, say? Nothing, nothing;· froi:n Dan to· Beersheba, all is 

barren. I really, literally, have not. opened. my mouth for 
t'Yo days, and shall not probably till Monty arrive at 6 o'ck 
~if then he do arrive. . . . . · . 

What you. say about Gladstone is most just. What rest-
. • • • • - • I ~ 
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lessness ! What vanity ! And. what unhappiness must be 
his! Easy to say he is mad. It looks like it. My theory 
about him is unchanged: a ceaseless Tartuffe from the begin
ning. That sort of man· does not get mad at 70. 

His vanitas vanvtatum is to be a literary. character, like 
. Cardinal Richelieu, who was a great statesman, but never 
·content unless he was writing a tragedy, sure to be applauded 
by his parasites. Now, there is not a form of literature wh. 
this man is not attempting, except a work of fiction-the 
test of all talents-for the greatest books are works of fiction, 
and the worst; as for instance Don Quixote, Gil Blas, Wilhelm 
Meister-and Mrs. [sic] Braddon, and the endless fry who 

, imitate even her. 
Gladstone, like Ri~helieu, can't write. Nothing can be 

more unmusical, more involved, or more uncouth than all his 
scribblement; he· has~ not produced a page wh. you can put 
on yr. library shelves. . . . -

Beaconsfield utilised the ·lull produced by the heroic 
resistance of Plevna for a ·further endeavour to bring 
his colleagues into line, and to J:reep them steadf~st · in 
upholding the national cause. The Queen used all her 
influence in the same direction. 

From Queen Victoria. 
' '. 

BALMORAL, Sept. 26, 1877.---,-. . . The Queen will not fail 
to speak fully and strongly to the Chancellor. She has done 
so to Mr. Cross, who shares her views respecting a 2nd cam
paign and Constantinople. She is glad to hear that Lord 
Beaconsfield is going to have Mr. Hardy at Hughenden, and 
to prepare for eventualities. She trusts, however, that he 
will also see Sir S. Northcote. He may be a little nervous· 
(he has had a terribly trying session) and disinclined for 
action, but he is sure to see things in the right light, if Lord .. 
Beaconsfield explains everything to him. She cannot over
rate the importance of complete confidence between himself 
and the Leader of the House of Comnions. If Lord Beacons
field does not tell him anything before he learns it in the 
Cabinet, she fears he may feel hurt and discouraged, for he 
it is, who must defend and explain the foreign policy in the 
House of Commons. Lord Beaconsfield has so often asked 
her to give her opinion, that she trusts he will excuse her 
from mentioning what she thinks of sucl;l importance. 

How well everything worked when Lord Beaconsfield acted 
as Leader in, the House of Commons, and enj_oyed the com-
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plete confidence of Lord Derby! It is so important that the 
Cabinet should present a united front, ,which· she trusts and 
thinks it-will (except in one or two instances), that the Queen 
has spoken out thus strongly and feels -sure Lord· Beaconsfield 
will appreciate it. · ~ 

As the letters we have quoted show, Beacolli!field 
summoned Hardy, perhaps the one of his 'colleagues 
whose point of view most nearly coincided with his 
own, to a conference at Hughenden; and·then, when 
agreement was obtained, he convened the · Cabinet, " 
writing a special appeal at least tO Derby and to Salis
bury. He urged the form:er, as ·:Foreign Secretary, to 

·take the lead in an active policy; but he urged in vain. 
"\ ~ - .. . . 

Xo Lord 'Derby. 

HuaHENDEN "MANOR, Sept, 28,- '77.-I have summoned the. · 
Cabinet for next Friday. , 

I wish to place before it this proposal: . 
It being of the utmost importance that· there should not 

be a second campaign, the only· object of which would be the 
sejzure of Constantinople, it is proposed that Her Majesty:s 
Ambassador should sound the Porte as to the terms of peace 
it is prepared to offer. _, _ · _· 
--.,If they include the settlement o£ Bulgaria on the basis of 

the Protocol of London, and the restoration to _Russia of the 
portion of Bessarl),bia, forfeited by the Treaty of Paris, it t:. 
would seem that the honor of Russia would be sufficiently 
vindicated. . · 

It is assumed, that the Porte would agree to these, or any 
other reasonable terms, provided England, if enipowered, as 
mediator, to make them to Russia, and they being rejected 
by that_ Power, would assure the Porte, that, under such 
circumstances, -we should depart from our present position 
of neutrality, and in£()rm ·Russia, that, if Constantinople be 
menaced, England would afford material assistance to Turkey 
to prevent its seizure. · . · · 

This is a clear and precise policy; it gets us out of all the 
embarrassing distinctions between temporl),ry and permanent 
oooupation, which harassed, and nearly humiliated, us last 
session; a~d, if rejected oy Russia, would put her more in 
the wrong in the ey.es of Europe, while it \Vould place H.M. 
Government in -an honorable, an intelligible, . and popular 
position. 
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What I should like most is, that the proposal should be 
made by yoursel£-the natural organ of the Government on 
these high matters; and it will be a source of the highest 
satisfaction to me, if, on reflection, you will comply with my 
wishes. · · 

From Lord Derby. 
KNowsLEY, PRESCOT, Sept .. 29, '77.-I ain not sorry that 

you mean to call the Cabinet; both for the sake of the effect 
out _of doors, and also because after two months, or rtearly 
that time, it is well to compare notes. 

There can be no harm in trying to find out what terms of 
peace the Turks would accept, when once the campaign of 
this year is over. I doubt whether they would give any 
opinion now, as they may still hope for successes that will 
alter their posi.tion. 

I am not prepared to support the proposal which you 
suggest, still less to put it forward; but a preliminary dis
cussion will be ofuse as showing how far, and on what points, 
there is likely to be agreement among us as to ·the course 
which we ought to take. · 

The Cabinet was held on October 5, and Beaconsfield 
found a general support for his views from Cairns, Hardy, 
:J¥Ianners, Beach; and Richmond, and not so much oppo
sition as he had feared from Derby and Salisbury. 

To Queen Victoria . . 
(Cypher Telegram.) IO, DoWNING ST., Oct. 5, '77.-The 

Cabinet on the whole seemed indisposed to. mix' up the ques
tion of mediation with anything like a threat, but with the 
exception of Lord C. there seemed a general concurrence of 
opinion, that at the close of the campaign .a formal, tho', if · 
required, a secret. engagement should b~ obtained from 
Russia, that she would not occupy that capital, while at the 
same' time we should offer to Russia our offices oo obtain 
favorable terms of peace from the other belligerent. 

If she refuse~ this eng~gement, then we must open Parlia
ment with a vote of men and money. . . . 

Secret. Oct. 6.-. . . Lord Beaconsfield is not, in any way, 
dissatisfied or disappointed by the Cabinet ofyesterday. On 
the contrary, he looks forward with confidence to accom~ 
plishing, in due season, all your Majesty's wishes, which he 
himsel£ entirely approves and sanctions, and so does the 
.very large majority of the n\Lbinet. It was generally felt 
and naturally, that it was impossible to take any- active step 
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in the prosecution of the· proposal while the campaign was 
not concluded, as a simple military event might· disturb all 
the calculations on either side. . · · · 

Lord Beaconsfield . was · prepared for this objection, but 
was of opinion, that even a hypothetical discussion on the 
subject was prefer'able to prolonged silence ;tnd inertness. 
No inconsiderable effect was also produced by the intimation 
of Lord Derby, that he had hn,d a confidential conversation 
with .Count'Schouvaloff at .;Knowsley, the upshot of which 
was, that His Excelhincy would n_ot be surprised if, in the 
course of the winter, both belligerents might-appeal tp Great 
Britain. Lord Derby, who had beeri very cold, and evidently 
offended, in his previous corresponderwe with Lord Bea<Jons-. 
field, -spoke in the Cabinet with .moderation, . a due deference 
to th~ views of pthers1- and in a view highly c'onciliatory . 

. Lord Salisbury was rather sharp, but made immense 
admissions towards the end of. the discussion, of which the 
Lord Chancellor; who is a tower of strength to Lord-Beacons
field both for his intelligence and fidelity, ~inade great use, 
and prepared the way for the decision of the next Cabinet 
on the subject. 

Lord Carnarvon said little, but they were the words of a 
weak enthusiast dreaming over the celebration 0f High Mass 
in St. Sophia. . ' . . 

Lord Beaconsfield thanks very much yorir .,Majesty for 
your Majesty's kind enquiry as to himself. · He cannot give 
a ve:y brilliant bulletin of his condition, as he has had so;me 
relapse of late. It. was Unreasonable to expect that years 
of illness should be suddenly cured, but. man is \ln'reasona.ble, 
and, were he not, life would probably be intolerable.. Lord .·· 
Beaconsfield is going to Brighton. tocday to .escape .the fall 
of the leaf in his own bowers. All he aspires to; is to secure 
sufficient health to be able to see your Majesty conclude 
your Majesty's present arduous labors and anxieties with 
honor and glory; and he shall then be quite content to say 
'Nunc dimittis.' The crisis is ·one that requires ·unceasing 

. thought and vigilance, aJ).d his attribute~, in t:hese respects, 
are: not what they were, but so long as your Majesty has 
confidence in· him, and assists him,. as your Majesty has, 
throughout these great affairs, with your Majesty's counsel 
and active influence and support, the labor is.most interesting, 
and even. delightful. He heard from more than·. one of .. his 
colleagues, with ·much satisfaction, that. your Majesty was 
looking so well, and fall of spirit and energy.. Your M11jesty's 
demeanor has . a beneficial effect on a. timid or· hesitating 
Minister, tho' that is. not :the character of any, WllO have· 
had the honor of being your Majesty's guests. · · 
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Bea9onsfield spent three weeks at Brighton-' a tree
less,' or ' a leafless Capua,' as he called it. He arrived 
on a SatUrday, and on the front on the Sunday met an 
unexpected but not unwelcome acquaintance, the Russian 
Ambassador. He gave Lady Bradford a humorous 
account of the scene. ' Yesterday on the Prado, Schou. 
rushed up to me, full of overflowing affection, but doubt
ful how he wd be received. Of cou~se I returned all 
his .effusion and took his arm (Monty having my other 
and Deym1 hanging about Monty). The world seemed 
astonished by the spectacle and no doubt it has been 
telegraphed over Europe-and, even Asia. Schou. wd. 
see me to my hotel door, and asked leave to call on {ue, 
etc., etc. Not the slightest allusion was made to public 
affairs.' But Schouvaloff came on the Tuesday for a 
political talk, and Beaconsfield gave the Queen a most 
interesting report of what was said. It will be. seen that 
by this time the British Government had been informed 
that Austria had bound herself to Russia. · 

To Queen Victoria. 

Secret. BRIGHTON; Oct. 10, '77.-. . . Count Schouvaioff 
called on me yesterday, at his desire, and 'to talk together 
like two private gentlemen, who are friends, and in the utmost 
confidence on public affairs,' which seemed to him 'dark.' 

He called at one o'clock and stayed exactly. one hour. 
With the exception, at the right moment, of a remark or two 
of mine respecting Sir Henry Havelock (having received your 
Majesty's cypher anent that morning) and once my strongly 
expressed .opinion, that if, there were a second campaign,- it 
would be impossible for England to continue her state of 
neutrality, His Excellency occupied the whole time-about 
55 minutes out of 60. He said, ' I -have nothing to do; 
nothing can be done. Diplomacy has ceased. ··The position 
()f Gortchakoff at Bucharest is humiliating. Nobody writes 
to him, nobody notices him. He -says himself, " I -am 
shelved." This combination of the three Imperial Courts 
was an invention of Prince Bismarck. You know what a 
state we find ourselves [in]; Austria is dying for peace, but 
Bismarck, who does nothing, and suffers nothing, is complete 

1 Austrian Ambassador. 
u. 34* 
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master, Andrassy only his Viceroy; and Russia and ~ustria 
are moved about by him like pieces at chess.' , . 

He insisted, notwithstanding the assurance given by Count 
Andrassy to Lord Derby, thro' Buchanan and Beust, to the 
contrary, that there was a secret convention between Russia -
-and Austria. · He had seen it, He had been severely called 
to account, on his last, fruitless visit to St. Petersburg, for 
having ' let the cat out of the bag;' as it was agreed that it 

- should be kept a secret from Beust. Schouvaloff defended 
himself on the ground that it was' only by such a communica
tion he could induce tlie . English Government to act with 
energy on Turkey. He thought there would not be, what_ 
was called, a second campaign; th.at they '\VOuld continue the 
present one; that something might occur in thelate autumn, 
or .the early winter, which might afford an' opening. ' Mu9h 
depended on the -Emperor, who tak~ sudden resolves . 

. Russian Government has credit: always for. deep designs: 
which sometimes helps theni; but in truth very often, perhaps 
generally, it is a "Government of capriqe," as all Govern
ments must be which depend' on the will of an individual 
surrounded by 2 or 3 hangers~on.' The EI;Uperor, startled 

' at the situation in· which ·he finds himself, inay take some 
sudden resolve. ·. When . Lord Beaconsfield, . apropos to a 
remark of the Count's, had very distinctly said, that .our 
neutrality must cease if the war continued, ·His Excellency 
said, that he had in the most. solemn and serious manner 
already impressed that upon the Emperor; .that the whole 
tendeney of affairs was to a war between Russia and England; 
that Bismarck desired it-:and for this among other reasons: 
the whole commerce of Ru.ssia, which is a commerce rriainly 
of exports, in the event of the Baltic ·and the. :Black Seas . 
being blockaded, must be carried on by the German railways; 
and the impulse to· business of Germany would be great. 
That impulse too was wanted. It would seem that Prince 
Gortchakoff arid Gen. Ignatieff are both ~n disgrace, tho' 
Count S. was reserved on these points .. It had been the 
common saying of. Ignatieff,. w:hen they were discussing the 
war at ;Liv:adia, that 'Turkey. has ·no soldiers.' The Em
peror, therefore, is a little surprised at the military reception 
that . has greeted him in Bulgaria. . These are some of the 

.. principal, but only a portion, of the singular. monologue of 
yesterday, _ Ld. ·Beaconsfield believes ·sincere and _straight
for:ward: a deliverance of a pent-up diplomatic spirit amid tlie 
.sounds and shocks of that war, which ha.s 'shelved? him. 0 0 0 

Lette;s to>Lady. Bradfo~d show the difficulties under 
_ whi(}h ~eaconsfield carried pn his work at .Br:ghton. 
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To Lady Bradford. 

[BRIGHTON], Oct. 11.-. . . Monty leaves ine ·.to-day,. and 
to my great annoyance. He certainly has been with me · 
a couple of months, but I certainly shd. not have come here, 
had I not understood he was to remain with me. One 
requires someone in this bustling, idle, place, ·to guard one 
from ' third parties ' who are ever ·attacking and invading 
you in every form. But what am I to do ~ He says he is 
ill: as Sir Charles Bagot wd. say~his old complaint. . . . 

It comes at a moment of great public anxiety, for I have 
no substitute for him. The other two are faithful, and able, 
and gentlemen; but I can't live with them, as I do with 
Monty: so I am obliged to have one of them down, every other 
.day, to clear the decks; and the telegraph and the messengers 
seem never to cease coming and going. • . . 

B., Oct. 13.-, .. Whenever Monty leaves me, having 
convinced himself that nothing can happen for a while, the . 
most pressing business always immediately prevails. It has 
happened remarkably. so this time .. Lord Tenter den comes 
down to me this afternoon, and. dines . Q.nd sleeps here. I 
have given him Monty's room, so he is my guest. Poor 
Algernon Tumor, who, unbidden, would come down out of 
pure devotion, and thinks it ' horrid ' that Monty has left 
me, is at the Bedford, and has to call in the morning ·for 
orders and all that. . . . 

Beaconsfield interrupted his sojourn at Brighton to 
pay a visit, for the second tim€, to the great Whig 
magnate, the Duke of Bedford,1 at Woburn Abbey. 
When announcing his intention to Lady Bradford, 
Beaconsfield had written: ' It is rather a bold step in the 
Duke of Bedford to have a Tory party at such a place; 
but I am to meet Derby there, and it looks like it. The 
world goes round.' But it was hardly a Tory party after 
all, as Derby was prevented from going by a bad cold, 
and, with the exception oLLady Derby, the: remainder 
of the guests had a distinctly Whiggish flavour. Beacons
field described the social aspect of the gathering in his 
letters to Lady Bradford, and its political value in a 
report to his Sovereig_n. ' 

1 The ninth Duke (Hastings"), who at tb.e time of the previous visit 
though be already occupied Woburn, had not succeeded to the title. Se~ 
p. 155. ' 
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. To Lady Bradford. 
'woBURN ABBEY, Oct. l7, 1877.-... Our party,, Ld. 

Lyons, the Odos, Lady Derby; Dean of Westminster, Henry 
Cowper, :Jowett, and ~he Jamily, Tavistocks and all. One 
of t:he daughters I like, Lady Ela. SJ:le is very good-loolring 
and intelligent. Lady Cowley· also here. . 

Arrived before six o'ck tea; glad to have it, as I was'cold 
and voiceless. Duke, whom I always like, l:l-nd who repeived · 
me with cordial ceremony, soon suggested that I might lik~ 
to go to my rooms, but I had not had.my tea, and did not 
want to be dismissed for two hours.. Still ;he hung about me, 
and, in due season, tho' once repulsed,: and tho' ,nobody else 

. was moving, he '.still ,harped upon my- daughter,' 'and would 
insist upon showing me to my room. }Lseems the State 
suite was prepared for me, wh: is>V'ery gorgeous, and he 
wisheq, I suppose, personally to witness the effect produced 

. upon his guest. I sleep in a goldep: bed, with a golden ceiling, 
and walls covered with masterpieces of modern art---:Landst(er, 
:Linton, Newton and Leslie, and,in the right place, the pictUre 
of the trial of Ld~ Russell by Hayter. Then I have a writing
room, not less magidficent, and th(tt opens into a third long 
gallery room, 'wher_e,' the Dulf:e said,.' you are to receive 
yr. Ambassadors,' they being, Isuppose, Odo and Lyons .... 

BN., Oct. 21.-... The visit to .Woburn was not so irk
some as I feared. . It was not too long-but I feel, every 
year more, that country-house visiting is very irksome: it is 
too conventionat, In this case, however, there was business 
to be done. . . . . . ·· 

To . Quee~ Victoria. 
2, WmTEHALL · G'n'Ns, ·oct . . 18,_ '77.-Lord ·Beaconsfield 

... has just returned'fro~ Woburn; and writes this betwee11 
the· two railroads, on his way to Brighton. The defeat of the 
Turks seems complete, anti is a disaster. Tho' a striking 
success, being ·in Asia,. 'it is feared it will not be considered 
by the Emperor as suffi.ciimt for a basis of negotiation: while, 
at the same time, it may revive the contemplated claim for 
Batoum, which it was impossible for Russia to urge, or. even 

.. mention, a week ago. .· . . . . . . . . 
Lord Beaconsfield .:h3,s had long conferences at Woburn 

with Lord Odo and Lord Lyons. They are both absolutely 
cowed by Prince Bismarck. Lord Lyons even· fears the 
Prince .coquetting with the Gambetta party, and promising 
Egypt to. France, as a compensation for .. Alsace and Lorraine. 
If there were any fear of that, of which we should no doubt 
.have advice in time, your Majesty niust ·occupy Egypt . 
. Prince Bismarck cannot be more formidable than the first 
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Napoleon. Then we were told we had no allies, which was 
quite true; nevertheless,· we were victorious:··· Lord Lyons 
sighs over the absence of our prestige. The best way, if it 
is lost. Pressed very hard,· Lord Odo admitted that Prince 
Bismarck would consent to peace, provided Russia. had 
obtained some signal success. He did not wish her to be too 
much humiliated. According to him, nothing is decided 
either at St. Petersburg or Vienna, without consulting the 
Prince. He is an autocrat. But Lord Odo thinks, under · 
no circumstances will he send G~man troops into Ti.Irkey, 
which the Emperor. of Germa11y wishes; public opinion in 
Germany is strongly against that, and against increased 
military expenditure generally. . 

The Duke of Bedford has had great havoc in his elm 
avenues rrom the storm, but 'at any rate, my house is not 
burnt down,' he adds. Since the Inveraraycahimity, he has 
had Shaw down, who told him that a single spark; and 
Woburn Abbey would burn like paper, not a scrap would 
remain. So they have an internal, and external, watchman 
at night. The Duke is a strange character. He enjoys his 
power and prosperity, and yet seems -to hold a lower opinion 
of human nati.Ire than~any man Lord Beaconsfield was ever 
acquainted with. He is a joyous cynic. · 

Box opened to say Lord Beaconsfield has seen Lord Derby, 
a cynic also, but not a ·joyous one. Lord Derby did not go 
to Woburn, as he had a cold so savage, that it incapacitates 
him for 'society.' He thinks the Asian victory, tho' probably 
very decided, will lead to no results, as it is too late in the 
year to campaign in Armenia. All depends now on Plevna., 
where the Russians are determined to: make a great effort; 
if defeated, the Asian victory will be forgotten, or altogether 
be a barren triumph; if successful, the Russians .will, he. 
thinks, open negotiations, or cause th~m to be opened directly. 
Does not foresee any great difficulties about territory, and 
feels convinced that Constantinople is in no danger, but 
anticipates difficulties, and vast difficulties, as to theGovern
ment of Bulgaria. The Porte .will not, a:n.d cannot be ex
pected to, give up the military and civil supremacy of that 
province. He was mild, moderate, .and conciliatory. What 
he will be in the November Cabinet, remains to be seen. 

Your Majesty must pardon the'se rough lines. They are, 
as it were; from your Majesty's 'own correspondent,' and 
written, as it were, in the saddle. · 

The victory of the Russians in 4rmenia added to the 
depression felt by Beaconsfield in c.onsequence of his 
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total inability tq rally in Brighton air. He ended his 
seaside sojourn in very low spirits:. 

To Lady Bradford. 

B[RIGHTON], Oct. 23.-. ·. ~ I am very m: . If :r could 
only face the scene wh. would. occpr at headquarters if I 
resigned, !•would do so at once; but I riever cd: bear scenes, 
and have no pluck for the occasion. . . 

, , Schou. called on me on ~aty. afternoon (late) arid stayed 
a long while~ I kli.ew he caine to talk about the victory, and 
I was resolved not to help him, so he was obliged to break it 
at last. ·. · · . 
. He was 'candid,; as usual, Brit not 'gay': evident.ly 

depressed. .He said it was a decided _ victory: the only real 
battle since the war (no·t true;:· for 2nd ·Plevna was a real 
battle and a great one)i·' but it was not in the right place.' 
' The Danube must decide the COUrSe 'of events, and he feared 
~hat h~s countrymen had alreadybeeri~epttlsed again~atPlevna.' 
This turned out to be true: 'but I think his depression was 
occasioned by something·more 'serious than a military defeat. 
He knew then, what I only knew last·nigbt, that the collapse 
of the Russian army is complete.: They" acknowledge to have 
lost (dead) 50,000 in war; but they have 20,000 in nominal 
hospitals at Plevna, hou8ed !n ·worse ~han pigsties, and · 
perhaps 30,000 on the Lom and· Shipka: all these will die. 
The Imperial Guard, just arrived, in ~a horrid state. Half 
their horses are' already dead. The only 'fodder prepared for 
them being compressed hay, 'Yh .. was damp, or in a state 
of effervescence, and th~ horses won't t.ouch · it. Literally 
half the horses that ·first arrived, dead! Our informant 
seems to think that, instead'ofa·winter·campaign in Bulgaria, 
we· m~y perhaps look out for a·' re~reat-from-Moscow cata
strophe.' And all this is cor10eaied from the Emperor and 
the Russian nation~the only two influences that oould bring 
about peace.' 0 • ' ' ' • • ' • ' • • • 

The people h6re are asking me to dinner, wh, i~ pestiferous. 
I· send their invitations up t.o:town, to be answered by Mr; 
Algetnori. Tillrior._ I hope this will si~ke11 them. : .. 

Oct. 25.-. . . I speak the truth ;to you on ,some matters, 
tho' I- _may not, on such; to others. When I say I am ill, 

,Jrneari it. I leave this plac~, wh:I -do ·on 29th, in'nodegree 
better, as regards the main. and only suffering-asthma. 

· I am now inhaling, night apd_ 4ay; a last desperate effort; 
and futile. · · · .. . · ' · : · · 
·It is quite'impossible I can·'go ori.; becall!'e the Constitution 
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of this country is a Parliamen[tar]y Govt.-' c'est un gouverne
ment qui parle.' I can't lead a House of Pt., even H. of L., 
witht. a voice-witht. health. · And Lord Mayor's Day, when 
my words may govern the world, what am I to do~ H it 
were not for the Faery, I certainly wd. at once retire, but 
I wait her return before it is broached. · 

· On his way. back to London he paid a two days' visit 
to Lord Abergavenny at Eridge. There he met, and 
did ' some good business ' with, Cairns and Ha1;dy. He 
also tells Lady Bradford: ' I was shown the tree 'I· planted 
in'68, with an inscription: "Prime Min1ster, etc." Now 
this morning I have planted another tree, which I shall 
not see after another nine years.' He did not go to 
Whitehall Gardens, but to the official residence in 
Downing Street, 'to avoid,' he told Lady Bradford, 'my 
terrible steep Whitehall stairs, which L cannot manage.' 
For the remainder of his Premiership he lived, when in 

. London, at 10, Downing Street. He had the November 
Cabinets before him, and the Lord Mayor's . banquet. ·' 
'I have not accepted the Lord Mayor's dinner yet,' he 
told Corry on October 28, ' for I shrink from· an oc.casion · 
which will be like a. roarer entering for the Derby. And 
yet if I don't go, I shall feel dishonored.' Happily he 
at last found a physician, Dr. Kidd, who seemed to 
understand his case, who patched him up for the Guild
hall banquet, and who afforded him some prospect of 

"inore than temporary relief. 

To Lady Bradford. 

. H), DowNING STREET, Nov. 1.-... To-day I saw Dr. 
Kidd, who cured the Ld. Chancellor. I like him much. He 
examined me as if I were a recruit--but reports no organic 
deficiency. My complaint is bronchial asthma, more dis
tressing than bronchitis, but curable, wh. bronchitis is not, 
and I am to be cured-and very soon ! 1 · _ 

This is a ray of hope, and I trust I may get to the Lord 
Mayor's dinl!-er, for if I do not Europe will be alarmed, · 

1 Dr. Kidd also diagnosed Bright's disease, which gave him great trouble; 
as Beaconsfield would take no exercise save a slow saunter. See· article by 
Dr. Kidd in Nineteenth Century for July, 1889, 'The last illness of Lord 
Beaconsfield;' 
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Engfand agitated, and the Tory party frightened. · There is 
egotism for you ! . . . 

Nov._ 6.-Very hard work: Cabinet every day and another 
to-morrow; the Lord Mayor's fell banquet haunting me, if I be 
a moment idle--and an M,D, coming every day to try to get 
me up for Friday ! What a pictyre of horrors to write about, 
but I have nothing else to say, and you don't like silence .... 

I fear the Turks are annihilated in Asia; that the Russians 
are already at Erzeroum and that Kars will falL . . . . 

Plevna is our only chance. Osman Pasha_ is a real general~ 
even the English officers say so; , but ri.o one. really knows 
the- elell1ents of the position:, whether he has troops enough, 
or rations enough, or whether the -weather will . smash the 
Russians, these are the points.-. ; . __ - • 
__ Nov. 7.-... Affairs in France are grave. There will be 
no riotr-but. the Marshal 1 ~ust resi~n; peopte _laugh at -him 
---:and that IS fatal at Pans. _ Piaymg at bemg a hero and 
not doing it, does not answer- -Nothing ]1mtiliep his conduct, 
but the predetermination of a coup d'etat. . .- .. . 

Nov. 13.-... ·I had made up my mind never to breathe 
a word as to my progress, or. the reverse, until I had given 
my ne'Y man a fair and real tria~: but, as you press me, and 
I can refuse you nothing,. I will tell you that I entertain the 
highest. opinion of Dr. Kidd; and that all the ll1edical men 
I have known, and I have seen some of the highest, seem 
much inferior tci him; in quickness of· observation, and per
ception, _and in the reasonableness,. al_ld at the' sallie time 
originaJity, of his measures .. I am told his practice is im~ense, 
and especially in chest and bronchial .complaints. The diffi
culty is in seeing him, as he does not like to leave his house. : ; . 

- Beaconsfield said littl~ of mo;n~~t at' Gulldhall, butfc 
he made it clear that he was resolved that British interests 
should be respected, and that he sympathised with the 
plucky resistance which .the Turks were _making. He 
defined the policy. of the ·Govern~ent as having been. 
throughout one of'· conditional neutrality,...:...neutrality, 
that is; so long ·as British interest~' were npt assailed~' 
or menaced. ' Cosinopolitan\critics, men who a~:e the · 

- friends of. every country .save their _own,, have d~nounced 
this policy as a selfish;policy: My Lord Mityor, it is as 
selfish as patriotism.' The war.h~d shown, he maintained, 
that the Turkish Government was no fiction, nor were 

• :" • -"' : • ~ • • - • y ' 

1 Macmahon, Presiden~ of the French Republic; 
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the Turkish people effete; the independenc!'l of Turkey · 
was no longer a subject of ridicule. ··As to the prospects_ 
of peace, he recommended patience and hop~. · · · 

Meanwhile his letters to the Queen show the~progress 
·he was making in bringing his abinet to view the situation_ 
with his eyes. ·,, : 

To Queen Victoria.· , · · 

10, DowNING ST., Nov. l, '77.~ ... The circu:m,sta~ces 
have become more complicated, and (iifficult, but,.he thinks, 
he sees his way. What the Cabinet will have to decide on 
their meeting is, whether they shall make an immediate-:.~ 
but secret-conciliatory communication to Russia, requiring 
a written undertaking from Russia that she will not, .under 
any circumstances, even occupy . Constantinople. Lord 
Beaconsfield has had an interview With Lord Derby on thiS 
matter, and it was not discouraging. Lord Beaconsfield is 
to see Lord Salisbury upon it. to-morrow. Lord Beaconsfield_ 
thinks he shall ·succeed in · caiTying .this impor-tant .point. 
He has impressed Lord Derby with the fact;. that it. is. only 
carrying into effect the policy. for. which the country gives 
him credit. · .. • , . 
. What we should do in case of Russia's refusal is 'clear .. to 

Lord Beaconsfield, and he will take an 'early opportunity. of 
laying it before your Majesty, but he does not think it Wise 
that the primary step, which· he .wishes Hie Cabinet to adopt, 
should be involved with any consideration of merely. hypo
theticaJ . circumstances. What .he is now abo:ut to say has 
no reference to his policy; or to the measures, which,· if neces-

~sary, he contemplates: but he would remark to your Majesty 
that, so far as a march on Constantinople;is concerned, there 
is now no fear of a coup de main. · Const!l-ntinople itself i~· 
now strongly fortified; both Peninsula~, Gallipoli)md Durkos, . 
being in a state . of defence whic!l, with sufficient. troops, 
would render them impregnable, and,.With insufficient troops; 
would offer a long resistance. Adrianople, too,· .Vhich was_ an · 
open town, is now as. strong .as Plevna. . ,, .. . ; . . · 

~ He hopes your Majesty ·will not misconc(3iV~ ·thiS "letter, or. 
think for a moment that he is res~rved .in' co:m::rinmic!J!ting 
with your Majesty; he wishes never to have a. thought on 
affairs, which your Majesty should not 'share,; but he has 
been suffering a great deal of late and is physi9ally~incapable, 
to-day, of putting his views_before your Majesty: . : . 

Secret. Nov. 3.-Lord Beaconsfield with his -humble -duty·· 
to your Majesty. Gov-ernment in Cabinet are about to re-
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·assemble, in order to consider their g~neral policy, and the 
measures to Be submitted to Parliament. Lord Beaconsfield 
thm.lrs your .Majesty should be made accurately acquainted · 
with the views and feelings of the various members of the 
Cabinet, with respect to ·the Eastern Question, in which your 
Majesty, natnrally, takesso deep an interest. . 

. In a Cabinet of twelve members; .there are seven parties, 
or policies,_ as- to the course which should he pursued. · 

lst, theWar Party pureand simple:·which is of opinion 
that the time has arrived when material assistance should 

·be afforded' to the Porte. This party is headed by Mr. 
S!)cretary Hardy, supported by Lord John Manners~ Sir M. 
Beach, and, before his untimely end, by the late·. F4'st Lord 
of t}J.e Admiralty [Ward Hunt]. _ · · ' · · 
. 2nd, the party which is prepared to go .to war, if- Russia 

will not engage not to -·occupy Constantinople: The party 
consists of the Lord ChanceHor, _Mr. Secretary Cross, the 

. present First Lord of ·the Adiuiralty [W:' H. Smith], and the 
Duke of Richmond; -- - -: . ·. . . _ · - .· · -

3rd, the party thatispreparedto·.go to war, if, after the 
signature of peace, the ·Russians ·would 'not evacuate Con- . 
stantinople. This party consists of the Marquis'of Salisbury. 

4th, the party of ., peace ·at· any price ' represented by the 
Earl of. D~rby: _ _ . . · _ · _. - · . 

5th,· the party, which disapproves of any policy avowedly 
resting on what are called 'BritiSh' interests,' which is con
sidered 'a selfish policy ' (almost as 'selfish as patriotism}, 
and is in favor of an address. to tne'four other neutral Powers, 
inviting thein to join us 'in"' making some kind of appeal to 
-thebelligerents.' _These are the views,, very briefly, of the 
Chancellor of Exchequer. · They are utterly futile, and assum
ing as they do that Prince Bismarck, who is, master of the.,_ 
situation, would· join with· the other neutral Powers in. such 
a· step, they appi'oaeh sillinesii.1 • · _ -· _ ·- ~ '- · · 

The 6th' policy is represented by Lord Carnarvon, who did 
not conceal, 'at 'the' last meet:illg of the Cabinet, his indina;
tion,·that Constantinople should be-permanently acquired by 
Russia. These are the'views of ·Lyddon, Freeman, and other 
pri~sts and professors, who ·are now stirring in favor of the 

· 'freedom of the. Dardanelles:'- · ' · ' 
·The 7th. policy is that of' 'your~; Majesty, and. which will· be 
~ . : ·, . 

. 1 ;I_n tall~ing to. Northcote Beaconsfield gav~ -a 'si~ilar account of the 
parties in .the_ Cabinet; save tbf\t, in _compliinent ,to his intei-locutor, he 
associated him with' himself as desiring to see something done. But North; 
cote himself wrote about his views 'to 'Beaconsfield· from Balmora.l on' 
Nov; 16: _'As y;ou know, mine ·are not· wholly in unisoll with those of any-
body else in_the Cabinet.' · · · .. 
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introduced, and enforced to his utmost by the Prime Minister: 
-viz., tliat, in the first place; the Cabinet shall decide upon 
something, and if so, that the something shall consist of a 
notification to Russia, that the present state of British 
neutrality cannot be depended on for another campaign 
unless your Maje.sty's Government receives a written engage
ment from Russia, that under no circumstances will she 
occupy Constantinople or the Dardanelles. The engagement 
on the part of Russia, of course, to be secret. 

Lord Beaconsfield has been active since his arrival in town, 
a.nd seeing and conferring with some of his most important 
colleagues, and he believes he _shall carry his proposal,- unani-_ 
mously, with the exception ·of Lord Carnarvon, who will 
probably resign. . What -course should be pursued if Russia 
refuses, has been enquired by several, but., as the notification 
would at once -break up the Cabinet, Lord Beaconsfield has 
declined to enter into the consideration of hypothetical 
circumstances. When the reply . of Russia is received, the 
Cabinet will then have the opportunity of considering again 
the situation. Lord Beaconsfield is far from believing .that 
Russia will decline our proposal, but, in that case, there is, 
according to his view, only one step to take. For your 
Majesty, in your Majesty's Speech from the Throne; to notice 

-in a becoming manner the situation, and a considerable 
increase of the a:rmy to be immediately proposed. The Lord -
Chancellor and Mr. Secretary Hardy both agreed in this, when 
it was intimated to them at Eridge. 

(Cypher.) FoREIGN OFFICE, Nov. 5, '77.-I proposed the 
policy agreed upon, which Lord Carnarvon immediately 

1 opposed, but as, to his evident surprise, it was supported 
both by Lord Salisbury and then Lord Derby, he was 

·routed .... 

· Throughout the later autumn months the Russians 
continued their successes in Asia, and -it became more 
and more evident each day that, if Plevna fell, Turkey 
would lie at the mercy of her foe, and the road wquld be 
open to those regions where British interests were centred. 
The agitation of the Queen increased, and Beaconsfield 
found it difficult to satisfy her; while, on the other hand, 
Derby, now that the moment for action appeared to l:e 
approaching, became ·more obstinately: set than e~er 
on a purely passive policy. 'I gather from my lady 
D[erby]' wrote Corry to his chief on Oct<;>ber 31, 'that - . . 
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our fl'iend is as resolute as ever to keep his hands 
iri his pocke,ts.' On a deputation which waite"d. on him 
'at the For~ign Office on. N OVeD:~:ber 28 to advise 'a bold 
course at a critical mo~e:nt,' Derby poured a plentiful 
douche of cold water, making light of possible danger to 
British interests, and ·reminding his hearers that the 
French Minister who in 1870' went 'to war· with a light 
heart 'did not' come out of jt with ~Jigiit heart--:-neither 
he, nor his master, nor his country.' It could no longer 
be doubted that he and his chief were drifting apart. 
Meanwhile Beaconsfield; while he anxiotJ.sly watched 
events, took advantage of the respite which Kidd procured 
. him from his.malaqy to appear som:ewhat more frequently 
in soci~ty .. · . 

T~ Lady Brad for~' 
10, DoWNING STREET, Nov; 19,. 1877 . ....,..,-. . The fall of 

.Kars is a great blow, the.more .so as I saw _Miisurus yesterday, 
or ratheJ,' received him, for he came with a telegram from the 
Sultan to thank nie for my Guildhall speech, and Musurus 
t9ld' me to be quite easy about,Asia, .that they cd. not take 
Erzeroum, and that Kars was·prqvisioned for months.! 

Nov. 21.:_, ., I was much )'1mused at Gorhambury~a 
very fine collection of portraits of the Baconian age. Except 
my _host,. there was. no one of my generation: more than that, 
th:ere was no ·one of Monty's, who still figures as a yo:ung 
man. There were six"'heirs-apparent, whose collected ages 
could hardly secure them, on an average; of having completed 
their majority: Mountcharles, Wiltshire, Newark, Grimston, 
Duncoinbe, and Scudamore-Stanhope. When they were pre
sented to me, I had to. tell. them that I had sate in Parlia
ment not only with the:ii fathers, but the nice before them. 
They were all men .(or boys), w,ho may, and inust; exercise 

. considerable infli:reiicie in this country; and it was amusing to 
watch:them. They went 'out· shooting, and shot each other, 
and .a heater or tw~hut it was kept a secret from the ladies. 
• I arrived at Pancr!'Ls stat~on this lllorning .a;t t past ten, 
·and, my brougham waiting,:got· to the Oratory, late, hut in 
time.1 . There was as:great a crowd from Hyde .Park Corner to 
Brompton as· on Lord 1\f.ayor's Day. When I :arriv:ed, it was 
supposed to·he the br.lde,. and~ the whole·.cihurch, v:ery, long 
and very full," rose< and were sadly disappoi~te~;wben it was . 

. ,, 't. F~r th~ marriage 'of the 15th Du'k~ of Nocll?lk to ;Lady Flora Hastings. 
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only I, in a _fur coat and your rustic stick; wh. I had taken 
with me ·to Gorhamy. The ceremony was long,' and all the 
severest Gregorian music. I confess I like a little more florid. 
music, which Bute gave us.. . · · · 

I was one· of the witnesses summoned to .the. vestry: and 
afterwards there was a breakfast at the bride's father's, and I 
had to propose her health. This latter. business, as well as. 
my speech, was not too long, as, tho' the repast was most 
elaborate, it was necessary for the bride and bridegroom to 
arrive at Arundel in full daylight, as there was an immense 
reception prepared there for them. ·· 
. I got to business at! past two, saw Lord Derby with whom 
I had an appointment, and am now waiting to see Schou., 
who has an appointment also~tho' later ... -~ 

Dec. 6.-'. . . The victory of Suleiman Pasha is . a great 
affair, and if he can follow it up and take Tirnova, the experts -
think that Osman in Plevna is saved. But that seems too 
good to' be true. . . . . · 

Dec. 7 -Just returned from [Windsor]. · The audience 
lasted from 12.30-to luncheon time, when I joined that lively 
and interesting being the Duchess of -- and three younger 
female courtiers, who vied with her in loveliness, and fascinat
ing manners. Nothing cd. be more formal than the hushed 
tones of their conversation, a:q.d it was impossible to. assert 
one's share in it. I was fairly, famished, and was ashamed 
of my silence. At last, I said· I had a special train, and, if · 
they liked, I wd. take them all up to town with me. . They 
seemed shocked and terrified,' and when, in reply to what wd; 
then happen, I promised to give them a. dinner at a cafe, 
~and take them all to the play, I ~bought the ceiling wd. have 
fallen down. .The Duchess took it all quite au serieux. 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING ST., Nov. 16, '77.-Lord Beaconsfield is 
distressed by the telegram received from your Majesty yester
day, and by the letter of this morning. He entirely sympathises 
with all your ·Majesty feels, but he cannot but believe that, on 
continued reflection, your Majesty may be of opinion, that, · 
however vexatious and disheartening the occurrence of certain 
possible contingencies in Bulgaria may be to your Majesty, 
neither the honor of your Majesty, nor of your Crown, Govern-
ment, or people, could be involved in them. _ . · 

Unquestionably the fall of Plev:r;ta, which .has not yet fallen, 
would be a calamity to this country, but it would not be··a 
disgrace. If the relations of Russia with England were the 
same as in the Crimean War, it would be ()ur duty to exert 
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otir utmost to prevent the.fall of Plevna, but they are not so, 
Then the passage of the Pruth_was~a casus belli, and we were 
justified in r.esisting the invasion ofthe Principalities ·and 
Bulgaria. Now; we have adopted and announced a different 
policy: one of neutrality, conditional on no British interest 
being menaced or attacked. We have defined those British 
interests. The occupation by Russia of Constantinople, or 
the Dardanelles, would assail one of those interests; and the 
honor of your Majesty's Crown, of your Government and 
your people would then be forfeited, 'if your Majesty, .by:all 
the" means in your Majesty's power; did' not endeavor' to 

. guard your Majesty's Empire from· such a result. . 
Lord &aconsfield has wished to place the position of affairs 

.c before your Majesty in as clear and terse a manner, as in his 
power, but he does not wish to .conceal his great regret at 
even appearing to !fiffer in opinion from your Majesty, not 

· · merely from his relations, as one of-yow Majesty's servants, 
. -hut from his urifeigned confidenc~ in your. Majesty's judgment . 

. -~·,. 

Lord John Manners to .Queen Victoria. 

D~. 4, 1877.-Lord John Ma~ers with his humbie duty to 
yorir Majesty. . At the Cabinet, ~tft~r a short statement bY: 
the Prime Minli:ter, Lord Derby explained why the prepara
tion of· the note to Russia, which had been determined upon . 
by a previous Cabinet, had been postponed, and _then read 
the . draft as . he nad originally dra"\0\il it,· .. consisting of two 
p:arts-the lst, asking Russia in·courteous terms.for· a definite 
answer· to our conditions of neutrality; as_ to Constantinople 
and the Dardanelles; the 2nd containing an assurance that. 
if her reply on those two points was satisfactory we .should 
take no steps to oppose her further advance in Europe, or 
Asia. Lord Derby went on to say that, while the second 
part was drawn according to his notes taken at the time, he 
understood that the reeollection oL some· of 4is colleagues 
was of a different character. He ended by suggesting that 
the note, instead of the form ·of" a question, sho,uld assume 
that of a warning to Russia tl_lat if her armies appeared· to 
menace Constantinople or the ·Dardanelles, Great Britain 
would reserve her liberty of action; omitting the seoond part 
altogether. . ' ' . . . .. . . . 
· Lord Cairns stated his recollection to be· at variance with 
that of :Lord Derby as to the 2nd part of'the proposed note, 
and proceeded to suggest that a tentative effort at mediation 
should now be made on the ·basis of the -Russian note of 
J U:ne 8th;· and that· ~he Porte' should be informally sounded 
as to its disposition· in that respect. Most of the Cabinet 
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Lord Derby at first dissenting, were of that ~pinion, and all 
agreed that a note of warning would be preferable to one of 
enquiry. Ultimately on Lord Beaconsfield's suggestion the 
two ideas were combined and Lord Derby was requested to 
draw up a note, for consideration at the next· Cabinet, which 
should couple the warning to Russia with an intimation that 
your Majesty's Government would gladly tender its good 
offices for a pacification. . . . 

To Lord Derby. 

10, DoWNING ST., Dec. 5, · '77.-I have to be at Windsor on 
Friday, at noon, and I don't anticipate a very agreeable 
audience. , 

I consented to change, yesterday, the form of the note to 
Russia, which the Cabinet had previously agreed to, in com
pliance with your wishes, which I always wish to m~t if 
·possible, but I prefer the o.riginal proposal. 

I trust by Friday your colleagues may be in ~possession of 
the dr't note, so that they may well consid\'lr it, before 
Saturday morning, · . · 

Its tone cannot be too firm and clear. Whatever inay be 
told to you, I believe that Russia, generally, is. mi;>re ready 
for peace than her journals pretend, but. the war party is 
encouraged by our presumed supineness. 

I was sorry to hear you say yesterday, that you were n,ot 
prepared to make the occupation of C~nstantmople, or rather 
the menaced occupation of that city, a c~s belli. I hope I 
misunderstood you. I hold, myself;· both this event; if 
impending, as well as the simultaneous opening of the Straits 
to Russia and their closing to other Power~, should decidedly 
be ca.sus belli for this country, with or without a1lies. And 
with regard to this last consideration,· we· should remember 
that Turkey herself is now a powerful ally. In the Crimean 
War, she literally had no army. Mter a fierce campaign, she 
has still 400,000 men in the field, . armed with admirable 
weapons; her arsenals are well supplied, and. it is not im
possible, by any nieans, that the loan, which she' has. opened 
at Bombay and Calcutta, may be subscribed to the amount 
of some millions. · 
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CHAPTER VI. 

. . DERBY's FiRsT :'ftEsr~NATION . 
.·' . . -: 

. ' l877C:::l878. : . 

' Plevna 'fell on' December~ 9 .. ·Beaconsfield recognised 
im'rnediately tirat the moment· had coriieforpubli.c action', 
which ~hould.sh6w u'umistak~·bly to the world, that E.ng-. 
land was in earnest in her resolve to protect her interests. · 
He telegraphed to the Queen. from H~ghenden; on the 
11th, tliat he had summoned a Cabinet for Friday the 
14th, and that he wouldproposi:i 'tbatParliament should 
meet as soon as practicable,. and th~t ·the .Speech from the 
Throneshould announce a large increase in your Majesty's 
~rmaments, and also the undertaking, on the part of your 
Majesty; at, the invit~tion :of 'the. Sultan,. to mediate 
between. the belligerents.'. The. Queen, who had long 
press·ed· for definite action, warmly seconded her Minister; 
and on the eve of the meeting urged him. once more to 
be firm,·' and ,not give way ,t() ariyone, even if Lord Derby 
should wish to resign.' ·· · . . 
-- To mark the definiteness of his resolve and his intention 
to .advariQe regardless .of the possible defection of indi-· 
vidual colleagues, Beaconsfield made. no attempt; ~s on 
other ~ccasions, to secure support for his pr.opcisals before
: hand, no~ did he solicit; as he li'ad dt{ring the 'past months 
solicited, and solicited in vaip, the Foreign Secretary to 
assume the responsibility of putting forward the policy 
as his own. " TlJ.e proposals were, indeed, not exactly a 

. novelty·. to his. colleagues, as he had often indicated 
measures of the kind as those which must be taken when 
the critical moment caine. But, before he moved their 

1072 . 
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adoption :now in Cabinet, he had taken no one into his 
. confidep.ce save his Sovereigh. ·To her he reported what 
passed,·. 

.it.· 

To Queen Victoria. 
·. . . ~·"' 

MEMORANDUM OF THE MEETING OF THE CABINET HOLDEN ON 

DEC. 14, 1877. 

HuGHENDEN, Dec. 14, '77.-Lord Beaconsfield, calling .the 
attention of his colleagues to the critical state of affairs in>the • 
East, and to the absolute necessity of adopting means to secure 
the conditions on which the policy of .neutrality, hitherto 
pursued, was founded, concluded by proposing that your 
Majesty should be advised to summon Parliament immediately; 
that a considerable increase of your Majesty's forces should 
be proposed; and that your Majesty should- simultaneously 
commence negotiations, as mediator, between the belligerents. 
No previousOintimation to any one had been given of these 
proposals, and when they had been made there was a dead 
silence,_ broken, at last, by Lord John Manners, who sup
ported them with milch energy and ability. 

Then Lord Carnarvon, after many cavils, enquired for whom 
was England to hold Constantinople in the event of our succeed
ing in defeating the ~ttempt of the Russians to occupy it? 

The Lord Chancellor spoke at some length; said Lord Car
narvon had involved a simple question with fallacies. What 
we had to decide, was whether, now that the contemplated 
circumstances were at hand; we were prepared to support 
the policy which we had announced as the only course efficient 
to prevent these circumstances. In his opinion, the measures 
recommended by the Prime Minister were not only adequate, 
but the only ones left open to us. 

Mr. Secretary Ha.rdy spoke in the same vein, and entered 
into some military details. . 

The Marquis of Salisbury saw no abstract objection to the 
proposals of the Prime Miriister, but, practically, they would 
lead to an alliance with Turkey, to which he could not assent. 
The Chancellor of the Exchequer asked Lord Salisbury what 
then was the alternative ? Some course must now be taken. 
What other course was there ? No one could ever answer this 
question. The C. of Ex'r said he was not only for a vote of 
men and money, but for a large vote, as the best means to 
secure peace. 

Mr. Secretary Cross said one thing was quite clear, that it 
was necessary. the Government should make up their minds 
about what they would do before they met Parliament. . He 
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thought they had decided to prevent the occupation of Con
stantinople by the Russians, ·butjt would seem; from what 
had fallen from Lord Ca:r:narv(?n; and, in some degree, from 
Lord Salisbury, that was not the case. ·: · 
· Sir Michael Beach spoke shortly, but very strongly, in ·the 
same vein.,.,_.rThe Duke of.Richmond had done so previously. 

: The First Lord of the Admiralty [W. H. Smith] was .in favour 
of calling Parliament together, and of large incr~ase of force, 
but wished the mediation to commence immediately, as, if the 
attempt failed, the position of the Government, in asking for 
increased supplies, would be stronger. · · 

Then Lord Derby spoke at length .. He had been taken by 
surprise, and had not ,had time to give due consideration to 
the proposals, but, as at present advised, he .entirely dis
approved of them. We had.sent a note to Russia, a:nd should 
await her answer. There was no .casus belli in that note, 
and he wished distinctly to say, that he was not prepared to 
look upon the occupation of Constaritiriople by the Russians 
as a casus belli. Lord Derby spoke' at some length, and with 
unusual fire. The general tenor of his observ;ations was that · 
any active interference in_ Eastern affairs by England was to 
be deprecated. · . . 

There was a good deal of sharp remark from s~veral members 
of the Cabinet, as he spoke and after he had concluded. 

The Prime Minister said, that he did not wish to hurry t~e · 
Cabinet into a resolution, 'which was the most importa;nt they 
had yet been called upon to adopt, but affairs were pressing. 
He should like Parliament to be summoned as soon as prac
ticable in the next month. Witli.regard to the Russian Note, 
his present proposals were perfectly consistent with that and 
all our previous steps. He desired peace, anxiously, but he 
wished the country to be placed in a position, which would 
give her authority in arranging and settling the terms of that 
peace. Th~ Cabinet adjourned till Monday, wh~tn every effort 
will be made to bring the que!'tion to a conclusion. 

Before the Cabinet re§umed the discussion on the 
following Monday, they and the corintry and the world 
had a proof of the exceptional confidence which the Queen 
reposed in her Prime Minister, of the exceptional ~riend-· 
ship with which Her' Majesty honoured him. The royal 
visit to Hughenaen which had been first suggested in .the 
spring was paid on Saturday, December 15; and was 
intended. no. doubt to emphasise the support whicli the ,· 
Sovereign extended to the Eastern policyofthe Minister. 

~.! . ' . -
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In one respect the date chosen/ ~as unfortunate. It 
was the anniversary of Lady Beaconsfield's death. · 

From Queen Victoria .. 

·WINDSOR CASTLE, Dec. 15.~The Queen is anxious to ex~ 
press her concern at having inadvertently fixed this day 
of such sad recollections to Lord Beaconsfield for her visit to 
Hughenden; and she wishes he should know that she only 
found out what she had done, when it was too late .to.alter 

·it. But it has annoyed her ver~ much. · 

'The conti'guity of a largisb town,' as Beaconsfield told 
Lady Bradford, converted the visit into 'a regular func
tion.' The Queen, accompanied by Princess Beatrice,came 
by special train to High Wycombe, where she was met, 
not only by Beaconsfield and Corry, but by the Mayor, 
who presented an address; and it was through cheering 
crowds andbeftaggedstreets that she drove to Hughenden. 
At the house all was simple. No one was present but 
the Queen, the Princess, and two or three members of 
Her Majesty's Household in attendance; Beaconsfield 
had only his secretary to assist him. The Queen stayed 
a couple of hours, and she and the Princess took lunch 
with their host, each planting before their departure a 
tree on the south lawn. Beaconsfield was the third 
Prime Minister, Melbourne and Peel being the previous 
two, t~ whom Her Majesty 'paid the special honour of 
accepting his hospitality during his term of u:ffice. 

To Queen Victoria. . 
HuoHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 16, 1877.-Lord Beaconsfield . -..• 

hopes he may be permitted to take this occasion of offering 
to your Majesty his grateful, and heartfelt, thanks for the 
honor, which your Majesty conferred on him, yesterday, by 
deigning to visit his home: where your Majesty left a dream of 
dignified condescension and ever-waceful charm. 

To Lady Bradford. 

10, DowNING STREET; Dec. 17.-I am here with another 
Cabinet, and another to-morrow at twelve! I can't conceal 
and don't wish to. conceal, from you, that affairs are most 
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critical, and I have so much to do and think of, I reaJly cannot 
~~. . •' -

The visit of Saturday a great success: fine day, and with 
some gleams of sunshine .. The Faery. se~med to admire, 
and be interested in, everything, and has written to me a very 
pretty letter to that effect. . · · · · · 

"I have got to go to Windsor to-morrow 'to dine and sleep,' 
rather a tax in these busy times; and with my feeble health. 

The Faery took away my statuette by ~Trentanova as a 
memorial of Hughenden. I had for the Princess the most 
beautiful bonbonniere you ever saw or fancied-just fresh 
from-P~ris. I cd. tell you mahy things. to amuse you, but they 
must,keep for more tranquil times. · · .· · .~ 

Monday's Cabinet produc~d no ag~e~ment; and Beacons
field, in pursuance of his fixed resolve to carry his policy 
through, announced that, in default of. agreement, he 
should resign~ This gave his colleagues pause, and they 
requested~and obtained a day's reprieve. · 

To Queen Victori~; 
10, DowNING ST., Dec. 17, '77.-.. ·. A stormy meeting 

of two hours ·and ~. Nothing-settled, ,the Cabinet having 
adjourned till to-morrow at twelve o'clock, after Lord Beacons• 
field had announced that he should place his resignation 
in your Majesty's hands. It was then requested that they 
should. adjourn until to-morrow. He thinks the three peers 
will retire, tho' the Lord Chancellor has hopes of Lord Salis
bury. T:ije Lord Chancellor is engaged to go down to Hat; 
field to-night, and: will,. therefore,· have an opportunity of 
conferring with Lord Salisbury alone. . . 

. The conspirators had . got hold qf the Chancellor of . the 
Exchequer and Mr. Smith, in Lord Beaconsfield's absence, 
and had influenced them both, but Lord Beaconsfield feels 
little doubt, that he shall put all right in those quarters. 

What broke up theCaJ)inet wasnot.so m11ch the 3 proposi
tions of Lord Beaconsfield, viz., (l)To call Parliament together 
immediately, (2) To :vote· considerable increase · of forces, 
and (3) To negotiate alone bet'ween the belligerents, but rather 

·the startling· truth, that became revealed in the discussion, 
· that not one of the three peers. ever really intended either to 
resist R11;ssia, or to ,assist Turkey. . . . ' 

The Qu~en, failing entirely t~ grasp her 'Minister's 
·resolve, 'was startled.at. the suggestim:1· that he 1pight 

_.-t, 
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" resign. She could understand the resignatio_n of his 
three dissentient colleagues; but his own! 'Under any 
circumstances,' she wrote, ' the Queen would Iiever accept 
Lord Beaconsfield's resignation which he says he said he 
would tender to her, but which she hopes is not in earnest. 
That the Queen will not accept.' 'Beaconsfield explained. 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DoWNING ST., Dec. 17, '77.-... He-is sorry to have 
caused your Majesty any unnecessary anxiety, when your 
Majesty has unhappily so much. _ 

He thought he expressed an usual, and constitutional, 
practice when he- found half his Cabinet at. that moment 
arrayed against him, in saying_that if not supported he should 
feel it his duty to resign to your Majesty the trust, which 
your Majesty had, so graciously, bestowed on him. But that 
would not prevent your Majesty, if your Majesty graciously 
thought fit to entrust to him the formation of a new ministry, 
and certainly, in that case, he would do his· utmost to form 
one .... 

Night brought reflection and appeasement. Derby 
showed next morning a great reluctance to push differences 
to extremes; Cairns returned from Hatfieid with a favour
able report of Salisbury's-disposition. Indeed, from this 
moment Salisbury, who" felt that a testing time was ap- -
proaching for British statesmen, began to range himself 
more and more by Beaconsfield's side. The Minister could 
report after the Cabinet to his Sovereign that his p'olicy 
had prevailed witho11,t provoking any resignation. The 
only change made was one of date. -Beaconsfield had 
suggested January 7. for the meeting of Parliament; it 
was fixed for January 17. 

From Lord Derby. 

FoREIGN OFFICE, Dec. 17 [? 18].'--I will call on you a little 
after eleven, and happy indeed I shall be if we can see our 
way out of this mess. We all want to keep together: and -
no one in the Cabinet will feel as I shall if circumstances 
separate me from my old friend and teacher in public life. 
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·To' Queen Victoria. 

MEMORANDUM OF THE MEETING OF THE CABINET, TUESDAY, DEcr.18 . 
.. 

On the preceding day, the Cabinet was about to close by 
the virtual resignation of three ministers, and the announce:· 
ment of the Prime Minister thathe should lay.before the Queen 
his inability to carry on Her Majesty's affairs with his present 
colleagues and to ask Her Majesty's commands in consequence, 
when the Lord Chancellor requested that the Cabinet should · 
adjourn until the next day at noon, 

Lord Beaconsfield conferred with the Lord Chancellor aftel' 
the Cabinet. · 

On Tuesday morning Lord Derby called on the P. Minister 
·at ll o'clock, an hour before the Cabinet met, and, to.the great 
surprise of Lord Beaconsfield, expressed his deep regret at 

·the dissolution of your Majesty:s Government, and asked; 
whether there was no modus vivendi possible, Lord Beacons
field said no compromise was possible. Lord Derby then 
sketched his view how the modus vivendi might be secured. 

That he. would agree to earlier meeting of Parliament, say 
24 January; and some increase of force_; but, under no cir
cumstances, any attempt at mediation; which must fail. · 

Lord Beaoonsfield held out no hope of accepting this plan, 
but Lord Derby, with many expressions of regard, said he 
should offer it to the consideration of his colleagues before an 
absolute rupture was decided on. . 

In the meantime, the Lord Chancellor arrived from Hat
field, and reported Lord Salisbury as very amenable and said 
that he had drawn up three resolutions, which embodied-Lord 
Beaconsfield's proposals; and that he had no doubt Lord . 
Salisbury would accept them. . · . 

The Cabinet met: the .Lord Chancellor brought forward his 
resolutions: Lord Derby introduced his modus vivendi: Lord 

. Salisbury answered Lord Darby and s~d that, if anything was 
done, he preferred the proposals of the Prime Minister, as . 
more effective. · 

· There was a general assent to these views. 
Lord Derby said he would not contend with the unanimous 

opinion of the Cabinet, when the contest was only a question 
of degree. 'rhen Lord Carnarvon, who- had hitherto been 
silent, screamed out that, altho' he accepted these resolutions, 
· ho begged it to be understood that their acoeptance, on his 
part, involved no assent. to auy expedition to any part of the 
Turkish Empire or any alliance with the Porte. 

The Prime :Minister replied, that no such qu.estion ·was now I 
before ·.the C~,binet: what they wanted now was to sec~;. 
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sufficient forces for the Queen; what was to be done with .those · 
increased forces depended cin the circumstances which we 
should have to meet; at present he held the ·Cabinet unani
mous in adopting his measures and he· should report the three 

•.resolutions accordingly to the Queen. 
He omitted to mention, that the Lord Chancellor and Lord 

Salisbury were very strong ori the expediency of accompanying 
announcement of the meeting of Parliament with a direct 
communication t,o Russia as to mediation between the belli
gerents. And the Lord Chancellor sketched the.form of such 
a despatch. Lord Derby strongly opposed but ultimately 
accepted this. 

10, DowNING ST. Dec. 19, '77.-:--... The Cabinet to-day 
was subdued, and chiefly considered domestic affairs, but also 
considered the Russian despatch, of which he believes your 
Majesty will have a copy, for your Maj.esty's approbation, 
this evening. 

All this is another proof of what may be done when the 
·Sovereign and the Minister act together. 

Witness the Public Worship Act. Witness your Majesty's 
Imperial Crown. · 

To Lady Bradford. 
JJ1ost ·Private. 10, DowNING STREET, Dec. 19.-The great 

struggle is over, and I hiwe triumphed. 
On Monday night there was virtually no Government, 

but on Tuesday the recusants fell upon their knees, and sur-
rendered at discretion. ~ 

Parliament is to meet 17th next month. There is to be a 
large increase of force, and. England is to mediate directly 
betn. the belligerents. · · 

I was at Windsor yesterday, and sate at dinner next tOthe 
Faery, who is delighted with all that has happened. 

I have been talking and writing now for several days without 
interruption; therefore you must excuse this brief and hurried 
line. 

The following letters give lis a picture of a 3tatesman's 
Christmas, as it might have been, and as it was. 

To Lady Newport.l 
HuoHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 13, '77.-There is no one I should 

like so much to pass my Xmas with as you and yours-but 
alas ! that cannot be. . . · 

The state of affairs is so urgent and o~tioal, that I doubt 
1 Now 1;he Countoss Dowager of Bradford. 
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very much, whether I shall be able to remain even here. . Pro b-.. 
a.blymy sarcastically 'merrie' Xmas will be passed in .London. 

It is a great disappointment .tb me, for I should like very 
much to have seen B1-·and M,2 who must by this time hay~ 
forgotten me.· Laddo3 has an advantage over them in tp.!ie., 
respect, for we met recently at a country house. · BuCI' 
want to make the acquaintance ot those he describes as hi!>~ 
' little sisters.' It is time. · · ·. 

•'! 

To Lady Bradford: 

10, DowNING STREET, Dec. 23.~Here we are with all the 
business in the world to be transacted, and everybody away. 
Even Derby must go dO\vn to :his home at. 5.30. I believe 
Knowsley is held by the tenure of its lord eating roast turkey. 
oil Xmas Day on the spot. Fortunately Monty is here, whom 
I am obliged to send about to Ambassadors and make write 
to Ministers ofState. · · · · .· · · -

I was at Windsor yesterday, and the Faery will remain 
there for a week: at least, till Friday.· I have got. to go down ~ 
there again, and, I feat, mor~ than once. ~II is well as long 
a!; I can keep to my room, or a. morning walk, but toilette, 
and evening mannerisms, destroy nie. · . 

The J[ohn] M[anner]s asked me to dine with them on Xmas 
Day. It is impossible; but having the •largest pineapple 
sent to me yesterday, L forward<;~d it, with my refusal, to 
Janetta4-a golden apple of the Hesperides; I h0pe it will 
stop their mouths from abusing me for not going. 

I suppose you know Bretby is in toWJ;l, and I will call there 
this afternoon, tho' I am really quite incapable of conversation; 
and wish most ardently the 'vorld would leave me alone to 
my business wh. is hard eno'. .~ want nothing else except 
letters from you. · . 

Xmas Day.-I wear mynew pmffetees to-day, wh. I believe 
is etiquette, tho' I discard, for ·a moment, another pair, which 
served me pleasantly, tho' .they have not been with me very 
long.· I change my colors acc9tding to the season, like a ritua-
list priest. : . . · , . . · 

The 3rd vol. of the Prince's Life5 is one of the most interest
ing and one of the mos~ important works that has appeared 
for a long time. Its predecessors· did not; and could not, 
prepare us for anything so spriking . and so excellent. .All 

. the}ilcidents and characters are great, and wonderfully_aJ>p0-
1 Now ·Lady Beatrice Pretyman. ·, 2 Now Duchess of Buccleuoh. 
a Now Earl of Bradford. 
4 Lady John Manners, afterwards ·Duchess of Rutland .. 
6. ~ir Theodore Martin's Life. of the Prince Gonsor,t; 
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site to tho present ho\lr. I am delighted that yon delight iri 
it. . . . The main su bjcct of course at this moment is invested 
with peculiar interest, but the book has charms irrespective 
of the main subject. . . . · 

To-morrow I go to Windsor, and remain till the next day, 
,when I come up to a Cabinet .... 

Dec. 28.-Yesterday was a hard day. Had to get up at 
7 o'ck. at Windsor-dark·and cold: was at D.S. by ten
many interviews, and· then a long Cabinet, and then writing 
to the Faery-so it was quite impossible to write to some one 
else .... 

As you want to know something about Peace and War,· 
you will be glad to hear that the Sultan has solicited our kind 

· offices for peace with Russia, and that H.M.'s Government 
have accepted the trust; 

God knows what will happen, but it is a good answer to 
that·vain 1rianiac Shaftesbury, and your simple friend West
minster, who, at the instigation of Gladstone, are getting up 
an agitation against the Government because it · is going 
to war. · 

If Russia refuses, it will put her still more in the wrong, 
and if 'the weather on the Danube be as damnable· as it is at 
St; James's, perhaps Russia will be prudent and reasonable .... 

In the circle (in the corridor) the three Princesses/ who 
were grouped together, sent for me, on the plea that I was 
standing in a draught, etc. They wanted a little amusement. 
When 1 came up to them I said,' 'Three goddesses-to wh. 
am I to give the golden apple?' . . . · 

Dec. 29.-... The announcement of the application· of 
the Porte makes a great sensation. 

The meeting of Parlt. was the lst Act in the Drama. This 
is the second. What will be the 3rd ? 

Beaconsfield saw with sati~?faction, as December wore 
on, that Salisbury was beginning to realise that, in the 
Eastern Question, he had ·more in common with his chief 
than ;with Derby or with Carnarvon. One "factor in 
bringing the two men toget.her was the sympathetic 
indignation they felt . over the leakage of Cabinet 
secrets which marked the year 1877. Cabinet decisions 
-or indecisions-were, it was discovered from Colonel 
Wellesley's reports and from other sources, immediately 
and regularly reported by Schouvaloff, the Russian Am-

u. 1 Princesses Helena, Louise, and Beatrice, 
. 35 
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bassadbr ,, t() his g~vet1unent;- __ At the 1 end- of December 
.J?ea9onsfield sent' Salisbury- a l~tter . .from Wellesley 
showmg the- mischief that was being done; and at:..the'. 
same time distinguished him from,amon:gst his colle~gu~s't 
by taking him, into his confidence ov-er the secret' message 
t'o th~ Tsar. · - -~- ;, · - '· ;; -- '-'' · ' - ~ -

" :• u -;..." ··~~~-.·. ;;-'jj~ .• 

, · · ,, To Lord~Balisburyi ,, - - -- , 

-Ve;i;-Pr?vate. '[? n~c~ 25, is77'.1~r-"e~c!ose yb'u·a Iette~ 
.whi?h Lhave not sho.yn, to; a~Y/J.f my:co!leagu!J~ and 'probably 
,neV;er: shall, but wh,ich :reqmres: .~n«;; _ ._desC!v_e"s your deep 
attention. - ,_ - __ - _ :: , . __ • " ·_ : _ . - _ . -

When Col. "VV. last }!;;ft Engiaml and llad his firial_interview 
with me, I advised_him _t() impress upon the_ EmperO:f that 
E~lftnd _was ~n~l!ing _to . q~pad~·-~~m: its ne-p-tralit'y,_ that it 
wished to assist m bnngmg _about;;~ ;settlement_ honorable 
and fairly .advantageous tq ,Russia, but t!lat I could not con
ceal hom myself that 'iCthe Emper'or was obliged to enter. 
into a second campaig~it would be difficUlt for E,ngland. to 
rest .in her present inertness._- The Emperor. accepted this 
st11tement -with confidence, 'and _inJh~_c<;mciliatory spirit in-
which it was conceived: and he acted on -it: __ ___ _ _ -, ----
- I have myself been convip.ced,_· both -from thought 'and 

information, that a --,:fir pi fro !it- shown -by England _would -
ter-minate. the_ war without:-materi~l injury· to ·_ou.r· interests,
I think I could p\"lrsuad~ y()u qf·,t:J;iis, .bp.t ,I ~~not :dwell 
upon the Jilatter here: What ~ w_ish to show you -is that if · 
the present system of the (Jabinet is persisted in; 'and' every ' 
resolution . of. ·eve~y c_oup.()p Js ~reg~larly, yeported,. py, Count 
S[ chouvaloff], it seems ineyitable tl.lat· <?'H.: _,v-er-Y e.ndeayors -t(). 

. secure peace will land us in the r~verse. . . , · 
, I have endeavoured ,to. arr~st. this evil by ~q?Jle remarks 

I m~~e}r~:. yabinet.,_. , .. _ -~,';it mo,re decis~ve ,means: are. 
req~ISite. . . . -~ ... · :. , - . ·· ': . _ - , 

We ·m.u~tjimt""-an·efid 'to'·au- this 'gossip about wli.r.'parties 
and peace parties -tn: 'the·; Cabinet,· a:nd we· ,must come ·'to 
decisions· which may· be, •al).d. 'Yi~l be,:rbetraye9,, but which 
may .oonvince Russia.; th(J:t ~e ~ar-e agr!led and deter:J?:ined, . 
You ~nd I -n:vst go toge~her n~to -~\1~ ~~I>~~-~q! th~, ~ftarr a~d 
settle ·what we are prepar_ed to do_. 1 d_are say_ we shall not 
differ when ·"we''taJk7 the' matter ·'over together ··as oecomes 

·p_ublic ,men ;with,.so .great: a resp'oil:sibility:·but- unless: we 
make ,a;n effort to. cje~r ;~Uf~e;lves ift_oJ11 the Canidian spells 
which are environing us, . we shall make ship,'<Teck of alike 
our ow~1 reputations;,~iJ.d· the interests o~ •our country. 
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Salisbury, in his reply, still manifested his great re
pugnance to any step which might inV,olve us in war 
with Russia; arid the reasons. he gave were certainly 
~uch as to demand grave consideratiop.. · 

From Lord Salisbury; 

INDIA 0FFIC:Jll, Dec. 26, '77.~I return the enclosed most 
interesting and· disquieting letter, with in any· thanks. 

I sympathise fully in the solicitude this information cause!!! 
you. Throughout the last anxious year, the apparent ease with 
which a knowledge of our councils has leaked _out has placed 
us at a constant disadvantage. .I hardly see in what way 
you, or the Cabinet as a body, can do anything to check •the 
evil. It is a question of honour for each member of the 
Cabinet individually; but the public mischief of ap.y .such 
?reach of our implied engagement as that to which you refer· . 
1s enormous. . . _ _ . . . .. 

I do not think Wellesley's advice 'to fight Russia •now: 
is sound. She is exhausted in thesense that she cannot.'go 
on fighting without great sacrifices. But she is not so ex
·hausted as to be unable to make he:td against any great 
national da_nger-such as a war with England. Nor would the 
Turks be of any great value as allies. Enrolled as troops 
unde£ our officers they would fight admirably: but such an 
arrangement on an extensive scale will never be permitted; 
so_ long as the Turkish Government retains a shadow of inde
pendence. Under their own officers, they would be of little 
use. I see therefore no reason for agreeing with Wellesley 
that this is a good moment for seeking to bring on the inevit-
able collision with Russia, if it be inevitable. · · 

And there are particular circumstances in our own Qase that 
p1ake it unsuitable. Owing to financial difficulties our lndia.n 
Al:my is in a less efficient state than will probably be the case 
some years hence: and the position of Cabul is a difficulty. 
Our English. Army has not had. time to accumulate reserves 
u.nder. Ca,rdwell's system. Our m,anufacturing industries 
are depressed: and profoundly averse to war. And, owing 

. to the peculiar condition of the Continent, Austria, our natural 
ally in such a question, has been fjeduced from us, at least for 
the moment. · . 

The national feeling here, though strongly partial to the 
Turk, shrinks from war; and I think with a true instinct. Qf 
course, i~ is possible that events n'iay take such a turn as to 
force us into war ultimately:. but i~ ~¥,! ~e " unpopular, anq 
unprofitable. ~ . , · · · · · ·· 
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To Queen V ietoria;· 

· 10, DowNING ST., Jan. 2, '78,___:_ : • • Cabinet resolved to 
reply to the Russian message. Substance of that reply; 
that Turkey had never asked for an armistice; nev(!rtheless, 
if Russia deemed an arm. istice in. dispensable to the commence-~ 
ment o£ negotiations for peace,. England w~mld convey the 
wish of. Russia .to Turkey: at the same time remarking, that 
the armistice should be settled by the two Governments, 
not by the commanders of forces in. the field. Military men' 
decide on truces, not on armistices. The exchange of prisoners] 
the surrender of a post, are fit subjects for truces, but when 
we have to decide on the affairs of Empires-on a state of 
conditions both in Europe and Asia, there were political 
considerations involvedwhich C~binets could alone decide. I 

This must be ·answered and will keep the negotiations 
going, and accustom Courts, and people ir general, to the ide~ 
of peace. After this, we discussed the amount of the votJ, 
and the manner .it should be raised, arid then Lord Salisburjy 
raised the question, What we s4ould say we were going to do 
with the money ? Hereupon a discussion took place, whic:h 
was highly satisfactory. Even Lord Carnarvon· did not cavil .. 
And Lord Salisbury got into an argument as to the respective 
advantages of occupyingGallipoli or Co~stantinol?le. · )· 

On the whole well pleased, but so trred, haVIng been at 
ceaseless work all day, that- he must apologise for this ub- \ 

· gairily and imperfect note. ·· He is not without hope of makibg 
some arrangement with the Irish Members. They are An~i
Russian, and pleased with th,e release of some Fenian prisoners: 
Will write more at another time-but a good chance. 1· 

The situation with which the Cabinet had to deal at 
the end of 1877 and the beginning of 1878 was full of 
difficulty. The Russians; having cleared out of their ~ay 
the obstacle of :Plev.ila, ha<l taken So~a ancl. were steadily 
advancing on Constantinople; they claimed, as /the 
masters of victorious troops, the full tight of action, and 
showed no disposition to accept the offer of mediation, 
made by the British Government. The Turks, on/ the 
other hand, first applied to the. Powers in genera[ to 
intervene. on their beh~lf, and then? being met by an 
ostentatious refusal on phe part of Germany, appdaled 
especially to England. 'It was. obviously an extrefuely 
delicaie Situation and one ili which Mimsters, if. t;4ey 
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committed themselves to any public utterance, ought 
to measure their words. But one Cabinet Minister, whose 
attitude on the Eastern Question had from the first 
caused Beaconsfield grave uneasiness, had no doubts; and 
on his way to the Cabinet of January 2, just described, 
'without seeing a single colleague,' as his chief w'rote to 
Lady Chesterfield, made a speech which had a lamentable 
effect. Replying to a deputation of South African 
merchants, Carnarvon expressed his total dissent from 
the idea that Russia's rejection ·of our peace overtures 
conveyed ' any affront or insult ' to England. He hoped 
we should not < lash ourselves up into a nervous appre
hension for so-called British honour and British interests.' 
Nobody, he added, in this country was 'insane enough 
to de3ire a repetition ' of the Crimean War·. 

Beaconsfield had long resented Carnarvon's dissentient 
attitude in Cabinet, and he condemned the· speech 
very plainly next day, making nosecret of his indifference 
whether his colleague went or .stayed. 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, Jan. 3, '78.-... Lord Beaconsfield 
felt it his duty to commence the proceedings of the Cabinet. 
to-day by calling its attention to the speech of Lord Carnarvon, 
made yesterday to a deputation of the 8. African merchants, 

·and which might have proceeded from Mr. Gladstone. Lord 
Carnarvon attempted but feebly to justify every expression 
he had used, and ended by saying that, after the grave censure 
of the Prime Minister, he must consider, whether he could 
continue his connection with the Administrat-ion. 

There was a silence; then theLord Chancellor, in a-concilia
tory spirit, regretted the speech of Lord Carnarvon. 

Lord Derby trusted he would not retire at this moment, as 
a false interpretation would be placed on his conduct,· and 
that no one was justified in retiring in the midst of negotia-
tions, except on a strong ground, and clear principle. · 

Lord Salisbury vindicated his friend on every head, especially 
in thinking the Crimean War 'an insane policy.' He spoke 
very warmly and incisively. Lord ·John Manners answered 
him with great spirit, showing that this speech was a continua
t~o]l of the same system, which had dictated the telegram of 
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-· 
Count Schouvaloff to the.Emperor; we}ltioned by Wellesley? 
and that it was one entirely encouraging to Russ~a in, a!J 
her-·designs. lVIr. Secretary Hardy spoke shortly~ but weU: 
The· Chancellor -of the Exchequer in. ore _at limgtn~· and ih a 
inost satisfactory manner~· - " .. , · ·,: _' _. 

-Lord Derby made another. effort .to obtaw from, Lord Car
narvon; that he_ 'fou,ld not .persist in. his withdr~wal.. '}_'his· 
was not encouraged by the· Prime Miriiste_r, and _the matter 
dropped. The ,Cabinet then considered, ap.d ·_settled, 'the 
armistice reply to Prince Goftchakoff, which· w:as telegraphed 
this afternoon, and then Lord Carnarvon had to rise. and -l~ve 
the Cabinet forOsborne; •• ,_ ,; , , ,. :-' · ., . · 

_t:_-: ' • ;" "';'" 
.To La(ly' Bradford . 

. 10; DowNING STREE~,._Jan.·3; l878:..L.Gratefu1.to you for 
yr.lettenvh.J ·did n:Ot dysery~ froin my ~ilence; but Cabi~ets 
every day, unceasing labor ~orherwise, and' much' anXiety 
really prevent one_:_Yshd. s~y .disqualify one~from· doing 
anything so agreeable as to comrritmicate With you. _ • -
•. Carnarvon, when I thought all was right; hasma<Je a terriple 
escapade, a speech. worthy of GJadstone. . . . . · ,., _ · 

He has gone to-day, ?-fter the Cabinet, to Osoorne. rdon't 
envy him his audienc·e. It is s6fue 'time since' he h•as ·been at 
Court, the Q'\leen being _greatly offended with him, and I 
asked H.M., as a personal :favor ,t9 myself, to invite him ! 
Alas ! he is in the hands of Lyddon and Froude ! ·and consults 
them oi::t all' occasions and on all matters. . ; . · ' · 

I have been obliged to speak my mind to'hirn at iast; and 
do not ·know whether I shall meet him-agairi as a colleague; 
and do not niuch care. . . . .. ., "' . . i ' < 

· -J itn. 6.-Nothing is yet settied: all-conft1sed and perplexing. 
But, as there is a Cabinet to-morrow; it is impossible tliat the 
decisionshd.be.delayed:··•·,_,, __ ' '· · _, .-, __ :,· .r • . -·· 

Tho'- all his· colleagues. thirik his condilct indefensible; arid 
calculated to· produce the ritmost evil; nearly all6f: them are 
on their knees tO '~J.lim not' to resign. They fear .further 
ruptur-es, and think, 'with ·cause, that only one :interpretation 
can be placed-on such 'an ip.cident;-:-that "'e'are going at once 
to 'war with .Russia ! ' · At this moment;· Parliament on the 

. eve of i:n~tirig; there wd. ·.be ~f course the most factious agiti.t'
tion in the c6u:ntry, arid instead of l;>eing welcomed by the K 
of.C., carrying our~m:easUl'es,'.a!ld.securing,peace; we shd. 
proi?ably J:>e <;J.efeated· __ or :Wea~y supported~ and. p._a_ve.•to dis" 
·solve Pathament·! .. : ' ' · ~ 1 c- ·- _ , 

7an. 7_.-: .. : . .J'haye not ·a·rnopienw but you ''ill:like t0 know, 
-that ·aU/is well ft:rtanged.,"~The<Oabi;net· remains unbro~e.ir, 

" .,_.. . . . -.. 1i::;! 

. ·--~ ' ' 
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and can show a front at this critical time. · The mischief done 
cannot be recalled, but a break-up. on the eve of Parlt. wd; 
have been perilous and perhaps fatal. - ~ • 

The Queeri expressed herself very strongly to Carnarvon, 
both in speech and in writing; and s·alisbury, whose 
defence of his friend. in Cabinet sprang from.· chivalry, 
and not from approval, did his best to persuade him to 
reasonableness. 'Except brave J()hri Mariners and 
haughty Sir Michael,' wrote .the Prime Minister to the 
Queen, . ' Lord· Beaconsfield believes· all. ·his colleagues 

· are on their knees to Lord Carnarvon to stay. The 
Cabinet wants a little of your Majesty's fire.' ··The 
difficulty was accordingly patched up for the moment. 

To Queen Victoria. . 
10, DoWN.INGST., Jan. 7, '78.-... 0~ the op~ning.of the 

Cabinet this morning, Lord Carnarvon IQ.ade some graceful, 
slightly conciliatory remarks on the scene which occurred at 
the last meet~g; and, then, he asked ·leave to read a paper 
which he had drawn up, so that his views might not be ntis-
understood in the future. . . 

When he had finished, Pnme Ministel' said; .that Lord Car~ 
narvon had not :withdrawn from his colleagues, for two reasons. 
lst, That in the prese.t;tt critical 11tate of a:ffairs; his secession 
might be injurious to the Queen's ser:vice: 2n,d, that we appre
ciated a colleague, whosc .administration of his office had 
added to the reputation of .Her Majesty's Government: but 
that Lord Beaconsfield could not now enter into anv criticism 
or controversy on the points contained in a carefully prepared 
paper, but that, if LordCarliaryonfurnished him with a copy· 
he would, of course, consider it, and in a friendly spirit; 

There the matter ended with a sympathetic murmur from 
· all, and with some incoherent but well,meant expressions from 
Lord Derby. Then the reply to .Prince Gortchako:ff :was. 
settled, and sent to your Majesty for approval. . . 

Then, after some feeble opposition from:Lord Derby,·the 
Cabinet resolved on the amount of the vote of, credit, viz., 
five millions. · 

Lord Beaconsfield very much thanks your Majesty for the 
copies of the Carnarvon correspondence. He· thought your 
Majesty's letter admirable, and he bas no doubt it influenced 
the person to whom it was addressed. . . . 
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This Carnarvon incident was only one of many diffi
culties in the Cabinet, which were not finally overcome 
till the end of March. 'Cabinets every day, and unceas
ing anxiety and toil,' wrote Beaconsfield to Lady Bradford 
on January 14; 'the confusion is so great that it seems· 
the end of the world ' was his despairing wail three days 
later; to Lady Chesterfield- on January 22 he wrote, 
' The Cabinet really sits en permanence.' .In readh:ig 
Beaconsfield's letters to the Queen describing the deliberac 
tions 'over which he presided we should, however, make 
soine allowance for his artistic and impressionable tern- ' 
peranient, prone to exaggerate both failures and success~s. -

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DowNING ST., Jan.· 9, '78.-... The draft of your 

Majesty's speech was submitted to the Cabinet this day, 
having been in their hands for four and twenty hours pre-
viously. _-
_ .. Lord-Derby attackedit in every way, in a very elaborate 
address. He said it was a menace to Russia. Lord Salisburv 
followed in the same vein. To the. consternation, but 'con
cealed consternation, of the Prime_ Minister, the Lord Chan
cellor too much agreed with them. _Mr·; Secretary Cross gave 
a faint note and dwelt on ~he depression of trade, and- the 
fearful decline in. the revenue, which was continuous. 

Mr.~ Secretary Hardy touched only on some technical mili
tary points, bnt gave no assistance on the great issues. 'The 
Chancellor of the 'Exchequer was able and true. - ' 

Lord Derby then proposed that the draft should be with-
drawn and another prepared. ·· _ 

Lord • Carnarvon supported him. They receded from all 
the engagements, which they had accepted three _weeks or so 
ago. · - · . _ _ _ -

It was, then, necessary for the Prime Minister to make a _ 
great effort, and to say, that, late as it was, he,would not meet· 

,Parliament unless they were prepared to fulfil their engage
ments. Why had they ·agreed to call Parliament together ? 
Why was it meeting ? - -- . · . _ · _ 

A sharp half hour, but, ultimately, they adopted the speech, 
exchanging words, but still adhering to the three great points: 
L Negotiations for peace, 2. Meeting of Parliament, 3. Increase 
of Armaments:· · ·· · · · · ' 

.. •Lord Beaconsfield will not be able to get a becoming copy 
of the Speech for your Majesty's consideration' and sanction, 
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by this post. He will send it to-morro\v with his original draft. 
He was nearly alone in the Cabinct,'Lord John Manners and 
Chancellor of the Exchequer alone really supporting him. 
It is evident, that, besides the opposition _we have always had 
to encounter from the Russian party in the Cabiriet; Lord 
Beaconsfield's·colleagues generally are much affected by the 
depressed state of trade and the great fall in the revenue last 
week, the commencement of a quarter in which it was hoped 
it would rally. It only shows, we ought to have met Parlia
ment on the 7th of this month, as Lord Beaconsfield origina.lly 
proposed. He doubts whether, if the resolutions he brought• 
forward some few weeks ago were now recommended to 'his 
colleagues, 'they would adopt them. . They take a dark view 
of the condition and prospects 9f the country ... But they 
cannot now recede. · · ·· 

J·rom Queen Victoria. 

OsBORNE, Jan. w; '78.~The Queen is really distressed 
at the lo\v tone which this country is inclined to hold. She· 
thinks every opportunity ought to be taken and. every effort 
made to show them that-the Empire and even their low sordid 
love of gain will suffer permanently and most seriously if this 
goes on~ The country should bo frightened as to the results. 
Could not Lord Beaconsfield get something to be written, 
tho' the Daily Telegraph, Pall Mall and Pvst are very strong 
in tho right sense, to instruct the blinded ·country in· this 
respect ? She feels she cannot, as she before said, remain 
the Sovereign of 'a country that is letting itself down. to kiss 
the feet of the great barbarians, the retarders of all liberty 
imd ciVilisation that_exists. . Her son feels more strongly than 
herself even. She is utterly ashamed of the Cabinet, but 
delighted to see and hear Sir Staffordis so right and sound. ·; . . 
Be firm and you Will rally your party round you. The Queen 
means to speak very -strongly .to Count Beust. It can 
do ·no harm; it may do good. Oh; if the Queen · w'ere 
a man, she would like to go and ·give those· Russians, 
whose :word one cannot believe, such a· beating!· · We shall 
never be ftie11ds again tiU we have -it out; This the Queen 
feels sure of. · ·• 

The Queen is so grieved at these constant annoyances to 
which Lord Beaconsfield is exposed and at the trouble which · 
yesterday-'s Cabinet caused him, which he so· w~ll describes 
in the letter received, to-day, for which she thanks him very 
much. Lord Derby is the real misfortune; another Foreign . 
Secretary, who felt as he ought, would support the Prime 
Minister, [and] would carry the ethers with him. 

a 35* 
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'It is something to serve such a Sovereign!' wrote 
Beaconsfield on :receipt of this 'spirited' letter. ·He, 
no less than the Queen, felt. that, in view of the rapid 
advance of Russian troops in Thrace,1 sonie definite 
step in the nature of armed precaution J:r!.Ust be taken on 
the spot; and he sillnmoned the Cabinet .on January 12 
to decide whether; considering Layard's despatches, the 
time had not come for England to occupy the Dardanelles. 

"Her Majesty wrote a memorandum to impress on the 
Cabinet the importance of the occasion. The meeting 
was noteworthy, as Salisbury· then, for the first time, 
took a lead amorig his oolleagues in support of his chief's 
policy. · 

Memorandum 'by Queen Victoria. 

OsBORNE, Jan. 11, '78.-The. state of the Eastern Question 
has become most serious and events are following each other 
with such rapidity and developing such fearful proportjons, 
that what was decided even two or three days ago seems no 
longer of much avail. . · . • 

The news of the surrender of the Turkish Army at Shipka 
yesterday and of the intention not to defend Adrhinople to-day 
show that Constantinople may be attacked very. soon, and 
if there is a panic, not. defended ! ! . . -

We must therefore stand by what we have always dedared, 
viz., that any advance on Constantinople would free us from 
our position of neutrality. Were. these mere empty words.? 
H so, England must abdicate her position and retire from hav
ing any l()nger any voice in the Councils ()f Europe and· sink 
down to a third-rate power! 

Bu.t the Queen feels sure that there is not one amongst her 
Ministers who, whatever their individual feelings for Turkey 
and against war may be, would wish u:s not to support the 
honour and dignity of Great Britain, and in that case she calls 
upon them to determine at once what means should instantly . 
be taken to prevent Constantinopll} from being attacked, . 

· which we have repeatedly stated would be tantamount to a 
r:;asus belli. . . . 

There:i,s not a monierit to be lost ot the whole of our policy 
of centuries, of our: honour as a great• European Power, will 
have received an irreparable blow! The Queen has.not a 

· 1 ,·The Turks h~ve lost another army-that of the Shipk~Pass,' Beacons
fieldtold ~Lady Bradford on January 10; '40 battalions surrounded and 
surrendered I I think the ourtain will now fall.' 
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doubt what the feeling of the nation would be, if the real 
danger is known and explained. . 

The Queen wishes Lord Beaconsfield to read this to the 
Cabinet to-morrow . 

. To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING ST., Jan. 12, '78.-... A Cabinet of three 
hours, most stormy. The proposition was to send fleet to the 
Dardanelles and forces to Boulair, if Sultan permitted. Lord 
Derby violently opposed the proposition. Ultimately Lord 
Salisbury proposed that Mr. Layard should be instructed to 
ask permission of the Sultan for ' the fleet to anchor in the 
Straits,' the language used by Mr. Layard; and that in reply 
to P. Gortchakoff's unanswered ·note on the subject of 
' British Interests' and their more complete definition, the 
Prince should be requested to give an assurance to the English 
Government, that the Russians would not occupy· Gallipoli. 

After long reflection, and extreme stubbornness, LordDerby 
rose from his seat, and said ' that he could not sanotion any 
projects of the kind, and that he must retire from the. ministry.' 
Lord Salisbury said then, that, if Lord Derby retired, he must 
retire too, as he fel~. the differences of opinion in the Cabinet 
were insurmountable; that the P. Minister, by his powers of 
conciliation, had kept them together for ·four years, but he 
felt it was hopeless; that he had only suggested the compro
mise to keep them, if possible, together at this moment, as he 
felt it would be disastrous to the Queen's service to break up 
now. . . 

The Lord Chancellor asked Lord Derby what he proposed 
as an alternative answer to Mr. Layard, but as usual Lord 
Derby had . nothing to propose. He opposes everything, 
proposes nothing. The P. Minister said that Lord Derby 
and those who agreed with him, ought to have retired three 
weeks ago, and not consented to the summoning of Parliament. 
By their remaining, but retiring now, they had deceived the 
Queen. · · 

Lord Beaconsfield ought to have told your Majesty that 
the proceedings commenced by his reading your Majesty's 
letter. The whole of the Cabinet·, with the exception of 
Lord Carnarvon, much supported the P. Minister. 

Lord Derby at length accepted the proposal of Lord Salis
bury, but Lord Carnarvon had the impertinence of violently 
protesting against it, even after that. 

As the telegrams in discussion were most urgent, Lord 
Bea:consfield sanctioned. their being sent from the Council
chamber, on the ground, that he was sufficiently acquainted, 
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from hourly cor'i'espondence, with your Majesty's pleasure 
·and opinions on th~ subject, to venture on that step. · If he 
erred, he trusts hum,bly/Y:?ur Majesty will pardon him. . 

Layard's despatches were not the only appeals which· 
reached England· from Constantinople. On January 10 
the Sultan telegraphed personally to the Queen, begging 
Her Majesty_for her medi.ation. w,ith a view to arranging 
an armistice and the discussion of the preliminaries of 
peace. The Queen, accordingly,· with the unanimous 
approval ·of the Cabinetr-' almost the. only occasion,' 
wro:teBeaconsiield, ' on,wbichthey have'been unanimous ' . 
~telegraphed to the Tsar on Januar.yl4, communicating" 
the fact of the Sultan's appeal, and expressing the hope 

. th!).t Alexander, as one sincerely desirous of·peace, would 
accelerate the negotiations. The Tsar inust have resented 
this direct approach, as he replied next day with a message . 
whic"h ,the Queen and Beaconsfield . not unnaturally 
found 'unsatisfac~ory,' 'rude,' and ' vulgar'; but which 
the Minister thought indicated that Rt~ssia was finding 
unexi>ected obstacles in her path. 

The Emperor .Alexander to Queen Victoria . 

. Your Majesty does me. justice in' saying that. I desire peace, 
but I wish it to be serious and lasting. The Commanders
in-Chief of my armies in Europe and Asia know the conditions 
on· which a s~spension of hostilities can be granted. 

The Emperor's reply wa;s not .calculated to reassure 
the Cabinet as t'o the intentions of the Russian ruler and 
his -rlctorious Generals.: Beaconsfield accordingly pressed 
forward in the Cabinet ol-Wn.esday; January 15, the scheme 
of sending the fleet to the Dardanelles, though by the 
Cabinet of the following day, mainly in consequence of 
the Sultan's objections, the order was held in abeyance~ 
Carnarvon tendered to Beaconsfield a provisienal resigna
tion, to take effect directly'the order was sent; and Derby 
also, who at this ci.'itical time was laid up with illness, 
and unable to att()nd Cabinets; wrote from'his sickbed, 
strongly_ protesting against the policy. ' More I think of 
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the Dardanelles business, less I like it,', he wrote on 
January 15; and again next day, 'I cannot 'put too 
strongly the objections which I feel to .the sending up of 
the fleet.'~ He forwarded a minute which was read at 
the Cabinet on January 16, and in which he summed up 
his objectiqns in the sentence, 'I object to the proposed 
step as contrary to Treaty, as increasfng 'the risk of col
lision with Russia, as tending to irritate rather than to 
conciliate, and as being, so far as I can judge, useless, 
if not dangerous, in a military point of view.' 

Hardy's diary gives us sucCinct accounts of the varying 
decisions of these two Cabinets, and of the motives which 
inspired them. 'Jan. 15.-We agreed to communica
tions to Austria to draw closer to her, to Loftus to urge 
an answer about GalJipoli, to Austria as to association 
with us in entering the Dardanelles. Salisbury, worn orit 
by Russian duplicity, was more eager than anyone for 
the last action.' 'Jan. 16 . .:__Beust's communications as 
to Austria, the Grand Vizier's to the fleet, backed by 
Layard-Russia's mo;fe than half promise not to go to. 
Gallipoli--changed all our purposes of yesterday: Austria 
is shaky, but we must go with her as she urges.' 

Beaconsfield was very impatient with Carnarvon and 
. his provisional resignation. 

From Lord Oarnat'von. 
16, BRUTON ST., Jan .. 18, '78.~0n Monday last, the 14th 

inst., I wrote to you requesting you to .be good enough to sub
mit iny resignation to the Queen, as soon as the order for 
moving the fleet to.the Dardanelles should be given. 1 after
wards received a message from you· through Mr. M. Corry to 
the effect that subsequent telegrams had induced you to 
change your mind; and on attending the Cabinet on Tuesday, 
the following day~as I ·did to prevent any rumours which 
might be injurious to the Government arising-! understood 
that they, as well as you, saw reason to abandon the course 
which had been agreed upon. 

I am very glad that so sound a decision has been come to
whatever the reasons on which it may have been founded~ 
but looking to the f.act that my resignation, though provisional,· 
is in your hands, and to the serious nature of such a fact, 
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I think it is my duty to state,.in a manner which cannot be 
mistaken, what I conceive to be my present position. 

When .at the last Cabinet held T stated the course which 
_I· had taken in placing my provisional resignation in your 
hands,·no opinion was expressed or comment made by you, or 
as far as I remember by any other member of the Cabinet; 
and therefore it is the more necessary that there should be no 
room. for misapprehension as to my past or preserit action. 

I have no desire to separate myself from_ colleagues with 
whom I have. acted on terms of grea,.t personal rega,rd and 
goodwill: I am sensible. of the public inconvenience which 

. would arise from discord or open difference ofopinion at this 
moment; and I am ready now; as lhope I have been on former 
occasions, to modify or concede my Views on points of ·detail, 
in order to secure a general harmony ·of action amorig the 
members-of the Government. · 
·But I have been led to consider carefully the ev'entsof the 

·last few weeks and the divergences of opi~on whiph have 
unfortunately developed themselves amongst us; and I cannot 
conceal from myself that those differences have been very 
considerable on a question, where it is of the utmost impor
tance to the country that the Government should be one and 
undivided. . .. 

Taking therefore all this into account I avail myself of this 
opportunity to place clearly. ori paper the opinion-eyen 
though you and my colleagues. are already familiar with it-:
that I am not· prepared in present circumstapces, or in cir

. cumstances similar to them, to agree to any armed interven-
tion or any course of a similar nature. I see no reason as yet 
why the question at issue should pass out of the realm of 
diplomacy. Further, the .vote of credit or the increase in 
Arniyand Navy estimates (whichever it maybe) is a measure 
which I consider useful as a means· of· strengthening oi.rr dip
lomacy at this juncture; but I do not contemplate the appli
cation of any aid granted by Parliament to the purposes 
of a foreign expedition, unless circumstances should . change 
in a manner and to a degree wholly beyond niy present 
antiCipations. 1he anxiety which I own to have felt on this 
subject has been greatly relieved by· the explicit language of 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in which he explained that 
the Government would not, until it was clear that the ·:Russian 
conditions are unsatisfactory, make any proposals for the. 
increase of armaments: ·· 
· ;Relying therefore upon thi.s as a trustworthy. exposition of 
the views of the Government I feel that I may for· the present 
content m:}rsel£ with the statement, which I have endeavoured 
to express as clearly a8 possible 'in reference to II?-Y own position: 
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But it remains for you to consider whether this view, which is 
satisfactory to me, and on which my continuance in office 
depends, is also satisfactory to you and my· colleagues. I 
shall be glad to hear from you at your convenienye. · 

To Lord Carnarvon. 
10,Do\VNnw STREET, Jan. 18, '78.---,I cd. not answer your 

letter this morning, as my carriage wa.S at the door, .and I 
was obliged to keep an engagement. 

You are in error in supposing that you wrote to·me on 
Monday last, the 14th. It was on Tuesday, the 15th, that you 
wrote to me a letter wh. I received on Wednes[day], the 16t4,. 
just before the early meeting of the Cabinet. 

As yr. letter .was founded on assumed circ[umstanc]es 
wh. did not exist, or wh. had been removed, I thought it was 
only a friendly act-and it was in a spirit of thoro' comradeship 
I did it-to send to you a gefit[lema:n] who possessed my~ 
entire confidence, and who was an intimat.e acquaintance 
of your own, to apprise you of this, and to:beg you to consider 
the letter non avenue, and therefore not to mention the subject 
to our colleagues, already sufficiently harassed witn such 
matters. 

You tookanother course, wh. I regret, if o.rily for the cause 
of its occasioning you to write so many letters and I to answer 
them. 

There is no adequate cause for yr. tendering the resignation 
of yr. office at this moment, and I shd. be quite unable to 
inform the Queen what was the reason of .yr. retirement. 
These are not times when statesmen shd. be too susceptible. 
We have enough to encounter without wasting our energies 
in .contests among ourselves. · 

I shall not therefore submit yr. resignationto H.M. Such 
a step wd. deprive me of a colleague I value, and at any rate 
it shd. be reserved for a period wheli there is a very important 
difference of opinion between us, wh. at present does not 
seem to be the case. . 

While Cabinet councils were thus 'distracted, Ministers. 
were. forood to make declarations in the open by the 
meeting of Parliament on Thursday, January 17. The 
Queen's Speech, on the draft of which the Cabinet had 
found so much difficulty in agreeing, narrated the progress 
of Russia's victorious arms in Europe and Asia, the appeal 
of the Porte to England, and the fact that, through British 
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mediation, Russia and Turkey were in communication as 
to peace. Then followed the critical parag7aph. 

Hitherto; ,so far as the war has proceeded, neither of the 
belligerents. has infringed the conditions on which my neu
trality is founded, and I willingly believe that both parties 
are desirous to respect them, so far as it may be in their power. 
So long as these_ ·conditions arc not infringed, my attitude 
will continue the same. But I cannot conceal from myself 
that, sho1ild hostilities be unfortunately prolonged, '.some 
unexpected occurrence may render it incumbent on me to 
adopt measures' of ·precaution. Such m,casures. could not be · 
takep. without adequate preparation; and I trust to the libera
lity of my Parliament to supply the means which may be 
required for that purpose. · · , 

This. ~arning was enforced by Beaconsfield_ in- his 
-peroration 'when he spoke in the debate on the' Address. 

' If we arc -called upon to vindicate our rights -and to · 
defend the interests of our country; ifourpresent hopes 
and purp.oses of peace a~e baffled; if there be-cirC'\}Ip.• 
stances which demaJ?d that we. should appeal to Parlia
ment again and again for Illeans to vindicate the honour · 
of the realm, and to· preserve and maintain the interests' 
of the empire, I am sure tha~ HerJ\1ajesty's Government 
will never. hesitate to t11ke that CO'\lrS~.· But, in general, 
the Duke of Connaught's report of the speech to the 
Queen was well founded: 'When he sat down everybody 
was as wise as they were before and the Opposition ~ere 
te~ribly nettled.' __ - His mam ~heme was. to show 4ow 
absurd wacS the lament of the Opposition about England's 
isolation and want of illfluence. Why, hepoirited out, the 
only Power which had done anything was England. It 
was she who defeated the Berlin memm;andum, who called 
the .Constantinople Confer.ence Into existence,1 who ob- . 
ta:ined an armistice for Serbia, and who had inter~ered 
'to bring about the present negotiation between R'\lssia 
and Turkey. A peppery attack w.hich Argyll mf1de upon 
Beaconsfield gave Salisbury an opportunity, in Derby's 
absencefrom illness, to . defend the policy of his chief. 
He challenged Parliament either to -give its implicit 
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confidence to the Government, and so enable it to act 
with force in these great 'issues, or to replace it. 

. To Queen Victoria. 
10, ·DowNING STREET, Jan. 18, '78.~ ... It seems univer

sally admitted, that last night in Parliament redounded much 
to the credit of your Majesty's Government. The debate 
in the Lords was. well sustained, and its not least remarkable· 
feature was the vigorous, loyal and uncompromising support 
given to the Prime1\1inister by Lord Salisbury. 

· The observations of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to 
which your Majesty refers, have .attracted remark, bnt the 
general interpretation of them by the House of Commons and 
the country, is, that th.ey were a challenge to Russia, tha~ if 
the. terms of peace were not such as England had a right to 
expect; we should be-prepared to go to war with that Power, 
and this is the interpretation that Sir Stafford accepts ! 
· The communications with Austria are constant, and promis

ing, and Lord Tenterde11· informs Lord Beaconsfield that M. 
de Harcourt 1 intimated to~day, th~t France was disposed to 
move and apprise Russia, that the Danube and the Straits 
were European questions. · 

Lord Beaconsfield hopes that 'your Majesty may not suffer 
from all this anxiety, and absolute and extreine ·labor, which 
your Majesty undergoes. He wif)hes, often, he was at· your 

, Majesty's side to soothe and to aid and to be your Majesty's 
Secretary as well as your Minister. That cannot be, but let 

. him hope that his distant devotion is not without solace, and, 
even tho' removed and apart, his humble energies may, in 

. some degree, aid. · · 

In the midst of this agitated time the Queen was anxious 
to follow up the mark of confidence in Beaconsfield which 
·she had giyen in her December visit to Hughenden by a 
further striking act. of favour. 'Let Lord Derby and 
Lord Carnarvon go, and be very firm,' she wrote on 
January 20, from Osborne. 'A divided Cabinet .is of no 
use. - The Queen would wish to confer the vacant Garter 
on Lord Beaconsfield as a mark o{ her confidence and 
support. She and the country at litrge have the greatest 

- confidence in him.' But BeaconsfiCld felt at once that 
this was a very. unsuitable moment for him to accept . 

1 French Ambassa.dor. 
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honours and decorations.. Besid~s, as · he told Lady 
Bradford, he had Melbourne's reason: for declining, that 
he did hot want to bribe himself. Her Majesty thought 
her Minister's letter declining the honour 'a beautiful 
one-she almost expected it; but hopes to bi:istow it on 
some future occasion.' 

To Queen Victoria, 
10, DowNING ST., Jan. 21, '78.-He is deeply touched, . 

almost overcome, by the gracious expression of yolir Majesty's . 
. wish to confer on him the high ,dignity of the Garter, and 

especially as a mark of your Majesty's confidence and support . 
. But with .the profoundest deference he would venture to 

observe that this great distinction would only add' to. the 
jealousy·and envy of which he is already the object and that 
it might be better to reserve it for some one on whoni your 
Majesty could less depend than on himself, and whose support 
might add strength to your Majesty's Government. . .. 

There is no honor and no reward that with him can ever 
equal the possession of your Majesty's kind thoughts. All 
his own thoughts and feelings and duties and affections are 
now concentrated in your Majesty, and he desires. nothing 
more for his remaining years than to serve your Majesty or, 
if that service ceases; to live still on its memory. as. a period 
of his existence most interesting and fascinating .. 

The Queen's graCious offer reached Beaconsfield cin 
the morning of a day-Monday, January 21--,-when :he . 
had determined to put his authority to the test, and 

. obtain: ·his colleagues; assent to a. definitely. forward· 
· policy. For the first time during these troubles, there .· 
· was a prospect for England of a serious ally in resisting 
Russian advance. Neither in the Reichstadt under~ 
standing of 1876, nor in the ·vienna Treaty of 187.7, had 
Austria carded her policy of hypothet~cal partition so 
far as to admit of Russian occupation of Constantinople 
and the Straits. She, like England, was at last gravely . 
alarmed that t:P,is dailgerw~~ imminent,and.she seemed _ 
to be ready to join England iii preventing it. Russia 
still conceaJed her. terms while daily' advancing her 

·. military !>osition. · Beaconsfield a,ccordi_ngly .felt that the 
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mo~ent had come to burst the shackles that had bound 
his Cabinet, and in three sittings on Monday, Tuesday, 
av-d Wednesday, the 21st, 22nd, and 23r.d, he pressed for 
and obtained a decision. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DowNING ST., Jan. 21, '78.---'--LordBeaconsfield .. ~ pro

posed to-day to the Cabinet that we should offer to A.ustria 
a defensive alliance "ith this country·; if necessary, a pecu- -
niary aid, provided she would mobilise a sufficient force upon 
her frontier, and join us in an identic note to Russia. Our 
fleet, of course, to go up to Constantinople. - · 

The discussion was fiery._ Ten members of the Cabinet 
warmly adopted the proposals, Lord Derby fiercely opposing 
them, and Lord Carnarvon feebly. -

No one supported them with more'energy than Lord Salis
. bury, whose conduct throughout was admirable .. 

Ultimately, Lord Derby agreed to the identic note, arid a 
draft of it was drawn up and telegraphed to Vienna, and the 
Cabinet is to' meet and decide to-morrow on the fuain ques
tion, at 2 o'clock, when we expect an answer from.Sir [sic} 
Buchanan. Lord Beaconsfield will see C<;:mnt Beus~ this evening, · 
and has great hopes, that he shan- be able to settle every
thing. 

He shall not hesitate to undertake to His Excellency, that 
your Majesty's Government will adopt these measures, and if 
Lord Derby caimot approve them, he must at once resign. · 

The Austrian reply, which was of an indecisive characte:r, 
came in time for the Council of Wednesday the 23rd; 
and Beaconsfield, recognising that important results 
mu~t follow from th~ meeting, obtained _that morning 
by telegram in advance the Queep.'s authority to accept 
resignations. in order ' to prevent second thoughts! 
Before six he reported to_ Her· Majesty::_ that the fleet 
had been ordered to proceed immediately to Constanti
nople; that the Chancellor of tl:J.e _Exchequer would give 
notice in 'the House of Commons of a Vote of Credit~ and 
that the Cabinet was resolute, except-Derby and Carnar
von, whose resignations he expected· at . once. His 
expectations were fulfilled iri both cases. Derby's letter 
was manly and touching. 
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From Lord Derby. 
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FoREIGN OFFICE, Jan. 23, 1878; 

MY~ DEAR DIS!!-AELI,.:.-After our repeated discussions: in 
Cabinet on t~e question of sending up the fleet to Coilstanti

. riople, and the decision which was come to this afternoon, 
you will feel as I do that only one result is possible so far as 
I am concerned. . . . · · · · · 

The question on which we were unable to agree' is obviously 
one of grave importance; it is certain· to be eagerly and fre~. 
quently discussed bothin and out:of Parliament;·the Fm:eign 
Secretary more than any other Minister would in the ordinary 
course of things. be charged ~with the duty of defending the 
decision taken; and as I cannot think it, or say that I think it,. 
a safe or wise one, it is cleat that . no alterna~ive is ·left me 
except to ask you to allow me to retire from thl:l post I hold; 

I deeply.and sincerely regret that we_shoul.d differ on any 
point of policy; but two considerations reconcile me. in some . 

·measure to a step. which is quite as p~:tinful to me perso11ally 
as it·can be to you.: You will get on better with a thoroughly 
harmonious Cabinet; a1,1d you are so strong -in the.Lotds. tj:lat 
the loss of two colleagues will not practically, affect'\you·. 
there ... I may add that the incessant anxiety of the Jast two 
years has made me often doubt o~ late-,-all questions of politi~ 
cal difference set aside-whether I should-long be capable 
of even moderately efficient service in an office which at times 
like these admits of no rest from responsibility and labour. 
·. It is needless to say that whatever I can do, out of office; 
to support your Government will be done by me, both as an 
obligation of -public duty and from feelings of private friend
ship which no lapse of time or change of circumstances 'will 
alter. Believe me al":ays mbst sincerely yrs., DERBY. 

Beaconsfi~ld immediately obtairi~d ._the QuebJ?.'s pe~- . · 
missipn to offer the succession to the Foreign Office to 
Salisbury, whose thoroughgoing adhes1on .:r9 his: chief's 
pqlicy had been a marked feature of recent Cabinets; ind 
Hicks Beach, who had been a stalwart through011t, became 
Colonial Secretary. The orders were sent to the fleet 
to enter the Dardanelles, and Layird was instructed to 

· inform t.he Sultan, and secure that the forts-did not-fire on 
the ships .. N orthcote d~ly notified~he House of Com_mons 

. of a Vote of Credit to be moved on the following Monday. < 

· Beaconsfield felt he could now go full, steam ahead; and 
his Royal Mistress was immensely satisfi~d and relieved. 

,. . . . . ~ ~ 
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To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., Jan. 24.-Lord Beaconsfield ... encloses 

letters received this morning from Lord Carnarvon and Lord 
Derby. It is the policy of Lord Salisbpry that they oppose. 
Until Lord Salisbury was permanently detached from these 
noble Lords; it was impossible to bring the Cabinet to·any firm 
or general decision .. Directly Lord Salisbury declar·ed, which 
he did in a most uncompromising view, against Russiap. ag
gression, the Cabinet divided ten to twelve in favor of a decided 
policy; Lord Salisbury is most firmly anti-R:ussian. His 
experience in the India Office has taught him this. His 
diplomatic promenade last year in Europe has given· him 
personal acquaintance :with all its leading statesmen. . He is a 
man of commanding ability and station and Lord Beacqns
field thoroughly believes that your Majesty will find in him 
a most efficient, .devoted and agreeable Minister .. He there
fore earnestly prays your Majesty to appoint him Secretary 
of State. It will show that your "Majesty's Government is 
determined. . · . , -
. Lord· Beaconsfield is touched by Lord Derby's letter .. It 

closes a public connection of a quarter of a century, softened 
too ·by much private intimacy. Lord Salisbury also· is 
detached from hls intimate friend . 
. These are trials of public life, but everything must yield to 

duty, especially at an imperial crisis like the pr~sent. 
He begs your Majesty to have the kindness to telegraph 

permission to the two retiring Ministers to make their parlia-
mentary .statements to-morrow. · 

He thanks your Majesty for your Majesty's gracious 
messages and enquiries. He is glad to say he is fairly wellr 
but the tension of the present moment .is extreme, and the 
thought and labor are unceasing. ~e would willingly write · 
more, but he must now hurry down to the House of. Lords, 
and has been the whole morning in conference and consultation.' 

· From Queen Victoria. 

OsBORNE, Jan. 24, '78.-The Queen must write a few lines 
to Lord Beaconsfield, to express her immense satisfaction 
and relief at the intelligence conveyed in his two cyph~rs. 
To theJast, she feared Lord Derby woulq stay and sh«:J really 
believes that next to the agitation and behaviour of the Oppo-· 
sition, he has been the chlef obstacle to all action and moreover 
has tried Lord Beaconsfield dreadfully, and often paralysed 
the whole Government, in the most lamentable way. His 
inaction and delay on every occasion and total want of energy 

" . -
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·and purpose, have been such that, irrespective of this question, 
he had become totally unfit to be Foreign Secretary. 

What has led to this, at the last, after the scenes which 
Lord Beaconsfield described.? The announcement in the 
House of Commons is also most important. 
'In short the Queen cannot sufficiently thank her wi~e .and 

kind Prime Minister, for the firmness and energy displayed, 
which will yet carry us on to where we should be. 

Under these circumstances, Lord Salisbury is no doubt an 
excellent appointment. and his great ability and readiness as · 
a speaker will make him invaluable as Foreign Secretary. 
She wonders whom he will submit as Secretary for the Colonies. 

The. Queen trusts Lord Beaconsfield will not be the worse 
for all this excitement and anxietv .... 

These resignations and Lord Silisbury's appointment with 
other strong measures wil_l have an immense effect in Russia, 

The satisfaction and relief of Queen· and Minister were 
premature. Carnarvon's resignation was indeed final; 
but, after a few days' uncertainty and confusion, Derby, 
at Beaconsfield's request and with Her Majesty's relucc 
tant acquiescence, resumed the seals of the Foreign 
Office, which he held for a couple of months loriger. It 
is a cu~ious story. On Thursday, january _24, the day 
after the decisive Cabinet, when the orders to the fleet 
had only just been despatched, there came a telegram 
from Layard announcing.that the tenns or bases of peace 
had been agreed to, and that the last of them was that 
the question of the Straits should be settled between 
' the Congress and the Emperor of Russia.' N orthcote 
has given us, in his memorandum, a vivacious account 

'of the way in which this news aff~cted Mini~ters. 

This fell amongst us like a bombshell. Our justification 
for. sending up the fleet was that we feai;ed that a private 
arrangement would be made about the Straits between the 
Turks and Russians, to the exclusion and the detriment of 
other Powers; and here were the Russian terms of peace, 

·by which this question was to·b~e reserved to'be settled-by a. 
Congress! ·what could we say to justify ourselves? And 
how much would not the difficulty of the situ~tion be increased 
by the emphatic dissent· and resignation of Lord_ Derby ? 
After a little hasty consultation with those of otir colleagues 
who were in the House -of Commons, I went up to Downing 
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Street, taking Smith1 with me. We found Lord Beaconsfield · 
in bed, but quite able to talk the matter over with us. The 
result was that we agreed to stop Admiral Hornby before he 
entered the Dardanelles, where he had been led to expect that 
he might find orders. Smith despatched an Admiralty. tele
gram at once. It was not in time to stop· the fleet, but it 
brought it back again to the entrance of the Straits. Looking 
back, I think this was the greatest mistake we made in the 
whole business; but at the moment we were all agreed on: it. 
The next day came a correction of the telegram; it was not 
between the Emperor and the Congress that the question of 
the Straits was to be settled, but between the Emperor and the 
Sulta;n ! How we gnashed our teeth ! · · 

. . 

The original impression of the moderation ol Russia's. 
terms, which ·Ministers derived from the mistake in 
Layard's telegram; was confirmed on the Friday niornmg 
by a minimising statement of them which Schouvaloff- · 
'no doubt,' wrote Beaconsfield, 'in· consequence. of the· 
Parliamentary -movements of yesterday '-handed to 
Derby. They were considered by the ' Council of Ten,' 
as Beaconsfield called "the Cabinet minus Derby and 
Carnarvon, and were thought more studious of British 
than of Austrian interests; but Ministers natura:ny d~ter
mined to proceed with the Vote of Credit as a measure of 
precaution. Then came Layard's correcting telegram, 
which caused the Queen to telegraph at once to herPrime . 
Minister, ' Do not you agree with me in thinking it highly 
desirable that the fleet should still be sent to Constanti- • 
nople, else we are sure to be duped, which would be fatal1' 

But it would hardly have been dignified to send thefleet. 
a third order within twenty-four hours, countermanding 
the second order and restoring the first. Moreover, the 
firm attitude' of the Ministry in announcing an immediate 
Vote of Credit had already abated Russian pretensions, 
and made· "her produce her terms of peace. The move
ment of the fleet might perhaps wait for the de:velop
m,e:r;J.ts of the next few days; especially as the mere rum our, 
as yet unconfirmed, of Derby's resignation had produced. 
ser1ous domestic difficulties for the Government which 

1 First Lord of the Admiralty. 
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it is strange that Beacons~eld.and his colleagues had Iiot 
foreseen and allowed for. Not only \vas the head of the 
house of Stainley a name to conjure with in his native 
Lancashire, a county which had made a marvellous 
rally to Conservatism in recent years. ·But also, through' 
out the middle Classes and in the eyes of the plain m'an, 
Derby stqod for prudence and commonsense in politics ;1 

and the Whips represented to Beaconsfield and N o;rthcote 
that his defection would .shake the confidence of the 
country and qf the party in the soundness of Ministerial 
policy, and would certainly diminish, and might even 
imperil, the Governp:tent majority on the· coming Vote 
of Credit. Almost the \vliole of the Ministry,· with North
cote. and Cairns at· their head, pressed these views upon 

··Beaconsfield; who had no choice. but to yield to them. 
It was pointed out that the recall of the order· to the fleet 

. gave an obvious opening for accommodation. Carnarvon 
had· resigned because he opposed both the movement of 
the fleet and the iill.mediate Vote "of Credit. Derby 
had· based his resignation ·on . the · movement of the 
fleet alcine ; and he ·had left· himself a loophole that 
very ·Friday . afternoon, by abstaining at Beacortsfieid's 
request from any annolincement, when Carnarvon gave 
the House of Lords the detailed story ·of his own 
disagreements ·with his colleagues in the past three 

• weeks. Beaconsfield, when questioned by Gran.ville. on 
the current rumours of Derby's v.ction, could cinly 
say that he ' always thought it a high, valuable and 
anCient privilege of anyone retiring from a Gover'nment 
that he should a'nnounce the fact to Parliament himself 
in the first instance.' 

Convinced though he was that Derby's . return was 
in the circumstances desirable, Beaconsfield did i:rot feel 
that, after the. increasing friction of the last. eight or 
nine months, he couldmake a personal appeal to his:·old. 

·friend. Northcote has.told us that a curious reserve·had 

·~ • llis name affects the country, whic]{ does not kn~w his ~decisim~:~nd 
timidity,' wrote Hardy in his diary on January. 28. 
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lately sprung up between the tw.o men, once so intimate; 
'they became shy of speaking directly to each other, and 
I was frequently employed as a medium of communica
tion between them.' It was so now. ' 'l'he chief told 
me,' writes Northcote, 'that he could say nothing to 
lDerby ], but that if I could persuade him to stay he would 
be very glad. He did not think I should succeed... . . I 
spent the whole of Saturday in negotiation, and have kept 
the letters which passed between us,· besides writing 
which I had one or two long conversations, and on Sunday 
morning I was able to report my success.' It was a diffi
cult job that Northcote undertook; for Salisbury, to the 
s~.tisfaction of his colleagues, was prepared to take over 
the Secretaryship of Stat~, and yet Derby would accept 
no other post. Only a sense of public duty could have 
in~uced Derby to return; though he spoke of his action 
next week in the House of Lords as the most natural 
thing in the world; he had resigned because the Cabinet 
had taken a decision with which he could not agree, but, 
the cause of the difference having disappeared, he had no 
hesitation in withdrawing his resignation. 

There was one high authority in the State to whom 
Derby's return would be very unwelcome. For ma;ny 
months the Queen had insisted, with no little reason, hi 
her communications with Beaconsfield, that the one 

' -

indispensable preliminary to a courageous and steadfast 
foreign policy was the substitution of another Secretary 
of State for Derby, whose pe1·son .and policy had been 
antipathetic to her froin early days.. Beaconsfield ·had 
to use all his diplomacy to overcome Her Majesty's 
reluctance; his most effectual argument being that Derby's 
position, after his return without· Carnarvon, would be 
one of vastly less influence an~ importance.. · 

Tf:! Qu.~en Victoria. 

10, DOWNING ST., Jan. 26, '78. 

MADAM, AND MOST BELOVED SovEREIGN,-! fear your 
Majesty will n~ver pardon me for writing to your Majesty tills 
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letter, but.my duty to.your Majesty inipels m~, andlentreat 
~our . Majesty to deign·. to extend to me 'yo\.lr . Majesty's 

. cotmrianding j,udgnient and infillite indulgence: ' . ·· • .. · .··· . 
· It is represel).ted•to ine;·by all thefgieat'authorities on''these 
niatters, that the retirement of JLord Derby~~is ·producirig 
disastrous.results on the Conservati'fe .. party,:both5n Parlia
ment and out. <;>f doors. ·A general disintegration is ,taking 
place: , The vote" of Mimda y ne;t; which would have originally. 
been carried by a 'large majority;' and'on which Fdepended.'' 
as exercising a great influence on~ Austria and.•Rrissia;'is;:With 
this disruption of the Cabinet, not oiilycendangered;but even. 
problematical. . · . . : ·" · · · . · · · 

,All ~he Lancas~re members, .~p:d' ?,t~~~s ~~o; p~pr~s~!lt 
the r chief seats.· of manufactures. an'd commerce, cannot· any 

.Ionger:'be relied· on, and· our··frierids in' Lancashire, ,vho were 
organising public meetings on :a :large scale' to support •your 
Majestj's Government, 'and a~sw:er _the· mechani~al agitatio11 
of the last. month, have telegraphed,. that, in con-sequence of 
th~ assumed resignation of Lofd Derby;:they must' relinquish 
the .attempt; ·· ' ·· ·' · · ·.: ·· ·• .·. ~ ·:Y • •.' . " .• ·; . · · 
, ·Almost every.member of the Cabinet.has'·pressed str0irgly · 
on .me ·to advise. your Majesty to. retain ,,him, especially' t}ie ·. 

· · Lord Chancellor, who 4as confeqed with _my leading. collefi,gues 
privately. ·The policy of your Majesty's Govei:nment.'capn()~ 
be changed one whit ;and neither Lor~ Derby;nor anyone el:Se: 
can join your Majesty's Government; who is notJmniediatelj 
prepared to support the vote· oft six/millions; which. wilh be 
_proposed. op Mon<;lay. ,· ·;·; ··. ,., .. ; ~·· ., . : ... :~, ;, · ... ·· :< . ·,., 

. The Lord Chancellor and others·seem to think that''Lord• 
Derby regrets his WithdrawaJ, to.which he·was'indiiced by-'th~ 

. • personal' representations of Lord. Carnarvon, himself suffering 
, under depressing illness.· Lord Be~consfield.has 'had·no: com-· 

inunication with him, and his r!J(Signatiori in, the Hous!J of Lgrd~:~ 
last rught was not announc~d, because: it is .. believed,' he .did 

. not wi~?h to l c'onnect that act with thi:i resignation of tord 
.Carnarvon;· · >_. .• r ~ ··~·-· .. ·• :; '·.~ . .r··:s.' 1 · 

. The Lord Chancellor is of opinion that ii(this state of affairs; 
• and,· indeed ~n. future, the conduct, of Lord. l)e'rby :may. pe 
·powerfully con~rolled by th.~ Cabinet~ ... T4ey will dictate~th~ 

instructions to your Majesty's Millist~rs at ,the ponferenc~; 
and there tool your Majesty woiild'·be careful to be represented 
by those your Majesty can (mtirely trust. .. . . . 

The Lord ChanceHor, al~:~o, pointed out. that Lord Derby 
would now be alone in the Cabinet,' for Lord Salisbury is now 
entirely in everything with 'tj:ie ·Prime ;Mini~ter,. and ·of Lord 
Carnarvon w:e have for •ever got rid:: , '·; :.;• ,· •' , . • ; .· ~ · .· 
.· ~~ place,.jvith,J?l,ICh,agitation andcfli~quietude, ~hese,st~te~ . . ,· .- ' . ·. -~ . 
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· ~ents before your 1\'Iajesty for your ~ajest.y's gracious con~ 
sideration. We are dealing with great and prossing affairs; 
and the attitude of Austria is critical.. If your Majesty deigns 
to empower me to communicate with Lord Derby, I will obey ~ 
your Majesty's commands. · 
,. l have not over-stated, or colored, anything. •. . 

I am greatly distressed in mind, but -I am ever your 
Majesty's devoted BEACONSFIELD. _, · . 

P.S.-I ought to mention to your Majesty, that if, as some 
good judges suppose, war; and'"a dissolution of Parliament, 
are inevitable, it would be important to retain Lo~d Derby until 
the dissolution is over, and then, if necessary, he·could retire 
with impunity.. ·· · · · ··' · 

From Queen J1 ictoria. · 
: .OSBORNE, Jan. 27, '.78. 

MY DEAR LORD BEACONSFIELD,-! answer you as y~'u kindly 
addressed me and as I hope you will do, whenever it is easier; 
which it undoubtedly is. I will not pretend to conceal from 
you that I was a good deal startled and annoyed .at the con
tents of your letter. But I have no other object but that oJ 
maintaining the dignity and interests of this country,·,and 
therefore I am ready to withdraw my acceptance .of Lord 
Derby's resignation, if, in doing so, you are certain of carrying 
the vote, which is all-important; and if you continue in a firm 
arid decided line .. The ,changes (of .course in many cases 
unavoidable) . of purpose, and. the .necessary silence on, the 
communications with other Powers give an appearance .of 
vacillation and mystery to our conduct which weakens oUr 
position in Parliament, and it would be·of immense advantage 
if we could announce to Parliament that we are .acting with 
,Austria.- The telegrams from Sir A. Buchanan, reporting what 
the Emperor of Austria said as well as,what Count Andrassy 
said, seem to me so very distinct as to their strong· objection 
to the terms of the Peace (which are outrageous); that she 
p I] should think there ought to be no' difficulty for the two 
Governments to act together. · · · 
· The telegram just received saying that the'Porte dare not 
divulge the bases of Peace, as Russia threatens her, is really 
an insult to all the Powers who signed the Treaty ·of ·Paris 
and tqok part in the Conference at Constantinople. Surely 
something will be done on our part as soon as possible to effect 
this object ? · -

' To return to Lord Derby: if he would take another office 
like· Privy Seal~as he !!ays himself he feels unequal to th~ 
labour of his present office and his great dilatoriness was one 
of the most alar~g features in his very. peculiar character 
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all .throughop.t these two very trying years-it would be far 
tlie best; But I offer no objection 'to any azTangement.you 
think best for the welfare of the . country and· to strengthen 

' and support the Government. The great dislike to go to war 
arises no doubt from the ignorance.of_ people, who d() not see 
that, if Russia has all her own way, we -shall suffer also in a 
commercial point of view, and sh"all still less avoiditin future. 
A dissolution would be much to be deprecated as it would cause 
such excitement and agitation an9- things would be said w~ich 
would show a division of feelmg in ~he nationofwhich Russia 
would take great advantage, , '·.. . . . _ 

1 I am so truly grieved at all yqur ~rougle an_d anxiety and at 
Mr. Corry's illness which at this moment ismost unfort~nate. 

What ~ wa~t especially. to lay
1 
~tr~ss. on, is the necess~ty 

of not losmg t1me, and thereby · n~t lettmg any opporturuty 
slip w¥ch might prevent matters getting still worse. So many 
telegrams ·seem to require· answering. You must Lam· sure 
feel that, if you had been listened to 6, months ago, this present ' 
complication might have been.' avoided. 

The' countermanding of the fleet •at the very entrance of 
the Dardanelles is most unfortunate I think. . . ' , - · __ 

·Hoping to hear soon·, believe me,· with the sincerest regard, 
Yours aff'ly, V. R. & I. , . -- · - ·: _ . - -

~ " ' ' " . ' " . 

· The reconciliation: ~as effected by· S~day mo~nlng, 
and a strenuous and agitated week ·was followed by 
that unusual portent, a Sunday Cabinet.· To-Salisbury, 
on whose judgment in for_eign 'affaiJ:s,·. rather than ori 
Derby's, Beaconsfield· had now begun to r~ly,. and 
whose helpfulness and disreg8,rd of self-interest during 
the crisis had been conspicuou~; his_ chief sent a letter of 

. warmaclo:iowledg~ent. ' - ' -

To Lord' Sal~sbitry. 
10, DowNING ST., Jan. 27, YS.78.___:_I inferred froni your 

significant remark, at yesterday's Cabinet, respecting Derby, 
that you desired his return. . · · . _ 

I have succeeded in accomplishing that, tho' a Pyrrhic 
victory: at least I feel I have not sufficient energy remaining-
to go through another ~ucl). triaL· , . - __ - -

'l'he Cabinet is called to-day. at 5 o' c. It is necessary for 
No~thcote's _.sake, -but I thought- it desiratJle, as the most 
effective mode, to-inoiTO}V, of answering the• rumors afloat 
respecting·D; '_. - ·_. --. · · · • _ • 
· I :r:r;t\lst express, D?:Y sense_~oLthe ()ordial co-operat~on and 
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confidence I have received from you throughout this a~air. 
It is a good omen for the Sovereign and the country; arid I 
can assure you, and I ought to assure you, that your behavior 
at headquarters is entirely understood ·and completely appre
ciated. 

The continuation of the correspondence with the Queen 
describes the Council of that Sunday, January 27. It will 
be seen that Derby marked, by his attitude in Cabinet, 
the distrustful and unconciliatory spirit in which he 
resumed office. He had made it clear in his: final letter 
to Northcote, that, as he wrote in his diary; 'I remain 
rather in the hope of· preventing Il!ischief as long as 
I can, than from sympathising .with the views of my 
colleagues.' 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., Jan. 27, _'78.-.... The Cabinet, which 

had principally to consider the statement of the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer to be made to-morrow, met late, and sate 
long, and . therefore Lord Beaconsfield cannot write at the 
length he could wish. He received your Majesty's gracious 
telegram, and, cannot, on this occasion, attempt to express 
his deep sense of all your Majesty's goodness in the almost 
overpoweringly difficult position in which he finqs himself. 
Lord Derby was offered. Indian .Sec'y, Colonies, Privy Seal, 
or Lord Presidency, but no arrangement could be made. 
He held that his honor required the Foreign Office or nothing, 
which of course he said he preferred; · ·His· attending the 
Cabinet, which will appear to-morrow, will .equally astonish, 
and disappoint, the Opposition, who looked upon the days 
of the present Administration as numbered. That may, not 
be the case, but its days will be days of t~rrible toil and danger, 
and it will have to encounter great crises in ·affairs. 

Lord Beaconsfield saw the Austx:ian Ambassador to-day. 
They are terribly alarmed, and believe they have been entirely 
deceived by Russia. . .· . 

In this projected Austrian alliance; Lord Beaconsfield was 
much helped by Mr. Corry, whose services he has now lost. 
It is a great blow. Mr. Corry has broken down from over
work and over-anxiety. :His nervous system has given way. 
His loss to Lord Beaconsfield cannot be estimu.ted. He has 
fine talents, a sweet te~per, wonderful energy, and a noble 
disJ?ositi,on. Besides,. h? understqod, and .appreciated, .. your 
MaJesty s character, which was a bond of sympathy between 
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~ them, aii·d a; s·durce· of co:tistant 'con8olat1on. < :· Mr. Corry nvi!J ·· 
have• to traver abh:>ad. 1 · ;~- ···"' ,, :.;<:.:(,0 •;: -~' .,_,,; ; .•. ' ... _,-._,;.. 

· :< Lord per by _did no~ resmri~ his'hsri!lf' seat in -the Cabim~t; 
which -wa.S ·next to Lord -Beaconsfield,::' but sate -fat ;l'ipart in 

. the vacant seat of Lord Car_narvon. ,; This was· very inarkedt 
;He it;Levidently in a dark temper, bt~-P.~II mu,st be l:iorne at ~his, · 

. '~oment~'- When we haveiSarned tb'e six milliottvdte;·-·we_ shall . 
· ~be··fr~er a~d I)iore pOwerfULp.'·.! .. ~-, ,;. j .·.: : · _~: ~:>\.~: -~. ··,_"f(~ -- ~.:~ .. =- _ • ~-h 

- Jan.· ~8;--:-· ·' •·11· .. Beacon,sfiel~ :.thal:}~s :-~?~r,J1;ajesty fS?r 
your MaJesty's gracwus -~etter recerve~ l~~t~t~ ev;emng. .. . . , .· _, 
. __ ; J~e ':will not attempt to1express'J;iis s~nse'of 'yi)l:tr Majesty's 
kindnes~ tl-nd,of.the graceful terh:u!'in· which th~t 1kindness is. 
conveyed. ', ,. : " -. :j . ,, . ~ -' ':'. 'J··-. 1' -"-• ·.• '", ·• 

·.' DUring a somewhat rom!t!ltiQ .apd ~l!iaginative)ife, nothing 
, has ever oycurred to .. him>so. intere_sting as,this co,nfidential 

_c-orrespondence With onesbexalt'eq1and so.irispifi_ng~ •- _' . ·· 
. • •' •. - : • •· ~"! ., .:i ~ t . ~J ••• 

T.o. Lady Bradford Beaco:risfit;Jld1'6bserv:€ld a'becoming 
:reticenceabouii :Derby, but P.e.made qo ~¢cret9i h.i~{eel~ngs, 
'aJ}outCarnarvon. "·'·.!:,· _;,+ .,.,:,:,.-' ·· ~'!•''·. ,_:_·, 
}·~ ,. t,:~ ' -~ ~··j, ~ .. ,. . . ' : . ~ ,_<· :-~·. /_; ~~;,: 
'''!; , •· - , • , , ToJ,ady ~r((,djord~. ~"J'; ,_.. -;.;;. , . , . ,~; , 
; w; DowNING STREET, Jaft. 27.-J~_ . J,YestEi~dayicd:·tiot' 
eve1l'send·the 'two liiies/ . And now;'iii~less 'than'an hour; 
'th~re 'is'to b~ a Ctib~et; a Sunday:ca,bill.et,hth.d.;'after that; ;. ·. 
·m·uch to'do· , ., '• -·' ·'·~ · ,,~,,~l" ·,.•·1···• . ·;··"f'-' 
·' ·'LordDerbyfemains with,us,as,Jiis p_tesence'~t-.the:c;'.t~"day · 

.. :Will~ prove! <Ld.. Ca.rnarvon' ~ was a ver.YL'lingeri~lezttanlill;~ <' 
speech,,With'··details whic,b. otight':nevei:·~to' b'a've·'b$en irieri~ ·c 

.. tioned ;• 'tb,e Faery much 'disgusted'· at wn~t· 'She "con~idefs 
ari a·buse ofher permi~sion to refer\to Cabiilijt' affaiis micessary 

·.to ·eluciu~te >lrlS <)Oriduct; · · 'l'hejri·only eh.icid~te({<Iiis· pe('l\1sh 
and coiiceitl}d temper~-· Besides -W'was vaiil"1ari:d'eg6ti!iticM, 

:, and;·-worse t.hari. all,· prosy; • He ihust beiii:u:neiisel y ·il,ston1sned -· 
to find himself detached frorri'·Salisoiiry;r~Jid 'that be:rby'n·as 
left 'him in' thidurch !'· "· .v.- ': l, :,, ~- "l'"r-, ' · : (· ~ .• ,_,_ . 

,~- }J aii! 28 . ...!_. : : I ani pth/ate secretary f(>I: p66r ~deaf 1\{onty, 
, who is riot equ;alto writing a letter, and 'g6es'to!hioho~~to 
. South" or ·France. . Wliat' ''a calamity ! -- ·'And' iat"''silch a 
, mo~m .. eht'!•:< : .,Y···';. .... ~-:.,· ·I i~_:;,~:' "·.?">~c /""' -,.!;,, >.: ·;~_ 

' ., I am D;dw gciingtb H.''of•Lf ld9ti~t kno~-what will happeri. 
They'willhardly leaveDerbyral<?nei N()tljipg wo_uld'liave been·. 
-known of:his te:mporary''alierration ·had'not·~' .. !· ':Carnarvon 

, ~~·1;~~~~~.!~ '~··~- :~, a~ ... ~i~~~ji~~~~1 ~~J~:·~;·~e-~d·~·;:,:~;i~;h ... 
~Wb:at>an e~posure'! The tpask'bas_'fallen,· and;instead'df'a ·· · 

. ~ ' . 
'' :.!'-
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pious Xtian, we find a vindictive fiend, who confesses he has, 
for a year and a half, been dodging and manceuvring against 
an individual-because he was a successful rival ! . . . 

The reference is · to a speech that Gladstone made 
at Oxford on January 30, in whic~ he sa:id that his purpose 
had been, : to the best of niy' power, for. the last eighteen 
months, day and night, week by week; month by month, 
to counterwork as well as L9ould what I believe to be 
the purpose of Lord Beaconsfield.' 
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CHAPTER VII. f . 

FI;NAL PART~NG. WITH ·'DERBY • 
•• 'f 

187~., 

The more the Russiau terms were examined, the less 
p:ossible it seemed to accept them as a, satisfactory basis 
of peace. They included the creation of a big Bulgaria< 
'within the limits of the Bulgarian nationality '-a most 
indefinite phrase-and practically independent of the 
Porte; the complete independence of Rumania, Serbia, 
and Montenegro; the autonomy of 'Bosnia. and Herze~ 
govina; an indemnity for Russia of unspecified amount, 
in a form, pecuniary, territorial, or other, to be hereafter 
determined; and an understanding to safeguard ·the 
interest of Russia in the Straits. Though the Opposition 
professed to regard these provisions as not incompatible< 
with British interests, and therefore opposed Northcote's 
motion for a Vote of Credit'of £6,000,000 to increase the 
national armaments, public opinion, especially in London 
and the South of England, rallied to the support of the 
Government., It was felt that, in face of terms so elastic, 
and with the Russian forces· steadily advancing on Con
stantinople, it was imperative to makeRussian generals
and statesmen realise that England was in earnest in her 
resolve to defend her interests. It was believed" by the 
plain rrian, as well as by the Prime Minister, that, if a 
determined front was shown, Russia would yield to our 
just demands. The music-hall refrain of the moment, 

, which enriched , politica,l vocabulary with the ·term 
'J" ' < , mgo,- ,. 

We don't want to fight,', but, by Jingo, if we do, · -~ /' 
We've got the ships, we'v,e got the men; we've got ~- ··,, 

the money too,- . , ~.r _. :... 
rn2 , • .·tt· • 

~ ............ \. 

f.;~·v.: 
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however vulgar in expression, gave vent to a real political 
truth; namely, that England, devoted to pea;~e as she w~.s, 
meant to make her decisionsrespected, andpossessed the 
necessary material force for doing so. This was the spirit 
in which Beaconsfield had acted throughout. .·Even the 

:cautious and pacific Derby was not unaffected by the 
popular current. He admitted in the- House of Lords 
that it was _very conceivable that circu~stances might 
arise in which the sending up of the fleet to Constantinople 
would be entirely justified, and would not in any manner 
endanger the. public peace. When t},le question was 
raised again in Cabinet on February 2, and the suggestion 
was made that the Italian and British fleets might com
bine for such a movement, in case the Russians directly 
threatened Constantinople, ·Derby, Beaconsfield told the 
Queen, ' did not seem adverse to this plan, and appears 
less scrupulous now that the country begins to speak out. 
He had evidently persuaded himself that the country 
was adverse to any interference.' 

That Beaconsfield was the mainspring of Government 
action, that, though another held the seals of the Foreign 
Office, he was really his own Secretary of State, was 
generally understood by the country; and the Opposition 
·accordingly directed their onslaught~ in the debate 
against the person ·of the :Minister, drawing a clear dis
tinction between him and his colleagues. The , Queen 
was 'indignant and shocked' at these 'disgraceful 
attacks '; and Beaconsfield, in response to Her Majesty's 
sympathy, wrote that such· efforts at dividing a Prime· 
Minister from his colleagues were in old days ' not. only 
deemed unfair and unjust and unconstitutional, but un
gentlemaiilike.' But they could not-daunt·him; indeed, 
they only hardened his resolution and increased his power. 

After the debate had begun an armistice was at last 
(on February 1} signed between Russia and Turkey; 
but Beaconsfield, with good reason, suspected, as he told 
the Queen, ' that the whole· affair of the armistice is .a 
comedy, and that Russia will advance.' Russia did 

a ~ 
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.. advance; and on Thursday, February 7,·thelast.day but 
one· of the debate, her armies were, or were reported to 
be, in such close and threatening proximity t<;> Constanti
nople that there was something like a panic on the London 
.Stock Exchange; that the- approaches. to Westminster 
were thronged with excited and patriotic crowds cheering. 
Beaconsfield; and that the ·opposition to the'Vote of Credit 
suddenly collapsed. _Beaconsfield described· the events 
of the day to his great friend •. · 

'To Lady Bradford. 
10, DoWNING STREET, 'Feb. 7.---:This has been a· terrible 

day of excitement. Last night there came news from Con
stantinople that all the wires were cut. by the Russians, so 
that our intelligence had to reach ,us :via Bombay,.that the 
Russians were on the very point of .reaching both Coilst. and. 
Gallipoli, and that ·they occupied, the principal position in the 
dflfensive works of Const.,so.that the city was at theit mercy. 

'Cabinet at 11 .o'ck.; rather ,hard work for those of my col
leagues who had been to Munster's ball :(to the Austrian 
Prince) and from wh. I prudently refrained.l · · 
. The funds fell nearly 2·per ct., and all the Russian stockS, 

that had been rising, tumbled down-but there seems to be a 
. chance of the situation being exaggerated, and Scho.u .. called 
Ld. Derby.out. of the H ... of Lords· to·~v,e him: a tel. just 
received from .. Gort., declaring· the rumors were talse. . I, 
am not so sure of th!J,t; but w~ a~e in: the thick of great e'v~rits, 
and something will happen every day. · . ·. · · 
- The crowa was so great, frorri ·this street to H. of Lords, 
to escort me, that -it was very difficult to· reach, my point 
of. destination, tho' piloted betn .. the f()rms of the. daring 
Abergavenny and the 'beauteous Abercorn .. · You wd. have 
been amused. . ,·. · · '' - . ' _, · ' 

., Dr. Kidd's treatment enabled Beaconsfield- to take some share in the 
entertainments.organised.in conn!lction· with t!iil visit of the Austrian Crown 
Prince Rudolph to ·Erigllind. · · :But, while he attended. several dinners, he 
shunned evening .receptions and balls.·· Here .. ar!l extracts from his letters 
of this month to Lady :Bra.dford: 'Fep:· 10 . .:.....1 dined yesterday with 
Lady CJ,,:rather an agree!\ hie party,- a:ri!l' I dine to-da:y with P. Hal to: meet 
the Austrian heir. I ¢qJilg not, go to· Ct. Beust~s reception, and really, tho; 
Saturday:, ball last night, for the same reason· r: did not go to Munster's, 
ari'd wh< I gave: bini-;' i,e,;··I die'·abotit eleven.o':ck. every everting, and•. am 
always: .buried before. midnight;' . 'Feb., 13.-, .. .I dined. at Clarence 

· Roulie on Suiida,jr;· and wa~ amused .. •. ; ·~r 'diile (D.V.) at the'Duke o!· 
Cam.'s.and.also D;.ofoW[e!lingtori]',s; which1ie,a charming future ..• · •• • _,-J 

~ ~ . ' . -
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The Queen's· indignation at wh~t she considered 
Russia's ' monstrous treachery ' was extreme; and ,so 
was her anxiety that her Ministry should act at once. 
She wrote Beaconsfield no fewer than three hortatory . 
letters on that one day. 

From Queen Victoria. 
OsBoRNE, Feb. 7, '78.-The Queen writes her third letter; 

but the state is so serious and so critical that she must exhaust 
every argument to put him in possession of her views~her 
very strong ap.d decided views. The proceedings in the 
House of Commons are very satisfactory and the Government 
must be firm and decided, or the honour as well as the interests 
of this country and the Throne will be sacrificed, and we shall 
never be safe from Russia's false, hypocritical intrigues and 
proceedings. Whether they have got to Constantinople (for 
in spite of Gortphakoff's answer and denial, the Queen is sure 
they are there or are nearly so, for Reuter states it, who 
generally knows, as well as Mr. Layard) on an agreement with 
Turkey or in spite of the Porte, it is equally a case of breach 
of faith, and we have told them again and again so. , 
- As early as July22, '77, Lord Beaconsfield writes: 

' Yesterday also in the most formal and even solemn manner 
the question was brought before the Cabinet what they were 
prepared to do if Russia occupied Constantinople. They 
unanimously agreed, and no one stronger and more decided 
than Lord Salisbury, that the Cabinet should advise your 
Majesty to declare war against Russia.'l _ 

T-hen in the annexed extr~ct ftom an account by the Chan
cellor of the Cabinet held at the beginning of October, the 
language was equally decided; and on November 16, Lord 
Beaconsfield writes: 

'We have defined those British interests. The occupation 
of Constantinople or the Dardanelles by Russia would assail 
one of those interests, and the honor of your Majesty's Crown 
and_ of your Government and of your people would then be 
forfeited if your Majesty by all the means in your Majesty's 
power did not endeavor to guard your Majesty's Empire from 
such a result.'2 _ . · - __ 

These are only a few extr~cts out of many letters,· and the 
Queen considers that she has a right to. expect that these _oft
repeated assurances are carried out. She cannot speak strongly 
enough, for Great Britain's safety and honour are at stake;. and 
she cannot for a moment doubt[? think] that Lord Beaconsfield, 
or any of her present Ministers, would sacrifice them. 

1 S!le ~hove, p. 1027, • See abovo, P• 107Q1 
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' She cannot rest by day or night till she hears that strong 
mea.Sures are taken to carry out these principles. She hopes 
Italy will be pressed to join. Oh! if, her faithful ally and 
friend King Victor Emmanuel< .were. still aliye, she would at \ 

· once write to him and h(lr appeal would not have been in vain·! 
How strange that the poor old Pope should also have gone 

to his rest now, only four we.eks after his opponent.1 
. . ' ~ ·J :. . 

Beaconsfield requ.ired 110 spur; but Her Majesty's 
·exhortations no d.oubt ·.helped him with· his Cabinet,. 
who next day, without any dissent,' adopted once more, 
and finally, the measure which, little more than a fort~ 
~ight before, had _produced· two resignations. Even so, 
the Qtieen was hardly appeased; and Beaconsfield found it 
necessary to proffer a formal defence of the course which 
the Government had pursued. 

_To Queen Victoria.~· 

10, DowNING ST~, Feb. 9, '78,..:::_L~rd Beaconsfield with his 
humble duty to your Majesty.· Just returned from the House. 
of Lords and scarcely time to enter into length upon the inci
dents of animportant day. . . · . · .. .o . • 

He conveyed to the Ca·binet the contents of your Majesty's 
last letter, and read, in detail the extracts from his own cot-· 
respondence and the statement· drawn up by the· Lord Chan
cellor at Balm oral; and then he called upon the Cabinet to 
fulfil their engagement to their Sovereign. . . · . . 

The fact of the arniistice being. now in our possession, and, 
that apparently, by .its prqvisions, the Russians could not 
actually enter Constantinople, obliged him to modify his pro
posal, but after a long and 'animated discussion, the Cabinet 
resolved to send a division of the fleet up to the Turkish 
capital; and invite all the neutral Powers to join \vith theni in 
a similar act. · · · · 

Lord Beaconsfield is told the announcement was received 
with much' cheering in the House: of Commons; where' the 
division of•!ast night2 shows the tone and temper prev,alent: .· 

The country is greatly ·stirring at last; if we only had a 
corps d'armee at Gallipoli, the ·Crowns of Great Britain and 
India would be not unworthy of the imperial brow which they 
adorn . 

. 1 King Victor Emmanuel died on Jan. 9, and Pope Pius IX. on Feb. 7, 
of this year, J~78. ·. . · 

2 The Vote of Credit was carried by 328 t~ 134 votes. 
. ., 
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From Queen Victoria: _ . 
OSBORNE, Feb. 9,· '78.-The Queen thanks Lord Beacons

field for his two letters and cypher. She feels deeply, keenly, 
the way in which-thanks to the . . . conduct of Lord Derby 
and Lord-Carnarvon, acting as it did upon their colleagues-:
he has been unable to fulfil his engagement to her ! 

She feels deeply humiliated and must say tb,at she ·thinks 
we deserve great censure for the way in which we have aban; 
doned our standpoint; her own first impulse would be to throw. 
every thing up, and to lay down the thorny crown, which she 
feels little satisfaction in retaining if the position of this country. 
is to remain as it is now.· But she thinks in :the Conference 
we may reassert our position, and with Austria (who goes not 
behave well, for she held a fortnight or 3 weeks ago far stronger 
language than ourselves) and Italy, and any others who will 
join us, we may.come to an agreement, in which to insist on 
our and European interests being maintained, and to fight 
for them alone, if we are pot supported. . . . . ~- . 

She sends copies of two letter!! froll! Lord Derby, who now 
writes continually, and she will be obliged to answ:tiJ:r the seeond 
and rather strongly. The country should know who lias 
dragged them. down. · 

The Queen sends some camellias grown in the open air and 
primroses for Lord Beaconsfield .... ~- · 

To Queen Victo;ia. 

10, DowNING ST., Feb. 10, '78~-Lord Beaconsfield is deeply 
distressed, indeed feels real unhappiness, at the letter receivep 
from .your Majesty last night. But tho' he . entirely sympa
thises with your Majesty, and would willingly take any step, 
or endure any' sacrifice, for your Majesty's service' and relief, 
for your Majesty's interests and personal feelings · are dearer 
to him than life, he still ventures to hope, that; on further 
reflection,'it may be felt, that neither the situati<:Jil of affairs, 
nor the conduct of your Majesty's Government, need be viewed 
in so dark a light. . _ . · · 

It is not . ·. . Lord Derby, or even Lord Carn!J,rvon, that 
has mainly brought about the present, no doubtlamentable, 
state of affairs: it is the necessary_ consequence of a policy of 
neutrality. Vain now to argue whether that was; or was not; . 
a right policy. Enough to say, that. an alliance With Turkey 
was, at the time that policy was adopted, impossible. · 

In the second place the effects of neutrality have been 
aggravated by the total and rapid collapse of the Turkish 
Armies. With regard to the. Conference, Lord Beaconsfield 
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does not feel sure it will ever take place, and if it do, he doubts 
whether it will secure peace, but it will give an opportunity 
for the development of the views of the various Powers, which 
may lead to practical consequences. . , · 
· The use of .the six million vote is this: it will put yonr 

. Majesty's" forces; now on a peace establishment, on a war· 
footing, so that they will be ready for action when the time 
arrives, .. i:e., on the break-up of the Conference, or some 
analogous event. The present state of affairs ·is not a cbnclu- · 
sion, ·or. a catastrophe. It is not th.e. beginning of the end; 
it is the end of the beginning. · - . • · · · 

He had a long conversation yesterday with CoL Wellesley; 
on the subject of war with Russia without allies. Col. Welles
ley does not fear it. The Baltic and· the Black Sea both· 
blockaded, Russia w;ould• never know • where ·the ·military 
attack would take place, whether in Central Asia, or the ·. 
Euxine, or any ot~er part, and she would have to keep her 
armies in exhausting restlessness. ' ' • 
· lf your Majesty's Government have from wilfulness, or 
even from weakness, deceived your Majesty, or not fulfilleq 
their engagements to their Sovereign, they should experience· 
the consequences of such misconduct, and the constitutional, 
and becoming, manner of their punishment is obvious. They 
cannot with their present Parliamentary majority in both . 
Houses, and tlie eXisting difficulties,· as men of honor, resign,\· 
but your Majesty has the clear, constitutional right to dismiss 
them. ' •.· 
• Nor is there any doubt, notwithstanding the apparent dis
location of party in the present Opposition, that your Majesty 

·· would be· able to find adequate advisers: Lord Beaconsfield 
ind((ed impressed. this view on the Cabinet . yesterday, and 
pointed out. to them;that such a step on the part of your , 
Majesty would .not only be a stnctly constitutional course; 
but the obvious solntion of many difficulties. . 

At t.he same time, Lord Beaconsfield inust observe, with 
the utmost and profound deference, that 'he is not conscious 
of having failed in any engagement to your Majesty.. lt'was 
never in the power of a ·neutral State to prevent. the entry 
of the . Russians into Constantinople. . All that ~ neutral 

. Power could do was [ sio] that such. a step should terminate 
. its neutrality, and it would then feel· at liberty to tak!l such 
measures, ·~s it might deem expedient to' countei;act' the 
Russian course. · · ~ ·. ~' .~ ~ ' 
· That was the engagement of: Lord Beaconsfield, and he is 

prepared to fulfil it. · • · ' . · .. · · ' · · 
Lord Beaconsfield is deeply touched by your . Majesty's 

. gracious kindtiess in. deignizig ~0 'send him . some .fiow~rs .from 
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lour Majesty's island home. Truly he can say they are 
. more precious than rubies' ; coming, as they do, and at such 
a moment, from a Sovereign whom he adores. . · 

From Queen Victoria; 

OsBORNE, Feb. 10, '78.-The Queen thanks Lord Beacons
field for his very kind and interesting letter. 

He must not for a moment think she would wish to cha:Q.ge 
her Government. 

Her only comfort is that Lord Beaconsfield and his Govern
ment are so secure and that the country is so thoroughly 
roused and supports them. - . _ 

The Queen has perfect confidence in 'him and· great confi
dence in all his colleagues but one, and it was only to urge 
him.on to support him in a .bold, fu·m, decided course that she 
wrote as she did. . . . . • 

The Queen thinks a policy of neutrality is fatal. · It has not 
kept the Russians in check, and yet we have .offended and 
thwarted them, while we have estranged the Turks with whom 
we could have done anything, and have lost all power pver 
them._.... · 

The Cabinet, having taken the plunge and ordered the 
fleet into the Sea of Marmora, showed. a . disposition to 
support all the forward movements' which -Beaconsfield 
suggested. Derby assumed in Mini~terial councils an 
air of detachment rather than Gf opposition; and ap
parently made no serious objection to the consequential 
measures proposed, though he intimated his· personal 
dissent from some of tpem. Ever since the crisis at the 
end of January, Beaconsfield had been in 1·egular private 
consultation about foreign affairs with Salisbury and 
Cairns, rather than; ,as in old days,. with Derby; and 
the Prime Minister himself openly conducted the Eastern 
policy of the country in Cabinet, leaving to the Foreign 
Secretary the part, for which he wa_s pre-eminently fitted, 
of critic-in-chief, sometimes captious, but often helpful~ 
Derby, in fact, during this last couple of months of 
office, was reduced in regard to the Eastern· Question, 
apparently without p-rotest if not with his own consent, 

.. almost to the position of an under-secretary, serving 
the Prime Minister and the C,abinet, seeing Ambassadors 
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·and writing despatches on· their· behalf, but without 
independence or initiative o£ his own. His disch:;trge 
of even these subordinate functions was by no means 
always to the satisfaction of his chief. 

1'o Queen. Victoria, 

10, DoWNING ST., Feb. 16, '78.-Lord Beaconsfield . · 
grieves he ht,ts not been able, .the last two days, to keep your 
Majesty informed of affairs as much as he could wish, but he 
has been physically incapable of doi:tig . .what, in general, is not· 

·only }1 duty, put a delight. ·, ,. . · · 
· Cabinets every day, and. sometimes~indeed generally_,_ 
of uimsual length, the necessity of private conference with 
his colleagues, to keep affairs in propertrain,anc:l.the general 
conduct of business, have so absorbed and. exhausted him, 
that towards the hour of post he has not had clearness' of mind, 

. and vigor of pi:ln, adequate to convey his thoughts and facts 
to the most loved and illustrious being, who deigns to consider 
them. ,. 

In addition to this, ,he has been obliged to conduct ;the 
secret and unofficial negotiations with Austria, whl,ch he hopes 
he ·has now brought to a conclusion; and that she will put 
into the· field immediately at least 300,000 men, .and join. 
Great ·Britain in an identic note to Russia, which will an
nounce, that we cannot consent to go into· conference unless 
Russia retires from Const~ntinoJ>le, or places· Gallipoli, and 

·the fortresses of the Straits, in the custody of Great Britain, 
or of garrisons of the neutral Powers. ,··:. . . 

Mr. Corry gniatlyhelped him in the conduct of this intpor.
tant affair, but alas L there is no Mr. Corry'. now, .and; some~ 
~imes, Lord Beaconsfield feels that he can scarcely steni .the 
torrent. It truly makes him miserable, that youi MajestY 

'should ever feel yourself neglected, and' yet he is conscious 
all day, that, notwiyhstanding his hearl:and brain are at· your 
Majesty's service, your Majesty must be .sensible of some dif. 
ference in the frequency and fulness of his communications. · 
He humbly_ hopes your Majesty will be indulgent .to him' in 

·this respect .. He feels there is no devotion. that your'Majesty 
'does not deserve, and he only wishes he had youth and energy 

. to be the fitting champion of s~ch an inspiring Mistress as . 
your Majesty. . . . . · · . : · . · .· 
· To-day, the Cabinet discussed the Sultari' s offer; contained; 

in Mr. Layarg's tel. despatch, and empowered your Majesty's 
Ambassador to purchase, if possible; the chief ships of tho 
Turkish fleet,· promising.·· their best offices to ~ pz:event tho 
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Russians entering Constantinople, and offering .hospitality. 
if necessary, in your Majesty's fleet, to the Sultan. 
' Then they resumed the consideration of the means for 
securing the Dardanelles. · 
'. And then they considered the Austrian alliance, the nego
tiations for which had been hitherto conducted, unofficially, 
by the Prime Minister, and sent instru<?tions. to Sir Henry 
Elliot, which Lord Beaconsfield hopes niay bnn:g them to a 
formal conclusion. After that they examined Sir Lintorp. 
Simmons on miiitary questions, chiefly with reference to the 
Straits. · . · 

Lord Derby offers little resistance to all these. plans and 
proposals; indeed only that occasional criticism, which is not 
only justifiable, but salutary. Whether this' disposition will 
continue, Lord Beaconsfield knows not, but there is no chance. 
he thinks now, of ,any relaxation in th~ determination of the 
Cabinet. They meet every day, and every day seem more 
resolute. .. 

=f' 

To Lord Derby.t . ., 

10, DowNING ST., Feb. ·28,.'78:-I must point· out to you 
how insufficient, in my opinion, is the manner in which F.O. 
has expressed the resolutions of the Cabinet aboiit the pre-. 
liminaries of peace. ' · ·. 

The enclosed tel. means, that H.M. Government 'wish to 
know, as soon as possible, the terms of the peace made between 
Russia and Turkey, · . . . . · 

No one ever doubted, that. we sl;lould hear this quite as 
soon as we could wish: · · . 

What the Cabinet wanted to·know '\Vas; What are th€rteri:ns, 
which Russia proposes to Turkey, and as to which Turkey 
hesitates to accept~ It is ver)dikely, thatRussia willrefuse 
to tell us, and will not allow .Turkey to tell. But ,we can, 
then, say, we have. asked, an;d have been refused. ·. .· . 

I don't think we are justified, in the present crisis, to be 
sending to Russia civil messages.· ' We shall be obliged to you, 
as soon as you have made your. terms with Turkey, to let tis 
know what they are.' . · . . 

I ani very anxious about this matter, as the Cabinet counts, 
when it meets again, on a reply from Russia, on which they 
would be prepared to shape their course. · •· · ·: ·. ·: . 
. Depend upon it, the uneasiness and dissatisfaction .of the 

country on this head are great, and Parliamentary action, 
from our own side, will be ~he disastrous co~sequcnce. . . 

1 This letter to Derby was based on a private remonstrance which Beacons· 
field had received from Cairns. 
~ .~ . 
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- ·i :-, · [E~or.Osu'R:E.J · ' · ' 
' ' .1. • • . ;.! ~ • • : t ~ 

,,;! .... '•! . '.; Ld. Derby to cA.-H. L~yard. '-;. _ ,. _ -. ,. 

,Telegram. F.O.,_Feb .. 21; '78. 6'p.m:..:Lr Iiav'e"~b~day 
sta~ed! to the Russian' Ambassador }hat, id- _tlie: opinion of 
l!er'M:aje~ty's' (iovernn;tent;.it'is essential that'they should be 
inforll1ed! .. ~t~ as little · ~e~ay' ,a~ · po~sible, of -~p.e terms o! 
peaye.no'Y being negotiate<'!-.· ·xour E;xcellency s~ould addref:ls 
the sanie request to the Porte. · · · · ·· · · 
"-" 

0 
• • I" "- ' •• ~- • ., ... • ); '-~ ·~- L~~·-o

0

't• ~1'" 

From_ many quarters there came warnings that; in 
s'pite 6f'all a~surall'ces, it was the Russilm int!mtion to 
pccupy,Cpil1;t~ntinople, ~t ieast ~o the·e~te~t'ofmarchin.g 
their 'troops ·thiough .the .town in order- tO embark them 
for home· from ,the •port~ 1 : The Crown Princess1 of-Prussia 
told; lier motHer 'Queeii'Victbria roir Febrn&ry g tha(the 
Eniperor. William I. had always understood that i6 -be 
one of the terms-of th'e•arnii~tice; and a telegram arrived 
from- St.'Petersburg ·on February n that 'Loftus <I~a:tnt · 
from ·a' secret 'authentic 'source that orders llad ,;been 
sent tb tb'~ Russra:il'doill:in~hd·e:rlHi~cliie£ ·to HMupy.C(?i:(~ 
stantinople ~ith tl?-e c:.o~e)1t,_of th.e,~vl~ali'.'';:· J3:~a,co~~fi~id 
was, xiot.:.dismayed,,and· entrelited the, Queen 'not , to 
indulge in unnecessary anxiety.' . 'The· difficulties'·'ano 
- ~ ... '. . f ' '" ! . '. . ,. .:1! ._. • . ~ • ~ . l . "-• . ": - '- - . 

dangers, no ?oubt,''i:tre:. numerous-' a;~<! ?O~~~,?~r~b!e,·:.,}.\~ 
tol_d)}:er M~J~sty on,7_F~bx::ua,:ry 13, _,buhLorq :Beacop.s
field has no· fear,ofultimately.overcoming-them; now th.at 
h~- has ,the supp'ott alike of! his· ·Sovereign,,the<Parliament; 
and the ·iiittion: t Enghtnd alone "Citn' d6 it~ biit·h~' fee18 
~e .. hav.e. pow~~f~~"a~li~~-· .<:~h'~re,"i:a~"~~ea~bxi<t~ beli~~e 

-that. Bjs1parck~ Waf! secretly_.en.com:~;tging Austria to.jqin 
England- in. resistingrRussia. , ~~ : •·' , . , r; , .. · ·'- -· 

Beaconsfield's confidence was not''misplaced~ The 
· ~~~t :'?~hie· ,~!ili:~tril-~c( ~hf_<J-ug.~: t,h~".Dafdarie!Je~{ ~liqugh 
the Sultan, with the invader:~t ,hi~;gates, refused to gra,nt 
the .·firman for.-the passagel:'and·:Russia, now that. the 
British ·ships'h~.y rea:O.y·for actiqn'if?. ,the Sea·' of Marmora, 
shrank from taking 'ahfe'xtreiri~ :Jtep whicli niig;iit ptovbke: .. 
war "'with.•aAt'trther. £<i>e,, Bhe ·neither entered Constah-

·. · ~ : -¥·l ....-, "'f"'i• ,.J ~_:• • '. ~ C·t "•'. :1 
tinople ,nor attacked the lines of Boulair 'and the penin~ 

6 . . t;.;~- - . ~ . 
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sula. of. Gallipoli. We on our. side made no attempt 
to land. Meamvhiie Be~consfield hurried forward the 
arrangements for a military expedition from England, 
should such be.required; and Woolwich and Chatham 
hummed with warlike preparation. - He . approved the 
choice of Napier of Magd~la to commap.d, with Wolseley 
as chief of the staff, telegraphing for the former to Gibral
tar and insisth:lg that a prelhninary consultation should 
at once be held with the latter. ' There is no thne to be 
lost,':he wrote to Hardy on February 17:; '-much depends 
upon the power to act, when we do act, with promptness.' 

The milita.ry preparations which the C_abinet undertook 
impressed ·forcibly upon Ministers the desirability , of 

·having some place of arms in the Levant, either port 
or island, where British troops· mi_ght assemble -~rdorce, 
and British ships might anchor and coal in safety. M;alta 
was too far off Constantinople and Egypt, _and was ;too 
small in area. 'Over and over again,' Northcote tells 
us, ' did we curse Gladstone for having given up Coifu·, 
which would have been invaluable to us.;. Beationsfield 
had foreseen this necessity for many mon.ths and had 
realised how the acquisition of such a place of arms might 
indirectly give Turkey the fina:ncial help which' she. sorely 
needed, but· which her own· maladministration _'and 
bankruptcy' had made_ it impossible; ~o1 

afford\ by way 
of loan. He had sketched· out his idea in ·a ;letter to 
the Ambassador at Constantinople;. J • 

' . 

To Austen Henry Layard: 
· Most Secr.et_. 10, DowNINGSTREET, Nov. 22, '77:.....::-,Musurus 
has more than once, of late, . anxiously enquire.d, 1 whet~er 
there was any chance of fimincial assistance from__ England. 
I hav_e not given him encouragem~nt; but have._told him'; 
that the suspension of payments; on the part of his Govern
ment, has deprived a person in my position of the plausible 
proposition of a Turkish loan 'Yith the guarantee . of Great 
Britain for the· interest. Any proposal of that kind, now 
offered to Parliament, would be looked ,upon as a vote of a 
gross sum to Tm~ey, and nothing :more; ·and it wou!d scarcely 
b~ h~tened tq, · ·· . · · • ' · ' ·: · . , · ; · ' <:v: 
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. , .. It has .occurred to me, that some substantial assistance 
piight.be afforded to the Porte, ifwe could contrive to purchase 
some territoqal station conducive to B~itish,iuterests. _ Any
thing in· the Mediterranean might ·exCite 'geriei:al jealqiisy, 
·unless it figured as a- coaling station; and that ~ould 'riot 
involve a, suffiCiently large sutn. A port· in; the Black Sea 

.. once. occurred t~:me, but .diffic~tie~ -'ID.ignt· ~rise from the 
Strruts treaty, etc. , . . · , _ . : "· . ; _ . • - ·· _ i · _ 
... At present, I apprehe!id Turkey inightin_vite us_ to n~vigate . 
the Euxine, but she might refuse:·- If.the freed9m ofthe Straits 
to all nations were ever conceded; our possession of Batoum, 
foi: example, might be alike advantageop.s to her· and our-

_- selves; __ . .' .. ;, _ ····-,. -.. ,. - _·_-,,-
- Again; a ~omnianding position in th~ l;>ersiau Gulf might be 

a· great obje9t to us, if Armenia is lost to the Porte. - · --- - . 
I wish you would consider this matter,' and advise me 

thereon. " · • . 
. If a sum could be secured to _the Pof!.e, which would render 
it possible to ented11to·a se!)ond campaign,theresult, as to 
after 'negotiations, nught be great. If weco,uldeombip.e with 
it-the presence of the Eriglish'fieet in the B6sphorus, and a 
British: army c'orps. at Gallipoli -and . Drii:kos, and- ail-' this 
~thout a,declaration of war agaii1st •Russia,I_thiuk the Otto" 
man Empire; though it may. h;:tv~_Jos_t, a·,province,or two, 
which every Power has iJ:i"its t'n_rn, might '.yet ~-irrvive, and, 
tho' not a· first-rate -P~wei, an independent and·-vigorous 
orie . ... -...,; '· , _ ·; ~.; ··~_-.r. -~-, .. ·. 

' lpughtto tell you.' . ' that _six months ago; the present 
Grand Vizier was in,communication with ;an Englishman at 
Constantinople, one Bright, since dead, with the view of raising 

·-a large suni. from Englandby·t~esale of Turkish possessioru:; 
all this on a large scaJe:..:_the sitzertii1ute of Egypt for example,. 
or Crete, etc., etc. . This Bright was iri: communication with 
Colonel Gordon, a subordinate of .the War Office, who sent 
his letters to the Governme~t, but no step w:as taken. 

-' 1-The idea·was-'first broached. in· Cabiriet, Beaconsfield 
told the Queen, on-Februb:ry 27; and'it 'was soonass6ciated' . 
with a superficiaJly-~ttractiye s~heme, whlch, ho~e~er, was 

·never 'realised, of:~ Medite~ranea~ league. ·•· Fr?m the fir~t 
Derby protested agarnst the:acquisition of a fresh place of· 
arms;. and Beac<;>hsfi.el~ rec-ognised.-that,. when ~~a~ ··step 
\faS de~nitely ~ecepted 'a~d 4ct~d on, ,J!er;by's.fina} r~s~g• 
nation.w_asip.evitabl~. In spite of _t,h~ Foreign Sl:)cr~tary's 
protests; however, the policy was, it will be seen,: pro. 
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visional1y and hypothetically adopted on March 8, by 
formal Cabinet resolution. As the resolution was only 
provisional, and hypothetical, and a definite proposal 
to occupy Mytilcne. was at . the same time. abandoned, 
there was no occasion then for resignation, unless Derby 
were to follow Carnarvon's unfortunate precedent of 
provisional and hypothetical resignation. 

Sir Stafford Northcote to Queen Victoria. 
, WINDSOR CASTLE, Mar.· 2, '78.-Sfr Stafford Northcote 
presents his humble duty to the Quj:len, and has the honour, 
i,n obedience to your Majesty's commanqs, to report what 
passed at the Cabinet to-day. . · . · 

Lord Beaconsfield began by observing th~J.t whatever inight 
be the truth as to particular demands, the general character 
of the Russian conditions of peace was sufficiently known to 
enable us to form a judgment. . .· , . · · . 

There were three points on which we ought to feel anxious: 
1st, The _inilitary position of ~he country, as affecting its 

communications with the East. . · · · 
2nd. The financial situation. . .· .. . . . . ' .. 
3rd. The question of our trade 'with the Black Sea and. Asia. 
As regarded the first 'point,. the Lord Chanc~llor ·expressed a 

wish that something in the nature "of a Mediterranean "league 
could be·formed, ~m~raeing Greece, _It~ly, 'probably Austria; 

· and France. The obJect should be to secure. the trade and 
communications of Europe with the East from the overshadow
ing interference of Russia: · Tht) Powers might· agree· on the 
points to be secured. ' . . . . . . ., 
· The points suggested for. possible occupation in the event 
of any action being necessary were Mytilene, St. Jean d' Acre, 
and a post on the Persian Gulf. . '_fhis \V'Ould give a strong 
chain of communication with India. · · ' 

Lord Derby i:mter~d ·a sort' of protest against thl principle 
of an. occupatimi. , . · . . · · ··· . · · 

A. cominittee was. appointed to 'consult the ·military and 
naval authorities as to the best course·of action. . . . . 

To Queen Victoria. 
Most .Secret. 'Io,' .DOWNING ST., Mar. 2.-.. :A most 

interesting ·Cabinet. '·.Lord Beaconsfield brought. his plans 
forward again, which. were supported by everyone except 
Lord Derby. · . · . · 
~ord Beaeonsfie~d feels. convince~, that' Lord D,erby will 

re~e, perpaps not Immediately, but m a. week's time or so. 
-- -· . . ; . ~ -
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if The Cabmet has sent for Lord Lyons;·:tha~ they may.co~uJt 
as to temper of French Government;about Egypt, etc.,,etc~ .. 
l ~··The plot,thickens:' . . . . . , , : · ' . '·'·' .· 
• Mar. 6.--:. . . Lord Beaconsfield is . much pleased 'With the 

First Lord of the Admiralty [W. H: Smith], who is both palm and 
energetic~· 'With respect to affairs in general,.Lord Beaconsfield 
wishes to remove a misapprehe~Uli<?n from your Majesty~s rnipd, 

, . ~hat the presence of.Lox:~Derby;in_t~!l <?~binet,,a~ this ~~~e~t, 
1s the cause of delay and weakness m your MaJesty's counc1ls; 
That is not the case, It is high!y,prol;>a:?le; t!lat J:.ord Derby, 
when Lord Beaconsfield propose~ his measilres for tile adoption 
of the Cabinet; will retire, ·but, at present; tnese measures are 
not sufficiently matured to be'iritroquced to' the c6risideratiori 
ofthe Cabinet, tho' unceasing attention is given to their pre· 
paration by Lord Beaconsfield liimself. ' But it is riOt sufficient 
to'.be bold, one'imist also be prudent; and the number of pointfi 
to· consider is considerable ... ·: ··' ·' J • · ·' ·. b•' • · .. 

· Ldrd Beaconsfield' hopes to ·q~k.' about a leagile of tlie 
Mediterran~an Powers. to ·secure· the 'iliueperiu(mce' of that 
Sea:··;,But this iS a' secret ·of secr.et.s,t and its'.success ''greatly 
depends ·on iriviolable confidence ... · 'It:· inust 'be·'managed, a 
great deal, by private communicati:b~ "\Vith colleagb.es; and 
not' be .. brought, at .. Jeast at 'pr_esent,' befbre 'the entire 
Cabinet. . . . . · . · · . · ·-- c · ·'~ :!. • ' ~ J. . 

.. y.He entre'ats yo~r M!'!>jesty not~ to' be unned~ssarily anxious 
and not .to,Write 'to'o .much at night. ''If your 'Majesty' is ·m; 
lie is sure he will himself break Q.Own;: i5All,treally, depends ... · . . .. M. . t' ... ' , , . . .; · .. . (/· i ., .. , . • . • .. 

~~::at~.:-;-~6:l~:seic9hsfi~ld :~ ··. :·. ·1i~:·ta·w~:fgo~J ~·t'o" · t!l~ 
Cabiiiet.' . The' question of occupying· a statiori on' thitASiatic 
coast is neces!'larily mixed up with consideratiO'n 'of the request 
of the Sultan to witndiiw our fl.eet fronl_' M:abnora~· in case 
~~e, :Ru~s~a;n_s. ,will Jvi~hdn1w froiD; Coristan~mople;~ · I~-~ iS '~.a 
difficult busmess, but Lord ·Beaconsfield thinks he sees hi.S 
way .. But there is. anoth~r 1nattei' ,still mbie Hpressmg: .foi 
:Parl1ameri£' is 'going to.ask 'questions 'about'it~~h(Congress, 
its locality,,jts object, .etc., etc. Lprd BeacoiJ.s:field,thifikS; 
'V1th regard to .the hitter J>~int,; t~at. there' 3:re t.io ~~:ri<If~i9ns. 
on which we should insist. . . ' ' . . ·. " .• .. ':. ,, . '-' 

1. That every clause .. :in .;the Treaty of Peace between 
Ruf'!sia.and Turkey,!'lhould. ?.e ~ubmitted to. the C~ngre~s_.,, 

. ·· 2.' That no territorial. change 'of any kind shall be sanctioned 
~hich is not'li.lso subhlitted'to C(:mgress. . . "" ' ) \'L''',''' .· ... ' 
"· :He is obliged.to'writi(all this huri:iediy;:but ne\vishe~'y'o'i:ir 
,M!Ljesty, if possible,>to, lmo;v everything that is going 'oh, 
e~!'l.Il il ~<fu(~aj~styi~.rom. it ~op~ughiJ::., '.·:<:::·'.';:. . ::.,.,, 

The VIolets and pnmroses came· to:lrim when lie ·waa•m:··a; 
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somewhat exhausted and desponding,mood, and he felt tlwir 
magic influence. . · ~ .. · i , . • . t 

(Later.) . ; . Avery long but most interesting Cabinet. 
In the first place, most gratifying: and most important . in~ 
.telligence .from the Admiral. He finds his .position in. the 
Sea of Marmora much more satisfactory than . he contem~ 
plated. He has reconnoitered. well· the -Bospho~us, and is 
quite prepared to force it when necessary,,and to. enter the 
Black Sea. He is not panic~struck by torpedoes at all. He 
seems to have no doubt of ample supplies, and of fueL 
· He says, if the Russians occupy Boulair ·and the lines, he 
can manage it: a little damage perhaps, but nothing serious. 
He has, Lord Beaconsfield thinks, si:x:iron-clads ,(perhaps five) 
and five. other .craft.' He could.cut off the Russians from all 
their supplies via Black Sea. . Experience has so 'chap.ged his 
views, that he does·not wish to leave his station. ·; · . 

This alters everything : we are in a commanding position. ; 
As there was some difficulty started about a rock in the 

channel to the harbour of Mytilene, which we intended to 
occupy, we have appointed a Committee of three of :the Cabinet 
to report on the matter, and on any other,.preferable .position, 
if there be one. The altered .state of·affairs in Sea of, Mar
mora gives us time for· this. ··. . . . ., .. 

But. in order to pledge the Cabinet to a positive policy, and 
to have no.further debate on the point, the Cabinet came. to 
a formal resolution draWn. u:p by the Lord Chancellor, which 
Lord Beaconsfield encloses; . · , .• • 
. Lord Derby would riot· concur.', Whether he immediately 

resigns or not, Lord Beaconsfield cannot sa,y, .. but the Cabinet 
has takeri the management.of tb:e F .o, into its own hands .. "- , 

To-morrow,. early, they wm consider our. relations :with 
·Greece, and an invitation to Italy to join in a .Mediterranean 
League. The resignation of Crispi, a. creature of Bismarck; 
will help tis.· The Cabinet will launch the LeagU.e with Italy 
and Greece· alone, if the other Mediterranean· Power_s declitl(l, 
·We count .as. such France arid. Austria. If the _League is 
.floated, they will soon join. . . . ·· · ~L , , . 

Lord Beaconsfield fears, that having agreed- to Vienna (a 
capital) for the Congressj we cannot ·well decljne· Berlin, but 

1('- we shall·be stiff to make stipulations. Austria.is on her knees 
to us to go to Berlin, and vows she will be faithfuL -~ Me
thinks the lady doth protest too much.' 

He ought to say much more, but he cannot., He hopes your 
Majesty remembers your gracious promise not to. writ~ ·1\>t 
night, at least not so much.. He lives only for Her", .and workS 
only for Her, and without .Her, all is lost. . ' . . 

[Drawn up by the Lord Ohancellar.] 'The Cabinet agree' 
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. . that in the event of the Treaty of Peace bct\~·een: Russia and 
Turkey, ~fter its revision by the Coriference, ·or. in. default. 
o( any Conferenee taking 'place, compromising the maritime 
ii).tei:ests of Great Britain in the Mediterranean, a new naval 
station in the east of. the 'Mediterranean must Jie obtained, 

· and if necessary by force.'· · . .• . . . . · 
·. HousE OF LORDS (still later).-. ... With respect to Berlin, 

every·other Government, except your'Majesty!s,has accepted 
that city as the scene of the Congress,.,and ~f your· Majesty 
declines to be represented there, the Congress wilL,probably 
be held wi:thout the presence of .your. Majesty!s representa
tives; which would not be desirable.· · ' · . · • :•'• , ~·. . . 

· · Austria is on her knees ·to us •t<i agree to ·Bedin; giving the 
. nwst solemn assUrance": that she has no secrettreaty or under
standing With Russia; that GermanY will support her, and 
that, with the aid of Great Britain, Russia may. l;Je seriously 
checked. · · · , · •>•.. · •. 

'Lol:d-Bea.consfield is of opihi.on;·that, throughout the tran
sactions· of the last two years,· much too much consideration· 

. has been given to the disposition of other ·Powers. · England 
is quite strong enough; when the nation is united as it is now, 
to• vindicate and a8sert··hcr.own rights:arid interests. There 
have been terrible opportunities lost;-.and terrible acts of 
weakness: committed, ·by U:s '.'during these· two years, . but'~the 
nation was perplexed, • bewildered, a~d half-hearted. · The 
nation is:so no longer. She:is fresh, .united, and fuU:.of-re
sources,. and a state of affairs must.· be -substituted for.that 
which ·has been destroyed_ and displaced: ·•··We must think · 
less of Bismarcks and;Andras$ys and Gortchak()ffs, and. more 
of our mvn·energies and. resources. ::We .must:rebuild, and on 
stronge-r foundations than -before, for doubtless ·:they were"· 
nearly worn out. · Yolir Majesty will soon have.a navy superior 
to all· the navies unit·ed of the ·world;. and, in ·a, short . time, 
an army most efficient, not contemptible in·nuniber, and with 
a• body of-officers superior to'that of-any existing force . 
. Your Majesty must pardon•this scraw.l. !.i:fle .writes with 
great difficulty where he is now sitting, with rio light but gas, 
and metal pens, which he abhors. ····He entreats your Majesty . 
to. take a· more cheering view ~of affairs; i.· H~ 'has .·no fear.,:: if 
li~ be Sf1ared; o.£ c9nductiilg th~m 'to a~:sa~isfactorY:; 'and' even,:,. 
tni.Imphant; ena. ,, ·'"': .· •. ·~·"''_', · .. '!:'!: •. ~. ·';·. ·-~ " . ~if_,. 

. : . ~---~~ -: .. _ -.· --~ '- .f; ;:-~ -----
. ,, In ·the diplomatic~ controversy with Russia,. Beacons-· 
field's: m~ih ;cont~ritiori, 'in. wllich·: he wa,s- supported· ~Y 
Der·by ilt> les's than' b'y the're~t of Jris col:J~aghes, WR~ that 

·.Russia must subm~t her ~erms M ,:pea~e ::\vith' ~:ur}t~y: to 
- . ·- ·-·. _, -.·. .,l 
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the judgment of Europe; The affairs of the Near East 
had bceii regulated by Europe in the Treaties of 1856 
and .1871 ;' and no modification of those treaties, the 
British· Government maintained, could be regarded ·.as · 
valid except with the assent of the Powers who had beeri 
parties to· them. This demand was ·put forward by 
Derby early in January, as soon as it. was understood 
that Russia and· Turkey were in negotiation; and w~s 
repeated categorically to ·the Russiati· Government on 
several subsequ~nt occasions. Russia's response was 
evasive; but she acknowledged at the close of January 
in general terms that questions bearing op European 
interests should be concerted with European Powers; and 
accordingly agreed to the assembling· of a European con
ference'at Vienna, as proposed by Austria on February 3. 
The Austrian proposal was heartily welcomed by Beacons
field and his Cabinet; and they showed themselves 
equally complaisant, when it was suggested that the 
Conference should be magnified :into~ a Congress, and 
should sit at Berlin and not at Vielma; · ~ut they insisted 
on the categorical acceptance of their deman!l· as the 
condition of British partiCipation. As Derby put it in 
the middle of March, 'Her Majesty's Goveriunent desire 
to state that they must distinctly understand, before 
they enter into Congress, that ey-ery ~rticle in the treaty 
between Rus~ia and Turkey shall be pl~ced before the 
Congress, not necessarily for acceptance; out in order th'at 
it may be coiJsidered what articles require acceptance 
or concurrence by. the several Powers_ and what 
uo not.' 

This condition was all the mo~e necessary·, as Russia, in 
spite of her acceptanee of the Conference proposal, had 
compelled Turkey, by threats of occupying Constantinople, 
to sign on March 3 at San Stefano a definitive treaty; 
much more stringent in its provisions than the preliminary 
terms. had led Europe to expect. Beaconsfield thus 
described, on April 8 in the House of Lords, the effect of 
the treaty on Tnrkey~in-Eutope. 
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· .. !4e ~Treaty;, of tSan ·Ste~ano .;.CODfplet~ly; abrogates "~h!'Lt;AB. 
k,D~wn>!}S T.urk~y;in;:Europ~;,i~ ~bolil)hes,the do:rrliniq~ !Jf the 
Ottoman Empire in Europe; it'· cr'~ates a large Sta:t~~whi~li: 
under:the'.ri.ame' of Biilgaria,'~iS~illliabite& by niany3nices not 
Bulgarians:,· This Bulgaria goes .toitheJshores.'of the1Biacli 
Sea .. and seizes the ports ofthat sea; it extends ,tq the coast of 
the l!!;gea1;1 and apprqpriates,.the ports of..that cqast. ; The 
treaty proVides for the goveriunent of tlliS 'new ·Bulgana; 
niider a 'prmce w~o:iS to ~e 1'sele6ted'by .~ussla; 'its 'admihiS.: 
tration .. is to be organised and~su:pervised by:a ·connriissary 
pf Russia; andr t:pis:,new Stil,te,is to;be,garrisoned; I say for: an 
~p.e~ty \period,. I?il:t)!·t. !1ll eye11~~. !?r." tW:<;> , y~~rs; c!'lrtain; by 
\,.~s~Ia: '~ ~ ·~·:J \ ;, ~,..~ ~!(:(1~ ,,_J~ .• ~a ·'"~·vi ·~ ·.,t;."'i 

-J~. -~ .-~~ "'O ~:t-~"'·:·· .. : ?f!,.;T·.~<;"~"'Jf: .. ~_; '·l.~.if~.! :1~~; '"·~· r.::.~:· 1 ~l· ~·· .::d 

; ,Besid~~. the .creatiop. ~f.~~. :i~!H~~.:,Bulg?-ti~ ... ~he .t~e~~Y 
provided for .. the complete,.independence, of· Rumania,· 
S~r t~; a:~~n~'!ontpP,~g~o::~tKa;~ug~p. ~~te~~~ori,:(;f'lp~~;i
to~y.for t~e t":'e. Ia;t.~er, :~~4 ~gr.:·:.~~!P,~~i~,t4~. B:,CqiJ!~it~?~ 
?~~he,:Q~brudselJ~, bll;tip ~~_c~ap.g~ ~?.f ~h~;.foreed r~~rs>.
q~si~n fO ~ ~s:¥a .<?£ R.~an!an)J.~.ss3;;ra£t~ ~which ,had ~~er;t 
~s~~gn~<}.~()ltun:;anil\.by,th~.T!~~~Y·OJ P&,~is,;.~he ~u.:toJ!o,~y 
()f_)3osp.ia and ,-~er~eg()~iri~_,; ~a£ld ~l!e ~pp!iG~tiog ()f .~n 
~rga~c J.~:Y.•.to;b~ ~e~_tle4 ~Y.-~t;ra_ng~~?~·~Htw~n:_~us~i~ 
~~q:T;ur!rey;;toithe, distri.ct~1ok~1l?,yssa,!y;~nd,~piru.s~ ... , ~!1 
A~iat;r.p~~.eY, ~as. to ·?E;<J~ to ~u.ssi,a; i~l~yp, of:'a,n, ~~?!mous 
in4e~~~ty, alt,tlu~ ea~t~:t;~ p_ort,iq_n.of4rme¢a; incl11~11g 
!3.ato,'J-llt•' }\ars.i .A~qa~a,J!,3~1;lg tJ?ay~~~_1; ia~d, ,in add~~~.<!¥ 
~p p~ y: ~:t;t,iD:d,emp~ ty .Pt-!5.: IPi.l!i2P3! §t~r:li_ng, , ,, T}le H 1fe~t,i()n 
of:the Straitsjvas J~ft.,unt.ouchE?d saye by,.guaranteeing 

. ~~~'right, ?f .P.~sag~;~f"~~_tchi~,t' ~)lip~."t!f~p ;ti~~~Th~~ 
;s.~,a~o-~sfi~ld 1 a.rg'9-e.d ;~n, .• ~~~ Lop~~ itp:a~.:· "f?,~ ,t,he~,trea~y 
'the Sultan of Turkey is reduced to' astate of.a,bs,gl~~e. 
~lt~j~gat~g~ to, Rus~i!t,::an.<l, .,ejth~r-,as, t9 ,~h~·PBe~~g of 
th~ I,\a:vigapj,~n, of, t},leJ3laEtrr~eac,«?,r, ~~ ·~o,"aJlrYJ:o~~ righ;~s 

· .a?<J -l?!~~!l_eg~~ ~i~h ,JVIl.is.h~~h,~ f3u.~:ta!lj~a~H~ll,Ve§~~p. ._~s ~I! 
~nqy£~!lg~n.t,§9ver~igJ}, l}~,;w~u.lq b~ lj,o loJ}g(lr in th~ J~O§i-

. ~i_<l~;:iiR i~l:ti~J:;-~e·:~a~.1p~~~e~l.py; t~~ E.m:opean ,trea~~~fi· · 
;w,e; tp~r,ef~r~ jp1:.ot~f?~, ~gainfit ·~l1,. 1 ~gapg~mep~ ~h~<J~ 
:pr~c,~iH~lly ,'Yo.u.ld_,pl,ll>~~,;~t~~l{e lCOD;lm~nci~·?f,,H~ssia; :~~d 
Russia alone, that unrivalled situation'and the, resources 

. . . ~ ·i~'.'# .,::;~ ... , "' • ":··J:..~ .,.,_, .. • . . _-j., • ~ : ,, ,; 
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which the European Powers placed 'Under the government 
-of .the Porte.' " · - ~ -, · > J , 

The Treaty of San Stefa.nowas negotiated in the strictest 
secrecy, the Turks being bound by threats to silence; 
and, though its provisions'soon began to leak out, it was 
not delivered to the British Government till March 23, 
three 'weeks after signature. Meanwhile, Russia con
tinued to evade acceptance of the British _condition :for 
the Congress, Gortchakoff mai~taining t~at it< wak'_~uffi~ 
cient that the treaty· should :be commUnicated to the 
Powers before the meeting, and that each-Power should 
have in the Congress itself '.the ·full 'libetty of~ appre
ciation and of action,' ' ])elphi' .itself coUld hardly 
be more perplexing - and :aJigust/ _ · ~~ld: ·Beaconsfield. 
Whatever the phrase about liberty of appreciation and 
action meant, it was clearly not dttegorical'accept'ance; 
and that the Ru·ssian attitude' was_ much riearer:'to 1citte~ 
gorical refusal was shown by t-4~ _arrogailC~ ·of ,tf{e f{nal 
reply which reached the Cabinet on March. 27. The 
Russian Government, it ran, ' leaves to the other Powers 
the liberty. of raising ~uch- questions at the .Congress as 
they might thirik fit to dil';lCUSS, and reserves to itself the 
liberty .of accepting or _not accepting: the'_ discus~io.ri' of 
these questions.' · , ~ · ·- _ -- -- ·. \,· - ' ·· . , 

While waiting for Russia's decision,- th~·Cabinet c~~~ 
tmued to elaborate the,' measures'' of Precaution which 
Beaconsfield had laid befo.rt: t~em_; _ H!sjepor~ ·to .. the 
Queen of the mf.leting. of March)() s_ays~: -~ 'J:'h~y ~ilisbssed 
corps d'a,rmee,- new ,Gibraltars, 'and ;-expeditions .from 
India, in great fulriess: Lord Derby said-1nothihg.'< It 
will be seen that the idea of a1\Iediterraneaiileague;'which 
was not received' with . much . fa vom:, a broad, had' beeii 
dropped; and that·w~ ha.;e· her~- th~ fi-~st i~ti~atibri,oftht~ 
pi'oject of bringing I1idian troops to E'uropeanh~~ters::·a 
project entirely in haf¥1ony ,Vith Bea?orisfiel~'s policy'of 
magnifying the place of India in the British Empire;' ::At 
last,on March 24~Beaconsfield ob~ained confld~ntiafin'£61-': 
mationof Russia's definite refusal, and he~t once pr~p~re~ 
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f~r action. His will wasii:ldomitable, but, as his letters 
tq Lady Bradford show ;·he had little he.alth or strength 
during the critical days. · · · · 

. . ! ' 

To, Q~een ViCtoria. :'• ' ' 
·Most Secret; 10, DowNING ST,, :Mar. 24, '78,·,....., ... The 

Russian aD.l!wer has arrived, . but. will. not be delivered, .. or 
made known, to anyone,-until to-mop-ow'; if then. It .rejects 
oilr conditions; and will' not subuiit the "treaty to the, ~on-
sideration ()f Congress. · · · ' · 
. There will be no Congress, as all agree there can be no 
Congress without England-Russia says .this. :, Russia willt 
in.all probability, immediately ~omme~ce.~direct negotiation 
with your Majesty's Government. . · . · · ._, · · · · 

After all ~heir taunts about.isolation;'lind about· being' left 
out in·the cold,' this is interesting! No:Congres1;1 and direct 
negotiations with England, , , : • ·; . , . . . . ~.~ 

This information comes to Lord Beaconsfield under such a 
seal ()£ confidence that Lord 'Beaconsfield caJ:mot teil it even 
to his colieagues, but his conscience' and 'his' he'art alike assure 
hliJ1> that h~ can haveno secretsf~om!his beloved Sovereig~.· 

( ' ' . 0 .,.-., ,• L 

To Lad,y .IJ.radford1: , : :.. .. 

JO, DowNING STREET, Mar. 22, 187$.:-;c-Yop. :were prophetic 
Jast ·.~ght,. for· I h~ve .... .li, r~gulas,influenza .. ~old~pns~~~~ 
:coughing and streannng,ey~J>: ·. . . . ..... · . · . · . 

I have just' had my audience, tho' I ~as scolded fd:r coining 
outjn such a plight---:but my Royal'¥Jstress··was hot much 
·better than her Minister. · The Kingdoin,was:never g9verned 
:With such an. amount ofcatarrlJ. ami sneezing. :. . .• ... : .... 

. I'm too ill and achy to be outlater;I have written'to D~ 
of Richmond that I can't be iri my'phice: .. :· ;· ·':' ' · . · 
· Mar. 24.-1 am still a prisoner, bubnust; if possible; appear 

in the H~ of L; to-roorrow--:-and lthiiik I shall .. · ... , . · .,, 
· The Russian ultimatum~ for so :we must ·:call)£;, ha.s not · 
yet '?'rriv_ed, altho'. ;pr,q~i~~d. c:m Saturqay .. ~. !t. ~UI.,conie th.is 
evenmg, probably,· or to-morrow IliQrn .. I tJ:llnk they w1ll 
not. accept .our terms/ or rather~'conditions; and· we shall not 
·yield an inch. ' ·People'are very alarmed and think war inBtan
taneous:· .. I do !lotrand ll,m .not at.all.al~trin.yd,., I h~ld,it.is 
much more likely. th.at. as ·Russia fin~ls England firm, and 
prepa,iing for CQilfii?t,' sll~ ~ll end , by offering. separate nego-
tiations with us: '. ; '·> ~ . .. . . . ' . ~- ' r.. . . 
. : .Mar; 2o.-Nothirig'1to tell'youi · 'I'hen·.why do yoU: write?· 
Di~cuJ.t;tO'&DSw6r~·_-~,.~. ~~·,l '".-< .. ··:-~~-·-,~!- ~"':_.-:.:r~- !"·ot..''- ... ~·.>.-f' 
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I am· somewhat better, but ought not· to go out. Then 
why do you ? Because, plea indisposition, I did not reply 
to some notice of Granville's on Friday, and· have heard since 
of nothing but my illness. So, at great inconvenience and 
some risk, I go down to H. of Lords, because I wd~ not ask 
G. again to postpone his motion; · 

Tels. come every :quarter of an hour from a certain place, 
to know how I am-full of sympathy when sent, and full of 
anger when not answered. . . . · 

No news. from Russia, tho' I have reason to believe Schou. 
has the answer, and has had for dayE. · · · ' · 

Mar. 26.-I can only send a little, and a hurried, line. 
Nothing can be more critical than the situation, and you 

must prepare, I think, for great events. . ' · · 
I could not get down to the·Windsor Council"to-day, as I 

had promised-but it was impossible. I ain suffering very·· 
much from my influenza, which my visit to the Ho. of Lords 
did not improve yesterday-and yet I must repeat it to-
day. . . . ' : , ·. . · . ·. · ~ 

Mar. 27.-... It is impossible that affaii·s· could be more 
critical than they are; . ·. . •- ' · ·· . · · 

Except two days, when I went in a close carritige to H. of 
L., I have not been out ·since' last Thursday, and this alone 
makes one nervous. • ·. · . . . · . ' : : : 

Th~ spirit in which Beaconsfielq approached the fateful 
Cabinet meeting on March 27, : which brought about 
Derby's resignation, wa~ shown by a letter· which he 
sent on that morning· to Hardy. '·RcE~t assured,' he 
wrote,' the critical ti:r:he has arriv~d when we must declare 
the emergency. We are drifting'i1:1t~nvar. ' Jf we are bold . 
and determined we' shall'secure'·peace, and dictate its 
conditions to Europe. . . . On you I very 'mainly count. 
We· have to maintain tpe Empire, a,nd secure peace; I 
think we can ·do both.' 1 Beaconsfield had probably 
discussed his plans in detail with Hardy. He had. cer
tainly, according to his habit eince Derby's first resigna
tion. discussed them with Cairns and Salisbury'; and also 
with Northcote, as Northcote himself' tells us;· Here 
are Beaconsfield's reports to the Queen of wl:_iat he pro-
posed on this occasion and what was decided.. . 

1 Gathorn~ Hardy, vol ii, p. 36. 
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~·;_ ' <-:~"~ ' · ·t;a' Q~ee~; Virfor~a-:_:~ ~: ~ , ... 
; ·. 10, DowNING ST.·, Mar. 26, '78.~.· .•. The: Russian .answer; 
tho' it arrived here on.Satm.day, has·;iiot yet 'been .delivered 
to your Majesty's Goverrimeiik 11. . J 1, r . . · '-;· _,,., .. 

Yesterday afternoon, Count : Schouva1off called on• •Lord 
Derby,' and began·-feeling;his· way; to give the,answer'~viva 
voce,. -but Lord·,Derby ~aid-~that, ;as. the English- .conditions 
were in writing, the reply must be,in'the-same·form .. Where
upon Count -Bchouvaloff .seemed to tbe;shut:up, anli murmured 
that he w_ould send the reply ~:writing,' but ·it has not .come 
yet. .: ;·! '; .: ,· .~~~ ·,... ·~·.t ,··<T.fd ... _,,_.;.: .. ;··~,~~~--' t~'~, { i •.. -1 

1, .Lord Beaconsfield has sumnionea.thebabinetfor tp"morrow 
at noon. ."'l··£<-··~i· "t..:g:<-~ ';\:.,.~i ~j1u:.L-t ~ \~\-,,~·~·; ·.·"t 

' TheJ~u~~iai:t r~ply ha~'be~mse_en·by,s;ome·:r;nembers-of the 
OppositiOn. "·It.IS a categor10al.r.efusal.,,, ;!!,; - ';!!"''·"'· ·· . . , 
· . ·Therefore, to-morrow; Lord :;Beaconsfield will· p:rdpose, to · 
the Cabinet the measures' which- he· has long. matured;; and· 
which he trusts will be equal to the occasion. He will recom~ 
mendiin:tUediately. calling out tthe Reserves, .which. ,WiJl •place 
immediately at our command two. corps d'armee,-::arid ·at,the 
sanie time•Will,direct.the!lndiari. Government' to,send· out a 
considerable force, ·thro'i the, Suez, Canal;.:ahd occupy ,two 

·important ppsts in the Levant, which wilLcommand·.the 
Persian Gulf and all the country round Bagdad, and entirely 
.neutralise the Ru:;;~ian,conquests ~,tndoinfluence in Arnienia..·, .. 
.-<'Mar .. 27~~t6rd ,' Beaco'P,sfield '.,';"·.':lias . carried :a.w _his 
ilieasw~s iliiS' 'morrliiig uriam&'busly, With·' the~ eiception 'o£ 
-Lord Derby, who will;.no'douot, resign,,,~~: •:,l. '< • ·' iJ • 

. ·When -h~ asks your M;ajestY.' s gra!Jio4s. permission . .to make 
a, s~a.tem~11t, etc'!, ~~qr1-~f.n:je~~~' ll11l:st:a~E! ,,v~ry. c~11tiou~, and 

. !.eserv,~i nt gran~wg}h~ -P.~T.ffii,i?~~W~·}qr~:o~herWI~~' .~h.e .. ~~~t~~ 
ment may teJl things-toih~? world, which 1t'IS absolutely neces-
sar~, ifO.r ~ s11c~e~s, should bi:l' kept ~ecret ::'as; .'f?i 'e~am'ple? the 

.Indmn expeditiQn,,' } J(l.( .~· ;. . ...•.. ,,.;_ •'f';~~- . -.; •. , •; i• '.,;,)·. 

L It wil.l_ be-necess.ary t.hat.;th~ 1 l\futiny;J?ill;~l!<m!q be._passed, 
before.a jnessa.ge is S!=Jnt down to Parliament and a proclamation 
iSSU.'e·~-:-··t ~·.?;. ~-.'t·~:~~>-\~"::..~_J', .. H .. t ,~. _ .:~ l.·."-~ __ ·.:· _ ;_< ~ : . -·· .;;z, .' _· 

·"-The Chb1het nieets f1gfilli :tolhiorfowi at~ nJ6n· to frame" th(i 
materials-Jot ia 'ci,i:culiir to··the' different Courts ·of• Europe on 
. .the;P:t'e.sent-situation,.\,;·_,, ,,,,d:-J .. :J ''t ·.,_u ;,~·::; ··---~;, ,,; 
,,:_,I~ wi!J,:be.t;our ;~a.~~,A~ t~eA?'?!-;:,gf .)j;,uroJ:_:>~ ~p.dp1r own 
_co~n~r:y; : )~~; [~e~co~s,fipl~ h~_s, ~ail ~,g?.~_(Lmg:lf,t 119-df~~ls_a~ 
this moment·mu,.cJi1rJJheved bY, w)?'at·has JUSt'occli~rcd: : .. •· 

. Later.-.-. . +'Lord Derby has tenaered· his resignatibn;:and 
'tvishes to make his announcement to-moirow. 

It should be kept quite\iecret ~~i.t t'liis'-mdnlent, as the:y ha:~~ 
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a reception at'the F.O. to-night, and~their'position; were the 
resignation •known, would· be· painfully ludicrous.' Lor<_i;_ B. 
conceals it therefore even from his colleagties: Lord Beacons
field requests from. yo11r ¥ajesty authority to receive the 
resignation and also to arrange yfith Lord Derby as to· his 
statement.· He seems perfectly loyal; •and .. desirous of saying 
nothing' disagreeable to his colleagues, or ._injurious· to,;the 
public service .. : . . , . : . ·.·. ·. ·.. , , · , .,, ,.c· 
. The only nnhtary plans of L~rd Napwr are m the hands of 

H.R.H. the F.-¥. Commandir).g ili Chi~f. . They·se'erried tO 
Lord Beaconsfield meagre .. · · •' · '" · .. · . · ' . 

. , ' 

From Queen Victoria. 
WmnsoR· CASTLE~ 'Mar; r2i, '78:~·.' .. ,,The Queen ;must 

own; that she feels Lor_d· Derby's resignation· an"'untui.Xed 
blessing. . . . His name had suffered and-was .doing· great 
harm to. us abroad':' and the very fact 'of his beco'ining a mere 
cypher and putting ·his naine to things;he fdisappr()ved, ·was 
very anomalous and damag~ng. . . . The Queen, therefore, 
without a moment's hesitation, sanctions LOrd Beaconsfield's 
accep~ance of hiS ''resignatton, but will: keep :'it secret till 
to-morrow. -Pray· te~l_ him: from ·•the·. Queen· that 1she•<relies 
on hiS loyalty to his colleagues,•~4Js -<veW'as· t<?::his.'8overeigri, 
and feels sure 11.e ,will' join iii· no fact:ious:'oppo'sition.. 'But 
ha·m:ustb~'very cautious·iil. what'he says;'forfear, bf fettirig 
out' imp'orti1llt' measures, whi~?h we inust keep secret; > • j 

· Now'')Vho i,s _to' sric~_eed him ? / 1 LOJ;~ -~ali~tHity., or: Lord 
Lyons? . . . . . . ' ,, .. L~.~ •.. ··iJ;ti ... ";._ 

· ·. ·!. 
1 

... ,. I . ! 1 .'· J ..-:- ·· .. _ ._. ~ ,; ' · ! .... 

It will be•noticed.'tha,t. B-eac6nsfield·does not specify 
the two important post~dn'the:Levaint which we:ve to· be 
occupied by th~ ph)poskd Indiafi. 'ex'pedition;l nor indeed 

· ·- • • • l. 1.' rl. · ~)· ;-..: ,,qcl;:~ ?,<i ·· f~:H ! !r' ,.., 

does he definitely say ,that-the,nam:~s W(!re, giye~:(;to.'~he 
Cabinet.· But there• carr be,no: reasonable. doubt ,that . 
t:he names were· given, ·-and tMt· tb:e p~sts we~e ·c·yprus 
~nd ·~ Alexahili~~ta (S~andero'oii )~As;,~en~i~redr~~~pe~~~ 
m ~ confideneei nnme¢hately on commg put. qf Cabmet, to · 
his private secretary, now Lord Sanderson. · Be~ides 
Be'3;consfield's letters to the Queen,'tliere are, as Hardy's 
diary is apparently silent/ no other c~ntemporary reco~ds 
~.xtant, so far as is knmyn,: of the proc~edings .. of th~ 
decisive Council, except two papers in D<3i·by's "hand~ 

1 Gathorne Hardy, vol. ii., p. 56. 
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writing: one the note which, in accordance .with his usual 
practice,1 Derby jott~d down in Cabinet, and which he 
sealed up separately; the other a .shorter statement which' 
he_ .entered in his private diary; .either that. eveniug or 
the next morning. In view of the disc~·epant apeounts 
which we~e a.fterwards given_ from .. memory:-bY Cabinet 
Ministers, the_ late. Lord Sanderson .felt ·justified· in 
~uthorising, ~ith the· e~:ric:tJITehce · ~f tl~~- · pres~nt Lord 
Derby, the publication of these confidential docul:nents: 
The following is the note in Cabinet ; ' · .. · · 

"'D[ERDY] reads ans,wer of Sc_houvaloff .. ,It isarefusal. · , 
· LoRD B. wishes a circular to l?e addressed to all. the Powers, 

stating our views. · . · · . ; , ~~-. · · , · · · · . · '· 
This is talked over and notd~ssented from in prinCiple. .·. 

, D. 'proposes to lay papers ll:_t.once. and expl_aill i~ Parliament. 
This is agreedto. · . .: .. . ·. · .. , · . - · · · ' -~ . 

LoRD B. We D:l~st now fi!'lcide 1our p~licy._, • .0;ur ppje~ts 
have ·been ._the mamtenance of the ~_m.prre,_ and ·the mam- -
tenance of peace. . Peace is no~ to be • secured.-by ' drifting.·: 
,All: our attempts to be nwderate and":neu~ral,. and' avoid 
collision With Russia; have lessened OUr :mfiuence, and caused 
it to be thought that we had, no powe:r;. 0Jil:.pt?sitioi1is,im
paired since Parliament .met. /Aust:ria)s more deeply 'con-

. cerned than we are. ; Austria and Russia' ~r~ ~ilo)Vi~ a position.' 
of great mutual difficulty. Russia has really desired a congress~ 
She has strained her resources, her armies ared?U:ffering from 
disease, etc: Thinks. 8,, bold.policywill sec:u:re peace: o:ne.of 
conciliation will· e~d in war._ ·.,An. emerge!lc.f ,h~. a;ris~n: ~1?-!'l 
balance of power. m ·the ,Medit~rr11nean IS m,danget; every 
State .inust now look to its'o-wn interests.'· The time is now 
come when we should issue a 1 proclamation declaring emer: 
gency ,t and be ready to put a force in the -field, 'An expedjtion· 
from ·India should occupy, Oyprus. and S,cand~roon. . We 
shall thus neutralise, the, effect of. the Arnie:riian. conqu!'lst. 
Influence _of· England iri the Persian. Gulf will'be~'maintairied: 
These points are the key-of Asia:' '~roposes toccommunicate 
~'.-. J .J .·~t ~· 'E~ .··z · .. ,,'\.,;: r:~~~·t'"·t_ .... ~~ · ';_ . -. ~.:. 

c-. 1 Writing to Beaconsfield. on July ~~1~ l~n,,:perby says:· '1'!Hl. ~otoa 
which I genl!rally take at Cabmets .. : 1-Javo b!)en lwpt. merely for purposes 
'of' conveniont. reference; those of ·old ·nates ·have been· from time to ·time 
destroyed, and aH will be._ .. I havq ahv~ysun~ersto<>;d it to, be an un_W'r~tten 
rule ()f;administr~tive practiCe, that no permanent re~or<j; should re!llam of 
wh'at passes in Cabinet. ·But. to temp<?rary. Il)emorand.'\",kept, wh1le they 
exist, for personal use, I know of no obJeot10n. _ . 

- • . •• ~ ~f ·. "' ) 

.. 

... 
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with the Porte', to gtiarantee the revenues ~ow received, so 
that they shall not lose. This does not involve alliance with 
the Porte. Nor is it inconsistent with anything we have done. 
Thinks it impqrtant that these two steps !!hall be taken. 
Wishes to call the resources of India into play, and show. that. 
from England also we can send forth our hosts. Time has 
come, the emergency has arisen. 

CAmNS. Great and grave emergency has .arisen. We have 
been neutral, but we always said we meant to have something 
to say to the peace. . Russia now tells us we shall not. Thinks 
the time is come to make our resources available. We 'want a 
counterpoise to what is doing in Armenia. Position in-India 
will be shaken if we do nothing. 

SALISBURY was always against interference· in the. war 
and therefore feels especially responsible. Policy of neutrality. 
was dangerous, though right. Russia refuses to allow our 
voice to be heard. We must put ourselves in a position·to 
assert our views by force if necessary .. It is necessary therefore 
.to declare an emergency at once. If this opportunity is lost, 
it will not recur. As to Scanderoon, it commands the route 
both to Suez Canal and to the Persian Gulf.· We must .be 
·ready to defend both these routes. · It also gives as· little 
offence to France as any occupation can. It also maintains 
our influence over the Asiatic . populations. Their feeling 
towards us will be changed, if thereis not a visible exertion· 

· of our power. They will look to Russia. Doubts as to first 
obtaining the consent of Turlwy. Wishes not to do anything 
hostile to Turkey, but it is hardly fair to ask her: Would 
do it first. · The question of Cyprus is less urgent than that 
of Scanderoon. Would act at once as to that. -

HARDY. We have· now no choice except to maintain our 
own interests. Comments on the H.ussian answer. The whole 
Treaty concerns us. Time has come as to declaring an emer
gency. As to Scanderoon leaves that to be judged by military 
men. 

J. MANNERS agrees in geneJ:ctf policy~ Would send Mussul-
man regiments if possible. · · · 

N ORTHCOTE. Is it necessary to go to Parliament ? (Answer-
yes, for a vote.) Asks as to courE'e of proceeding. . . 

RICHMOND entirely agrees that time is some to take some 
action. . . 
· (Some general talk.) Necessity of secrecy as to the expe
dition insisted upon by Lord B. and agreed to. (Some talk.) 

D. declares dissent on grounds of general policy...:_come to 
point where two roads part. 

SALISBURY does not see that compromise is possible. 
RICHMOND. We can't go drifting on. 
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CAIRNS. We a~e driven ~ut ofCongress. 
', 

· -N ORTHUliiBERLAND can see no ·step :except this to take 
Security of the road to India is all-important. 
- CRoss. Questionis which courseisp10stlikelyto lead to peace. 

LORD B. Austria will bring about a settlement of the 
Bulgarian situation. · It is the Armenian danger which is to 
be guarded against. 

(Some more talk, but not to any purpose.) 

The following is Derby's entry.in his diary:· 
-Wednesday, Mar. 27.-0abinet at 12, sat only till I; but 

the business done was important -~both nationally: and to me 
in particular. Lord B. addressed us in a set speech, to the 
effect that we must now decide ourpolicy; that our objects 
have been the maintenance of 'the Empire, and of peace, but 
peace is not to be secured by ' drl!ting' ; _that our attempts 
to'1be moderate and neutral have only lessened our infl.ui:mce, -
and caused orir power not to be believed in. He dwelt on the · 
weakness of Russia, with finances ruined, and armies su:ffeiing 
from disease. An emergency had arisen; every State must 
now look to its own .resources; the balance of power in the 
Mediterranean was destroyed. . He proposed to issue a pro
clamation, declaring .emergency, to put a force in the fielQ_, and 

-simultaneously to send an expedition from India to occupy 
Cyprus and Scanderoon. Thus the effect of the Armenian -· 
conquests would be neutralised, the influence of England in 
the Persian Gulf would be maintained, and we should hold 
-posts which are the key of Asia. - . . - . - · · · 

Cairns and Salisbury both supported the Premier,_ showing 
clearly by their language that they we~e aware.of the plan 
now proposed and had discussed it with him in det!j.il ; others 
supported more vaguely. 1 declared ·my dis~ent in a brief 
speech, referring to what I had s~id before; and agreeing with 
an expression that fell from Salisbury that we n;mst now 
decide, and that no compromise was possible. We had come, 
I said, to the point where the roads diverged; and must choose 
one or the. other. I inti~ated that I could not agree, and It 
was understood that.my resignation :was to follow. 

These ·accounts add much interesting and valuable 
. detail to the outline given by B_eaconsfield tothe Queen;_ 
but the reports of the two statesmen are in: complete 
ttccord, both as to the proposals made, and as to the 

._ approval with_ which they were r~egarded b{ the whole 
Cabinet except Derby. As to the exact nature of t_h:_1t 

• •>- c" ' 

(. 
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approval there is one further. scrap of contemporary 
. evidence. Salisbury a~ked Northcote. in Cabinet in 

writing whether it was agreed that the cost of bringing 
·the Indian troops should be defrayed by the British 
Exchequer; and he preserved the note which Northcote 
wrote on the same sheet and passed across to him in reply. 
It ran thus: ' The agreement absolutely involves a deoision 
in favour of sending such an expedition.· I am not op
posed to it in principle, but I think we ought to have 
more than 10 minutes to decideon it. If it is decided· 
to send the expedition, I agree to place the cost on imperial 
revenues.' 1 It woUld appear from this interchange of 
opinion that Salisbury regarded the decision to send the 

· Indian expedition as more definitely taken than North-
. v 

cote did, but that even Northcote was prepared to accept 
it in principle. There was, at any rate, no outward 
dissent, save Derby's, from Beaconsfield's policy; and · 
both the protagonists, Beaconsfield and Derby, c'ame away 
from the Cabinet with the same impression. Derby told 
Lord. Sanderson, that proposals had been discussed and 
approved by his colleagues, he alone dissenting, for pro- . 
claiming an emergency and calling out the ~eserve; and 
for a secret expedition of troops 'from India to occupy 
Cyprus and Scanderoon, ,ahd that, in consequence, . he 
intended to resign. Beaconsfield, on his part, as we have 

_....seen, told the Queen that all his measures_ were carried 
unanimously, save for Derby's dissent; and he specifi
cally ·mentioned, in the toHowing ·sentence, the Indian 
expedition as one of those measures. Indeed, it is clear, 

. both from Beaconsfield's letters and from Derby's note 
and diary, that the Prime Minister presented his policy 
as one whole; and orders for the preparation of the Indian 
force, and for the survey of the necessary landing-places, 
were immediately despatched. 

That Derby would resign when definite steps -were 

1 A copy of this note was forwarded by N orthcote to Derby in a letter 
dated July 22, 1878. In writing his subsequent memorandum, Northcote 
quoted the note inaccurately from memory. · 
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taken towards acquiring a place of arms in the l.evant . 
4ad long .been foreseen by his chief. and his colleagues; . 
and he said that day in Cabinet that .they had comet~ 
a parting of the ways. , But he did nqt aQtually give in 
his resignation there and then; and. botll he and Beacons
field were glad to make use of Northc'ote as a means of 
communication, to avoid alike tlie awkwardp.ess of writing; 
and any direct personal clash between old friends .. North: 
cote found Derby, after the Cabinet' most friendly, and 
I thought really relieved by getting rid of the'' tin kettle," 
as he called the Foreign Office. He would:not, :however, 
write to the. chief, but asked me to .do so in his name.' 
H~nce there is no letter in existence from Derby, d~tailing, 
a~_7~t the end .of January, the cause of hisresign~tion,. 
Whe'n he. made his explanation next d~y in the House of 
Lords, he was naturally unable to reveal Cabinet secrets; 

. though he. had .. received, in accordance· with Beacons~ 
field's .second .thoughts, Her Majesty's.,permission to · 
make ' ~uch statement as you, in your discretion; in which 
the Queen has .entire confidence, may think fit.' . He 
merely•stated· that the Cabinet had, decidedon. certain 
measures of a grave and ,important character in which 
he had been unable to concur ........ measures,n:ot inevitably 
tending to bring ahout war, but not, in his opinion, pru
dent in the interests of European peace;. or necessary for 
the .safety of the .country, or warranted by the stat.e ~of_ 

· affairs abroad. . Any further explanation, should it be- · ·· 
come necessary, he reserved for a lat~r date. · His refer~ . 
ences·to his colleagues, an9- especially to his chief, were 
friendly. Every personal motive and, every. private _ 
feeling urged him, he said, -to remain with them .. 'No 
ni-~n would willingly break,.eY:~nJor,~J;~we, pol!~ic.al:'~Ad 
personal· ties of long,.standin:g;,.~nd.,.in .. Jtl;le,.,public life 
. of . t~~ p~es(?n t: day. thete,.;lreAe:w,;poJ~ticll,l"'a.!!St P.P!:~Qnal 
ties closer.,or .. of. o.ld~r:~date, tll.t~:Hitii:J.Ose,..w,hicll. . .,_V.Q.!~~"'ple 
with my no~.~efriend.'. · 
· Beaconsfield. fully-reciprocated-the~personaJ.J'.E:lSpect 
~nd r~ga!d; in which,cP.x;:b;Y,,av,erred~that~~ .... 4e!q5h~. 

<i~•· 
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His_ emot(ioll_~a~ he rose to"" ~o]Jq:~v .. bis ,resign}pg, £9H~IJ:gue · 
. in debate.;was,veri~"Yi§~hli~ ~ l:!e,§.~!£_: · - · 

The Queen has lost to-day.~the-services.,of:one.of.,the ablest 
of .. her co11nsellor~.. Those only who have served with my 
noble•friend can sufficiently appreciate.his,capacity.fer;affairs, 
the,_penetrating. power .o~. his in~elligence, and. the"judicial 
impartiality of.his generalconduct. My' lords, I have served 
with my noble friend in public life for more than a quarter 
of a century, arid during that long period the~carel'kof.public 
life have .been mitigated-by-the conselation,otpri:v:~~drie~~hip. 
A.quarter of_a century is along -periodirl.the.Wstm:y,of~any 
man, and I can truly say that, so far as the ·relations between 
myself and my noble friend are concerned, those-years~have 
passed without.a clol!d. . . . These-wrenches~of.~feeling-.arc 
among, the most.terrible .. trials,of.,pUcblic-life. . . . I have felt 
of late that the political ties between myself and my noble 
friend must soon terminate; but I believed they would ter
minate in a very different and a more natural manner-that 
I should disappear from the scene and that he would remain, 
in the maturity of manhood, with his great talents and ex
perience, to take that leading part in public affairs for which 
he is so well qualified. -

The.se .pubUc,courtesies.-were.repe~~eq.,~!!:-Pti;vate. -The 
Queen wrote Derby a gracious letter of thanks for his 
services, adding: ' The Queen is also certain that she can 
entirely rely on his loyalty to herself and his former 
colleagues, especially the Prime Minister; and she is sure 
that he will never join in any factious opposition to the 
Government of which he has been so long so distinguished 
a .. member.' Derby responded in the. same spirit. 'He 
has left office with no personal feeling, except one of good
will towards his former colleagues, especially to his very 
old friend Lord ... Beacqns§_eJd,.from ... whom,..,i~, .. i§!l<~""J.eal 
pain .to,he separated.' He added that be had no desire 
to oppose, and would leave the disagreeable tas.k of criti
cism, as far as possible, to others. 

Beaconsfield showed his. abiding. goQqwi)t~J?-y, the~pffer 
of the Garter-an unprecedented. act.of,g~n~~o§ity.-by,a 
Prime Minister to a colleague·who-,had~l~ft~him-in,.a · 
ctisis; and Derby, ~hcmgh· he could hardJy,accept,_..'Yas 
obviously touched,by so much, magnanimity. · 
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-~ To Lord Derby .. 
- .'' IO, DowNING ST., Mar. 31, '78,____.:_I hope you will ~llow me· 
to offer, you .the.v:acant~Garter. I always intended l.t for you, 
but there were difficulties in my way.· Lhope~yop...,wiltnow 
accept it, in memory of~our·long.friendship; if of nothing-else. 

I _suppose you and Miladi are in the country. I havf? not 
had.a-sniffT0f~provincial,all;,Jor~five.months._. 

From Lord Derby. · 

Private. FOREIGN OFFICE; M[ar]. 31, '78 . .:_,_Li~~oucb.ed 
and gratifie<l. J>y~ y~ur. qffer-; .. by the time and manner of it 
far more .than by tlie thing itself. Give :me till to-morrow to 
consider as to a{)ceptance. In.-any'ev.Qnt,_m.yJense~of-y:our 
kmdneS.~.~wiltnot.,,Pe Jess. . . · · · 

. Private. April 1.-0n·thinking .. ,fully..,over .the,matter, I 
have. decided .. against.,i),cceptlll.g. the,,Qar.ter ... which you. so 

· klldly offer me .. You will I am. sure understand that my 
refusal is not dictated by any reluctance to accept an honour 
. at your hands, or by any diminution of our old friendship. 
I shall not forget,the.offer;.nor:the.,time.'and .Circumstances 
of its·being made; · 

-rThere was one more friendly letter, before the intimate'
correspondence of five and. twenty years came to an·· 
abrupt close. . . 

From Lord Derby. 

23, S'l'.JAli'IES's SQUARE, April3~-Wlien Schouyaloff called 
to tak~ \~ave of me, on Monday, he expressed a wish that I 

·should communicate with:you on the-subject of a report which 
· he said had reached your ears, and which he supposed that 

you believed to )Je true. . · . · .. · . · + 
. · It was to the effect that he had been in the habit of talking 
over official matters -with members of the Opposition, esc 

- pecially with V( ernon} Harcourt. · . , · . 
· He denies haVirig ever held any_ pri~ate conversa.tions with 

them, or having talked about pending negotiations with any-
one except ine:m.bers of the .Government. . · 

I told him he had better address his denial direct to you, 
. but. he preferred doing it through me, and I could not civilly 

refuse. _ · 
. No answer is necessary. 

In the course of his speech Beaconsfield, _while com
' wending the . ' :pruderlCe a.nd :perfect taste_' which h~td 
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prevented Derby from referring in detail to the reasons, 
of his resignation, announced, in order 'to a void ' :uimeces~' 
sary mystery,' that the Government, in view of· the 
failure to reach agreement about . the Congress, and of 
the disturbance of the balance of· power in the 1\fediter
ranean, had decided to call out the Reserve. This was· 
the only part of the Beaconsfiel(j. policy, as expounded 
in the Cabinet of. March 27, which-it was possible .for 
the Prime Minister to reveal; as the Indian ,expedition 

. and the acquisition of posts in the Levant, though ap• 
proved in principle, depended on time an& circumstances 
for execution, and secrecy till the moment of execution 
was essential for their success. It was also inevitable 
that he should make the announcement in such a w~ty 
as to leave the impreSsion that this was the whole pre
cautionary: policy so far accepted, in order that the secret 
might be preserved, and that public opinion at home 
and abroad might not be set agog as to further measures 
hinted at but not revealed. · 

The world naturally concluded, and was presumably 
meant to conclude, that the calling out of the Reserve. 
was the sole cause of Derby's resignation; and; ·as that. 
measure of precaution was generally welcomed not only 
by his own party, but by moderate men in opposition, 
the seceding Minister met with little or no sympathy 
or support outside the ranks of the pro-Russian agita.tors. 
Conscious that it was the resolve to acquire 'new Gibral
tars ' in the Levant rather than the summoning of the 
Reserve to the colours that had decided his action, he 
was galled by what appeared to him the injustice .of the· 
public condemnation, and ·by what he considered the 
unfairness of his treatment by his colleagues. He D1B.Y 
also have been irritated by the Prime Minister's very 
natural method of supplying his place in Cabinet; In 
the shuffle of offices succeeding the resignation, Beacons
field took the opportunity to secure,· so far as might 
be, in spite of Derby's defection, the continued confidence 
of · La.ncashire and the adhesion of the house. of Stanley 
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by promoting FJ,'ederick Stiml~y. Derby's brother and 
licit-presumptive, to Cabinet rank as Secretary of State, 
for War. In these circumstances ber by allo'YeQ 4imself, 
for <)nce, to be governed by hisf(jelingsrather than by his 

_ coql judgment; and irr the Lords debat~· of ,April 8 .on 
· the calling out of the Reserve he offered a further cxplana-, · 
· tionwhich, however intelligible and 1n.asens~ excusable, 

violated his obligation.not tqn~:veal Cabinet secrets .~nd 
the duty incumbent on a patriotic ex-Foreign Secretary 
not to ~mbarrass the cquntry'spolicyat a crisis. Beacons
fie!~ thus described to th.e Q11een Derby's intervention. 

To Queen' Victo~ia. 
io, DoWNING STREE;, Ap;il 9~ '78:-... Lord Derby 

made a disagreeable and unauthorised speech; for he divulged 
the proceedings of the Cabinet of which he had been a member, 
with an absence of discretion and. reserve, v~ry unusual. under 
such circumstances, and which will . pr()duce a painful effect 
on public opinion. He will perhaps justify himself by arguing 
that Lord Beaco:nSfield niade' an \umecessary reference to his 
conduct.· . . · . .. · · · 

. Lord Beaconsfield, who was. somewhat wearied, may have 
erred in this respect, but quite unintentionally,. and: Lord 
Derby, if this be his excuse,, misunderstoo(i the: allusion of 
Lord Beaconsfield. . . : · · ·· .. 
· Certainly Beaconsfield's .. reference to· Derby. in his 

speech on this occasio:ri was not only ·unnecessary l;mt 
also. unfortunate. He said-that,he could· not. conceive 
.that ,any responsible person could for: a moment pret!3nd; . 

·that, .wlien all were armed, England al9ne should be dis-. 
armed. He proceeded:'' I am sure niy noble friend;, 
whose loss I so much deplore, would never ·uphold that. 
doctrine, or he .would not have added the sanction of, his 
authority"to the meeting of Parliament and the appeal 

. we made-to Parliament immediately forfunds adequate 
to the occasion-of peril, which we. believed to exist ... No,. 
I do not t~inksuch things of hlm.~; and he suggestt:)d that 
only. a lunatic could take up such a position. As Der'Qy 
. bad-.strpnglyobjectcd originally to the earlier ~ummonh1g .. 

. ~'of Parli;tment and the V()te.of.Credit, and had. only con-,.· 
~ . . ~ 
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sented inorder to prevent the break-up of the Govern
ment, the reference was hardly fair. Derby therefore had 
some provocation; but it was rather petty not to accept 
in silen~e responsibility for the Cabinet act!ons in which 
he had finally concurred instead of making public the 
fact of his original objection; and it was hardly patriotic 
:to inform the world, for the purpose of selHustification, 
that there were other secret decisions of the Cabinet 
which he deemed of a still more serious and unjustifiable 
character than the calling out of the Reserve. It_ is not 
·surprising that Salisbury should have denounced with 
'some warmth such disloyalty to country and to colleagues. 
These were Derby~s actual words about his resignation: 

. . 
I have been referred to by my noble friend at. the head of 

the Government, and by newspaper writers and others, as 
having resigned office in consequence of the calling out of the 
Reserves. Now I feel bound to tell your Lordships that, 
.whatever· I may have thought of that st~p. it·w~s not the sole, 
nor indeed the principal, reason for the differences. that unfor- , 
'tunately .arose between my· colleagues and myself. What 
the other reasons are I cannot divulge until the propositions 
of the Government, from which I dissented, are made kno.wn, . ' 

Events, as we sha11 see, modified Beaconsfield'spolicy, 
_and the programme of March 27 was 11ever carried out in 
_its fulness. The Indian expedition came to Malta, but 
proce·eded no farther. Alexandretta was not occupied, 
and Cyprus was acquired, not by force, but by lease from 
the -Porte. But, in spite. of these 'modifications, when 
European peace had been, signed at Berlin nearly. four 
months later, in July, :Derby considered himself justified, 
without obtaining any further permission ei~her from the 
Queen or fromhis late chief, in revea,ling what:'that pro
gramme was from which he dissented .. · 1t had become, he 
thought, ~ historical fiwt,' ·a:nd he availed }linisel£ of ' that 
discretion which is allowed' to 'an outgoin.g Mi~1ister-to 
state .whathas rea!ly_happened.~ .. · Th4> was his statement. 

When I quitted· the Cabinet in the last days of March, it 
was on account of the decision then .taken__: namely, tha,t it 

a ~ 
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was necessary to secure a naval station in the eastern part 
· of the Mediterranean, and that for that purpose it was neces

sary to seize and occupy the island of. Cyprus, together wit~ 
a point on 'the Syrian coast. · This was to have. been done by 
a secret naval expedition sent out from India, with or without 
the consent of the Sultan; although undoubtedly apart of the 
arrangement was that fulJ compensation should be made to 
the Sultan for any loss of revenue which he might sustain. . . . . 
·My lords, I endeavoured: to induce the Cabinet to reconsider 
this determination, and from whatever cause the change took 
place I am heartily glad that that unfortunate resolution was 
moilifioo. · 

· Derby's old colleagues· natu~ally resented these unli
oensed' revelations frbm the dark interior of the Cabinet,'. 
to use Salisbury's expression in repiy.: A settlement 
\lad only just, and with difficulty, been e:ffecte.d between 
Russia and. Turkey; and it. was distinctly embarrassing 
to the policy of Great Britain to have a disclosure made 

. of projected measures of precaution, which, however 
reasonable and right at a moment of acute tension, could 
hardly be agreeable to either o.f the recent belligerents, 

.and· which, as circumstances. had. prevented them from _ 
being executed, ought to have been kept secret until the 
lapse of years bad .rendered their divulgation harmless. 
Moreo~er, the Cyprus convention was as yet unratified. 
by the Sultan, who was making difficult~es and reserva
tions; a fact which was not indeed known to Derby, but 
.which, from, his official experieriqe of Turkish procrasti
nation, he might perhaps have anticipated.--But Salisbury 
ailowed justifiable resentment to carry him to unjusti-

.. fiable lengths. lie compared Derby's progressive revela
tions to. the succe~sive fragments of disclosure made by 

.. the notorious Titus Oates in regard. to the Popish plot; 
which ~as-tantamount to charging Derby with a-particu-
larly mean form of mendacity:' He proceeded to a cate
gorical denial of what Derby bad said.. ' The statement 
which my noble friend' has 'made to the effect that a reso
lution had 'been come to in the Cabinet to take the island 
of Cyprus and a position, on.the coast of Syria by a se-cret · 
expedition; with~_or without the coris~nt of the Sultan, 
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and that that was the ground ripon. which he left the 
Cabinet, is a statement which, so .far as my memo_ry 
goes, is not true.' Cries of' Order' caused him to declare 
that· he did not necessarily impug:Q. Derby's veracity, 
and to substitute the words ' not correct ' for ' not true.' 
He added that, in his denial of Derby's statement, he 
was supported by the Prime Minister, the Lord Chancellor, 
the Secretaries of State for India and the Home Depart
. ment, the President of the Council, the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, and the First Lord of the Admiralty. 

No doubt, the international situation made it desirable 
/ that Derby's account should be discredited.·. But the 

connected history which has been. given here from 
original documents forces us to the conclusion that what 
Derby said was substantially correct, and that the denial 
can only be justified on narrow and technical grounds. 
In support of this denial there have been published· not 
only an extract from Northcote's memorandum, drawn 
up after the close of the Ministry, but also a short note 
by Cross, evidently written in later life, and an extract 
from Hardy's diary of July 19, 1878.1 . None of these is 
contemporary with the Cabinet meeting, even Hardy'~ 
testimony being nearly four months after date; and .they 
do not agree among themselves. Take the question-of 
Cyprus. Hardy and Cross are quite certain that Cyprus 
was not mentioned on March 27; but, while Hardy admits 
that there was a discussion about Alexandretta, Cross 
declares that, as the Cabinet were at that time contending 
for the integrity of Turkey, they could never have con~ 
templated the dismemberment of that empire-which 
would, of course, have be(m equally begun by the seizure 
of Alexa.ndretta as by that of Cyprus.!! Northcote, 

1 These documents are all set out at length in Gathorne Hardy, vol. ii.,-_ · 
pp .. 73-77. . . . 

J The value of Cross's note is discounted also by a suggPstion made in 
it, for recmiciling the conflicting stat.enients of his colleagues, that 'Lord 
Beaconsfield may have whispered to Lord Derby,. who alwa.ys sat at his 
left hand: "What do you say as to Cyprus ?"' Now we know both from 
Beaconsfield's letter to the Queen (see above, p. fllO) and from Hardy's diary 
(Gathorne Hardy, vol. ii., p. 50) that, when Derby returned to the Cabinet 
after his first resignation; he did not resume his old seat by his chief's side. 
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however, st~t~s 'de:liniteiy and categorically· that 'the · 
Priine Minister ... proposed to us the· despatch of a · 
force from India, which shoul,~ occupy Alexandretta and . 

. Cyprus, and should so sever the Euphrates route and cut 
off the.Russian$ from ·an·advarice·on. Egypt.'-' With this 
explicit corroboration of D,erby's note i:t:nd diary and of 

. Beaconsfield's letters to: the Queen, the question of Cvprhs 
seems to be concluded. . . . • ". 

The only poi:O.t r~ally. open' to controve~sy _ori the ·facts 
is.the exact nature-of the reception giv~n by the Cabi~et 
to Beaconsfield'ff proposals, other than .tpat for the 
calling out of the Reserve~.· Har.dy's·· recollection some. 
months a.fter-he tells u's he has no ., n)cord' -is that 
there was a discussion, \and inquiries were to he niade; 

·but no acpio~ was settled: Northcote,·writing more than 
two years afterwards,<says that'the inatter was' far too 
serious -to be hastily deCided 'On; thm1gh most. oC the 

. Cabinet appeared tobe pl~asedwith it; and that it waif 
accordingly laid :aside:. He 'adds_ that per})y, l;>eing iri a 
state of much excitement, did not distinguish b_etweenthe 
',conversation' aqout the Indiah troops and ·the:' deci~ 
sion' about the Reserve. But· this minimising descrip-' 
tion is not entirely borne out by· his· contemporary note; 
a..lready quote<;!; v..·ritten to 'Salisbury, during the Cabinet.· . 
Acceptance of the ~xpeditiomiry pol;c:f ·'.in ·principle' 
is there' implied;, ari acceptance ·whiCh was reiterated 
by him ·in a letter to DerbY aft~r the .July debate. : 'I 

. rem em be~,' he~ wrote on July 20; 'tha(in the conversation· 
I had with you immediately after the Caoinet, you af?ked 
me when the expedition would star.t: and tha.t I n:iplied,' 

. '' 1 don't know that it will ever start at an..::.~I for one 
agreed toit iirprinciple when (or_if)_a'cdrijurihture,arises' 
~to make 'it necessary; but·I don't thinksucli a conjunc
ture has arisen yet, and perhaps it never will.'' '· It is 

.. import.ailt to observe that non~ of the accounts- suggests' 
that there was any audible dissent, f!ave Derby's, from: 
Beaconsfield's proposals; and, that being so, it; is difficult 
t() znatnt::tin:th~.t there was rio approvaTin 'priiiciple. ·· 
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On the whole, there is nothing in these recbllections 
of colleagues which· seriQusly ·affects. the impression 
derived from Beaconsfield's ·contemporary letters and 
·Derby's contemporary note and: diary. Memory was 
•obviously not quite trustworthy·when dealing with plans 
which were never completely carried out, but which met 
with gener~l asseU:b in Cabinet and fot'which;.preliminary 
preparatioi1s were at once put in hand. Derby, however, 
went perhaps somewhat beyondthe actual stage arrived 
at, whe:ri he used in his speech the words ' deCision,' 
' determination,' and especially ' resolution '_; and thereby 

·gave an opportunity for a· technically accurate deirial. 
Readers will doubtless have noted that this is only the 
last and mo'st serious of several misunderstandings in these 
years as to the exact results of Cabinet Councils/ misun
derstandings which were almost inevitable so long as 
the venerable but u:ribusinesslike tradition was observed 
which forbad~ the preservation of minutes of the pro
ceedings. :Many will draw the conclusion that one at 
least of Mr. Lloyd George's constitutional reforms was 
long overdue-that which has established .a definite 
record of what is done in Cabinet Councils, with a per-
manent secretary to keep that record. · · 

Not only Derby's old colleagues, but the Queen strongly 
resented his July speech. When Her Majesty read it 
!n the newspapers, she telegraphed from Windsor at once 
in cypher to Beaconsfield, 'Don't yol! think I should write 
a few strong lines to Lord Derby telling him that it was 
contrary to. all precedent and all constitutional usage 
to divulge what passed in the Cabinet to which he belonged 
only three months ago 1 Ministers always ask permission 
to make explanations, and it will be a very dangerous 
precedent for the future if this is to pass unobserved.' 
Beaconsfield expressed his entire approval. In reply 
to the Queen's remonstrances, Derby pleaded Her 
Majesty's original permission of. three months before, 
which he did not think could be held to be extinguished 

1 See above, pp. 967, 1070. 
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· because it could not be acted upon at once ... Th'e· Qu~en 
replied; through her secret.ary,.on July. 26, -that she 
expected, that, whenever a :Privy Councillor made any · 

. statement iii Parliament respecting proceedings in Her 
Majesty's Councils, the -Queen's permission to .. do.·. so · 
•should be first s9licited arid•th~ .object .of the statement 
made clear; and that· the p~hnissjon -thus given should 
.only serve '.for the particular in~tance. and. not be con-

' sidered an open licence. . . . - ' 
. Derby·, though he loy!111Y bowed •· to Her· Majesty's 

·decision and never reopened the ql1e~tion in public, neyer-
theless thought that the , royal intervention was not 
spontaneous, .. but was · Ul1dertaken .· at Beaconsfield's' 
suggestion: Here, as we have seen;. he did his old friend 
a wrong. Her Majesty~s telegram shows that she :acted 

· on .. her owrt iilitiative, .. ~ithough · with Beacorisfield;s. 
approval-; and the principles s,helaid down 'ippear to be· 
uqimpeacbable. Indee~, with, the . exception of giving 

• authority for the Cabinet· denial, Beaconsfield carefully 
avoided<puttinJi himself in any ~~rt of_ personal opposi~ .. ( 
tion to one with whom he -had been so intimate •. - It 

• · was Salisbury in each debate w~o · g~ve the stingi~g 
. reply, who launched the wounding taun,t. ..Beaconsfield, 

. · .. "'ho felt deeplg the severance-of the 'old ties; iieyeralluded 
in public during this period· to pis. for:tll(lr' pup if and friend 

··save in terms of. respect.'· It:. was indeed· -a .very real 
... political ioss to him to part '\Vtth a ,colleague whose plair): , 

common sense. was 'a wholesome corrective to his chief's 
. daring imaginll.tion. ·But in. the circumstanc.e8 of the· 
' moment it was an inevitable loss; and indeed the Queen . 
. w~;~.s right that it. wouid have,been better.forth~#policy" 
of . the count_ry had. the resignation. been 'offered ; and 
~ccepted. earlier. So· long as Derby ~emained at .the 
Foreign Office, it ,was impossible for Russia to· believe 

"that the British Governmel!t would be·ready to run the 
risk of war in' order to enforce their ·will.<lt is perhaps 
somewhat strange ~bat Derby should hive ,been so anxious- · 
.to bring to light wpat was:tl!e exact ~~:toke of policy' which: ... 

.,_- '-, 0' ' •• " • < ' : • I' T • < • :-f. ~~-? • ' _, .,, " ":·.'" • <" ' ,,• ,; 
~ ..: ' -. 

".:._" 
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caused llis resignation, seeing that_he had steadily resisted 
every decisive mea.sure which Beaconsfield had proposed, 
outside the ordinary diplomatic cou_rse, since the out
break of the Russo-Turkish War, only yielding occa,s1on
ally at the las~ moment in order to avoid a break-up of the 
Cabinet. It was absolutely necessary to con-vince Russia 
that Great Britain and its Prime Minister were in earnest 
and meant what they said. The mere fact that Derby 
could no longer remain in the Ministry was alll?ost as elo
quent and convincing a proof of ·national determination 
as the votes for money and men, the movements of fleets . 
and troops, and the large majorities by which these 

· measures of precaution were· sustained in Parliament. 
Within a very few weeks of his departure, R'-1ssia, as 
Beaconsfield anticipated, abandoned her unyielding atti- · 
tude, and opened direct negotiations w~th the Power whom 
she had failed to bluff. · 

Derpy's ·definitive resignation made way for the ap
pointment of a successor who was to hold the -seals of 
the For:eign Office for thirteen years in all, and to be the ' 

i. dominating influence in British foreign policy for the 
whole of the final period of the nineteenth century: The 
transfer of ·salisbury from the India Office was followed 
by a number of further changes, among them Hardy's 
removal to the Lords as Viscount ·cranbrook; and thee 

- Cabinet, which had persisted unaltered until Disraeli's 
acceptance of a peerage in the .su~mer of 1876, had 
undergone by April, 1878, a considerable renewal a~d 
transformation. From that date till the close of the 
Ministry_ it was constituted thus: .,, 

FirBt Lord of the Trea.qury 
Lord Chancellor .. 
Lord Preaident .. · 

Lord Privy Seal •• 

EARL OF BEACONSFIELD. 
.EARL CAmNs.l 
DUKE OF RIOHMOND AND 

Gt>RDON.2 
DUKE OF . N ORTHUMBER

LAND. 

1 Cairns was not created an Earl until September 27, 1878. · 
2 Richmond received the addit-¥-.nal Dukedom of Gordon on January 13 

1876. . ' 
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. Home Secretary . . . ;' . . .. RICHARD A. CROSS. : 

Foreign Secretary MARQUIS OF SALISBURY. 
Co.lonial Secretary Sm MICHAEL HICKS BEACH. 
-War Secretary CoL. lioN. F. A. STANLEY.· 
Indian Secretary ViscoUNT CRANBROOK. · 
Chancellor of the Exchequer sill STAFFORD N ORTHCOTE. 
First Lord of the Admiralty . • , W. H. SMITH. . 
President of the Board of Trade . . VISCOUN:T SANDON.,· 
Postmaster-General LoRD ·JoHN . MANNERS. 

·. It was still a strong Cabinet; for, though it had lost 
Derby, it had gained Beach andSmith, both destimid in 
due course to lead the House of Commons. __ Smith had 
served under Disraeli's immediate observation as Secre" 
tary to the Treasury; and the chief, Lord George Hamilton 
tells us, had been especially struck by his rare business 
aptitude aud sense of justice. 'Whenever there was any 
departmental or other difficulty of a business character 
which required unravelling, [Disraeli] simply said or 
wrote, "Refer it to Mr; Smith for his decision"; and his 

·decision was always accepted'without demur.' 1 Sa~don's 
promotion.was due to his successful conduct ofth~ Minis· 
t.erial Education Bill of 1876; and a suitable officewas ,_ 
found for· him by giving Adderley the peerage of which ., 
there-was talk in the discussions' about the Board of Trade 
inl875.2 OfNorthu~berland'sappointmentasLordPrivy. 
Seal, Hardy wrote in his diary, ' a strange choice surely;' 
Though he had sa~ for many years as Lord ~ovaine in the 
House of Commons; and had held subordinate office in · 
the Derby-Disraeli Ministry of 1858~~, the D1lkc:i was not 
a leading politician; _It was, no doubt, as the head of the 
Percies that Beaconsfield took 'him· iut.o his: Cabinet . 

. H_e hadlost the head,9f the house ~:lSt_a1~ley and ofthe 
' yoring~r branch of tne Herb~rts; h:e hiJl;i~elf .arid .Cairns 

and Cranbrook were new men; it was not, to his mind, 
fitting that a Tory Cabinet should lack on its front bench 
i:tr ·the Lords a due representation of the~· old -families; 
so, to redress the balance, he added Nohhumberland/ 
t_o Salisbury and ~ichmond. : 
· 1 Lord G. Hamilton's Rernlnisaenc_es, p; 77~ 
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In the opportunities given to young men by ,these 
changes and promoti01is Beaconsfield took, as ever, an 
especial interest. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., April 24, '78.-... The Und.-Secretary. 

for India is Hon. Edward Stanhope, recently Sooretary to tho 
Board of Trade. He is a young man of great abilities, and a 
capital speaker. He entered public life early as one of your 
Majesty's Inspectors of Factories. He has great knowledge, 
much official experience, and is altogether very bright._ He 
is succeeded as Secretary to the Board of Trade by Mr. John 
Talbot, also an excellent speaker, and highly cultivated. 
Sir Matthew White Ridley becomes Under-Secretary of State 
for the Home Department. _ 

These are young men who, with George Hamilton,l will 
mount, and be faithful and most efficient servants to your 
Majesty in due course. . . . - · . · 

1 Who succeeded Sandon as Vice·President of the Committee of Council 
on Education. · · -

n. 37* 



CHAPTER VIII. 

AGREEMENTS wiTH RussiA AND TuRKEY~ 

1878. 

Lord Salisbury signalised . his entry into the Foreign 
Office by the drafting and publicatibn of a' masterly des~ 
patch, which explained, and justified,<to the whcileworld 
the diplomatic position of the British Government.· The 
demand that Russia should submit the Treaty·of San 
Stefano to the judgment of Europe \\'as. one that Derby 
had made as absolutely as Salisbury now made it. ,..-But· 
it was Salisbury who drove ·home the reasonableness of 
the contention in paragraphs of lumi_nous directness; 
and the active measures which the Cabinet had already 
tak~ri gave a speciaf weigh~to his words. Beaconsfield ~"~' 
claimed; no doubt with truth, a share in the credit for 
the circular. · r 

To Queen Victoria .. " 
10, DoWNiNG STREET, ·AP,il 2.-; ... :Lord Salisbury and 

Lord Beaconsfield are responsible for the circular, but it was 
submitted to the Cabinet, and critically examined by them. 

Lord Beaconsfield thinks it does Lord Salisbury great credit, 
and that it will produce a considerable and beneficial effect. 
It is an atte~pt also to take the composition of important 
despatches out of the manufactory of the Hammonds and the . 
Tenterdens, who have written. everything, in their F.O. 
jargon, during the last ten years. Mr. Canning wrote his own 
despatches on great occasions, and also Lord Palmerston. . . . 

April 3.-. ; . Lord Beaconsfield assures· your Majesty 
that heis prudent in his social movements. ·'He never goes 
out in the evening, and only to such dinriers where it is 
necessary for him to appear. There is a certain .tact in the . 
management of even great affairs which-only can be acquired. 
by feeling the pulse;of society. Mr. Corry, who \vent every
where, used to perform this office for him, but now he is alone ! 
' ' 1154 . 
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Lord Salisbury comes to him at eleven o'clock to consult 
.over affairs before the Cabinet; and this is to be a regular rule 
without exception. · · · 

.The circular has done wonders. 

To Lady Bradford .. 
10, DowNING STREET, April 4, 1878.,--. !think the 

circular has put the country (1n its legs again. ,I wonder what 
Harty-T. phinks of it. _ 

The French dinner,1 on Tuesday, was a "menagerie, from 
Royalty down to a Miss Henniker ! In the interval, some 
_second-rate fashionables. I sate next to Pss.- Mary .... 

The dinner yesterday at P[ercy] Wyndham's was of an 
resthetical character; Pss. Louise, De Vescis (of course), etc:, 
etc., and Browning, a noisy, conceited .poet;_ all the talk about 
pictures and art,- and Raffaelle, and what Sterne -calls 'the 
Correggiosity of Correggio.' _ _ _ . · · . 

I dine at the Lornes' t_o-day in case I return ·in time;- wh. 
is doubtful. . . • 

Beaconsfield was justified in his satisfaction With 
the impression produced by the circular: Both Houses 
of Parliament proceeded to endorse ·the calling out of the 
Reserve, the Lords without- a div~sion, the Commons 
by the huge majority of 310 to 64. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., April9, '78._;_ .... He moved the adiliess 

in answer to your Majesty's message yesterday in the Lords, 
and erideavounid to place clearly before the country· what 
was the engagement Russia had entered into with the Powers, 
arid which was the foundation, not to say cause, of their. 
neutrality in the late war. .. . . 

Lord Granville, not disputing the general accuracy of the
statement, could only have recourse to critical observations 

· of a desultory kind. . . . 2 __ 

The debate, tho' there was no amendment, was continued 
till l o'clock a.m., and; on the whole, well spstained. Lord 
Salisbury spoke with vigor. Lord· Beaconsfield had- the 
privilege of a reply, on which he had counted, when he framed 
his original speech, but when the hour had arrived, the house, 
which, when he opened the discussion, was crowded in every . 
nook and CJorner, with overflowing galleries_ and benches 

1 Apparer,G!y a dinner at the French Embassy. · 
2 Here follows the passage about.Derby's speech quoted on· p. 1144. 
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entirely filled; had dwindled into two or. three peers, and all 
th~ Opposition chiefs had vanished. So it was inopportune 
and useless. There will be other occasions. . .• 

Beaconf?fi~ld's speech need not detain us. His docu- . 
mi:mted review of Anglo-Russian diplomatic correspon
dence about the submission of Russo-Tur_kish agreements 
for European sanction, and his· destructive ·criticism of 
the Treaty of San.Stefano, have already }?een drawn upon 
in Chapter 7.1 His peroration dwelt ~n the peculiar 
character of that Empire which British statesm{l!l h~ve 
in charge. 

.. . . . . . ' ~ 

No Cresar or Charlemagne ever presided oyer a dominion 
so peculiar. Its flag floats on ~many waters; it has provinces 
in every zone; they are inhabited by persons of different 
races, different religions; different laws, manners, and customs. 
Some of these are bound to us by the ties of liberty, fully 
conscious that without their connection with the metropolis . 
~hey have'no security for public freedom and self-government; 
.others are bound to us by _flesh and blood and. by material 
as well as moral considerations. 'There are millions 'who are 
bound to us by our miiitary sway, and they bow to that sway 
because they kndw that they·are indebted to it for order and 
justice. All these co~munities agree in recognising the 
commanding spirit of these islands that 'has formed and 
fashioned in such a manner so great a portion oCthe globe. 
My lords, that Empire is no~ mean heritage; but it is not an 
heritage that can only be enjoyed; it must be _maihta,ined. 
And it can only- be maintained by the same qualities· that 
created it-by courage, by discipline, ·l!Y patience, by deter
_m:ination, and by a reverence for p'Ublic law and respect for 
natipnal rights. My lords;· im the East of Europe at • this 

. moment some securities of that Empire are imperilled~ I . 
never can believe that at such a momerit it is the Peers of 
England who will be 'wanting to uphold the cause of their 

- ,country;_ .. . 

The circular was well received ~broad no less tha~ at 
home. Iri particular, it made an effective appeal to the. 
whole of the peoples interested in South7eastern Europe, 
except the Russians and their proteges the B~lgarians. 
The Treaty of San Stefano, overriding as it did the claims 
of every Balkan race save the Bulgarians, whom it aggran-

. ). 1 See pp. 1129-1131 •. 
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d.ised beyond measure, provoked strong ·local protests. 
Not merely the Turks, but the Greeks, the Serbians, 
and the Rumanians saw in it the. death6iow of their 
hopes. Se~bia and Rumania had both fought against 
Turkey, and Greece had only been restrained from prose
cuting the invasion of Thessa.ly by the protests and 
promises of the Powers. And yet Russia imposed a 
solution which, on the one hand, placed large communities 

. of Serbians and Greeks under the sway of Bulgaria, whose 
liberation had been effected not,by her own efforts, but 
by Russian armies; and which, on the other hand, forced 
Rumania to restore to Russian rule the Rumanian popula
tion of Bessarabia that had been redeemed in 1856. 
Moreover, Austria and Hungary were aroused at last; 
and their forces were mobilised in the Carpathians 'iri . 
order to keep Russian pretensions . within bounds. Bis
marck, who in February. had ostentatiously disclaimed 
any German interest in the Balkans, but had expressed 
his readiness to welcome a European Congress to Berlin 
and to play himself the part of an' honest broker,' began, 
to show increased friendliness to this country; and there 
was a growing tendency in French opinion . to decline 
to support· Russia in extreme courses. 

In this ·favourable. atmosphere Beaconsfield pressed 
forward the arrangements for that. Indian expedition to 
the Mediterranean, which should impress the imagination 
of Europe in general, and Russia ih particular, both with 
the extensive military resources and with. the firm reso
lution of Great Britain; and which should be ready, if 
need be, to seize Cyprus and Alexandretta in accordance 
with the policy approved in principle on March 27. 

To Queen Victoria. 
iO,. DowNm:.G ST., April 12, '78,'--'-.. -. The ·cabinet c.on

sidered this morning the subject of the introduction of your 
Majesty's Indian Army into the Mediterranean a~d made 
many arrangements. Lord Be:tconsfield believes this to be 
a matter of supreme importance. After all the sneers of our 
not having any great military fore¢, the iniagination of the 
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Continent will be much aff~cted by the first appear~nce -of 
what they Will believe to be an inexhaustible supply of men. 

Lord Derby's speech has benefited your Majesty's Govern
ment abroad. It marks still more. decidedly_ the difference 
between the late and the present politics of your Majesty's 
advisers. _All that Lord Beaconsfield: devised, and contem
plated, will, now be carried into effect, and England already 
occupies again a leading and soon a comtnan9-ing position. 
- Lord Salisbury, in every respect, is qualified_forthe Garter, -
but it would be rather premature to corifer it on him at'this 
moment. Lord- Beaconsfield wishes it' to be•the recognition, 

_of his merits in the now ip1pending negotiations; and when 
• they are concluded, whether by peace or war, Lqrd Beacons

field will advise your Majestyto corifer on him this para:rilount 
distinction. . . . - · · ' ' ,_ ,-

The new Foreign Secretary found, it will be ·seen, 
immedia~e favour with his royal mistress; and Beacons- -
field was untiring in his efforts to promote-and maintain 
cordi~tl relations between. the Palace and the Foreign 
Office; · 

From Queen .Victoria. _,. 
OsBORNE, Aprill4~ ~78 . .,---,The Queen -is much interested 'by 

th~ account of the Cabinet. ''Most truly· is Great Britain in 
her right position again, thanks to ·Lord Beaconsfield .and to 
the. departure, not an instant too soon, of Lord Derby. . . 

Lprd Salisbury keeps her continually informed of what 
is going on, which is an immen~e relief. Now that terrible 
strain of constant watching is over, which affected the Queen 
and 'she has no doubt Lord Beaconsfield also-from the 
extraordinary habit of delay and neglect which existed wheri 
Lord Derby was at_ the Foreign Office._. 

;. ~. . - . 

To Quee'fb Victoria. ~ -- -,- . · )t~·- _ 
10, DoWNING STREET, April 15, '78:-Lord -Beaconsfi~ld' 

... -Is gratified that Lord Salisbury is. keeping _your Majesty 
· quite au_ fait to all that is going on; He impressed upon 
Lord Salisbury that, in _conducting- your Majesty's 11Ji]'aits, 
he _was to .look upon your Majesty as aD. exalted friend, whose 
support and sympathy would lighten his· labors, and whose 
judggi.ent would not ,infrequently. a~sist them._. _He .is _a man 
of: feeling and so:ri:lE'dma:gination, ·and can therefore appreciate -
you_r Maj"\sty, 'whic~>the cold-blooded or the drill cannot. -,,, . 

- "t-.' '·-- • 
·~·~-~-. 
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· The announcement that 7,000 native Indian troops 
were under immediate orders· for Malta was made afew · 

~days before Easter, and the troops themselves arrived 
before the end of May. It was a final and decisive stroke. 
There c~mld no longer be any doubt of the determination 
of ~he Beaconsfield Govern-ment; _and Par~iament, in 
spite of some passionate protests, steatlily supported 

· them. The policy indeed was not seriously challenged. 
For, though there were debates in both Houses, they 
turned mainly upon legal questions--the exact scope of 
Ministers' powers, without special sanction of Parliament, 
under the Mutiny Act; the exact meaning of the clause -
in the India Act which forbade, siwe on sudden or urgent 
necessity: the application of Indian revenues, without . 
the previous sanction of Parliament, to military move
ments beyond Indian frontiers. Even out of ,the legal 
debates the life was largely taken by the consent·of the 
Treasury to place the cost of transport on the British 
Exchequer. In the Commons- the Government were 
sustained on the legal and constitutional questions by a· 
majority of 121. In the Lords, Granville would not risk 

_ the disclosure of the barrenness ·of the land by taking 
a division, thus exposing himself- to Beaconsfield's 
taunt: ' Y o'u will never be in a n:i.aj ority if your nerves 
are so very delicate: You must assert your opinions 
without fear and with perseverance; - and if they are 
just and true and right, you will ultimately be supported 
by the country.' Of Parliamentary courage of this kind, 
Beaconsfield was himself a shining example, . 

To support his Parliamentary case, Beaconsfield quoted 
~tnmnerous precedents. He was able to show that troops 
•';had been despatched from India in the p-ast to the Cape, 

the Straits Settlements, Hongkong, and Abyssinia. But 
l - . -

these, of course, were small matters; and .none of them 
inv3ived service in Europe. In essentials Beaconsfield's 
action constituted a new policy, as whqlesonie as it was 
dramatic; though a policy springing nat~ally- from ithe 
Queen's assumption, under his advice, .of the title" of· 

,-~ ' :~ 
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Empress of India. · He thereby established the principle, 
welcome to India and in the long run to Great Britain,, · 
that ip is.,. the right and duty of India to support, if_ 
~ecessary, by military force, even in Europe, an imperial 
policy undertaken for India's benefit. This great principle 
of imperial solidarity for defence has since Beaconsfield's 
day, and largely owing to the precedent which he set, 
taken such firm hold of the British mind,- that even the 
Liberal Governm('lnt in power at the outbreak of the Great 
War did not. hesitate at once to bring over a powerful 
Indian army to fight for the. imperial cause on the 
battlefields .of France. Of the quibbles with ·which 
Liberal speeches abounded in '1878 nothing was 

,.liheard in 1914. Public approval was enthusiastic and 
\ unanimous. ' r ·: . 

It was n~ver necessary in 187 8 to take the Indian troops 
a.t Malta into ;tction·in Europe or Asia Minor. Russia was 
at last convinced, andbegan to consider how far she could 

-meet, instead of defying; the British Government. The 
Salisbury Circular, while unmistakable inits assertion of 
the right of the Powers to be consulted a.nd-in its refusal 
to accept the _Treaty of San Stefano, had frankly admitted 

. that, after the ev<:mts of the past couple of years, large
changes would be requisite in the treaties-by whichSouth
~astem Europe had hitherto been ruled~ ·. In .response 
to this admission, Gortchakoff, while combating in detail 
Salisbury's arguments, invited the British_ Governmep.t 
to state not merely what it did not wish, but· what it 
did wish; Schouvaloff, the .Ambassador, immediately 
began to prosecute inquiries in this sense at th~:,J!:P£eign~ . _-,. 
Office. . The first negotiations, entered into on Bisri,J)ir.Pk's' :J,; 

• ... ~- ._::;;~_.:- ___ :1..-t : 

sugg~stion,1 concerned the removal of t~e thr~at;~2~~~;P~~.f''i;~;' 
stantmop1e caused by the pr~sence of Russian 1arrrn,es· 

> • •• "\. • • • ~~ •• 

i Northcote, in his memorandum; wdtes.that·Bismarck, after long':being 
inscrutable, 'at length conveyed to us pretty clearly that he wotild;support. 
8. Congress if he could be assured beforehand that it would not end in. a 
failure; and· for this purpose he was anxious that Russia and England· should _ 
have some kind of understanding as to the points which each would regard 
as so· essential that, sooner than yield o,n them, they. would break up the 
Congress_at the risk of bringing _about war.' · ·. · · ·· · 
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in its close neighbourhood. 
and how British policy took 
from Beaconsfield's letters. · 

How matters developed 
a concrete shape appears 

' 
To Queen Victoria. 

10, DoWNING ST., [A prill9,] '78. Good Friday.--'-. . • First 
he must thank your Majesty for the gracious kindness, which 
sent to him, shut up in a ci~y, the only consolation under such 
circumstances, beautiful flowers,. and of all flowers, the one 
that retains its beauty longest, sweet primrose, the ambassador 
of spring.l . 

He is much touched by your Majesty deigning to remember 
' him in a manner full of nature and grace. . · · ·. 

His villegiatura has not yet commenced, and he fears never 
will. First of all, he is quite alone, Sir W. Gull having again 
banished Mr. Corry, tho' not from England, but from London 

· and business. Secondly, affairs are so critical at this moment, 
that it is impossible to be absent. Lord Salisbury is at 
Hatfield, but he comes up every day·; and indeed we are in 
the very pith of the most important work. . · 

Lord Beaconsfield has the greatest hopes that, in the course 
of 8 and 40 hours, we shall have arranged, that the Russians 
shall evacuate Turkey as far as Adrianople on condition that 
your Majesty's fleet will return to J3esika Bay. Constan
tinople and Gallipoli will then be in the entire and complete 
possession of the Sultan; . _ 

But this proposition, made by P. Bismarck, would never 
have been made, unless the Emperor of Russia was determined 
on peace, for he can make no other concession so great· and 
complete. The next fortnight will lie one of intense interest. 

Northumberland 2 is not lost, but it should have been won. 
Lord Beaconsfield hopes that your Majesty is well; that your 

Majesty is enjoying the burst of spring; and ·that Spithead 
is looking like the Mediterranean, rolling blue'at yotir Majesty's 
feet. · · 

April 21.-... Yesterday was an active and critical day. 
If we can trust Bismarck, affairs might be concluded fn a 
manner very honorable to. England, but Lord Beaconsfield 
has not a very strong conviction on this head; and altho' 
the new attitude of this country has evidently greatly affected 
Bismarck, and made him feel that England must have a voice . 

. in the final settlement, Lord Beaconsfield does not feel sure 

· 1 The Queen had written from Osborne that she sent • some primroses 
picked by the Prince~ses and the ladies yest~rday here.' · 

2 A by-election which resulted in a tie. On a scrutiny the Conservative 
was declared elected. 
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that ·the' Prince can withsta~d. the ·temptation of en;tbroiling · 
and exhausting both Great Britain and Russia'. ·. Otherwise, 

.. if the fie{{t)~- and armies ofthe,two ilil,tions· are withdrawn fr_oin 
Turkey, tlie future arrangements scarcely seem so difficnlt> 

·•· ~f the territory, south of the Balkans be restored· to, the 
Porte, Turkey·· may be as ·strong to guard , the Straits, as 
Denmark is in a similar position. . _ _ . . 

" _ With regard to Ar)nenia, it would be well to propose that, 
if Batoum- is a free port, we. will IfOt question the possession 
of Kai:s, etc., but if Batoum is to•be Russian, we must occupy 
some island or station on the,coast of Asia Minor, whic4 will 
neutralise the presence of Russia in Armenia. · . · 

Lord . Beacon,sfield goes to Hatfield to~ morrow afternoon . 
. . He could not succeed)n his Wimb~edon plan .. ; .' . 

. These two ·letters were written- on Good Friday. and 
.. Easter Day.," The crisis had come' at th(;) holiday season',:. 

just when Beaconsfield, afte_r,JL ._long period. of strain, ·· 
._was foridly hoping (he told Lady Bradford) to get a house 
out of town for a month· ' smnewhere near.:.__;_ Richmond, 
Roehampton, Wimbledon, that ~ortof thing; a pretty
villa with some flowers and conifers '; ' so ·that I may at · 
least sl~p in _the country air, w!J.ich, -they say, fairies 
favor.' With 'Corry still away; however, he could not 
face the household eares involved, and had to content 

• himself with a short visit to Hatfield beginning on Easter 
Monday. It was his first real acquaintance with _the_ 
Cecil family, and he enj oyed.the soCiety of his new.frie:rids. 

. ; . " ' 

! To .Lady Bradford: 
10, -DOWNING STREET, Easter Sunday, [April 21,] 1878.-... 

I tried to go.and hear Mr. Fleming at .St. Michael's to-day, 
Lady Macclesfield-having given me her pew; but, tho' in good 
time, I cd. not enter the sacred precinct. I tried three.do.ors,' 
but found a mob, a~, in old days, ·wl:J,en.the•dra!lla flou_ rish,~_tk,.,J_ 
was found at the p1t door. The church wd.- not be taken:~~~ 
a regular Plevna; and [I] was obliged ignominiously to retrlflit~. 
Fleming ·having of course prepared a_rich discourse for· :plY. 
edi~cation. . . . . . _ . . . . · ~-

I go to Hatfield to:morrow afternoon, but shall coD?-e"UP 
e_very· day. · · -. .·- .· -· . 
- HATFIELD HousE, April 23.-I must write you a line;· tho' 

I am almost incapable. of doing so.·_ I feel' stunned and 
stupefied by, I suppose, the country air, and~ the :;un_riatural 

\ .,; .... 
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quiet around me. I· am quite unhinged; the machhi~ry has ' 
stopped ... 1 haye a compleU) day in the'country, but· I .. 
doubt whether I s_hall repeat ;it. The reaction is:_,. too pain~ 
ful, , . . . . . . · . . . · .; 

-10, DowNING STREET, April' 24.---':- .·,. i came up this 
morning, and am -returning ,in an hour's thne to Hatfield, 
where will be Munster. . . . 

Nobody at Hatfield: literally the family, wh. however is 
large, singular, and amusing. The two girls,_whom I neyer 
spoke to before, are very intelligent and agreeable; they are · 
women, and yet not devoid of the grace of childhood, tho' 

... 
·' 

highly cultivated. . . . · . 
The weather was detestable at Hatfield, and I have had 

quite eno' of country air: a north-east blast, with a sprinkling 1:. 

,. 

~hill. . 
~ 1 .,. ·~ 

·:"~ "' To Queen Victoria. J ,. 

10, DowNING ST:, May 5,' '78.-... If Cyp;us be conceded 
to your Majesty by the Porte, and England; at the sainetime, 

·enters into a defensive alliance with Turkey, guaranteeing_· 
Asiatic Turkey from Russian invasion, the power of England 
in the Mediterranean will· be absolutely increased: in ·that 
region, and your Majesty's Indian ~Empire immensely_ 
strengthened. . 

Cyprus is the key of Western Asia. 
Such an arrangement would also greatly strengthen Turkey _ 

in Europe, and altogether she would be a stronger barrier. 
against Russia than she was before the _war. . . · . " 

If this policy be carried into effect, a:p.d it must be carried, 
your Majesty :p.eed fear no coalition of Emperors. It . will 
weld together ·your Majesty's I11dian Empire and .'Great 
Britain. As Lord Beaconsfield is soon to ha,,e the 'honor 

· of an audience of your Majesty, he will reserve this great 
subject until that time. · ~ .. ~;i . 

Francis Knollys lto Montagu C9rry . 

• HoTEL BRISTOL, ·pARIS, May 7, '78.-The Pril}.ce of Wales 
' ~desires me to ask you to let Lord Beaconsfield know that, since 

H.R.H. wrote to him, he has met Gambetta. He was at 
M. Waddington's evening party last night; and was presented 
.to .the Prince by Lord Lyons. They had a long com'ersation 
together, in the course of which Gam betta expressed his hearty . 
approval of every step taken by Lord Beaconsfield in_ con
nection with the Ea~tern Question, and his strong· dislike to 

1 Afterwards Viscount Knollys. 
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the doctrine that nations ha vin,g .large armies at their command 
tnight upset all treaties in defiance of protests from those 
concerned;and contrary to public law .. ; • 

• , It· was not difficult for Schou val off· t~ discover ·from 
Salisbury in generil terms what the British Government 
did wish. There was, of c.ourse, no pretension that Turkey . 
should emerge from an unsuccessf~l war' largely attribut- ' 
a·ble ~o her own obstinacy, without serious loss and serious 

•· - territorial 'curtailment; that victorious Russia should 
he asked-to forgo all the fruits of her lavish expenditure 
of blood and treasure. But from Salisbury's despatch 
and from Beaconsfield's speech in the Lords ~t was 
obvious that their aim was to preserve for Turkey a 
compact and considerable territory, :with a· def(lnsible 
frontier, both in. Europe al)d in ·Asia; to prevent Russia 
. from securing such a territodal rearrangement as would 
place Turkey permanently . a£ her rnercy, and· as; in 
particular; would give her· cpritrol of Con8tantinople, 
the Straits, the Black Sea, and the route .through Meso- .. 
potamia~ to the. Persian Gulf. '-In other words,-. Russia 
must abandon t_he plan of abig Bulga.ria,:a Russianised. 
proyince extending from the Black. Sea to the Mgeari 
and almost to the very gates of Constantihpple, .einbracing 
many Greek and Serbian localities. and communities, 

,. and cu,tting the territorial connecj:,ion between the 
Porte and its Greek, Albanian, and Slavonic provinces; 

_and either 'Batoum and the Arme!lian conquests,.of 
Russia iii Asia must be relinquished, or the effect o·f their 
loss must be neutralised in some other fashion .. ~· 

Fully apprised of the points to which Beaconsfield's 
Government attached vital importance, and· alsq of 'tlie , 
unshakable firmness of its resoiution, Schouvalo:ff started: 
in the second week of May forSt: Petersburg in order to 
obtain· the consent of his iJUpe:i'ial master i:md of Gort
chakoff to an arrangement on the British terms. Bea~~s
field told him in his last conversation before parting 
' that it was only fair to state distinctly that; we: could 
not, in the slightest degree, cease -from our plai1s of 
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preparation; and that they must go on, even if there ":ere 
a Congress.' 1 He knew that 

·' 
The same arts that did gain 
A power; must it maintain ... 

It was this readiness of Great Britain Jor war that had 
brought Russia to reason.· Writing to the Queen half 
a ye~r later, on 'November 29, inregard to-the change 
in -Russian policy, Beaconsfield claimed that 'it was 
the confidential announcement to the Sultan, Andrassy, 
and Rumanian Government, that, even if we were alone,_ 
we were ready on the 3rd May to effect the withdrawal 
of the Russians from E. Rumelia by force, that produced 
this great change. The Sultan, sworn to secrecy, of course 
told his Greek physician; Andrassy, equally bound, of 
course, as we intended, revealed it to Bismarck; and 
Rumania, of course, to Russia.' Helped, no doubt; . 
by Beaconsfield's frank ~warning, Schouvaloff's mission 
was on the .. whole successful. The Emperor . and ·his 
Chancellor consented in the main to .. such a cur~ailment 
of the big Bulgaria as Beaconsfield demanded; but about 
Batoum and Kars they were stiff, .. and Beaconsfield had 
to have recourse to other means to secure his purpose. 

. To Queen Victoria. ._ ... 
10~ DowNING ST., May 23, '78.-... No change whatever 

has occurred about the Cyprus f!Cheme: but nothing could be 
done actively, tiU we s_aw our way, somewhat, as to Bulgaria 
and the European question. . 

Count Schouvaloff has returned. Lord· Beaconsfield has 
not yet seen him, but LordSalisbury'saccount is highly satis-
factory, as regards European Turkey. . 

· The Cabinet is to be summoned for noon to-morrow, when 
Lord Salisbury will make his statement, and if the Cabinet 
agrees, of which Lord Beaconsfield cannot doubt, a telegram 
(already prepared, for it is of great length) will be sent to 
Mr. L'ayard, who has been, all along, confidentially prepared 
for the proposal to the Porte. · 

No delay can be permitted in the negotiations with the 
Porte. We shall offer a guarantee, a British guarantee, of all 

1 Letter from Beaconsfield to the,Queen, May 7._. 
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the Asiatic pro-\jnces to Turkey, and [we shaH offer] Runielia 
in Europe, tho' this, or any portion of Turkey:i,n~Europe, is . 
not to be guaranteed. The result, if all be carried, as planned, 

. into effect, will be that Turkey will .still be an independent 
Power, with large possessions and resources ... She will be as 
independent, and more powerful, than the Scandinavian· 
kingdoms, and now; under· the protection of England, will be· 
the most effective, and. indeed only possible. barrier against 
an aggressive Russia. . . · ., 1 . . 

If all'is 'agreed to by the Cabinet, there rrmst be an ex<ihailge 
of notes between Great Britain and Russia as to the terms 
agreed on,_ and a treaty or convention between Great Britain 
.and Turkey. · ·· _ _ . . .· 
.. With these documents we should be.prepared·to go into 
Congress, which will not be of long duration, and probably 
may meet ip. the middle of June> , · · 

May 26.-... He was disappointed in writing .to your 
Majesty yesterday, not only from the . bustle of the day; 
but. because he did not feel able to place before your Majesty. 
the state of affairs .in as clear .and precise a manner as 
was necessary. · · . . . . 

OD: Thursday last Count Schouvaloff 4ad his interview with 
Lord Salisbury, having arrived, himself,from ~!· Petersburg, . 
the previous :afternoon. . . . . . ·· 

The Ambassador communicated·to his Court the result of 
. this interview in a telegram of 8 pages, and received an answer 

.· accepting all .the modifications of the Treaty of·s. Stefano, . 

. except -one proposed by England, referring to the military 
· occupation of Rumelia by Turkey. · · · .. · . 

·· All this was made known to the Cabinet on Friday; who are 
anxious not to press the point which was not conceded; as they 
.are of opinion that the country wou~d n·ot approve' Qf their 
refusing to go into Congress 'on· a· subj.ect not of the first 
importance, especiallywhen so much had been conceded. . 

I.:ord · Beaconsfield not sa,.nctioning ·these views, the matter 
is at present suspended after further-discussion in the.Cabinet 
of yesterday. · .· .. . , 

Count Schou val off had his interview with the Prime Minister 
yesterday at fiv.e o'clock; . . · . · · · ·. · 

Theresult of none of these negotiations'willbe made known.' 
.. at. present, rior uhtil they are form~Llly SaiJ.ctioned by . the . 
· !Jongress. ··What. will ?e made _known. to t~e co~nitry!,if we · 
. come to a general agreement on all the mam pomts, 1s that 
;Englaml.has agreed to enter intothe Congress to consider tlie. 

· Tteaty of S. Stefano in all its bearings. . . . · ·. , . · 
' We have gone perfectly straight with Austria, and have. 
agreed 'to SlJ. pport her in -all her declared po~ ts of policy, except 

') 
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in insisting, that the Mo:iltenegrins shall not have the port of 
Antivari. 

We do not think that this comitry could make of such a 
question a casus belli . . · . .· 

None of these negotiations have yet touched. the Asiatic 
portion of the question. Nothing has, as yet, been said 
about Bato'um and Kars, and we do not wish to enter into that 
till we have our answer from Constantinople about Cyprus .. 
It may arrive to"day. ' . 

What does your Majesty think of making Mr. Roebuck a 
Privy Councillor ? Lord Beaconsfield believes he is a true . 
patriot, and, tho' now very advanced in age and infirmity, 
such a distinction from his Sovereign would approve and adorn · 
an honorable life. Perhaps, if your Majesty·does approve 
of this suggestion, your Majesty W(mld be so gracious as to 
telegraph to Lord Beaconsfield accordingly.1 · 

The Congress is now looming in the .immediate distance. 
P. Bismarck wishes it to be a Qongress without ad referendum, 
or, he says, nothing will be really done. Such a Congress must · 
be attended by Ministers of State, who caii act on their own 
responsibility. . · .· ' · 

Lord Salisbury~ urges Lord Beaconsfield himself to go, as · 
he is the only person who can declare with authority the policy 
of England:· what she requires and what she .will grant. He 
is pleased to say the Continental statesmen ,are afraid of 
Lord Beaconsfield. 

This is a grave issue ...• · 

Beaconsfield found, as he hoped, that the Sultan .was 
ready to allow Great Britain to occupy ·Cyprus in 
return for a guarantee of his Asiatic dominions; and, 
as he expected, that the Tsar was .·extremely indisposed 
to relinquish Kars and Batoum. The way was therefore 
clear for the agreements with Russia and Turkey which· 
his letters to the Queen had outlined. . The memorandum 
.embodying the agreement with Russia was signed by 
Salisbury and Schouvaloff in London on May 30; . and 
the Cyprus Convention with the Porte was signed by 
Layard and Safvet at Constantinople on June 4. £ 

. Under the memorandum Russia made a fairly complete 
surrender of that ' Big Bulgaria ' which was the outstand-· 

1 The Queen expressed approval, and Roebuck was consequently sworn of 
Privy Council. · · ~ . 
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ing feature of the Treaty of San Stefano. · She consented 
to the exclusion of Bulgaria from the lEgean coast;to the 
rectification of its proposed western frontiers upon the 
basis of nationalities, so as to exclude non-Bulgaria.n 
populations; 11nd to its division into two provinces; 
separated by the Balkan range; of which only the pro- · 
vince north of the Balkans shoUld have political autonomy 
under the government of a Prince, while that south o£ 1 

the Balkans should receive a large :measure of adminis- · 
trative self-goyernment,- with a Christian. governor. 
Thus the Balkan range, and not the southern· frontier of 
a big Bulgaria, would become the frontier· of the effective 
Turkish empire; though _the provisions as to Turkish 
military action in the southern' province, to . which 
J?eaconsfield naturally attached great importance, /were 
left in rather a vague condition. The Turkish army was 
to retreat from that province, but Turkish troops were
to be allowed to re-enter·to resist insurrection· or invasion . 

. Moreover, ' England ·reserves to herself to insist at the 

. Congress on the right of .the Sultan to be able to canton 
troops on the frontiers of Southern Bulgaria ·~a .pro
position as to which Russia also reserved complete liberty 

. for herself in the Congress discussion.' The British 
Government further demanded that the. superior officers 
of the militia in the province should be named by the 
Porte, . with Europe's consent. Owing to the, ' warm 

·interest ' which England felt in the cause of the Greeks, 
it was arranged that the Treaty of San Stefano should be 
modified so as to give the other -Powers, and notably 
England, as well as Russia, a ·consulting voice in the 

/.future organisation of Thessaly and Epirus and the other 
· Christian provinces under. ·the· Turkish ·dominion .. The 

retrocession of Rumanian· Bessarabia to Russia was 
accepted ' with prof9und regret'; but, ·as the other sig-

:natories of the Treat'y of Paris were not prepared to fight 
to preserve the boundaries therein assigned to Rumania, 
Epgland eould, not incm~ alo11e the responsibility of oppos-
ing the change; · ' · 
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Thus, with the exception of . Bessar~bia, England 
secured under the memorandum nearly all the changes 
her Government desired in that part of the Treaty of 
San Stefano which affected Europe; In· reg!).rd to Asia 
it was otherwise. Bayazid the Tsar consented to return, 
and he gave an assurance that there should be no further 
extension of the Russian frontier in Asiatic Turkey; 
but in regard to Kars and Batoum he COI).tinued adamant: 
In the text of the memorandum the Beaconsfield Govern
ment did not disguise what appeared to them to be the 
gravity of the decision, and at the- same. time gave an 
intimation of their own resolve to secure British interests 
in these regions in another fashion. These were the words 
used: 

In consenting not to contest the desire of the Emperor 
of Russia to occupy the port of Batoum · and to guard his 

· conquests in Armenia, the Government of Her Majesty do 
not hide from themselves that grave dangers-menacing the . 
tranquillity of th{r populations of Turkey-in-Asia-may result 
in the future by this extension of the. Russian frontier. But 
Her Majesty's Government are of opinion that the duty of 
protecting the Ottoman Empire from this danger,. which 
henceforth will rest largely (d'une mesure speciale) upol). 
England, can be effected without exposing Europe to the 
calamities of a fresh war. 

It is clear from this passage, as well as from his letters 
to the Queen, that Beaconsfield would not have sanc
tioned the signature of the memorandum, had he not 
seen his way to safeguard by other means the Asiatic 
dominions of the Porte. He was greatly disturbed, by 
the power which her Armenian conquests had given 
Russia, not only of dominating the Black Sea, but also 
of attacking at wiJl, overland, either Palestine and Egypt 
ort the one hand, or the Baghdad route to the Persian 
Gulf on the' other. A successful advance in either direc
tion would be a menace to India, .whose security was 
the principal aim of his Eastern policy. In this region, 
too, . England must act alone. 'We had· felt from the 
beginning of the war,' writes Northcote, 'that, while. 
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S~:JVeral nation~ Were quite as milch fnterested as ourselves 
in the results of a possible overthrow of Turkey-in-Europe, 
or even more so, and while we might therefore reckon on 
their co-operation in ~hat part of the Empire, none of 
them were likely to care much what happened to Turkey
in-Asia, w_hich to us was :even more important than the 
other. We were convinced that Russia would try to 
COQ:sole herself for any diplomatic defeat she might SUstain 
in Europe, by making. good c terms ·for ;herself 'in Asia.' 
Russia had already shown this tendency i~ the negotia
tions which resulted in the -memorandum. It was im- _ 
po,~sible, after the experience of the brittle nature of 
Russian pledges about TUrkestan, to place much reliance 
on the Tsar's _eng-agement not to extend the Russian 
frontier farther in Asia Minor. Hence the necessity of a 
c.bnventionwith Turkey_ 
' The convention was very short, containing only OJ:te -

¢perative' clause. It provided that, if Russia retained 
:Satoum, Ardahan, Kars, or any of them, the_ British: 
,Government would defend by force of arms the Sultan's 
Asiatic dominions, as demarcated by the Congress, against 
;any fresh Russian attack .. In order j;o be in a position 
'to execute this engagement the English were to be allowed 

1 
to occupy and administer _the island of Cyprus, paying 

; annually to the Sultan (under an.annex to the Conven-
tion) the ~xcess of income over expenditure in the island
the sum being· calculated on the basis of .the previous 
five years. Further the Sultan promised to England 

i' ' to introduce ne.cessary reforms, to: be agreed upon later 
between the· tw<;> Powers, into- the Government and for 
the protection of the Christian. and other subject~ in 
these [the Asiatic ]territories.' _ ' 

·Thus was the policy of the Cabinet· of March 27 in 
effect carried out, only with· such modl.fications as the 
regained goodwill of Turkey would fortunately permit. 
The -~ new· Gibraltar' was secured by· arrangement with · 

· the Sultan. : The idea of Melos or Mytilene had. ·long 
be!'lh abandoned.· and Cyprus had.been definitely selec~ed 
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as, in Northcote's words,' a place ·of arms in the Levant, 
where our ships could lie in bad weather, and troops 
and stores could be held .ready , for action.' Situated 
as it is in the far north-east corner of the eastern Mediter-:
ranean, 'between Syria and Asia ~Minor, no position in 
that sea could be more handy for checking Russian 
advances on Egypt or the Persian gulfc With Cyprus 
occupied by consent and a.defensive alliance contracted. 
with the Porte, it was obviously unnecessary to occupy. 
Alexandretta, th~ natural landing-place of troops collected 
in the island for the protection of Turkey-in-Asia, The 
choice of Cyprus was probably £eaconsfie1d's own. 
Nearly thirty years before, he had represented one of 
the Jerusalem gossips in Tancred as saying, ' The English 
want Cyprus, and they will take it as· compensation '; 
but it is quite certain that, until . he arranged for its 
acquisition, very few people in England indeed had ever 
qherished the slightest wish for it. To. an imaginative 
mind, like his, which had long brooded over the problem 
of the Levant, the possibilities, -of this romantic island 
were familiar. He had spent a day there in 1831; but 
then he professed, in whimsical fashion,' to find a ' land 
famous in all ages·' more d.elightful as the residence of -
Fortunatus, in the fairy tale of The Wishing Cap, ' than 
as the rosy realm of Venus or the romantic kingdom 
of the Crusaders.'1 Phcenicians and Ptolemies, Greeks 
and Romans, Templars. and Lusignans; Venetians and 
Turks were among the motley throng who at one time or 
another had there. borne sway. It :r:imst have given 
Beaconsfield's historical ~ense a real satisfaction to pro
vide in the nineteenth century for the establishment_ of 
British administration in a land which, had been won 
in arms in the twelfth century by Richard Cceur de Lion. 

The responsibility incurred by ·England· ,in giving a 
guarantee, against Russian attack, oft he curtailed Turkish 
dominion in Asia, was no doubt serious. But it added 
very little to the responsibilit:y which the .Beaconsfield 

1 See VoL I.;p. 175. 
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Government, confident of the support of public opinion; 
had 1already accepted; namely that of preventing in arms 
a squthern advance of Russia from Armenia down the 

·Tigris or along the Syrian coast. The two n3sponsibilities~ 
dovbtailed.into each othei; the same force, ~pplied in the 
sam~ direction, would go fat· to accomplish<both-aitn~.' 
Mor~over, ·Turkish dominion tes.ted on a~ niuc'h ·fi:r:iner 
fotiriciation in Asia than in Europe: In European Turkey 
a minority of Mohammedans kept hi subjection a majority 
o£ Christian Serbs; Bulgars, and "Greeks ... But. Asiatic 
Tlirltey was, broadly speaking; -a'Mohammedan country; 
Christian Greeks, Armenians, and others, though consti-. 
. ! . . . - . 

tutirlg a local majority in some districts, ;were on the 
whole largely ovtnumbered by the·Mohammedan·popu
latiop.: Beaconsfield: never forgot. that .England, in. 
In:diil, and elsewhere, :was a great Mohammedan Power; 

. and it seemed to him rea~onabie aiid natural that such a 
Power- should be ready, whe~e India's secttrity was at • 

l . . . ,.· .. 0' ~-

stake, to guarantee the Mohammedan core of an empire 
who~e- ruler was the Caliph~ · ... · ·· · 

· · N?t. that, in signing the convention, Beaconsfield 
and his Cabinet showed any neglect of Christianinterests 
in Asiatic Turkey .. It was, .no doubt; a comparatively 
small, though not unimportant,· matter that the occupa
tion Pf Cyprus eiisuredthe fair treatment oftheCypriot 

. Greeks, the large majority of the inhabitants ·of the island. 
But the convention further gave England special rights 

, and_ iresponsibil~ties in regard to the who~e Christian 
and subject population of the Asiatic territories of 
the Porte; arid Beaconsfield- and ·his colleagues took 
measures to secure that the Sultan's promises of better 
government and due protection should really be carried 
out. : To this end they appointed as British military. Con- .. 
sul~Gimeral for Anatolia Sir Charles Wilson, .an engineer 

· officet whose labours in surveyi~g and exploring Palestine 
and the Sinai tic peninsula had given him a wide knowledge 
of N (}ar Eastern conditions and a· sympathy with the 
subjebt ·peoples of Asiatic Turkey. Fixirig liis head-
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quarters at Sivas, he dividedAnatolia into four .consulates; 
with a military vice-consul in. each.' For these posts 
young officers· of promise were selected, one of them 
being Lieutenant H. H. Kitchener, afterwards the famous 
Field--Marshal. With assistants of this calibre, and full 
of ene~gy himself, Wilson in less than ~ couplE} of ·years 
effected considerable improvements in local government; 
securing the dismissal of some of the worst Turkish 
officials, and making Greeks and Armenians realise that 
they had powerful protectors against oppression. - These 
results could not, of course, have been obtained without 
the goodwill of the Porte, which was·actively displayed so 
long as Beaconsfield was in power and so long as Layard 
represented Great Britain at Constantinople. But when 
Gladstone ousted Beac·onsfield in· 1:880, and Gosch en was 
sent to Constantinople to threaten ~nd coerce rather than 
to offer friendly advice, the efforts of the consuls in 
Anatolia were largely nullified; and at length in 1882, 
on the pretext of the outbreak of . wa.r. against Arabi, 
these . officers were all· transferred from Asia l\finor to 
Egypt. British influence, which had been making rapid 
headway, disappeare2-':from Anatolia, to_ be repl_aced 
almost immediately,...by German penetration. There was 
no longer any,......di~interested protection ·on the spot for 
oppresse_il-Christians; and in course of time Bulgarian 

~Forri~s were r~produced on an ~~orinously ma~n~~ed 
scale m ·· Armema. Some share m the respons1b1hty 
for these ·horrors must rest with the statesman who 
clamoured when in oppooit~ori for a foreign policy based 
on humanity, but who yet, when in power, while retaining 
the _. material gage, .Cyprus, -which was acquired for 
England by what he_ denounced as an ' insane covenant,' 
det;troyed the machinery set up under that covenant 
for securing better government for Asiatic Christians. 

Both the memorandum and the convention were 
preliminaries to _the Congress, and were·to be kept secret 
at least till they had served their purpose in Congress:. 
\Vhen they became known, strong objection was taken 
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both to th~ policy of making prelimimiry agreem~nts; 
and to the :secrecy in which they were shrouded. But, 
as Bismarck ~aw no less than Beaconsfield, it would be 
absurd for Powers who were in t:;eriolis diplomatic conflict, . 
threatening war, to enter into Congress without having 

. examined tl:te ground beforehand, and ascertained whether 
there was~ chance of'mutmtl understanding;, A rupture 
in open Congress would much more certainly ·Iead to · 

_ war than ~ mere diplomatic differerYce uncomplicated by 
the immense publicity and the personal vanities · and 
jealousies 'inseparable· from a Congress. If preliminary 
agreements are admitted to be r~asonable and in some 
cases ihevital:>le, temporary secrecy follows almost as a 
matter of course. tt _has· been sugge~ted t~\}>t Rlissia 
would not have signeq the memorandum had she known 
of the cqnvention, nor Turkey the convention had she 
known o£ the memorandum. But if both agreements,. 
were in themselve& reasonable, the objection has little 
force in !it; moreover, the suggestion is probably quite 
uufounded. R'!lssia, indeed, had receiveq in the very 
languag~·ofthe memorandum a hint of England's resolve 
to take special charge ·of Asiatic·-\Turkey; and there was· 
nothlng;in the convention which ai-l-ate,d a jot of Russia's _ 

t.·~ material gains under the Treaty of San Stef~~o, as modi
fied· by; the memorandum; As for Turkey, tiwttgh the 
memorindilni- did not regain for her- all for whiclls-h~~ 
may have hoped, she owed the reconstitution of her 

-power in Europe to British exertions; and in that recon
&thuti9n and in the guarantee of. ·her Asiatic dominions 
she obtained an amply adequate return for the surrender 
of,Cyprus_;a surrender, moreover, which was ·entirely 

.. in the ,interest of her own defence. _ _ .-
Th_e;~secrecy which Beaconsfield rightly thought impor

tant was broken, and broken in the most mischievous 
mann~r; because one instrument be~ame known to ·the 
public without the other, .!1'nd 'thus the. ,wor]_d obtained 
a ver'y one-sided impression of; British policy,, which 

· could only be fairly appreciated on· a comparison o(both 
"t. • . J 
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documents. Through carelessness at the Foreign Office, 
which put a secret paper in the power· of a temporary 
copying clerk, the Globe was enabied to publish the 
Anglo-Russian Memorandum, just as the Congress was 

. beginning its labours. Naturally a considerable sensation 
was caused by the discovery that England al).d Russia 
had come to a private agreement cover~ng most of the 
points of controversy; and, in the absence of all knowledge 
of the Cyprus Convention, there was strong comment on 
the apparent surrender of British interests in Asiatic 
Turkey. The Government vented its vexatiol). in some
what random denials, and in the abortive prosecution of 
the clerk, Marvin, at Bow Street.. This step was taken, 
Northcote assures us, on ~SI:).lisbury's direct order from 
Berlin. Beaoonsfield, · who suspected that Cross, the 
Home Secretary, was responsible, rated the colleagues 
whom he had left at home for the fatuity of their pro-
oo~~L · 

To Sir Stafford Northcote. 
BERLIN, July2, '78.-. ~ . What in the name ofHeaven, or 

rather Hell, and all the infernal regions of all religions, could 
.have induced you all to arrest, and prosecute1 that poor wretch 
Marvin ? This is the dirtiest linen that was ever washed in 
public by any family on r~cord·. You will not, probably, 
be able to punish hi:n;J., and, if you do, he will have general 
sympathy-this sad wretch entrusted with secrets of State 
with a salary of Sd. an hour ! Before this we were supposed' 
to be the· not contemptible victims of an imperial misfortune; 
now we are ridiculous. I never was so astonis~ed-in my life,
as when P. Gortchakoff gave me his telegram from London 
with the police examination.. . . . ..._ 

Throughout these spring weeks· of anxious negotiation 
and preparation,· .Beaconsfield keP.t up. his appearances 
in society, not without some detriment to his precarious 
health. 

To Lady Bradford. · 
10, DowNING STREET, April 29.-... I am glad you 

approve of the ~ishop.l It sooms a success with all 'schools of 
Church thought,'·alia.s Church nonsense. 

1 The appointment of Macla.ga.n, a.ft.erwards Archbishop of York, to th• 
. bishopric ~of Lichfield. · . . 
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·May 4.~A long Cabinet, only just over, much to do in a 
short space, and then that terrible Academy dinner, wh, some 
day.willbe my death, Oh! how many social taxes j:,here are. 
worse than the income tax ! . 

May 9.-. · . . I think Gladstone's speech exceeds any of his 
prev~ous performances. What do you say 1 . · . 

May 10.-... I dined yesterday at Gloster Ho.: a .little 
round table-only Pss. Mary, 'and some generals, . . . bi,it it 
was pretty agreeable. . · . _'- _ · . 

. I 
To Anne·Lady Chesterfield~· 

10,: DowNING STREET, May 13 .. ~I hitve hardly ,time to . 
write. -I saw S. yesterday, who looked· better .. They wanted 

· me ~o:dine there, but I was engaged,to De la Warrs, sanie ~ime. 
I am grateful to anyone, who asks me to an agreeable dmner 
on Sunday. It is a terrible day in this lone, rambling house: 
no secretaries 'to enliven the scene; scarcely a servant visible, 

-· for it's their holiday. • • . · 
·May 15.-Forgot to tell you I went to St. Anne's, Soho, on 

Sunday last With Ld. Barrington. Service a little too long, 
but, ori the whole, good. Out oj the' great choir of niore thari 
fifty persons, the chief performances were:t>y a little boy, who 
remind~d me. of S.'s piping bullfinch: . . . 
. ·' N ptwithstanding the ceaseless inspections of the Guards, 
under,rny windows, and the magnificence o~ th~ir bands, wh . 

. are superior even to the cathedral service. of the Soho ChurcH, 
peac.e i~ . said to be in the ascendant.. England,. hqwever, 
goes on;with its warlike preparations all"the same ..... ;• ·· 
' . I dine to-day with. the Clevellmds, and meet the ·Duke of 
Qambridge,.my warlike colleague.'. . .. ' 

·,·: 

. . . To Lady Bradford,_ .. .. . 
lO,DowNING STREET, May 16.-..• I was obliged to leave 

·my dinn,er yesterday at the Clevelands at ten o;ck,, being 
wretchedly ill: but a vapour bath last night, arid niy doctoi· 
thi.s nionpng, have patchedifie_up .... 

. I . . . 

With the memorandum signed, the _meeting of the · 
.Congress;_was assured. Russia had ·ascertained and, in 
the main, accepted the modifications on which England 
insisted in what is ·called in the memorandum the Pre
liminary ;~reaty of San Stef~no; a11d England ih.rettirn, 

·fortified ~Y _the Cyprus Convention,·· Md promised_ i{d~ 
to dispute the remaining terms of .t4a~ treaty; i(after 
due . disCllSsion Russia persisted in.·. maintaining 'ih_em. 
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Being thus in a position to kno~ with tolerable certainty 
what she must surrender and what she might hope to 
keep, Russia found herself able to comply with what 
had been England's unvarying demand, that the whole 
of the peace terms should be submitted to the judgment #< 

.of .the Congress, so that the ultimate treaty shoUld be a _ 
genuine. European pact. :·, 

The Congress wo1,1ld therefore meet, armed, at Bis
marck's suggestion, with full powers to act. without 
reference home. Wh?m should~ England send to this 
great assize at Berlin ~ There could be but one ans~er. 
Salisbury was unquestionably right in urging that 
Beaconsfieid should himself act as her chief representative. 
Who but he could cope, face to face, with statesmen of 
the European reputation of Gortchakoff, Andrassy, and, 

·above all, Bismarck ~ He was clearly n()t very difficult · 
to persuade. So entirely did the idea of representing 

. his country in 'an . important international assembly 
fall within the scope of his political ambition, that he had 
even at one moment contemplated going to· the Constan- · 
tinople Conference. There he would have been· out of 
place; but all considerations pointed to his attendance at 
Berlin, save those of age and health. The _Queen, in her 
·affectionate concern for her faithful servant, was disposed 
to think these drawbacks prohibitive, unless the venue, 
of the Congress were transferred to some ·city much 
nearer England than Berlin. The Prince of Wales tooJ-: 
an active share in promoting Beaconsfield's appointment. 

The Prince of W~les to Queen Victoria. 
MARLBOiWlJGH HousE, May 28, '78.__:_I hiu:l occ~~ion t~ see 

Mr. l\1:. Corry to-day on several matters, and in course of 
conversation we· discussed the chances of a Congress becoming 
. daily more likely and as to who was going to represent England. 
I said, of course Lord ,Beaconsfi-eld was· the only inan who 
could go, as however clever Lord Salisbury undoubtedly was, 
still after his fiasco at Constantinople· he really would ·not 
do. ·Then Lord Lyons is not a Cabinet Minister and if he 
went it ·would be almost an affront to Lord Odo Russell, and. 
then he would have to refer everything home. -I understand 
~ . ~ 
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that. P. BiSmarck particularly· b,egs that there should be no 
ad referendum, . ' . . ~- . 
· 'Onder these circumstances, it strikes me more forcibly tlian 
ever that the Prime :Minister is not· orily the right man1 to 
represent us at a Congress but the only man who can go) as 

,~, he would· show. Russia and the other. Powers that we were ~ 
· really in earnest.. . . . · .· • · ] 

. It struck me that if you wrote a mem. which was to be laid 
before the Cabinet, in which you expressed. your positive 
desire that Lord B. should go, the matter would theril be 

. settled.. . .. . . . . · . · j . 
· . . . ·. '. Queen Victoria. to t~e Prince of Tfizles. . I. . 

BALMORAL, May 30; '78.-; .. The subject of Lord Beacc;ms
field attending the Coriference has. been before me, and ~f it 
were· to be at Brussels, The Hague, or Paris . ·. . . I sh9u1a 

. (and I have done so) urge it, but you know that Lord Beacons
. .field is 72 and i, 1 is far from strong, .and that he is the .firm ~nd 

wif!e head and hand, that rules the Government, and who is; my 
great support and comfort, for you cannot think how kinci' he 
is to me, how attached ! His health and life are of imm~nse 
value to me· and the country, and should on no account be 
risked. Berlin is decidedly too far and this is what I Have · 
said, I wrote to him on the subject two days ago, and Have 
not had an answer yet. . .• • . : - . ; . . . . I 

To Queen Victoria. I 

10, DowNnw' ST., May .31; '78 . .-....,Lord Beaconsfield J. .. 
could not ' answei; abOut attending the Conference;' j for 
nothing ·had been sufficiently settled to place before your 
Majesty ~ntil to-d.a~ .. - .· · · . :' i 

There 1s no· possibility of changmg the venue of the Congress. 
As the Prime Ministers. of the other Powers will represent their 
respective States·, we must not employ, for that purpose, there 
professionals. Men like. Bismarck treat them with ~ittle 
consideration, as they fancy; ·or choose to fancy, that they 
know nothing of the real feelings of the· country that s~nds 
them. · · · . · ' . 

What we propose for your Majesty's consideration is, !that 
your Majesty should berepresented at the Congi:ess by ~our 
Majesty's chief Minister and also by your Majesty's Secretary 
QfState. · Lord ·Beaconsfield will travel to Berlin by hirhself 
and 'with his personal suite, and he will take four days for. this 
opi:lration, so that he will arrive quite fresh. Then, hel will 

. . . . . 1 He w.as .really73!. 1' 

~ I . 
,~ ·;, <'!'~ 
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have interviews ~ith all the chief statesmen, so· that there 
will be no mistake as to the designs, and the determiriation, 
of this country. Lord Beaconsfield proposes to attend . the _,__ · 
first meetings of the Congress, and exhibit his full powers, 
and then return to England, leaving Lord Salisbury to com-
·plete aU the details of which he is consummate master. -~ · 

Lord Salisbury highly and entirely approves of this arrange
ment, which will prevent . all mischievous and malignant 
rumors of two parties in the Cabinet, and will, as he is 
pleased to say, give great weight and authority by the presence 
of Lord Beaconsfield to the proposals and policy of your 
Majesty's Government. 

From Queen Victoria. 
BALMORAL, May 31.-... The Queen again cyphered·' 

about Lord Beaconsfield's going to the Congress if it takes 
place. There is no doubt that no one could carry out our views, 
proposals, etc., except him, for no one has such weight and 
such power of conciliating men and no one such firmness or · 
has a stronger sense of the honour and interests of his Sovereign 
and country. If only the place ofmeeting could be brought 
nearer! · 

On June l the Cabinet definitely decided to enter 
the Congress, and appointed Beaconsfield. and Salisbury~ 
as British Plenipotentiaries, with whom was associated 
Odo Russell, the Ambassador in Berlin. . Beaconsfield's 
final arrangements for his journey, his provision ·for 
carrying on the Government at home in his absence, 
and the spirit and hopes with which he entered- the 
Congress, sufficiently appear from his letters'to the Queen 
before his departure. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., June 3, '78.-Lord Beaconsfield ... has 

just ;received your Majesty's telegram of this morning._ Lord 
Salisbury has, he believes, communicated to your Majesty, 
why we did not insist on the removal . of the Russian army 
before the Conference took place. . . '· 

We never made a sine qua non of this condition, because it 
also involved the withdrawal of the British fleet. But we 
insisted strongly on the point, because the policy was proposed 
by P. Bismarck, and we thought he might have been offended 
by its withdrawal. ; · 
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Lord- Beaconsfield believes that some communication has 
taken place with the German _Chancellor,. and,that the with
dr~twal_of the Russian army will be the first question which. 

_ C~mgress will have to discu(>s . 
. Lord' Beaconsfield contemplates departing on Saturday 

't' and arriving in four days at Berlin. Lord Salisbury will qui~; 

. . 

London on Tuesday night and travel all through. _ 
Lord Beaconsfield will travel with Mr. Corry, a fair linguist 

in more than one tongue, .and his personal a_ttendants. There 
will also be immediately attached to him his sepond private 
secretary, Mr. Algernon Turnor, to-attend -to. honie business,-. 
as it arrives and accrues, and Mr. Austin Lee {of the Foreig.Q. 
Office), who is an accomplished linguist and experienced in 
affairs. They will follow J?ord Beaco.Q.sfield, and the ma8s of 
.the Embassy will arrive with Lord Salisbury. 
' Three years ago or so 'Lord; and Lady Salisbury prepared a 

fete' of great splendor at Hatfield in ho~our -of their guests, 
the· Crown Prince and PrincesS· of ·Germany. Four thunder-· 
storms destroyed everything except Hatfield House itself. 

· The Crown Princess, rememberin:g that day of magnificent ·. 
disaster, expressed on this.'occasion her wish to pass two days 
at Hatfield in comparative quiet. ·. ' . 

Nothing could be more complete than thereception, on which 
the sun never ceased to smile, but th_e Fates had decided against 
a tranquil visit, and th'e party' was broken up in: alarmed 
disorder .. l . " · · · 

June 7.-.. ·.Your· Majesty must pardon a somewhat 
nimblin:g despatch; :but really until your Majesty appoin:ted -i.; 
him your ·Majesty~s Plenipotentiary, he had no .. idea how many. 
things there were to do, and how many personsto see, and all 
in so short a: time ! . · 

The treaty witl;l Turkey is so drawn, that it will fall to the 
ground in the .case of Russia not t!J,king Batoum and surrender
ing Kars: and this will be clearly plac~d and strongly urged 
when the occasion· offers. If Russia chooses to retain: her 
prey, Lord Beaconsfield has no fear but .that our country will· 
approve of, and sanction, the Cyprus policy. 

He has arranged, subject to your Majesty's sanction, that 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer should be the Minister in: 
general communication with your Majesty. It adds, in his 
case, to great labors and. responsibilities, put he is the Minister 
who, froni the variety of his knowledge of what is going on, 
will be most qualified to in:form and assist your Majesty .... 

Lord Beaconsfield was .tempted to -take the gorgeous fish · 
with him to Berliii and feed the Congress, which:it could well 

' . 
1 By the n~ws of the atte~pt of Nobiling on the Gern{an Emperor's life: 

'...' 
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do, but, on soberer reflection, he has been persuaded to.dine 
on a small portion of it this evening, and his housekeeper, who 
is a countrywoman of Mr. Brown, is to kipper (he tlllnks 
that is the word) the great mass, so he will breakfast on it 
when he returns, and so he will be under a double obligation 
to 'its skilful captor, and owe two meals to your Majesty's 
faithful attendant. . · · 
· There was a Cabinet to-day settling _and completing the 

instructions of the Plenipotentiaries. It was a satisfactory 
Cabinet. They are to meet twice a week as usual, and as 
often besides as they like, so that the country may not consider 
them as ' cy:phers.' 

He will observe all your Majesty's commands about, writing' 
and telegraphing.l He is not too sanguine as to the result, 
but shall do his utmost to achieve success. In all his troubles. 
and perplexities, he will think of his Sovereigli Lady, and that 
thought will sustain and inspire him. 

June 8.-... Your Majesty's box this instant arrived as 
he was about to write a few last lines to Balmoral. 

The Socialist movement2 requires the utmost vigilance and 
preparation. The moment we have concluded our treaty, 
we must give up our whole mind to it. 

·Lord .John Manners, the most faithful of colleagues, and 
one of the best of men, errs in one respect. He views 'the 
pending negotiations as if they referred .to a Treaty of Peace 
between Great Britain and Russia. That would be com~ 
paratively very easy work: but, in truth, we are only cr.itics 
of a treaty between two other Pmvers and their belligerents, 
and we must take care not to be in the position of maintaining 
our own· opinions by withdrawing from, the negotiationS. 
The other Powers might persist in their labors, and :;trrive 
at a settlement without us. 

He will not now dwell_ upon these great affairs, as in three 
hours he departs, and is distracted by many claims and calls. 
These are literally his last lines, addressed to one whose 
imperial courage has sustained him in immense difficultie~:~, 
whose kindness has softened labor, and who possesses the 
utmost devotion· of his brain and heart. 

I The Queen had asked for frequent telegrams and letters, b~th about 
Beaconsfield's health and-about the progress of the Congress. If he-could 
not write or telegraph himself, Her Majesty hoped Corry or Salisbury would 
~- - . 

2 The Queeri had written anxiously about the developments of the 
Socialist movement in Germany. 
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The Congress. ()f Berlin, with its resulting treaty, iJ a 

landmark in t}_le dipl9matic history of, the ninetee~th 
·century; but ofthe real value and importance of its work 
there have been very varying appreciations. One thihg, 
however, is certain. It marked -the zenith of Beacohs
field's career. It revealed hi.m fimi.lly to the world ~s a . ,_ .. · . . '· 
great mternatwnal figure; a statesman capable of reducmg 
for the moment the redoubtable Bismarck himself tb a 
secondary place in· a European acsembly held in Bis
marck's.owneapital. _Here were gathered, to name dnly 
the prinCipal actors-for Russia, Gortchakoff, the kly 
Chancellor, suffering now from the infirmities of ~ge, .,. 
and . jealous of his bril~iant second, Schouvalo££;1 for 
Austria-Hungary, Andrassy; the Magyar statesman, 
who restored, temporarily at lea,st, the tarnished prJtige 
of the Hapsburg ~mpire, · accompa~ed by Ka.rjolyi, 
afterwards popular m London as Austnan Ambassador; 
for France; .the . Angl~-Frer:ch~an Waddington, ·a) pro
dU:ct of English educatwn and French commerce, a 'J?lend 
of archooologist and statesman; for Italy ,Corti; forTutkey, 
Caratheodory; for Great Britain, along with Bea~ons~ 
field, Salisbury/ destined.to loom large in the world:1 eyes 
as the century waned, and Odo Russell, the expenenced 
_ d~ploinatist; while Bismarck, the. P~esid.ent of the/ Con
gress, was supported by the .d1stmgmshed nam,es of 
Hoherilohe _and Biilow, one a future· Chancellor of the 

1 'With Salisbury as ... private secretary was Mr. Arthur Balfour, /so that 
·both Beaconsfield's successors as Conservative Prime Ministers were! present 
· with. him at Berlin. ·- .· _ , . -1· 

. .. . . . . 1182 . . 
. . . . - - . . 
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. . 
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German Empire, the other the father of a future Chan
cellor1 and himself Minister of State. Among all these 
renowned and forceful personalities, one figure stood out 
pre-eminent. He arrested attention immed.lateJy by a 
strange and picturesque distinction of. personal appear-· 
ance; he enforced respect and achieved a diplomatic • 
success by the manifestation of a clear purpose, a 
dexterous intellect, and an inflexible will. The Empress 
Augusta wrote to Queen Victoria before the end of June 
that she could clearly see that Beaconsfield formed the 
real centre of the Congress and represented the greatest 
authority there. The general voice of the Plenipoten
tiaries would readily have echoed, before they had sat 
many days, the bis'toric words in which Bismarck 
expressed his own estimate: ' Der alte Jude, das it1.t der 
Mann' ('the old Jew, that is the man'). 

The p~rsonal impression which Beaconsfield made on 
_his fellow-Plenipotentiaries washeight~med by the practice, 
which he followed throughout, of addressing the Congress, 
not in the ·usual language of diplomacy, French, but in 
his native English. This was not his-original intention, 
and Odo Russell was fond of relating how the change 

-was brought about. The story has been often printed, 
and has been told in recent years, with some variations 
of detail, in Redesdale's Memories, ch. 35, and in G. W. E. 
Russell's Portraits of the Seventies. Corry and the other 
secretaries were horrified lest, by speaking, a:.s he pro
posed, in French, their chief should become the laughing
stock of Europe. They knew that, in spite of . a few 
winters spent in Paris in middle life, his _French was 
so completely of the Stratford-atte-Bowe type that he
pronounced the French word for ' grocer ' as if it rhymed 
with 'overseer.' They dared not remonstrate with him 

·themselves, but applied to the Ambassador, who was 
accustomed to deal with delicate situations, for his help. 
It was the evening before the Congress met, and Odo 
Russell caught the great man as he was retiring to bed 

1 Who was present at the Congress in a. subordinate capacity;· -· 
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A dreadful rum our, he said, had reached him, that Beacons-- ' . ~ 

field would (tddress the Congress next day in Frenc~. · 
That would be, said Lord Odo, a very ·great disappoint-.. 

. · · · · · . • . · · . I 
ment to the Plempotentmnes; · ' They know that they 
have here in you the greatest living ma>!ter of Engli~h 
oratory, ~and are looking forward to your speech ;in 
EngHsh as the intellectual treat of their li.ves.' Beaco1s
field gravely promised to give the matter due considera
tion; a11d the result of a night's reflection was that he u~ed. 
English in Co:rigres~ itext morning and always afterwarfis. 
Lord Odo, Redesdale tells us,. was wont to declare that· 
he never knew w~ether Beaconsfield took the hint /·or 
accepted the: compliment. · . , · · ; 

The .British Prime Minister came to Berlin with the 
prestige of the st!lt~sman ~ho ·had determined the b~is 
on which alone the Congress· could assemble. All ithe . . . ·. I 
terms of the .Treaty ·of San Stefano must be submitted 
. . . •. .. . . I 
to the JUdgment of Europe~such had been throughout 
the- claim . '."hich, .his . Cabinet had put forward. /.He 
had made It clear that, rather than accept Rus~Ia's 

. Eastern settlement, England was, in the last resort, !pre
pared_ to ~fight.· Accordingly- other. Governme~ts j had 
followed England's lead, and Russ1a had capitulated. 

· ' England;'. Disraeli's sometime Radical foe, Roelluck, 
'. . - . . - - ( . 
said, ' now holds as._ proud· a position. as she ever · held; 
and that is due to the sagacity, and power, and conduct 
of the despised, person once called Benjamin Di~raeli, 
but now. Lord Beaco~sfield.'. .' ¥ ou would hardly. be~'ieve,' 
wrote S1r 1Ienry .Elhot to Beaconsfield from Vten~a on 
June 111 'the change in: the position of England i~ Con
tinental estimation that has been operated within the 
last two months; but it would be gratifying to thosb who 

. have brought it . abou~ if they could see it as I much 
as we d0, 'fho -live . abroad.' Bismarck's opening )words 
in Congress, as. President: registere.d Beacon~field's 
success: . The 9bJect, he- satd, for which the Cqngress 
was assembled, was to submit the wor:k of San Stefano 
to· the. free discussion of the Go~ernments which i sig~ed 

- . . . . . . . . . . . ./ 
' - . . ' 

- . - .. ·- . ~ 
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the treaties of 1856 and 1871. 'La Russie est sur la. 
sellette,' is the caustic expression in which M. Hanotaux 1 

sums up the situation. 
Moreover, Beaconsfield and Salisbury camE) prepared in 

a sense in which no other attend-ants at the Congress were 
prepared. They had concluded an agreement on essent~als 
with their principal opponent, Russia; they had supple
mented this agreement by a convention with Turkey, 
Russia's defeated foe; they had achieved an understand-
ing with Austria, whose geographical position and prudent 
reserve must give her an enormous influence in Balkan 
arrangements; -and they were on excellent terms with 
France and Italy. The policy of Germany wa~ a mystery; 
Whom would she favour, Russia or England 1 She would 
be very loth to irritate h~r great Eastern neighbour, with 
whom her relations were those of ostentatious intimacy; 
at the same time it was essential to keep Austria, now 
recovering from her humiliation in 1866, in line with ' 
the German movement. It was not without significance 
that, in consequence of the recent serious attack on 
his life, the Emperor William was incapacitated during 
the sittings of the Congress for the performance of his 
State duties; and that the royal and imperial welcome 
and hospitalities to the Plenipotentiaries had to be under- • 
taken on his behalf by the Crown Prince as regent. 
By position and temperament the Emperor William 
was disposed 'to attach peculiar importance to the 
preservation of close relations with his brother autocrat 
at St. Petersburg. The Crown Prince, himself of mildly 
liberal tendencies, and t_he devoted husband of an accom- .· 
plished English princess, naturally inclined rather to 
a system of co-operation ' with England. · In _ these 
circumstances both Bismarck and Beaconsfield felt 
the advisability, if not of a preliminary understanding, 
at least of a preliminary conversation in whi~h soundings 
could be taken. It was not delayed 

1 See two articles on ti:Je Berlin Congress by M. Hanotaux in Revue 
·aes De'l!X M~. September 15 a.nd October l, 1909. 

. u. 38* 
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Beaconsfield journeyed to Berlin in the leisurely 
manner which he had indicated to the Queen,, spending 
four days on the way. He left London on SaturdaY;, 
,J_E.ne 8, rwith Montagu Corry and his own person~} 
attendants, and (he told Lady Chesterfield} ' with 
couriers en avant, who will arrange about hotels and 
beds and other botherations.' He crossed the Chann~l 
that. afternoon, .the passage being 'as still as the De~d 
Sea Itself,~ and slepj; at Calais. Next day, Sunday, ~e 
travelled. no farther than Brussels where~ as he wrote to 

' ~ . J 

Queen Victoria, ' the King and Queen of the Belgia~s 
entertained him right· royally. Lord B. sate between 
them at their banquet, and was struck and gratified by 
the considerable culture, and the quiet good taste, of the 
Queen.' Monday night was spent at Cologne, and, las· 
the result of this unhurried progression, he reacHed 
Berlin ·at 8. o'clock. on Tuesday evening (June 11) '/as 
fresh as if he was taking his seat in the House of Lor9-s.' 
He took up his qu.a:ters, no~ at the British Embassy, ?~t 
at an hotel, th~ Ka1serhof. . · · i 

It was fortunate that he was fresh, as Bismarck 
. • ' I 

at once proposed a personal meetmg. Beaconsfi~ld, 
re[),lising the· full importance of seeing the Chancepor 
before the other Plenipotentaries, due on the morr:Ow, 
arrived, went. to his house the same evening after dinher. 

. . . I 

T Q V
. . I 

.. . o ueen zctona. . / 
BERLIN, June 12, 1878.-... [Lord-Beaconsfield] arnived 

here last ·night about 8 o'clock and whil'e dining receiv~d a 
visit from the chief secretary of Prince Bismarck invitiD;g an 
immediate visit. Accordingly, at a quarter to ten o'Clock 
Lord . Beaconsfield waited on the Chancellor. They J had 
not met foi' sixteen years; but that space of time did not ,seem 
adequate to produce the startling change which Lo~d ·B. 
observed in the Chancellor's appearance. A tall, palli~::qman, 
with a wa::;;plike waist, was now represented by an extremely 
stout person with a ruddy countenance, on which he is now 
growing a silvery beard. In his manner there was no cHange,· 
except perhaps he was not quite so energetic, but frank and 
unaffected as--before. He was serious throughout an intJrview 

. I 
I 
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which lasted one hour and a quarter, and apparently sincere. 
He talked a great deal, but well and calmly: no attempt at 
those grotesque expressions for which he is, ·or has· been, 
celebrated. · ' 

The interview was not unsatisfactory, and Lord B. arrived 
at the conclusion that the Prince was anxious for a peaceful 
settlement. He suggested to Lord B. that, as, probably, 
President of the Congress, he should, in his . initial speech on 
Thursday, group the questions according to their importance, 
and that he should like to begin with Bulgaria, as perhaps the 
most weighty, 'Tho' we need not avoid a single article of the 
Treaty of San Stefano, if we took them in their regular order, 

·many days, and tho freshness of the Congress, would be 
expended on such insignificant topics as the port of Antivari, 
" a cavern in a rock," and the borders of Montenegro and 
Servia, and places of which no one ever heard before this war. 
All these concern Austria and he wished to serve Austria, .but 
Austria is not going t.o war with Russia. Let us therefore 
deal with the great things that concern England, for England 
is quite ready to go to war with Russia.' . . . 

The order of business which Bismarck proposed was 
in itself reasonable; and it was thoroughly congenial to 
Beaconsfield, who regarded the undoing of that pro
vision of the Treaty of San Stefano which constituted the 
new Bulgaria as the most urgent and indispensable duty 
of the Congress. Before, however, coming to grips 
with this vital question on the following Monday at 
the second session, there was much inevitable formality, 
including the formal opening ofthe Congress on Thursday 
the 13th, and many receptions, including a week-end 
visit to the Crown Prince and· Princess at Potsdam. 
Bea.consfield was indefatigable, throughout these early 
days, in making himself acquainted with the personalities 
of the statesmen with whom he had to deal, in gauging 
their purposes and their power to enforce them. We 
possess happily very full evidence of the impression 
which the Congress and its oharacters, its negotiations and 
its festivities, produced on his mind. Besides' writing 
numerous letters to the Queen, describing his actions 
and experiences, he also kept a diary for Her Majesty, 
which he forwarded to her in instalments, and for which 
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he apologised as 'rough notes,' 'rough journal for One 
Person only.' He r,eported, moreover, at intervals to 
N orthcote, as acting head of the~ home Government; 
and; of course, the Berlin visit did not interrupt the 

·correspondence with Lady Bradford and Lady Chester
field, though his letters to .these ladies often merely 
reproduced the phraseology of those to the Qu~en, 
From the 'diary and the letters to the Queen it has been 
po$sible, · by a little dovetailing and rearrangement, to 
compile a fairly continuous narrative in his own words, the' 
extracts from the letters. being indicated by the letter L 
and those from the diary by the)etter D; supplementing 
this narrative occasionally by his letters to his other 
correspondents. Here· is the story· of the opening days. 

~ ' . ~ - . 

To Queen Victoria~ 
L. BERLIN, .June l2,.:_The Congress will certainly meet 

to-morrow; but the non-arrival of the .Turkish eqvoys, who 
have been shipwrecked~ the BlackSea, may retard decisions, 
as there would be scandalin coming to any absolute conclusions· 
in their absence. 

Lord B. had an audience of State from the Crown Prince ; 
this morningl at ! past three o'clock. The Prince received I 
himself and Lord Salisbury at that hour; the other Ambassadors 
at four. , 

Count ~n<I;assy, Prince Hohenlohe, and:ultimately Schou- j 
valoff, thinking that Lord B. was not gomg to the Palace , 
until four.o'clock, all called as he was on the point of girding I 
on his sword, and would come up tho' it was only ' serrt3r Ia 'I 

main.' Count Andrassy is i.t picturesque~Iooking person, but 
apparently wanting calm .. H? expressed his determination 1 
to stand by ·England, and said, had we known ·each other 
sooner, affairs w:ould:h.ave been more satisfactory. He is to/ 
cal1 on Lord B. to-morrow morning, so as to have a full pon- t 

versation, before the Congress. . . , 
Lord B. and Lord·S. were received by the Prince at i past 

three, and were ushered at once into the closet· by the Master 
· of the Ceremonies, without:the form of presentation. . . J 

The others were received . at four . o'clock, and were aU/ 
· formally presented. The English Ambassadors were half an 
.· hour with the Crown Prince in easy and agreeable conversation;. 
It was like a continuance of the Hatfield visit. The manner 

·. l.Used for·'a.fternoon,' a.s'in 'morning call;' 'matinee.' 
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of the Crown Prince singularly natural and cordial. His 
remarks full of sense, and not devoid. of humor. 

The Crown Prince and Princess have showered kindnesses 
on Ld. B. dilling his visit to Berlin, and what makes th~m more 
delightful is, that he feels they must be, in no slight degree, 
owing to the inspiration of one to whom he owes everything. 
He found a most fanciful basket of flowers on his arrival, so 
vast that it nearly covered the table, and crowned with a bed of 
delicious strawberries environed with orange flowers and roses. 

After his 'gala' audience he paid a. visit to the Crown 
Princes:s; .. a very agr.eeable one. He was pleased by her 
second son, a young sailor about to sail for Japan; a spirited 
youth with a frank, merry countenance.! 

In the evening he dined at the British Embassy, one of the 
finest mansions in Berlin: a quiet party. 

He hopes his most beloved Sovereign is well and happy. 
Distant from .your Majesty in a foreign lan,d, and with so 
awful a responsibility' he feels more keenly than ever' how 
entirely his happiness depends on his doing_his duty to your 
Majesty, and on your Majesty's kind appreciation of his 
efforts. 

He heard by tel. from the D. of Cambridge this morning of 
the death of the King of Hanover at Paris. It was not known 
here until he mentioned it at Court to the Crown Prince. 

June 13.-Count Andrassy called on him by appointment 
this morning at eleven o'clock, and remained upw~?-rds of an 
hour. He covered the floor with maps, and his chief object 
seemed to be to persuade Lord B. that theline of the Balkans, 
which he had signed a memorandum to support, was inferior 
to another one which he was anxious should be substituted 
for it. Lord B. thought that, the question being once settled, 
.it had better not be disturbed. In truth, common persons 
understand· what the line of th_e Balkans means, but··· the 
complications of Count Andrassy, all arising out of little 
interests and obscure influences of his own, would only convey 
an impression, that we were surrendering something intelligible 

- and substantial. 
At two o'clock the Congress met in the Radzivill Palace

a noble hall just restored and becoming all the golden coats and 
·~littering stars that filled it.2 Ld, B. believes that every day 
Is not to be so ceremonious and costumish. P. Bismarck, a 
giant, 6 feet 2 at least, ·and proportionately huge, was 

. chosen President. In the course of the morn. P. Gortchakoff, 
1 Prince Henry of Prussia. . 
2 The hall is, I think, too large for business,' wrote Beaconsfield to Ladv 

Bradford. 'At least no one's voice, except my own, was, I understand, · 
heard.' 
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a shrivelled old man, was leaning on the arm of his gigant!c 
rival, and, P. Bismarck being seized with a sudden Jit of 
rheumatism, both fell to the ground. Unhappily, P. Bis
marck's dog, seeing his master apparently struggling with an 
opponent, sprang to the rescue. It is said that P. Gortchakoff . 
was not maimed or bitten thro'. the energetic efforts of his 
companion. 

The business of the Congress was chiefly formal; except that . 
Lord B. brought forward the question of the retirement of the 
Russian troops from Constantinople,·· which, after, some 
discussion, was adjourned till Monday, when the Congress 
meets again. The P[leni]P[otentiaries] are arranged at the 
table according to the letters of the alphabet-Austria first, and 
so on. Lord B.·sate between the 3rd Austrian P.P. and Lord 
Salisbury. · . 

At seven o'clock was a gala banquet at the old Palace: a 
scene of extraordinary splendor. . It is a real Palace, but, 
strange to say, all the ·magnificent rooms and galleries of 
reception are w4_ere, in the days of Queen Anne, poor poets 
used to reside: the garrets. It must have been much more 
than 100 steps before Lord B. reached the gorgeous scene, 
and he thinks he should have surik under it, ha{l not, fortun
ately, the Master of the Ceremonies been shorter-breathed 
even than himself, so there were many halts of the caravan·. 

It was, on the whole; the most splendid scene that Lord B. 
ever witnessed. The banquet was in 'the White Hall. The 
costuines were singularly various and splendid. :t;.ord B. sate 
between Count Andrassy and the Russian Ambassador 
(Count Schou.) and Andrassy was next to.Bismarck. All were 
opposite-the Royal Family.· The Crown Princess encouraged 
him by many kind glances, and the C .. Prince and Princess 
drarik to the health of the Queen of England, which Lord B. 
acknowledged wit.h some agitatio:r:. ~t was the health of one/ 
of whom he was almost always thmkmg. After the banquet;· 
the guests assembled in the gallery. He made the acquain
tance of the Gd. Duke and Duchess of Baden, the father, and 
the grandfather of our future Princess,1 a~d many other .. 
notables. · In appearance, the grandfather IS a remarkable 
man·: he said he was nearly eighty, .but he looked scarce!~ 
its moiety. Lord B. mistook His Royal Highness for We 
father of the bride, who soon appeared as 'The Red Prince.{ 

The Duke of Connaught, in consequence of the death,2 <;lid 
not dine at the White Hall and, therefore, his fiancee declin,~d, 

· tho' her sister, and P. Henry of the Netherlands, were present. 
. 1 The- iate Duchess ;£ Connaufilit, daughter of Prince Frederick Ch~rles 

2 Of the King of Hanover. 
of Prussia, ' the Red Prince.' I 

I 
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But after dinner, the Duke of Connaught invited.Lord B. 
to visit him at the Palace of the Crown Prince, and there 
introduced him to his bride. Lord B. told her Royal Highness 
that your Majesty was a little jealous of my seeing her first, 
which amused them. The Crown Princess was present, and 
we passed half an hour in merry talk. 

June 14.-This morning he had a long interview by request 
with Count Schouvaloff, who,it appears, was rather frightened , 
by the tone, or reported toy_e, of ;Lord~B. The point was respect
ing the political and military control by the Sultan over ·the 
southern province of Bulgaria. The Russians propose that 
the Sultan should not be permitted to employ his own army 
in the governinent of this part of his dominions. This is out
rageous, and to give the Sultan the line of the Balkans for his 
frontier, and not permit him to fortify and defend them, is 
monstrous and a gross insult to England. Lord R spoke 
thunder about it. It will be given up by St. Petersburg. 

Afterwards, an interesting visit to the Empress. She was 
very kind, remembered Lord B. at Windsor, and her last · 
words to him at the Duke of Cambridge, etc., etc. · 

D. NEUES PALAIS, PoTS!JAM, June 16.-Arriyed here yester
day afternoon. A most kind reception, and every comfort. 
Charming suite of rooms, in one of which Crown Prince born, 
and fire in every chamber, So m:uch care about my not 
taking cold, that I sometimes fancy, on this and other occasions, 
that a benignant, tho' distant, influence deigns oo guatd over 
me. 

Palace, described by Lord Malmesbury in his journals as 
the most hideous of existing structures, pleased me: probably 
the last erection of the Rococo: reminded me a little of the 
Palace at Wurzburg. Lord Salisbury was my companion, 
and we dined alone with the Crown Princess and Her. Iinp. 
Highness's immediate attendants. Conversation animated-· 
as Dr. Johnson would say, 'good talk.' · . 

Before I went down to Potsdam, I had, by his invitation, 
~n interview with. Prince Bismarck, which lasted upwards of 

tJ an hour. What his object was, or is, I have not yet discGvered. 
There was no business done: it was a monologue; a rambling, 
amusing, egotistical autobiography. As His Highness had 
tequested the interview, I would not open on any point. 
Lord Salisbury, equally invited, had an audience almost 
immediately after me, and of the same surprising character . 

. Lord Odo had warned me, that the interview would probably 
be to ascertain how squeezable I was with respect to Russia
my interview. with Count Schouvaloff having alarmed that 
personage. But not a word of business from Prince Bismarck, 
either to Lord Salisbury or myself. Perhaps when he made 
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t.he appointments he had. counted on having certain proposals 
from Russia, whicK, ·however, were not ready. 

Befor~ interview with Ct. [sic] Bismarck, had a long ona 
with Ca'ratheodory, the 1st Turkish Plenipotentiary, a perfect 
Greek/of the Fanar: good-looking,full of finesse, and yet calm 
and plausible: a man of decided ability. ' 

Th'is morning at eleven we took a delightful drive With the 
Cro,wn Princess and saw the famous orangery and Sans Souci 
with all its fountains playing. Sans Souci was one of the· 
pltfces I always wished to' see, and'never expected. It was 
d~eply interesting, and the library of the great nian 1 highly 

. e'haracteristic. I was prudent,_ and declined the afternoon · 

/

drive to Babels berg,. and instead am writing this and' many 
other things. . . · · · 

There is to be· a grand banquet here this evening to the 
English Mission and the Royal Family. The Crown Prince, · 
who came down from Berlin, paid me a visit in my rooms, 
which has just finished, and we all return by a special train, 

·· and the Congress meets to-morrow at two o'clock.· . 
BERLIN, June 17,---c.The banquet yesterdaywas bright and 

agreeable in a splendid Rococo hall, which would have drjven 
old Lord Malmesbury, with his frigid Ionic taste, quite crazy; 
I sate next to the fianeee of our English Prince, .and having 
made only a superficial observation before, with my poor near
sight, determined to profit by the opportunity, as if I were' our 
own correspondent.' She is delicate and has an extremely 
interesting appe~rance and quite pretty. She has a beautiful· 
complexion, a fine brow, lovely eyes, a short upper lip; and 
singularly beautiful hands. Confirmed in my first impression,. 
that she was not, as reputed, shy but extremely modest; ·but. 
calm and quite self-possessed. She ~onversed freely and most 
n_at.ur.al.Iy. All her·r.emarks were sensiqle; he.r inquiries, _as/ 

·to her new home, pertinent and in good taste. -I should say 
of a sympathising, affectionate nature,.and winning from her .. 
innocencE; and gentleness of- manner. I think she will be a 
source of happiness to my beloved Sovereign, and adorn. 
and anjm~te the Royal circle. . . . . ,j·"P-. 

On Monday, June 17, the real business of the Congress 
began, with the question of the constitution of the rfew 
Bulgaria; and, before. the week. was over, Beaconsfield, 
after a short but severe struggle, had imposed hi?/ will, 
and secured the solution he demanded. The Schouvaloff 
memorandum. was by · this lime public propedy, but 

l'Frederick the Great. 
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Beaconsfield did not allow himself t() be disturbed by this 
vexatious revelation. 'The publiootion,' he wrote to 
Northcote, 'was, and is, a mortifying incident, but it ca:Q 
only injure us with our own friends at home, and it is to 
be hoped that what we are doing here will, when fairly 
known, remove all this annoyance. The publication 
was calculated to injure us with Austria and Turkey, 
but we had made our book with Austria,- and Turkey 
is in our pocket. People here never mention Batoum or 
questions of that calibre. There is only one thought
Bulgaria. The sixth article of the Treaty of S. Stefano_
is the real point for which the Congress is assembled ... 
Upon its treatment depends whether there shall be a 
Turkey-in-Europe or not.' Under the memorandum 
it will be remembered that, while ·Russia consented 
to the division of Bulgaria into two provinces, of which 
only the northern should have political autonomy but 
the southern should remain as a portion of Turkey with 
a large measure of self-government, she did not accept, 
but remitted to the Congrees, the British contention that 
the . Sultan should have full milit~J>ry rights in this 
southern province, and especially the right to canton 
troops on its frontiers. Beaconsfield had hesitated 
about going into Congress at all_ with this· important 
point unconceded; he was determined now to obtain 
it, and had already spoken 'thunder' about it to 
Schouvaloff. His claim was that the province south 
of the Balkans should be under the political and military 
control of the Sultan, and that it should be known py 
the name of Eastern Rumelia. Let us see how he 
described this eventful week to tlie Queen. - -

To Queen Victoria. 

D. June 17.-Second meeting of Congress. Boundaries 
of Bulgar~a treated by P. Bismarck as the most important· 
question before Congress, and the·most difficult: 

The 6th article of the Treaty of San Stefano being read, the 
English P.P. proposed two resolutions. . · 
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I. That the chain ofthe Balkans shoufcfbe the ~ew frontier 
of Turkey. • .. . _ . . . . 

2. That in the country south of the Balk,ans, the Sultan 
should_ exercise a real political and military power. · 

The Russian P.P. disputed both these propositions: recom
mended a division of Bulgaria by a longitudinal line, aJ?.d that 
the Turkish troops should not be permitted to enter the 
province, which the'Russian P.P. styled 'South Bulgaria.' 

After d}scussion, P-. Bismarck adjourned the question till 
Wednesday, remarking that, in the interval, the Powers most 
interested should confer together. This is the,system on which 
His _Highness manages the Conference, and it is a practical 
one. All questions are publicly introduced, and then privately 
settled. , _ · 

In the afternoon at 6o'clock great dinner at P. Bismarck's. 
All these banquets are very well done. There must have been 
sixty guests. The Princess was present.. She is not fair to 
see, tho' her dolllestic influence is said to be irresistible. I sate 
on the right of P. Bismarck and, never caring much to eat 
in public, I could listen to his Rabelaisian monologues: endless 
revelations of things he. ought not to· m'ention. He impressed 
on me never to trust Princes or courtiers; that his illness was 
not, a:s people supposed, brought on by the French War, but 
by the horrible conduct of his Sove;reign, etc, Jltc: In the 

. archives of his family remain the documents, the royal letters, 
which accuse him after all his services of being a traitor. He 
went on in such a vein that I was at lastobliged to tell him 
that, instead of encountering 'duplicity,' which he said was 
universal.among Sovereigns, I served one who was the soul 
of-candor and justice, and whom all her Ministers loved. 

The contrast between his voice, which is sweet arid gentle, 
with his ogre-like form, striking. He is apparently well read, 
familiar with modern literature. His characters of persona:ges 
extremely plquant. Recklessly frank. He is bound hand 
and foot to Aust_ria [? Russia], whether he thinks them right 
or Wl'ong: but always adds ' I offered myself to England, and 
Lord Derby would not nptice my application for 6 weeks and 
then rejected it.' · · · _ · · · - ' · 

Afterwards a reception at Lady Odo's . 
. June 18, Waterloo Day.-At twelve o'clock to-day, Count 

. Schouvaloff and Baron d'Oubril for Russia, Count Andrassy 
and Baron de Haymerlefor Austria, Lord B. and Lord.Salisbury 
f()r England, met on the two English resolutions.·· _ . 
·I introduced the ma;tterfully, and in_ the same decided tone 

in;whi<;h I had .preyiou~ly in a long interview addressed C~:mnt 
Schouvaloff. He, with little hesitation, tho', with. regre~ 
announced that he accepted the line of the Balkans, but the 

I 

I 
1 
I 
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second resolution was so serious, that he could not act onhis 
powers, but must refer to the Emperor. Throughout the 
discussion Austria entirely supported England; it lasted 
four hours, wh. were nearly the severest four hours I can well 
recall. - -

Much mortification among Russians at our understanding 
with Austria. I declared the English proposals as to what 
is called 'Delimitation of Bulgaria' an ultimatum. Con-
sternation in the Russian camp. _ 

. At half-past five I called on Prince'Gortchakofi at his desire, 
and had a most important conversation with him. 

June 19.-An anxious day. ;:rhe Congress met, but did 
nothing, as Count Schouvalofi had received no instructions. 

Banquet at the· Italian Ambassador, Count de Launay. 
I sate next to Count Corti. Knowing my man: that he was 
a favourite of Bismarck, who talked freely to him, and that, 

- as the Ambassador of an almost neutral State, he had the 
ear of everyone, I told him, in confidence and as an old friend, 
that I took the gloomiest view of,affairs, and that, if Russia 
would not accept our proposals, I had resolved to break up the 
'Congress. · · 

June 20.-0n this day, by appointment, Great Bri~ain, 
Austria and Russia met again at our Ambassador's; when 
Count Schouvaloff stated that they had been unable by tele: 
graphic communication to arrive at any results, and that the 
Russian P.Ps. had despatched a. Colonel to St. Petersburg, 
and that his return might possibly occur on Friday evening: . 

L. Russia has asked for 4 and 20 hours for the Emperor's 
answer, as they have not sufficient powers in regard to this 
important point and have been obliged to send an envoy to 
St. Petersburg. I have no fear about the result, as I have 
intimated. in the proper .quarter, t~at I shall break up the 
Congress if England's VIews are not adopted. When thit~ 
cha?ge in the Treaty of San Stefa?o occurs Russia will be again 
entirely excluded from the Mediterranean, the object of the 
last, and all their wars. Much attention is now paying to 
Greece. -

The Congress continues to make progress, a:Q.d P. Bismarck 
wants much to take the waters of Kissingen, and sometimes 
dreams of finishing in a few days: but Greece, the Straits 
Batoum, and some others, are massy matters. _ · ' ' 

P. Bismarck's plan is, when we have settled all the weat 
questions, to execute a treaty to that effect, and to leave to a 
local commission consisting of the resident Ambassadors 
and some experts, the research and settlement of what he call~ 
the little questions, involving no great political interest 
or divergence of general opinion. When these are satisfactorily 
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arrangep, they will probably be annexed to' the· Treaty of 
Hau.~e l(olitique which the P.Ps~ will have previously executed. 
. Tlie great heat has been favoraple to Lord Beaconsfield's 
·menace of gout. It has disappeared-and he is •very fairly 
well. / · · 

.. D. Friday, June 21.-I was engaged to-_day to dine at a 
grancif party at. the English Embassy:· but, about 5 o'clock, 
Prince Bismarck called on me and asked how we were getting 
on, ahd expressed his anxiety and threw .out some plans for a 
-compromise, such as limiting the troops ofthe Sultan, etc., etc: 

I t:old him that in London we had coni promised this_ question, 
andlin deference to the feelings of the Emperor of Russia, 
anql-it was impossible to recede. · 'Am I to understand it is an 
ult~matum ?' ·' You are.' ·' I am obliged to· go to the Crown 
Prfnce ·now. We should talk over this matter.· Where do 
yoh dine to-day?' 'At the English Embassy.' 'I wish 
yo~ could dine with me. I am alone at 6 o'clock.' 

/I 'accepted his invitation, sent rny apology· to Lady Odo, 
d}ned with Bismarck, the ·Princess, his daughter, his married 
niece, and two soils; He was very agreeable indeed-at dinner, 
rPade rio allusion to politics, and, tho' ne ate. and drank a great 
de·al, talked more.- · · · . · · . · , 
/ After dinner; we retired to another room, where he. smoked 
/~nd I followed his example. ·I believe] gavii the last blow to 
1my shatter~d constitution; but· I felt it absolutely necessary. 

I 
1 ha.d. an .hour and l of ·the most interesting conversation, 

. 

ent. irely political; he w. as co:il.vin. ced that the ultimatum was 
• riot a sham, and, before I went to bed, I had the satisfaction of 

knowing that St. Petersburg-had surrendered; . · 

·,Accordingly . n'ext' morning, Saturday, J un~ · ~2, at 

I
. half~past ten, Beaconsfield was able to telegraph ·to 
. the Queen and to th_e Chancellor of the Exchequer: 
. ., Russia surre:p.ders, and accepts the English scheme 

. for the Eilropean fronti'er of the Empire, and its military 

t .and. po~tical_ .rule by th~ Sultan. ~[is,mar~]k · says, 
· "There Is agam a Turkey-m-Europe." . It ~s all due 
/ to your· energy and firmness,' was the Queen's reply. ' 

The Queen was right; the result was due. to Beacons
-field's energy. and firmness. 'I have to hold terribly 
.firm language,' he told Northcote. 'I have had· a hard 
time of it, as I am brought forward as the man of war 
on: all occasions, and have to speak like Mars.' 'But he 
~egardedhis success ~s ' breaking the back ' of the business 
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of the C<?ngress. It meant the exclusion of Russia from 
the Mediterranean, 'to settle herself upon whose shores 
was the real object of the late war. P: Gortcliakoff says, 
"We have sacrificed 100,000 picked soldiers, and' 100 
millions of money for an illusion." ' Bismarck said to 
Beaconsfield, 'You have made a present· to the Sultan 
of the richest province in the world; 4,000 square miles 
of the richest soil.' 'We have gained a· great v~<itory 
here,' Beaconsfield told Lady Chesterfield on J iln!'l 28,' 
' the .extent of which is hardly yet . understood in 
England.' · Some, however, in England· understood it. 
'Joe Cowen,' wrote Barrington to Beaconsfield from the · · 
House of· Commons on June 24, 'said to me just now 
in the lobby, "Well, when he comes back the. nation 
ought to give him another Blenheim " ! ·So you will see at 
all events that some Radicals appreciate your capacity 
as a statesman.' · ~ · 

Beaconsfield did not rely solely on the firmness ofhis 
language; on his mere declaration that he would break . 
up the Congress rather than give way. He took the 
practical step of ordering a special train to be in readiness 
to carry the Bfitish. mission back to Calais. · Corry 
received the instructions while his chief lean?, after his 
wont, on his arm· during a morning walk unter den 
Linden on Friday. the 21st, the day on the evening of 
which the delay granted to Russia for her answer expired.; 
and Bismarck's hurried and· unexpected· call at the 
Kaiserhof in the afternoon was due to his kno~ledge 
of the order. Bismarck was determined to bring the 
Con&ress to a successful conclusion, and to avoid a war 
which could not fail to. embarrass Germany. He must 
find oup in person whether the ultimatum was final, 
and he persuaded Beaconsfield to throw over his engage
ments and dine with him quietly, in order that he might 
thoroughly explore his mind and intentions. . Bismarck 
was that evening convinced himself, and he made it 
his bus!ness to caHy convic.tion to the Russian Pleni-
potentiaries;. and the victory was won.' · 
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· Cdrry· was ·wont, in later life, to recount the pro-
'·· coo4jngs of this fateful Friday -wjth picturesque detail; 

butj perhaps, for the purposes. oflliiis~ory, it is.· better. to 
rely on a contemporary letter wh1ch he wrote to· a 
friJnd. 
·j ·. Montagu Corry to Ladyllchester.t"' . . 1 

iKAiSERHOF, BERLIN, July ,..2.-... When Lord B. told 
R~ssi~t that,. unless Turkey had the Balkan line with all rights 
o# defending it accorded to her, and u1;1less this new Bulgaria 
shd. be so reduced that, its most southern part shd. be many 
alnd many a mile from the coveted. Mediterranean, we shd. 
~eave Berlin, or in other words go home to prepare for war with 
Russia, men were aghast. Bismarck was. as alarmed ~ts 

/
~.n~oyed, Russia_f_rantic. , France and Italy asto?~shed, Andr~;tssy 
dehghted but mcredulous ! The acute crlSls lasted from 

· Lord B.'s distinct avowal of his intention at one of the private 

l
s·e-'ances of the .. chief. Plem. 'potentiaries on Tuesday the 18th till 
· 5 p.m. on the 21st. At ()ne moment all looked as .if Russia 

~ could not give in, and I had made arrangements for a sp~cial 
train for England at a few hours' notice, when the incident 

I . ?f _the Congress occurred, which I ma.ke no secret of though 

/

It IS not known. .. · · · ·. 
At 3.45 2 on the ·21st -Bis. c::illed, and I showed him, dressed 

in general's unifor~,. into my chi .. ef' s roo_ m-_. he .. (B. is_.) charging 
me to know when .It was 3.55, as he had ail appomtment at 

I 
4 ! And so this meeting between the' two great men lasted 
about 7 minutes. But the ·business did· not take long. 'Is 
this really the ultimatum of England,' saidJ?. Bis. ·'Yes, my 

· Prince, it 'is,'. replied Lord B. .Just-one h()ui' after that, we 

!
·. learnt _that the Tsar agr~ed to the entire English scheme ... _. 

. 'The. week's struggle, ending in an excited meeting 
of· Congress on the Saturday to register Beaconsfield's 
victory, brought on.an attack of gout, and so prevented 
him from spending a second week-end at -Potsdam. 

I 
To Queen Victoria . 

.. L. Ju~e 23.-:-;Ihear nothing about the Emperor which does 
. not. reach the. ears. of your Majesty in the bulletins. I have 
tried to· obtain fuller information, but· have not felt justified 
in saying anything ·to" your, Majesty which miglit 'have dis
treslied and perplexed yoll! Majesty. I have heard: contrary 
.' FNow the Do~ager Lady.llchester. , . . . · · 

2 It will be noticed tha~ Corry gives the hour of Bismarck's famous call 
as 3.45, whereas Beaconsfield told'the Qucen;that it was about -5:o'clock..' 
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accounts to those o£ the bulletins, but inquiry has made me, 
I am glad to say, doubtful of their acquracy. · . 
· I should say Mr. Waddington looks like .an epicier; and . 
I think his looks do not bely his mind and general intellig{)nce.1 

With regard to myself, I am a little suffering from gout: it 
came on the night before last. I could have cured it, but there 
was an important and rather excited Congress y~sterday, and I 
had to speak,.and that always devel,ops the complaint, .so I 
remain a prisoner, which prevents my passing the day at 
Potsdam. It is a great loss, but the gentle Princess, who 
r"eigns in that fairy-land of -Rococo, has forgiven me for my 
absenoe, and has graciously sent me fruit and flowers to tell 
me so. 

I have just observed, that in the. hurry of writing, in order 
to gain the messenger, I have violated all etiquett-e, and 
addressed my beloved. Sovereign in the first person. My first 
impression was to destroy the letter, and write again by 
to-morrow's messenger. But a day lost is dreadful, and on 
the whole, I think it best to throw myself on your Majesty's 
ever prompt indulgence, and venture to describe myself with all 
duty and affection, your Majesty's devoted BEACONSFIELD. 
· June 24.-The Conference sate three hours to-day. Satis
factory progress. The Russian propqsals as to occupation 
rejected, and ·greatly reduced; · . _ . 

D. In the evening Lady Odo's reception; very full and a 
splendid hquse. She is quite out and out the leader of fashion 
in Berlin-plays her part admirably. It is absolutely neces~ 
sary to go to these receptions, but. the late hours try me, I 
begin to die at ten o'clock and should like,to be bm:ied before 
midnight. But, in a Congress, absence· from al).y influential 
assembly of human beings is a mistake. So much more than 
the world imagines is done by personal influence. ·. 

The Countess Karolyi receives on Wednesdays. She is 
very pretty and pleasing and I believe irreproachable for all ' 
the duties of life. Remarkably unaffected. I sate next to 
her at dinner, and as she had the menu in her hand, in order 
to say something, I asked her whether she w:as studying her 
campaign. She said quite innocently, 'Oh no-::-I never refuse 
a dish.' 

I watched h~r and it was literally true. I watched her with 
amazement, that so delicate and pretty . a mouth. coulil 
perform such awful. feats. . 

June 25 and 26.-Meetings o£ Congress both days, and pro-
1 The Queen had asked for Beaconsfield's opinion of Waddington: , To 

Baron Lionel de Rothschild Beaconsfield wrote a more 'favourable description 
-'an epicier, hut a ·good man-not what the French call michant. 'lie . 
thinks he talks English, but it is American.' · 
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ghiss f'ell kept up,_ P. G_ortcha~off, who is report.ed in the 
newsp~J:pers as havmg retired from the Congress, IS seldom 
absent; and never ceases talking. .f. Bismarck says 'Gor
tch~off thinks he was made for a g't:eat parliamentary debater. 
It is/ olll' misfortune.' Prince Gortchakoff observed to me, 
:on· tile contrary, that P. Bismarck was· a very bad President, 
as h~ had no experience of Congresses, and conducts business 
'as if he were in a Parliament.'. P. Gortchakoff has only beeri 
two/daysabsent: one at an early sitting, really from gout: 
the) other, ?'fter the Balkan victory, when he did not .show 
fro~ chagrm. . . , 

I . . . . . . . 
Beaconsfield found time, now that· the back of the 

bU;~iness was broken, to send Lady Bradfor'd a descriptive 
acbount of his experiences. -1 . . . . 
-~- • ·. . To Lady Bradford • 

. BERLIN,June 26.-. ·:. 1,'his is u.,wondrmis scene; life in its 
· highest form; and the mterest wh. la haUte Assemblee (our -

t 1echirical title) excites seems ·to· increase every day. · · · · · I Mine passes in attendance on the Congress; not very severe 
rfrom two till five: and in interviews with t~e great guns~ 

1which is far more important. Prince Gortchakoff reappeared 
to"day;tne first time since my gre{tt victory. He is the most 
courteous gentleman, quite caressing, and it is quite painful 
to me to occasion him so much annoyance :1 particularly as 
he tells me he only came to the Congress to make my acquain
,tance, Frances Anne of Londonderry having always mentioned 
me in her letters, said she thought I shd. be Minister, and, if so, 
hoped ·we shd. be friends. . Arid, now, we meet under such 
terrible and trying circumstances. . 

Ct. Andrassy is a very picturesque gentleman. rhave 
gained him quite, and he supports me in everything. In fact 
. the northern Alliance is broken up: .. 

Schou. fights a difficult and losing. battle with marvellous 
·talent and temper. He. is a first-rate parliamentary debater, 
never takes a note, and yet ih his reply never misses a point. 

Bismarck soars above all: he is six foot four I shd. think 
proportionately stout; with a sweet and gentle voice, and with 
a peculiarly refined enunciation, \vh. singularly and strangely 
contrasts with the awful things he says: ttppalling froin their 

. . 

1 , ~ He· entreated me,' wrote ·Beaconsfield of Gortchakoff to ·Baron Lionel 
de 'Rothschild, ., not to change the name of South Bulgaria into Eastern 

. ·Rimielia,· which he said would be the greatest humiliation to Ruasia which 
could be devised. It· is quite dis'trelising to refuse anything to this dear 
old fox, who seems melting with the milk of human kindne~s.' . · 
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frankness and their audacity. He is a complete despot here, 
and from the highest to the lowest of the Prussians, and all the 
permanent foreign diplomacy, tremble at his frown and court 
most sedulously his smile._ He loads me with kindnesses, 
and, tho' often preoccupied, with an immediate dissolution 
of Parliament on his hands, an internecine war with the 
Socialists;-IOO's of whom he puts daily into prison in defiance 
of all law, he yesterday exacted from me a promise that, 
before I depart, I will once. more· dine with him quite alone. 
His palace has large and beautiful gardens. He has never been 
out since I came here, except the memorable day when he . 
called on me to ascertain whe{the]r my policy was an ultimatum .. 
I convinced him it was, and the Russians surrenderod a few · 
hours afterwards. 

The weather here is a midsummer night's dream. Banquets 
and receptions every day and eve-but they don't clash with 

·each other, as the hours are earlier, and the dinners,- tho' 
sumptuous, are not long. People go to the theatre in the 
interval, or drive in the Thiergarten, wh. is a vast and most 
beautiful park, half forest; 1500 acres in size, wh. is exactly. 
double of Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens together ..... 

The arrangements for the new Bulgaria and for Eastern 
Rumelia having been made, Beaconsfield, in his reports 
to the Queen, treated the discussions and conclusions of 
the next ten days somewhat summarily, dwelling more on 
the social than on the political side of his doings. 

To Queen Victoria. 
D. June30.-NoCongress on Thursday, as Russia requested 

a relache in order to prepare for the· difficult questions which 
have eng~ged us on Friday and ·yesterday. The boundaries 
of Servia, Montenegro, and the exchange with,Rumania, not 
yet settled. 

I went to the French reception last night (Saturday).· It 
was male only; but I had never been, and; as I am to dine · 
there to-day, .it was necessary. I did a good deal of business, 
and find Count Andrassy a manageable man. -

On Thursday, lcaJled on Madame de Schleinitz, who.appears 
to be one of the greatest ladies here. She is not very young, 
but still pretty, ~nd as eloquent as Madame de Stael, tho' 
not at all priggish or 'superior.' She is highly cultivated and 
most animat~d-,·ragreeable and amusing. In h!3r chief tastes 
and thoughts, sh6 told me; without reserve, that she was an 
enthusiastic Wagnerite, and a Pessimist! 

L; July I.-Congress sat 3 hours to-day. , ~umanian deputies 

r 
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were heard. Russia made them ari offer which it is supposed 
·they will accept~ The boundaries of Montenegro were then 
settled, chiefly according to the wishes of Austria. The Danube 
and indemnity will be taken to~ morrow, Greece on Wednesday, 
and it is contemplated that Batoum will be taken on Thursday; 
which engrosses Lord B.'s mind. . 

D . . The Turkish Plenipos. gave their banquet this day at 
. the Turkish Embassy. There was a disposition-too frequent 
on other occasions and in other ·things:_tci _treat the Turkish 
invitation somewhat contemptuously; and to expect a not very 
satisfactory reception. It was just the reverse. It was 
impossible for anything to be better·served than the· dinner;· 
there were a number of attendants iil superb dresses, and one 
or two national dishes, especially a huge pilaff, created much 
interest. The ;French Ambassador, Mr'. Waddington, expressed 
his. wish to be helped twice to this dish, and mentioned 
inCidentally that he had travelled for tlJ.ree years both in · 
Asiatic and European Turkey. · . 

Tuesday, July 2, was the Austrian· banquet. Ladies 
were invited. I sate between the Countess Karolyi and the 
Princess Radzivill, both very pretty and very agreeable 
women .. It was. a most gracefuldinner. · We dined in the 
conservatory, surrounded by exotic trees· and the murmur 
of fountains, and looking into .a beautiful garden. There was 
a reception in the evening-very successfuL' - . 

July 3.-The great banker ·of Berlin is Mr. Bleichroder. 
· He was originally Rothschild~ s ag~nt, but. the Pnissian Wars 

offered hiri:J. SO great opportunities, that he now almC?St seems 
to rival his former master. He has built himself a real palace, 
and his magnificent banqueting hall permitted· him to invite 
the whole of the Plenipotentiaries and the Secretaries of 
Embassy and the chief Ministers ofthe Empire. All these 
last were present, except. P. Bismarck; . who never appears, 
except occasionally at a Royal table. Mr. Bleichroder, however, 
is 'P. Bismarck's intimate, attends -him every morning, and 
according to his own account,is the only individual who dares 
to speak the truth to His Highness. . The banqueting hall, 
very vast and very lofty, and indeed the whole of the mansion, 
is built of every species·of r~re marble, and, where itis not 
marble, it is gold. There was a gallery·for tl:te m11siciahs, 
'Yho played Wagner, and Wagner only, whichlwas very glad 
of, as !have rarely.had an opportunity of )}earing that master. 
After din!ler we were promenaded _thro' the splendid ~saloons 
and picture galleries, and a ballroorp. fit for ~fairy tale, and 
sitting alone on a sofa w.as .a very mean-look}ng little 'Woman·, 
covered with.pearls and diam~mds, who w:a~ Madame Bleich
roder and whom he had married very early in lif, when he was 
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penniless. She was unlike her husband, and by no means 
equal to her wondrous fortune. · • 

July 4.-I dined with the Minister of State, Biilow; a small 
party, about sixteen. An accomplished and apparently most 
amiable family. BUlow himself attractive from his experience, 
highly courteous tho' natural manners; his. wife, lively ~nd 
well informed, and two or three sons at table, who I really 
think were the best-looking, the bestcdressed, and the best· 
mannered young gentlemen I ever met. They were all in 
the army, but she has 7 sons, equally engaging it is said. 

What amuses me rather at Berlin, is that almost everybody, 
certainly all the ladies, are reading my novels, from the 
Empress downwards. The ladies are generally reading 
Henrietta Temple, which being a ' love· story' and written 
forty years ago, is hardly becoming an Envoy Extraordinary. 
The Bulow family generally are very deep in my works, but 
P. Bismarck seemed very familiar with them.l 

July 5.-I dined with [Bismarck] alone, i.e., with his family, 
who disappear after the repast, and then we talked and smoked. 
If you do not smoke under such circumstances, you look like 
a spy, taking down his conversation in your mind. Smoking 
in common puts him at his ease. · 

He asked me to-day whether ra~ing was still much encour
aged in England. I replied never more so; that when I was 
young, tho' there were numerous race meeti:p.gs, they were at 
intervals and sometimes long intervals-Epsom, Ascot, Don
caster, Goodwood-and Newmarket frequently; but now there 
were races throughout the year-it might be said, every d!!>y 
of the year-and all much attended. 

' The~,' cried the Prince eagerly, ·.' there never will be 
Socialism in England. You are a happy country. You are 
sa.fe, as long as the people are devoted to racing. He:r:_e a 
gentleman cannot ride down the street without twenty persons 
saying to themselves, or· each other, " Why has that fellow a ' 
horse, and I have not one~?" In England the more horses a 
nobleman has, the more popular he is. So long as the English 
are devoted to racing, Socialism has no chance with you.' 
This will give you a slight idea of the style of his conversation. 

I 

1 vne Wednesday night during the Congress Odo Russell sent Beacons
field the following note: 'At the Austrian Embassy this evening I was told 
by the Ministers of Public Instruction, of the Interior. and of the Police, 
that your presence here has produced boundless excitement in the" reading 
world." The circulating libraries, unable to meet the demands of the public, 
have bought up all the Tauchnitz editions of your works, both here and at 
Leipzig, while the booksellers have been obliged to telegraph to England 
for more copies of all your novels. The newspapers who publish feuilletgns 
are all advertising translations for the coming quarter of your earlier books, 
etc., etc., etc.' 
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His view's on all subjects are original; but· there is. no strain,_ 
no effort M paradox. He talks as Montaigne· writes. When 
he heard about Cyprus,l he said: ' You have done a wise thing. 
This is pr0gress. It will be popular; a nation likes progress.' 
His idea of progress was evidentlY seizing something. He 
said he looked upon our relinquishment of the Ionian Isles 
as. the first sign of our decadence, · Cyprus put us all right 
again. · ·-· 

L. The RumanianS have made a very; good bargain for 
themselves, which was at the bottom of all their importunity. 
It is also an arrangement favorable to Turkey--and· Great 
Britain, for it gives them a seacoast 2 which would• have been 
Bulgarian (Russian) but which now belongs to ari Anti-Slav 
race. 

Lord Beaconsfield can say nothing yet positive about 
Batoum, tho' its fate wilL probably bedecided to-morrow. 
He thinks it, however; not impossible, that he shall succeed 
in getting it ·made a free port. ;This would do very well, if 
this be effected to-morrow., No. time will then be lost in 
announcing the treaty .with Turkey, and. the occupation by 
your Majesty's forces of Cyprus. -- . , · - · 

This is going by an unexpected morning messenger, which 
is the reason that these lines .are brief and hurried. He thinks 
there is a chance of his getting back before the 17th. If orily 
a day, he Will ha_sten instantly to Windsor: but he must·: bring 
the treaty, signed and'sealed, with,him; and that may take 
time. · -

It is evident, not only Jroi:ri th,is narrative, but from ~' 
Beaconsfield's whole attitude in the _negotiations both 
before and, during the Congress, -that he concentrated 

. _his personal attention on what he considered ·the two · 
vital issues: first. and foremost, that of ·B.ulgaria, . and; 
secondarily, that of .Batoum and Armenia; and that 
he treated all the other points as of minor· import~hce: 
It is also cleatthat, while l:J.e kept the general directioJ1 in 
~his own hands; he left the spadewbr k of the Congress, even 
.in regard to the major issues;oalmost entirely to Salisbury, 

. whose 'consummate. mastery ; of detail he greatly ad
mired, and whose assistance at Berlin he always treated 
as invaluabie. The Brit1~h -Plenipotentiaries had -no 

1 Beaconsfieid obviously told Bi;m~~c~ co~fidentially about the Cyprus 
Convention a few days iil; a9-vance of i_ts p~blication to the world. . 

2 The Dobrudscha. 
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serious difficulty in carrying through.their arrangement 
with Austria, by which that Power was to occupy an.d 
admimster Bosnia and Herzegovina in the interests of 
the peace of Europe~a change which could not fail to 
improve the condition of their inhabitants. The under
standing of Reichstadt and the Treaty of Vienna made 
l{.ussia's consent to this occupation inevitabl(l, though it 
was obviously reluctant. The only protest came from the 
Ottoman delegates; but it was clear .that, after the range 
of the Balkans had been accepted as the northern limit of 
Turkey in the eastern half of the peninsula, the Sultan 
could not hope, in the remoter western half, to exercise 
any effective· authority north of the Balkan parallel of 
latitude. To persist, as Caratheodory and his colleagues 
did, -in passionate remonstrance, was only, as Beacons
field and Salisbury told them, to call attention to the 
lack of wisdom and of regard for its true interests which 
marked the policy of the Turkish Government._ . , 

The smaller Powers interested in the Balkans were not 
members of the Congress, but representatives of· their 
interests were permitted to. plead their cause. The three 
States which had fought in Russia's interes~Rumania, 
Serbia, ~nd Montenegro-had been scurvily treated in. the 
Treaty of San Stefano; and though their position was im
proved by the Treaty of Berlin, owing largely to the efforts 
of the British Plenipotentiaries, the clauses which affected 
them were such as to inspire a doubt of both the power 
and the fair dealing of their great Slav champion. Russia 
insisted on the retrocession of Bessarabia from Rumania; 
Beaconsfield pleaded eloquently against this unnatural dis
memberment, but he had recognised in· the memorandum 
that England could not insist on the point as vital. 
He was instrumental, however, in securing compens.tttion 
for Rumania, and additional territory for Serbia, at 
the expense of the bloated Bulgaria which Russia had 
endeavoured to create ; and for Montenegro, Antivari. 
Beaconsfield was not altogether sorry that what he had 
always regarded as the ill-advised :warlike_adventures 
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of these States should fail t_o realise th_e hopes m wh~ch .
1 they were ·undertaken: This .appears m a letter whwh 

he wrote to . the Queep.. for 'translllission to the Princess 1 

of Wales; to justify his treatment of t4e one small Balkan l 
State which, on the urgent recommendation of the Powers, l 
had desisted from its threatened invasion of Turkey; t 

·To Queen V~ctorW.. 

OsBORNE, July 20, .1878._:__Lord Beaconsfield is distressed 
to hear ·that Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wa!es should 
be under the impr~ssion , that Her Royal Highness, or her 
brother His Majesty the King of Greece, were injuriously 
misled by your Majesty's Government in the advice, which, 
when solicited, they offered to . Her Royal Highness and her 
brother during the late war between Russia and Turkey. 

That advice was not to interfere in the contest; and for 
·these reasons. · 

The war would terminate either by the partition of the 
Ottoman Empire in E~rope or by_a peace in which the Powers 
would feel it necessary to re-establish the general authority 
of the Sultan. · · · · · 

In the first instance, which Lord Beaconsfield did himself 
not anticipate, the claims· oHireece for a share of the partitioned 
Empire could not be resisted: indeed they would be probably 
anticipated by the arrangements of the Great Powers, as no. 
satisfactory settlement could be made without their recognition 
and concession. No expenditur~ of blood and treasure would 
in all probability have strengthened· the position of Greece 
under these circumstances. 

In the event of the re-establishment of the authority of the 
Sultan, it was Lord Beacons~eld's OI_>ini<;m that the compensa

,tion allotted to the rebelhous tnbutary States for their 
· alliance with Russia would be as meagre as practicable; and the 
subsequent. discontent of Rumania, Servia and Montenegro 
proves this. As•the as;;istance of Greece was not as necessary 
to Russia as that of the tributary States, it is probable that she 
would have shared p fared] even worse, nor is it likely that she 
would h.ave obtained more than what the Congress has recom
mended that the Sultan should grant to her, and which was 
drawn up and ·recommended. to. the Porte. by your Majesty's· 
Government before it was adopted by the Congress.. · 

This was the general view on which· the advice of Lord 
Beaconsfield was founded, ·and the soundness of which he 
has had no subsequent reason to 'doubt; but in the instance 
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of Greece, there were other cogent reasons in favour of a 
policy of reserve . 

. The rebellious tributary States could only be assailed by 
Turkey on land, where they had many advantages; but Greece 
possessed a considerable and wealthy seaboard, and Turkey 
(had] at all times during the war a powerful and irresistible 
maritime force. It is true that it is probable that your 
.Majesty's Government would not have permitted the bombard
ment of Athens, but they could not interfereito prevent the 
belligerent rights of the Porte without stipulating at the same 
time for the retirement of Greece froin a contest which she 
would .in all probability have found equally unequal and 
destructive. · . ............._ 

. The. Greeks, whose cause was championed by Wad
dington, based their pretensions on the theory that 
the business which the Powers had taken in hand at 
Berlin was to partition the Turkish Empire among the 
subject nationalities. Wb.-at was being decided in regard 
to Bulgaria, Bosnia, and Armenia, gave some colour to 
their theory; and, if a general liquidation of a bankrupt 
estate were in progress, their claims were undoubted 
and considerable. But. it is certa-in that no such view of 
the duties of the Congress was entertained by the Pbwers 
as a whole; and Beaconsfield, in particular, regarded its 
especial work to be that of consolidating and restoring 
the authority and stability of Turkey, after such outlying 
portions of her territory had been lopped off as Russia's 
victories made no longer. defensible. While, therefore, 
expressing warmly the traditional friendship between 
Great Britain and Greece, he declined to go farther than --. 
to recommend to the Porte a moderate rectification, 
in favour of Greece, of the Turco-Greek frontier inThessaly 
and Epirus. He urged upon Turks and Greeks the 
advisability of a good understanding between them, in 
view of Pan-Slavonic ambitions. . 

These questions of the smaller Balkan States dlspos~d, 
of, the Congress came, in its later sittings, to the critical 
questions of Batoum and the Russo-Turkish frontier 
in Asia. Beaconsfield had been anxious throughout 
to reduce. as far .as possible, Russian control over the 
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·Black Seai and he was no doubtinflil~nced, to so~eextent, 
,by the ·outcry of his~ friends in England at j;he failure of 
the· Government to secure,:Batoum and Kars for Turkey 
under ·the Anglo-Russia!). ·Memorandum.· The terms of~ 
~hat' document with refereiic'e to· Asiatic Turkey were"1

<1< 

that the Tsar ' consen~ed to"' restore ' to Turkey the 
. valley of Alashkerd and the town of Bayazid, ' that 
valley beihg the great transit route -to Persia'; while 

. the British Government consented' ,:·nut- to contest the· 
desi:r;e of the Emperor' of Russii .to:occupy.'the port of 
Batoum and ~o guard.his conquests in At~enii' .rNot:-
• only .were "these terms of an elastic nature a8' to the -actual 
lines of demarcation to be drawn between Russia and 
Turkey; but the ' occ~pation ' of ~atoum was obvio~siy 
·a ·vague expression;"b.cy~o means necessarily implying 
complete incorporatio~;)n the Rus_sian dominions ·or 
complete subordip.ation ~o Russian sovereignty. Beacons-

,. field ther~fore set himself to win 'Russia's consent to a 
considerable limitation of ·t4e- occupation of the port; 
and,.,further, to such a frontier line as should give Asiatic 
Turkey a teasonl:!-ble ch~nce. of defencE~· against future 
attack. 'In both his. aims he had_a:h apprec1able success, 
in spite of the fact that, during his final negotiations 
with Gortchakoff, his health broke down, and Kidd had 
to be hurriedlY' sumJ;lloned to :his· patient ff~m London. 
In consequence .Beacon~field's diatyfor the Queen was 
. wound up in a few sentences: '0n S~tutday [july 6],' 
·he. told her Majesty, 'I gave my dinner to the British 
·Embassy, ordinary and extraordinary. I gave the hotel
keeper ca'rie blanch_e, and he deserved it .. ··.It ;~as ·well 
done, btit I fe'it very ill, .and the effo_rt to. welcome my 
gu~sts brought affairs ·rather to; a crisis. I called on 

. P. Gortchakoff nex:t morning ·on the Batoum affair, which 
- .i ·.was fi!.st bringing to a satisfactory settlement, and 

when I returned home I _had a shivering fit.'·. He was 
asked to Potsdam again on this_Sunday, and again had 
to. decline. the Crown Princess's invitation and to keep 
bls room. But his indomitable resolution rose· superior 
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to illness. He called once more on Gortchakoff on the 
Monday, a~d attended Congress both that day and on 
Tuesday, when the questions of Batoum and of the 
Asiatic frontier of Turkey were finally settled. Only 
when he had obtained the Tsar's promise that Batoum 
should be a free and merely commercial port, and when 
he had secured an unexpectedly favourable boundary 
line-for Turkey, did he succumb and retire to hed. 

A temporary misunderstanding in the n~gotiations 
between Beaconsfield and Gortchakoff about the boundary 
line w~s responsible for something of a scene at one of the 
last sittings of Congress. Schouvaloff was fond. of telling 
the story, and it is quoted by M. Hanotaux in his articles. 
The President, threatening to leave for Kissingen if the 
whole business was not wound,;U;p?ih twenty-four hours, 
placed the .two old statesmen si9,e by side to explain 
the agreement at which tht>y had arrived. Each solemnly 
produced a map with a line traced upon· it, which he ~. · 
alleged to be the line to which the other had agreed; · 
But the ·lines were different ! Whereupon Gortchakoff, 
Schouvaloff said, turned to him in agitation and cried, 
'Il y a eu trahison; ils ont eu la carte de notre etat-major' 
-a secret map on which was drawn the line that marked 
the extreme limit of· Russian concession. Schouvaloff 
used to intimate that what had really·happened was that ~ 
Gortchakoff, through age and incompetence, had ma_de 
a muddle, and had himself handed to Beaconsfield during 
their conversations the confidential map. Corry, on the 
other, hand, was in the habit of declaring that the tricky 
Russian Chancellor endeavoured to get the better of the 
British Jlrime Minister by sending him, after the boundary 
had been fixed between them, a second map with a less 
favourable line.·. As -both· statesmen were old, and both · 
ill, ~t the time of the interviews, it is perhaps most 
charitable to ~ssume a bona · fide misunderstanding. 
According to Schouvaloff, the discussion in Congress 
became so warm between Beaconsfield and Gortchakoff 
that Bismarck suggested the matter should be left for. 
~ . ' . n 
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final settlement to Salisbury and Schouvalo:ff, assisted 
by Hohelll~he. Th~re · seems. to be no dolibt. that, if 

"Beaconsfield did not get all he hoped for; he got deci~edly . 
more than Schouvalo:ff was orig~nally disposed to concede. 

. ·.. . . . , .· . I 
. ~ ......... "" 

r.I;o Queen "Victoria. · · I 
· (Telegram)~BERLIN, July 6, 6.35:-Russia, at the personal 
.·instance of the.Eniperor, to show his anxfetyto meet the \Vis lies 
of England, .offers to make Batoum ·~ free port. . Englantl:has 
reserved its opinion, otherwise the Congress might ihave 
virtually closed to~day. · · . · . ··~ ; -,. 
· (Telegram) J·uly 9, 1.30 p.11i.-The affair of Batoum is just 
arrangeq. between myself and Prince Gortchakoff, whic\h':he 
particularly desired me to .tell to your Majesty. Russia 
restores to Turkey the districts in question, which .contain 
one hundred and :fifj;y thousand Mussulman popullition. 
Russia retains the port, whi9h· is to be free and exclusively 
COriJ.inerciaJ."', . - . . . .•I 

....,....... • ··,\ 'If, 

~. r:.. M ontagu Corry to Queen V iCloria. · · •· • 

r""" BEI;L;~, July 9,' '78.__,._1\'fr. Montagu Cor~y'with his huluble 
~duty to your Majesty. Lord Beaconsfield has" since1 the 

change, last week, 'to almost wintry weather; been complaiping 
of a return ofthe throat affection, which has so ofteri trou'bled 
him, and of feelingunwell generally. Onno occasion;how~ver,. 
has he h!1d to remain a:wayfrom Congress, or to avoid a .si,ngle :t 
necessary act of business. But yesterday at the· close of the .., 
longest sitting of Congress which has yet tak{)n place-lasting 
four ·liours.t.:..Mr. Corry found Lord Beaconsfield to b~ so 

t."' suffering and 'prostrate that he despatched a telegram to 
Dr; Kidd, askinghim to come to Berlin at once.·· 
'-·Mr. Corry has to-day received a message that'Dr. Kidd is 

on his way and will reach Berlin" to-morrow. To-day ~ord 
Beaconsfield is undoubtedly better, in every respect, andjhas 
closed his. day's work, which has included a sitting of_ the 
Congress, witho1,1t_a return of the severe difficulty of breathing 
\Vhich overpo:weredhim yesterday .. Your Majesty shall]iave · 
hv telegram, after_Dr. Kidd's arrival, a report of Lord Beacons-
fi~ld's condition. . . . . . ' · I 

·. July. ll (Thursday).--:- . .. Mr.~·corry is happy to say that 
Dr."K!dd finds no evil existing which may not be removed 
entirely before the journey home. He will remain and accbm, 
parry. Lord Beacpnsfield. . . . . ; · . . . . .. [ . 
· .. Fnday, July 12.-.... Th1s mormng the gout 1s more 
developed, and Dr. Kidd wishes Lord Beaconsfield to remain, 
for the day, in a/recumbent position, and to be as quie~ as 

' . . . '' . ' ' '!• 
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possible, so that Lord Beaconsfield once again pas to forgo · 
the honour• of writing to your Majesty with his own hand. 
At the same time Dr. Kidd finds very consider:able improve
ment -in <1,ll the symptoms, especially in the chest affection, 
and entertains no doubt whatever that Lord Beaconsfield 
will be well able to leave on Sunday morning and confidently 
hopes that, he will reach London-on Tuesday-in better 
condition than for some months past. .· _ · 

Lo_rd Beaconsfield. uesires Mr. Corry to let' your Majesty 
k.now that Prince Bismarck called upon him at'about 10 o'clock 
last• evening and remained with him an hour talking over 
Hanoverian affairs. Lord Beaconsfield believes that the 
Prince is personally anxious for a settlement-but he detailed 
reasons which showed that, in His_ Highness's opinion, a 
mezzo termine was impossible. Prince Bisl)iarck said Lord 
Beaconsfield might maintain a confidential correspondence 
with him on the subject whenever he liked. -

Beaconsfield's efforts to secure more favourable terms 
for the Hanoverian Royal Family, in whom Que~p_ Victoria; 
as their near relative, was much interested, were con-

- stantly .met by Bismarck with the rej:>ly that restitution·e 
depended on absolute abdication-a condition with which 
-the new King would not comply. Two letters tha(pass~d ' 
between ·the Chancellor and· the Prime Minister in the 

'following year, in pursuanc~ of the arrangement· for 
confidential correspondence, may be given here. · 

' ~' . ~ , 
From Prince Bismarck. 

'BERLIN, Aprill6, 1879.-

MY DEAR LoRD,~l received your letter of the 6th inst., and. 
feel very grateful to you for having diverted the subject to 
which it refers from the intended channel to that of a con
fidential correspondence between us. 

Considering the painful position of Her Majesty Queen Mary 
and her daughters I think it proper that an adequate provision· 
should be found for them, though I have distinctly to deny 
any kind of obligation on the part of the Prussian Government. 
The will of His late Majesty King George, of which you have 
been kind enough to send me an extract, rests on an erroneous 
supposition; from the memoir ! beg to enclose you will see that 
there is under our administration no fund to pay the legacies. · 
Nor is the settlement made in November, 1842, in favour of 
Queen Mary and her future progeny binding [on] the Prussian 
Government. 
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But, as. the private property of the late King, e:x:isting in 
England and· elsewhere, has gone to His Royal Highness the 
Duke of Cumberland exclusively, I am prepared to propose 

. to the Prussian Ministers, and, after having obtained their 
consent, to His Majesty, that sums amounting approximately 
to those of the above-mentioned settlement should be paid 
to Queen Mary and her . daughters. during their respective 
lifetime. If ·in consequence of . the atti~ude assumed ~y His 
Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland in issuing his mani
festo of June•last the sequestrated property should return to 
the Prussian exchequer, I am, further, disposed, in a sense·of 
equity, to e:x:ert myself for the purpose of securing the con
tinuance ofthe said ann11ities and.not allowing the three Royal 
ladies to become victims of an a.ct they were unable to prevent. 

While you kindly remember my house, I think with sym".! 
pathy of the policy you are pursuing towards those unruly 
wasps that annoy the British lion in some of his dominions. 
My wife and- my daughter, thanking you for your kind words, 
telrme to say that they will, like myself, be very happy to 
meet your lordship once inore round a n:iahogany of modm'ate 
size. Believe me, my dear Lord, in true attachment; your 
faithful servant, v. BisMARCK. • -'~ •. . ... ' 

To Prince Bism(;rck. 
10, DowNING STREET, Jttly 13, 1879. 

MY DEAR PRINCE,-I should ha:vethanked you for your letter 
of true friendship long before this, but I postponed doing so 
while the affairs of the unhappy fall1ilY seemed unsettled, · 
as the members of it in this country were a little more restless 

r. than those on the Continent. I assume now, however, that 
everything is. concluded: at . any rate, my 'interference is 

· formally terminated. · 
I will, therefore, only thank you for the cordiality with 

which you responded to my appeal; and I was gratified to fe~l; 
that I had not counted on your friendship in vain. 

You seem to have got over your principal difficulties with 
your accustomed energy and resource; I have, also, little 
to complain: of ... ·The Afghan campaign realised all that I had 
contemplated, and I expect good andcconclusive news from 
Africa, very shortly. ·. · · 

Your honor, and mine own, wei·e concerned in carrying 
out the Treaty of Berlin, for it is not for a man like you to 
preside over a Congress, and ~ee its provisions evaded. lwish 
we were smoking a pipe together, and could talk over the 
Greek affairs. The Janina question is not one of Turkish 
amour propre, at which we should all laugh. It involves 
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an Albanian war, which would probably be long and devasta
ting, and precipitate results which it is the interest of Germany 
and England to postpone. 

The conduct of the Greek Govt., assuming certain conclu
sions in the Treaty of Berlin, which can't be found there, and, 
simultaneously, declaring that they will not negotiate except 
upon this imaginary basis, really arrests diplomacy. 

A larger share of Thessaly to Greece would be a prudent and 
satisfactory settlement. Thin.k of this, my dear Prince ! 
. I can't make out about our good friend Schouvaloff, who 
is most popular with all of us. Will he return here ? I hope 
so, for the sake of ]:lis society, tho'' for public reasons, many 
would be glad to see him in the first place. , 

Remember me, I pray, to the dear kind Princess, and to 
your charming daughter, who, I hope and feel sure, is as happy 
as she deserves. 

I hope also that you yourself are well. The successful 
should really enjoy good health, for chagrin is the origin of 
most disorders. Though I fear there is little chance of our 
meeting again, we must cherish good relations. That is not 
difficult for me, since I remember our intimacy always with 
pleasure, and entertain for you a sincere affection.-BEACoNs
FIELD. . . ' · 

Beaconsfield's diary and letters have shown how marked · 
was the attention Bismarck paid him; how he constant.ly 
treated him as the pivot on whom the Congress turned. 
There can be no doubt of the strong impression that the 
Prime Minister made on the Chancellor.· Besides the 
well-known sentence about the 'old Jew,' there is a con
versation reported by Poschinger in which Bismarck 
described Beaconsfield as ' a capable statesman, far 
above Gortchakoff and many others.' He recognised 
in him not merely a finesse which he could well appreciate, . 
but also a directness, when business was in question, 
which matched his owri. ' It was easy to transact business 
with him; in a quarter of an hour you knew exactly how 
you stood with him; the limits to which _he was prepared 
to go were clearly defined, and a rapid summary soon 
,precised matters.: 1 To the Crown Princess Bismarck 
said that Beaconsfield fulfilled all his ideas of a great 

1 Poschinger' s Conversation& with Prince Billfliarck. 
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' 
statesnian,.besides being personally agreeable and charm-
ing. Those who penetrated to Bismarck's private cabfnet 
in Berlin, in the times immediately following the Congress, 
found that Beaconsfield's was one. of three portraits 
there displayed;' mySovereign, WY wife,'and my friend,' 
the Chancellor explained. 'How I should have liked to 
have seen you and him [Bismarck] t~gether !' ~ote the 
Prince of Wales to Beaconsfield. 

Beaconsfield, for his part, found. that his experience 
in the Congress and his frequent talks .with its President 
confirmed him' in the view which the course of events, 
in spite of his original reluctance,.had forced upon'him~ 
that a good understanding with Bismarck and Germany 
wM for the time the· best foundation of British foreign 
policy; But he. was well aware of the dangers of 'Bis
marck's statecraft, which carried out in action the old 
maxim, ' Divide et impera.' He knew that throughout 
the European negotiations of· the last two years, the 
German Chancellor had played off England against Russia, 
and Russia ~gainst England, though he finally came out 
on England's side.- Accordingly ·Beaconsfield declined · 
entirely to entertain the insidious suggestion that England. 
should take Egypt-a suggestion made with the view of 
permanently dividing England and France. H~ had· 
been compelled to abando:q. for the present the idea of an 
Anglo-French alliance; but he was determined· not to 
:wound French feelings . by aggressive action in regions 
where French interest was strong. On. the suggestion 
tp.at France·shouid have free scope in Tunis he seell!s to 
have hesitated: He was shrewd enough to realise that 
the main object.was to alienate Italy from France.. But 
he was ready to gratify the French desire for expansion, 
and he agreed with .Bismarck that it would b'e well if 
it should be gratified · outside Europe: Accord!ngly 
Salisbury intimated to Waddington that no obje_c~i~h to 
a forward policy in T1,1nis .would come' froni Engll:~nd') 

Beaconsfield concentrated the attention ,of th~ Pleni:. 
poteritiaries on himself at th_e close; as he had at the begin-
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ning, of the Congress .. As soon as the question of Batou~ 
was settled the Cyprus Convention was given to the world; 
and was recognised everywhere as a daring stroke with 
the obvious mar-k of Disraelian inspiration. Though 
there was som~ grumbling in ~ranee and a little in Italy, 
the general feeling in Europe was one of admiration 
of an instrument so well calculated to restore British ~ 
prestige in the East. ' The traditions of EnglaJ;J.d are 
not quite lost,'· wrote the Journal des Debats ; 'they 
still · survive in the hearts of a woman and of an aged. 
statesman.' Now here was there more applause and 
appreciation than among the diplomatists assembled 
at Berlin. If there was any annoyance felt in Russia, 

. there was no susp~nsion or even weakening of the good 
relations in Congress between Beaconsfield and Gor
tchako:ff, Salisbury and Schouvalo:ff. At home the terms 
of the Convention reassured those of Beaconsfield's friends 
who had been dismayed at the concessions made to Russia 
in the memorandum; and; though many Liberals pro
tested against the acquisition of fresh, territory and fresh 
responsibilities, . they recognised that public opinion 
was here decidedly against them. Barrington wrote on 
July 11, 'Charles Villiers tells me his friends have been 
raving a good deal to him about the awful crime you 
have committed, that it is unconstitutional, etc., etc.; 
but that his reply was that, .although it might all be true, 
he thought his friends had better not drive the Govern
ment to a dissolution, as the Liberals would fare but 
badly in the country!' 

With the blushing honours of the Cyprus Convention 
thick upon him, Beaconsfield rose from-his sick~bed to sign 
the treaty which he had taken so considerable -a ·part in 
· an·allging, 11nd was even able to write to his Sovereign 
with,his own hand an account of the historic day . 

. ·-... , 
~ " To Queen Victoria; 

BEl"l.Lic~, J;;ly 13, '78.-Lord Beaconsfield with his humble 
duty to your Majesty. Treaty signed to~day at four o'clock, 
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at the Radzivill Pala~e.. It was a full-d:ess meeting. Lor~ I 
Beaconsfield was present, his first appearance for some days. 
All the Secretaries of Legation w~re permitted to witness the act. l 

He leaves B_erlin to.-morro. wmorning at 9o'cl.oc. k, and intends 

1

, 
to sleep at Cologne, and at Calais next night, and hopes 
to reach London on Tuesday. Wednesday will be a day of 1 

rest, and it is his present purpm:e to address the House of \ 
Lords on Thursday. Papers will be presented, and the 

- Opposition will of course ask for some time--ten days or so ' 
-to digest them. During· this interval Lord Beaconsfield \ 

. will ask permission to wait upon your Majesty at Osborne. · l' 
After the treaty was signed, Lord Beaconsfield had an t 

augienceoftheEmpress,an interesting one-not a mere formal ' 
one-and after that he paid a farewell visit to· the Crown I 
Princess, whose kindness .to him while at Berlin has been 
extreme. All this hl).s. exhausted the little strength ho' has, 
and therefore he has asked permission not to attend the great I 
banquet to-night in the White Hall. He regrets it, as it will ' 
be an historic occasion: but he consoles himself by the recol- . ·\ 
lection, that he has assisted in bringing about a settlement 
which will probably secure the peace of Europe for a long time, 1'. 

and. will certainly not disgraceyour Majesty's throne. 
How shall he thank sufficiently· your ;Majesty for· your 

Majesty's gracious letter of this morning and its enclosures, 
and many other passages of condescending sympathy and 
kindness! He cannot very well guide his pen, but yet will 
try to say how deeply and finely he feels the privilege of being 
the trusted servant of a Sovereign whom he adores ! 

· King Leopold to Q~een Victoria. 
(Translation) July 14, '78.-... Allow .me to offer you my 

most sincere and my warmest congratulations on the occasion 
of the great triumph of English policy. .·. 

The line of the Balkans assured to Turkey, the treaty 
guaranteeing her Asiatic possessions, and the occupation of 
the Island of Cyprus, are great events; which have made a 
great impression on the world and greatly rejoiced the friends 
of England. Bright pages have been added to the history of 
a splendid reign. Honour to Lord ·Beaconsfield, honour to 
you, dear Cousin,. who have sustained .and encoura_ge,d; him 
and _have given him t~o necessary support to render 1m::neHs~ 

serviCes to your. Emp1re. . . . . . :: · ... ·,_Y.,._.J_·. ,~_-·?_<~ 
• . . . '. ~· :.< ''L1i" 

The Crown Princess to Queen Victoria.'~:_;,. ~\" 
' -~~<.,;, '"·:"'-~·-. ">:.. ·;.:..~~'- ~ 

· N:EuEs PALAIS; PoTSDAM, J·uly 16; '78.-lai;tl· all impatience . 
to hear from· you after the event of the TU:r~?cEnglish Con-
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vention and the occupation of Cyprus. I think it such a great 
event, and, as I already wrote, one which must give such 
pleasure to all friends of England ! Lord Beaconsfield. has 
indeed won laurels, made himself a name, and before all 
restored to his country the prestige of honour and dignity 
it had lost on the Continent, thanks to Lord Derby and 
Mr. Gladstone; and you must feel intense gratification after 
all the anxiety and worry you wont through ! . 

I was very sorry to take lcn,ve of Lord Beaconsfield, who 
certainly has a great charm when one sees more of him, and 
of Lord Salisbury, who is such a truly amiable man ! The 
others, alas, I saw little or nothing of ! 

Schouvaloff is much pleased at the result of the Congress: 
Prince Gortchakoff went away deeply disappointed and 
dejected. . . . ' . _ 

King Leopold wished to· do Beaconsfield honour on his 
return to England, as ·on his outward jourriey; but the 
gout-ridden statesman had /to husband his resources to 
meet the calls that must be made upon them at home. 
He had ~ot strength even to pay his devoirs to his owh. 
Sovereign before making his public explanation in the 
House of Lords. H_e arrived in England with the treaty 
on Tuesday, July 16, and was welcomed with enthusiasm 
both in Dover and in London. The reception was 
popular rather than official.1 Though the Lord Mayor 
and Shei-i:ffs were present at Charing Cross, together. 
with such few of Beaconsfield's colleagues as could be 
spared from their Parliamentary duties, the niost notable 
persons to meet him were two eminent philanthropists, 
Lady Burdett-Coutts, an old. friend, and Sir Moses 
Montefiore, the most respected member in England of 
that great race from which Beaconsfield sprang. When 
he reached his official residence he reported to the Queen 
that there had been a marvellous exhibition of public 
feeling from Charing Cross to Downing Street, and that 
the street was filled with ..-a dense crowd, singing loyal 
songs. There was one marked feature in his home
coming. Whereas he had travelled out by himself, he 

1 So far as there was any organisation Lord Henry Lennox was responsible 
for it. He thus resumed his attitude of devotion to his old chief. See 
pp. o3 t and 823. 
~ m 
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returned with S~lisbury by his side, and they drove 
together· amid the cheering throng from the station; 
Beaconsfield jnsisti'llg that his co_lleague-to whom, he 
said in one of his spe~ches, · 'fell the labouring oar '"'--' 
shoUld be associated With himself in all public tributes 
of regard, and earnestly requesting the Queen to bestow 
like honours on them -both .. Both statesmen appeared at 
windows in DowDing Street, when Beaconsfield proudly 
claimed that they had brought back f:rom Berlin 'Peace 
with Honour.' 

The Queen's welcome to her favourite Minister on his 
triumphant return was aJmost of a rapturous chari:icter . 

. She gave him-and Salisbury on his recommendatio~
the Garter. which he had refused in January; and would 
gladly have raised him to a. marquisate or dukedom, 
and settled a peerage on his brother or nephew; could 
she have preyailed on . him to consent. Beaconsfield 
did not forget his other colleague at Berlin, but recom
mended Odo Russell for a peerage; which he at first 
·accepted, with his.hrother th~·Duke o£ Bedford's conse~t; 
but afterwards refused; b~ause the Duke, on reconsidera
tion, doubted the propriety of a Whig Ambassador, and a 
Russell, accepting hono~s from a Tory Prime Minister. 

Frf?m Queen Victoria. 
WINDSOR, July 16, '78._:_The Queen thanks Lord Beacons

field very much for his very kind letter of the 13th, and sends 
these lines with some Windsor flowers to welcome him back · 
in triumph ! .· ffe has gained a wreath i:>f laurels. which she 
would willingly herself offer him,. but hopes that the Blue 
Ribbon she may greet him with [sic] at Osborne. _He .must 
take 2 days there and of course bringivfr. Corry. The Queen 
is so grieved at his provoking indisposition. . . . 

She will_write again to-night. , 
What distinction should be given Lord Salisbury ? ~
(Laier). The Queen is much gr-ieved to hear fromtlLord 

Beaconsfield that he has been so suffering from his old ~nemy, 
but she t:usts that bythis time he is already ~~_§friMtter. 
Tlie exertwns he has made have been so great that,thecQueen 
has always been living in Jear of some such attack:~<:But he 
has acqieved so ~~ch that that will help to make him well. 
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He must now accept the Garter. She must insist on it. 
It will be a disappointment not to see Lord Beaconsfield 

so soon, but he must be very careful and husband his strength 
for Parliament. The Convention and possession of Cyprus 
has given immense satisfaction to the country. High and 
low are delighted, excepting Mr. Gladstone; who is frantic. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DowNING STRE;ET., July 16, '78. 

MADAM, AND MOST BELOVED SOVEREIGN,-! am scarcely 
capable of addressing your Majesty, and could indeed address 
no one else, but I could not let so gracious a letter remain for 
an hour unnoticed. 

I envy Lord Salisbury seeing your Majesty first, yet, in spite. 
of that, I will even on my knees entreat your Majesty to deign 
to bestow on him, also, the great distinction which your 
Majesty has proposed to confer on me. He has been a faithful · 
and a most able colleague, and his great talents, his historic 
name, and this signal public service indicate a worthy recipient 
of your Majesty's favor. · 

I hope to speak in the House of Lords on Thursday, and in 
that case, I should propose on Saturday, if this be not too early, 
which perhaps it may be, to wait on your Ma,jesty, to tell your 
Majesty many things, but certainly to assure "your Majesty, 
that of all your Majesty's faithful subjects, there is none that 
can exceed in duty and affection, Your devoted BEACONSFIELD. 

From Queen V i.ctoria. 
FROGMORE, July 17, '78.-The Queen was much touched by 

Lord Beaconsfield's very kind letter. Would he not accept 
a Marquisate or Dukedom in addition to the Blue Ribbon.? 
And will he not allow the Queen to settle a Barony or Vis
county on his Brother and Nephew ? Such a name should be 
perpetuated ! . 

The Queen would be delighted to see Lord Beaconsfield on 
Saturday but really thinks he ought to delay it until Tuesday 
or Wednesday next week, and she hopes to see him again 
before leaving for Scotland, which she does not think of doing 
before the 23rd of August. . . . 

The Queen will have much pleasure in giving the Blue 
Ribbon to Lord Salisbury. 

~· To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., July 18,. '78.-Lord Beaconsfield with his · 

humble duty to your Majesty. He was too unwell to be able 
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to/acknowledge your Majesty's most gracious letter yesterday, 
hyt he is glad to say he is quite himself ag?.ih, and shall be· 
a ale to make his statement in the House of Lords this afternoon 
at five o'clock. . He could not endilre postponing his visit to 
ybur Majestyany later than Saturday.· It is so very long since 
~e has had the. happi~ess of seeing your Majesty, and so much 
lias happened m the mterval. 

· / He will not trust himse.lf now i?- endeavoring ~6 expre~s 
what .he feels to your MaJesty's kindness. He thinks he IS 

~nnoqled thro' your Majesty's-goodness quite enough, tho' 
iwith infinite deference to your l\bjesty's gracious pleasure, 

l
he would presume to receive the Garter; but, as he always. 
feels, your Majesty's kind thoughts are dearer to him than 
any personal distinction, however rich and rare. The belief 

1

' that your ·Majesty trusts; arid approves of, him is 'more 
precious than rubies.' _ _ . . -. 
. - - . ' 

I . ; 

I From Queen Victoria. 
I 
I 
I 

WINDSOR, July 18, '78.-'-The Que~n thanks Lord Beacons~ 
field for his most kind-letter.· -She asks and counts on his 
making.no exertion whE:m at Osborne, and doing what is good 
for him and what he likes.-

She· hopes lle will certainly stay 2 and she hopes 3 days 
at Osborne.l This heat tries the QT.H~en .... 
c_The Queen and .. Beatrice. wish we could hear you speak 

to-night-. · 

There was joy and relief in the country th~t European 
pt':)ace had been secured, to all appearance, for many years; 
and there was general satisfaction bot~ with the. terms 
of the Treaty and with the distinguished part that British 
representatives had played in ·Berlin. But two eitreme 
parties, at opposite· poles; were critica~. The special 
friends of Turkey, who were, in the main, high Tories, 
complained. thB.t, instead of- preflerving Turkey's inde-

. pendence. and integrity, Beaconsfield and Salisbury had 
ruthlessly partitioned her territory amongst her foes 
and her false friends. A Macaronic poem of the . day 
Sf!.dly asked: 

;t:} 
i Beaconsfield wrote to Lady Bradford from Osbo·rne o~-Mm:{day, July 

·22: 'At three o'clock I am to be inve·ted with the Garter: a sort of cere, 
mony I fear.' . . . 
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Ubi sunt provincia~ 
Qua.s est Ia1.1-s pacasse ? 

Totre, to too, sunt partitre; 
. Has tulerunt Muscovitre, 

~lias Count 'Andrassy. 
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On the other hand, the friends of Russia and advocates 
of the claims of oppressed nationalities, who were mostly 
Radicals or high Anglicans, complained that the partition 
of Turkey had not been more thorough; and were indig
nant at the comparatively moderate satisfaction which 
Bulgaria, Rumania, Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro, and, 
above all, Greece . received under the provisions of the 
Treaty. Headed by Gladstone, they deplored that 
British Plenipotentiaries should have spoken and acted 
at Berlin rather like Metternich than like Canning
both of them, by the way, statesmen whom Beaconsfield's 
catholic taste enabled him to admire. 

Both sets of critics were met and dealt with by Beacons" 
field in his speech in the House of Lords on laying the 
protocols of the Treaty on the table. His main conten
tion was, he said, that by the Congre-ss of Berlin and the 
Cyprus Convention the menace to European independence 
contained in the Treaty of San Stefano had been removed, 
and the threatened injury to the British Empire averted. 
That preliminary Treaty had reduced the Sultan to a 
state of subjection to Russia. Now the Congress had 
restored to him two~thirds of the territory that .was to 
have formed the great Bulgarian State, and had given him 
in the Balkans a defensible frontier, which he had power 
to guard with all his available force. Beaconsfield 
explained that he had effected a change in the name of the 
new province south of the Balkans, from South Bulg~ria 
to Eastern Rumelia, so as to prevent constant intriguing 
to bring about a union of the two provinces; and he went 
_into some detail in regard to the improvements proposed 
in TU!'Jrish administration there. 

He justified the policy of entrusting Austria with the 
administration of Bosnia by pointing out that this distant 
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province was in a state of chronic anarchy; that Turkey 
could only restore order by an ar_my of 50,000 men; that 
it was probable that such ~n effort would absolutely 
ruin the ·Porte, at a time when the statesmen of Europe 
were attempting to concentrate and· con~ense Turkish 
resources with a view to strengthening them. . Austria 
was the neighbotir clearly :fitted by position to undertake 
the duty of restoring order and t:ranquillity; Thereupon · 
the cry of ' partition o£ Turkey ' had been raised. On 
the contrary the object of the Government was restoration, 
not partition. There was a school o£ statesmen'who 
advooated · partition, but the Government had resisted 
them because, ' exclusiye of high moral considerations, · 

I
.. they believed an attempt, 6n a great scale, to accomplish 

the partition of Turkey would inE:Jvitably lead to a long, 
sanguinary, and often-rec-urring struggle, and that Europe 
and Asia would both b~ in"'olved in a series of troubles 
and sources of disaster il.nd danger of which no adequate 
idea could be foriiled..' It was reinarkabie that the whole 
Powers of Europe, indudirig Russia, had ooml:l tb the 
unanimous conclusio·n that _the best chance for the tran
quillity and order o£ the wotld. was ' to retain the .Sultan 
as part of the acknowledged political system of Europe.~ 
Once mote Beaconsfield · explained in detail how the 
mere loss of provinces did not imply partition. 

After a great war like this, it is utterly i~possible ~h_at you 
can have a settlement of any permariE'mt character without a. 
redistribution of territory and considerable ohanges. Bu'ti that 
is not partition. My lords, a,country may have lost provinces, 
but that is not partition. We know that not very long ago a 
great country-one of the foremost countries in the world
lost provin,oes; yet is riot France one of the great Powers of th~ 
world, and with a futur~a commanding future ? Austria 
hetsel£ has iost ptovinces~more pt6vinces even ·than Turkey, 
perhaps; even England has lost·provinces~the most-<P.recious 
possessions=the loss of which every Englishman must'i'&eplore _ 
to this moment.t We lost them from bad. government. 
Had the principles whic~, now obtain between the metropolis 

1 Quoting this passage, M. Hanotaux interposes a. query;' s: agit,il 'de 
Calais ?' . :But of.course Beaconsfield .was referring to the American Colonies. 
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and her dependencies prev\tiledthen, we should not perhaps 
have lost those provinces, and the· power of this Emp:\re 
would have been · proportionaJly increased. It is perfectly 
true that theSultan of Turkey has lost provinces; it is true that 
his armies have been defeated; it is true that his enemy is 
even now at his gates; but all that has happemid to other 
Powers. But· a Sovereign who has not yet focteited Ms 
capital, whose capital has not yet been occupied by his enemy 
and that capital one of the strongest in the ·world-who . 
has armies and fleets at his disposal, and who still rules over 
20,000,000 of inhabitants, cannot be described as a Power 
whose dominions have been partitioned. · 

Connected with this question of partition. was that of th!;l 
claims of Greece. It was on the desire d'f the British ~· 
Government that Greek representatives were heard at 
the Congress; but their demands were e:x:travagant, not 
stopping short. of Constantinople, though; indeed, 'they 
were willing· to accept as an instalment the two large . 
provinces of Epirus and Thessaly, and the island of Crete. 
It was quite -evident at the Congress that the representa~ 
tives of Greece entirely misunderstood the objects of our 
labours; that we were' not there to partition Turkey and 
give-them their share of Turkey, but for a very contr:;try 
purpose; as far as we could, to re~establish the dominio,n 
of the Sultan on a.rational basis, to condense and con
centrate his authority, and to take' the opportunity-of 
which we have largely availed ourselves-of improving~ 
the condition o£ his s~bjects.' In spite of this misunder
standing the Government had-done- what they could for 
Greece. They had urged_ Turkey and Greece to come 
together to defend their common interests against ·.the 
overpowering Slav current in the Bal~ans; al,ld they had 

"tecommended Turkey to grant a rectification_of frontier, 
which would add· considerably to Greek stre1,1gth and 
resources.· 'Greece is a country so interesting,' added 
Beacof66fi.~d, 'that it enlists the sympathies of all 
educated men; Greece has a future; a:pd I would. say, 
if I might be permitted, to Greece, what I would say to an 
individual who has a future, "Learn to be patient.'' ' 
It was good, but unpalatable, advice. 
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. Summing up the first portion of his speech, Beaconsfield 
pointed with some pride to the fact that-omitting, of 
course, Serbia and Rumania, now independent; omitting 
Bulgaria, still a tributary principality; and Bosnia, 1ri 
Austrian occupation-European Turkey still retained 
a dominion of 60,000 square miles, with a population of 
6,000,000, 'and th11t population in a very great degree 
concentrated and ~ondensed in the provirioes contiguous 
to the capital.' Moreover, Great Britain had secured 
this satisfactory result \vithout war, and without more 
than comparl!;~ively trifling expenditure. 

You cannot look at the map of [European) Turkey as it had 
-been left by the Treaty of San Stefano, and as it- has been 
rearranged by the Treaty of Berlin, without se~ing that great 
results have accrued. If these results had been the conse- . 
qliences of a long war, if they had been the.resiilts of a struggle · 
like that we underwent in the Crimea, I do not think they 
would have been even then unsubstantial or unsatisfactory. 
My lords, I hope that you and.the country will not forget that 
these results have been obtained without shedding the blood of 
a single Englishman; and if there has been some expenditure, 
it has been .. an expenditure which, at least, has shown the 
resources and determination of this country. ·Had you entered 
i:r).to that war, for which you wereprepared, and well prepared, 
probably in a month you would have exceeded the whole 
expenditure you have·now in~mrred. 

Turning to Asia, Beaconsfield recognised that one of his 
most difficult tasks would be to justify the assignment to 
Russia of Kars and. Batoum. His defence was, if n:ot 

-<1bsolutely convincing, at. least difficult to answer .. Russia 
had fairly won this territory,in 'war, by no means for the 
first time, and the Turks had accepted cher title in tetJ 
Treaty of San Stefano. Kars had been. conquered .. ~y~;. · 
Russia three times, and three times she.had.been foreed. 
to relinquish it, mainlyowing to English e~o~ps':<Wer~"' 
we to make it a casus belli ? And Batoum ~b-'1 ~s ·it a 
Port~ mouth, orwas it not rather a Cowes 1 {Tliis sugges
tion~ considering the importance which Beaconsfield had 
always attached to Batouin, did not lack boldness.) 
jt could only be made a: first-class port 'by great and 

/ 
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expensive engineering works. Should we be justified in 
going to war with Russia for Batoum ? Especially as we 
had secured for Turkey the caravan route to Persia 
through Bayazid and the Alashkerd Valley, and so, 
though Beaconsfield tactfully omitted to say this, cut off 
Russia from pushing her advantage to the south. It 
seemed to the Government that the time had come for 
an arrangement which should put an end to these per
petually recurdng wars between Russia and the Porte; 
and which should secure tranquillity and.order in Asiatic 
Turkey, and so terminate British anxieties about India. 
This was the object of the Cyprus Convention. Beacons
field explained bow car.eful they .had been to show con
sideration for France-' a nation to whom we are bound 
by almost every tie that ·can unite a people, and with 
whom our intimacy is daily increasing.' ·. , 

We avoided Egypt, knowing how susceptible France is with 
regard to Egypt; we avoided Syria, knowing how susceptible 
France is on the subject of Syria; and we avoided availing 
ourselves of any part of the terra firma, because we would not 
hurt the feelings or excite the suspicions of France. France 
knows that for the last two or three years we have listened 
to no appeal which involved anything like an acquisition of 
territory, because the territory which might have come to us 
would have been territory which France would see in our 
hand with suspicion and dislike. 

But I must make this observation to your lordships. We 
have a substantial interest in the East; it is a commanding 
interest, and its behest must be obeyed. But the interest of 
France in Egypt, and her interest in Syria, are, as she acknow
ledges, sentimental and traditionary interests; and, although 

. I respect them, and although I wish to see in the Lebanon and 
(Egypt the influence of Franoe fairly and justly maintained, 

and although her officers and ours in that part of the world·--· 
. and especia.Jly in Egypt-are acting together with confidence 
n,nd trust, we must remember that our connection with the 
East is not merely an affair of sentiment and tradition, but 
that we have urgent and substantial and enormous interests 
which we must guard and keep. Therefore, when we find 
that the progress of Russia is a progress which, whatever may 

. be the intentions of Russia, necessarily in that part of the 
world produces such a state of disorganisation and want of 
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confidence in the Porte; it comes to this~ that, if we do not. 
interfe:r:e in vindicatio~ of our. own interests, that part of,A,sia 
must become the victim of anarchy, and 'ult.imately beco;me 
part of the_ possessions of Russia. · 

Russia, Beaconsfield ·admitted, could not be blamed for 
availing herself of the anarchy in Asiatic Turkey; 'But, 
yi~lding to Russia .what she has obtained, we say to her, 
"Thus far, and no farther." Asia is hirge enough for 
both ,of us. There is no reason for lil;l.ese constant wars, 
or fears of wars, between Russia and England.' ·He had 
said before, and repeated now, that there was room.eno!!gli. 
in Asia ~for both Russia and England. . But the ro'ol:n}'' 

• .- ""!'•' •. + 
that we required we inust secure~ 'In taking Cyprus 
the move:ment is not Meditetranean, it· is· Indian.' It 
w?>s ·for the preservation of the Empir~· in peace; and· 
secondarily 'for the development· of 'civilisation in Asia, 
that the Cyprus Convention was signed. .It was on this 
note that he ended .. 

We have no· reason to ·fear war; Her Majesty has fleets 
and armies which are second to none: England must have 
seen with pride the Mediterranean covered . wi~h her ships; 
she must have seen with pride the discipline and devotion 
which have. been shown to her •and her ,Government' by all 

· her troops, drawn· from every part of her Empire.· J ..leave 
it to the illustrious duke [Cambridge], in whose presenc'e· I 
speak, to bear witness to the. spirit of imperial patriotism 
which has been exhibited by thetroopsfrom India, which he 
recently re:viewe<tat.Malta .. ·But ·it is not on our fleets and 
armies;· however necessary they may be for the'maintenance 

"'·' -of our materialstrength, th.at I alone or mainly depend, in that 
... ~.enterprise ori, '·nrhich this cointryis about .to enter ... It is on . 
'· wh~t I most hig.hly v~lu~th~ con~~iousnessthat in the East~!ii'~ 

nations there IS ·confidence m.·tJiis country, a]ld that, while;~-
: they know we can enforce our policy, 'at the same_ time they 
khow that ouf Empire is an ~pire of liberty, of truth, and of 
iustice.. ·'' · · ' · · , . " ' . '• . .·. . . :~«Ji . 

In.thi!'l speech Beaconsfield touched. but lightly upon 
the increase.of Britisli ;r(lsponsi~i}ities incurr~d under ,the 
Cyprus Convention; l?ut his few. words, were poi11ted. 
'A prudent Minister ;certainly.· woli!-d not .',teckl.essly ' .. - < :.'" >t y. ',. -

.;:t•""'_' 
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. enter into any responsibility; but a Minister who is afraid 
to enter into any responsibility is, to my mind, not a 
prudent Minister. We do not wish to enter into any 
unnecessary responsibility, but there is a responsibility 
from which we certainly shrink; we shrink from the 
responsibility of handing to our successors a weakened or 
a diminished Empire.' A much fuller defence on- this 
point was extracted from Beaconsfield by on attack which 
Gladstone made upon him in a public speech at Southwark. 
Gladstone complained that British engagements had 
pee..n enormously extended, and British taxation vastly 
increased, without British assent, ev-en without British_ 
knowledge. · No despotic power· would have dared to do 
what Beaconsfield had done. No statesman he had 
·known would have put his name to such an arrangement 
as the Convention. It was an 'insane covenant,' and its 
secret negotiation an 'act of. duplicity.' Beaconsfield 
took advantage of a banquet given him at Knightsbridge 
on July 27 to reply to this vehement onslaught. 

It is said that we have increased, and dangerously increased, 
our responsibilities as a nation by that convention. In the first 
place, I deny that we have increased our responsibilities by 
that convention. I maintain that by that convention we 
have lessened our responsibilities. Suppose now, for example, 
the settlement of Europ·e had not included the convention 
of Constantinople and the occupation of the isle of Cyprus; 
suppose it had been limited to the mere Treaty of Berlin, what 

~nder all probable circumstances might then have occurred ? 
In'ten, fifteen, it might be in twenty years, the power and 
reso;};~es of Russia having revived, some quarrel would again 
have occurred, Bulgarian or otherwise, and in all probability 

,.,.the llrinies ofRussia would have b~eri assailing the Ottoman 
·dominions both in Europe and Asia, and enveloping and 
enclosing the city of Constantinople and its all-powerful 
position. . 
· Well,-cwhat would be the probable conduct, under these 

circumstances, of the Government of this country, whoever 
the Ministers might be, whatever party might be in power ? 
I fear there might be hesitation for a time, a want of decision, 
a want of fir!Uness; but no one doubts that ultimately England 
would have said, 'This will never do; we must prevent the 
conquest of Asia Minor; we must interfere in this matter and 
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arrest the course of Russia.' -· . . Well, that being the- case, 
I say it is extremely important that_this country should take 
a step beforehand which should indicate what .the policy 
of England would be; that you should not have your Ministers 
meeting in a council chamber, hesitating and doubting, arid 
considering contingencies, and then'acting at last, but acting 
perhaps too late. I say, therefore, -that the responsibilities 
of this country have not been increased; the responsibilities 
already existed. Though I, for one, would never shrink from 
increasing the responsibilities of this country jf t.hey. are 
responsibilities which ought to_ be undertaken, the. responsi- _ 
bilities of this country are practically diminished by the course 
we have taken. _ - __ - -

My lords and gentlemen, oneof the results of my a1itending~ 
the Congress. of- Berlin' has been to prove; what I -alw!tys 
_suspected to be an absolute fact, that neither the Crimean War, 
nor this horrible devastatiig war_ which has just terminated, 
would hav:e taken place if England had spoken with the neces
sary firmness. Russia has complaints to make against this 
country that neither in the_case of the Crimean War nor on 
this occasion-and I don!t shrink from- my share of the 
responsibility in this matter-was the voiceofEngland so clear 
and decided as to exercise a due_ share iri the guidance of 
European opinion. Well, gentlemen, ·suppose my_ noble 
friend and myself had come back with the Treaty of Berlin,
and had not taken the step which is to be questioned within 
the next eight and forty hours, could we with any self
respect have met ·our- C()untrymen whei! they asked, What 
securities have you made for the peace_ of Europe·? How far 
have you diminished the chance of perpetually recurring war -
on this question of the East by the Treaty orBerlin? Why, 
they could say, all we have gained by the Treaty of BerJin· is · 

- probably the peace of a few years, and at the end of that time_.) 
- the same phenomenon will arise, arid the Ministers of Erigla'i:i:d 
must patch up the affair as well as they can. !1:/ 

. ~ : ' 

Beaconsfield then fasteri:ed on ·Gladstone's phr~se;, 
' an -insane covenant.' -He would riot pretend to oe~~~ 
competent a- judge of insanity as his opponent. --

_ _- But I would put this issue to an English jury. Which do _-
you believe,most likely to enter an insane conven~ioni a body 

_ of English gentlemen ho!J-bured by the favour of their Sovereign 
' ~nd tlte confidence of. ·their fdlow~subjects, managing your 
- .a:ff~irs for five 'yeats, Il16pe with·pnidence, and not altogeth¢r 
- ·without success, or a- sophistical rhetorician; inebl'iated: with 

- ' <the. exuberance of his" own verbosity, and gifted with an 
... ' . < < !':· ·!:...:• ' :<-. -. ~- ·• :" • ·~'-' .· ~· :· •. · :':~" ··.;·,j-~;:~; "': <-'·1. -~" '<' • ~ . 

.. :- -~ ·.~ . -~, ... 
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egotistical imagination that can at all times command . an 
interminable and inconsistent series of arguments to malign 
an opponent and to glorify himself ? 

Gladstone's unmeasured language, the climax of a 
violent -campaign carried on !or t~o years against- the 
foreign policy of his country, justified a crushing re
joinder; but there was not much evidence . of happy 
inspiration or of statesmanlike dignity in the phrases· 
which Beaconsfield actually used. Gladstone, however, 
was perhaps not well advised when he wrote to ask . 
Beaconsfield for particulars of any personal attacks made 
in _the course of a campaign which derived much of its 
piquancy from· the personal animus which . was clearly 
interwoven with its polit.ical idealism. Beaconsfield's 
reply pointed this out. 

, To W. E. Gladstone. 
10, DowNING STREET, July 30, 1878.---'--Lord Beaconsfield 

presents his compliments to l\1r. Gladstone, and has the honor 
to acknowledge the receipt of his letter of this day's_ date, 
referring to some remarks made. by Lord Beaconsfield last 
night in the House of Lords, and requesting to be supplied 
with a list of epithets applied, not merely to Lord Beacons
field's measures, but to his person and character, and with 
a note of the times and places at which they were used. 

As this would involve a research over a period of two years 
and a half, during which Mr. Gladstone, to use his own ex~ 
pressions at Oxford, has been counterworking ' by day !tnd 
by night, week by week, and month by month,' the purpose 
of Lord Beaconsfield, Lord Beaconsfield, who is at this 
moment much pressed with affairs, is obliged to request those 
gentlemen, who are kind enough to assist him in the conduct 
of public business, to undertake the necessary researches, which 

<'probably may require some little time; but that Lord Beacons
field, by such delay in replying toMr. Gladstone, may not appear 
wanting in becoming courtesy, he must observe with reference 
to the Oxf.ord speech referred to in the House of Lords, and 
which was one long invective against the Government, that Mr. 
Gladstone then remarked that, when he spoke of the Govern
ment, he meant· Lord Beaconsfield, who was alone responsible, 
and by whom 'the great name of England had been degraded 
and debased.' 

In the same spirit a few days back at Southwark, Lord·-
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Beiwonsfield was charged with ' an act of duplicity of· which 
.. every Englishman should be ashamed, an act of duplicity 

which has not been surpassed, and,' 1\ir. Gladstone believed, 
' has. been rarely equalled in the history of nations.' . Such an 
act, however, might be expected from' a Minister who, accord
ing to 1\ir. Gladstone, had ' sold the Greeks.' 

With regard to the epithet ' devilish ' which Lord Beacons
.field used in the House of Lords, he is informed that it 
was not Mr. Gladstone at Hawarden who compared Lord 
Beaconsfield to Mephistopheles, but only one of Mr. Glad
stone's friends, kindly enquiring of Mr. Gladstone how they 
were 'to get rid of this Mephistopheles': but as Mr. Gladstone 
proceedeq to explain the mode, probably the 'Birmingham 
caucus, Lord Beaconsfield may perhaps be excused for 
assuming that Mr. Gladstone sanctioned the propriety of the 
scarcely complimentary ap~ellation. 

Whatever Gladstone may h~ve said or thought of 
BeaconsfielQ. dming these tumultuous years, he had the 
greatness and the imparti.ality-when his object, was 
accomplished, the 1874-80 Government destroyed, himself 
seated in h!s rival's place, and that rival dead-to select 
this moment of the retmn from Berlin as the culminating 
point of Beaconsfield's renowri. A friend, he said, IQ.ight 
in July, 18~8; hav.e fairly applied to him the stately lines 
of Virgi~-~- · ' 

As pice ut insignis spollis Marcellus opimis 
Ingreditur, victorque viros superemiriet omnes . 

. The enthusiasm of the crowds which welcomed 
• Beaconsfield at Dover and Charing ·Cross was succeed~d 

by other tributes of popular appreciation il.nd admiration . 
. Parliament endorsed ~he ':{'reaty, the Lords without a 

division,_the Co1llmOIJ.S by t:he great majority of 143, in 
spite,of all. Gladstone's efforts and eloquence .. Indeed?' 

.. ·Hartington did not venture to submit a. purely hostile 
··· resolution; only wh~tt Beaconsfield happily described as 

'a ,strl.ng · o~ · cop.gratlilatory :regrets.'· Congratulation;; 
. pome<tin .from legislative bodies and great public meetings 

in all parts of the Brit~sli Empire; particularly in Austral
asia, which realised· the importance of Beaconsfield's 
success in Pf9Viding -for the security.of_ the imperial high~ 

. •. . . ' . 
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way through the Levant. The Prime :Ministm~'s colleagues 
welcomed him with open arms, the Duke of Richmond 
sendi1!g him a Garter badge 1 as a token of· his esteem and 
regard; and if there was a certain disposition in the literary 
world, always critical of the pyrotechnics of their literary 
statesman, to stand aloof, .Beaconsfield· was gratified by 
the receipt of some Latin verses on the return from Berlin, 
written by the scholarly Bishop Charles Wordsworth, 
and translated into English verse by Dean Stanley; and 
admiration was wrung from one of the finest spirits of 
the age, John Henry Newman. 

To the Bishop of St. Andrews. 
RuGHENDEN MANoR, Aug. 26, 1878.---.:.It is the happiest 

union since Beaumont and Fletcher. I am deeply gratified 
by such an expression of sympathy from men so distinguished 
by their learning and piety. 

Cardinal Newman to Lord Blachjord. 
THE ORATORY, July 22, 1878.-. . . As to Disraeli's 

firework, I confess I am much dazzled with it, and wish it 
well. It is a grand idea, that of hugging from love the Turk 
to death, instead of the Russian bear, which, as a poem or 
romance, finds a wea,k part in my imagination. And then it 
openS such a view of England, great in the deeds of their 
forefathers, shewing that they are not degenerate sons, but 
rising witlriihe occasion in fulfilment of the '_ Tu ne cede malis, 
sed contra audent.ior ito.' And then it is so laughably clever 
a move, in a grave diplomatic congress~and then it opens 
such wonderful views of the future-that I am overcome by it. 
Nor do I see the hypocrisy you speak of.2 

To the Duke of Richmond. 
10, DoWNING STREET, July 23, 1878.-I am deeply touched 

by your letter, and by the interestll,lg and graceful offering, 
which accompanied it. -

We have known each other, now, for more than thirty years, 
and, often, in trying ~imes; and under any circumstances; it 
would be agreeable -to remember, that tpere has never been 
a cloud between us. · 

1 Sir Richard Wallace also presented to Beaconsfield the Garter insignia 
worn by tho 3rd Marquis of Hertford ('Lord Monmouth'). · 

2 Quoted in the L1je of Dean Church, p. 269. 
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But it is ony of recent years, that I have had an. oppor· 
tunity ofbecoming dllly acquainted with your great and good 

· qualities; your aptitude for public affairs, your quick intelli
gence, and that delightful absence ofselfishness in youfchar
acter, which distinguishes your'relations with your colleagues. 

As for myself, I am proud of your friendship, and can truly 
subscribe myself, with great affection~-Yours, BEACONSFIELD. 

The Conservative party entertained Be~·consfield and 
. Salisbury to dinner in the Riding School at. knightsbridge 

· on July 27 ;· oil August 3, the Corporation of t.he City of 
· London conferred its freedom on them, and held a banquet' 

in their honour. On .. ·each occasion Beaconsfield's recep
tion .was ·of the most enthusiastic character; suggesting 
that he pos&ossed the confidence not only of his own 
party, but of the .people at_ large. .Of his speech at the 
·Riding School we have already quoted the principal 
passages; in the City he claimed that the outcome of the 
Berlin Congress had. been a general, and, he believed, an 
enduring, peace in Europe, and he spoke with justifiabie 
h~pefulness of the prospects. of good government in Asia 

· Minor'under the Cyprus Convention .. 

/ Montagu Corry to Queen Victoria .. 
10, DowNING STREE'l', July 29.--,-Mr. Montagu Corry pre: 

s_ents his humble duty to you.r Majesty. . . . The Banquet 
tn the Duke of Wellington's Riding House was one Of the best 
arranged, though, at the same time, one of the most genuine 
exhibitions of public feeling ever seen. It was a glorious sight 

, to see five hundred of the proudest peers and sturdiest squires 
of England accord their fervent.welcome to the man who had 

. maintained their country's honour ! He spoke with extra
ordinary force and power; and well earned the ringing cheers 
which again and again-for minutes.--e..burst forth after he 
had sat down. · · · · : 

Lord Salisbury made an admirable speech, and. carried tc;) 
every heart the conviction, most welcome aJ?-d important, that 
your Majesty's two Ministers were entirely of one mind as to 
the present and future. His reception showed how well he is 
gaining the confidence of the party· ! . . . ~· 

Mr.Corry feels sure, from what he learns, that thistemark
able meeting, and the speeches made there; will have a powerfut 
influence upon _the debate and the_ division in the House of, -. 
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Commons this week. He has sometimes of late, heard Con
servative Members complain, that they 'never saw their Chief
-now-a-days.' They hav~ now seen and heard him, and it is 
already obviop.s that, with even increased confidence and 
determination,~·they will uphold thepolicy of your Majesty's 
Government. · 

To Lady Bradford. · 
HousE oF LORDS, Aug. 1.-... I can't give a good bulletin 

of myself, as I suffer from Bradford's enemy, asthma, the 
present of the east wind. I meant. to have kept at home to
day, but . . . CarnaTvon posted up from the .country to 
vindicate his highly susceptible character from an imaginary 
attack wh. he fancies I made on him the other night. He 
has just got my answer, and I hope he likes it. · 

I dined yesterday at the Salisburys', and. miladi had a 
reception in the evening, notwithstanding Good.wood. There 
were a good many people and the dinner was more amusing 
than might have been supposed. I sate betn. Mme. Harcourt 
and Lady Maud. . . . 

Lord Salisbury had his blueribbon and regulation star on, 
but his solicitor has written to him to. say that in some box at 
the banker's there is a diamond star of the. Garter which 
belonged to his father or some ancestor. I told him he must 
have it ready by Saturday .... 

To Queen Victoria. 
Aug. 6.-Saturday was a day of triumph. Lord Beacons

field managed to get thro' it tho' greatly suffering. He is much 
influenced by the electric fluid, and three days of thunder
storms quite prostrated him. He could have wished, that 
your Majesty even could have witnessed the scene at Guild
hall. It was very picturesque, and admirably. arranged: 
From Oharing Cross to the Guildhall, there was a continuous 
and enthusiastic crowd, and quite spontaneous; no organisa-
tion, no committee work. : 

To-day there has been a most extraordinary scene at the 
Foreign Office: 700 deputies from nearly 1,000 Conservative 
Associations, and they passed Lord Salisbury and myself, and 
they [Lord Salisbury and Lord Beaconsfield] had to shake 
hands with every member from every part of England, and 
then to address them, exhausted as Lord Beaconsfield was by 
standing more than an hour. · 

To Lady Bradford . 
. 10, DowNING STREET, Aug. 6, '78.-... Monty and I are 

going to the play to-night to see some nonsense, wh. everybody 
. ' 
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·' is going to see-Parasol or· Pinafore:---a burlesque, a sort ,of 
·, • thing I hate, but I got into the scrape on Saturday at H[ olland] 

· House, with Pss. Mary. ·· She i!l patronessandwe go in her box. · 
Y:esterday's dinner was amusing, as Louise!. :_looked her best 

and talked her best. I sate on her right hand, and D. of Cam. 
_ on her left, and Harty-Tarty not too near with Lady Westmor

land, the only other lady there. Louise talked a good deal 
about you, and pretends to love you very much, and I hope · 
she is sincere. She does not think you look so well as she 
cd .. wish, aJ1.d wishes you wd. take more· care of yourself, ~nd 
lead a quiet life. But who <ian lead a quiet life with two 
daughters to attend to! 

4
• • • , · 

· Aug: 8.-. : . I am quite exhausted; ... · I want to go 
to bed for a week, or lie on the summer grass, if it wd. not 
rain. 

Except at Wycombe fair, in my youth,· I have never seen 
anything so bad as Pinafore. It was ·not .even a burlesque, 
a sort of provincial Black-eyed Susan; Princess Mary's face 
spoke volumes of disgust and disappointmerit, but who cd. 
'have told her to go there? 

'The Treat_y of Berlin is Beaconsfield's main. inter
(n. ational work; by it his l'eP,Utation as a European states-

. Fan niust stand or fall: At one time it was the fashion 
to conclude that, becausehisvaunted division of Bulgaria 
r'!nto tw.o provinces, of which only orie .was giv~n political 
J.utohomy, lasted no ·longer than severi years, ·atid was. 

, then :tertniliated ~ith England's cheerful acquiescence, 
therefore the Treaty was a· failure, and Beaconsfield's 
diplomacy was proved to be a futile sham. · This judg
ment has long been abandoned as· superficial; it may 
~ilem strange that it was ever widely aocepted, seeing that 
the British statesman, who acqU:iescedin the union ofthe 
two provinces i~ 1885, was Salisb11ry, .Beaconsfield's .. 
colleague at Berlin in 1878. The separation of Eastern 
Rumelia from Bulgaria" was in Beaconsfield's mind a 
means, and not an end. _The danger to be guarded 

·against was the complete Russian dominance of -the 
Balkan Peninsula by means of a huge Russianised Bul
garia, which· should. frustrate the aspirations of all the 
other Balkan peoples, and should reduce Turkey-in-Europe 

· 1 Duchess ~fll:lauchester, afterwards Duchess of Devon3hlre. · 
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to a state of vassalage to Russia. That danger was 
removed by the provisions of the Treaty. The seven 
years' delay, which Beaconsfield's insistence on division 
interposed, gave time for the growth -of a national spi:rit 
which by 1885 had transformed the Bulgaria.ns from 
clients and tools of Russia into a people with a strong 
sense of individuality and independence. This develop
ment was hastened by Russia's foolish and shortsighted 

-~ conduct towards Bulgaria. Having already lost to a 
large extent the sympathy of Greeks, Serbs, and Ruman
ians by her neglect of their interests at San Stefano and 
Berlin, she now contrived, by high-handed and incessant 
interference in all the affairs of her proteges, to alienate even 
the Bulgarians; and it was to be expected that united 
Bulgaria-united by her own motion, and in Russia's 
despite-would in consequence prove rather a bulwark 
of Turkey against Russia than an outwork of Russia 
against Turkey. It should also be noted that the united 
Bulgarja of 1885 was much smaller in extent than the 
' big Bulgaria ' of the Treaty of San Stefano; that it 
nowhere reached the lEgean coast, nor did. it include 
Macedonia; and so neither prejudiced Greek and Serbian 
claims in those regions, nor broke the continuity of Turkish 
dominion in Europe. The aims of Beaconsfield;s policy 
were therefore secured by the rearrangement of 1885, 
though the means differed. · 

The Treaty unquestionably_bad~.1llllill~ imperfections, 
and not a. few of its clauses were never seriously P-Ut in .. 

-force. ~Still,. if we looK. broadly at its aims and its r~ts, 
it 1Simpossible not to recognise that, what Beaconsfield 
deterni"ined to secure-the safety of the British EmP.ire 
from the threatening advance of Russia, and the contimi
anCe'OrEuroP.ean peace_:_he did secure. So far- as peace 
is concerned, whereas, in the months preceding the Treaty, 
on the top of a desolating struggle between Russia and 
Turkey, war between Great Britain and Russia appeared 
to be imminent and war between Austria and Russia 
probable, none of the six great European Powers~ 
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- Austria,·France,.Germany,'Great Britain, Italy,1 Russia_:_ 
was at war hi Europe during the thirty-six years which 
intervened between the Treaty and the outbreak of 
Armageddon in 1914; R:ussia certainly fought Japan
in the Far East, Great Britain engaged in wars_ in India, 
Egypt, the Sudan, and South Africa, arid France, Germany, 
and Italy all conducted military operations in _corinection 
with their African colonies; bu:t European p¢ace among _ 
the Great Powers, though sometimes imperilled, was never 
broken. A steady continuance of peace in the Balkans 
was, however, not secured. No arrangement that was 
possible in the conditions of 1878 coUld have effected.that; 
it remains indeed to· be proved whether the settlement 
made in the immeasurably better conditions _of 1919 and 
1920 will be pe~manently satisfactory. 2 But, at any rate, 
Balkan conflicts were confined for· nearly forty yea:rs to 
the)3alkan States themselves; and the dispute ofAuF!tria 
with Serbia in 1914 was rather the preteXt than the cause 
of the Great War. 

As regards the threat .to the British Empire and its 
communications by - the advance of Russia through 
European Turkey towards the ·· Mediterranean, and 
through Asia Minor towards Syria and Egypt on the orie
hand· a~d Mesopotamia and the fersian Gulf on the 

-other, Beaconsfield's success:was cojnplete. These move
ments 'were definitely stopped, and have, never been 
renewed in arms. That the corre~ponding RU:ss~an 
advance from Turkestan towards India was stimulated for 
~-while by the check in Europe and- Asia Minor i~h';;:rdly ,.;._ 
a reflection on the TrMty or on -Beaconsfield's work at 

-Berlin, as he was fully alive to the danger and ha_d_direct~d 
his policy since he came into office towards the attainment 
of a more· 'scientific ' north~west frontier for India, 
the foundations of which he laid before his retirement. 

·-- If Cyprus has not been utilised as Beaco~sfield i~tended 
_ 1 it~ly's -war with Turkey over Tripoli was r'ath-~r 'an African .than a. 
_ ~hropean struggle. , _ , . ,,i-_ -- _ ' - -· . -

2 Written.in 1920. , An--entrre rearrangement of Turco-Greek front1ers 
has taken p~oe_j!ince theii•' .: - · · 

~: ... 
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and expe~ted, it has been partly because there has been 
no renewal of Russian activity in Asi3,!.Minor, and partly 
because Egypt, which, from regard for French interests, 
he deliberately put out of his consideration at ·Berlin, 
was subsequently thrown upon our hands owing to French 
renunCiation. That he fully realised ·British interests 
in Egypt his actions, speeches, and letters prove; that he 
an~icipated and welcomed a great extension of British 
influence there in the future may fairly be deduced from 
his purchase of the Suez Canal shares; but he could not in 
1878 have acquired exclusive control of Egypt as a place 
of arms in the Eastern Mediterranean without a direct 
breach with our joint controller, France, which would 
have gravely affected our international position. None 
who ,remember the exce&Sive irritation which prevailed 
in France for twenty years on a.coount of a British occu
pation of Egypt, in which she had been pressed originally. 
to take a share, Will join in the reproaches sometimes 
thrown- on Beaconsfield's memory, even in Liberal 
quarters, for not having occupied Egypt in 1878, in 
France's despite, instead of Cyprus. 

The principal obstacle which Beaconsfield interposed 
by the Treaty in the way of Russian ambitions was, of. 

· course, a concentrated and strengthened Turkey. For 
few would now_ endorse the criticism much heard at the 
time that Beaconsfield, who claimed to be a friend, had 
dealt Turkey more mortal blows than her professed 
enemies. It is now generall-y recognised that .her 
effective power was increased by the lopping off of out
lying provinces which she could neither govern nor 
defend, and which constituted an unceasing drain upon 
her resources; which provinces, moreover, might well 
be turned eventually into buffer States to protect her 
frontier. But was not this strengthening of Turkey, 
however excusable from the standpoint of British im
perial defence, treason to the general interest of Eurbpe 
and to the cause of humanity~ Did not these demand 
the withdrawal, to the utmost possible extent, of Christian 
nationalities from Turkish rule, and the strictest European 
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supervision of those wnose actual. enfranchisement could 
not for the moment be enforced 1 
" The answer is that the Treaty; though not satisfactory 
to extremists on either side, did find a means of largely 
reconciling apparent in~P,ati.bles. Far from neglecting· 
the emanCipat~ Christian nitionalities, the Treaty 
and the Cyprus Convention withdrew from effective 
Turkish government both the· 'Bulgarias, in different .de-

.. grees, the whole of Bosnia and Herzegovina, parts of 
TheSsaly and Epirus, a large portion of Armenia, fl,nd the 

. island 'of Cyprus. The transfer of Eastern· Armenia to 
Russia, and the administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

· by Austria, were calculat<;J~ in both · cases materially · 
to improve the condition of the inhabitants~ And, when 
the Treaty is condemned for prejudicing the e'stablishment 

_of a great South Sl~vic kingdom by putting the Slavs of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina under Austria, it has to be re!J1ein
bered · that· this· reinforcement of the already numerous 
Slavs of Austria-Hungary might well have led to the 
merger of a Dual in a Triple Empire, in which Slavs . , . ..._ 

. should have an equal place and equal rights with Magyars·.,· 
and· Austrian. Gerinails. . · · 

The Christian ruitionalities still Left under Turkish rule 
ihad-nillch to h<JRe froin the restored inflll;en_g~_oL ... <k~_l}t 
\Britain in the counsels of the Porte"'--Those in Asia were 
benefited dir~ctly by the establishment of military consuls 
bnder Sir Charles Wilson's leidership; those in Europe 
{vould profit indirectly by the asqendency of the British 
Ambassador at Constantinople, where Layard bade fair 
to occupy the place once4illed by .Stratford de RedclifJ'e. 
These prospects were ruined bj. the abrupt change in 
British policy when Gladstone returned to powerin 1880. 
'British threats did indeed wring from a reluctant Trirkey 
overdue concessions to-' Greece and Montenegro. But 
that was a small' gain-~ to s'et against the pei'mauent 
alienation oLthe. Porte, the. disappearance of. British 

, influence at· Constantinople,, a~ithe cessation of British 
p<;nver ::t~ · prbtect persecute~. Chri~tians, either· in Asia 

: ~.. .--'~'·, . ·~.. ~ 
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l'l'ijnor or i~ European Turkey. In this respect Beacons~ 
field's policy is open to the serious reproach that it 
assumed the continuance of his party in office for, at least, 

· another Parlia:m:ent, so that a reversal would become 
difficult, if not impossible. And yet no one should have 
known better than he the mutability of "~he British 
electorate.· 

The place of authority at Constantinople and in Asia 
Minor vtl.cated by Great Britain was gradually occupied,. 
not by Russia, but by Germany; and the renewed strength 
which· Beaconsfield had given to Turkey came eventually 

- to be used under German direction to hamper and not 
to promote British interests. ·nut he can hardly be 
blamed for this. Statesmen must deal with the evils ~ 
before them. In the middle of the nineteenth century 
the danger to the free development of, at any rate, the 
Eastern World was Russ1a. She was, of course, nothing 
like so formidable nor so destructive of human liberties 
as Napoleon at the beginning of that century or Germany 
at the beginning of the next; but she kept Europe generally 
in constant uneasiness, while to the British· Empire sh~ 
was a serious menace. She was foiled principally by 
.two· British statesmen, Palmerston and Beaconsfield; 

. and by Beaconsfield she was foiled without resort to arm\'. 
It has been the duty of later statesmen to provide against 
the German threat, and they must bear the responsibility. · 

Looking back at the work of the British Plenipoten- · 
tiaries at the Berlin Congress after two and a half years' 
experience, Beaoonsfit=!ld wrote to Drummond Wolff on . 
November 4, 1880: 'Next to making a tolerable settle
ment for the Porte, our great object was ta break up, 
a~ermanently prevent, the alliance o£ the three 
Empires, and I maintain there never was a. general diplo
iifa'tic_r,e§_UlJ;-!!lore cOIJl];~letelY- effected. Of course, it 
does not appear on the protocols; it was realised. by per
sonal influence alone, both with Andrassy and Bismarck.' 
These are pregnant senten_ces, which may well be pondered 
by those who accuse Disraeli of having destroyed the 
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concert of Europe by refusing the adherence of ·Gre,at 
Britain to the Berlin Memorandu~ in May, 1876. There 
was, in fact, at that time no concert of Europe in any rear 
sense. There was a concert of· three autoorats__:_~he 
EmP-erors of Rus_~ia, Austria, and Germany,inspired by 

'13ismarck-whi:ch :was,.gmdua.lly assuming ~irection 
. of free Europe, in .the belief that Italy was absorbed 
in internal development, France crushed and helpless, 
and England wedded to a policy ofnon-interfererice on the· 
Continent. ._ In regard neither to _the Andrassy note, nor to 
the Berlin Memorandum; did the three Empires seek the 
assistance. of the rest of Europe in concerting their-policy.~ 
They framed theii policy by themselves first, and de
manded the assent of the popularly governed States -· -
afterwards~ §uch a method of conducting European 
affairs, if tolerated, would have led to the subordination 
of the progre~sive -to the non-progressive· elements in 
Europe, of the free to the subservient nations. France 
and Italy seemed for_the moment to be willing to accept 
this' dictation; England, under Disraeli, was not. There 
could be no-real concert of Europe unless the Western 
Powers took a-·Iarge' sha~e in 'directing it. That seems-a ·· 

· truism to-day; but it ·was Beaconsfield's policy and per
-~sonal infiuOncc at Be, lin which claimed and ;;;cru:-;;;rfor his • 

country as large a share iwdirecting Eurol!ean affairs as 
~ that of any of the three autocrats, and which drove a . 

wedge between ,the three Empires, making it impossible 
for thein in future;- in- spite of all Bismarck's dexterous 
diplomacy, to hold together ·with sufficient coherence to 
dictate to Europe, · In fact Beac_Qns.fi,e1d at...]3_m:-lin~with 
no aid from triumphant arms, such as sustained Castle" 
reagli at Vienna and Mr. Lloyd George in Par~l3-retrieved 
forGreat Britain the rig!It to a };!Otent voice h1 the_settle
ment of Europe. It ~was a: victory for free institutions 
in .a continent which· had been drifting for _s.o~e _ye~,trs 
towards autocracy. IJi~'J!;§~§Q_~- ~indication of that 
sane imperialism. which 'he had· been returned -to ·power 
iil187 4 to promote. 



CHAPTER X. 

THE AFGHAN wAR. 

I 

1878. 

At the close of the first session of 1878 Beaconsfield 
was at the height of his renown and popularity: It was. 
the common opinion that a dissolution at that time would 
have confirmed the Tory Government in power by a 
substantial majority. for another period of five or six 
years. The adventure must have had its atti'actions, 
as time wa.s needed to ensure the permanence .of Beacons
field's Eastern policy just embodied in treaty form. 
But he and his Cabinet decided, on August 10, not to 
endeavour to snatch a party victory out of a success in 
foreign policy. There was no constitutional excuse 
for dissolving a Parliament which ·steadily supported 
Ministers by large majorities, arid which had still two 
years and a half to run. 'It would be like throwing up a 

·rubber at whist,' wrote Sir William Hart Dyke, the Whip, 
, 'whilst holding nothing but good cards.' But virtue was 
~ indeed in this case its own, and only, reward. Partly 
···through their own fault, but mainly 'through disasters 
't abroad and distress at home, for both of which their 
f. responsibility was slight, Ministers perceptibly declined in 
tpublic favour during the remaipder of their term of office . 

. The abounding trade of the ·early seventies had, in the 
normal cycle, been succeeded, soon after the change of 
Government, by a period of depression, which the wars 
and rumours of wars of the last year or two had no doubt 
helped to deepen. Wages had to be reduced in one 
industry after another, with the natural result of serious 
conflicts between capital and labour, prolonged and 

II. 1241 . 40 c 
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repeated strikes being sometiines accompanied. by o~t
breaks of lawlE)SS violence. Muc,h of the savings of the 
country was lost by speculative· investment in unsound 
foreign loans; and in the October of this year the failure 
of the City of Glasgow Bank brought widespread disaster 
to Scotland, and the North of England. Our imperial 
and foreign trade suffered heavily owing to ·famines in 
India and, China; and there was now felt fully the back
wash Cll.used by the destructio~ of capital and temporary 

jnflatio:h of trade due to the wars of the sixties and early 
seventies-the Civil War in: America, the Austro-Prussian. 
War of 1866, and. the-Franco-German War of 1870-71. 

. More serious still 1ri some' ways,. the ruin which Disraeli 
and his friends foresaw for the agricultural interest ai~ 
the result of Peel's corn law legislation, but which had

.been hitherto postponed 'by various accidental causes, 
came at last with full force,. grievously aggravated by a 
succession of bad harvests. Owing to the unlimited entry 

·of cheap food from abroad-which, of cour~e, on the other 
hand, enabled the artisan better to'- support his own 
industrial troubles-agricultural prices t!Jmbled headlong 
down, neither .rents nor wages could be_paid, and farm~ . 

. ·. weFe being tl;lrown up all over the country. 
Then, though European peace was secured,: the ordinary 

. man was· distm;bed to find that within a few Jl}Onths \ 
, Great Britain had two wars on her hands, one. in India;-
and one in Smith Africa ; and he was still more disturhedd 

-when disaste:.: befell our' troops in Zululand and ·o~ilr;:i 
Mission at· Cabul. The· great imperial questions, out c;:~fi 
which these two wars sprang, were what mainly occupied r. 

Beaconsfield's attention d"t?-ring the last_)ear and a halLr 
of his Ministry; But -4is rela"tion to them was not nea:rly 
so close, his direction of them not .nearly so complete; 
as had been· the -case with the Eastern question. · He 
undoubtedly charged th,e Viceroy, whom he selected for 
India, to secure the north-west frontier by a more forward 

·<~policy. than had been recently pursued,• and he adopted 
a_policy of con~ederation f0r S_outh Africa. and auth0~sed;' 
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the annexation of the Transvaal. But the methods of 
procedure, the times and places for decisive strokes, 
were in both cases usually chosen by the servants of the 
Government on. the spot, Lytton . or \.Shepstone or Bartle 
Frere, and chosen in some instances either without 
communication with the Home Government, or,in actual 
disobedience to its wishes, if not its orders, and without any 
particular regard for its difficulties in other ·parts of the 
world. Beaconsfield and his Cabinet found themselves 
more than once in the awkward position of having either 
to accept and support policies which they disapproved 
and men who had disobeyed or disregarded theni, or else 
to visit great servants of the Crown, strenuous defenders 
of imperial interests, with reproof or recall. It cannot 
be maintained that Beaconsfield always emerged from 
dilemmas of this kind with dignity or success. He had 

.but a short space for rest before he was confronted with 
the first of these difficulties. · · · 

Owing to the labours of Berlin and the'excitements of 
the welcome home, he was, early in August, more than 
usually eager to get away to the repose and qUiet of 
Hughenden. 'Dr. Kidd sent me out oLtown to-day/ he 
wrote to Lady Bradford 0n Saturday, August 10, 'but " 
that was impossible. I do go, however, on Monday. All 
I want, I fancy, is quiet and fresh air. We bad a Cabinet 
to-day, wh. lasted more than three hours-the longest_ 
I ever knew. But it was our last.' From Hughen den 
in the following week he told the Queen that he felt 
the advantage of the comparative calm; 'but,_ tilifortun
ately, very little· upsets [Lont Beaconsfield], and tho' 
his energy is generally equal to the occasion, there is no 
longer that continuous flow of power, which becomes the 
servant of an Empress and a Queen.' 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. _ 

. HuGHENDEN MANoR, Aug~ 25.-... I am extremely un~ 
well, having th-e bronchitis worse than ever. It exhausts and 
disgusts me with life. Going to Osborne .did me harm, as 
I knew it would. The slightest social excitement injures me, 
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but the visit was·ihevitable, and tlie Queen js· greatly di~ap" ,
pointed that I did not go for a fortnight to Balllloral! It w!!:s 
impossible. My only hope is in a very quiet life, soljtude, 
regular hours, and no talking. I am now quite alone and t}wre~ 
fore _ought to ensure the latter· condition. Monty went from,- · 
Osborne to'Scotland, ~nd ·I don't expect to·see him· again for 
months. ~ have given orders that rione of my other secre
taries, and no messenger, except on 11rgent arid critical bu~i; 
ness,' shall come near me. . ; · . - - -_ ,- - _ 

To Lady Bradford. 
Hu_GHENDEN MANoR, Aug.' 29, ':78.-.~ .. OX"9u ask m~JVhere 

I generally lived. -In my workshopLin ,the n]:orning, and always 
in the library in the•eveilmg.- Books are companiqris, even 
if you don't open thein.- They are at' least proofthat there 
are, or were, human beings ih the world besides yourself; tho' 
I cannot say I fear solitude or find it irksome. It is tl:re next 
best thing to being wi~h tho~e you like ver,y much. . -. _- . 

. B~aconsfield's anxieties this _autumn, were largely, con~ 
- •cerned with the proper execution of the--Treaty of Berlin .• 

Neither Russia nor Turkey show_ed any undue haste in 
carrying 'out provisions to which. tliey had ·originally-
objected but -ultimately· agreed. -- But _ Beacop:sfield was 
clear ·th~t _l;>oth must be assumed_ to_ be- acting' bona :fide 
unt~l the contrary was proved, and that consequently 'fulk 
time must be allowed to both. before the Pow_ers resorted 
to diplomatic or other pressure._ He sucoessfully :resisted 
a- proposal w-hich, apparently at_ Austria's instance, 

- Bismarck made for anid(mti9 note to the Porte_: - ; 

Fromi.LordSalisbury. _ 
-:Privp,te. CHALET CEc~; PR~s :Drilr:PE,.Sept ·2, ·'78.--:-l 

. _enclose:' a note~l received from Waddfugt6n two days ago. 
_ "'The,marked pa,;sage seems_toshow.thatthe Egyptian business
, ••' ; has i.J.Ot_ excited- h:jlp_. '-; . . ---:: His power of doing harm does not _ 
.c,C:':extei+dJar,,:: --_ , .. -----~- -f __ -_ -"- _> _-- -- __ ~:-_-
-, __ -, '•At the oppositi3:pole-cif the..hcirizon the weather .looks uglier. 

·"· :,. -·;Either.Kis~ing~n_b~tthshave disagreed'seriously withBisru,arck . 
. ,or the Rus-sians are up to some·mischieLd .do- not profess, 

'to guess what; for l_c,11n~ t -~ee what_ ad'vai].tage they will get. 
'Anyhow, Bis:rri:arqli:'s riote;. when it comes~ imist be looked. at 
.·with sl?-spicion;~andmy pre~ept)mpr~ssibh_i~ that we ought 

, 1 The smailstudy~on·the fust floor. -S~eV?ti:;rn:, ch: 6~- · 
.... ~ _]: 
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not to accede. To begin bullying the Porte·is hardly reason
able when the ratifications have hardly been exchanged .a 
month. Probably I shall run over if the note really makes its 
appearance: 

To Lord Salisbury. 
HuamiNDEN MANOR, Sept. 3, 1878:-It gave me great 

satisfaction to hear froni you this morning. : . 
I think Waddington, tho' he may not always intend it, 

a somewhat dangerous animal to deal with. Harcourt! 
has taken Harleyford, Sir Wm. Clayton's seat near Marlow, 
for the season, and, some little time ago, came here in great 
excitement, with a·letter from W ., directing him to see you, 
or me instantly, about the· contemplated marriage of P. 
Napoleon and the P'ss Thyra, wh. he looked upon as a probable 
revolution in France. If necessary, Harcourt was to read 
to me their confidential despatches on this subject. I thought 
I would let him do so, and more frivolous gossip I have 
seldom perused. When it was over, I told him, which, by an 
accident, it was in my power to do, that there-was not the -
slightest foundation for his narrative, wh. W. evidently 
entirely credited. . 

A week ago, Harcourt drove here with Mme. H., on the 
pretence of seeing the place, etc., ' not a word of pplitics to be 
spoken': but he got me at last in a corner, and was evidently 
frightened out of his, or Waddington's, wits, about Rivers 
W[ilson] being Finance Minister in Egypt. I told him, that 
I had no official information that the post was yet offered to 
R. W. or, if offered, whether he could, or would accept it, -
but I hoped, equally for the sake of :Jfrance and England, that 
it would be offered and accepted, for it seemed to be the best, 
if not the only, chance of .the two nations getting back any of 
their money. · · 

I have not the slightest confidence in Waddington; he is 
feeble and sly, wh. feeble men often are. The only point on 
wh. I don't agree with you is as to his inabihty of doing harm. 
He can do harm enough, and has done a great deal already 
about Greece. I should not be at all surprised, that he has been 
stimulating Bismarck. Waddington wants to conveY to the 
world, that France is yet a great Power, tho' it can't, or won't, 
do great things. All this at the expense of the Porte, alias 
at our own expense. 

I am clear myself, that if we do not take up a very firm and 
decided line about the Porte, we shall have serious difficulties 
arise. I think, we must, on no account, join in any note, such 
a.s I hear referr~ to in the journals. . · 

1 .The French Ambassador. 
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I think we ·ought to do more: deprecate altogether its trans
mission, and say ~hat, while we shall. use our utmost efforts 
to induce the Port(l to fulfil the spirit of her engagements, and 
a~ this moment, believe she will act accordingly, we feel that. 
her engagements are so .large, so, at the same time,,extensive 

·and difficult,' that the utmost forbearance and .indulgence must . 
. be extended to her during her operations.· 

· • I don't think our fleet should leave the Turkish waters at 
present, and i{ it does, I don't think our naval force in the 
Mediterranean should be · reduced. Waddington . is quite 
capable, in that case, of sending a French fleet to Greece; or 
''deiJ1onstrating' in smile nianner or other. -At present, he· 
will do anything but fight, but his tactics ate dangerous, and 
should· be discouraged; if necessary,. by a ·little confidential 
frank,ness; We intend to see the Treaty of Berlin fulfilled, 
but, so long as the Porte i8 acting bona fide, we cannot sanction 
any recourse to compulsion. . . . _ . · . 

. Aug. [Sept.] 8.-I have received yr. box, and read its·con-
·. tents with entire satisfaction,, It is always'a real pleasure to 

me to find ourselves in accord, wh. will help us in the difficulties, 
which, I doubt not, we shall have to encounter. 
· I feeLyour time. at this moment is more valuable than mine, 

and I certainly should have offered to come· up to to:vn, but 
I have no·home there. DoW!ling St. is in the hands of the 
painters; the first time, proba,bly, since SirRobert Walpole; and 
therefore, my visit would be a hurried one, between two trains. 

·~·. I iike to consult, and, if possible, sleep over our -thoughts, 
. before we come to a decision in the morning. I' should·, there· 
fdre; be delighted; to .see you here, for the statistics of travel 
are' cmiv~nient for s:ucha· purpo~e. . . . . · . _ . _ 

To Lady Bradford. • 
HuGHEN:im.N MANOR, ~ept. 7, '78.-. , . I really have 

nothing to tell you. Solitude mitigates my sufferings, and I 
have nearly got rid of my bronchitis, but any social excitement, 
anything wh. breaks the mechanical regularity of my habits; 

.upsets me ;in· a 'monient.' ;-)!esterd;:ty I was obliged to have 
Mr. Tumor 'down. to transact bul'!iness till four o'ck., when I 
bid Kim adieu, with ·a blessing and a hope 'I shd,-never see him, 
or any other. secretary, again__:::vhen I again heard .the sound 
of chariot wheels, and-there was the lstLord of the Admiraltv 

. who had driven. oyer.lS' llliles, and was obliged to see in e. 1 
~:·th[ough]ti shd. have sunk under it, and it led to great)abors, 

.. -" .. all of wh. I had to accomplish ll).yself. - .• . .. 
t~ ~/.'''lfe.i(~lso, t~at ~snail ?eot~e;wise trm;tbl~_d, as Salisbury 
· · . has come-over ! Th1s bodes busmess ! . . . · 
. "';:•t/sept. iO.-:-. ;_ ,; ~he .. Faery c6zn:plairis that .I have not 

.. 
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written a letter to her for a fortnight, and have communicated 
only by telegrams. . . . '-

Sept. 12.-. . . Ld. S[ alisbury] ?arne ~own here {;Ill T_ue~day, 
and left the following morn-----'affarrs berng most pressmg, but 
as for myself I have not had a moment since even for meals or 
sleep-so m~ch to do and so much coming. It is worse than 
the Congress .... 

. Salisbury came to an agreement at Hughenden with 
Beaconsfield that they would have nothing to do with the 
proposed identic note; but subsequently Austria's eager
ness in pressing England to join caused the Foreign 
Secretary for a moment_ to waver. The Prime :Minister; 
however, stood firm. As he told the Queen, he had., had 
anxious moments about the identic note. Fortunately, 
he knows more now of the c4aracter of Continental states
men, and of some of his own colleagues, than he did 
before the Berlin Congress. There had been an attempt 
to override his decision, but he was inexorahl.e; and the 
result .is that Prince Bismarck has absolutely a-dopted 

·our view, and says we are right.' The following was 
Beaconsfield's reply to a letter in which Salisbury ex
pressed his uneasiness and hesitation. 

To Lord Salisbury. 
H:UGHE_NDEN MANOR, Se_Pt. 20, !878.-..• Our joining in 

the zdentw note, after havmg declmed to do so, and declined 
for good reasons, would· have the worst effect, and convey 
an ~:pressi~n of vacillation and perplexity on our part;.two 
quahtieS whwh we should always avmd. 

Success would hardly justify such a step. But would it 
succeed ? Is it in the power, even if it be in the will of 
Turkey, to control event~~ Bosnia? An identic.note, ~nd 
no results, would be humiliating . 

. But let us assume that it is in the power of Turkey to 
manage Bosnia; then England ought to be able to induce her 
to -take the neces~ar:>:" steps without joining in-identic notes. 
You may bully with In;tpunity the Turks in privat_e, provided 
you uphold them pubhcly; but strong remonstrances accom
panied by identic notes, and such machinery, always fail with 
them. If the' Turks can control the Bosnian insurrection 
·let our Ambassador point out to them all the evils of thek 
neglecting to do s.o, and the eventual necessity of England 
acting with their foes. r 
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I am feady and willing to give·.any proofofthe sympathy 
•"\of Englal}.d which you can recommend~! should not shrink 

t;nyself from a tripartite treaty s~ch .as<you Jnti~ate .. It 
waul? ,not di~please Ger.tpany;. it ,:would ·please"Fr_a.,p.ce; and -~, 
~usstaCol}lddo_nothing.<;,_.·. ·. · - <· ._··-- · 

The situat~on at present ~Ilows, .and de~ands -bold ~cti6n 
Ev.ery Power is ~o? 'embarrasse4 to act exc~pt England: 
It IS a mome~t :w:hen w~at is. called prudence is .not wise. -We 
must control, and we must:create, events. _ ' · · __ 

-· As for the runiours.about-To.dlebe:ri and his-mate, aind the, 
.. Rumania!} plebiscite, I should utt~riy qi~>r:ega.J;d s-gch .b~gbea.rs. 

A plebiscite· in .E: Rumelia; occi,ipi~d by a -R11ssian'army, 
wouldonlyexciteindigriatiori;., __ ·,~·~ _ ,:::,· -· . _- <. 

As _for Afghanistan, Russia7·in llif.dpiiiio~~'w;iJl;get (;lut of -the 
·_ business as soon, and as. well; as -slie cari::<c'There ·will be rio 
continuity of military operations, aind·:the ', ~us~ian- :M;issiori, 
instead of being permanent, will ultimat~ly_t*'ke the Jijrrn_of an. 
'Embassy . extraordinary and temporary. '. But .w€r niust>act 

· with firmness there, as evet;ywhere. ·. '- '" " !-,'"'-': 
-_·-I ani .rather disgusted about the Egyptian delay;·.c-~The affair 
js in_the hands of Li11gi'm .! vvho has drawn. up, I 11nde'rstand; .a:~ 

.: :: greatpiece,'gran~i~:et;v,-~rbosa:,'wh.-ist~besentto'nt~:·r : ·::- ,, 
:.-' ,·; H_owev~r, the mam obJect wlll be obtamed, and;all we cane•. 

_ hopeis, tliat Cr_._ofEir.',~ilson·_~ay not find an Egyptian·" •· 
·: Lingen. . · - '·· ,: . --. ,- · · 

·. ~ ·. ·~\-J. ··-'- .·., --~~--r~_'·-~::7~~-,~;- . . 

The same policy oCpatienc~f !tnd-hope:,which J?_eacons-
field · was resoh;ed .to:. p'ursu_e as .regards ;~uykisl_(~-c~io,n "'' 
}n Europe, he also desired to'exteng;to•·~.u~sian·aQt16:r;t.ip-· 

<'Cimtral Asia. It was riatU.iaJ,; he'-felt;;· that,- when, we · -
:oroug"hti~di~ntroops to the Med.it~ri~neaJ!!as:a,r~niind~,f,: ·· • 

.;; ; ··. tq :Russia, o~ ·o_ur, power and determinatio:~<~~s§fa~s~o.~Ia,.,_ ·, 
.··:r{:··retiliat~, as s}_ie_did, bys,en<ling a formal mission toCabrih ·-·~ 

·. ):,;~nd·;:by_:-p~~pat:i.p.K·colurplls·_.of;tr?ops in Turkes~ati ··toO"· 
\ .;;' . . tlii~8.te:ii India.- >;He beJ..ieyed t]~at,:-llOW that peaoe was ·. 
··.··,;;~ig£~~;RiJ~si~.;}yi?ili~~r.ecalfth~ ni~s~io~~an<l~~~e- troops; · 

.. : 'artd.·lie ,:was confirmed-,. in thiS, v-Iew,. byr (]ortcR:akoff's 

~:ri:~~~~::~~~·~.~v:tf:~6~0i~~~:~.·;;,~~g· r 
received 'yo:Ur confident_i~l)et~f'lr of: t~~ y th Se~~ep1-b,er; ·,)fully .. _
persevere il~ th~ convi~tiOn,th .. ~~ _evenr,_spep _Which .ten~~ ~o~er~ 
mina te unwise J ealousws between two gr~a t St~t_~s co.~sohd~tes 

..... .(. ~ 
. ...:.-:::: . .;;,~ .. 

·~ ~' ~. '.·;.-- ,;;., .:~· :-..· 
/ 

;>' ., .. 

. . 
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the peace which is ill both our wishes. No continuity of 
military~demoi1strations in the direction of 4-fghanistan is .f' •. 
contemplated on our part. We don't research any particular 
influence, but merely good relations which should in no way 
inspire any apprehension to England. 

I confirm the wishes we exchanged at Berlin, and persevere 
in the hope that they will come to a practical conclusion by the 
assistance of an elevated mind. · 

Accordingly, Beaconsfield was anxious that the Indian 
Government should take no precipitate action. - Lytton, 
the Viceroy, on the other hand, with perhaps a truer 
appreciation of the Afghan problem, was convinced that 
the time had come for a forward movement in fulfilment 
of the charge entrusted to him when Disraeii selected and 
sent him out to India in 1876. That charge, as we have 
seen,l was to provide for the permanent security of the 
north-western frontier, _which was endangered by the 
steady advance of Russia in Turkestan, and by the grow
ing intiml!,cy of the relations between·General Kaufmalll1, 
the Russian Governor of Turkestan, and the Ameer of 
Afghanistan, SherAli. The map might suggest that the 
barren and rugged mountains on this ·frontier were ·a · 
sufficient protection. But history taught us that invader 
'after invader had penetrated their barrier and overrun 
the Indian plains; and, indeed, that it was only the British 
conqueror who had reached India by any other approach 
than that across or beside Afghanistan. Accordingly 
'the Prime Minister,'·writes Lytton's daughter,' strongly 
impressed' upon the new Viceroy his opinion that the 
policy of Russia gave cause for extreme anxiety and 
watchfulness; and that it was essential, ev!'ln at the risk 
of failure, the possibility of which could not be denied, 
that an attempt should be made to induce the Ameer of 

,Cabul to enter into more satisfactory relations with our 
Government; or, if such a result proved impracticable, 
that he should at least be compelled to show clearly the 
attitude which. he intended to hold towards Russia and 
towards ourselves. Anything, Mr. Disraeli thought, 

1 See V., ch. ll. 
40* n. 
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. was better than the st~te of absolute uncertainty and 
, . ..., suspicion in which our. relation8 With Afghanistan were 

. l d ' 1 1n vo ve . . . , . . , 
The instructions "'l;lich Lytton; on taking up his post,· 

received from Salisbury, the Secret~ry of State, were 
to endeavour to obtain 'the assent of the Ameer to 
the reception of a friend!y mission; and, in case of success, 
he was authorised to give him assurances as" to subsidies, 
recognition of the de factO succession< of his favourite son; 

· • and material assistance in t:Iie event of a clear case of 
unprovoked ·aggression. ;·,But; iiior<;Ier ·that such assist
ance might b~ eff~etual; ·.the Arrieer must admit British, 

· agents ·to frontier posftion:s.'· ~. ·Should the Ameer . refuse 
to receive the .. mission, his estrangement would be beyond 
a-.doubt, ·and the GOvernment of India m::iglit have to 
reconsider their whole policy. towards Afghanistan .. 

The first year of Lytton's Viceroyalty. was l~rgely 
occupied With repeated~but unil.vailing efforts to come to an 
understanding With'the Ame~r·on these lines~ Lytton 
was given a wide discretion; and he tried every means to 

· get into friendly relation, culminating in a ·co.nference 
'held at. Pesha will in tlie early months of 1877 bet wee~ 
;Sir Lewis Pelly and two of the Ameet's principal Ministers. 
·This confere~ce, :..;Ji6J'eV:er,: finally broke Aown on the 

·< absolute refusal' of the Ameer~'-- who 'claimed~ British 
mat-erial support, _to give. British Qffi<ie:t;s access to his 
frontier posts. . The reception of a .'permanen:t . British 
agent~in· :Ca'bul wa;'s never: ev-en 81sked of -him," so carefui ·· 
was Lytton . pf Afghan susceptibilities. But Sher Ali 
was by. this time· q(:)eply conimitted'to Russia, ·and 'he even 
endeavoure·d, with little tesuit, to .stir ·up a hdly war: 
against ~ri'tish·India ·among the wild tribes bbrdeiing on 
the Punjab. In' spite, ofthis faililre to bririg the Ameer · 

· .. , to" reason, :Lytton's. policy in these ·early day's added . 
enorhiously to the streirgth of the north-west frontier of 
India 'by the 'Treaty of _Jacobabad; concluded with the 

"·· ':···Jf?ah _of;Kh.el~~in ::Qecember; 1~76; ~;y wliicli the.great 
, ' . ·,. :. t Lord hftton'-s I 'Iidia~ Aa~in'istration., pp. 28, 29. 

-.4<,: ; ' ., ,. ' -;·.. ' 
' ... ~ -

: ""' . 

. .. .. ~:_· ~ 
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province of Baluchistan, lying between Afghanistan arid 
the Indian Ocean, was brought within the orbit of Great 
Britain,; and the right was obtained to station British 
troops at' Quetta, a mountain bastion on the southern 
flank of Afghanistan, over against Candaliar. Moreover, 
the defiance thrown out , by the Ameer in calling the 
frontier tribes to a holy war was met by arrangements £or 
strengthening British influence among them, especially at 
Chitral and Gilgit in the north. These arrangements 
involved both risks of serious complications, and also 
military operations against the Jowakis; but Beaconsfield 
was ·decided in his support of the Viceroy. 

To Lord Salisbury. _ 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aprill, 1877.-. I have no doubt 

· whatever, as to our course; we must, completely and unflj.nch
ingly, support Lytton. We chose him for this very kind of 
business. Had it been a routine age, we might have made, 
what might be called, a more prudent selection, but we foi:e
saw what would occur, and indeed saw what was occurring; 
and we wanted a man qf ambition, imagination, some vanity, 
and much will-and we have got him .. He reminds me· of Ld. 
Wellesley, physically and morally, and may have as eminent. 
a career. Wellesley wrote Latin verses instead of English 
ones; that was the fashion of the day .... 

After the failure of the Peshawur Conference all com~ 
munications with the Ameer ceased, and Lytton began 
to contemplate the breaking up, rather than th!'l consolida
tion and support, of the Afghan power as ~he proper aim 
of British policy. In this extreme dtwelopment of the 
' forward ' theory, however, he met with decided dis
couragement from home; an(!, iri the absence of further 
provocation from Cabul, he bided his time. He warmly 
seconded; if he did not suggest, the despatch of troops 
from India to the Mediterranean in order to remind Russia, 
at the critical moment in the spring of 187~, of the 
solidarity and material strength of the Empire, and he 
busied·· himself with preparations against a possible 
Russian attack; but he took no action on the frontier, till 
the Russian Mission under General Stoletoff appeared at 
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Cabul in. July. _To Lytton this was a deCisive· event: 
He couid not regard it mRJrely as the natural Russii:m reply 
to British preparations, but rather as an open qreach by 
-the Ameer of his obligations to British' -India .. It is true 
:that the Ameer protested against the coming of the 
Mission, but he took no military: action -to prevent its 
:advance; he received Stoletoff at Cabul with honour, and 
there is no doubt that he signed some· sort of treaty or 
convention with him. Conduct of this kind could __ not be 

_ · tolerated in a ruler who looked to Britain for the protection._ 
of his independence and who yet had for years evaded or

_ ~eclined the reception of any Mission £toni the Viceroy 
of India. Lytton decided at once that the oriJy suitable 

-course for the Indian Government was ·to, deilpatch- a 
Missioil of its own to Cabul, and; this time, to insist on-
its reception _with becoming honours. He obtained \he 
sanction of the India 'Office, selected. a competent and 
experienced officer, Sir Neville Chamberlain, and sent 
the Mission forward, taking care that the public in India 
and outs~de should realise the .seriouS'importance 9£ this 
new departure in policy.. Beaconsfield, and still more 
Salisbury; .deprecated- this haste; in view· of Russia's 
disposition to retreat._ -Cranbrook, the Indian Secretary, 
supported the Viceroy; and Beaconsfield, though annoyed 
by Lytton's _tendenc-y to. force the hand of the Home 
Government, admitted the strength of his case and 
admired the ability wit:P. -which he _defended his- action; 

To Lord Cranbrook. 

_ - Confidential. - Huomi:NDEN MANOR, Sept. 12, '78.-I have 
read with some alarm the V-Roy:s telegram. - It appears, 
that Lord Lytton cd. not have been kept an fait to' the com- __ 
inunicatiqns, tha_t -h_ave til,ken pla9e; 'and are taking' place, 
betn .. H.M:.'s Gover_ntrient a_nd .that of_.Russia, pn the .subject 

· oLAfghari:lstai1. If this be the case, I thi~~ l.t is deeply to be 
. , . ' deplored: . : · _ _ ·;-, -· · • : . · ~ . -

· :· As far. as they hav~ proceeded, and as far as I can now judge, 
the~;explariatim}s of-the Russian•Govt. are satisfactory, and 

' • . the-whole matter.would;have quietly disappeared, the Russian 
-- .. '.. . - ·. - - .... ;-- .· 
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projects having been intended for a contemplated war with 
this country, wh., I trust, is now out of the question . 

. What injurious effect Lytton's policy, ostentatiously, indis
creetly, but, evidently, officially announced, in the Calcutta 
correspondence of The Times of yesterday,. may· produce, 
I cannot presume to say. But I am a.Iarmed, and affairs re
quire, in my opinion, your gravest attention. 

If Ld. Lytton has ventured on these steps with full acquaint-·. 
ance with our relations with Russia on the subject of Afghan
[ista]n, he has committed a grave error; if he have'been left in 
ignorance of them, our responsibility is extreme. 

I won't go into any details as to his views, assuming, for 
argument's sake, that some course was necessary; but I must 
remark, that the unconditional guarantee of the Afghan 
territories ought to be well considered before sanctioned. . .•. 

Private. Sept. 13.-0ur despatches crossed. I should not 
have written mine, had I previously received yrs. 

I have read .all yr. documents, prfuted and MS. Lytton 
grapples with his subject, and grasps it like a man. I always 
thought very highly ofhis abilities, but this specimen of them 
elevates my estimate. With his general policy I agree, in 
great measure-but the all-important question, wh. disturbs 
me, immediately arises-:-is he acquainted with the negotiations 
now going on :with Russia ? 

And if he be not, will the announcement of his views and 
projects in The Times injuriously affect our position with that 
Power? 

Confidential. Sept. 17.-I have yours of the 13th, and, by 
this post, retu:r;n all the Lytton papers, which I have read with 
the utmost attention. 

I have not yet seen the answer from Livadia, but from the 
tel. of its contents, forwarded by Mr. Plunket, it is unsatis-

0 factory. You have no doubt also received this tel. _ 
. oi am convinced the country requires that we shall act with 
decision and firmness on· this Afghan question. So f~r as I 
can judge, the feeling is strong; and rising, in the country. 
So long as they thought there was ' Peace with Honor' the 
conduct of the Government was popular, but if they find there 
is no peace, they will sqon be apt to conclude there is also no 
honor. 

With Lytton's general policy I entirely agree. I havealways 
been opposed to, and deplored, 'masterly inactivity.' 

As to his instructions to our Envoy, I shd. leave them to 
your sound criticism, and good sense, and experience in public 
affairs, but I think there is no doubt that there shd. be no 
delay in the Mission. 

Confidential. Sept. 22.-There can be no Cabinets now, 
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and matters -must be settled by. myself, and the Secretaries 
of. State for For.-Affr. and India. ·. _ . . . · 
· Under these circumstances, \vhen you and~the v~Roy agree, 
I shall, as a general rule,alw:,tys wish to.support you. · _ 

No doubt SalisburY's views, under ordinary circumst;1nces, 
wopld be prudent; but there are . occasions. when prudence 
is. not wisdom. And this is one. ·There are times for action. 

·We niust control,-and even create events._ · 
No doubt our Envoy will make the best terms he can. ·He 

will; of course; not show all his cards at once; but I am. clearly 
of opinion, that what we want, 1!-t this present momentj is 
to prove. our ascendenpy in· Afghanistan; and, to· accomplish 
tliat, we must jlot stick at trifles... . . ·· · · · ·. . 
-: Confidential. Sept. 26.-Yours of the 24th reached me this 

· q16rning. lam notsati,sfied with the position, as nothing could 
justify Lytton's ·course except he was prepared to act, and 
. was in a situation·wh.justified the responsibility of disobeying 

.·the orders of H.M. Government. . , 
He was told to wait until we had received the ·answer from 

Russia to our remonstrance. I was very strong on this, 
having . good· •reasons for_· my opinion_. J{e disobeyed us. 
·I was asstired by ;Lord,Salisbury that, under no circumstances, 
was the Khyber Pass· to be'atteinpted. ·Nothing would hav>e 
induced me to consent to such· a step; He was told-to send 
theMission byCandahar:. He has sent it bytheKhyber; and 
received a snub, wh: it may cost us much _to'wipe away. · -

When V-Roys and Comms.-iri-chief disobey orders, they 
·ought to be sure Of success in ·their mutiny; Lytton, by dis
obeying orders, has :onlOJ-- secm;ed insult and failure. 

What course we ought, now, to take is a grave affair. · 
To force the Khybet;.and take Cabul, is a perilous business. 

Candahar we might, probably, occupy with ease; and retaiit.· 
T?ese are·only jottings. -I have the utmost confi~enc~:..,iil \l, 

yr. JU:dgment.and firmness, but I shall never feel certam, now, 
whether your instructions ate fulfilled. ·' ... · . · : . · ·· 

. • I ' . 

. . -, To the Duke of Richmond, -~ . ~- · · 
·- Hud:HENDEN MANoR, Sept. 24.~Yoti are :Very kind to'1he; 

. _ you make mp.ch of me;- you feed·me with.delicat.e cat~s_: and I 
ani. very. ungrateful for not sooner acknowledging all your 

. g~fts; -but you must· pardon a her:rp.it; who lives iri entire 
solitude, and gets every' day more in_capable of the private 
dutieS-o£.1ife~· ~.f. · : _ -., --~- . . 

" To,caUthe Cabinet t()gether;would i:igitate all Europe, and 
, < )!'should t:p_ink the V~Roy'·WStS'quite.prepare'd for the proba.ble . 

. incident that has occ~rred. Itelegr~phed yesterday to Hardy, 
·bu:t;J have·not_-yet:his:ariswet. !tis umortunate, at:such a. 

- - . .. -. ·:-::- ___ , ~' 

t: ~ . ..· .... : 

-;;- ·:-
·.:·.J:.-•c· • 

' . 
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moment, that the Sec, of S. for For.'affairsshould be at Dieppe 
and Sec. for India at Balm oral. We are terribly scattered; 
naturally in Sept., but events happen every day. They have 

- no recess and no_ holidays. _ I think with firmness we shall 
settle all the other things and this too. 

To_ Lord Salisbury. , 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 3, 1878.-I have been obliged to 

summon the Cabinet. I found th~y were talking all -sorts of 
nonsense over the cmmtry; especially some in -whose prudence 
I still had some lingering trust; and there were already ' two 
parties in the Cabinet,' and ' all that.' 

I have given the d~epest attention and study to the situat~on 
and read. with becoming consideration all Lytton's wonderful 
MS. pamphlets; wh. are admirable both in their grasp and 
their detail; and this is my opinion. His policy is perfectly 
fitted to a sta;te of affairs in which Russia was our assailant; 
but Russia is not our assailant. She has sneaked out of her 
hostile position, with sincerity in my mind, but scarcely with 
dignity, and if Lytton had only been quiet and obeyed my 
orders, I have no doubt that, under the 'advice of Russia, 
Shere Ali would have been equally prudent. 

However, it is not so, and we have received a coup, which 
was needlessly encouraged. We can't let the matter remain 
as it is, but our retort, tho' dignified and author.itative; ought 
to be moderate. It is not a cas'lis belli, after the withdrawal 
of Russia, and if we had been quiet, we need have done 
nothing. I fear you will smile at my specific for the occasion, 
and that it will remind you of my ancient proposals about 
Gallipoli, but I _think it is a case for 'material guarantee.' 
That will gain time, _and that is, in my opinion, all that is 

'; req_uired. . . ' 
~ -('But can we take a matenal guarantee without calling , 

Parliament together? That would be terrible _ The Act is 
now under the consideration of the Ld; Chancellor, and he 
will enlighten us .... 

't'\ < 

Beaconsfield's last three letters were written after receipt 
of th~...- news of the forcibie stoppage of Chamberlain's 

• Mission by order-of the Ameer at Ali Musjid, the fort at 
the entrance of the Khyber Pass. It was a deliberate 
affront_. and the Viceroy desired to meet it with a declara
tion of war. But neither Beaconsfield nor the majority 
of his colleagues were prepared for so drastic a course. 
A meeting of the C~bimit on October 4 was indecisive, 
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and Beaconsfield invited Cranbrook to Hughenden to 
discuss the problem. The guest· wrote in his qiary .that 
his host was 'disturbed about india because Russia is 
taking advantage of our ;efubarrassment in India, and; · 
~s Corry s~ys, it is a ."black momen~." '· 

'- To Lady Bradjo~d. 
··. HUGIIENDEN MANOR, Oct. [? 9 or 10].--'-:"· • The news this 
morning is so black that I do not at present well see how a 
November meeting [of Parl.iament]can be'avoided. Monty 
has gone up to town to-day a,nd \viii see Ld. Cranqrook, who 
is also:there to-day, and I hope will succeed in sending him 
down here. It is terrible for .all of us to be So scattered. · · 
This critical state of affairs need not. have happened, and cd. 
not have, if my orders had not been disobeyed. This makes 
it more grievous. · I wrote to you, a month ago I shd. think, 

< that I hoped I had settled the Afghan business, but alas ! 
I did not reckon on distant.and headstrong coun,sels. 

To Q;ieen/Victoria. ; . 
· HuaHENDEN; Oct. 11, '78.;-... lVIr Corry went up to~own 
yesterday to make a reconnaissance.about Mr. Leightonl and 

· .. his prosp·ects, and Lord .~eaconsfield will.inforni your Majesty 
·of the.-r.esult as soon as he receives it. He is desiro-qs himself, . 
for the honor ofEnglish Art, that Mi:. Leighton should succeed 
.to 'a:n office for·wb.ich his personal accomplishments h!ghly 
·qualify )lirri. . . . : . ·. . . . .. · · . · ' . , .. 

Oct.l5.~ • .. ·The state of affairs as regards Russia is more' 
harassing than ·perilous> If. strong protests are madil _(ncl: .. 
continued against the conduct ofthe Russian Governnient~and ~ .~·· 

w,_the affairs. of Afghamstan terminate . to the satisfactionj;of \J'l 
. ~" your Majesty,' Russia will recede·.from this new position~£ ~ 

If, on the other hand, the Afghanistan settlement be not· as 
· ·speedy and decio;;ive as is hoped· and e4pected, it,will stilFbe 

expedient to 9ontinue· negotiations. with: Russia, 'while, ~t,~;,the 
same time, we shall .be maturing some' great stroke, w4~9h 'will 
effectually. yindicate the provisions of the Treaty of Bffi:Iin .. : ..... : .• ~ 

· The situation is similar to that of the occupation of'.Sytia :~~; 
and Asia Minor by the Egyptians; backed by,France, :"nd .. in · · 
the teeth of the. remonstrances-.'of YJ\'L 'Government:· Lord 
Palmers tori continued· his negotiations v,;ith l\1. Thiers, thro' 

'. ~ ' 

.. 1 The reference is to' Leighton's candidatur~ for the Presidency of the 
Royal Academy, which was successful. , · . · : •. ' . . · · . 

2. Russia was showing a disposition to dela.y the e.vacuation of the Turkish 
.territories she oc·cupied iii Euro~ • 
. - / 
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The Leader of the House of Commons followed the Lord 
. Chancellor, and said he wasabout to ask the same question

What was the casus belli? As at pr~sent advised, be could 
find none, and was sure our party would not support us in the 
Commons. He spoke at length and very earnestly. 

Mr. Secretary Cross entirely agreed with the'Leader of the 
House of Commons. He saw no case. 

The Marquis of Salisbury said that the Viceroy was '.forcing 
the hand .of the Government,' and h.ad been doing so from the 

""-· very first; he thought only of India, and was dictating,. by its 
means, t-!J.e foreign policy of the Government in Europe and 
Turkey. He had twice disobeyed orders: first in acting on the 
Khyber Pass; 2nd, in sending the Mission contrary to the 
niost express and repeated o:r;ders that he was not to do so, 
till we had received an expected despatch from Russia, and 
never without the . precise instructions of the Ministry in 
England; that, even now, he was not prepared to act even if we 
permitted him to do so. He spoke with great bitterness of 
the conduct of the Viceroy, and said that, unless curbed, he· 
would bring about some terrible disaster. 

Lord Cranbrook spoke in answer to the preceding speakers, 
taking the strong Indian view of affairs, and said the casus 
belli was formed by an aggregate of hostile incidents on the 
part of the Ameer. . . · · · · 

In this critical state of affairs, there being now silence, Lord 
Beaconsfield gave his opinion. He said it would doubtless 
.be dangerous to summon Parliament to sanction a .. war, if 
. our casus belli was not unimpeachable; but he was of opinion 
that a demonstration of the power and determination of 
England was at ·this moment necessary; that instead of the 
proposed manifesto of the Viceroy, which the Lord Chancellor 
informed them was a declaration of war, he would propose that 

I' a strong column should pass the frontiers and occupy the 
· Kurram Valley, all our. preparations in other quarters siinul

taneously proceeding, and tl:iat thl} Viceroy should issue a 
note, declaring that this invasion was not intended as an 
hostile act, but as the taking of a 'material guarantee' that 
justice should be obtained for the English demand. . The 
occupation of the Principalities by ~ussia before the Crimean 
War ,was quoted as a precedent. It was shown such a step 
was in the nature of ' reprisals ' and which were sanctioned 
by public law, and not considered as active hostilities. 

The Duke of Richmond strongly approved of these remarks. 
Lord Salisbury said such a course would content him-in 
demonstrating power, and not necessarily leading to any 
disaster. The Lord Chancellor and . the House of Commons 
members. following him, murmured approbation, · when 
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sudde"nly Lord Cranbrook startled'·us all by saying, that he 
would not undertaJze the responsibility of such a course; that 
his own opinion was for :war·, iuimediate·and complete; that he 
believed it inevitable sooner· or later, and very soon; that the 

·' material guarantee ' project was a half measure, and would 
be looked upon as an act of timidity; and secondly, that he 
would prefer ·continuing our p~eparations, postponing the 
inevitable campaign, to any middle course, and the more so 
because he would frankly .confess that he was not altogether / 

.satisfied with the military preparations .of the Viceroy; that 
Lord Lyttori was aCting in opposition to the military members 
of his Council:_,.. first in not employing as they thought s_ufficient 
English troops, and secondly in refusing to retain the reliefs,, 
which l..ord Cranbrook on his O"wn responsibility, and in 
opposition .to the_ opinion ·()f Lord Lytton, had ordered to 
remain. · · 

-After this . extraQrdinary statement on the part of the 
Secretary of India,· in addition to the fact that none of the forces 

. 'had as yet arrived at their stations, and that all was matter 
of calculation· and estimate, there_ seemed only one course to 
take. The military preparations were ordered to be continued 

· and completed, and ev:en'on a greater scale,:while, in order to. 
strengthen our case for Parliament; it was agreed that another 
message to the Ameer, to be submitted, before tran.s:rllission, 
to the Cabinet, should•be prepared and sent. 

This is not a complete, and perhaps a feeble, but a faithful, 
sketch of one of the most remarkable meetings of a Cabinet 
that Lord Beacons&eldwell remembers.· It is certainly un-
fortunate that the Afghan business shOuld have been pre-

. cipitated, which was quite unnecessary, for we have· much 
on our hands at thi.s momeri~, and the .utmost energy and re
sources of the country niay have _to be appealed to by your 

·Majesty's Government; but Lord Beaconsfield _himself, tho' """ 
anxious, looks.forward to the future without dismay, and Lord 4 
Salisbury is prepared to support Lord Beaconsfield in some 
.steps; which, if necessary, will be of a very decided character. 

This Ie~ter shows the great reluctance with' which 
the 'Cabinet,- and eV:en its chief, entered upon the Afghan 

- . . . ':"lo. 
War. They felt that they had been unduly hustled by 

. t . . . • ' . ir.f 

Lytton,· t_ho_ug~ they_ were ,eventually convinced that his 
• :. policy must :be stippprted~and supported, as th€;) Queen 

urged-and Beaconsfield- agreed, with as. much cordiality 
a~ if there: had been no 'iJ?itial difference of opinion. The 
ultiinat~mto the Ameer; which the _Cabinet .authorisl(d. 

-· 
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demanded an apology in writing for the affront at Ali 
· Musjid, and the reception of a permanent British Mission 
in Afghanist.an; and it gave· him till November 20 to 
reply .. In the ·interval came Lord Mayor's Day, and 
Beaconsfield went to stay at Hatfield at the beginning ·of 
the month to consult with Salisbury on the line to be 
taken in the Guildha:Il speech. 

To Queen Victo;ia. 
HuoRENDEN, Oct. 31, '78.-Lord Beaconsfield ... goes to 

Hatfield to-morrow, and will remain there, more or less, until 
Lord Mayor's day is past. It is necessary that som~ uninis· 
takable expression of the policy of your Majesty's Government 
should be made on that day, and Lord Beaconsfield must be in 
daily communication with Lord Salisbury on its nature. 

Lord Beaconsfield hopes your Majesty will graciously confer 
the honor of Knighthood on the Lord Mayor. There is·some 
murmuring in the city as to the scanty honors which have been 
granted to the municipality, but, in .truth; when Lord Mayors 
began to believe that they had a vested interest in the honorable 
and territorial title of Baronet, it became necessary to check 
their unreasonable ambition. But Knighthood in the City 
Lord Beaconsfield thinks should be rather encouraged .• 

To Lady Bradford. 
[HATFIELD], Nov. 4.-lcame down here on Friday an,d have 

done much business. They wish me to remain permanently 
during the month of Cabinets, but tho' they are most kind, 
and there is some convenience in daily intercourse with the 
Secretary of State, I sigh for 'my crust of bread and liberty,' 
and return to town to;morrow, Monty's house being my 
home.·... . 

There is no party here at present, but somebody comes every 
day and stays for 8 and 40 houis. Monty is of course here, 
and is, I perceive, a great favorite with all the members of the 
family. . . . The daughters of the house keep everybody 
alive; always on horseback, and in scrapes, or playing lawn 
tennis even in twilight. The evening passes in chorus singing 
-all 'the airs of Pinafore. It's a distraction both for Salisbury 
and myself from many cares. 

Your letter pleased me very much, and I was glad the 
H[ughende]n visit was not a failure. I wish you to like my 
home, to use a mild.word. 

10, DowNING STREET, Oct. [Nov.] 8.-... I dined on 
Wednesday at Lady Marian's, a farewell dinner to the beauti-
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. ful Louise a~d Lorne.~ Marian just arriv~d .to a long un
. iJ:lhabit~d hopse, _all her heating apparatus out' of. gear and. 
· wouldn t wotk-never kne\v a house so cold, and feeble wood 
. fires.· The cJ?mpanr n.e,;.er got over it. . . . Igot home and 
drenched inY,self w1th hot cognac and water, and was not so 
much injured on the morrow as I expected. · ·· 
· Yesterday;ia Cabinet and afterwards a real farewell dinner 
at the Lorne~'; house very warm (to make up for th~ former 

.. day), exquis\te dillner, tho' I cd. 'n9t p11,rtake of it~ and there 
were too many luxuries; a very small party, but rather 

. amusing. Ptince.Leopold was there, ill his blue ribbon, andfull 
of talk. I site betn. our hostess and bini. The Coutts Lind

'says, Abergitvenny (your. Hughenden· friend), the· Bertie 
Mitfords. , .f. Lcirne the most geni:U of hosts, and directed 
his conversation· niuch to fr. 'humble servant,. \'vho cd. :hot 
keep up the~ibail; for I never for a moment;understood what 
'he was talkmg about. . . '; . . . ' : . . . : . .. . . . . 

:!1, ; • • f ' ' . . .. 

It· was clearly impossible.: to say much at Guildhall 
about the' .fVghan"dispute,''a's. we were awaiting a reply 
to the uitim'~tum: But most Pri:ine Ministers in Beacons~ ,-. . . . 'i( . . . . ' • . •. . . . . . 

field:s pl~ce would probably have ju$tified Ministerial ,, . ·. . . .· . 

action by a:fshort.statemimt of ·the Wrongs which we had 
suffered at the Ameer's hands, culmhtating in the repulse 

~ - - . . . 

,of a Britis~ Mission by force after the reception of a 
Russian Mission with honour~ Commonph1ce of',' this·. 
,. ,/-. ~~ - . ·. •. . - .~ . . • t •• 

sort, howeyer, was uncongenial' to Beaco:t:tsfield. ··. His 
., . li • . . . . 

• attention was 'fixed; as he assumed that of the nation to 
. . . .· ''-' . . . . . . .·. . . . ~ .. 

he, on saf~g.uarding the north-west frontier. The danger 
of invasicin!roflndia from Asi~ Minor~f.tndfrorii. the valley 
of the Eu:8hrates had beeh averted, he maintained, 'by 
the ·Cyprusji.Convention, which gave us' 'a strong .place· 

• ~. of arms,: a;nd secured the Sultan in the· possession.· of 
• his -Asi~tic1l domi~ons, proViding ·for· their· regenerat~on 
tmder . our lpnfiner:tc~. On the· _, roatt,er. of_ immediat~ 
interest ' wpat he said was 'this: · ·• ,, , 

• ~ ;''\ . - ~~- ·~ . • • • ; 'i'i,. • 

, .. . ... Our north"western frontier i~ a haphazard and not• a 
scientific frohtier. · It is in the power of anY: foe so to embarrass· 
and disturb our dominion th~t we should be obliged to mai..'ltain 
thepresence1of _a great military force 'in that quarter, entailing 
on the . country a proportionatl;l expenditnre. · .• These. are 

• ~- 1. Lord L0~~b' had~-beeil appoi~ted; ,on ~e~coristield1 s'·r~co:QuQeqd~tion, 
· ·- ~o_v~rnor-Geri~rat. of O~nadil.. ·, · · ' "~ · ~~ .-:· · - .' · . ·. · · · - . 
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unquestionably great evils, and former Viceroys have had their 
attention called with anxiety to the state of our frontier. 
Recently, however, some peculiar circvmstances have occurred 
in that part of the world, which have convinced Her Majesty~s 
Government that the time has arrived when we must terminate 
all this inconvenience and prevent all this possible injury. 
With this view we have made arrangements by which, when 
completed, in all probability at no distant day, all anxiety 
respecting the north-western frontier of· India will be removed.· 
We shall live, I hope,- on good terms. with our immediate 
neighbours, and not on bad. terms, perhaps, with some neigh
bours that are more remote. 

Several of Beaconsfield's colleagues, and particularly 
-Cranbrook, the Indian Secretary, realised the imprudence 
of this passage while their chief uttered)t. Northcote 
wrote to Lady Northcote next day: 'The chief spoke 
very well, and was very well received. We were, however, 
·rather dismayed by wliat he said as to Indian frontier 
policy; and Cranbrook, Salisbury, and Cross pulled very 
long ·faces over the "rectification " passage.' It would 
. be only too easy to represent it-and the Liber~l party 
and press hastened to do so-as an adniission ·that we 
were wantonly making war in order to establish a scientific 
frontier. Undoubtedly it was the policy both of Beaco~~~-
field and of Lytton to secure, after the defeat of Sher 
Ali, a line of frontier more defensible than the existing 
one. But it was no quest of a scientific frontier, but 
the intolerable conduct of Shet Ali towards the British 
Government, culminating' in the. insolent stoppage of 
Chamberlain'sMission, which had produced the ultimatum, 
and which, if the .Ameer refused to comply with the ulti-
matum, would bring about war. ' -

This passage, however, was merely an episode in a 
speech which dealt mainly: with the Eur0pean situation 
and the execution of the Treaty of Berlin. Difficulties 
in 'Bosnia-, Albania, Eastern Rumelia, and Rumania, and 
the refusal hitherto of Turkey to revise her frontier with 
Greece, had given opportunity for criticism to suggest that 
the Treaty on whi(ih the British Government had prided 
itself was so much waste paper. In reply to this shallow 
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c~r~ing, Beaconsfield- pointed out that ~ime was always 
alld~ed for the fulfilment of a treaty's terms, and that in 
the!lpresent case· not half, not mucl1- more than a third, -
of ,:~he period prescribed had elapsed. _Nevertheless, 
alre~dy, under the provisions of the Treaty, Russia had 
reti:~·ed from Constantinople and from the Straits of Galli~ 
poli;, and had re~tored Erzeroum to the Porte; while the 
Sul~an_had surrendered the fortresses on tpe Danube and. 
Ba~oum-had been given up without the sheddil)g of a drop 
of blood; moreover, international. commissions were. .. + .· . . .. . - . 
actively at work arranging th,e new lines of demarcation 
• •I. 

·created at Berlin. These were the most considerable . 
poiJts of the. Tre~ty; and all this had been.do~e in three . 

1! > . - ). 

mol)ths. No. intimation had been received froin any of 
the -~ignat0ries that it was their desir,e, o_r intention to· evade 
the )!complete fulfilment of its conditions.-, It was. the 
polii?y'arid determination of Her Majesty) Go~ernmen:t 
tha~ the. Treaty should be carried out in spirit and to the 
Iett8r; and they would, ifnecessary,appeatto the people 
.d this country to support them in that policy with all 
theit energy. and all therr resources.· ·But he did not · 
.b!lli¥ve that could· be necessary: He disregarded curre~t 
go~~p to a contrary effec't. ' The government· of 'the 

·worf,d is ca1~ried OJJ by Sovereigns and statesmen, and not 
by .,~~nonynious. P.aragraphers,: or by the· hare-brained. 
chatter of irresponsible frivolity.' On LOrd Mayor's 
· Dayt there was a ' chance of hearing the voice of sense 
and-::truth.' 

Oh Septerrib~r -:-15 Beaconsfield had ~itten to the 
1) . J - . . ~ . . . - ' 

Queen, in reference to· 'Lord Palmerston's .. "da11-gerous 
mari:;" ' Gladstone: ' The articlein the N[orth] America~ 
Revi:ew, disparaging his own country,. the comitry of which 
he "~as chief Minister, and acjmowledging its decline ,and 
faU4fills Lord Beaconsfield '':~th .amazement/ It. was. 

· clearly this article that Beaconsfield had . in his mind 
in cqmposing:the fine-peroration of his Griildhall speech; 

.: . ,: ~pdjsubse:quenLhistory ,has vindicated his confidence 
. '· ln t]ie impe:~;ial capacity of his countrymen. .. . · 
~: -~ ~~ . . ~ .. ' . -~- . . .. '·f . 
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I know there are some who think that the power ~of England 
is on the wane. .we· have been informed lately that ours will 
be the lot of Genoa and Venice and Holland. But, my Lord 
Mayor, there is a great difference between the condition of 
England and those picturesque and interesting communities. 
We have, during ages of prosperity, created a nation of 
34,000,000; a nation who are enjoying, and have long e:p.joyed, 

. the two greatest blessings of civil life-justice and liberty: 
A nation of that character is more calculated to create empires 
than to give them up; arid I feel confident,· if England is 
true to herself, if the English people prove themselves worthy 
of their ancestors, if they possess still the courage and deter
mination, of their forefathers, their honour will never be 
tarnished and their power will never diminish. The fate of 
England is in the hands of England; and you must place no 
credit on those rumours which would induce you to believe 
that you have neither the power nor the principle to assert 
that policy which you believe is a policy of justice and truth. 

To Lady Bradford. 
S. AuDLEY ST~,l Nov. 11, '78.-... Saturday was a great, 

I believe I might say a complete, success. · The party is 
. what is called on its legs again, and jingoism triumphant ! 
In a very mixed assembly, as Guildhall ever is, there was 
enthusiasm as far as concerned ·me, not merely cheering, but 

·rising in their places of a 1,000 guests, and waving of kerchiefs 
and all that, napkins included. · , 

My voice was queer in the morning, but remedies got it all 
right, and the Ld. Chan[cello]r say.> it was never more power
ful or clear. All our people, all people, and the foreign Am
ba~sadors esp[eciall]y, in high spirits. Quite ashamed to write 
this egotistical trash, wh. is only for your dear eyes. 

Nov. 13.-... Our accounts from the Continent to-day are 
all favorable, and the Guildhall speech seems to have done 
what I intended .... 

Nov.16.-Going to Sandringham~ .. ~ The Faery has just 
telegraphed that she highly disapproves of my going: ' most 
imprudent, running great risk, cold stormy weather ... .' · 
Go to S. I must. I can't tell the Faery the exact reason, but 
you will remember last year and what occurred.2 ... 

Nov. 19.-There was rather an agreeable party at S[and
ringham]. The Manchesters, Salisburys, D. of Sutherland, 
Beust, Mrs. Standish, ourselves, Leighton, Oliphant ... 

1 Corry's house. 
2 Beaconsfield excused himself in 1877 from going to Sandringham,. and 

then went to Weston. 
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Pi.·ince Hal was very gracious: 'agreeable, and in high feather;· 
:ru'l.d, very proud of b,aving four Knights of the ·Garter at 
dinner .. ; . · ·.- ... · 

)/The Cabinet meets to-morrow and will have to decide 
W:hethrer Pa~liatnent is to be·sum~on!3d. It is vexatious, for 
tJ,le reason is only technical; for tho' the language of the Act 
.Gf ParJiament is ambiguous, I can't help feeling myself that an 
ihterptetation favorable to not meeting might be fairly given· 
t!o it. · There are~some, however, who fancy that the cry of the 
Opposition of out gov-erning without Parliament may take the 
feans-and·fancy of John Bull, who is sometimes-apt to behastil_y 
headstrong. · 

J! _ Sir Stafford- ;orthcote to :~ady' Notth~te. ' .. 
" ll,DowNING STREET, No'JJ. 19,-,-... The Ch1efhas wntten 

- :{a sau?y letter, declining t? rec.eive the deputation of .thought~ 
J:ful Liberals, and remarkmg that he has already had ample 
1/.opportunities of making -himself acquafuted with Lord 
1{ Lawrence's views. . . . - . · ·- _ ~ 
''j! / ... . ~ 

Jr Lord Odo Russell to Mon~agu Corry. 
!I Private. BRITISH EMBASSY, BERLIN, Nov.· 23, '78.--,-: ... I 
!f am rejoiced to say that Ld. Beaconsfield's great speech at the· ' 

1/ Mansion House [? Guildhall] has produced a most excellent 

~
' impr.ession iii Berlin and indeed throughout Germany. · It is 

1 ·most remarkable and_ refreshing to see how the Oriental 
1,. •policy of H.lVLG., in, 'and .since, the Congress, has .elevated 
;i Eng1and in the eyes of the .Con~inent: _· _ · _ _ 
il' . What a marvellqus and delightful. c~a~ge for the better, 
i/ smce the ·day when I first had the satisfactiOn of an exchange 
iJ of ideas on this subject with you after the Londonderry dinner 

_ ---~ at Holdernesse House on the 19th of June, 1877! 

~ SouTH AUDLE¥ ST~~~:.d:l~ra:;_:~~i~~ a moment to write. 
}f These are agitated and' agitating times. Nothing was decided 

_ .i! : yesterdf!--Y as to meeting of Parliament; but the Cab. meets to-
' morrow at noon, and will ·settle i~(>ne way or the other. 

-Jl . I think the meeting will take place, as the House of Corum. 
;I Mfuisters are in favor of it, and they bear the strain, and their 
if opinion therefore carries . double weight. The army has 
II' entered Aighn. at three points this mo:rnip.g. . . . -

1/ ·Nov. 26.-... Schou[valoff] ha~just beenhere, and had his 
l. interview-a, long one, and to me. ~,f!-tisfactory. I think we 
!/" shall triumph. in: all quartets, and not only get .our Berlin 

lj 
I• 
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Treaty successfully. carried into effect, but that the Ameer is 
what the Yankee:; call' a dead crow'! ... 

Nov. 28.-... I cd. not go to the Faery yesterday-to 
Council-my old enemy being on me. . . . I was obliged to 
go to the Cab. to-day, but have just returned, quite unable 
to call in Hill St., or do anything but write to you. 

The consequence is that I shall have to go down to Windsor, 
if possible, again by a spec[ial] train; aud ~>n Wednesday I 
must go to the Council besides, if possible-and Thursday; 
Parliament ! . . . Things look well, but I am not. . · 

Dec. 2.-... I fear I never told you·, and I only tell it 
quite in secret, that the Faery wanted Monty to succeed 
Biddulph, £2,000 pr. ann., and the head place of the House
hold ! What a strange thing had it happened ! . . . 

To Queen Victoria. . 
10, DoWNING ST., Nov. 27, '78.-.•• Secret. To-morrow 

he understands your Majesty will give audience to Lo:td 
Salisbury on the occasion of Count Beust's farewell. 

Lord Beaconsfield is entirely satisfied with the conduct of 
Lord Salisbury; his personaLioyalty to hiilisel£, his re~arkable 
capacity of labor, and his fertile resource; but Lord Beacons
field a little fears the cajoling influence of Count.Schouvaloff . 
over him. He would, therefore, humbly entreat your Majesty 
to impress upon the Secretary of State, while appreciating his 
labors and ability, the absolute .necessity and wisdom of the 
utmost firmness in our relations with Russia. We may b.e, 
and ought to be, quite conciliatory in tone, but we must concede 
nothing. If we are firrn and decided, Russia will surrender 
every point in dispute, present or future dispute. _All is going 
right. Cyprus will be a·marvellous success, and Hamley says 
that Famagusta will turn out a harbor, which will conveniently 
receive all your Majesty's ironsides. The Sultan is certainly 
with us, since our announcement of our determination as to 
Bulgaria and E. Rumelia; and Austria, influenced much by 
the sam.e cause, every day more inClined to act with us. All 
that is required is-that England should be conscious of. her 
own strength. . . 

Beaconsfield's language at Guildhall confirmed the 
Liberal party in ·its resistance to his Afghan policy. 
The Ameer left the ultimatum unanswered, and pn-. 
November 21 the British forces advanced through the 
passes. The Opposition, onoe. more under the de facto 
leadership of Gladstone, imme-diately proclaimed that we 
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.. had entered on an ' unjust ' war. They adopted eagerly 
.the docthnes of th~ old Anglo-Indian school', whose spokes
man wa.~ Lord Lawrence, and who deprecated any inter-

. ~· . -· . . . ' -
meddlin,g whatever with the affairs of Afghanistan. They 
failed ~p .see that the Rusf;]ian· conquest of Turkestan, 
and the imminent inclusion ~of Afghanistan within the 
RussiaV sph~re of infl~erice, had ~ehtireJy altered> the 
problem; which, ever smce Gladstone's refusal of ·Sher 
Ali's r~huest for. definite suppo:t.and prot~~t!on in J873,: .. 

. had b~eh urgently demanding a fresh. solution ... This 
was fu¥yrooognised by manyofthe ablest,fo.nglo-Indians, 
of whop1 Sir Ba,rtle Frere and Sir.Janies Fitzjames Stephen 
were tBe inost powerfulvoices. But the Liberals shut their 
eyes t~ .the facts, insisted on regai·ding the ·Ameer, ·who 
was dfiep in Russian intrigue, as a would-be friend whoni 
Lytto~ had treated ill, an~ vehemently P,rotested that the 
forcible sto.ppage of a British Mission after the honorific 
reception of a RuSsian Mission was no $Ufficient'ground: 

. for a punitive expedition.. . · . .· . · .· . · · 
On4e more, as at th~ time of the Bulgarian atrocities~ 

it wa8 claimed that· a great .moral. issue was involved; 
and sb much were inEm's minds iriflam~d that the chroni
cler d'f the Annual Register for. 1878, whose duty it was 
to register facts and not to pas~ judgments, was· moved 
s9le:njnly to record the graveopiriion that this was' a very 
wantibn and a very wicked 'war,'undertaken in pursua.nce 
of a$ 'deliberately aggressive' policy, and deserving 
ther~fore of . ' most e.mphatic condemnation.' These 

· expr'essions read very foolishly now side by side with the 
judgbent o{ a man who was as alive as Gladstone to 

• moral 'issues but who knew, the ·facts. Lord Roberts, 
afte1~ gathering first-hM~d;informatio:O: on the spot, wrote 
at Gabul on 'Novemper 22,.1879: 'Our ,recent rupture 

. . with Shere Ali has; in:fact, hee.nthe means of umila~king 
''an!f:ichecking a very serioU:s conspiracy'against the peace 
and.i seeurity of our Indian Em pine .. A modern historian 
of g6o'd· judgment, Dr; Holland· .Ros~?' .,who recognises 

. il· 1 Tlte Dev.lilo~ent of the~ European Q~tions,'5thed., p: 393. 

c.·· 4; . ~' 
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that the action of the British Government in the situation 
existing in 1878 was justifiable, is yet inclined to maint~,tin 
that that situat~on would never have existed but for the 
rejection of the Berlin Memorandum and for Beacons-

. field's anti-Russian policy. He writes that 'as far as can 
be judged from the evidence hitherto published (if we 
except some wild talk on the part of Muscovite Chauvinists), 

·Russia would not have interfered in Afghanistan except 
in order to paralyse England's action in Turkish affairs.' 
Surely he forgets that it was in 1870, six years before 
the rejection of the Berlin l\[emorandum, that Russia's 
intervention in Afghanistan began; when General Kauf
mann, the Governor of Turkestan, opened communications 
with the Ameer, which steadily increased from year to 
year in frequency and intimacy. The danger ·existed, 

· and was ever growing, ~many years before the Eastern 
Question was reopened in Europe. . 

In spite of the Liberal outcry, the Afghan policy was · 
successful bOth in the field and in Parliament. One 
British division took Ali Musjid and occupied the Khyber 
Pass as far as Jellala bad; another, under General Roberts, 
operating by th,e Kurram Pass, routed the Afghans ,in a 
brilliant action at Peiwar Kotal; a third, starting from 
Quetta, occupied Pishin, and early in January reached 
Candahai'. Parliament met on December 5, while the 
news of these successes were coming in,· and Northcote 
wrote next day to his wlfe: 'Roberts's great victory has 
taken the wind not only out of the sails, but out of the 
bodies of our opponents. . . . Poor Hartington is in 
lamentable case, and is reduced to asking my a-dvice 
as to the best mode of attacking us, without hurting us.' 
In both Houses Ministers, in spite of some initia.l anxiety, 
had large majorities. The Lords supported their action 
by 201 to 65; the Commons by 32 8 to 227. The following 
were Beaconsfield's reports to the Queen: • 

'Po Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING ST., Dec. 6, '78.-Lqrd Beaconsfield with his 

humble duty to your Majesty, must offer .his congratulations 
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to,1 his beloved Sovereign, on tlie. signal triumph of your 

. Mg,j esty' s arms. The letter of the Ameer, which Lord Beacons
. field underlined some days ago, in a 'telegram 'vhich he for-

Wai;ded . to your Majesty, has just :been · received by the 
Secretary of State, and it is clear we may demand any terms 
vife. like: Of course,· he offers to receive your Majesty's 
Envoy at Cabul. _ · , · - -
II The check to Russia, -to use a very mild expression, is com

:r!lete. Lord Beaconsfield has no· doubt, that expectations 
,~ere held out by Russia of military aidto the Ameer. ' 

>I Lord Beaconsfield has summoned the Cabinet to meet at 
~hree o'clock to-day, to consider the Ameer's)etter, and the 
situation generally. The debates proved last ~night that the 
ppposition is broken into pieces on the great question of the war . 
.Q'hey .dare not face it, but· t~e refuge in mere squabbling 
'!tbout sentences · in despatchef:!. Lor:d Beaconsfield closed 
~~~he debate ill the House of Lords to his satisfaction, and is not 
1iworse for what was a considerable, tho'· not ,very prolonged, 
:!physical exertion, He hopes your Majesty is well on this 
!/bright- morning, which is as_ bright as your _Majesty's imperial 
,fortunes. . . . - _ . r Dec. 7 .-. _; .. The qabinet decided that Major Cavagnari or 

rsome one of hiS s~andmg shouldreply to the Ameer, that the 
]• terms of the ultimatum mv.st be accepted, but that your 
1 Majesty's Government were ready to conclude peace on just 
1

• conditions. The military operations, in the meanwhile, not. 
,r to be suspended. He wou:ld, and meant to, have written this 
l at length to your Majesty, but was summoned to the House 

f 

of Lordi;~ from the Cabinet, ap.d on arriving' .at the Houses of 
Parliament; found everything in agitation and confusion. 

i The legitimate le~ders of_ t~e Opposi~ion, influ-Jnced, at the last 
1 moment, by the viOlent sectiOn of therr supporters, had suddenly 
I changed theirfront and had given notice of Votes of Censure l on your Majesty's Government, for Monday, in both Houses. 
I The Opposition are sanguine of success in the House of Lords, 
' the members of which are not prepared to give up their 

shooting parties, and other pursuits popular at;' this season. 
The Peers are independent, _and cannot be acted upon like the 
meinbers.ofthe'House of Commons thro' their constituencies. 

·Lord 'Beaconsfield was_ detained until a late hour in the Lord 
Chancellor's room~ considering .the situation, and writing 
incentive letters to apathetic Peers. · 

The House of Lords will divide-perhaps even some days be-
. fore the House of Commons, and the effect, it is feared, of an 

adverse, or feeble; votein the Upper Chamber, on the decision 
of the Lower; :may be very injurious. - All influences and efforts 
~re 11!3Cessary. · 

\ 
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Dec. 9 .-c-Lord Beaconsfield . . will not trouble your 
;\'Iajesty at· this moment with business, for he knows your 
Majesty's heart is disturbed.! . There is no agitation like that of 
the affections, and he can truly say, that the thought of your 
Majesty's suffering haunts him amid a:U rris affairs. He 
thought on the whole, however, that it might perhaps he a 
little relief to. your. Majesty to know that the prospects of 
your Majesty's Government in the impending struggle seem 
not unfavorable. He has very good accounts from the House 
of Commons, and his personal appeals to the House of Lords 
have brought some unexpectedly favorable results. With all 
duty and affection. 

Dee. ll.-... Your Majesty is,· of course, aware of the 
division last night in House of Lords: the greatest majority 

· on record. Dukes of Sutherland and Somerset and Lord 
Fitzwilliam, and several other Whigs, voted with your 
Majesty's Government, and others stayed away. Lord 
Beaconsfield could not write to your Majesty before, as he did 

·not retire last night, or r~J-ther this morning, until past four 
o'clockr having sate in the-House of Lords for nearly twelve 
honrs continuously. He is rather shattered, but managed 
to speak at! past 2 o'clock t}Jis morning, an exhausted orator, 
he fears, to a jad~d House, However, the deed is done·, and 
the House of Lords has. adjourned for a week, until next 
Tuesday. This division mu:st have a considerable effect on 
that of the Commons. If'good news could come from Darm
stadt, he should feel. content; ·but those thoughts prevent his 
writing more, and perhaps he.ought to ask your Maj·esty's 
gracious pardon for .saying so much. : . . 

The speech delivered in these unpromising circum
stances was a successful effort wruch extorted admiration, 
even from hostile critics. Beaconsfield occupied the earlier 
part of it with an ingenious aefence of his Guildhall indis
cretion. He repudiated the idea that rectification of 
frontier necessarily implied annexation or spoliation. 
It might be managed by an. exchange of equivalents. 
Treaties for rectification of frontiers had been quite 
common in the recent history of European diplomacy. 
In any case he never said that the substitution of a scien~ 

. tific for a haphazard frontier was the object, but only a 
possible consequence, of the war. When he spoke he had 
in mind the wild ideas then prevalent, that we w~re about 

1 Owing to Princess Alice's illness. 
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to conquer Afghanistan and .annex it. to our Empire; 
whereas a .scientific rectification _would give us all the 
results we require-d, and enable us to garrison the frontier 
with a comparatively smalLnumberof men. He quoted 
Lord Napier of .Magdala as a high, military authority 
who confirmed his vie"'· ·· · 

The sudden app~a~ance of Russia in.the immediate 
vicip:ity of Afgh~histan', 'said . Beaconsfield, had neces
sarily changed ourpoliriy. ·He held-that Russia's military 
·and political preparations in Central Asia against India, 
at a time when wiu: between Britain· and Russia seen:ied 
to be impending, were perfectly: justifiable .. But, now that 
the crisis was past, the Tsar was prepared to meet our 
wishes. He had given ordei·s to his troops to retire; and. his 
Amha~Sador. would be mei~ly' considered as. on a mission 
of'courtesy, and.would soon returJ:l· ··Russia's cond11ot.was 
satisfactory; but after Russian.· ~rmies had been almost / 
in sight of Afghanista,n and a.Russian embassy had been 
within the walls of Cabul, our ·relations 'with the· Ameer 
could not ~emain as_ they wei~/: ~nd we; could n:ot · fanpy 
out frontier. to .be secure. i It was said that we ought to 
hav:e appealed to tlie Ameer and treatedthim with courtesy 
arid~ kindness. · ThB.t was what> \\·e ·h!ld done. 'Really 

. the .Ameer 6f Afghanistan :has h~n: 'treltted like a spoiied 
child. He has had ·mef{sages sent:t:o;him, he has, had 
messengers offered to him; ·'He has sent messengers to 
us·. who have .been·· (}ourtequsly .f~ceived. We have. 
written him letters, "some of which he ha.s. not answered, 
and others he has answered with unki11dness. What more 
co'uld we do·~' Yet the Government 'Wei'e reproached for 
not fighting Russia-rather than the Ameer. 'Remember,' 
said Beaconsfield, ~Russia has taken every step in. this 
business so as .to make honourable .amends to England, 
and her conduct presents .the most striking contrast to that 

. "furnished by the Ameer;' · . 
· Beaconsfield impressed on the House the magnitude 

and gravity of. the issue it had to .decide. 'It is not a 
•. question .. of the Khyber Pass mer()l~, and of some sniall 

. ·,·_' '!" 

'· i 
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cantonments at Dakka or Jellalabad. It is a question 
which concerns the character and the influence of England 
in Europe.' He developed this train of thought in his 
peroration . 

.. - What I see in the amendment is not an assertion of great 
principles, which no man honours more than myself. What 
is at the bottom of it is rather that principle of peace at any 
price which a certain party in this country upholds. It is 
that dangerous dogma which I believe- animates the ranks 
before me at this moment, although many of them may be un~ 
conscious of it. That deleterious doctrine haunts the people 
of this country in every form. Sometimes it is a committee; 
sometimes it is a letter; sometimes· it .is an amendment to the 
Address; sometimes it is a proposition to stop the supplies. 
That doctrine has done more mischief than any I can well recall 
that have been afloat in this century. It has occasioned :ri:wre 
wars than the most ruthless conquerors. It has disturbed and 
nearly destroyed that political equilibrium so necessary to 
the liberties of nations and.the welfare of the world. It has 
dimmed occasionally for a moment even the majesty of 
England. And, my lords, to-night you have an opportunity, 
which I trust you will not lose, of branding these opinions, 
these deleterious dogmas, with the reprobation of the Peers 
of England. · 

To Lady Bradford. 
[SouTH AUDLEY STREET], Dec: 15.-:-This terrible deathl has 

thrown us into endless distress and confusion. 
The Parliamentary campaign may be said to have ended. 

It lasted six weeks, and I made three speeches. The first, at 
Guildhall, put an en~ to the silly stories about the failure of 
the Berlin Treaty. The others were the pitched battles in 
the Lords. I can truly say of all three, V eni, vidi, vici. 

Beaconsfield's satisfaction with the course of events in 
Asia seemed, during the early montHs of 1879, to bejusti
fied. No further military operations against the Afghans 
were found to be 'necessary. Sher Ali fled to Russian 
Turkestan; his appeals for help to those with whom he 
had intrigued, though they met with sympathy from 

. some local representatives of Russia, were disregarded 
by ·the Tsar; and he died in exile before the close of· 
February, 1879. Yakub Khan, his son, who had been 

I 

t Princess Alice, 
II. 41 
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long kept in prison by his f&ther, at once made overtures 
to the Indian Government. Both Lytton and the Cabinet 
at home thought that they had- found in Yalmb a man 

- J . 
who} would have the power to rule the Afghans, ·and the 
will,):to rule in friendship w-ith British India. - By a treaty~, 
concluded at Gandamak near Jellalabad on May 26 the 
All!:~er acce.pted British control of his foreign policy and 
corlsented to receive a British Resident at Cabul, obtaining· 
in '~eturn- a promise of support against foreign aggression. 
H& recovered Candahar and Jellalabad; but he ceded the. 
fr6ntier districts of Kurram, Pishin, and Sibi, the:British -

1 ~ . . 
Gpvernment also retaining control over the Khyber :and 
Michnee Passes, which had never acknowiedged Afghan 
z:;hle. Tlms apparently all that Beaconsfield and Lytton 
desired was cheaply secured; a scientific frontier giving 
~ommand gf the passes, and the guidance of Afghan 
~policy though a resident agent. Dis aliter visum. ' 

i/ To return to December, -1S78.;_Again public affairs _ t kept Beaconsfield hard at work . during the holiday 
IJ season; and again he ate a solitary Christmas dinner at 

/f Hughenden.- -
;[ To Lady Bradford. 
I' - -,j S[ouTH] A[PDLEY] ST.; D~c: 20, '78.----,-Yesterday was a day-

J/ of terrible pressure. · A. sudden Cabinet at ! pt. 11-a Golden 
11 Casket Deputation at one, and then, after seeing many col-
1 leagues, an early audience at Windsor-i.e., six o' ck. So -I 

could not write to you, wh. annoyed me.- _ 
And all this with a most oppressive attack of my great 

enemy, wh. quite disqualified me for aroyal audience, during · 
wh., strictly, l believe you may not ~ven blow your nose t 
Nothing cd. be worse than going to Windsor, but it was in-
evitable and put off till the last moment. - . _ ·- · 

We arrived in London this morning in a black fog, and I 
found alarming letters on my table, preparing me 'for the 

- failure of banks, 'another black Friday,' and begging nie to 
telegraph to the Cr. of Exchequer, who, I believe, left London 
last night, that it may be necessary to suspend the Bank 
Charter ! A pl~a-sarit Xmas l and my birthday to-morrow! 
And to-morro'w Monty goes to Melbury t ••• 

I had a long audience:--more than ai:J. hour._. _ 
I have kept this open, and -ivd_:have wished to.write more, 
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but am busied, harassed, and ill. London is as black as night. 
I am ordered out of town to-morrow, and shd. have gone Some 
days ago, _!nit this Windsor visit hung over me. . . . -~ 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 22.---;-I got down here yesterday 
-a white world. . . . . 

I f0f'got to tell you 1 met Manning, after ten years' :and more 
nph-'acquaintance. He called on me the day before yesterday, 

1
.,and sate with m,e a long time. He is a fervent supporter ! ! ! 

Xmas Day.- . .. It is not my throat that ails, it is my 
breast; and one always feels, with complaints of this kind, 
that we are in dangerous vicinage of the lungs. Hitherto I 
have escaped in that department, but my present attack is 
a severe one, and out of door life is almost impossible. . . . 

The show is fallLllg fast and thick on a crust of ! a doz. 
inches. There only want snowballs to recall one's youth. 

I have two secretaries in London. Mr. Turnor, my hunting 
secretary, is frostbound. He has seven hunters ! Private 
secretaries are· different from what they were in my days, 
when I was Lord Lyndhurst's, and hunted in Vale of Aylesbury 
on one horse ! at the hazard of my life ! I cd. aflord no more. 
Exactly thirty years afterwards, when Lord Lonsdale was 
leaving the field, but did not like breaking up his stable at 
Tring, he offered me the complete control and enjoyment of his 
stud there-as long as I liked. But it was too late. Every
thing, they say, comes- too late. It is something if it comes. 
However, I can't complain of life. I have had a good innings, 
and cannot at all agree with the great King that all is vanity. 

Dec. 27.-... I h_ave now been here a week to-morrow, and 
have not spoken to anyone. I woke this morning to a green 
world, and went out on the terrace: this is my third time. _ I 
think the change of weather must bring me relief, but it has 
not come yet. I found the peacocks all mounted on the marble 
vases (with their tails reaching to the earth), wh. vases are 
now, of course, emptied of flowers. There were not vases 
enough for them, so the rest had flown up to the pergola, and 
one or two were looking into the windows of yr. rooms, and 
seemed much disappointed at not finding you. I was not so 
disappointed, but, I am sure, more sorry. . . . 

You are right in supposing that the business, wh. now takes 
up so much of my time, is the general distress; but it is one 
most difficult to deal -with. There are so many plans, so many 
schemes, and so many reasons why there shd. be neither plans 
nor schemes. _ 

What I fear is that the Opposition, who will stick at nothing, 
may" take up the theme for party purposes. · If we then don't 
support them, we shall be stigmatised as unpatriotic: if we 
do, they will carry all the glory. 
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And yet-w,hat is the cause of the distress ? And, if per
manent, is thj:lre to be a permanent Committee of . Relief ? 
And the property of the nation to support the nri:~bers of un-
employe? labor ? Wor.se t~an socialism. . _ ·\ ; . . 

To h01st the flag of distress, when there has been no visible 
calamity to account for it, like a cotton famine, no brcltd and 
meat. famine, no convulsion of natilre, is difficult and ma)rB£t 
be WISe.. · . 1.-. 

There are 1,000 other things to be said (on both sides)-but \ 
after all starvation has no answer. You will see, .however, ", 
how difficult is my present position with'constant correspond··. \ 
ence (and no Sees.) of equal and contradictory character- ' 
impossibility of ca.Iling a Cabinet, for that, .at Xma.s, wd. 
frighten the world-and everybody agreeipg with nobody, but 
throwing the respo:n[sibilit]y on my shoulders .. :. 

. . . ·. , 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield . 
. Humi:END_EN MANOR, Dec. 26, '78.-Imust thank you for 

my Xmas dinner, tho' I have only a moment. . . . _ 
The Parliamentary campaign was brilliant and triumphant. 

Why the Opposition insisted upon one, I can only account for 
by the want of judgment which distinguishes human nature: 
still, in my own case, Jt will not · do- to make speeches on · 
bronchitk · 

· · Dec; 30.-... [Lord Grey deWilton] is insipid. Some
body offered him £50 for the original of the Bath letter,l wh. 
I wrote to him from Weston.. He stared, but said he had not 
kept it. He was worthY. of the most famous state-paper of 
modern times, and wh. des~royed a Minist!J". : .. · . 

1 See p.602. 



CHAPTER XI. 

T HE ZULU WAR. 

1879. 

The year· 1879 was marked by British disasters in 
two continents, which contributed materially to the 
downfall of Beaconsfield's Government. But it opened 
well. On New Year's Day Sher Ali was ih precipitate 
flight, and the British armies were completely successful 
in their advance on Afghanistan. It was known that 
trouble was brewing in South Africa, .but few beUeved it 
to be serious; and the one dark patch, in the -picture that 
Beaconsfield p~inted . for the Queen, was the domestic 
distress, which his optimism regarded as transient. 

To Queen Victoria. 
HuGH.ENDEN MANOR, New_ Year's Day, 1879.-Lord Beacons

field with his humble duty to yr. Majesty. He had not heart 
enough to congratulate yr. Majesty at Xmas, and why does 
he do it now ? when only a few days have elapsed since that 
season left us in sorrow. Because, tho' it seems somewhat 
irrational that an artificial arrangement of time should affect 
our feelings, yet it is so. A new year is a new departure in life; 
and Hope, rather than Care, is its harbinger. 

Indeed, if yr. Majesty would, or could, for a moment throw 
a veil over the anguish of private sorrow, there is much in yr. 
Majesty's state that may be looked upon with more than 
content. The authority of yr. Majesty's throne stands high 
again in Europe. Yr. Majesty's counsellors have taken a 
leading, and successful, part in the most important diplomatic· 
meeting since the Congress of Vienna, and yr. Majesty's arms 
have achieved, in Asia, a brilliant and enduring success. 

One public care remains, no doubt, in the great industrial 
ess, which, in common with all countries, has fallen on 

Majesty's kingdom, but it is not in the nature of things that 
1277 
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it should long endure, .tho' ~ts progress requires the utmost 
vigilance and judgment. • 

Lord Beaconsfield, with all his good wishes for yr. Majesty's 
happiness, both public. and private, carmot refrain,. on such 
an occasion, from expressing h~s <;>wn gratitude to yr. Majesty 
for the condescending and :unshaken kindness,· which yr. 
Majesty has ever extended to him; lightening, as it does, every 
care, and lending: a charm to labor. 

From Queen Victoria. 
OsBORNE, Jan. 1, 1879.-Tho' the Queen has telegraphed 

her New Year's wishes to Lord Beaconsfield she desires to 
repeat them, earnestly hoping that he may see many more, and 
also to thank him for his very kind letter. The Queen wishes 
to thank Lord Beaconsfield"£ or all his kindness to her, and for 
the great services he has rendered to the country. May he 
lorig continue to guide its destinies ! The prospects-as 
regards foreign affairs, our 'position in the world, our successes 
in India and our general policy at home-are very cheering. 
The distress is, of course, a cause of great concern and of a 
certain amount of anxiety.:_ but she trusts that that will soon 
improve ... ·. 

B~aconsfield's own health was far from. satisfactory, 
and his New Year letter to Lady Bradford was couched 
in a more despondent tone than th~t to the Queen. 

To Lady Bradford. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 1, 1879.-: .. You talk, in yr. 

last, of a 'tendency to bronchitis '! Alas ! it is not a tendency; 
it is bronchitis absolute, and in its most aggravated form. 
Nothing else wd. have prevented my going to Weston. It 
·began in town: more or less, I had it all the last month. I see 
people die of it every day. I don't see why I don't. Nobody 
can do me any good~ I have tried ' all schools of thought,' as 
they say .. , . 

My . present physicians are. Dr. Solitude, Dr. Silence, Dr. 
Warmth, and two general practitioners, Regular Hours, and 
Jtegular Meals. !mention this, that you shd~ not think I was 
neglected; I don't want any companion, unless it were you. 

The P~inie Minister was well. enough to preside over 
the usual Cabinets held to prepare the programme of the 
session. His interest, however, this month was largel 
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taken up by two appointments: that of the Whig Lord 
Dufferin as Ambassador to St. Petersburg, where the 
presence of a first-rate man was essential, and that of 
Lightfoot to the bishopric of Durham. The Queen, 
though she herself suggested Lightfoot as a suitable 
addition to the episcopate, would have preferred to 
fill the See of Durham by the translation of Magee. 

To Queen Victoria. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 17, 1879.-No one can deny, 

and Lord Beaconsfield does not wish to deny, the abiliyies of 
the Bishop of Peterboro,' but no party has any confidence in 
him; his judgment cannot be relied on, he is vehement in 
opposite directions; and above all, he is wanting in dignity 
of manner and mind. Lord Beaconsfield is quite satisfied 
about Dr. Lightfoot, but he doubts, whether he has the personal 
gifts, particularly as to preaching and public speaking, which 
are necessary for Durham. . . . · 

10, DowNING STREET, Jan. 27, 1879.-... Yr. Majesty's 
appointment of Canon Lightfoot to the see of Durham will 
add lustre to yr. Majesty's reign. The University of Durham, 
unaer his guidance, will exercise great influence on the eccle-

") siastical future, and on the formation of the religious mind 
of the rising generation. It is of great importance, to yr. 
Majesty's Government, that some mark of respect and recogni
tion should now be shown to that powerful party of the Anglican 
Church, which Lord Beaconsfield would describe as the 'right 
centre' : those, who, tho' High Churchmen, firmly resist, or 
hitherto have resisted, the deleterious designs of Canon 
Lyddon, and the Dean of St. Paul' s,t who. wish to terminate 
the connection between the Crown and the Church, and ulti
mately, unite with the Greek Church. The Church Union is 
entirely under their control, and now, at every election, tbat 
Union systematically votes against yr. Majesty's Government, 
on the main ground, among others, that Lord Beaconsfield 
virtually carried the Public Worship Act. No effort should be 
spared in preventing the orthodox and loyal High Church 
party being absorbed by these dangerous rualcontents,-who 
would support any candidate, even Bradlaugh, against yr. 
Majesty's Government. For this reason Lord Beaconsfield 
much wishes, that yr. Majesty should confer the vacant 
Canonry of St. Paul's on Professor Stubbs,2 Regius Professor 
of Modern History at Oxford, a man of European reputation. 

1 Church. 2 Afterwards Bishop of Oxford. 
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~~ -. . From Prince Gortchak_off. 
ponfidential. ST. PE'l'ERSBURG,_ Jan. 30 (Feb. 11), 1879.

I !i have received your lordship's letter of February 6. 
Your friend, Lord Dufferin, will be welcome.- I shall be .the 
m'ore happy to see him as_ he is entrusted· by your lordship 
to communicate me. all your efforts for the maintenance of 
P.~ace and the foundations of a sincerely go.od understanding 
b~tween our two Empires. The achievement would be worthy 
ofyour superior intelligence. _ · , . · 
!(For my part, I entert?-in entire confidence in the words we 

exchanged at Berlin. 'But I .must oandidly avow. that the 
cpnduct· of the majority· of your agents abroad does not con-
firm our mutual hopes. . · · · 
,:1, I !tiD sure you will not grudge me for this frankness-frank-
4ess is the highest proof of esteem-and that you allow me this 
appeal to your personal power and loyalty. 
-1 - . . . . . 
J( .. _ To Leidy Bradford. _ _ - . 
ij 10;DOWNING STREET; J[an]. 24, '79.-Itis difficult to write: 
'even the Faery is forgotten. But Cabinets-and languor, every 
l(iay, and interviews-unceasing_,.afterwarrls, exhaust and at 
r1Iast almost confuse me. I came up with great care; in an 
,/express train, and· in· a small saloon carriage, which had been ~ 
1
/warming for me at Wycqmbe for a week, and I have never left 

ljthis house for a minute, and yet the ene~y. has caught me. 
I Dr. Kidd comes to me to-morrow morning, and I hope we may 

~~i! ~~~:e~~· but I. have ~0 g~eat ho~es till this savage weather 

1 All the world. , I h. ea_ r; 1s skatrng. l do .not hear of any 
! human being of the civilised order being in town. . . . · 

. i Jan. 27.-. , . I am suffering, and a prisoner now of ten 
'1r· days, but still I have held five Cabinets in a week, wh. no 
r P. Minister ever did before. · · 
). Jan. 29.-... I have just had- a visit from the new Bishop. 
j[ I was prepared for a very ill-looking man; I was told by the 
j1 Faery, the most ill-looking man she knew. He is ugly, but 
!I his ugliness is not hideous; a good expression in short, wh. 
!/ is enough in a man. . . . . · 
!· Fel;J. 6.-.. _. This _change. t_o-Favonian breezes is a great 
,! relief and delight, I have been here three weeks next Satur-

1_1\-. day, and only went out for the first time this early morn-and 
_. ·~. not ·alone. I am very tired, but still- it is a first step out of 

-__ ,
1 

quarantine, and'later in the day I go to Hatfield for a change 
;} of air and scene; and shall remain there till Parliament; . . . 
iL I hope bufferin' s appointment to St. Petersburg will produce 
1f 
~f 
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results. I wanted a first-rate man there. I conclude the 
Whigs will be sulky about it; that can't be helped ... · . 

HATFIELD HousE, Feb. some day or other [? Feb. 8].-I 
offered myself here when the wind changed, but [they] did 
not tell me their house was full. I met, among others, 'Lady 
Cornelia Guest; whose letter, written in the heat of the British 
election, I had never answered ! and J anetta.l . . : ,~'fhe crowd 
is very miscellaneous-Lady lVIarian and the Harcourts, and 
Schou., and the Cranbrooks ... and Pinafore Smith2 and 
his wife and daughter ... and Count Piper, and Ct. Monte
bello, and a good many others. Our hostess is admirable from 
her unflagging energy and resource, and the daughters of the 
house are always delightful, from their extreme intelligence 
and natural manners; but it requires all their gifts to carry the 
thing through, but they succeed. 

To-day, they had the meet here, and, with a Favonian breeze 
and frequent gleams of sunshine, the scene was bright with 
scarlet coats and the promise of! a. doz. foxes in the Park-'--but 
alas! not one was found there; but the chasseurs have not 
returned, and, it is to be hoped, have been more fortunate in 
more distant regions. 

I shd. have remained here till Tuesday, but have a Cabinet 
on lVIonday, and, of course, will not return. After two months 
of imprisonment, the bland atmosphere must be beneficial. 

lVIonty is here, and seems in high force-with endless tennis, 
in courts; or lawns, and in the evening singing, dancing-a new -
Swedish dance quite excellent wh. you shd. see and learn, and 

-introduced by Count Piper, who is the Swedish Minister. 
At i pt. 11-with great difficulty, much preparation, and seiz
ing the select opportunity-! manage to escape, bu_t no one 
else does, and I am told, before they disperse, the small hours 
sound; in short, quite orgies! 

Parliament was to meet on Thursday the 13th, and 
Beaconsfield came to town on the Monday to make final 
preparations for what appeared likely to be~ quiet ses~ion. 
Next day all his hopes were shattered by the news of ~he 
disaster at Isandhlwana to part of the British force invad~ 
ing Zululand under Lord Chelmsford's command. Eight 
hundred white soldiers and nearly five hundred natives 
had been surprised by the enemy' and cut off to a man. 
The tidings fell like a thunderbolt on the 'unprepar~d 

. . ' 
1 Lady John Manners. 
ll W. H. Sillith, First Lord o£ the Achniralty. 

II. 41* 
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British pubiio, and produced, a shock and disturbance 
unmatched since the Ind~an Mutiny. , 

Hitherto no large amount of public attention had been 
attracted to the Colonial policy of the Government. Dis
raeli' had originally selected as~Secreta:r;y of State for the 
Colonies· the one man among the _Conservative leaders· 
who had made a continuous study of Colonial problems; 
whose views, moreover; corresponded with that conso
lidating and unifying policy which he himself had pro
po:Unded at the Crystal, Palace in 1872. Carnarvon had 
signalised hilil first tenure of the seals of the Colonial 
Office in 1866:-6 7 by carrying through the great Act for the· 
confederation of Canada. · On·- returning -to Downing 
Street, he embraced with eagerness the view of his Liberal 
pnidecessc:n' ia the _office, Kimberley, that Sduth Africa, 
owing-to the native peril, was ripe for a similar measure; 
and he was encouraged to proceed by his chief as well as 
by a large body of opinion, both Dutch and English, on 
the spot. · Subsequent history has shown tliat the policy 

. was in itself a right on~ for 'a large country with a com
. paratively small and scattered white population, divided 

into several colonies, states, and territories, and sur
rounded and interpenetrated by a vast mass of natives, 
many of them imbued with the fighting spirit. But 
reconsideration of the ·conditions of 1874 certainly sug
gests that the policy was then premature_, if only because 
_two o£" the principal states, the Transvaal and the Orange 
Free State, were at tliat date recognised by the British 
Goyernment as independent. It_ would be only with 
the utmost reluctance, and owing to the pressure of hard 
.necessity, that the Boers who had gone out of the British 
. Empire to found these states would come again wi~hin it. 
But if they remained independent, South African federa-

- tion, being confined to Britishterrit_o,ries, would be a very 
imperfect instrument 6£ government; unless, indeed; 
.it was contemplated ·to make a new departure arid em. 
brace in the Confederation, .. not only countries which 
ack:tiowledged allegiance to the British Crown, _but also 
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countries which repudiated such allegiance. Such a · 
hybrid experiment, it may be confidently asserted, could 
not have been permanently workable. 

Whatever. Carnarvon's expectations may have been, 
the first measures wh~ch he took to promote his policy 
were hardly judicious. It was only a few years since the 
Cape Colony had been granted responsible government, 
and it was naturally tenacious of its pririleges. But 
Carnarvon; in a despatch to Sir Henry Barkly, the 
Governor, not merely deprived it of the. initiative by 
himself suggesting a conference on the spot to discuss 
federation, but actually named the persons in his opinion 
best fitted to represent the constituent States. The 
Colony took umbrage, which the Governor felt to· be 
justified; and ,a resolution was carried in, the Assembly 
that any movement in the/direction of federation should 
originate in South Africa and not in England. Besides 
offending a considerable section of South African feeling 
by this despatch, Carnarvon also made unhappy use of a 
diplomatic ~eapon of which his chief was too fond, the 
semi-official mission of a personal friend. In this case the 
friend was J. A. Fronde, the historian, who was a master 
of English prose, but who was singularly lacking in 
practical political insight. H~ made two tours in South 
Africa, in successive years (1874 and 1875), as in some sort 
Carnarvon's personal representative. He returned from 
the first tour with much more sympathy for the Dutch than 
for the British point of view in South Africa. Neverthe
less Carnarvon sent him back as one of his nominated · 
members of the proposed federation conference. Though 
the resolution of the Cape Assembly had killed the confer
ence before he arrived for the second· time, Fronde was 
ill-advised enough to carry on a campaign in the Cape 
Colony and the Orange Free State on behalf of his friend's 
policy; and Carnarvon failed to real~se theimpropriety of 
this defiance of the responsible authorities at Capetown . 
. The Froude mission produced a very different im" 

pression upon Disraeli. His frequent recurrence to the 
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blund':'ir in his private letters· shows that it seriously 
shook his confidence in Camarvon's judgment. Carnar- . 
von Jiimself discovered befor~'long that .Froude's picture 
of ani enthusiastic and unanimous South Africa backing 
the Minister in Downing Street against the responsible 
Government in Capetown -was a work of imagination. 
He dropped his original proposal, substituting for it an 
invitation to a conference in London; which,- however, 
attraicted only a limited attendance and.did not ~at~rially : 
adva!nce federation. . · 
. •I . . • :· 

II! other respects Carnarvon's administration in these 
early years reflected credit ·on the Minister· and the 
Government, and frequently elicited the commendation 
of Bis chie[ He carried through- the_· annexation· of the 

!! . . •• 

Fiji'/Islands, the sovereignty over which had been o:ffereq 
to Great Britain over -and over again by native kings 
an~; white settlers during. mor_e than twenty years. He 
was responsible also for an extension of ·our dominion in 
th~.~ Malay Peninsula, whereby- Perak was pacified and 
th~1 

foundation laid for our protectorate Qf the neigh
bonring Malay States;· though the principal credit here 
is '1aue to the Governor of the Straits Settlements, Sir u. . 

William Jervois, whose- vigorous campaign in Perak 
was looked upon eoldiy \both by· qarnarvon . and by 
Disraeli until it was successful. -·On the West Coast of 
Africa, Carnarvon began his administration happily by 
plie stamping' out_ of the slave trade and the emancipa
tion of the slaves in British Colonies. On the other hand, 
h~ fl!>iled in anat_tempt'to make an ~xchange of territory 
in that region with France, involving the cession of our 
i~olated Colony of Gambia. The project was finally upset 
~ . by the protests of't}le: Gambia traders; and Disraeli.did 

dot consider that the negotiation, whicih was protracted 
dv.er many- months, was well- managed; .' 

-';J But So~th Africa was Carnarvon's chief preoccupation 
~hrb'ughout 'his ministry, and he was able to contribute 

--- ln_ many ways to the improvement of a tangled situation. 
:!For Natal the native question ~as always acute, and, 
-J~L. 
J 
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after Langaliba.lele's rebellion in 1874, Carnarvon sent 
out Wolseley as Special Commissioner, who. was able to 
establish a better and more humane policy. Then the 
discovery of diamonds north of the Orange River, in 
Griqualand West, in land claimed both by Cape Colony 
and by the Orange Free State, produced a serious dispute 
with one of the independent Dutch States, which was 
happily settled by Carnarvon in July, 1876, by the pay
ment to the Free State of £90,000 in consideration of the 
abandonment of their claim. But it was the condition 
of the other Dutch State, the Transvaal Republic, and 
its relation with its native neighbours, which presented 
the most difficult problem· for ·carnarvon's solution. 
The Transvaal, of course, was at that time, some years 
before the discovery of the Rand goldfield, ail almost 
purely pastoral State, with a scattered population of 
voor-trelckers, who had left British territory and gone 
north into the wilderness, in order to escape the restraints 
of British rule and to. preserve their absolute indepen
dence. That independence had been definitely recognised 
by the Sand River Convention of 1852; but the Dutch 
farmers, sprinkled at wide intervals over the high veld, 
had failed to establish an organised or cohesive or self
supporting State. The internal anarchy of ,the Republic 
was a scandal throughout South Africa; and externally 
it was constantly threatening, arid generally fighting, 
some one or other of its coloured neighbours, who detested 
the Boers for their uniformlyharsh treatment of natives. 
Khama and Lobengula in the north implored the pro-

·.tection of the Queen against Boer aggression; Cetywayo, 
the king of the great fighting tribe of Zulus, was only 
restrained from attacking his hereditary enemies by the 
British authorities in Natal; while in the summer of 1876 
war broke out between the Transvaal and a native chief 
called Sikukuni, whose location was near Lyden}mrg. 
The Boers suffered defeats, but the fighting dragged on 
and was exasperated through the employment by the 
Republic of bands of filibustering scoundrels. 
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1~ . ,, .. · . . . . 
. irrhe whole n~tive populatiop. of South Africa became 
'd~!ngerop.sly excited, and ther~ was in the ,minds of those 
who kne:w the situation best, such as Barkly, the Governor 

· of!tthe Cape, and Shepstone, Secretary for 'Native Af1'a1rs. 
· irti!Natal,a serious fear of a general Kaffir war; ·carnarvon: 
s~rt:ed thidear,_and.at the_same time~.a_w,_as.hethought, 
a real opportumty. of pushmg forward,_ Ill. Spite of .recent 
rebuffs, his gr~at .panacea of federation: 'My hope,' he 

~~ ,. ' . . - . 

m.rote t() Beaconsfield onSepten;:tber 15; 'is that by a.?ting 
at!once,we may prevent war and acquire at a stroke the 
'wRole of the Transv:aal Republic,,after which the Orange 
.Ffee State wilt follow, ~nd the :whole _policy in South 
A~rica, for which-we\have been labouriilg, [will be] fully 
arld completely, justified.' ·He· developed his policy in a 

: c~hple of letters· dur.ing the next Iew weeks~ 
. 'it ·. '. . ' · .. · : .· 

~~ ; _ ·From ~ord Carnai·von. · .. - _ 
.:Private and very Confidl. CoL. OFFICE, Sept. 20, '76.-;-

~)- M~tters at the Cape are extremely critical; but they are up .... 
toJ'my last· a~ vices 'going as 1 desire_: But t4ey n~ed v:ery . 
. pn;>mpt handling, and_the lossof a ma1l now m:ay be rrretriev-
able. . · ··. ' · · _ 

.The Dutch arniy.i!> apparently in extremis, and] h\tve re
ceived informati:onthata-meeting has alreaciy been called by a .. ~ 

· .· ·ce~ltain part oLthe people to ask for ·aur~intervention and to 
take over the Govt. of the country: Some even oLthe Dutcll 
authorities appear _to be conseriting~parties .. ·. - . . , ,• .· . : •.. 
It is on every ground of the highest importance nQt to lose 

thjs opportunity, and. I propose to send 'OJ?:t_})y ·the ma:il of 
.. Fr~q.ay Sir Theoph. Shepstone__;the man who,:h~s the most 
, intimate knowledge of. s. African affairs :and, .the greatest 
, influence alike over natives and Dutch_:___ with a secret despatch .

er4powering him. to take o~er the Transvaal Govt.·and coy.ntrjf,;~ 
ari~ to become the first~English Gov~rnor-:-if circumstances on· 
hi~ arrival render this in any way -pof)sible. . Should any now 
u~~oreseen change ha;ve occu:r;red-;-as unfo~tml:ately is possible, 
th'?ugh I hope no~ hkely-::--h!'l will hold lps hand, and I shall 
trjr to give him instructions suitable to the mise. Bu~ l~ave 
ev~ry confid(lrice in his judgment,andeapacity anq courage; 
ali,P,; kpowing m.y :inind, he .will under almost any circumstances 

• (! J?elieve.act rightly, .· ·. ·.' , . ~- .- ·. · · . · · 
. .· . :;wm. you .$i')nci me· hack by the inessengeva· few .. liiles_ to 

~ :-. 'cohvey;youuioncurrerice in: what iriay ·seem a sudden;· but is 
·ifX'~::.'·- ·.~:-;;,_ ·c:--.,-,,··_· ___ , . /:. 
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not a hasty or ill-considered measure? There is every reason 
for it both on the ground of policy and in order to prevent a 
greatS. African war which-:-if there is any want of decision at 
home or on the spot-will be the consequence. . . . 

Private. HIGHCLERE CASTLE, NEWBURY, Oct. 15, '76.-
The progress of events in S. Africa seems to bring a possible 
annexation of the Transvaal Republic and the consequent 
confederation of the various colonies and.states withiri sight. 
Much, however, will depend upon every preparation being now 
made to enable us to take advantage of the feeling of the time. 
- Under these circumstances I am preparing a permissive 

Bill to allow these colonies and states to confederate. My 
next step must be, without loss of time, to bring S. African 
opinion to bear upon it in such a way as to secure some cri~i
cism and expression of feeling on it. ·If this is, as I hope, 
favourable, there will be no difficulty in passing the measure 
through Parliament,l but, owing to the length of time re
quired for communicating with. the Cape and to the critical 
state of affairs there, I do not like to delay my movements 

_for the meeting and discussion of -the matter in Cabinet. 
Though the Bill will not be immediately ready it seems to.me 
desirable to give an intimation of my intentions at once: and 
every day is of value. . · 

If, therefore, you concur in this general line, which I believe 
is safe and expedient, I will act as I have described. · 

It is clear from these letters that Carnarvon's policy 
was- the annexation of the Transvaal, that he expected 
and hoped that Shepstone would find no other course 
possible; not, as has been sometimes represented, that he 
hoped to avoid it and gave Shepstone authority to annex·• 
only in the last resort. He had realised by this time that 
the existence -in South Africa of two states not owing 
fealty to the British Crown was an almost insuperable 
obstacle to federation. He saw his way to bringing one 
of them immediately within the Empire, and believed 
that the other would necessarily follow. Beaconsfield, 
though a strong believer in federation for South Africa, 
appears to have had his doubts of this very forward 
policy; but his mind. in this autumn of 1876 was 
occupied with the Eastern Question, and he deferred, 

1 The Bill was passed in the session of 1877, after beinO' seriously ob. 
structed in the House of Commons by the Parnellites. "" _ -
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ji ,, 
as he

1 
·seems to 'have done throughout Carnarvon's 

tenurJ of the Colonial Of_fice, to his colleague's expert 
. knowledge, and accepted, ~ith. whatever hesitation, 
his pfoposiils. On April 6, 1877,• be wrote to ,him: ·,I 
apptbve· of the P~rmissive 'Bill; indeed, I don't see we. 
~ave.i/any other course to~ take ... · .. Paul Kruger is iw 
ugJy.,ieu~tomer.' Subsequently, in the H~use of Lords 
Beaconsfield defended the annexation as·' a geographical 
nece~sity;' 
· · Sliepstone spent eleven weeks ~n Pretoria in investiga
tion;/ of the problem on the spot before he acted. He 
fou~d the Republic bankrup~, trade at. a· standstill, 
the ;;white men split into fll,ctions, Sikukuni threatening 
one 'ifroiltier and the Zulus 'massed, ready to attack, on 
another. The Presiden~. and ·.the', Volksraad had no 
suggestion to make other than yagueycliemesof Constitu
tio:rl'al reform. Annexation seemed to him to be the only· 
·ade~uate cure for the evils of the State; and it was accord
ingly publicly proclaimed on April 12, 1877. There was 
no 'suggestion of force; Shepstone, whose ·coming to the 

"II . . . • . 

Transvaal had been welcomed by the residents, had with -
hi~~ only a staff of seven or eight officers, and an escort 
of {25 -Natal Mounted Police; 'to all appearance public 
opinion acquiesced, if it did not rejoice, in the change. 
But the assent of the. Volksraad was riot sought; the 

,.. Pr~sident made ·a formal prd.test, retiring to the· Cape 
on't a· pension; and ·the· Exechtive Council sent , Vice-. 
P~1esident Krl}ger and another ex~offiCial to England to -
pl~ad, on behalf of the recalcitrant 9~tek-veld Boers,for"a 
re'yersal of Shepstone's· act~ Carnarvon, while of .course·; 
:nl~iritaining the annexation, promised that the wishes·-~l 
a~d interests of the· Dutch population should be fully· 
c6risulted; which was a :repetition and endorsement of 

• Pfedges given by Shepstone ·himself,, In spite of these 
promises, however, 'no Constitution was granted for two 
years and a half; and then the Boers, whose discontent 
11~d been steadily increasing, a[\d who naturally desired 
responsible government through their Volksraad, were 
·t . . . . ' 
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put off with Crown Colony administration. Shepstone 
clearly had not the same insight into the Dutch mind and 
character as he had into the native. it is impossible not 
to blame both the Government at home1 and their agents 
on the spo'tfor this unnecessary delay and this insensibility 
to the needs· of the situation. Had a free Constitution as 
well as material advantage immediately followed annex
ation, the Boers might perhaps have settled down quietly 
under British rule, and some of the darki:lst pages in 
recent South. African history might never have been 
written. · 

Carnarvon accompanied the despatch of the Shepstone 
mission by another· decisive move. in the direction of 
South African federation and of a forward policy to secure 
it. He prevailed on Sir Bartle Frere, one of the foremost 
Anglo-Indian administrators of the day, a man of the 
highest character and ability, to accept the Governorship 
of Cape Colony and the High Commissionership for 
South Africa. He selected him as 'the statesman who 
seems to me most capable of carrying my scheme of con
federation into effect '; and, assuming that the work of 
union would not take more than two years, he expressed 
the hope that Frere would stay on for a year or two after 
union 'to bring the new machine into working order, as the 
first Governor-General Qf the South African Dominion.' It· 
was a task thoroughly calculated to appeal to the patriotic 
ambitions of a great Proconsul, one of the leading apolo-
gists of a forward policy on the north-west frontier of 
India, a man exceptionally self-reliant, acc11stomed br 
his official experience to take serious decisions without 
direction from Downing Street. No better choice could 
have been made if Ministers at home had determined on a 
forward policy in South Africa, and were prepared· for the 
risks involved. But there can be little doubt that the· 
main desire of the Cabinet, and especially of the Prime 
Minister, was, in view of the reopening ·of the Eastern 

1 It should, of course, be rem~mbered that Carnarvon only remained 
in the Government for nine months after the annexation. -
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Question in Europe and Asia, to keep things as quiet as 
possible· in South Africa. They accepted the policy of · 
~~nfederation as b~ing, what it ultimately was; a policy qr peace; they shut their eyesto the probability that, in 
~:xisting· conditions, the desired ,end could hardly be 
a:ttained without war. . . . 
it ~rere reached the Cape almost simultaneously with 

· Shepstone's hoisting of tl).e British flag at Pretoria; and 
. He was confronted immediately by a South Africa whose 
, c~nditions were materially affected· by that historic 
·~ct. In particular, the general Kaifu~ war, to avert 
~hich was one of. Carnarvon's reasons for annexation, 
~ppeared·to be more imm:lnent~~han ever. There was·no 
longer a balance of power in which the English held the 

·~scales between the Dutch and the natives; Where ·there 
liad been two white Governments, there was now but 
4,ne ; as the Free State might . be expected to follow the 
Transvaal,· and. in any case it constituted an enclave 
~hich hardly affected general policy. R_oughly speaking, 
the English power confronted the native ·face to face 

. ,... =II; • - • 

. ', ,~~roughout the land. ·The w~rlike Zulus, in -particular, 
. who had a blood-feud, handed down from·father to son, 

irith the Boers, but who ~ere friendly with tlie English, 
f~und there was no~ no opening for that ' washing of their· 
;pears' for which' they lusted.- . Cetywayo, their king, 
~rcould no longer go ~o war iri any direction without· 
qoming into collision with the English or those whom· tl;le 
*nglish protected. In his mind there grew up the idea 
t.hat he was being surrounded like a wild beast in its lair, 
~nd like· a· wild beast he prepared for his last .fight.' 1 

, · ... 
~~ . .. . .. 
Frere was prevented from dealing with the Zulu danger for 

· Jeveral months owing to Kaffir wars with Gaikas and 
Galekas in the Transkei on the eastern frontier of Cape 
8olony. When he ·had brought the.se to .a satisfactory 
6onclusion and was able _to turn his attention to Cetywayo, 
<barnarvon ~ad resigned and there was seated at the Colo-

~~~ Sir Chari~s ;Lucas's Historical Geography of the British Colonies, S~uth 
a.nd East Afnca, Part I., ch. 8.. ·. · . 

. .. :[i . . , 
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nial Office Hicks Beach, who had no special knowledge of 
South Africa or enthusiasm fo'r his predecessor's ideals, 
but who was impressed by the importance of the Eastern 
crisis, and was especially. anxious to avoid military com
plications in other quarters of the world . 

.,Frere, on the other hand, brought away from his ex
perience of the Gaika and Galeka wars the conviction 
that there was spreading throughout South African 

' Kaffirdom a spirit of general revolt against white civilisa
tion; and that the natives everywhere were looking to the 
Zulus, as the strongest_ race, to try conclusions with the 
white men. When he eaJ;Ue to study the Zulu question on 
the spot in September, 1878, he formed the conclusion that 

_Natal had been living on a volcano for years, and he was 
profoundly astonished at the insensibility of the colonists 
to their peril. It seemed to him that there could be no 
peace and safety in South Africa, and especially in Natal, 
until Cetywayo's power was broken. It was likely that 

· the Zulus, who had already violated the frontier and 
committed isolated acts of defiance and outrage, would 

. themselves open war upon the white men. But, if they 
refrained,. Frere resolved to force the issue, terminate a 
paralysing condition of suspense and dread, and bring 
on at once a struggle which he 'Yas convinced could not 

· be postponed for long. ' It is generally bad diplomacy,' 
writes a still greater Empire-builder, Cromer,. 'to force 
on a conflict even when it seems inevitable.' 1 . · 

Beaconsfield began to get uneasy about the state of 
. affairs in South Africa just at the time ~hen the Eastern 
Question was in a crucial stage. The Kaffir- wars of 1877 
and 1878 were not at all the result he expected from 
Carnarvon's policy of confederation. 

Montagu Corry to Sir Henry Ponsonby. 
Confidential. 10, DoWNING ST., May 13, '78.-'--... Ld. B. 

is extremely di_ssatisfie~ with all that has taken, or is taking, 
place at the Cape. The troubles commenced by Lord Carnar
von, who, he says, lived mainly in a coterie _of editors of 

_t Abbasll.,p. 17. 
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Liberal p!J.pers who praised him and drank his claret,-sep.ding 
Mr. Froude-a desultory .and theoretical litterateur who wrote 
more rot :on the reign of El~zabeth than Gibbon required for _ 
all. the Decline and Fall-to reform the Cape, which ended 

• naturally in a Ka:ffir War. , . . · _ _ 
i 

Then !Shepstone's fail\}re to appease. the Transvaal 
further alarmed- Beaconsfield in the ~utumn. Lanyon 
was serit from Griqualand West to take Shepstone's 
place. it was no niore convenient to have complications· 
in South Africa while trouble was brewing in India than 
whenth~ Eastern Question was acute. 

- ~ -

_ /1' _· · .· To 1adyBradford. _ 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, S.ept, 27, 1878.-... I am not in ~ 

state of:lcoristernation about Afgh[anista]n, and if anything 
annoys me more than another, it is our Cape affairs, where 
every d~y brings forward a·new blunder ofTwitters.l : -

The man he swore by was Sir T. Shepstone, whom he looked 
upon as',heaven-~orn for the object in view. Wesent him out· 
entirely1for Twitters' sake,and he has managed to quarrel with 
Eng.; Dutch, and Zulus; arid now he .is obliged to be recalled, 

. but not1before he has brought op., Hear, a new war. Froude was 
bad eno,ugh, and has. cost us a million; this will be worse .... 

ii - ' . . . 
Soon; there Qame strong appeals· from Chel~sford, the 

GeneraHn command in Natal, backed by Frere, for,rein-, . . . . . 
forc~Irients. Beach was . reluctantly disposed to agree; 

~1- . • . 

but Beaconsfield, in view of our other commitments,_ 
demurred to any action which might encourage war in' 
South 11 Africa ; and the Cabinet decided to send out the 
'speci~l servi_ce ' officers asked for, but no more troqps 
for the present, Beach, in writing to Frere, expressed '_a 
'confid~nt hope that by the exercise of prudence, and
by meeting the Zulus in a spirit of forbearance and reason·· 

.able ~om promise, jt will be possible to avert the very 
seriou~ evil of a war with Cetywayo.' This was in' the 
middl~ of October, but at the beginning of- November 
furth~r urgent demandS • for· troops·. made reconsideration 
inevit.~ble. , Beach, and the Cabinet with him, were by 

"if ' . 'f ' . . . ~. 

!' 1 Lord Carnarvon. 
l 
·il 
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no means satisfied that a Zulu war · was necessary; or 
that, if one should break out, a sufficient force, out of 
the 6,000 troops in South Africa, could not be concen
trated in Natal to, bring it to a soooessful termination. 
'I have impressed this view,' wrbte Beach to Beacons
field on November 3, 'upon Sir B. Frere, both officially 'i:, 
and privately, to the best of my power. But I cannot 
really control him without a telegraph.1 (I don't know that 
I could, with one.) I feel it is as likely as not that he.is 
at war with the Zulus at the present moment; and if his 
forces should prove inadequate, or the Transvaal Boers 
should take the opport~Jnity to rise, he will be in a great 
difficulty, and we shall be blamed for not suppporting 
him.' These last considerations prevailed over the 
Cabinet's reluctance to encourage their agent's forward 
policy, and the reinforcements were sent before the end 

. of November, with the instruction, however, that they 
were only to be used for defensive purposes. 

Frere seems to have been taken aback by the hesitation 
of the Cabinet to send reinforcements and by their evident 
anxiety to avoid war. He had frequently, in his letters 
to the Imperial Government, expressed in general terms his 
view.that Great Britain should be the sole.sovereign, on 
both South African coasts, up to the Portuguese frontiers, 
and that she should not evade the clear responsibilities of 
sovereigntY., but make the native tribes realise that ·she 
was master. As this view had not been controverted from 
home, he appears to have conceived that he had a right to 
claim Cabinet support for the detailed measures, including 
a declaration of war' which were necessary' in his judg
ment, for carrying it out. The present exhortations of the 
Cabinet to moderation came, h~. considered, too late; he 
had,in reliance on their acceptance of his policy, committed 
himself too far, and the peril to white men iil South Africa 
was too imminent, for any hesitation now. And yet there 

1 At that time there was no cable to South Africa, and telegrams were 
brough,t to Capetown by steamer from the Cape Verde Islands. Accordingly 
telegrams then took between two and three weeks, letters between three 
and four weeks, in transmission. · 
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seem to have, been some of the· elements of a poss1ble 
c~mpromise. 

1
1 Cetywayo h_ad co~sented to accept arbitra~ 

twn on the iyexed questiOn of the boundary between 
Zululand and~!the Transvaal, and a Commission appointed 
by the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal had reported that ' 
most of the qisputed territory belonged rightft1lly ·to the 
Zulus. Frere, as High Commissioner, had to make the~ . 

.? " 
.. award. He thought that the report was too partial to 

the Zulus, but that neverthe1ess, in spite of the disgust 
which its ac9eptance woul~ cause the Boers, it must in 
the main be accepted. 

With a corhmunication of this agreeable kind to make, 
. . if . . ~ 

it ought, one. would think; to have been possible for Frere 
to come to-~n arrangement with· the Zulus which would . 
comply with! his instructions froni home and, while secur
ing the Colbny from immediate danger, postpone, in · 
deference tci imperial difficulties in other continents, 
a South Afr.ican war. He saw his duty differently, a~a 
he may havf been right. He disregarded t:Qeinstructions 
which had bben in his hands for some weeks, and, without" 

~ . . . . . 
reference torthe Home Government, delivered on Decem-
ber u,.along with the.award,~ari.ultiniatum .which he felt 
sure Cetywayo would not aecept and which would there
fore involve immediate hostilities. He required the -

. . 'I •. 
king, as w~:s obviously proper, to make good, by fine or 
surrender, ~he outrages which his people had 9dmmitted; 
brit he went farther and demanded that he. should abolish 
the. militat~ ·system of a celibate soldiery which made 
the Zulus :a terror to their neighbours, that ·he should 
receive ba6k and protect the missionarh~s whom he had 
expelled, ahd that he should·agree to the appointment of 
a permaneht British Resident in his co"untry .. No answer 
was retur~ed · within the ·stipulated time, and early in. 
January, l879; the war began:1 Frere was apparently 
satisfied that Chelmsford had sufficient force, and that 
succ~ss wquld be speedy and complete. Beach aiso was . 
S!!,:J.g:ujne. 'i · 

· 1 For Frere''~ OWn view, see Martineau's Life ai Si~ Jln,rtle F~•~e, Vol. II. - J" ·. ~· . . 
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From Sir Michael Hicks Beach. 
WrLLIAMSTRIP PARK, FAmFORD, Jan. 13, '79.-... There 

is, I hope, a good prospect ... of the war being short and suc
cessful, like the Afghan campaign. The reinforcements would 
arrive just about in time to take part in it; Frere and Thesiger 1 
·seemed, from the last letters I have received, very confident, 
though these letters were written at a time when they thought 
no reinforcements were coming; the Zulus are reported to be 
much. divided in opinion, likely to be rendered more so by 
some of the demands which Frere has made, so that Cetywayo' s 
position may be very similar to that of Shere Ali; and the 
Boers, who might place us in a very difficult situation by rising 
in the Tra.nsvaal while we are engaged with the Zulus, are 
said to be perfectly passive, according to their nature, waiting 
to see what will turn up. When the Zulus have submitted 
or are beaten, the Boers will be afraid to move-and Carnar
von's acquisition should then settle down under our rule in a 
way which has not, as yet, seenied probable since we took it. 

So that, on the whole, though Frere's policy---..:..especially 
in the matter of cost-is extremely inconvenient to us at the 
present moment, I ·am sanguine as to its ·success, andthi.rik we 
shall be able, without much difficulty, to defend its main prin
ciples here. I think it most fortunate that we sent out the 
reinforcements when we. did. ·Frere had made. up his mind 
not to be stopped by the want of them; but if the weakness of 
his forces had led to any failure at first, a most serious war 
might have resulted, and we should have had to bear all the 
blame. Now he has got ~11 the force he asked for, in time to 
finish off the affair easily and quickly, if his calculations as 
to what he is undertaking are at all accurate. 

Frere's calculations had not· taken sufficiently into 
account those characteristics of British Generals, when 
fighting in South Africa, which have so often resulted 
in the opening . of our campaigns· there with a serious 
check if not with disaster: namely, over-oonfidence, 
disregard of local advice, and under-estimat0 of the enemy. 
All these contributed their share to the fatal day of 
Isandhlwana, January 22, 1879. The Cabinet were, there
fore, as unprepared as the public for the news; and to 
Beaconsfield himself it was a crushing blow, as he saw at 
once how injuriously it must affect England's position 
abroad, and his Cabinet's position at home. 

1 Lord Chelmsford. 
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10, DowNING STREET, Feb. n; 1879.-Lord Beaconsfield 
with his humble duty to yr. Majesty. It has been a very 
agitating day with this terrible news from S. Africa, which to 
Lord Beacohs:fidd is very unintelligible. The Cabinet met,, 
arid have seP,t fiveregiments of Infantry illstead of three asked 
for by Lord Chelmsford, and all the Cavalry; and Artillery, 

·. and stores which he requested. It is to be hoped, that he may 
be equal to the oocasion, but it is impossible not to feel, that 
this disaster has occurred to the Headquarters colu111n, which 
he was himself commanding. This sad· news has come when, 
by indefatigable effqrts, everything was beginning to look 
bright. It will change everything;· reduce our Continental 
influence,,;and embarrass our :finances. · 

1/ -

i' . Fro'T/1, Queen Victor~a. 
OsBORNE, Feb.12, 1879.-... [Lord Beaconsfield] must not 

be downhearted for a moment, but show a boJ{l front _to the 
world. This ought, however, to be a lesson never to reduce 
our forces, which was just going to be done; for, with our 
enormous Empire, we must always be prepared for such con tin-

• •I . gen:c1es.
1 

. • • 
,;1 To Lady Bradford. 

10, DowN-ING . STREET, Feb. 12, '79.-I could not write 
to you·:' yesterday, and am equally incapable to-day. I am 
greatly stricken; and have to support .others, which increases 
the burthen; almost intolerable. I know not. which I dread 
Iilost,,)the banquet to-day, or the Senate to•niorrow. The 
Prince of Wales comes to me in half an hour: -He is from 
Osborne; yesterday the D. of Cambridge was with me; 

Everybody was· congratulating me on being the most 
fortuiiate of Ministers, when there comes this horrible disaster ! 

ff . . . 
It; is not surprising that this blow should have pros-

trat~d Beaconsfield physically; and it is clear that he had 
a s~rious relapse during the remainder of this month, 
wh~n the energies of the Government were mainly directed 
to fetrieving, as quic~ly as possible, the position in South. 
Africa. · 

ik To Queen, Victoria. 
'lO; DowNING ST., Feb. 18, i879.-Lord Beaconsfield is 

grdatly distressed at not having the honor and the happiness 
· of

1
an audience ofyr. Majesty to-day, but he is really quite 

·' .r-
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prostrate, tho' Dr. Kidd assures him his malaise will pass 
away, and even speedily. Still he cannot shut his eyes to the 
fact, that he has rarely left his roof for the last three mo~ths, 
and he feels that so great a Sovereign as yr. Majesty should 
not have a sick Minister. This is the anniversary of the fifth 
year of the existing Administration. He hopes he has not 
altogether failed in devotion to yr. Majesty, and in some 
accomplishment of Yr. Majesty's policy, but he feels deeply . 

\how much in any efforts he owes to yr. Majesty's support and 
. expression of ?onfidence. . . . · . · 

From Queen Victoria. 
WINDSOR CASTLE, Feb. 18; 1879.-The Queen has just 

received Lord Beaconsfield's kind letter. She is so grieved to 
hear that he is not well, but hopes it will soon pass off, and 
that he will for long yet continue to direct the councils of 
his Sovereign, which he has done so ably and firmly, and to 
whom he has shown such great personal devotion and kind
ness .... 

, 
'l'he public outcry against both Frere and Chelmsford 

was very loud and very widespread. The general view 
was that the one, by ignoring his instructions from home, 
had needlessly precipitated the war which had begun so 
disastrously; that the other had shown carelessness and 
incompetence in the field. That they should both· be 
recalled was the popular demand. The Cabinet were · 
naturally more incensed against Frere, who had dis
regarded their wishes, than against Chelmsford, of whose 
professional adequacy they could not well judge. Bea
consfield, though resentingFrere's disobedience, had the 
highest opinion of his abilities and character, which he 
believed to be a tower of strength in South Africa. With 
regard to Chelmsford he felt himself to be in a delicate 
situation. He had left Chelmsford, the father, out of 
his Cabinet in 1868 because he thought him an incom
petent Lord Chancellor; it. would be distressing to him 
to have to supersede Chelmsford, the son, as a not 
sufficiently competent General. It would be fair, at any 
rate, to allow him a certain time in which to retrieve 
what had been lost. Beaconsfield did not easily carry the 
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Cabinet alo~g with him. · He told the' Queen that the 
feeling agailjlst both men was very strong, and required 
'considerable private handling.' "It was decided to take 

' - If "'•" - ~. - - _ ' 
no step agamst .Chelmsford for. the present, but to 
rebuke Fre~e for his disobedience while at th~ same time 
continuing ,him in a post for which he was pre-eminently 

'I qualified. · 11. . · . 
- The despatch of March -19, from. Beach to Frere, con

taining the considered judgment of the Cabinet, stated 
that 'the~ have been unable to find in the documents 
you have.i/placed. before them that evidence of urgent 
necessity for immediate itction which alone could justify 
you in tah!ing, without their full knowledge and sanction, 
a course almost certain to result in war, which, as I had 
previously impressed upon you, every efl'ort should have 
been used to avoid.' But they gladly recorded 'their 
high appreciation of the great,expe:rience, ability, and 
energy which you have brought to bear on the important 

~ . . . 
and . difficult task you have undertaken' ; and . they oon-
eluded by stating that 'they have no desire to withdra:w, 
in the present crisis of affairs, the confidence hitherto 
reposed in you, the continuance of which is now more 
than ev&r needed to conduct our difficulties In South 
Africa t? a successful termmatiQn.' The decision repre
sented the exact feelings of the· Prime Minister towards 
Frere; hut it was a very illogical one, as the Opposition, 
who, by resolution in both Houses, demanded Frere's 
recall, pointed out. How could a man who· ts publicly 
censured continue to command the confidence essential 
to the ~fficient performance of Frere's high duties 1 To 
that ~uestion the Prime Minister's speech in debate 
afford~d no answer. -He said: . 

·" ~ . . 
What we had to determine .is this: Was it wise that such an 

act onfthe part of Sir Bartle Frere as, in· fact, commencing 
war-without consulting the Government at home, and without_ 

, their sanction, should be passed unnoticed ? Ought it not 
to be ~oticed in a manner which should convey to that eminent 
person a clear conviction of the feelings of Her Majesty's 

~ . . 
~J\ 

. ;[ 
• i~ 
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Government; and ·at the same time was .it not their duty to 
consider, were he superseded, whether they could place in his 
position an individual equally qualified to fulfil the great 
duties and responsibility resting on him ? That is what we 
had to consider. We considered it entirely with reference to 
the public interest, and the public interest alone, and we. 
arrived at a conviction that on the whole the retention of Sir 
Bartle Frere in that position was our duty, notwithstanding 
the inconvenient observations and criticisms to which we were, 
of course, conscious it might subject us; and, that. being our 
conviction, we have acted upon it. 

It ~is a very easy thing for a Government to make a scape
goat. . . . If Sir Bartle Frere had been recalled in deference 
to the panic, the thoughtless panic, of the hour, ... no doubt 
a certain degree of odium might have been averted from the 
heads of Her Majesty's Ministers, and the world would.have 
been delighted, as it always is, to find a victim .. This was not 
the course which we pursued, and it is one which I trust no 
British Government ever will pursue. We had but one object 
in view, and·that was to take care that at this most critical 
period the affairs of Her Majesty in South Africa should be 
directed by one not only qu·alified to direct them, but wl;w was 
superior to any other individual ·whom we could have selected 
for that purpose. The sole question that we really have to 
decide to-night is: Was it the duty of Her Majesty's Govern
ment to recall Sir Bartle .Frere in consequence of his having 
declared wfl,r without our consent ? · 

Beaconsfield proceeded to declare that the policy of 
the Government in South Africa was still what it had 
always been, and what Carnarvon selected Frere to carry 
out-a policy of confederation, and emphatically not 
one of annexation. ' I myself regard a policy of annexa
tion with great distrust.' I£ they had annexed the 
Transvaal, it was because the circumstances were peculiar; 
that was ' a territory which was no longer defended by 
its occupiers.' But, while he trusted we should shortly 
defeat the Zulus in a significant manner, he altogether 
disclaimed any intention. either of exterminating them 
or of annexing their country. Though Ministers had a 
majority of 95 in the Lords, they were only supported in 
the Commons by a majority of 60. 
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}/ To Lady- Bradford. 

· ·- HousE OF j.1Lo:ans, April 4.-I hope you like our popular 
Budget ! ! ! ,Gladstone, Childers, and Goschenare furious a:qd 

. frantic. Ryl,ands goes about roaring 'There never was such 
a se11.'1 ... '/ . . · · 

10, DowNENG STREET, April 14, '79.-... Two bas~ets of 
primroses, made up. into little bouquets, have just arrived 
fro~ Osboriie. The head g[ardenf}r there has_ orders, he 
says, to senQ. them every week . 

. · Prince H,al is sabguine--:-nay, sure--:-that Bartle: F.~and 
Chelmsford 1will come out triumphant. I wish I shared his 
convictions]' . . -. . · 
· April 21:LI found the post wd. not allow my writing to 
you from Hatfield, or rather the Sabbath-stricken trains, which 
are as immovable as in Scotland. . · 

· I went 4own there2 with the hope that I might combine 
busine-ss a~d frequent tels.. with the burst of spring; but that 
has been a'failure.· The sun.appeared on Saturday, but with 

. a cutting easterly wind, in wh. I am sorry to hear that you 
sat out. And on Sunday .it poured, and now I am in London 
again, black and terribly cold. · · · . . . · 

There 'Was literally nobody at Hatfield save the family-but 
that is a numerous and a~using one. Five boys, the youngest 

· quite. an 'urchin, hardly breech~d but giving his . opinion on 
public affairs like his brothers: The Standard is his favourite 
paper, bn;_t he did not .apprOve of its leading arti~le·on-.Russia~ ~ 
of that d~y, 'the tone too sarcastic ~- ! ! ! 

.'1 . . . . 
The course of events in South Africa and the despatches 

and lett~rs received from Frere and Chelrnsford tended to 
strengtl~en the current· setting against both of. them .in 
the Cabinet. 'Sir Bartle Frere,' wrote Beaconsfield 
to the ,Queen on April 8, 'persists in vindicating his con
duct t& the alarm· of the Cabinet, the majority o~ whom 
is decicledly in favoru ofhis recall; but Lord Beaconsfield 

·feels that such a step, after the recent discussions· .in 
Parliafent,. would be as damaging to yr. -Majesty's 
Government as to Sir Bartle.' But a month later he 
felt ·that matters could not be left to drift on without 
a cha~ge .. 'Thenews from the Cape very unsatisfactory,' 
he wtote to Lady Chesterfield on May 8. ' Chelmsford 

,I . . ·. 
'/ . . 

t Because there were no new taxes; ll For the Easter holiday. 
if ~-. . . • ..... -

iJ • -
l/ 
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wanting more force, tho' he does nothing with the 15,000 
men he has. He seems cowed and confused.' The long 
delay on the spot in taking steps to retrieve the disasters 
of the beginning of the year exasperated th~ public at 
home as well as the Prime Minister; and the Cabinet came 
to the conclusion that it was necessary to have a new 
man as their representative in the theatre of South African 
war. They had three sittings in rapid 'succession, and 
Beaconsfield thus reported thekdecision to Her Majesty. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DowNING STREET, May 19, 1879.-... The Cabinet sat 

for more than two hours on tlfe affairs of South Africa, which 
they found most unsatisfactory; no despatches by this packet, , 
either froin the Lord High Commissioner, or the Commander
in-Chief, tho' an abundance of private imormation, which 
would show that the expenditure for transport was. enormous, 
and aggravated by the misunderstanding which appears to 
subsist between the Commander-in-Chief, and Sir Henry 
Bulwer, the Governor of Natal. Lord John Manners, Dukes 
of Richmond a,nd Northumberland, Mr. Secretary Stanley, 
and Sir H. Beach, supported Lord Chelmsford, but a}J acknow
ledged that yr. Majesty's Government were left in a state of 
great darkness, and that no one seemed clearly to understand 
what we were aiming at, and what terms would satisfactorily 
conclude the war. The Cab¥1et adjourned their decision, but 
the prevalent, not to say unanimous, opinion seemed to be, 
that without superseding either Sir Bartle or Lord Chelmsford, 
a 'dictator ' should be sent out,- intimately acquainted with 
the views and policy of yr. Majesty's Government, who should 
be able to conclude peace, when the fitting opportunity 
occurred, and effect a general settlement. . . . 

What may be called the preliminaries of peace have been 
signed by the Ameer of Afghanistan. This will be announced 
to both Houses to-night, a great event. . . . ' 

May 23.-The third consecutive Cabinet has just closed on 
the affairs of South Africa. . . . The Cabinet is of opinion 
that the civil and military commands in S. Africa should be 
rearranged. The authority of Sir B. Frere to extend over 
the Cape Colony and the territories adjacent (Sir B. F. will 
be 1,000 miles from the seat of war). Sir Garnet Wolseley 
to be yr. Majesty's High Commissioner, and Commander-in
Chief for Natal, Transvaal, and territories adjacent, including 
Zululand, and to have within that area supreme civil and mili-
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tary authority under yr. Majesty. Sir Garnet having superior 
rank, the pres-ent Commander-in-Chief will become second 
in command. If yr. Majesty approves these arrangements, 
perhaps, as time is precious, yr. Majesty may telegraph yr 
Majesty's answer, or do so indeed if yr.'·Majesty wishes further 
information immediately . 

. The Queen telegraphed at once strongly deprecating the 
arrangement. Perhaps- it was in view of the storm of 
royal opposition wJ;lich lwwas evidently about to encounter 
that Beaconsfield couched his congratulations on Her 
Majesty's birthday next; day in his highest vein of extrava-

·. -gance. 
To Queen_ Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET; May 24, 1879.-To-day Lord Beacons-
field ought fitly, perhaps; to congratulate a powerful Sovereign 

r on her imperial sway, the vastness of her Empire, and the 
r success and strength of her fleets and- armies. But• he 
1 cannot,- his mind is in another mood. He can only think of 
i the strangeness of his destiny, that it has come to pass, .that 
1( he should be the servant of one so great, and whose infinite 
'1 _kindness, the brightness of whose intelligence and the firmness 
if of whose will, have enabled hini to undertake labors, to which 
~- 1 he otherwise would_be quite unequal, and supported him in all 
-1.( things by a- condescending synipathy, which in the hour of 
'if difficulty alike charms and inspires. _ 
~-~ - Upon the Sovereign of many lands and many hearts, may 
! an omnipotent I>rovidence shed every blessing that the w-ise 
'! can' desire, and the virtuous deserve ! If this year has been 
I, a year of gloom, may the bright shadow of the coming hours 
i\ illumine her witli their_ happiness, sustain. her in her state, 
\l and touch with an ~nchanting ray. the hallowed influences of. 
,

1

l her hearth ! _ _ · - .. 

~~ The Queen was not placated by tl1ese complitnents, 
ll. but ; sent . a_ ' reasoned. - remonstrance well worthy - of 
:i· co~1deratwn. 
~~ · . . From_ Q:U~en Victoria. 
;! BALMORAL, May 26, 1879.---,-The Queen- telegraphed- in 
icypher twice to Lord. Beaconsfield in answer to his cypher and 
:;letter., She can only rep,eat in the very strongest' terms her 
':opinion on this all-important subject of S. Africa. Whatever 

. 'fault .·may have been committed in declaring, (perhaps) too
hli,stily, war, Sir B, Frere seems to·have succeeded, by his per. 

~_:\,'1 - ·' . . i . .,_ . . ' . . -~ ... ~;. . .,.- - ., 
' :.;.··. 
~-· -· 
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sonal influence, in conciliating those important portions of 
the Colonies, who were considered to be disaffected. I .·To 
reward his efforts therefore by sending out an officer with the 
powers proposed, instead of encouraging him, will be a public 
mark of want of confidence-at a moment of great difficulty
which will have a ·most disastrous effect both at home and 
abro[]>d; and will make it almost impossible for any public , 
man to serve his country if on the 1st misfortune occurring 
he is to be thrown over ! The case of I~ord Chelmsford may, 
perhaps, be less certain, but he also seems to have been success
ful of late. 

And the Queen most strongly protests against the use of 
private information, than which nothing more injurious to 
discipline and good government can exist. This was one of 
the causes of our suffering)n the Crimea and led to every sort 
of evil. No Commander or Governor can stand against or 
submit to that; and the Queen can only attribute this to the 
inexperience of public life in some of his colleagues. 

If it is absolutely necessary to prevent any peace being con
cluded which the Govt. would disapprove, send someone out 
with messages to Sir B. Frere and Lord Chelmsford to explain 
exactly what the Govt. wish and what they object to. But do 
not upset everything-which will be the case if an '.officer, 
whoever he may be, is sent out with the powers proposed. 

The Queen would sanction the proposal submitted if her 
warnings are disregarded, but she would not approve it. This 
is confidential, but Lord- Beaconsfield can read any portion 
of it, he thinks proper, to the Cabinet. 

f • "-

The Cabinet persisted, in spite of royal disapproval. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DoWNING STREET, May_.27, 1879.-. , . Yr. Majesty's. 

cyphered telegram, dated 23rd . inst., was received on the 
birthday. It gave yr. Majesty's sanction to the proposed 
arrangements inS. Africa if the Cabinet was really of opinion, 
that they were absolutely necessary, tho', then, yr. Majesty 
could not approve them. Lord Beaconsfield passed Sunday, 
there being no Cabinet on the birthday, in attempting to 
consult with his colleagues in detail, and in seeing H.R.H. 
the Duke of Cambridge, with whom he had a.lready conferred 
on the main business some time ago, and who only differed from 
yr. Majesty's Govt. on the personal point, wishing Lord Napier 
of M[agdala] to be selected instead of Sir G. Wolseley. . 
. 1 Frere had held conversations .with the Transvaal Boers, which for ·the 

moment somewhat lessened their discontent. 
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It was only yesterday that the Cabniet could be again called 
together. Lord Beaconsfield read tO'his colleagues, the two 
cyphered telegrams of-yr. Majesty, and they received a long · 
'and deep consideration, but the deliberation ended by the 

· Cabinet unanimo]J.sly adhering to their previous decision and 
also urging the appointment of Sir G. Woiseley instead of 
Lord Napier; among other.grounds, on his loca.I experience of 
the scene of war. More· than one member of the' Cabinet 
declared that they could not. undertake the responsibility 
of affairs, if some great and similar change were not agreed to: 
. It was with much difficulty that Lord Beaconsfield secured 

the arrangement, that Sir Bartle Frere should remain as High 
Commissi0ner of the Cape Colony. and- its dependencies. 
These are more than 1,000 miles f!om the seat of war. 

No one upheld Lord Chelmsfor~. Even the Secretary of 
War gave him up, and spoke as ·if the military authorities 
had done the sa:tpe. His- quarrel and controversial corre
spondence with Sir H. Bulwer seemed t.he last drop. Perhaps 
also the dissensions in his own staff. The Cabinet throughout 
has not been influenced by private information, a private 
letter has beeri rarely introduced, and only in the case of its 
being written by persons "in high acknowledged public place "'· 
and responsibility. · - _· _ . · 

The Cabinet scarcely closed its ·labors yesterday, until the 
Houses of Parliament assembled; and it was absolutely 
necessary that the public announcement of their labors should 
be made, as the House ·of Commons adjourns to"day for the 
holidays, and had they been allowed to disperse without being 
apprised ofthe' intentions of yr, Majesty's Ministers, there 
w.ould have been the usual outcry of coup d'etat, and customary 
complaint tha~ important J?leasures are always taken when 
Parliament is not sitting . 
. _. Lord Beacon(3field is pained that yr. Majesty disapproves 
of the policy of yr. Majesty's servants, but he is himself 
deeply convinced that the me_asures in question were necessary 
for the honor and welfare' of yr. Majesty's subjects; and the 
highest interests of their Sovereign .. 

The Queen wli:s not convinced. She thought Wolseley 
unconciliatory, ambitious, .and too junior in military 
standing for th~ commission; and she recorded her con
viction that 'yielding to a cry, and superseding (for it 
is that, though under a disguised form) so distinguished 
and able as well as excellent a man as Sir B. Frere is deeply 
to be regrett~d·; for it wi}l discour"age all public servants 
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in distant parts, and fm:ms a bad precedent.' The decision. 
once taken, however, the Queen, in accordance with her 
regular constitutional practice, did everything to smooth 
the way for the new policy, and to avert the bad conse
quences which she anticipated. Frere, much to her 
satisfaction, did not resign. 

From Queen Victoria. 
BALMORAL, 'June 3, 1879.-The Queen sees and 

admits the force of the arguments, especially as regards Lord 
Chelmsford, but regrets anything that might discourage poor 
Sir Bartle :Frere, who se13ms to have been so very successful 
with the Boers. However, the instructions seem very pro
perly worded and not in a spirit to hurt Sir Bartle's feelings, 
she hopes. She has received an interesting letter from him 
which she encloses and would ask Lord Beaconsfield to send 
to Sir M. H. Beach, and to ask him to return it to her. She • 
thought of replying to him merely thanking him, expressing 
her feeling for the great anxiety he must have gone through 
as well as her satisfaction at the newsrespecting the Boers; and 

.,. she thought of adding that she trusted that the arrangements 
· just concluded, and which were necessitated by the great 

distances and the importance of having a: general officer to act 
both in the military and civil capacity, would prove an assist
ance and relieve him from much anxiety as well as-from 
bodily fatigue. If Lord Beaconsfield· approves would he 
telegraph? She will also mention this to Sir l\1. H. Beach. 
The Queen will then send Sir B. Frere the 4th Volume :1 · 
and thank him for his congratulations, and she hopes in this 
way that he may remain, tho' she is fearful that the .attacks 
in the press and in Parliament may make it more difficult. . . . 

Beaconsfield had to face opposition from the military 
authorities as well as froni the Queen, as appears from 
his private letters. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
10, DowNING ST., May 28, '79.-Wehavehad a terrible time 

of it: six Cabinets in eight days. I believe it never happened 
before. However, Sir Garnet Wolseley goes to S. Africa, and 
goes . to-morrow night, tho', between ourselves, the Horse 
Guards are furious, the Princes all raging, and every mediocrity 

. 1 Of the Life of the Prince Consort. 
II. 42 
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as jealous asiif we had prevented him from conquering the 
world. . · 1/ . . . · · . ' . · _ · .. · . : . . . , • . . 

As for domestic affairs,. the Empressl has departed, havmg 
.presented m~cwith her framed portrait.· I met her at l;linner · 
last Wedy.. at the Salisburys', and on the·next day at Marlboro' 

- House. Anti then she went. There are a good many royalt:les 
.stilllingerin;g about, looking-as if they wanted ·a dinner .. 

On the birthday, S. and Ida and the 'little ones came here 
:to see the t~oopulg_of the colors, a pretty sight, with a fine day; 

, .wh. we fortimately had. S. looks better, They go to-Weston 
1 on Friday J,/ I am very tired and hope ·on Saturday to reach , 

Hughende}i1. . . . · : . . , ·. . · · 
May 311L----'.- .. The Horse ·Guards rage furiously, but Sir 

Garnet has departed. They all . complain of the hurried 
\manner iii. ·wh. the affair' was managed, I dare say. If there 

had not b~en a little hurry; he never wd. have gone. They 
wd. havi~ got up some conspiracy wh; wd.- have arrested 
everythhlg. ·. j · · • · · . . · . . 

· · All the world now is thinking a:p.d talking of a new French 
·. actress, ~arab Bernhardt; places, boxes, and stalls taken for 

more than two months. Lord~Dudley gives a great banquet 
in the Iij;idst of Whitsun weel~, and she is to play in the evening. . 
He inv~ped me; and I declined, as I cd. not forgo country air. <0 

. I met h,1m at dmner at the Cadogans' on Thursday, and h¥ was 
stiff an~d said, 'Not yet departed, I see.'. I replied, 'No, I go 
for 111Y:holidays, and they have not yet commenced.' .'Holidays 
are a donvenient word.' Huffish: ; :·. · · . 

. It -~~as a small circle, but a perfect repast. Our host 
(Cadogan) a very rising man. With Edward,Stanhope, and· 
George Hami!ton, he will make sdme,day a future Minister. 

Hu;GRENDEN MANOR; June 3:-~ , . _We came down here 
(Mo~ty and myself) on Saturd(1y,2 but it_ has scarcely ever 
cease,d raining. · · . 

·I ;cannot write any more .. ·I ·have just received a.: tel.. 
announcing the death of Baron' Rothschild, one of my greatest 
fr!m1ds, and one ofthe ablest men I ever knew. I am greatly 
sho~}red. ·Very sudden and ' short the illness.' I presume 
a :fit. · 

. -~- . To f:ady Bradford. 
HuGRENDEN MANOR, June 5, '79.~, .. The country is 

lovely, now that great gilder and varnisher, . the sun, has 
toiiched up the picture; bloom ·and 'blossom still behindhand, · 

. bli;t this delay compensated for by the extraordinary luxurianc~ 
of/ the foliage: I never· knew' iny beeches so heavy· with 

' lek . . . · · · · . -·· 

I 1' Of Germany.: 2 June 1 was Whitsunday. 
' 0 • 
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10, DOWNING STREET, June 6.-... To-morrow there is a 
Cabinet at eleven, and a meeting of the party immediately 
afterwards. Affairs have got into such a mess in the House 
of Commons that I am obliged to call the party together.l 
It is the first time since I left the House of Commons, and only 
the second time since the existence of ~he present Ministry, wh. 
shows how loyal and true the party has rurt. . . . · 

June 13.-... Cardinal Manning paid me a long visit 
yesterday, followed by M. Lesseps, who wants tp cut thro' tne 
Isthmus of Panama; it ca.n be done in eight years, and wd. cost 
only forty millions (sterling) .... 

Wolseley's appointment gave general sa'tisfaotion to 
opini6n at home; but, before he could take over the 
command of the forces in the field, Chelmsford had once 
more made a general advance into Zululand and had 
gained on July 4, .six days after his successor's arrival 
in Natal, a complete victory at Ulundi, which practically 
brought the war to an end. Wolseley's main work was 
consequently of a civil character. He made a temporary 
settlement of Zululand by dividing it up -among a series 
of petty chieftains; and he gave a Crown Colony constitu
tion to the Transvaal, solemnly' assuring the disaffected 
Boers 'that th~ annexation would never be revoked. 
But he reckoned without Gladstone; and he could not. 
foresee Majuba Hill. · · 

· Wolseley was a favourite with Beaconsfield, though the 
statesman was not blind to the soldier's foibles, &sa letter 
to the Queen in this autumn shows. 

To Queen Victoria. 
HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 24, 1879.-. . With regard to 

Sir G. W olseley, Lord Beaconsfield will write to yr. Maj e_sty 
with that complete and unlimited conf!dence which, he trusts, 
has always distinguished the remarks he has had the honor 
of submitting to his Sovereign. 

It is quite true that W olseley is an egotist, and a braggart. 
So was Nelson. Mr. Pitt always treated him to the last as a 
charlatan, and doled out the honors of the Crown, when re
warding him for his magnificent exploits, ~vith a parsimony 

1 The meeting was sur,cessful in rallying the party to the support of the 
Army Discipline Bill. . · · · . 
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-1 . ' . . . .. . ·.·. . .. 
which posterity has unanimously condemned. 'He adviSed 

. the Cr6wn,.for example, to ma~e Jervis Earlfor the battle of 
St. Vincent, which was mainly won by Nelson, then second 
ill command, whil~ an,'Earl's coronet was only bestowed on 
t!J,(l oorpse of Nelson,and this after Aboukir and Copenhagen 

. and _Tr~falgar. . ' · · · . -• .. · , · · ... 
Men of action, when e;min:ently successful in· early life,·are: 

genef.ally boastful and full of themselves ... It is not limited to 
military and naval heroes, and if Lord Beaconsqeld, with many 

·other imperfections, has escaped these two imputations, it is, 
probably, only due to the imme'nse advantage, which he has 
enjoyed, of having·been vilified and decried for upwards of 
forty; years, and which has taught hiin self-control, patience, 
and ~ome circumspection. . -~ . ,_. · · . ·.· " . -· . :. . . . . ~r . . . . •. -. -, .. _ . . . ·. ·. - . . .. . 
_ . Oi1e distressing incident of the·Zuhi War caused Beacons-• . ·'I :. . . ... _.. ..• . . .·. . . . ,.. 
field~ much worry and anxi~?ty. The ex-Prince Imperial 
of ~ranee, who sinoo the fall 'of the Secorid Empire had 
lived with his mother, the Empress Eugenie, in exile in 
England; and_ who had, undergone a · t4orough military 
trai!hng at the ·Royal Military Academy,. ':V'oolwich, 
pres~ed, as any spirited soldier of twenty-three in his " 
posipimi would have 'pressed,_ to be allowed to 'join the 
Brit:ish Army in South Africit. ·The· Queen, at the Em
pregs's request,· was 'disposed to consent·:- Ministers 

·•I , , .• . . . . • . 
objected~ 'Ldid aU I cotildto stop his going,FBeacons..: 
fiel~l told Redesdale afterwards. 'But .what can you do 
wh~rt you have to deal with two obstill,.ate women~· · . 

it - To LfYT'd Salisbury .. > . . 
. 1b, DoWNING ST., Feb; 2S, 1S79.-I atri quite :mystified about 

. ; 1r. the-Prince Impe:daL I thought we had agreed not to 
san~tion his adventure ? Instead of that; he ·has Royal 
audie~cesprevious to departure, is reported to be a'future staff 
officer, and ifr-attended to the station by Whiskerandos hiin-

- self, the very General'who was to conquer-Constantinople .. ·· 
i have to go to Wiridsor to-morrow after the Cabinet·, and, 

·as •I have not seen our. Royal Mistress for three months, shall . 
· :ha~e to tou,ch on every point: What. am I to~say on this ? , 

_H.:(\1:. know_s my little symp11tliy with the Buonapa:r:tes. · ·· ' 
·;~, .. J'.~i - •• . - .- ~ 

., · ',r:hough the Prince_ :went out, not ;ts an officer in th~ · • 
· Btitl.sJi:~tiriny; 'but iJ;i some undefined'. capacity, he.-was . 

v,,.·_ ' ,,. ' l . . . 
' . . : i.~ 
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attached ·to the staff in the theatre of war, and at the 
beginning of June was killed bythe Zulus in a small out
post affray. Beaconsfield, on receipt 9f the news, wrote 
to the Que~m, who was bitterly grieved: ' The death of 
Prince Louis with its consequences is a tragedy, equalled 
only by the death of the Emperor Maximilian of Mexico 
and the consequences of that heartrending event. In a 
certain sense the two catastrophes are connected, and 
would form materials for a series of Greek tragedies.' 
To Lady Chesterfield he expressed his anxiety lest this 
unfortunate affair, and the inordinate sympathy felt 
and expressed by the Queen, might lead to a misunder
standing between England and France, now on friendly 
terms. 'Happily the correctness of the Ministerial 
attitude prevented trouble. 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 
10, DoWNING STREET, June 22, '79.-This affair of Prince 

Louis Napoleon occasions great perplexities. Her Majesty's 
Government disapproved of his going to Africa, and when he 
persisted in his purpose, would not permit him to be enrolled 
in Her Majesty's forces. He went, therefore, as a mere 
traveller, but I fear, tho' I do not, as yet, absolutely know it, 
that some indiscreet friends, in very high places, gave him 
privately letters to Ld. Chelmsford, begging that General to 
place the Prince on his staff. 

The Queen, who returned to Windsor only yesterday, is 
much affected by this sad event; but if we do not take care, 
in endeavoting to pay respect to his memory and express 
sympathy with his unhappy mother, we may irritate and 
offend the French people and Government.-~ ·After all, he 

_ was nothing more nor less than a pretender to the throne of 
France, supported by a well-organised and very active clique, 

· but representing numerically only a small minority of the 
people. The Queen, who is much agitated about the affair, 
wh. she learnt as she was leaving Balmoral, telegraphed to me 
frequently during her route,. and I am now going down to 
Windsor to see Her Majesty, and expect a distressing scene, 
for I cannot sanction, or recommend, much that Her Majesty, 
in the fulness of her heart and grief, would suggest to express 
her sympathy and that of her people at this moment. 

The Wiltons gave one of the most successful and prettiest 
entertainments I easily remember on Thursday last: a dinner 
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. . . "' . ~ . . 
k to the Prince of Wales, which. I attended: and afterwards, 

the princfpal{saloon, turned into a charming theatre, received 
the wodd to witness·the heroine of the hour. Sarah Bernhardt . 

. N othing·wa~Jever b~tter don.e, not marred even by the mourJ:).. 
ful but exci~ing news of the death of Prince Louit>, which 
arrived in a ~elegram to H.R. .IJighness. · · . . _ . . · . 

On Friday Prince Leopold dined with me at his o-''n 
suggestion. r . . _s. dined with me and. some other pretty or 
agreeable, a:nd pretty and agreeable ladies: Lady Lonsdale, 

.;who is .noVf looked upon as our chief beauty,· and. Lady 
-Clarendon, fuuch admired, and Lady Archie Campbell, who is 
a spiritualist and looks one, and sqme others. . The dinner was 
remarkable:for ~ne thing-the return to society, after six years. 
of ill-healtll·-and solitude, .of the Duchess of Abercorn. . 

. ~ J ought to have told 'you that the Duchess.Louisel was on 
· my right ~·.anci; the soul of everything, tho' shehad a patch on 
her eye_!. ,j,~ •• - - - .. . • . · 

June 28':-... The gout attacked me ori Wednesday very 
sharp Jmt( not .unkindly, and I have been a close prisoner .· · 

· to my.bed;1·or sofa;since; but the remedies, tho' safe and simple, 
have bemf. effective, and I quite expect to be out, and in my 
place in tlie House of Lords, on 1\'fonday. . · 

S., who;is going ;to"day to t}le Rosslyns in Essex, has just 
piLid me a .visit, and she paid me also a visit the day-before 
yesterda~f with Ida: . .· .· . . : . . · 

.Publici/affairs looK. well. The Egyptian business2 has been 
admir~bly managed; find the very day that Harty-'I)Lrty 
-ivas a-bout to,commeilce a campaign against us on t}le' subject, 
the newi arriv.ed that we had completely gained our purpose. 
A telegnim.has just arrived datedCapetown,.the-lQth June, 
f:torri Sir B. F. saying that the Prince Imperial's body was· . · 
expected .there on the 15th per Boadicea. 'No forward move 
in. Zululand, 'f?ut suggestions for peace conference continue: 
The sincierityofthe Zulu King doubtful.' Sir B. F:, who ought 

-.·to be impeached; writes always as if he were q:uite unconscious 
of havil\g done anything wrong I . , · - · · 
. I was with the Queen on Monday last: a very long audience, 

. nearly,~ hour and a half ;_.and H.M. talked only on one subject, . 
which seems,greatly to have affected her. The body is.to be 
receive,'d by the Duke of Cambridge; who will place; on behalf 

. of the Queeri, the Grand X of the B!!,th on the coffin. · 
I w1~s to have gone to Windsor again on Thursday as the·· 

Q:ueen;' 'had so much tq say ·to -me; and had said nothing.' 
I coul? not, of co11;rse, go, or even move,· I am very free from 
pain ~p~day, but wonderfully. weak, and can scarcely write these 
feeble' hues. : .. ·. 

0, ~- . . ' . 'fj 1 Qf Manchester. ' . . J-~ ' •'·: > .. ,; 2 See below, p~ l3is: 
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July 12.-I have just got a tel. fr~m the .Queen~ who had ; 
returned to Windsor and who seems· highly pleased at all 
that occurred at Chislehurstl this morning. I hope the French 
Government will be as joyful. In my mirid, nothing cd. 
be more injudicious than the whole affair~ . . · . 

· Besides the Zulu and Afghan wars there were other 
serious exter:tial questions pressing during this session 
upon . Beaconsfield. The disinclination of Russia to 
evacuate Turkey-in-Europe caused him inany anxious 
moments; but the mission of the conciliatory Dufferin 
to St. Petersburg synchronised happily with a more 
reasonable sp'irit in Russian counsels. The Cabinet at 
home met the Tsar's advances by ordering the British 
Fleet to leave Constantinople. 

To Queen Victoria; 
10, DowNING STREET, March ll, l879.~Lotd Beaconsfield 

... is distressed at having to trespass on yr. Majesty at a 
moment, when yr. Majesty has so many claims on yr. Majesty's 
thoughts and feelings, but the matter on which he addresses 
yr. Majesty is as urgent as it is critical. In the last ten weeks, 
he might say three months, the Court of St. Petersburg has 
been working sincerely with yr. Majesty's Government, in 
their efforts to accomplish the Treaty of Berlin, and to secure 
peace ; of this Lord Beaconsfield himself has reason to have· 
no doubt. Unhappily the previous· period was differently 
employed by the Russian Government, arid the mischief, then 
prepared, it is most difficult now to counteract.: But. it can, 
and must be counteracted. . 

The Emperor is a great influence in bringing about this 
result, and it assists him, in· struggling with the ·Pan-Slav· 
party, to soften, as far as possible, his evacuation of the con· 
quered provinces. He wishes it to be done in a manner 
which will prove that England has no suspicions of his loyalty; 

The enclosed telegram from Mr. Maletwill show the opinion 
of the Porte as to the sincerity of Russia; and we know, from 
private sources of authenticity, that the Turks'have already 

. occupied Adrianople in force. It is quite believed that the 
complete evacuation will be accomplished in ten days more. 
If we meet the feeling of the Emperor on this head,. Lord 
Beaconsfield believes that we may count on his cordial co
operation with respect to the paramount gifficulty of Eastern 

1 Where the funeral of the .Prince was held. 
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Rumelia,1l the suc~essful . ~anagem:nt of wh.ich inv()lves 
probably the peace of Europe;_ certa1ply the existence of the .· 
present E~glish Ministry. . · .. _ . . 

What is desirable is that Lord Dufferin, in his audience to- . 
day, may),\lay the foundation ofa satisfactory settlement of 
ev{;lry 'burning ' ·question betweqn the two Governments of · 
yr. Majesty and the Emperor •.. It is most important, that this 
settlement'should not be delayed~if possible not even a day
for the co:d.dition ofthe Turkish. Empire is such, that we must 
contemplate the possibility of a catastrophe in that quarter. 
Lon;l ~eaconsfield therefore earnestly entreats yr.-Majesty to 
support him at this moment with yr. Majesty's sanction as to 

· the course~ which he is taking ... , Lord Beaconsfield 
. observes, iii reading over tpese pages,. that he has omitted to 
assure yr. ~ajesty, that there will be no difficulty whatever in 
yr. Majest}r's fleet returning,· if necessary, to the Turkish · 
waters, and' in that event taking up its ·position at Bourgas; 
if possible a still more commanding' one,' than: it previously 
occupied ... j( · ' . 
. \b .. . 

_ ~ft'er m~ny vicissitudes the situatio.n . was sufficiently 
. relieved by, May to render. comparatively harmless a 

- . I, . . . . 

vehezp.ent a.~sault by the Duke of Argyll in the House of 
Lords on 1\the Government's whole Eastern policy;· 
Beacons:fiel<fs defence was weighty, _but !t followed the 
lihes of his speeches on returning from Berlin. His rebuke 
t() Gladston~ and . Argyll. was well. merited when· he ex
pressed his regret that after united Europe· had executed 
' so ·solemn tn act as the ·Treaty of Be.rlin ' for the niain-

.- teriance of i~eace, ' certain members of the Opposition . 
. should, no~ \\once~ twice, nor thrice,. but nic;mth after 

. month habitually declare to· the world that • the Treaty 
~va~ ·utterly i;mpracticable; and have used such externaJ 
influence_ as they might possess to throw every obstacle 
and ii:np~dim~nt in .the way of carrying that Trea~y into 

, practical e:ff~~t~' 
-_,,:·;.-.-:~·-:·_~·-.~-~ .. A· To Lady Bradford.', - ~ 

· · 1f'· 7. ·, _.-..·• •• • •• 

lO,·DowNING STREET, May 17.~ ... ; Yesterday·wehad a 
warmish debate :iri H. of Lords, but I don't think the enemy 

, gainea much. J;rt impresses on the public that the Russians . 
' ... are actually evacuating Bulgaria and Rumelia, wh~ John :SuB ? 

·: 'n~v.er believed\:they wd., but wh. I always declared wd. be .. 
;_;.·the_c~ase .... 1: . • , .. · · . 

iol:.·.. ' 1 
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This year British diplomacy under Beaconsfield took a 
distinct step forward in Egypt ; and th~ dual control 
of Erance ai1d England, which had been in force in a 
tentative form since 1876, was definitely established and 
recognised. ;.Both nations had interests· of many kinds 
in Egypt: traditional, sentimental, and material. To 
France Egypt was the theatre of Napoleon's most. 
romantic e~pedition, and the land which a great French
man had dowered with one of the most magnificent 
.engineering works in the world, the Suez Canal. To 
England she recalled Nelson's victory of the Nil~, and she 
had of late years become the halfway house to the British 
Empire in the East; situate on the banks of the great 
imperial highway, nearly a moiety of the shares in which 
were now British. Moreover, it was mainly in France and 
England that Ismail had contracted those loans, the in
terest on which he found it increasingly difficult to pro
vide. It was vital to the British Empire 11:0t to permit 
exclusive control of Egypt by France; it would be a griev
ous blow to French pride to accept exclusive control 
of Egypt by Great Britain. But some sort of interference 
·and support from the outside was inevitable for a country 
which, according to Stephen Cave's report in March, 1876, 
was grossly misgoverned and was -plunging headlong 
into bankruptcy. Beaconsfield acted on the common
sense view that, in whatever was done for Egypt, France 1 
and England must for the time being go hand in hand. / 

On April 8, 1876, the Khedive suspended payment of 
his Treasury bills. The bondholders in both countries, 
and indeed in Europe generally, took action at once for 
the protection of their interests; and the Khedive showed 
himself ready and willing to accept European officials, 
mainly French and English, to set his house in order. 
Thus we had the Goschen-Joubert Mission, the appoint
ment of two Controllers-General, l\1r. Romaine and Baron 
de +"falaret, and of four Commissioners of the Public 
Debt, of whom the English Commissioner was the future· 
Lord Cromer and the French M. de Blignieres. A-
~ w· l.> 
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.. cJiumission of Enquiry follo~ed, in which de Blignieres 
a:ri~i'Cromer a:p.d'another Englishman, Sir Rivers Wilson, 

~ . . 

took a prominent part. This Commission recommended 
th~, establishment of responsibl~' Government.,and the 
limitation of the Khedive to a definite Civil List. Ismail · 
pr~fessed acquiescence, and appointed in the autumn of 
I 87'S a responsible Ministry, with Nuba·r Pasha at its head 
andt with Rivers Wilson and de Blignieres ~s Ministers. 
The~e changes began to work a serious improvement 
both in the Egyptian finances anu in the condition of 
the ~owp.trodden fellah. But before long the .Khedive 
chafed under the restrictions placed on his power;- he ,, 
overt .. hrew Nubar in Febn~ary, 1879, by the aid of a 
mutifuy of Egyptian offie,ers, which he had tolerated if not 
'fomeAted; and then, a few weeks later, finally upset the 
European Ministers by means of a carefully~stage-managed 
'national ' protest against foreign interference.· 
Wh.~t was the Beaconsfield Government to do 1 Tech

:r;licall~ the Khedive's action was not such ~ slap .in t~e 
face te England as to France. The French offimals ui 
Egypt'1:1had, generally s:Peaking, been nominatedby.their 
Government; the English officials by the bondholders, or 
. ll • ' • . c . '. . ' 
by Goschen, ·or by the Khediv~, the· British Fo:r:eign Office 
ostentahously disclaiming . responsibility; though the 
Prime M.fuister kept a watchful ·eye on the·· ~elections 
made .. ]\Directly he heardof the coup d'etat Beaconsfield 

~told the
1 

Queen that 'we m~st act with France,' though 
' . 'it does'\ not seem, however .provoking may be the r-esult, 

that th~: Khedive has as yet done anything illegal, or in 
violatioJ of any agreement with yr. Majesty's Govern-

~ . . . . . 

ment.' {We have not only riever acknowledged Wilson,~ 
he wrote1~in his next· letter 'as an agent of yr. Majesty's 

II • . 
Governrn~nt, but have always studiously and repeatedly 
disclaime~ his being so.' The first proposals of Wadding
ton, the French Minister, did not commend themselves to 
Beacorisfi~ld. ·· · · · · 

;l 
' ~.~ 

·.~ \~ ·.J* 

'I. 
J• ,) 
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To Lord Salis~ury. 
10, DOWNING STR]j]ET, Aprill3, 1879.-I ca.n't help thinking 

that Waddington's scheme is both weak and wild. . 
It will never do, however indirectly, to threaten the Khedive, 

unless we are sure of our position with the Sultan. What if 
he be already squared ? 

If, therefore, you act on Waddington's suggestion, we ought 
to make all things safe first at Stamboul. 

Then, again, I doubt the wisdom of insisting on the restora
tion of Wilson and Bligriieres. 

We might fairly insist upon two European Ministers with 
equal powers and similar duties as the late ones. But, I 
think, the sooner Wilson disappears from the scene the better; 

Aprill6.-l entirely agree with every word in your mem. 
received last night. After reading all the papers and corre
spondence, I had arrived at exactly the same result as yourself. 
Waddington would have been a blind guide,· ~nd notwith
standing all his timidity, would have landed us in an untenable 
position. . · 

The Khedive has treated two great Powers with discourtesy, 
and he must be made to feel that they are sensible of it . 

. What would be desirable, I venture to think, is that he should 
notify to us, that he wishes to appoint again two European 

· Ministers with the same privileges and powers as the late ones. 
But how is this to be brought about? No doubt our 

diplomatic agent on the ,spot, if equal to the occasion, by 
. watching and. managing, might accomplish this. . . . 

An intimation from the Sultan to the Khedive would, 
probably, on such a point, be decisive--and, tho' the Khedive 
may have squared Stamboul, the belief of the Sultan, that, until 
our financial relations withEgypt be accommodated, no hope 
exists of a Turkish loan, might settle ·the business. ., , . 

. The two Cabinets determined, after consultation, to 
try the effect of a grave remonstrance before resorting 
to extreme measures. Salisbury's despatch expressed · 
a hope that the Khedive's attitude. towards European 
Ministers was. not 'final. If, however, he persisted in 
renouncing the friendship of France and England, the 
two Cabinets would ' reserve to themselves an entire 
.lib~rty of appreciation and actiop..' It must. have 
amused SaEs.bury, and Beaconsfield· too, to employ 
towards the Khedive the phrase which the British Govern-. 
ment had· r~sented, and which Beaconsfield had covered 
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I 
With sarcasm, ![when it was used b:f Gortchakoff in an 
attempt to ev~de the submission of the Treaty of San 
Stefano to the 1~judgment pf Europe.1 · · 

The Khedive was obdurate, and his fate was finally 
sealed by a brjltally frank declaration by Germany that 
she regarded· his recent de~ree, resuming fu:ll_ control of 
the Debt, as a~ open. and direct violation o_f. his interna~ 
tional engage~ents. Europe· was clearly'·ready. to co
operate with France and England ·in strong measures . 

. Ismail tpus~ go1
• • . • • 

· · ~~ To Lord Salisbury. 
HuGHENDEN 1\1:A.NoR, June 6, 1879._:__: .. Egypt must be 

grappled with. No ·wonder you can't go toDieppe. · It is a 
most dreadful nut to crack. 

None of the propositions satisfy me: the.Sultan's the best; 
hut I suppose,. a romance, an affair of the 1000 and I nights. 

· Secrecy and profuptitude could alone secure its success, and 
I daresay everything would be known at Cairo, as soon and as 
long, as· the Spa:nish Armada was \vith us: AU 'the other 
schemes are bricks without straw, a process not unknown tb 
the Egyptians. 1,! . ·· 

June [? 8].-The Cabinet is summoned for Wednesday at 
rioon. I shouldliketo have had some, not hurried, talk with 
you before. we met our colleagues respecting Egyptian affairs, 
the consideration:! of which, I apprehend, caimot be delayed. 
They have occupied my thought much during this wet Whitsun, 
and I have a stro11g conviction we must grapple with them. 

The situation arlpears to me to be not very unlike th;J,t which·· 
long perplexed Pa!merston with reference to the same c~untry, 
and which he ultimately, ?>nd successfully, encountered hy the 
Convention of 1840. · 

His difficulty was to induce the European Pywers to join hilp 
in interference. That difficulty you; apparently; will not 
experience, for ,_the European Powers seem quite desirous of 
contributing to the settlement. . .· . 

Then, again, thO' France may have preferred tliat the inter
vention should be confined to herself a:nd us, ·the financial 
interests she has at stake are so great, and So urgent, that, 
with any fair prospect of these being settled, she would pro- " 
bably. not hesitate in joining any combination which might . 
have that result. !I 

'lri France, fina~~e, and even private finance; is politics. 
It·is true, that Mehemet Ali set the Convention, atfirst, at 

JiC . j\ ·1 S~e above, P• 1131. /.':: 
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defiance, but that was because he counted on France being his 
active ally. He has no chance, now, of France or any other 
Power, assisting him, and I, therefore, believe he would yield 
to the summons of the great Powers, if made in a formal and 
determined manner .1 • 

What he should be summoned to do, is another question, 
but we need not discuss that now. 

I commend these remarks to your good judgment, in which 
I have much confidence, and to your energy, which is unrivalled. 

This, or any other, plan ought not to be placed before the 
Cabinet until it is matured, so that we should not lose time in 
desultory criticism: . . . 

June 24.-... I should be glad to see you about Egypt 
to-day, but am always loth to trespass on your time, which is 
most precious. The Government should put its foot down on 
Thursday and, while expressing its general policy, should 
firmly decline entering into details of negotiation. . 

My own feeling is that, if we speak out, and declare that our 
policy involves not merely the abdication of the Khedive, but the 
liquidation of Egypt, the House and the country will support 
us. It must not be, and it is not, a mere bondholders' policy. 

On June 19 England and France invited the Khedive to 
abdicate in favour of his son Tewfik; and Ismail's natural 
hesitations were terminated a week later, on June 26, 
by a telegram from Constantinople in which the Sultan, 
who had been subject himself to the diplomatic p_ressure 
of united Europe, announced that he had nominated 
Tewfik as Khedive in his father's place. The two Powers, 
having thus changed the ruler, proceeded further to 
appoint two Controllers, Cromer and de Blignieres, under 
the condition that the new Khedive should have no power 
to dismiss the;m Without the consent of their respective 
Governments. It was a definite subjection of Egypt 
to the joint supervision of France and England. The 
Dual Control worked well at the beginning because both 
Controllers were men of high character and capacity, and 
had already proved by experiment that they could- act 
in harmony. We may perhaps doubt whether, in the 

1 Beaconsfield wrote to the same effect to the Queen, adding:- ' Lord 
Beaconsfield mentions these views to yr. Majesty in secrecy, for they are 
only known to Lord Salisbury, whose opinion upon thein has not yet been 
given; but in life one must have for one's secret thoughts a sacred depository. 
and Lord Beaconsfield ever presumes to seek that in his Sovereign Mistress.' 
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_long rhn, the system would not have been wrecked by the 
jealou~ies and . suspicions ~>of. individuals and Govern
ment~. It was probably well for Egypt that, after·two 
or th~!ee difficult years, the renunciation' of one. Control
ling fower left her to the exclusive care of the other; 
The Dual Coritml was an expedient rather than a policy; 
but ifwas 11t the time a· nec~ssary expedient, in Beaco~s
field'_~· mind, in order to preserve a. good understanding· 
betwjeil England and France.l _ 

. · [·. . To J,ody f!mdforrl, 

,HA'TFIELD, July 20.-.. ; The.weather herehas destroyed· 
' everyth1ng. One cannot but feel for our hosts, remembering 

.. the fete, five years ago, of the four thunderbolts. . . . . 
The banquet yesterday was effective, but I pitied those who 

had to leave a late dinner for a special train at eleven o'ck. 
There was a long table in the hall, and t_wo small round tables, 
wh. were called the Prince's and the Princess's table. I dined 
at the· last, taking out Lady Castlereagh, and there were 

. Sali~:bury himself, Princess of Wales and Princess Mary, 
SweQ.en and Norway, Duchess of Marlboro' and Karolyi. At 
the '!Prince's, Harty-Tarty, Dss. of Manchester, Css. Karolyi, 
Her~ditary Baden, Lady Salisbury ... Lady Spencer, .. 

· Dinner good. . . 
The illustrious guests did not arrive until six o'ck. The 

da:f'guests at2.40. : . . . ,· _ . 
'JJhe weather was bad yesterday, but Iiot so bad as to pre

vent a good deal of 'damp lawn tennis. Monty, however, 
pru:aently played in the tennis court .. But to-day is hopeless; 
a t;eal wetSunday, and the projected amusement of a fete 
in ~he Vineyard utterly vain. 

The-day I canie' down, Friday, there was nobody here. 
It,hs beautiful:sunand blue sky. I went to the Vineyard, and 
we'f had a row' on the river, with banks of ancient yews. 
doi:Vn to the water. They were full of hope for fine weather .... 

~0, DoWNING STREET, July 30.-: · .. We have still blazing 
we!ither, and people begin'to talk of better harvests than they 
iiri~gined. No dinner parties for me... . . The effort is too 
gr~at, and I have been obliged to accept the Lord Mayor for 
6th-a horror, but it is demanded by party interests, wh. no 
on'e can resist: . . . · · · - .·· • 

il' . ' - . 
· ~- S'ee Cromer's ~Modern Egypt,Vol. I., Part I., for a detailed account of 
these-transactions. · . . .. 
.. '!! - . -

];· 
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Aug. 4.-. The storm was terrible here and in the valley 
of the Thames generally. It has destroyed a great deal---,and 
to-day looks as black as usual. . . . 

At the close of the session there wa.s rather a ~,warm 
discussion in Cabinet on the method of meeting the bill 
for the Zulu War. Beaconsfield was determined not to 
increase taxation at a time of distress and bad trade, in 
order to pay for a war that was for<)Gd on against his wi:;;hes 
by his agent. Northcote, however, who was somewhat of 
a financial purist, proposed to increase the duty on tea, 
regardless of the unpopularity that such a measure must 
bring upon a Government shortly a1Jout to face a general 
election. But Beaconsfield carried his Cabinet with him; 
and Northcote had recourse to Exchequer. Bonds. 
Beaoonsfield considered that it was sufficient that half 
the additional military expenditure of these troubled 
years should have been provided out of taxation. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DowNING STREET, July 24, 1879.-... The Cabinet 

this morning discussed the question of the Irish University, 
which will be introduced to-night, or rather its second reading, 
by Mr. Secretary Lowther. Lord Beaconsfield is not without 
hope, that this measure may be carried. The news from 
Zululand, with the long-aw~tited sunshine, fill everyone with 
sanguine hopes. . . . It has fallen to Lord Beaconsfield's 
lot thrice to advise yr. Majesty on the question of-peace or 
war, and thrice it has been decided for the latter; but neither 
Abyssinia, nor Afghanistan, nor Zululand, has deteriorated 
[sic] from yr. Majesty's arms. These wars have been brief, 
and complete and successful. Yr. ·Majesty threw down your · 
glaive [~ glove] in the Levant, but it was not taken up .... 

July 27. - ... He assumes that Lord Cranbrook has given 
to. yr. Majesty a sketch of the proceedings in the Cabinet 
yesterday. . . . _ 
' The disturbance in . our COl;lncils was occasioned by the 
unexpected exposition of the expenditure of the Zulu War, 
and of the ways and means proposed to provide for it by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. It seems that the immediate 
expenditure has not been less than five millions, and further 
demands are anticipated; of this little sum more than a million 
and a half have been provided by the House of Commons, 
and this was borrowed. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
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said, that lwcould not propose to borrow· any more, and that 
tl1e balance must be supplied by taxation; ll,nd as an increased 
irj;come tax had supplied. our previous military expenditure, 
he proposed now to have recourse to a considerable increase 
of the duties ori tea. · 

1/ It is iwpossible to name a tax more unpopular. Tea is an 
article which, above.all others, has :entered into the life of .the 
people. They have introduced it into their principal meal-
1iheir diriner. Its consumption is the basis . of the great 
:remperance movement. The Caoillet was alarmed and its 

·,principal members were the strongest in their comments.· 
.11 We are placed ill this painful position by a war; which, if not 
{in time unnecessary, was unwisely precipitated;·weakenillg us 

/

thereby in our settle~ent ofthe Levant;·and which, but for 
. sillgular e~ergy, wo.uld have em ba?"assed us in the arrangement 
l of our lndmnfront1er_..a war, wh1ch, had we had the prudence 

,

1
• to prepare tl:i.e ill.dispensable tr_ansport ·before \.ve dec. Jared it, 

1 might have been concluded ill a month, nor required more 
I than two or three thousand men. · · . • . 
It Seeing that· the .Cabhiet could come to no conclusion, and 
j symptoms of acerbity were. developing; Lord Beaconsfield 
~~ adjourned th~ subj~ct till Tuesd~y l!l~rning, and mu.st. do 
,; · what he can, m the mterval, to bnng thmgs to bear. 
'i We .may be said to have carried ori .four. wars, for our 

J{ movements in the Levant entailed a war expenditure, and we 
~) have done it all at a cost of 11 or 12 millions. A moiety of this 
il has been supplied by taxation, and it would seem to me, 
!. that that other moiety might be left to posterity. · Mr. Pitt 

would not have hesitated to bequeath the whole of it in that 
direction. But· alas I there are no-·longer Mr. Pitts, but a. 
leader of the House of Commons, who, tho' one of the most 
amiable and gifted of men, thinks more of an austere smile from 
Mr. Gladstone, or a word .. of approval from Mr. Childers than 
the applause and confidence of a great historic· party, and a· 
Prime Minister, who, it seems to me, can do nothing in his, 
troubles, but. fly to a ·too gracious Sovereign, and whimper 
over his OW!). inco1l_1petenoe. · · . ·• · .. , 

(Telegra;m,) ·July 29.-Prime ·Minister recommended ,~s<· 
alternative to the new taxation proposed by the Chancellor qf ¢ · 
the Exchequer that the Sinking Fund should be suspended foF • 
a short and specified time.• The whole of the Cabinet app~oved 
this plan except Chancellor of the Exchequer, who has not yet 
adopted it. Oabinet must. meet. again to-morrow· unless 
Chancellor of the Exchequer expresses· his ·adhesion in the 
interval. · . 

'(Telegram.)_ July 30.-... Chancellor of Exchequer with~ 
. ·out aocept~g the alternat.ivesuggested by the Prime Mfuister· 
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consents to borrow the necessary sum by Exchequer Bonds. 
The sum required is only one million two hundred thousand 
pounds. To have increased the tea duties 50 per cent. for 
such an amount would have been insane pedantry. Chan
cellor of the Exchequer is much disturbed, but the Prime _ 
Minister has endeavoured to convey to him how greatly he is 
esteemed and regarded by his colleagues. - - · 

'Aug. L-... The Cabinet yesterday_ was brief, and was 
only called to give the Chancellor of the Exchequer an oppor~ 
tunity of imparting his new measures to his colleagues with 
becoming dignity.- Lord Beaconsfield trusts that his "(Chan
cellor of Exchequer) self-respect is restored, especially by the 
reception of his announcement in the House of Commons, 
where it seemed generally to be held to be a prudent and 
inevitable course. The scheme of adding ~0 per cent. to the tea 
duties, for the sake of supplying a deficiency of little more than 
a million, could only be accounted for by what Lord Beacons
field fears is the sad truth, that Sir Stafford's nervous system 
has been greatly strained and exl1austed- by his almost un
paralleled labors during this session" Take him for all in all, 
Lord Beaconsfield doubts whether any other person could have 
gone thro' so much and so well. If he wants a little backbone, 
as some say, the sweetness of his temper gains him friends, 
even among his opponents, and when there was a rumor that 
he had met with a severe accident, even Jacobins and Home
Rulers seemed depressed and sad. He has. OJ;J.ly a fortnight 
more, and he says he thinks he can last a fortnight without 
breaking down. . . . • 

With the general results of the session BeaconsfiE)ld 
was satisfied. 

To Lady Bradford. 
10, DowNING STREET, Aug. 6.-Horrid weather and dis

piriting for a City feast, where I eat nothing, and where, after 
three or four hours of gas, inane conversation, and every other 
species of exhaustion, I have to get up, with a confused brain 
and exhausted body, to make a speech, eve_!'y word of which 

, wiii be criticised for a month. 
· . As to S. Africa, I shall be disappointed if the next news does 

not tell us the war is virtually finished. I have confidence 
in Wolseley, but I believe Chelmsford committed at the last 
as many mistakes as are consistent with what is called succ.ess . 

. . Some Canadian Prime Ministers, etc., have arrived in 
town, and ought to be feted. I really can do no more, but 
have been obliged to agree to meet them at dinner at Sir 
Beach's on 9th. 
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. j( Aug. 12:~ Visit to Osborne ratherlighter than usuaL ~·~· 
most graciOus and agreeable, and made pp for the stupidity 
'lwd mysterious whispering of the courtiers. . . . By rising 
liat i past 6, I got to London yesterday in good business time, 
!ihaving much to do. . . . 
jf . Aug; 14.~The ~d. Chanr~ and D. o~ Richmond, a;nd others, 
/lhave gone down to Osbo~ne to-day with the Queen's Speech, 
'fand to-morrow Parlt. will be prorogued. An arduous, but 

!on -the whole glorious,. session,.· for, besides· our externaJ' 
I t~i-umphs, t. he world will he ~urprised at th.e w_eighty ~on;es_tic I measures wh. we have carried; notably the Army DisCipline 

!/ Act wh., for length an_d difficulty, was equal to three great 
j
1
·measure_s, a~d the Iris~ Univ~r~it~WAct, solving a difficulty 

•
1 

wh. had upset two previous Mimstnes .. 
I I neverhad a harder task·tlian to write the.Queen'sSpeech, 

. ! for the domestic measures were not passed wh~n I attempted to 
I, rec-ord their being_ carried-and it was a hard task to carry 
! theni. . It required a physical effort of no mean character, and 
. if on Monday the House had not sate firmly till 7.10 into Tues

rt day morn, the faction wd. have beaten us. But that night 
J, _of terrible determin.ation and enduranc~ cowed them. Mine -
11 was not a very gramou,s effort, when I did not, and could not, 
If share them; but it was not a nioment for false delicacy, and· 

!
, I was as ruthless as Ld. Strathnairn in India. 

W ~ have a Cabinet to-morrow at 11 o' ck.; prorogation at 
/ two; and then I go down to·Hugb,enden; Monty with me till 
· Monday, and then he goesto.Scotlan,d. · 

r . 

.. ·~-:. 
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f CHAPTER XII. 

~EACONSFIELD AND THE QUEEN. 

1874-1880. \ 

A .Prime Minister under-a Constitutionllll Monarchy such 
as prevails" in ~this country owes. to·a certain extent a 

?divided allegiance. ~ is.:.ap once a seE.!!!:!!L~fthe Q!'own 
/ 'a~_l! ... ~.~rv~ant ·of th_e pe.QpLHe has a duty to the per

manent Head of the BritishEmpire, who appoints him, and 
appoints him sometimes with a real liberty of selection, 
and·who has the power in the last. resort to dismiss him, · 
subject to ratification of his act. by the people through 
Parliament. He has a duty to the people through 
Parliament, where he cannot maintain his position unless 
he can command the support, or at least the toleration, 
of a majority of the House of Commons. As this 
country becomes increasingly democratised, and as ' 
general elections asf'lume more and more the shape of a 
direct chOice of the~ Prime Minister by the people, there 
is a tendency to dwell almost exclusively upon the last
m~ntioned duty, an'd to ignore, or at :least to miniinise, 
the first. Happily, in. spite of some glaring instances to the 

. contrary, there has been since the aceession "of the House 
of Hanover, and more particularly since the accession 
of Queen Victoria, ~'such a general harmony between the · 
Crown and the peqple that the two duties seldom clash. 
Happily, also, when there is a divergence, the Crown has 
defir:iitely recogr:iised the obligation to defer in all matters 
of moment to the will of the peop~e constitutionally 
expressed; and in cons(;quence to accept, now and again, 

•with a good grace Ullwelcome advice or an unwelcome 
Minister. 

1323 
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t'! Di~rae~,_whenin·office, neyeffg_~go~J9r.~~!il:Qm~;Q_~-~l1at.;: 
th~ _was~1a.~~:r::val1t.o(the.poople, :he ':'w~s ~lsootl!e ¥Jnister 
~of. hii'LS9J~-~J.e!gn. ' So long .as ,by.the~·favour of-the Queen 
f.stand~!~ere ' was a notable~.P?!aSe•use& by . .Q.im . in. the ·· 

• H~us?- <?J Coi_U~op,s. as Priine·.Minist_e:r:~ti?:ri:fig--~he .con
stituti9fl,al:c_n_sl_s_ .. 9J;--]}1:~y,,,;q~,~-~?-07• :Though 1t drew down 
.upon hi~ head storms of indignant protests from shocked 
Liberal~·( it .was. a.._ t[ll,~,.!lt,l}_t!;:2l?}-?-.~~~i.l!hle>.l1a;1, . if . in<;o01plete, 
rep£_y~e~~tk~t9E:_,.-,Qf.,th~:J~cts,,; WJie.!l""":n.~rJ:)y .. res~g~ed _two 
or three months_ previously, the QuE;Jen, -who _might- h'ave 

.. , .. . . .. ' -- .. 
"~ calle~ ~}pon.Stan~ey,.the .. Fore.ig~Se~ret?>!'Y, or:_the-Duke -.-
f .of Rwh;mond-, an lmportant-1\Umster.m<the Lordf:l, to take 
\: ·_his plai~e, chose instead tcHntrpst"-the-eharge to Disraeli,_ , 
, :the Leli,der.in the· Commons.- T·hough-·it-was.the natural;· 

• zLw&s~hot.-th~.inevita~ble;•choic~;:he~was,JlO,(OIJ-Jy !n the 
-~ 'techni6a1 sense,._· but,~actuwlly,J\fhiister;·-by·;·the"'Queen's · 
',{ayouf; a!ld Parlia.ment_showedno disposition to with-
. draw its confid(mce in him undetpenalty of dissolution: 
·· ·Th~Whigs, as a close family corporation whose business, , 
so to if speak; it was during many decades to adnlinister · 

·rour-public affairs;and the ~~dicals;:n.otirished on P?ilo
~<?Phi~ theories of' ;popular gov:ernme:Ut, both tended .. to· 
conc4ive Of tii:i:i Sovereigll_ as a mere puppet whose· strings · 
were,tpulled· at will by;the Minister ;;~;tnd--they were both . 
ilpp~tient·· of,., 1Jeing re:rn_hided of _his- oodoubted 'prei'()ga
tive~ .. Disraeli' saw· in the: Sovereign·'not merely the 

-Chi~I Magi~tr~te of a .selfgovercillg nation-a magistrate 
sprung from·a German· stock which it had sujted the Whigs 

· to~ put upon. the thron~ of Englan'd; but the heir to~ the
histhric~ monarchy' of Alfred, of William the Conqueror,. 

~- ·._of!Jhe great Heilries -.and E~:lwards, <kElizabeth, o.f:the 
Stu,•arts;and of the wrong-headed, but s,turdy and n&trbnal, · 
Gebrge III. He realised that it was the· Sovereign who, 
owing to histori9afJand personal .. causes, was the ·chief 

_ un~fying influerice>n<?i/mer.ely in the nation at home, 
but; even more-,in an empire of ext;aordinarydiversity aJ:)_d. 

,,., • extmit. ··- He recognised, moreover; in the actual.Sovereigri' 
· -~w~o~-it ·was his pr~vilege to ~erv~, 'one.whp had by the .. 
"o;~·. -~-~<~.' .,.·., --;, ~;.~' ·. -~'."·,S. \~ !•·_;.·_ . '- , ' • 

' ·.; f 
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seventies ·a larger mastery of State affarrs, domestic and 
foreign, than any conceiva;bJe Minister; one, therefore, · 
of whose judgment and experience the fullest· possible 
use should be- made. in the government of the country.1 

He was confirmed in this view by noting, in the successive 
volumes of the. L1je of the P~i')lce Consort t~en in course 
of publication, the influenQe for good on British politics 
which in the earlier part' ·of th-e reign the Prince had 
exercised behind the scenes. The Prince was, of course, 
seriously handf~~pped by his highly anomalous position. 
The Queen, as the actualhe_ad of the State, had unquestion
able. and extensive rights and prerogatives; and Disraeli 
held that her influence should be felt throughout the 
administration. There ought, in his own words, to be 
'a real Throne.' 

It might, indeed, almost be said that Disraeli treated 
the government of the country 'as a kind ·of partnership 
between the Sovereign and the Minister: a partnership 
in which each should bring to bear on their common busi
ness his accumulated store of knowledge and experience, 
and in which not merely <;~onclusions should be communi
cated, but there should be a free interchange of mind and 
mind before conclusions were reached. The Constitution 
requires that important decisions· of the Minister and 
Cabinet must be submitted to the Sovereign for his 
sanction; but there has been a great elasticity in practice 
as to the extent to which the Sovereign is kept in touch 
with the trend of the Minister's mind, and with thl:l 
progress of important transactions while they are still 
unconcluded. The trad,itionaf attitude of the Minister 
towards the Sovereign, due largely to George III.'s 
extraordinary treatment of Ministers whom he disliked, 
has been rather one of reserve, or economy of information. 
Noone can have read the correspondence between_:Ql~raeli -~ 
and. the Queen without seeing that his. metbo<;l 1V~B V(,:lry \ · 
different. He kept his royal mistress conl:)ta;tlyinf~r'med \ . 
oLthe direction his own thoughts •. were~taldngjn-:'r~gard ) 

1 See pp. 483, 484, 
... 
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. to current · politics, and sought her · opinio'n ·· before 
decisions were come to in Cabinet. He .'kept~hEJ.r.;.,,~]_sp 

lr\info. r. m{)~__,.of.-L.h~ .. !i.j§. _p.Q,~it·i·.QP. .... ,,~ ... J:l .. d.~t. !')n. · .. d. e. nc. 1·· ~s.cot the.;Cabin~t 
llas.a .. whole, .. ~:Q~Le:v:~!l:..,Qi,jnQ.i,yiill.o/Ln:H;)WR~:t§.:.9.Lttig,par · 
\~icular, •. w:hi!e.gr!=l~L~ff~~r~s""':y,:~r:l'J"i._g_.,..proQes.s,of,.(liE;cussi6n. 
~ \.H~!'~,_Q!..~9:~~ts>i!.e., .·. w:h.9 ;w,a11. ~~~_r-~ntl:v~" of .• the, .traditional 
l~cp.ool ,in :~?_l:l:Sti~V~!o.:q~ljptl!i:t~:~'f;'[~?-§ ~aghast •. at.,his. ri vars 
$pr?-9tice.' He- told Sir Robe:(~~:'~hillimore emphatically 
"() .. .. '. ' '··f.<~,· " " ( 
;that if Beaconsfield mentionect;'to~.the .Queen any of his 
c~lleagues who had opposed hifii, ·in the Clibinet, ' he ... w:as 

.• guilty~ol.g:re~_tJ>.a,.l?,_~~~-~~ g~i§j~~;~~nd that he himself 
~·had 'never once, in writing to.the Que!Jn,~referred to the 
< opinion of his colleagues expressed in Cabinet.1 

Obyj.gJ;L_~y, !:r:t _Gla(tE;tone's. view, the report of .Cabinet 
m(l.et~ngs made. by,the Minister to -the .E;ov,eteign should be 
limited to the decisions .• ar-rivedvat,oand-the.reasons on 
which they we~~,based. But why should the Sovereign 
be deprived of the knowledge that"'Ministe~s A and B 
opposed _on~ such and suc,h grounds the· general view of • 

, their colleagues ? He knows the Ministers individually, 
and talks to them of their work, and can form a shrewd 
judgment of the value of -their opinioh in Cabinet. Tliat 
opinion must necessarily weigh· with him in making up 
his own mind·whether to encourage his Prime Minister 
in the policy proposed, or . .. tp warn and caution him and 
endeavour to get' .the policy modified; the .right not 

· merelY to encourage, but to warn and remonstrate, being 
undoubtedly his by . the Constitution. Where ct"o the . 
'baseness and perfidy ' come in ~ Gladstone talked as 
if, by mentioning dissentients to the . Queen, Beaconsfield 
£pso .facto def\igriated then} for execution on Tower Hill. 
Far from undermining his colleagues in the Queen's 
favour, we have seen -Beaconsfield; again and again, 
shielding individuals, like Derby and .Salisbury, from what 
appeared to him to be unfair ·depreciation 0:1 Her 
Majesty's part, and doing everything' in his power·to·bring 
her to recognise and· value their stropg qualities ... 

. • Morley's Gladstone, B'ook ;xu., rih. 5. 
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This intimate association of the Queen, which Beacons
field encouraged, with the development of opinion in the 
Caoinet, Uiu not· impl;y thatl:ie worried lier witntne 
tedious detail of contr~versial business. He would have 

. oeen quite incapable of pressing upon her attention, as 
Gladstone did, the minute provisions of a· lengthy Bill, 
accompanied by an elaborate explanation extendiug over 
a dozen quarto pages of close writing. Beaconsfield, 
while keeping her in touch with the principles on which 
Government were acting in various departments,, spared 
her the drudgery of detail as far as possible. There is so 
much formal business of ceremony and signature which 
must occupy the time of the Sovereign that he felt it to 
be cruelty to add to it unnecessarily. 

The close relations between the Sovereign and her 
Minister did not, of course, escape public attention; and 
Beaconsfield was in consequence accused by his critics . 
of abuse of the Constitution in a twofold fashion. On 
.the one·· hand, he was charged with unduly magnifying 
the prerogative-the sphere, that is, in which a Minister 
could act with the sanction of the Sovereign but without 
the direct authority of Parliament .. On the other, he 
was reproached with encouraging the Queen to exercise 
a personal authority in government which was admired 
in the Tudors, resented in the Stuarts, and no longer 
permitted to the Sovereign by the modern development 
of the Constitutiqn. 

The· principal instances in which Beaconsfield was said 
to have strained the prerogative were the summons of 
Indian troops to the Meditenanean and the Cyprus 
Convention; in both of which. affairs Parliament was 
presented with an accomplished fact, · and given 'no 
opportunity of previous discussion. The first case, as 
we have. seen, was treated in Parliament as if it was 
governed by the prop~r legal construction of the Mutiny 
Act and the India Act. If Government under these Acts 
had the power by law, as Ministers conte·nded and Parlia
ment accepted, then the question of prerogative did not 
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arise; :but ill. general it may be <said that the movement 
of. troops at a critical moment -in foreign ·affairs must · 
obviously· lie .within the discretion· of ·Ministers witkthe 

· Sovereign's sanction. In the c'a~e of the <Jyprus Conven-
. -~ tion thee ordinary constitutional' ·course was followed . 

. The treaty-making power of the Crown is_ unquestionable; 
and in matters of high policy. the negotiations' have 
generally been secret. The two vita_Unstruments, which 
governed our foreign policy in ~he ten years before the 
Great War, the treaty with Japan and the entente. with
France, were negotiated in'the,samtt secret fashion as the 
Cyprus Convention; and' no serious politiCians. have· ever 
suggested that thereby Mr'. Balfour and Lord ·Lansdowne 
made an undue use oKthe · p~erogative. In all these 
ca8es Parliament migM have expelled the treaty~makers 
from office and ·repudiated the ti:'eaties; but;there, cone 
stitutionally, its power ended. , The strange thing is that. 
Gladstone, who was largely ;respoh~ible for. these accusa
tions, had himself made a very questionable .use of the 
prerogative in 1871, when .he invoked -its. aid-to carry 
through that abolition ofpurchase in tlie Army which he 
had endeavoured, but:failed; to effect by Bill: · 

There -seems to be .. no ·substance in ·the .charge of 
strahiing the prerogatiye; ·but there was some excuse, 
no .doubt, for the charge of· enlarging the Sovereign's 
personal- power.· It wa~ ·:Distaeli's aim to associate the 
Sovereign with the. work of government to an- ampler 
'exterit than'had recently:been customary. He did not, · 
indeed,. desire to push to their .. logiCal conclusion· the 
theories of a monarchical ctiunter,.:i:evolution ·with• which 

. he .<had dallied in his-·' Young England ' days.· But. h~ . 
did most decidedly intend torai~ethe p~estige ofnionarchy 

'in the public ming; to keep well before the public.eye and 
well within the pubiic' recolle'Ctioh the person of the 
Sovereign· and the important ·work~ done by the Chief 

· Magistrate of; the nation.' -In plirsuance of this· aim :he 
. induced Her;Majesty to emerge more frequently from her 

·. ·,~ .. retreit· to:perfonii'her ~public ·cereinonial.duties;· cand.he 
.._'(:: ' • ,...;< ' ~ ~. ·, ;r • I . "'- . •: ~-··:. . < ~ • • • 

·.:i" 
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rather stimuiated than repressed the natural longing of a 
Sovereign, ;md a woman, to leave the impress of her 
personality on the current of events. Derby, the ·in
carnation of common sense, wedded, like Gladstone, to the 
traditional attitude of reserve towards the Crown, per
ceived early in the Ministry the drift of Disraeli's mind, 
and warned him against an excessive complaisance to the· 

. Queen's personal wishes. 'Is there not,' he wrote to 
Disraeli in May, 1874, 'just a risk of encouraging her in 
too large ideas of her personal power, and too great in
difference to what the public expects ? I only ask; it is 
for you to judge.n It may be that Disraeli, before he had 
conquered an unassailable position in his Sovereign's 
regard, made no objection, at any-rate in matters of small 
account, to a possibly undue exercise of personal volition. 
It is certain that, whenever, as happened more often than 
not, he and the Queen were in cordial agreement over a 
public question, it was liis instinct as a courtier addressing 
his Sovereign, and as a man addressing a woman, to 
attribute to her an undue share in the authorship of the 
policy, and to write about it to her as 'your Majesty's 
policy.' 'But the whole record of the unique relation in 
which he stood to the Queen shows that, in affairs of 
moment, he never forg~t ~hat constitutionally the 
responsibility was his, and that, unless his royal mistress 
could convince him and the Cabinet of their error, the 
policy to be pursued must be his and theirs, not hers. 

The one case in which he may. be fairly said to have 
yielded, in a question of importance, his judgment, 
supported by that of his colleagues, to hers was the 
introduction of the Royal Titles Bill. But, even there, 
the concession was only on the matter of time. He was 
as convinced as she was that there should be an assump
t.ion by the British Crown of the imperial title in India, 
and thq,t the act would confirm the stability ,and per
manence of the British Raj. But it was inconvenient 
for hini, from a Parliamentary point of view, to have the 

1 Seep. 764. 
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question forced on· in the session of~ l87(i.- Doubtless, 
however, he reflected that, if~there was one matter in 
which·.a Constitutional Monarch had every right to have 

; her personal wishes .respected, it was that of her' title; 
and, in any case, he had· the reward . that the troubles 
and abuse which he underwent lh ·the process of steering 
through the two .Houses. of ·Parl1ament the Bill on. which 
Her ·Majesty had s~t her heart, finally. secured for him -
her unlii.nited-confidence and a place in her favour that no 
subsequent disagTeements could affect.' . . 

·For there were many disagreements on details_of policy,· 
though there· was harmony in the broad outlook. · On 
tl),e Easter!_l Question the ·documents we have quoted 
ha:.ve abundantly shown th~ difficulty whi.qh .Beaconsfield 
experienced in keeping Her Majesty to that middle course 
which alone had a chahce of-support in public opinion. 

· In1879, over the Zulu; War; the disagreement was very 
' serious. _ Her: Majesty, in her lauaa?le desire to support 

·· .those of her servants _who were ,e~gaged in difficult. 
civil and military duties ·on· the. outposts of empire, , 
resisted, as . we have . seen; in a determined manner 'any -
suggestion to supersede Fr.ere and Chelmsford. It 
was only . with the. utmost . reluctance that she ac
cepted the proposal to. send Wolseley ·out, although. 
his commission ·was drawn· up in such a fashibn as .to 
spare, as far as might be, the susceptibiliti~s. of both
High ·Commissioner and Gen_erat The climax ·of 'dis
agreement was, however, reached in thE" autumn,_ when . 
. the fighting leaders returned· home from Zululand. · 

Chelmsford's final. victory· at Ulundi obliterated in
the mind of the generous British public all his earlier 
mistakes, and he and Other S~uth African captains were- · 
welcomed in England enthusiastically, and presented , 

. with swords of honour sUitable to a g~eat war and an 
untarnisl:l;ed record. • . The Q~een shared the enthusiasni; .. 

-. but Beaconsfield thought it very ill-judged. · Her Majesty · 
pressea him to receive ·Chelmsford at· Hughenden, in . 
order to _hear his account of his proceedings in .South ' 
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Africa. But the Minister would not consent to accord the ' 
returning 9eneral anything more than an official interview 
in Downing Street~ He gave the Queen his reasons. -

To Queen Victoria. 
_ HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 30, 1879.-... With regard to 

Lord Chelmsford,. Lord Beaconsfield feels that it would be 
hardly becoming, in their relative positions, for Lord Beacons
field to receive him, except in an official interview. Lord 
Beaconsfield, by the advice he had 'the honor to offer yr. 
Majesty, has virtually recalled Lord Chelmsford from his 
command, and for reasons which appeared, and still appear, 
to Lord Beaconsfield to be peremptory. . 
· He mixes up Lord Chelmsford, in no degree, with the. 
policy of the unhappily precipitated Zulu War, the evil conse
quences of which to this country have been ·incalculable. 
Had it not taken place, your Majesty would be D~ctatress of 
Europe; the Sultan would be in military possession of the line 
of the Balkans; the Egyptian trouble would never have 
occurred; and the Grecian question would have been settled in 
unison with our views. 1 

Lord Beaconsfield charges Lord Chelmsford with having 
invaded Zululand 'avec un .cceur leger,' with no adequate 
knowledge of the country he was attacking, and no precaution 
or preparation. A dreadful disaster occurred in consequence, 
and then Lord Chelmsford became panic-struck; appealed 
to yr. Majestis Govt_. frantically ~or reinforcements, and 
found. himself at the head of 20,000 of yr. Majesty's troops, 
in order to reduce a country not larger than Yorkshire. 

Having this unwieldy force, he was naturally unable to 
handle it. The release of Colonel Pearson was not accom
plished until further delay. would have become an infamy; 
and, had he not been furtively apprised bytelegraph that h.e 
was about to be superseded, Lord Chelmsford would probably 
neverhaveadvanced to Ulundi. His retreat from that post was 
his last and ·crowning mistake, and the allegation, that he was 
instructed to do so by Sir G. Wolseley~ has been inyestigated 
by Lord Beaconsfield, and found to be without foundation . 

. It is most painful for Lord Beaconsfield· to differ from 
yr. Majesty in any view of public affairs, not merely because 
he is bound to yr. Majesty by every tie of duty and respectful 
affection, but because he has a distinct and real confidence in 
yr. Majesty's judgment, matured, as it is, by an unrivalled 
political experience, and an extensive k;nowledge of mankind. 

In Sir Evelyn Wood and Colonel Buller, Lord Beaconsfield 
believes yr. Majesty has officers worthy ofyour colors, and 
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. who .. will . hereafter worthily . maintain the interests .of. yr~ 
Majesty's Empire, and the honor of yr. Majesty's Crown. 

This was, as Ponsonby told Her Majesty, 'a treme~dous· 
indictm~nt '; but it did not alt~r the Queen's opinion in 
the least. · · · 

From:Qu.een .Victoria . . 
-· BAL~ORAL CASTLE; Sept. ·1, 1879.-/I'he Queen .has .to-day 
rec_eived Lord. Beaconsfield's letter, .Which she must say has· 
grieved;. and astonished .her. ~Her .wish that he should see 
Lord Chelmsford, as.also Lord William Beresford, was that he 

· should he(!.r everything fi:om them .who know all and who. 
. have gcil).e through endless ?-ifficulties, and not to decide on 
· condemning. people in most difficult . and trying positions 

from the Cabinet; pressed by,an!lnscrupu1ous·Opposition (at 
least a~ portion of it) and still ·more unscrupulous -pniss-

. without allowing them to state their own case and defend . 
themselves! · How can civilians .decide ·m. .a Cabinet on the 
causes for. nio:v€nnents and the. reasons for defeat ? Lord 
Beaconsfield himself so strongly condimined ·the Aulic Council 
that she ·is;surprised at his seve!:ity, unmerited to a great 
ex~ent,' against Lqrd Ql'telillsfqrd. He. has .obtained the 
decisive victory at Ulundi;which hasyaralysed Cety,v~yo. , . . 

To recall a General whenever he IS not successful Is to act 
as the French ·used to.do 'formerly. ·The Queen uiaintaiiis 
that the war was imminent and.thaethe Coloniesmight have 
been . attacked, . people. :in:qrdered:: and . horrors c.ommitted, 
which .w:ould have ended in a yery 9-ifferent way, to what· it 
will do, it is to b'e hoped, n9w; .. but [for] which we shall have 
.to thank those who were engaged in it. There was just as 
great an envy against Lord Lyttona(the time of.the Afghari 

. War, and if he had met with reverses probably thesa:q:te course 
might have been suggested .. The Queen does not pretend· to 
say that Lord Chelmsford· has not made mistakes, but she 
cannot bear injustice, a want of generosity towards thosa wh9 
have had unbounded difficulties to contend with; and who 
ought to be /supported from.. home ·and not condemned 
unheard. 

Beaconsfield, dist~essedas he was at this acute difference 
with his·. Sovereign, heverthe~ess .rp:~intairie9 his position,· 

. though he sent simultaneously with his 'J:eply a letter to 
Lady Ely, meant no, doubt.;fqr Her ·Majesty's ~eye, ~iii 
which. he protested the depth. of ,his distress,. becauSe he 
:'loved' the Queen. .~ , · · ., ' . · _ · · · · 
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To Queen Victoria. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 4, 1879.-Lord Beaconsfield 
with his humble duty to yr. Majesty. He is grieved that 
some remarks he recently felt it his duty to make have 
incurred the displeasure of yr. Majesty, and in that respect, 
whether his remarks were 'just or erroneous, he should- be 
equally grieved. Lord Beaconsfield wili not presume to 
enter into a controversy with his Sovereign, but he will ask · 
yr. Majesty's gracfous permission to make one or two observa--
tions, which may remove misapprehension. . 

Lord Beaconsfield entirely agrees with yr. Majesty about 
the perniciou-s interference of Aulic Councils in warfare, and 
he never would permit any criticism in the Cabinet either of 
Sir B. Frere, or Ld. Chelmsford, when the war had commenced 
There was an occasion when Lord Beaconsfield, on this head, 
was absolutely alone among his colleagues, and they had to 
withdraw their otherwise unanimous views, to prevent the 
disruption of the Cabinet. _ . 

Throughout these anxious times, Lord Beacons.field endea
voured to form his opinion solely froin the letters, public and 
private, of Lord Chelmsford, and it was only when those · 
letters became confused, he might say incoherent, vacillating 
_and app3,rently without re9ource, that he felt it his duty to 
offer that advice to yr. Majesty, which ultimately led to Lord 
Chelmsford's return to Englahd. Lord Beaconsfield feels it 
his duty to say that, before he took that step; he communicated 
confidentially with the military authorities, and they were 
unquestionably of opinion; then, that a new commander 
should be appointed. · · 

Lord Napier was the General whoni. they wished to select. 
It was a selection agreeable to Lord Beaconsfield, and he made 
the proposition accordingly in ·the Cabinet. It would be 
wearisome now to trouble yr. Majesty with the circumstances 
why this appointment did not ultimately take place, and why 
Lord Napier's name was not submitted to yr. Majesty. Lord 
Beaconsfield feels conscious, that neither the unprincipled 
opposition in the House of Commons; which, he hopes, he 
nevershrinks from encountering, nor the equally unprincipled 
and ignorant press which he has always despised, influenced 
him in the advice, which he had the honor -to offer to yr. 
Majesty, and he was only moved to it by a pure sense of duty 
to his Sovereign. _ . . . 

The course of events, however, has released Lord Chelmsford 
from a painful position, and Lord Beaconsfield sanctioned 
without hesitation the great distinctionl yr. Majesty is about 

t G.O.B.· 
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to c~~fer.on that 9fficer: ,It had been, perhaps, better; there- . 
{ore;: tha.t~ Lord Beacons:fie~d should not have expressed 

.'opinions, which hav~ disg'uietedin any degree yr. Majesty, 
. -but ~he system which he has:hithert.o purs:ued, of comniuiiicat~ 

ing everyt:1ing to yr. Majesty vvithoutreserve, may be pleaded, 
he hopes, a' some extenuation of his indiscretion. · 

~ ! . :. \. . ' . 
. l ,_. • ' ' .. _-' p. 

To the· Dowager Lady E_ly.l 

. HUGHENDEN l\fANOR,8ept. ~;''79:~. ·. . I am grieved, and 
greatly, th~t anything I shpu]d say,o,r.do, shouldbedispleasing 
to Her MaJesty. I love the Queen-perhaps the only person. 

·-in this world left to .me that I do love;· and. therefore you can 
understand how much it worries and disquiets me, when there 
is a cloud between us. . . . . . . . . 

--. . ' : . 

·• The Queen received Chelmsford herself ~at Balmoral; 
alid ~as favourablyimpnissed by:.his explanations; and 
once. more urged Be~consfield .to be . ' genero~s.' . ·and 
receive him at Hughenden as.well as Wood and Buller. 
But Beaconsfield· was obdurate ahd only extended· his 
invitation to the two, subordinate offic~rs; and no insis
tence by the Queen could prevail on him to do more than 
go up to towrr to give Chelmsior~d an official !1Udieii.ce in 
bowning Street. He fully realised >how ~eriously he had 
hurt Her. Ma]esty's feelings · b:y: refusing her entreaty; 
Ite wro~e humorously to Salisbury on September 20: 
'My, greatest [trouble] is from my having refused to 
receiv€) Lord: ·Chelmsford at Hughenden, , I am quite 
in disgrace, and may probably have ti:dolloW: Andrassy's 
example.2 If so, you will know the truth, andthat t~e 
cause is not the Afghan War, but only Mrs. Masham's 

-petticoat.' .· . . . . , . . . . 
· It has been worth while to give this Chelmsford 

episode. at considerable length to dispel the absurd .idea 
that the Queen's 'attachment to her favou~ite Mi:illster, 
instead of being based bn the s~lid ·ground of confidence . 
begot by experience, was mainly due to the flattering' 
l~nguage in which}1eaddressed her, and to the' unworthy 
_compliance whi_ch~he shbweQ.·yvith her ·~v~ry wish. !J.,his 

. . 
. " •1 Letter quoted in Meynell's Disraeli,ip: 539. · 2 I. e., resign. 
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myth ·bas sprung largely from Beaconsfield's i~gritined 
habit of attributing to himself, in his hatred of cant, 
lower motives thai~. those from which he really acted. Two · 
delightful sayings of his are quoted. He told Lord Esher 
that, in talking with tne Queen, he observed a simple 
rule: 'I never deny; I never contradict; I sometimes 
forget.' And to Matthew Arnold, in a conversation 
shortly before his death, he said: ' You have heard me 
called a flatterer, and it is true. Everyone likes flattery; 
and, when you come to royalty, you should lay it on 
with a trowel.' But the Queen was too much inured to 
flattery to care for it. Indeed those whom she suspected 
of concealing their true 'sentiments to adopt hers speedily 
lost her good opinion. She was downright and honest 
herBelf; and respected downrightness and honesty 
in others, But she was a woman as well as a Queen; 
and Disraeli was her only Minister since Melbourne who 
always bore the fact in mind. To women, as we have 
seen, his attitude throughout life was one of chivalrous 
devotion. 'What wonder,' as Lord Esher bas well 
written, 'that his chivalrous regard for the sex should 
have taken a deeper complexion when the person~ge was 
not merely a woman, but a Queen ?' -

To Disraeli his whole life was a romance: and nothing 
in it seemed to him more rom"antic than his relation to 
Queen Victoria .. Take his letters to Her Majesty in 1875 
after receiving gifts from her of spring flowers. The 
flattery is, indeed; la.id on ' with a trowel '; but what is 
most noticeable is the spirit of high romap.ce in which · 
t4ey are written. 

To Queen Victoria. 

· 2: WHITEHALL GARDENS, Feb. ~5, 1875.-Mr. Disraeli with 
his bumble duty to your Majesty: 

Yesterday eve, there appeared, in Whitehall Gardens, a . 
delicate-looking case, with a royal superscription, which, 
when he opened, he thought, at first, that your Majesty had 
graciously bestowed upon him the stars of your Majesty's 
principal orders. And, indeed, he was so impressed with this 
graceful illusion, that, having a banquet, where there were 
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many stars and ribbons, he could not ·resist the ~eniptation, . 
by placing some snowdrops ori his heart, of showing that he, .· 
too; was decbtated by a gracious Sover~ign. · . . . 

. Then, in the middle of the nJght;. it occurred to him; that 
it might all be an enchantment, and that, perhaps, it was a 
Faery gift and came from another monarch: Queen Titania; 
·gathering .flo\vers, ·with her Court, in· a soft and sea-girt isle, 
and sending magic bios~oms, which, they say,'turn the heads 
of those who receive them. 1 

They certainly would turn Mr: Disraeli's,' if his sense of duty 
to your Majesty did ·not e~ceed, he sincerely believes, his 
conceit. . . . . . · . . 
, HousE OF·CoMMONs,'Friday; midnight [Aprill6, 1875].

.· Mr. Disraeli .. ·. r~turned': home late last night, somewhat 
. a,nxious and wearied, when he found hiE? room blazing, and 
perfumed, with the gems and jewels of Nature; and presenting 
in its appearanc~, and its associa~ions; the most striking 
contrast to t,he scene h·e had just quitted. . · ... 

He could not refrain from blessing the· gracious tenderness 
that had deigned to fill his lonely home with friJ.grance and 

.. beauty ! · . · . . . - ·. . · 
Such incidents outweigh ,all earthly honors: they sustain 

energy, sweeten toil, itndsoften many sorrows. . . '. 

The letter of February 25 -is particularly interesting 
and' enlightening. If he could tell the Queen herself that. 
her flowers seemed like 'Faery ' gifts from Queen Titania, 
it is not strange that. in writing and talking to hi~ in-

. ~ timates he should use the word 'Faery/ a term of romance 
if ever there was one, a~ a synonym for Her Majesty . 

. ~ 1 ·But it was· not only Queen .Tititn}a· .and her court that 
Disraeli·Iiad in mind when' he envisaged his Royai Mistress' 
as ' the Faery.' Still more was ht3 thinkirig of the great 
Queen who presided over the heroic and romaJ1tic age of 
English adventure and liter_§tture, and of the famous 
poem, one of his own favourites, dedicated to her~the 
Faery Queen. It was after phe romantic fashion of 

- Raleigh's service to Queen Elizabeth that Disraeli 
conceived of his own service to Queen Victoria. 

. Queen Victoria, without ba ving,any of Queen Elizabeth's 
. inordinate relish Jor courtly and fanta,stic · adoration, 

wo.uld have been more or less than a woman if .she had 
been insensible to · Disr~eli's attit_ude; especially after 
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she had proved his wisdom and tested his 'patriotism 
in public affairs. The outcome was an unprecedented 
intimacy and. mutual confidence between Sovereign and 
Mimster. Disraeli exhausted his resources of humour 
and wit, his stores of epigram and anecdote, for Her 
Majesty's amusement. The article in the Quarterly 
Review for April, 1901, already quoted, gives .a pleasant 
picture of their social relations. 

He was never in the least shy; he did not trouble to insinuate; 
he said what he meant in terms the most surprising, the most 
unconventional; and the Queen thought that she had never 
in her life seen so amusing a person. He gratified her by his 
bold assumptions of her knowledge, she excused his florid 
adulation on the ground that it was 'Oriental,' and she was· 
pleased with the audacious way in which· he broke through 
the ice that surrounded her. He would ask, across the 
dinner-table, 'Madam, did Lord ·Melbourne ever tell your 
Majesty that you were not to do this or that ?' and the Queen· 
would take it as the best of jokes. . . . She loved the East; 
with all its pageantry and all its trappings, and she accepted 
Disraeli as a picturesque image of it. It is still remembered 

~,how much more she used to .smile in conversation with him 
than she did with any other of her Ministers. 

Of the letters whi~h he used to write her, blending 
business with sympathy, and affairs with romance, these 

~ volumes are full. Here is an attractive specime_n, giving 
an account of Beaoonsfield's conversation with the. 
young Prince Alexander of Bulgaria, in whom and 
whose fortunes Her Majesty was peculiarly interested.· . 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, June 13, 1879.-. Lord Beacons-
field saw a good deal of the Prince of Bulgaria, considering 
the brevity of his visit. Lord Beaconsfield was pleased and 
satisfied with him. Lord Beaconsfield met the Prince in 
society, and had a very long and interesting private interview 
with him. He solicited Lord Beaconsfield's advice as to his 
general conduct, and it was conceded to him sincerely and 
simply. 

Lord Beaconsfield reminded him that he had youth on his 
side, which he should never forget. He was called upon to 
exercise dominion in a part o£ the world, 'Yhere probably, at 
~ ~ 
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le~st, sooner or -later,- there .;ould be considerabl~ changes;.· 
that this almost·inev.itable Jot of. the ,Levant would give rise, 
as it has given ris!=l; to endJess_intrigues, combinations, offers 
of- alliance, even conspiracies; that what is contemplated 

. rarely occurs, and 'never exactly as was anticipated, it is the 
unexpected· that always occu_rs; .that he should confine his 
efforts to . in:akipg himself:. esteemed; and beloved by. his 
subjects, and tho' civil to all liis neighbours, he should keep 
himselfalobnrom'their machinations which ptob'ably would 
be disastrous; _that being only twenty-two, he could'afford to 
wait the natural deyelopment of aff~irs, whicp would do for 
him mu9h' mo~e than forced l],lliai1~es. To he young is a great 
thing, to be. young and wise, is irresistible. Finally Lord 
Beaconsfield _recommended :lii~ to take the lateKing 'of· the. 
Belgians for his~ model, and study his career fro$ the time .. 

· that_Prince .was offered the throne of Greece to-his illustrious· · 
· mid; In.this in~erviewthe Prince otBulgai·ia showed intelli

gence an<f SJI:Ilpathy, and seemed natural and siiwere . 
. , Lord Salisbury, .:who had, to give him a banquet at 4 and 20 
hours~ riotice; managed well. _ As it was Ascot_ week,indepen
dent of other difficulties, !t ,was illlpossible to invoke th'e 
presence of la:dies,.so heinvit~g_ the diplomatic corps ~nd yr . 

. Majesty's Ministers'~ Lord-SaJisbury waf'! afraid it would be 
· very dull, and male. di~ers•necessarily must be~ but it was . 
- not dull to the Prince- .of Bulgaria. _ H;e _met exactly the~ 

persons .he wanted· to see. He mentioned to Lord Beacons- .~.:. 
field what an immense advar1tage it was to him; that he}!' 
should thus _have become- personally acquainted with so~~ 
many· distingUished· public .men, who, otherwise, would only '- . 

· be to him words.in newspapers. • ' _ ii· 
Lord: Beaconsfield also had the honor. -to meet the Prince 

. at the. Gol,den Wedding -Banquet ,given at Pruss_ia House~ 
- This really,· i(the locale had been equal to the occasiOn, would 

ha v'e been a striking affair. Forty guests in gorgeous uniforms, 
glittering with decorations, with 'many Princes, arid all cele
brated, were_ materials for a· great effect, if there. had only 

·been room.- It was like looking too close at a picture: - : 
· The weather here is-tantalising, and tho' there iS yet time 

.. to rally, .the prospects can -.scarcely be called favorable. 
Lord Beaconsfield found his own-county, tho' backward, yet 
flourishing, but· he·· has 'had bad accounts ftoin the great 
Midland counties. He himself; if,he may venture to-mention 
such a-subject, is fairly 'ivell; artd;-having in his London g~trden 
firie .. trees of pink may, all in full bloom, he is not disposed to 
quarrel,"with-his lot, or to believe -that spots (m··the's~n-have 
obliter~ted frorn the earth all th·e pro~iseof spring>and aJI 
the- splendor of:'stimmer. , He -remembers; wheri he: first. 
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served yr. M:tjesty nearly thirty years ago, having mentioned 
his passion for pink may, there came the next _morning from ~ 
Windsor a whole thorn tree in rosy bloom. It was a gift 
worthy of Queen Elizabeth, and of an age when great 
affairs and romance were not incompatible .. All things 
change, they say, even pink may, but what he thinks will 
never change-at least to yr. Majesty-is your devoted 
BEACONSFIELD. . 

The special favours which the Queen bestowed on the 
Minister of her preference were many and great. Besides 
the earldom and the Garter, she pressed, but. pressed in 
vain, higher honours in the pe.erage on him, and would 
willingly have let him have any honour or decoration in 
her power. In addition to countless gifts of. flowers, she 
constantly; on birthdays and other anniversaries, gave 
him presents, and received presents from ·him. Him 
alone of her Prime Ministers from the thirties to the 
eighties did she invite to sit down when he had an 
audience. She excused him, while he was still in the 
Commons, from sending her the nightly letter in which 

. 'l the Leader had been wont to give the . Sovereign an 
account of the proceedings, and permitted him to 
devolve the duty on Lord Barrington, who occupied a 
post in the Household. She excused him also, during nearly 
the whole of his Miri.istry, from att{md.anc~ at Bal~oral. 
She paid him the notable compliment of visiting and 

· lunching with him at his c01mtry home at a time when he · 
was a special target of Opposition abuse .. · For him, more 
often than for any other Minister since the Prince Consort's 
death, did she undertake the heavy duty of opening 
Parliament in person. · To him she gave, in December, 
1879, the Windsor uniform, a special dress worn by the 
Royal Family and the members of the Household. in 
personal attendance. · She gave it, she wrote, ~s 'a mark 
of personal regard and friendship. Lord Melbourne had 
it, the Duke of Wellington, and Lord Aberdeen. The . 
Queen is not quite sure about Sir R. PeeJ.l · But no otp.er 
Premier had it.' After. Beaconsfield's day Lord Salisbury 

l Sir R. Peel had the Windsor uniforn:i:. 
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received it from Queeri Vict.ori~; Mr: Balfour 'from King 
· Edw~rd"; a:r;_dLordRosebery:from King George. Beaco~sc 

field, in acknowledgmeht, wrote ~f the dress ~s connecting 
hini,, ' in a certain sense, permanently with your Majesty's 

·service. It will always'be a link.'-- _ -
Here is the manner in which -he thanked the Queen; on 

Cprist.rnas Day, 1879, for the .latest· ()fa long series ofbeau~ 
tiful books. · - -, · . · ' · · ' --- -. · · · -

"jj • .,., ~· -. 

To Queen 'Victoria.-. . . , .. 
r:HuGHENDEN. MANo:R; Xmas Day; 1879."7'": Your 

Majesty has again added to the cpamber wlfere [Lord Beacons-· 
field] will probably pass the greater part of tl;te future days, 
that may yet await him, a beautiful volume, fair alike in 
form and- subject; and one of, thpse. books, w_Q_ich one may 

_ recur to, again and again. · · · - · ' 
__ · Lord· Beaconsfield is infinitely:_ touched by. this act. It is .: 
- not merely that the sight of many beautiful volumes in his 
library will remind him, that he has !J.ad the honor. of being 
the confidant and counsellor of a great Sovereign, arid that 
too at a: critical period of her Empire; but that the gracious 
Mistress, to whom he was thus bound'by the highest sense of~ 
duty, was a being, who deigned to acknowledge, 'between 
herself and her servant; other sources of sympathy than the
cares of Empire, and found them ~ that mutual love of the 
fine arts; of which yr. Majesty is instin.ctively appreciative, 
and in ,which yr. Majesty's tastes were trained and developed . 
by one, who in that, and alm9st in every department requ~ring ~ 

- intelligence and sensibility, was himself consummate. . . - -• 
Lord Beaconsfield ventures' to send,_ from this hom·e which 

-yr. Majesty has hohored, his earnest wishes for yr. Majesty's 
private happiness, and f_or the fame and glory of your reign. 

,- . 
, , F_rom Queen Victoria. 

OsB~RNE, Dec. !w, 1879._:The Que_en th,anks Lord B-eacons
~eld so very much for his very.kind letter and good wishes. 

_ Most truly does sh!'l pray that h~ may be long spared in health 
and strength as her valued arid, trusted .Minister ! Sh13 is 
glad the book pleases him. . . . _ ·: _ · -_ ~- -

' "- ' . • v "' . \. . . 

And here i; his tactful pleading with the Quee~; ·which 
_ persuaded her to· open tlie last session of-the Beaconsfield . 
Parliament in pe!so~. - _ , 
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To Queen Victoria. 
HllGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. 10, 188(1.-. . . He has much: 

considered the question of yr. Majesty opening Parliament in 
person. Remembering that the military operations, in Asia and 
Africa, have both been brought to a satisfactory conclusion, 
with great credit to your Majesty's arms, and much individual 
distinction in your Majesty's troops; that the present Parlia
ment has shown on every occasion patriotism and loyalty, 
always supporting your Majesty's Government .in their 
external policy, by majorities largely consisting of the Liberal 
party; recollecting also that this loyalty was singularly 
exemplified, when your Majesty assumed the Imperial Crow;n 
of India: Lord Beaconsfield cannot resist the conviction, that 
on an occasion, which, probably, maybe the last when yr. 
Majesty could personally address your Majesty's Parliament, 
it would be a gracious welcome, and· popular act, for your 
Majesty to ascend yr. Majesty's throne on the 5th of next. 
month. 

From Queen Victoria. 

OsBORNE, Jan. 12, 1880.-The Queen, having rec~ived 
Lord Beaconsfield's telegram, will no longer delay answering -

"'him about the Oper.ing of Parliament. She will make the · 
sacrifice (for there is nothing she dreads and dislikes more) 
ever ready to do what she can to support the present Govt.
and to gratify her people .... 

Beaconsfield, for his part, took the warmest interest 
in the private concerns and in the family joys and sorrows 
of the Queen. The principal sorrow during his Ministry 
was the death, in December, J878, of the Princess Alice, 
' the first break,' as Her Majesty wrote to him, 'in my 
circle of children.' His speech on the Vote- of Condolence, 
in ·.which G. W. E. R.usseli, an acute but sometimes 
superfine critic, detected ' inconceivable bathos,' was 
thought by the Queen to be 'bea~tiful.' The Princess 
died of diphtheria, from which all her family were suffer~ 
ing, through kissing her sick .boy, after she haJ been , 
warned by the physicians of t,he danger of such an 
embrace. Beaconsfield held the circumstances to be, as 
they indeed were, ' wonderfully piteous,' and his language~ 
though florid, wou!d appeal to the heart ofmany besides 
the Queen. 
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It b.ecame [Princess Alice's]lot to break to her ~on, quite a 
youth, the death of his youngest sister, to whom /~e was 

.. devotedly attached.',' The boy was so,ovetcome with misery 
that the agitated mothet, to C(Hl_So}e ~iJn, clasped him in her 
arms-and thus received the kiss of death. My lords, I hardly 
kriow 'an incident· _more pathetic; ·.It is one by which poets_ 
might be .inspired,. and iri whi_ch the artist iri every _class, 
whether in picture, in statue, or in gem, might find a fitting 
subject for.comineinoration. . . . 

• 'J ~ • • • ...;. • 

·- . -. - - . 

· In spite of' her· sorrow, the Queen sent Beaconsfield 
her wonted· Christmas letter. ·' 

__ -To Q~een Victoria. 

-HuGHENDEN, Dec.: 26, l878.c.,-Lord ·Beaconsfield . has 
received this morning. yo_ur Majesty's gracious Jetter: He 
cannot have a.pappy Xmas when your Majesty is in grief .... 

He is always afraid of obtruding hiinself in such matters. 
In truth it is shyness,.not inadvertence, that makes him .often 
appear negligent: ... .- •. . - . 

Ev.er since· he. has _been intimately· .connected_ with youl,' 
·Majesty; your Majesty has beeuto him a guardian Angel, and_ 

much- that he .has done. that is right, or said that was appro- ~ 
priate, is due.to you, Madam. He often thinks how he can 
repay your Majesty, but_ he has nothing more to give, having 

·given to your Majesty his duty and ~is heart. - · 

_ Beaconsfield ;a_s j>r~fou~dly and r~ghtly convinced, 
of the jmportance of the Queen'slife to the Empire, and 
was· rendered anxious by a desperate a_tterqpt ~ade on. 
the Tsar's life_ iri 1879. Her. Minister,_ he wrote to 
Her Maj~sty, ,;_as -' ~ bubbl~ who will be· succeeded 
by othe:r bubbles, :but _on. your ,-Majesty's life depends 
perhaps the fate of an Empire-in tim~s ·ofgreat tria:L' 
He therefore implored her, popular and beloved as she was, 

·- not to_disdain taking all reason~ble precl:!>utions, whether 
_ walking or -driving; 'Jor human :J!ature is mimetic, and 

t_he crazy are often tempted to commit -crimes not so 
-·much. from innate: wickednes-s as from- a diseased seif-:-
cons~i<:iusness, ,V:hich- upsets _ their reas~riing pow~rs. '. 
And he impressed on Sir Henry ~ons~:mby, her secretary/: ·
the necessity of having ~ adequate.experts hover~ng~ over. 
thetowers and terraces ofWindsoi:-,' 
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In spite of -the fact that the Queen looked with a 
somewhat jealous eye upon any incursions of the· Heir- __ 
Apparent into the field <;>f politics, Disraeli's relations with 
the Prince and Princess of Wales were friend!y and 
cordial; the gracious lady who became Queen Alexandra 
especially distinguishing him on more than one occasion 
with her kindly regard. He told Lady Bradford a pretty 
story of a dinner at the Hertfords' on May 22; 1875. He 
there sat next to the Princess of Wales, whose quickness 
in conversation and ready sense of humour he-greatly 
admired. 

I said something about her 'orders,' all of which she wore. 
She said it was a shame I had no decoration, and she gave me 
her ' menu,' which was a pretty one, to wear instead. I 
said, 'Your Royal Highness will not be able to select your 
dinner.' She replied, 'We will exchange menus, and I will 
wear yours as an additional order.' 

. In the last days of December, 1879, th~ Prince of Wales, 
-who had often been Beaconsfielu's host at Sandringham, 
intimated his desire to be the Prime -Minis~er's guest at 
Hughenden, and to meet there, as Beaconsfield whimsically 
put it in writing to Lady Bradford, 'some grave, but 
agreeable, signiors.' Hughenden was a small house in 
which to entertain royalty, and, besides Corry, Beacons
-field could only accommodate four other guests. The 
Prince selected Lord Salisbury and Sir William Hart 
Dyke, the Whip, from the world of politics; and Lord 
Rosslyn and Lord Qrford, two of Beaconsfield's particular 
friends, from the world of society. Orford could not 
come, being ill at ;Bath; and the Prince suggested Bernal 
Osborne, another of his host's old friends, as a substitute. 
The party lasted from the afternoon of Monday, January 
12, 1880, to late on the following afternoon, and was 
most successful. Beaconsfield gave accounts of the Visit 
both to the Queen and to Lady Bradford. 

To Queen Victoria. 
10, DowNING ST., Jan. 14, 1880.-. . . The royal visit to 

Hughenden, he hopes he may say, was not altogether unsuc-
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ces~ful. A Prince, who r~ally has seen everythin~,-and--knows 
everybody,· is a guest one might despair .of jnteresting· and 

. amusing-even for a passing hour; but; His Royal Highness was 

. so gracious, and so agree;:tble'; that ·one hoped'. he 'was. riot 
wearied. · - _ . · · · 
, The conversation was grlive as well as gay;·and His Royal 

Highness, Lord-Beaconsfield can sa,y with the utmost truth, _ 
maintained his part with felicity and even distinction. _ 
· His Royal Highness had tlie:()pportunity of speaking alone 
with Lord Salisbury, and also with Lord :Beaconsfield, an9- at 
more social moments Lord •Rosslyn and'Mr. Osborne expressed 
and elicited.many a·flashing phrase .. ,.· 

!t" .· 

To_ Lady -Bradford. 
. . . . •. . -....,- '. . . -. 

k HUGHENDEN MANOR, Jan. l3.~The visit has been, all say, 
. a great success, but H.R,H. does not depart.untiHate this ; 
afternoon, and I can only get hold of ten minutes· to write to 
-you'by messenger, who must pepartimmediately. He praised 
the horise, praised his dinner, praised_ the pictures, praised 

•. everything: was himself most agreeable· in conversation, said 
soJ:!iegood things, and told more. - ' - . - - , 
. Wli~n Hound out that both Rosslyn and B[ernal] 'O[sborrie] _ . 
had been his companions at Cumberland-Lodge; I was afraid '"' 
they must have exhausted all their resources;· but I was wrong. 
Success inspired them, and the ,d_inner was like a p(tntomime, 
:where there are two clowns, and both capital ones ..... 
' ·We played' at whist in the evening-his own choic<l. I had 
hoped to have induced them to play nap; which wd. have 
left nie alone, for I don't u-qderstand .that mystery. - B-qt he 
wd~ not have it, and insisted, on playing with B. o~ against 
Salisbury and myself at whist. · He beat us·, which does not 
displease him. · · - · .'· · 
_vTo-day he ·ramblctd about the grounds, and then took a 
prive in a snowstorm and in an open carriage to Wycombe 
and about. . . . . . . . - . . . : . . . 

.. ·-10, DowNING ST., Jan, 15.~, ; . They returned from their-
- -barouche drive in a snow storm in high spirits; his companions, 

_Monty, and the two clowns·; B. 0. affecting serious'n-ess and 
,,sense of hardship, his Grac~rthe Lord Commissioner, oil the --

- other hand, rollicking. . .. - \ . . • '. . . - ·_ . 
H .R .H. disappearf'..J t.hen for an hour, and toJ<;i we JJ.e had 

been writing an account of Hugheriden to thePrincess. · Then · 
there was a very successful, but very long, luiwheon, and then, 
after a little wandering aboutthe house, he -departed, having, 
he said, 'greatly enjoyed himself.' · - ' · · • · ,.- • _ ._ 
- ~Salisbury behaved·ve_ry well, and helped·nie ~uch... .• · 

.- ~ ~ I ;.., 
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Beaconsfield showed a shrewd appreciation both of the 
social gifts and of the political promise of the future King 
Edward, in writing of him to his intimates as ' Prince Hal,' 
after the merry Prince who developed, upon the throne, 
into the heroic victor of Agincourt. 

It was natural that a Minister for-whom the Sovereign 
entertained an exceptional regard should receive many 
marks of attention from the Royal Family. A special 
compliment was paid him, early in his last Ministry, 
bythe Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh, who asked him 
to their house-warming dinner-party at Clarence House; 
a party at which there were none but royalties present, 
except Disraeli and Dr. Quin, the homreopathic physician 
and wit-even equerries and ladies-in-waiting being 
excluded. The attentions, indeed, which he. received 
from Princes and Princesses were so numerous as to 'be 
sometimes embarrassing, and were not always considerate. 
He declined altogether to oblige a Princess who, at a 
time of political crisis, asked the Prime Minister to call 
on her at _a quarter to ten in the morning. 'Had I been 
as idle as a ploughboy sitting on a gate,' he told a friend, 
'I would not have gone. A liberty to ask me to derange 
my day for such frivolity!' Outside the Queen, and the 
Prince and Princess of Wales, the member of the·Royal 
Family who:rn he most highly appreciated, and whom he 
was most pleased to meet ·in society, was undoubtedly 
the vivacious Princess Mary of Cambridge, Duchess of 
Teck. With her brother, the Duke of Cambridge, he 
was on friendly terms, but he came,· by the end of his 
period of office, to distrust the influence of the Horse 
Guards under the Duke's control. 

To Lady ~radford. 

HUGHENnEN MANOR, Dec. 26, 1879.-. . . Sir Garnet 
Wolseley has not disappointed me. He is one of those men 
who not only succeed, but succeed quickly. Nothing can 
give you an idea of the jealousy, hatred, and all uncharitable
ness of the Horse Gds. against our only soldier. The Horse 
Guards will ruin thia country, unless there is a Prime Minister 

IL 43* 

.. 
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-_who will have hjs way, and that cannot b~ counted on. . Fortu~ 
nately he .has the power, if he have only the .determination 
You canriot get a Secy. of Wa~ to resist t.lle cousin of the 
Sovereign, with whomhe is placed in daily and hourly com- .. 
munication. · I tremble when I think what maybe the fate 
of. this country if, as is not unlikely, a great st:ruggle occur, 
w1th the Duke of Cambridge's generals:_ .. ! 

Though Beaconsfield sometirn~s- wrote to his friends 
· impatiently of courtiers, he always showed 'the greatest· 
courtesy and consideration to t):wse about the person 'of 
the Sovereign; and was :consequently more popular at · 
Court than statesmen are wont to be. ·'With Lady Ely, 
General Grey, and Sir '-He1.1ry Pohsonby ·he ·maintained 
very friendly and confidential relations. ·Here, is the 
tribute paid to him on his retirement by the Queen's 
shrewd and faithful secretiuy; who was, be it observed, a' 
WlJ!g. " . 

·From Sir Henry .Ponsonby. 

. WiNnsoRCASTLE, Aprill9, 18SO.-c.. . . I have to thank 
. you sincerely for tec.ommending my name to the 'Queen for; 
the honour of being appointed a Privy Councillor>. . . I 
should be most ungratefu I if I did not thank you most heartily 
for the very kind .manner you':have always treated ine, and 
for permitting me to have free and unrestricted intercourse. 
with you, which has made my duty· an easy and agreeable 
one under your Administration:. But however grateful I am 

. for your ;kindness to ine; may I be. allowed. to add my deep 
sense of the service of friendship you· have rendered to the 
Queen p~rsonally, which has undoubtedly softened her diffi
culties and alleviated her troubles ? Your retirement· from 
office therefore is n()t only the resignation of_ a Minister but 
the loss to the Queen of a true and faithfulfriend, and my 
position .here allows me, I hope, to· share the Queen's reaL 
regret at such a sep~ration: ' · ., 

:.+-



CHAPTER XIII. 

LasT MoNTHs OF THE Go-\TERNMENT. 

1879-1880. 

When Beaconsfield went down to Hughendenin August; 
1879, for rest and refreshment after the session, he was 
able to ;-egard public affairs with satisfaction save for the 
continuance of bad trade and bad harvests. 

To Lord Lytton. 

Confidential. 10, DowNING STREET, Aug. 14, '79.-.... 
I write to you now at the end of a long and laborious cam
paign, which has terminated triumphantly for H.M.'s Govern
ment. It.is not merely that our ext!'Jrnal affairs figure well 
in the Queen's Speech; that not a single Russian soldier 
remains in the Sultan's dominions; that, greatly owing to 
your energy and foresight, we have secured a scientific and 
adequate frontier for our Indian Empire; and that our S. 
African anxieties are virtually closed; but we have succeeded 
in ' passing , some domestic measures, in spite of factious 
obstruction; of first-class interest and importance--notably 
our Army Discipline Aq,t, a measure of magnitude and gravity, 
equal in range and difficulty to three great measures, and our 
Irish University Act, a question which had upset two Adminis
trations. 

Although we have entered' the sixth year of our reign,' our 
parliamentary majority, instead of diminishing, has increased, 
and notwithstanding the rumors that maY reach you, I see 
no reason, scarcely a right, to dissolve Parliament-though 
this, of course, must depend on circumstances .... 

The only danger and difficulty which the present Ministry 
has to encounter are natural. 'The stars in their courses have 
fought against' me. After four bad harvests in this country, 
we are apparently about to meet a fifth dearth, and one not 
confined to this country. There can be no substantial revival 
of trade unless the earth gives us an abundant iiwre(Lse. ·We 

1347 
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have had to struggle against four bad harvests and four wars, 
an'd it is difficult to carry through a commanding policy with 
a, failing Exchequer. The spirit of .England is yet so high; 
that, I believe, it would endure ariy amount of taxation if its 
imperial position were at stake; but taxes; without that senti
ment of glory and patriotism, will pull down ~ny Ministry. · 
However, in this respect, things inay yet mend, and, whatever · 
happens, it will always be to me a source of real satisfaction 
that I had the opportunity of. placing you on the throne of 
the Gt. MoguJ.l 

In three·weeks'· time, befo~e LYtton had even received. 
his chief's optimistic letter, the second disaster of this 
fatal year had befallen, and had wrecked the Afghan· 
settlement. on whioh ·tl.;le Government pr:ided. themselv~s. 
Not a suspicion, however, oL coming trouble from 
Afgha:nistan is to be discerned iii.' Beaconsfield's private 
letters in the intervaL " . ' · · · · 

To Lady Braaf~rd. 
HuGHENDEN MANoR, Aug. 19.-.. ·, We ria~e here on 

Friday (Sal[isbur]ygoing same <lay' to Dieppe), rode <;>ver the 
~ew ·estate on Saturday, a finish day; with the agent, and the 
chief tenant, who complained of nothing and asked for nothing, 
arid is a furrier at Wycombe and is worth £30,000, so I suppose 

·he mea:ns to pay under all' circumstances. The old tenants . 
think me quite mad in buying· land in this county, and evi
dently,i~tend to decamp: but they have got to Xmal' now! ..• 

Aug:· 20.-... 'Thi.s place is· desolate, ,and except on 
Saturday, wh. I have described tQ you, I_have never be{)n 
able to get out. It has rained night and day·. TP,e peficocks 

· have,fio tails and are yet still moulting: They persist in 
showing themselves, 'like:·:Falstaff' s ·ragged regiment.. They 
have 'eaten all the flowers, 'and hav~ no beauty to substitute 
for that which they have destroyed. Nothing canp.ow save 
theharvest. ... . . .•. · . ·.· · · , 

Aug. 22.-. ; . Dufferin writes that he attended the grand 
revie'Y by special invitation, and that in the course of. the 
morning [the Emperor]):ield the most friendly and amiable 
conversation with him. The Emp,eror wonderfully pleased 
by. what I said of him ·at the Mansion.House, and all the 
generals did nothing bu.t praiseLd. Beaconsfield and England 1 

. Quite a riew thing! from which I in,fer that their expedition 
,to. Metv ·has failed, 'and that the heat, 'and the want of water, 

~ , ~ ~his, \ett~~ is qu~ted, in part; .in Lord Lytton's. Indian :Administration. . 
. \ .. . - . 

r. 
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and the desert; have floo~ed them. Duff[erin] was particularly 
to impress upon Ld: Beaconsfield that the Emperor had ho 
int!.)ntion, and never had one, of going to Merv. Probably 
not, now. 

I have not read a word that Gladstone has written, or 
spoken, for nearly a year; but I like your criticism, and hope 
your judgment is correct, tho' I think the agricultural bank
ruptcy must finish us. 

Aug. 25.-. . . The peacocks look better; crouching in 
the sun which lights up their purple necks, while the loss of 
the-rest of their splendor is not so obvious. One of the 
ladies presented me on Saturday with a family of four: an' 
almost unprecedented event, as they seldom exceed l or 2, 
and these are hatched always in wild places and mysterious 
woods. 

Aug. 30.-. -. . Wolseley _writes in good spirits,- and 
evidently thinks that he shall make a good and quick job of 
it ... ~- . 

Sept. 2.-The P[rinie] M[inister] of the Dominion of Canadal 
arrived yesterday and departed by ·early train this morning, 
having given me a bad night and leaving me very exhausted. 
He is gentlemanlike, agreeable, and very intelligent: a con-_ 
siderable man, with no Yankeeisms except a little sing-song 
occasionally at the end of a sentence. It is a pity these 
people always come when everybody is scattered. · It wd. not 
have been half as exhausting to have given him a London 
dinner, or more. But it was necessary, for many grave 
reasons, that he should not depart and feel on his return, 
like the Dss. of Marlboro', ' that she had had no attention paid 
to her.' Considering that the Princess Louise is V[ice] Queen 
of Canada, it is to be regretted that Lome's Prime Minister, 
the head too of 'the English and Conservative party, shd. not 
have been invited to dine with our Sovereign the day he was 
sworn in of the Privy Council at Osborne. . . . 

By the bye, the Canadian chief is sn,id to be very like your 
humble servant, tho' a much younger man. I think there is 
a resemblance. He says the Princess is a great success in 
Canada, which was a toss up: but she is extremely gracious, 
speaks to everybody and is interested in everything, and 
skates divinely ! . . . I fear that Lorne, tho' he tries hard, 
has not made them forget Dufferin. 

Haymerle, it is settled, is to succeed Andrassy, tho' it 'Yill 
not be announced at present. This is an anti-Russian appoin.t
ment, and will suit England well. He is not a great noble: 
I believe a plebeian, and looks one; nor '.-rill he set the Danube 

1 Sir John A. Macdonald. 
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on fire; but he has-great exper(ence in affairs, thoro'ly knows 
his business, and is honora·ble. · 

Upon these quiet autumn days at Hughenden there 
burst, on September 6,. the terrible news that' the 
British . Envoy, Mission, and .. escort ·at Cabul had been 
treacherously attacked by Afghan .soldiers, an:d had 'all· 
perished. The presence of a J3r!tish. En:voy in Cabul had 
lon:g been heldby Beaconsfie~d, ·salisbury, and Lytton 
to be most desirable; but, in. View of Sher Ali's notorious 
objection, no proposal of the .kind had· been made in any _ 
of the numerous negotiations witl;l him since Lytton's 
arrival in India. When, howtiver, Sher.Ali had fled and 
died jn exile, and Afghanistan,_ owing to the victorious 
advance of our three colunin:s; lay open, from north to 
south, to British troops, it was nat~liral to include the 
reception of a British Envoy among the conditions 

-presented at Gandamakto Yakub Khan, the new Ameer, 
for. his acceptance. It was YaktJb who suggested Cabu] 
as the place of the Envoy's residence, asit was only there, 
he· said, that he himself could protect him ' Sir Louis 
Cavagnari, a brilliant· and experienced fr~ntier ·officer, 
who had negotiated the . Treaty of Gandamak, was 
appointed Resident;·a.nd by his own wish his staff and 
escort were reduced to .the· smallest p6~;;siblel dimen-

. sions. They were received with due respect an:d honour 
on their entry into Cabul on Ju}y 24; and, du'ring the six 
weeks that their. niission lasted, Cavagnari, though he 
noted several unsatisfactory features in ._ the Afghan 
situation,_ never showedJtny apprehension of danger, and 
on the last d;ty of his life~ September 2, telegraphed to the 
Viceroy 'All well.' Nevertheless next day mutinous 
Afghan troops stormed: .the Residency· and massacred· 
all its defenders, whlle the Ame~r, if he did not connive 
at the treachery, at any rate took no steps to safeg~ard 
those who were peculiarly uhder his carE;J. 
It was a crus~ir;g plow. to Beaeolis_field. 'I am quite 

overcome,:_ he telegraphed at once to the Queen, 'and was 
trying to ~ite to. my Sovereign; but I am unequal to it.' 
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The Queen urged immediate action, which the Minister 
was not slow to carry out. ' We must act with great 
energy,' Her Majesty telegraphed from Balmoral on 
September 6, 'and no hanging back, or feitr-to be found 
fault with, must deter us from strong and promptineasures. 

Pray urge this on the Viceroy, and assure him of 
support and confidence:' 

To Queen Victoria . 

. HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 7, 1879.-Lord Beaconsfield. 
had the honor to receive this afternoon.yr. Majesty's gracious 
telegram. . . . He will, yr. Majesty may be sure, act on its 
spirit. The whole Afghan question is now tabula rasa and, if 
necessary, we may march to Herat. It is fortunate that 
Parliament is not sitting: there is nothing to paralyse us .. 

He has confidence in Lytton. It is a situation which befits 
his courage, resource, and imagination. 

·Alas! for the brilliant Cavagnari! and his friends and 
companions, whose names Lord Beaconsfield does not yet 

'know, and dares not to think of. And yet such is the high 
, spirit of the service, that Lord Beaconsfield doubts not that 

there are men ready to take the same post. They serve under 
an Empress who may well inspire them ... , 

Cranbrook, the Secretary for India, hurriedly summoned 
back from a Scottish holiday but just begun, came to 
Hughenden ·at once; and tll'e Viceroy was assured of the 
complete support of the home authorities fo:r vigorous 
measures. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept.' 9, 1879.-This is a shaker, and 
it is difficult, at the first breath, to recognise all the conse
quences of such a disaster. I fear they will be extensive and 
manifold. We ar~ all scattered, of course. The unhappy 
Cranbrook left town on Friday night, to find, on his arrival 
at,Murthly, in the land of Athole, that he would have to 
return immediately. He will be in town this morning: 
I hope-and trust-he will be with me by the 5o' c. train .... 

I ha~e telegraphed to Oranbrook in favor·of tlie most decided 
and instant action. Is that in our power·? We may be only 
five days' march from Cabul, but that would be as bad as the 
great desert, if we have no transport and inadequate com
missariat. As for transport, I remember, with alarm, that 
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50 or 60 thousand camels have already been wasted. Jiow
.ever, these are points on wh. Cra.nbrook, I trust, will throw 
'much light. . . . __ _ · · · 

·(Later.) O_prfriend arrived here thisafternoon. He brought 
. no fresh news from the Ind. Office, nor had he been able to. 

see any mem her of his Council. The resuU of our deliberations 
was a telegram to the Vicerqy, assuring him, of the support of 
H.M. Government in a pro:p1pt and vigorous _advance on 
Cabul, assuming that his communications were all secured; -
requesting-immediate informat~on as to the amount of troops 
available for such a movement, l,tS the .forces, I fear,are much 
scattered in cantonments; what was· his amount of .~ransport 
for the operation, wh. he could immediately command; 
whether his commissariat was adequate 1 _ _-

As to future movements, arid general policy, after the occu- ,·-
pation of:Cabul..:_that we- would hot, at present; touch upon. 

Of. course, 'that must be decided by the Cabinet, but, in the 
meantime, I -will to you ro~ghly touch upon the course I • 
think we ought to pursue. 

No annexation, generally ~pe_aking: milita~y occupation for 
. a time absolutely necessary. -- _ _ . -

I look upon our engagements under the ['reaty as null and 
void, as the Ameer has been unable to protect our Envoy, 
·whose presence at Cabul he himself suggested, as it was 'the -
only place where the Ameer could answer for his safety. 

· If the Ameer himself is still in existence, if we are satisfied 
of hidldelity, and if the principal Sirdars rally round him, 
and this turn out to be a merely military revolt, a: mutiriy of 
the Herat troops, then; I think, it will be impossible for us 
to throw over Yakub; but if he is dead or disappears, I don''t 
think we ought to set up- another Prince, that, then, we 
should content ourselves by consolidating our military frontier 
(retaining Candahar, wh: we must now, probably, under any 
circumstances) and let the rest of the comitry quarrel among 
themselves, and after a certain course of violence, _plun!ler, ' 
treachery and massacre, beco~e apportioned among variol!_S- ' 
chiefs. This was Lytton's original plan, but the Oabin~t 
did not then relish it. - . _ _ _ _ _.,_ 

What alarms me is the state of the Indian Army, 'as revealed 
in a fetter from Lytton written to Cran. before the catastrophe. _ 

, Except Roberts, who he believes is highly gifted, ~afi.d· who 
,certainly is a strategist, there set!ms no one much to rely·on: 

<Stewart respectable; Massey promising; but a:ll the persons, 
with ·slight' exceptions, to' whom we have voted Parliament'ary 

-. 'thanks; and on whom the Crown has conferred honors, utterly. 
woHhless. _ : . - _ 

As for General Sam Brbwne', according ~0 Lytton, he ought 
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to have been tried by a court martial, and he goes thro' them 
all with analogous remarks. 

And these are the men whom, only a·few months, or weeks, 
ago, he recommended for all these distinctions ! 

I begin to think he ought to be tried by a~ court martial 
himself; but I have confidence, still, in his energy and resource. 

Poor Cranbrook, dead beat with his travel and. this great 
chagrin, has gone to bed, tho' it has not struck ten, so I write 
this, which he will take by the earliest train to-morrow. 'Tis 
rough stuff,.but I hope may convey a fair view of the situation 
toyou. · · 

Any hurried or immediate meeting of the Qabinet seems 
unnecessary, and Cranbrook to"day will see Mainel about the 
Parliamentary point of law. He seems to have confidence in 
Maine about such matters. 

Beaconsfield did not permit these external anxieties 
to interfere with a party at Hughenden of his intimate · 
friends, which was arranged for the end of the month, and 
which included Lady Chesterfi~ld as well as the Bradfords. 

To La.dy Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 10~ '79.-It ,has been quite out 
of my power to write to you, my attention being entirely 
absorbed by the awful catastrophe of Cabul, and the necessary 
measures to take in consequence. . . · . 

I have heard from Bradford (on the 9th), and have written 
to him by this post. I do not see why friends shd. not meet, 
because there has been a national disaster, and therefore I 
have fixed the 23rd inst. for yr. arrival here, and I hope you 
will stay at least till the end of that week. I hope the.young 
l!tdies will accompany you. I have no party of any kind, and 
fear they will not be amused; no dancing, no charades, no 
lawn tennis! A dreary prospect! ... 
. Sept.ll.-. . . I ha'.:e had a sharp 8 and 40 hours or so, 

but am perfectly calm. It is a horrible business, because the 
Queen has lost some admirable servants, but for no other 
reason. It will-not, in the slightest degree, change,. or affect, 
the policy of H.l\L's Government, -but, on the contrary, 
confirm and consolidate it. · 

I have good accounts this morning of the state of our troops 
and of their preparedness. I was a little nervous about 
transport, but am not now. . .· . 

Sept. 19.-. . . You will meet Sir Evelyn Wood on 
Tuesday, who, the Queen tells me, is extremely agreeable. 

1 Sir Henry Maine, the jurist, wh-> was then on the India· Council. 
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The British power was promptly ~e-establishedin Af-: 
ghanistan by the energyofRoberts; who pressed on rapidly
by the Kurram to Cabul~ wiiuiliig a complete victory 
over the rebels at Charasiab on_ the way, while, in the . 
south Stewart re-occupied Candahar. Yakub, who had 
early fled to Rooerts's camp, abdicated when the General 
entered· Cabul. By the ffiiddle of October, we had the 
tabula rasa, of which Beaconsfield wrote; for our Afghan· 
policy. He was wisely in no hurry po take final decisions, 
though the Viceroy desired to _proceed at once with his · 
scheme of disintegration, involVing the permanent 
annexation of Candahar and the neighbourhood. 

The Opposition, with ·Harcourt_ as their fugleman, 
clai~ed that the Cabul disaster showed the justice of 
their contentio~s. · Nothin~r-was to be -ei'pected but
disaster if you forsook .in any particular · the strict 
Lawrence doctrine of noncinterference in Afghanistan. 
Lytton's mad policy; the Liberals averred; had only 
produced its natural f~uits. tn view. of the approval 
of the Mission by the best frontier authorities, such as 
Cavagnari himself, this critiCism . did not sorind very 
impressive. A truer criticism, perhaps, would be that 
Lytton's error lay in misjudging his Ameer. Yakub was 
both weak and. treacherous; and the policy o£ the Mission 
postulated, for its success, a strong ahd~ reasonably 
straightforward ruler. · ' 

• I 

To Queen Victoria. , · 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 23, 1879.-Lord Beaconsfield ... 
was content with the tone of his colleagues generally, and ' 
believes that the unanimous decision of the Cabinet was a 
wise one. It may be, that the proposals of Lord Lytton may 
eventually have to be adopted, and even more tha11 his 
Excellency suggests; but looking, not merely in an Indian 

.aspect, at-the situation, they were premature. _What we have 
first to effect, is to establish ou,r military authority throughout 
Afghanistan, by the . occupation. of its stro~gholds. Doi~g 
this, arid when we have done this, no one will suspect us of 
'hesitation and .feebleness.' We shall then be in a position to 
dictate accordingto circumstances. We have had too m.any----. - ;, ~ r - . ; "' -. . . 
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·fits and starts in our history, as far as Afghanistan and Central 
Asia are concerned. We must accustom the world a little 
to the permanence and stability of our authority there. In 
the military occupation of the country, we can march to 
Herat if the Russians advance to Merv, we can deal with Persia 
without being embarrassed by the claims or pretences of any 
Afghan Sovereign; we can, in short, if we are not in a hurry, 
consolidate yr. Majesty's Empire, and inflict such a check 
on any rival Power, which will influence the conduct of all 
Eastern States. No longer bound by the Treaty negotiated 
by the gifted Cavagnari, we may make arrangements with 
Persia, for example, which may tend to the restoration of her 
influence in Asia, and save her from the ravenous maw of 
Russia. · 

Lord Beaconsfield conferred with Lord Salisbury much on 
this matter yesterday, which had often occupied their thoughts . 

. The Cavagnari Treaty was an obstacle to all this, which, if 
• successfully carried into effect, may greatly affect the position 

of Russia in Turkey. 
The speech of Lord Salisbury at Manchester was of the 

highest· class of eloquence. It has much influenced public 
opinion, and is a striking contrast to the brilliant flippancy of 
Sir W. Harcourt, and its utter refutation. . ·. : 

• Beaconsfield did not give any' hint, in his speech at 
Guildhall on Lord Mayor's Day, ofthe nature of the future 
settlement of Afghanistan. But he seized the opportunity 
to rebuke the hostile and depreciatory criticism to which 
Lytton had been subjected by the Opposition orators 
and press, and to pronounce an emphatic eulogy of his 
conduct. 'For my own part, I have rarely met a man 
in whom genius and sagacity were in.ore happily allied 
than in Lord Lytton, a man of greater resource, or one 
possessing in such degree that highest quality of public 
life-courage in adversity, and firmness and constancy in 
difficulty and danger.' It was to Lytton's policy of 
disintegration that, in the apparent. absence of any 
chief strong enough to hold Afghanistan together, the 
Cabinet came gradually round. . But Beaconsfield and 
Salisbury desired, in addition, to negotiate an agreement 
with Persia, under which, in accordance with that policy, 
Herat should be held by the Shah as the feudatory of the 
_British Crown. This scheme, to which the Queen objected, 
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. with some _reason, as unduly increasing British respon
sibilities, was never'carried tP,rough. 

To Queen Victoria._ 

HuGHEN DEN, Dec.· 5, '1879.-.:..Lord Beaconsfield with his 
humble duty to yr. Majesty. With the utmost deference, he 
begs to assure yr. Majesty, that yr. Majesty's Ministers in any 
line, which they may advise yr. Majesty to take, about the 
Russian Letters,1 will not in their opinion show weakness, but 
strength; strength in their cause, and confidence in the com
manding position, which in this affair they occupy. Lord 
Beaconsfield goes 'not. contemplate eventual · ' silimce or 
concealment' in this matter. But the occasion, and the 
manner, re11uire much consideration. Lord Cranbrook, on 
W ednesdciy, talked of further letters, in private to · Lord 
Beaconsfield; but noillformation of that kind has reached him, 
and he has written in consequence to Lord Cranbrook on the 
subject. · . . · . . 

And now with regard to the 'other, larger and more difficult 
subject.' Here are the;views of Lord Beaconsfield personally 
and which he ventures to hope, that yr. Majesty, after con
sideration, maybe pleased not to disapprove. 

It is clear, that Lord Lytton wopJd like to fall back on the 
Treaty of Gandainak, ,bhtfeels that it is impossible; _he there-· 
fore contemplates a group of. quasi-independent chieftains 
under- the ,influence of the imperial Crown of India, but 
combining this, for ·some time, with· adequate military occu-
pa~ion of. the country by yr: Majesty's ~orces. If this' were 
effected, and Candahar, for example, m possession of yr. 
Majesty's army, and in._two years' time connected by a railway 
with Herat, Lord Lytton would·not be unwilling to see the 
Shah of Persia Lord of Herat, on the same terms as the chiefs· 
of Candahar, Cabul, Ghuznee, etc. Such arrangements cannot 
be made off-hand. . . 

Lord Salisbury, on the'other hand, tho' not disapproving 
of tliis general policy, wishes to close with Persia· at once, for 
the fear that Russia will forestall us. Lord Cranbrook; 
who from his office, as well as his character;naturally exercises , 
much influence on this question, looks upon the disintegration . 
ofAfghariistan as inevitable, and is in favor, generally, of tl).e 
Viceroy's views; but' more strongly in favor. ofthe Persian 

·· .. · Convention than Lord Lytton, and wishes to hasten ":the 
general settlement .of .Afghanistan, so that . we may meet 
Parliament with a distinct policy. . · · i . ' 

1 Correspondence be~W.e~n SherAli and Russian ;gents, found at Cabul. -~ · . 
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After the Cabinet unanimously .agreeing that the Treaty 
of Gandama,k should be looked upon as abrogated, and that 
disintegration must be accepted as a fact by yr. Majesty's 
Government, Lord Beaconsfield guided the Cabinet to a 
decision on Wednesday which substantially adopted the views 
of Lord Cranbrook; but authorised Lord Salisbury to continue 
negotiating with Persia. It is the opinion of Lord Beacons
field that Persia will wait; and so, that we may be able to effec.t 
a safer and more ~atisfactory arrangement, than the Shah now 
would propose or accept. . - . 

Russia can offer nothing at present to Persia. She can only 
menace, and she menaces while she herself is under great 
difficuities. We are now more at hand, as regards Persia, 
than Russia is. Russia could not move against Persia under 
two years, and then, with a railway from Candahar to Rerat, 
your Majesty could immediately display a military power 
against which Russia could not contend. Lord Salisbury 
proposes, in his contemplated convention, many engagements 
on the part of P--ersia, which would practically make the Shah 
yr. Majesty's feudatory; not as Shah of Persia, but as Lord of 
Herat, as in the case of the K. of the Nether lands, who is a 
feudatory, it is believed, of the German Empire, as Grand 
Duke of Luxembourg. 

Yr. Majest-y justly enquires, What guarantees have we that 
t.he Shah will observe these conditions? The same guarantees 
that made him observe the Treaty of Paris for 30 years, and, 
in addition, the increased guarantee arising from his increased 
proximity to yr. Majesty's Empire, and its military resources, 
while the Persian Gulf is at all times open to your Majesty's 
Fleet. · · 

Only one important step was actually taken in the 
process of di~integration A chieftain, independent of 
Cabul, but under the protection of England, was set up 
in Candahar. Before any definite decision had been 
reached in the north, there appeared out of Turkestan a 
claimant to the Afghan throne, Abdul B,ahman, neph.ew 
of Sher Ali. There was reason to think that he might 
prove the strong ruler who was desired; and negotiations 
had been begun with him when the Beaconsfield Govern
ment left office. :Ministers had acquired. for lndia an 
enormously strengthened frontier, and had beaten down, 
for' the time, oppos~tion in Afghanistan; the final settle
ment had to be left for their successors .. 
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The temporary disasters in. S~uth Africa and Afghani
stan, however they might disaffect voters at home to 
Beaconsfield's Government, . did not lead competent 
foreign observers to doubt England;s power or the value 
of her goodwill. For in September of this year the 
friendly relations_ which had existed since the Treaty of 
Berlin between Great Britafuand Germany culminated iii 
what appeared to be _a serious overture· from Bismarck. 
He sent Munster, the German Ambassador in London, 
direct to :Beaconsfield at Hughenden,. to propose; con
fidentially and for the moment unofficially, a defensive 

. alliance . between Germany; Austria, and . England: 
Beaconsfield, who insisted that the confidence should be 

, extended to his Sovereign and hi~ colleague, the Foreign 
Secretary, submitted to the Queen-the following account 
of this'important .conveJ;"satio:p.; forwardiii'g at the same 
.time an almost verbaUy identical report to Salisbury . 

. Memorandum for Queen Victoria. 

Secret. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 27, l879._:_Count 
Miinster arrived here yesterday at half-past six o'clock, and 
departed early this morning .... •Absolutely before he sat 
qown, he said, ' I disturb you in your .retirement with reluc
tance, but I obey the order of Prince'Bisniarck, and I come to 
make you a proposal of the gravest character. It ·must be 
made, however, incomplete confidence; not-looked upon, at~
this stage, as an -official communication, but one of private 
friendship of Prince Bismarck; with the hope that it may lead 
to official comi;Ouniciation.' _ Then I said: ' I must stop 
you at once .to say that, while I engagethat the confidence 

· shall be respected, it is impossiblefor me to listen to anything 
:on Pl1blic affairs, which I am not free to·· communicate to mY 
Sovereign and the Secretary of State.' ·. . 
· Count Munster: ' Prince Bismarck feels that and· knows 

· that it is not possible, nor desirable, for you to converse with 
me except on those conditions; but why he' insists, for the 

- moment, that his confidence should be !imited to yourself, is 
·that he has not yet communicat-ed his purposeto the Emperor, 
and if the Emperor hears of it from another quarter-we will 
say from royal correspondence or ·othetwise-b~fore Princ13. 
Bismarck has told him-the result might· be highly disad-
vantageous.' . ·. · .. · ~ . · · · · ·· · · _ · 
, . ~;however, persisted in my view, saying that Lord Salisbury 
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and myself were the same; and that, from long experience, I 
could answer with my head for the discretion of my Sovereign. 
After some demurring, Count Munster made his statement. 
It was long, but interesting. The principal points are thus 
condensed. · · 

The relations of Russia and Germany are in their nature 
essentially unsatisfactory, and since the union of Germany 
have become more so. The Russians hate t]le Germans, and 
have succeeded, during·late years, in removing almost every 
eminent German from their public service, altho' German 
statesmen really made this Empire. The Pan-Slavic senti
ment now entirely absorbs them, and the reason why Schou
valoff is shelved is that, altho' a Russian, he is enlightened, 
and would follow the policy of the great Russo-German states-
men who preceded him. . . 

This chronic state of affairs induced Prince Bismarck to 
make an effort to rid Germany of the Russian thraldom under 
which Germany has so long groaned, and to follow up the 
comparative emancipation w,hich had been effected by the 
union of Germany. In this spirit; he made, at an early period 
of Lord Beaconsfi~ld's administration, 'a proposal to Lord Odo 
Russell proposing an alliance with Gt. Britain. That proposal 
was not only rejected by the English Secretary of State, but 
was only notified by him to his colleagues accompanied by 
his opinion, that it could not for a moment be entertained . 

. Had that proposal been accepted, there would have been no 
Turkish war, and none of the complications that riow embarrass 
us. Thrown back on himself, Prince Bismarck was forced 
to rely on Russia, and by the invention of the alliance of the 
three Emperors, which was never realised, and by the reciprocal 
regard of the two Emperors of Germany and Russia, the Prince 
managed for a time to keep affairs tolerably straight.I 

Now, all the old and organic rancor has reappeared. All 
the complaints of Germany having thrown over Russia, are 
false and mere pretexts. So also the pretended personal 
difference of Gortchakoff and Bismarck, and the articles in 
the Russian newspapers. What is true; is, that Pan-Siavism 
is entirely paramount in Russia, and that the Emperor of 
Russia has at last given in entirely to it. The meeting of the 
two Emperors, the other day, was an entire failure. The 
Emperor of Germany said and did many things on that 
occasion which his friends regretted, but the Emperor himself 
is now convinced, that these sacrifices were in vain, and that 
his influence,with his nephew has vanished. 

1 This, of course, was an audacious ii:tversion of the order of events. 
The understanding between the three Emperors began in 1872; Bismarck's 
overtures to Odo Russell and Derby were made in 1876. 
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Russia is preparing to· attack Austria; the peace of ~he 
world will be disturbed; it is in the nature qf things that it _ 
will not be a localised war;it will be a great and general war. ' 
Peace is necessary to Germany; no country desires or requires 
peace-more. To secure it, she proposes an alliance between 
Germany, Austria and Great Brit.ain. But before he mentions 
this to the Emperor, Prince Bismarck ·wishes to know 'from 
Lord Beaconsfield, whether he may consider England as 
favorable to such a scheme, as he does not wish to embark 
on fruitless ·negotiations, and, if Lord Beaconsfield does not, 
f~tvor the idea, he will proceed no further. 

Lord Beaqonsfield said he. regretted the original proposition 
of P. Bismarck some years ago had been so abruptly dismissed. 
Had it been made the subject of negotiation, between the two 
Courts, it might have assumed a practical shape. He agreed 

- with Prince Bismarck, that it probably would have prevented 
. the war, but in considering the new proposal, tho' himself 

favorable, and always favorable, to ari understanding with 
Germany, he could not con'ceal from himself, that any step 
on -the part of Gt. Britain, that would. seem hostile to 
France, might now be. viewed with suspicion and dislike 
by the people of England, the commercial and sOQial, and, 
in some degree, the political relations of the two countries 
being ·so intimate. ·. . . . · · 
· Count Miinster said that Prince Bismarck had foreseen this; 
that the alliance he contemplated would not be incompatible 
with cordial relations with France; t.Q.at their relations with 
France were of that description; and that .the Prince had 
reason ~o believe, that neither the present French Ministry, 
nor Gambetta and his friends, would commence a war of 
aggression against Germany; that any danger of that kind 

, could only , come from t~e ·old clerical and . monarchical 
- ·parties, and·. that France unqer any circumstances· would 

never stir if Gt. Britain and Germany were united. · 
-_The two -leading features of such co-operation would~ 

naturally be, to guard Germany from such aggression, and to 
support in the Levant, and the East generally, the policy and 
interests of England. · . . • - . 

The conversation had gone on now for an hour, when-the 
gong convenien~ly sounded for dinner. ' 

, 'After that the conversationwas resumed. Lord Beacons
field said, that he had always been, and still was, favorable ii} ' 
public affairs to the principle of an.alliance or good unde~-

, standing with Germany, but much depended on,the applica-' 
tion of that pri1i"ciple, and it. could not be satisfactorily 
carried into effect except with the Secretary of State. ;He 

· : should advise Count Munster to convey this his opinion t(! 
• 
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P. ·Bismarck, and ask his Highness's permission to place 
himself in personal communication- with Lord Salisbury. 

Ultimately Count Munster said he should write to Prince 
Bismarck to that effect; that it was too great and grave a 
business to be hurried; but that, probably, about the time 
Lord Salisbury had returned to England, Count Munster 
·would have received areply from the Chancellor.1 

The Queen in her reply took strongly the point which 
Beaconsfield had at once raised with Munster. - Bismarck 
should certainly, Her Majesty thought, not be entirely 
discouraged, ' but we must not alienate France. . . . ; 
If we ally ourselves with Germany and Austria, France 
might join with Russia and Italy, which would be very 
serious.' Salisbury was disposed to think that, in then 
existing circumstances, we should have to aid Austria 
if she were attacked by Russia, whether we were allied, 
or not, to the Central Powers. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

HuGHENDEN, Oct. 1, 1879.-. . . What B:'s game may 
exactly be, I venture not to say, but, no doubt, h~ is a man 
who, if he have cards in his hand, will play them. The 
question is, whether, at this moment; his game is not ours? 

There is a preponderant impression here, that the general 
policy of our Government may be good, but that we have been 
unskilful or unfortunate in managing its details, so that we 
have not adequately achieved our purpose. 

That purpose, in the mind of the country, is the maintenance 
of our Empire; ·and hostility to Russia. Notwithstanding 
the general depression, a fear of Russia, as the Power that will 
ultimately strike at the root of our Empire, is singularly 
prevalent, and is felt even by those, who do not publicly, or 
loudly, express it. I believe that an alliance between the 
three Powers in questiop., at this moment, might 'probably 
be hailed with something like enthusiasm by the country. 
It would explain many passages, that are now ambiguous or 
unsatisfactory. They would, then, be treated as parts of one 
coherent whole. I will not use the pqet's more ambitious 
epithet: I will leave that to the country. . 

The great difficulty, if we adopt this policy, is how to make 
1 Count Mii~ster's -v~rsion of this conversation, which differs markedly 

from Beaconsfield's, especially in attributing to the latter the first ment.ion of 
a.n 'alliance,' is published in German Diplomatic Documents, Vol. I., eli. 10. 
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it known. !;car-efully avoided usingtheword -' treaty ' in my 
. <io~nversation with M[tnster): Yet it might be wor-th consider
ing, whether some treatylJetween: the three Aliies, not formally --

· and avowedly for the great object/but with reference to some 
practical point,connected with it, might not be :expedient; 
but_ these matters are.too vast and intricate to write about, 
and we shall soon meet. . . . ' - • 

I would just observe, however:, that supposing I am wrong 
in my assumption as to the. effect of this- alliance 'on' the' 

· iinmediate opinion of ];ngland, 'and we retire from office, we 
_- shall retire as the representatives of a strong andintelligent 
,policy, arid .the advantage of ~his~ will' ·be felt by the Tory 
party hereafter. - . ·_ · •. - _· . - - - ·. -
. I think you would gain nothing .by pumping Waddington. 

_ We know what is in that wdl." Were it, otherwise, -worth 
while to do so, you. would -gam nothing ... -.France couid not, 
in reason, object ·t0 0ur· assisting Aust:da, if attacked by 
Russia; particularly: jf ,she re:ipember • the Tripartite 
Treaty. . . . _ - -. - . ' - · -

• Presumably Bismar-ck~was_ not satisfied with Beacons-
, field's friendly but ;indecisive attitude. -At_ any rate, 
Munster ·about. a fortnight later had.a general talk with 
Salisb1rry in the Foreign Office without_ making any 
reference to - the _ proposal . submitted - ~t · Hughenden. 
Beacons-field was determi~eJ:l, very l'ightly, to explore 
the situation, and urged Salisbur-y_· hims~lf to open the 
matter with Miinster. • ·/ -

To Lord Salisbury~ . -· 

HtrGHENDEN- MANoit, Oct . .14,'1879.___:__. What I would 
suggest for your consideration is,that you.~hould seeM. before 
his departure, and frankly·openo'n the whole·matter. · .. · 

Make any uiie·of my' name you like, and throw any blame 
upon me; wh. may be expedient, as to my· clumsiness- in the· 
negotiation. - -
· We gain nothing by reserve, as it seems to me. ! If Bism~rck 
sees;' which it is desirable.that .he sho)lld see, that it is our 

: determination; in the event of European complications, not 
to be neutral arid non-intedering, but to act, and to act with 
allies, he will fear, what he does atpresent, probably; a little 
fear; that we should ally ourselves with France-, and, 'it might 
he~ Russia·- t.oO. ··Aft-er:. h-e· lias .o·nqe-~ brok~n. _his mjil.d .to. ~u~S . !. • 

and: so 9onfident!ally as he has done; it is,our interest, I think,.· 
to fathom the affair. - ' o 

- ' . 
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From Lord Salisbury. 

Confidential, HATFIELD, Wednesday, Oct.l5, '79.-Miinster 
is here now, and I have had a long talk with him about our 
matter. , . . -

I stated to him our view-that Austria's position in Europe 
was a matter in which we took deep interest, and considered 
essential: that, if Russia attacked Germany ·and Austria, 
Germany might rely on our being on her side. I said, ' I 
suppose the service you would want of us would be to influence 
-France and Italy to observe neutrality.' He replied that 
was their object: that Metz and Strasburg made -them tolerably 
safe from all attack on the south part of the frontier; but :that 
they were open through Belgium, and they wished to feel 
confident that we should not tolerate an attack through 
Belgium. Of that, I said, he might feel confident; and I was 
pretty sure that we could prevent any French Government 
from joining Russia against him; but that he might rely on our 
goodwill and assistance in the contingency of an attack on 
Austria and Germany. 

It was all very much in the sense and tone of his conversa
tion with you: but it left the impression .on my mind that
since he had spoken to you there had been a slight change. of 
mind: and that B. is not so keen now as then .... 

Nothing flirther came from Berlin about the proposed 
triple alliance between Germany, Austria, and England, 
But on October 27 Karolyi, the Austrian Ambassador,. 
announced to Salisbury the- conclusion of the famous 
Austro-German Alliance, without any allusion to the 
possibility of including England as a third party. The 
memorandum which Salisbury drew up for the Queen 
shows the manner in which this covenant was originally 
represented by its framers. ' 

/ Lord Salisbury to Queen Victoria: 

Memorandum of interview on October 27, 1879, between Lora 
Salisbury and Count Karolyi. 

M ostSecret. The Austrian Ambassador formally announced 
to-day (though under pledge of the strictest secrecy) a defensive 
alliance between Germany and Austria. He said that _its 
object was purely the maintenance of the general peace and of 
the state of things tJStablished by the Berlin Treaty. It had 
been proposed by Prince Bismarck to Count Andrassy: the ' 
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Prince having become 'frightened' by the attitude of the 
Russian Government. .The two Empires. had agreed that 
for the little matters which 'still remained to· be executed by 
the 'Berlin Treaty (chiefly questions of delimitation) they 
would observe a most conciliatory attitude, so long as Russia 
did the same: but if on them, or for any· other causes, R_rissia 
were to attack eith~Ir Empire, they had agreed to treat it as 
an attack on both of them .. · He·insisted that it was an alliance 

. having for its object themaintenance ·of pe_a<:Je and 'the status 
quo: that Austria having obt!tined Bosnia'was satisfied and 
entertained no projects qf convoitise .: that if Turkey were to 
fall,ari event which he did not affect to regard as ver:fdistaht, 
Austria would neither desire to take her place, nor would 

·suffer Russia to ··do so; but -~ould do,her· best to strengthen 
the 'little .States,' and. the ·actual inhabitants, whoever 
they were, in their .resistance to inyasion. He concluded by 
saying that this communication had been made. to England 
,only; and that the twoE:inpires eiunestly hoped that it would 
be a gratifying one to yoiu' Majesty's Government; .. 

Lord Salisbury replied that the . intelligence' would be 
i-f)ceived by your Majesty aJ1d the O!tbinet with great gratifi-' 

' catiori as they would see in it a 'pledge for European peace. 
He expressed. a confidenqe· that; if in the 'lapse of years the 
Turkish Empire should fall, the di:fficu~t questimis ari~ing .out 

·of that result would be settled only after anintimate consulta
tion between the three Powers, and he asked whether the 
-agreell?.ent was a written one. To this question Count Karolyi 

. ~mild give no direct _answer: but only said that it was a 
'serious engagement,' and if the eventsit provided against 
took place, it would be followed by acts. . .. ·. . . · · 

He ·said· that the German Emperor had been brought to 
approve of it with gr~at •difficulty and only after great 
pressure from Prince Bismarck, He cono.lude9. by repeating · 

. his exhol'tations to sec.reoy. . . . 

.·Probably the ,. great, gratification ' which Salisbury 
. expressed to Karolyi at the mceipt. of th~ news, and his . 
public description of the mere rumour of' it _as 'glad · 
tidings· of great joy,' gave Bismarck all he·wished. ·. ' The 
German Empire in alliance With Austria/ Bismarck wrote 
-to the ~ng of Bavaria, 'would not liwk,the suppo_rt of 
England.; 1 · ·He had fou:t;.d it difficl}lt ~nough ~o obtain 
the consent .. of his •pro-Rus_sian' ma~ter, the German 

. . . ~ 

1 See Grant Ro9ertson's Bismarck, 'p. 346; 

'-·· :-· 
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Emperor, tO the Austrian treaty; he would have encoun" 
tered~stl.ll more opposition from him to the inclusion of 
England' in it. Moreover, so long as England, at that 
time Rlli;sia's principal antagonist on the stage of the 
worl~, w?-s. omitted from the treaty, there was room·for 
that 'reinsurance ' with Russia ·which he always kept 
before his mind as desirable. · 

Bismarck's omission to prosecute his overture relieved 
the Cabin~t from a difficulty. Both- the Queen an·d 
Northcote, who was at this period Minister in attendance 
at Balmoral, felt very strongly the danger of alienating 
France. Her Majesty feared, she wrote, that Bismarck's 
proposal wa!'fmeant ' to paralyse France as much as against 
Russia; and that we may be drawn into a trap.' Even 
Beaconsfield, ·,though he considered that danger to be 
over-estimated, held that it was not unfortunate that the 
affair should nave ended without forfeiting the sympathy 
either of the Central Powers or of France. 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, Nov. 5, 1879.-Lord Beaconsfield ... 
duly received the letter of the Chancellor of the Exchequer e:X:" 
pressing yr. Majesty's views on the .. subject of the alliance 
with Austria and Germany. . ·. . 

Whe11 Count Munster left Hughenden, it was with the inten
tion of communicating to Prince Bismarck the result of his 
conference with Lord Beaconsfield, and ro ask the Prince's 
~uthority ro speak on the subject to Lord Salisbury. Count 
Munster then calculated that he should receive an answer 
from Prince Bismarck in about a week or ten days .. Whether 
the Prince was. disappointed by the reserve shown on the _ 
general subject by Lord Beaconsfield, or was offended by · 
Lord Beaconsfield insisting on immediate communication of 
the propo,sal to· yr. Majesty and the Secretary of State, or 
whether some sudden change had taken place in the circum" 
stances at Berlin, or whether Count Munster blundered from 
the first, or whatever the cause, the fact remains, that P. 
·Bismarck never wrote to Count Miinster and has never 
subsequently written to him, nor· has the Prince seen Count 
Miinster during his last visit to Germany; in fact, the Prince 
declined to see him. The secret note from Count Andrassy 

_was a communication from Austria, not from Germany, and, 
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thoughCountMiiinster,·on Monaay l~s't, read a similar i::wte_to 
Lord ~alisbuJ:yf/ the two. ideriti~al ~otes only an:nounced 'a 
defensive alhance between Austria and Germany, In no .. >/ense 
inviting,' or soliJSiting, the adhesion of England; • . . 

. ) This is !til VeJY strange, but, in Lord Beaconsfield's opinion, 
by no means lunfortunate .. It would have been a drfficult, 
ap.d''even dangerous, affair. to :have. altogetper rejectea the 
cbntemplatedrtalliance; and, although from the i-nterviews' of . 
M. W addingtffn and Lord Salisbury at Dieppe, an estrangement .. 
from Francelfwould not. have, necessarily, occurred, still it . 
would have //been an event, wh,ich. migh.t have chilled the · 
reciproca.l fer~lings of yr. Majesty?s Government and that of 
Paris. At rfr.esent yr. Majesty is as free as air, and that, too, ·- . 
without s.h,t}wing any want of sympathy :with the .A.ustro- · 
German vu~.ws.1 . , . · · . . . . . 
· -An hourifwas occupied [at the ·cabinet yesterday] ih dis-. 
cussing th:e question of .dissolution: . With one excepti<m, 
ever}:' Mi~{ster was in. ~a your 9f postponing the dissolution; 
provided i•lO new tax were proposed. The Chancellor of the 
Exchequer observed silence, whicp Lord Beaconsfield will npt 
·describe Its-ominous'. All, however, depends on his decision. , 
If he :wfiU only do what Mr. Pitt did-what a humbler ~ 
man,. Ldtd Beaconsfield, did. in 1858-and not attempt an 
artificial1sinking fund in the teeth-of new taxes, all would be 

. right. ~rhe best way; however, with Sir Stafford is notto press . 
him pri;maturely .. He will have good advice from niany 
quarter~, and Lord Beaconsfield thinks will feel the impro
prietJ:f1bf; h~vyin~ fresh. taxa~ion, when the industr:y of the 

· countqt IS only JUSt recovermg from alniost unprecedented 
depres'sion... ·. . . .. ·. . . ' .. . . . : e > 

.,. ... :Th~YCabtnet meets again to-day, the subject, Ireland. :_·· . . : .. . '· If"' .. ~ . . . . .. 
· . · .' >it},~as:,. :rio 'd.oubt, with ~ecollections of this overt{n.e 

· · fronliBism~rbk:in his mind,. that Beaconsfield vindicated,·· 
.. :-.)n .it_il~::-~o~t::::~t~iking pas~age of his Guildhall speech; 
. ~··) ~_ngfan~·~" pl~c~. aa::~ hjgh responsibility in the councils 
·.·::of Burope:. , · · ~ •. -. . . -. 
···. '. ' ... :j_.,:.Ji,' ~- ·.:·-,.~···~<·· ':>- ~· .""; ~-·· .. ·'::··~ __ , .. ~ -

/ . . · ::I,r_as~u~ing 'tha£j>~aoe wilL be maintained, I assume also 
. 'o'·~t:hlit :~·ojqre~y,:Powei;/w.ould_ shrink from .. , its respo~sibilit~es. 
,_·., ·-If;;ifhe.re~b~ !\·country; f_or example, .one of the most extensiv~ · 
··:~ 1'irf,l ·-::,v,e,a;l~h·~e~~;::Of;:empires i_ibtbe ~orl_d7"if that coun~l:'y,,· 
.:· fr!>Jll;' a~_p{)rY!'Jl'~.t I!lterpretation of Its m·sular geographical· 

,~ ... · ·-.Pd.siti0ti;·'>~ur:-~$;j~~· j~d~fferent, ~~~-·to .the~ ~eeliriO'S and tile 
~ f§,rt,up~s.Of Qo~tinental Europe, such a course \Vould, 1 believe; 

, , 'f' }i,;L . ., ".' . • . . . /b;:,,_ .'' ..;, . ~~-"~' )Ye are well out of it' wrote the Quoon in reply. 
!1' . ~ • -

:.'!} ' ' 
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only end in its becoming an object of generalplunder. So 
long as the power and advice of Eng>land are felt in the councils 
of Europe, peace, I believe, will be maintained, and maintained 
for .a long period. Without their presence, war, as has hap
pened before, and l;oo frequent.ly of late, seems to me to be 
inevitable .. I speak. on. this subject with confidence to the 
citizens of London, because I know that' they are men who are 
not ashamed of the Empire which their ancestors. created; 
because I Iuiow that they are not ashamed of the noblest of 
human sentimen.ts, now decried by philosophers-the senti
m~nt of patriotism; because I know they will not be beguiled 
into believing that in maintaining their Empire they may 
forfeit their liberties. One of the greatest of Romans,. 
when asked what were his politics, replied, Imperium. et 
Libertas. That would not make a .bad programme for a 
British Ministry. It is one from which Her Majesty's advisers 
do not shrink. . 

In this speech Beaconsfield had ~the satisfaction of 
being able to congratulate the City on the signs of a 
revival in trade, after a depression ·which had lasted 
nearly as long as his Government. With his customary 
shrewdness he singled out for notice, ' as significant of .the 
general prosperity of commerce,' the manufacture of 
chemicals, an industry which, he ~aid, was then so active 
that it was difilcult to execute the 'orders which were 
pouring in. -The laughter and scorn, .with which contem- · 
porary critics greeted this selection' of an apparently 
obscure trade as typical, appear very foolish now, when 
chemists and chemistry are univers11lly ·recognised as 
dominating manufacture. · · 

But, though Beaconsfield could point to a revival of 
commerce, he flaid nothing, as ther~ was no cheering 
news to give, about agriculture, an industry which touched 
him more nearly. T. E. Kebbel has truly said that the 
landed inter~st of England was, to the day of Beacons
field's death, 'the object of his devotion; and on it he 
constantly maintained that the greatn~ss of England had 
been reared.' What was its condition, now ~ ' No o;ne,' 
he had said in Parliament in the spring of this year,1 

' can deny that the depression of the a$J'icultural interest 
1 March28. 
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.is. (3XCes~ive.; Tho~gh_ ( can':te.call_ seve"ralperiods_<of 
'su.fferirig, none of them hav~ eve:{:equitlled the present 
in'its inten~~ness .. : . The' remarkable featlire of the 

_ present agricultural· depress.ion is this-that ·the· agri~~ 
t_ural interest is suffering from a succession of bad harvests;~ ' 

•and that these bad harvests are ac<:Jompaniedfor the f¥'st 
time by extremely low prices. . -. ; In old days; when· 
we- had a bad harvest; we had also the somewhat dismal 
cbmp~nsation of higher prlces. · That is not the conditi,9~ 

--- ofthe present; on the contrary the harvests are bad, and 
. the prices are lower. ' · This was because of the foreign 
, competition which was the inevitable result· of Peel's 
actio11 in- 1846... 'The itiimehs~ impo'rtations of foreign 

. ·agricultural produce have ,been vastly in.excess of what 
- the jncreased demands of our population actuaJlyrequire. 
And that is why such l9w price!3 are maintained.' 
· There _had consequently arisen· _from · the _ agricultilral 

,·interest loud demands for the removal of the burdens on·' 
real· property, for· reciprocity, and finally for full-blown 
Protection; and landlords and farmers naturally quoted in 
favour of these policies what B~aconsfield called in·the. 't::l 
House of Lords 'speeches which I mys'elf'made,'in ~nother 
place, and in another generatio:p., ':'musty phrases of mine 
forty years ago.' In two speecliesinParliament, on March_ 
28: and April 29, Beaconsfield. explained why none of the 
sugg~sted: remedies ·coUld now l.Je adopted. The . first 

· policy, the relief of the· burdens on real property> had 
largely been carried out under his own Government: the 
rates had been reliev8d of pauper lunatic_s, registration, 
police, and:prisons .. -No, serious relief- for land coUld be 
obtai~ed from further.;readjustment. · As for reciprocity, 
when he himself advocated it, there were elements on, 
which treaties oLreciprocity _coUld be negotiated. Now 
there were none. - ' - - · 1"'' 

. ... . - .., _.~, . ·. ·, . . ... :.· :' ·~ ~ "-l~"fr·:·· 
- At that time, a:Itho~gh the great changes of Sir RobertPe~} :_ 

had tak,en: place; there w~re 168 articles in the ·tariff 'wli,l~.li""'· 
were materials by which you could have''negotiated; if t.~'at_' 
was 'a wise and desirable.' policy, commercial treaties'' pf' . 
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reciprocity. What is the number you now have in the tariff? 
Twenty-two. Those who talk. of negotiating treaties of 
reciprocity-have they the materials for negotiating treaties 
of reciprocity? You have lost the opportunity. I ·do not 
want to renter into the argument, at the present moment, 
whether this was wise or not; hut the policy which was long 
ago abandoned you cannot resume. 

Reciprocity, whatever its merits, was dead. England 
had lost the power of building up a reciprocal system of 
commercial treaties. 

Still less could geiieral Protection oe resumed. A whole 
session had been devoted to the discussion before the 
Corn Laws were repealed. The distress which followed 
repeal kept the controversy alive for several years, but 
all efforts to obtain from the constituencies a verdict in 
favour of the reversal of the policy of 1846 failed. ' Under 
these circumstances it was impossible· for public men, 
whatever might have been their opinions upon these great 
commercial questions when these important changes were 
first introduced, to have had an open conproversy for a 
quarter of a centirry. The Government of the country 

. could not have been carried· on. It was necessary to bow 
. to the decision of Parliament and the country, expressed 

by its representatives in both Houses, and ultimately 
by an appeal to the whole nation itself.' In other words, 
Protection, like reciprocity, was, for the Victorian epoch, 
dead; and practical statesmen would not waste time in 
discussing its virtues. But it must be supposed that 
Beaconsfield was still of opinion that Protection, if 
practicable, would have been the only policy to r.estore 

· the landed interest, as he appeared to be bankrupt of 
other ideas on the question. · He certainly propounded
no remedy of his own for the woeful state of agricultu~e, 
except a·vague reliance upon' the energy of this country.' 
He was' not disposed in April even to grant a Royal 
Commission, but subsequent debates in the House of 

. Commons caused ·him to change his mind, and such a 
' Commission was appointed at the end of the session under 

the chairmanship of the Duke of Richmond. 
~ . « 
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· As the Tory leader -had no specific, the Radicals were 
the more emboldened to press for revi~?ion of the land laws 
i~ the direction of elir¢nating landowners and setting up 
peasant proprietors in· their. _place. -Aild even the \i\rhig 
Hartington said that, -if Mr. Chaplin and his fri~nds had 
made out their, case, . the land system of England had 
broken down-that unique systpm under which 'the 
cultivation of the soil is carried on by a class of nien 
who are not the owners of the soil, and who are not the 
actual cultivators of the soil.' Beaoonsfield at onoe rallied 
to th~.defence of that ordered. ~cheme of country life,· 
landlord, farmer, and labourer, which 'he admired:. and . 
evolved a not~worthy theory about the three . profits 
necessarily derived· from the land. -This he propounded 
to the world in his speech at the _Mansion House at the 
close of the session; -·Here is the cruCial passage. 

Look at the peasant proprietor. ihe peasant buys a farm, 
ten, fifteen; or twenty acres, and pays for it out of his earnings 

. previously in-vllsted.iil the public funds of his country, or, 
·as is often the case; with.money borrowed-from a banker in 
his neighbourhood .. The int~rest paid to the banker, or that 
which represents what the peasant derived from his previous 
investment, is ·the-first income of the soil, and may be· said to _ 
represent rent. Then the peasant proprietor has. to stock 
his farm and to-supply' the machinery which is to_ cultivate· 

·the soil. He has to b_uy, if not a plough, many spades, barrows; 
and ·other instruments; he has to build a cart, purcllase 
a horse, whose manure is necessa:ry for the due cultivation of . 
the soil; he has to:raise some building, liowever modest; a 
barn, at least ·a shed. All this floatiitg capital and its wear 
and tear demand and receive the second income from the 
soil, and represent ~lie farmer's return. Having purchased 
his farm and then· ·~tocked it, the peasant proprietor; and 
probably his sons, proceed to cultivate the soil, and during 
their labours they must be fed and clothed, and nurtured and 
lodged, and that is an income which in this country we should 
call wages. But it is the third income which . the land is 

. obliged to produce under the tenure of peasant proprietorship .. 
I wish it then to be impressed on the sense of this natioil'that ..; 
the three income!'l which land must, under ·any circumstances; -~ 
prQduce are in England distributed-among three classes,_and ri 
on the land wh~re p~asant proprietor~hip prevails they.are •1 

. . . ~ 

./ 
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devoted only to one class. The number and variety of classes 
in England dependent on land are sources of our strength.
They have given us the proprietors of the soil, the constructors 
of our liberty in a great degree, and the best security for local 
government; they have given us the farmers, who cultivate 
and improve their estates, and lastly the agricultural peasant, 
whose lot is deplored by those not acquainted with it, but who 
has during the last forty years made more continuous progre11s 
than any other class in Her Majesty's dominions. 

Beaconsfield developed this ingenious, if somewhat' 
fanciful, theme in a long speech which he made on Sep
tember 18, after his frequent autumnal custom, to his 
county Agricultural Association · at Aylesbury. The 
occa.sion weighed heavily ,on him in prospect, as he told 
Lady. Bradford on September 2: 'I have ·another 
affair hanging over me, which horribly distresses. and 
depresses. me; to be Pres.ident, in about a fortnight, of 
the Royal Bucks. Agricultural Association; at all times 
a painful effort, l;mt at this moment, so critical in the 
agricultural .world,_ entailing on me more thought and 
labor than if I had to bring forward a. great measure in 
Parliament.' He would not admit, he said, that the 
agricultural sys.tem of England had broken down. There 
was distress, but not decadence. He maintained that 
the distribution of the three profits from the land gave us 
three valuable classes on the land instead of one; and 
quoted statistics. to show that production per acre _in 
England under the triple system was double that of France 
under the system of peas.ant proprietors. He discussed 
the uncertain conditions of transatlantic competition 
with a view of discouraging precipitate action; at home, 
moreover, bad harvests would before long be replaced by 
good ones. But' there was ample reason for rent reduction 
by landlords, who he was sure would be ready to stand by 
their farmers. Then full use should be made of his own 
Agricultural Holdings Act, which secured comp~nsation 
to the farmer for unexhausted improvements. Finally 
he bade his country hearers beware of 'Cockney agitators 
sent out by the party which always viewed the agricul-
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·tural illtEm3st witli hostility. 'But a year.ago, they were 
setting the agricultural labour'ers · against the farmers; 
now they are att_empting to set the farmers against the 
landlords.' : -These men' were opposed to our ' free and 
aristocratic go_vernment. You may get rid of that 
government', gentlemen'; but if. you do you will have 
either a de'spotism that e:p.ds in demo_cracy, or a democracy 
that endsindespotism.'· · · . 

Patience, liberal redu'Ctioils of rent, compensation for 
tenants' unexhausted improvements.._these constituted 
Beaconsfield's-prescr1ption for the immediate trouble: He 

, had manifested his own belief'in the future of agricultural 
property by •adding at this season to· his. Hughen,den 
estate~; but his letters show the straits to., which his friends 
among· the big landiords were driven. '·· · 

. . · To Lady Br~df~rd. . . , 
· ;io, DoVfNING,.STREET; Oct. 7_.-..:.:..r hope you ·have won the 
race,l wh. 'is possible, as· they say 'everybody has his turn,' 
tho' I have heard the apophthegm in coarser tongue. · 

They say now, h~wever, as the consequence of the landed 
. break-up; ~hat ·there are to be no more turf, and no :more 
London seasons. All our friends have shut ,up their houses, 
or are to do so. It will be an excuse for soniei who ought to 
have done so under any circumstances·, . . . . 

There is rio doubt of one; Burghley! But this, I think, 
must be her ladyship's temper as.•much as his l[ordshi)p's 
ruin. A good • many more were. mentioned· at the Council 
yesterday, but. I have forgotten· them, so I hope they may 
not be trne .. , ' ' .• , .. ' ·. ': ; . ' . 
i To my surprise; h~w[eve]r; your friimd Duke of R[ichmond] 
and G[ordon], who throughout has ~been quite sceptical of 
smash, announced that his.news, from Sussex, was the verv 

. worst~ .~nd_that his men, with leases, were throwing up·! 
I am sorry for the country; still more for him, whom I like. ; . 
For myself; .I could live in a garret pl'ovided it was well white~ 
washed, and very cleart. · ., · '··· - · · · · 
. I came up yest,erday early to see S[alisbury], a very long con

ference, and then,Cab., still longer~a:p.d now 1 am returning, 
in,JO.ri:lins., to H[ughendenJ with[ou]t any news from Cabul. 
It looks as if there had been, or rather was, a battle, for they 
inay b'Ei.still fighting: So much the better. . . . '\ · ·''' i~~-
. ll ·The~Ces~r~wi1ich, ~hlch was wo~ b:i Lord Bi'adford's horse; ~lp~end'Kie~"' 

"~ -. -~-
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HuGHENDEN MANOR, Oct. 9.-I smelt gunpowder in my 
last letter, and it has come.l I wish Rob(lrts had more force. 
It is clear that, from the first, we have suffered from want of 
transport, and, tho' there are troops eno', they are still at too 
great a distance. 

However, I will only think of yr. own victory, which is 
very triumphant .. I wrote a line of congratulation to Bradford 
yesterday, who, being Master of"the Horse, deserves to win. 
My household is much ·excited by the event. I suspect B.'s 
valet must have 'put them on.' I fear they are all on the 
turf-even Mr. Baum. ' 

The peacooks are ·beginning to get proud again, their tails 
developing as the leaves fall. .. 

The Ayles bury and, Guildhall speeches were Beacons- · 
field's only contributions to the oratory of the autumn. 
But in view of the fact that the Parliament had completed 
six out . of a possible seven sessions and that therefore 
dissolution could not be far distant, the outpouring this 
year was immense on both sides. All other efforts, 
however, paled, beside Gladstone's Midlothian' pilgrimage 
of passion,' with its herculean programme, its undiscrimin
ating denunciation of the Beaconsfield Government and 

. all their works, its arrogant claim to be fighting the battle 
o(' justice; humanity, freedom, law' 2 against the powers 
of darkness; This outburst, which occupied the last 
week of November and the first week of December, did 
not disturb Beaconsfield's autumn routine of incessant 
work atHughenden andinLondon, varied by an occasional 
visit for a day or two to friends. At the close of Glad~ 
stone's campaign he wrote to Cranbrook: 'It certainly 
is a relief that this drenching rhetoric has at length ceased; 
but I have never read a word of it. Satis eloquentiw, 
sapientiw parum.' 

To Lady Bradford. 

HATFIELD HousE, Nov. 1.-: .. I believe the only founda
tion for the sudden surmise of a dissolution was Willie Dyke 
paying his annual visit to Hughenden, and Charley Oarington, 

1 The Battle of Charasiab. 
2 Quoted from Giadstone's Diary for Deeember 28, 1879. Morley's 

Gladstone, Book 'XII., ch. 6. 
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that genius, immediately telegraphing to -Sir Wm. Harcourt 
that all was arranged, and dissolution instant.- I have heard 
no single valid reason why a loyaJ Parliament shd. he sub· -
mitted to such an injury and insult as a reward for their 
faithful services and support. . . . _ · · 

lO,Do-wNtN_G STREET, Nov. 5.-Asyou say, a heavy; a very 
heavy week._ I'd·beverygladwere it as short as that. Cabs~ 
every day; ·I have just co:rne up fromthe Cabt. and was told 
that poor Schou[valoff], who called on me yesterday to s~;ty 
farewell,. was waiting for me in the reception room. He is 
recalled, and alaf! not to be Minister or anything: his successor 
P'rince Loba:i:toff .. -. . · 

This is incoher,!'Jiit; as. Schou. said, 'You are breathless and 
exhausted with your Cabinet; so I will be short.' 

Nov .. 9.-: .. The City 'dinner to-morrow is always an 
exhausting affair, and I am sorry to say I am not free from 
my old foe. It always attacks me about this time; and after 
two months of health, I began to think- l was immortal.· I 
feel very much' the reverse _at this moment~ .. _ •. 

To Anne Lady Ghesterfilt<P.. 

lO,DoWNING S~EET, Nov~ 13,'79·.-I am very sorry abou:t 
your dog. I have a collie of Monty's standing on his hind 
legs, and begging to be noticed, by me at this very moment. 
His shaggy coat is beautiful in te:xture andcolor, and his eyes 
like precious stones, yet full of intelligence and humanity:
a m:ost sensible arid agreeable eompanion. But theri they die 
too·soon, and; in their youth, are apt to meE)t mischances like 
yo:urs. _ Distemper is a_ terribl~ mystery, I ~:!ad a collie once, 
who suffered· terribly,but I saved his life by frequent, but very 
slight, doses of pmt wine; recommended by a vet. at Beacons-
field. · . · ' · 

The dinner at the Guildhall was very successful. It was 
the most crowded banquet that Gog and Magog ever looked 
downupon. . . . · 

To Lady. Bradford. 

10, DoWNINGSTREE.T, Nov. 16, '79.-... We seem to be in 
for a premature hard black frost, and I cannot venture out, 
but I am pretty well... . . · 

Of' course, you know. they expelled Labouchere ~rom the 
_ B[eef]ste~k Club. I 'doubt the justic~_ of the Commi_tteE) and 
their f-iie:rids in this particular instance, but they did rightly_ 
in seizing an occasion to show the disgust of society • at· th~e 
originator of what are called 's0ciety 1 papers, There is no 

- excuse for I,.abouchere. B_otn with, or to, eve_ry advantage, 
good abilities, large ~ortune, first-rate education; a member .. 
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of an illustrious profession, and, while quite young, member 
for the metrop. county, he sacrifices England for Bohemia, 
and lives with bravoes and ruffians, whose natural business 
it is to poison society. : . . 

Nov. 24.----I am writing to you by candlelight, and so it has 
been for these days past; with no change, except to-day, they 
say, there is a dreary thaw, and that the hard black frost has 
gone, or is going. . . . · · . · 

Schou. luncheoned here, I think on :Friday. • • • I have 
succeeded in getting him his farewell audience for Thursday 
next, for wh. he seems greatly obliged to me. I hope the 
Queen may invite him to dine. After ~ll, he is the only 
Russian who at least pretends to be our friend, and his disgrace 
at his· own Court is attributable to his supposed friendliness 
to this country. Really it means his friendship to peace and 

·common sense, neither of wh. are popular at St. Petersburg. 
I offered Henry Lennox the Deputy Governorship of the 

New Forest, wh. half the world is candidate for. All my 
colleagues, to whoin I broke my intention, protested against 
my madness in so doing. Will you believe it, that Henry 
declined the post, and also, if it became vacant, a Commission
ership of Customs, wh. he understood I was reserving for him. 
He will not leave the House of Commons, or take anything 
but a high post: he absolutely intimated the Cabinet ! ! 
Don't say anything about this .... 

Nov. 26.-I am now going to have my audience at Windsor 
-at ! past two, tho' our Sovereign does not ariive until 
betn. 9 and 10 this morning! What nerve! what muscle! 
what energy ! 'Her Minister ·is very deficient in all three. 
The fogs and frosts of this harsh November have terribly 
knocked me down. . . . 

HUGHENDENMANo.R,Nov.28.-.•• Youarequiteright. I 
have not read a single line of all this row,l but Monty has told 
me something, and has promised me to make notes, in case 
it fall to my lot to notice his wearisome rhetoric. What a 
waste of powder and shot ! Because all this was planned on 
the wild assumption, that Parlt. was going to be dissolved, 
whereas, as Sir George Bowyer, apparently from authority, 
has just informed the world, Parlt. will probably not b.e 
dissolved till'the year after next. . . . Monty is of great use 
to me, and therefore goes off to-morrow ! Such is life .. • .. 

Nov. 29.-... I have had not a moment to look at the 
papers to-day, save glancing at The Times: most amused 
at their quoting my description of the oratory of the Impetuous 
Hypocrite, wh., when it was first uttered, they disapproved 1. 

l GladstoM's Midlothian campaign. 
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Dec. L-. ; . There is . a. Cabinet on W ednesd~y. . . . 
Awful to go up, and return, in this drea4ful weather; the snow 
now falling· fast, anq the frost continuing. . . . . 1 

. · Poor Roeliuck gone ! His Privy Councillorship made his 
last hours tranquil, if not content, Never was such an un
s'U:ccessful. career except poor· Jos-eph· Hume's, who, tho' he 
was perpetually making, or saving, Ministries, was not even 
·made.a P, Councillor. I was more generous.· · 

·.Dec. 8.-Your letters are mqst agreeable to me, and tho' 
they are not a compen.Sation for yr. society at Crichel, wh. I 
shall'probably never see again, they are a solace. · 

My . visits there, and· at most places, ·are rather artificial. . 
r always feel there is nothing in co~mon between me and the. 
other guests, and tho' in theory we are living; when you are 

. ai guest, under:the saineroof, iii practice our companionship 
is very slight;. A forced walk inthe morning at a disagreeable 
hour, always·necessarily short, and then come carriages, in wh. 
I never enter, and wh, you always do--and must always do-
and I am alone, while you are luncheoning with sporting heroes. 
I think, therefore, I shall never leave my own roof again: no 

·one .can be offended, for, unless th'ere is a change, wh. it is 
difficult to foresee,~I have told the Faery the same thing, 
arid will not go now ·even to Windsor, tho' I believe from the 

. top of my highest hill the Castle is in· sight. .· . . 
I read a despatch yesterday from Odo Russ[ ell], very curious: 

n'Ot a·private letter• toLd. S[alisbury], but a regular despatch, 
' very confiden_!;ial.' It gives an account of a very confidential 
conversation witli . Cte. St. Vanier, the French Ambassador 
at Berlin, as to his recent visit to Bismarck at Varzin. 
··He found the great inan in .tnuch ·better health than the 

newspapers report, 'r·eading over again all Lord B~aconsfield's 
novels.' · He told St. Vallier that a first~rate work of fiction 
wat{ the orily thing that gave him distraction; that riding, 
shooting; farming; planting,' and hunting, even wolves and 
Mld b'oars, he still was thinking of politics; but with. a fine. 
novel, he was quite lost. . . · 

He said ·he had never ·written works o(fiction, because he 
- cd. not do t"'o things"at the same time; that all the creative 

-power that he had; he gave to politics, otherwise he shd: 
probably. write ·novels; and he saiu a good deal more. He 
was very frank and satisfactory, aocording_ to St. Vallier, as to 
general politics.'· · ·· . · 

What Bismarck· says as t? writing fiction is perfectly 
true.· .I'h!tve_told you the same thirig. I never cd: do two 
things at the•same time; at least 2 wh. required the creative 
power. · . . · . , .. · . . . · · · · 

When I was made Leader of the Opposition, r was obliged 
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to leave off writing; from Tancred, my last then, to Lothair 
23 years, and from Loth. nine years, being a Minister. 

Dec. 17.-... Visit to the Faery very agreeable. It was a 
perpetual audience, and, at last, daughters tapped at the 
door at! to 9 before dinner to break up the charming flow .... 

Once more Beaconsfield spent a solitary Christmas 
at Hughenden, waiting for news of Roberts, whom a· 
sudden rising of the tribes had beleaguered at Sherplir, 
near Cabul. He was not well. ' The fact is,' he told 
Lady Bradford, 'I have scarcely been out of the house 
for six weeks, in order to savemy chest, and have knocked 
up one's nervous system a little in consequence.' Happily 
his anxiety was relieved by Indian telegrams on Decem
ber 28. 'I believe;' he told his friend, 'the smash of the 
enemy is complete, nor do I think they will again rally .. 
I expect to meet Parliament, both as regards Asia and 
Africa, with a clean bill of health.' Accordingly he began 
the new year in fair spirits and; he told the Queen, in 
better health owing to the quiet life which he had led. 

To Lady· Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANoR, Jan. l, '80.-I hate anniversaries as 
much as you do: but you wd. be amused with the various 
'kind wishes' I have received this morning. I won't dwell 
on Sandringham, or Bruxelles, tho' one was a Princess, and 
the other a Queen, but I think you would be diverted by one 
from the Prince of Bagdad, my ' devoted, tho' distant, ad
mirer.' I remember him in this country, when he made one 
of those civilising visits the Orientals are fond of. 

Osborne has sent me, as an etrenne, a most beautiful book,· 
-so rich in illustrations of the Teutonic, Italian, and English 
schools of art that, I am sure, it will occupy and delight you 
on your next visit here. 

Our news is very good this morning from the seat of war. 
Baker has returned from a successful expedition, and the 
ascertained loss of the !'lnemy on the 23-4 was 3,000: ours not 
half 300. There has been nothing like it in point of numbers 
since Agincourt, 

After the visit of the Prince of Wales to Hughenden, 
Beaconsfield went up to town to prepare for the opening 
of Parliament, and, in · spite of his indifferent health, 

u.' 44* 
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resumed his practice of dining out._ Perhaps as the 
result, he was once more confiried to his room by illness 
--'-a misfortune which_ he shared.;with Salisbury and other 
important-colleagues: · · 

To Lady Bradford. 

10, DOWNING ST., Jan. 19.-As you haye seen, business 
is very pressing: Cabinets every day since I came·-up, and we 
only do not meet)n the morp.ing, because the expected-~ndian 

-mail has not yet arrived. . . . I dined 'On' Saturday at 
Gloucester Hous~a royal P~trty, but .very agre·eable, and a 
first-rate dinner, wh. even Prin_<le Hal, very curious in such 
·matters, noticed with much. praise. The Tecks were there: 
Princess Louise to whom the dinner was given. . . . 

Yesterday I dined at Staffo:r;d House: a dinner also given 
to Pss. L[ouise]-a farewell~one, as she departsl on Wedy .... 
P. Hal was there, but no other royalties, but a miscellaneous 
and an msthetical crew, to interest and amuse the Queen of 
Canada. . . . . ' · - . 

Jan .. 23.-... I have ·not been out since Monday, and 
been obliged to ask Dr. Kidd to call on. me, which is a bore. 

<&?The ,vorst is that Salisbury has knocked up; and in the very 
heat ap.d crisis of affairs, with daily Cabinets, Queen's Speeches 
and new Russian· Ambassadors, is ordered aot to attend to -
business; a feverish attack, which always frightens one ... .
Don't say .anything to the woi'Jd about Salisbury, as the 
enemy will triumph .... 

Jan. 25 . ...,-;-... Lady Salisbury writes a better acc[oun]t of 
her husband. The fever much diminished,, and~nearly gone, 
but very weak. We have a Cab._to~morrow, the second he 
cannot attend, at a time, too, when I most want him. 

-(-In pencil). Thursday [Jan. 29].---I am unable to move; 
Salisbury is confined to his room at Hatfield, and niust do no 
work; the Ld. Chancellor, attacked by asthma for the first 
time, was so frightened_ that he rushed to Bournemouth, where 
he found the fog blacker than here; the Chr. of the Exchequer 
is in bed with influenza; Sandon is at Liverpool ;Z~where John 
Manners' broken bones are I hardly know. But if there had 
been a Cabinet to-day; six wd. have been absent .... 
· Feb: 5.~ ... I was obliged to give up any share in the 
ceremony ,s wh. with· the dinner. of yesterday and the debate 
of this evening was beyond my_ physical powers. ·so the 

·t For Canada. . . 
2 Where there was a by-election iii progress. 
3 _·.Of the opening of Parliament by the Queen: 

.. 
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sword of state was c.arried by yr. friend the Duke of R. and G., 
and the D. of :Northumberland was consoled by [? for] his 
never having anything to do, by bearing the Crown-rather 
a weighty and difficult office .... · . · 

I hope to be in my place in H. of L. in two hours' time, but 
I have not yet put on a boot, and am as shaky as a inan can 
be, who has been shut up for two weeks. 

Feb. 6.-. . . I had great difficulty in speaking last night, 
and what I did say I said very badly. . . . • 

Altogether an ill-ornened beginning for the final session 
of the 1874 Parliament. 
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CHAPTER XIV.· .· 

DISSOLUTION 'AND DEFE.A,T. 

1880. 

Wheri.Minist~rs met Parliam~nt, they had <iome.to no 
conclusion as to the date of dissolution. The ~boice lay 
between the spring and the autuinn; and their disposition, 
in which their 'chief concurred, was on the whole to allow 
the Parliament to r~n its course, and hold the electio.ns in 
the auWmn. A dissolution in: the spring was hardly even 
possible until certain measures had been passed to relieve 
distress'in Ireland. Once more the affairs of that unhappy 

_country, which had: dominated the General Election of 
1868 and· the Parliament. then elected, but which had 
occupied a more moderate _share of Ministerial and 

·Parliamentary attention since. 1874, forced themselves 
insistently upon the Cabinet, though they had by no 
means a,s yet similarly affected the public mind. · 

. Froude has blamed Disraeli for not seizing in 187 4 ' the 
opportunity' to reorganise the internal government of 
Ireland.' He suggests that.the land questionniight have 
been adjusted on equitable lines, the authority of the law · 
restored, nationalist visions extinguished, and a permanent 
settlement arrived, at, but he gives us no clue to the 
scheme.bywhich these desirable results might have been 

'achieved. Froude'sis a perVerse judgment, which takes - ' 

no account of the conditions in which Disraeli was called 
to power. -One of the causes which produced the Con
servative majority was resentment at the disproportionate 
preoccupation of Go_vernment ·and Parliament with 
Ireland. The desire· and intention of the electorate were 
to give heroic legislation a pause,· and.' to proceed with 

' ' 1380 ' 
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social reform. Gladstone had passed two great and 
revolutionary Irish measures, the Church Act and the 
Land Act, which, with a University Bill still to be passed, 
were to bring ·appeasement to a distracted country. 
Disraeli had not agreed with the policy of these measures; 
but they were now in force, and it was the obvious duty 
of his Government to give them time to work and to 
produce all the healing effects of which they were capable, 
whjle maintaining the authority of·.the law and assisting 
social improvement. Such was the policy of Abercorn 
and Hicks Beach, Disraeli's first Lord-Lieutenant and 
Chief Secretary-a policy continued by their successors, 
Marlborough and James Lowther .. They even succeeded 
in completing Gladstone's original scheme by passing 
in 1879, in addition to other educational measures, a 
University Act, which went a considerable way to meet 
the demands of . Irish Roman Catholics for University 
privileges; and they administered the law with courage, 
and on the whole with success. Though these proceedingll 

· hardly fulfilled Disraeli's expressed hope of governing 
. Ireland ' according to the policy of Charles I. and not of 
'Oliver Cromwell,' their aim was distinctly ameliorative; 
and perhaps the ·amelioration might have been quickened,. 
had he been able to carry out the intention of visiting 
Ireland in person, wliich he had so much at heart in the 
first recess after his return to office in 1874. 

Gladstone's legislation failed to effect its object,. as 
Disraeli had said from the first that it was bound to fail. 
Instead of appeasing Irish di~content, it revived the old 
Repeal movement in a new guise. Beginning as a con
stitutional agitation in which all might well join, the 
·movement gradually took on a revolutionary form, as 
its guidance fell more and more under the direction of 
Parnell, acting on .paralleJ lines with Davitt, a Fenian 
convict on ticket of leave. The failure of the harvests 
in Ireland, as in England, gave the agitators a dangerous 
leverage on which to act. Obstruction in the House of 
Commons, and in Ireland the withholding of rent-the 

•· 
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~:rily interest in the land left· by the Act_ of 1870 to the 
Irish landlord~were creating in~ the autumn of 1879 a 
dangerous situation, which was temporarily relieved by 
a few judicious arrests~ ~Beaconsfield, there is reason to 
believe, was prepared to consider some sort of Federal 

· Constitution· _for Ireland:_' your damn,able, delightful 
country,' as· he _called it in talkirig with David Plunket. 

• But, along with all British statesmen of his day, inclm;ling 
even the Gladstone of. that epoch, he was profo~dly 
convinced that the United Kingdom, as the,heart of the 

. Empire, must be preserved intact; and therefore strongly 
. resisted an agitation which iri his opinion must, l.f success
-ful, result in separation~ , · 

To cope, however, with. the real distress produced by a 
succession of bad harvests, he and th_e Irish Government 
promoted immediate relief legislatio11, which should 
meet the many cases oftnideserved misfortune not pro
vided for by .a great volimtary fund organised in Ireland 
under the direction of the Duchess of Marlborough, the ; 
Lord~Lieutenant's wife, He was resolved to prevent· 
the possibility of< the recurrence of such a calamity as~ 
befell ireland in 1848. Other Irish measures which were 
under discussion in the Cabinet duri:rig the winter, but on 
which no final decision had been taken; were the placing . 
6£ the surplus frolll the Disestablished Church Fund in 
the hands of Commissioners as a Reproductive Loan Fund, 
an,d the exp~nsion of the. Purchase Clauses of the Land 
Act. The reli~f Bills, in ·spite of the benefits C<?nferh}d 
by them ()n suffer~g Irish ~griculturists, were at once'il'rid 
persistently obstructed by Parnel_lite members; ·and this _ 
factious spirit. threaten()d to make the continuance):>f'·~Qe 
Parliament impossible. But Ministers were at first still 
loth .to precipitate dissolution.· Beaconsfield's correspon~ 
dence with the Queen shows what considerations were · _ 
uppermost in his and their minds. · The Queen feared, 
she wmte, ·that the Iris-h Home .Rule ·members would 
make it impos~ible to go on with the Session. . But would 
they be better in ariother Parlia~ent ? · 
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From Queen Victoria. 

OsBORNE, Feb. 12, 1880.-... Ought you not to come to 
some agreement with some of the sensible, and reasonable and 
not violent men on the other side, to put a stop to what 
clearly is a determination to force the disruption of the 
British Empire? It is a serious Constitutional question. 
Can the Queen personally do anything to facilitate matters? 

To Queen Victoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, Feb. 13, 1880.-. Even if it were 
advisable to dissolve Parliament, that is not so easy a process 
as seems upon the surface. 

Yr. Majesty's Govt. might fairly hold, that the conduct 
of the Opposition exempts yr. Majesty's Ministers from the· 
pledges, which they have given, to pass several measures of 
urgency-such as the 'Corrupt Practices Bill,' the 'Vacant 
Seats in the H. of Commons Bill'-before they advise yr. 
Majesty to empower them to go to the country'. ,But even 
with this justifiable disregard of their engagements Parliament 
could not be dissolved without arranging the finances of the 
country, and passing the Mutiny Act, and this would place. 
it in the power of the Opposition, greatly to delay the dis-
solution. . . . · . 

Lord Beaconsfield believes that the time-may come, when. 
the· interposition and personal influence of yr. Majesty may 
most beneficially be exerc~s'ed in bringing about a more 
satisfactory state of the H. of Commons than now prevails. 
But Lord Beaconsfield fears, that nothing can be effected in 
this vein, until there is a new Parliament. There are no 
' sensible and reasonable, and really not violent men' in 
the ranks of the Opposition on whom your Majesty might 
now act. The nominal leaders have no authority; and· the 
mass, chiefly under the guidance and authority, or rather 
inspirati~n, of Mr. Gladstone, who avoids the responsibility 
of his position, are animated by an avidity for office such as 
Lord Beaconsfield, after more than forty years' experience, 
cannot recall. r Whether yr. Majesty's present Ministers have a majority 
·at the impending election, or whether-they have to cross the 

- House, yr. Majesty's i'nterposition might be equally effi·ca
cious, and the leading men of both parties would, then, be 
more free to carry your Majesty's patriotic intentions into 
e.tfect. - , 

Feb. 14-.-... The Cabinet to-day considered the question 
of dissolution in all its forms and contingencies. They · 
unanimously agreed, that nothing but a very critical state 
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of affairs, such as m€maced during the first week of the session, 
could author~se such a step, as it would justly be reproached 
to them, that, if dissolution were desired, it should have
occurred in the late autumn. u however the factious spirit 
_-were continued, or-revived, then they would recommend yr. 
Majesty to appeal to your people at all risks . 

. The Chancellor of the Exchequer was in good heart, and 
said, tho' his plan was not yet strictly matured, it was his 
intention to make a financial proposition which would involve 
no additional taxation. This declaration, on his part w~ll 
be worth more than, even, the elections at Liverpool and 

- the Borough. . . : . - · . _ 
Feb. 21.-._ . . The debate in the House of Lords last night, 

it is to be hoped, ·will finish discussions on Afghanistan, 
until new events .and circumstances happen and occur. The
Duke of Argyll made a most able-review of matters on which. -
the House of Lords had long ago decided. Lord Beaconsfield 
endeavored to put an _intelligible issue to the country. The 
intrigues of Russia determined.yr. Majesty~s Govt.to secure 

· the gates of India. They have accomplishedtheir purpose. 
Their -policy has never changed, and the -unsatisfactory 
accidents that have occurred have nothing to do with that 
policy, but are _those casualties, which are inseparable from 
human affairs. · 

The state of business last night in the House of Commons 
augurs important 'events. The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
gave notice ofthe intention of yr. Majesty's Govt. to grapple 
with the Obstructionists.-. . . -

. - . -

Thus,. in spite of_ Ministers' hesitation, the.prevalence 
of faction in_Parliament, which had obliged them at once_ 
to ·strengthen the Speaker's hands to deal with it; was 
bringing their minds · round to contemplate the adV:iEi~~i 
bility of an iinmediate·d.issolution. -Other consiqer.atfo'q~:t_ 
pointed in the· same -direction.· Urgent Iegisla,~i.~~ 
necess~ties were met by the passage of the Irish: relief -
Bills into law early inMarch. -- But, in the face of~faction'1:, 
it would be difficult to secure the renewal of the 'Peac~. 
Preservation Act, just about to expire, Aii(fy~t).h'at,, 

-without such a renewal; Ireland, in ~he throes of'an.ariti~ 
rerit agitation, would be ungoverhable, ~eaconsfield arid 
the Irish Government were well aGsured, and the measme 

· was drafted. An· immediate diss~lut~on WQuld provide 
a new Parliament; fresh from contact with .the peopJe's 
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will, in sufficient time to deal with this imperative matter. 
In another respect dissolution would relieve the situa~ion 
in the House of Commons, as a Home Office scheme for 

\ the purchase of the London Water Companies had met 
\ there with severe criticism on account of its apparently 

excessive generosity to existing shareholders. After 
Roberts's victories in Afghanistan, there was no serious 
difficulty in imperial or foreign affairs to st~nd in the' 
way; and the recent revival of trade had put the business 
community in a better position to sustain the necessary 
disturbance of a General Election: · 

The electoral omelli.l, moreover, seemed to be good. 
During the years of crisis in foreign affairs the Government 
had lost on balance some seats in the by-elections ; but 
the House of Commons had supported them unswervingly, 

·both moderate Liberals and Irish Home Eulers being often 
found in the Ministerial lobby; and three recent elections 
had suggested that the period of danger had passed. 
At Sheffield in December the Liberals had only retained 
by a small majority the seat to which Roebuck, who 
supported Ministers in foreign affairs, had been originally 
elected as a Radical. At Liverpool in February a 
Conservative held the seat by a majority of 2,000 in 
spite of a large Irish vote which was captured by the 
popular Liberal candidate on a Home Rule platform. 
And at Southwark in the same month a barrister, · 
then unknown to political life, but whose eloquence and 
cha;acter must have won him many friends and votes
now Sir Edward Clarke, K.C.-captured for the Conser
vatives; contrary to all expectation, a seat with a long 
Liberal history. 
' If Government stood well with typical urban consti
tuencies in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and London, there 
seemed no reason to hesitate; ·and accordingly at a 
Cabinet on March 6, held in Arlington Street on account 
of Lord Salisbury's illness, the fateful decision was taken 
to dissolve ~s soon as current business could be wound up. 
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~o Queen V~ctoria. 

10, DowNING STREET, M_arch 6, 1880 -Lord Beaco~sfield 
with his humble duty to your Majesty: - . . · 

The Cabinet, just concluded,. sate two hours and a half, 
and every member of it was requested to give his opinion: / 
the members of the House of Commons having the priority~ 
_ There were' various views, ·_and some difterences of opinion, 

' but the ultimate result was l:lilanimity. -
· · The question, after exhausting. arguments, really resolved 

. ... itself to this: whether your Majesty should be advised to 
·• dissolve Parliament now, or in the late autunin. 

: --' · . :rhe latter alternative ·was thought to involve too many 
·- -~ risks; and perh~ps was altogether impracticable, for the 

excitement of the existing House of Commons could hardly 
be restrained till thatlater period. . 

There is sOme difficulty about the day of dissolution, in 
consequence of the embarrassments of Easter,l and the 
hallowed claims of Passion Week. Your Majesty's visit to 
Baden may withollt difficulty be protracted, but your Majesty 
might perhaps graciously deign to consider the day of your 

·.Majesty's departure. _ ·. 
Lord Cranbrook, who will have the privilege of attending 

your Majesty _this evening, will explain these matters, which 
now might weary your Majesty. _ 

The Cabinet was held at 'Lord Salisbury's house, who 
looked better. · · 

.Tlie anno~ncement was made in both Houses on Monday, 
March- 8, and next morrung t-here appeared_ a manifesto
from the Prhne Minister; in the shape of aJetter to the 
Lord-Lieutenant; in which he endeavoured to focus the 
.attention -of the ~lectorate on the question of Ireland;. 
and the dangers involved in: the furious agitation the~:tfti~ 
progress: It wil~ be rememl>ered that at that period~it 
was still held to be unconstitutionalfor peers to take any 
part in. elections; and therefore it: was. only in' some srtth. 
indirect fashiori .as Beaconsfield adopted that t_he Prim_~
Minister, if a peer, couid -appeal to the constituencies" to 
support his Government. 

TO the Duke of Marlborough. 

' 10, DowNING STREET, March 8, 1880.-The measures 
respecting the state ofireland, which Her Majesty's Govern-

- 1 March 28. 
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ment so anxiously_ considered with your Excellency, and in 
which they were much aided by your advice and authority, 
are now about to he submitted for the Royal Assent, and it 
is at length in the power of the Ministers to advise the Queen. 
to.recur to the sense of her people. The·arts -of agitators, 
which represented that England, instead of being the generous 
and sympathising friend, was indifferent to the dangers and 
the sufferings of Ireland, ha've been defeated by the measures, 
at once liberal and prudent, which Parliament has ahnost 
unanimously sanctioned. 

During the six years of ·the present Administration the • • 
improvement of Ireland and the content of our fellow.country-
men in that island have much occupied the care of the Ministry, 
and they·may remember with satisfaction that, in this period, 
they have solved one of the most difficult problems connected 
with its government and people, by establishing a system of _ 
public education open to all classes and all creeds. 

Nevertheless a danger, in its ultimate results scarcely less 
disastrous than pestilence and famine, and which now engages 
your Excellency's anxious attention, distracts that country. 
A portion of its population is attempting to sever the Con· 
stitutional tie which unites it to Great Britain in that bond 
which has favoured the power and prosperity of both. · 

It is to be hoped that all men of light and leading will resist 
this destructivedoctrine. The strength of this nation depends 
on the unity of feeling which should pervade the United 
Kingdom and its widespread dependencies. The first duty 
of an English Minister should be to consolidate that co-opera
tion which renders irresistible a community educated, as 
our own, in an equal love of liberty and law. · 

And yet there are. some who challenge the expediency of 
the imperial character of this realm. Having attempted, 
and failed, to enfeeble our colonies by their policy ,of decom
position, they may perhaps now recognise in the disintegra
tion of the United Kingdom a mode which will not only 

. accomplish but precipitate their purpose. 
The- immediate dissolution of Parliament will afford an 

opportunity to the nation to decide upon a course which will 
"materially influence its future fortunes and shape its destiny. 

Rarely in this century has there been an occasion more 
critical. The power of England and the peace of Europe will 

, largely depend on the verdi'ct of the country. Her 1\1 ajesty' s 
present Ministers have hitherto been enabled to secure that 
peace, so necessary to the welfare of all civilised countries, 
and so peculiarly the interest of our Qwn. But this ineffable 
'9lessing cannot be obtained by the passive principle of non
interference. Peace rests on ·the presence, not to say _the 
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·ascendancy, of England in the , councils of Europe. Even 
at this moment, the doubt, supposed to be inseparable from 
popular election,~ if it. does not. diminish, 'certainly arrests 
her'i:ilfluence,and is a main reason for not delaying an appeal 
to the national voice. .Whatever may be its consequences 
to 'Her Majesty's·preselit advisers,·inay it return to West
minister a Parliament not unworthy of the power of England, 
and' resolved to maintain it ! ' ~ · · · 

• . With the exce~tion of the characteristically Dishielian 
phrase,1 'men of light andJeading,' this.was not a very 
happily worded document. . Besides noticing a mis11sed 
' imd which ' in the . third ·. paragraph--'-'-a constantly 
recurring inelegance of the writer~s style-criticism justly · 
pounced on the clumsiness ofa ' tie which unites ; na~ions 
in a' bond,' of 'to consolidate co-operation,' of 'challenge 

. the expediency of the imperial cha,racter of this :realm.' 
A more serious matter was the ma1ad.roit Claim for England 
of ' ascendancy:',·· in}~e c~uncils of Europe. · Chall\:mged 
in the House of Lords, Beaconsfield explained ~hat he 
meant, not supremacy, but only moral asce,ndancy:· Most 
serious o(all was the definite assertion in the letter that 
Ireland occupied once more, and must inevitably occupy, 
the forefront of . politics. . . The . ordinary English ~tn4 
·Scottish elector was certain to resent the suggestion that 
the attention ofParliamentsh,ould be largely D;lonopolised, 
as it was ten years 'before; wfth Irish. affairs. On the 
whole; it is not surprising that the· manifesto proved in the 

·electoral fight to be rather·a welcome target for Beacons
field's foes than an.· inspiriting banner for his £rie119.s: . 
It lost hint the Irish vote at the English elections: 'Vote 
against B~njamin Disraeli,'. rang the. Home Rule eladon;: 
'as you would vote against the mortal· enemy of ;r9!lr,;·; 
country and your'race.' It did not rally to the Gove:r~~"f' · 
ment 'theA11ti-Home Rule Liberals; they trusted, and; 
withf{o;me"reas~n,Jn H~rti!lgt?n;s pleciges. And ·yet in 
substance, in his two maih. poi~ts, Beaconsfield was right ' 
and his warn.iilgswere:soonjustified. Ireland was at that 
moment ,the danger:cpoint; as ·:he; ~th. official knowledge 
onts state to' guide bini, told his cou:htrylilen. And the 

- .. ~· . . 
1 Borrowed, • however, from ·~urke's Revolution .in ·F~anee. , 

-, .... 
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experience of the last six years, especially of the Russo
Turkish War and the Berlin Congress, only confirmed 
the lesson taught by the Crimean War of 1854, and the 
Danish War of 1864, that, in order to preserve European 
peace, England must take a leading part in European 
councils, and speak in them with a firm and unambiguous 
voice. In the late autumn Beaconsfield had the melan
choly satisfaction of saying, 'I told you so.' 

To Lord Beauchamp. 
HuGHENDEN, Nov. 21, '80.-.. :You are kind in recalling 

my letter to the Duke of Marlborough. Our enemies said, 
at the time, that I had fixed on the ohly two subjects on which 
they could have no difficulty: that Mr. Gladstone would settle 
Turkey by an European concert, and that Ireland only 
required a truly Liberal Government. The European concert 
is a 'fiasco,' and nearly landed us in war, which I intimated ! 
and Ireland is-anarchy ! 

I must say I thought my friends, at the time I wrote the 
letter, seemed very much to agree with the then Opposition, 
and evidently thought I had blundered. I don't count you 
among them: ·you are always faithful, and have a good 
political nose ! . . . · 

At the moment the Opposition treated the Irish portion 
of the manifesto as a ·barefaced attempt to divert the 
attention of the electorate from the blunders and wrong
doing of the Government, Gladstone in particular describ- · 
ing Beaconsfield's warnings as 'baseless' and 'terrifying 
insinuations.' Four years later, on 'September 1; ·1884; 
Gladstone made a curious apology.. 'I frimkly admit,' 
he said, ' I had had much upon my hands-Mnnected with 
the doings of the Beaconsfield Governinent · in almost 
every' quarter of the world, and I did not know, no one 

·'.knew, the severity of the crisis that was already swelling 
upon the horizon, and that shortly after rushed upbn us ,.. 
like a flood.' Beaconsfield knew, and had warned the 
oountry in impressive tones, but Gladstone was too 
headstrong ·to listen. Here are the ·counts on which 
Gladstone asked the constituencies to condemn the 
Beaconsfield Government. 
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. :... , At home the Ministers. have p.eglected legislation; aggra-
~ ' vated the pl,lblic distress by continual shocks rto confidence, 

.which is the life of enterprise; augmented the public expen
diture and . taxation for· purposes . not. merely ·unnecessary 
but mischievous; and plunged the finances, which were 
handed over to. them in a state of singular prosperity' into a 
series of deficits unexampled in modern times. .. . . Abroad 
they have strained,Jf they havenotendangered, the preroga
tive by gross misuse; have weakened the empire by needless 
wars; unprofitable extensions, and unwise engagements; and· 
have dishonoured it in the eyes of Europe by filching the 

· ._island of Cyprus from ·the Porte, under a treaty clandestinely 
· concluded ih violation of the Treaty of Paris.. . . . They 
have aggrandised Ru.s~ia; lured Turkey on to her dismem
berment, if not her ruin; replaced the Christian population of 

'. Macedonia under a _degrading yoke, ·and loaded India with . 
the costs and dangers of. an unjustifiable war. . . . From 
day to day, under a Ministrycalled, as if in mockery, Con
servative, the nation-is perplexed with fear of change. ' 

This was the tqe:rhe which Gladstone elaborated in 
· another whirlwind :campaign in Midlothian. -Readers of . 
· this biography, who have foliowed Beaconsfield's policy 
from the inside, may rub their eyes and marvel how even 
self-righteousness and jeal<iusy coul{l . so pervert the 
doings and· aims ·of Ministers. Jrar from neglecting 
legislation, Ministers had placed on the Statute-Book a 
whole series of valuable measures of social reform. They 

·· had carried the country safely through a threatening 
crisis in foreign affairs, without European war, and, in 
spite of bad trade and bad harvests, with only a slight 
increase of,eX:pendit-q.re and taxation. In many ways, but 
especially by' the purchase 9f the Suez Canal shares, by 
the substitution of the Treaty of Berlin-for the Treaty of 
San Stefano~ and by the rectification of th~ north-west 
frontier of India, they had materially strengthened th~ 

-.lf defensive position of the· Empire. Finally they had· 
- greatly raised the-reputation of .their country in the eyes 
. of Europe .and of. the world . 

. Extravagant, however, as Gladstone's denunciation 
was, itc could _hardly fail of effect in the absence of 
any adequat~ reply. Not only Beaconsfield himself, 

'i. 
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but the two hardest hitters among his colleagues, 
Salisbury and Cranbrook, were debarred by being peers 
from taking part in the fray. And Northcote, ()ross, 
and Beach were outmatched in platform oratory by 
Hartington, Bright, and Harcourt. The moderation, 
too, as well as weight with which Hartington stated 
his case kept the moderate Liberals, in spite of their 
disgust at Midlothian methods, true to their p~rty. While 
outrageous abuse of Beaconsfi~ld formed the staple of 
Liberal orations throughout the country, Hartington_ 
prefaced his condemnation of the policy of the Minister 
by the following chivalrous tribute to the man. 

It may be said that Lord Beaconsfield is ambitious I 
should like to know what man who has attained to the 
position to which he has attained in the political life of his 
country is not actuated by motives of ambition. No one 
can, certainly, attribute any mean or unworthy motive to 
Lord Beaconsfield. We may disagree with his politics, but 
we must admire the genius which the man has shown under 
the disadvantages that he has laboured under. I firmly 
believe that Lord Beaconsfield has had in view what he believes 
to be the greatness of his country and the power of the 
Sovereign whom he serves. 

~Not only were Ministers outmatched on the platform, 
but they had lost their previous advantage in organisation. 
While the Liberals , had been stimulated by defeat to 
perfect the Birmingham caucus, the Tories had parted 
with their manager, Gorst, whose organising capacity 
had paved the way to victory in 1874: A correspondence 
between hJm and Beaconsfield in 1877 shows' how party 
interests had been neglected and mismanaged in three 

_years. He told Beaconsfield that in order to renovate 
·organisation'' you must put a stop to that which has been 
the chief cause of all the mischief that_ has occurred- :P 

the system ... of managing elections at the Treasury.' 
He pointed out that ' the established principle or non
interference with the local leaders has fu many instances 
been neglected; and those leaders have been constantly 
offended and aliena ted both in the distribution of patronage 
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and in other matters.'' He was certain that·' unless some 
energetic measures are speedily adopted, our organisation, 
whenever the election does take place, wilL be as inferior 
to' that Qf our opponents as it was superiorinl874.' The 
measures taken in 1877 'were not sufficiently ~nergetic, 
probably because B~aconsfield, with the burden ofgovern
ment- on his weakening shoulders, was unable to give 
personal superintendence to the work; partly, perhaps, 
because he was.Jessin touch with popular and· party 

·feeling than when he led the House of Commons. At any 
rate the event proved, when the General Election of 1880 -
came, that the Conservative ·Central Office was quite 
ignorant of the mind of. the electorate~ Its represen-. 
tative advised the dissolution in March, and calculated 
that the party would lose 6 or 7 seats in Scotland, 5 or 
6 in Ireland, and 5 on balance in Engl~nd, but would 
return with a working majorityJor the Government. 

- - It is, however;ionly fair to the Conservative managers 
to say that the ·bulk of the Liberal managers did not 
l9,ok forward to any vety ·dissimilar result. Brand, the -

.Speaker, who had-been a Liberal W-hip himself, came to 
an understanding with Beaconsfield as to the Speakership 
hi the next Pi:trliament, on the assumption that the General 
Election wouid- not produce a change of Government. 
The interchange of. ideas was (}reditable both to Prime 

• Millister and to Speaker. 

· • Meriwrandurn by Mr, Speaker Brand.,· 

'".Marek 9, '80.:.::_SitwLd; B. accordingly, and informed him 
that I waited on hiin because in a few days the Speaker's 
chair would be vacant. I said that I was very sensible of 
the difficulties which every Prime Minister must have in the 
conduct of affairs, and that it had occurred to me that he 

*·might desire on public grounds to make a new appointment. 
, Ifso, I said, I shouldhaveno ground of complaint, on the 

/ contrary, I would willingly facilitate such an arr!J,ngement 
by withdrawing from .Parl't; adding, that having worked 
hard for many _years, and feeling the effects of work more 

·· · - as l grew older; I _should be tharikfulfor rest. · . 
·-Ld.' B. said·that I had been nominated by one patty, and 

: .. 
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adopted by another, and that I could not be regarded as a 
partisan Speaker, being approved by both sides. 

He was frank and cordial as to the estimation in which I 
was held; and added that the question of retirement should 
be left entirely to my own convenience. · 

I replied, that in that case I should consider it my duty to 
go forward in the service of the House, and tbat I was led to 
that conclusion mainly by the. consideration of the new 
powers and responsibilities lately cast upon the Speaker by. 
the House.-H. B. 

It was with some such expectations as those of the 
Speaker and of the Tory Ceritral Office that Beaconsfield 
awaited the elections, though he was haunted$ by the.fear 
of a defection of county voters owing to the prolonged 
agricultural distress. He was .also depressed by the open 
opposition of his old colleague Derby, who announced 
his adhesion to .the Liberal cause shortly before the formal 
dissolution of Parliament. Beaconsfield· spent Easter 
and the electoral period, of which Easter was the cen.tre, 
at Hatfield, which had been placed at his disposal by his · 
colleague the Foreign Secretary, who had gone to the 
South of France to recover from his illness, along with 
Lady Salisbury and other members of the family. 'At 
this awful pause my mind is a blank,' be told Lady Brad
ford; but one letter to her gives a picture of his surround
ings and his anxieties. 

To Lady Bradford; 

HATFIELD Hous:E, ]J1arch 29.1- .•• I have not written 
t>efore, for I have not a word to say. :A.s for news about the. -
elections, that no longer exists, All you hear now is mere ~ .. 
speculation and gossip. The seed is sown, and we ~ust wait 
for the harvest: I hope our electoral one will_be better than 
our agricultural. We are in the hands of the ballot, 

The petty boro~ghs of the West seem our weakest point in 
England. Alington ought to have kept Dorchester right, 
and Lady W[estminster] Sbaftesbury. Poole, Xchurch, were • 
always weak horses; but I fain hope we have a chance in 
both. · 

I hope the Yorkshire mess may yet be cooked to our satis
faction. Wharncliffe is very wroth anent, but rather sanguine 
11bout Sheffield. . . . 

1 Easter Monday. 
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' I. am· here quite alone, except Monty, who occasionally 
goes up to town to dine with Princes' and Princesses. The 
eldest son of the house, an agreelible youth, is assistmg his 
brother-inolawl iii canvassing Hertford, where- they are 
unexpectedly pushed, He sometimes gets home for dinner ... 

-Then another son comes for a day with' his tutor; and ohe 
evening two ladies arrived (an aunt and cousiri) and so on. 
Everybody seems to do what they -like-an extraordinarily 
freeand easy house. · · · · 

I drink Grand Chateau Margaux of 1870-exquisite:-by 
special orders; but, as it js not given to anyone else, L feel 
awkward, but forget my embarrassm_eht in .. the exquisite 
flavor. All this because I mentioned 01'lce 'mydetestation 
of hosts who give you an inferior claret at dinne·r, \irhen alone 
sensible. men ·drink wine, and reserve their· superior crus for 
~fter the repast; ·· . . . . . · . . 

To-day a brilliant_ sun;wh. we }lave had every'day, and a 
blue sky; but what we hf!,ve ilot had every day, instead ofa 
blasting east, a delicious soft, wind.- This will do me good. 

With, the exoeptiori of Giadstone a~d ~pme enthii~iastic 
·Radicals, nobody expected a sweeping victory for either 
side; and the general opfnion, especially in L(:mdon ~nd 
the South of England, was that Ministers would be. able. 
to mairi.tain their position. · . Accordingly, the result of the 
first day' spoiling, on WednesdajT;-Marcli 31, was a dratmitic 
surprise: the Conservatives lost, on balance, no fewer than 
15 seats in 69.constituencies; · By Saturday 5irsea:ts ha:d 

. been lost; and all hope of a MinisteriaJmajority had been 
. abandoned. Such was the' result of the urban polling. 
Next. week, the farmers in the counties, as Beaconsfi€lld 

·· had feare.d they might, added to the Ministerial discomc 
•. ) fiture. In the final-result it was reckoned that, ~hereas 

the old •.Parliament contained· 351 Conservatives,_· 250 
Liberals, . and 51 'Hollie Rulers;· the new Pai·liament 
would nuinber 349 .Liberals,: 243 Conservatives,-and 60 
Home Rulers. Prolonged depression in trade, a series of 
bad harvests, warlike adventures 'in Asia and Africa 
wh~ch,. though' in the main victo~;ious, had been mark~d 
by unexpected· and.apparently.~,tvoidable disasters, and, 
of course, the swing ?f the pendulum_:__all had their share 

,..;1 • ' . ._ ~- ~ 

'. It was ·his first 9QUSin, Mi-. Arthur Balfour -.}: 
~ - - - '·' . . . 
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in bringing about the catastrophe. But undoubtedly the 
chief factor was Gladstone's success in instilling into the 

. minds of many of the most serious, and more of the most 
. ignorant, of the electorate, the conviction that Beacons

field's policy, even granting that it might have safe-
guarded British interests, was nevertheless morally wrong. 

Under this crushing and unexpected disaster Beacons
fi~ld bore himself with unruffled dignity and composure; 
but he did not conceal from his intimates that he felt its 
bitterness. 

To Lady Bradford. 

HATFIELD, April L-Alas ! Alas ! I cannot write a 
letter, and almost thought of sending ·you a blank sheet, 
which, at least, wd. have shown my sympathy. In the general 
discomfiture, the success of Francis1 wd. have been to you a 
consolation. · -

I can [no] more at present. With great !tffection, Yrs., B. 
April2.-Ireturn to town to-morrow and remain there while 

the dreadful ceremonies are performed. I suppose it may 
take six weeks--6 weeks as disagreeable as can be easily 
oonceived. 

Never was so great a discomfiture with a cause so inade
quate. I think, as far as I can collect, ' hard times.' was the 
cry against us. The suffering want a chang&-no matter 
what, they are sick of waiting .... 

We have an account by Barrington of a talk with his 
chief, showing the equable temper in which the beaten 
Minister met his fate. 

Memorandum by Lord Barrington. 

CARLTON CLUB, April4, 1880.-With Lord B[eaconsfield] at 
luncheon, and afterwards till 3.30~ He is not cast down by 
adversity and never has been, but looks forward to the next 
month rather with annoyance, because of holding responsibility 
without power, and being pestered by all who want honours 
showered on them by wholesale, which is of course impossible. 
He was never very sanguine, brit rather expected a small 
majority either way which would have led to a weak Govern
ment, which ·would have gone out ingloriously in a short 
time hence. He will hot hear of anyone being blamed for 
ignorantly advising him to dissolve. All trouble to ascertain 

l 

1 Hon. F. Bridgeman was d~f~ated at Bolton. 
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what would-happen.liad been taken, tho' perhaps some of the 
sub-agents' in the country held out unjustifiable hopes.· In 
Cabinets the Peers thought it was not for them to 'judge the 
proper time for dissolving, andno, one was more enthusiastic 

_in .favour of /its taking place immediately than cau9ous 
Northcote, also Cross: .Beach _and J. Manners were not of 
their opinion, but only Beach spoke out as faras he remem-

. bered. The chief proof- that the· prmcipal wire-pullers of 
the party were not to blame, lay in the ignorance of the other 
side,·for no ·one anticipated this. wonderful Rl).dical promm
ciamiento~ 

For his own part he was not sorry t9 have some rest, and 
pass the spring arid summer in. the woods of Hughenden, 
which he had never been able to do, and longed for. At the 

. same time hewould gladly have gone on managing England, 
especially with referynce to foreign affairs, which, although 
partially settled, . still wore _a grave aspect. He chiefly 
deplored.his fall from power, on account oLM. Corry, who 
in his opinion: was fitted to fill any Cabinet office. This was 
said with genuine warmth. ·, . 
_ What would follow ? Th~ Queen would certainly send for 
Granville, and he and Ha:rtington would certainty form a 
Government whethe~:Gladstone liked it or not. After a year -
or so, G[ladstone] might upset Granville, and then the moder
ate Liberals might have to come to us for support, and we 
should give it. ,But'at all events Granville would have ·the 
opportunity this time of being Prime Minister. He did·not 

_think Gladstone would serve under him. Perhaps Derby -
would, 'but the :t?oreign Office would never be conducted by 
anyone like Salisbury, who acted for .himself, and did not 
leave it all to the permanent officials, which had been, and. 
would again be· the case now. The Queen is in despair, but 
that she will get over. . . . _ 

Lord B. spoke very strongly .against Gladstone, and said 
his conduct in 'chucking up the sponge' as Leader, and 
spouting all over the couritry, like an irresponsible demagogue, 
was wholly inexcusable in a mail who w_as a statesman .. _. , 

It is pleasing to see how _well D[israeli] is, and with what 
charming· teinper he takes this evil. stroke of fortune in the 
suriset of his gt~at career. So many of his frie_nds, especially 
la:dies, send to enquire how_ he is: 'As well as can be e;x:pected,' 
says he_, as if he had. been cmifined ! -. .·. 

. . . ' . . . 

No one took· Beaconsfield's. defeat ·in' tHe Election -more: 
.t~ heart, than_ his "s-~vereign., Her Majesty had been 
sanguine,. more sanguine __ thap. ,her. Minister, that he 

-- . ~.· ' . ' . ., ·- . ~ 
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would secure a majority. She had accepted the South- , 
wark victory as a sign. ' U shows,' she had written to 

. him, 'what the feeling of t~e country is.' She had been 
confident that the factiousness of the Opposition in the 
Commons, and the crude appeal of Gladstone to humani
tarianism and ignorance in regard to delicate questions 
of foreign affairs, must disgust her people as they had 
disgusted herself. And now she saw before her the pros
pect of an immediate wrench, more painful than any 
since the fall of Melbourne, her early friend and political 
mentor.· Moreover, when Melbourne resigned, she was 
only twenty-two and had the speedy rallying power of 
youth; and she was a happily married wife, with a husband 
to turn to for support. Now she was ·over sixty, and a 
widow; and the complete confidence and warm affection 

' which her mature judgment had bestowed on Beaconsfield 
could not be ·uprooted and transferred. As early as 
April 2 he telegraphed to her at Baden that the results 
so far announced left no doubt of the defeat of the 
Ministry. She could hardly believe the riews; but tele
grapP,ed back her great distress. 'Nothing more than 
trouble and triai await me. I consider it a great public 
misfortune.' And again the next day she expressed her 
'intense astonishment, distress, and annoyance.' The 
correspondence which followed clearly showed both. his 
view of the catastrophe which had overwhelmed him and 
the depth of her feelings, at the approaching parting. His 
own sorrow at the severance of the intimate personal 
relation has a very genuine ring. 

To Queen Victoria. . 
HaTFIELD, April 2, 1880.-Lord Beaconsfield with his 

humble duty to your Majesty. He has already, by a cyphered 
telegram this morning, had the honor to apprise your Majesty 
of his general view of the result of the election. He believes 
that ·the counties, by their decision, will ensure to your 
Majesty, in the Govt. of your Majesty's Dominions, the ad
vantage of a powerful Opposition. It is true the farmers are 
suffering and are discontented, but they alwaYs have difficulty 
in moving and combining. On the present occasion events 
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haye beentoo quick for them, and, with returning prosperity, 
they will, in. a season or two, revert to their,anciE)nt loyalty 
an!i lo:ve of. order. Lord Beaconsfield .. attributes. the cause 
of the present disaster to thatLsyni:pathy for change which is 
inherent in man. Small conimunitiesare'capricious, and are 
not affected by strong national feeling to the degree which 
influences cities ·where there ,i13 a vast population. The 
immense majority in the City of Lo~don in favor of your 
Majesty's Govt., the considerable: numbers in Westminster, 
and in Greenwich (the only poll of a Metropolitan district, 
which, as yet, has reached Lord Beaconsfield), the return· 

· ofMr~ Wortley for Shejfield, and the.nearness ofthemimbers 
in a vast amount of polls,,indicate the existence of a sub
stantial and· powerful party in ·the towns. Surely the en-· 
lightened . opinion of the country is in favor of the 'policy 

1 which has been pursued._- ·The suffrage of the City ·of London 
is a proof of that, as· well as · tpe circumstance that every 
p9werful newspaper, S!tve those known to be under the 
irifluence of. Russia, has upheld ,your Majesty's Govt ... Lord 
Beaconsfield 'leaves· Hatfield for ·Downing St; to-morrow 
m.or4ing. .. ·~ · .. · (,. ·· ~·· · · 

From Queen ~ictQrilt. 
. VILLA HoHENLOHE, BA~EN~BAnEN, April 4, isso . .:__The 
Queen has receive~ L'brd. Bea<lonsfield's letter with , the 
deepest interest. There is not a doubt' that ! of these 
•.Liberals' cannot he considered an acting-majority, and the 
majorities in so many cases are 130 very, SJ;llall, whereas those 
in London, at Sheffield, and others in favo.ur of ,t(he Govt. are 
so overwhelming. The newspapers, except'the really violent 
ones; are all so strong in support of Ld. Beaconsfield that 
the Queen feels sure that there will. be th.f:l very greatest 
difficulty in forming a Govt. ·,The grief to .. her of having to 
part with the kindest and most devoted as. well as one of the 
wisest Ministers the Queen has ever had, is not to be told, 
tho' s4e feels sure it.will be but for a very short time. She 
won't, ho~ever, contemplate this at present. 

:· · T~ Queen .Victoria. 

bowNING STREET, April 8, .rsso:-Lord Beaconsfield . 
had the honor to receive yesterday your Majesty's most 
-gracious letter' the receipt of which he acknowledged. lie 
cannot conceal, nor wishes he to conceal, that the present 
state of affairs costs him a pang; not·for the country,;.for, 
having done::his.duty .to'it with; ceaseless effort.anq ~p.tire 
fidelity, he leaves its fortunes to P~ov'iden~.. . : ~· ::· · .. , . -~ 
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But his separation from your Majesty is almost over
whelming. His relations with your Majesty were his chief, 
he might almost say his only, happiness and interest in this 
world. They came to him when he was alone, and they have 
inspired and sustained him in his isolation. Your Majesty's 
judgment and rich experience often guided him, and in the 
most trying moments he felt he served.a Sovereign who was 
constant and consistent, and, who never quailed. 

Then, again, the brightness of those conversations, in which 
your Majesty occasional1y deigned to blend domestic with 
imperial confidence, had a charm to him quite inexpressible, 
and their recollection will be to him a source of frequent 
'consolation. 

Thanking your Majesty for all your goodness to him, he 
remains with all duty and affectidn, Your Majesty's grateful 
and devoted BEACONSFIELD. 

(Same date).-. ; . Lord Beaconsfield in· six years, has 
advised your Majesty to create fifteen peers. 

His predecessor in five Y!Jars, advised your Majesty to create 
. thirty-seven peers. 

Lord Beaconsfield has no wish to place himself 'in compe
tition with his predecessor in this respect. He has always 
studiously refrained from pressing your Majesty on the sub
ject of honors, the distinction of which he wished to prevent 
being depreciated by their becoming too general. ... 

He hopes your Maj_esty may he pleased ·to· confer some 
distinguished mark of your Majesty's favor on the Viceroy 
of your Majesty's Indian Empire. Never was a Viceroy so 
ill-treated by an Opposition. Lord Lytton is a first-rate man, 
and, being a real orator, his presence in the House of Lords 
will be invaluable. He has telegraphed to Lord Beaconsfield 
to place his resignation in your Majesty's hands when Lord 
Beaconsfield tenders his own. . . . 

From Queen Victoria. 
_VILLA HOHENLOHE,BADEN-BADEN, April 9, 1880, 

DEAR LORD BEACONSFIELD' 
I cannot thank you for your most kind letter, which 

affected me much, in the 3rd person-it is too formal; and 
when we correspond-which I hope we shall on many a private 
subject and without anyone being astonished or offended, 
and even more without anyone knowing about it--I hope 
it will be in this more easy form: You can be of such use to 
me about my family and other things and about great public 
questions. My great hope and belief is, that .this shame
fully heterogeneous union-out of mere folly-will separate 
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into many parts very. soon, and that the Conservatives will 
come in stronger than ever in a short time. Possibly a 
coalition first. But you must promise me for-the country's; 
as well as for my sake, to be very watchful and very severe, 
and to allow no lowering of Gt. Britain's proud position.! 
It must not belowered. The Ar.tny aJld Navy not diminished; 
and I look to you for that. Give Il).e 'that firm promise> I ,r/' 
do not care for the trop.ble of ch~nges of Govt. if it is to have 
a secure and safe one, which the new one cannot be. 1 am 
shocked and ashamed at what .has"happened. It is. really 
disgraceful. . . . · · 

The sort of mad and unreasoning flow of Liberal success is 
so unnatural that I feel certain it can't last. It is not like. 
as if the Govt. had had a succession of defeats; the Opposition 
never the least expected it. Of course I shall not tak(l any · 
notice of ... Mr. Gladstone, who has done so much mischief; 
It is most essential that that should be known and that is 
why I c:Vrhered tO you ... '· You must-not think it is·a 
real parting. I shall always let.you hear how· I am and what 
I am doing, and· you must promise to let me hear froJ!l and 
about you.· I have niany aboutme who -iyill write to you arid 
I hope you will to them~so that we are not cut off. ·That 
would be too painfuL The Liberal Opposition has · been • 
very factious;· Sir M. H. Beach is incli.ri:ed to be too generous .. 
Do not be indulgent but make them feel-what they have 
brought on themselves. Indulgence and forbearance after 
such disgraceful and unpatriotic attacks would not be right: 
It is not like an ordinary change of Govt.-if so it must be! 
It -was th~ bad beginning which led to the whole mischiet 
If the Elections had been favourable that day, all:the r~st 
would have followed as a matter of course. · . · 
· Hop~ng that you are well, · ,. . · · 

· · Ever yours affiy. and gratefully, 
/ V.RI.-

The Queen was very' anxious to testify in some public 
manrier· her high appreciation of her favourite Minister. 
' The Queen wishes it were in her power,' she wrote on 
April 9, ' to confer any other J¥ark of her gratitud~ and 

. , admiration on Lord Beaconsfield. WilL he not allow her. 
n.oW::..tolet a barony be settled on his nephew in reme~~-

' brance of the · great serVices of Lord_ Beacons,fiel(l21;, • 
, . While refusing for his nephew on the. same grounds as_ h(l ; 

>had given iJ,11876, Beaconsneld recommended his pri:v::"'lte'* .. . . ·. . ,_. . . ~-' 

secretary,.who was also his intimate friend, for the honour• 
. ' ' - ~ ' / ·. 
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-a unique distinction, which no private secretary had 
received before, and which fe~ indeed had been in a 
position to support.· The Queen's only hesitation about· 
granting the request was that she feared that it might 
not ·be ' advantageous ' for Beaconsfield and Corry; but 
on being reassured she gladly consented. 

To Queen Victoria. 

DowNING STREET, April ll.-Lord Beaconsfield is 
most touched by your Majesty's gracious proposal respecting 
his heir. In asking leave still to decline this gracious offer, 
he would express his most grateful sense of its repetition. 

He doubts not that, in due time, his countrymen will give 
an opening in public life to his nephew. If he be equal to the 
occasion, he may yet serve your Majesty, for your Majesty, 
thank God, is really yet young. . 

Personally, all that Lord Beaconsfield can desire for himself 
is, that your Majesty may deign sometimes to remember 
him. 

There is one point on which he would ask permission yet 
to trouble your Majesty. It refers to the position of Mr. 
Corry. lVIr. Corry has served Lord Beaconsfield for fourteen 

·years with great advantage to Lord Beaconsfield, and with 
absolute devotion. He has refused every preferment1 that 
Lord Beaconsfield has offered to him, arid Lord Beaconsfield 
has offered to him the highest in his power. He has refused 
the uncontested representation of his own county of Shrop- · 
shire, as his duties as an M.P. were not consistent with: those 
to your Majesty's Prime Minister. 

A great change in the social position of Mr. Corry has 
taken place since your Majesty left England. He has come 
into possession of Rowton Castle, and a domain of seven 
thousand .acres in Shropshire. His income will exceed ten 
thousand per annum. 

1 The principal offer that Disraeli had made to Corry was that of Clerk 
of the Parliaments; on March 9, 1875. . ' I think it is the best post in my 
gift,' wrote Disraeli, 'both in matter of dignity, agreeable duties, and 
income. Although you have hitherto refused everything I have offered 
you, I make one more effort to accomplish some material evidence of my 
personal regard for you, my appreciation of your abilities, and my gratitude 
for your fait!:Jful services. The office is one for which, both from your legal 
training, and now considerable experience of public life, you are eminently 
quaJified. You need not hurry your decision. Thiuk well over it. I shall 
ev:er·Jament, I feel sure, my loss, but shall find some consolation in the 
thought that I have advanced the fortunes of a dear and devoted friend.' 
It·wa;s~at .this time that Disraeli secured for his brother Ralph the post of 
ClerkcAssistant in the House of Lords. · 
~ . ~ 
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Mr. Corry is of noble birth on either side: his parent~ were 
both the children of Earls. His maternal_grandmother was a 
.daughter of the then Duke of Marlborough. .. . · 

He is now forty years of age, with ·a great fund of political 
knowledge and experience i~ addition to talents o,f. a high 
class._ He possesses the confidence of leading men to. ·an 

. extraordinary degree. · 
It is impossible that such a man will be .content to fall 

back into the crowd of dismissed •private secretaries. He 
'Yill probably become absorbed jn that fashionable world 

· where he is a favorite. · . · 
Is it possible that your Majesty might make ·him' Baron 

Rowton of Rowton Castle in the comity of Shropshire ? · 
He knows nothing.of this requePt, 'being_ away from me on 

private affairs, of which your M:ajesty has been apprised. · 
It would be for him a link to public hfe, and he would·be of 

great use .to .. Lord Beaconsfield in keeping him au fait to all 
going on in the House of' Lords in Lord Beaconsfi'eld's 
occasional absence, for nature tells Lord Beaconsfi.eld he niust 
sometimes rest. . . . 

Not only Mr. Corry knows nothing of this suggestion, but 
LordBeaconsfield does not wish to press it on your :M-ajesty 
in. ariy sense. He would not 'wish ij:; to occur, unless y<_)ur: 
Majesty thought it a wise and becomhi:g arrangement. · 

April 17.-Lor:d Beaconsffeld , . , has had. the honor to' 
receive your Majesty's _most gracious letter' from Flushing,, 
but in vain does he endeavor tO express his' sense of the favor . . t 
which your Majesty has conferred on him. 

He does not anticipate much hostile criticism oh ·the. 
elevation of· Mr. Corry, as Lord Beaconsfield proposes that 
it shall not be mixed up with the other honors, nor known 
until Lord Beaconsfield's resignation~ is announced. When 
his dpponents have got rid of hirri, Lord Beaconsfield's offences, 
will be forgotten, and perhaps take the most charitable shape 
of a sincere, though mistaken, duty to his Sovereign. and his· 
country. . · · · 

Lord Beaconsfield looks forward with the greatest _interest 
to~ his audience of your Majesty .. There is :f!lUCh, coriipara-, 
tiv.ely formal, business to ·transact, when the greater theme,. 
and all'its probable and possible consequences, have 'been 
considered, or decided on. . . . . .·. ·. 

~ .., . ·. . ~. . 
;_ ...... . . .' ' ' - . . ~ ~? 

. , _ W'hik)vaiting-for.,!_l.is Sovereign to-return, Beaco~1m~1~, 
· · ~·occ~pied himself with w'in~ing up the affairs 9f his GQ;vern> .. 

. merit, es-pecially wi-th dealing with tpo_se whoin hdic.~lled -· 
,o:i) ~·docket'·'pesterers of the,llth hour '-:-the appif;~ri£~ · 

. ·. ~;, . . . . '· . 
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for honours, rewards, and appointments. The following 
letter shows how he 'dealt with one such' pesterer." 

'To-- --. 
Aprill6, 1880.-I doubt not you would make an excellent 

peer, and, had my Ministry continued, I should in due time 
in all probability have had the pleasure ·of submitting your 
name to Her Majesty; but I am obliged to consider the claims 
of those who, while they have made great sacrifices, both of 
time and treasure, for the Government, have received hitherto 
neither office nor honors. · · 

You have received the first and obtained reputation by 
the discharge of its duties; and tho' the post you fill is not a 
high one, you must remember that -you continued there at your 
own desire, and that I was always ready to promote you. 

How is the Opposition to be carried on if all those, who have 
had the advantage of official experience, desire to leave the 
House of Commons ? 

I.have been obliged this morning to ask this question of 
one of your colleagues, as good a man of business as yourself 
with an estate not less important. 

To Lady Bradford. 

DowNING STREET, April8.-,-l have nothing to say: a most 
dreary life and labor mine! Winding up a Government as 
hard work as forming one, without any of its excitement. 
My room is filled with beggars, mournful or indignant, and 

, my desk covered with letters like a snowstorm. 
It is the last, and least glorious exercise ·of power, and will 

be followed, wh. is the only compensation, by utter neglect 
and isolation. 

AprillO.-I only write to you because I think you would 
prefer having a blank sheet to nothing. This is a blank sheet. 

My life continues the same. Discomfited, defeated, and, 
if not disgraced, prostrate, by a singular anomaly and irony 
of fate I pass my life now in exercising supreme power-making 
peers, creating baronets, and showering places and pensions 
on a rapacious crew. . · · 

The Faery arrives on the 17th, and I am to be with her 
on the morning of 18th, and stay a day or so .... 

April 13.-... John Manners has done well and pulled 
his man thro' too-on wh. I did not count. John is to have 
the red .ribbon.l He is the OI!lY one of the present Cabinet 
• 1 Northcote and Cross also were given the G.C.B., and Cranbrook the 
.a.c.s:L 
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· who ~a;,in th~ originaJ Derby C~binetof'52· and -ha~ beeri 
in every '_one. since ·of wh. I have been a me~.p.ber. , . . . 

DOWNI"'G ST~EET, Aprill8.--:I do not know when I wrote 
to you: I cannot count days in the dreary excitement in which -· 
I live.'· That, hbwever, must soon 'cease, at least T hope so,:. 
tho' until I see my Sover~ign· I can say nothing absolutely 
positive. . . . .. . · . ·' . . . 

. · I·have,given Henry Lennox a place'of'£1,500 per ann.: but 
!fear the first achievement" of the H; of Commons will be to ·· 
t.ake it from him. However, Iiiav~given him a chance: .. 

· 'I'his off(3r to Henry Lennox is an example of the exces- . 
sive 'lengths to which Beaconsfield's. devotion to' old· 
friends sometimes led ·him. .The post wa~s that of Chief 
Civil SerVice Commissioner, ·and the Cabinet, . with •· 

· Northcote.at their head, had great difficulty in persuading 
their chi'ef that such an appointment could not possibly 
be justified in Parliament and must be abandoned. 

As soon as . the trend of. the· elections was beyond a· 
doubt Beaconsfield despatched one of the junior members 
of the Cabinet, Hicks Beach; to Baden in order to recon
cile the Queen, so faf. as might be, to the inevitable 
change. Beach reported on April 6: '1 end,eavoured to 
put before H.M: the view of the present position of affairs, " 
and of the prospect before us, which you ,had impressed 
upon me; and I hope with some success, as I hear, from 
those who have 'seen H:M. since, that she is less disturbed 
and more hopeful as to ~the future.' She _almost imme
diately raised the question of Beaconsfield's su.ccessor. 

From Sir Michael. Hicks Beach. 

HoTEL tiE L'EuROPE,, BADEN-BADEN,' April 9.-... I . 
. may mention .-that H.M: _spoke to me to-day upon the 
·choice of the person who should be entrusted with the forma. · 
tion.of a Government: and expressed .a decided preference 
for · LO'rd Hartingt.on over Lord Granville. . I remarked 

· that the latter was the older, and more experienced: Jmp . 
, HJ\1 s~id she .... thought he would be too 'pliahle;l<4to 

Radical influence: saying that he had been very,_bitt¥'t. 
lately. I· remarked that Mr. Gladstone's position ·.~vould
then be, as it seemed to me, a very dangerous one: as suppo's~ 
ing Lord H. to be Prime Minister,· and Mr. G. outside~tlie 

' ~ ..,.. . ~;, . 
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Govt., the latter would control public affairs without"-respon~ 
sibility. H.M. said that she could hot. believe that Mr. 
Gladstone would take any, but the principal post, in a Govern
ment: and that she interpreted his recent speeches as intimat
ing that he would not accept even that. I said that I thought 
they might have a very opposite interpretation. But I • 
am pretty certain that the Queen will not send for l\'Ir. Glad
stone in the first instance: and willonly- be induced, if she is 
induced at all, to do so in the end by the greatest possible 
pressure. H.M. spoke very strongly on this point .... 

The Queen had apparently a wider liberty of choice 
on the present occasion than at any crisis during her 

. reign, except perhaps in 1859 and subsequently in 1894. 
Gladstone had definitely resigned the Liberal leadership 
five years before, and Hartington had been elected by 
the party in the House ·of Commons as their lea.der, 
Granville remaining leader in the House of Lords. There 
was no single leader of the whole party, though Gladstone, 
in his memoranda on this crisis, ~ppeared to maintain the
very undemocratic doctrine that, as he had ' resigned 
his trust' to Granville in 1875, he had thereby constituted 
him his successor.1 The natural course for the Queen 

~1to take was to send for either Granville or Hartington. 
"'- Granville had the advantage of length of service, Harting

ton that of leadership in the Chamber which made and 
unmade Ministries. But the situation was complicated 
by Gladstone's vehement reappearance, a few years after 
his retirement, i~ the forefront of politics, and b'y his 
Midlothian speeches, which were the main feature of the 
election. But for his fiery zeal, there could hardly have 
been the political upheaval disclosed by the polls. He 
had, in fact, taken the lead; but he had himself protested, 
when entering on the campaign, that it was his hope that 
'tte verdict of the country will give to Lord Granville 
and LordHartington the responsible charge of affairs.' 
f -The selection of a statesman _to be entrusted with the 
~ormation of a, Government is one of· the very few public 
ac~s which the Sovereign can constitutionally perform 

1 See Lord Morley's Gladstone, Bk. VII., ch. 9. 
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.without his responsibility being covered by· Ministerial. 
a:dvice. .It .lie's. entirely within his discretion-whether he' 
shali ·or s~~ll not consult· the 'outgoing- Mini~ter.. Queen. 
Victoria clung to her prerogative in the matter,and U(Sual,ly 
acted ~on her own judgment, only consulting'the outgoing 

' Minister when, as happened withM~lboumeandAberdeen, 
s;he ha.d special copfidence in him. . In th~ pres~~t <;:ase 
the Queen was parting with a Ministedn whom her con
fidence was absolute,. and sh~ acted under his advice 
throughout what proved to be a· d'ifficult and 'delibate 

. negotiation. · Her own decided inclination· was. to send 
in the first place for Har~ington; and her'Minister'advised • 
her that this was, constitutionally speaklng, the right 
course.· He had apparently changed his mind as to the 
relative ·claims 6f Granvill~ and Hartington smcehis t~lk
with: Barrington. Her Majesty returned to Engl~hd on 
Saturday the 17th and.commanded her :Minister's presence 
.the next morning. ·She made a m()morandum of what 
passed at the au~ience.~~ · · 

. Memorandum by Queen Victoria. , , , 
... .) "" ' 

!VINDso~ CAS!LE, Aprill8, 1880.-I saw Lord Beaconsnelclij 
th1s mornmg at. i pt. 12. After remarks on the sad and .. · 
startling result of the elections which no one ·was in the lea,st 

·· prepared·foi, I asked,him what he' a.dvised .me ·to d6 for the 
real good of the country, which we both agreed was ins~parable 
from my own; and he replied that, irrespective of ·any personal 
feeling which I might have respecting· Mr. Gladstqrie, the 
fight and constitutional course for me tO take was to send 
for Lord. Hartington. ~e was in his heart a, conservative, 
a gentHmian, and very straightforward in his conduct.' Lord 

· Granville·,•ias Jess disinterested and looked more -for his own 
· ·· . : ·<objects. ThaHMr· ·Gladstone ·had formally given up .. the . 
. , .... leadership,· and was only clu11g to by .the Rad5cals. That he 
-~ •.. · ·~ (Lord Beac~nsfield) could tellme something whic)?. he thoup-ht 

.·more hopeful for 'the future, viz., that, tho' some·"dreadful 
:pe?ple lil,{e ·-Bradlaugh had been elected, a great many of the_ 

, -~ . respectabl~. and moderate· old. Whigs had also been ... Th%~ . 
were·200. of them, he thought, and 240 of theConservative.s'·. · 
.a ver'y c(:m1pact'and m:i1t~dbody~returned, whil~ the iro:r,4&' 

. Rulers and. extreme R.adicals. orily amounted. to J90. • ~~y,· ... · 

. calling upon a Whig to form a Government; these fuoder~.~e '': 
•I\ ··"t• 
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Liberals woul<:! rally round and support him, and the Radicals 
would be harmless. 

He did not wish to meet Parliament, but to resign before, 
as in 1868 and as .M:r. Gladstone did in 1874; that it was a 
mockery to have to prepare a Queen's Speech; that an amend. 
ment would be proposed of want of confidence in the House 
of Commons, in which all the Moderates and Radicals would 
have to join, which was to be deprecated; while in the House 
of Lords any amendment would be defeated, Lord Beacons
field having a very large majority there; :;tnd this would bring 
the two Houses into collision, and the Lords would be humilia
ted by having to yield to the House of Commons ..... 

I said that it would be impossible for me to send for Mr. 
Gladstone, as . . . I considered him to be the cause of all 

· the mischief that brought on the Russian war, and that he 
had done everything he could to vilify and weaken the 
Government in times of the greatest difficulty ... and could 
he be my Minister under such oircumstances ? I myself felt 
sure he would not expect or wish it. India would be a great 
difficulty. Foreign affairs equally so. What could Lord 
Hartington be ? First Lord of the Treasury ? • . . 

I repeated what I had written, viz., that this was no 
ordinary change of Government, but had been brought about · 
by the most unjust and shameful pe,rsecution of Mr. Gladstone, 
that therefore I hoped that he (Lord Beaconsfield) would be 
very watchful and very severe upon them, and prevent any 

... mischief, which he could and said he would do. But he has 
great coirfidence in I~ord Hartington .... 

I have omitted mentioning that Lord Beaconsfield said that 
certainly the Conservatives had been too confident, and that 
they had not had that same organisation or worked as hard 
as the Liberals had. That the Liberals had worked on that 
American system called caucus, originated by the · great 
Radical, .M:r. Chamberlain. . 

Beaconsfield seems seriously to have thought that the 
Whigs and moderate Liberals had been returned to the 
House of ,Commons in sufficient strength to make a 
Hartington Administration feasible. He may very well 
have had some communication to that effect from his 
friend Harcourt, who was at this time pressing Hartington 
to go forward and form a Government if the Queen should 
ask him to undertake the t~sk1 At any rate he repeated 
his advice to the Queen, three days later, enforcing it 

1 See Holland's Life of the Duke of Devon:~hire, Vol. I., ch. 12. 
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by forwarding, no doubt in good ·faith, a.report ab~ut 
. the intentions of the Liberal leaders 'which . was only 

true.of 9"ranville and Hartingtori., and quite unfounded · 
in'regard to· Gladstone. · · ·, · 

To Queen .Victoria. 

DowNrnG STREET,'April2l, 1880.-Lord Beaconsfield ... 
was assured last night by a person of authority, that the 

·Triumvirate had met, and agreed that they would serve under 
the individual of the three, whom your Majesty should , 
graciously appoint. , 

'· ~" · . 

· Nothing has occurred to change the' opinion which Lord 
Beaconsfield had the honor to express to yourMaje.sty: ·· · . 

· ;Even if your Majesty wished. Mr. Gladstone to be chief, j 
. the Constitutional course would still be.to send for an acknow- .·· 
ledged leader of opposition. · .. . ·· ;•· 

I.ord ·Beaconsfield is informed, that the Whigs in ~the new 
Parliament amount to 237. Lord Hartington must be aware 
of this~ ' . ; . ·. . ' .. ~-·:·. 

· Lo~d Beaconsfield earnestly advises your Majesty .to m'itke-.. 
no ~conditions when the person sent for arriv.es: merely 
enquire whether he is prepared to form a:n Adn:iini$ltraticin. 
Conditions may develop afterwards. .. · ·• "' 
· He has not fiv_e minutes to write this, and he is anxious it 
should reach your Maj.esty without .delay.· · · 

.This letter was sent to the Queen on the last .ino~g~'>', 
of th~ existence of the Beaconsfield Administration. The 

· programme of the day; as the retiring Minister to.ld~Lady 
. Bra<Jfor~, was; ' This :mornirig a Cabinet, ·and then to 

. Windsor for final operation. H.M, insists upon softening 
the catastrophe by my dining and sleeping at her Castle~' 
The Cabinet-bad resolved, at its meeting in the previous 
ieek, to resign at once, without waiting for the opening of 
Parli~m.ent; ,a,n:~ this meeting, having only to ratify that 
decision; ·was rather, as Hardy tells us, ' conversational.' 

· 1'~[Beaqonsfield] thanked us all for the cordiality and harmony. 
with. which we had worked with him. . The Chancellor 
expressed briefly ·what we all felt, and N orthcote, Cross, and' ·· 
SalisbU::t:J added a few words; the last saying th;tt there had . 
ne:ver ·been a cloud: between him and the Prime Minister, 

·· through ~tH their arduous work .• ~All assented heartily t<> the 
expressions of go~df~eling, ~nd ~ s~nrecord without hesitation 
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If he be not diffuse, then your Majesty,if he replies in the 
affirmative, may proceed to enquire as to the policy he recom
mends, and the persons he will propose to carry it into effect. 

April 24.-Lord Beaconsfield has read with the deepest 
interest the picturesque . and living description of an inter
view, which will always form an important chapter in your 
Majesty's memorable reign and life.1 

May Omnipotent Providence guide, guard, and sustain, 
your Majesty, at this trying moment! 

Lord Beaconsfield, with his humble duty, received the 
cyphered telegram last evening, and the box afterwards
at night. 

This is his last day in Downing Street. He goes to Hatfield 
to-morrow, until Tuesday, and then to Lord Beauchamp's if 
necessary still to remain in town. 

After his final audience, he will endeavour to find repose in 
the woods of Hughenden; consolation he will find, always, in 
the recollection of your Majesty, and all your goodness to 
him. 

While the Queen had thought it right to keep her 
outgoing Minister completely au courant of all the nego
tiations down to the acceptance of office "by Gladstone, 
she appears to have been too constitutional to do more 
than send the bare results of her .new ~'linister's audience, 
now that he had kissed hands. H~re is the teXt of the 
telegram to which Beaconsfield's letter refers and of· a 
short supplementary note which followed.it. 

From Queen Victoria. 

(Telegram). WINDSOR, April 23.-I have seen Mr. Glad
stone, who has accepted and kissed hands. He says he accepts 
all facts; arid that bitterness of feeling is past. 

(Letter., samedate).-The Queen is touched by Lord Beacons
field's kind words. Her trial is great. She forgot to say 
2 things, lst, that Mr. Gladstone looks very ill, very old and 
haggard and his voice feeble. 2ndly, That he said twice he 
looked to his not being long in office as it was too much for 
him, and being Leader and Chancellor of t~e Exchequer as 
well as Prime Minister is utterly too much for a man of 70! 

On Sunday, April 25, Beaconsfield finally quitted 
Downing Street. He went that afternoon to H~tfield 
for a couple of days, and then, as he no longer had a. house 

1 The account of the audience of Hartington and Granville on April 23. 
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in town, stayed till the following Saturday as his friend 
Beauchamp's guest in Belgrave Square before retreating , 
to Hughenden. · From Hatfield he . was summoned . to 
Winds.oi' for .his farewell audience, 'to kiss ·hands on 

.abdication,' as he wrot~ to Lady Chesterfield. 

· Memorandum· by _Queen Victoria . 

. WINDSOR CASTLE, April27, 1880.--.:Saw Lord Beiwonsfield 
·at 3and gave him a partinggift, my statuette in 'bronze, and 

the plaster casts of the group of Brown, the pony, and 'Sharp,' 
and the statuettes of Sharp-and William Brown, all of which 
he hadnever seen and with which· he expressed himself much 
delighted. We then talked of the new Government, which ' 

• he thought very moderate, but which I told him I heard the 
Radicals. were very indignant at! His intention-; he said, 
was to impress upon his party, .of whom~he should have a 
large meeting before the opening of Parliament, not to attack 
the Government excepting whe!l extreme measures were 

·proposed, or any change in foreign policy. Otherwise they 
should let them alone. ··. . · . · 

He would not come to tmvn or to the drawing-room, and· 
wished to ' keep out of sight,' only coming up when it was 
necessary for him to. be in the House of Lords. 

I then took leave of him, shaking hands, when he kissed 
mine: ~ would not consider this as a leave-taking, as I said 
Twas sure to. see him again before we left for Scotlan<;I, and 
that I begged he would always Jet me know his whereabouts 
so that I could always give him news of myself. · 

• . ~ w 

To Lady Bradford. 

13, BELGRAVE SQUARE, 4pril28.__:,·: .. Yesterday morning 
. I was. summoned to Windsor from Hll,tfield; a long, cold 
drive, but I picked up Lord Rowton en route. · 

. My audience was very long, and everything was said that 
cd. be said; but what'Yas news yesterday is scarcely so to-day, 
and I arrived back too late forpost. ' · · . 

I cd. perceive there was something conceale(].'from som.e
bcidy, and hinted. that; but the d<f}usion existed that all was . 

·safe, and that no danger was to be apprehended of the presence 
of .Lowe or Dilke. Instead of them, with[ou)t ·the slightest 
pnipara:tion for the· catastrophe, slie will be· told that she 
must take .this morning an avowed i'epublican1 for aC~tbinet 
Minister, q1;tite inexperieneed in officiftl life, and little kp.own 

- . ·~. . . ~-- -
i ··Chamberlain. ··,,._ 
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in Parliament. It wd. have been better to have permitted 
Dilke to be one of her counsellors. 

I shall leave town on Saturday, but latish, so that if you 
have a festival I will attend it, tho' I shd. have preferred 
saying Adieu alone. 

1'o Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

13, BELGRAVE SQUARE, April 29.-.... I had not seen 
the article you sent me. I avoid newspapers which it was 
once my business to scan. I see only The Times- just to 
k~ep me au fait to what is going on .... · 

I am naturally a terribly bad letter-writer, and only the 
breath of ·official life kept me at all in epistolary cue. I am 
no longer responsible in any sense. 

The audience on April 27 was only a famw~ell audience 
in name, as the Queen had her fallen Minister . as her 
guest at Windsor three times in the ·remaining eight _ 
months of the year; during five of which months the 
Court was absent at Balmoral or Osborne. · The first 
visit was on May 17-18, when the Queen, to whom he 
sat next at dinner, said, 'I feel so Iiappy that I think 
what has happened is only a horrid drea~.' The next 
was on July 15-16, when the Queen had returned from her 
spring visit to Balmoral, but had not yet started for 
Osborne. The visit, he told Lady Bradford, 'was most 
interesting and agreeable. I went there early and saw 
a great deal of my late, and gracious mistress. She ·· 
looked ten years younger> and, as you say, quite pretty. 
She confessed she was perfectly well.' The third occasion 
was in December, after the Court had come south from its 
autumn sojourn in the Highlands. He was at Windsor 
from Wedne:;:day to Friday, December 8 to 10, and he 
made the acquaintance there. of a distinguished man 
whose exploits he had long admired. 

To Lady Bradford. 

WINDSOR CASTLE, Dec. 10.-The Lyttons here, who are 
always agreeable, because they are intelligent; and the great 
hero, Sir Fred. Roberts, a little wiry man, not unlike poor 
Sir John Pakington at a distance, but a more determined 
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countenance when you approach him. Yesterday he departed, 
and there came GenL-Ross, 'the second in command during 
the great march-a smaller man even than Sir Fredk., 'wiry -
little men who can mount and dismount with rapid ease. 
Somebody told me, however, that Roberts was so exhausted 
and unwell that he was obliged to be carried in a litter into 
Candahar, and having to fight a battle almost directly, he was 
on horseback during the fray, and cd. only sustain himself 
in his saddle by the beneficial aid ofchampagne ..... 

The Queen looks well, and is well, notwithstanding the. 
danger of her realm. . . . . _ _ - - . 

It was not only by frequent invitations to Windsor 
that· the Queen showed_ her warm- affection for Beacons
field. She constantly kept up: with llim, as with no other 
ex-Minister since Melbourne; a confidential correspondence 
from which politics were by no means excluded; and she 
sought -her trusted f:dend's counsel and consolation in the 
difficulties intowhichshe was plunged by her new advisers. 
Her Majesty~s letters were no longer in the formal third 
person traditionally employed between Sovereign and 
Minister, but· were written as from friend to friend; 
beginning 'Dear Lord Beaconsfield,' and_ ending ' ,Ev?r 
your- affectionate and grateful friend,'· or 'Ever yours 
affectionately, V.R.L' _Constitutionally, it was, a perilous 
experiment, as the ·Sovereign should. accept advice on 
public affairs _only ~rom the Minister in offic~. ·Buthe 

· must be a hardened Constitutionalist indeed- who would 
refuse his sympathy to a widowed Queei:_l, forced by what 
she .held to be a sorely misgUided public opinion to 
:accept a Millister in whom she had little confic1_ence; and 
Ministerialresentment an<]..public scan:dal were prevented 
by Beaconsfield's prudenceand discretion, and, it may be, 

. by his· death • a year after his fall from office. A small 
selection fr<;>in Her Majesty's letters will show their nature. 
- .. - p 

Jfrom-Qu~~n Victoria. ~ 
WINDSoR CisTLE, May 4, issO.-I . cannot' refrain 

from saying a few words on. what is passing. The Council
was extraordinary yesterday ... : ; . ,The other Minister~ 
seem very anxious. to be agreeable and n()t to reverse things. 

·Mr. Childers hasgiven the Duke o~ Cambridge satisfaction-
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' as well as the other appointments to that office. Lord 
Northbrook-most amiable and desirous to meet my wishes. 
Lord Granville very desirous of acting in the present line. 
Sir H. Layard will probably have leave of absence and then 
not return; but Lord Salisbury himself advised this. There 
is great difficulty to find a successor. No one should be 
removed. Mr. Gladstone ... is very desirous of being 

·respectful and obliging. He looks very ill-~alks with and 
leans on a stick. He laments his Cabinet is not as small as 

,yours, which he considered most wise. 
I enjoined the all-importance of secrecy in the Cabinet 

and insta~ced the mischief which ·had been done formerly 
by the reverse. . . 
·I often think of you-indeed constantly-and rejoice to see 

· you looking down from the wall after dinner. 
May 9-... I think you may be easy about Foreign 

Affa1rs. Lord Granville manages them entirely and the P.JYI. 
never even !).ames them to me, and I watch very carefully; 
he consults me very much. . . . . 

BALM ORAL CASTLE, Sept.l.-Your last kind letter interested 
me very much and I thank you warmly for it. You have the 
position fortunately still very much in your hands, and 
you can exercise, as you have done, a most beneficial influence 
over everyone. 

Lord Granville also told me of the little dinner ,1 and how 
well you looked and seemed ! This is a great pleasure for 
me to hear .... 

Oct. 7 .-Since I received your kind · and interel?ting 
letters I have seen Lord Rowton, twice if not 3 times .. : . 
The complications in the East are most distressing. · Turkey 
is very obstinate and dilatory, as we all know, but formerly 
she believed us to be her friend; now she thinks the very 
reverse, and much more so than reaJly is the case. But 
JYir. Gladstone's language is the cause of all the evil. He is 
now seriously alarmed about Ireland and determined to pro
ceed against the Land League if it is found possible. Lord 
Hartington is particularly strong about it. I am glad to say 
a great change is perceptible in their views about Afghanistan. 
There will be no rash or hasty action and the advice of really 
competent people will be heard, and I believe followed .... 
:. Oct. 31.-It was a great pleasure to receive 2 kind letters, , 
which are a proof that this dreadful gout has done your heal~h 
no harm. May you continue as well through the winter, of 
which we had a most extraordinary unnatural foretaste ! 
Such a long touch of it is quite unprecedented in·Oct. here. 

I am very much interested to hear of your new bookZ ! 
1 See below, p. 1462. 2 Endymion. 
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with so a~tive a mind as.you:rs-and having for 6 years been s~ 
continually employed and overwhelmed with work, compara-_ 
tive idleness must have been vety trying. I shall look 
anxiously forward to the promised copy which you so kindly 
say you will sendto I!le. · •. , 

As regards affairs they are sad indeed, and I hardly trust 
myself to speak of them-they are so confused-and so dreadful ! 

, Oh ! if only I had you, my kind Jriend and wise councillor 
'and strong arm toJ1elp and lean on l I have no one. Lord 
Dufferin said to me, 'I feel so much for yo·u, you never were 
so alone.' And it is so l . . . . . . 

OSBORNE, Dec. 20 . .{__I trust I. may be one of the first' 
.to wish you joy and many happy returns _of your birthday'"*' . 
on which day I trust the sun will shine, which it did beautifully 
yesterday. To-day we have had, as well as last night, a 
fearful amount of very heavy rain, and I just hear of a heavy 
fall of snow _at Windsor! · . · -

The state· of. Ireland continues ·to get·· wors.e and . worse. 
Bu_t I may tell you that .the Govt. are quite determined to 
bring in a Coercion Bill the .very first thing and to. push it 
through before anything else is proposed. / Mr. Forster would 
have wished for .measures far earlier and is terribly anxious.· 
He made, as we had_well known, terrible·mistakes last session, 
bu.t he is fully alive to the great dangers and difficulties of the 
case .and wishes for powers to put it>down. ·He is an honest 
man .. :: . . .. . . . . 

He is not a man of the world·-and his present office quite · 
ov~rwhelms him. The' P: Minister was also farm ore impressed 
with the dangers of the position than I have yet seen him. 
But it ought never to have come _to this pass. . .... 

~ These letters are a forcible reminder' that the change 
of government brought jn: its train few or none of those 
blessings' which Gladstone had led the electors to expect .. 
There was no cessation of foreign and imperial adventure; 
there was a .marked increase in disastrous incidents .. 
Domestic legislation had to be thrust aside to ~ake way 

- for the tragic necessities of Ireland; and the pri.rv~ii>al 
achievement. in this sphe~e was the ext~nsion of+.pi,~~e~. 
hold suffrage to the counties-an extenswn the ,P,r-~~G_lple · 
of -which Beaconsfield had-accepted. An increasg,oythe. 

· Beaconsfield Ministry of national· expenditure fro:rti some 
;venty. to some eight:y millions 'a' year had b~en de
nounced as profligate finance; it was,a strange irony·that 

. . : "" - ~ . ' 

. t ·. 
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there was a Budget of a hundred millions before the. 
second Gladstone Ministry fell. Gladstone was even 
ready, over a frontier post in Afghanistan, to incur that 
risk of war with Russia which he had made it matter of 
grave reproach against Beaconsfield to have incurred 
over the fate of Constantinople and the Straits. And, 
throughout the five years that the new Ministry lasted, 
the foreign reputation of the country, which Beacons-

. field had raised so high, was gradually frittered away
only to be restored, towards the close of the century, by 
t·he sagacious counsels of Beaconsfield's lieutenant and 

. successor, Salis bury. 
In short, subsequent history has gone far to justify 

the view which the Queen and most contemporary 
foreign statesmen took of the election of 1880; that it 
was a blunder of the democracy, misled by the almost 
apostolic fervour with which Gladstone arraigned Beacons

. field's Eastern and Indian policy as not merely ill- judged 
but absolutely wicked. This was perhaps the most con
spicuous instance of Gladstone's tendency, in the latter 
half of his life, to believe and to preach that all the most 
important political questions involve moral issues. It 
was from this angle that he had, treated the franchise and 
the Irish Church, and it was from this angle that he was·, 
after Beaconsfield's death, to treat Home Rule. As a 
matter o£ fact, and as Disraeli saw, political questions 
seldom present clea1:-cut moral issues, so that yqu can 
definitely say that one course ·is morally right, the other 
morally wrong. But the politician who, like Gladstone· 
and, in some measure, Bright, can persua.de a serious and 
-religious people like the English, · and still more the 
Sc<;>tch, that such an issue is involved, has a tremendous 

' electoral and Parliamentary advantage. This method 
of conducting political controversy· was repugnant to 
Disraeli, who despitled it as savouring of cant; hence, no 
doubt, came much of the suspicion and misconstruction 
which he was never able altogether to dispel. He took 
the common-sense view that in politics it is generally a 
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question merely· of the more expedient course; and that 
the primeduty of a British statesman is to regard British 
honour and promote Britisp welfare. · 

Beaconsfield's achievements during his great Ministry 
· in the furtherance of social reform and of imperial conso
Hdation havebeen sufficiently expounded in the course 
of our narrative. But something maybe added as to his 
methods ·as Prime Minister,. though these stand out 

-clearly • _ enough from his correspondence with his 
· Sovereign and with his principal colleagues. Thert: 

was an extreme; ·an Eastern, ceremoniousness, as of 
orie who respected alike his office and his audience; -~ 
a ceremoniousness which was so marked in his latter~ 
days·. as to lead Lord Rosebery to describe 'those 

· days as: majestic .. He never forgot the dignity of the· 
office he .held; or underestimated the importance -of the 
decisions -at which his Cabinet might arrive. In his 
demeanour,. as in his attire, he played the part to the 
full. · While he spiired no pains to meet the. difficulties 
and satisfy the scruples of individual colleagues, yet more 
and more, as th~years went on~and as he realised that it, 
was on him rather :than.on.them that the country placed 

·its reliance,. it became his practice in Cabinet to lay down 
a policy which he asked his colleagues to support, and 
from whichin essentials he would not budge, r~ther than 
-as some Prime Ministers have done----,-to throw the 
bur<f:en. upon them, and count heads to· ascertain their 

. disposition. . Ile combined· immens~ consideration with· 
i unshakable firmness .. 

But the firm ,grip which he kept on the aims of policy 
~as compatible with an unfailing readiness to adopt new 
means. A man: of infinite imagination, he aboun~~d)n 
fresh ideas and novel, if sometimes fantastic, expedit;pt~. 
As a rule he did not broach these cru.delyin. Cabinet, lfut 
tested them .in the first place -in intimate converse ,with 
his most trusted lieutenants-Cairns, D~rby, Salisbury, 
Hardy, 'or N:or~hcote; .and he showed no hesitation in 
yielding if convinced of .theii'-~mpractic;:tbility. _ But ~o 

- ' . . -.. 
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penetrating was his insight, so keen his intuition, tltat, 
over and over again, he would light at once on the solution 
which had evaded the patient labour and logical faculty 
of a competent colleague. Contemptuous as he was of 
detail, and constitutionally unskilled in its manipulation, 
he could immerse himself in· it, if necessary, with ardour 
and success, as he proved in his conduct of the Reform 
Bill of 1867 through the House of Commons. He had, 
indeed, a hawk's eye for what was really important,' and 
shrank from no exertion or discomfort when he deemed it 
necessary to be prompt and vigorous. The reader cannot 
fail to have been struck with the keen~ess and thorough
ness as well as the courage and resolution with which he 
faced each critical situation during his great Ministry. 

In h:ls individual dealings with his colleagues he was 
particularly happy. There is no surer test of a chief than 
his attitude towards a colleague who, acting in good 
faith, has made a blunder. Whether it was in Parliament 
or in administration, his instinct was always to support 
his lieutenant, however mistaken his view, and however 
awkward the Parliamentary difficulties in which the 
defaulter might have involved him and his· Government. 
In spite of that·defaulter's readiness to be thrown over, 
Beaconsfield would again and again take the blame .on 
himself, chivalrously ignoring the temptation to sacrifice 
a scapegoat; and often, by his brilliant sally, would 
extricate the Government with credit froni an apparently 
hopeless muddle. 'A chief like that commands loyalty,' 
was the tribute of colleague after colleague. Not only 
would he take on his own broad shoulders the blame for 
the mistakes of under-secretaries; but he would not 
allow promising youngsters in his team to be overridden, 
wh~n they had a good case, by the Cabinet or the Trea
suty. Lord George Hamilton, in his Parliamentary 
Reminiscences, tells a delightful story of how, on his 
representation as Vice .President of the Committee of 
Council on Education, Beaconsfield prevented the Cabinet 
and the Treasury from hampering the educa,tion of the 
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c~runtry i~1 a frantic 4esire to p-roduce a popul~r Budget 
_on· the eve of a General Election. Lord George's esti
·mates had been seriously mutilated-early in 1880 behind
his back by the.Chancellor of the Exchequer with_- the 
connivance of ·the Lord President. The- young Vice
President, failing redress from his immediate chief, 
carried his grievance direct to the Court of Appeal;--that 
is; the Prime Minister. · 

I went to [Lord Beaconsfield] and described exactly what 
had qccurred. He listened futently, and after a minute's 
reflection said: ' Is there not a thing that you call the Com
mittee of Council upon Education?' · 'Yes,' I said, 'ther.e is.' 

· ' Am . I on it ?' ' Yes.' ' Yery well; _-then, tell the -Lord 
President I wish it to be summoned at· once.' It was sum
moned, and, I should think, for the first and last time in [its] 
existence, all the official members of this heterogeneous body 
met. We sat in -a semicircle, Lord Beaconsfield in the · 
centre, and I- at the extreme outside. 'I understana,' said_ 
Lord Beaconsfield, 'that the Vice~President has a statement 
to make to us.' I then proceeded to state my case as best I 
could, letting .dow:p, the Lord President and the 'Chancellor_ 
of the Exchequer as much· as possible. When I had finished, 
there was a dead silence, whereupon Lord Beaconsfield 
remarked: 'I move that- the Committee of Council on Educa-

- tion do agree with the Vice-President.' There was not a 
word· of opposition to this _111 otion, both the'Chancellor of the 

. Exch~quer and the Lord President looking rather foolish.l 

, Beaconsfield was a careful dispenser of Crown patronage 
and honours; and he prided himself upon avoiding what
he considered to be Gladstone's_lavishness in their dis 
tribution: There was often, as might have been ex-· 
pected; an imaginative touch about his selections, as in 
the offer oHhe G.C.B. to Carlyle, and in t}_:le appointment 
of the poet and diplomatist, Lytton, to the Viceroyalty 
of. India, and of the Sovereign's son-in-:I~w> Lorne, t~}he 
Governor- Generalship of Canada. In his -ecclesiastical 

'patronage duri:p,g_his second_ Ministry he_ obs~i:ved- the 
rule oUai:r division and _comprehensiveness which he had 
laid down in 1868, but without that eye to i_n:imediate 
electoral advantage which was noticeable when the fate _ 

·t Lord G. Ha.miltoii's Parliamentary J?enii:nis'-ences, pp. 11>2-154.-
• ' J • '. 
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of the Irish Church was at stake. 1 He had beeii respon
sible for the promotion of Tait, Magee, Mansel, Merivale, 
and Christopher Wordsworth in 1868; between 1874 and 
1880 the same tradition was preserved by the advance
ment of Benson, Maclagan, Lightfoot, Stubbs, Farrar, and 
Ryle. In regard to patronage Fraser makes a most sur- . 
prising charge against his he~o. He writes: ., No rewards. 
awaited those who had sacrificed everything in their sup
port of him ; no thought 'was given to theiP ; they had 
served their purpose; and, except personal eourtesy, they. 
received no recompense of any sort or kind.' 2 Fraser 
must have been thinking of himself, but he was a gossip 
and a bore, not at all a suitable candidate for office. If 
Disraeli is open to any reproach, it is, as we should have 
expected in so stanch a friend, that he was perhaps too 
indiscriminate in rewarding those ·who had served him. 
Fraser can only think of the offer of a lordship-in-waiting 
to Lord Exmouth. He forgets that Disraeli secured 
appointments in the public service for both his brothers 
Ralph and James; that he obtained a baronetcy for Rose; 
that th€l Lyttons, father and son, were .promoted to high 
office in the State; that he took John Manners, his 
' Young England ' comrade, into all his Cabinets, and 
gave him a red ribbon at the close, while gratifying an
other ' Young England ' associate,_Baillie Cochrane, with 
a peerage; that a peerage and a baronetcy were the 
rewards of Yarde Buller and Miles, two of his stoutest sup
porters for the Conservative leadership; that he. promoted 
Lord Abergavenny from an earldom to a marquisate; 
that he braved public opinion by appointing his society 
friend, Lord Rosslyn, High Commissioner for the Church 
of Scotland; that he offered a peerage to Andrew Montagu; 
that he gave Earle office, and Corry a peerage; and that 
he astonished his colleagues in the Cabinet by the high 
positions in the public service for which he thought Henry 
Lennox was suitable. The list might be largely extended. 

One creditable mark of Beaconsfield's great Ministry 
1 See pp. 397-413, 2 Fraser; p. 34. 
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should not pass unrecorded. · It was the first Cabinet 
to concern itself seriously with imperial defence, which 
had been neglected ever since the withdrawal of imperial 
forces from the ·Colonies. He~e · the Prime Minister 

. was in complete harmony with Carnarvon, who had 
.. made a special study of the.~ubject. 

Tg Lord Carnarvon. 

CRICHEL, Deo. 8, '75.~ ..... t look upon the restoration of 
·our military relations with our Colonies as a question . .of }ligh 
policy, which ought never_ to be abse:nt from our thoughts. 
The question i.nvolvef? sociar,·and political, as well as military, 
considerations; and you- may rely on my earnest support of 
any steps, on your part; tq accomplish this great end, 

~ .. The near approach ·of war iri.l878 forced the question 
to the front; and Beaconsfieid appointed in the next year 

· a· strong Royal Commission,· with Carnarvon, no longer' 
a member of the Government, at its head; to consider 
the protection of British ppssessions and commerce 
abroad. The Commission, 'in the expert opinion of Lord 
Sydenham, the first Secretary of the Committee of Im~ 
perial Defence, ,·marked,a new departure in the·national 
history:' Its. three exhaustive Reports constituted the 
foundation whereon was gradu.ally built th-at system of 
imperial- defence which was ultil;ruitely tested in the 
Great War, and nptfound wanting.. · · 

.• 



CHAPTER XV. 

ENDYMION.· 

1880. 

At the time bf his final farewell to power Beaconsfield 
was in his seventy-sixth year, and for long had maintained 
a desperate fight with the gout, asthma, and bronchitis 
which ever threatened to lay him low. But his spirit 
was still undefeated. 'Not content with the continuing 
labours of political leadership; he set to work at once to 
finish the novel which he had planned and begun as a 
consequence of the success of Lothair, but which he had 
abandoned for many years owing to engrossing political 
avocation;:;. There was little for a Leader of Opposition 
in the House of Lords to do for some months ; and 
Beaconsfield applied himself to composition with such 
steadiness that the manuscript was practically complete 
early in August. The negotiations with Longmans for its 
publication were placed entirely in Rowton's hands; and 
so successfully did he conduct them that the firm, whose 
original offer was £7,500, finally agreed, before even 
seeing the manuscript, to give for all rights in Endymion 
what they believed to be the largest sum ever till then 
paid for a work of fiction-£10,000: £2,500 on the delivery 
of the manuscript, and £7,500 on April!, 1881-less than 
three weeks, as it happened, before Beaconsfield's death. 
The manuscript. was delivered in September, 1880, and 
Endymion appeared on November 26. Rowton told 
Beaconsfield of the success of the negotiation when they 
were both attending a debate in the House of Lords. 

1423 ; 
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From Lord Rowton. 

HousEoF LORDS, Aug. 4, '80~-There are things too big
-to impart in whispers\ so I leave your side, just to wfite 
· these Words. 

Longman has to-day offered Ten, Thousand Pounds for 
Endymion. _ 

I have accepted it ! I cannot tell you what a· pleasure it 
- is to me to see my ardent· ambition for you gratified! · 

And you have an added honor whi<!h may for ever remain 
without precedtmt. · · 

To. Lord Rowton. 

_ HuG'f{ENDEN, Sept. 14, 1880.-L[ongman] arrived .here 
yesterday by 5 o'clock train, and proposed .that_' our little 
business ' should be transacted before dinner. I was ready:
the MS. had been carefully revised, and the printer much • 
assisted, so I hope I shall not have to trouble him ·much for 
revises ..... Th'e receipt was ready and the cheque drawn; 
or else I should have thought it this morning all a dream. 
I know no magic of the Middle Ages equal to it ! And you .are 
the Magician, best and dearest offriends! _ . . . . · 

The first proof will arrive this day---no--yesterday week, 
and it will all be consummated, I understand, by the first week 
of October. . . . _ . . . · . 

Since I·wrote this, L[ongman] has departed (10 o'clock 
train) with our young friend. Three businesslike packages, 
all in his portmanteaus . . · 

'Mr: Norton Longcian kindly allows me to q~ote, in a 
__ slightly shoi:'tetled-£orin, from a memorandum whi<ih h~ 
·drew up at the time, his humorous description of the 
.fashion in' which the momentous transaction was carried -
thr~ugh. ' It was his second visit to Hughenden, as he 
had stayed there, after the conclusion of the agreement, 

__ for a week-end in ·August, and had then, under'Rowton's 
. guidance, inspected -the manuscript. This tithe he found 
Beaconsfield ·quite' alone, without either-_ secretary ·or 
visitor, and in,. capital spirits. - · • 

_- K~o.wing I had to ieave rather early the next morning; 
I ven_tured to suggest that it might be convenient for us to do 

- -· our little business before dinner. The business I alluded to 
w'as connected with our bankers, .but it is certain Ld. B.'s 
idea of:the bqsiness was M1e formal delivery of the NIS. to 

. ' -~-
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me. ' Oh yes, certainly,' was the reply to my suggestion 
'Of course, much better to get our business done, the somier 
the better. Ah, let me see, how shall we manage ?'.I confess 
I did not quite understand his lordship's meaning, because 
everything seemed to me to be. simple enough, so I said 
nothing, and waited for another cue, as it was clear to me Ld. 
B. was a little fidgety and rather excited. The formal 
delivery of his precious child appeared to be too much for 
him. 'Well, Mr. Longman,' continued the author in a 
somewhat low tone of voice, 'shall I ring for Mr. Baum, and 
have my study lighted ?' Of course, I agreed .and said, 
'Yes,· certainly,' but to my surprise his lordship turned to 
me and said, 'No, no, Mr. Longman, stop a minute. Mr. Baum 
knows nothing of this, and we must not excite his suspicion.1 

We must light the candles ourselves.' Feeling quite equal 
to this responsibility I simply said,' Oh yes,' in rather a cheery 

. voice, endeavouring to remove the idea, which appeared to 
be so prominent in his mind, that we were about to rob a 
church or do some such dreadful deed. · 

I followed him upstairs to his own apartment. He is very 
shortsighted, and I had to render him a great deal of assistance 
in finding and lighting the candles. 'Vle must light ALL the 
candles, Mr. Longman; I can't get on without plenty of light!' 
said Lord B., and continued; ' but we· must have your room 
lighted also. But Mr. Baum can do that.' So Mr. B. was. 
summoned and instructed to light my room. No sooner had 
Mr. Baum left us and the door been closed with special care 
than the distinguished author proceeded to lay open three 
red despa~ch boxes. Each volume was carefully tied up in 
red tape, and each in its own box. These well-known recep
tacles of secret information being emptied of their valuable 
contents, I felt a little anxious to know what was to come 
next. After a moment's pause he turned to me and said, 
'Are you ready?' 'Oh yes,' I replied,' I am quite ready, are 
you?' What was going to happen? Were we really going 
to rob a church ? The air was full of mystery. 'Can you 
carry two?' he continued. 'Yes,' I replied, not saying one 
word more than was absolutely necessary. The door being 
opened-slowly, solemnly, carefully, mysteriously I followed 
the ex-Premier as he trod lightly along the passage, to my 
apartment! Having arrived safely, and closing the door 
with extra precaution, he remarked, 'I am most anxious 

. 1 Beaconsfield once described to Rose his experience of an old retainer-
. almost certainly Baum-thus: 'For the first five years he was with me I 
found him a most excellent servant; for the next five years he was a faithful 
and interesting friend; and for the last five years he has been a most indulgent 
master.' · 
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none of my servants should know anything of this; that is 
why I am so careful:': _ · · . . , 
· 'Well,' thought I to myself, 'so far, so good, but what is 
to 'come. next?'·;; 'This was the evening ·before dinner, and. 
I did not of course leave the house until the next morning. 
The valuable burden having been deposited on the table,· 
Ld. B. with a sigh of relief remarked;' There; but whl:),t are 
you going to do with it.?' This was a regular poser; as I 
had not. the slightest idea what to do with so precious' an 
article for some fifteen hours or so. ·A happy thought flashed 
across my mind. 'My Glad--' I luckily stopped in time'-<
'bag!' But this notion only created. fresh complications. 
My'bag was nowhere to be found. It had simply vanished. 
AWful idea ! Had Mr. Baum done this on purpose ? Of 
course we could not ring to ask Mr. Baum what had become· 
of. it, as no. doubt he would guess something was going on • 
. We looked under the -bed, in the wardrobes, in every corner; .. 
but no, nothing could-.· be found until a' brilliant idea came 
t_o the mind of the great statesman. , 'Perhaps it is in the 
dressing-room, just cmtside here,'· he said; and much to our 
relief it was. I immediately carried it off to my room, and 
there under the very, eye of the author deposited the three 
volumes in my little portmanteau. After placing the 3rd 
volume in its t~mporary resting-place Lord B. turned to rile 
and said, ' But, Mr.- Longman, how· about your wardrobe ?~ 
' Oh; there will be plenty of room for- that,' I replied~ · But 
this did not satisfy•my host at all, and he pressed me to allow 
him to be of serv~ce;. 'Mr. Baum can ·supply you with .any 
variety of portmanteau, if you only ask. him,' continued 
Lord B., but I assured his lordship it was quite unnecessary 
for me to trespass ort.his hospitality. · 
. Having thus accomplished the solemn and complicated 
task of the formaldelivery of the MS., but not without some 

· difficulty, we returned.tohislordship's room, and in a very 
. few minutes I finished•my part oLthe affair by paying him· a 
cheque and taking his receipt:. 

' ·.The dom!nailt idea in Endymion is the enormous, 
. indeed decisive~ importance of women in directing and 

moulding the life of man, and, p~rticularly, politicaJ man. 
i;oeking back . ove"r his. own career ·Beaconsfield reali~ed 
a1fthat ·he owed to his. sister's discerning sympathy, to 
Mi-s. ''Austen's enpoutagem€mt and criticism, :to his wife's 
•devotion:'-and income, to Lady BleE1singt9n's and Lady 
LoriuonderrY's friendship, .to Mrs.·. Brydge's Willyams's 

4 •, . ' 
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benevolence, and to the atmosphere of sympathy and 
appr~ciation which had been provided for his declining 
years through his intimacy with Lady Bradford and Lady 
Chesterfield and through the gracious indulgence of his 
Queen. _His debt to. women was no doubt great; but his 
inherent genius, his patient labour, and his indomitable 
will were, after all, the main factors in his astonishing 
success. It pleased him, in certain moods, to say, as he 
did once in a letter to Lady Bradford, ' I owe everything 
to woman' ; but, of him, it was not true. Of Endymion, . 
the hero of his last novel, however, it i_s true. Had it 
not been for 1\!Iyra~ his virile sister; for Lady Montfort, 
the leader of society who marries him;. and, in a lesser 
degree, for Adriana Neuchatel, the banker's daughter, and 
·for Lady Beaumaris, transformed by a fortunate marriage 
from a lodging-house keeper's daughter into a Tory 
grande dame, Endymion would have spent his days in a 
second-rate Government office, rising gradually by a 
good address and a punctual discharge of duty to an 
assistant-secretaryship and a pension. Thanks to the 
influence of these women, he becomes, at about the age of 
forty, Prime l\'Iinister of Great Britain. 

His story may be told in few words. Born in 1819, the 
grandson of a successful Civil Servant, and the son of a 
politician at one time of much promise-who, having lived 
far beyond his means and having made the mistake of 
attaching himself to Wellington rather than to Canning 

, , or to Grey, was hopelessly ruined and driven ultimately 
to suicide by the Reform Act of 1832-Endymion Ferrars 
could get no better start in life than a clerkship in Somer
set House at the age of sixteen. But he has a twin sister, 
1\!Iyra, who is depicted as the embodi:q1ent of irreeistible 
will, and who determines from her girlhood to devote her 
life to promoting her brother's career. 'I shall be in the 
world,' she says when rejecting as a girl of seventeen 
her first suitor, 'whatever be my lot, high or low
the active, stirring world-working for him, thinking 
only 6£ him. Yes : moulding events and circumstances 
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in his favour:' Though left; like her brother, penniless 
at their parents' death, she, by a turn of .fortune's wheel,· 
meets, and wimi'the' a:ffectiQIJ.S of, ail. elderly statesman of 
greatdistfnction, thenForeignSecr~tary, and at the age of 
nineteen marries him, largely with the object of advancing 
her brother's interests; 'Our degradation is over,'. she 
tells Endymion. 'I see ~· career; ay, ·~nd a· great one; 
and what is far more important, I see.a ca~eedor you. . . . . 
We have now got a lever to move the world.' Her riew 
status, as Lady Roehampton, gives her brother .at once 

·the entry into society, and her influence procures him, 
first, the private secretaryship to one of he1: husband's 
colleagues, together with a. trai.1sfer to a Gove1']1.ment 
office 6fa higher class, and afterwards, at the age of twenty
six, the under-secretaryship for foreign affairs under her 
husband. The opening having been provided 'by. his 
sister, ~he rest of Endymion's rise to great~ess is n:iainly 
due to Lady Montfort, ' the fanious Bereilga1.'ia, Queen of . 
Society; and the genius of Whiggism.' This powerful 
. personag~ takes him up from his . first appearance . in 
society, pushes him both socially and politically, finds 
him a seat in Parliament, ~nd finally, .when her immensely 
rich h~sband has convell.iently died and left her everything 
except the settlkd·. estates, bestows herself and .all her 
possessions on her protege, thus giving .him an unassailable 

. position, 'a roqt in.:the country.' Meanwhile his sist~r, 
· early left a widow,· has become by her second marriage 

the Queen Consort o£ a ;friendly Sovereign. No wonder ~. 
that before long Endymionis appointed Foreign Secretary 
and that when the cur~ain is rung . down he bas just 
kissed hanqs at. Windsor ·as Prime·· Minister. ·Towards 
the seat in Parliament, it should· be added, Endymion 
received substanti~l assista~ce from the two other ladies. 
Lady Beaumaris, from ,thw Tory .camp, staved off an. 
oppositionthat might have proved fatal; and.the wealthy 

. Adriana N!;)uchatel, by a timely but anonymous invest: 
.. , 1ner~t of £20,000 on his be:Q.alf ih Consols, ppt him i.p,~G 

pecuniary position to avail himself of the opportunity~'': 
' . ...,. ~. ~ 
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A hero of this kind could hardly fail to be colourless 
and insipid .. We are told that, besides being good-looking . 
and pleasant-mannered, he was 'intelligent and well 
informed, without any alarming originality or too positive 
convictions ' ; that he was ' prudent and plastic' ; that he 
'always did and said the right thing.' He is, indeed; 
the industrious apprentice in excelsis; but he has no 
resolution, no elan, no sparkle, no genius, and is as 
different as well can be from the brilliant and advimt~rous 
heroes of Disraeli's earlier novels, such as Vivian Grey, 
Contarini Fleming, and Coningsby. It is rather surprising· 
that· Dilke should have been gratified by the belief that 
Endymion's political career had been largely modelled 
on his own; a belief which Beaconsfield. himself encouraged 
in conversation. For the story of Endyfuion's progress to 
the helm of St~te is a fairy tale which cannot be accepted as 
possible or credible; it can make no converts to the theory 
of the omnipotence of female influence in the world. 

Myra, Endymion's resolute sister, is als() a failure; but 
Lady Montfort, his other principal patroness, is alive and 
charming. Some of her characteristics may have been 
derived from recollections of Mrs. Norton, Lord Mel
bourne's friend; in a few particulars Beaconsfield seems 
to be drawing on his experiences with Lady Bradford. 
Lord Montfort, her husband, is also a well-conceived and 
well-presented character .. 

Lord Montfort was the only living Englishman who gave 
C one an idea of the nobleman of the e_ighteenth century. He 

was totally devoid of the sense of responsibility, and he looked 
what he resembled .... 

No one could say Lord Montfort was a bad-hearted man, 
for he had no heart. He was good-natured; provided it 
brought him no inconvenience; and as for temper, his was 
never disturbed, but this not from sweetness of disposition, 
rather from a contemptuous fine taste, which assured him 
that a gentleman should never be deprived of tranquillity 
in.a world where nothing was of the slightest consequence. 

· .In spite, indeed, of the unconvincing presentation of 
the main argument, Endymion is full of interest. It 
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contains much brilliant writing and, characterisation; 
·and it:·throws many informing sidelights on its author's 
.point of view. and on society and politics in the second 
·quarter of the nineteenth century. For the book is a 
curious blend of histol;'y and fiction. In his o~d age; 
Beaconsfield looks back with fondness-to the period of his 
vigorous manhood, and places the creaotions of his fancy , 
in the world which was familiar to him when he was 
in ·the', twenties, thirties, and forties: Starting . from 
Canning's death in 1827, the story wends its way with 

. a ·background of the authentic domestic politics of the 
time down to the <;lefeat ofthe Coalition in 1855. From 

~that point-which is not, however, reached till' the last 
dozen pages~the whole. be,cO'mes· romance, and neither 

. Sidney Wil~on's premiers~ip, nor Endy'mion's succession 
to him, -has any counterpart in tb,e history 'of the late 
fifties. To the historical portions of the· book it is un

'·neceo:saryto refer at length, as they. have been abundantly 
quoted in. the fi:~;st three ·volumes of this biography. It 
·ruay, however;perhaps 'be said.that the opening chapters, 
dealing with the effects of Canning's death and _with the· 

· troubled politics· of the next five·yea:rs, are particularly 
striking. and vigorous, having been writt~n presumably 
before the press tire of public work. compelled the author, 
·in 1872 or 1873, to lay the manuscript aside. There are, 
moreover, some admirable sketches of social movements, ct. 

the recollection of which had almost faded away even in . : : 
·l880: the agitation in 1850-51 over the Paparaggre'ssion;jS. 
that. high fantastical show, the Eglinton Tournament- ' 
(called here the Montfort Tournament) of i839, about. 
which Disraeli obtained information in 1872 from Jane 
Duchess · 6( Somerset, ·who had, as Lady Seymour, 
presided over the tournament; and the railway mania of 
the .forties, when 'a new channel' was found· for capital 
an:d1abour, and gigantic fortunes were made-and lost.' . 

Though Endymion is not in the least like his creatOr 
in character o:r career; :he i~ given in the latter chaptfi,r~;
s_omf:)wbat incongruously, q:ualities, feelmgs; and habltli 

. ' 

:":;;-.-
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which Beaconsfield had observed in himself. 'The 
power and melody of his voice ' ; his readiness without 
excessive fluency in debate; his power of keen sarcasm, 
'that dangerous, though most effective, weapon,' held in 
severe check; his complete control of his temper-for the Fe 
Disraelian qualities _the earlier history of Endymion had 
little prepared the reader. And Beaconsfield was surely 
thinking of himself rather than of Endymion when he 
wrote: 'there was nothing for him to do but .t'o ... plunge
into business : and affairs of State are a cure for many 
e~ires ·and sorrows. What are our petty annoyances and 
griefs when we have to guard the fortunes and the 
honour of a nation f Intimate and family dinners 
during the session with the Bradfords and with Lady 
Chesterfield must have been in his mind when he wrote 
of Endymion's difficulties in getting away from the 
House when in office: 'No little runnings up to Montfort 
House or Hill Street just to tell them the authentic news, 
or snatch a hasty repast with furtive delight, With persons 
still more delightful.' 

The experience of the statesman who has taken his full 
share in the direction of great affairs perv~des the book. 
The importance, for the art of government, of personal 
knowledge of foreign. statesmen comes with effect from 
one who played a leading part at the Congress of Berlin. 
Th~re, as his Lord Roehampton at Vienna, ' he learned to 
gauge the nien who govern the world.' 'Conducting 
affairs without this knowledge is, in effect, an affair of 
stationery; it is pens and paper who are in communication; 
not human beings.' To the retrospective statesman, 
' the finest elements· in the management 9£ men and 
affairs' seem t_o be 'observation and perception of 
character.' He blames Peel fo:~; not trusting youth: ' it 
is a confidence which should be exercised, particularly 
in the conduct of a popular assembly.' He himself had 
shown it in many cases, notably those of Lord George 
Hamilton and Edward Stanhope. He looks, almost with 
complacency, on the confusion of his private affairs which 
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had purt?ued him throughout life ... , That seems almost 
the inevitable result of .being absorbed in th~ great busi:.. 
ness of governing :mankind.' He does not neglect in his 
reflections, as he did not in his life, the qu~stion of dress. 
Mr. Vigo tells Endymion, 'You must dress a<?_cording to 
your age, your pursuits, your object inlife .... 'In youth, 

.a little fancy is rather expected, but, if political life be 
your object, it should be avoided, at least after one and 
twenty.' Disraeli hiinsel£ had postponed the change .till 
he was forty. Other· personaL touches may be noted; 
He ascribes to his heroine Myra that ' passion for light,' 
even when alone, which he felt himself; the belief that 
brilliant il~umination ha_d a benefiCial ~oral·effect on the 
temperament. He had his own· talk in miiid when he.· 
defined the art ·of conversation thus : ' to be prompt 
without being stubborn, to refute without argument, and 
to clothe grave matters iil a motley garb.' Hi~ ovm 
ambition, his .belief in the pm-ver of will,. and in the 

·utilisation of opportunity; 'find extreme and uncomprom
ising utterance in Myra's words: 'A human being with 

. a settled .purpose must accomplish it.' 'Nothing can 
resist a will that will stake even existence for its fulfil
ment.' · 'Power, andpowera1cine; should be your absorb
ingobject, and all the accidents and incidents of life should 
only be considered with reference. to .that main result.'· 
' Gre.at ;men. should think of Opportunity, and not of 

. '1\ine, ·Time is tLe e4cuse of feeble and tired spirits. 
They .I!lake time the. sleeping partner of their lives to ;l{t 

accomplish what ought to be achieved. by their own will.' 
There is also, noqqubt, something of" Beaconsfield's own 
sentiment about religion in the vieW,s which he borrows 

· from the . wits ot" the pasp and puts i1ito the mouth of 
Waldershare: ' Sensible·men are all of th-e same religion.' 

·'And pray, what is that?' 'Sensible mer;_ never tell.' 1 

An absolute reticence· as to his personal religion wa.s one 
~·~ i~·· 

. . "t),oi:d l!'itz~aurioo, in his Life of Lord Granville,, points out that this 
. passage is a reproduction of Speaker Onslow's footnote to Burnet's character'· 

Of Shafte~bur~ in Ills History of His Own Time, Vol. I., p. 164. · ·,..j?:" 
.• 
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of Beaconsfield's marked characteristics, though he has 
told us much of his ideals in this sphere in Tancred and 
Lord George Bentinck. 

Though not so full of ' quotations ' as Lotlmir, Endymion 
yet contains many sententious phrases of · the right 
Disraelian mintage. In the political sphere we hear of 
' the' commonplaces of middle-class ambition, which are 
humorously called democratic opinions ' ; in the social 
sphere, of 'a Knight of the Garter or a member of White's 
-the only two things an Englishman cannot command.' 
And here are two admirable aphorisms: 'Inquirers who 
are· always inquiring never learn anything'; 'A dinner of 
wits is proverbially a palace of silence.' . 

The Queen was puzzled to find the hero of the Tory 
leader's last novel a Whig. And, indeed, it is a mark 
of the detachment with which the book is written, that 
the history of from 1827 to 1855 is treated from the Whig 
standpoint, and, so to speak, from withi.n the Whig camp; 
and that in Waldershare the opinions of the 'Young 
England' party, with which Disraeli himself sympathised, 
are put forward in a bizarre and extravagant manner, 

. calculated rather to provoke laughter than to win accept
ance. Take Waldershare's dogma about foreign policy: 
'All diplomacy since the Treaty of Utrecht seems to me 
to be fiddle £addle.' Or his lament over the disappearance 
of 'potties ' of strawberries: 'I believe they went out, 
like all good things, with the Stuarts.' Or his paradoxes 
about the navy- · 

i must say it was a grand idea of our kings making .them
selves Sovereigns of the sea. The greater portion of this 
planet is water; so we at once became a first-rate power. 
We owe our navy entirely to the Stuarts. King James the 
Second was the true founder and hero of the British navy. 
He was the worthy son of his admirable father, that blessed 
Martyr, the restorer at least, if not the inventor, of ship 
money; the most patriotic and popular tax that ever was 
devised by man. The Nonconformists thought themselves 
so wise in resisting it, and they have got the naval estimates 
instead l 

ll; 46 
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Not indeed that the Whig conventions are too seriously 
respected. 'The cause for which Hampden died on the 
field,_and Sidney on the scaffold'_ is identified, not with 

-the liberties of the subject, but with ' the Whig Govern
ment· of England' ; and the typical magnate of this great 
historical connection would be, we are given to understand, 
'a haughty Whig peer, proud of his- order, prouder of 
his party . . . freezing with arrogatit reserve and con
descending· -politeness:' Of Melbourne's ·dissolution .in 
1841 Beaconsfield writes: ' It was unusual, almost un
constitutional, thus to terminate the body they_ had 
created.- Nevertheless, the Whigs, never too delicate in 
such mat~ers, thought they had a chance, and determined 
not· to lose it.' _ --_ 

More perhaps than in any other of ·his novels -did 
Beaconsfield in Endymion draw his characters from the 
life.1 That Waldersharw was a fullclength portrait o~ 
George Smythe h_as been already pointed out. 2 Smythe'i· 

- very words in a speech at ·canterbury in 1847, reprinted;. 
in 1875 in the memoir of himprefixed to his novel Angela 
Pisani, about·the.Tory party being a succession of heroic 
spirits-, are put into W aldershare' s mouth in Endymion; 
so that nb concealment whatever was affected. - Then 
Lord Roe hampton, so far as his -publi~ action as Foreign 

·Minister is concerned, was, _as we have ·seen, a flattering 
portrait -of Palmerston. Zenobia, 'the queen of _London, 
of fashion, and of the Tory party,' was drawn from L"ady 
Jersey. Sidney Wilton, Endymion's Ministerial. chief 
'a man of noble disposition, fine manners, considerable 
culture'~' a great gentleman '-inevitably recalled, by 
name :aridcharacter, Sidney Herbert,the Peelite statesman. 

- The great financiaHafuily, the Neuchatels, represent the 
.Roths childs tmder ~ thin disguise, though the Jewish -
eleinent is dropped; and the founder described as a Swiss . . , 

1 It is i_rripossible to take very seriously Disraeli'sfrequent protests against
the identification of _his characters with living individuals. ' When I write,' 
he once told Lady Chesterfield,_' I never introduce .ph9tographs of :any ' 
liqing character, th6~'it is impossible, when dealing with human nature, not 
to appropriatE~ some human traits.'; See Vor. I.,:pp. 95-97_. - /,;,--~~~ • 

z See Vol. I., p. 560. · 
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Hainault House, with its D;lagnificent stables, park, 
gardens, and conservatories, and a chef who was the 
'greatest celebrity of Europe' -all within an hour's 
drive of the City-is a glorified reflection of Gunnersbury. 
There Beaconsfield had often enjoyed such week-end 
parties and dinners as are depicted in Endymion. Adrian 
Neuchatel himself, who combined the financial genius of 
the family with culture and political ambition, is painted 
pretty directly from the author's friend, Baron Lionel. 
In Nigel Penruddock, the Anglican clergyman who, 
despairing of the 'chance of becoming a Laud,' submits 
to Rome and becomes a Cardinal, Disraeli repaired any 
injustice he may be thought to have done Manning in his 
picture of Cardinal Grandison in Lothair. 'A smiling 
ascetic,' he ' was seen everywhere, even at fashionable 
assemblies'; but the conversion of England was 'his 
constant purpose and his daily and nightly prayer.' In 
Job Thornberry th~re are touches both of Cobden and of 
Bright; and fleeting memories of the brothers Bulwer in 
that amusing pair, Mr. Bertie Tremaine and Mr. Tremaine 
Bertie. Mr. Vigo is an incongruous blend of Poole, the 
tailor, and Hudson, the 'railway king.' 

Thackeray fares as badly at Beaconsfield's hands in 
Endymion as Croker had fared in old days in Ooningsby. 
Thackeray had burlesqued Disraeli's style in Novels by · 
Emin,ent Hands, 'Codlingsby by D. Shrewsberry Esq.'
a skit which was originally publishe¢1. in Punch. It was 
not a very happy or satisfying performance, although 
thoroughly in harmony with Punch's whole attitude to 
Disraeli in his earlier days. But Thackeray had subse
quently, in two speeches· at the Royal Literary Fund 
dinner in 1851 and 1852, shown appreciation of the credit 
which Disraeli's career reflected on the whole profession 
of novel-writing. What he said in 1852 has been already 
quoted.1 In 1851 he said: · . 

If you will but look at the novelists. of the pre~ent day, I 
think you will see it is ~}together out of the question to pity 

· 1 Vol. I., p. 1163. 
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them. We will take in the first instance, if you please, a 
. great novelist who is the great head of a grea.t party in a great 
assembly in the country. When this celebrated man went 
into his county and proposed to represent it, and was asked 
on what interest he stood, he nobly said he stood on his head. 
And I want to know who can deny the gallantry and brilliancy 
of that eminent crest of his,· .and question the merit of Mr, 
DisntelL . - · . · 

Thackeray himself sent a· C:)pv .of. the speech·. to 
Mrs. DisrMli as a proof 'that so~e authors can praise 
other authors behind their backs.' After these handsome 
compliments; it was perhaps ratherill~naturedof Beacons
field, in his .turn, to burlesque Thackeray as St. Barbe, 
' the vainest, most envious, most amusing of men.' That 
there was something of the snob in the immortal author 
of the Bookof Snobs himself may be admitted. But the 
exaggeration of this qualityinSt. Barbe makes the carica~ 
ture almost unrecognisable. On the other hand; few charac
ters in the book arein themselves more vivid and diverting. 

Two characters represent, with more or less fidelity,· 
the two 'most eminent foreign statesmen with whom 
:bisrae~ had to deal,-.Napoleon III.: and Bismarck. The 
plots and vicissitudes which diversified Louis'Napoleon's 
exile are reproduced in the career of the pretender, Prince 
Florestait, who first appears in London society· as Count 
Albert, · a mysterious, , silent, and E:olitary figure.· An 
invetera'te and shifty conspirator from· his boyhood, he 
excuses the breach of his solen:;rn parole.by the plea that he ' 
is 'the' child of destiny,' that his action was 'the natural 
development of ·the irresistible principle of historical 
necessity ' ; but he is ·aromantic personality who interests 
women, being gifted,with tender,and gentlE) manners,· and 
ready with uno"Qtrus1y~ sympathy,' save when lost in 
profound abstraction:. When he ·set up house in London. 
in his' own naine', ' it was the fa·shion' among the c1·eme de ia 
creme to keep alooffron:i him. ~ The Tories did not lo.Je 
revolutionary dynasties, and the Whigs. beip:g 'in_ office 
could not sa,nction a pretender, a~d one who, they signi: 
ficantly intimated with a charitable shrug of the .. ~horilders 
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was not a very scrupulous one.' He promoted his cause 
by political dinners, at which he 'encouraged conversation, 
though himself inclined to taciturnity. When he did 
speak, his terse remarks and condensed views were 
striking, and wereremembered.' The year of revolution, 
1848, gave him back his father's throne; and, like Louis 
Napoleon, he established a Government ' liJ?.eral but 
discreet, and, though conciliatory, firm'; declared for an 
English alliance; and tried, but failed, to niarry into a 
Continental reigning house. 

Both Florestan and Count Ferroll, who stands for 
Bismarck, were .. at the Montfort Tournament, as Louis 
Napoleon certainly attended the Eglinton Tournament; 
arid they were the most successful kirights in the jousting. · 
The Prince recognised that Ferroll and he would have 
to contend for many things more precious than golden 
helms before they died. Ferrall, said the Prince, 'is a 
man neither to love nor to detest. He has himself an 
intelligence superior to all passion, I might say all feeling; 
and if, in dealing with such a being; we ourselves have 
either, we give him an advantage.' 

Florestan's attitude of detached admiration is the 
attitude which Beaconsfield preserves himself towards 
his Bismarck-Ferroll-' a man of an original not to say 
eccentric turn of mind,' ' a man who seldom makes a 
mistake.' There is a vivid presentment of the great man's 

·appearance in early middle age. 'Though not to be 
described as a handsome man, his countenance was 
striking; a brow of much intellectual development, and a 
massive jaw. He was tall, broad-shouldered, with a 
slender waist.' At that time he was 'brooding over the 

. position of what he could scarcely call his country, b~t 
rather an aggregation of lands baptised by protocols, and 

· christened and consolidated by treaties which he looked 
upon as eminently untrustworthy.' Ferrall reveals in a 
conversation with Lady Montfort the Bismarckian 
methods by which this unsatisfactory state of thinge 
was to be remedied. 
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' My ·worthy master . wants me to return home and· be 
Minister; I am to fashion for him a new constitution. · Lwill 
never have anything to do 'vith new constitutions; their 

··inventors are· always the first victims. Instead of making a 
c·onstitution, he should make a country, and convert his 
heterogeneous domains into a patriotic dominion.' 

' But how is that to be done ?' 
'There is only one way; by blood and iron.' 
'My dear Count, you shock me:' 

·.'I shall have to shock you a great deal more, before the 
inevitable is brought about.' · . · .. 

Europe, Ferroll told Endymioii on a~other 'occasion, 
'is a geographical expression. There. is no State in 
Europe; I exclude your own country, which belongs to 
every division of the globe, and is fast becomingmore 

· commercial than political, and I exclude Russia, for she is 
essentially Oriental, and her future will· be entirely in the 
East.' As for Germany, he could not find it on the maps. 
It was practically as weak as Italy. 'We have some 
kingdop1s who are allowed ·to play at being first~rate 

powers; but it is only play.' ' Then is France periodi-
. cally to.overrun Europe?' asks Endymion. 'So long as it 

continues to be merely Europe,' is the answer . 
.. Rowt'on tells us that Endymion is n.amed after Endy

mion Porter-the royalist friend of Davenant, Dekker, 
and Herrick_:.whom tady Beaconsfield claimed as an 
ancestor. It is ·possible that the original suggestion · 
arose in this way. But it may be pointed out that the 
choice of Endymion for the title of a book written to 
glorify female _influence over· male careers, an:d for the 
name, of it!? hero, was a kind,. of cryptic dedication of the 
volumes to ~ Selina Bradford' ; as, of course, in Greek 
mythology, Endyinion was the human lover of Selene, 
the Moon Goddess. The selection must hive appealed 
to · B~aconsfi~ld's ironical humour; as o:ri.e of the few 
imperfections he found in Lady Bradford was an inability 

·-to appreciate his novels; ~nd she would almost certainly 
. fa,il to xmd()rstand the .complimeJ?,t unless, he J>ointedit 
·.out to her. . - ' ~ 
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.II 
1
_ , To Lady de Rothschild.1 _ 

HuaHENDEN MANOR, Nov. 21, '80.-I always think there 
is s'omething very egotistical in a writer presenting his work 
to ~nother person. It is an offering that should be reserved 
for \our .dearest friends, for they will not misinterpret the 
motive, or attribute to arrogance what springs from affection. 

D'o me, therefore, the honor of receiving Endymion, when 
he d.alls to-day, or to-morrow; and 1f I might venture to do 
so, l would ask the.favor, at your convenience, of conveying 
to :nie some of your impressions in reading it. I particularly 
ask this, not only because I have confidence inyour intelligence 
and \always welcome criticism, but because this is the first 
worl~ wh. I ever published without the preliminary advantage 
of a \female counsellor, an advantage which, I know from 
expe:hence, is inestimable. · 

I f~ar the young gentleman will not reach you till Tuesday 
i 
I 

From the Princess of Wales. I . 
\ 8ANDRINGHAM, NORFOLK, Nov. 29th, 1880. 

DEAR LORD BEACONSFIELD' . \I~ is not from want of appreciation of your most 
mterestmg and valuable present, that I have delayed some 
days ~hanking you for it-but I was absent from home 
when !your book arrived and only found it here on my 
return1Saturday aftern<?on. . 

I ca:p.not, I am afrard, flatter myself at havmg had any 
share ip the book beyond having suggested years ago 'the 
title,' i Sympathy,' which I see, however, you have .n_ot 
adopte~, so, alas! I have no claims whatever to go down to 
posterity as joint author of Endymion. . 

But, ]oking apart, I am looking forward to spending many 
most agr~eable hours with one of the best authors of the 
century! May I only ask you still further to enhance the 
value of· the book by writing your name in it when we next · 
meet ?-iBylieve me, dear Lord Beaconsfield, Yrs. sincerely,-:
ALEXANDRA. 

i 

High -~ppreciati~n of Endymion was expressed by both 
the distinguished men who had served under Beaconsfield 
as Foreign Secretary. Derby told Northcote at Grillion's 
that' th~re were three remarkable things about it. (i) He 
knew no i

1
other novel in English written by a man of 75, 

1 Now L\l.dy Rothschild, widow of Nathaniel, 1st Lord Rothschild, 
Disraeli's friend and executor. 

\ 
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or (2) published 50 ye;trs after a for:nf~r novel by the same :-

. autho~, or (3)written .. by a nian after he ·had be~n Prime . 
·Minister (e~cep.t, of course, ·.Lothair),' Arid Salisbury ' 
wrote gracefully to Beaconsfie~d on December l : ' You 
must let me congratulate you 0;n the universal popularity ·. 
of Endymio.n. Many people, think it· the ~est you .:have 
writt"en-'-a judgment in .which I should agree, if I ven
tured upon an opinion· in matters· critical.' But the . 

_ book, like others of· Disraeli's writings, displeased many· 
a serious reader; Archbishop :Tait confided to his diary,· 
'I have finished Endymio1~ .with aipain:ful feeling that the 
writer considers all political_ life· as·. mere_ play and 
gambling.' . And a valued ·corres}:mndimt of W. H. Smith · 

· wrote : ' The reader cannot· refrain from the .(lis~greeable 
cop.clusion that . the ~:riter holds ·the world .as· a mere 
plaything, for his special: amusement. and contempt by_. 
turns:' · Ther; ·· .was, :of course, much of this 'sardonic 
humour in Disraeli, and fre() vent is· gfven.to it ~n Endy- · 
mion. · Th,e hem, in pa~ticular, 'seems to ha;ve no;political . " 
views save those which are pumped into h~ni py o'thers. 
But that Disraeli had high ideals, and the will to make 
theni prevail, was shown by many previous bo<;}ks, 
especially the ~ril?gy~o£: Coningsby, Sybil, an<lc,Ta~cred, 
ap.d by _the- admi:rtistration and legislation for ~hich. he 
was responsible.· ·It·is not. unnatural that; in the evenirig 
of life, he should .have_ .. written ill: a lighter, ·evert iii a 
trifling, vein. . . · · · . . " - -· . -·· 

.: .In a~cepti:rig. Mes~rs. Longmans' ' truly liberal offer-' .. 
- of .£10,000 for -Endyrrtion, B~aconsfleld wrote, oil :Au·gust 

7, that· he was COI).Vfrice_d.that the firm would have nq 
cause to regret the enterprise: .The interest which the 
book excited -itppe~red-to justify this-:P,ope .. Mudie p~t . 
his name down for 3,000 :copies; which 'Mr. Longman 
believed to be.utiprecedented; and the. number of·.copies 

-prin~ed for the· first edition was 10;500, which the publisher 
, ,thought' simply gigantic.' - But on the-day of publication, 
; November 26; Beac~nsfield was/less sap;g'\line ... He wrote 

' to Lady_ ';Bradfo~d : f I confess I, accepted [the. £10;000] 
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wi~h a scruple, such a sum never having before 
been given for a work of fiction, or indeed any other 
work. I fear it will prove rather the skill of Monty's 
diplomacy than Mr. Longman's business acumen. If so, 
my\ conscience will force me to disgorge.' The pre-

' . mature publication of a review, in the Standard, greatly 
ann~yed both author and publisher, and may have 
inte'rfered with the sales. But the reviews were generally 

I 
fav~urahle. Beaconsfield reported progress to Rowton 
in A~giers. 

! 
' I 
I 

To Lord Rowton. 
H~GHENDEN, Dec. 6, '80.-... As for private affairs, I 

can't\ give you the definite information I could wish. His 
[Longman's] original plan of the campaign turned out to be 
a right one. The response was enormous, but something 
happd,ned about the Standard, which, according to his view, 
has pl\'Lyed the devil. I can't attempt to go into the story. 

As £pr literary verdict, very generally in favor. 
But\as for society, I can say nothing. I am a hermit and 

see nobody. Those, the very few, to whom it was given, 
send, ¢£ course, mechanical applause. All the gossips, who· 
would !have told us the talk of the town . . . are silent, 
because they are sulky at not having received it .... 

I 
By March, 1881, Beaconsfield had definite ·reason to 

fear thiat the novel had not been a commercial success; 
I . 

and he therefore generously volunteered, thro1,1gh Rowton, 
I . , 

to cancel the agreement, and fall hack on the arrangement 
made i~ the case of Lothair, a royalty of lOs. in the £on all 
copies sold. This proposal amounted, in the publisher's 
opinion,\ to making the firm a present of £3,000 .. Mr. 
· Longma~ at once replied that it was true that the threec 
volume edition of Endymion had not been the commercial 
success :that the three-volume edition of Lothair was; 
hut that'. the firm had niade their offer with their eyes 
open an~ the result had quite answered their expectations; 
and that\ they could not think of availing themselves of 
Beaconsfield's liberal and considerate suggestiw. The 
story, cr~ditahle in a high degree to both. author and 
published had an· appropriate and felicitous sequel. 
~ I .· w 
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The popular 6s. edition of EndymiQn, which was on sale 

· during the early months of the year, was more successful . 
even than the popular edition of Lothair had been. On 
March 24 Mr. Longman was· able to report to Beacons
field that over 8,009 copies had been disposed of; and early 
in April the debt on the book had been completely worked 
off. Beaconsfield had by this time been overtaken by his 

.fatal illness; but Mr. Longman sent the facts to Rowton,' 
who· was able to· brighten· one of his dying friend's ·last 
days with the good news. ' This was the last business 

· transaction I ever had. with my dear chief,' was Rowton's 
endorsement on Mr. Longman's letter. . ... 

Beaconsfield did' not lay down his p~n when he had 
finished Endymion. He promptly started a new novel, 
of which he had completed nine short chapters before 
his death. This unfinished work is printed ~s ail 
Appendix.· _It promised to be a· story. rather in the 
manner of Lothair than in: that of Endymion. There was 
no return. to the memories. of the author's you(h and 
middle age; .but the action was represented as takjrig 
place in the present or the immediate past, Lothair h~mself 
being menticined, and ,his friends Lady~ Clanmorne and. 
Hugo Bohun being introduced. De.tailed critical comment 
on· a. \work in which Beaconsfield had only· posed the 
characters, ~and ·had' hardly yet begun to set them in· 
niotion, Would be absurd. But it ·may confidently· be 
said that this fragment bears no sign of failing power; 
the peculiar qualities which gi-v;e their· savour to the 

. Disraeli novel . are aU ·present.· .. Attention may be 
specially directed to two points. · The central figure was· 
unmistakably drawn from the rival who had just pulled 
Beaponsfield down,· and seated himself in triumph in 'his 
place. Joseph Toplady Faiconet, sprung from a well~to
do. commercial family; a young man w_ith ·a rema'rkabl€{ 

. ·power of acqUisition, a vigorous and retentive memory; 
a disputatious and arrogant temper, an immense flow .of 
language, and no sense of humour whateve,r; who carr~ed . 
all before him at public school and ·University, and then 
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\ was immediately brought by the noble patron of a small 
\\ borough into Parliament; who, 'firm in his faith in an age 

of dissolving creeds, wished to believe that he was the 
man ordained '-but only as a lay champion-' to vindi
cate the sublime cause of religious truth ' :-can there be a 

\ 

doubt that we have here a picture of the youthful Glad
stone, only with his birth post-dated. by nearly half-a-

\ 

century ? It is indeed a loss that we can never know 
how Falconet's character was intended to be developed, 

·and what adventures were to be his in love, politics, and 
religion. · 

The other point that cannot fail to attract the reader's 
notice is the prominence given to a sort of philosophy of 
despair, destruction, arid anarchism. No fewer than four 
of the characters profess it in some form or another; a 
Great Unknown, a personage near akin to the u:riique 
Sido:riia;- a German millionaire of philosophic tendencies ; 

1 
a charming, but hopelessly impracticable, heir to a 
\peerage; and a Buddhist _missionary from Ceylon. These 
\all accept, in differing degrees, the doctrine that the 
\future must be secured by destroying the present, that 
!the human race is exhausted, that destruction in every 
~orm must be welcomed. We may perhaps trace here the 

-profound impression made on ·Beaconsfield by the Nihilist 
conspiracy in Russia, which succeeded in murdering 
h,lexander while this unfi:riished novel was in the making~ 
tt was a movement that carried to a further pitch that 
political and religious Revo~ution in Europe, of which we 
lmow from Lothair that he was a keen observer. One 
s1entence, which falls from the lips of the Buddhist 
Kusinara, represents a sentiment that may well have been 
i:b. the writer's mind in his last days: 'Death-· is only 
h~ppiness, if understood.' · -

\With the close of the first paragraph of chapter 10 the 
p~n dropped from Beaconsfield's hand. It was fifty-six 
y9ars since his first publication, a pamphlet on American 
mjningcompa:riies, and_fifty-five years since the appearance 
of1 Vivian Grey, which brought him public notoriety. The 

i 
! 
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story goes that someone asked Disraeli in iater .life what 
had become of Vivian Grey, and received the-delightful 
reply : ' There was no inquest; it is believed that_ he 
survives.' In a sense most of his heroes survived in him 

. '-Viviari Grey, Contarini Flemi~g, Coningsby,-Taricred, 
and the rest. It is this aspect of his novels that has made 
it necessary to analyse them at· greater length _than is 
usual in biographies. Without a study of his books, it _ 
is impossible to understand his life. They all abound 

.:in illustrations of distinctive qualities of his mind ahd 
character; they all, with hardly an exception, are closely · 
interwoven- with -the experiences- of his personal or his 
political career. 'My books,' he ·once -wrote to Lady 

:' Bradford; '.are the history of my' life_. I dpn't mean a -
vulgar photograph of incidents, but ·the psychological 

- develop~ent'-of my character. Self~inspiration may be 
egotistical, but it is generally true.' Remairkable _ as 
Disraeli' s books are as literary creations, they are 
indispensable to the .biographe:r; as ~manations from the 
creative artist behirid them. -
.Perhaps this -quality of these unique works_ has b'een. 

responsible for their under-valuation as literature~ Few 
ciitics have been able to regard them with a single-reye 
for their literary merits. Sir Leslie Stephen . writes' 
enthusiastically of- some of their features, especially of 
the · irony which pervades them. ' T4is ambiguous 

· hovering between two rp.eanings,' he-says, 'this oscill;:tiion 
between the ironical an9, the seriqus; is·'always amusing, 
and . sometimes delightfuL ~: . . ; , The teXture of Mr. 
Disraeli's writings is so ingenious!y shot with irony and _
serious sentiment_ that each -tint may predominate by 
turns. Mr. -Disraeli is not exactly_ a humourist, but 
something for which the rough nomenclature <?f critics 
has not yet provided. a distinctive name.' - Yet even 
Stephen, with all his appreciation, suggests that the 
novels represent promise, rather than performance; and 
are-only an e_arnest of,what might·have been.creative 

' work of, permanent vaJue, 'bad not their ·writer _ tinfor-
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tunately subordinated his literary to his political career. 
This judgment seems to be. demonstrably mistaken. The 
novels of Disraeli's first period, while he was largely 
supporting himself by_ his pen, and hesitating as to his 
ultimate career, would hardly, interesting as they are, 
secure for bini of themoolves a permanent place in literary 
history. That place is his as the creator, and to some 
minds the sole really successful practitioner, of a new 
genre, the Political Novel. It was only in his second 
period, after he had become an active politician, that he 

\ could have produced Coningsby, Sybil, and Tancred; only 

\ 

in his third period, when he had garnered the experience 
of a statesman, that he could have written Lothair and 

\ 

Endymion. · On the basis of this performance we can 
definitely claim for him, apart altogether from his 
political eminence, a durable place as-in Sir Edmund 

\ 
Gosse's phrase-:-a minor classic of English Literature. 
A graceful tribute, associating Disraeli's work with that -

I of one of the brightest luminaries of letters, was once 
\ . 

I paid him by a doughty antagonist in the Lords, himself 
1
1 with some claim to the title of a literary statesman. 

_ \The Duke of Argyll wrote to Beaconsfield on January 1, 
1878: ' You have written enough, I hope, to last me for all 

-lthe assaults of that foe [the gout]; I used to keep Scott's 
~ovels as my vis medicatrix, and now I keep yours.' 
\ What Disraeli himself particularly appreciated in 

. literature was style-a quality which distinguished some 
p?rtions of his own work, but of which unfortunately ,his 
cqmmand was limited and uncertain:. He elaborated his 
views at some length in a letter w_ritten while he was 
re~ding J .. A. Symonds's Renaissance in Italy. 

To Lady Bradford. 

· BRETBY, Sept. 4, 1875.-... I have now read irds of the
Renaissance volume 'Yith unflagging interest. I do not know 
that it tells me anything wh. I did not absolutely know before;· 
but then, early in life, I was rather deep in Italian Literature, 
and 'the Hughend~n Library is rich in Renaissance. But the 
writer is a complete Italian scholar, and has a grasp of his 

i 
\ 

' 
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subject, wh:, from the rich variety of its elements, can never 
be one of si_mplicity, and yet wll., from his complete hold,;he 
keeps perspicuous. . . · . . 

As he warms with his theme, he even evinces some spark 
of that divine gift of imagination,' in wh. he appeared to me 
at first deficient. . . . · · 

What he fails in is style; :p.ot.that he lacks vigor but taste. 
!Ie writes like a newspaper ma!l;' our. own correspondent,' 
but wants the stillness and refinement and delicacy and music, 
wh. do not fall to the lot of the active journalist . ·. 
·He talks, for exaUJple, of two'great statesmen 'playing a 

game of diplomatic Ecart! I' Independent of the familiarity· 
and triteness of such aniinage, there is something offensive 
in a grave historian illustrating his narrative by referripg to a 
t:ransient game. He might as well have illustrated his battles 
·~by croquet, or that lawn-tennis in wh. you excel. . He is 
perpetually speaking of certain opinions and feelings as being 
very bourgeois~and so on, .. . ·. . 

In letters, the first, and greatest, condition of success· 
is-style. . It is that by wh .. the great authors live. It is 
a charm- for all generations, .and keeps works alive, "wh: 
would be superseded from the. superior information obtained 
since they were first composed, by the 'magic of the language 
in wh. the original state!llents.arid conclusions are conveyed. 

Works of imagination, whether in prose ol'. verse, have this 
·advantage over other literary· compositions·-they ca.hnot 
become obsolete from their matter being superseded; but then 
they cannot live unless they fulfil the great condition ofstyle 
in the highest degree. This inakes Shakespe.ai'e and Goethe. 
and Byron and Dante immortal-'--andnot less I?O, the authors 
of Don Quixote and Gil Blw~. We have no English novel like 
them, for style is not the forte of Walter Scott. 

Itis style wh. is the.secret and spell of the classic authors. 
Both Greek· and Roman had a power of expressi9ri, w)l: .. was· 
th(m their characteristic, . . 

' ' ·~ -~ ·~""· . 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

THE LAST YEAR. 

1880-1881. 

~eaconsfield survived his downfall exactly one year; 
and during all the time, ih spite of age and illness, he 
refrlsed either to seek the ease of retirement, or to give 
himkelf wholly to those literary pursuits which he loved 
and \vith which he filled his leisure hours. He was moved 
by al sense of chivalry and duty to the colintry, to the 
Queeh, and to his party. He would do his utmost to ward 
off fr~m the country those evils which he feared the new 
regim~ would bring upon her; to help and comfort the 
Queen\_ compelled to accept a Minister of whose conduct 
she disftpproved and whose policy she distrusted; and to 
reinvig0rate and reorganise his own creation, the modern 
Tory p~rty. His conception of his duty to the party 
which h'e had led first to victory and then to defeat was 

I . 

quite di:!+erent from his rival's; and his cheerful shoulder-
ing, at the age of seventy-five, of the thankless political 
burden l~id upon him in 1880 contrasts very favourably 
with Gladstone's evasion, at the age of sixty-four, of 
similar di~culties in 1874. It was at a party meeting of 
Tory Lords and Commons in Bridgwater House on May 
19 that Be~consfield formally intimated that his services 
were still ~t the disposal of his political friends ; and 
Rowton gave the Queen an account of a function from 
which the Press had been excluded. . • 

\ 
I 
\Lord Rowton to Queen Victoria. 

71, SouTH ~UDLEY STREET, Wed., May 19, 1880.--Lord 
Rowton, with his humble duty to your Majesty. 

' \ 1447 ' 
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· · The meeting at Bridgwater House this afternoon was a 
/ conspicuous success, in numbers full. beyond expectation, in 

spirit ·excellent, while Lord Beaconsfield's observations met 
.with deep attention and constant applause, which leave no 
doubt as to the unanimotis feeling of the Qonservative party. 

Lord Beaconsfield, on·enteringthe.Pic'ture Gallery, in which 
there were some 500 Peers and Members of Parliament, past 
and present, was received with enthusiastic cheering, and at 
once began to speak from a dais ill the centre of the Gallery. ·· 

Enjoining strict confidence as to all that. might be said 
there,· he compared the position of the party. with the far· 
worse one which it occupied after the Election of 1832, pointing. 
the,moral to be drawn from Lord Grey's early fall, and citing • • 
other precedents and reasons for not taking an exaggerated 
view of the present defeat. ·; :·. 

· He ascribed it to two principal causes. First the state of 
general social distress, commercial. an:d agricultural, whicJ.:!. 
really arose from natural causes; and· not, as was alleged by 
'travelling agitators;' from neglect ·of beneficial legislation 
by your Majesty's late Government. This he proved very 
successfully by dwelling on their many good social measures 
in redress of real grievances. . , · · 

The second· cause he described as the .' new foreign political 
organisation ' of the iliiberal· patty-a syStem ··demanding 
most minute criticism and. consideration, which duty had been 
undertaken by a small Committee of his late coll~agues, with 
the Rt. Hon. W. H. Smith as Chairman. 
' As to the future his_ advice, mainly addressed to the House 

of Commons, was to watch especially the party of revolu
tion, perhaps 100 in· number;· and to support the Government 
:with all their force, when resisting, as they must at (irst, any 
violent. proposaJs.· Such a course would infallibly win·,!or · 
the party the respect and confidence of the country.· ~ . 

.. ' The policy of the_ Conservative· party is to maintain .the 
Empire and preserve. tl).e'Co?Pstitution.' ·· ·. · · : 

The Erp.pire was especially in risk of being threatened.in 
the regions of the Mediterranean, where .it was of"sul?reme' 
importance that Englarid should have such a stronghold as 
Cyprus could easily be made to afford-:-a remark w·hich· was · 
received with strong assent. The ·Empire moreover depended 
much on the maintenance of the tie with the Colonies-a tie 
which he believed to _be at this moment a growing mie, in 
proof of which he cited amid great applause the offer of Ca~ada,. 
when war· seemed. probable lately, to furnish your Majesty 
with a contingent of 10,000 troops.· ":· . . . 

As to the C6nstitut1on, he. would not criticise the probable 
dome~tic action of the party}n power as to-particular measures .. 

~ . - ~ ~ 
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But there could be no doubt that the first step towards any 
organic change must be a revolution in the tenure of ]and
in other words the pulling down of the aristocracy, which 

\was the first object of the revolutionary party. All their 
\propounded schemes should be examined with reference to 
'that key-note. · · 
\ Lord Beaconsfield ended by saying that; had the result of 
~he elections been difierent, he might have felt himself 
justified, in view of many years' service, in seeking repose 
~tnd asking them to follow the leaders of great ability who 

'were to be found among his colleag':les; but in the hour of 
failure he would not withdraw, but would still place at their 
~ervice whatever advice his experience might enable him to 
~fford. · · 
\ This announcement was cheered again and again; and he.sat 

down after speaking an hour and forty minutes. 
\ Lord Carnarvon then rose and expressed his wish to act 

with the Conservative party in its moment of trouble, whatever 
rr\ay have been the course which, two years since, he felt 
himself reluctantly obliged to adopt, and gave his general 
w:arm approval to what Lord Beaconsfield had said .. 

; The Duke of Buccleuch spoke in strong support ·of Lord 
Beaconsfield, and his advice to-day given. ·. · 

1Sir Robert Peel in a characteristic vigorous speech declared 
his complete adhesion to the Conservative party and Lord 
BJaconsfield: and the Duke of Richmond and Sir Stafford 
N orthcote expressed the complete confidence of your Majesty's 
late Ministers in Lord Beaconsfield, and their gratification 
th~t he still proposed to lead the Conservative party. 

~his meeting was on the day before the opening of the 
ne~ Parliament for business. Beaconsfield had retired to 
.HJghenden on Saturday, May l-in a state of coma, he 
told Lady Bradford; and there, in the country home of 
which he was so fond, he lived quietly for the remainder 
of the year, only coming up to London for a few nights 
wh~n the stress of politics demanded his presence in the 
Ho~se of Lords, -and paying occasional visits to his 
Sovkreign. With the loss of Downing Street, he was 
entirely without a London house, as he had given up 
Wh~tehall Gardens when he moved into the .official 
resi4ence. In this difficulty, Alfred de Rothschild, Baron 
Lionel's second son, came tactfully to his rescue; and 
plac~d at his disposal 'a suite of independent rooms' in his I . . -
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beautiful house in Seamor~· Place, and, :·Beaconsfield 
. told Lady Bradford, 'everything· else that I want; and, 

as far as J:le is concerned, leaves me quite alone.' 
.There could have been no· gre_ater kindness; and the 
old 'statesman was delighted With his qu"arters. ' I 
think it is the most charming house in London,' he told 
Lady ChesterfielCl; 'the magnificence of its :decorations 
and furniture, equalled'_bythei~ good tas~e.' · 

. i ' ~.! ~. • ' 

To Lady Bradford: 

Hi:m.HENDEN MANOR, 'May 9.-Your letter was most agree" 
able-your letters always are._: You· said you had a great 
dealwore to tell me. Pray tell it, and don't wait fur responses 

from the eremite, who hears nothing, and i,s absorbed in'his 
own thoughts. . · · · .· · · · ·· · · -
·'· Except the fust 'two da:ys when I lived in the air, the N.E. 
wiri.d, which then arrived,c as. Gla'dstone did, after me, has 
br'ought back my asthll!,a and keptme much a prisoner ..... 

May 1.4.-... It is hot here, but a fatal blast all the same, 
and 'I suffer much from my enemy~ I have a terrible. week 
before me. -On Monday wel go to Windsor 'dine and sleep,' 
and on the following day I have a sort of councilin Seamore 

. Place. Then, o:P.'Wednesday, Bridgwater House: a fine occa- · 
sion for an asthmatic Demosthenes: . . 
~ Th.e o'nly' consolation I have i_s -to reineinb~r' that William 

3rd was' a victim like myself; but then he had only to counsel 
and fight; and riot to talk: And I have heard my father 
say that his friend the great Kemble (John) used to. enchant 
the world with his Coriolanus; and when he came behind the 
scenes, fell into the arins of men who ca:rriea· him to a sofa; 
where he panted like a hippopotamus for ati hour. . . . . 

I tried to write yesterday, but cd. notspell, and feel now 
half idiotic. . · . 

[SEAMORE PLACE], May 19.-A fine meeting in a palace 
worthy of one. I was in hopes to.have called on you after
ward~, but the affair was late am:~ longer than I had expected, . 
and I was exhausted, tho' I hope I did not show it. · 

Now I am going to thedirmer, with the Speech,2 just received 
from the A.V. ;8 'tis dull and mischievous, butwon't set -the 
Thames on fire ..... · . · ··. · · . .. · . • · . 

. ,i Rowton ,went with.Beaconsfield. . . _' • . . 
' z I.e., the Queen's Speech.~ . .. · . . . · 
' 3 'A. v.: bhort for' Arch Villain,' is often·used at this period in·Beacons
field' s fa~~liar letters to den~t~ · Oladstone. 

J 
( 
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I believe thJy will not be content with[ou]t my head, as 
Strafford said./ 

/ T~ Anne Lady Chesterfield. • 

[SEAl\IORE JLACE], May 24.-... On Friday I shd. have 
returned to Hhghendell, but H.R.H. Prince Hal kept me in 
town for a S~nday luncheon: This has inconvenienced nie, 
as I want to get back to my woods, and watch the burst of 
spring. I · · · 

The Ministry seems in all sorts of difficulties, but I don't 
think scrapes/signify to a Government in their first year. · 

Lord Hart)'ngton dined here last night, and was friendly 
and agreeable, with[ou]t any affectation. He told me he 
thought the/Govt. wd. be beaten about Bradlaugh. 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHEND~N MANOR, May 27.-... My week, beginning 
with Winds9r and ending with Seamore Place, was too much 
for me, anq ~ have been very unwell ever since. In spite 
of westerly rwmds, my asthma has returned. . . 

I am here/ quite alone;wh. for an invalid is the best medicine. 
I 

While e*joying the summer at Hughenden, and working 
daily at his desk to finish Endymion, Beaconsfield kept 
a keen W3!~ch on the developments of Ministerial policy. 
Gladston~ was checked at the outset by a miserable 
squabble ~bout the propriety of allowing Bradlaugh, the 
militant ~theist, to take the oath or affirm his allegiance 
in the H;ouse of Commons ; and before long he found 
himself ihvolved in those serious difficulties in Ireland, 
the immlnence of which, in spite of Beaconsfield's warn
ings, he/ had obstiriately refused to contemplate.· He 
allowed /the Peace Preservation Act to lapse which the 
BeaconsP.eld Government would have renewed; and, in 
the facd of a growing· anti-rent agitation, proposed to 
secure docia1 order by suspending for eighteen months 
the right of eviction for non-payment of rent. This was 
the on~! right of the landlord left untouched by the Irish 
Land Act of 1870; and Disraeli had then predicted that, 
as a re~ult of the Act, Irish agitators would fix upon the 
paymeht of rent as a new grievance, to be abated by the I . . 
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old methods of lawless violence. But he had never 
contemplated that a British Governlnent would- admit 
the agitator's d#m; :and he took a substantial_ part in 
advising the Lords to throw out a Bill, for . which a 
majority was obtained in the Com;rnons only by the 
Parnellite and Honie Rule vote.-. · · 

To Anne Lady Che8terfield. 

HuoHENDEN MANOR; June 2.-... Last Thursday 
Newport and his brother Francis came down here for a day's -
fishing in iny .water, and did well. Newport bagged nine 

_ trout, and one two pounder: I sent him up to town with all 
of the:q~., and th:Jy were to be divided bet.[wee]h S. and Ida. 

These two ladies came down and lunched here yesterday; 
but the day was not one of brilliant sunsll.ine as awaited 
Newport,for the rain came"at last. Hitherto,it has rained 
in every parish except this. _ _ · 

I go up to town to-morrow for the 2nd reading of the Burials · 
Bill in the Lords. I think it an odious Bill, and cannot see, 
on the grounds the concession is to be-made, why the Dissenters 
shd. not have their share of :the churches as well as their yards. 
I shall oppose it, -but- with little hope, since I understand 
the two Archbishops, and half the bench, vote for it ! This 
feebleness and false ·conciliation -gain neither regard nor 
respect ... _. ~ 

To Lady Bradford. 
~ HUGHENDEN MANOR, J'?.tne 8.-:--. ... When r·am in solitude~ 

and mine is complete, for I have not interchanged a word 
with a human being since we parted, I get absorbed in studies 
and pursqits, wh. render 'letter-writing almost impossible to 
me-quite impossible except to you. . . . · 

My Lady of the Isle presented me yesterday with four fine 
cygnets. · - __ 

There are~ a doz. peacocks now basking at full length on the_ 
lawn, motionless. I ,prefer them. -in these attitudes to their 
nourishing unfurled . their fanlike t!iils. They are silent as 
well as_ motionless, and -that's soJ.Iiething. In the morning, 
they strut about, and scream, and niake love or war. 

All my hopes are on Chippendale} __ - _ 
-J'l.f,ne ll.-Your letter was delightful:-what they call 

graphic .. I am glad I have been to Ascot, and have royally 
lunched, and lounged oii lawn; as I see- it a~l in your -bright 
page-to' the very life. · · 

-- ·1 Lord Brai:lford's racehorse .. See abo,;e; P·: 1372. 
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All my household were on Bradford's stable, and I believe 
well backed their opinion. The coachman on these matters 
is the great authority, greater even than Baum. He has 
backed the stable systematically for some time. At first; 

·to use his lingo, because he thought it 'respectable to Ld. B.,' 
as a friend of his Lord's; but for the last year from a conviction 
that Ld. B.'s stable had at length got.right. I fear, however, 
he has been hit on the Cup. We cd. have beaten anything 
but Isonomy ... . 

June 14.-... I shall be in the Ho. of Lords to-morrow 
evening D.V., but shall depart by an early train the next 
day. I cannot resist the fascination ofthe sultry note of the 
cuckoo; the cooing ofthe woodpigeons, and the blaze of the 
rosy may .... 

About the Budget, I don't think it a Conservative budg. 
It is another attempt to divert and separate the farmers ft"Om 
the gentlemen, and will be successfuL I think the Game Bill, 
with this view, much the most devilish of the A. V.'s schemes. 
In time the farmers will find out that Rep[eal] of M[alt] T[ax) 
will do them no good, but they will stick to the hares and 
rabbits, and there will be a chronic cause of warfare. 

. . 

To Anne Lady Chesterfield. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, June 27 .-... If the Eviction Act 
passes, there will not be many more seasons. It is a revolu
tionary age, and the chances are that even you and I may 
live to. see the final extinction of the great London season, 
wh. was the wonder and admiration of our youth ... 
, Ju,ly 7.-... I have had the honor of receiving this 

importunate guest1 in most of my limbs. It began with my 
right hand, and there it lingers; all rest well. My only com~ 
pensation, and it is a great one, is that it appears to have 
driven away my asthma, of which I have long been the victini 
this year. . . . · 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANoR, July 4.-... I have no faith what
ever in the Whig defection on the Land Bill-the most 
dangerous thing that has happened in my time-now a long 

• experience. The Fenian members will, by their numbers, 
compensate the A. V. for the Whig defection. The Whigs 

1 may be indignant, but they are pusillanimous. There is 
· no one in the Cabinet equal to the emergency, or qualified 
! for it. Spencer is weaker than water; Granville hrts not an 
1 acre; Kimberley not much: Argyll will only kick for Scotland; 
' 1 The gout. 
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Westm[inste]r a creature of theA. V., and, Ifear,-we know the 
length of Hart[ingto]n's foot. Alas! Alas.!-
July:7.~ . . ~ I really think the country' is going to the, 

devil; but I have resolved- to oppose-. the Land Bill, in the 
House of Lords, on its principle, ·and'we. must be fools and' 
cowards if we do not win.- So Bradford; and ·no one, must go 
away. I am ·trying not to make it :a:· II_lere party ni0ve, but 
an __ effort to keep property still sacred. The _D. of Somerset 
will oppose the Bill, and, if he wd. move its rejection, I -think 
we should be safe. . . . - · 

I shall appeal personally to every peer who owes his creation . 
· to the late Ministry. - _ , 

Northcote came down to cons~lt his. chief abo~t the 
obnoxious Bill; and his diary gives· a pleasing .picture of

·.the old statesman's life in the country. 

From Sir Stafford Northcote's Diary.l 

·July ll, 1880.-,----I went d<:>wn to Hugheilden in the after-
noon. Lord Beaconsfield sent his carriage to meet :me at 
Maidenhead, and I had a most charming drive of 12 miles .... 
Found the chief very well and delighted to see me. He bas 
been quite alone with his peacocks, and revelling in the 
country, which·he·says he.has never seen in May or June 
bef0re. --I gave him an account oft he Parliamentary situation.-

- His generalview was, that we ought,-above all, to avoid putting
our Whig friend~ into any difficulty by making them appear 

-to be playing a .Tory game. We must keep as dear as possible 
of-any Home_ Rule alliance- and we had better not move 
~tmendments on the [Compensation for Disturbance 1 Bill. : . '; 
We ought to make a strong effort to ·defeat the_Billon ~he 

--Third Readiqg. The ·Lords, he said, were determined to 
'throw it out, whatever might be its shape when it came up 
to them, and he hoped they would do so by .a vefy ·large 
majority, a>htindred or so. This would show that they saw 

, it in_ its true light, as not merely an Irish measure but as the 
opening of a great attack on the land, and that ·they were 
determined to stand upon their defence: The effects of the 
proceedings upon next year would ·be salutary. · · ·: --· _ 

He spoke strongly-Of Gladstone's vindictiveness, an element 
never to be left out of sight in calculating the course of events. 
It was a great fault in the Leader. of a party, who ought to be 
above' personal feelings.· He,said the ·Queen had told him, 
even before the Bradlaugh affair'and these further troubles, 

--that Gladstone ·found the Hdu~e u!lrri~nageable., -we- taJ~ed 

,. 
-::-· 

i Parf of this ex.traot was printed iui.ang's N ortlicote, ch.l6. 
. ~ . ' - . 
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over the party arrangements and could arrive at no better 
conclusion than I had already reached. . . . 

After dinner, we chiefly talked. books; the Chief is always 
at his best in his library, and seemed thoroughly to enjoy a 
good ramble over literature. He was contemptuous o:ver 

·Browning (_of whom, however, he had read very little) and the 
other poetasters of the day, none of whom he thought would 
live except Tennyson, who he said was a poet though not of a 
high order. He was much interested in my story of Sir Robert 
Peel's oonsulting Monckton Milnes on the.relative merits of 
Tennyson and Sheridan Knowles when he had a pension to 
dispooe of. He talked of Lord Derby's translation of Homer 
and said he had given his opinion against rendering him in 
blank verse. It was Ballad poetry. Pope's style was better 
suited to it, but was not the right thing. Walter Scott would 
have done it better than anyone. I told him of Tennyson's 
telling me· that Burns originally wrote 'Ye banks and braes' 
with two syllables less in the 2nd and 4th lines and that he 
had spoilt it to fit a particular tune. This waslike, or rather . 
the reverse of, Scott's treatment of the heroic. couplet. The 
chief was warm against the Homeric unity, and considered 
that everything GladstOne had written on Homer was wrong. 
He agreed with my theory that no poet could be well trans
lated except by a superior (or at least an equal) poet. I said 
Coleridge's Wallenstein was the most satisfactory translation 
I knew, but then Coleridge was quite equal to Schiller. 'Yes,' 
he said, 'and better.' He instanced Moore's Anacteon as 
a success, and considered the translation there quite equal 
to his. original. He was very laudatory of Theocritus, and, 
quoted his line on Galatea coquetting for the kiss1 as the 
most musical he knew in any language. He used to be fond 
of Sophocles, and to carry him about, but did not much care 
for lEschylus. Euripides had a good deal of fun in him. 
Lucian was a great favorite, and he gave me the True History 
to read in bed. He was very fond of Quinctilian, and said 
it was strange that in the decadence of. Roman Literature, 
as it was called, we had three such authors as Tacitus, Juvenal, 
and Quinctilian. Horace, of course, he delighted in, and 
Virgil grew, on one; he was a great admirer of Scaliger and of 
Bentley; Porson he did npt think much oL He agreed with 
me in being unable to see the point of 'Now Hermann's a 
German.' He mentioned Bentley's correctio~ of _' rectis· 
oculus' as a good piece of criticism. Ben Jonson he did not 
care for. I did battle for him, and he promised to read him 
again. He gave me a good deal of information about editions, 
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and as -to whi~h were rising in pricQ. Giff.u,rd' s Ben Janson 
was.onewhich was going up wonderfully,. We lamented the 
di§use of classical quotatiqns in the House of Commons. He 
said. he had ·at one time tried to revert to them but .the 
Speaker (Denison) had asked ·him -not. 'Why? Do -you 
think they don't likeit ?' ··. 'Oh no ! the House rather likes .it; 
but you are making John Russell restless, and I am afraid 
of his taking to it too. He gave us six or seven lines of Virgil 
th.e other night, which had not the smallest connection with 
his speech or with the. subject·.: . 

July 1~.-Stayed at Hughende:q tilll2, and had a pleasant 
walk in the garden with the chief. He said reflection only 
made him feel·more sure that we ought to handle the Whigs 

··carefully, making them seem to take· the initiativ:e, and sup_
porting them; rather than taking it. ourselves, and putting 
them in the distasteful position of having .to .desert tgeir own 
party and join the Tories._ The Whigs ought to come out. and 
assert their raison d' etre as upholders of the landed interest. 
The history of 1834 was repeating itself, and we ought to 

. avoid the mess made of the ' Derby Dil~y' secession, when 
Stanley a!ld Graham joined the Conservatives too late .. He 

·said of the present crisis: ~A Government with a large majority 
may do almost anything with impunity in ·it_s first Sf(SSion. 

* The errorE~ of the present Government may lie. condoned and. 
forgotten, but Lansdowne's resignation remains_, T,hat is 

't_he great fact we have to look to,.andit will produce a great 
a,nd lasting effect.' People generally don't know that he is 
a young man. Many will think it is his grandfather. Any
how, it i~ a great name, and as a fact, he is a devilish clever 

·fellow who ought to· be in the· Cabinet.' He reverted again 
to Gladstone's vindictiveness and said· Cardinal Mannii.1g 
had once toldhim that he knew Gladstone well, and that he 
thought him the mo~t revengeful man he ever knew. • 

He talked over the state of. the House and asked me many 
questions, as to the progress of· Harcourt, . Chamberlain, 

· Dilke; James, Herschell, etc., and also as. to our· own bench 
He lamented the uncertai.llty of Sandon's remaining in our 
B:ouse, and< Smith's inferiority in speaking, which was much 
to be lamented as he ":as so valuable in many, respects. ·: 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, July 18.-, .... Here w:e are absolutely 
. ruined. The series of never-ending storms has. destroyed'all 

our hopes.. A plentiful hay harvest droirned, and the finest • 
crops wy have had for ten years laid. · It)s a scene of ra vag:e ; 
of havoc like a co!lquered coun~ry.: No amount of caloriC, •. 

·. ,._ 
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of which there seems little prospect, could now rally things. 
It is quite heartrending, and, coming from chmch to-day,my 
best tenants told me that they could struggle against it no 
longer. Wheat in Wycombe market on -:Friday, from New 
Zealand, and very fine, sold at 42s. pr. quarter-sold by 
samples, and guaranteed to be delivered in August. 
, This will be ' nuts ' to Gladstone, who will never rest till 
he has destroyed the landed .interest. If he were younger, 
the Crown would be in peril. 

1; SEAMORE PLACE, July 30.-The terrible news from 
Afghanistan,l the defeat of Chippendale, and some other 
matters so knocked me up yesterday that I felt physically 
incapacitated to write. . . . I believe myself that this 
military disaster wd. never have occurred, had it not been for 

·the rash announcement of Ripon, that England was only 
too anxious to quit Af[ghanista}n. Immediately every chief 
tried to make his fortune so that he might be the future 
Sovereign .... 

Ld. Cairns arrived on Wedy., and called on me at once. 
He looks well and full of fight. Saly. also much improved .... 
· I am suffering from 'mine old familiar foe' -asthma; riot 
very agreeable with a great debate before me. 

Aug. 4.-A hmried line before I leave for Hughenden 
Last night, af~er a great debate of two days, an over

whelming majority showed that there was yet something 
to rally round in this country, tho' we have trying times 
before us. 

The speech of Ld. Cairns was overwhelming, and one of 
the most extraordinary performances of sustained power in 
rhetoric that I ever listened to. Tho' nearly 3 hours, it 
was not too long, as it was our.complete case for the country 
-not a point omitted. 

The gem of the debate was Ld. Lansdowne's speech the 
first night, wh. only proved how very deficient Gladstone is 
in_ his perception of character and knowledge of. human 
nature-in not. placing Lans[down]e in the Cab. and offering 
him a subordinate office wh. he nearly declined. However, 
he has now taken his position as the ablest man of the Whig 
party-the most important, I shd. perhaps say, because, 
besides ability, one must look to his other great qualities, 
his rank, above all his name, and even superior to that-his 
youth. 

I did not speak. at all to my own satisfaction, wh. I rarely 
do; but, considering I had a bad asthma and it was two o' ck 
in the morn, I must be content ... ·. 

1 The defeat of General.Burrows at Maiwand. 
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Beaconsfield was successf!ill in his political strategy;. 
the Whigs took the lead in resisting the Bill in the Lords. · 
Lord Lansdowne left the Government'rather than support 
it; the rejection wli.s moved by Lo,rd Grey, the son of the 
WhigPremier of 1832; and in the majority of 282 who 
condemned the Bill there were more professing Liberals. 

_ than· the 51 who were all that could be collected to vote 
- _in its favour. Beaconsfield's speech was considered 

rat}ler tame; b~t, apart from the asthma, he chivalrously 
abandoned a direct attack on Gladstone, because the 
Prime Minister .was then lying seriously ill in Downing 
Street. The objections which Beaconsfield formulated 
to the Bill were three: that it imposed the burden of. 

-what was a national misfortune upon a specific class, that 
it introduced insecurity into all kinds of transactions, and 
that it delegated to _a_ public officer the extraordinary 

·power. of fixing. the rents of the country. ·He could not 
understand, he said, that· the best way of relieVing the 
agricultural distress in Ireland was by plundering the 
landlords. ·He regarded the Bill as 'a reconnaissance in 
force ' to test the feeling. o{ Parliament and the people on 
the constitutional position_ of the landed interest;· and he 
concluded with a passage, which legislators in a democratic 
country might well bear constantly .in mind, about the 
·difference between public opinion to which the Legislature 
should defer, and· public sen~iinent or passion, which it 
was ·often desirable they should re-sist.· _ . ' 

Beaconsfield heldthat the Compensation for Disturbance 
Bill was a matter ofprinciple cinwhich the Lo!ds should 
take a,firm stand: But he was anxious that they should 
avoid collisions with the Commons on minor matters, and 
in particular that they should not reject a Bill which the 
Government. had introduced to aJlow tenants. to protect 
their crop·s from injufy by killing hares and rabbits. Here 
the interests of landlords and farmers were opposed, and 

. Beaconsfield insisted that the House of landlords should 
· sh~w due consideration to the f?>rmers. His efforts had 
to ·be the more en{)rgetic, as many. Tory leaders in both 

' ,. . . ~ . ' 
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Houses treated the prolongation of the session through 
August. as an excuse for deserting Parliament. By 
example, as well as by precept, their chief, in his 
seventy-sixth year, did his best to rally them to the call 
of duty. · 

To the Duke of Richmond and Gordon. 

Private. HUGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 18, 1880.-I am in 
'frequent communication with our friends in the Ho. of Lords, 
and shall be in my place to oppose the·Hares and Rabbits 
Bill. . 

I think it would be· unwise to oppose the 2nd reading in 
our House, for, I believe, we should not succeed in our attempt. 
But it does not do to announce that we are going to assent 
to the second reading, and that prevents my sending out at 
present, a whip for at·~endance on the Committee· on the 
Bill. ... 

Private and Confidential. I o' c., Aug. 20.-... There is 
a general emeute against the absolute desertion of the Front 
b3nch, when the Government is pushing most important 

. Bills. When men like the Duke of Buccleuch seriously 
remonstrate with me about the absence of myself and 
colleagues-'Nobody to. guide us, nobody to confer with. As 
for myself (Duke of B.) I at least, shall remain here to the 
last' etc., etc.-it is time to look to our p's and q's, if the 
party is really to be kept together. 

The complaints of the absence o£ Lord Cairns are very 
marked. 'I'hey say he has had long holidays, and much 
leisure this year, and while many. of the peers are great 
employers of labor, in mines espeCially, .they have not their 
Lord Chancellor to advise them-not a lawyer on our side. 
I go up on Monday and shall stay till the end. . . . · 

When I wrote to you last, I was not aware of the situation 
being so critical as regards the party, but that night Sir 
Stafford Northcote came down to me in a state of great . 
perplexity and peril-and earnest remonstrances about the 
desertion of the Lords in a most difficult and critical session. 

He is obliged to call the party together, to-day I believe, 
and looks forward to very troublous scenes. 

To Lady Bradford. 

HuGHENDEN MANOR, Aug. 20.-I go up to London on 
Monday to take the commana of the troops. It was necessary, 
as the greatest dissatisfaction was expressed, by our friends 
in both Houses, at our front bench, iii the House of Lords. 

·~ 
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·.being deserted, and that in the Ho. of c~ feebly attended. 
Stanley and John .Manners seemed to have run away. Dis-
content very generaL . . . . .. · . 
· There is some reason in ·my. being 'absent, for I have no 

roof of my own in town, but that is not the pase of Cairnsi 
. D. of R. and G., and Ld. Cranbrook, who sneaked off ·. 

with[ou]t saying a word. Lhave summoned them back, 
··and they swear, at least the first two, most horribly, but 
they must eat the leek. Cranbrook behaves better, · and 
will be up on Monday.· I have ordered a stout·"whip to be. 
sent everywhere; · · . . . • . . . , . · ·. , · -

I don't see why you think it will not last. ~So long af! 
Hartington remains, a~d he gets deeper in with· theni every 

·. day, the Whigs will never inove with effect; in fact, they 
.can't; they are-not strong enough. · · . ·· · ' · 

CARLTON CLUB, Aug. 25, 6 o'ck,-I did -no.t come up till 
Tuesday, the H. of L. having 1_1nexpectedJy adjourned till 
that day. Yesterday,. and to.-day, pressing·. 'business. I 
had a meeting yest-erda.y, and . afterwards H: of J:.., and 
to..:day another meeting of bewildered peers. It will be diffi
cult to steer thro' all their difficulties. · · 

·To-day 1 had my late colls.,·Duke of Bu~cleuch, Bradford, . 
Aveland; Carnarvon! The latter will surprise .. you. It 
was ·at his own request. , I have the meetings in the golden 
rooms,l wh. ate now in my sole possession.· .~. · · 

I went this morning to tlie H. of Comm. and saw Mr. · 
. Chamberla~n, who looked, arid spoke, like a cheesemonger, · 
and the other new lights: 1\hmdella, who looked like an old 
goat on,Mount H~inus, and other dreadful beings. . .. 
·.·Tam· very tired, having walked too much, and too far, 
with Arthur Balfour for my equerry, who piloted me to the . 
H.of.c... .. · · · · .. 

This·· was Be~consfield's mqch-talked~of 'visit ·to the. 
House of Commons 'to see the Fo11rth Party/ That 

, b_~nd pf Tory freelances, consi~ting of.I_{,andolph Churchill, 
• Drummond Wolff, and. Gorst, with :Mr. Arthur Balfour 
. 'as a semi'-att!tched menibe~, had'in~de their·n:iark f~om 
-the very first days of the ~arlia~ent.bythei1>untiriilg and 
effective militancy, regar9-less of the. conveni~nce' alike 
of-Minis~ers and,of their o~Je~~er~:"±:4~y ~ere:~nwell: 
kno~n to Beaconsfield, and Churchi}I; their .mo:Vin:g spirit, ·
was a son of two old . fri(mds;' ail a·· hadii a'ttfiwted his ' 

• • • - • • • •• .. ·, • • • ::;.....:" • ~ • • ~~- • • ' ·"<:_· 

1 At S~~in~~e~~._.IB.c~.,_·o~··.·:~- / ~--,_~0·~ '--~ ' -·~ ·~: 
. - -~ : }.,;:· 

·,..··· 
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favourable notice by his· maiden speech. The puckish 
audacity and defiant independence of the party reminded 
hlm of his' own youthful career; and he encouraged them 
to persevere, provided they did not carry their natural 
restiveness under the quiet methods of Northcote's 
leading into sheer rebellion. 'I fully appreciate your 
feelings· and those of your friends,' he told Drummond. 
Wolff; 'but you must stick to Northcote. He represents 
·the respectability of the party. I wholly sympathise 
·with you all, because I was never respectable myself .... 
Don't on any account break with Northc<;>te, but defer 
to him as often as you can.' . Gorst repreeents Beacons
field as palliating disobedience, provided it came short of 
rupture. 'We should always courteously inform North
cote, through the Whip, of any step we are about to take 
in the House of Commons, and listen with respect and 
attention to anything he may say about it; his remarks, 
even when 'we _disagree with him, will be well worth 
attention. But just at present we need not be too 
scrupulous about obeying our leader. An open rupture 
between us would, however, be most disastrous.' 1 It is 
possible that Gorst exaggerated the encouragement which 
he received. Beaconsfield wrote to Northcote from 
Hughenden on December l after this talk: 'I have had 
Gorst down here, and have .confidence ill his future 
conduct. I will assist you, as much as I possibly can, in 
looking after the Fourth Party.' 

To Lady Bradford. 
'· 

1. SEAMORE PJ;JACE, Aug. 28.-... We are here in the thick 
of the Parly. campaign, and no one knows what may be its 
course or conse<fuences. On Monday we have the 2nd reading 
of the Game Bill, and I liave no idea of what the Lords will do; 
they seem very• much inclined to cut their own throats. Unfor
tunately, many find a respectable leader in Lord R.edes
dale,2 who has many excellent qualities and talents; but who 
is narrow-minded, prejudiced, and utterly unconscious of what 
is going on in the country, its wishes, opinions, or feelings. 

1 Winston Churchill's Lord Randolph Churchill, Vol. I., pp. 184-187. 
2 Chairman of Committees in the House of Lords, 1851-1886. 
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. I dined last night with Granville en petitissieme comite, 
Hartington was there, and Spencer, and D. of Richmond, 
Hardwicke, and Bradford. Miladi made the 8th at :a_.taple 
wh. wd. rather have suited the Graces than the Muses. There 
ought to have been good· conversation with such guests: but 
·it was not so. Their talk was all shop, and I was greatly 
bored. . · . · . 

. HuGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. ~.-I came' down here 9n Wedy. 
afrernooi1 ·and am prostrate with asthma-:--the consequence 
of.a week of spouting. Not,tha~ the public jabber was so 
rimch the cause, for that, tho' frequent, was brief; but- the 
constant and lengthened homilies of private discussion did 
the mischief,· and strained my feeble instrument beyond its 
power. . . · · · 

Belwonsfield might ht;tve exh~usted -himself by his 
. exertions and brought oJ:l. asthma; but he had succeeded 
i~ preventing the peers from perpetrating the folly of . 
throwing out the Game Bill, and thus losing, as· he told 
Lady Chesterfield, ' the only cla$ses . on wh. we once 
thought we cd. rely-the landed interest iri all its divi- · 
sions.'. The argument which he found effectual in the 
House was that it would be !t mistake for the Lords. to 
take up a feeble' position· on the eve of a great con-
stitutional struggle. .. _ . 

Beaconsfield's oorrespon:~ence· gives us a clue .to his 
thoughts. and ·feelings duri11g. the autumn; an autumn 
in which he had a peculiariy acute and prolonged attayk.-· ' 
of asthroo and· gout. · ' 

To Lady Br'adjord. 

... . HUGIIE:NDEN MANOR, Sept. 6.~; .. Here I am in perfect 
.solitude: I hate driving, and I can't walk, ... :l}ntil I get rid of 
my asthma.~ic demon. . . . · · . ·. . · ··· · 

Roberts 1s a ~rst-rate man, as I always beheved. I under
stand it was quite on t~e cards that he was not dismissed by .. 
the .new Administrati<;n1. They instantly put Stewart over. 
him, and . contemplated, I ·am told, liis supersession in due 
course. · .. ·;_ . . . .. .. . . . . ·".: . . . 

. . The march! was the march pf Xenophon, and the victory 
·that of Alexander. .. -- . · 

Sep{ 10.~;-.:.,r·don'tgive my ·mind to politics;but:it 
. ' . - . ..... ~ '. • + 

i From Cabul ~o Candahar. f. y ·'. 
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seems to me that the A. V. has carried everything before him, 
and has completely detached from us our. old allies, the 
farmers. The clergy he had corrupted before . 
. We have been so unlucky that I think we ought to take 
the hint that Providence has given us. A ruler of England, 
who has to encounter six bad harvests, ought to retire from 
public life; if only on the plea of being infelix-,--the worst of 
epithets. · · 

Sept. 17.-... You ask me about reading and new books, 
and reproach me rather for not recommendlng some. I 
never read, and scarcely see, a new book~ All these new 
crotchetty reviews I am obliged to see-to catch not the 
Cynthia, but the nonsense of the minute, of which the Leader 
of a party must be master; and when they are exhausted, 
I take refuge in my classics, and try to restore the tone of 
the mind. • · 

To Anne La.dy Chesterfield. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Sept. 17 .-... My farmers have 
in-gathered an exuberant harvest, for wh. they say they 
cannot get a paying price .. The rain suits them, as they 
abound in turnips and other roots. . 

Sept. 26.-... I have not been generally .a peooim,ist, but 
am by nature somewhat too sanguine: I confess, however, 
that I feel evil times are falling on this land. I heard, yester
day, from a high quarter, that to-morrow the Great Powers, 
with the exception of France who withdraws from the Concert, 
will bombard Dulcigno! A sheer act of madness, and more 
calculated eventually to bring about a general war, than any 
piece of mischief that could be devised. 

Oct. 10.~I am hardly capable of writing a line, for, last 
Monday, having the day before been quite well, I was fiercely 
and suddenly attacked by my old enemy, the asthma, and 
am really prostrate with, yesterday, incipient gout, which, 
t~o' it adds to my sufferings, may eventually prove my 
fnend. · · 

It is very unfortunate that this shd.· happen on the only 
time this year I have asked a few friends to Hughenden·. . . . 

I have seen, therefore, little of Selina during this- visit,l 
tho' I hope she has been amused, as there were several agree
able men, Lytton, Sandon, and others, and yesterday arrived 
the great Monty, the.favorite of Courts and Queens, and 
whom Her Majesty invited to dinner the same day as she did 
Hartington! _. 

1 Lord and Lady Bradford came to Hughenden on Friday, Oct: 8. 
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~ ' " ;: _-,-~- ~-~1~ !~·~>- 'fXo A~dy ~-~~~t~~d:~';-·:~"· ,_:~~~:::~ ''", • :~~ 
· HuGHENinJ~·sl\IANOR, ·Qct.~ 22~..L!{ lew~_feeb_le-·wi;Jrds~~:my 

·"' ·. firs~to~felLyoU:X _have left niy ro:orr(thi(mornirig';tand. am 
,_ ~ · ·: shaven.!and shotn;apddressed and.soiaecfand'!h n:iy:mitipg- . 

.. : 'rb~m::aft~r:· iL. t~rribl~·tei1 days :or more':t{ My right:Jeg,i~·yet 
-. -bound' up;: a~d;I1:dare-.not hav~ recourse:to ~nY ttniics,whi~e 

- the enemy· 'still lingers, or jt would -:probably flare ;U:p ~-itgain' 
' like the,p.sthmatic~powdei:s,.when all !>ee~s ext~nguish~q;:·)"~ • 
" , Oet:~.6~, ;,;'l:,_:J.thinli r~e_v-er knew"th~·cou:r;_~r~,§ ~;\yp~~w. 
st~te:- .Therexs-,only-(;me·thmg worse, and that;Istli · -oty 

-party _. - " .- ~ · _ · · , . _ -.r .:· -.• ·" .;;. _ ,;"'":, -
.. -_ •Oct:.29--cc:--; .. . I~cap't walk_;:e\r~h'-·_on;the-te~ra~efati, 11 ·:'i;: 

to6 cold't6;~it out.· But I am 'quite-reliev~d fiorii--tha(;!i:wfuJ 
___ ........ _~_sth'4ia ... •.·~. -~ .·. ~\,;~. . .·~ ·. :: ~ ~" ,;·,.~:f 1'' ~-;. _··~ -.: •• ~ .>:..;.. • .. f·:; ·. __ 

'Monty·was to'have gone this"afternoon to~Clareniont and., 
ftmn thence to Sandiirigh'ainfora·weekf.ahd' so on;· bufl neair .. 

. .his; sister i.& Hl;. and he .wilt have. to tl}ke' -her ·P:roba,oly 'to; 
Bjarritz at once:. _He is _a ·deV'oted brother ,~and< I' b~lieve he · 

.·:Wd. even" sacrifice Prince Hal· for; her, but'sistera ;;lid..'' marry 

. and:not require such sactHipes:- "·.. . . -~ . - ' -: . , _. . 
· LordMayor.!s Day; 'so:__:_'__,._,,.~ This is.now'the·~th\v'eek of .• 

· JIIY ill!prisomnent;,for tho' I am qariied 'downs~a,irs. to sit in,~' 
. the slin, that is all I can manage; for I .cannot~ \1-Se niy legs. ··_ 

" ' · . But.the freedom ffom asthma is so vast a relief tha:tl.scaicely ·' 
grudge the: _sort of_ coma 'into .which my life\,has:-fa;:ll_~n."- V · 
have h~verhad a. fit of_gout'likeit' .. It hasatt_ack.edin~:W:ith · 

· ·renovati:gg ferocity. ·It rell1inds lne of poor;JA: Derby; >Mj7 _ · 
·4ands ar:e now~pretty free~ but the goutisiii:Ip.y.face,.ytc?. ... ::.:·., ~ .. .r., 

·· .Tli~s Voyage;;,al}d I fear prolonged '!,visij:i, ·-of '1\i[ont'y' t~{'< 
-Biarfitz is most unfortunate,· otherWise he wd. now.: hl:ive . 

•: .been:here:':; :::· . ,, ._.:.' . .. -' . . ' · ·>.:: . _ ' ,/-·t ~ 
;-1-,:SEAJ~WR:EPLAoE;Nov: 15;---'------I am.lier_e rath9:r;:unexpec~ ;· 

, "' -~edly;bu(many thi~gsco_mb~ned.to ~~lllJ:le,ll-m,ong:the!l'!-:to · 
see JIIY M.p. If he contmued. P,Is VISits, po. l1;,[ug4engejrhl· .• 
shd. have to execute a mortgage on'my estate·; ~\ inde_l_ld)a!l9-'6 

, . h$1 a,ny !ongerasecurity .... • . , ' ,,._ ·~ · ·~·~~. · •i'' 
4
'.7'-;_ , 

· >K HuqHENDEN MANOR, Nov. 2L-=-... Yesterday !learnt that;. 
f: .:~~~k~x-;m~ ha9- acc_epted.in~ off~~;t .s_o r·a~:-se~9~~~-i~~~Mf ·, 
_,-. · '!}r~spect;,{for t_he rest·()f my hfe: It bemg:-a• m11e years';lea~s~.' 

· I'don'Vthinkl cd. hav'e'done,better,' particularli af{l\_fonty, 
<w,ho~im<;lei:to~~·to d~all th,is;was·a~~~· /:,'7 ~·~ .. :<;,}rr_L~ ~. 
. !Nov. 26.--"-;"",' .. 1 hked t~e Cors[~ca1i] ;?rothet,s2 as~a,:p:felo~ < 
drama, .and nev,ez:. sa'\V- ·anything put cleverer'pn)!J:e s~dge: --·~ 
Irvirig,_wliom,I saw for the first time; is third~rate~'aiid }ieY:er .,. . 

• - ' · ·· ' • ~ 1 For :hi;. hous~ in Cu~zoqStreet. ' i..r;,;-: -~-."<:·~~~ ', , 
_, · . 2 -Which -he saw- wheri-last iii Lon doll.·: · · "'• \.)-r-:.,;, ·}Y · - . 

;· '- . ... . - . ' ,·• _ _. ;·:;:. ';,!}~-: ... , 

,...' "'"""' - 'h ~-:-;;.;, ... ~ . .. - -~ .. ;:. 
.:.:·, 
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' . 
will improve, out good eno' for the part he played, .tho' he 
continually reminded me of Lord Dudley .... 

Endymion is only published to-day. . ; . . .. 
Nov. 28~-... Why you call this 'a tottering Govt.' I am 

entirely at a loss to comprehen.d. It appears to· me one of 
the strongest Ministries we have had; ·and unhappily, and I 
speak, I am sure, with[ou]t prejudice, its strength will be, 
and must be, exercised against all those institutions~ laws, 
manners, customs, wh. we have hitherto revered and tried 
to cherish. • ~ 

The Queen has been horribly deceiyed; she-was told, as 
I believe, that the present arrangement was the. only one that 
wd. preserve her from <the Radicals, guarded, as she wd. be, 
by a firm Whig element in the Cabinet. The Whig element 
dare not say Bo to a goose-much less to Gladstone, who 
certainly [is] not a goose. He is now really the head of the 
Radicals, and sets the Whigs at defiance, who will swallow 
anything, if only to conceal their insignificance, wh~ch resig
nation would demonstrate. 

As for the Crown, it is not much.better off than the Whigs .... 

To. Ann~ Lady Chesterfield. 
HUGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 2.-... This Ep~phany session 

very inconvenient, and, I think, a little blasphemous. I can't · 
get into my house by the 6th Jany., and shall have to lie in 
the streets. . ·. . - · · 

Dec. 7 .-I am going to WindsrJr to-morrow, and' shall return 
. here on Friday afternoon. . . . ·. . 

The weather here is delicious.· As yet, December has 
beaten even our soft and sunny November. What fools 
they are to go to Cannes, and Nice, and Algiers! when they 
might stay at home with every comfort, and with as bland an 
atmosphere ! . . . . . . 

Private. Dec. 22.-I am not a· pessimist: rather the 
reverse: but, I confess, the present state of affairs makes me 
tremble. Old England .. seems to be tumbling ,'to pieces. I . · 
believe that, if Constantinople were occupied by a foreign, ;t: • 
Power to-morrow, we shd. not stir a foot. Could we? With ·· 
ireland in revolution,' S. Africa in rebellion, and the-Radicals 
and Jacobins in E;ngland so intent on the destruction of the 
landed interest, wh. is the backbone of the State, that no one 
will spare any energies 'to external dangers and vigilance, 
I never ~hought that; in my' time;.it wd. come to this. · . , 

I receive letters every day, asking me·to write a manifesto, 
and make a speecl:).; that I am the only man who cd. do so 
with effect; and all that. 

u. 47 
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. Why shd. I? !,warned the country about Ireland.before . 
the General Election, and told th~mi to be vigilant; or there 
wd. something happen there 'worse· .even than famine or 
pestilence.' It h.as happened. And there have been elections 
since the· Irish Revolution in England, Wales, and Scotland, 

-and they have·supported the policy of imbecility and treason 
that has brought about" all this disaster, 

• ~. ' ~ : ' •• > - • 

Beaconsfield's last Christmas was once more s~nt. in 
solitude at Htighenderi. His anxieties, public and private, 
were serious. His prophecies of the troubles which·~a 
change of Government·· would,ent?-il had proved to'be 
only too true. · Ireland wa~ "in revolution,_ the Transvaal 

. in revolt~ while England had )ost the Continentai sympa
thies and-respect that he had secured for Rer.. Parliament 

. • WitS to meet early in fhe New Yea;· in: order to cope' with 
. Irish disorder; but Rowton, instead of 'returning to watch 
. over his .chief, had beep. e~:nnpelled to take his sick sister 

_to winter ~n ·J\lgiers .. 'Your a_bsence is a ,_calamity,'; 
·Beaconsfield wrote-4 to him) Jiooking ro.undJor·help he 
had recourse to another friend of some standing to take 

·his .secretary's pllwe'. ,· • ·. · · . . 

~-' r To Lady_Brhdforr{. 

·: HuGHENDEN MANoR, Dec. 17 .-... Affairs -are most" 
criticiJJ, and my labors intolerable-the niere letter-writing . .,. 
etc. too much even for youth: I have written to George 
Barrington to take Monty's'·plac~. He is not a Mcinty,'but 
he has good talents, gre~t experience of the pol: worl?-, having 
been.priv;secy. ~? '{..d. Derby, a~d- one too o~ whose honor 
!Lnd devot}on I ~an :r:,el~.. v · -~ _ . ;,• , · _ ¢ 

•· . .... •• !" ;'\- ~ \ 
. , . The problem of. providing for a successor ip .the _leader- . ' . ' . . . ' ... 
;·.ship of the Lords, if n<;>t of th~ part~, ~had occupied much 

·_of Beaconsfield's thoughts in the·.autumn.:· He·had 
i-.-~.. ~xperie;;,ced- considerable trouble· ih the management <?f 

the'Lords over the Hares and,Rabbits ':Bill,~ and his .acute 
· atta~k of the gout in. the. autunm:and the steady ,deteriora

tion of his health· during ·~he winter, warned him that his 
time xnight _not be .long: ·.'·I hbpe. ~y suc.cessor will soon 

.appear,: he.'~ had writtez;t t'o Sandon,ori 'October 1. · .Aiid 
~' ' ' . 

( '4 

,! • 
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in December, when writing to the Duke of Buocleuch, 
who, having been Peel's colleague in the forties, wa.s the 
veteran of the Tory party, he said; ' I had ~opes that our 
friends in the House of Lords would by this time have 
found a leader more competent in many respect_s than 
your correspondent. But I have been foiled in effecting 
this.' His choice wa.S, of course, Salisbury, to whom, by 
letter to his retreat on the Riviera, he confided his senti
ments on this and other political matters on the eve of 
the session. 

To Lord Salisbury. 

HUGHENDEN MANOR, Dec. 27, 1880.-Your letter reached 
me on Saturday. On the 20th of this month I heard1 that the 
Ministry is agreed, 'quite determined,' to bring in a Coercion 
Bill the first thing, and to proceed with it de die in diem until 
passed. So much for intelligence. Now for other matters. 

One of my dreams was, that, in Feby., I should be sitting · 
behind you in the Ho. of Lords, and that you wpuld ,be 
leading H.M.'s Opposition. I thought the publication of 
Endymion would have much facilitated this. But this 
Epiphany session, and your letter of to-day, add to my 
embarrassments. · 

I have communicated my general wish, among other 
!11-atters, to the Duke of Buccleuch, but I have not got his 
answer, which is long due .. We are so driven for time, that, 
I suppose, I must appear in my place. 

Now as to immediate business: Lytton will not lose a day 
in bringing for~ard the Afghan policy. Your presenoe in 
such a debate would be desirable, but is not absolutely 
necessary. I should think that Cranbrook and myself could 
sufficiently sustain the debate. . . 

But what about Turkish questions ? There is to• be a 
blue book, and notwithstanding· the absorbing interest of 
Ireland, the world will expect to be illumined on the Eastern 
situation, and will naturally look to the Ho. of Lords for it. 
What do you propose •in this matter ? You might study · 
the papers at Nice, and come over specially for the debate ? 
If there be one. . · 

I pause, in the midst of this troublesome letter, to touch 
on the nemesis, that made Derby subscribe to Boycott,2 and 

1 From"the Queen. See above, p. 1416. . 
2 CaRtain Boycott was, in Ireland this winter, the most conspicuous 

victim 6£ the system which in consequence was named ' boycotting.' · 
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Carnarvon denounce Bright, on the same day, or almost. 
And for this; they left their real friends! . . 

I shall be in town permanently on 31st Dept. T wish,to ·see 
many people, and to use myself to the 'humall face divine. 
It is no easy thing to step out of· the profound solitude 
in which :I live-::-often not spooking to a. hu:Oian being 
the whole day--:-and walk into the. House of Lords.and make 
a speech on a falling Empire. I have telegraphed to Gibson, 
and Cairns, to see me as soon as possible-:;-l haive had corre
spondence with Donoughmore, whose .sensible letter. only 
explains that wh. it does riot alter. It seems that this Orange .. 
movement is a continuation of some nonsense of.that whipper
snapper--, wh. he promulgated to save his seat, and wh. seat 
he lost---c.as most of the others, who· made the same disgraceful 
sacrifice of common sense and honesty. · . 
. Now I must ~ell you that nothingwil.liP:duce me to support 

the. 3 F's1-three fiddlesticks. ·During a long ·parliamentary 
life, and lmig before I was in Parliament, I ·have been pro
foundly. convinced, that the' greatness· and • character ()f thi~ 
country depended on our landed tenure, All the·rest, IJook 
.upon, and have.e:Ver looked upon, as .. ' leather and prunella.' 
I fear. the pass is sold, but I shall make every effort to rally 
the troops and restore discipline. And'then, iflfail, I must 
be • content. with. the position of Cassandra, and prophesy 
what·no one will c1.-edit. . . . 
'j have formally, and even solemnly, warned the house iri 

wh. I now si.t, that the landed system of this country would 
be:attacked and invaded by the revolutionary party, and if; 
after that, they relinquish their outposts without a struggle, 
I think l.t would be as iiJiperti:f!ent in me as useless, to attem.p.t 
to.guide their 'c1ecisions. . · · · · .· · ·· · .• ,' · 

I have tried .to convey to you the state ofaffa1rs-I can give 
you no counsel as· to yoqr movements. I think your absence 
deplorable; .but your pre'sence, at the sacrifice of your health, 
would be calamitous. You have got good councillors."" I 
wish I had such. I hope they are well, and send to them 1,000 
kind thoughts. , · ·' 

, . With the money which he: ·received for Endymi?n. 
· :Beaconsfield. had taken a~·hbuse in"Curzon Street; but it , 
~a's n9t ready for his ocmipat~<ni when the 'Epiph~ny' 
session. of Parliament brought, bini to town. Once . m?re; 
therefore, he availed -himself of. Alfred de Rothschil_d?s 
hospitality,. and went up to Seamo~<:: Pl~ce. on ·.t4e J~§t · 

i Fixity of tenure, fair rents, and free saie;'-cthe. principles: W"h~h. Jere 
embodied in the Irish Land Act of 1881. · "'•c .· · , .... ' ,. ·· · · \_ 
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day of the year. For the few days that elapsed before 
Parliament met he was so indisposed that he f!Carcely 
left his room. But he was able to be in his place for the 
debate on the Address on January 7, and to denounce 
the Government on the general lines of his political· 
letters of :Oecember. He pointed O"llt. that . the old 
tradition, which introduced a certain magnanimity into 
public life, was that, when a change of Administration 
took place, there should be no more alteration in the 
general conduct of affairs than was absolutely necessary. 
But, when Gladstone's Ministry was formed, 'in every 
manner and on every occasion it was announced that a 
change of Government meant a change in every part 
and portion of the Government; that everything which 
had been concluded was to be repudiated; that everything 
consummated was to be reversed. . . . Perpetual and 
complete reversal of all that had occurred was the order 
that was given.' So a Conference had been convoked at 
Berlin to modify and supersede the . decisions of the 
Congress of Berlin. The Congress had brought Europe~n 
peace; but the result of this new Conference was that the 
war in the East was on the point of being revived, ' and 
England was near being a belligerent, and a belligerent, 
too, against our old ally.' So in Afghanistan, which would 
form a subject of special debate later. In Ireland, too, 
Beaconsfield's solemn warning. had been slighted,jt was 
asserted that the country -was crimeless and satisfied, and 
the Peace Preservation Act which the late Government 
was about to renew was dropped. Now Ministers had to 
change their course on a great scale, because nothing less 
would suffice. ' Your lordships know the condition of 
Ireland at the present time., Europe knows. it, Asia 
knows it. It is no longer, unhappily, a ·merely ''English 
qu~stion." The honour, perhaps the existence, of England 
depends upon our rallying our forces, not only with 
regard to Ireland, but with regard to other scenes of 
disquietude and danger which have been created by what 
has occurred in Ireland.' Nothing would be more 
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justifiable than an amendment censuring the Government 
for not taking meas~res in time to meet the Irish crisis. 
But the occasion was too serious for party considerations, 
and therefore he would not move; but would support 

· ·the measures to be proposed to restore, in Ireland, 
peace and order, and to re-establish there the Queen's 
sovereignty.-

' I had much to say,' he told Lady Bradford next day, 
' which I was physically unable to express-and I left 
the House. . I had been suffering from 'my great enemy 
for. a week; and,_ tho' relieved from it, the remedies had 
terribly weakened me.' But, in spite of this oo:q.stant 
ill-health, and of the most. severe.winter for many years, 
Beaconsfield was indefatigable, whenever he could muster 
sufficient strength, in dining. out; .and in his letters, and 
in the diaries and letters of others, we have frequent 
mention of dinner-parties which he attended in the ten 
weeks before his fatal illness began. On many of these 
occasions he seems t6 ·have . been in large measure his 
old self, and to have delighted those who met him by the 
sententious piquancy of his talk. But at -other times. he 
sat silent and deathlike, a mummy at the feast; and his 
fellow-guests carried away an impression of deafness and 
decrepitude. · One thing was evident .. · Wherever he 
appeared, he was the centr!3 ofinterest. He might have 
lost his political supremacy: he remained the most 
commanding· figure in L'ondon ·society. After the first 
fortnight of January hl=l got into his new house in Curzon· 
Street, in a district which he loved as being above the 
fogs of Westminster and in close neighbourhood to· 
the 'sylvan joyanc~' of that Arcadia; Hyde Park. Of 
the street itself he had written ·afft!ctionately in Tancred 1 · 

as ·having a semi~rur~l eh~tracter; starting almost out 
Of ' what· is. still really a lane,' Park Lane, skirting the 

' . .,. .. ' ' ..... ·:--
gardens of Chesterfield House where the rooks could be 
heard c~twing in the trees, and, 'after a long, straggli~g, 

·_ sawney course, ceasing to be a thoroughfare; and losing 
1 Ch. 1. .. 
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itself in the gardens ' of Lansdowne House and Devon
shire House. 

To Lady Bradford. 
I, SEAMORE PLAcE, Jan. 10.-... My hostess [Lady 

Lonsdale] told me she had invited you. It . was very well 
done; the house beautiful, full of everything fair and precious, 
but owing its mansion character entirely to the staircase, 
wh. I devised. Before that, it was two houses, and a failure. 
Louise dined there and Harty-T., and the Lathoms, 
Cadogan, Dorchesters, Claud Hamiltons, Monty, B. 0 .... 

The preceding day my host had a little dinner, wh. was 
amusing, the Lyttons, Randolph Churchills, Harry Bourkes, 
Louise, and some men, B. 0., Dupplin and Co. _ 

I am very nervous to-day about Lytton's debut in the Lords, 
on Candahar, etc. . . . 

Jan. 12.-Lytton made a great success on Monday, and at 
once mounted into the first class of present Parliamentary 
speakers. He had been so traduced, and so depreciated by 
the Government and Co.; they had circulated so many 
ill-natured stories about his preparations and certain and 
ludicrous failure; that his triumph was proportionately 
increased. Now he is master-, and can give on any occasion 
even his bitter opponent the D. of Argyll much more than he 
receives. 

It is a white world here, and deep. I dine at Louise's 
to-day; also Monty, but feel very sleepy. Harty-Tarty, 
they say, made a very effective. speech last night. Hitherto 
we have done well in the debate, but chiefly owing to two 
Irishmen, Gibson and Plunket; the former, they say, quite 
excellent. But I wish Northcote wd. bring forward a little 
more his young English members-Stanhope and G. Hamilton· 
for example .... 

19, CuRZON STREET, Jan. l7._:_,_I was very sorry that I co11ld 
not write to you on Saturday, and announce my having again 
a London home, but the weather had so completely paralysed 
me that I cd. do absolutely nothing .... 

Louise's was amusing .. I asked Hartington 'how the 
miscreants were,' wh. seemed not -to displease him. But it is 
really too cold for society. I had fires for nearly a month in 
every room in my house every day, and I have hot air besid(:ls. 
1 was glad to get away from Alfred's. He is the best and 
kindest host in the world, but all the marriage festivities! are 
now taking place, and one must have been in the way. I 

1 Leopold de Rothschild's marriage on Jan. 19, 1881. When congratulat
ing him on his engagement, Beaconsfield wrote: 'I have always been of 
opinion that there cannot be too many Rothschilds.' 
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dined there on Saturday at a gre~t banqU:et, and sate by Lady 
Dudley, whom I always like; she is very intelligent. The 

. garden was illumined by electriu light: magical. They 
danced aft[erwar]ds, but I escaped. at 11 o'ck.:.Monty tells 
me the affair was late. On W edy. there "Will be areal ball, 
wh. I shall not attend, as I shall be in myfirst sleepbeforethe 
first guest .arrives. Then, some. other day, there is to be a 
great Sassoon ball. P. of W[ales] goes to Alfred's ball.on 
Wednesday. · 

Politics are more confused than ever: no one sees light. 

To Anne La~y Chesterfield ... · 

19, CuRZON S~REET,Ja~. 2Q.-ldid not get ottt on Tuesday, 
being ina state of stupor' and. only capable of lying on a sofa 
by the fire .. I cannot write in these moods. Isuppose there 
never was a severer dayjn 'this grea~ .city, I :was not much 
better yesterday, and could, not possibly go to the wedding, 
but I did manage to appear at the later ceremonial, tho' 
quite unfit for it, To-day my·room is full of sunbeams, but 
I am told theydp not portend a thaw. , . . ·· .· · ··. 

Jan. 26.~The weather has completely upset me, and I 
really cannot fight against it any more. As they say, it would 

-kill a horse. 
I was in hopes to have called on you to-day, but the moment 

I breathe the air, even in furs and a close carriage,the asthmatic 
seizure comes on. I was obliged to return, and shall,if possible, 
not go out agai~ tUl the wind changes.·. . . · 

During this mo:O:th there _was ill progress, in the House 
of Commons, a vehement struggle by Parnell and his 
followers against' the measrires·introduced by the Govern
ment-a Protection of Person· and Prop~rty Bill and ~n 

. Arms Bill__,.to restore ·order 'in Ireland. · These Irish 
irreconcilables held up_ a1.l the proceedings of the House by 
the most flagrant obstruction, culminating in a sitting of 
over forty-one hours, from "the afternoon of Monday, 

.·January 3,1, to riine o'clo_ck'onthe n1orningof Wednesday, 
· Feb,ruary 2, when it was only terminatedby res'olute ana 

lillprecedented'action on the par~ of:theSpeaker. Sonie 
Jonn of closure of< debate' was felt to be ineVitable; but 
the .Cons~rV:a,tives; under Beaconsfield's guidance, insisted 

. <,m >C()ll,fii:ling its ,operation within harrow lin:iits. To 
Rowtcm, 'who had,returned for a few )VfO}eks from Algiers· 

• ··: ' ' >. ;; \ ' • •• •• ., • 

. ·.:·· .. '· . 
~--~· .. ' 
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and was on a visit to Sandringham, Beaconsfield wrote 
about the difficulty of coming to any arrangement in these 
matters with Gladstone. . 

To Lord Rowton. 

19, CuRZON STREET, Jan. 29, '81.-1 got your letter with 
pleasure, and merely send this line, that you may have the 
satisfaction of knowing, that :r;ny going down to the Cloture 
Meeting did much good, and saved the ship from the breakers. 
· Gladstone is trying it on, with every art of Jesuitry, on his 

former pupil, but all is so tied up-' strictly tied up' as B. 
Hope would say-that N[orthcote] can do nothing without 
consulting me. To-day, Ponsonby called from our ever 
gracious Mistress, with a view of ascertaining whetherH.M. 
could 'do anything'; mediate between the parties, etc. The 
Cabinet is now sitting on the matter. 

It was easy to settle affairs with Palmerston because he was 
a man of the world, and was, therefore, governed by the 
principle of honor: but when you have to deal with an earnest 
man, severely religious, and enthusiastic, every attempted 
arrangement ends in unintelligible correspondence .and vio
lated confidence. 

To Lady Bradford. 

19, CuRZON STREET, Feb. 1.-The H. of C. is still sitting, 
having had a whole night of it, and, as yet, half of this day. 
I don't see the end of it. We are the laughing-stock of Europe .• 

I dined on Saturday at Granville's; a pleasant party. I 
sate next to Pss. Louise who never looked prettier; and on 
Sunday I dine? with Lady Lonsdale, my lord away-very 
amusing. Lou1se and Harty -Tarty were there-the Cadogan.s, 
H. Ohaplins, Sir Charles Dilke; all very good company and 
talked well: Harty-T. particularly, who is a clever fellow, and 
with some humor. 

I am suffering, however, very much from asthma, wh. is 
detestable. 

Monty.has come back from Sandringham .. ·, . ~' 
[Feb.]- . .. We have had a feverish week here, and wonder

ful events· in the Houoo of Commons, recalling the days of 
Charles the 1st and the Commonwealth, the 5 members and 
Pride's Purge. Nobody, as yet, has got any credit except 
the Tory party, wh. carried with triumph yesterday its amend
ments to the Government scheme, amendments which were 

·approved at my house, at a large meeting, called at a moment's · 
notiee, and attended by all the crotcheteers of the H. of 0. 

My house received them with ease, and cd. at any time 
n. · · 47* 
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accommodate 200. · It is agreeable -and convenient in every 
respect. . •· _ . . 

Feb. 9.-There is to be a great battle in the Lords on 
Candahar on the 24th inst.,1 and r'have some hope that the 
Government may be forced to 'repudiate' their rash and 
.malicious decision on this subject. _ , 
' · Isaw your:sister to-day, driving iri the Park, so she is better, 

-_hut still suffering. The 'westerly wind and the sunbeams 
allowed me also to move and ·breathe, but my sufferings have 
been also great during the last month, tho' I have not wearied 
you about them .. ~ ~ . · 

. Feb. 12.-... Alas! Alas I -Monty leaves 'me again, 
and for quite an indefinite time. Indeed I think the prospect 
is ~hat he will remain at Algiers, or some similar place, for 
the whole of the spring and summer. :f[is sister cannot get 
rid of her fever, and her phys~cian writes that he had better 
join her as soon as possible.- -·· ' . · _ . . 

In the mid_st of preparation.for a great debate; having to 
see crowds·of.people,-and'to hold meetings, I lose the.chief 
of my .staff; my correspondeiwe alone ·will overwhelm me. 
It is 'impossible to teach a newsecretary his work. , . 

·. . ~ . ' 

Rowton's return to Algiers· meant that Beaconsfield; 
from now onwards till the closing stage of his illriess, had 
to depend .entirely. upon Barrington, . who was com
paratively new to his chief's methods of work, but of 

:. whose de_votion the association of December and.January 
had made him well assured. . While preparing for the 
Afghan debate, Beaconsfield continued to find relaxation 
in dining ·out.· We have accounts of three dinners at the 
end of the third week in February, at Lady Airlie's on 
Fridaythe 18th, at Lady Sta~hope's on the Saturday, and 
at Alfred -de Rothschild's on the Sunday. After dinner 
at Lady Airlie's he had a talk with Matthew Amold, by 

'{whose skill in coining unforgettable phrases he had long 
' been attracted; and whom he co~plimented now' as the 
·_ . only livirig ']fnglishman :who had become a classic in his 
'lifetime. · · · 

• The dinner at Alfred de Rothschq<}'s was to meet the 
Prince ofWales, Among others present;was Sir Charles 
Dilke; who thus met, for the second timewithi:q a month, 2 

!_The d~bate 'fa~ postponed till Mareh 3 and 4.'· 2 s·ee preceding page. 
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the statesman whom he considered ' the most romantic 
character of our time.' On the first occasion Beaconsfield 
admitted that he had borrowed from Dilke's career traits 
for Endymion, and Dilke .recorded that he ' thought him 
very polite and pretty in all his ways and in all he said.' 
On the second occasion he mentions that when Beacons
field was offered a cigar he said: ' You English once had 
a· great man who discovered tobacco, on which you 
English now live; and potatoes on which your Irish live; 
and you cut off his head ! '-a very foreign and comical 
way of regarding Raleigh. 1 

On the last day of February Beaconsfield dined w~th 
the Queen, and, in what was to be his last talk. with her 
Majesty, received her thanks for the help his party had 
given in supporting her Government against obstruction. 
With the beginning of March, his activities in the House 
of Lords were resumed. On Tuesday, the lst, he made a; 

speech in support of the second reading of the Govern
ment Bill for the Protection of Person and Property in 
Ireland-a speech that was notable for the attention it 
called to the 'organised conspiracy of foreigners, living in 
a foreign country,' America, which sent emissaries to 
preach in Ireland 'the doctrine of assassination, of con
fiscation, and of the explosive patriotism of dynamite.' 
On the following Thursday and Friday, there came the 
Candahar debate, in which he made the last serious 
deliverance of his life on policy. Ministers had decided to 
give up Candahar, as had been Beaconsfield's own inten
tion at the time of the Treaty o~ Gandamak. But he 
thought now that the situation had. altered, and he'· 
strongly supported Lytton's motion that Candahar should 
be retained. The spe~ch was made late on the second 
night of debate, in circumstances afterwards explained by 
Granville when, two months later, he was pronouncing a 
Parliamentary eulogium on his dead opponent. 

I think it was at about twelve o'clock that Lord Beacons
field sent me a message that he purposed speaking directly. 

1 Life of Dilke, VoL I., pp. 410, 411. 
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I sent hini a strong remonstrance, saying that two peers who 
·had been in office, and a third peer, one of the most rema,rkable 

· • speakers in the House, desir~d to take part in the debate . 
. . ; But Lord Beaconsfield persisted, and I thought I was justified 

in making a rather strong complaint of his having. done .so. 
I ,have since learned with regret. that Lord. Beaconsfield, 
just before he received the message, h::td swallowed one drug 
and had inhaled another drug, in quantities so nicely adapted 
~ to. enable him to speak free from the depression of his 
complaint, during the time that that speech ·required for 
delivery. , 

Though not up t'o the level of the best Disraeli orati~ns, 
the speech had passages which . deserve recall. · The · 
negotiations which the Government, who had 'preViously 
been stiff, entered into with the Boers as soon as British 
troops had been beaten')n the field prompted the gibe 
at Northbrook that 'one wouldsuppose that the noble 
earl was not only a pupil in the peace-at-any-price 
school, buy. that he was also graduating for high~r 
honours in the more refined school which would wage wlir 
and at the same time negotiate, more especially If our 
arms had been defeated.' And for o:rice he turned 
sharply on his old friend, the deserter Derby, who had 

· made a ' very animated ' speech : 'I do not kli.ow that 
there is anything that would excite eri.tp.usiasm in him 
except when he eontem.plates the surrender of somE;) . 
national possession;' But the most memorable passage 
in his speech dealt with the ' keys o£ India.' 

There are several places which are called the keys of India. 
There is Merv. . . . Then there is a place whose name I 
forget [presumably Herat]; there is Ghuzm\e, then there is . 
Balkh; then Candahar. My opinion is that, although such 
places may not be essential to m, ·yet r should regret to see 
any great military Power in posseseion of them. I should 
look upon such an event wi~h regret, and perhaps with some 
degree of apprehension; but if 'the great military power were 
there, I trust we might still be able to maintain our Empire'. 
But, my lords, the key of India is not· Herat or Candahar 
The key_ of India is London. The majesty and sovereignty, 
the spirit _arid vigour of your Parliament, the inexhaustible 

. resources, the ingenuity and determination 'of your people.:...... 
. these are the keys of ~India. · But, _my·lords, a wise statesman. 

' 
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would be chary indrawing upon what I maycall the arterial 
sources of his power. He would use selection, and would 
seek to sustain his empire by recourse to local resources only, 
which would meet his purpose. You have always observed 
that system in this country for the last hundred years. You 
have skilfully appropriated many strong places in the world. 
You have erected a range of fortifications; you have overcome 
countries by the valour of your soldiers and the efforts of 
your engineers. Well, my lords, I hope that we shall pursue 
the same policy. I£ we pursue the same policy, Oandahar 
is eminently one of those places which would contribute 
to the mainten!lnce of that empire. 

Redesdale in his M emoirs1 relates a curious story about 
.this classical phrase, ' The key of India is London.' 
Prince Lobano:ff, Russian Ambassador in London in 1881, 
told Redesdale, three years later, at Contrexeville, that 
the day before the delivery of the speech he called in 
Curzon Street and had a long talk with Beaconsfield over 
the whole question; and that he himself had countered 
Beaconsfield's argument, that British troops could not 
evacuate Candahar as it was the key of India, by the 
reply: 'No, London is the key of India.' 'Le lendemain,' 
Lobano:ff continued, 'il a reproduit mon mot dans son 
fameux discours.' Lobanofi's claim may, of course, have 
no better origin than in the besetting weakness of retailers 
of conversations to ascribe to themselves, regardless of 
accuracy, the best phrases struck out by the meeting of 
wits. But probably we have here a superlative instance 
of Beaconsfield's extraordinary power of appropriating 
phrases of others which had hitherto made no mark, and 
using them in so apt a fashion and on so wide a. theatre 
that they can never in future be dissociated from his fame. 

Beaconsfield had received since his resignation much 
hospitality from othero; ;2 he determined, now that he had 
a' :London house, to entertain once more in his turn 

. ' 
little fitted though he was in health for such an exertion. 
His principal guests were to be the Granvilles, a becoming 

1 Ch. 35. 
s One of his last dinner-parties was at Ha.rcourt's house in Grafton 

S~reet on Sunday, March 6. 
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courtesy to the Leader in ·the Lords and his wife. In · 
order that they might not feel ' isolated ' iit a Tory 
house, he ~sked their colleagu~s, th~ Spei:wers, ·.to meet 

· them: Lady Bradford was not in town; but he had -
Bradford and Lady Chesterfield; the Dlike1 and Duchess of 
Sutherland, Lady Dudley,2 Lady Lonsda:le;3 the Cadogans;. 
the Barringtons ;· Leighton, the President of the Royal 
Academy; Alfred de Rothschild, recently hjs generous host, . 

· and Henry Manners; his old 'friend Lord John's eldest son, · 
afterwards eighth Duke of Rutland; Thus the party- · 
Beaconsfield's first and last in his new house---=-.:.contained 
several of the most distinguished and agreeable men and 
of the most -beautiful and accomplished womeri in 'the 
London society of the day. The guests were asked for 
Thursday, March 10. · Oii the, Tuesday and Wednesday 
Beaconsfield was in bed with the g9ut.:_:_' very weak and 
shattered,' he told Rose. _ :He had to put off 'Apelles,' as 
he playfully called Millais, to whom he was sitting for a 
portrait destined never to be. finished /;and he feared he 
might have to put off the party also. But rest and care 
enabled him to play respectably his part as host. 

' - -

To Lady Bradford. 

19; CuRzoNSTREET, March 11.--,-. , . ,The dinner yesterd~y 
_ went off, T believe, very well, but 1 was obliged to receive 

my'· guests' with a stick; and· while they enquired after my 
gout, required their sympathies for greater sufferings of which 

• they knew nothing. As the ge:nthmien smoked_,after di:riner, 
-- tho'-J)ot long, that gave me an opportunity of inhaling some 

of my poison in the form of a cigarette, and nobody found it 
out. - -

My gout is not worse, and I m~s~ hope the sun· and the 
western breeze may mitigatemy greater.evil; but they haye 
not yet. - _ ._ · - - ·· • . - - · c

_- Your arm will be ag:~;eeable to mejn 01.u mqrningwalk~, wll. 
Ihopeareathand. _ '.-·-

The d~y after the dinner-pa~ty he had to deal with a 
minor political_ c:dsis. -He ~oke to find ·a Jett~r from_ 

.1 The 3rd Duke. 
a Afterwards Marchioness of -Ripon. 

.2 Wife of the 1st EarL: 
' See Frontispie,ce. ·: , ; -
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Northcote, telling him that Gladstone wanted to apply to 
the ordinary business of Supply the new rule of Urgency, 
which had been framed to overcome the Parnellite 
obstruction to Peace Preservation Bills. The Tory leaders . ·~ 
met at once in Curzon Street, and were inspired ·by 
Beaconsfield to resist this excessive demand. Here are 
his comments to the Q-qeen. 

To Queen Victoria. 
19, CuRZON STREET, March 12, 1881. 

MADAM AND MOST BELO:VED SovEREIGN ,-No Sovereign 
could decorate a subject with a new order, which could have 
conferred greater pleasure, than the box, which contained 
yesterday the harbingers of spring, and which now adorn 
my writing table. . . . 

Here· matters are most serious. Last night the Minister 
astounded the world with an announcement which, if carried 

. into effect, would occasion the greatest revolution in the 
country since 1688. . 

He must have counted on the fears of the Tory party, and 
felt convinced that he could frighten them into submission. 
He has reckoned without his host. There is no one so indig
nant and determined as Sir Stafford Northcote, and, at a 
meeting this morning, all his followers pledged themselves 
to support him. . 

No one can foresee what your Majesty may be advised to 
do in 8 and 40 hours ! · 

March 14.-... Your Majesty has doubtless seen the 
manifesto of Sir Stafford N orthcote, addressed to the Electors 
of Devon, and in all the journal$ of this morning. I think it 
a masterpiece; his conduct, indeed,. throughout this session, 
has shown equal skill and courage, and I have never found 
.him falter in any advic~ which I have given him • 
. . If the Minister persist in what has been styled an attempt 
at a revolution greater than anything since 1688, he will 
certainly be defeated. At the Cosmopolitan Club, last night, 
which both parties freqlfent, and where there is a philosophic 
latitude and license of political speculation, some of the 
Minister's intimates announced, that,· if he were thwarted 
in this enterprise, he would take a 'decided step'; probably 
advise your Majesty to appeal to the country. This I doubt: 
but I should not be surprised, if your Majesty were favored 
with a mock resignation, as in 1873. 

I foresee that the whole feeling of the country will be 
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a:gainst him in :this matter.--,-Ever, Madam, With all duty 
and affection, Y 011r. Majesty's devoted BEACONSFIELD. 

' The House wouldn't stand it,'· wrote Beaconsfi~id; 
narrating the upshot of tl:ie crisis to Rowton. 'N~rthcote 

' greatly distinguished himself, and in spite of the tears of · 
Walpole and the stern 'remonst:fances of Sir John· Mow
bray, who is now treated by th~ Whigs as if he were :a· 
Bart. of James I., absolutely marshalJed his forces, arid 

·inflicted an ignominious discomfiture on the great enemy._' 
To · N orthcote himf';elf he said; in the 'last letter which 
he was to write to him:, ' I. most heartily congratulate·-. 
you on your triumph. The· Capitol' never was ascended 
with more der;;erved glory !' · 

The sarids of Beaconsfield's life were now running low, 
. and he felt his powers of resistance to be failing hini. · On 
Tuesday, March 15, he made his. last appearance i:ri the 
House of Lords ; and there supported, in nioving terins, · 
a Vote. of Condolence to the Queen on the recent murder 
of the Tsar. He .had long and often contended against 
Alexander, but he could now generously call him 'the most 
beneficent prince that ever filled the throne of Russia.' He 
described Europe as united in alarm and indignation at 
the crime; but said that no country was more horrified 
and sympathetic than Great Britain. _ The words, ~n their 
simplicity and sincerity, were worthy to be the farewell of 
a statesman to the Parliament which he had adorned. 

His' last letter to Lady Bradford was written ·bn the 
following day. · · .. · · 

To Lady. Bradforfj,. 
. .. 

. Wednesday, [March 16].-A hurried line;for I hardly think· 
this will ·reach you before your departure, just to say that 

. I· trust I shall see you to-morrow, if"I call, .as I hope, a.bout · 
sixo'ck. .· ' ·_ . ·-,lif.•:.:-

The P. of W. . . . has seen a great· deal in his f~rtnight's 
absenc-e: all the great mert and, I suppose, some of the famous 
women-Bismarck, ·who in two hours did not give him the 
oppor[t'unit]y of 'getting in a word,' and' Gambetta-, with 
whom he breakfasted, 'quite private,' alone,.artd. who seems 
to have been as loquacious as his German rivaL · 
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I am very unwell, and go about as little as I can, but, after 
an engagement of five weeks, have a great diplomatic banquet 
to-day, wh. will finish me. I thought when I was obliged to 
accept it the five wt;eks never wd. elapse. 

Mrs. Goschen met him at the party mentioned in this 
last paragraph, a,nd thought that, though brighter after 
dinner than before, and as courteous as ever to women, 
he had lost his old spirit and seemed very aged. ' I am 
blind and deaf,' he told her. 'I only live for climate 

- and I never get it.'1 In his failing health he f~lt Rowton's 
absence acutely_ He wrote to him, on this same March 
16: 'Barrington is very kind and sedulous, but I want 
you. My health has be(m very bad, and I have really 
been fit for nothing, but perhaps the spring, which 
commences in a week, may 11elp me.' ' 

The spring, to whose coming he looked for relief, delayed 
much longer than a week, and he never got the climate 
for which he sighed. On the heels of a winter of unusual 
severity there followed a March and an April of bitter 
and incessant east winds. We have a record of one more 
d,inner-party with the Prince of Wales at Marlborough 
House, ·on Saturday, March .19, and then on the 
following Wednesday Beaconsfield succumbed and went 
to bed with a chill, and a further attack of the asthmatic 
sympto~s which had troubled him so long. Dt Kidd 
was in attendance, as ·in recent -years ; the patient was 

. nursed by his valetBaum and Baum's wife under Barring
ton's supervision, and for some days there seemed· to be 
nothing to distinguish this attack from others which the 
usual remedies had after a while subdued. On the 
Saturday he had a talk w1th Salisbury, Cranbrook and 
Cairns about Majuba and the Transvaal, and on the 
Sunday (March 27) Barrington took J!ilke, whom he had 
met in Curzon Street, in to see him. Dilke found him 
lying on a couch, breathing with difficulty, but ' still the 
old Disraeli,' and ' his pleasant spitefUlness about '' Mr. 

1 Elliot's Life of Lor-d Goschen, Vol. I., pp. 247,248. 
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G.'', was not abated;' 1 Lady Bradford, writing to Rowton 
. onAprilll, claimed to have been the recipient of Beacons

field's last visit, and to hiwe,.been the last person, outside 
of Rowton, Barrington, and Rose, to have seen him in his 
own house.. Beaconsfield continued his confidential 

. correspondence with his S0vereign from his sickroom, . 
and his last letter to Her Majesty was scrawled five days · 
after the beginning of the illness. 

To Queen Victoria. . 
19, CURZON STREET, W., March 28, 1881.-With duty; It 

would be better for your Majesty to communicate directly, 
as there seems little prospect of my being yisible before Easter. 
I am ashamed to address your Majesty not orily from PlY room, 
but even my bed. · · · · 

.;'iboU:t. ~he title and. the .time,· your Majesty is the best 
judge of such matters; but I should be able, I hope, to write 
to your Majesty on any point that ~ay arise, in a day·or two. 

At.,present I am prostrate·, .though devoted.o-;-B . 

. That evening the Queen became anxious, and expressed 
to Barrington, who was dining at Buckingham· Palace, 
her strong desire that further medical advice should be 
obtained; following up her conversation with a letter ill 
which she' told him that it was 'his (luty to require Dr. 
Kidd to call in someone else, and that he was incurring 
a grave responsibility)n not doing so. The. same judg
ment· was formed indepe.ndently on the next morning 
by Beaconsfield's old' friend, and confidentl.al adviser, · 
Rose; whowas shocked at the patient's appearance and his 
difficulty in breathing, and obtained his consent; subject ' 
to Barrington's approv:al, to call in the best chest ·doc'toi. 
available, such as Dr.,· afterw.ards Sir Richard, Quai:b: , 
K.idd readily agreed, bllt there was a serious professi~n~l 
difficulty in the way ... Kidd was ·a·•homceopathist; and 
the regular practitioners were bound l::Jy their trade 
union rules riot_ to meet homceopathists in consultation::· · 
Barrington and Ros,~ only. obtained -Q~ain's consent by 
representing that ,it·'woul1be d_isloyalty. to the Qrieen to 
refuse, and by procjlripgfrom Kidd a written promise to 

. . ~- ~- '. -. -~- '- ' -. . ' .. , . . .;_ .. ;,__ ' . . ; . 
, } · ·, _l L1je of Dilke, Vol. I., p. ·41L ' 

"" -~~.: .--~- _ .. ;. . . ' . . . ·.,.; 
: ,. : 

,, ... ~· ' .. 
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act strictly under Quain's advice and an assurance tliat 
he had not been treating Beaconsfield homreopathically 
but allopathioally. In these circumstances Quain was 
advised by the leader of his profession whose advice he 
sought that he ought to take the case; the first consUlta
tion was held on that afternoon, and a trained nurse 
procured. A few days later another· physician-Dr. 
Mitchell Bruce, of the Brompton Hospital-was called . 
in to relieve Kidd of the riight work, and a second nurse 
was provided, so that the skilled attendance might never 
be interrupted~ 

Quain and Kidd, in the early stages, were both hopeful; 
but Beaconsfield seems never to have varied in his belief 
that this was the end. On Rose's first visit he said, 
' Dear friend, I shall never survive this attack. I feel 
it is quite impossible. . . . I feel this is the last of it.' 
And two days later, when .Rose saw him next,· and 
received his final instructions as to the future, he said in 
the most c~ear and distinct tones, ' I feel I am dying .. 
Whatever the doctors may tell you, I do not believe I 
shall get well.' When he read one day the bulletin, 'Lord 
Beaconsfield's strength is maintained,' he remarked,·' I 
presume the physicians are conscious of that.. It is more 
.than I am;' and he demurred to the word 'well/ in a 
statement that he had 'taken nourishment well.' The 
disease took the form of violent spasms at int.ervals; and 
the doctors insisted on the extreme importance of keeping 
their patient quite quiet and free from visitors. This 
system, on the whole, chimed in with his own inclination, 
for he even looked forward to the prospect of Rowton's 
return with dread. But occasionally in the early part 
of the illness, on his- good days, he resented the cordon 
drawn round his room, and would not be denied a little 
conversation with his intimate friends, such as Rose and 
Barrington. 'It does me good,' he said once to Rose, 
'and distracts me and helps me to get through the day.' 
His kindness and consideration to doctors, nurses, 
and servants never failed; and there was, now and again, 
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a recrudescence of the old ironic wit. When they sought. 
to ease his recumbent attitude by a circular air-cushion, 
from which · any casual puncture would drain the life; 
he ~aved it off, saying, ' Take away that emblem of 
mortality.' 

His mind does not seem to have dwelt ataltcontinuously 
on public affi:tirs; but it amused him on March 31 to Mrrect 
the proof of his last speech in Parliamen,t for Hansard. 
'I will not go down to posterity,' he expiained, 'talking 
bad grammar.' Again, when Rose saw him on April 1 
he showed much interest in hearing about the debate in 
the House.of Lords on the negotiations with the Boers 

. after Ma;juba, and especially about Cairns's great speech 
which finished with the quotation: . . · 

. In all the ills we ever bore, 
w~ grieved~ we sighed, we wept; we never bl~shed before." 

'Capital,' he said.· 'Hut this is all my arrangement. 
I settled it all. I felt that the eyes of the country ought 
to be ()pened, and that ·there was no one who. could do it 
like Cairns.' . · . · . · 

Rose told him, on this occasion, of the general sympathy; 
of a· postcard that had come from a working man-' Don't 
give up, old man, . we· can't spare you.' Indeed, ever 
since the sunl.mons to Quain and the :issue of regular 
bulletins had made people aware that Beaoonsfield's 
illness was serious, there had been an extraordinary 
manifestation of public feeling in his. fav:our. : During 
the three weeks of_his ceaseless fight with death the ~hole .. 
country_ see~ed to be waiting anxiously for the latest·. 
news from his sick-bed; and the occasional intimations of 
progress made, showing that his· physicians had not yet 
lost hope, were everywhere hailed with unfeigned relief. 
In London, where he was per naps best known and be~t . 
liked, sympathy was peculiarly acute; the inquiries .. in 

· 'Curzon Street were ceaseless. · Nor wlis it only in this 
· cou~try that the · daily bulletins were ea-gerly scanned: 
Throughout. the ~ritis.h Empire and in foreign countries 

' ~.,-,; ,_ 
~.A .. ~·· 
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men followed with painful interest the details of the illness 
of the great imperial and international statesman. 

No one was more sympathetically anxious than the 
Queen. Her telegrams and letters to Barrington came 
day after day. She kept the sick-room supplied with 
spring flowers from Windsor and Osborne, and wrote 
occasionally direct to the patient himself. On March 31 
she sent a 'little note'' and primroses, and 'perhaps 
Lord Barrington will let her know if he [Beaconsfield] is 
pleased with them.' · 

From Queen Victoria. 
. WINDSOR CASTLE, March 30, 1881. 

DEAR LoRD BEACONSFIELD,-l am so thankful to hear you 
are better and more comfortable, and send these few lines to 
say how grateful I am for your little note of Monday. 

I send some Osborne primroses and I meant to pay you a 
little visit this week but I thought it better you should be 
quite quiet and not speak. And I beg you will be very good 
and obey the doctors and commit no imprudence .... 

Hoping to hear a good report of you to-night and that 
Lord Rowton will be back very soon, Ever yours very 
affiy., V.R.I. 

Everyone is so distressed at your not being well. Beatrice 
wishes I should say everything kind to you. 

·Her Majesty longed to pay her friend a personal visit, 
but responded loyally to the desire of the doctors to keep 
their patient quiet. She wrote to Barrington . from · 
Windsor on April 3: 'If he continues to improve, she will 
not propose to visit him, as it is clear that quiet had done 
good and it would, she fears, agitate him. Unless, there
fore, dear Lord B. expressed a wish to see the Queen 
(when of course she would be delighted to go up and see 
him), or should he get much worse (which, please God, 
is not now very likely), when she would wish to see him 
for a moment, she will not propose to go up before going· 
to Osborne.' Before she left for the Isle of Wight on 
April 5 she prevailed on her own physician Jenner to 
ignore the professional difficulty, and to go and see 
Beaconsfield if Quain ca.lled him in, which Quain did on 
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three occasionf?.- She also sent a special messenger with: 
flowers and a Jetter which was to be read to the patient, 
if he could not read it himself; ' there is nothing,' she 
assured Barrington, 'agitating in it.' On receiving the 
letter the old statesman poised it in }iis-hand· and,: after 
consideration, said, ' This letter ought to be read to ine by 
Lord Barrington, a Privy Councillor,' and Barrington 
was duly summoned for the task. .At the_ close Beacon~-

-field desired the letter should be locked up in the table 
by his side where he kept his most private papers.- -

From Queen Victoria. 
Wr~msoR CASTLE, April5,1881. 

- DEAREST LOR:D B:EACONSFIELD,-I send you a few of your 
favourite- spring flowers-:-:-this tifue from the slopes here. 'I 
will send more from Osborne. 
- I wd. have proposed to come to see you, but I think it is 

far better you shd. be quite quiet, and that I may thenhave -
the great pleasure of coming to see you when we come back 
from Osborne, wh. won't be long. --You are very constantlv 
in my thoughts, and I wish I could do anything-to cheer you 
and be of the slightest use or comfort. -
- _With earnest wishes_ for your uninterrup~ed progress in· 
'recovery, Ever yours affectionately, V.-R.I. -
- You-shall'hear o£ our safe arrival at Osbormi as usual. 

•It was the :final letter of a most voluminous correspon- _ 
dence. _ Before the Queen returned-from Osborne, he was 

'dead. _ _ 
·There were the usual_ flu_ctuations in the course -of the 

disease. - But the physical strength of the -patient 
gradually diminished, and there was a progressive failure 
of the nerve power, on which, rather_ than on physical 
strength, he was long supported. Rowton, whEm h~ 
heard the bad news, came hurryinlg back from Algiers. 
But Beaconsfield showed himself;- both to Rose and Bar~ 
rington, :v,ery apprehensive ofthe rP-eeting. · 'I cannot see 
him,' :he kept sayfug. 'Surely Mo:rl_ty, _who is_· so fond of 

-y()u~you would like to see him when lie ar~ives;' Barring-
-- -ton pleaded: -'You and Rose must arrange it_ gradually; 

____ _ it :W.huJd -be -t0o great a shock,'~ he replied> It was on 
-_ 'Thirrsday,-~pr!r'7, that Rowton- joined Rose and Barring~ • 

·...... . . . . . d.... .. . II ·:' . ·~: ~ • . .: . . ' ."·' ' 
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ton in Curzon Street. · But, three days later, his meeting 
with his chief had not yet taken place, and he s·ent a 
despairing report to the woman who was the dying 
man's most cherished friend. 

Lord Rowton to Lady Bradford.1 

19, CuRZON STREET, Sunday lOth [April 1881].-I have 
indeed, not had the heart to write ! 

I know how- you are feeling for the poor sufferer here, and 
with us! The doctors have just pronounced almost their one 
favorable word since I came on Thursday mg., and say' there 
is a slight improvement of strength' this afternoon. . . 

But when one sees how weak he is, and how little real 
nourishment he is taking, the 'words scarcely raise in one a 
h'ope. . . . 

God grant I am wrong ! It may well be ! for the doctors 
are by no means hopeless. But somehow I feel as if I knew 
bette:r than they ! A new mechanical bed has relieved him 
much, and his suffering is chiefly when difficulty in expectora-
tion comes. · 

He still shrinks from seeing me! He knows I ani always 
here, day and night, and I have begged him to give no thought 
to me till we can meet without effort to him. The doctors 
wish him to be as quiet as possible, and, I think, even were 
you here, would combat your seeing him ! He does not try 
to read letters. 

I have seeri him often, and do not see any bad change in 
his face. But the weakness! and how can we overcome it? 
He is being wonderfully nursed, and,. they say, is so gentle 
and clear and kind. All about him are charmed. 

He begs to be told the worst-if it is to be: and I have told 
the doctors they must do so, should it become evident. He 
talks of death without a shade of fear .... 

The reunion of the two men. came naturally in a day 
or two, when Rowton quietly entered Beaconsfield's 
room and read him a Parliamentary debate for which 
he had asked; and ~r the last . week Rowton took his 
natural place as the principal watcher, with Rose and 
Barrington, by the bed of the dying statesman. Even 
during these last days there were gleams of hope. On 
April 15, four days before the end, we find the Queen 
telegraphing. to Barrington: 'Thank God for th~s good 

1 During the latter portio~ of. Beaconsfield's' illness, Lady Bradford was 
at Weston, nursing her husband through a bad attack of asthma. 
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nf}WS, which overjoys us; but thei'Care must .in no ~ay be . 
relaxed.' The coming Sunday, Aprill7, was Easter Day, 

. and Rose,. an earnest Churehnian, remembering that it 
was Beaconsfield's regular custom to receive the Sacrament 

. on that day jn his parish church at Hughenden, wished 
that he should be reminded and give~ the opportunity 
of communicating once more .. Rowton and Bariington 

, agreed; but Quain peremptorily forbade the suggestion 
being made, on the ground that the patient would realise .. 
at once that his case was hopeless and would turn his face · 
to the wall and die. 'To myself sitting by his bed at 
night,' writes Kidd, ' he spoke twice on spiritual subjects, 
in a manner indicating his ap:im3ciation of the work of 
Christ and of the Redemption.' Two of his last recorded 
utterances, eloquent, the one of his sufferings, the other 
of his fearlessness in presence of the Hereafter, were: 
' I have suffered much.· Had I been a Nihilist, I should· 
have confessed all,' and 'I had rather live, but I a~ not 
afraid to die.' . · 

At Eastertide his drowsiness gained on him and.passed 
into stupor; and in the early morning of Easter Tursday, 
Aprill9, it was clear to his friends and physicians gathered 
round his bed, that he was !'!inking. Rowton and Barring
ton Clasped his right hand ; his left was laid in Kidd' s. 
' A quarter of an hour before· his heart ceased to beat, a 
strangely affecting movement of the dying man was 
observed by [his] two ,devoted political friends •... 
The Minister, his ministering over, ·hal£ ·raised himself 
from his recumbent posture, and stretched ·himself out, 
as his wont was when rising to reply in debacte. Then his . 
lips moved; but no words came to the acutely listening 
ears about him. Only Death h~ard. '1 Here ar.e the 
simple terms in 'which Rose described . the end to his 
son, the second Sir Philip Rose: 'He passed away without . 

. 1 Meyn~ll's B~ja;,n~n Disradi, p. 199. I ilm indebted to this '~ncon
ventional biography' for several details, derived a,pparently from Bar
rington, of Beaconsfield's laat illn~ss .. Dr. Kidd's article in the J.(inete~nth 
Oentur') for July, 1889, ha.s supplied ot~ers. But my aoc~:mnt 1s mam!y 

. based on a. memorandum, unfortunately.mcomplete, dra.~'.(lp by Rose. . 
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suffering, calmly as if in sleep, at 4.30 in the presence of 
Lord Rowton, Lord Barrington, myself, and the physicians. 
We kissed his fine noble forehead. . . . I never saw 
anything more fine and impressive than his peaceful and 
tranquil expression, and his appearance is one of the 
greatest dignity and repose.' A Power had pass4?d from 
the earth. 

Rowton sent a detailed account of the last days to Lady 
Bradford. 

Lord Rowton tQ Lady Bradford. 
19, CURZON STREET, Friday ~igkt, April 22, '81.-Since 

that dreadful morning I may say I have been unable to write. 
To-day I have been better: but I had not a moment. When 
I was at Osborne, when I had hoped for time to send you a 
few lines, I found my every moment taken up by the Queen, 
with whom I passed hours telling her all she wished to know 
of her loved friend. And she did love him. 

The last day and hours were distressing from his laboured 
breathing, but the last minutes and moments were very 
quiet and evidently quite painless. The very end was 
strikingly dignified and fine, and as I looked on his dear face, 
just at the moment when his spirit left him, I thought that I 
bad never seen him look so triumphant and full of victory. 

In all those last days he was so brave and gentle, so wonder
fully considerate and good to all, that I felt I should have 
loved him more than ever, had he lived. 

He often said be knew he had no chance, and seemed to 
wish almost that the doctors would tell him so. But they 
did not know-or would not tell him, and so he glided on till 
the ship of his life got among the clouds and the breakers, and 
he began to sink without knowing where he was. And so it 
came that he had not the opportunity of sending a word to 
some, to whom, as I thought I could see, he would have 
sent a loving message had he known what was so near. I 
never doubted what the end must be. I knew too well, how 
little of reserve force f<:~r"long past was left in him. 

I am very unhappy! but I won't dwell on that. My life is 
dreadfully changed. But I have often thought of you and 
Lady Chesterfield, and known bow your- dear kind hearts 
were aching. Will you give her my love and ask her to forgive 
my not writing to her ? 

Indeed, till to-day: I have sca~cely . been physically able 
to do so. Day and mght was I w1th h1m trymg to help him 
over all his ·pains and troubles. as each arose, or to dispel 
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some of the confusions which came over his poor tired brain. 
It 'was weary work that sitting, with my hand in l;tis,i~ the · 
night watches, trying to guide that mighty mind, as a child's 
has to· be led-that trying to be chee#ul, when I could 
scarcely help weeping! And I was thankful,_ more than I 
could ever have deemed possible, when the great peace came 
over him. ·. · · 

Will you let me ~ow when you come to London ? · It _ 
will bea real comfort to see you; there is none greater .than to 
give and receive sympathy. · 

;How Lady Chesterfield will miss him ! I feel for her so 
deeply. 

Lady Chesterfield, now -quite an old woman, survived 
Beaconsfield· only four years. Lady Bradford lived 
till 1894, cherishing always as one of her greatest 
treasures. a framed miniature portri:Lit of Beaconsfield, 
specially designed for, and presented to, her by the 
Queen, after his death, in memory of their common 
friend. 

Deep and sincere and almost universal was the national 
mo_urning for the nationarioss. It was felt, even by those 
who had lightly rejected him· the year before, that the 
country was infinitely the poorer for his· death; that· a true 
lover and faithful servant of England was gone. Great 
as he had been iii his day of power, he had seemed e:ven 
greater in .~he manly fashion in which he had accepted 
the decision of the polls, neither whining nbr sulking, but 
still, in spite of age and illness, labouring' for his country's 
good. Abroad it was everywhere recognised that _indeed 
a prince ·and great man had fallen in Israel. , 

· The Queen's grief was profound; in some of her letters
she ~aid she was' heart-broken.' She summohed Rowton 
to Osborne to tell her everythin& and answer all her. 
quest~ons; but she did not wait for . his arriyal· before 
giving expression to he:r; deep feeliilg. She wrote with her 
oWn. hand the notice in the Court Circular : ' The Queen 
received this morning, with feelings of the d~ep~st sorro~; 
the sad intelligence of the death of the Earl of Beacons~ 
field, in which· Her Majesty lost a most devoted· friend :, 
and counsellor, and the nation one of its most distinguished 

'o., 
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statesmen.' And this was her first outpourjng of sorrow 
to Barrington: 

~ 

Queen Victoria to Lord BarringJpn. 
OsBORNEJ~ 19, 1881.-The Queen meant to write to 

Lof<CBarrington efore slie received his sad and touching 
letter giving the details---so painfully interesting-of the last 
hours and moments of the life of her beloved and valued 
friend and counsellor. She feels very keenly not having 
seen him, or even looked at him once more, but then she 
feared the great agitation for him, and it might have been 
painful to all. And she grieves now to think she· cannot see 
him even in his last sleep-as she has so many valued friends. 
But it is too far off and the weather too uncertain. 

Words are too weak to say what the Queen feels; how 
·overwhelmed she is with this terrible, irreparable loss-whkh 
is a national one-and indeed a great one to the world at 
large ! His kindness and devotion to the Queen on all and 
every occasion-his anxiety to lighten her cares and diffi
culties she never, never can forget, and will miss cruelly. 
Queen feels deeply for all dear Lord Beaconsfield's friends, 
and for his many followers who have lost so admirable and 
wise a Leader. The Queen would wish to thank Lord Barring
ton for his constant attention in telegraphing 'to her. All 
is silent now, and still; and the terrible void makes the heart 
sick. What three weeks of anxious watching-of hopes and 
fears-these have been; just three weeks yesterday since Lord 
Barrington dined with the Queen and first expressed anxiety! 

No one felt the blow more keenly than those' who, 
now that Beaconsfield was gone, were left to be the 

·standard-bearers of the Conservative cause. Northcote 
wrote to Rowton on hearing the news : . 

I can't write about the dear Chief. The last twenty years 
come back upon me too strongly just now to let me realise 
th,e end of a long and close friendship. The sun has been 
taken out of our poli•ical system; but that is not all our 
loss. There was such a wonderful power of sympathy in 
him that one felt sure of his understanding all sorts of feelings 
and giving comfort and counsel in all sorts ofdifficuJties., · 

And Salisbury, in a letter to H. C. Raikes. on April 26, 
said, 'I have just returned from the old chief's funeral. 
It was a very striking sight, and to me inexpressibly sad. 
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< I(seems like the passing away,ofan· eP9ch. What i,s•itL' ··.: 
that lies before.U.sT . ·. · ' ·· . . . . . , ... 

. • On the day ofBeaconsfield's· deat.h Gladston.e, 11s Prime 
·Minister; offered, by telegram· \1rtd:·l~tter: the l10nour .. of a· 

. public funerai,l feeling assured'that;· in so :doing,. he :was . : . 
. .'.'a-ctfug -in con.formity with the.gener~F:'~xp~ct.~tion_aiid · 
· d~sire.' 'Such a national tribute had bee.n amply;~il,rned;'' 
but the old statesman had left•with ~Rowton ~rid Ro~( ari:d.· . 
illserted. in his: will; definite instructions tli.at he was: to 

'hbhuried ~t Hiighenden with his '\v:ife. and that hi.s £riner~! . . 
was to be conducted with the same si.mpliCity.as hers wa's>: · 

. Any hesit£Ltion that•·hi~1 .se(}retary and:_e~equtors,ina:V'. 
have>f~lt wa~ finally, set a,t res,t ~y tifi.difig.~-their,chief'~ . 

· privl],te·despatch l?ox· l.~tilY B.eay~insfiel~'.s toubhi,ng'lette~~-~ 
offarewell to her husband; desiriri.g' that he a:ri:d she; wl;lo. ·. ' 
were so .united in life,' should lie in the• ~arne grave after . · .. 
d(lath. It might se'em more fitt~g,th.at on~· whodeligh~ed · · 
in gorgeous ceremonia-l, and who always carried hims~l£ · · 
. witli prcturesque distinction through the pageant 'of Jife, . 
· should- be· borne .with. stat.ely:iitriaL throrigh: mourcing . :: 

~ · .. crowds to a restmg~place:a:m(:n~g;4:is·pe'erE(in.We historic. ·, . 
. · .· Abbey. But there was another side to his 6haracter, which 

-~wt~d -well with his o·wn quiet colln.trfchurc)lyard.' ~k'Arti~ 
ficila:J (tS he was in many ways, few men.Jla Ve more reliBhed · 
:the sifi}pler f'O~CeS of happiness ;:\Vife".an4 h'ome; ])eadipg~ .. 
aii9. : wHting, trees, flow~ns', and birdsi old . .fri(mds ·an9. ": 
small kindnesses. ~ ' c ' : ' •. • • ' • • .... 

. So it was the inan, . rath~:~r tha~ the . state~maii ~ an~ . 
author, .~ho was. uppermost in.· th.e tllO~ghts. of the· 
Wli~trio.us assemblage which. gathered on April. 2H ";~~t 
Htig~enden:. · Thefe th,e Pri~ce. oC~ales a~d the: Du~e 
of(Jonnaught were in attendance~ afl:d Prince'Leopold, · 

... , representing tM Queen · whotq.·,: ~e¥c6~sfield ·• had, 'so. 
: .aevo~edly ·· ~eded. _.Thither ~·c·a§~< tli~·.:.:Amba~s~~or~ oF 

· G~rniany',. Austria, and Turkey,: ~n4. R,ussell·:q,.oweg; ·. 
. ' 1 ·Beit~~nsfteld had} as :Pl·lme Mhiister, Ihf1de/~·, sWil~r offer· to' LaodY:. 
Russell·:orl' her •husband's death;)mt it.was?Russ.ell!s qesite, as)Vwas· 
:Beaconsfie.ld's, to rest in Bucks'-,.ariJ.(mg his lin:ce~tor:s' at Cheriies~\: · · 

• : ". ~P?.ted qn·:~:x7~;;, :~~·~,·· .·, "·~:~i ;,_)~.·.::':~l.~r~·f;· ',. ,."~· >> i<. ~· 
·. >· ' ,__ ·.. ,;, ' :.~.; ;,.:·:~~~:~$ J; • ~' .:~ %);,:~:~ 
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at once the Minister of the mighty Anglo-Saxon State 
across the ocean and a literary man of high distinction. 
There, with the exception of Cranbrook, who was in 
Italy, were almost all Beaconsfield's old colleagues
conspicuous among them Salisbury, of late his right
hand man and destined successor; Northcote, stanchest of 
lieutenants and friends; John. Manners, lifelong comrade 
in political- action; Cairns, the weightiest in counsel 
of all; and Derby, present to bury in the graw· the 
discords of the last three years and to revive the memories 
of a political discipleship of a quarter ·of a century. Nor 
were there wanting worthy representatives of his political 
opponents. If Gladstone was kept away by business and 
Granville by illness, Hartington, between whom and 
Beaconsfield there had been much mutual· liking and 
respect, attended, along with other leaders of the future,_ 
such as Harcourt and Lord Rosebery, who both had 
recollections of visits to Hughenden in happier ditys 
and of pleasant saunter and oonverse with its master. 
Personal as well as political friendship of long standing 
brought Abergavenny and Henry Lennox. Art was repre
sented by Leighton and Millais. Lytton followed to the 
grave the chief who had raised and upheld him; and it was 
fitting that the Duke of Portland,1 head of the Bentincks, 
should come to. show respect for the coadjutor and 
biographer ,of his cousin Lord George. Bradford'!'! 
presence recalled the tenderer intimacies of recent years. 
Prominent among the mourners were· the faithful three 
who had kept vigil in Curzon Street, Rowton, Barrington. 
and Rose; and associated with Rose was the other 
executor, Sir Nathaniel de 'Rothschild, afterwards Lord 
Rothschild, Baron Lionel's eldest son. The family 
mourners were only two, Ralph Disraeli, Clerk Assistant 
in the House of Lords, the sole surviving brother, and his 
son, Coningsby, his uncle's heir, as yet but a boy. Among 
the wreaths which covered the coffin and the bier were 
two from the Queen, one being entirely·of fresh primroses, 

1 Beaconsfield had a.ccepted-an invitation to Wei beck for this very Easter. 
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. with the legend, 'His favourite flowers, from Osborne, 
a tribute of affection from Queen Victoria.' After.'a · 
simple service conducted by· the vicar in the village 
church, the remains of Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of 
Beaconsfield, borne by the tenants of. the estate, were 
laid to rest by the side of his wife in the vault . 
which he had had constructed just outside the eastern 
wall; . and with hirri in the coffin, next his heart, was 
buried' the farewell letter which that wife had written 
him five and twenty·years before. In the same vault 
had long 'reposed in death Mrs;· Brydges Wiliyams, his. 
friend and benefactress ;1 .and his last brother, Ralph, 
filled, some years later, a neighbouring grave. · 
· Four days after the funeral, on April 30, Beaconsfield's 
royal mistress came to Hughenaen to bid a personal 
farewell to her favourite Minister in his tomb. His last 
stay of some days as her guest at Windsor had been in·the 
previous December.· At the close of that visit he had 
driven home by Rose's house of Rayners at Penn, and 
had lunched there, entering· Rayners park by Loudwater 
gate and leaving by Crier~-hil1. ·'The Queen deterni'ined 
tofollow the same route in her pilgrii;riage to Hughenden 
churchyard; and accordingly the royal carriages wen~ 
conducted by Rose's servant . through the park ·from 
lodge to lodge by, the exact way that Beaconsfield had 
taken. Similarly at Hughenden, Her Majesty trod 
in the path by which his body had been borne to the · 
grave; and the vault was reopened that she might lay 
on his coffin yet another wreath. Nor could the Queen's 
loyalty to him who had been so loyal to her be satisfied 
till, from her privy purse, sh.e had erected in Hughenden 
Church, ·over the seat in the ·chanlilel which he had b~en 
wo~t to occupy, a personal monument in marble to.his' 
memory. It ,is in three coinpartm{mts, with· his arms 
on top, his portrait in profile in the centre, and belo'Y 
the following inscription: ' To ·the dear · and hd:g.ored 

1 See Vol. I., ~II., ch. 13. 
,, 
'· 
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memory of Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield, this memorial 
is placed by his grateful Sovereign and Friend, Victoria 
R.I. "Kings love him that speaketh right," Proverbs, 
xvi. 13. February 27, 1882.' 

The death came in the Easter recess, When Parlia
went reassembled, both Houses voted, -in accordance 
with precedent, the erection, at the public expense, of 
a statue of the great Minister. and consummate Parlia
mentarian in Westminster Abbey, the Lords with 
unanimity, the Commons with a dissenting minority 
less in proportion than that which, at Fox's instance, 
had disputed a similar public honour to Pitt. Gladstone, 
the Leader of a House of Commons elected to overthrow 
Beaconsfield's Governme:p.t and reverse his policy, was 
in a delicate position, as the proposer· of such a resolu
tion; but he acquitted himself with . taste and dignity. 
He impressed upon the House that not only had Beacons
field sustained a great historicai part but that his actions 
had received at the time the full constitutionalauthority 
of Parliament. Besides the happy quotation, already 
mentioned,1 about the return from Berlin, he dwelt on' . 
his unique career, on his loyalty to his race, on his pure 
domestic life, and on the absence of personal animosity 
in his dealings with political opponents. The following 
passage was felt to be alike absolutely t~ue and absolutely 
sincere: · 

There were certain great qualities of the deceased states
man that I think it right to dwell upon ... -qualities imme
diately connected with conduct--with regard to which I 
would say, were I a younger man, that I should like to stamp 
the recollection of them ·on myself for my own future guidance, 
and with regard to which I would confidently say to others 
who are younger than• myself that I strongly recommend 

. them for notice and imitation. They were qualities not only 
written in a marked manner o:ri his career, but possessed by_ 
him in a degree undoubtedly_ extraordinary. I speak, for 
example, of such as these-his strength of wiJl; his long
sighted persistency of purpose, reaching from his first entrance 
upon the avenue of life to its very close; his rt"lniarkable 

1 See above, p. 1230. 
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power of self -government; and last, but not least, of all, his 
gr:eat parliamentary courage-a quality in which I, who have 
been associated in the course of my life with some scores: of 
Ministers, have, I think, never known but two whom I could 

· pronounce his·equaL · · 

But it was in the House of Lords t);J.at the most delicate 
appreciation was shown, that the aptest and · truest 
eulogies were delivered. Granville, socially a friend · 
though politically a foe,1 touched with deft gi'?-Ce on many 
salient points of the dead leader's chanwter . and. career. 
He spoke of his rare and splendid· gi£ts, of his force o·f 

. character, of his long · and ·· contin_rious ,. service, He 
reminded. the peers that Beaconsfield~s- great personal 
success had been achieved by his own strong indiViduality, 
without a'ny adv~ntitious circumstances. He dwelt oti· 
his mastery, in writing and speaking and eonversation; 
of censure and of eulogy; on his ' singular power of .. 
coining and applying phrases w.hich caught the popul~r . 
mind and which attached praise or blame to the-actions
of the great parties in the State.' He_ singled out for -· 
·11.otice the tolerance and fairness and forbearance which 

- · he had shown to his political opponents and- especially 
to himselfin that House, notwithstanding the remarkable · ' 
ppwer of destructiveness which he possessed. and SOnie
tlines exercised. He added a tribute to hi~ good nature 
and :kind_heartedness in private life·; and· in particular 
to his sensitiveness to kindnesses- sho)Vn him by o~hers. _
One sentence deserves . to be especially remembered: ". 
'The noble earl undoubtedly possessed a power of};
appealing to the imagination, not only of his country~:: · 
men, but of foreigners, and. that po:wer is not destroy~]. · · ,, 
by death.' · In his peroration Granville dwelt on ,.pne 
cordial reception which Beacons:fteld had- met with"~hi 
that House, representatl~e though· it 'was o_f a proria; · 

1 'Happy' Sydney ! to be your neighbour!'. was Be~oo~sfield's fiaoeful 
replytoGranvilb:san ·ouncementthat he, a:~ LQrd Warden, living at Walmer 
Castle, had appomted _Lord Sydney Captam o~ .. DeaJ: C~s~Ie--:-Walrr.ter a~d 
Deal forming one continuous town. Even poht10ally D1sraelt-had, early m 
1868 made tentative overtures through Dr:· Quin for a woJ'!king unde~st~nding 
with' Granville. See Fitzmaurice's Granville;· Vol. L, pp. 519, 520; ·~Vol.. IL, 
p.l30. ' . ' . . ... " :. ',: :'~ ~-~-' ..... 

'i • .~ . . -~~ ',: 'I ' 

-, 
' ~ . 
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powerful, and wealthy aristocracy. 'I can conceive 
no brighter and no more brilliant example of the way in 
which the portals of this assembly smoothly roll back 
to admit eminent and distinguished men and welcome. 
them to the very first ranks in the assembly that they 
so entered, than the example of the late Lord Beacons-
field.' · 

Salisbury's .tribute was at once more weighty and 
more moving. His close political connection with 
Beaconsfield was, he reminded the House, comparatively 
recent. ' But it lasted through anxious and difficult 
times, when the character of men is plainly seen by 
those who work with them; and on me, as I be'iieve on 
all others who have. worked with him, his patience, his 
gentleness, his unswerving and unse~fish loyalty w his 
colleagues and fellow-labourers have made an impression 
which will never leave me so long as life lasts.' The 
impression, he said, which Beaconsfield made on the mass 
ot' his countrymen was, of course, due to other causes; 
partly to the peculiar character of his genius, the wonder
ful combination of qualities rarely found together; 
partly to the splendid perseverance by which he over
came all obstacles and proved that there was for every. 
Englishman, however humble, an open career leading to 
the highest positions under the Crown. There was yet 
another cause. 

Lord Beaconsfield's feelings and principles with respect 
bo .the greatness of his country, ·more and more as 'life went 
on, made an impression on his countrymen. Zeal for the 
greatness of England was the passion of his life. Opinions 
might differ, and did differ deeply, as to the measures and 
the .steps by which expression was given to that dominant 
reeling; but, more and •more as his life went on and drew 
r1ear its close, as the heat and turmoil of controversy were 
left behind, as. the gratification of every possible ambition 
r1egatived the suggestion of any inferior motive and brought 
)U.t i~to .greater pr<;>minence the purity_ and the strength of 
;h1s one mtense feelmg, the people of th1s country recognised 
;he force with which this desire dominated his actions, and 
;hey repaid it by an affection and reverence which did not 

a ~ 
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depend on, and had no concern with, opinions as to the 
particular policy pursued. 'Ihis was l!is great title. to their 
at~achm~nt, that abov:e all things he wished to see England 
uruted, and~ powerful, and great., · . . · 

<'; 

Even so,.we may well helieve1 woul~ thedead man have 
desired to be praised. , 

It is a satisfaction to reflect that Beaconsfield's later 
years were free from those pecuniary. t:roubles which 
had grievously affii~ted: his youth and middle age. It is 
true that he never paid off'in his lifetime the mortgage 
which Andrew Montagu held on Hugh end en for £57,000.:._ 
the enormous sum which represe~ted Disraeli's aq'cu
mula.ted indebtedness. But since 1873, owing to 
Montagu's ge:p.e~osity, he had. been_ paying interest at 
only 2 per cent. oi::t this mortgage; arid during the last 
twenty years of his life he had received some £35,000 . 
under the wills of Mrs. Brydges Willyams and his .brother 
James,. and had made nearly £20,000 by· Lothair and· 
Endymion and the popular reprint of his novels. Most
of this money he· had prudently invested in Consols, 
where there were £40,000 standing in his name at his 
death. · Moreover, he had ahnost doubled the acreage, 
and in consequence considerably increased the rental 
value, oftheHughenderi estate. Then, although he had 
lost by his wife's death £5,000 a year and a house in,· 
London;· he had enjoyed from 1874 to 1880 an official_ 
i:i:l.Come of the same amount1 and an official residence 

·_ which he occupied for about a couple of years; and; • 
when he was out of office, he had received since 1859.-a 
pension of £2,000 a year. Accordillgly at his death· hl~ 
financial position was found to b~ satisfactory. Jli~ 
will was proved originally ·at •£63,000, subsequm~tly 
increased to £84,000; and the executors were easily able 

. to pay off the mortgage on Hughenden. Owing to "the. 
considerable sum realised by the sale of. Beaconsfield's 
. . ' ..::. -~--..., ... 

1 For a year and a half-from August, 1876, to February, 1878:
Beacori.sfield held the office of Privy Seal (£2,000 a year) in'additibn to that 
of Fir,st Lord of the Treasury _(£5,000.a yea.r); but.he only dre~ his salary 

· _a.s Privy Seal~for about' half that peri_od. · · ·· · 
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personal effects, and to the accumulations of a long 
minority, continued under the provisions of the will until 
his nephew attained the age of twenty-five, the estate 
passed to his heir not merely unembarrassed by mortgage, 
but also in excellent condition. With pardonable pride in 
the association of the name and the place, Beaconsfield 
directed that any future tenant in possession of Hughen
den under the entail, who should happen to be otherwise 
named when he succeeded, should take at- once the 
name of Disraeli. Even in these revolutionary days, 
there will be a widespread hope that it may be long 
before the lord of the manor of Hughenden is of any 
other blood or bears any other name. 



.. 

. CHAPTER XVII. · 

THE MAN ..\ND. HIS ]' AME. 

A. politiCian who. looms yery large to his own con~. 
tewporaries is frequently forgotte:ri almost before. the 

grass has gro~n on his grave. : .Ev~n a veritable statesman. 
sometimes undergoes teittporary oblivion in the years 

. immedia~ly following his 'death, !tiid is only resliscitat~d . 
and placed in his proper niche)n hist~ry by a subsequent . 
generation. Disraelfs fame was never forgotten nor . 

·obscured. It was .:kept aliye from year to yearth:rough, 
. a popular observance and through the development o('a 

popular political organisation. · · · 
The legendJ 'his favourite flowers,' attached by the · 

Queen to the wreath of primroses which she sent to. be 
laid on his coffin, surprised and puzzled the. world. 
Surely, people said; there must he ... sonie mistake. A man ~ 
whose pet bird was a peacock must have had a corre- . 

. spondingly fla:r;nboyant taste in flowers. To so bizarre and 
sophisticated a statesman, a primrose, even if. the gift 
of a Queen; could but have beep. a yellow primrose, and 
nothing more. . Had he sung .the praises . of primroses in · 
his novels~ They .were only mentioned, it appeared; 
in Con{ngsby as a suitable natural object to which 
to compare a dish of hissing b~U)on and eggs, and"'in 
Lothair as making a .capital salad! So unaccount~ble • 
did. the Queen's statement seem 'that . the far-fetched 

· suggestion was hazarded, that by. ' his.·, Her Ma]l:)~ty. 
meant the Prince Consort's-a suggestion which:'\Vas',eyen. 
accepted in quarters which s.hould ·have known 'b~iifrae~ .. 
better:' Those ·intimates who noticed how he relished . 

. . . " . . . } 

· simple country pleasures-'-though he preferred trees to 
:. . I .. . . . . : •·. •.• 15PP., . ·.. . . . . /•• 

:,,. 
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any flowers__:_were not surprised, nor will the readers of 
this biography have been~ It. may be impossible to prove 
that he honoured the primrose ·above all other flowers; 
but it is certain that he gave Queen Victoria, and several 
of his friends, excellent reasons for believing so. .·Year 
by year, in March and April, the Queen, as. we have 
seen, sent her Minister spring flowers, mainly prim
roses and violets, from: Windsor· and Osborne; and his 
acknowledgments generally singled out the primroses 
-ambassadors, as he called them, of spring-for especial 
admiration. Some of his phrases have been quoted 
already. Here are more extracts from his letters. On 
April 21, 1876:- 'He likes the primroses so much better 
for their being wild; they seem an offering from the 
Fauns and Dryads of the woods of Osborne.' On 
March 28, 1878: 'Some bright bands ·of primroses have 
visited him to-day, which he thinks shows that your 
Majesty's sceptre has touched the Enchanted Isle.' 
Guests who dined with him just after one of these 
consignments bad arrived. remembered how he would 
say with pride when they admired the heaped-up 
bowls of primroses that formed the table decoration: 
' They wez:e ·all sent to ·me this morning· by the Queen 
from Osborne, as she knows it is my favourite flower.' 
And he told some of those who condoled With him on 
his loss of power in April, 1880, that he was looking 
forward now to ·enjoying his· favourite primroses at 
Hughenden. For at Hughenden he cultivated them 
freely in the German Forest and the Park, and gave the . 
woodmen strict orders to protect the wild plants. More 
than most men did the ageing Beaconsfield welcome. 
each year the approa8h of spring, as, owing to recurrent 
asthma and bronchitis, it was only in 'Favoniari' airs 
that he could freely breathe; and his affections were 
naturally attracted to the typical spring flower: 

The controversy had· definitely connected Beaconsfield 
with the primrose in the public mind, and, as the first 
anniversary of his de~th drew near, without any notably 
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successful exploits having been performed by his rival 
and successor to dim the 1ustre 'of the departed' leader, 
both the man and the flower .were much in people's 
'thoughts. A letter in The Times .of Aprill4 crystallised 
th~ vague sentiment of the public and led directly, to 
the observance ofAprill9·as Primrose Day; · 

To the Editor of' ThP. Times.' 

It is an interesting fact worth noting that during ·the last 
day or two a demand. has arise:n at florists' .in London, at 
least in every part of the West End, for what are called 
' Beaconsfield buttonholes' --;that is, small bunches of prim
roses, for wearing on the anniversary of Lord Beaconsfield's 
death on the 19th inst~ · It will be remembered that the 
primrose was his favourite flower. This 'spontaneous ·expres~ 
sion of popular sentiment is, so far as it has. come under m:y 
owri observation, altogether<apart from party feeling; any 
exhibitim1 of. which, on such an occasion; would, indeed, be 
a desecration of Lord Beaconsfield's memory. It has always 
been a popular practice, as classical· mythology, Church 

·. history, and heraldry prove, to associate great names with 
particular flowers; and it is still in full force. . . . . 

' ~he purpose of my letter . ' ' : is . . .. to 'place on open 
record· the small beginnings of ·what may gradually grow 
into 'a settled popular custom, more honouring ip its simple, 
unbough't loyalty to Lord Beaconsfield's memory; and more 
truly English, than the proudest monument 6f bronze or 
z,narble that ·could be raised to his name. ' ' ' 

'/: 

The letter was signed ' Out of the Hurly-Burly'; . 
. but the writer was the, eminent Anglo-Indian, the late 
Sir. George Bird wood, who, in: his enthusiasm for h1s. 

~ brilliant idea, had himself been largely responsible for 
· those preparations for an outbreak o( primrose's on 

April 19 which he Fecounted so· objectively. In spite, 
or perhaps partly because, of 'the> tactless sneers of the 
Liberal :press, the idea appealed at once to the popular 
imagination. Buttonholes of primroses . were .'~.~ry 
noticeable in London on .the day in 1882; ·arid \fext 
year, stimulated by a further letter in The Timesff:tom 
.Bird wood, under the signature this time of 'Hortu~ S_itfcus,' · 
and by the ceremony of the unveiling on ApriL19~~{,the 
' ' ' J;, :: .. ,· 

. :·'\r· 
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Beaconsfield statue in Parliament Square, there was 
a general floral observance of Primrose' Day, which 

· thenceforward was definitely established as a popular 
institution. This wearing of the primrose suggested in 
that year of 1883 to the ingenious mind of Drummond 
Wolff the further idea of a great organisation to· popularise . 
the Tory principles of which Beaconsfield was the ex~ 
ponent; and the scheme was enthusiastically worked 
out by the Fourth Party and by Borthwick of theM orning 
Post. Thus out of Primrose Day grew the Primrose 

· League, with its glittering array of knights, dames, and 
associates, and its profitable adaptation of social influences 
to political ends-a League which has long taken rank 
as one of the most numerous and most efficient political 
organisations in existence. Never had a dead statesman 
so marked a tribute paid to the persistence of his fame. 
Even the Great War has not brought the observance of 
Primrose . Day . to an end. · The statue in Parliament 
Sq-uare is still decorated on that day with 'his favourite 
flower ' in honour of a statesman who has been dead 
nearly fifty years; still a considerable proportion of the 
population, male and female, appear in the streets on 

. Aprill9 wearing bunches or buttonholes of primroses. 
What qualities in Disraeli, what political achievement 

of his, gained him this unique position in the affection 
and recollection of his countrymen 1 Why has honour 
been paid to him which was never offered to Chatham 
or Pitt, to Peel, Palmerston, or Gladstone 1 Something, 
no doubt, is to be attributed to the flower, so pretty, so 
popul~r, so abundant throughout the English country
side; and to the happy coincidence of the date of the 
anniversary with the tleason at which the primrose is in 
fullest bloom. Some influence, too, in the· building up 
of a Disraeli tradition may be ascribed to the cruel 
disillusion of the performances of the second Gladstone 
Government; to the associations called up by the names 
of Bradlaugh, Majuba, Boycott, Kilmainham, Phrenix 

. Park, Penjdeh, and Gordon. But the main grounds for · 
·;. 
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,'the enduring reputation to which the general observance: 
-.of Primrose Day bears witness are, of course, to be foj}nd 
. in_ the man himself and in his career. Not, indeed, that 
the public· mind has fastened· on any of hi~ particular 
strokes of policy-Reform B~ll;· Suez Canal purchase,
augmentation of.·Royal title~great and fertile.as many of · 
them are proved ~o have been;. -Not mainly-by these has 

·his permanent fame beensecured; but by his marvellous 
rise from the midst of a then despised race.to.the summit 
of. power, by his· mysterious and romantic personality, 
by the high and imperial patriotism of his~ideas, and by 

. that imaginative quality in• him wllich fired the imagina-
' tion of others. Though . these features of his· life and 

character are writ large over -th_is and the preceding ' 
volumes,. something more may-perhaps be ·said here. in 
conclusion about each of the :tiL . . . . . 

· · The progress from a middle-c~ass Jewish literary hollle 
to'Downing Street and the Congress Hall of Berlin could . 
not be better portrayed than in some striking :lines .froni ' 
.Tennyson's In MemoriarJJ,; lines ·wh~ch;. nevertheless, 
were in no sense suggested by Disraeli's career, and were, 
indeed, composed at a time when his public course was 
not half run. The extraordinary manner. in which they 
fit that career was first,poin~ed out· by Sir John Skelton, -

·_one of Disraeli's mos~ judiciously appreciative admirer_~, 
Teimyson writes of 'a divinely gifted m;:tn,' ·- .. -- . -

Wh~ breaks his birth's invidious bar, 
· And grasps the skirts of.liappy chance, 

And.breasts the blows of circumstance; 
.And- grapples with his evil star; _ - -:~-~~ 

Who makes by foree his merit kn~wn, •• 
· Arid lives to clutch the golden keys, 

,. . To mould a mighty state's decrees, . '' 
•' And·shape the whisper of the-throne; 

And, moving up frorri high.to'higher, _ 
Becomes on Fortune's crowning slope 

--The pillar~ of a people's hope;. .. _ 
_ ,_:_,. 1 _The C~J?-tre of a W()r~d'~ d(lSir:t)-1 , · · . , , , 

.' .·· 

''- .. 

~~· 0 ..... 
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The first two stanzas would not need· the alteration · 
of a syllable to meet the case, so· absolutely do they 
mirror the facts ·of Disraeli' s ascent; and even the 
swelling words of the last stanza would be felt not 
greatly to exaggerate his achievement.<l ' on· Fortune's 
crowning slope.' In 1874 he might well seem to be 
' the pillar of a people's hope ' ; and to describe the 
leading figure of a great European Peace Congress as 
'the centre of a world's desire' would be a poetical 
licence of no excessive kind. 

Here in Disraeli's career there was the realisatio11 in 
fact of the vision which has floated before the eyes of 
many an ambitious youth; a clear proof that there is no 
eminence to which genius, aided by courage, resolution, 
patience, industry, and ' happy chance,' may not attain 
in this free country of ours. And though it was attained 
in this case, as in most others, ' by force,' it was in fair 
and open Parliamentary fight; and, as regards the main 
struggle, in what looked at first like a hopeless defiance 
hurled by a pigmy at a giant. It is nonsense to talk as 
if Disraeli betrayed Peel; if there was any betrayal, it 
was by Peel of his party. Peel may have been right in 
his change of front, and the Victorian age thought he was; 
but Disraeli, who championed the principles on which he 
and the rest of Peel's followers had been elected, no more 
betrayed Peel than Hartington betrayed Gladstone, when 
Gladstone suddenly adopted Home Rule, and Hartington, 
with a remnant of Liberals who were true to their pledges, 
withstood and routed him. Not only was Disraeli's 
political advancement won in fair fight. It was also 
uncontaminated by any suspicion that he was in 
politics for pecuniary gain. Had that been in any 
degree his object, he must be reckoned most unsuccess
ful, as he enjoyed office for only one quarter of the 
forty years and more during which he sat in Parliament 
Moreover, none of his success was du!') to demagogy; 
he made no ' pilgrimages of passion ' among the 

rr. 48* 
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electorate;1 nor·cl.id he ev:erappeal'for supportto private< 
cupidity, but only_ to public and patriotic pr:i11c-iple. 
: .. In. • one_ respect Disraeli' s success·· was more, striking. 
and complete than that suggested· in Tennyson's lines. 
:He -not only scaled the political ladder to the tO:pniost 
r:img., and 'shaped the whisper' .of. the throne '; he a:lso 

. conquered Society. ._He d()minate4:the dinner-tables ahd. 
-what he -would call the saloons of .Mayfair; whenever 
l he .cared- or,, could -find time. to' attend them:, as', well· as 
Downing. Street and .the Houses of Parliament;' ~:O:d_ his 
social ·triumph, whatever may b~ tpought by philosophers 
of its' intrinsic value, wa~ certa:iruy not iess difficult· of 
achievement for a despised outsider •than 'his political, 

.. _arid:was Perhaps tl;ie sweeter to hi~ palate. · It• is Clear 
.• .from-. his papers and letters that'•he wa8'1:a<icepted in 'the 
dast half-dozen years of. his life as ·a. competent arbiter 
in:delicate questions ·-arising·in;wha;t delights td consider 
itself -the- Great World .. · · · ' ; ·· 

.: To the attraction of,the dazzling briiliance of Di&aeli's 
rise .there was added, the-further. attractiop. ofhis-iriys" 
terious character and strange appearanqe: ' 1\1e!ltally adq 
physically he was:quite unlike the. traditional t:Ype ()f the 

. British statesman. · ~ence the unvarying· interest. and, · 
zeskwith· -which his .sentiments arid his action were 
awaited at' ariy .tim~ of crisis.· -Otners might· follow~·a 
humdrum rule- of thumb; whatever Disraeli did, it. 'would 
notr pe that: 'What -wilL Diz~y. sayT ·'What -~ill 
Dizzy do 3' men asked. 'How like· Dizzy !' would·· be 
the cry, wh(m the wittyaphoris:J?i had been launched,- the 
:unconv€mtionahand une:xpected step taken. Indeed;. 
-the -universaL.use:of the pet name '])izzy,' recalling the 
familiar 'Pam'. of another. :popvlar statesman, was a 
testimony to the· ~ay in which· his personality had heen • 
taken to the people's he~rt.. At first employed iri a·spicrit 
' - 1 T!ie'story g?eS that when, on ·SOine occasion' after 'Berlin; he' W.as:wii~ly 
cheer¢d l?Y. a _tumultuous crowd as he drove to Downing Street ln an open 
oarria&e;' he sat quiteunmoved'a.nd took no notice; alighted and walked up 

,.t,d c the" d.?or' il). 'apparent unconsciousries?; ,and, j~st as _it opened to a~~it 
him; turned half round· arid touched his hat With his han:d before ·dis. 

: a.ppea.rin_g. -· 

.. ~ . ·,' ~·· 
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of not always ·tolerant contempt, it became long 
before his death ·a mark of kindly and humorous attach
ment. · 

The fundamental fact about Disraeli was that he was · 
a Jew~ He accepted Christianity,· but he accepted it as 
the highest development of Judaism. · He had inherited 
from his father a profound interest in English history, 
'literature, society, and tradition, which his 'own reading 
and experience had deepened. But he ·seemed through
out his life never to be quite ofthe nation which he loved, 
served, and governed; always to be a little detached when 

· in the act of leading; always to he the spectator; almost 
the critic, as well as the principal performer. 'No 
Englishman,' writes Greenwood, 'could approach Disraeli 
without some immediate consciousness that he was in the 
presence of a foreigner.'.· . 

It was, indeed, a strange and impressive figure thatyou 
might meet, any day, in the late seventies during the 
.session, sauntering skwly on Corry's arm down W)lite
hall. A frame, once large and poweri'ul, now shrunken 
and obviously in physical decay, but preserving a con
scious dignity, and, whenever aware of observation, 
regaining with effort an erect attitude; a countenance of 
extreme pallor set rigidly like a mask ; a high, broad 
forehead, and straight, well-formed nose;· eyes deeply 
sunken and usually lustreless, but capable of sudden 
brightening in moments of excitement; a wide, flexible 
mouth, and firm chin; the whole fa~e in a setting of still· 
abundant hair, kept perennially as black as· coal, and 
arranged with a remnant of curliness over the ears, with 
one conspicuous curl 'in the centre of the forehead, and 
with a small tuft under the chin. ·A letter of Northcote's 
to his wife at the opening of Parliament in 1862 dates the 
origin of the chin-tuft: ' Dizzy,' he w~ites, ' has set up a 
small peaked beard.' The curl on the forehead, which 
came naturally in youth, was a work of careful art in age. 
' It was kept in its place,' writes on:e· who, when young, 
was admitted to the great man's intimacy, 'by being 
damped and then a yellow bandanna tied tightly round 
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it in front, with the e~ds down his ba(}k, till it was dry. 
I have thus seen· him in his bedroom, attired in addition · 

· in a W:essing-gown of many colours and a silk cord rou~d . 
his waist:' . 

His mental processoo were as .unusual as his physical 
·· appearance was pecmliat. · He did not for~ his opinions 

by amassing facts, but by. s.om~ intuitive pr.o~ess. of 
imagination: And so dramatic was the quality of his 
mind that he seems never to have been conscious of al.l 
opinion or conviction without being simultaneously con,..· 
scions of t~e effect which its·expression. woulciprodupe. 
Hence the.epigrammatic character of his talk and :writing; 
to which a cynical flavour was added owing to t4e mask 
;which he seldom put,off in public. , Lothair_ and Endymion 
recapture and repeat his table-talk, which was. uttered 
with deliberate and impressive sententiousness .. The 
stories told of it were endless. Peqple heard of the royal 
lady who, indignant at the hesitation shown by Ministers 
on the Eastern Question, asked him at ,dinner what he was 
waiting for, and was told, ' For peas and pota~<2es; 
ma'am;' of the charming neighbour whose. insid~ous 
.attempts·to wheedle political secretsout··qf him-were me.t 
by a pressure of the hand al}.d a w :P,ispered ·'You darling ; ' 
of the :public dinner at which_ the food was poor and cold, 
and at which. Disraeli, when .. he tried the champagne, 
remarked with fervour, 'Thank God; I havea.t last.got 
something warm ; ' of his grandiloquent excuse _for .-in- · 
ability to recommend a novel to a neighbour, 'When I. 
want to read a novel, I write one ; ' of. his judgment on 
a leading politician, nearly as well known in Mayfa~ra~ in 
-Padiament, ' He has a fine presence, ancient descent,· 
lt ready wit, and no principles; M must succeed.' But 

·silence and self-absorption grew upon Beaconsfield. in 
· society along with age and disease; so that Fraser could 
. jestingly m~intain that he was, in te~lity, a ~orpse which 
.only at:intervals came to life. .· ~ · . . . 
. Beaconsfield could, on occasion, make c~pital out of his 
physical in~rn1i.ties. A bishop of his acquaintance, of an 

. f_.· 
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unusually touchy disposition, thought that the Prime 
Minister had intentionally cut liim on two public occasions 
in one day, and wrote a would-be dignified letter· to say 
that, although quite unaware of having given offence, he 
would accept the intimation that the acquaintance must 
cease. Beaconsfield's reply was delightful. . 

10, DowNING STREET; May 5, 1879.-I sincerely regret ~hat 
I had not the gratification of recogriising you at the Levee 
or. the Academy, since it reminds me of the most unfortunate 

·incident in my life-viz., that I am, perhaps, the most short
sighted of H.M.'s subjects. 

My friends who are aware of my infirmity treat me with 
tenderness, and always address me first. Even our most 
gracious Prince, the Heir Apparent, with whom I have the 
honor of being in frequent communication; habitually deigns 
to pardon me for my default. Let me hope that a Christian, 
Bishop will not be less charitable I 

The bishop extricated himself with some dexterity 
from an awkward situation by explaining that he had 
not been in the habit of associating the idea of infirmity 
of any kind with the name of Lord Beaconsfield. 

When Beaconsfield went down to Hughenden in these 
later years, the statesman: and social oracle became ·the 
literary recluse of country tastes:. Though often alo:q.e 
there for long periods and, after his release from office, 
without any pressure of public work to keep him busy, he 
declared that l;le never felt dull. He told Barrington that 
he 'peopled the air with imaginary personages' -person
ages, no doubt, whose acquaintance, in many cases, 
we too have made in Endymion. Over his solitary and 
simple dinner he would read one of his favourite authors, 
mostly classics of either Latin, Italian Renaissance, or 
English eighteenth-century literature, pausing for ten 
minutes between each course. He found constant 
interest in attending to the proper upkeep of his house 
and park, and to .the seemly condition of his estate. 
We see him, in his letters to his agent, Mr. Arthur 
Vernon, provident and anxious about the due warming 
of his library so as to preserve the books, and about the 

\ 
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··necessity· ofpostponing painting_ s<;>.t,ha~ there inight be_ . 
no smell during th~. Queen's, visit. ln.one letter he calls 

' attention to the fences. of a farJ1?. ... ·. '.'I be;~r i'u my ii£;. 
saw.hedg~s in 'a more disgraceful s'ta~e; <absolute. gaps, and. 
some filled ,~p. by _a stro11ghurdle,: )hi:) whole, pres(\l:q.ting 
a picture which ,~ight have \lee~, expected in Ireland; 
but not in the county of Buckingham, and least of all on 

· the'"Hugheriden estate.' · iil~treatmetit of his beloved 
tr~es moves him to~bi~~ wrath. 'He writes to.Mt." Verncnl 
in .I s79: ~I perceive.to my aJ1?.azement that M;r. -·· -,-. h~. 
_horses in the park, conttary to. his written engagement 
tq your father' after_ the great ·injury that was occasioned 
t() the trees, som~ 'years.ago, by;_thes_y ani_mals. There 
a~e wa~w trees which 'Yere ~~ken i;}tit ~#. ~pe~r c'r~<;]Ies las~ . 

· autumn, which are:_n()w not, secp:re~ ,I ).n.'ust: call. your. 
immediate attention to this•gross iiifractiontof·his agree~ · 
ment })y Mr.--, by.wh~chi feel as much agg~ie'vedas 
injured.' ·His an~iety, bqth 'to secure ,~h~ c:<;>?ifort of hi~ 
people. ;1nd ·to P!e~eive and Am1Jr~ve the. ame11itie~"·?f t_~e .. 
property, comes out inyet another l~t~j:)r. , .... < 

.. ~ -' ; 

. To Arthur Vernon. 

' Private. · HUGHENDEN MANOR, April 3;. 1877.;__,_Gding to 
Q. S~ss .. yesterday,- I left Hughenden by -the Aylesbury lodge.: 
l was pained, and distressed; at: the ~cene . of deso~a;tion I . 

. witnessed on the Park Road, near the Church ... There was 
some excuse, in. old days, for permitting a st;tck near that 
building, fot it was beggarly and hideous; but now the nuF 
sance. seems .to have been removed, in consequence of the 
restoration; of the structur:e, is.· advanced ,to, t!:J,e roadside,. 
anc1 is guarded by rough pales. · . . . ·· · · .·. . . · . . 

After the'great trouble I hiwe taken to ci¥ilise this approach; . 
I really-~annot endure the present a~~ravated'state.of. affa~s:. 

Lrequ1re that there shall be no .more .. stacks perm1tted. m · 
that par~ of the ,park; that t~e,plac~ shall be ~ntirely,cle!!>r(ld,-_ 
and sown_.withthe bestgri.!-SS seed; SO tpat W(l, )ll~Y pave)n 
time a good swa:rd. , , . · ·· : _ . · '~' ·~, · ;. ·· 

I visited the cottages, but was amazed to find th~t the: 
dwellers th~rein·,were plagu~d'with smo~y :phiniileys: i' 'J.:l:i:is· .. 

·pest. destroys~ al~ the comfort, and p(lautyjoChome. J,Is:<it .. ~ 
i~P:o~~i,l?}~,.-,t<:J.~: .b_-t'!_. pq ... !-1. ~9,tt~,g~,, ;.~,it.~cmt ,~~p~y- ,, .. cpiml,l:~Ys;?~ .... ,, 

~' .. , : .' ). •. ' ... ~ ... -
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I remember our great annoyance and trouble at the principal 
lodge, qut, there, the discomfort was ultimat~ly overcome. 
· I ain anxious to know that the new cottagers are com

fortable, and I wish their abodes to be more than comfortable: 
their gardens should be assisted with flowers,·· and there 
shd. be some trees planted i:ri them .. Gibbons must havf'l some . 
in the nursery, conifers ap.d plants and trees of that kind. 

Lytton wrote to Rowton after Beaconsfield's death: 
'What stranger or what unborn biographer will have any 
means of knowing, in their right proportion to his whole 
char~cter, all the lovable sides of it-the warmth of his 
heart, his domestic tenderness, his filial piety, his loyaJty 
to friends, his complete freedom from malice an<;l vindic
tiveness ?' A constant, if imperfect, attempt has been 
made throughout this biography to bring out these 
Iovabie qualities, and to show the depth of feeling con
cealed beneath the cynical mask. Some lighter touches 
may be added. . . . 

Di.<;raeli; who never had the happiness of a family of . 
his own, always enjoyed himself in the company of children 
and young people, and made himself much liked in the 
families of his friends. ' The young .ones think Dizzy the 
most charming playfellow they ever met,' wrote his host 
to him at the clooe of a country-house visit in 1855. His 
letters to Lady Bradford and Lady· Newport show how 
devoted he was to Lady Bradford's grandchildren. And, 
during the last thi·ee years of his. life, . he was a very 
welcome guest in the family party at Hatfield. He took 
a constant interest in the development of. his nephew 
Coningsby. 'I am glad you can give me so good an 
account of yourself,' he wrote to the boy in 1876, 'and 
that you have gained prizes both in Latin and in French. 
Next to your own, these are the two languages which will 
be moot useful to you.' 

At a dinner at.Lord Wilton's house onJune 19, 1879,1 
Beaconsfield had the misfortune, when cutting bread, to 
cut a finger of his left hand rather badly. The Princess 
of Wales bandaged it for the moment with her handker-

1 See above, ·p. 1309 •. 
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chief.· 'I asked for bread and they· giwe me a stone;' 
Beaconsfield murmured, 'but I had a.princess to bind up 
. my wounds.'· After dinner a "ery junior loca) practitioner 
wa.s, in the absence of his chief,.called in to strap the finger 
up in proper fashion. He was t~eated. with :Beaconsfield's 
invariable. courtesy,_ playfully called:h.is 'guardian ·angel,' _ 
told to come round and complete 'his treatment next· 
morning in Downing Street, and there sl:iakeh hands.with 
and cordially thanked. , · 

G. W: E. Russell tells the following story: 

A w~n:known and delightful lady tried t.o make him re~J-d 
,The New Republic, and write a favourable word about it for 
the authqr's encouragement. ·He replied: ' I am not as strong 

· as I was, and I cannot undertake to read your young friend'.s 
romances; but give me a sheet of paper.'._. So then.and·there 
he sate doWn arid wrote:,.' Dear Mrs. S-_-_ -, I am sorry that 
I cannot dine with you next week, but I shallbe at Hughenderi. 
Would that my solitude could be peopled with the bright 
creations of Mr. Mallock's fancy!' ·I have always thought 
that ' bright creations,' as an epitome of a. book which one 
had not read, was a stroke of genius.l • · 

A final instance must. be given of Beacoiisfield;s cap~~ 
city for playful unbending among his intimates.· 'rn his 
last years he united his especial women friends into 'a 
fantastic fellowship or order; ·arid' he gave each member 
as a'badge a small brooch of insectshape. At first,in 
presenting the brooch, he wrote of .it as a ' fly '; but after 
a ·while, apparently with a punning reference· to .tlie · 
initial of his title, as a 'bee''·;· and the order was timned 
the Order of the Bee '(13). Princess Beatrice, !itf th~ 
Que\'m's approval, accepted ohe of these brooches ·~h her 
twenty-first birthday. The other members of the'ord~r 
appear to have been Lady Bradford,~La_dy Chesterfield, 
Lady Newport, Lady Beauchamp,· andtheLac1ies Maud 
and Gwendolen Cecil, With. perhaps one or two mor~ 
'I am niuch flatterecl,' wi;ote a n~ophyte, on.receipt of the 
bitdge, ' ~t being enrolled among' the distinguishe~ l~dies 

! ·. ~ " . ·. ' - ' 

_ 1_ G. yv.. E. Rw:~sell~s Portra#~of the Seventies. 
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whom you delight to honour.' Montagu . Corry was 
dubbed C.B., Chancellor. of the Order of the Bee. To· 
i:q.stitute a female fellowship of this kind was a. congenial 
relaxation to a statesman who could write to Lady Brad
ford: 'I hate clubs, not being fond of male society.' 

Among the papers left by Mr. Monypenny there 
were found several stray paragraphs in his handwriting, 
apparently .composed after he had worked through his 
material, and obviously meant for·incorporation in some 
form in his final estimate of Disraeli' s character and career. 
It is of course impossible to say whether.he might not have 
modified his judgments on further consideration; but it 
has been a real satisfaction to his successor to collect and 
edit the most noteworthy a.nd most finished of these 
fragments, and to include them in the last chapter of 
a work which will always bear his name on the title-page. 
Here is what Mr. Monypenny has written: 

I have sometimes been asked if my book would· at last 
dispel the mystery that surrounds Disraeli; and my answer 
has invariably been that, unless the mystery remained when 
I had 'finished my labours, I should have failed in my task of 
portraiture; for mystery was of the essence of the man. Yet to 
those who want, not portraiture but explanation, not syn
thesis but analysis, there is really no mystery at all except 
in the sense in which every personality is. mysterious. Given 
his complex character and genius, and his peculiar origin and 
environment, everything naturally follows, correspondence, 
works, and career. 

In the first period of his life we see the real Disraeli before 
he was trammelled by party connection; in the last, again, 
after he had mastered party. In the iniddle period-and it 
is the reason of its comparative lack of interest-he had to 
pay his tribute to convention; and we only get occasional if 
startling glimpses of the real Disraeli behind the mask which 
he had adopted. It is in this period that the legend of the . 
mystery-man grew up. · 

A recent work insists that will is the distinctive character
istic' of the Jewish race, and rightly points out that highly 
developed will-power tends to dwarf imagination. The will 
that swoops on its object and makes for success usually goes 
with a choice of material objects and success of the worldly 
kind. On the other hand, the brooding temperament that is 
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essential to high imagination .makes for ineffectiyenes~, itnd 
,dispersion of will-powe:r:. Where the two are comhineP. we 
get a man of genius .. 'Disraeli had the will of his rac'e' in its 
highest expression; lnithe had also.in 'a high degree the quality. 
which Houston Chamberlain•deiiies them; imagination. · ·· ... · 

We read in Ooningsby: 'What wonderful things are events; 
the least a.re of greater importance than the niost sublime and 
comprehensive speculation!' · .. Disraeli had that.strong grip 
and profound appreciation of fact and reality; and that 
imaginative insightintotheir sig:riificanc(;l, to which only the 
man of ideas and imagination can ever· attain. • Those who 
are immersed . ~n facts and cannot .look on them from ~he 
outside fall short in these mental qualities; and still more, 
of course, the second order of idealists-,--those who cannot see 
.the superiority of fact tci their own subjective fancies. · · 

How far was he ·in.. earnest, how far was he true in his 
motiv:es, disinterested in his aim,s', oLmoral rectitude of cha
racter 1 'that in Disraeli there was. from the beginning ~ 
certain wqrship. of self, not so much in a small or . merely 
selfish sense, but with something that was sincere and almost 
artistic in the motive, must be· obvious to all who have read 
these pages. from 'the beginning; and this self-worship was 
often, no doubt, in conflict' with that surrender to, a great 
purpose which. we associate with. the highest greatness. Yet 
it is' easy to exaggerate the importance of ·this element of self. 
There is always. something imp~tsonalin genius. In'l:tis case; 
rio more than in that of a far greater egoist; Napoleon; will 
self explain: everything. There was profound insight in 
Napoleon's s~ying, 'I. am not a person but a thing ;' and in 
Disra:elils case also the politicaJ genius of the man often drove 
him on regardless of self, 'a,nd equally regardless,' no_ doubt; 
of the' consciously moral motives oflesser ·men, and gave to 
his character an el~vat_ion arid ,a self-abandonment· almost ill 
his own.d6sJ?ite~ .. ,.·~ ". ;., .. . "' :· . · 
· . Was he sincere ? The question seeins ·at once to lead ·us 
back into the atmosphere in which Disra'eli lived his life;· 
.to. set up ·a standard whiclf is inapplicable in his case, to refer 
the artist to the judgment' of the corivimticle .. ' There is no 
absolutesincerity, for no ni:,tn cap. be fatthful to the tru:th•in all · 

. its' aspects, and a mari ri:J,ay' be sincere as an artist, and in a . 
. lofty sense,· without being conspicuous for the virtue of truth" 
· {ulness in its elementary fprm, arid without possessing beliefs 
. or' 'convictionS in the practioal affairs of life, religion,· 'ethics; 
or polttics. Disraeli; ·hqwever, though .an artist: desce~ded 
. into the- p~actical sphere; ahd must come to judgment at the 
_'b.ar'oft!w:Pta,~tic~rs~irit~.~;We ?.an.then; ~e~ ,that,, th:oug~ ~ot 
.m.oreruntru:thfuht~an. the' mass· of. rp.anklnd, and not wantmg 

.,, .. • ...... <J' . .'': . ,. !:~,, ,, ~ . "\: '·, ·'·* '. ·-
"::): 
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in high convictions to which he reS'Olutely held, he too often 
dealt with the lesser convictions in the artist's light-hearted 

. spirit, and so created distrust and marred his own influence. 
Intellectual sincerity he possessed in a high degree, but he 
allowed his mind to play too freely and sincerely over every
thing that came before it to possess moral earnestness in the 
conventional sense. 

Apart from any laxity of principle or anything in his 
political conduct that might account for his reputation, 
Disraeli seems to have been one of those men who have the 
unfortunate knack of inspiring even more distrust than they 
deserve. From individuals with whom he was brought into 
intimate relations, whatever the dislike or suspicion with 
which they began, he would nearly always succeed in winning 
confidence and esteem; but in that gift, which defies analysis, 
of inspiring confidence in bodies of men he was curiously 
deficient--:deficient even as compared with men essentially 
less earnest and less honest. · 

Disraeli was habitually inaccurate· in trifles. His memory· 
was not of the kind that makes faithfulness in such matters 
easy, nor his conscience of the quality that impels a man to 
spend effort in attaining it. 

In the human tragi-comedy there are few things more 
diverting, when it is not also provoking, than, in exploring 
the morals of the past, to find the mari of genius, about whom 
alone we now care, excluded from the coteries of the unme
morable great, or patronised by the petty social potentates 
of the hour; frowned on by the crowd of merely respectable 
people whose respectability has not availed to save them 
from oblivion, or· condemned by the multitude of small 
righteous men, whose righteousness, though it was too much 
present to their own thoughts, the world has long ago for
gotten. Through every phase of Disraeli's career we are 
confronted every day. with these little affectations-thesp 
little envies, malices, judgments; rectitudes, and reprobations, 
which have fallen with those who harboured .them; while he, 
with all his faults; stands there for ever serene and erect, an 
ironic smile playing about his lips the only reminder of the 
spleen from which he s11ffered. · 

Disraeli was in English politics the embodiment of the 
counter-revolution, the political creed which does not shrink 
from democracy nor even from the revolution on its salutary 
constructive side, but which opposes .to the destructive 
tendencies of both a fuller and wider reconstruction. His 
Act of 1867 helped to restore to the English Constitution that 
balance which has almost invariably marked it and which 
had been disturbed since 1832 by the undue predominance of 
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the .bourgeotsie. With the emergence of the people, the mon-
archy also re-emerged. . · · 

Disraeli's conception of Toryism anticipates the ideal to. 
which we shall attain when the destructive work of Liberalism 
is fully accomplished, and we have reached that age of sta
bility or reconstruction which calls for a really national party. 

Oddly enough, Disraeli, with all his wide interest in, and 
curiosity about, history, seems never to have cared about the 

· Middle Ages, that great and fascinating period in which the. 
foundations were laid of Western civilisation in its distinctive 
form and, above all, of Western Christianity. But, perhaps, 
when we consider his race, the attitude of the Middle Ages 
towards the ·Jews, and the extent to which they deprived• 
Christianity .of the special' colour derived from its Jewish 
origin, there is nothing odd about it at all. · 

Both Disraeli and Salisbury had sharp tongues which 
raised up · enemies for · them; but both had extraordinary 
kindness of heart. The Beaconsfield"papers abound with evi
dence of gratitude, alike £roin·intimate friends and from slight 

- acquaintances, for . Disraeli's tactful . sympathy, thoughtful 
khidness, willingness to take pains to oblige, and remembrance 
of his friends and their families when in misfortune, and long 
after they had lost the power in any way to return his favours. 
' Knowing how chivalrously true you always are to your 

· friends,' is the opening of one letter, in 1868. 'In another, 
. of 1875, .we read, ' If anything could· have enhanced in· my 
eyes what you have done for me, it is the way in which you, 
have done it, and the note by which you inform me of your · 
decision.' · .· · --· . · 

in the case ofGladstone,1 and in his case alone, the invin
cible detachment and toterant insight, with which Disraeli 
was wont to estimate the characters of friends and enemies: 
alike, were sometimes .conspicuously wanting. In his later 
y~ars especially, he sometimes failed to . understand_ the 
motives or t() -show a just appreciation of the really great 
qualities of his rival. And yet, even if the following judgment 
is unkind,· what could be m:ore truly the· last word as an 
estimate of Gladstone's literary achievements1_ '.Mr. Glade 
stone is an excellent writer, but notlitil!-g that he writes is· 
literature.' · · 

· 1 l;>israeli .~as,. however, always elaborately· civil to the Gladstone 
family. Talking to one of the daughters at some reception, where one of 

. the principal guests . wa~ a fort?ign diplomatist of very varied political 
·oareer, ,'That,' .. he said in response to her--inquiry', 'is the most dangerous 
statesman- in-.Europe"--'-except, as your ·father would say, .myself; or, &s I 
should prefer_to Pll:t it, yourfather.' -·· : · , . ' . · · 

·, ' "· 
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Disraeli's place is not among the greatest of all, the supreme 
statesmen who lay the foundations of many generations, the. 
supreme poets or men of letters whose works are perennial 
fountains of wisdom and beauty, the supreme teachers . who 
awaken the conscience and elevate the mind and are an inspira
tion to mankind in every age. But he remains a unique 
and fascinating figure with a grandeur of his ·own which, 
if strictly neither the grandeur of memorable action on. the 
one hand nor of moral force or intellectual insight on the other, 
is yet subtly blended of all, has its roots deep down in cha
racter, is armed with wide and penetrating vision, and finds 
expression in spacious and picturesque achievement. 

Mr. Monypenny's paragraphs have carried us on from 
Disraeli' s career and personality to his ideas and his 
imagination, 1 the other potent qualities that have assured 
his fame. We rather pride ourselves as a nation on our 
inaccessibility to ideas and take no shame for deficiency 
in imagination. We are guided; we say, by cominon 
sense and not by theories. The Whigs, who governed 
the country so long, and on the whole so successfully, 
were eminently distrustful of ideas outside the traditional 
Whig shibboleth, and were always disposed to compromise 
and a middle course. The other historical connection, 
the Tory party, had forgotten, till Disraeli reminded it in 
forcible fashion, that it had its origin in high and national 
ideas, and did not represent mere stagnation. But, for. 
all our proclaimed devotion to common,sense, there is a 
deep vein of romance and idealism in the English people, 
which Disraeli perceived and which he was wont to call 
enthusiasm. Its workings in politics have been qften 
erratic, and sometimes ·almost ruinous. But it recog
nised, more perhaps after death than during life, the 
kindred nature of J?israeli's spirit, saw that there was 
a divine spark in him which· was commonly wanting 
in British. political leaders, and rescued him from the 
oblivion which has overtaken most of these. in the 
popular mind. 

1 '.MY. bo~k opened with ~ers~nality, ideas, and imagination.· With 
1magmatwn, 1deas, and personality 1t shall close ' (Walter Sichel's Disraeli, 
p. 326). . 
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It is neeqless, and it· wolild· be. tedious; to rec~pitiiia te . 
here, in the last pages ofouf'detailed'st6ry, the niultipl.ide 
of fertile ideas. on life in gerieral, a~d in particular 9~ the .. 
political and social past ~nd future of. Gn3at Britain; and 
the Erp.pire, which Disnieli's active i'magin.ation poured 
forth throughout his long life in novel and ·~re~tise; in 

. letter and. speech. Frequently .paradoxic~!; soinetimef? . 
apparently inconsistent, . but .. aJways· e~pressed with. 
memor:able incisiveness, they;pen:etrated again and ll.gain 
to the heart oL a misunderstood situation: Received 
often at. the tirp.e of .their. utterance with scoffing ·and. 
contempt, they appear_ 'in.retrospe~t tQ ha~~ shown, in 
_severaL instances, an astonishing, amount of prophet~c 
insight.. 'Many of them are ~live and m<JVe· the minds 
of. men.to-day. And where,,even nqw, ·we may, find ,it 
difficult to believe that l).e was in earnes_t ~ri the theories 
he propounded, some· of us ~anno~ resist the co~yiqtio:ri 
that _a subsequent ·generation .may well acpept· what we 
still'rej{lct. · . .: . . _ . , _ 

The ideas on politics by which ~~-liv€ls· gl'oup-_tl:iem
selves rqurrd two, broad_ lines of th()ught, dea.~ing <?_n 'the 
.o.ne hand; with the consolid~tio:r;t .of om,·. far~flung ~mpir~ 

··and the·al'lsertion of.~ts dueix,lftuence;on.the ;wp;rldat 
large, .an!l 9n. the. other· with' _the consolidation ·9fthe 
commori:w:ealth _at hOme ,by :,pf'on,}oting th~ moral. and 
physicall.mprovement qf, the; peopl(:) and by .welding all 
eiass{ls i:r;tto' an ·harmon~ous w,hol~·- :: :q:e.s~ug_hp unio,n, .not 
disintegr~tion, of ,empire; class(co~op~eEsi~io~,. }lOt :.£Ja~s 
competition an~_ stri£e, ,_a~ horne·:·. the •rec:ons~ruc~~()n ~ll:4 
dE:Jv~lopment, rro,t~ the :destructiOn,. o~. an,cr~nt. mstrt,u; 
.t.ions; abroad, neither selfish'isQlation nor l.ndiscr,imi~~te J 

m~ddling,·but·the .a:ssumption o(a~wo_rthy place il! yh~ 
international Areqpagus: His, famous· catcpwprds; such 

. as 'Tmperium et Libertas;'.' Sanit'as Sanitatum;' ' .. a real. 
Throne,' 'the k~y of India is L<?ndon,' ~ml:LY, ~pp.ea_r, on.: 
a superfici;:tl glance~ to be either parad,~;es o:r: _trY:i.sms; 
bu:t . they einbody. a' wealth. 'of.sotind politica~ .. doctrine. 
which 'rep~ys ~horough_explor~tion, and they have pro~ 

.. ·., 
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foundly influenced, and continue profoundly to influence, 
political development. Moreover, we must never forget 
that, though he abhorred cant and was wont in conse
quence to affect a cynicism in speech which belied his 
real aims, nevertheless the whole of his teaching was 
directed against a material view of life either for the 
individual or for the State. 

Although it is through his ideas and his imaginatioL 
that Disraeli will live,· he showed on more than one· 
occasion that, when he set his mind to the task, he could 
rival the practical statesman in legislative achievement. 
Among the more fruitful Acts of Parliament of the 
Victorian era a high place is taken by the India Act, the 
Canada Act, the Reform Act of 1867, the Artisans' Dwell
ings Act, and the Masters and Workmen Act; all of them 
passed when Disraeli was either the .first or the second 
person in the Government, and some of them mainly 
carried through his personal exertions. All of them, too, 
had the note of construction-the building up of empire 
or of society; in this resembling other less conspicuous 
but salutary legislation in whic~ he had a share-such as 
the London Main Drainage Act, and the Consolidating 
Acts for Public Health and for Factories. 

But there is no need to labour further what is written 
broadly over the record which has been here ·presented, 
largely in his own words, drawn from sources new and 
old. The evidence is before the reader; it is for him to 
judge whether the claim for· Disraeli of exceptional 
greatness, only just short of supreme mastery, has been 
made out. · To the present writer, as to his predecessor, 
looking back over the Victorian age from the disinterested 
standpoint of to-day,•Disraeli appears a grand and magni
ficent figure, standing solitary, towering above his con
temporaries; the man of fervid imagination and vision 
wide and deep, amid a nation of narrow practical minds, 
philistine, Puritan-ridden; his life at once a romance and 
a tragedY., but a splendid tragedy; himself the greatest 
of our statesmen since the days of Chatham and of Pitt. 
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CHAPTER I. 

/Of all the pretty suburbs that still adorn our metropolis, 
}here are few that exceed in charm Clapham Common. An r unenylosed park of 200 acres, well turfed and timbered, and, 

( though free to all and without a paling, so well managed that 
! a domain in a distant county could scarcely be more orderly 

and refined. 
Those who live about this agreeable spot have shown, by 

the solidconvenience and rich comfort of their dwellings, that 
they appreciate the pleasant place where their lot ha8 been 
cast, and do not contemplate that they or their posterity 
Jlhould quit or desert it. Many of the red-brick structures 
have the true character of the manor-house, and are varied 
now and then by buildings of a more ornate and villa style, 
but still firm and compact, in the manner which the brothers 
Adam introduced at the beginning of this century. All of 
them are surrounded by ample and old-fashioned gardens; 
of late, however, much modernized, and so losing something 
of their pi9turesque stateliness, though they now abound with 
houses of glass of every form and for every purpose: 

The dwellers in these homes have, generally speaking, a 
peculiar character. They have an idiosyncrasy. They are 
chiefly rich merchants, directors of the Bank of England, 
men whose fathers were directors of the East India Company, 
or chairmen of the great docks that were built in the Port of 
London during the great war. The new class of railway 
magnates are rarely found here. Their forttines have· been 

1521 
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made in modern times, and by means which allow them to 
live ,much further from the City and ·yet find themselves as 

. early every mor~iig at their boards and counting-house!! as 
the old· families at Clapham, who, .after all, are only four 
miles from Cornhill. But/the very fact that, comparatively 

·.·speaking, they are old families, and~tl!at there is no inglorious 
,..tradition among them bf ·philanthropy and piety, of good and 

. great works, ariel of some names that are evert illustrious,' 
binds them to the sacred,S<;Jil. by that l()Ca_l spell which is one 
of the most powerful influences ov:-er mankind. · 

Mr. Falcortet was the head' of one of the :most considerable 
'of thestdaniil~es .. His lather, ·an East Indian direCtor, had 

. been an intimate friend~nd comparuon of Mr. Wilberforce, 
w~o Iifedin his immediate neighbourhood and who was the,../

, godfather of his sort. -He. had supported Mr. Wilberfortre. 
in'all his 'great enterprises with' his 'purse as well as his person~} 
energy. His 'Son; Mr. Wilberforce Falconet; had • married\ 

. according'tb' the Clapham c~stopi,.at an early'age, a young\ 
lady who'iived at La~eh.der_Hill, and wh<;>s,efather· was' another \ 
friend of Mr. 'Wilberforce: Even in the enthusiastic ·world 1 

. in which-she was ho~:ri, the brid.e was remarkable for Jhe. \ 
exalt~tion of her i~e'as: She was the' founder of nianyinsti- l-
tutiori.s and. the .soul of all.'· Schools itnd hyillns 'and .Bible · 

'chisses and tract distributions and industrial homes engrossed · \ 
her life~ But she was prEjtty, 'and Wilbe:rforce Faloonet lost . \ 

· his heart to her~ ' He himself quite. symplithized . with· all 
her pursuits and 'purposes, and had; indeed, been born and 
bred in'~ silililai.religious'and moral atmosphere t~ her own. 
This; hbwever, ·aid. not pr~vent hiin froni having the reputatio~' 
of being a first-rate, man ?fbusiries~; _ Indeed; he was so~e··_ 
times thought' to be' a little too sharp in: his transa9tions; i~ 
which -a fuller and lar-ger· degree of Christian forbearance,· 
some intimated; might be desirable. As it ~as, at the. head 

. of one of the most considerabie'East IndJ.a houses, he succeeded, 
on. the death 'b{ his.father'. to· 'a large re~,tlized fortune and was 
so wealthy that he. need not_ h~'Y:e ~eeil ap~all~d by'~J.le large 
family of both sexes whi~h the pretty i11ld eilyhusiastic partl}er 

·. ,of 'hi~Jife had pre_senteg to.~i!ll't · .,·. ' ' . .·-·;, ·' ·. •-, ._:·~-- .. :.• ·: .·· 
It' ·.was .. not. tl).e · .. · thir~y . th~·~san~ ,P,~un~~ wJ~li ~w hi~h,' 4e 

·,endowed ·'each of his daP,ghters wlleri 'they riutrril~d: that was , .· , ..... '·"'·. ~v· ··~· ._ ..... · .,.~_,. ·-~··· ,._.· -~··· .. ,.... . . : 
, · 'the BOlt) ·or, even,)rii:icipat,cK"l,lS~ of,.their' so.<'?~; ~uitting -~~e 

~ .. ~!/ ' _.._ ~ '! .,. ,:_,·: ..• . -.~.~_.,: : .;v : 
·.;:;._~· ';.:· 
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paternal roof. It was really the custom of the county; ·and 
as they were all pretty, like their mother, and full of enthu
siasm, they quickly captivated young gentlemen of the neigh
bourhood, who were generally about the same age and yielded 
·to the blended spell of religious devotion, female charms, 
and the most comfortable and piously luxurious domestic 
establishment in the whole neighbourhood. · 

· The sons, though stalwart youths, had not inherited the fair 
mien of their mother. They resembled, and strongly, their 
other parent, who, it was the custom to aver, was descended 
from a Huguenot family. In truth, his father was the son of 
a Genevese watchmaker, and he hfl.d himself been a clerk to 
an eminent English firm, . where his talents and knowledge 
of foreign tongues were appreciated. The revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes with the rich· middle-class of this country 
occupies the same position as the conquest of England by 
the Normans. does with our patricians. It throws a,halo :of 
imagination over many a humble or obscure origin. 

The countenance of Mr. Wilberforce Falcoriet was austere, 
and its expression would have been saturnine had it not been in 
a state of constant mitigation from his thrilling sense of do
mestic happiness, worldly prosperity, and religious satisfaction. 
In the management of his family, Mr. Wilberforce Falconet 
was a despot, but he was an affectionate one. He often 
required sacrifices, but he occasionally made them, a.nd, in 
either case, he waf! satisfied he was acting in a manner be
coming the patriarchs. 

His two elder sons were in his counting-house, and were 
soon to be his partners, when they both were engaged to marry 
young ladies who were the bosom friends of their sisters and 
were members of the same committees and distributors of 
the same tracts. Another son was a sailor. Permission to 
enter the naval profession had been long cont.ested, but with 
the prospect that his ~ervices would be confined to the South 
African squadron had at length been obtained. Another 
son, who seemed inclined to be a soldier, was tlirned by the 
panic-stricken family into a clergyman without delay, and 
there only remained the youngest son for whom a career was 
to be provided. 

Joseph Toplady Falconet had been a child of singular 
precocity. His power of acquisition was remarkable, and, 
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·as he advanced in youth, his talents w~re evidently not merely 
those which ripen bef9re their. tinie .. He was a grav~ boy; 
arid scarcely ever known t.o smile; and th,is not so much from " 
a want of sympathy for those among whom he was born and 
l>red, for he seemed £ar .from being incapabl~ · of domestic 
affection; but rather from a complete deficiency in.the sense 
ofhumour, of which he seemedquite d~barred. ; His.meinory 
was vigo~ous, ready, and retei'ttive; but his' ~hie£ peculiarity 
was his disputatiousteiiipeJ:, and theflow of hinguagewhich, 
even as a child, was ever at command to express. his argu
ments. In.person, with tj. oommariding brow, his coUn.temince 
was an exaggeration of ~hat of his father;_ austere ev~n to 

. harshness; and grave even .to melancholy. . . . . 
. A learned man, who had" guided his early studies, .struck 

by _his- acut~ness and· his powers of rapid attainment, .had; 
after. much difficulty, persuaded his father to -send liim to a 
public school. This decision cost Mrs. Falcone£ great sorrow, 
who pelieved a public school was a place of much wickedness 
and cruelty.· Her fears and anxiety were, however, un
necessary, for her son was at once placed in a position in the . 
sc_hool which ~xempted him from· the serVitude which, she 

· dreaded, while a -very short time 'el;tpsed before, even with 
so many competitors, his singular powers began to be remarked 
and admired: · · . ·.. . • . · ' 

·His -success at sqhool secured for him the University. ; He 
was ahvays'thefavouri~e son of his father,.thorigh that feeling 
on the part of the parent was_never acknowledged or evinced . 

.. Secretly, however, the elder ;Falconet .began to muse over the 
future of ;thili! gifted child, and indulge in dreams, which he 
never communicated'to' his wife; . It was agreed, in due course, 
that Joseph sh~ulci study,for. the 'Bar; havfug left the Uni-
versity in~a.blazepf glory as Senior Wrangler, and recognized 
as the unrivalled orator oLits mimic-Parliament. 

Alld what w~re.the dreams'of the yobth hinisel£1. Had he 
any 1 Though of an eager and earnest temperament,. his 
imagination was lhn1tecr, "and quite· <i(n;iscious o£ his pow(lrs, 
being;. indoo~, somewhat arrogant. and peremptory, aspii:ed 
only to' devote .them to accomplishing those objects ·~hi:qh;;. 

. . . . . . . '{· . ,. . 
from his cradle, he had been taught were the greatest,· and~the· .. 

. only ~nes,- irhich could or should occupy th~ energies ohr1an: . ·' 
. · :Fiqn.in his'Jaitll:'in.an ag~ of dissolving creeds;·lie'wished'·-.· 

··.":. 
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to believe that he was the man ordained to vindicate the 
sublime cause of religious truth. With these ardent hopes, 
he had renounced the suggestion which he had once favoured 
of taking Orders. It was as the lay champion of the Church 
that he ·desfred to act, and believed .that in such a position 
his influence would be infinitely greater than in that of a clergy
man whatever his repute. The career of Mr. Wilberforce. 
ever before the eyes of the domestic circle in which he inoved, 
doubtless much influenced him. It certainly did his father, 
for the secret· scheme of the elder Falconet over which he 
mused alone was to obtain a seat in Parliament for his son. 

No easy matter in these days, when men think themselves' 
fortunate to reach the House of Commons with a grey or a 
bald head. And yet men of influence by pondering over an 
affair generally strike fire at last. If they be not men of 
influence the luminous particle generally will not appear 
and they are called visionaries, crotchety, or adventurers. 

CHAPTER II. 

The house of Falconet held a mortgage on the West Indian 
property of a noble lord, who was also a Minister of State. 
It was not in itself a good security, but the noble lord possessed 
ample property of a more substantia;} character, and so the 
firm was safe. The firm had taken a leading part in that 
abolition of West Indian slavery which had seriously reduced 
the value of the property in question. Whether the memory. 
of this·fact entailed some remorse, or whether they were in
fluenced by the,recollection of happier times, when, for a long 
series of years, they had been the agents of the noble lord, 
and had received in consequence a considerable income in 
the shape of commissions and interest on advances, there is 
no doubt that the existing rela~ions between the peer and his 
former factors were always friendly, and, on the part of the 
commercial firm, frequently obliging. 

Now this nobleJord was so fortunate as to have an interest 
in a borough which his opponents always denounced as a 
nomination borough, though in truth he had no prop~rty 
whatever in it and could not command a single vote. But he 
and his wife, being wise and good people, were very civil and 
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courteous to. the inhabitants of this borough, i\v.hich reached 
almost to their park gates ; • gave them e_very year, .a : ball 
or two, went to theirs, asked them to. shooting-parties, _ 
·subscrib_ed to their charities, presided over .their meetings, 
religious and horticultural; supplied all.the ·wants of the great 
house from the b~rough instead of froni. co-operative stores
and so the lord and lady _were what is called " adored," and 
the borough always asked leave to return their sons or nephews 
to Parliam~nt. 
-;It seems that the son and heir-apparent of the noble lord, 

who was at present member for this grateful community, had 
. thought fit to change his politics-what are calle'd the family 
-politics-,-a great' sin, and being a gentleman ·of honour and 
spirit, nothing would content him but making this known in 
au .. address .unnecessarily offensive, and then resigmng his _ 
seat. · Mr. Falconet, through the solicitor of the noble lord, 
had been aware of all this some time .!Jefore it was publicly 
known, anp_ had let the noble patron of the ·borough become 
aware that if it could be arranged that his son Joseph could 
succeed to the representation he·should not only be singularly 
grateful, but should be very happy to prove that his gratitude 
was not shadowy, -but of a substantial character; and so it . 
came·-about that Mr. Falconet and his son were invited to 

. spend the Whitsun week at the great house, and apublic meet 
ing in the borough,' on the revival ofthe.slave trade in th~Red 
Sea;_ having been arranged, Mr. Joseph Toplady Falconet 
had the opportunity of making a ·speech, which literally 

. electrified the audience. The speech, indeed, became not 
only famous in the place where it was delivered, it was reported 
ill ,the London papers, and leading article~ were written, 
attesting its commanding eloquence, and announCirjg the 
advent of a .new and powerful candidate for the honours of 
publicdife: "True it was that it subsequently appeared-that 
there had· been no revival of the slaveotrade in the Red Sea, 
btit that the misapprehension had occurred from a mistake in 
the telegraph, manipulated .by a functionary suffering from a 
coup de soleil or delirium tremens. But thjs did not signify 
and· ·made no difference whatever in the eloquence of,Mr. 
J;os~ph.Toplady Falconet, or the result which that eloqu~nce 

. was.to accomplish; ' ,. -
.. There was. a di:ri.ner. to be , given at"·" .t,he Common " to 

,";.I 
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celebrate the return of Joseph. There was a good deal of 
mystery about this coming event; some little hesitation for 
some time, and then immense prepar11tions. The truth 
is Mr. Falconet had conceived the idea of asking the noble 
lord to be his guest on the occasion, and it was a long time 
before he could induce Mrs. ;Falconet even to comprehend his . 
purpose, much less to sanction or encourage it. The Falconet 
gave many dinner-parties, but their guests were always their 
own family or intimate connexions, or persons who entirely 
sympathised with their chief thoughts and pursuits. In 
short, their banquets generally led to some religious ceremony, 
and were always accompanied by psalmody. Though he 
regretted the necessity, Mr. Falconet felt that it was possible 
his noble guest was scarcely accustomed to such pious prac
tices, and as the noble lord would be the only one present who 
was unused to them, he could not but feel that a due con
sideration of all the circumstances might justify him in this 
instance of finding refuge in a compromise by a grace, both 
before and after the meal, of unusual length. · 

At length all was settled, the invitation was accepted and 
the day was fixed. It was a fine summer afternoon, and the 
noble guest asked permission to arrive an hour before dinner 
so that he might " enjoy the country a little and see their· 
pla-ce." All were a little uneasy, and some were quite frigh
tened, but Mr. Falconet himself felt he must make an effort 
and his demeanour was outwardly calm. But there was not 
the slightest necessity for this embarrassment. The noble 
lord was the personification of tact and polished sympathy. 
His eyes smiled with gentle kindness when he was presented 
to Mrs. Falconet, and his general bow was so skilful that 
everyone appropriated it to him or herself. He was almost 
enthusiastic about the Common, which, it seems, he had seen 
for the first time, and said it was worthy of As You-Like Ii. 
He much praised the•conifers in the private grounds, and 
intimated he had never seen ·any so fine; though the truth 
was he was himself unfortunately lord of the most rare and 
extensive arboretum in England. ··He visited several of the 
glasshouses and hinted that there could be few in England 
equal to them, though he had at home acres of these structures 
which he had unhappily inherited, and which it cost him 
annually thousands to maintain. 
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The dinner was quite a family party. Three married: 
daughters and their husba:p.d~.were present; .the two sons in . 
the business and the youn,g l~dies to .whom they were engaged; 
two _unmarried daughters; the clergyman brother, who had 
trav(:lllfld all night to be there, and was to return at dawn so 
that he might,assist at a Bible Class, from :which he never had.
been absent. Of course, the newM.P. was there, and the only 
chiJd away was the sailor, but then, as a compensatiop, Mrs, 
Falconet had just received from him a letter on very thin 
paper and c_rossed;, and which gave a most animated acco:Unt. 
of the capture by his veSsel of one. of the li19s(terrific slavers 
in the Bight of Benin. She wished their noble. guest to read 

. this epistle, which he took wit}! much courtesy, an<} then . 
. glancing at it~:~·calligra;Phy with a somewh!i:t humorous expres

sion put the letter in his pocket, saying he should like to show 
it to the Secretary of State., . 

The dinner. was, of course, too ell!-borate; and much too long. 
The dessert itself lasted as long as a dinner ordinarily ought 

·to do, but nothing would .satisfy Mr. Falco:p.et, on· these. 
occasions, but a procession· of all his wondrous fniits--,-golden 

. pines.;of vast shape, green melbps like gigaqtic emeralds, 
rare figs of all sizes and cOlours, arid bananas which inform and . 
. flavour beat .Egypt. Indeed he had o.n this occasion some 

·. from that sultry Jarid handed round; in order· to prove the 
· pre-eni~nence of Clapham ,Commo:n. / 

v· The .,evening was short and· wen~ off ptet~y well. The 
young ladies 0 had sweet voices and were . skilful niusicans .. 
They did sing some psalms, but his lordship did iwt find it 

.out .. · He. sa,_~. o:n asqfa ill._ the ev(;lning petween .Mr. and Mrs. ;; 
· .Falconet, Joseph Toplady on a chair opposite t9 them; looking .
earnest and rather· grim. They discussed his .new life in the 

.. ·. Ho~se of Co:rrimoi:).s; .and Joseph took the opportunity of re-; . 
. . . marking that he had received sofue ne_'\Y information resp~ct~ 

ing the save trade in. the :ged Sea.and ~hought of bringing the. 
matter forward. " I think Iwi:rq.ld leave the. Red Sea alone," 
said the E~rl. " It was.;;, Ifi~acle that saved _us from being 
drowned in it before." · · · .:. ··:< · .. · . ·_ .:. . i :' ,·, 

.. 

Mrs. Falconet. looked· grave?~~:iJ.d: her hrisband qilickly 
turn~d the conversation byremarking th!)-t.there was~eat 
difficul~y in settling thehil:bitatioii ofJ()fiephriow that he ha!l 
become a· Parliament inari. He wished to live;at .home, but • .. . ' ·.J-: ~ . .• . . "'( .. 

. , 
.,,. ,.t; .. ;. . ·~ 
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that seemed incompatible in .the lon~-run with the late ho'urs 
of the House of Commons. · ~ 

" When I was a young man," said the Earl, " I had to rough 
it, for I started as a cadet with no great allowance and with 
little prospect of my inheritance. I found the Albany a very 
suitable place for a young man, convenient and inexpensive, 
Why not try the Albany ~" 

" We had hoped," said Mrs. Falconet, " that Joseph might 
have found an abode with some serious family." 

"Ah !" said the Earl, "I fear. that serious families are 
rarer than they were in Westminster, and he must not be too 
far from the House. And now I will say Good-night. I 
have ·enjoyed myself greatly, and I only wish I had asked 
permission to bring Lady Bertram w-ith me." 

CHAPTER III. 
There are few things more striking than arriving in the Port 

of London on a Sunday and then proceeding to some distant 
hotel. . An enormous and illimitable city stretches out before 
you, apparently without an inhabitant. The windows are 
closed, the shops shuttered up, and in mighty thoroughfar~, 
groaning on week-days with the weight of wains and carts and 
carriages, and streaming with population, perhaps the hansom 
cab that you have been fortunate enough to secure when you 
disembarked is the only vehicle visible~and no voice is heard 
except perhaps your OWn giving. unintelligible directions to 
some obstinate or silently supercilious driver. 

In the present case, however, the individual who had 
secured the cab had a companion, for when they had land~d 
he had courteously offered a seat in his vehicle to one whose 
acquaintance he had only made during a short voyage, but 
whose conversation and manner had interested him. 

" There is nothing to me so striking and so unexpected as 
this appearance of London," said his guest. " I came here with 
the persuasion that the English were rapidly renouncing, not 
only their own religion, but the religious principle altogether, 
and I find a scene which, for the cessation of labour, could only 
have been equalled in old Jerusalem." 

" Manners and customs outlive superstitions," said his 
II. . 49 ~ 
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companion, a ~an who, if he .had lost his youth, 'was in, the 
prime of middle age-'--of mjddle stature, still slender, with an 
inscr_utable countenance,. for the colour of his .eyes seemed to 
change while he spoke. On the whole, it might be described 
as a compact face, the features regular but inclined to delicacy; 
the brow- square and the mouth ·resolute. In. these. days 
costume is little guide to a man's station, except to the very 
practised, and after a voyage the most fashionable and fas
tidious are somewhat soiled and shattered. Nevertheless, it 
would be at once felt that the manner -of this person was high
-bred; natural, easy, and yet dignified. 

"I do not disapprove of the Sabbatarian institu'tion," said 
his companion; "on the contrary; I approve of it. It was a 
step in the right direction. · It sec-ured repose for one day in 
the .week. True religi-on would secure repose fore very day." 

· "That would be the Kingdom of Heaven;'' said his com
panion:, " with, which you were just saying these English people 
were not so content as in old days." 
. "When we were talking together on deck, "replied the other, 
"I told you that I was a missionary, and I saw that you des
pised me, though you were too polite to expres~ such a senti
:inent. I am a missionary, and of a faith held by many 
-millions. It will some day, arid perhaps sooner than is gener
ally. credited, be professed by all, and t:V,en there will be an 
end of all our troubles. I am a sul?j()ct' of Her Majesty and an 
inhabitant of Ceylon. I have heard milch of late of the decay 
.'of 'faith in England, and the evil consequences which may . 
ensue froin this. Being independent, and long edl1catecr in 
these high matters, I resolved to visit Europe, and especially 
England, and see whether steps might not advantag~ously · 
b'e taken to advance the great remedy which can alone cure 
the evils of the human race." ' " · 

''And establish_the Nirvana?" sa1d his companion with a 
scrutinising glance. · • 

· " I see you are not altogether unacquainted with the truth." 
"I ain myself in favour of a Sabbath of seven days," said 

his companion, " ofa real Nirvana, but my perpetual SabJ:mth 
can only be celebrated in a City ofthe.dead~" :, · _:;, .. c '": • 

" Death is only happiness, ifuriderstood;'' said the Buddhist 
" We are at your hotel.·. This is Bla<?kfriars,_ · Caur_I be of 

service to you ? Have you friends ?" · ·· 
'·. "/,_ );..: -~~(~ 

_ ...... · 
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"I hav~ a private letter to my banker, besides my letter 
of credit, and I am assured he will take care of me. Falconet 
and Co.-they are eminent, I understand. Do- you know 
them~" 

"No," replied the other carelessly, "but bankexs, if you 
have a good letter of credit, are generally obliging. What 
is your name ~" 

" My name is Kusinara-and yours ? " 
"I have no name," said the unknown. 

CHAPTER IV. 

The receptions of Lady Bertram were distinguished; almost 
amounted to being celebrated. An illustrious foreigner, for 
example, after the Thames Tunnel and the Crystal Palace, 
noted among his agenda, during his London visit, the oppor
tunity, if possible, of making his bow to that great lady. 
Invitations were not a matter of course even to her own 
political friends, and murmurs were not infrequently heard by 
expecting, but. omitted, guests that their room seemed to be 
occupied by'" the other side." No individuals, however, 
foreign or domestic, experienceu any difficulty in entering 
her saloons, provided they were famous or even eminent, and 
provided they properly appreciated the transcendent qualities 
of their hostess. 

Claribel, Countess Bertram, was a very young widow when 
she cohsented to become the second wife of her present hus
band. Herself a member of one of . our most ancient and 
noblest families; beautiful, highly jointured, and with an 
only child who was a great heiress, if the world did not exactly 
e~press their wonder at her union with Lord. Bertram, they 
still, with frequent kindness, would observe that he was the, 
most fortunate of men.• But Lord Bertram was one of those 
who understand women, and he was a favourite with them. 

Tall, pale, and somewhat fragile, but of a distinguished 
mien,·her large dark eyes full of inscrutable meaning; while 
a profvsionof rich brown hair, all her own, veiled in a straight 
line her well-moulded brow, and s~aded with rich masses her 
oval cheeks, Claribel received her guests; her voice low, but 
musical, and quite distinct, though she scarcely condescended 
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·to raise it beyond a whisper. She listened, rather than 
conversed, but could seem deeply, or what is styled intensely, 
interested with her companion, and generally herself summed. 
up with an epigram, or what sounded as such. Then the 
favoured guest might retire, and record the .words of wit 
and wisdom in his journal, if he kept one. .· . 

It was amusing, unobserved, to watch the various modes 
with which she welcomed her guests. Generally speaking, 

' the mass, of either sex, passed by her absolutely in fear and 
trembling. The beautiful head, grave almost to sadness, 
with a slight touch of 9elestial pride in the recognition, just 
divinely inclined itself; · but occasionally her countenance 
became animated, a phosphoric flame shot forth from those 
eyesof Olympian repose, and she held forth the most beautiful 
hand in the world for them to touch, and evento press. These 
favourites were almost always men: statesmen of both sides,· 
who habitually cons11lted ·her,. neological professors from· 
foreign Universities, or wild Radical-poets, who found occasion, 
notwithstanding their screaming. odes to -coming men and 
coming .times, privately to indite impassioned sonnets to the 
queen of beauty, of fashion; and of genius. · 

With her own sex she was courteou~, hut r'arely cordial, 
,except with some young ladies who were her worshippers and 
certainly except .with her own family, whom she ·.habitually 
welcomed with a comtly eml:n;a_ce. -It was a divine con
descension, and meant to intimate, what she was in the habit 
of asserting, that there was no family in the peerage which, 
for blood' and. historical achievement, could for a moment be· 
classed with her own. 1 

The daughter of ~Lady Bertram, the Lady Ermyntrude, 
had just beeri presented, though young even for such an\ni; 
tiation.- Her future was a subject of. frequent discussi~n 
in what is called "society." Whom she would marry

1 
~;p.d 

when she would marry 1 Large quef3tio~s-and then there 
were some who fancied she would never marry, and why ? 
Because she was eccentric.· Eccentric in what .I :Well, they 
say, she- hai,l ideas of her own. That is certai~lyj:~~:i9:Us. 
To-night, it m~ght have been expected, that she ·w~~l~~rave .· 

·.been by the s1de of her mother, as Lady Bertrall'\c.~~:~t!v_ed,:;~ 
her guests; but Lady Ermyntrude had an instincti v:~"'f~eling :;"'t 
that. Lady Bertram was not· particularly anxi.<?usJf'&r~ hef:_, i' 

~~ ;··." 
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contiguous presence, and she found it more amusing to move 
in her own orbit-but not unattended. There was a German 
lady, Fraulein von Weimar, who was her official and insepar
able companion, and generally one of her guardians; a Bishop 
_of captivating gifts, sufficiently serious yet of a lusory mind, 
a prelate who ever remembered how much the Church owed to 
holy women, contrived to hover round her, and was usually 
welcomed and encouraged by her smile. 

It must not be supposed, however, that Lady Bertram was 
not a devoted mother. She was a perfect parent-in theory. 
She wished her daughter to have every advantage and enjoy 
every delight that was alike proper and practicable, only she 
was too much interested about herself to be able to spare any 
time to carry her theories into. practice. Fortunately she 
had become acquainted with Fraulein von Weimar, who had 
gained her confidence and her heart by her appreciation of 
Lady Bertra.m's genius and her wondering recog!lition of Lady 
Bertram's resistless influence over men. This last ascendant 
power, however, was of so fascinating a character and it 
absorbed the life· of Claribel to such a degree that, in due 
course, she found it was impossible to spare any l:onger any 
portion of her existence even to the sweet tongue and subtle 
mind of Fraulein von Weimar. So, after some scenes and 

. much unnecessary diplomacy on both sides, this lady became 
the guide, the preceptress, and inseparable companion of the 
Lady Ermyntrude. . 

Her pupil had not the lustrous beauty of her mother, and 
yet her appearance was hardly less striking. She had, a 
beautiful figure: rare to see anyone more shapely, and she 
moved as if she were conscious of her symmetry. Her coun
tenance was delicate, aquiline, with grey eyes, but there was 
a want of mobility about her features, and it seemed doubtful · 
whether their habitual expression were a simper or a sneer. 
Fraulein, although ve~ few years older than Lady Ermyn
trude, had the mien and carriage of a matured woman. She 
was rather under the middle size, and her stature was scarcely 
redeemed by grace, but she had a bright complexion, beautiful 
teeth, a commanding brow, and a large blue eye of searching 
power. 

It was rather late in the evening; Lord Bertram, who, at 
its commencement, as was his custom, had assisted his wife 

(,.i 
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in the reception of her guests, and then wandered about the 
crowded saloons talking with those he wished or cared to. 
meet, hail quietly stoleri away to his red boxes. The rooms 
were still full, though thinner. Mr. Chatterley was standing 
by the side of Lady Bertram. He was one ol' the favoured, 
though never welcomed with enthusiasm, and sometimes 
scarcely treated with consideration. He was Lady Bertram's 
man of letters and, as he flattered himself, the only.one of his 
class really in society. His ·chief business was to carry to her 
gossip, .and to take care that'she was properly worshipped in 
the lettered world. Servile to her and adulatory, .he vindi
cated his independence by his arrogance in the inferior· circles 
which he sometimes deigned to re-enter, and where his quota
tion of great personages made his conversation somewhat 
resemble the columns of the Conrt Circula1., 

" Lady Ermyntrude is looking charming to-night," observed 
Mr. Chatterley. · 

" Dearest Ermyntrude !"exclaimed her maina. 
"She has just had a joust with the. Bishop," said M1'. 

Chatterley," and I do not think had the wcirst of it." 
" Indeed," murmured Lady Bertram, with a vacant look 

"Have you no news to give me to-night ?" She could not 
for a moment suppose. that Mi:. Chatterley· had ventured to 
stop by her side merely to praise her daughter. 

"All the world is talking of. young Mi:. Falconet's speech," 
said Mr. Chatterley. ·. · 

"Yes; he. seems a considerable person. He dined here to
day." 

''I am told he is a great admirer of Lady Bertram," said 
Mr. Chatterley. · · • · , 

"He .kn_ows very little of me," saidthe lady, tryin~ t,1JYeii 
her CUriOSity. . . "' 

!' He knows what all know, and feels what alifeel, who have 
. the honour and delight of Lady Bt)rtiam's acquainta~C()i 

onl;v what we feel or know goes for nothing; .we alas! who are 
not orators, or poets and statesmen." 

"What did he say?" said Lady Bertram in a hushed"voice. 
·But befor~ he could ans.wer, he was obliged to r:~Jire, for 

a young man quickly and unceremoniously: app~oll;c~e.·and 
addressed Lady Bertram. · . r?.J.,~· 
. He was handsome; the highest order of Ei:!glish beauty,; . . . . . -~ ~t- . , 

. _*/;~~" ~- . 

... •;:, 
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the Norman tempered by the Saxon; his complexion bright, 
his dark blue eye delicately arched, regular features, the upper 
lip short, and with hyacinthine locks of auburn hair. 

" I thought I was not to see you to~ night, Gaston," said the 
lady of the house. .. 

"Well, I do not know whether I ought to be here. I have 
not been exactly cut by some of your friends, but they were 
rather queer.. I suppose being in my father's house they could 
scarcely refrain from noticing me." 

.''I have made the acquaintance of your successor," mur
mured Lady Bertram. " He dined here. · I have had much 
conversation with him." 

" Ah ! " said Lord Gaston. " Then I suppose you are in 
an orthodox mood." 

" The English are essentially a religious people," said Lady 
Bertram .. 

" You did not think so the last time we talked about these 
matters." 

" I think I might now sit down," said Lady Bertram, as if 
his words had not reached her; and she took his arm before 
even it could be offered, and they were soon seated on a sofa. 

"This Mr. Falconet is an extraordinary man," said Lady 
Bertram. "I never knew anyone so eloquent. He talks, 
of course, too much, but that will wear off. I am sorry now 
that you left Parliament." 

"I am not. Parliaments are worn out.'' 
"But you say that of everything," said Lady Bertram. 
"And it is true of everything; but of the whole affair 

nothing is so exhausted as the human race itself." 
" But what, then, is to happen ?" inquired Lady Bertram. 
/'Many things may happen. I do not suppose that because 

man is worn out even this little planet which we call ours has 
not yet some future. The mistake which our self-conceit has 
always made has been-to suppose that this planet was made 
for man. Th~re never was any foundation for such a belief, 
and now we know it is mere folly. The fact is that man has 
really never very much taken to this globe. And no wonder. 
It clearly was never intended for him. It consists of more 
water than land, and of that land a great portion is uninhabi
table desert. Look at the miserable amount of population 
that, after .millions of years, he has just contrived to pro-

r ;, .r . . , 
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create ! Scarcely equal' to ~the SI\Mvn of a shoal of her~. 
rings." 

"Then .you think the world was made for herrfr!gs 1". 
sweetly whispered Lady Bertrami ·· . . 

" i cannot tell 'What it was made for, but I think i can tell 
what it was not made for.'' 

" Then you can have no interest iil life 1" 
"Yes; I have in you~"·· . · . 
" If you begin talking nonsense I will go ·and fetch my lord," 
" I suppose it is only Mr: Falconet who may .talk nonsense." 

. " l\1r. Falconet; has none . but · the most exalted ideas. 
His life is dev:oted to the vindication and the triumph of 
religious truth." ·· 

" I am also capable of devotion,'' said Lord Gaston, " and 
· that is to ·the happiness ;oLmy•species. For that reason I 
wish it to become extinct.'' .. · . · . . · 

Two young ladieS' with very long trains bowed to Lady 
Bertram from a distance and kissed their hands. ·" I inust 
say a word to them," she. said, as she .returned their salute. 
"You do not mind 1" · · 

"No, I like them both. .They ,have more sense than half 
the girls I know." 

The ladies approached, "I was so s<;~rry, Lady Bertram," 
said one of .them, ''not to meet Professor o:Galaxy here to
night. We were at his lecture to~day at the Royal, and I 
wanted so much to ask him a question.. I see my way so far 
. as Protoplasm Clearly; but there I stop. · I think we ought to 
.be satisfied; 'but Blaiwhe De Grey says, No; that will not 
satisfy her; she must go further." · · . 

" If Lady Blanche goes f.urther she wi.ll not get rid of her 
difficulties," said .Lord Gaston. · · · · ··t} 

·' 
.CHAPTER V. • ... 

' Though in the formation of our character the influence of 
·: individuals cannot be doubted or denied, nevertheless:there 
. ' are some persons born with a predisposition so strong that it is:' 

.. · difficult to believe that; under any circumstances, that native 
·veifnvould not hiwe asserted itselt Lord Gaston was of thiS 
.kind ind .class/_: E'ver:i as a child he was 'inquisitive, sceptic~!;. ' 
and eooentric;·dqin~ tl:tihgswhich were forbidd~?· or, if too 

i . ' . :· . .·· '' ' '. '' ·r;' . ·. 
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original to have been contemplated, anticipated by the censure 
of others, when done, disapproved. He had the awkward habit 
of asking questions which could not be easily answered, and 
expressing opinions which perplexed arid sometimes shocked. 
Nevertheless he was a favourite, and at. first universally so; 
and this was owing to two causes-his good loo~s and his good 
temper. Nothing could disturb the last, and his first glance 
fascinated. Still it was a lamentable fact that; in the long 
run, he could not, as the phrase goes, "get on" with anybody. 
At a great public school he was soon idolised, but it ended by 
the authorities privately communicating with his father that 
they thought, on the whole, it would be advantageous that his 
son should be withdrawn from their control. Not that he 
ever did anything disgraceful, mean, or ignominious, or even 
committed violent or rebellious acts, but he was in the habit of 
circulating opinions which injuriously affected the discipline 
of the school; was in theha bit of reading and ad vising others 
to read books which, while affecting to be philosophical,· 
could not for a moment be tolerated, as tending, in the opinion 
of the masters, to the destruction ·of morals .and religion. 
What, however, brought affairs to a crisis was a motion which 
he made in the boy's debating society condemning the system 
of public education. Had he not been the son of a great 
noble, who himself in his day had been one of the bright 
ornaments of theirinstitution, he would probably have been 
expelled, but, as it was, he surrendered and marched out with 
all the honours of war. 

Lord Bertram was such a complete man of the world that 
j:le resolved never to quarrel with his son, and he endeavoured 
by indirect means to guide him in the rightpath and counter- · 
act these evil tendencies. He thought Oxford would remov~ · 
them, and he sent him there at ail unusually early age. But 
the Oxford of Gaston was no longer the Oxford of his father, 
and Lord Bertram, whe had many things to think about, was 
not sufficiently aware of this. A spirit almost as inquisitive 
as that which influenced his .son had begun to ·pervade the 
great University, and it unfortunately happened that the head 
of the house of which Gaston had become a member was one 
of those distinguished divines who do not believe in divinity. 
Of this Socrates he soon became the favourite pupil, and, 
considering his rank, his fine looks, his fine temper, and .. the 
~ . ~* . 
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reputatiqn for·talelits which was soon circulated about and 
,easily· and eagerly· accepted, Oxford came to believe that it· 
cherished in its bosom one who in due season would become 
its-most brillia_nt ornament and its shining light. 

Nevertheless, when he had exhausted all' the nebulous 
interpretations of his master, which would prove that things, 
though entirely profane, were yet essentially sacred, Gaston 
engaged in ·a controversy on the origin of evil which terminated 
by. his somewhat abruptly quitting his Alma Mater and in
forming his father that he should not return to Oxford;- w,}lich 
he looked upon as a nest c;>f sacerdotal hypocrisy. · 

This was- a great disappointment to Lord Bertram, who, 
however, was a man never without resource, and Lord .Gaston 
was soon gazetted as an attache to one of our most important 
Embassies. T-his seemed a' successful arrangement .. Nobody 
could be niore. popular than Lord 'Gaston ill his new world. 
All the great ladies were enchanted with him and invited him 

·.'to their tea-parties. He was called the handsome. English-. 
man; and -then he was so_kind and obliging; too.· ·He was as 
good:natured as he was beautrlu!. Apparently he· was well 
ple'ased with ,his new life: 'l WO years passed away and he 
never asked for leave of absence; though he wrote charming 
letters to his father, who read extracts from them sometimes 
to his colleagues, and sent .the m6st exquisite presents to 
Claribel, whom he· called Ma1pa: Unhappily, one- morning 
he appeared without notice at Bertram House, and ordered 
breakfast as calmly as if he never had left his home~ He bad 
travelled night and day, for he .had been ordered by the 
Government of the _country to leave it at au- hour's noti9e, 
some correspondence h1:wing been discove!ed between thenoble 
British:attache and-a revolutioniuyleader. A secret' commu
nication was made to Lord Bertram; ·.but it was the interest 
of all parties thatthe affair should· be hushed up .. 

"·There is riothirtg to be done for hilh nQw but to push him 
:- into :Parliament;" said his father. "If anything can ·get the 
_ nonsense out. of a man, it is the House of Commons:~t> · -

.The reader .will have seen that this last expedient had not 
_ been quite successfuL- Lord Bertram forgot his. annoyance 
. iii the. pressure of_ public ousiness,~and Lady Bertram found a 
substitute· for the sceptical confidences and teyolutio~ll,ry 

~ principles of her stepson, witli which she was begin_ning t? ._ 

'.\.. < 
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sympathise, in the unflinching orthodoxy and ultra-Conser" 
vatism of his Parliamentary successor, urged as they were by 
him with irresistible dialectics and a torrent of words which 
no improvisatore could excel, and to which Lady Bertram in 
veiled ecstasy listene·d as she would to a cataract in the Alps. 

On a certain day in every week it came to be understood that 
Mr. Joseph Toplady Falconet would probably be drinking a 
cup of tea at Bertram House and expounding his schemes of 
regeneration for a society which he was resolved to save, 
though he admitted its condition was somewhat desperate. 
He had already achieved success in the House of Commons,· 
where rapid success is difficult. Very shortly after his ep.
trance into that still fastidious and somewhat incredulous 
assembly he took up the Sabbatarian question, and the notice 
of his motion was received with contemptuous respect. But 
the feeling was far otherwise when they had listened to him. 
The old hands at once recognised that this was a man who 
would mount and looked forward with intere&t to the occasions 
when he might deliver himself on some practical subject and 
not on such moonshine as that with which he had favoured 
them. But here the old hands, as they often do, made a 
mistake. There was a great, though latent, fund of Reli
gionism in the House; much of it sincere, a large portion, nQ 
doubt, inspired by the constituencies; but the members who 
acknowledged these sentiment£~,· were, generally speaking, 
not of a class calculated to enthral listening Senates. They 
were respectable men, usually opulent, and their opinions on 
matters of trade and taxation always commanded deference, 
but they were quite incapable of grappling with the great 
questions that touch the convictions and consciences of nations, 
and they hailed with satisfaction a commanding expounder 
of opinions which in their hands they felt would have assumed 
a character of feebleness which they were persuaded was 
undeserved. These men, sitting on both sides of the House, 
rallied round Falconet. He gathered other allies. With all 
his abiliti~s and acquirements, Joseph Toplady Falconet was 
essentially a prig, and among prigs there is a freemas0nry 
which never fails. All the prigs spoke of him as of the coming 
man. 

Lady Bertram always returned from her daily drive at five 
o'clock, and she was always at home. There never had been 
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formal invitations, ·but the initiated came-a· small refined 
circle. There ~ere always a few ladies of great fashi;n, some~ 
times a Royal Duchess, an Ambassador, a dandy or two-: 
for Lady Bertram could even command dandies.,..:..and half a 
dozen oth(;lr men, native or foreign, but of E'uropean celebrity .. 
When it was in his power Falconet was there; but that was 
uncertain; for the House of Commons is a jealous mistress and 
will not grant success without. due attention. The greatest 
compliment you can pay to a woman is to give to heryour 
time, and it is the same with our Senate. . A man who is 

. always in his place becomes a sort .of favourite. -But there 
were other means of commtinication between Claribel and her. 
new prophet; books were mut_iially lent to each other, and 
every day there were letters exchanged: on her part, little 
em blazoned notes; on his, treatises, pamphlets, where every
thing was divided under heads and every question exhausted 
and settled. 

.. . 
CHAPTER VI. 

. ' ' The clubs, which, in their fanciful invention, are only in-
-ferior to the Arabian Nights' Entertainments; speculated much 
on the future of the Lady Ermyntrude.: Some thought her 
so matured in her mind arid: manner that she would marry 
immediately; others, on the contrary, held that she would 
hesitate for a long time before she decided; a third party -
ventured on an opinion th'at she would probably never marry 
at all. · - · 

The names of sonie persmis, however, were already intimated 
as the possible, or even probable, partners of her iife and for
tune. Gaston, from his comiexion with the lady, was always 

-the first mentioned, and yet his name was almost invaria_bly 
'dismissed as .that of a mail who haq no thought of marriltge~ 
·Then there was Lord Fitz-Alb. :He ~as supposed to have a 

very good chance, being the gr¢at -favourite of the Bishop, 
- and quite fit, though youthful, to. be a prelate hhriself. _ The 

Bishop was one of Lady Erinyntrude's guardians, who, it was 
understood; consulted him on. all occasions. Some thought 
that Hugo Bohrm would be the lucky' m~n. Heiresses, soi:ne-

, ;how or other, always seemed to like him; though somehow or 
• >.'other ~ve~tually they ha~ hlth~rtO rtever United their fat~ with 
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his. Hugo Bohun was an ostentatious pauper, and had a 
theory that rich women like to marry paupers, particularly 
if they were personages so comme il faut as himself. The know" 
ing ones on the whole backed Lord Warrener against the 
field. It was circulated that Lady Ermyntrude in one of her 
morning rides had more than once inquired whether Lord 
Warrener was in the Park, and seemed disappointed he was 
not at her side. 

Lord Warrerier was a good-looking, accomplished cosmo
politan. He ostentatiously announced, though, of ample 
estate, that he cared for nothing but money, but it was 
generally held that he would prefer obtaining it by a race or a· 
rubber rat.her than by the aid of an heiress, however wealthy 
or distinguished. 

There was a ball, and the Lady Ermyntrude had danced 
twice with HugoBohun; he had even attended her to the tea
room. 

"This is one of the happiest nights of my life," he said to 
her. "Do you know, I think it wonderfully kind of you to 
dance with such a miserable wretch as I am." 

"One·meets with so many happy people," said the Lady 
Ermyntrude, "I rather like sometimes to meet a miserable 
wretch." '"' 

"What other miserable wretch do you know except my-
self~" asked Hugo. · , 

"I know several wretches," replied the lady, " but I am 
not at all sure they are miserable wretches.'' 

"Well, what is your idea of a wretch ~" 
'" I think a man who is discontented with .his lot in life is a 

wretch." 
"Everybody is discontented with their lot in life." 
"I thought just now you said you were most happy.'' 
"So I am when I am with you." 
" Then, after all, yott are not a real wretch," said the lady~ 
" Do you think Gaston is.?" inquired Hugo. 
" His wretchedness is on so great a scale that it amounts 

to the sublime." 
"I'should think you were contented With your lot in life," 

said Hugo. 
"I have not yet considered that question so deeply as it 

deserves," said Lady Ermyntrude. "At present my thoughts 
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are limited to these walls and to the cotillon which I am now 
going to dance." 

" Alas ! not with me ? " 
"No," said Lady Ermyntnide, withdrawing her arm, and 

~ taking that of. Lord Warren~r, who at that moment joined 
her, and bowed. 

"No>-: I feel .this is the most miserable night nf my life," 
murmured Hugo. . · 

The lady, departing, looked over her shoulder and smiled. 

CHAPTER VII. 

One of the most important neighbours of Mr. Falconet died 
about this time. He was a German gentleman, and'lived at 
Lavender Hill in a mansion situated in unusua.llyample grounds 
for a villa residence, arid approached through lodges and by 
roads ingeniously winding. lVk Hartmann was a bachelor; 
the ·firm tt distinguished one-Hartmann Brothers. They 
were bankers· to more than one European potentate, and 
whenever any member of the Royal or Imperial families paid 
a vif>it to England they spared one day to be entertailled- at 
Lavender Hill with much ma-gnificence; banquets and balls 
in colossal tents, and ·au the bowers and groves of Lavender 
resonant with musicians and illumined- with many lamps of 
many colours. 
· It was understood that Mt. Hartmann had died very wealthy, 
and that the bulk of his large fortune had been bequeatheg· 
to his brother, who resided in a foreign capital. It was itill 
more interesting news when it began to be rather authori- __ 
tatively rumoured that in future England was to be the r.esi! 
deuce of the heir, and not only England but Lav~nder HiiL 

In due time, architects and builders and workmen arrived 
at the spot, _and it _-was said that great alterations were n1akiiig 
there,_ with that disregard for expense which became;:the 
proprietor of means so ample. Among other changes, 'it>was _ 
said that a library had arrived from Germany, iich andrare; 
and· which was to be housed in a new chamber. becoming such 
treasures. · - _·· 

lVIr. Falconet had great respect for the house C!f Ha~tmann 
Brothers, and took the_ eru;liE!st opportunity of~ personally 

' ... _ ! . . 
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paying his respects to the "newcomer. His anival among 
them was rendered not less interesting by the circumstance 
of his not being a bachelor. He was a widower, but with an 
only child, a daughter still in her teens, yet already, it was 
understood, recognized as the head of his establishment. 
The arrival of the Hartmanns, therefore, created no little 
excitement in the Falconet family, both among the sons- and 
the daughters. Especially was there no lack of speculation 
as to the character and appearance of Miss Hartmann. -

The first visit was made and returned, and the first impres
sion of their new neighbours on the Falconet family highly 
favourable. Mr. Hartmann was a man singularly calm, with 
an intellectual countenance; reserved; a little shy, perhaps, 
but not dull. As. for his. daughter Angela, all the young 
ladies fell immediately in love with her, and, after having 
walked twice round their OWn grounds with her, were quite 
prepared to vow eternal friendship. Their brothers were less 
vehement, restr~J.ined, perhaps, by their engagements to their 
sisters' coadjutors in the Bible class, but their glance-betrayed 
their appreciation of the -charms and manner of their new 
acquaintance. · 

Not that Angela Hartmann was an ideal beauty-a ·Phryne 
to be painted by Apelles or modelled by Praxiteles, or a 
Titian's Flora, or even a Madonna of Raffaelle; but there were 
a sweetness in her voice and a softness ·in her demeanour 
which at mice attracted, while, though the habitual expression 
of 'her mild cheek and pencilled brow was grave, it was, at 
the same time, not rigorous but sympathetic. Nevertheless, 
as time flowed on, the enthusiasm of the FaJconet family 1n 
her behalf, and especially of its female portion, abated. They 
embraced her when they me£, but they did not meet very 
often; they still much talked of her when she was not present, 
but amid varying comments and critic!sm there seemed a 
general agreement that they could not quite make her out. 
She had sweetly declined to assist them in their Bible classes· 
and had softly refused to teach at their Sunday schools. Sh~ 
was not uninterested in hymnology, but her songs of adoration 
were. different· from those in their orthodox collection. Miss 
Hartmann regularly attended D~vine service at their parish 
church, but unfortunately she was never accompanied by her 
father. This greatly disquieted 1\'Irs. FaJconet, who at first 
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wished Mr. Falconetto speak to h~m, and eventually did send 
him a sheaf of. tracts .. :Mr. Falconet, hqwever, though .as 
devout as his better half,' w11-s still, to a certain degree, a man 
of.the world, which truly every merchant must be, and he 
intimated to his wife that Mr. Hartmann was. probably a 
German philosopher; a difficult kind of animal in these matters 
.to deal with. "He was showing to me his library the other 
day," said Mr. Falconet,." and .there ·were . two portraits in 
it, very fine pictures; one was ofSpinoza, the other oLKant.' 

"Good gracious!" exclaimed Mrs. Falconet. . . 
·~'You need not be too much alarmed, my dear; for I said to 

him-I thought it just as:well t6 say. to him-' You have two 
advanced thinkers there, Mr. Hartmann."' 

" Yes," he replied, " I owe· them much; they did their work 
in their time, and I am grateful to'them, but I have long ceased 
to share their opinions." - • 

"I feel greatly relieved;" said l\1:rs. Falconet . 

. · It was a Bank holiday, and Mr. Hartmann was abs6r bed i~ 
a new work of a friend of·Schopenhauet which had just arrived, 
wheri, a visitor was announced.. He 'looked at the card which 
.his'servant. brought· in to him, and th~ spleen ·which, for a 
moment, was excited at beii:l,g disturbed vanished instantly 
as. he glanced at tl,J.e supers'cription: . · Sci the servant. was 
ordered to usher in the guest, and, there entereq the rooin the 
same gentleman who had pehaved kindly .a,t the,begign.iri.g 
of this history to the Indian who hiJ?-~ed on a Sunday at the 
Port of London. · · ' 

" My first • :visit to your . new ;home," sa,id the guest, " a 
pleasant quarter.:· · · . . . ··. , 

"I might ha:ve chosen a more pictutesque spot, and onti 
.. equaliyconvenient," saidMr. Hartmann, "but !passed my 

childhood here and had .a weakness here to close my life."' 
"'rhe local irifiuences are the strongest," said his compani<;m. ,· 

" It is almost vain to struggle against them, though th,ey are.·. 
ex_ceedi~ly'm.ischievous~ J seeyo~ha~e:an,ew boo¥-.. He has 
,al'so sent me a copy."· . . . . ·',<' _,<,, •.· . . . -.<. 

· "ldo not know that there)s :a'llytp:ip.g :n!Jw .in~~t," ·~~plied 
,. - -,, ... · -~ ,, . . . •. ' - . ~ 

·. :-.. ~--: 
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Mr. Hartmann, "but what is old to us is new to the world. 
He is one of the few men who can write on an abstruse subject 
with clearness." 

"They never really answer him," said the visitor. 
"So they call him a visionary," said Mr. Hartmann .. 
" A visionary ! " exclaimed his friend. " So are you a 

visionary; so am I; so was Mahomet; so was Columbus. If 
anything is to be really done in this world, it must be done by 
visionaries; men who see the future, and make the future 
because they see it. What I really feared about him was 
that he had the weakness of believing in politics, of supposing 
that the pessimism of the universe could be changed or eveu 
modified by human arrangements." 
· " I heard he was a Communist." 

"He might as well be a Liberal or a Conservative-mere 
jargon; different names for the same thing, You and I know 
that in attempting to terminate the misery of man, there is 
only one principle to recognize, and that is the destruction 
of the species. You and I hold the same tenets, and we 
desire the same end. We differ only in our estimate as to the 
time required; but that is of no import. You think that 
centuries must elapse before the ponsummation. I would 
fain believe our release and redemption were nearer; but you 
are a sedentary man, a man of books.- Action and some 
instinct liave taught me what you have derived from pondering 
'on your own observations and the thoughts of others .. All 
that is happening in the world appears to me to indicate a 
speedier catastrophe. These immense armies, these new
fangled armaments-what do they mean ~ In the Thirty 
Years' War they would have depopulated Europe. What 
commissariat can support these hosts 1 I trust more to the 
disease and famine of campaigns than to the slaughter of 
battles." 

"Remember what Conde said when he lost his best troops," 
remarked Mr. Hartmann. "One night at Paris will supply 
their place." 

" Ah ! but a night at Paris is different now from what it 
was in the days of the Condes. The French are the most 
civilized nation and the most sterile. ·.But, reverting to wluJ,t 
I was saying, there are indications of habitual· dearth in this 
globe which are encouraging." 
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"Surely these are ~comparatively slight ineans to· achieve 
such a resu)t a.s the total destruction, of the human species.,' 

"Not so slight as you may imagine. Besides, we must 
accept all means. Destruction in every form must be wel
comed .. If it be only the destruction of a class/it is a step in 

·the right direction. Society is formed~of classes, and it may 
be neceflsary to destroy it in detaiL" 

''What ·r fear will be the great .obstade to accomplishing 
our' end," s11id Hartmann, "to which, as you really know, I 
am not Jess devoted than yourself, is the religion of Europe, 
arid which has unhappily been colonially iritroduced into 
A.merica." 

" It has many assailants," said his companion . 
. ,, And in its time it has defeated .many assailants;'' replied 

Hartmann .. "I doubt wheth~r my neological countrymen 
will be more fortunate and effective than the French ency
clopredists." 

" Ah, but you do ~not sufficiently allow for the irifluence of 
science at the present day." . 

"Query, whether science was less influential at the end oft he 
eighteenth century than ·at the present moment. D' Alembert, 
and Diderot, ttnd Holbach (? Lamarque) were no mean au
thorities, and as fo_r mathematics,·. the French ·were always 

a supreme. No, the morel ponder over. this religious question, ' 
th~ more I am convinced that we shall never succeed in our 
mighty aim unless we contrive to enlist some religious faith 
in o,ur resources. _If it be true th,at the confidence of Europe 
and her colonies in their creed,s is falling away, cannot our 
principle of extermination be clothed in a celestial form?:' ' 

" Secure the future by destroying the present," said his 
companion musingly. 

''You know I have always had some views of this character,'' 
~aid Mr. H11rtmann, " but they are fresh m my mirid at this 
moment froni some conversations I hAve recently had with an . 
Indian gentleman, who has been visiting in this neighbourhood, · 
and whom I~ met at a house certainly not renowne~_for its 
philosophy. This Indian geritleman, a man of great cultru;e,, 
is fi'oin Ceylon.~ He is a Buddhist and a•self-appo!uted "miiF : 
sionary of that faith, which, if imbibed in itspure and.original: 
~pirit; would consummate our purpose." · · 

" I fancy I know your friend, ar;~.d have regretted. that ~he 
- - ' ~· ~ ·.. .. 
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pressure of affai~s has pre~ented me from cultivating his 
acquaintance. You are speaking, I am sure, of Kusinara. 
I came over from Rotterdam with him some little time. ago; 
a remarkable man." · 

"'Tis the same person," said Mr. Hartmann. 
" He might give lectures. Lectures are grains of mustard 

seed. Or, what would be better, we might give him a chapel, 
and let him celebrate, at the same time that he expounded his 
doctrine, the services of his sect. There must be among 
the Chinese about the Port of Loudon and other places the 
elements of a congregation. The English like a congregation. 
The moment there is a congregation, .they· think the affair 
practical." 

" There is no doubt," said his friend, " that if we could 
enlist the religious principle on our side, it might produce 
great effects. There is nothing to be compared to it in power 
except the influence of women-and they generally go togetJter. 
I once thought I had gained one of the greatest ladies in Europe 
to our creed; I gave, I might say, years to the effort and tra
velled thousands of miles. I should think nothing of going to 
the Brazils to-morrow were there a ·chance of enlisting the 
sympathies in our cause of any woman of influence. In these 
matters, they are stronger than armies." 

"Here comes my daughter," said :rYir. Hartmann. "She 
wants to give you some luncheon. She is not one .of those 
women who are ·stronger than armies, but she is a dear girl." 

CHAPTER IX. 

There was an assembly at Lady Clanmorne's, a poptilar 
person, a friend of Lothair. Lady Bertram was present, 
and moved about with the consciousness of her irresistible 
fascination. She had• received the homage of all the illus
trious who were present with a mystical glance from her soft 
rich eyes, and occasionally had deigned to breathe forth a 
sentence worthy of a. SibyL Then, as was rather her wont, 
she retired from the principal saloons, and seated herself alone 
on a sofa in a chamber less frequented, meditating on the 
variety of her charms and her magical influenpe over man
kind. Self-introspection was ever the delightful and inex-
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haustible pursuit of Claribel,- and she never closed these 
bewitching reveries without increased admiration· of her own 
idiosyncrasy. . · 

A gentleman approached her of' distinguished mien. He 
was young; but of matured youth; his fine countenance serene, 
but commanding; His costume, though simple, was effective, 
and, though he wore no rib'Qon, he.was dec6rated by a star in 
brillial).ts. · . . 

''Lady Bertram," he said; "I am commanded by Lady' 
Clanmorne to attend yo~ to the tea-room, where you will find 
Lady Clanmorne, who. particularly wishes to see you." 
_ Claribel a little lost her presence of mind. She did not know 
the envoy of her friend, and yet she ought to know everybody 
who was anybody.' And this, too, a stranger so distinguished L 
He seemed made to appreciate her. She was already-con
templating her irresistible influence over him, though certainly 
be~ore she commenced. her mystic cha:r:ms she would' have • 
liked to have known epctly who he was. But aspiring to 
control, she felt herself controlled. She rose and with a slight . 
bow took his offered arm. 

He gave her some tea·, observing Lady Clanmorne had not 
arrived, and then, without any·formal suggestion on his part, 
she found herself seated, ·and the stranger by her side. 

"·I owe Lady_ Clanm:orhe much," he said, " but am most 
grateful _to her for giving me this opportunity of speakirig to 
Lady ·Bertram." · · · 
· '' And why should you be grateful. for that ~ ;, murmured 
Claribel, with a glance of voluptuous penetration. · 

" Because it has been the object of my life that I might 
have the opportunity. of conversing with one of the most. 
gifted of women." . ' 

'' The most gifted woman, I fear, can do little~" 
" She can do everything." · · -
" There is much to be done;" replied Claribel mysteriously, . 

but as she really had nothing to suggest she only looked like 
a high priestess bound to betray no secrets of the initi3;ted. 

" Certainly there is much' to be done," sai.d the stra;riger. 
"Society is resolving itself into its original elements:" 'Its 
superficial order is the 'result of .habit, not of conviction. 
Everything is changing, and changing rapidly .. Creeds dis
ap~ear in a night.· As for political institutions; they ?ere all 
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challenged, and statesmen, conscious of what is at hand, are 
changing nations into armies." 

" What you say is true," said Lady Bertram moodily; 
and then she added with a subtle, knowing look, and in a 
cadenced whisper, "but is it the whole truth 1" 

"Those who know the· whole truth are the lords of the 
world," said, the stranger~ '' and it is because I feel that_ I am 
perhaps speaking to one of such Sovereigns that I hail this 

'night, which has given me the advantage of listening to her 
counsels." 

" We must think," said Lady Bertram. · 
"Pardon me, Madam, but I am mistaken, if you have not 

exhausted thought. There are thinkers, I know many~ not 
unequal to the times in which we move, but they are all of 
opinion that what we require now is not so much: further 
thought as a transcendent type of that thought alike to guide 
and inspire us." 

Claribel unfurled her fan and gracefully waved it. There 
was a gentle tumult in her frame which indicated an increased 
action of the heart, her cheek slightly glowed. It was deli
cious to hear, and, as she could not refrain from believing, 
from high authority, that her mission was to guide and inspire. 
She had been trying to do this all her life, but, not knowing 
the way, she had found it difficult to direct what path to follow, 
and instead of inspiring others she generally imbibed the last 
ideas which were infused into her. Now it was absolutely 
nece~sary to say something, and so she said in a tone of 
mystical decision, " It is impossible to resist one's destiny." 

" Impossible~and yours is a commanding one." 
" You were speaking of your friends and some peculiar views 

of theirs ¥" remarked Lady Bertram, vanity and curiosity 
combining in an effort to discover who were these unknown 
admire.rs of her consummate self. . 

" Their views are peculiar only because they are conscious, 
and have long been conscious, that the pretended principles 
upon which society is formed have ceased to exist, and that 
they,are merely conventional phrases which, for the moment, 
are convenient to employ." 

"We must resist conventionalism," observed Lady Bertram 
with much authority. 

" These are good tidings fro;m such lips," said the stranger 
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"It will give courage to tho~e who would extricate us from the 
blunders of ages." _ 

At this :t;noment, smiling, yet with an air of curiosity blended 
with her smiles, Lady Clanmorne entered the tea-room and 
approached Claribel. Her attendant, murmuring that he 
had now fulfilled his mission, rose, and, bowing to both ladies, 
left the room. -.. " 

" I am most anxious to know who is your friend. I saw you 
from a distance on his a~m," said Lady Clanmotne. " I 

. thought he must have come with one of- the Princes and yet 
I should have -remembered him had he been presented- to 

" me .. 
"He brought to me a message from you," said Lady Ber

tram,_ amazed,.~· and a rendezvous in thEi' tea-room." 
. "From me! Let us follow him!" 
The -two great ladies returned to the ball-room, but the 

- stranger was not there. They walked through the other 
sa,loons. He was not visible. Lady Clanmorne, describing · 
her urilpwwn guest, made inquiries about him of the atten- -
dants. They agreed that he had' just quitted the house. 
He was for a moment in the cloak-room, but there he had only 
figured as a number. There was a scribe in the hall making 
a catalogue of the guests. It seemed that the stranger had 
avoided·giving his name, and, as he was decorated with a 
diamond star, the scr!be thought all must be right. 

CHAI'TER X. 
In the meantime, Kusinara, the gentleman fr()m Ceylpn,

became very intimate with the Falconet family. He had 
been invited at once to Clapham, for his letter of credit als6 
announced that he was a man of considerable station and 
distinction. Mrs. Faloonet soon discovered that he was also 
half a Ch~istian, and resolved, that he should become a whole-' 
one. The expected neophyte was extrmnely ·docile, was 

· interested in all he heard, and if not at once a convert, was 
always a candid, and often an admiring, listener. ': - . 

-- ~ 
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Abercorn, Duchess of, ii, 576, 730, 

1310 
Abercorn, Duke (before 1868 Marquis) 

of, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 
(1866), ii, 179, 456; wishes Prince 
of Wales to visit Irebnd, ii, · 354; 
made an Irish Duke, ii, 414; 
original of Duke in Lothair, ii, 4 9 7, 
498; Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 
(1874), ii, 630, 631; invites ·D to 
Ireland, ii, 685; injury to eyes, ii, 
730; escorts B to House of Lords, 
ii, 1114; Irish policy, ii, 1381 

Abercromby, Speaker, i, 399, 403 
Aberdeen, Earl of, Foreign Secretary 

(1841), i, 515; restores friendly 
relations with France, i, 548, 554, 
557; foreign policy lacking in 
spirit, i, 572; complaisance to 
Hussia; i, 578; at Stowe with 
Hoyal party, i, 646, 64 7; Mazzini's 
letters, i, 7 0 9; supports Peel in 
modifying Corn Laws, i, 733, 735; 
his resignation regretted by Louis 
Philippe, i, 7 3 8 

On leadership of Protectionists, 
i, 955; Spanish marriages, i, 986; 
suggested fusion between him and 
Stanley, i, 1022, i023, 1062, 1089, 
1167; the Pacifico question, i, 1072, 
1075; sent for by the Queen, 
February, 1851, i, 1102,1111; super
intends Pcelite attack on D's 

December Budget, i, '1251; Prime 
Minister, i, 1290, 1291, 1337 ;foreign 
policy, i, 1300, 1303; Crimean War, 
i, 1333, 1334, 1339, 1340; attacked 
by D in the Press, i, 1315, 1337, 
1338, 1341, and in Parliament, i, 
1354; Papal aggression (1850-1), 
i, 1361; .resignation, i, 1373, 1374, 
1383, 1384, 1387 

Drifted into war, i, 1426; dis
gusted by Palmerston's foreign 
policy, i, 1447; recommends Queen 
to accept Derby's advice to· dis
solve, i, 1544; refuses to support 
attack on Derby Ministry in Oude 
debates (1858), i, 1545, 1547; ·his 
position in 1858, i, 1555; advises 
Gladstone to decline D's offers, i, 
1559; resists D's overtures, i, 1560, 

. 1561; death, ii, 37; Queen Victoria's · 
confidence in him, ii, 1339, 1406 

Abergavenny, Earl (after 1876 
Marquis) of, ii, 150, 524, 558, 1063, 
1114, 1262, 1421, 1493 

Abinger, Lord, i, 269, 281, 445 
Abyssinian Expedition, ii, 208, 302, 

303,305,383-386,428,473, 598, 599, 
629 

Acland, Sir Thomas, i, 484, 883 
A'Court, Colonel and' Captain, i, 209 
Acton, Lord, ii', 17, 931 
Adam, Sir Ffederick, i, 162 
Adam, W. P., ii, 727 
Adam~, Francis Charles, ii, 519 
Adderley, .Sir C., i, 1049, 1052, 1519; 
. ii,. 63, 162, 209, 722, 724, 727, 735, 

736, 1152 . 
Adelaide, Madame, i, 550, 556 
Adullamites, ii, 164, · 169, 175, 224, 

238, 242-244, 271, 282 
Advancement of Leaming, ii, 855 
Afghanistan, first Afghan War, i, 459; 

murder of British Envoy in Cabul, 
and destruction of Elphinstone's 
force (1842 ), i, 52 7, 530; D's speech 
on our frontier, i, 557, 558; Kauf
mann and Shcr Ali,ii, 749; question· 
of a representative at Ameer's 
Court, ii, 766, 767, 774 ;· second 
Afghan \Var, ii, 1241-1276; murder 

·of BrHjsh Envoy and· J\lfission at 
Cabul (1879), ii, 1350; measures to 
be taken, ii, 1351·1357; Candahar 
debate, ii, 1474-1477 

1551 
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Aoathon, i>261, 262 
Agricultural ·Holdings Bill, ii, 70.5, 

717, 731, 1371 . . . 
Ailesbury, Maria Marchioness of, ii, 

652, 68~ 970 . . 
Airlie, Countess of, ii, 1474.· 
Aix,i, 52 · . ,. 
Alabama question, ii, 51, 208, 310,· 

. 354,420-423,476-478,517-519,541, 
616, 747 

. Alarcos, i, 436, 458, 459, 462-464 
Albania, visit to, i, 162 
Albert, Prince Consort, marriage, and 

congratulation by Parliament, i, 
489; ·takes chair at Exeter Hall, i, 
490; at Stowe party, i, .647; sym
pathy with Lollis Philippe ·in exile, 
i, 994; and with movement· .for 
German unity, i, 1000; writes mem
oranda for the Queen; i, 1102, 1107, 
i115;givesDlong audience,i, 1187; 
his South Kensington scheme, and 
D's interest in it, i, 1218;1219; .his 
distrust of D and of Palmerston, i, 
1239; D's farewell to hini on leaving 

·office (1852), i, 1266; attacked by· 
press, j, 1346; ·D's opiniOn Of, i, 

- 1187, 1347; visit to Napoleon III. 
at Boulogne; i, 1362 · · · 

Visits ·Napoleon with Queen at 
Paris {1855), i, 1417; on Lord 

. Clanricarde, i, 1510; · opinion -of 
Derby Cabinet of 1858, i, 1519; 

. politeness to D, and D's opinion of 
hiS conversation, i, 1531; seeks D's 
aid on questions of prerogative, i, 

· 1571; more friendly with D, i, 1572, .. 
and has • endless conversation ' 
with him> i, 1589; on the 1859 
Reform Bill, i, 1605; visit with 
Queen to Germany, i, 1615; political 

.relations with Germany, i,- 1623; 
dislike of Napoleon III., i;' 1626; 
conversations with :0 on politics, 
ii, 2 9; death, ii; 3 7, 116; improves 
our ·relations ·with United 'States, 
ii, 62; influence in favour of Broad 
Church appointments in the Church, 
ii, 103, 399; relations -with D, ii, · 
115-117; D's posthumous praise of
him in Parliament and to ·the 
Queen, ii, 118, 119, 126-129 ;--in·-. 
fii1ence on politics. behind . the· 
scenes, ii, 1325 ;· Martin's Prince 
Consort, D's· interest ·in, ii, .. 694, 
1080, 1325 . . . . 

Aldborough, Lady, i, 237, 240;·419. 
Alexander, Emperor of Russia; Press 

on ·his disposition, i, 1403 ;·accepts 
. ' Allies'. terms after Cri111ean War" 

i, 1425; ·visit to London. (1874), 
, .'. ,;~;'754;76.6 ;festivities.:...::.D'sdescripc 

<'·tion•of. him; ii, 755, '756; visit to 
Berlin(·1875·)iii; 761; intervemis to. 
secure· peace,. ii, -7 61-.7 63; · Der.by 

· •questions his good faith,.ii, 94 7, 94 8.;· 
I presents'ultimatum· to Turkey, to 

save- Serhia, ii; 956-958 ;·pledges his 
·word to. British' Ambassa.dor about 
Co~tantino~le; di,>9.5B,; _threR.t .. of 

~ .... · .· •' . 

'war, ii, 965, 987., 997 ;·comes to an 
uilderstand.ing with · Austria at 
Reichstadt; ii, 987; seJ;J.dS special 
mission to European Courts, ii; 999; 
orders armies· to cross the ·Fruth, 
ii, '1003; sends personal assurances. 

', of his purity of motive hy Colonel: 
Wellesley, ii, 1045; return'message 

- to him.from-Queen and B, ii, 1045-
1049, 1082; reply to Queen's per
sonal telegram; ii; 10 92 ; . negotia
-tions with England, ii, 1164-1167; 
gives assurance· of no further ex
tenslon of Russian frontier in Asia· 

. tic Turkey;ii, 1169'; disregards Sher 
Ali's appeals for help, ii, 1273; his 
life attempted, ii; '1342 ;. meeting 
with Emperor . William, ii, 1359·; 
B ·on his assassination, ii;'1480 . 

Alford, Lady· Marian, i, 1498; ii, 15'4,, 
1261, 1%2; 1281· . ' 

Alfred, Prince, see Edinburgh 
Alice; Princ.ess, ii; 130,. 1271, 12n, 

1341, 1342 . 
Alington;· Lady, ii, 600, 978,.1041 
Alington, Loi'd (till 1876 Gerard 
· Sturt), i, 394; ii, 588, 600; 939, 1393 . 
Altnack's, i, 234, 256; ii; 579, 580 
Alphonso XII., King ·of Spain, ii, 

7 56-759 
Alps, i, 100-105. 
Alroy, i, 125, 185-204, 226, 240 
Alroy, David, i, 125· · . 
Althorp;V:iscount, i; 264, 357, 868 
Alvanley, Lord, 1, 292; 293 , · 
Amelie, Queen of t.he French, i; 550, 

556, 991, 992, 995 
Anastas:ius, i, 166, 412 
Andrassy, Count, Austrian· Foreign 

. Minister., ambiguous policy in 
Eastern Question, ii, ·884, 885, 887, 
906, 921, 924, 961; Andrassy note, 

.ii,-:·890; Berlin memorandum, ii, 
894, 895; subordination to Bis· 
marck; ii, 1058; negotiations before 

, Berlin,.ii, 1097, 1165; Berlin Con
gress, -ii, 1182, 1194, · 1195, '1198, 
1221; personal relations ·with B,. 
ii, 1188-1190, 1200,- 1239; resigna
tion, ii, 1334, 1349; Austro-German 
alliance, ii, 1363, 1365 

Anoela Pisani; ii, 1434 
Angeli, von, ii, 7 44, 1008 
Angl')rstein, Captain, i, 220, 259 
Anglesea, Marquis. of, i, 391 
Annual Register, ii, 480, 1268 
Anson, GeneraL George, i, ~54, 306, 

447, 64"1, 1487;ii, 759 
Anson, Mrs:, i; 254, 306, 447, 1487'; · 

.. ·ii,i59" . ' . 
Anti':corn Law: Association, i, 500; · 

and League, i, 500, 501, 540; 678, 
--731, 779,'7'81, 782; 917_, 1168, 1223 

Antonelli, Cardinal,.i, 1215 · 
Appleton, Messrs.; ii, 507 
,A.'pp_onyi, Count, i; 549, .1623, 1624, 
,, 1668;ii, 78,121 ,, • 
Apponyi,_Countess, ii, ·12-1 . 

·Appropriation Clause, i, 283; ii, 344, 
'\ 353 
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Arabi, U, 794, 1173 
Arbuthnot, Mrs., i, 390 
Argyll, 7th Duke of, i, 580 
Argyll, Sth Duke of, in coalition 

Cabinet, i, 1291; on Gladstone and 
D, i, 1560; and the 1867 Reform· 
Bill, ii, 285; Indian Secreta,ry, ii, 
416; . on Scotch Patronage Bill, ii, 
672, 928; B's oratorical opponent in 
House of Lords, ii, 861; letters to 
him from Gladstone. about B, ii, 
930; supports Gladstone on Eastern 
Question, ii, 97 6; denounces minis· 
terial policy, ii, 990, 991, 1096, 
1312, 1384; Queen remonstrates 
with him, ii, 1016; appreciation of 
D's novels, ii, 1445; disparaged by 
D, ii, 14.53; opponent of Lytton's 
Indian policy, ii, 1471 

Armenian atrocities, ii, 1173 
Army Discipline Bill, ii, 1307, 1322, 

1347 
Arnim, Count Harry, ii, 691 
Arnim, Count Heinrich, i, 550 
Arnold, Dr., i, 883 
Arnold, Matthew, i, 698, 877, 1386; 

ii, 244, 512, 1474 
.Arrow affair, i, 491, 1471·1474 
Artisans' Dwellings Bill, ii, 700, 701, 

704, 711, 714, 717, 731, 1519 
Ashantee War, ii, 598, 635, 642, 645, 

646 
Ashburton, Lord (formerly Alexander 

Baring), i, 63, 269, 336, 558 
Ashley, Evelyn, ii, 919, 976 
Ashley, see Shaftes bury 
Asia,Central,ii, 747-749,767,773,774, 

777,875, 887,1241-1276,1350-1357 
Asquith, H. II., i, 1439 
.Athenreum, i, 348, 36.9; ii, 507 
Athenooum Club, D fails to secure 

election to, i, 210 · 
Athens, i, 169-171 
Atlay, Bishop, ii, 399, 403 
• Atticus 'letter, i, 506-508 
Attwood, Charles and Thomas, i; 486 
Aubrey, Sir T., i, 1095 
Auckland, Lord, i, 2 84; ii, 417 
Augusta, Princess, i, 492 
Austen, Benjamin, becomes ac

quainted with the Disraells, i, 84; 
takes ·D on Continental .tour, i, 
98-115; spends summer of 1827 at 
Fyfield with the. Disraelis, i, 119-
120; advances money to D for his 
Eastern tour (1830), i, 128; in 
Italy, *here D talks of Joining him, 
i, 160; D explains to him lfis defeat 
at Wycombe (1832), i, 224; D con
fides his financial difficulties to him 
(1836), i, 351, 352, 354, 363 

Austen, Sara, Mrs. Egeria to the young· 
D, i, 84, 243, ii, 14\6; advises on 
Vivian Grey, and introduces D to 
Colburn, i, 85, 86; correspondence 
with D, i, 93; praises ·D to his 
sister, i, 100, 115; receives D's confi
dences about his health (1830), i, 
126, and about the Revolutionary 
Epick, i, 242 

Austin, Charles, i; 440-44 5 
Austria, Crown Prince Rudolph of, 

ii, 1114 
Austria, Emperor of, i, 1628; ii, 423, · 

424, 1107 
Austria, Empress of, ii, 570 
Austro-German Alliance, ii, 1363-

1366 ' 
Aveland, Lord, ii, 1460 
'.Aylmer Papillon, .Adventures of, i,' 44, 

121-124 
Ayrton, A. S., ii, 183, 251, 271, 374-

376 
· Aytoun, W. E., i, 1066, 1325 

. Bacon, Francis, ii, 855 
Baden-Baden, i, 469 
Baden, Grand Duke and Duchess of, 

i~ 1190 ' 
Bagdad, Prince of, ii, 1377 
Baggallay, Sir Richard, ii, 630, 738 
Bagot, Sir Charles, ii, 1059 

·Baillie, Henry J., i, 296,. 306, 526, 
528, 530, 565, 566, 1052, 1130; ii, 

. 242 
Baines, M. T., i, 1387 • 
Baker, Rev. Arthur, ii, 365 
Baker Pasha, ii, 1051, 1377 
Balfour, A. J., i, 1439; ii, 594, 710, 

1182, 1328, 1340, 1394, 1460 
Ball, E., i, 1238; ii, 458, 463, .543 
Bandiera, the brothers, i, 709 · 
Bank Charter Act, i, 843, 921, 1502-

1505 
Bankes, ·George, i, 419, 799, 829, 883, 

894, 899, 935, 942; 944, 948, 1018, 
1104, 1130, 1161 

Barante, Baron, i, 551 
Baring, Sir Francis (after 1866 Lord 

Northbrook), i, .391, 392, 468, 1242 
Baring, Francis (afterwards 3rd Lord 

Ashburton), i, 330, 33.6, 1135 
Baring, Henry, i,. 371, 412, 418 
Baring, flir Thomas, i, 208, 215-217 
Baring, Thomas, in chair at P1'0tec-

tionist dinner (1849), i, 624; sup-
. ports Bentinck in monetary crisis 

(1847), i, 843, 1503, and D in Je\v 
Bill, i, 894; leading Protectionist 
and head of Baring firm,. i, 900; 
speaks well in Parliament, i, 906, 
1021, 1123; D tries to persuade him 
to take leadership, i, 1123-1124; 
refuses Chancellorship of the Ex
chequer, i, 1165; praises D's first 
Budget, i, 1180-1181; fears effect 
of D's speech against the Coalition, 
i, 1304; Chairman of India Com
mittee, i, 1327; entertains the Ds 
at Norman Court, i, 1476; thinks 
D's speech on Indian l\futiny fac
tious, i, 1494; moves rejection of 
Palmerston's India Bill, i, 1507, 
1508; eulogises India Act, i, 1566; 
visits Hughenden, i, 1587 

Baring, \Valter, investigates and re
ports on Bulgarian atrocities, ii, 
918, 919, 931, 933, 941 

Barkly, Sir Henry, ii, 1283, 1286 
Barnes, Rev. Reginald,ii, 741,742 
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Barnes, Thomas, editor of The Times, 
alliance with D', i, 323,'324, 327, 336, 
337; and Lyndhurst, i, 305; D meets 
him .. and Mrs. Barnes at dinner, i; 
418; succeeded by Delane, i, 566 

Barrington,. Viscount, and D'Orsay's 
portrait of Lyndhurst, i, 393, 394; 
secret ·cabinet at his house, 1867, 

·.ii, 264; Whip, ii, 274, 322, 330, 
573, 591, 603, 653; regret at D's 
departure .from Cannes, ii, 837; 
'talk with B on Eastern Question, 
ii, 955; friendship 'vithB;ii, 1176,' 
1197, 1215; talk wjth B after 
General Election of 1880, ii, 1395; 
takes Rowton's place as secretary, 
ii, 1466, 1474; at B's last dinner; 
ii, 1478; supervises, in· Rowton's 
abserice;.early stages of B's illness, 
ii, 1481·1486; present at B's death, 
ii, 1488; corresponds with Queen, 
ii, 1491; at the funeral, ii, 1493 · 

Barrot, Odilon, i, 556; ii, 332 · 
llarrow,'Sir John, i, 69, 75; 76 
Bartelot, Sir W. B., ii, 242 ·. . . 
Basevi, George, architect, i, 379, 729 · 

· Basevi; family, i, 15, 16, 26, 73, 379 
· Basing, Lord, ii, 523 .. 736 

Bass, M. T., il, 800 
Bath, visit to, i, 226 
Bath, Marchioness of, ii, 680, 681. 
Bath, Marquis of, i, 1319; ii; 37, 175, 

633, 663, 67 8, 680 . 
Bathurst, 3rd Earl, i, 390, 391: 
Bathurst, 5th Earl, clerk. of the 

Council, ii, 468 
Baudrand, General, i, 547,:548, 550, 

554, 559, 573 
Baudrand, Mme., i, 546 
Baurri, D's servant, ii, 718, 1373; 1425, 

1453, 1481 . 
Baumann, .A. . .A.., ii, 863 
Baxter, Dudley;ii, 232, 233, 251, 252 
Baxter, w. E., ii, 917 
Beaconsfield, ,see Disraoli 
Beales, R., ii, 251 · . 
Beatrice, Princess, ii, 684, 1042, 107 5, 

·1076,108L 1220,1512 
Beaucha.mp, Countess (1st wife of 
. 6th-Earl), ii, 443 • 
Be!!.nchamp, ·Countess (2nd wjfe of 

. 6th Earl), ii, 15.12 · . . 
Beauchamp, 5th Earl (till 1863 Yis· 

'count Elmley), ii, 111 · · 
Beauchamp, 6th Earl (till 18'66 

Frederick Lygon), edited D's 
Church speeches, ii, '87, -97; and 
defeat· of Gladstone at Oxford, ii, 
148; and Shaftesbury, ii, 176; D's 
confidant about Earle's. 'tr.eason,' 
ii, 262, 298;D solicits his support for 
election fund, 1868, ii, 396; ec.clesias· 
tical appointments, ii, 399, 407 ;.D's 

. confidant about Queen's offer in 
1873, ii, 547, 549; Household ap
pointment--Queen and'his Church 
views, ii, 633·635, 654, 655; on Pub·· 
lie Worship· Bill, ii, 662, 663; and 
D's 1880 maliifesto, ii; 1389; lends 
B his'house, 1880,U, ·1412. 

Beauclerk, .A.. w., l, 381 · 
Beaufort, Duchess of, ii, 821. 
Beaufort, 7th Duke of (till 1835 

Marquis of Worcester), i, 259, 306, 
33~ 41~ 1130 ' 

· Beaufort, 8th Duke of (till 1853 
MarquisofWorccster),i, 1130,1459 

Beaumont, Gustave .de, i, 556 
Beaumont, Sir George, I, 120S 
Beaven, Rev . .A.lfrcd, i, 225 
Beckford, W., i,.195, 196, 203, 252, 

257 
'Bedchamber plot,' i, 456, 457, 479, 

562, 569, 659 
Bedford, 7th Duke of. (before 1839 

Marquis of Tavistock), i, 252, 1064 
Bedford, .8th Duke of, i, 1202, · .1383; 

ii, 155 
Bedford, 9th Duke of, ·ii,. 155, 261, 
. 105~ 1061, 121~ 1257' 

·Belgian' neutrality, ii, 202·207, 466· 
468, 537, 760 . 

Belgians, Queen of, ii, 1186 
Benedetti, ii, 4 65 
Bennett, Vicar of Frome, ii, 680, 681 
Benson, Archbishop, ii, 969, 1421 
Bentinck, Lord George, first impres· 

ilions of D, i, 272; a silent M.P., i, 
402; leading spirit a.mong Pro tee· 

· tionists, January, 1846, and his 
·character, i, 7 57; D wins his confi· 

donee, l, 758; and. they combine, 
l, 434, ii, 24; refuses formal posi · 
tion a.s leader, i, 7 7 0; tactics in the 
fight against Peel, i, 771, 772, 778· 
780; ·accepts leadership, i, 776; 
acts for D in quarrel with Jonathan 
Peel, !,' 777; persuaded by D to 
oppose Irish Coercion Bill, i, 7 92,-
7-93; his charge against Peel ·of 
'chasing and hunting ' Canning 

to death, i, 794·798 
Repudiates idea of Conservative 

reunion, i; 818; leadership in C~m
mons, i, 819; D claims to be his 
'.follower,'i, 820; Protectionist tour 
wjth D, i, 821·823; brings charges 
of jobbery against leading Peelites, 
l, 824; ori Duke's statue on Hyde 
Park .A.rch, l, 825; visits Braden· 
ham, l, 827; gives .oup the turf, i, 
828 ;. 'hatching secret plans' for 
session with Stanley at Knowsley, 
i, 828.; takes seat on Opposition 
front bench with D ~ and other 
Protectionists, i, 829; · Irish rail
way policy,.'!, 831·833; 1\ fair trial 
for Free·'rrade, i, 839; on monetary 
crisis, i, 843; infiu'enza, i, 84 7; on 
Jewish disabilities, i, 843, 845, 847, 
884, 886; resignation of leadership, 
December, 1847, i, -896·898, 1199; 
appreciation of D as future leader, 
i, 902, 903, 987; suggests Granby as 
leader, i, 903; retires from front 
'bench,. i,. 904; Chairman of 'Vest 

· Iridia. Committee, 1~.905·909; effee.· 
tive speech in Parliament, i, 911; 

, alterc<ttlon. between him· an5! Rus·· · 
.sell, i, 913, ·914; urges D to arraign 
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the Government at close of 1848 
session, i, 919; sudden death, i, 
928·; D's description of his char
acter, i, 929-932; assists D to pur
chase Hughendcn, i, 966-967; D 
writes his biography, i, ll34-1136, 
1144, 1145; Husscll's opinion of 
him, i, 956, 1141; rclation·s with 
Stanley, i, 1142, 1143; Irish affairs, 
i, 1389; appreciation of D's ora-
tory, ii, 851 ~ 

Bentinck, George, ' Big Ben,' i, 1444, 
1470;iL 1~ 242,481 

Bentinck, G. Cavendish, i, 1380; ii, 
481, 636, 735,.736 

Bentinpk, Lord Henry, i, 928, 932, 
944-949, 957' 966-969, 1023, 1056, 
1134, 113~ 114~ 1378 

Beresford; George, i; 412, 527 
Beresford, W., Conservative Whip, 
. i, 902, 903, 906, 926, 951, 956, 

101~ 1030, 103~ 104~ 1045, 104d, 
1048, 1056, 1061, 1094, 1097, 1108, 
1110, 1111, 1127, 1144, 1161, 1199, 
1298, 1610 

Beresford, Lord \Villiam, ii, 1332 
Berkeley, Craven, i, 825 
Berl;:eley, Grantley, i, 260 
Berkeley, Henry, i, 383 
Berlin, Treaty of, ii, 1182-1240, 1244, 

1246, 1263, 1264, 1267' 1273, 1311, 
] 312, 1364, 1390 

Bernal Osborne, R., attacks D, i, 515, 
1231, 1359; pra.ises D's Irish speech, 
1844, i, 591; ii, 347, 433; friend 
of D, i, 978, ii, 574, 575,770, 1471; 
denounces a 'thimble-rig' govern
ment, 1852,i, 1173; in office,i, 1291; 
'wild shriek of liberty,' i, 1525, 
1526; Parliamentary speeches, ii, 
81, 184, 185, 256, 267, 280, 347; 
loses seat in Parliament, 1868, ii, 
433; at Hughenden, 1875,ii, 744; 
helps B entertain Prince of Wales 
at Hughenden, ii, 1343, 1344 

Bernal, R., i, 906, 1206 
Bernard, Professor 1\'Icuntague, ii, 

609 . 
. Bernhardt, Sarah, ii, 1306, 1310 , 
Bernstortl', Count, i, 1517; ii, 78,425, 

570 
Berry, the Misses, i, 492, 582 
Berryer, i, 545 
Bertolini, i, 111 
Bess borough, Earl of (before 1844 

Viscount Duncannon), i, 284, 392, 
791 

Bethell, .'3ir R. (afterwartls Lord 
Westbury), i, 888, 1291, 1510, 1547, 
1549 

Bethmann, i, 55 
Beust, Count, Austrian Foreign 

l\finister, ii, 424; Ambassador ·in 
London, ii, 887, 906, 960, 1058, 
1265, 1267; negotiations with 
Derby, ii, -1016, 1028, 1089, 1093, 
1099, 1114 

Biddulph, Lady, ii, 790 
Biggar, J. G., ii, 841 
Billault, ii, 7 3 

Bird wood, Sir George, ii, 1502 
Birrell, Augustine, ii, 379 
Bismarck, prince (before 1871 Count), 

ii, 1182·1240; appointed Prussian 
Minister, outlines. his policy to 
D, and impresses him, ii, 7 5; inter
venes in Schleswig-Holstein, ii, 
76, 200; Brunnow and D on his 
character, ii, 82; Belgium and 
Luxemburg, ii, 202-205 

D on his policy (1868), ii, 424, 
425; forces on Franco-German 
\Var,. ii, 465; reveals French over
tures about Belgium, ii, 466, 467: 
promotes Conference of London, 
ii, 470; quarrel with Arnim, ii, 691; 
German domination of Europe 

·under him, ii, 747, 759; campaign 
againstPope,ii, 759, 760;threatens 
Belgium, ii, 7.02, 716, 7 60; and 
menaces France, ii, 761, 762; gives 
way before . Russian and English 
protest, ii, 763; but resents British 
interference, if, 7 64, 7 65; on Suez 
Canal purchase, ii, 7 90, 7 92 

Encourages Hussia. in her Black 
Sea pretenSions, ii, 880; reserve, 
ii, 887; overtures to England on 
Eastern Question, ii, 892, 1013; 
Berlin memorandum, ii, 894; re
spect forD and his Cabinet, ii, 903, 
904; ambiguous conduct, ii, 924, 
925, 94 7; D desires firni understand-· 
ing with him, ii, 953, 960, 1016, 
1021; refuses Derby's request to 
put pressure on Russia, ii, 954; 
presses Egypt upon England, ii, 
97 6; policy in the Constantinople 
Conference, ii, 985, 998; suspected 
of mischief by Queen Victoria, ii, 
99.5; his influence on Odo ·nussell, 
ii, 1050; and on Lyons, ii, 1060; 
Schouvaloff's view of him, i!, 1057, 
10 58; secretly encourages Austria 
against Russia (February, 1878), 
ii, 1122; increased friendliness to 
England, ii, 1157; supports Euro
pean Congress on conditions, ii, 
1160, 1161, 117 4; urges that Pleni
potentiaries at Congress should 
have full powers, ii, 1167, 1177, 
1178; President of Berlin Congress, 
ii, 1182, 1184, 1189; impression 
made on him by B, ii, 1183, 1213; 
interview with B before Congress, 
ii, 1186,.1187; incident with Gort
chako:ff at opening of Congress, ii, 
1190 ; call on B to ascertain his in • 
tentions, U, 1196; brings pressure 
on Hussia to give way, ii, 1197; 
B's descriptions of him, ii, 1186, 
1189, 1194, 1200, 1201, 1203; corre
spondence between him and B on 
Hanoverian claims, ii, 1211-1213; 
presses Egypt again on England at 
Berlin, ii, 1214; proposes identic 
note to Porte in Austria's interest, 
ii; 1244-1247; sends Munster to B to 
propose an alliance between Eng
land, Germany, and Austria, ii, 
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1358-1361; but lets the idea drop, Bourke; Harry, ii, 1471 , 
ii, 1362-1366; on •B's novels; ii, Boilrke, Robert (afterwards Lord 
1203, '1376; portrayed .as Count . ·Connemara), i, 394; ii, 538; 721, 
Ferron in Endymion, ii, 1436-1438; 887, 918 . . 
interview -with Prince of Wales, Bourne, Sturges, i; 390 ' ... 
ii, 1480., . · Bouverie, E. P., i, 1412, 1533; ii, 

Bis·marck,' by Grant Robertson, 169, 333; 374, 538, 719 . 
quoted, ii, 1364- Bouverie, Mrs. Pleydell, i, 161 

Bismarck, Princess, ii, 1194,~·1196, Bowring, Sir John; i, 491, 529 
1213 · · Bowyer; Sir-George, ii, 59, 1375 

Blacas colll:)ction, ii, 675 'Boycott, Captain, ii, 1467,'--1503,. 
Blachford, Lord, ii, 1231 Brabant, Duke of; i, 1508 
.Blackie, John Stuart, ii, 504 Brackenbury, Consul, i, ~48; 149 
Blackstone, \V. S., i, 453; 523 Bradeliham Manor, occupied by 
Blackwood; see Dufferin Isaac D'Israeli, i, 124> 130 ;.descrip-
Blackwood's Magazine, i, 87; ii, 507, -tion, i, 124; yew terrace,.i, 148. · 

508 Bradford,· 3rd ·Earl of (till 1865· 
Blagden, 1\frs., ii, 741 · Viscount Newport), meets D in 

·Blagden; Rev. Henry, ii, 7 41 . 1843, i,- 5.43; · his character and 
Blanc, Louis, i, '912, 989, 994, 995 position, ii, 580; entertains· D :at 
Blandford, see Marlborough · '" Weston (1873), ii, 601; Master- of 
Bleichriider, ·M. aud"l\1me.; ii, 1202 " ," the Horse in D's Administration 
Blessington,·Countess .Of,.i:nakes D's ·(1874), ii, 632; at -Hugbendent 

acquaintance (1834), i, ·.251-; ·be-. ii, 652; D trusts his discretion, ii, 
comes one of his 'close friends, i, · '682, 724; ill-success of ·his racing 

· 25l; ,draws D o)lt in· conversation, stable,. ii-, 726; ·kindness to D, ii, 
i, 252, l!53; advises D to keep a 731; vi§;it. to Hughenden without 
diary, i, 257; the 'muse' of the Lady .. Bradford;ii, 743;sends D a 
dandies,i, 259 ;correspondence with picture of Lady Bradford for 
·D, i, 260-263, 309; edits Heath's Hughenden, ii, .744; wins Cesare-
Book of Beauty,i, 342; disappointed wi_tch with Chippendale, ii,, 1372-
in Henrietta Temple, i, 348·; at Gore 1373; at: B'H dinner in Curzon 
House, i,. 359-361; treated by D ·Street, .ii, 1478; at B's funeral, ii, 
as' godmother' to Venetia, i, 364; 1493· - · 
D finds her changed and broken Bradford, 4th Earl of · (till 1898 
at Gore ·House in 1842, i, ·528; Viscount Newport), i, 394 . . 
admires Coningsby, i, 598; praises -Bradford, 5th Earl of, ' Lad do,' ii, 
Tancred, i, $64;· leaves London for , 1051; 1080 
Paris (1849), and there dies, i, 981; Bradford, Selina Countess .of· (wife 
D'ssorrowatherdeath,i, 982;her .. of 3rd Earl), ii, 577"610; family, 
friendship forD, ii,·57.7, 1426; D ·and first acquaintance' with ·D, 
finds her letters at Hughenden ii, 578, 5·79;intimacy, ii, 580,1041, 
(1873), ii, 600 . . 1042, 1427; voluminous correspon-

Bliguieres,' l\1. de, ii, 1313, 1314, 1317 dence, · ii, 581; D's devotion, ii, 
Blomfield, Sir A., ii, 741 · 582-584; character, ii, 583; lovers' 
Blomfield, Bishop, i, 851 comedy between . them, ii, 585-
Bloomfield, Lord, ii, 202 · . 589; letters written to her on 
Blowitz, ii, 761 . mourning paper, . ii, 591; ·Lady 
Bolingbroke.- Lord, .. D's admiration· Cardigan's spite, ii,-598; entertains 

for·his policy, i, 223, 312, 31.7-321, D at Weston,ii, 601,.602, 739, 740, 
694; regards himself as -inheritor 829, 982, 984,. 1258; stays at 
of Bolingbroke's mission, i, 564, Ii:ughenden. at Whitsuntide, 1874, 
568; one of the three greatest Eng- ii, 652·; other visits to .Hugheriden, 

· lish statesmen, i; 669, 699; his ii, 1258, 1353, 1452, .14(!3; visits D. 
system, I, 670, , 671 ;, alliance and when ill in London, ii, 653; enter-
commercial treaties with France, i, taihs D at Windermere, ii, 681; 
1455, ii, 47; lmperiurn et Liberta·s ·her presents to D,'li, 68(l.; dinner-
derived from thePatriotKing,ii, 855 party tn Belgrave Square, ii, 730; 

Bomba;i, 989 ... · . · breaks her _engagement. to visit· 
Bonaparte, Joseph, I, 237, 260 - Hughcnden, 187 5, ii, .7 43; told by· 
Bonaparte, Lucien, Prince of Canino, · D about Suez Canal purchase, ii, 

i, 237, 243, 260 · ·789; indifference to D's novels, ii, 
Bonham, i, ·268, 523, 624.. ·796; a meeting in the .Green Park, 
Booker, T. W., i, 1238 ii, 812; and J. Chamberlain, ii,.820; 
Book of Beauty (1840); i, 470 at D's reception to Prince and Prin-
Book of Snobs, ii, 1436 cess .of·\VaJcs, ii, 821; entertains B 
Booth, Sclater~ see Basing , . at castle :Bromwich, ii, 92l;•meets 
Borgos; Pozzo di, i, 418 " B at Crichel, -ii, 969,. 1376;· B de-
Borthwick, Sir Algernon, ii,.150'3 scribes Berlin Congress to her, ii, 
Botta,'Paul Emile, i, 239, 492 1200; sees trooping of the .·colour 
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from Downing Street, ii, 1306; ·Urges combination of parties to 
dines with B, and visits him when settle Irish question (1866), ii, 
ill in London, ii, 1310; Endymion, ii, 34 7; scoffs at D's· Irish University 
1429, 1431, 1438; absent from B's scheme as 'a pill good against an 
last dinner, ii, 147 8; recipient of earthquake,' ii, 3'48; supportS Irish 
B's last visit, ii, 1482; nursing Lord Disestablishment, ii, 355; protests 
Bradford during B 's fatal illness, against D's refusal to .resign, ii, 
ii, 1487; Queen Victoria gives her 374; personal attack on D which 
miniature'portrait of B, ii, 1490; ends-their friendship, ii, 376; joins 
Member of Order of the Bee. ii, Gladstone's 1869 Ministry, ii, 442 ;-
1512 D's criticism of his Irish policy, 

Bradford, Ida Countess of (till 1898 ii, 457; rejoins 111inistry in 1873, 
Viscountess Newport), ii, 724, 1079, ii, 595, 597, 609; urges strict neu-
1306, 1310, 1452, 1511, 1512 trality in Turco-Serbian War, ii, 

Bradlaugh, Charles, ii, 727, 1406, 908, 909; opposes B's Ministry at 
1451, 1454, 1503 " "' 1880 election, ii, 1391 

Brand, Henry, Speaker, 'ii, 244, 643, British Columbia made a Colony, i, 
. ,. 648; 837' 1392 1570 ' 

Brandes,. Dr. Georg; Study of Lord Bromley, Sir R. M., i, 1432, 1435, 
Beaconsfield, quoted, i, 365; on . , . 1442, 1654 
Venetia, i, 370, 654 ) tBrooks, Shirley, i, 1308 

Braybrooke, Lord, i, 1038, 1043 Brougham, Lord, description of him 
Brewster, Dr. F. C., Disraeli in Out- as M.P. in Young Duke, i, 133; 

line, i, 197 · • thrown over as Chimcellor by Mel-
Bridgeman, General, ii, 623, 1395, bourne, i, 282-283; understanding 

1452 _ with Lyndhurst, i, 306-308; offered 
Bridport, Viscount;'ii, 392, 393, 394 by Canning Chief Barony _of the 
Bright, Canon, ii,•407, 411 Exchequer, i, 390; speech on Cana-
Bright, John, admires ,Popanilla, i, dian Rebellion, i, 416; D introduced 

123; reference in deba,te to Re- to him, i,-433; his speech in defence 
volutionary Epick, i, 245; opposes of Queen Caroline utilised by D, 
Factory Reform, i, 633, ii, 706; i, H4; abuses the Whigs, i, 462; 
sugar question, i, 637; Manchester praises D's speech qf August 30, 
School and Maynooth Bill, i, 728; 1848, i, . 926; in conference with 
and Ferrand, i, 768 Derby, i, 955; letter on French 

Free 'l'rade, i, 819; Irish Land Revolution, i, 1007; attacks Bill for 
Purchase policy, i, 833, ii, 460; repeal of Navigation Laws, i, 1022; 
Navigation Bill, i, 1022; friendli- his letters at Hughenden, ii, 600 
ness with, and admiration of, D, Broughton, Lord (till 1851 Sir John 
i, 1057, 1072, 1116, 114.0, 1181, Cam Hobhouse), i, 63, 271, 325, 
1328, 1416, 14'1!!, ii, 28, 62; attack 401, 638, 727, 786, 791; Recollec-
on D on Villiers motion, i, 1230; tions, quoted, i, ·514, 638, 639, 728, 
interview with D at night at 732, 786, 795, 797, 1026, 1061, 1101 
Grosvenor Gate, i, 1254, 1255, Browne, General Sam, ii, 1352 
1297; attitude on Reform, i, 1316, Browne, G. Lathem, i, 1038 
1358, 1536, 1579; India, i, 1326; Browne, Harold, Bishop, ii, 409 
attitude_ to Derby Government, i, Browning, Robert, ii, 1155, 1455 
1374 Brownlow, Earl, ii, 154 

Peace party, i, 1403, 1424, 1474, Bruce, Dr; 111itchel!, ii, 1483 
ii, 79; India Bill, i, 1529, 1542, Bruce, H. Austin (afterwards Lord 
1547, 1565; attacks Reform Bill of Aberdare), ii, 314, 433 
1859-' fancy franchises,' i, 1603: Bruce (afterwards Stanley), Lady 
1606; votes to expel Derby Govern- Augusta, ii, 117, 122, 129_, 387 
ment of 1858-9, i, 1644-1648, ii, 3; Bruce, Lord and Lady Ernest, i, 490, 
complains of Palmerston's failure 494, 624 
to proceed wit!). :Reform, ii, 8; Brnges, i, 46, 47, 48 
'Perislo Savoy,~~Ii;' 53; opinion of Brunet, i, 142 
D, ii, 146, 241 ;: ~-rusade :lh favour Brunnow, Baron, Russian Ambas-
of Reform, ii, 159, 186, 194, 196, sador, i, 1008, 1067, 1220, 1335, 
218, 221; supports-Gladstone's Re- 1340; ii, 65, 7-2, 75, 82, 205, 575, 
form Bill of 1866; and denounces 600, 7 50, 953 
· Adullamites,' ii; 1M, 166; on Brunnow, Mme., ii, 575, GOO 
• Ten l\'linutes' ·Bill, ii, 235; en- Brussels, i,-49, 51 
courages D to enlarge his suffrage Brydges Willyams, Sarah, i, 1268-
offers, ii, 243, 244, 249; advocates 1289; first acquaintance with D·; i, 
Gladstone's £5 scheme-.in prefer- 1268-1273; her will, i, 1270, 1282, 
cnce to ·household suffrage, ii, 257, ii, 215; correspondence with D, 
265, 267, 270 ;.against minority re- i, 1271, 1277, ii, 581; anxiety for his 
presentation, ii, 280, 285; on the health, i, 1273; receives visit from 
Colonies, ii, ~00 Ds at Torquay (1853), i, 1274; 

l:' 
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inter~hange of presents; i, 1277- Buller, Colonel ' (afterwards Sir 
.1279, ii, 89; devotion to D, i, 1281,' Redvers); ii, 1331, 1334 
·ii, 577, 1426; limitations, i, 1281; Buller, Sir John Yarde- (after 1858 
coat of arms, i,. 1282, 1283 ;·death, Lord Chwston), ·i, 800, 948, 957, 
i, 1288, 1289; hliried at Hughende:h, 1095;' 1131, 1207; 1518; ii, 139 
i; 128.9, ii, 572, 1494;; visits from Biilow, Count yon, ii, 1182, 1203 · · 
Ds at·Torquay, i, 1366, 1452,'1483, Bulwor;.Sir Edward, see Lytton 
1569, '1594, 1-667, ii, 7 41; D's last Bulwer, Sir Henry (afterwards Lord 
letter to her (November 5,. 1863), Dalling), i, 128, 471~ 549; 998; 1156, 
ii, 74 1215 . . 

· Buccleuch;Dnchess of, ii, 1080 . Bulwer, Slr Henry, ii, 1301, 1304 
·Buccleuch', Duke of, i, 580, 779, 1197; Bulwer,-Lady, i, 1254 · 

ii, 289, 1449, 1459, 1460, 1467 Bunsen, Qhevalier, i, 591 "" 
Buchanan, Sir Andrew, ii,, 921, 924, Buol, Count, i, 1410, 1620, 1624 
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·960, 1029, 1050, .1058, 1099, :j3urdett, Lady, i, 373 
.J'!urdett, Sir Francis, i, 133,_ 215, 371- · 

Buchon, i, 548 374, 402;·406, 464,474, 942· 
Buck,.L. vV., i, 799 Burdett-Coutts, ·Baroness, i, !1,9; ii;-, 
Buckingham, Duchess of, i, 580 1217 
Buckingham, lst Duke ·of, i, 218, 277 .. Burgh, Mrs. de, ii, ·104·2 
Buckingham,' 2.rtd Duke of (till 1839;.. (Burghersb, Lady, I, 307-

l\farquis of Chandos), and D's first J~urghersh, Lord, i, ll1, 158 
Wycombe oon;test, i, '218, 219; Burgan, Dean, ii, 776 
member for 'Bucks, i, 225,. 835; ~Burials Bills, ii, 592-594, 829, 1033-
spokesman ot,the farmers inP~Jcrlia·- 1035, 1452 ii 
ment, i, 266, 718; ·political"'iil· Burke, Edmlind, inc.onsistent party 
trigue ...;ith D and. Lyndhurst ;in . record, i, 280; D's indebtedness to, 
1834;·;, 266-268; friend of D, i, 272, !, •'~<11, 312; his •speeches and D's 
380, 385, 427, 439, 445; 458, 462, cqmpared, i, 62-7; D's judgment on 
489; takes chair at a Tory dinner hin1, i, 671, 695; one of tho glories 
at Wycombe at which D speaks,}, of Bucks, i, 841, 916; ·and India, 
278, and seconds him at Carlton ri, 1328 . -
Club, i, 280, 285; 330; the Ch8:ndos, Brlrnet, Bishop, i, 681 
clause, i, 320; gives dinner where Burrell, Sir Charles, i; 799 
D meets Peel and Graham, i, Burrows, General, ii, 1457 
335; • a very important person,' i, - Burt, Thomas, ii, 699, 823· 
340; congratulates D on maiden Burton, Sir F. Vi'-; ii, 67 5 _ 
speech, i, .409; helps him in Parlia- Bury, Lady Charlotte, i, 348 
ment, i, 420-422; succeeds to duke- Bi1te; Marquis of, ii, 2_92, .489, 497, 
dom, i, 453; resigns (1842) from 498, 728· • _ 
Peel's Government because .. of Butt, Isaac, i, 1238, "1309; ii, 600, 621, 
Peel's Corn Law policy; i, "522; has· 622, 677, 822 < 
great party to meet Queen. at Byron,. Lord, admiration ·for· Isaac 
Stowe, 1, 646, 647; D protests during D'Israeli, !, 18; Murray's descrip-

. election of 1847 ·against .being re- tion of him in 1822, i, 41, 42; ancc-
garded as his nominee, i, 841; and doteofhimandhisboatman,i,l01; 
D's candidature for the leadership, hi~ valet Tita, i, 161, 179, 220, 387-
i, 933; with D at Carlton, i, 1482 . 389; his rooms in the Albal\y. i, 

Buckingham, 3rd· Duke of (till 1861 357; drawn as Cadurcis in Venetia, 
· ·Marquis of Chandos), Bucks contest i, 365-368"; romanticism, i, 568 

of•1847, i, 836, 840; good adminis-. 
trative·work atTreasur;y1mder Din 
1852, i, 1262, 1433; D wishes for his 
lielp in 1858-9 .as Qabinet Minister, 
i, .1561, 1599; LordPresident(1866), 
ii, 17 8, 179 ;' Ct<lonial Secretary 
(1867), ii, 238,. 249; and the 1867 
.Reform "Bill, ii,'- 250, ·27 5; Fenian 
plots, il, 308; Education Bill, ii, 

"314, 315, 386 . 
Buckinghamshire, D's attachment to, 

i, 417, 552; its political importance, 
i, 840, 841, 916, 1039, 127 5, ii, 623; 
for elections, see Disraeli, Benjamin 

Bulgaria, Prince .Alexander of, ii, 
1337 . 

Bulgarian atrocities, !, 1497; ii, 82 8, 
87 5, 913-949 • 

Buller, Charles, i, 402, 459, 485, 533; 
1141 

Cabinet,· wwer of, i, 698; and the 
Sovereign,ii, 1325-1330 . 

Cabinets, Derby-Disraeli (1852), i, 
1161; (1858), i, 1519, 1561, 1599; 
(1866), ii, 179, 249; Disraeli (1868), 
ii, 326, 342; Iii.~r~eli (187 4.), ii, 628; 
Beaco:rosfield (r<iC'(jnstructed) ( 18 7 8 ), 
ii, 1151, 1152 ,\~ 

Cadiz, i, 147-149: 
Cadogan, :lear!, _previously Viscount 
. Chelsea, ii, 130,~, 1471, 1473, 1478 
Cagliari affair, i; 1523, 1524, 1530 
Cairns, Sir Hugh .MacCalmont, after 

1867 Lord (after;1878· Earl) Cairns, 
returned. to Parliament for Belfast, 
1852;~)i,'~ 1195; Solicitor-General, 
1858, 1, ·1519;. made reputation in 
Oude·debate, 4, 15'43•; great speech 
on f859 Ref,ol'Ill·Bill,'i,;l60~;:and, 
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on 1866 Bill, ii, 166; Attorney
General, 1866, ii, 179; retires to 
bench owing to health, ii, 213; 
created a peer and resumes political 
activity, ii, 269; strongly defends 
1867 Reform Biii in the J~ords, ii, 
285; minority representation,. ii, 
285, 286; Lord ·Chimcellor, 1868, 
ii, 319, 323;· D's high opinion of 
him, ii, 327, 834; 1mable to lead 
House of Lords from ·woolsack, 
li, 319, 330 

Appointment as Chancellor 
strengthens M1nistry, ji, 34 2 ; praises 
D's speeches, ii, 357, 364, 595, 620; 
D opens Irish policy to him, ii, 358; 
appealed to by D. for· support in 
Cabinet, ii, 368; approves policy of 
dissolution, ii, 373; but presses for 
an early date, ii, 381; recommends 
to D J"ow Churchmen for prefer
ment, ii, 399; D's appreciation of 
his judgment, ii, 414, 427; agrees. 
with policy of immediate resigna-,.· 
tion after polls, ii, 4 34, 435; arranges 
compromise in the Lords. on Irish 
Church Bill, ii, 446-448; his short 
leadership in the Lords, ii, 451-453; 
suggests at Burghley, February, 
1872, Derby as leader of the party 
instead of D, ii, 515; accuses D. of 
apathy, ii, 517; on A.laba.ma nego
tia.tions, ii, 518; abroad during 
1873 crisis, ii; 542, 547, 554, 560; 
sympathy in ·Lady B's iilness a.nd 
death, ii, 564, 566, 572; visit to 
Hughenden, ii, 573; meets D at 
Hemsted, ii, 610; aids · D in his 
election address, 187 4, ii, 613; and 
in forming Ministry, ii, 625; Lord 
Chancellor, ii, 627-630; Public 
Worship Bill; ii, 655, 659-663; 
Royitl Titles Bill, ii, 7.97; in D's 
confidence about alternative of 
retirement or peerage, ii, 834, 836; 
position as Chancellor, ii, 861 

Instructions for Constantinople 
Conference, ii, 967, 968; views on 
Eastern Question, ii, 1011 ; presses 
for action, li, 1013; hesitates, ii, 
1024; 'a tower of strength' to B, 
ii, 1056; 1prepared to go to war if 
nece~sary, li, 1066, 1Q67; at vari
a.nce with,..Derby in Cabinet,· ii, 
1070; supports B policy at Cabinet 
of December 14, 1877, ii, 1073; 
helps l!o win Salisbury's assent, 
ii, 1076-1079; regrets Ca!!tarvon's 
speech, ii, 1085; wants alterations 
in Queen's Speech, ii, 1088; sup
ports B against Derby, ii, 1091; 
wishes to get Derby back after his 

A first resignation, !!, 1104, 1106; in 
t regular and private conversation 

with B and with Salisbury about 
foreign affairs, ii, 1119; remon
strates with B' on Derby's diplo
macy, ii, 1121; suggests a Medi
terra.nean league., ii, 1125; carries 
resolution in Cabinet to acquire 

I• ' 

place of arm-s in Mediterran~an, ii. 
1127, 1128; supports Bin Cabinet 
of .1\farch 27, 1878, ii, 1137, 1138, 
1 i 4 ·7 ; . earldom, ii, 1151 ; against 

' Lytton's forward policy, ii, 1258, 
1259; illness, ii, 1378; Compensa
tion for .Disturbance Bill, ii, 14'57; 
slackness in Parliament, ii, 1459; 
speech on Majuba, ii, 1481·, 1484; at 
B's funeral, ii, 1493 

Cairo, i, 177, 179 
Callender, w. Romaine, i, 394; ii, 533 
Cambridge, Duchess of, i, 464, 1008, 

1405; ii, 131, 563 
Cambridge, Duke of, i, 581, 1517, 

1571; ii, 132, 729, 730, 1114, 1135, 
1176, 1189, 1234, 1296, 1303, 1310, 
1345, '1414 . 

Campbell; Lady Archibald, ii, 1310 
Campbell, Sir John (after 1841 Lord), 

i, 309, 401, 410, 445, 446, 703; ii, 
439 - . 

Campbell, Sir Hume, i, 371, 494 
Campbell, Thomas, i, 195 
Campden, Viscount, ii, 101 
Canadian Confederation, ii, 300 
Canning, George, foreign policy,· i, 

59, 62; relations with D. and the 
Representative, i, 66, 67; oratory 
described in Young Duke, i, 133; 
inconsistent party record, i, 280; 
his Cabinet, i, 389-391; model Tory 
statP.sman . of 'Young England' 
party, i, 568; his ghost haunting 
the House of Commons, i, 672; and 
Peel, i, 67 9, 680; the ' Candid 
friend;' i, 711-717; relation to Lord 
George Bentinck, i, 7 57; Bentinck's 
Canning charge, i, 794-798, 805; 
misfortune to have a duii bio
grapher,<!, 1141; D's appreciation 
of Wellington papers about Can
ning, ii, 485; the 'dry champagne' 
story, ii, 717 ;. his Eastern policy, 
ii, 879; wrote his own F.O. de
spatches, ii, 1154 

Canning, Earl, i, 1486, 1497, 1540, 
154~ 154~ 154~ 157~ 1577 

Canning, Sir Stratford (after 1852 
Viscount Stratford de Redcli:IIe), 
i, 402, 490, 1107, 1109, 1160, 1335, 
1509, 1628 

Cantelupe, Viscount, i, 641 
Canterbury, Viscount, i, 459, 470 
Canterbury, Viscountess, i, 361 
Capel, Monsignor, ii, 497; 685 
Capua, Prince of, i, 420 
Capua, Princess of, i, 419 
Caratbeodory, Pasha, ii, 1182, 1192, 

1205 . 
cardigan, countess of, ii, 575, 598, 

637 
Cardigan, Earl of, i, 1387 
ca.rdwell, ·E., afterwards Viscount, 

L 914, 1195, 1291, 1470, 1475, 1542,. 
1548, 1551, 1556, 1564; ii, 38, 300, 
481, 54~ 614, 62~ 861 

Carloni, Signor, i, 111 
Carlton Club, D's C<tndidature for, i, 

280, 285; elected member, i, 330 
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Carlyle,. John, i!, 696 ' ·· . . 
Carlyle, Thomas, stands With New

man and D for counter-revolution, 
.i, 301, 562; cin Cobden, :i, 504; 
Chartism, quoted, i, 477.; abuse of 
D, i, ·865, ii,· 93, 696, 698'; offered 
G.C.B. by D, ii, 695-698; 1420 

Carnarvon, Countess of, ii, 815 
Carnarvon, Eal'l of, Under-Secretary, 

i, 1519; declines ·to champion 
Governor Eyre, ii, 162 ; against 
Derby-'s leadership, ii, 163; appre
ciation, ii,•178; Colonial Secretary 
(1866), ii, 179; household suffrage, 
ii, 222-224; follows Cranborne' in 

•· threatening resignation, ·ii, . 232-
-234; resignation, ii, 245; Confedera
tion of Canada, ii, 300; plari for· 
leadership in the Lords; ii, 454, 
455; married to.· Lady Chesterfield's 
daughter, ii, 580; reconciled to D,. 
ii, 612, 614, 623; Colonial Secretary 
(187 4),ii; 627-629, 632; High Church 
views, ii, 655, 65 6; Public Worship 
Bill, ii, 666 ;- declines Indian- Vice
royalty, ii, _776; Suez Canal pur
·chase, ii, 793; Jirst _wife's death, ii, 
815; Don his Colonialadministra
tion, ii, 815; sympathy-with .Bul
garian atrocities agitation, ii, 965-
968; Queen annoyed by his senti
mentality,- ii, 1002, 1004; against 
an allia-nce with. Turkey, ii; 1010; 
.1011, 1043, 1044, 1056; 1067, 1074, 
1091; blamed for mihisteriaJ pro-· 
crastination, u;· 1021 ;.ready"·to let· 

. Russia acquire Constantinople, ii,, 
·1066; caVils at B's Eastern policy,. 
ii, · 10 7 3; indiscreet speech on 
Russian attitude, .ii, 1085; on B's 
condemnation of speech, offers to 
resign, ii, 1085-1087; Queen inter
poses, and Carnarvon withdraws, ii, 
1087; opposes B's drMt of Queen's 
Speech, ii, 1088; provisional resig• 
-nation, ii, 10\\2; eornispondenee 
with B, ii, 1093-1095; opposes 
sending· fleet to Constantinople, 
arid resigns, .ii, 1099 -1101; ex
planation in . House ·of-: Lords, 
ii, 1104; B's comment, ii, 1110; 
Colonial policy of federation, ·ii, 
1282; failure to win consent of 
South Africa--Frciude's mission, ii, 
1283; successfut administration, ii, 
1284; 'annexation, of,Transvaal, ii, 
1286'1290; despatCh of B'artle Frere· 
to Cape;. ii, 1289; niclillaine '·of 
'·Twitters ':. good work for Im
perial. defence, ii, 1422; rejoins don
servative·party after defeat, 11,1449 

Carrington, Charles (afterwards Mar--· 
· ·. quis of. Lincolnshire),~ ·u, .7,39, 7 40, 

'939, 1373 . .._ . . 
Carrington, 1st'Lord, i; 215;:224, ·254, 
.·· 272; 273;'279 . .· . 

·Jardngtoii, . 2nd .. Lord. (tilL c1838 · 
· .Robert J. ·sinith), i, ~15, · 216, 224, 
'.278, 446; .448, 472,·898, 1081; 1095; 

. ,ii, '419,,.579:: ", ' ' ':., ' ' > ' .. '. 
.... ·· i• 

,. 
Carter, Robert, ii; 506 . 

. Carteret, L<ird,.i, 670-699 • .· ""·': 
Cassel, i,- 7'29 · . ·. . . . · . · 

• castellane, co.mtesse de, i, 549, 551: 
,·Castiglione, Countess, i, 1487 · 
· Castlereagh, ·viscount (from'] 821 to. 

1822 • 2nd Marquis of London
" derry), ·i, .103_4, 1206_; ii, 71, 4,8.6, 

1240 " •. ~ 
Castlereagh, see 'Londonderry" 
Cathcart, Sir' George, i, 1202 · 
Cavagnari, Sir Louis, ii; 127Q, 1350, 

135~,.1354,-1355 ' . ,_ 
Cavaigna.c, General, i, 1004 •' . 
dave, Stephen, ii, -214; 238; 793, 7,-94·, 

1313 . 
Cavendish, c. C., (after 1858 1st Lord 

Chesham), i, 840, 1194 . 
·Cavendish, Lord Frederick;·ii,-594· ·'· 

cavour, Count; i, 1465, 1614, 1615, 
.1623, 1626; ii, .55, 60, 61, 889 . . 

Cecil, Lady Gwendolen, ii, 1163,· 1261, 
1281,.1512. ~- ' . 

•Cecil, Lady Maud (afterwards Col!n· 
tess of Selborne), ii, ··1163, .1261, 

. 1281, 15i2 0 ' • 

Cecil, Lord Eustace, ii, 649 · · 
Cecil, Lord ·R., s.ee Salisbury' 
Cencii i, 366: : , · .. 
Cetto, Baron and 'Baroness de, i, 4M ·.. .. . .. . . 
cetywayo, ii, 1285, 1290:1295, 1332 
Chabot, Comte' .de, i; 549, · · 
Chambellan, Comte de,-i,.546 
Chamberlain; .Houston, .ii, 1514 
Chamberla.m, ·Joseph, ii, 710, 819., 

820, 1407, 1412; 1456, 1460 ' 
Chamberlain, Sir Neville; ii, 1252, 

1255, 1263 . . 
Chambers, Robert; i, 852 
Chambord·, Comte de, ii, 637 , 
Champneys, Dean,·;;, 401, _404, 407, 

410 .· 
Chandos, see-Buckingham 
Chantrey, i,.-111 . 
Chaplm, Rimry (aii.e'!'Wards V1scount), 

i', 394; ii, 591, 727, .735, 736, 807, 
958, 1370, 14 73 

Chaplin, Lady Florence, ii, 958 
Chard, Dr., i, 121 
Charles I., i, 666,.667; ii;l433 
Charleville, Lady, i, 237 . · 
Cha.rtism, i, 462, 473-510, · 648:664, 

682, 1004 ° -~,- .... 
Chasles, Philarete, i, 548' '•·.. . 
Chatham, Earl of, i, 280, 669; 670; 

700, 841; ii, 1503, 1519' • ""'· 
Chattertem, Colonel J.C., i, 1046 
Chelmsford, 1st Lord (till -1858 Sir 

F. Thesiger), promising young Con-
servative. lawyer, i, .306; ·strong 
opponent of Jewish claims, i, 889, 
894; Attorney-General (1852),. i,:. 

· 116r;- Lord Chancellor (1858);' i, · ~ 
1517, 1519, 1520; a.nd Reform, i; 
1589;~Lord Chancellor (1866), .but 

.on understanding With Derby, ·ii, 
)7,7., 179; D asks him to carry out 
. understanding{" and retire-2-<:orre
s~ondence, ii, 319, 326-329 

·r~:r-. 
"~-..., 
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Chelmsford, 2nd Lord (till 187 8 
General 'l'hesiger),. commanding 
fol'ceslliSouth .A.frica,ti, 1281; asks 
for· and receives reinforcements, ii, 
12 9 2 '1295; d~saster at Isandhl wan a, 
ii, 1281, 1295, 1296; outcry for 
sup~rsession, but B sustains.him, ii, 
1297, 1298; B's dissatisfaction with 
him, ii, 1300, 1301, 130~4. •-1321; 
Cabinet decides to sup_ersode him, 
ii, 1301; Queen protests, ii, 1302, 
1303; Wolseley sent out, ii, 1304, 
1305; victOry at Ulundi, ii, 1307; 
and Prince Imperial, ii, 130 9; his 
reception at home-correspond~ 
once between the Queen and B, ii, 

. 1330-1334 
Chequers Court, i, 357 
Chesham, ·2nd Lord, and Lady, ii, 

740, 933 . 
Chesterfield, .Anne Countess of, ii, 

577-610; as a Sultana at fancy dress 
ball (1835), i, 306; ll\jlets D at house. 
party at Wycombe .Abbey (1838), i, 
447; family, and llitimacy with D 
(1873), ii, 578-580; voluminous 
correspondence, ii, 580·581; pro
posal of_ marriage from D declined, 
ii, 581; affectionate friendship, ii, 
582, 584, 589; character, ii, 583; 
constantly ~ends Bretby produce to. 
D, ii, 590, 731; entertains D at 
Bretby, ii, 590, 601, 611, 646, 681-
683, 685, 740, 1258; brings D and 
Carnarvon together, ii, 612, 623; D 
seriously ill at Bretby, ii, 685, 687; 
scolds D for his imprudence in 
attending balls, ii, 729 ;-her portrait 
at Hughenden, ii, 7 44; ·annoyed 
at meeting editor of Spectator at 
Carnarvon's house, ii, 966; meets B 
at \Veston, ii, 984; visits Hughen
den with the Bradfords, ii, 1353; 
at B's last dinner-party, ii, 1478; 
survives . B four years, ii, 1490; 
member of the Order of the Bee, ii, 
1512 

Chesterfield, 6th Earl of, i, 254, 306, 
427' 526, 962; ii, 579 

Ohildc Harold, quoted, i, 168, '364; 
mentioned, i, 18, 34, 101 

Childers, H. c. E., ii, 651, 1300, 1320 
Cholmeley, Lady Georgiana, i, 255 
Cholmeley, Sir M., .i, 255 
Christian, Prince, ii, 392, 393 
Christian, Princess (Princess Helena), 

ii, 122, 01.33, 387, 392, 395, 1081 
Christopher, R . .A., i, 453, 7'99, 932, 

944, 948, 1048, 1056, 1112, 1161, 
1194 

'Christopher North,' i, 87 
Church affairs; ii, 83-114; Church re

form, i, 273; Church rates, i, 1527, 
ii, 14, 18, 36, 87 seq., 183; Church 
party, ii, 11, 25, 88; parties in the 
Church;-ij, 86; Disestablishment, ii, 
88; Chmch defence, ii, 91; D's dis
tribution of ecclesiastical patron· 
age, ii, 397-413, 1420, 1421; .Ritual· 
ism, ii, 6~2.·634; Public Worship 
II. 

Regulation Bill, . ii, 653-671; en
dowed Schools Bill, ii; 67 3, 67 4; ex· 
tension of the Episcopate, ii, 708; 
English Church Union, ii, 1279 

Church, Dean, ii, 522, 1231, 12, !J 
Churchill, Lady, ii, 392, 393, 664 
Churchill, Lord Randolph, ii,, 652, 

710, 769, 813, 856, 1460, 1471 
Ciceri, Dr., i, 105, 106 · 
Clanricarde, Marquis of, i, 1511; ii, 

171, 174 • 
Clarendon, ·countess of, ii, 131.0 
Clarendon; 3rd Earl of, i, 381 
Clarendon, 4th Earl of, Lord Lieu-

tenant of !!'eland, i, 1083 -~1085; 
]foreign Secretary· in .Aberdeen's 
Ministry, i, 1291, 1303, 1334, 1335, 
1337, ·1338; 'drifting ·towards 
war,' i, 1350; opposed to Derby· 
Palmerston combination, i, 1379; 
dissuades Napoleon III. from going 
to the Crimea, i,. 1'387; Foreign 
Secretary under Palmerston, i, 
1406, 1426, 1465, 1467, 1521; 
TreatyofParis,i, 1429,ii,-474, 476; 
replies in Parliament to Slough 
speech, i, 1553; a guest with Palmer
stan at Compiegne_in 1858, i; 1616; · 
Foreign Secretary ·under Russell 
(1865), ii, 161, 420; suggested by 
.A.dullamites for Prime lVllnister, 
ii, 173; refuses· co-operation with 
Derby, ii, 17 5; on political posi
tion from 1868, ii, 396; Foreign 
Secretary under Gladstone .(1868), 
ii, 423, 442; death, ii, 470; know
ledge of foreign countries, ii, 1019 

Clarke, Sir Edwal"d, ii, 1385 
Claughton, Bis)lop, ii, 409 
Clay, James, i, 158, 159, 160·162, 164, 

17.4, 179; .220, 387. 1057; ii, 504 
Clement, Louis, i, 144 
Clementine, Princesse, i, 550 
Clements, Lord, i, 237 
Clerk, Sir G., i, 1195 
Cleveland, Duchess of, ii, 153; .564 · 

1176 ·' 
Cleveland, 2nd Duke of, i, 580 
Cleveland, 4th Duke of, ii, 153, 1176 
Cl~~~e, Rev •. C. W~, i, 980, 128,9; ii 

Coalition, ·the, i, .1262-1266, 12.90, 
1296, 1299, 1302'1305, 1307; 1310, 
1311, 1315,'1.322, 1333, 1348, 1354, 
1366, 1370, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1385 

Cobbett, i, 474, 486 
Cobden, Richard, .A.nti~Corn Law 

Movement, i, 500,505; champion of 
the middle classes, i, .. 502, 766;. 
cosmopolitanism, i, 503; thanks D 
for speech on Consular service, i, 
526; attacks feudal systein, i, 539; 
on same platfcit'm with D at literary 
meeting at Manchester, i, 582; the 
Ten Hours Bill, i~ 633, 664; sugar 
question, i, 63 7 ; influence on Peel, 
i, 705, 717, 732; convinced the 
world would follow England in 

· Free Tr.adc, i, 718, 7 60; D honours 
his genius, i, 719; supported by 

50 
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Russell in Edinburgh letter~ i, 7 33; 
. finds· Peel's conduct difficillt to 

defend, i, 7 42; public reconciliation 
with Peel, i, 7 68; scene with Peel 
and D, i, 768; a Cobd_en :Ministry 
the only alternative to a Peel 
Ministry, i, 779; D's description. of 
him and his friends, i, 7 81 ;. tries to: 
persuade Peel to dissolve (1846), i, 
800; Peel's eulogy of him, i, 801; 
his miscalculations, i, 802 

Supports Russell MinistrY' on 
FreeTrade·,i, 819,1059, 1067;1099; 
meets D at Monckton Milnes's 
breakfast-party, i, 869; his. peace 
policy, i, 910, 911, 1002, · 1173; 
urges D ·to abandon Protection, i, 
911; opposes Palmerston's foreign 
policy, i, 985; retrencbinent, i, 
1014, 1017; Wellington's policy to 
keep him out, i, 1022 ;_success .in 
agitation, i, 103.0; his • invasion of 
Bucks,' i, 1054, ·1055 ;.income tax, 
i, 1119, 1120 ;.Praised in Lord George 
Benti'lfCk, i, 1141.; insists that the 
Derby Government of 1852 must· 
accept Free· Trade, ·i, 1223; 1225, 
1231, 1242; malt tax, 1, 1252; D's. 
overtures. for a Cobden-Bright
Disraeli Ministry, i, 1265 ;. believes 
D and Derb;v .would have avoided 
Crimean War, i, 1374; regrets his 
vote to turn them out,;; 1410, 14f1 · 

Peace policy in Crimean War, i, 
· 1403; contrasted by D with Bright, 
i, 1416; heads attack·against Pal
inerston on China question, i, 
1472; peace policy routed at the 
polls (1857); i, 1474; commercial 
treaty with France (1861), ii, 5, ·10; 
against expenditure on armaments, 
ii;29, 42, 43; influence with Napo
leon III., ii, 58.; praised after death 
in Parliament by D, ii, 142 · 

Co])lenz, i, 53 
Cochrane,. Baillie, see Lamington 
Cochrane, Charles, i, 911· . . 
C9ckburn, Sir Alexander, i, 128, 129, 

1072, 1073; ii, 518, 713, 1291 
' Creur de Lion ' letters;i, 415 
Cogan, -Rev. Eli, i, 28, 29 
Cohen, Francis, i, .41 

·c'l~~f.'ni2~~f;l; iis~:~ Ud~;~8't~~; 
'205, 227' 261, 342, 348, 357' 363 

Colburn, Williain, i; 459, 597, 865, 980 
Colenso, Bishop, ii, 100, 106 
Coleridge, Lord, ii, 2 63 
Collier, Jeremy, i, 453 ; • 
Collier, Payne, i, 453 . · · 
Collier, Sir Robert, ii, 420 
Collins; Mortimer, i, 1321 
Cologne, i, 51-53 · ·,· . . 
Colonies, the: reconstruction of Colon-

· ial system, i, 820; Colonial G"overn• 
ment Society, i, 1049-1052; Colonia1 
representation; i; 1051, 1149-1152, 

~ii, 168; cons<:ilidation, i, 1069;•1631~· 
'"'ii; 140-142,>534, 535; reluctance to 

share inip~~a!· burdens, i, .1201, 
. ~; 'i :. 

li, 209, 210; defence, ii, 63, '1421; 
1422;,Canadian federation, i, 1570, 
ii, .300;·South African federation, ii, 
1282, 1287,.1299 . 

Colville, Lord, ii, 451. , 
Combermere, 'Viscountiiss, i; 360 

-·commentaries on~the Life and .Reign. 
of Charles I., i, 17., 148, 256 

()Qmmerell, Admiral, ii, 1023 
Como; Lake of, i; 104 · · 
ponde,_Prince de, i, 9.95· . 
Conference of Berlin, ii, 1469 
Conference of London (1871), ii, 

470, 472, 476, 881, 993 ' 
·Confessions of an Opium Eater, i, 42 
Congress of Berlin, i, 529; ii, 954, 980, 

1126·1132, 1167, 1173, 1176-1240 . 
Coningsby, I, 560, 569, 581, 595-625, 

628;.665-700, 701, 817' 8<1,8,. 1199, 
1203; 1204, ii,"55, 1258, 1445, 1500; 
quoted,. i, 270, 302, 406, 552, 563, 
593, 628, ii.-. 632, 1514 ·. . 

ConJiaught, DuQhess of!_ii,1190-1192 
Connaught, Duke of, n, 1096, 1190, 

"1191, 1492.. . 
· Connellan, Corry, i, 1083 
Considine,· Colonel and Mrs., i, 145 
Constable, .Archibald, i, 81, .82 ·• 

.Constant, SeymoUr de, i; 260 
eonstantinople, i, .172-174; Confer- . 

ence of, ii, 950-986, U07 • ·. · 
·Consular service-:-reform, i, 524 
Contarini Fleming, i; 24, 43, 185-20<1,, 

c207,. 349; 862, ii, 590; quoted, _ . .;,~ 
38, 66, 88, 170, ·171, 176" 4 

• ' 

Conyngham, Lord Albert (afterwards 
. 1st Lord Londesborough),_ .;., 254, 

446, 447, 472; ii, 579 .. 
Cookesley, Rev: W. G., i, 600 
Copley, see Lyndhurst • 
Copyright Bill; i, 414, 423·425 -~ 
Corfu, i, 162; ii, 69, 1123 . . . 
cork, countess of; i, 238, 240, 25.2, 

254, 260, 34.7,.348, 490 
Cork, Earl of, ii, 57 4 ·.,. . 
Corn Laws Repeal Bill, i, 756-806 
Corrupt Practices Bill, ii; 315, 382, 

383, 526 . . . ' ' 
Corry, Henry J. L.,i;".l106; 1108, 1167, 

1641; First Lord· of the Admiralty 
(1867),ii, 249, 308; death,ii, 574 

Corry, Montagu (after: 1880 Lord 
Rowton), meeting With D, ii, 153;. 
private secretary (1866), ii, 154, •· 

· 180; intimacy. of their relations, ii,. 
181 ;-secures.l\i:rsc D's safety during' 
Reforni Riots, ii; 186; .,dits D's 
Refol'J!J. speeches; ii, 198·200; early 
e·xperiences as .se.cretary, ii, 214-
217 ; reports to .D general desire for 
Reform Bill, ii; 220, 268; Ten 
Minutes Bill dep'ate; ii, 236; E.arle's 
jealousy of him, ii, 262; distributes 
govim'i.merit aid to sufferers from 

. Clerkenwell explosi<:in,Ji, 3\)9,; with 
, 'D at Osborne, Janti!1cy,f:l86S(,.ii, 

320· . . . .. -"'~-: -·-
Ignorant of the compos~twn of.·· 

Lothair;·ii, 489·;·•at Lady Beacons
·field's "deathbed, it, 56~; D's 
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'factotum,' ii, 573; illness and 
death of his father, ii, 57 4, 57 5; 
present, with D, at meeting of Tory 
leaders at Hemsted (1873), ii, 610; 
summoned to town on Gladstone's 
sudden dissolution of Parliament 
(1874), ii, 613; resumes position of 
private secretary, ii, 637; D's appre
ciation of him, ii, 688, 736, 1109, 
1396; accompanies D to Osborne, ii, 
694; and the Prince of Wales, ii, 
713, 1177; mission to.Rothschilds at 
New Court about Suez Canal shares, 
ii, 786-788 

And Mme. Ign,atieff, ii, 1000; 
summoned by Queen, on B'ssudden 
illness, to report proceedings in 
Cabillet (May, 1877), ii, 1006; dines 
with Queen in family circle, ii, 1042; 
at _Brighton with B, ii, 1057; B 
complains of his leaving him, ii, 
1059,1274, 1375; assists B to enter
tain the Queen at Hughenden, ii, 
107 5; usefulness to B, ii, 1080; go
between to Carnarvon, ii, 1093, 
1095; illness-sent abroad· (Jan
uary, 1878), ii, 1108-1110, 1120, 
1154, 1162; accompanies B to 
Berlin, ii, 1180, 1186; contrivance 
to prevent B from addressing Con
gress in French, ii, 1183, 1184; 
orders special train on June 21, 
ii, 1197, 1198; on the B-Gor.tcha
koff dispute, ii, 1209; summons 
Kidd by telegram~ to Berlin, ii, 
1210, 1211; invited with B to 
Osborne, ii, 1218; describes Riding 
School banquet to the Queen, ii, 
1232; a great favourite at Hat
field, ii, 1261, 1281, 137.8; lends 
B his house in Audley Street, ii, 
1265; offered by the Queen the 
headship of H.M. Household, ii, 
1267; helps B to' .entertain the 
Prince of Wales at Hughenden, ii, · 
1343, 1344; his collie and B, ii, 
13 7 4; makes notes for B of Glad
stone's Midlothian orations, ii, 
1375; at Hatfield with B during 
1880 election, ii, 13.94; peerage, ii, 
1401, 1402; accompanies B to 
VVindsor for farewell audience, ii, 
1412; conducts negotiations about 
Endymion with Longma.ns, ii, 
1423, 1424, 1441, 1442; reports 
Bridgwliter House meeting to the 
Queen, ii, 1447-1449; wit.J:t B to 
Windsor, 'dine and sleep,' May, 
1880, ii, 1450; received by. the 
Queen frequently at Balmoral 
(October, 1880), ii, 1415; at Hugh-. 
cnden for Bradford party, ii, 1463; 
takes his sick sister abroad, 
October, 1880, ii, 1464; to Algiers, 
ii 1466; in London, January, 1881, u: 14 71-14 7 3 ; returns to Algiers, 
February, 1881, ii, 1474; missed ·by 
B ii, 1481; hurries back, April, ii, 
1486; with B during his last week 
of life, ii, 1487-1489; summoned by 

Queen to Osborne, ii, 1490; de
cides for funeral -at Hughenden, 
ii, 1492; a principal mourner, ii, 
1493; B leans on his arm in London 
streets, ii, 1507; Chancellor of the 
Order of the Bee, ii, 1513 

Receives and records D's con
fidences about his early life, i, 
11, 28, 29, 106, 132, 258, 702, 777, 
842, 919, 951, 957,-960, 961' 

Corti, Count, ii, 770, 1182, 1195 
Cottesloe, Lord (till 187 4 Sir Thomas 

Fremantle), i, 453, 484, 523, 534, 
1212, 1342. 

Cotton, Sir J. Hynde, i:225, 373, 918 
Cotton, Alderman, Lord Mayor, ii, 

802 
Coulton, D. T., i, 1320, 1321, 1418, 

1430 ' 
Courtenay, T. P., i, 1266 
Cousin, M., i, 54 7, 557 
Cowen, Joseph, ii, 1197 
Cowley, Countess, ii, .1060. 
Cowley, Lady, i, 546 
Cowley, Lord, i, 546, 738 
Cowley, Earl, i, 1201, 1212, 1455, 

1524, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1621, 1622, 
. 1627, 1629; ii, 50, 202, 262, 762 
Cowper, Countess, ii, 573 
Cowper, Henry, ii, 184, 357, 1060 
Cowper, William, ii, 929 
Cox, Rev. John, i,,1043, 1049 
Craig, Gibson, i, 404 
Cranborne, see Salisbury 
Cranbrook, see Hardy 
Cranworth, Lord, i, 1291 
Craven, 1\J:rs., i, 431 
Crawford, Sharman,·i, 1217 
Crichton, Viscount, ii, 813 
Crimean War, i, 503, 578, 708, 1333-

1388, 1401-1431; peace negotia
tions, i, 1402-1406, 1424-1430; ii, 
467, 470, 473, 474, 475 

Cr·isis Examined, The, i, 273-
Crispi, ii, 1127 
Crockford's, i, 256;437, 651 
Croker, Crofton, i; 41; Fairy Legends 

of Ireland, i, 6 5 · 
Croker, John Wilson, heads cabal 

against Lockhart's appointment 
as editor of Quarterly Review, i, 7 4 ; 
incurs D's dislike, i, 7 6; Murray 
submits to~ him proofs of Gallo
mania, to-D's annoyance, i, 210, 
213; D attributes to him his failure 
to be elected to Athenreum, i, 210; 
executor and legatee of Lord Hert
ford, i, 525, 528; satirised as Rigby 
in Coningsby, i, 59.9, 621; D's' 
reminiscences of Croker,-i, 624, 625, 
1100; asks Bentinck about D's 
efl'ectiveness in debate, i, 903; 
ignores D in Quarterly, i, 953; 
criticises his December (1852), 
Budget there, i, 1246; grumblers 
against D confide in him, i, 1296 

Cromer, Earl of, ii, 794, 1291, 1313-
1315, 1317; Modern Egypt, ii, 1318 

Cross,. Sir Richard (afterwards Vis
count), leading Lancashire Con-
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servative, ii, 514; Home Secretary, 
Ji, 627-629, 648, 1152; 'Mr .. Secy. 
X,' ii, 700, 704; chiefly respon
sible for social reform, 187 4-80, 
ii, 704,-706, 710, 7'12'; his precau
tions toBafeguard D, ii, 726;·not a 
powerful orator, ii, 865, 1391; 
Eastern Question; ii, 995, 1009, 
1011, 1043, 1053,.1066, H38; sup
ports Bin Cabinet of December·14, 
1877, ii, 1073; on depreesion of 
trade, ii; 1088; note on the Derby 
dispute, ii, 114 7 ; prosecution of 
Marvin, ii, 1U5; Afghan War, ·u, 
1259,- ~263; in ;favour of dissoh:i
tion, Marcli, 1880, ii, 1396; G.C.B., 
ii; 1403; last Cabinet, ii; 1408 

Cubitt, George, i, 394 _ 
Cullen, Cardinal, 'ii, 217; a.leader ·of 

Irish Roinan Catholic opinion; ii,-
345; D's University scheme, ii,-. 
3'1c6; 349; denounces Gladstone's · 
Irish University scheme, ii, 544 

Cumberland, Duke of, i; 332; ii, 1212 
Cumming, Dr., i, 1483 · . . 
Curiosities of Literature, i., 15, 17, 19, 

960 . ' . 
Curran, J.-P., i, 42 
Cyprus, i, 175; ii, 1145-1148, 1157, 

1163, 1165, 1167, i170, 1173, 1174, 
1257' 1258, 1267 

Cyprus Convention, ii, 1170-1176, 
1204, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1219, 1221, 
1232; 1236-1239, 1262, 1327, 1328 

Daily News, organ of ·Liberal party, 
" i, 1201; 1306, 1603, 1623, ii, 485, 

1'041; and Bulgarian atrocities, ii, 
914-917' 948 . 

Daily Telegraph, i, 1306; ii, 485, 815; 
948; 1032, 1089 

Dalhousie; Marquis. of, i, 403, 818, -
1213, 12i4, 1484, 1492; ii, 37; 38 

Daly; James (afterwards Lord- Dun-
sandle ), ii, 63 7 -

Damiani, i, ·17 5 · 
Dannecker; i, 469. 
d'Arblay, l\ime., i,.i95 
Darby, G., i; 420 
Dai'lmgton, Earl of, i, 41$ 
Dartmouth, Earl ot,.~i,- 360, 3.64 
Darwin, Charles, ii,'l04 
Dashwood, Sir G., i, 228 

· D'Aumale, 'Due,. i,' 1494; 1509, 1517, 
i53i; u, 36, 64, 82, 5io, 637, 640 

Davies, SCrOpe, i, ·42 
Davitt, Michael, ii, 1381 
Davy, Lady,-i,- 55 
Dawson; George, i, 281 
Dawson, Mr:S,, i, 381, 426, 431, 523, 

. 628, 933; 120.4 . 
Day, ii, 252 - . . 
Decazes, Elie, Due, i, 549, 550, 736 
DeCazes, L. C. E., Due, fi, 785 
Decazes,. Duchesse,.i, 550, 556 
Delane, J. · T .·, . succeeds Barnes as 

editor of The Times, i, 566; D's 
friendly relations-with him, i, 925, 
940, 947,•.ii; 94; 330, 692, 725,·958; 
Lord George Bentincli, i,)136; 1-146; 

on tlie Thiel's plagiarism, i, 1210; 
on Gladstone-and Derby Ministry, 
i, -1518, 1519; quarrel with D, i, 
1551; "'ould like D made Viberoy 

_of India., i, 1577; premature publi-
,_ cation of 1859 Reform Bill, i, 1600; 

on 1867 Reform Bill, ii, 226, 257; 
'Pall Mall journal intellect,' ii, ~ 
4. 26; Glads_ tone's Edinb_ u. fgh Review--~· article, ii, 4.71; admiration of D's-

. statesmanship. 'in refusing to . take:'· 
office, 1873;· ii, 558, 574; makes 
overtures to -B's Ministry, ii, 798 

1 De la. Warr, Earl and Count<Jss; i, 
43'1 ; ii, 120 • 

De L'Isle, Lord, i, 33·2; 419, 46.8, 494 
Dendera., i, 1 7'8 

- Denison; G. A., ii; 149 
r:ie:Iiison, Evelyn, i; 1389, 1391; ii, 64, 

156, 1456 
Denman, Lord, i, 442, 445 
Denmark, King of; ii, 887 
Denmark, Prince and' Princess 

Christian of; ii, 13 2 · 
Denvil, i; 266 
De Quincey, i, 42 
Derby, Countess of (wife of 14th Earl), 

ii, 65, 303, 319, 359, 449,.451, 815' 
Derby, Mary Countess of (wife:( of· 

15th Earl, till 1870 Marchioness 
of Salisbury), entertains D a.t-_Ha.t
field, i, 1152, u; 65; at Hughend·en, 
ii, 89; close frie)i.dship for D, and 
Mrs. D., ii, .l5'5; marriage to D's 
friend Derby, ii, 463, 464; enter-
tains D. at Knowsley, ii, 4liS ;-her. 

.,political parties, ii, 592; brings D 
and Salisbury together, ii, 624; 
helps :0 politically, ii, 668, 1021; 
offer of-G.C.B.. to Carlyle, ii, 698; 
at: Woburn, ii,- 1059;-, Derby's in-
action,-fi,)06.7 · · · 

Derby, 13th Earl of,- death, i, 1124~ . 
Derby, 14th Earf of (till 1851 Lord 
. Stanley); MelboUrn.e expects his 

immediate premiership (1834), i, 
·. 259; abandons Grey's Ministry, i, 
-264; D anticipates his junction 
.with Peel, i, 265; Cabinet o:t'f'ercd 
by _Peel and ~efused, i, 2G8, 269, 
392; D' on ·his Parliamentary 
speeches;- i, 282; Runnymede letter 
·to·, i, 326,' 3'27. 

On, -front ·Opposition bench 
(1837), i,.400; meets D at dinner, i, 
427.; speech praised by [J (1840), 

·i, 485~oColonia.l.Secreta,ry (1841),_i, 
515; strong prejudice against D, 
i, 520, 595 ; and-Protection, i; 542, 
624; bantered ·by D as 'tile 
Rupert of debate,' -i;-635; D's_ poor 
opinion of him; i, 638 ;·goes to. tho 
Lords, i, 640; dissent from Peel at 
Corn JJa.w crisis (1845), i,_ 733, 7'34; 
refuses to join Peel's reconstructed 
Cabinet, i, 7 41;. 1io. opport)lnity 
to explain resignatio~ in House of.· 
Lords, i, 746 · -_. __ ,. .· 
,- r,ea.der of Protectionist· party, 
!, 818, 819; 'full Of fUn: and, chaff,'-
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I, 824; no personal relations with D 
(1846), I, 828; D calls his trans
ference from the Commons to the 
Lords 'a misfortune for.the coun
try,' i, 834; not acknowledged by 
D as his leader, i, 84 2; presides over 
Protectionist ' Cabinet 'in London, 
i, 847;onJewBills,i, 887,888, 895; 
lukewarmness disapproved by 
Bcntinck, i, 897, 90 2, 903, '90 7; 
dines with D (1848), i, 920; asks 
him to sum up the Session, i, 920, 
921; reluctant to see D leader, i, 
936; correspondence on leadership 
with D, i, 937-944, 94 7, 950, 957; 
suggests Herries, i, 938; suggests 
Co=ittee of Three, i, 954; Com 
mittee appointed, i, 955; praiseR 
D's Local Taxation (1849) speecb, 
i, 1017; conferences with D, i, 
1020; attacked by Graham, ·i, 
10 21 ; ncar prospect of ' a Stanley 
Ministry,' i, 1022; banquet to Pro
tectionists at Mansion House, i, 
1023, 1024; opposes change. of 
policy, i, 1028; difference with D 
a,bout Sinldng Fund a,nd Protoe
tionist agitation-correspondenct', 
i, 1030-1049; correspondence with 
D about Colonial Society, i, 1049-
1053; Burghley meeting, i, 1054· 
1056; urges D to consult Herries. 
i. 1063; censure of Palmerston'~ 
Greek policy, i, 107 4; Papal aggres
sion, i, 1083; on overtures to 
Graham, i, 1091-1093; clinner to D 
and•Opposition leaders (1851), i, 
1097; unsuccessful attempt to form 
a Government, i, 1102-1111; his 
policy about Protection, i, 1114, 
1115, 1167-1169, 1172, 1173, 1176, 
1185, 1193, 1224, 1226; succeed~ 
to the earldom, i, 1124; disagree
ment with D about Protection, i, 
1130-1133; D's treatment of him in 
Lord George Bentinclc, i, 1142-1144; 
correspondence with D on Reform 
and Colonial representation, i, 
114 7 -1151 ; Russell's Reform Bill 
(1852), 1, 1154; Prime Minister 
(1852), i, 1157-1161, 1164; arrange
ment with Poolitcs, i, 1171, 117 2; 
disapproval of D's April Budget 
speech, i, 1181-1184; Burmese War; 
i, 1214; proposed Russian alliance, 
i, 1220; national defence, i, ·1221-
1223, ~242; tho question of re
constructing the Ministry~ i, 1238, 
123 9; defends D against the Court, 
i, 1240; encourages~ D upon De
cember Budget, i, 1242; enthusi
astic reception in City, i, 1251; 
protests against further conces
sions in Budget, i, 1256, 1257; 
resignation, i, 1265; and the Coali
tion, i, 1291, 1292; against D's 
progressive ideas, i, 1299; praised 
by Pross as a reformer, i, 1316; as 
Chancellor of 02.-tord, confers hon. 
D.C.L. on D, i, 1325; disapproves 

D's India, policy, I, 1327, 1328; 
attacks of gout, i, 1184, 1342, 1364; 
entertains D at Knowsley, i, 1343, 
1344; relations with his party and 
with D, f, 1362-1365; policy during 
Crimean War, i, 1368; political 
position(1855),i, 1374,1375;asked 
to form a Government, i, 137 5; un
successful offer to Palmerston, 
Gladstone, and Herbert, i, 1377-
1380; fails to form Government-
D's disappointment, i, 1380-1386 

His refusal of office determines 
D's career, i, 1401; dread of being 
compelled to take office, i, 1411; 
war policy, i, H19-H22; relations 
with D, i, 1431; administrative 
reform, i, 1433, 1440; and his party, 
i, 1458; 1459; approximation to 
Gladstone, i, 1469, 1470; Chinese 
\Var, i, 1471; deprecates D's pro
posed action on Reform, i, 1480, 
1481; consults D on party tactics, 
i, 1502, 1513; Prime Minister 
(1858), i, 1514-1519; India Bill, i, 
1531; criticises D's conduct of 
busin<Oss, i, 1537-154.0; gra.nted by 
Queen authority to dissolve, i, 
1544, 1545; defends D's Slough 
speech, i, 1552; asks Gladstone to 
join Government, i, 1516, 1554-
1656, 1564, 1641; Ionian Islanp.s, 
i, 1563; drafts Queen's Indian Pro
clamation, i, 1568; takes charge of 
Reform policy (August, 1858), i, 
1582; correspondence with D about 
patronage, i, 1582, 1583; about 
Lytton's threatened resignation, 'i, 
1590-1594; and about Reform, i,. 
1584, 1585, 1592-1597; on dissolu
tion, i, 1607, 1613; correspondence 
with D about Napoleon III. and 
Italian policy, i, 1621-1625; advo
cates armed neutrality, i, 1630; 
tendency to support ·palmerston 
against Russell, i, 1634, 1638; in
sists on strict neutrality being made 
clear in Queen's Speech (June, 
1859), i, 1645; resigns, i, 1651; 
warm acknowledgments to D, i, · 
1661; deprecates overthrow of 
Palmerston, i, 1666; offers him 
support, ii, 13, 18, 27, 28; warns D 
of cabal, ii, 18; national defence, 
ii, 42; supports D against Walpole, 
ii, 46; Russell's foreign policy, ii, 
70, 78; Church rates, ii, 91; criti
cism of D's tactics in opposition, 
ii, 113; Irish Church, ii; 139, 159; 
the necessity of ' muzzling ' Roman 
Catholics, ii, 149; correspondence 
with D about General Election· of 
1885, ii, 149-152;pressed by D .to 
arrange new combination, ii, 160-
164; overtures to Adullamites, ii, 
173-174; Prime Minister. (1866), 
ii, 175-179; pushes Reform for
ward, ii, 187, 192; Luxemburg, ii, 
20 6; suggests household suffrage, 
ii, 218; adopts it, ii, 222, but with _ 
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checks, ii, · 223; proposes -it to . 
Cabinet, ii, 225; his proceedings in 
Cabinet narrated by D, ii, 229-231; 
taken aback by CranbQ.l'Ile's resig· 
nation, ii, 23_2; accepts larger 
.measure, ii, 245 ; explains Reform 

' .. Bill-to party meeting, ii, 253; urges 
D _to insist on ·ministerial willing· 
ness to· consult the House of 

-Co.=ons, ii, 257; congratulates 
him: on 'triumphant success,' ii, 
261; reconi_mends Bill to Lords, ii, 

·284; praises. D. at-Manchester, ii, 
288; responsibility for .. the Bill, 

-i!, 293-297; complimented by D 
.on ·results of his adrilinistration, 
ii, , 310; resignation, ii, 316-319, 
321-~24; recommends D as sue· 
cessor, ii, 320; confirms D's action 
about Chelmsford, ii, 328; attacks 
of gout, i, 1565, 1586, ii, 74, 122, 
165, 263, 285, 303; 311, 316 

Position in party after resigns· 
tion, i!, 341 ;·views on Irish Church, 
ii, 352, 353; dissatisfied vl'ith Stan· · 
ley's amendment, ii, .361; advises 
against resignation, ii, 367; en D's 
ecclesiastical appointment-s, ii, 399, 
407-409; constantly consulted ·by 
·D, ii, 413; declines Lord Lieu ten·· 
ancy of Middlesex,. ii, 413; fears 
outcome of General Election-(1868), 
ii, 429; on the results, ii, 432; dis· 
approves at fir~_t, but finally satis· 

_ fled vl'ith, Government's immediate 
resignation, .if, 434·436; congratu· 
lates ' Lady. Beaconsfield,' ii, 440; 

·refuses to countenance compromise 
on Irish Church Bill, ii, 446,. 448 ;.· 
illness and death, ii, 448, 449; D:s 
relations with, and public eulogy 
of, 11;449·451 _ . , . 

Derby, 15th Earl of (tilll851 Edward 
Stanley, from· 1851 to 1869 Lord 
Stanley), Revolutionary Epi.ck (new 
edition, 1864) dedicated to him, 
i, 246; appoints Tita•messenger in 
India Office, i, 388; in favour of 
Jew Bill, i, 887, 888,. 894; elected 
for ·Lynn, i, 932; D's political 
pupil, i, 1024; praised by D toW. 
Beresford, i, 1035; breakfasts with 
b (1850), i, 1067; supports D in 
dissociating party from Protection, 
i, 1079, 1080, 1125, 1194; at Hugh· 
enden, i, 1095, 1208; ·foreign.travel,
i, 1151; favours· Colonial repre
sentation .in Parliament, i, 1151; 
appointed Under·· Secretary for 

• Foreign Affairs in his absence, i, 
1161 ; returns to England, i, 118 7 ; 
anxious' for reconstruction of 
Government; i; 1196, 1197 ;. sup· 

·.ports iD's· ·progressive policy, .i, 
1299, 1331; helps to, found the· 
Press, i, 1200; 1306·1309, 1318; 
articles in Press, i, 1308, 1315, 1317; 
on India; i, 1327; 'a war and no, 
·Reform,' i, 134(); on Protestant· 
Ism, i, . 1360; supports'. Derby in 

refusing ·office (1855), i,_ .. 1380, 
1381 

For peace in the' Crimea, i, 1418, 
1419, 1423; refuses ·office from 
Palmerston, i, 1423; visits Hugh· 
enden, i, 1440, 1575, 1586, 1664, ii, 
89; administrative reform, i, 1440· 
1442; misunderstanding with D 

- (1857), i, 1460-1463; hesitates to 
join Derby's Cabinet (1858), i, 
1517; Colonial Secretary, I,. 1518; 
a reformer, I, 1521, 1580, ii, 158 ;· 
Church rates, i, ·1527; _Minister· for· 
India, i, 1561, 1564·1568, 157 4, 
157 5, 1635; relations with the 
Court, i, 1571; intimacy with D, 
I, 1573·1576, 1659, ii, 31; they 
vrork at Reform together, i, 1585,. 
1586, 1588, 1'589; popularity with 
the middle cl!isses, i, 1586, 1660; 
action In Cabinet on Reform Bill, 
I, 1593-1599; suggested by D is 
Prime Minister (1859), i, 1659, 
1660; Greek throne, 11; 65, 66,B9;. 
refuses office from Russell, ii, 159; 
D' against Idea of his premiership in 
1865and 1866,ii,'l59,-163;agalnst 
Gladstone's Reform Bill (1866), jf, 
166, 171; Foreign Secretary.(1866), 
il; 177, 183; non-Intervention/ il, 
201; foreign. policy-Luxemburg 
question, il, 203·208; Reform Bill of 
1867, ii,. 220, 234, 238, 239, 249, 
252, 269; summoned to Knowsley 
by ·Derby's illness, ii,.318;· assis~s 
D to form a Government (1868), 
il, 319, 321·323; lends Mrs. D 
.Foreign Office for her party, il, 333" 

Irish Church policy, il, 352, 35.3, 
430; the .Alabarna question, il, 354,--
420-423, 517; moves amendment 
to Gladstone's Irish Church resolu · 
tiona, il, 361; Abyssinian e;xpedi· 
tlon, il, 3 83 ; at Lucerne in attend·· 
ance .(ln the _Queen, il, 390, 426; 
conduct of foreign policy. generally 
approved, li., 420_; on· Prussian 
armaments, ii, 424·4.26; desponi[ent 
about General Election, il, 4,26; in 
favour of Immediate resl!ination, il, 
434, 435; and Mrs. D's peerage, il, 
441; succeeds to earldoni, 'ii, 450; 
declines leadership In the Lords, ii, 
452, 453; marriage, il, 463, 464; 
entertains D and Lady Bat Knows· 
ley, ii, 468; trusted by the middle 
classes, ii,- 512; .s)lggestelil as sub·· 
stitutt! for D In leadership, il, 513, 

'514; attends·D's Manchester meet· 
lngin 1872,ii, 526, 532, 533;Ballot 
Bill in Lords, ii, 539, 540; abroad 
during crisis on Irish University 
Bill ·(1873), ii, 542, -543, 547; re· 
turns and Is consulted by D, il, 
554; in consultation with D about 
the 187 4 Ministry; ii, 625; Foreign 
Secretary (1874), ii, · 627·629; 749; 
Endowed Schools Bill, il, 673, 701; 

. at ·Abergeldie and Balinoral~ il, 
'684,, • 685 ;· dissuades D from gofn.g 
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to Ireland, ii, 686; honours for 
scientific and-literary men-presses 
Carlyle's ·claims, ii, 695, 698; con
gratulates ·D on 'closing the cam
.paigri [of the 1875 session] with a 
victory,' ii, 733; fugitive slave 
circular, ii, 737, 738; compared to 
Salisbury, ii, 749; Suez Canal, ii, 
752, 753, 779-794, 796; Tsar Alex
ander's visit to England, ii, 7 54-
756; dealings with Spain, ii, 756-
7 59; relation with the Queen, ii, 
757-759, 776; Bismarck's threat to 
France, ii, 761-766; on D's pro
posed retirement, ii, 833; scouts 
idea of premiership, ii, 835; in tro
duces B to House of Lords, ii, 860; 
relations_ to Hardy and Northcote, 
ii, 867, 868 

Conducts Eastern Question with 
D outside Cabinet (1'875), ii, 887; 
recommends adherence to Andrassy 
note, ii, 891; Bismarck's overtures 
(1876), ii, 892-894; D complains of 
Foreign Office under his manage
ment, ii, 895, 916-918; absorption 
in Eastern Question, ii, 904; ex
plains difficulties of diplomatic 
situation, ii, 905-906; neutrality in 
'I'urco-Serbian War, ii, 909; B 
praises his energy and skill, vigour 
and decision, ii, 924, 934, 944, 948, 
949; speech on Eastern Question 
and Constantinople, September 11, 
187 6, ii, 934-936;- acknowledges 
that Bulgarian atrocities have 
chtmged the position of the Govern
ment, ii, 941; his policy, ii, 944, 
945, 950; on Russian influence in 
Serbia,ii, 947, 948; Conference pro
posed, ii, 959; attacked by Liddon, 
ii, 966; Cabinet and Conference in
structions, ii, 967, 968; refuses to 
contemplate military or naval 
action, ii, 971, 972; no coercion of 
the Porte, ii, 980, 981; Salisbury at 
Constantinople Conference, ii, 9 83, 
985; draft of Queen's Speech, 1877, 
rewritten by B, ii, 988, 989; main

. tains peaceful tendency of Minis
terial policy against Argyll's attack, 
ii, 991 ; London protocol, ii, 100 2; 
warns Turkey of dangers of rejec
tion, ii, 1003; warning despatch of 
May, 1877, to Russia, ii, 1007; 
against war, and especially war by 
Turkaoy's side, _ii, 1010, 1011; B 
begins to doubt his ad-'quacy, ii, 
1011-1014; Queen's discontent with 
him, ii, 1015-1017, 1019, 1021, 
1028 -1031, 1048; B appeals to 
him for support, ii, 1017, 1018; 
agreestoforwarctsteps,ii, 1024; B's 
appeal to take lead in active policy, 
ii, 1054, 1055; conciliatory in 
Cabinet, ii, 1056, and in talk with B 
(October, 1877), ii, 1061; for' peace 
at any -price,' ii, 1066; purely pas· 
sive policy, ii, 1067; misunder
standing in Cabinet about note to 

Russia,- ii, 1070; further remon
strance by B, il; 1071; resists B's 
forward policy in Cabinet of De· 
cember 14, 1877, ii, 1073; seeks an 
accommodation, ii, 1077, and finds 
it, ii, 1078, 1079; hopes Carnarvon 
will not retire, January, 1878, ii, 
1085-1087; opposes B's draft of 
Queen's Speech, ii, 1088; resists 

·sending "fleet to_ the Dardanelles, ii, 
1091, 1097, 1099; resigns, ii, 1100; 
after a few days' ·uncertainty re· 
turns,ii, 1102-1105; Queen's annoy
ance, ii, 1107; unconciliatory atti
tude in Cabinet, ii, 1109, 1110, 
1112-1153; reconciled to sending 
fleet, ii, 1113; Queen on his con- . 
duct, ii, 1i17-1119; his diminished· 
position, ii, 1119-1122; expected to 
-resign when place of arms in the 
Levant acquired, ii, 1124-1127; de· 
mand for submission to the Powers 
of .Russia's terms to Turkey, ii, 
1128-1129; resignation after Cabi · 
net of March 27, -187 8, ii, 1134-
1140; his own version of _its pro· 
ceedings, ii, 1136-1138; statement 
in Parliament, ii, 1140; Garter 
offered by B and refused, ii, 1141; 
controversy about cause of resigna
tion, ii, 1143·1150; beneficial result 
of resignation, ii, 1150, ·1151; on 
Ministerial-compliance with Queen's 
personal wishes, ii, 1329; opposes B 
at General Election, 1880, ii, 1393; 
appreciation of Endymion, ii, 1439: 
at B's funeral, ii, 1493, 

Dering, Sir E., i, 1378 
de Ros, Lord, i, 459 
Derry, Bishop, ii, 349 
Development of the European Nations, 

by J. Holland Rose, ii, 1268 
De V ere, i,_ 85 
De Vesci, Viscount and Viscountess, 

ii; 1155 .. 
Devonshire, Duke of, ii, 163, 400 
Deym, Count, ii, 1057 -
D'Eyncourt, :Miss c. Tennyson, i, 411, 

546 
d'Haussez, Baron, i, 210, 211 
Diary of Two Parliaments, quoted, ii, 

678, 857, 859, 1038 
Dick, Quintin, i, 371, 995, 1050 
Dickens, Charles, i, 582, 629, 1496; 

ii, 914 
D!ebitsch, Marshal, ii, 971 
Dilke, Sir Charles, ii, 527, 707, 1412, 

1429, 1456, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1481 
Dillwyn, L., ii, 724 

'lisraeli, Benjamin, after 1876 Earl of 
Beaconsfield :-

Ancestry, !, 5-12; par;ents, i; 
13-21 

Appearance of-as a young man, 
1, 128, 129, 163, 218, 235, 236, 243, 
244, 252-254, 285, 286; in Parlia
ment, i, 626-628, 714, 715, 1192, 
ii, 828·869, 841-857, 862·864; as an 
old man, ii, 1507, 1508' . 
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Disraeli, Eeniamin--"'continued 1834.~Publishcs the Revolu-
- -· Career, in Chronological Order:- tionarv Epick, 1; 244-247; -and 

1804"1816.-Birth, i, 22; early 'L'he -Infernal Marriage, i, 227; 
·years, i, 22, 23; school days at friendship -with Lady Blessington 
Islington and Blackheath, i, 23-27 _and. d'Orsay, i,. 251-263 debut at 

1817-182Q.-'-:i3aptism, i, 27; at Almack's, i, 256; conversation with 
. school at Higham HaJJ,. i, 28-30; Lord Melbourne, i, 258, 259; much. 
educationcontinuedathome, i,29-34 in 'Henrietta's '-:society, .·i, 260; 

l82l.~A.fticled 'to a firm .of friendship with Lyndhurst, i; 256, 
solicitors, i, 36, 37 260, 265, 266; appeals . to Lord 

1822-1823.-Multifarious read- Durham for a seat, i, 271; third 
ing, i, 38; dinners at John Murray's, - contest at Wycombe, i, 273-279 
i, 41-43 1835.-0nce more -defeated, i, 

1824.-First attempt at a satiri- _ 278; )oins the Conservatives, i, 280 ;-
caltale, i, 44; delicate health, i, 46; ·m:eets Gladstone at dinner at 
tour on. the Rhine With his father, Lyndhurst's, i, 281; contests Taun-
i, 46-57; abandons law, i, 58 ton unsuccessfully, i, - 285"290; 

1825.-StoJ:k Exchange spccu- quarrel with O'Connell, i, 290-299; 
lations and losses, i, 59, 60; first at a Fancy Ball, i, 306; leader-
publication-Mining pamphlets, i, writing in Morning Post, ;; 3_08; 
61-64; Life of Paul Jones, i; 65; publishes the Vindication, i, 310' • 
associated with Murray in attempt 1836.-'---Appreciat.lon of Vindica-
to ostablish new journal, i, 65-82; tiqn by, Peel, i; 321; alliance with 

'mission 'to Lo'ckhart, i, 67-72; Barnes ·of ·The Times, i·, · 323;-
meets (3ir W_alter Scott, i, 69-72; Letters of Runnymede, i; '323-327; 
dislike of Croker, i, 76; '['he Repre- -Spirit of Whi.gaism,. i, 328'329; 
sentative pubiisned; i, '76; break elected to the Carlton Club,;; 32!!; 
with John Murray, i, 75-80 articles in The Times, i, 335, .3.37·; 

1826.-Publishes first novel, parts in the autumn· from 
Vivian GreJi, i, 78, 83-97; friend- 'Ii:eririetta,' i, 343; successful 
ship with 1\trs._ Austen, i, 84-87; speech at Aylesbury, i; 337-339; 
ill health, i, 98; tour with .the publishes Henrie:tta . 'L'emple, i, 
Ailstens in Italy, i; 98o115 _ · 341, -343; becomes a J.P., i, 355; 

1827._:_Publishes sequel to embarrassed by debts, i, 350-
Vivian Grey, i, il6; entered· at 357 _. . 
Lincoln's Inn, i, 119; deSpondency · 1837.-'-'-Epileptic attack, i, -361; 
and serious illness, i, 119, 120 money .troubles, i, 362, 363;"pub-

1828.'--Publishes Popanflla, i,. lication , of Vene:tia, i, 364; friend-
121 ship With Sir Francis .Blirdett; i, 

1829.-The Ds move to Braden: 372-374; accompanies Lyndhurst 
ham, i. 124, 125 . . to Kensington Palace on Queen 

1830.'-Frieiidship- with Bulwer Victoria's accession, i; 375; stands · 
Lytton, i, 127; The Young Duke for Maidstone with Wyndham 
written, i, 127; and published, i, Lewis, J, 376-379; .elected, i, 379; 
137; tol).l' with Meredith in Spain 'the Wyndham Lewises at Braden-
and the East, i, 140'184 · ham, i, 383; visit to Woolbeding, 

1831.-Totir continued, visit to i, 383:386-; improved health, i, 
.Jerusalem, i, 176; death of-Mere-' 382; close_ of 'Mutilated Diary,'-
dith at Cairo, i, 181; return to i; 386;· enters·Pai'liamerit, i; 399; 
England, i, _ 183; withdraws from welcomed by Peel,-_!, 400,_ 403, 
Lincoln's Inn, i, 205 409; maiden speech, i,_ 405"412;-

1832.-First experience of Lon- speech on Copyright Bill, i, 413; 
-don society, i, 207-209; meethJg votes ._for repeal of Poor Jjaw, i, 
with :Mrs. Wyndham Lewis, i, 2'08; I 478, 479 
and with Peel, i, _209; publishes : 1838.-Contributesto The Times, 
Gallomania, i, 209; and Oontari.ni i, 415; death of Wyndham Lewis, 
Fleming, i, 185; Independent can- ·;, 420;. successful speech"· oii the 
didate for Wycombe, i, 215:218; C()rn .Laws, i, 420:422; at Queen 

_defeated, i, 219; first political I Victoria's Coronation, i, 428-431'; 
programme, i, 221-224; defeated 1 courtship of :Mrs. Wyndham Lewis, 
at Wycombe a second time, i, 224;- i, 432, 434"436, · 438-440; at work 
'issuesaddressforBucks,i;.225 on .Alqrcos; i, -436, .. 459, 463;. 

1833.-Publishcs Ixion, i; 227;- quarrel with Charles Austin ali<J_ the 
and .Alroy, i, 197; candidature for lawyers; i; .440, 441;. proceedings 
Marylebone, and Pamphlet, What· in the Queen's Bench, i, 442"4-47 
is He 1 i, 229-231; falls in love with · 1839.--'-Lovers' ·quarrel, i, · 449-
''Henrietta.' i, 238; first volume., . 45l;independentattitudeii1Parlia
of Henrietta _Temple written,-!, 343 ;. . mc:ht, ·, i, 455; , write.s _letters of
begins the •·Mutilated Diary,' i, 'Lrelius,' on-the Bedchamber Plot, 
288-239 : - - . . . .. i,' 456-458; pilblicatioij of.Alarcos~ 

·-
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DisrueU, Benjamin-continued 
i, 458, 459, 462-464; social life, 
i, 453, 454, 458, 461, 462, 46-l; 
speech on Chartism, i, 462,473-484; 
marriage, i, 465; tour in Germany, 
i, 468-4 70; return through Paris, 
i, 471 

1840.-Attacks ·the Government 
over Ohartism, i, 483; invited by , 
l'cel to attend Conference of Con
servativc leaders, i, 487; introduced 
to Wellington, i, 488; gives dinner 
parties at Grosvenor Gate, i, 488-. 
491; boating incident with Louis 
Napoleon, i, 491, 492; country 
visits, i, 492-494 

1841.'--' Atticus' letter to Wel
lington, i, 506; returned for Shrews
bury, i, 511 ; criticises the Govern
ment for remaining in office, i, 514; 
Peel forms Ministry, D's applica
tion to him, i, 516-522; Stanley's 
hostility, i, 520; Lyndhurst ap
points Halph Disraeli a clerk in 
Chancery, i, 962; visit to Nor
mandy, i, 521 

1842.-supports Peel's Govern
ment on Corn Resolutions, i, 520, 
523, 531, 532; criticises Consular 
Service, i, 524-527; ·leader of young 
members, i, 528; attacks Palmer
stan's foreign policy, i, 529-531; 
maintains in two speeches tha:t 
commercial progress is a Tory 
policy, i, 531, 532; winter in Paris, 
i, 535, 544-559; friendship with 
Loufs Philippe, i, 54 7-557 

1843.-Spceches on commercial 
depression, i, 534-537; defines .his 
political attitude at Shrewsbury, 
i, 542; young Cambridge friends, 
Smythe, Manners, and Cochrane, 
i, 560-564; leads 'Young England ' 
party,·;, 564-573; criticises govern
ment of Ireland, i, 573-57 5; Peel's 
discourtesy to him, i, 576, 577; 
supports Palmerston against Peel 
on the Eastern Question, i, 57 6-57 8; 
rebuked by Peel's friends, i, .579; 
literary speech at Manchester, i, 
582; applies to Graham for an office 
for a brother, and is flatly refused, 
i, 582 

1844. - Peel omits to send 
D Parliamentary Oircylar-corre
spondence, i, 583-586; speech on 

;;Irelancr. votes with Gov~rnment, 
i, 586-592; growth of' Youn10 Eng
l!!cnd,' i, 592-594; publication of 
Coningsby, i, 595-625; diverges 
from Government, i, 628; opposes 
new Poor Law, i, 629; supports 
Factory Heform, i, 631; attacks 
Peel, Graham, and Stanley, i, 634-
640; visits Shrewsbury and Man· 
chester, i, 641-645; 'Young Eng
land ' manifesto at Manchester 
Athenreum~D talks of the ' mystic 
ladder ' of knowledge, i, 644, 645; 
studies industrial districts in the 
li 

West Hiding, i, 645; fir~t ineets 
Gathoruc Hardy, i, 646 

1845.-At Stowe to meet Queen 
Victoria and the Prince Consort, 
i, 646; publication of Sybil, i, 648 
664; attacks Graham, i, 708; and 
Peel, i, 710; Peel's ·candid friend' 
reply, i, 711; D's rejoinder about 
Oanning,i, 711-716;furthcrattacks 
on Peel, i, 717 ·seq.; visits Cassel 
and Paris, i, 729-731; political crisis 
on Corn Laws-correspondence, i, 
732-'73!1 ' 

1846.-Denounccs Peel at meet
ing of Parliament, i, 7 48-7 55; 
allies himself with Lord George 
Bentinek, i, 7 57, 7 58; leads attack 
on the .corn Bill, i, 7 59; ridicules 
Hoebuck, i, 767; illness, i, no; 

·places private affairs in Philip 
Rose's hands, i, 964, 965; relations 
with Whig leaders, i, 77 4, 790, 791; 
cha.Ucnged by ·col. J. Peel, i, 7 7 7; 
great reception of speech in House 
of Commons, i, 785; taunted by 

. Peel on' request for office, i, 7 8 7 ; 
D's denial, i, 788; organises com· 
bination with Irish against Coer
cion Bill, i, 7 9 2; controversy with 
Peel about Canning, i, 794-798; 
overthrows Peel on Coercion Bill, 
i, 799-801; he and Protectionists 
retain seats on ·Ministerial benches 
and support Russell's Whig Govern
ment, i, 818; .present at Protec· 
tionist banquet to Stanley and 
Bentinck, i, 818, 819; speech on 
Colonial system, i, 820; Protec
tionist tour, i, 821-824; Bentinck 
at Bradenham-politica1 intimacy 
with D, i, 827-829 

1847.-0n the· front bench, i, 
829; steady advance, i, 834; speech 
about Cracow, i, 835, 958, 987; 
agrees to purchase Hughenden, i, 
963, 965; publication of Tancrcd, 
i, 848; death of his mother, i,.958; 
elected for Bucks, i, 835-842.; sup· 
ports Crimes Bill, i, 846; speech on 
Jewish disabilities, i, 884; Bentinck 
resigns leadership, i, 896, 897 

1848.-Death of his father, i, 
959; ready to support Granby for 
leadership, i, 903, 904; but he re
fuses and no leader is chosen,. i, 
905; speeches on new commercial 
system, i, 903, 909, 912; on French 
Hcvolution and Louis Philippe, i, 
911, 990; on Prussia as a naval 
power, i, 1000; visit to Louis 
Philippe at Claremont, i, 9.90; 
makes Metternich's acquaintance, 
i, 996; ·on foreign affairs,. i, 914, 
998, 999; on Parliamentary re· 
form, i, 915; su=ary of session, 
' the speech that made me leader,' 
i, 919, 921-926; death of Lord 
George Bentinck, i, 928; purchase 
of Hughenden completed, i, 9M-
9 6 7 ; financial transactions with th<l 

50* 
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Di8raeli, Ben,jamiw-continuea 
· Bentincks·,i; 967 ;movestoHughen

den in the autumn, i, '969; move
ment .. to make ·D leader,. i, 932; 

_publishes new edition of Curiosities 
of Literature, · i,. 9 60; · correspond
ehce with Stanley about leader-
ship, i, 937-944 · . 

1849.-'--oQuestion of leadership, i', 
945, 94 7, 950; committ<le of three 
-Disraeli, Granby, Herries--ap- · 
pointed, i, 955; leader at last; i, 
956; Protection' hopeless;' i, 1012; 
advoqates reciprocity in· amend
·ment to address, i, 1013; speech on 
local taxation, i, 1015·; speeches ori 
l'{avigation Bill, i, · 1019; moves 
for a Committee into the state of 
the nation, i, 10 24 ;· assisted by 
Edward· Stanley, i, 1024; resolves 
to :1\nd ·substitute for Protection, 
i, 1-034; Young's agitation-corre
spondence about it with Stanley, 
i, 1029-1049; breach in the party 
healed, i, 1049; Metternich leaves 
England, i, 10 10; correspondence 
with Stanley on Colonial Govern
ment society, i; 1049 

1850.-:Meets party leaders at 
Burghley, i, 1055; overtures to· 
Graham, i, 1052, 1089; speech on 
revision of Poor Law, i, 1059; ill-. 
ness, i, 1061; social and political 

. advance, i, 1065; speeches on im
port duty on corn, i, 1068; on 
Colonial policy, i, 1068; on Irish 
Government, i, 1070; ori. Factories 

•Bill, i, 1070; in ·Pacifico ·debate, 
· i, 1072, ~074; cheered by Peel-just 

before his death, i, 1074-1079; on 
Parliamentary reform, i; 1101; on 

. Rothschild's attempt to take oath,
i, 889; votes against subsequent 
Government resolutions, i; 890; 
Papal Aggression and correspond-
ence with Stanley, i, 1082 · 

1851.-Further overtures _to 
Graham, i, 1089; and to Palmer
ston, i, 10 94; speech on Ecciesi
astical.Titles Bill, i, 1097; on relief 
of agriculture, i, 1099; memora:D.-. 
dum :on attempt to fo'rm a Con
servative Government, i, ·1102; 
spee'ches on amended Ecclesiasti
cal Titles Bill, i; 1113; on Irish 
Government, i, 1113; endeavours 
to persuade Derby to give up 
Protection, i, 1114; speech .on -relief 
of agriculture, i, 1116; defeats 

·. Government on .the income tax, i,' 
1121; beginning of corr.espondeilce 
with Mrs. Brydges Willyams, i, 
1268-1273; difficulties of "leader
ship,. i, 1123'1131; correspondence 
with Derby on Reform, i, 1147; ·and 
on ·Colonial representation, i; 1149; 
Palmerston's~dismissal by· Rnsseli, 
i, 1154, 1155; publication of. Lord 
Georae Bentinck, i, 929, 931, 1136-

. ··1146 

1852.-Disagreement with Derby 
on . Protection, i, 1132; assists 
Palmerston to overthrow Russell's 
Government on Militia·Bill, i, 1156, 
1157; -on formation of first Derby
Disraeli Ministry,' i, 1157; Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, i, 1162; re- . 
election on taking office, i, 1167; 

. first· letter to the Queen, i, 1169; 
passes Militia Bill,- i, 117 3; first 
Budget, .. i, 117-6; · Derby's dis
approval', i, 1'181; defeated on re
distribution Bill,.!, 1184; address 
to constituents· abandoning . Pro
tection, _i, 1185; elected again for 
Bucks, i, 1194; cor~espondence with 
Russell 'about Speaker and .Chair
man, ·i, -1205;·plagiarism from 
Thiers, i, 1209, 1394; commercial 
relations with· France, i; 121'1; on 
Burmese·· War, i, -·1213; relations 

·with Vatican, i, .1215 ;,Irish policy, 
i, 1216; the South Kensington· 
Museum;·. i,· 1218; James .Disraeli · 
appointed County, Court Treasurer, 
i, 962; takes first steps towards 
Administrative Ref(lrm, . i, . 1432, 
1433; National Defence and .the 
Budget, i, 1220; 'first visit to 

· Windsor, i, 1221; on Villiers resolu
tion defends ·.policy from 1846-
1852;, i, 1228;· ·December Budget, 
i, 1.242; talk with Bright, i, 1255; 
correspondence . with Derby on 
Budget, i, 1256; rep}y on Budget, 

· i;. 1258; defeat and. resignation of 
.Ministry, i, 1264 •. 

.· 1853.~Unfriendly ·correspond' 
ence with Gladstone, i, 1292-1296; 
party organisation, i, 1298; speech· 
on.Anglo-French Entente, j, 1301; 
founds the Press and controls it. 
hlniself,. -i, 1307-1321;, speech. on. 
Gladstone's Budget, i, 13'23; pre
sides at Literar,y Fund dinner; i, 
1325; honorary degree at. Oxford, 
i, 1325; ·dissatisfaction of Derby 
and party with attitude to India 
Bill, i, · 1327; speech on Indian 
Government,_ i,. 1329; D and Mrs. 
D visit l\1rs. Willyams at Torquay, · 
i, 1274; attacks Aberdeen's foreign 
·policy in· Press, i,. 1337, 1341; 
visits Knowsley, i, 1342 .. ' 

1854.-DisClaims responsibility • 
''for newspaper attack on Prince 
·Consort, ·i, ·1346; secures 1!he with': 
drawafof Russell's Reform Bill;'i;· 
-1350;; 1351; attacks Ministerial 

, diplomacy ·but supports War, i, 
,, 1352, 1354; attacks Gladstone's 

Budget,.i, 135/!; opposes Govern: 
rilent Oaths' Bill, i, 887; 889, 891; 
condemns Russell's political course, 
i, 1357; on University Iiefori:n, i,· 
1359; as Protestant hero, .i, 1360; 
dissatisfaction with Derby, i,-1362-
_1365; on Crimean War;i;:l3(/7, 1369 
· ;1855.-Helps, to .. defeat .Govern
,,nient . on , R9ebuc1JC:s , motion! · · i, 
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Disraeli, Beniamin.-continued 
1372; in favour of taking office, i, 
1375; disappointment at Derby's 
failure, i, 1381; supports Committee 
of enquiry, i, 1388; peace policy, i, 
1402-1406; attacks Palmerston, i, 
1407-1410, 1413-1416, and Russell, 
i, 1410-1413; advocates Reform of 
Civil Service, i, 1434; common 
action with Radicals, i, 1416; peace 
propaganda after fall of Sebastopol 
-correspondence with Derby, i, 
1417-1426; submits to Derby 
scheme of Administrative Reform, 
i, 1435-1440 

1856.-Has a representative 
gathering at Parliamentary dinner, 
i, 1443; at opening of Parliament 
welcomes prospect of peace, i, 
1426, 1427; resigns control of Press, 
i, 1430; party intrigues against him, 
i, 1443, 1444; negotiations with 
Peelites, i, 1445; speeches on foreign 
politics, i, 1447-1451; speech and 
vote in favour of Jew· Bill, i, 890, 
891; at Spa, i, 1451, 1452; arrange
ments with Jolliffe, the Whip, for 
better Conservative organisation, i, 
1458-1460; communications with 
Napoleon III., i, 1453-1455; visit 
to Paris, i, 1455; meeting with 
Earle, i, 1468 · 

1857.-Fails to persuade Napo
leon III. to transfer his confidence 
from Palmerston to the Tories, i, 
.1456. 1457; difference with Stan

. ley-correspondence, i, 1460-1463;. 
attacks Palmerston's Government 
for tilrbulence abroad, and want of 
economy at home, i, 1464-14 71; 
secret treaty, i, 1465-1468; debate 
on lorcha Arrow, i, 1471-1473; de
nounces Palmerston at the General 
Election, i, 14 7 4; and advocates 
Reform, i, 1478; returned un
opposed, i, 14 7 5; visits to impor
tant constituents, i, 1476; corre
spondence with Derby on Reform, 
i, 1478-1481; festivities of the 
season, i, 1483, 1487, 1494; ques.
tions Government about Indian 
Mutiny, i, 1485, 1486; great speech 
on Indian policy, i, 1488-1494; 

· Divorce Bill, i, 1495; against a 
policy of vengea.nce, i, 1497-1499; 

( criticis~ suspension of Bank Charter 
\Act, i,. 1502-1505; death .of Mrs. 

James Disraeli, i, 1280; Duke of 
Portland calls in ·his money on 
Hughenden mortgage, i, 968 

1858.-At Court festivities in 
connection with Princess Itoyal's 
marriage, i, 1508, 1509; supports 
attack on Palmerston's India Bill, 
i, 1507, 1508; opposes Conspira0y 
Bill, i, 1511-1514; Chancellor of 
the Exchequer, i, 1519; Earle· 
private secretary, ·i, 1522; sells 
Press, i, 1321; vindicates right of 
Government to be in office, and to 

deal with Reform, i, 1525-1527; 
introduces India Bill, i, 1528; 
accepts procedure by resolutions, i, 
1532; Budget, i, 1533-1536; com
plaint by Derby about D's con
duct of public business, i, 1537· 
1540; conduct of Oude debate, i, 
1542-1550; speech at Slough, i, 
1550-1552; vindicates his speech 
in ·.Parliament, i, 1553, 1554; 
offers to Gladstone-correspond
ence, i, 1554-1561; forwards Glad
stone's mission to Ionian Islands, 
i, 1561-1564; assists Stanley to 
carry India Bill, i, 15'64-1568; 
helps to settle· question of Jewish 
disabilities, i, 887-889, 1569; finds 
Northcote a seat for Stamford, i, 
1594; establishes London main 
drainage, i, 15.70; dealings with the 
Court about prerogative, i, 15.71-
1573; intimacy during this Govern
ment with Stanley, i, 1573-1576, 
1585,1586, 1588; unsuccessful cam
paign for lower estimates, i, 1653· 
1656 ;autumn discussions and corre
spondence about Reform, i, 1582-
1593; James Disraeli appointed a 
Connissioner of Excise, i, 1582-' 

· 1585; sends Earle on confidential 
mission to Napoleon III., i, 1617· 
1620 

1859.- Correspondence with 
Derby about Malmesbury and · 
foreign policy, i, 1621-1625; memo
randum on origin of Italian ·war, 
i, 1626-1628; secures Northcote's 
assistance at the Treasury, i, 
1594, 1595; endeavours to keep 
Cabinet together on Reform, i, 
1595-1599; introduces Reform Bill, 
i; 1599-1603; reply on second read
ing, i, 1608-1610; Bill defeated and 
dissolution follows, i, 1610, 1612; 
ill luck at General Election,!, 1632, 
1633; attempts at arrangement 
with Palmerston, i, 1635-1637, 
Horsman, i, 1638, Gladstone, i, 
1641, the Irish brigade, i, 1642, 
and the Independent Liberals, i, 
1643, 1644; speech on Address, i, 
1647-1650; defeat and resignation, 
i, 1651; Malmesbury's despatches, 
i, 1652, 1653; suggests Stanley as 
Premier, i, 1659; speakS in Parlia
ment against entering a Conference 
to settle fate of Italy, i, 1662-1664; 
party speech at Merchant Taylors' 
Hall, i, 1664; speech at Derby's 
Liverpool meeting, i, 1666; and at 

·Manchester to Mechanics' Insti
tutes, i, 1667; country house visits, 
i, 1'667, 1668; death of his sister, 

.i, 184, 1668 
1860.-Defeats Russell's Reform 

Bill by dilatory tactics, ii, 5-9; 
criticises Gladstone's Budget, ii, 
10-12; paper duties retained by 
Lords whom D supports, ii, 13; 
opposes Palmerston's and Itussell's 
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DiS1'1ieli, Benjamin:.,._continued 
intermeddliD$ policy,. ii,· 49-52; 
flattered by 'similitude ' to Napo
leon· III., ii, 54; .sends Earle again 
,to him, ii, 54, 55; conferenc.e with 
.King Leopold at Buckiugba.m 

.-• Palace, and correspondence with 
hi~, ii, 14; 16, 17, 56-58; opposes 

:·secondreadingofTrelawny'sChurch 
Rate Bill, ii, 88; Tory discontent 
with D, oii, .18-19; attacked by R. 
Cecil in Quarterly, ii, 19-23, 26, 27; 
threatens resignation, ij, 23; dis-

" approves of Garibaldi's 'pirate ' 
expeditions, ii, 55; entertains \Vil
berforce at Hughenden for Visita
tion,. ii, ·89; speech at Amersharn, 
urging opposition to abolition of 

·Church Rate, ii, 90, ,91· _ 
186l.~With Derby proffers Slip

port . to Palmerston, ii, 27; the 
,Ds graciously received at Windsor 

, by Queen and Prince, ii, 2_8, 29, 
· 116; sympathetic speech on death 

of Duchess of Kent, ii, 116; 
arranges a working. alljance. with 
English Roman Catholics, · ii, 59; 
endeavours unsuccessfully to sub
stitute reduction of duty, on tea 
for . repeal of duty on paper, ii, 

. 30-33; temporary withdrawal from 
House of Commons owing to deser
tion, ii, 33,· 34.; d.ef_eats Trelawny's 
.Bill by the Speaker's vote, ii,. 93; 
vindicates House· of Lords, ii, 35; 
another talk with King VJopold, ii; 
60; laments. tragedy of the Peelites, 
ii, 3·7, 38·; and death of Prince Con-

.. , sort, ii, 116, 117; visits to Alnwick, 
, and Seaham; ii, 38;. speech at 
. Aylesbury against '.German neo
' logy,' and jn favour: of· establish-
ment,ii, 94-96 . . 

1862;---'-Pays, tribute~ on. Address 
to-Prince Consort, ·ii, 118; and is 
thanked ·by the Queen, ii, 118, 119; 
pleads for generous treatment of 
America in Civil War, ii,. 62; 63; 
criticises Gladstone's finance, 'ii; 
39·41; campaign :for economy, ii, 
42; denounces .'bloated arma
.ments,~ ii, 4·3; attack on Govern

._nierit, rendered abortive by Wal
. pole's 'bolt,' ii, . 43-46; defea~s
.'rrelawny's Bill by on~. vote,_ n, 

. ,97; meets and entertau;JS mn1or 
royalties, ii, 64, 65; speech on 
the national and. popular character 
of the Tory party, ii, 113; speech 
at· Wycombe on practical. Church 
reforms, ii, 97-100; reconstruction 
of Hughendim house and rearrange
ment of garden, i, 971, 977, 978· 
· 1863.-Andrew Montagu · buys 

up D's .. dcbts, and charges himthiec 
per cent; interest, ii, 418, '419; 
speech on the future of America, 
ii, 66; ·67; at Prince of Wales's 
marriage, ii, 119-121, 131; .audience 
of the Queep, ii-:125;,126;· speech 

and letter· to Quf)cn. oil Prince Con• · 
sort's character, ii, 126-129; royal 
marriage festivities, ii, 131-133; de-

. plores cession· of Ionian Isles; . ii, 
68-69; sympathises with .Poles, 'but 
against. war on their behalf; ii, 70, 
71 ;:ridicules the fiasco of Russell's 

_diplomacy, ii, 72; elected trustee 
of •British Museum, ii, 133.-135; 
speech against. taxing .charities, ii, 
4 7 ;·and on corinnercirul treaties, ii, 
4 8 ; . defeats Trela wny' s Bill ·by ten 
'votes, ii; 97, 100:; urges on Roman 
Catholics • united action with 
Churchmen, ii, 101;· defeat of 
Burials Bill, ii, 101; speech against 
relaxation of subscription to Thirty
·nine Articles, ii, 102,103; speech on 
the successful rehabilitation of his 
party, ii·, 113, 1'14; death of Mrs. 
Willyams, leaving D .:30,000, i, 
1270,-1289 . 
. 1864.-Tactics of reserve, ii, 
13'8;. differences in party about 
Danish .Question, ii, 77·; D against' 
war for. Denmark, ii, 77, 78; intra-. 
duces motion of censure on Minis
ters, ii, 79-81·; refuses to meet 
Garibaldi,· ii, 61, . 62; speech on 
·American democracy, ii; 67, 68; 
rebukes GladstOne for ·making n, 
moral issue of franchise extension, . 

, ii, 137; speech·on malt tax;:ii, 140; 
speech. in. Sheld<inian Theat.re;. ii, 
104-110 .. - ' ·. 

·1865.---,-Tactics <if reSel"iC con
.tinned; ii,. 139; re:i'U:Ses.-to speak 
on Irish Church and malt tax, .ii, 
140; speech·iri.-favour. of maintaili
ing the bond with Canada, ii, 140-
142; tributes to ·Cobden and Lin
coln; ·ii; 142; conservative· declara
tion on,Reform, ii, 142'145; .elec

. tcral address, ii, 145, 146; great ad
.vance in public estimation-mem
ber ·of Grillion's; ii, 14 7 ,' 148; re: 
.turned ·unopposed with two Tory 

,. .colleagues,. ii; 148; .. correspond
ence . with· Derby about elections, 

· ii; 149.152; country house ·visits, 
Raby, Lowther, Ashridge, Woburn, 
ii, -152-156; meets Corry at Raby,
ii, '153-1~4; death of Palmerst6n
D's appreciation, ii, 156, -1p; 
Russell succeeds and·· revives. ··Re-

, form, ii; 158-159'; D urgei.Derby;to 
contemplate a '·new· combiri.ittioiJ;' 
ii, 160 .. ' - . • .. 

1866.~DefeatsGovernment over 
cattle ··disease; ; ii, 162; . opposes· 

• Gladstone's Refqrin Bill, hut !_caves 
the lead· .tO'. Lowe and• Cranbornc, 
ii, ·164-167; on Scats Bill, advises 
Government -.to drop both ·Bills· 
for .the session; ii, 1.68; combines 
·forces ·of Tories .. and .A.dullamites 
in, Committee, ji, 169-171; and 

· overthrows. ·the - Government, ii, 
172; fails-.to· arrange·· Government 
on a·· broad basis, ii·; 1'(4-176; 
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Disraeli, Bcniam·in-continueil 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, !i, 
179; Corry privat<J secretary, u, 
180-181; winds up the eession, ii, 
182-185; Hyde Par1{ riots, ii, 183-
186; reluctant to push Reform, 
ii, 188-193; proposed Reform Com
l:nission, ii, 193-196; publishes Re
form speeches, ii, 197-200; tho 
policy of non-interference, ii, 200-
202; advocates 'a little reaction,' 
ii, 203-205; neutrality of Luxem
burg, ii, 203-206; urges economy 
in naval and military expenditure, 
ii, 208-212; Cairns takes a Lord 
Justiceship,. ii, 213, 214; buys 
Blacas collection of gems for British 
Museum, ii, 135; on -tho etiquette 
of office, ii, 217; 'household suf
frage ' suggested by Derby as basls 
of Reform, ii, 218 

1867.-Ra.ting household suf
frage adopted by Derby and D, ii, 
222; and by Cabinet, ii, 223; 
General Peel threatens resignation, 
ii, 225; but pacified by D, ii, 226; 
introduces Reform Resolutions, ii, 
227; memorandum about Cabinet 
and Reform, ii, 229-231; on Gran
borne's threat of resignation, ii, 
232, 233; introduces Ten Minutes 
Bill, ii, 234, 235'; presses for larger 
policy, ii, 236-245; meeting at 
Carlton, ii, 241, 242; resignation of 
Cranborne, Carnarvon, and PeCJ, 
ii, 2,i5-247; introduces Household 
Suffra.ge Bill, ii, 253; second read
ing speech, ii, 1!57 -260; its success, 
ii, 261; quarrel with Earle, ii, 261-
263; defeats Gladstone'.s· amend· 
mont, ii, 264-267; accepts material 
amendments, ii, 271, 272; tl:o 
'Compound Householder,' ii, 272-
27 6; minority representation, ii, 
21n, 280; ccnduct of Bill in Com
mittee, ii, 280, 281; answers cran
borne and Lowe on third reading, ii, 
282-284; carries Bill into law, ii, 
286; reyiows his achievement at 
Mansion House, ii, 286, 287; visit 
to Scotla.nd, ii, 288-293; answers 
to Quarterly and Edinburgh Reviews, 
ii, 290, 291; Skelton's description 
of him, ii, 292, 293; Canadian 
Federation, ii, 300; proxies in the 
House ~f Lords, ii, 301; illness of 

; D and Mrs. D, ii, 304-306+ F.enian 
outrages in England, ii, 307, 308 

1868.- Directs Cabinet in 
Derby's absence, January and 
February, ii, 311-316; Derby's 
resignation, ii, 316-324; Prime 
lli:inister, ii, 320-326; Chelmsford 
or ·cairns~ ii, 326-329; proclaims 
'a truly liberal poli(ly,' ii, 332, 333; 
1\frs. D's Foreign Office party, ii, 
333, 334; Cabinet, ii, 342; Glad
stone's disapproval of . him, ii, 
343, 344; Irish policy and Manning, 
ii, 344-350; Irish Church question, 

il, 351·355; Gladstone launches dis· 
establishment policy, ii, 355; D's 
reply in debate, ii, 356, 357; rosis1s 
Gladstone's resoluJ.ions, ii, 362-
364; urges tho English Church to 
protest, ii, 365, 366; first resolu
tion carried, ii; 370; alternatives of 
dissolution and resignation-the 
Queen's views, ii, 367-369; advises 
dissolution, which Queen accep1s, 
ii, 370-373; Cabinet uneasy, ii, 373; 
Libera-l attacks on him, ii, 37 4-376; 
Bright's attack and D's reply, ii, 
376, -.377; Suspensory Bill, ii, 
378-380; supplementary Reform 
measures, ii, 381-383; Abyssinian 
success, ii, 383-386; growing sym
pathy of Queen for D-presents of 
spring flowers, ii, 387-391; Minister 
in attendance at Balmoral, ii, 3ll1-
395; ecclesiastical patronage, ii, 
397-413; correspondence on ap
pointments with Queen, ii, 401·-404; 
and with Derby, ii, 405, 407-409; 
Wilberforce and D, ii, 398, 399, 
405, 409-412; confidential rela
tions with Derby, li, 413, 414; ap
pointment of Mayo as Viceroy of 
India, ii, 414-417; pension for 
Leech's .children, -ii, 417; offers 
peerage to Montagu, ii, 418, 419; 
speech at Merchant Taylors' Hall 
on foreign affairs, ii, 4 20; negotia
tions with United States, ii, 420-
423; France and Prussia., ii, 423-
426; election address, ii, 427-429; 
confident speech at Guildhall, ii, 
429, 430; returned unopposed, and 
speech on hustings about Ireland, 
ii, 431, 432; his Ministry defeated 
at the polls, ii, 432, 433; resigna
tion without meeting Parliament, 
ii, 433-437; peerage for Mrs. D., 
ii, 437-441; insists that Cairns, 
and not ealisl:iury, must be party 
leader in Lords, ii; 451; death of his 
brother James, ii, 442, 443 

1869.-Lothair beg1m, ii, 48~, 
489; reserve in Parliament, ii, 443, 
444; opposition to Irish Church 
Bill, ii, 444-448; Berby's death, 
ii, 448-451; Cairns resigns leader· 
ship, and D wishes Stanley (now 
Derby) to succeed, ii, 452-.454, 
.but he refuses, ii, 454; Richmond 
chosen, ii, 45.5; Salisbury's veiled 
attack Dn D in Quarterly, ii, 455 
. 1870.-Speeehes on Irish crime, 

ii, ,456, 457; on Irish Land Bill, 
ii, 458-460-; and on Forster's Educa· 
tion Bill, ii, 461-462; Lothair ·pub
lis-hed, May 2-its success, ii, 504-
506; continued ill health during 
session, ii, 462-464; Franco-German 
War, ii, 465-466, 468, 469; advo
cates armed neutrality, and the 
vital importance of securing inde· 
pcndenco of Belgium, ii, 466·4~8; 
improvement in health, October, 
ii, 468; collected edition of his 
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Disraeli, Benjamin-continued ii, 601; Bath lette:r, ii, 60'1-603; 
works, with General Preface, begins visit· to Glasgow, ii, · 603-608; 
to appear, November; ii, 507; begins address to. students, ii, 603-606; 
Endvmion, ii, 509, _ 1423; dis- on. his leadership, ii, 607; 'political 
trust'of his leadership, ii, 509, 510, speech .to ·scottish Conservatives, 
512 · ii, 607, 608;' country hOUSevisits-

1871.-Spee'ches ori: Fra.nco-Ger- Keir, Lamington, Gunnersbury, 
man War, ii, 472-474; on Russia's Ashridge,,Sandringha.m,ii,608,609; 
repudiation of the Treaty of Paris, .gathering of Conservative 'leaders 
ii, 474-476; and on America, ii, • at· Hemsted, ii; 609, 610;· Christ-
476, 477; D throws off reserve and· mas at Trentham; ii, 610 
attacks Gladstone and Ministry, 1874.-At Crichel, Heron Court, 
ii, 478; taunts Gladstone with and. Bretby, ii, 611, 612; hears at 
failure in Ireland, ii, 4 78, 4_79; .Edwards's hotel news of dissolution 
attacks Lowe's 'harum-scarum: of Parliament, ii, 612; collects 
Budgets, ii, 479, 480; and .the colleagues and issues ·election ad-
Ballot Bill,.ii,. 480; -a.nd condemns dress, 'ii, · 612-615; Conservative 

·misuse of prerogative to carry aboli- victory, ii,- 619-623; oratorical duel 
tion of purchase in 'the army, ii, With Gladstone, ·u, ·620, 621; at 
481; defends the Queen, and ex- ,-- .. the head of.tlii3·poll for Bucks, ii, 
plains her multifarious duties, ii, 621; reconciliation with Salisbury, 

482-485 . : ·. ii,-623'625; obtains house in White-
1872.-Discussions in ·the par.ty· hall:Gardens,ii, 625;-on Gladstone's 

-.as. to leadership, ii, 511'513; com- ·resignation sent for to Windsor, 
plains· to' Richmond of want of and becomes Prime Minister, ii, 6 25, 

.coinmunication, ii, .514-51.6; -Tory 626; _.Cabinet·,formed, ii, 627-630; 
_leaders at Burghhly incline to pre• ; Lennox offended at omission·· from 
fer -Derby- as Chief, ii, 513'-515; Cabinet, ii, · 631 ;.''difficulties abciut 
Alabama question,. ii, 517--519; the ·Household, ii, 632-633·;. ex-
attacks 1\fi.Jiisters for their failures, hausted .Jind -visits :Brighton, · ii, 

·ii, 5.19, 520; popular admiration of · · 636,. 637; attentions from ·Prince 
. him, ii, 521 '523; visit of D and Lady -of ·Wales, .ii; 637; baronetcy for 

B tp Manchester at Easter, ii, 523- ·Rose,ii,638;'preparation·of'Queen;s 
533; Cmiservative reorganisation,- Speech, .ii, 641, 642; arranges: for 
ii, 524-526·; speech:. in Free· 'rrade · special co=unications with: Derby 
Hall, ii, 526-532;. failure of -Lady ·and· Salisbury, ii, 749'751.; busy 
B's health, ii, 562, .563; speech days,' _ii, -· 643-646·;. at Bretby for 
about Belgium at Literary Fund Easter, ii, 646'; Budget,- .if, 646-

. dinner, fi,. 63 7; speech--at Crystal 648; attacked 1JY gout, April,. ii,. 
Palace, ii, 533-536; Ballot Bill, ii, 648; dinner: at "Salisbury's house, 
538-540; rating reform, ii, 540, 541; ii,.- 648, 649.;· on household suffrage 

·complete breakdown of· Lady B. in cotuities,'.ii,. 650, 651; dispute 
ii, 563; D and JJady B spend Augu~t · with Lesseps· about Suez Canal, ii, 
and" September in London, ii, · 751, -752; fruitless negotiations 
564-566; ·her removal to Hughen- with him tlirough the Rothschilds, 
den, ii, -566-5'68, and death; ii, ii, 7 53; Tsar's visit to England, ii, 
569-572 . . 754.756; the Bradferds at Hughen-

1873.-At Edwards's ·hotel ·in· den for ·whitsuntide, ii, 652; 
London;ii, 573; quiet dinners with -another attack ·of gout, June, ii, 
friends, ii, 57 4-576; speech against 652, · 653; 'Ritualism, ii, -653-660; 
Irish University Bill, ii, 545, 546; Public· Worship Regulation Bill, 
defeat and resignation of :lfiiiisters, ii, 660; ·passed ·through ·the, Lords, 
ii, 546, 54 7; Queen sends for D, ii, 662·663; D supports, while Glad-
who declines· office, ii, 54.7-549; stone attacks, bill' in Com!llons, · 
doubts raised as to his meaning, ii, 663-665; Salisbury on 'blus~er,' .. 
and resolved, ii, .,549-557; memo- 1 ii, 666; and D on 'gibes j>nd flouts 
randum for the Queen on the crisis, and ~ers,' ii, 667; frien(j'ly :reli:t· 
.il, 554-557; Gladstone resumes · tions with Salisbury not impaired, . 
office, ii, 557.; speech of explana- ii; 6?7, 668; .hostility oC High 
tion, ii, 558-560; attacks Lowe's Churchmen; ii, 669; 670;·.Scotch 
.finance, ii, 592; and Burials Bill, Patronage Bill, ii, 671; .672·; ··En·. 
ii, 592-594; beginning of intimitey doweti -'Schools Bill, ii, 673:-"700; 
with Lady Bradford and Lady Factories Bill;-ii, 706; buis"Italian 
Chesterfield, ii, 577-610; loss of by- · pictures for' National Gallery, .ii; 
elections by Government, ii, 595; ''674;: 675; speech on Home Rule, 
D arranges his and Lady B's papers· ii, 675, 6'16; visits.to Osborne, Long-
at Hughenden, August' and Sep- j. !eat, li'onthill, Bretby, Windermere, 
tember, ii, 596, 600; at· Brighton, i and Birnam, ii, 67 8-683 ;-second and 
ii, 60o'; -first visits to Weston.and [·_ last visit to ·Balmoral, ii, 683-685; 

.. to Bretby; ii, :601; rides to· hounds~ ·-·ill. there and bad attf!~k of gout;_ 
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Disraeli, Benjamin-continued· 
a,t Bretby, ii, 685-688; visit to 
Ireland abandoned, ii, 685-687; 
condemnatory verdict on Greville 
Memoirs, ii, 688-691; speech on 
Conservative working - men at 
Guildhall, ii, 691- 692; further 
attacks of gout, ii, 692; goes to 
Bcurnemouth, .ii, 693, 694; offer 
of G.C.B. to Carlyle, and of 
baronetcy to Tennyson, ii, 695-698 

1875.-Question of recognition 
of Alphonso XII. of Spain, ii, 
7 56-7 59; difference between the 
Queen and Derby, ii, 757, 758; D. 
endeavours to promote better rela
tions, ii, 7 58; Hartington chosen 
Liberal leader in the Commons, ii, 
701, 702; programme of social re
form taken up, ii, 699, 702-704, 
731, 732; Artisans' Dwellings Bill, 
ii, 704; Friendly Societies Bill, ii, 
704, 705, 714; Masters and Work
men Bill, and Conspiracy Bill, ii, 
705, 711, 712; Public Health Bill, 
ii, 7 0 6; questions of privilege, ii, 
712, 113; speech about· dry cham
pagne,' ii, 717; Ralph Disraeli 
appointed Clerk-Assistant in the 
Lords, ii, 1401; Bismarck threatens 
Belgium, ii, 760, and France, ii, 
7 61; peace secured by action . of 
Russia and England, ii, 761-765; 
Merchant Shipping Bill and Plim
soll, ii, 721-727; Agricultural Hold
ings Bill, ii, 705; 723, 731; gives 
poll'tical dinners and goes much 
into society, ii, 727-731; revolt in 
Herzegovina reopens Eastern Ques
tion, ii, 883-886; consular inter
vention, ii, 884; .Alberla and Mistle
toe affair, ii, 738; action on fugitive 
slave circular, ii, 736-738; visits to 
Osl:>Orne, Weston, Longshawe, Bret
by, Wortley, Sandbeck (whence he 
attends the Doncaster 'St. Leger, 
ii, 739), ·.Duncombe and Gopsal, ii, 
7 40; restoration of Hughenden 
Church, ii, 7 40-7 43; arranges visit 
of Prince of Wales to India, ii, 
767-772; at Sandringham before 
Prince's departure, ii, 771; anxiety 

·about.A.fghanistan,ii, 767,773, 775; 
Lytton appointed Viceroy, ii, 
775-777, 1249, 1250; bankruPtcY of 
the Porte, ii, 886; conferences with 
foreigrt' Ambassadors on Eastern 
Question, ii, 886, 887; speech at 
Guildhall asserting British in
terests in Turkey, ii, 888, 889; pur
chase of Suez Canal Shares, ii, 779-
7 93 ; . Rothschilds provide purchase 
money, ii, 786-788; the Queen's 
satisfaction, ii, 788-791; visit to 
Hatfield, ii, 795 

1876.-Visit to Weston and 
serious illness on return to town, 
January, ii, 8 29; Andrassy note, 
ii, 890 ; D adheres to note after 
hesitation, ii, 890, 891; wishes to 

encourage Bismarck's overtures, ii, 
892-896; Royal Titles Question 

· forced on by the Queen, ii, 797, 
798; Parliament opened by her in 
person, ii, 7.98-800; persuades Par
liament to sanction· Suez Canal 
purchase,' ii, 800, 801; Slave Cir
cular debate, ii, 802 ;·Royal Titles 
Bill, ii, 802-819; adroit speeches 
on the measure, ii, 803-806; Queen's 
sympathy with him in resisting 
factious opposition, ii, 807-809; 
Lowe attacks Queen and D and is 
demolished by D,ii, 817-819;rimr
der of consuls at Salonika, May, ii, 
894; Berlin Memorandum, ii, 895, 
896; on his advice, Cabinet decides 
to reject it, ii, 896-897; fleet sent to 
Besika Bay, ii, 898; Sultan Abdul 
Aziz deposed, and~ Sultan Murad 
proclaimed, ii, 900; Berlin Memo
randum withdrawn, ii, 900; seri
ously ill throughout May; ii, 830; 
wishes to retire,. but Queen presses 
him to remain as a peer, ii, 831; 
Merchant Shipping Bill, Enclosure 
of Co=ons Blll ani\. Pollution of 
Rivers Bill, ii, 707; Appellate Juris
diction Bill, ii, 715; Education 
Bill, ii, 708, 822-825; Vivisection 
Bill, ii, 822, 823; attacked by 
Chamberlain, ii, 819, 821; grand 
entertainment to Prince and Prin
cess of Wales, ii, 821; account of 
Bulgarian atrocities in Daily News, 
·June 23, ii, 914; expresses incredu · 
lity in Parliament, ii, '915-918; 
answers Gladstone successfully in 
general debate on Eastern policy, 
July 31, ii, 909-910; answers Har
court and Forster in debate on 
Atroeitic s, August 11-Jast speech 
in the Commons, ii, 918-920, 828; 
peerage announced, ii, 829; regret 
in the Commons, ii, 837; letters 
from Derby, Salisbury, and Har
court, ii, 833, 834, 838; appoints 
Northcote his successor, ii, 864-
869; visits to Osborne and Castle 
Brom"ich, ii, 921, 922; Atrocity 
Agitation, ii, 922, 923; ideas for· 
turning it to account, ii, 923-926; 
Gladstone emerges to head agita
tion, ii, 926-931; and publishes 
pamphlet, The Bulgarian Horrors, 
September, ii, 931-934; B attacks 
him in speech at Aylesb11-ry, ii; 936-
938; and severely in ·private· 
letters, ii, 938, 939; Bucks Elec
tion, seat kept, ii, 939, 940; corre
spondence with Salisbury, ii, 942-
945; Sultan Murad deposed, and 
Sultan Abdul Hamid succeeds
B's view of him, ii, 944, 945; high 
appreciation of Derby's conduct of 
negotiations, ii, 934, 940, 944, 946, 
948, 949; policy of armistice-first 
and conference afterwards, ii, 950; 
Russia proposes military occupation 
of Turkey, ii, 945, 950, 951; desires 
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/Jisraeli; Benjamin~continucd 
an understandmg with Germany, 
ii, 952-954;· armistice arranged 'by 
ultimatum'from·Tsar to Sultan, ii, 
956-958; selects Salisbury as Pleni
potentiary for Conference, ii, 959; 
Guildhall speech- warning to 
Russia, ii, 962-965; iiiffere)}ces in 
Cabinet, ii, 965-968; appointment 
of Benson as Bishop of Truro; ii, 
969 ;·meets Granville at Crichel, .ii, 
969, 970; arrangements for . mili
tary action, ii, '970-974; letters to 
Salisbury, ·ii, 97 4-'97 8; Constanti-

. :nople Conference opens; ii; 979~983; 
solitary Christmas ii:l London,' ii, 
983 .. 

1877 ."-Dines with Empress' of 
India at Windsor, January ·1, .ii, 
826, 827; failure of Constantinople 
Conference, ii, 984-987; consoles 
Salisbury, ii, 986; drafts Eastern 

·portion of Queen's speech;· ii; 
988-990; .carries sword Of State 
before the Queen at opening of 

· Parliament, ii, 859;. introduced to 
Lords by Derby and Bradford, ii, 
859, 860; first speech in Lords, ii, 
991; .. speech on. ·Eastern Question, . 
ii, 992-997; · constant attacks of 
gout, asthma; and ·bronchitis, n; 
996, 997; Gortchakoff's circular, ii, 
997-999; Ignatiefi"s mission, ii, 999-
1001; London Protocol, ii, 1002; 
outbreak Of Russo-Turkish wa.r; 
ii,-1003; Queen's indignation· with 
Rus,sia, ii, 1004, )005; B's policy, 
ii,)005; 1006,1014, I015;Derby's. 
May despatch,ii"1007; Layard sent 
to Constantinople, ii, 1007; painted 
by ·Ang'eli for Queen, ·ii, 1008; at-· 
tacks in Parliament; ii; 1008, 1009; 
·cabinet dissension, ii, 1010, 1011; 
dissatisfaction 'with' Uerby, H, 
1011-1014,· 1017-1021; shared ,by 
Queen, ii; 1015-1017, · 1018,1021; 

.Salisbury's position, ii, 1'017, 1019, 
1028;. rapid Russian advance in 
Bulgaria, ii, 1022; persuades Cabi
net to take precautionary meas:ures, 
ii, 1022-1027; Manners threatens 
resignation, · ii, 10 28; Queen a.nd 
Derby, ii, 1028-1_031·; Burials Bill, 
ii; 1033'1035; Pigott appointment, 
ii, 1035-1040; Prisoi\s Bill,-ii,- 836; 
Universities Bill, H, 708; annexo,
tioii of Transvaal, ii, ·1288,- 1289; 
Frere sent to South Africa., ij, 

'1289, 1290; South Africa Bill,·ii, 
. 1286'1288; Itussia checked at 
'Plevna, ii,' 1032; Cabinet on ques-· 
tion · of ·a second campaign, · ii, 
1043;•104:4;·mess·age to Tsar by 
Colonel' Wellesley,_ il, 1045'1049; 
eady autumn at· Hughcnden, Ii, 
1049-1056; at Brighton in October, 
ii, 1057-1063; talks :·there.:.-with 
·schouvalofl',li, 1'057, 1058,; 1062; 

:··visit to. Wobur11, )1, 1959-1061;. 
visits Efidge, ·ii, 1063; goes' to live 

in D~w:iling Street, ii,'101iS; con 
sults Dr. 'Kidd, ii, 1063, 1064; 
persuades Cabinet to furthernego
tiatfons, ii, 1065-1071; Derby drift
ing apart from him, ii, 1067, 1068, 
1070, 10.71; fall of Plevna, ii,1072; 

· proposes forward policy to Cabinet, 
:-ii,-1072-1074; and, after threaten
-ing resignation, carries it, ii,. 1076-

- 107,9; Queen's visit to Hughenden, 
·:ii, ·1074-1076; solitary Christmas 
·in· London; ii, 1080; .correspond-.. 

.. ence with Salisbucy, ii,1081-1083. 
1878.-Dif!icu:lt .situation for 

Governnient, ii, 1084; Carnarvon's 
• indiscreet· speech, -ii, 1085-1087; 
·•incessaritCabinets;ii,1088; Queen's 

· high spi'rit, ii, 1089, 1090; proposal 
to : occupy the Dardanelles, ii, 
1090:1093:; Salisbury rallies to B, 
ii, 1091, 1093; 1.0.97; Tsar's ambigu
ous .policy; ii, 1092; Carna.rvon's 
conditional resignation, ii, 1093-
1095; speech on Address, ii, 1096; 
Queen.offers, but B deiJlin<?s Garter; 
ii,.1097, 1098;: Cabinet decides to 
·act, ii, 1098; 1099; Derby and 
·Carnarvon> resigu,.-ii,' :1099'-1102; 
.fleet recalled on··Layarii's telegram, 
ii, 1102; ·uos; Derby persuaded to 
return; ii,'.ll03'1110; his- attitu.de 

.ii1 Cabinet; ii, 1109, '1110, 1119-
1122; Gladstone's ·speech ·about 
cotinterworking ·n, ii,· .1110, 1111; 

·public opinion rallies -to ·B,- ;u, 
1112-1114; Queen's·indignation at 
Russia,;;, 1115; -m'isundersfanding 
between. Queen and· B,- ii, 1116-
1119; British Fleet in Sea of Mar
mora, ii, 1116, '1122; military pre
parations;ii, 1123; a place' of arms 

·. wanted in the Levant,ii,-1123·:1126; 
· Russian terms must be· submitted 
:to .Europ·e; ii, If28-ll33; treaty of 
San Stefano, ii, 11:29-1131; Russia's 

.refusal, ii, 1131-1133; Cabinct'.of 
March. 27; .. ii; 1134'1139; Derby's 
resignation, ii, 1140-1142; B an-

, nouiwes calling' ·out of Reserve; ii, 
1143; dispute as to decisions of the·· 
Cabinet,· ii,. 1143-1151; Salisbury 
Foreign· Secretary, ii, 1152; re
constructed Cabinet, ii; 1151-1153; 
SaJisbury's Circular, _ii, 1154-1157; 
speech -on· treaty of· $an Stefano, 
ii, 1129, 1130, 1156; Indian troops. 
orderid ·to Malta, 'ii, fl. 57 ;116Q; 
negotiatioiis with Russia and -&ith' 

· T.urkey, ii,.l160-1167; Schonval.ofl' 
·Memorandum, ii,· 1167-117<0-; ·t:y;· 
prus Conventjon, ii, H6.7i :l!JoO'-.· 
117 3; revelation of Memorandum' 
in· the Globe, ii, 1174, H75_; ·C.cn:.
gress to meet at Berlin,·ii;-.1129, · 
1177; appointed Chief Plenipoten-

. ,tiacy, ii, · .1177-1181; journey to 
Berlin, ·meeting with Bismarck; 

':' ij, 1186-1187; leading~figure in Con
;· gress; ii, 1182:1185; narrat.iv.e in· 
'-)etters; and· diary for .the Qi1cen, 
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ii, 1187·1204, 1208; opening for
malities, ii, 1188-1192; question of 
Bulgaria, ii, 1192-1198; question 
of Bosnia, ii, 1204, 1205; Rumania, 
Serbia, 1\fontenegro, Greece, ii, 
1205-1207; Batoum and Asiatic 
frontier, ii, 1207-1210; misunder
standing between B and Gort
cha.koff, ii, 1209, 1210; illness
Kidd summoned to Berlin, ii, 1208, 
1210, 1211; relation to Bismarck, 
ii, 1211-1214; publication of Cy
prus Convention, ii, 1215; signs 
treaty of Berlin, ii, 1215, 1216; 
welcome in England, ii, 1217, 1218, 
1230, 1233; Queen's welcome
Garter forB and Salisbury, ii, 1218-
1220; criticism of Treaty, ii,. 1220, 
1221; speeches in Lords, ii, 1221· 
1227; and at Knightsbridge Riding 
School, ii, 1227-1229; controversy 
with Gladstone,ii, 1227,1229,1230; 
estimate of Treaty and B's foreign 
policy, ii, 1234-1240; Factories Bill, 
ii, 706; Epping Forest Bill, ii, 707; 
Bishoprics Bill, ii, 708; bad trade, 
bad harvests, failure of . City of 
Glaogow's Bank, ii, 1241, 1242; re-. 
fuses to put immediate pressure on 
Turkey to carry out treaty, ii, 
1244-124 8; or on Russia in Asia, 
ii, 1249, 1250; reception of Russian 
mission in Cabul, ii, 1251, 1252; 
Neville Chamberlain despatched by 
Lytton with a countermission, ii, 
12tl'.l; discontented with Lytton's 
precipitate action, ii, 1252-1255: 
Chamberlain's mission stopped 'by 
.A.meer, ii, 1254-1256; Odo Russell's 
peerage, ii, 1218, 1257; reluctant 
to send reinforcements to South 
Africa, ii, 1292, 1293; Cabinet of 
October 25, ii, 1258-1260; ultima
tum to Ameer, ii, 1261; at Hat
field, ii, 1261; GuHdhall speech on 
scientific frontier, ii, 12G2-1265; 
at Sandringham, ii, 1265, 1266: 
Liberals ·attack Afghan policy, u; 
1267-1269; Roberts's successes in 
the field, ii, 1269; Parliamentary 
approval, ii; 1269-1271; speech in 
the I~ords, ii, 1271-1273; successful 
campaign, ii, 1273; solitary Christ
mas a.t Hughenden, ii, 1274; public 
distress, ii, 1274-1276 · 

187,!l.-Appointment o' Dufferin 
as Ambassador to Russia, and of 
Lightfoot as Bishop of Durham, ii, 
1279-1280; at Hatfield before the 
session, ii, 1281; Zulu War-news 
of Isandhlwana· disaster, ii, 1281; 
censure of Frere, ii, 1298; speech on 
SouthAfricanpolicy,ii, 1298, 1299; 
agricultural speeches, ii, 1368, 
1369; at Hatfield for Easter and in 
July, ii, 1300, 1318; decision to send 
out Wolseley-Quecn 's disapproval, 
ii, 1300-1305; speech in Lords on 
Eastern Question, ii, 1312; death 

of Lionel de Rothschild, il, 1306; 
death of Prince Imp.erial, ii, 1308-
1311; battle of Ulundi, ii, 1307; 
death of Sher Ali in exHe, ii, 127 3; 
treaty of Gandamak, ii, 1274; 
meets Prince Alexander of ·Bul· 
garia, ·;;, 1337-1339; Egypt-Ts
mail deposed, and Dual Control 
established, ii, 1313-1318; finance 
of Zulu War, ii, 1319-1321; Irish 
University Bill, ii, 1319, 1322; 
Army Discipline Bill, ii, 1322; 
speech at Mansion House on three 
profits from land, ii, 1370, 1371; 
adds to Hughenden estate, ii, 1348; 
agricultural speech at Aylesbury, 
ii, 1371, 1372; refuses Queen's re· 
quest to welcome Chelmsford at 
Hughenden, ii, 1330-1334; disaster 
to Cabul mission, ii, 1350, 1351; 
Cranbrook at Hughenden, ii, 1351· 
1353;'Bradfords and Lady Chester· 
field at Hughenden, September, ii, 
1353; Miinster at Hughenden with 
overtures for alliance from Bis
marck, ii, 1358-1361; correspond
ence with Queen and Salisbury, ii, 
1358, 1366; Austro-German Alli
ance, ii, 1363, 1364; battle of 
Charasiab, ii, 1354, 1373; Guildhall 
speech-Impe?"<um 'et. Libertas, ii, 
1355, 1366, 1367; Gladstone's Mid
lothian Campaign, ii, 1373, 137'5; 
Lytton's policy of disintegration. 
for Afghanistan, negotiations with 
Persia, ii, ' 1354-1357; solitary 
Christmas at Hughenden, ii, 1377 

1880.-Visit of Prince of WaJes. 
to Hughenden, ii, 1343, 1344; ill in 
London, ii, 13.78, 1379; Irish relief 
Bills,ii, 1382, 1384; question of dis

·solutien, ii, 1380, 1382-1385; Cabi-
net decision to dissolve, ii, 1386; 
letter to Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, , 
ii, 1386-1389; Gladstone's address 
and campaign, ii, 1389, 1390; 
Hartington's tribute, ii, 1391; de
fective Conservative organisation, 
ii, 1391, 1392; at Hatfield for Elec
tions, ii, 1393; heavy Conservative 
defeat, ii, 1394, 1395; view of the 
results, ii, 1395, 1396; Queen's dis
tress, ii, 1396-1400; peerage for 
Corry, ii, 1400-1402; winding up 
the Government, ii, 1402-1404; who 
is to be Prime Minister ? ii, 1404-
1411; advice to Queen, ii, 1406, 
1407; resignation, ii, 1408, 1409; 
after negotiations Gladstone ap
pointed Prime MJnister, ii, 1409-
1411; visits to Windsor, April, May,, 
July, December, ii, 1412-1414; 
royal correspondence continued, ii, 
1414-1416; goes down to Hughen
den, and resumes Endymion, ii, 
1423, 1451; at Seamore Place for 
opening of Parliament, ii, 144!!-
1451; Conservative meeting at 
Bridgwater House, ii, 1447-1449; 
life at .Hughcnden, ii, 1452-1457, 
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1462-1466, 1509-1511; Compensa
tipn for Disturbance Bill, ii, 1451-
1458; visit of Northcoteto Hughen
den, ii, 1454-1456; speaks in Lords_ 
and defeats Bill, ii, 1458; Hares and 
Rabbits Bill, ii, 1458-1462; visit 

.,to. Commons to see Fourth Party, 
. ii, 1459, 1460; prevents Lords trom · 
defeating Game Bill, ii,-1461, 1462; 
Lady Bradford and . a party at 

. Hughenden, ii, .1463; seriously ill 
With asthnla and gout, ii, 1463, 
1464_; Rowton goes With his sick 
sist!)r to Biarritz .and then ·Algiers, 
ii, 1464, 1466;.publication of :Endy
. mion, November, ii, 1423, 1465; 
lonely ·christmas at Hughenden, ii, 
1466; Barrington as secretary, ii, 
14 66; "the question of a. successor 
-a letter to Salisbury, ii, 1466-
1468; leaves Hughenden for Sea
more Place, December 31, ii, .1468, 
1469 .. 

. 1881.~Constant m· health, ii, 
1469, 1470; ·speech on the Ad'dress, 
ii, 1469;. social engagements, -ii, 
1470-1475, 1481; takes up his resi
dence in Curzon Street, ii, 1471, 
1472; obstruction in Parliament, ii, 
1472, 1473;· Rowton back from 
Algiers, ii, 14 7 2; but returns there 
February, ii, · 1474;. speech in 

. Caildahar debate,. ii, 1475-1477; 
• last dinner partY, ii,. 1477-1478; 

a minor political crisis, ii, 14 7 8-
1480·; last speech in Lor.ds, ii, 
1480; last illness; ii, i481-1489; 
Rowton comes back, ii,. 1486; 

· ·death; il, 1488, 1489; Queen's grief 
·and tribute·, ii, 1490, 1491; funeral, 
ii, 1492-1494; Queen'svis1ttotomb, 

' ii, )494, .1495; parliamentary trib
utes, ii, 1495, 1498; monetary 
position at death,; and Will, ii, 
1498, 1499 . 

Characteristics :---,Affectation,. i, 
366; ambition; i, 39; 91, 93, 187, 
.188; 190, 205, 271, 342, 366, 
ii, 639, 839, ·1171, 1505; artistry, 
ii, 217, 1036-1039, 1088, 1514, 

.·1515; assurance, i, .44; books, .love 
of, i, :, 961,. 973, F• 7 45, 1509; 
boyish earnestness and freshness, 

· ·i, '945, ii, 504 ;. brooding tempera
.,' inent, i, 39-40; 190, 664, ii, 1513; 
. ·ceremoniousness, ii, 202; 217, 1418; 
, 1486, .1492; complexity of char
acter, i, 34,- 39,. 249; courage, i,·_ 
406-409, 410, 804, 893-895, 1242, ii, 

.• 299; 300, 331;'522, 1159, 1488, 1496,· 
1505; coxcombry, i; 159, 163, 366; 
cynicism, ii, 941, 1508; dimdyisni, i, 
~3; 288, 289; domestic :affections 
and tastes, i, 19, 20; 183, 184, 468, 
960, 964, ii, 304, 306; 561C576, 1492, 

, 1495, 1511; dreaming, habit·_of, i, 
38; energy,· i,. 39,. 78, 945; extra,_ 
vagance· of abuse, i; 293-296, 308; · 

· 309, 32?·327; ii, 602J-faithfulness in 

friendship, i, ·981, 990, 1010,1282, 
' 1289; 1461, 1573-1576, 1594, 1595, 
ii, 7 57-7 59, 860, 1141' 1142, 1404, 
1421, 1516; fine arts, interest in the, 
j, 46, ii, 131:>, 674, 675; flatterer, ii, 
128, 1334-1336; fortitude, ii, 1090, 
1395; gastronomy, interest in, 
i, 46; generosity, ii, -1441; good 
temper, ii; 46, 299, 1395; gor-

. geotisness and state, love of, ii, 130-
133, 492, 501; grasp of fact, i, 622, 
698, 1012, 1028-1030, 1057, ii, 445,. 
779, 1010, 1514; .gratitude, i, 467, 
ii, 304, 319, 324, ·417 -419; 437-440, 
638; hebraism or judaism, i, .200, 
201, .609, 610, 871-895, 970, il, 
c882, :1495, -1507; humanity,. i, 
478-479,. 648-664, 1491, 1496-
1499, ii, 7.72, 916; humour, i, 619, 
622,. ii, 299, 1337; imagination, 
I, 39, 190, 215, 665-700, 848-870, 
871-895, '1484:1495, 1566-1568, il, 

'695, 7'93, 805, 1157-1160; 1171, 
1418,.1420, 1496, 1509, 1513, 1514, 
1517, 1518; .imperialism, i,. 840,· 

.1053, i149-1152, 1186, 1202, 1631, 
ii, 140-142, 2~0;' 293,' 531, 532, 534, 
536, 746-778, 873-875, 1242, 124~-

"1282, 1287, 1504, 15l8; impulsive
ness, i,. 66, 440; '449;_ inaecuracy 
in d~tail, i, 29, 957, 1104, 1106, . 
1111, 1157, ii, 1515; independence 
of character, i, 232, 841, 842, 1420-
1426, ii, 23-27, 34, 1505; industry 
and zeal in. politics, i, 415, 416,' 
Hi35, ii, .280-282, 612, 613, 685, 
686, 847, 848, 1447-1'499, 158>5; in
fluenced by women, i, 192, 193; ii, 
577, 578, 640, 1426, 14;27, 1438; in· 
genuity, dexterity, and resource, i, 
1028'1058, 1lt5-1133, 1532, 1543-
1550, 1590-1599, li, 6-9, 218-26.7' 
268:309, 923; insight, i, 695, 1081, 
1418; intellectual integrity, i, 805, 
ii, 1515; intrigue, genius for, . l, 
266, 774, 1093, 1094, 1468, 1617-
1620, ii, '1045-1049_; intolerance of 
eant, i, 622, 804, 1656, ii, 69, 137, 
1417; irony, i," 197, 694, 1258; ii, 
299,1438, 1515;isolationandaloof
ness, i, 20, ii, 1509; kindness of 
heart, i, 115, ii, 1483, 1491, 1496, 
1511, 1512, 1516; light, passion for, 
u: 1425_, 1432 ;'loyalty,_!, 903, 904, 
929-931, 1343, 1386, 1431, ii, 299, 
413, 415, 437, 450, 920, 1419,-
1497, 1511; magnanimity, i; 1557, 
ii, 41 ~' 69.5-698, 857; mysterious 
manner, i, 865, 902, ii, 1424-1426, 
1506, 1513; optimism, ,i, 1167, 
1443, 1475; 1632; oratory, ii, 828-
869; overcleverness, -ii,, 30, 31; 

.'patience,' i, '194, ·. 804; 1402,: 
1616, ii, 331; '443, 444,. 511,'•512, 
522, · 1010, 1497, 150'5; patriotism, 
i:, i36, 214, 969, 910, ii, 44, 45, 

. 519, 522, 873, 874, 1497; persist

.' ency, i, 233, 1114,' 1115, 13~8; 
·' 157~~'ii, 437' 560; 933, 944, 1010, 
. 1301-1:307; 1331-1334, 1418, 1447 • . ,.,.,:.~,,. ·~. - ' ~..; . . "' 

· . .,: 
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1495, 1497; placability, i, 1557; ii, 
330,. 624, 1495; plagiarism, i, 369, 
1209-1211, 1394-1396, ii, 848, 1477; 
power of winning confidence and 
managing men, i, 60, 7 8, 7 58, 827, 
1560, ii, 1002, 1515; prescience, i, 
703, ii, 461; 501, 605; pride, i, 259; 
promptness and decision, ii, 737, 
761-765, 782, 1099, 1123, 1351, 
1419; Protestantism, i, 320, 1083-
1087, 1190, 1359-1361, ii, 85, 92, 
397-406, 653-671, 680, 742, 743; 
resolution, i, 702,. 945, 1176, 1513, 
ii, 299, 514, 612, 613, 900, 901, 
1072, 1098, 1113, 1133, 1196, 
1197, 1247, 1505; reverence for 
religion, i, 871-895, ii, 83-114, 1488; 
roma.ntic temperament, i, 301, 
1268, ii, 577-610, '638, 687, 1335, 
1339; sarcasm, i, 626, 714; self
command, i, 1258, 1264; self
confidence and self-reliance, i, 
78, 126, 137' 226, 240, 258, 259, 
645, ii, 373, 840, 841; self-suppres
sion and self-abnegation, i, 7 59, 
1058, 1158, 1375, 1556-1560, 1658-
1660, ii, 449, 547-560, H96; self
worship, i, 366, ii, 1514; sensitive
ness to kindness, ii, 1492, H96; 
sharp tongue, i, 44, if, 1516; so
ciety, fondness for and conquest of, 
I, 234-263, 399-472, 971, li, 147, 
152, 490, 1470, 1474, 1475, 1477, 
1478, 1506; sympathy, ii, 1491; 
tact, I, 759, 1191, ii, 299, 678, 754-
71!9, 768-770, 1002, 1105; trees, 
love of, i,·973-975, ii, 1510; want 
of strict veracity and sincerity, i, 
790, ii, 1514; waywardness and 
puckishness, i, 701, 1198, ii, 1461; 
will power, i, 342, 366, 702, ii, 514, 
1183, 1427. 1428, 1432, 1495, 1513; 
wit, i, 780, ii, 329, 1337; youth, love 
of, i, 564, 605, 1198, ii, 652, 734, 
735, 1153, 1511 

Free Trade and Protection, i, 
473-543, 626-647, 701-806; com
ment on his attitude to Peel, i, 
701-708,· 801-806; after the repeal 

• of the Corn Laws, i, 817-847, 896-
927, 1012-1267; comment on his 
abandonment of Protection, i, 
1012, 1013, 1232-1236; views in 
1879, 11, 1367-1372 

Lady Bradford and Lady Chester' 
field, 'l.ntimacy with, ii, ~7 7-610 

Literary estimate, ii, f444-1446 · 
Foreign policy, i, 984-1011, 1333-

1388, 1614-1631, ii, 49-82, 561-576, 
779-827; Eastern Question, ii; 
873-1240; value of work at Berlin 
Congress, ii, 1234-1240; subse
quent ·policy, ii, 1244-1249, 1311-
1318, 1358-1367 

Mrs. Brydges Willyams, relation 
to, i, 1268-1289 

Parliamentarian, U, 828-869 
Parliamentary reform, i, 916-

919, 1578-1631, ii, 136..309; com-

ment on his action in 1867, ii, 
293-299; subsequent policy, il, 
650, 651 

Patronage, i, 1582-1585, 1656-
1658; ii, 396-441, 1420, 1421 

Pecuniary affairs: speculates at 
age of 20 on Stock Excharige, and 
incurs heavy debts, i, 59, 60, 128-
130; profits from Vivian Grey, 1, 
86, and from Young Dt<ke, i, 128; 
improvidence and four contested 
elections plunge him into further 
debt, i, 350-363; conduct always 
strictly honourable, i, 353, ii, 957; 
reluctant to apply to his father, i, 
352; but makes a partial confi
dence, and temporary modus vivendi 
arranged, i, 363; marriage (1839). 
gives him house in London and 
£4,000 to £5,000 a year, i, 435; 
Mrs. D pays large sums to satisfy 
creditors, i, 963; liabilities at time 
of Shrewsbury election, 1841, 
£20,000, i, 513; profits from Oon
ingsby, i, 597; places private affairs 

· in Rose's hands, 1846, i, 964; 
profits from Tancred, i; 865; 
Bentinek's exaggerated estimate 
of D's literary gains, i, 902; receives 
£10,000 as residuary legatee under 
his father's will, i, 961; purchases 
Hughenden, 1848, for £34,950; 
i, 963, and mortgages it for 
£25;ooo to Bentinck's two brothers, 
i, 966-968; estimated indebted
ness, £40,000, i, 968; literary earn
ings, i, 980; Duke of Portland 
(1857) rolls in his money on mort
gage, and D again resorts to usurers, 
i, 968, 969; obtains Cabinet pen
sion of £2,000 a year on quitting 
office, 1859, i, 1659; Andrew 
M(mtagu buys up all D's debts, 
takes mortgage on Hughenden tor 
£57,000, and charges him 3 per 
cent., winter of 1862-GB, ii, 417-
419, 1498; receives over £30,000 
as Mrs. Willyams's residuary lega
tee, winter of 1863-64, i, 1268-1270, 
1289; receives about £5,000 under 
his brother James's will, 1868-
1869, ii, 442; large profits from 
Lothair, ii, 509, and from End'IJ
mion, ii, 1423, and from the popu
lar edition of the novels, ii, 509, 
1441, 1442; after Lady B's death, 
Montagu reduces interest on mort
gage to 2 per cent., ii, 572, 573; 
additions to Hughenden estate in 
1879, ii, 1348; satisfactory pecuni
ary position at death, ii, 1498, 1499 

Phrases and Oatchwm·as :-Special 
quality, ii, 847, 1518; 'a blaze 
of apology,' ii, 519; 'a coalition 
war,' i, 1354; 'a Conservative 
Government is an organised hypo
crisy,' i, 719; ' a country may have 
1ost provinces, but tha.t is not 
partition,' ii, 1222; 'a crucial ses
sion,' ii, 7 3 2; ' a dinner of Wits is 
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proverbially a,. palace of silence,' 
· ii, 1433; ' a. finical and fastidious 
.crew,' ii, 92, 96, 343.; 'a generous 
aristocracy round a real throne,' 
i, 569, ii, -634, 1325; 'a good broad 
piece of furniture,' ii, ,258; ' a great 
master of gibes and flouts and 
jeers,' ii, 667; 'a great Parliamen-· 
tary middleman,' i, 725; 'a bap
haz_ard and not .a scientific frontier,' 
ii, 1263, 1271, 1.272; '.a -human 
being with a settled purpose must 
·accomplish it,' ii, 1432; 'a .. Parlia
_.mentary Christian,' ii, 502; 'a 
practical man is a man who practises 
the· blunders. of his predecessors,' 
i, ·675; 'a prolix narrative,' ii, 614; 
' a range of exhausted volcanoes,' 
ji, 53i; ~-a secular purpose is always 
'a job,' ii, 363; ' a sophistical rhe
_,torician, inebriated with ·the ex
·uberancc of -his own verbosity,' 
ii, 1228; 'a- .somid Conservative 

, -Government, Tory men -and Whig 
.meB;Sures,' i, 603; -·a starving. 
population, an absentee aristo
cracy, and an alien church,' i, .590; 
'a string of congratulatory re
grets,' ii; 1230;' a superior person,'. 
ii, 81, 888; 'action may no.t .always 
be hal}l}iness, but.there is no hal}l}i
ness without action,' ii, 503; ' all 
is .race,' ·i, .855; 'All .the· Talents,' 
i, 1302; 'an 11>1l'air of masks and 

-mystifications,'-ii, 80; 'an armistice 
is certainly. not peace any more . 
.. than a· courtshill is wedlock,' ii, · 
963-; 'Asia is largq enough for both 
Russia and J<~pgland,' ii, 805; 1226; · 

. 'Batavian grac(l,' ii,265; 'bloated. 

. armaments,' ii, 43; 'caught the 
Whigs bathing:and· walked away 
with their clothes,' i, 712; ··c.offee-

. · houSe .babble,' ,ii,--917; 'cosmopqli
tan critics, .-the friends of· .every 
country save·their own,' ·jj, 1064; 
'deleterious doctrine,' ii;, 1273; · 
'Delphi itself.could hardly be more 
.perplexing and augnst,' ii,. 1131 ; 

. ' destiny bears us to our. lot, and , 
destiny -is our· own will,' i, 3 8; '' 
' direct taxation should be as 

, general as indirect · taxation,' i, 
1121; ' England -does not lOve 

_ Coalitions,' i, 1263 _; ~ free inquiry 
:should be pursued by free in
. quirers,' ii, 95; 'great·meh should 

. , think .of opportunity ·aud not of 
.-time,' ti, 1432; 'great minds must 
.-trust to great truths· and ·great' 
talents for their rise and nothing 
. else:·;, 684; ' Gr!)ece has a future,' 
H, 1223; 'han.d!"d .back with court- · 
esy the. l}oisoned chalice,' .i, 7 41; 
'harum-scarum budgets,' ii, 4'79; 
'his life has been a great Approl}ria
tion. Clause,' i, 7 83; ' historical· 
conscience,' i, .592, ii,: .357; ~ ' I ·j 
am myself a gentleman· of the p_ress; . · .. 

... . ,· 

and bear no .otbor :escutcheon;' 
i, 1.-301; ':I am. on tho side of -tho 

·angels,' ii, 109; 'I had to ed1;cate 
our party-;' ii, 289·; ' I havo dim bed 
to the . top of_ the greasy pole;' 
ii, 334; '1 myself regard a policy of 
annexcation.with great .distrust-,' ii, 
1299; ' I· prefer -the invective of 
Torquemada t.o the insinuation of 
Loyola.,'. ii, 27 3; 'if a p'erson 'have 
imaginatiori,.experience appears to 

· me of little use,.'. i, 6.5; ' if govern
mont is not .divine it·is nothing,' ii,. 
364; 'if.it do·notrepres.entnational 

, feeling, Toryism is nothing,' !i,. ' 
~87; '·ignorance· never ·settles .a 

;question,' ii, 168; ·• imperium et 
libertas,' i, 1099; ii, 855, 1367; ·'.in 
taking Cyprus the movement .is not 
Mediterranean, it is Indian,' ·ii, 
1226; ' Industry, Liberty, Religion 
-that 'is the history of. England,' 

. ii, 98, 292; 'inquirers who arc 
, always inquiring never .learn· any·

.thing,' ii, 1433; .'-invective' _which 
'lacks· finish,' ii, 362; '_lateral re
form,' ii; 143; 'life is n:ot .a lottery, 
but a science,' i, 1667; 'man is a 
being born to believe,' -ii; 105; 

· ' men of light and leading,' ,ii, 
1387; 'mista:jdng tho clamour of 
the- Nonconformists 'tor the voice 
o{ the nation,' :ii,- 545 ;· 'munching 

.. the remainder biscuit of a.n -effete 
.. Liberalism/. ii, 608; 'never com
. plain and never explain,' i, 281; 

'.never iose: an. occasion·/ ~' .,945; 
~no creed, no Church'-' no 
dogm~, no pean,' .ii, "·102;. ~-our 
Empire is ·an ;empire of libefty, of 
truth, and of.· justiee,' H,. 1·22G; 
' our idiosyncrasy is not b'ound<;d by 
the planet which we . .inhabit,' ii, 

~ 605; ',pass tho bill, and then change .. 
· the Ministry if y.ou like,' ii, 260; 

' Paul Kruger is an .ugly customer,' 
ii, 1288; 'l}aul}erisro is not 11>n aft'a.ir 
so mueh o!'wagcs as of ,dwellings,' 
ii,_ 502; 'peace with honour,' · i, 

· .1403, ii, 1218; 'permissiv-e legisla" 
#on is the charter .of a free people,' 

·• ii, .731 ;· '.scurrility is not sarcasm,_ 
alid insolence is not invective,' i.' 
1260; 'pilgriniages of passion,' -ii;' 
115 ;· -' phmdering and bll1Ildering,' 
li, 602; '·\P<lllkins's plan,' i, .784;> 
' proposing v-otes wit_h ill!luendo, 
.and .recfl=ending expenditure in 

. a , whispered invective,' ii; 42; 
' reconstruct the estate of the 
Commons,' i, 91'5;. 'religion rests 
upon· the. Providence of God'- and
the responsil;>ility of man,' .ii, 606; 
'rowdy ·rhetoric,' ii, 68, 4.77; 

- ' sariitas sanitatum; omilla 'sii;nitas,' 
i, 1570,li; 530, 534;702-H'.i; ' .. sensible 
men·- are all of the same -religion,' 
ii, 1432;: ·• society- _has .a··,soul as 
well as ·a. body,' 'ii, -605; 'some in-. 

.. ,sl)ired ~choolboy,' ii, 283; '·that 
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·Disraeli, Beniamin-continued 
fatal drollery called a representa
tive government,' i, 854; 'the 
age of commercial treaties is 
past,' ii, 48; • the ago of ruins is 
past; have you seen Manchester 1' 
i, 606, ii, 532; 'the annual harvest 
of autumnal indiscretions,' ii, 7 0; 
'the .Arch-Mediocrity,' ii, 67 5; 
' the broad phylacteries of faction 
on his forehead,' i, 1552; 'the 
critics-the men who have failed in 
literature and art,' ii, 500; ' the 
determination to maintain the 
Empire of England,' ii, 994; ' the 
diapason of our diplomacy,' ii, 
1007; 'the distinguished facility 
and good nature of the Irish land
lord,' ii, 459; ' the divine right of 
government is the keystone of 
human progress,' ii, 364; ' the fate 
of England is in the hands of 
England,' ii, 1265; ' tho finishing 
governess,' ii, 841; 'the gondola 
of London,' ii, 502; 'the govern
ment of the world is carried on 
by sovereigns and statesmen,' ii, 
1264; 'the great Asian mystery,' 
i, 853; ' the great struggle between 
popular principles and LiberaJ 
opinions,' i, 837, ii, 113; 'the hare·· 
brained chatter of irresponsible 
frivolity,' ii, 1264; 'tho history of 
success is the history of minorities,' 
ii, 9 6; ' the holocaust of direct taxa 
tion,' i, 667; 'the key of India is 
JJO!J.don,' ii, H 7 6, 14 7 7 ; ' the lees 
a.nd refuse of factious insinuation,' 
ii, 356; 'the Manchester school,' 
i, 1027; 'the mass in masquerade,' 
ii, 665; 'the monopoly of Liberal
ism,' i, 1666, ii, 28 7; ' the most 
powerful principle whlch governs 
man is. the religious principle,' ii, 
9 6; ' the originality of a subject is 
initstreatment,'ii, 503; 'the palace 
is not safe when the cottage is not' 
happy,' ii, 709; 'the people may 
have their parasites, as well as 
Inonarch~; and aristocracies,' i, 
1 60 8; • the Prayer Book may be 
divine, but it is also human,' ii, 
102; 'the Prince Rupert of Parlia
mentary discussion,' i, 635; ' tho 
proper leaders of the people are the 
gentlemen of England,' l, 917; ' tbe 
rags &nd tatters of a protective 
system,' i, 1322; 'tbe d\~elling the 
real nursery of all domestic vir
tues,' ii, 711; • the rise and fall of 
empires are not aJl'airs of greased 
cartridges,' i, 1491; 'the rudu 
simplicity of Republican manners,' 
ii, 4 7 7; ' the Serbonian bog c·f 
diplomacy,' ii, 519; ' tbe spirit of 
the age_tends to free intercourse,' 
i, 1185; 'the standard of St. George 
was hoisted on the mountains of 
Rasselas,' ii, 384; ' the sublime 
and solacing doctrine of theocratic 

equality,' i, 861; 'the sublime in· 
stincts of an ancient people,' ii, 
536; ' the traditions of a l)ation a,re 
part of its existence,' ii, 605; 'the 
true parent of economy is effi
ciency,' i, 1438; 'the Venctia.n 
Constitution,' i, 668; 'tbe voice of 
sense and truth/ ii, 1264; ' there 
are few great things left in Eng
land, and the Church is one,' i, 
873,· ii; 83; 'there is· no gambling 
like politics,' i, 732, 1510, ii, 903, 
etc. ; • there is nothlng like female 
friendship,' i, 1511 ; ' these Colonial 
deadweights,' ii, 210; 'these 
wretched Colonies,' i, 1201; ' to 
leave the·destinies of the British 
Empire· to prigs and pedants,' ii, 
68. 69; ' to revive faith is more 
difficult than to create it,' ii, 503: 
'transient arid embarrassed phan
tom,' i, 680; ' truth, after all, is the 
sovereign passion of mankind,' i, 
1140; 'useless· in council, feeble in 
debate, and a jester,' ii, 329; • wars 
of insurrection are always atro
cious,' ii, 915; 'we have legaJised 
confiscation, consecrated sacrilege, 
condoned hlgh treason,' ii, 4 7 8; 
·'we lay down a principle, and let 
that principle work,' ii, 259; -'we 
pricked the imposture,' ii, 1611 ; 
'when I want to read a novel I 

write One,' ii, 1508; ~ 'vild shriek 
of liberty,' i, 1525; 'you can have 
no Parliamentary Government, if 
you have no party government,' i, 
924; 'you can on]y act upon 
the opinion of Eastern nations 
through their imagination,' i, 
1492 

Posthumous fame, ii, 1500-1519 
Primroses, Primrose Day, Prim

rose League, ii, 387, 1161, 1300, 
1485, 1493, 1494, 1500-1503 

Queen Victoria, relation to, i, 
1106, 1107, 1112, 1165, 1169, 1170, 
1571·1573; ii, 115-135, 387-395, 
779-827, 1323-1346, 1482, 1485, 
1486; 1491, 1494 

Social reform, i, 4 73-510, 648-
664; ii, 529-530, 534, 699-7 45 

Tory democracy, i, 954; ii, 709. 
Tory idea, the, i; 665-700 
Works, see Career, and under 

titles 
D'Israeli, Benjamin, grandfather, i, 

6-11, 13, 25 
Disraeli, Coningsby, nephew and 

heir, ii, 1493, 1498, 1511 
D'Israeli, Isaac, father, i, 13-21.; 

early years, i, 13,' 14; education, i, 
14; publishes Cu>·iosities of Li.tera.
ture, and marries, i, 15; literary 
career, i, 16-18; acquaintance with 
and appreciation of, Byron, i 18; 
19; influence on D, i, 19, 20.'D's 
character of him, -i, 20-21; repudi
ates Jewish religion, i, 26, 27 · 
literary society and friendship mth 
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_Murray,,i, 41-43; travels with D, i, 
-46-57; depicted as ' Horace Grey ' 
in Vivian Grey, _i, 90; migrates to 
Bradenham, i, 124; declines to buy 

_Dan estate, i,. 125; on the Young 
·- J)ulce, i, 13_2; advises D to beware 
.. of ' secret agents,' ' forgeries and 

delusions,' i, 210; opinion of Ixion 
and_ Internal Marriage, i,- 228; 

·addicted to verse-making, i, 241; 
,his History- of E_nglish L-iterature, 
); 261; high appreciation of- the 
Vindication, ·i, 310, 311; receives 
half-confidenceS from D about his 
money difficulties, i; 361, 363; 
warns D against ' theatr_ical graces 
in Parliament,' i, 412;.i.IL-health, i, 
423; blind!iess, i, 471 ;'inquiries by 

. other men of letters, i, 548, 549; 
praises Coninasby, i, 598; delight in 
D's great speech of February 20, 
1845, against Peel, i, 716; admira
-tion of Tancred, i, 865; and of D's 
speech on Jew Bill,-i, 886; old age, 
and death (1848), i, 958•960; his 
works. and his library, i, 960, 961; 
will, i,_ 961; helps D to purchase 
.Hughendt'm, i, 965; monument _to 
_him erected at Hughenden by Mrs. 
_iJ,_ i, 978,-1286; Memoir of Isaac 
D:Isrcieli, by _ D, quoted, i, 6-8, 

- - -1,2, 13, 16, 20,-21, 959 -
Disraeli, James (JacobuS), ·brother, 

birth, i, 22; baptism, i, 27; descrip
tion of him as .a boy by -D, i, 121; 
influenza; i, -256, 10_95; visits 
House of Co=ons. t() hear D, i, 
420, 422; settles_ in small house-at 

_.Bradenham after_ father's death, 
i, 9.62; appointed County Court 
Treasurer-by Derby (1852), i, 962; 

_marries and loses his wife-in child-
birth, i, -1280; appointed a Com, 
· inissioner of, ExCise by Derby on 
D's reco=endatioJi (1858}--corre-

. spond~nce, i, 1582,1585; ,.death, 
_ leaving-£5,000 to-D, ii,-442 _ · 

., D.' Israeli, Maria,; nee Basevi, mother, 
· marriage, i, 15; affectionate mother, 
i,~ 16, 543; bu:t -no- influence on_ 
D's intellectual -life, i, 16, .958; 

-defends hill against :Murray; i; ,79, 
·' --so, 958- _ _ _ ,- _ . 
-·: : Disi.·aeli, Mary Anne; nee Evans (from 

".1815 to 18"39. ·Mrs: · Wyndham 
Lewis, after · .1868 Viscountess 
Beaconsfield), wife, i; 434-47 2, 544-
559; 560-594; D introduced to her, 
1832; i, .208; D at parties at her 
house; i,- 1236, 256; prophesies D's 
speedy success, i, · 380; friendship 

. and correspondence with D, .i, 38~, 
382, 385; stays at ·Bradenbam; 1, 
383, .415 . . 
. Becomes a widow, March, 1838, 
i; 420; affectionate letters froll,J- ,D, 
i, 422-424, 425~428, 43.2; her family 
and history, and D's feelings, i, 
434, 435; _courted by D, i, 436, 

·, 438-440, 445-449; lovers' quarrel, 

i, 4.49-451; marriage, August; 1839: 
i, 46_5; her analysis of D's-character 
and of _her own, i, 466, -467; their 
happiness, i, 467, 468; honeimoon 
at Tunbridge- ·wells and a Con
tinental tour, i, 468-471; in Jewish . 
.society, i, 471, 472;·incident with 
Louis Napoleon, i, 491, 492; popu-

·larity at Shrewsbury, i, 511, 543; 
letter to: Peel pleading for notice 
forD, i, 516; in Paris-for.the 

, winter of 1842-18.43, with D, i, 
544-551); describes grand -party at 
Stowe, i, 64 7 ; Sybil' dedicated to 

_,'a perfect wife,'- i, -649 
At Wynyard with- D at. time of 

Bentinck's death, i, 928; D'sletters 
to her about· the -movement to 
make him leader, i, 945-949; 954; 
remembered in Isaac D'Israeli's _ 
will, i, 961; spends .£13,000 in de

-fraving · D's debts ·and parliamen
tarY expenses, i; 963, _ ._ 964.; · re
constructs Hughend.en Man-or in 
1862-3, 'i, 971_;· plants. evergreens 
in the German Forest, i, 972 ;·-'the 
lady of Hughenden,'-her lmprove
ments-.there, i, 977; erects monu
ment to Isaac D':J:sraeli, i, 978;-at 
Knebworth with D, i, 1135, 1153; 
'Very, gay and ubiquit,ons,' in D's 
first term of-office, i, 1171; friend
ship with Mrs. Brydges· 'Villyams, 
i, 1268, 1271, 1274, 1280, 1430, 
1550 . . • . . -

Her care for D's health, i, 1650," 
1651,-ii, 639, 840, 841; Northeote's 
descripti'on of her, i, ·1668; pleased 
at suggestion of D's likeness to
Napoleon -III., ii, 54;· declines to 

· - join .co=ittee -to help wounded 
_ Danes; ii, .7 8; first visit with , D 

t() Windsor, ii, · 28, _ l-16; Prince of. 
·wales's marriage, ii, 120, 121; 
marriage festiVities,_ ii, 131, 133; 
visits to country houses, ii, 152-
156;.Hyde Park riots, ii, 186; 

-- compound householder, ii, 276; 
'in. Edinburgh with D,' ii,. 292, 293; 

serious illness in Novel)lber, 1867, 
ii, 304-306; friendly relations with 
Gladstone, ii, 304, 930; congratu

·lated by Derby -on_- D's -premier
ship; ii, 324; her party at .the 
Foreign_ Office, March, 1869; ii, 

'333; 334 -. • . 
.The Queen sends her floo.vers for 

D, ii, ~87; D's letters describing 
Balmoral to her; ii, 391-395; her 

-peerage-----correspondence' between
D and_the Queen, ii, 437-440_;-con-
gratulations from _ Derby, Glad-- · 
stone, and Stanley; ii, 440, ·441; 
in good, health at Hughenden, 
September, .1871, ii, -482; a:nxious 

·to get back to town, .December, 
1871, ii, 486; D and her pearls, ii, 

"501; with D at Manchester, Easter, 
1872, ii; 523, 524';"533; character as 

,. a. statesman's wife,· ii, .564 ;-illness, 
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ii, 562; final breakdown, ii, 563; a 
su=er with D in London, ii, 
564-566; removed to Hughenden, 
ii, 566; last party there, ii, 567-.568; 
death, ii, 569; appreciations, ii, 
569-572; her posthumous letter to 
D,ii, 572,1492, 1494; simple funeral 
at Hughenden, ii, 572; acquaint
ance with Lady Bradford in 1868, 
ii, 579; D's abiding sorrow, ii, 590, 
639, 640; always· used ml)urning 
paper, ii, 591; Fraser's message 
about her, ii, 640; what D owed to 
her, ii, 577, 1426 

Disraeli, Napthali, ·brother, died in 
infancy, i, 2 2 

Disraeli, Ralph (Raphael), brother, 
birth, i, 22; baptism, i, 27; re
ferences to him in D's letters, ·i, 
102, 144, 147, 160, 180, 1171; per
suades· D to go to the Coronation, 
i, 429; D procures for him, through 
Lyndhurst, a clerkship in Chancery, 
i, 961; Clerk Assistant in the Lords, 
ii, 1401; at B's funeral, ii, 1493; 
buried at Hughenden, ji, 1494 

D'Israeli, ::ara.h, rule Siprut de Gabay, 
grandmother, i, 7-12 

Disraeli, Sarah, sister, on D's neglect 
to mention his mother in the 
Memoir of his father, i, 16; birth, 
i, 22; baptism, i, 27; correspondence 
with D begun, i, 46; engaged to 
Meredith, i, 128; admiration of 
The Young Duke, i, 137, 138; D's 
affection for her, i, 144, 184, 1668; 
delith of Meredith, i, 181-184; 
her character, and her devotion to 
and belief in D, i, 183, 184, 368, 
383; Alroy dedicated to her, i, 198; 
delight at D's success in Parlia
ment, i, 422; bids him not to de
spair when Peel leaves him out 
in 1841, i, 520; fascinated with 
Coningsby, i, 598; excited over the 
early attacks on Peel,i, 716; reports 
bad harvest and 'potato cholera,' 
October, 1845, i, 732; shrewd 
criticism on Tancred, i, 862; her 
fat,her's companion and assistant 
in his olii age, i, 959, 960; assists 
D to publish new edition of father's 
works after death, i, 960, 961; 
goes to live, first at Hastings, 
and then at Twickeilham, i, 961; 
praises Cracow speech, i, 987; 
doubi;p D's policy in abandoning 
Protection, i, 1126, 1>127; en
thusiasm over Lord George Ben· 
tinck, i, 1146; delig'.ht at D'f 
accession to office, 1852, i, 1163: 
opinion of Peelites, i, 1384; death, 
i, 1668 

Dissenters, i, 27 4; ii, 86, 93, 97, 98, 
592, 594, 616, 823, 824 . 

' Dizzy,' i, 379; ii, 1506, 1507 
Don, Lady, i, 142, 144, 145, 147 
Don, Sir George, i, 142, 145 
Don Juan, ii, 863 
Donoug.hmore, 4th Earl of, i, 1599 

Donoughmore, 5th·Earl of, ii, 1468 
Dorchester, Lord and Lady, ii, 1471 
D'Orsay, Count, ·famous Parisian 

dandy,' meets D at Bulwer's 
(1832), i, · 207; brilliant dinner 
guest, i, 252; takes a fancy to D 
(1834), i, 259; paints D's portrait, 
i, 266; manages D's affair with 
Morgan O'Connell, i, 296; Henrietta 
Temple dedicated to him, i, 341; 
and Mirabel a lifelike portrait of 
him, i,.344-348; D reluctant to .in
volve him in his financial troubles, 
1, 355, 513; D his-guest in Kensing
ton Gore, i, 359; lectures D on 
finance, i, ·361-362; his portrait of 
Lyndhurst, i, 393; parties at Gore 
House, i, 429, 528; designs a waist
coat for a bridegroom, i, 437; at 
Wycombe Abbey and Bradenham, 
i, 446-448; at D's first male dinner
party at Grosvenor Gate, i, 488; 
his sister, Duchesse de Gramont, 
i, 545; at breakfast at Monckton 
Milnes's, i, 869; fina.nciaJ crisis, 
retreat to Paris, Lady Blessington's 
death, life. in Paris, and death 
(1852), i, 981-983; hls letters at 
Hughenden, ii, 600 

Douce, Francis, i, 41 
Douro, see Wellington 
Doyle, Sylvia, ii, 394 
Drake, Tyrwhitt, i, 1573 
Drew, Mrs., ii, 931 
Drummond, H., i, 934, 1029, 1042 
Dru=ond, Sir James, ii, 901 
Dru=ond, Thomas, i, 401, 539 
Ducrow, i, 276, 277 · 
Dudley, Countess of, ii, 821, 14 7 2, 

1478 
Dudley, Earl of, ii, 1009, 1306 
Dufferin, Earl of, ii, 776, 1279, 1280, 
131~ 134~ 134~ 1416 

Du:tierin, Lady, i, 235-236, 258, 307 
Duffy, Sir C. Gavan, i, 1297; ii, 34 7, 

348 
Duke, Sir James, i, 1023 
Dumas, General, i, 991, 992, 994 
Duncombe, Thomas, i, 402, 453, 454, 

474, 483, 492, 526, 648, 709, 711 
Dundas, H. (Lord Melville), i, 1660; 

ii, 94 
Dundas, Mrs., of Arniston, ii, 292 
Dunkellin, Lord (afterwards 2nd 

Marquis of Clanricarde ), ii, 171-17 3 
Dupin (President of the Chamber), i, 

547 
Dupplin, Viscount, ii, i471 
DuPre, c. G., i, 840, 1194; ii, 621 
Durham, 1st Earl of, i, 252, 254, 257, 

264, 265, 267, 271, 272, 277, 326, 
392 

Durham Letter, the, i, 1083, 1084 
Dyke, Sir W. Hart, i, 394; ii, 305, 592, 

,630, 677, 727, 736, 825, 837, 1241, 
1343, 1373 

• E.,' Mrs., i, 34 
Earle, Ralph, meeting with D, i, 

1468; furnishes D with diplomatic 
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_information .. from Paris, i, 1468, 
1511, 1521; private secretary, ·i,. 
1522; regular commu:i:ticatiori:' with 
Printing House Square, i, 1551.; 
missions to Paris, i, 1617-1620, 
1626, ii, 54; drafts memorandum 
on finance for· D, i, 1653; secures 
Roman Catholic support for· D, · ii; · 

·.59, 60; Parliament, i, 1634, li, 180; · 
·.D's., emissary to secure common 
~action with· Grosvenor on 1866 

Reform Bill,ii, 169; 170; assists D 
'-in negotiations for the new Govern-· 

ment •. ii, 175;'"'politieal office, ·ii, 
·. 180; on foreign po~cy; :u, 202; 

quarrel with D; ii, 261-263 
Eastell, i; 489 • · 
Eastern Question, 1; ·558, 577, . 578, 

1333, 1388, 1401-1431; ii, 470, 474-
476, 746-827, 873-1240, 1244-1248, 
1262-1264, 1311, 1312 

Eastern Question, by J. A. R:. Marriott; 
· quoted, ii, 886 · · · 

Eaton, Henry W.; i, 394, 41:1, 591 
Ebrington; Viscount, i, 220 
EcceHomo,ii,343 . 
Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, i, 1097, 1098, 

1102, 1112-1114; 1360 
Edinburgh, Duchess of, ii, 643; 684, 

685, 1006, 1345 
Edinburgh, Duke of; Prince Alfred, 

ii, 65, 69,' 122, 133, 392, 414, 558, 
642, 684, 729, •754, .1345 

Edinburgh Review, i; 81,.82, 369, 384·; 
.ii, '290, 291,471, 508 .. . . 

Education Bills__,.l\'tarlborough's; ii; 
311-315, 386, 387; Forster's, ii, 
461-462; Sandon's, ii, 708, 823-

. 825, 1152 . . 
Edward VII., Kmg, see Prince of 

Wales · . 
Edwards·, Sir Henry, ii, 34, 238 
Egerton, Algernon, ii, 4 71 · 
Egerton, Lady, i; 3 7 4 
EgertOn, Lord Francis,··see Ellesmere 
Eglinton, Earl of, i, 1066, 1161,. 

1482,1519, 1642;ii.l78 . 
Eglinton Tournament;ii, 14·30 
Egypt, D's visit in 1831, i, 177, 183; 

D's· desire to act with France,. ii, 
793; disregards Bismarck's sug
gestion at Berlin, ii, 1214; policy of 
]france and England·thei.·e, ii,)313; 
Ismail's intrigues, ii, 1314; abdica
tion of Ismail in favoUr of Tewfik, 
ii; 1317; dual control established, 
ii, 1317, 1318 . . 

Elcho,· Lord (afterwards .Earl· of 
,, wemyss), i, 1544, 1610, 1651.; ii, 

166, 169, 170, 173, 174, 252, 282, 
414 

Eldon, Earl of, i, 61, 62, 95, 390, 502, 
6u.· · 

Elgin; Earl. of, i, 1640, 1641; ii, ·122 
Eliot; see St. Germans . 

· Ellenborough, Earl of, meets D at 
dinner :(1838), i; 418; Governor~ 
G!meral of India,, i,. 558; 572; re-. 
fuses t<i join Derby in 1851, 'i; 

~ 1107, '1108; \:u'ges Derby to talw 

office.in.1855, i, 1375-1377,·1385; 
··Indian Mutiny,.i, 1488; President, 
·Board· of Control (1858), i, 1517-
1520; his India Bill, i, 1528, 1537-
1539, 1566, 1514; Onde despatch 

· to Canning, -i, 1540-1542; 1546; 
resignation, i, 1542 

Ellesmere,.Earl of,.i; 371, 417, 418, 
4;28, 463; 645 

'Ellice, E., '·Bear,' i; 326; 360, .728, .. 
1141,..1598, 1600, 1645;-ii~;7 

Ellicott, Bishop, ii, ·40.8, 409, 634 
Elliot, Sir Henry, ii; 202, ·901, ·907, 
: 914:923, 936,. 941,·'943, 952, ·955, 

960,981,986,994, 1007;1121, 1184 
Elliot, Mrs. William, i, 7 4 
Ellis; Henry, i, ·207 •. 379. 
Ellis, Charles ·(afterwards· Lord .. Sea-

ford), ii, 717, 7'69 ' . · 
Elphinstime, Lord, i, 251· 
Ely, Countess of, ii; 391, 469; .. 566, 

7 40; 799, 809, 1334, 1346 . 
Enclosure Bill, ii; 707, 822, 
Endymion, i, ·129;.374, '52~; ii, 50!1, 

1415, 1423-1446,.1465, 1467, 1468, 
1475; 1498, ·1509; quoted> i, 124, 
203, 212, 234, 264,-416, 417;· 

' 452, 456, 495,. 508, 544, 5'60, 626, 
680, 732, 871, 97.4, 984;· 985, 1082, 

. 1086, 1162, 1373; ii, 181'·' -
England and France; or a Cure for 

the Ministerial Gallomania, i,. 209-
214, 548.; H, 874 . 

Enquiry into . the Plans, Progress, and 
Policy of 'the Anwrican llfining 

··Companies, i, 61; 62 
Epping Forest Bill, ii, · 7 0 7 • ' 
Erskine, Sir H. D., ii, 714 
Escott, Bickham,·i, 306 
Esher, Viscount, ii, 1335 
Essay on the Lit&raf1.J Character, i, 17, 

18, 32, 141 ·. , . 
Essays and Reviews, ii, 60, 94, · 104; 

107 
Essex·, Countess of; i, 254 
Estcourt, Sotheron, i, 1519, 1590, 

1599;i~ 7 . 
Esterhazy, Prince, i, 429, 465. . 
Eugenie, Ernpress;i, 1405, 1417, 1456, 

'1511, 1587; ii, 390, 391., 423, 765, 
1308 

Evans,. John and Eleanor, i, 434 
Evans, Mary Anne, see Disracli 
Evans, T. M.,i, 59,·60, 129, 224, 354 
Evan~; J\'[ajor. Viney, i, 380, ·383 . 
.Evelyn, Mrs.;i, 581 · 
Eversley, Lord, ii, 7 0 7 • · 
Eversley, "Visc<illlit (Speaker Shaw: 

Lefevre), i, -399, · 489, 490, 1204,. 
1206 .· .. .. . 

Ev.'ald, A. c,, Earl of Beaconsfield 
'and his Times, ii; 84 2 

Ewart, J. a:; .i, 459; .533 
Examiner, i,.207, 445, 520;1306, 1319 
Exeter, Bishop of (Phillpotts),.ii; 92,. 

100 0 • • • • 

Exeter, Marchioness of. (~e of the 
2nd Marquis), i, 1056 · '· . · ··•· '· 

Exeter, Marchioness of (Wife of ·the · ;, . 
3rd' Marquis), ii, 1372 
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Exeter, 2nd Marquis of, i, 949 
Exeter, 3rd Marquis of, ii, 649, 1372 
Exhibition of 1851, the Great, i, 1118, 

1119, 1271, 1272 
Exhibition of 1862, i, 1272 
E:ianouth, Viscount, i, 371, 381, 423, 

430, 933; ii, 518, 1421 
Eyre, Governor, ii, 161 

Faber, F., i, 568, 569, 593, 663 
Factory Legislation, i, 476, 631-633, 

664, 790, 1070; ii, 641, 706, 710 
Fadeef, General, ii, 971 
Falcieri, Giovanni Battista, ' Tita,' 

i, 161, 165, 179, 220, 221, 256, 358, 
366, 387-389 

FalCieri, Sarah, i, 388 
Fancourt, Major, i, 336 
Fane, Julian, i, 1145; ii, 203,.204 
Farrar, Dean, ii, 398, 1421 
Fawcett, Henry, ii, 257, 280, 538, 

543, 544, 704, 706, 707, 807, 810, 
812,. 816, 841 . 

•Foetor, J. M., i, 371, 430, 440 
Fergusson, R. Cutlar, i, 421 
Fergusson, Sir James, ii, 18,.498 
Ferrand, W. ·B., i, 593, 633-641, 645, 

767, 834, 1017, 1332 
Field, Baron, i, 146 
Fielden, John, i, 473, 478, 483 
Fielding, Colonel, ii, 307 .. 
Fife, Countess, ii, 394 . 
Fiji Islands, annexation of, ii, 797, 

1284 
Fillmore, President, i, 1201, 120 2 
Finlay6 G., i, 1071 
Fitzcla-rence, Lord Adolphus, i, 419 
Fitzgerald, Lord, i, 461, 488 
Fitzgerald, Sir W. R. S., ii,-188 
Fitzwalter, Lord, ii, 662 
Fitzwilliam, 5th Earl, i, 1305 
Fitzwilliam, 6th Earl, ii, 1271 
Flaxman, i, 111 
Fleming, ii, 7 98 
Fleuriz, Governor, i, 148 
Fleury, l\L de, ii, 390 
Florence, i, 110-112 
Floyd, Lady, i; 381 
Follett, Sir William, i, 269, 306; 446, 

489, 490 • 
Foriblanque, Albany; i, 207 
Forbes, Bishop, ii, 669 
Forester, Lady, ii, 579, 580 
Forester, 1st Lord, ii, 57 8 . 
Forester, 2nd Lord, i, 371, 446, 44 7; 

511; ii, 681 . 
Forester, •· Cis,' General Ce~il (after 

1874 3rd Lord), i, 412, 494; ii, 579, 
6H 

Forster, W. E., ii, 461, 462, 650, 702, 
712, 817, 825, 919, 927, 944, 1416 

Fortescue, Chichester (afterwards 
Lord Carlingford), ii, 159, 349, 355, 
562, 622, 7 24 

Foskett, Mr., i, 1036 
Fox, Charles James, i, 1401, 1419, 

1544; ii, 626 
Fox, Colonel, i, 548 
Fox, W. J., i, 883, 1474 
Fox Maule, see Panmure 

Frar;ce, D ·attacks French Govern· 
ment (1832) in Gallomania, i, 209· 
214; his permanent·policy friend
ship for her, i, 211, 999, 1301, 1302, 
1453, 1512,' 1523, 1615-1626, 1663, 
ii, 53; Palmerston's SY.,ian policy, 
i, 493; D's memorandum to Louis 
Philippe (1842), i, 548, 807; his 
letter to Palmerston (1845), i, 736; 
revolution of 1848, i, 911, 912, 988-
993; Louis Napoleon, President, 
i, 1004; coup a:etat,i, 1147; D's un
successful negotiations for com
mercial treaty, i, 1211-1213; Second 
Empire, i, 1267; Crimean War, i, 
1333-1388,1401-1431; secret treaty, 
i, 1465-1468; Orsini Conspiracy, 
i, 1511; Franco-Austrian War, i, 
1626, 1662; Cobden's Commercial 
Treaty, ii, 5 ; Polish · Question, 
ii, 70-74; Danish Question, ii, 7 5-
81; Luxemburg Question, ii, 203-
208; D abandons theory of French 
Alliance, ii, 207; Franco·German 
War; ii,. 465-47 4; Bismarck's threat 

·in 1875, ii, 761-766; Suez Canal, 
li, 748, 753, 779-794; D respects 
French claims in Egypt, ii, 793, 
930, 1214,.1225, 1313-1318; anxiety 
not to alienate her by· a German 
alliance, ii, 1360, 1361, 1365, 1366 

Franco·Prussian War, ii, 465, 468, 
470, 473; 476, 507, 747, 880 

Frankfort, i, ·55 
Fraser, Sir William, author of. 

iJisraeli. and his Day; constantly 
quoted in Parts.Iv, v, and vi; .enters 
Parliament, i, 1195, 1196; Parlia
mentary and political reminis
cences-of ·D, i, 1249, 1262, 1265, 
1385, 1545, 1547, 1604, ii, 242, 450, 
522, 819, 829; communication to D 
about his wife in 187·4, ii, 640; 
observ~ttion of D's characteristics 
in Parliament, ii, 842, 845, 849, 862, 
863; on D and patronage, ii, 1421; 
on Din old age, ii, 1508 

Fraser's Mauazin~, i, 301, 323, 714; 
ii, 842 . 

Free Trade and Protection, i, 473-543, 
7tll-806, 817-847, 896-927, 928-
957, 1012·1267, 1368, 1369 

Freeman, E . .A.'., ii, 979, 1066 
Fremantle, see Cottesloe 
Fremantle, Sir Charles, ii, 180, 246, 

262 
Fremantle, T. F., ii, 939, 940 

·French Revolution (1848), i, 876, 911, 
. 988-995, 1000, 1004, 1007 

Frere, Sir Bartle, ii, 'i 69, 1243, 1268, 
1289-1305, 1310, 1330, 1333 

Freshfield, Messrs., i, 36 
Friendly Societies Bill, ii, 704; 714 
Froissart, i, 68 
Fronde, J . .A.., South African visits, 

ii, 815, 1283, 1292;' opposed to B's 
Eastern policy, ii, 1086; his· Life 
of Lord Beaconsfield:_on Henrietta. 
Temple, i, 349; inaccuracies about 
the meeting with Mrs. Brydges 
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Willyams, i, 1272; 'ape or angel; 
speech,-ii, 109; .on- Lothair, ii, 4:90, 
509; on D's Irish policy, ii, 1380 · 

Furtado, Rebecca Men~ez, i, 10 

· Gabay, see D'Israeli 
Galigna'f!!_i, i, 180, 206, 729, 730 
Galway, Viscoilnt, ii, 601 
Garribetta, ii, 471, 1163, 1480 
Gambia, ii, 815 
Gardner, Lord, i, 490 ... 
Garibaldi, ii, 27, 55, 60, 61, 138, 493 
Gathorne Hardy, First Earl of Gran-

brook, A Memoir, ii, 343; 344; con
stantly quoted, especially in Parts 
v and vi . · 

-Gavard, ii, 7 80, 7 85 _ . 
General Elections: (1832), i, ·221-; 

(1834-5), i, 271; (1837), i, 376, 406; 
(1841), i, 514, 570; (1847), .i, 835-
843, 1143, 1233; (1852); i, 1193-

·1196, 1298; (1857); i, 1474-1476; 
(1859), i, 1632; (1865 ), ii, 145; (18,68); 
ii, 426-433, 443, 446, 467; (187 4), 
ii, 612, 622, 699; (1880), ;;, 1386-
1395 

General Preface to theN ovels, quoted, 
i, 89, 137, 196, 198; 232-233, 341, 
37 5, 560, 570, 592, 595, 649, 696, 
699; ii; '84;_ 109, 110, 364, 411, 508, 
512, 655 

Geneva, Lake of, i, 100-103 . 
Gemleman's llfagazine, i, 15, 62 
George I., i, 668 
George II., i, 668 · 
'George III., i, 668, 67 2; . ii, 123; 

1324 
George IV., i, 391· 
Gerard; Lord, ii, 400 
Gersdorf, Baron, i, 494 
Ghent, ·i, 48, 49 
Gibbs, 'H. H.,· afterwards Lord 

· Aldenham, ii, 788 · 
Gibraltar, i, 141-144 
Gibson, E_. (afterwards Lord -Ash

bourne), ii, 1468, 1471 
Gibson, l\'lilner, i, 23, 437, 526, 1324, 

'1416, 1472, 1474, 1512, 1515,'1'644, 
1645;i~91, 16~ ~51, 433 . 

Gi:ffard,_Sir Hardinge (afterwards Earl 
.of Halsbury), ii, 630, 738 

-Gi:fford, Lord, i, 389 
Gil Blas,ii, 718 
Gisborne, T., i, 484 
Gladstone, Mrs., ii, 61, 334, 4 71 
Gladstone, w. E., opinion of Vivian 

Grey, 'i, 116; inconsistent. party 
record, i, 280; meets D at dinner 
at Lyndhurst's, i, 280; D'Orsay's 
portrait· of Lyndhurst in his pos
session, i, 393; on front Opposition 
bench (1837), i, 400; opposes 
Russell's Education Bill, i, 460; 
on Protection (1841), i, 521, and 
(1843),,1,- 541; defended by Din 
Parliament, i, 537,; praises in 1869 
D's Irish speech of 1844, i, 591; 

· not Coningsby, i, 600; opiJ;lion of 
Peel, i; 708, 720.; resigns on May

'nooth :Bill, i, 722; _joins. recon-

structed Peel Cabinet- (1845) as 
Colonial Secretary, i, 7 41; without 
a seat in Parliament, i, 770 . -

Elected for OXford University 
(1847), i, 843; supports Jew Bill, 
i, 883, 894; votes with Protection
ists on Russell's Sugar Bill, i, 914·; 
advocates reciprocity on "Naviga
tion Bill, i, 1019; supports D in 
local taxation debate, 1850, i, 1060-
1062; agreeable to D 'at Academy 
dinner, i, 1066; Pacifico. debate_, 
i, 1072'1074;onPeelandD,i, 1075-
1079; 'refuses to serve under Derby. 

'in 1851, i, 1105, 1107; ·withdraw·s 
support from D's local taxation 
policy, _ i, 116; supports- Derby 
Ministl'Y of 1852 on conditions,- i, 
1170, 1172; opposes Vacant Seats 
Bill, i, 1184, 1358; in private letters 
accuses D of unscrupulousness, i, 
1199.; bitter opposition on Address, -
·November, 1852, i; 1224; approves 
.Palmerston's amendment to Villiers_ · 
resolution, i, 1228; spe_e_ch on that
resolution, i,' 1236; . relation to 
Ministry; i, 1239, c1240; Prince 
Consort's high_ opinion· of him;. i, 
1240; prejudgment of D's December 
Budget,i, 1242; attacks it, i, 12~1, 
1263, 1264; Chancellor of the Ex· 
chequer (1852), i, 1291; unfriendly 
correspondence with D, i, · 1292-
1296; Budgets (1853), i, 1322-1325, 
1330, 1469, 1556, ii, 9, 11, (1854), 
i, 1355, 1356, (1859), ii, 9, (1860),. 
ii, 5, 12, 15, (1861), ii, 27, ~o. 31;. 
Roebuck's motion, i, 1372,. 1384; 
_refuses ·to .join Derby (1855), i, 
1376-1381; resigns offi9e under Pal-
merston, i, 1384 . _ 
· For peace in the Crimea, i, 1407; 
Civil Service examinations, i, 1434; 
·approximates to Derby · and D 
(1857), -i, -1470, 1471; opposes 
Divorce-Bill, i, H95; refuses to join 
Derby~ Government (1858-9), i, 
1516, 1556-1561, 15{;4; income tax, 
i, 1535, 1536, -ii, 9; political car"tlr 
as Peelite, · i, . 1555; .exchange ·of 
letters with D, i, 1'557 -1559; Ionian 
Islands, · i, 1562-1564; general 
support for De~· by, i, 1594, i 61 O_; 
wants settlement of Reform, 1, 
1606; Chancellor of the Exchequer 
(1859), i, 1661, ii, 9, 149; taxation, 
ii, -10, 13, '30, 31, 39, 4'i, .112; in 
conf\i& with. Palmerston, ii, ·41; 
Italian a:ffairs, ii, 50; American 
Civil War,. ii, _66; Church a:ffairs, 
ii, 86, 91; 97, 100-102; 104; relations 
with.the Court, ii, 115, 185; Re
form declaration (1864), ii, 136-
138; attit-ude of moral superiority, 
ii, 137, 343; Irish policy, ii, 140; 
309, 334; defeated at Oxford, ii, 
148; leader of House of Commons, 
ii, 158; introduces Reform -Bill of 
1866, ii,. 164; '.flesh and blood' 
speech, ii, 11!5;_ defeat on Dun····· 
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overtures from D through London· 
derry refused, i, 1089-1093; general 
prosperity and agriculture, i, 1099; 
sent for by the Queen, i, 1102; 
and Ireland, i, 1113; condemns 
D's description of Peel in Lord 
George Bentinck, i, 1140; praised 
by D in same book, i, 1141; over·· 
tures from Russell refused, i, 1155; 
attacks on Derby· Disraeli:Ministry, 
1852, i, 1170, 1187; the Villiers re· 
solution, i, 1224, 1226, 1237; D's 
December Budg!Jt, i; 1253, 1259· 
1261; his admiration of D's talents, 
i, 1266; First Lord of the Ad· 
miralty,_ i, 1291; abuse of Louis 
Napoleon, i, 1300; answered by D, 
i, 1302; Crimean War, i, 1352; 
resigns, i, 1384; his views in 1848, 
i, 1389, 1390; for peace with Russia, 
i, 1407 ;-view of Gladstone and D 
in 1856, i, 1444; Chinese question, 
i, 14 7 2; helps to oust Palmerston on 
the Conspiracy Bill, i, 1514, 1516; 
supports Ministers on Oude pro· 
clamation, i, 1544, 1547, 1549; 
failing health, i, 1555; D offers to 
resign lead to him-he advises 
Gladstone to· accept office under 
Derby, i, 1556·1559, ii, 24,; hO'Stility 
to Ministers in General Election, 
1859, i, 1648; sharp passage be· 
tween D and him in debate, i, 
1649, 1650; ·on paper duty, ii, 31; 
death, ii, 37 

Grain, CQrney, ii, 730 
Gramo!lt, Due and Duchcsse de, i, 

256, 360, 545, 546, 552 . 
Granada, i, 151·153 . 
Granby, Marquis of (afterwards 6th 

Duke of Rutland), at the Waverley. 
ball, i, 641; restrained Peel from 
challenging D, i, 677; Protectionist 
tour, i, 821·823; ardent Protection· 
ist, i, 901, 1045, 1119, 1129, 1189, 
1198; accordingly' resigned post in 
Prince Consort's household, i, 901; 
Bentinck's choice for l!')adership of 
House of Commons, i, 903; urged 
by D to a~ept, i, 904; but refuses 
(1847), i, 905; again refuses (1848), 
i, · 936, 937; the question of D's 
leadership, i, 946·948, 950; one of 
Committee of Three, i, 954·957, 
1063; speech in Parliament praised 
by D, i, 1018; meets D at Burghley,. 
i, 1056 ;oat meetings of 'l'or;y leaders 
11t crisis of 1851, i, 1104-llH); deter
mines to resign froin Committee of 
Three, 1851, i, 1127; visits Hughen· 
den, i, 1127; his attitude towards 
D, i, 1127·1129; conferences at 
Burghley, i, 1133; stands aloof 
f1·om Derby's first Cabinet, i, 1162;. 

· friendly attitude to D on Villicrs 
resolution; i, 1231, 1238; meets D 
at dinner, ii, 57 5 

Granger, T. C., i, 1200 
Grant, Charles, i, 227 
Grant, Sir A., i, 494 

Grarit, Sir Francis, P.R.A., i, 1ll56; 
ii, 816 

Grant, General, ·ex-President, and 
1\irs., ii, 1040 . · 

Grant, Sir R., i, 488 
Gi~ant's British Senate in 1838, quoted, 
~4W . 

Granville, Countess, ii/1477 
Granville, ·2nd Earl, in 1837 Parlia· 

ment as ·Lord Leveson, i, 402; 
moves Address, i, 404; in Coalition 
Cabinet (1852), i, 1291; leader of 
Opposition in Lords, i, 1542; 

1 attacks D's Slough speech, i, 1553; 
fails to form a Government (1859), 
i, 1660; and Reform, ii, 285; 
suggests Salisbury in place of Mayo 
for India, ii, 416; leader in the 
Lords, ii, 442, 861; succeeds 
Clarendon as Foreign Secretary, ii, 
4 7 0; Russia's violation of Treaty of 
Paris, ii, 470; Washington Treaty, 
ii, 517 ; his Parlia.ment!try dinners, 
ii, 728, 729; Royal 'ritles Bill, ii, 
803, 817; approves refusal of Berlin 
memorandum, ii, 898, 909; Bul· 
garian atrocities, ii, 922, 933; bet 
on Bucks election, ii, 939; meets 
B at Crichel, ii, 968·970, 978; St. 
James's HaH Conference, ii, 979; 
debates on Eastern policy, ii, 1008, 
1133, 1155; Queen's view of him, ii, 
1019, 1025; goes to Windsor with 
Hartington, ii, 1410; Foreign Sec· 
retary, ii, 1415; on B's illness, ii, 
1475, 1476; -principal guest at· D's 
last party, ii, 1477, 1478; tribute to 
D after death·in House of Lords, 
ii, 1496; Life, by Lord Fitzmaurice, 
ii, 416, 803, 1432, 1496 

Graves, S. R., ii, 224, 236, 237·, 241 
Greece, King George of; ii, 69, 1206 
Greenan, Sir G., ii, ·432 
Greene, E., ii, 825 
Greenwood; Frederick, ii, 779, 780, 

781, 1507 
Gregory, Dean, ii, 407, 410, 411, 654 
Gregory, Sir w., i, 159; ii, 174, 175 
Grenfell, Pascoe, i, 217 
Grenville, ·Lady Anna (afterwards 

Lady A. Gore· Langton), i, 428, 458 
Grenville, George, ii, 623 
Grenville, Lord, i, 841, . 916, 1530, 

1561; ii, 623 
Greville, Chal'les, i, 623; 'only man 

of talent,' said of him by D; i, 899; 
refers . to D's speech (that made 
him leader)· as 'theatrical display,' 
i, 926; thinks D ' could not lead 
a Government,' i, 931; Stanley's 
letter 'fliJ.mmery,' i, 940; writes 
of D (in 184 7) as ' disreputable,' 
i,_ 952; Ireland, Papal aggression, 
and Clarendon, i, 1083·1085; con· 
nection with Delane, i, 1146; on 
Pakington's a-p·pointment, i, 1164; 
admits D's success as leader, 1, 
1191; 'speech of devilish malig· 
mty,' i, 1304; on Palmerston's 
popularity, i, 14 7 2; low estimation 
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of Palmerston, i, 1499; resigns post 
.as Clerk of the Council, i, 1583; 
praises D's reply to Russell, i,. 
1609; bet 'vith Lyndhurst, i, 1646; 
criticisms ~f D, ii,. 12; hatred, 
distrust and dislike Of D among 
the Conservatives, ii, 19; his 
Memoirs d:esignated as ' social 

, outrage ' by D, ii, 68.8; character 
of Peel, ii, 689; Queen's horror 
at Memoirs, ii, 690 ;.-·Memoirs 
constantly · quoted in Parts ii; 
iii, arid iv . · 

Grev:i11e; :W- F., i, 360 
Grey, 2nd .Earl, i, 264, 283, 390·392, 

6U . . 
Grey, 3rd Earl (until 1845 Viscount 

Howick}, i, 327, 485, 490,. 640, 709, 
741, ·779, 1052, 1084, 1168, 1299, 
1302, 1376, 1516; ii, 162, 190, 191, 

' 285, 593, 862, 1458' ' 
Grey, General Charles, D's successful 

Whig opponent at ·wycombe· in 
June, 1832, i, 217, 219, 298, in 
December, 1832, i,. 224; 227, .and 
in 1835, i, 273, 278; afterwards 
Queen's private secretary, i, 226, 
ii, 189; announces ·to ·]j Queen's 
intention to appoint him Prime 
Minister, ii, 321 ·; friendly relations 
with D; i, 226, ii, 1346 

Grey, Sir George, i, 417, 484, 728, 
1060, 1141, 1195, 1249, 1553, 1659; 
ii, 143, 183, 719 ' ' 

Grey de Wilton (afterwards 3rd Earl 
of Wilton), ii, 602, 608, 1276 

Grimston, Viscount, i, 371 
Grisi, Carlotta, i, 330, 459 

0 
Grosvenor, see Westminster 
·Grosvenor, Lord. Robert (afterwards 

Lord Ebury), i, 1152, 1206 
Grote, Gc, i, 402, 405, 473, 1325 
Quercino, j, 9 . 
Guest, Lady Cornelia, ii, 1281 
Guizot, i, 492, 493, 548, 549, 550, 554, 

. 555, ··736·739, 953, 986, 988, 990, 
993,.1025, 107 5 

Gull, Sir William, ii, 562, 688, 835, 
1001, 1040, 1041; 1052, 1161 

Gurko; General, ii, 102·2 · · 
Gurney, Russell, ii, 663 · 

.,Haber, Baron de, i, 210, 351 
1Iahnemann, i, .557 
Haliburton, Judge, i, 1325 
Hall, Sir Benjamin, see Llan0ver 
Hall, A. W., ii, 652 . 
Hall, Peter, i, 87 
Hallam, Henry, i, 469, 470, 591, 1066 
Hamilton, Alexander, i, 313. 
Hamilton, Duchess of (wife of lOth 

Dvke), i, 254, 255 
· . Hamilton, Duchess of (wife. of 11th 

,Duke); i, 1454 · 
Hamiltim, Lord Claud, i, 490,_ 524~ 
- 528;ii,'728, 1471' 

. Hamilton, Lord George, ii, 433, 51'7, 
·. 630,-. 644, 733, '734, 736, 826, 828, 

838, 1153, 1306, 1431; 1471; Parlia-. 
inentary Reminiscences, . quoted, . ii, 

517, 644,. 827; 843; 929, ,1152, '' 
1420 • 

Haniilt()n, G. A., i, .1241, 1249; 1378, 
1543,1594, 1653; ii, 216 

·Hamilton, Sir.John, i, 47, 54 
· Hamilton, ·walter, i, .41 

Hamilton, W. K., Bishop, ii, 408 
Hamley, Sir E., ii, 508, 1267 
Hampden, John, i, 841,. 916, 1275 
Hampton, see Pakington 
Hankey, Thomson, ii, 675,.788 
Hanmer, Sir J;, i, 372 .· . 
Hanotaux, G., ii, 1185, 1209, 1222 

, Hanover, Ernest, King of; i, 580. 
Hanover, ·George, King of, ii, 1189, 

-1190 . ' 
Hanover, Queen of, ii, 1211,.1212 

. Hans, of Malines, i, 51 , 
Harcourt, Sir William, on Pitt, i, 
· 695; and. Saturday ReView, i; 1420; 

at Lady ·B's last party, ii, 567; 
sends her audit ale, ii, 568; supports 
Public Worship Bill against Glad
stone, ii, 664; friend of D in private, 
:ll, 666; gives him sympathy and 
support iri House,· ii, 667;. Parlia
mentary activity, ii, 714, .816; 
Protestant speech at Hughenden 
church opening, ii, 740-743; regret 
at. D's. leaving House of Com· 
mons, ii, 838; attacks Govern~ 

. ment on Bulgarian atrocities, i.i, 
828, 919; speeches on Eastern 
Question, ii, 1008, 1012; 'denounces 
interference in. Afgha:ilista.n, ii, 
1354; B. compares his ' flippancy ' 
to Salisbury's 'eloquence,' ii, p55; 
his platform oratory, ii, 1391; 
presses Hartington to form Govern
ment if asked, ii., 1407; at B's 
funeral, ii, .1493 . 

Harcourt, de, French Ambassador, ii, 
1097; .1245, 1281' 

Harcourt, Mme. de, ii, 1233, 1245, 
1281 

Hardinge, .Viscou]).t, i, 269, 322, 401, 
418; 421, 455, 533, 994, 1167, 1172, 
1208, 1223, 1241; ii, 773 

Hardwicke; Countess of, i, 426 
. Hardwicke, 4th Earl oflti, .209, 426, 

933, 941, 960; 1095, 1111; 1118, 
1152, 1161, 1276, 1341, 1344, 1378, 
118L1519,.1589 · 

Hardwicke, 5th-Earl of, ii, 1462 
Hardy, Alfred Gathorne, ii, 448 
Hardy, Gathorne (after. 1878 Vis-

coUnt, and finally Earl 4>f, Cran· 
brook1, first impression of. D, i, 
646; in-Parliament (1856), i, _1443; 
becomes an Under'Secretary, i, 
1519; confidence in D after dis· 
trusting him, i, 1560, ii, 23; de
feats . Gladstone at ·oxford, gTow· 
ing reputation, ii, 148, 17 6; on 
Gladstone's Reform Bill, ii, 16_4;,D 

· forwards his advancement, ii, 17 8; . 
· President of Poor Law Board arid 
Cabinet, ii,.l79; and local govern' 
ment · of London, .. ii, 213; D's 
'sword".arm' in Parliament, ii, 
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214; attitude to Reform Bill of 
1867, ii, 229, 232, 256; dissociates 
himself from Cranborne group, ii, 
234, 245; authority in Cabinet, ii, 
249; D's lieutenant in carrying 
Reform Bill, ii, 249, 250, 257, 265; 
D consults him about compound 
householder, .and obtains his ap
proval, ii, 27 4-27 6; Home Secre-· 
tary, ii, 273, 307-309, 342 

Valuable evidence of his diaries, 
ii, 343; Irish policy, "ii, 352, 357, 
361, 364, 368, 381; doubts and 
personal longing for resignation, ii, 
373; recommends High Churchmen 
for preferment, ii, 399; leading op
ponent of Gladstone's Irish Church 
Bill, ii, 444; D's reliance on, ii, 
462, 463, 565; at Burghley, on D's 
leadership, ii, 513; strongly against 
taking office in 1873,. ii, 546, 547; 
visit to Hughenden after Lady B's 
death, ii; 573; political action, ii, 
594, 596; entertains D and other 
leaders at Hemsted, ii, 609, 624; 
conferences with D January and 
February, 11'\74, ii, 613, 625; Secre
tary for War, ii, 627-630; against 
Public Worship Bill, ii, 664; pas
sage with Gladstone in Parliament, 
ii, 715, 716; taken early into confi
dence about D's going to the Lords, 
ii, 834, 835; disappointment about 
leadership in· Commons, li, 864, 
865; loyalty to D, ii, 866; reasons 
for D's decision, ii, 867, 868· 

Reeommends Benson for Truro, 
ii, 969; military preparations, ii, 
970-972; answers Gladstone's and 
Hartington's attacks, ii, 995, 1008; 
supports B on Eastern ·Question, 
ii, 1027," 1035, 1055; threatens to 
resign on Burials Bill, ii, 1035; at 
Hughenden, ii, 1054; leads war 
party in Cabinet, ii, 1066; supports 
B on increase of forces, ii, I 0 7 3; 
in Cabinet, ii, 1086,1088, 1093; sup
ports B in Cabinet of March 27, 
ii, 1137; on the controversy about 
Derby's re~ation, ii, 1147, 1148; 
peerage, ii, 1151; Secretary for 
India, ii, 1152; supports Viceroy 
on Chamberlain l\fission to Cabul, 
ii, 1252; goes to Hughenden to dis
cuss Indian problem, ii, 1256, 1257; 
in Cabinet of October 25, 1878, ii, 
1258; g'tves his opinion for war, 
ii, 1258-1260; dismay at.B'~ Guild
hall §peech, ii, 12ti3; summoned 
from holiday to Hughenden owing 
to Cabul disaster, ii, 1351-1355; 
favours disintegration of .Afghan
istan and Persian Convention, ii, 
1356; G.C.S.I., ii, 1403; last talk 
with B, March 27, 1881, ii, 1481 

.Hardy, Mrs. ·Gathorne (afterwards 
Countess of Cranbrook), ii, 565, 
1281 . 

Hares and Rabbits Bill, ii; 1453, 
1458-1462 

Harness, Willi~tm, i, 494 
Harrowby, 2nd Earl of (till 1847 

Viscount Sandon), i, 579, 639; ii, 
6,63, 1034, 1035 . 

Harrowby, 3rd Earl of (till 1882 Vis
count Sandon), Education Minister, 
ii, 721, 825, 1034; President of 
Board of. Trade, and Cabinet, ii, 
1152; at Liverpool by-election, ii, 
1378; at Jiughenden, Oct9ber, 
1880, ii, 1463 ' 

Hartington, Marquis of (afterwards 
8th Duke of Devonshire), moves 
amendment to the Address (1859), 
i, 1645, 1647; loses his seat in 
Lancashire, ii, 433;-refuses to vote 
on extension of household fran
chise to counties, ii, 650; Home 
Rule, ii, 67 5; chosen Liberal leader 

·in Commons, ii, 701; makes good 
impression,- ii, 702, 868; Parlia
mentary appearances in 1875, ii, 
714, 719-721, 732, 733; D's appre
cfation of, ii, 745; dines with D 
at Lionel de Rothschild's, ii, 770; 
Suez Canal purchase, ii, 7.91, 800; 
D . neglects to· inform hlm abc\lt 
Royal Titles Bill, ii, 80 3; moderate 
protest against the Bill, ii, 806; 
but his hand is forced by his 
colleagues, ii, 807, 809, 812, 813, 
815, 816 

Refuses to condemn conduct of 
Government in Eastern Question, 
ii, 875,_ 898, 909, 910; on Bulgarian 
atrocities,- ii, 918; and attitude 
towards the agitation, ii, 922, 926, 
932, 933; pleasant soci~tl relations 
with B, ii, 926, 1234; disapproval 
ofGladstone'spamphl()tandLowe's 
speeches on atrocities, ii, 951; will 
not countenance St. James's .Hall 
Conference, ii, 9 7 9; attitude to tho 
Government in 1877, ii, 990, 1008, 
1029; joins in apologies to B after 
Pigott affair, ii, 1039; criticises 
Treaty of Berlin; ii, 1230; on 
Afghan War, ii, 1269; at Hatfield 
with B, ii, 1318; on· English land 
system, ii, 137.0; anti-Home Rulers 
have confidence in his pledges, ii, 
1388; publi<i recognition of D's 
patriotism, ii, 1391; Queen prefers 
him to Granville, ii, 1404; B en
_courages lier, ii, 1406; H.M. sends 
for him, ii, 1409·; .he declines to 
form Government, ii, 1409, 1410; 
and Land League, ii, 1415; dines 
with B, ii, 1451; B doubts his 
firmness, ii, · 1454, · 1460; at B's. 
funeral, ii, 1493; attitude to Glad
stone over Home Rule, ii, 1505 

L'ife, by B. Holland, ii, 926, 930, 
1407 

Ha.rtopp, E. Bouchier, i, 823 
Harvey, D. v,r., i, 339 
Harvey, Sir R. B., ii, 621 
Hastings, Lady Flora, ii, 1068 
Ha6'elock, Sir Jienry;ii, 1057 
Hawes, Sir B., i, 533 
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Hawkins, J. H., i, 207 
Haydon, W. ·]!'., i, 1321; ii, 639 
Haymerle, Baron de, ii, 1194, 1349 
Hayter, A. (afterwards Lord Havers-

hani), ii, 169, 170 · 
Hayter, Sir W. G.,i, 1264 
Hayward, Abrabaril, i, 494, 1081; ii, 

508, 518 . . 
Hayward, Mrs., i, 494 
Heathcote, Sir \V., ii, 31, 32; 34, 
. 174, 253, 256 . . 
Heath's Book of Beauty, i, 342,'360 
Heidelberg, i, 55 
Heine, i, 196, 228 . . . 
Helena, Princess; see Chr_istian 
Helps, Sir Arthur, ii, 129, '389, i\97", 

609, 690 
Hcnley;J. W.,i, 901,945, 1067,1080,. 

1106-1111, 1130, 1160, 1161, 1327, 
1463, 1500, 1519, 1589-1800, 1603, 
1612;ii, 26,219, 236; 2'J, 256,263, 
271, 27 6, 644 . 

Hennessy, Sir J. Pope, i, 4ol6;_.ii; 
59, 217 . 

' Henrietta,' i, 259, ·266, 343 . 
Henrietta Temple, i, 263; 341-370; 

·ii, 577, 680,'1203 
Henry, :Mitchell, ii,. 677 
Herbert, Auberon; ii, 527 
Herbert, Sidney (afterwards Lord 

Herbert of·· Lea), compliments D 
on Consular service speech, i, 
527; defends Corn Laws, instead 
of Peel, against Cobden, i, 717; 

·attacked by D, who treats him as 
Peel's 'valet,' i, 719; supports
Peel in modifying Corn Laws, f, 
733; Secretary at War, i, 762, 763; 
offends both Protectioiiists and 
Whigs by. talk of ·secret negotia
tions, i, 794 ; ·declines to serve . 
under RusselJ;.i, 818;:same .bench 
as D, i, 829; Monckton Milnes op 
him·, i; 867, 868; follows Peel, .i, 
899; votes with Government against 
D's local taxation motion, 1849, i, 
1017; sits next D. at Academy 
dinner, i, ·1066; Chronicle and 
Homan Church, .i; 1088,. 1118, 
1200; Villiers motion~Palmer
ston's amendment, i, 1228; taunts 
D about Protection; i, 1231; no 
disposition to jom Derby Govern
ment, i, 1239; in Coalition Cabinet, 
i, 1291; want of vigour in war 
measures, i, 1369; and the Derby 
Ministry, i, 1376-1380; resigns from 
Palrilerston's Government, i,. 1384; 
supports Cobden against Pallner
ston in Arrow affair, i, 14 7 2; attrac
tive and accomplished rather than 
powedul, i, 1555 ;· meeting at· 
·willis's Hooms, i, 1645; .:reconciled. 
to Palmerston, i, 1646.; attacked 
by Din Parliament, i, -1650; peer-· 
age, retirement, and. death,. ii, 
37, 38; and -Church movements,· 
ii, 86; his son Pembroke given of!jce ~ 

': by D, ii, 636 . " : :. , ~ 
Heroic Epistle, An, i, 337 < ; 
• l( 

Herri~s, J. C., described b; D, f, 209;-. 
in 1837 Parliament, i, 401 ;· con 
gratulates D on his defence of the . 
Com Laws; i, 4·21; retuTus to Par
liament after six years' absence in 
184 7, i, 843 ; illness, i,. 84 7 ; career, 
i, 899; attempt to make him leader 
fails, i, 905; D dines witli.him; i, 
933; .questioJi of ieadership .again, 
i, 936-940, 94 7; .. he declines it, i, 
942, 949; suggests Cmi:m;tittee of 
Three, i, 942; 954-957; at Burgh-

. Jey,- i, -1056; ·Stanley urges D to 
consult him, i, 10 63; .at_ dii:tners. of 

. Opposition leaders, ·i, __ 1 09'7, 1118; 

.mentioned by'Stanley to the Queen_, 
i, 1102; Stanley's failure to form: 

·a Government (1851), i, 1107"1111; • 
,and Protection, ·.;,--1130,. 1194; re
-fuses Colonial Secretaryship, i, 

I
. 1160; President of Board of ·Con

trol, 'i; -1161; Burmese Vv'ar, i, 
1214;.-retirement, and trlbute from 
D, i, 1332 

Herschell, Lord, ii, 1456 
Hertford, 3rd Marquis of, i, 252, 257, 

525, 528; 599; ii, '1231 . ·. > 

Hertford, .5th Marquis of, ii, 714, 715 
HerzegoVina, ii, · 736, 779, ·883, 885, 

886 . 
Hesse, Princess Louis of, ii, 907· 
Heytesbury,' Lord, i, 209, 7 45; ii-, 4-17 
Hibbert, J. T., ii, 273 
Hicks Beach, Sir JYiichacl (after

wards Earl of St. Aldwyn), ·enters 
official life under D, ii, 329; .Under
Secretary for Home Affairs,ii, 421; 
D says ' very able· and rising man,' 
ii; 611; Chief Secretary for Ireland, 

· ii, 630; speech praised-by D, ii, 644-; 
suggested for Board of Trade, ii, 
735; promoted to Cabinet, 1876, ii; 
864; : belongs to war .. party in 
Cabinet (1877), ii, 1024, 1055, 1066, 
1074; ·Colonial Secretary (1878), 
ii, 1100, 1152, 1291; Zulu War, ii, 
1292, 1293, 1295, 1·301; his Irish 
policy, ii, 1381; against dissolution 
.in March, 1880, ii, 1396; with Queen 
at Baden, April, 1i80, ii, 1400, 
1404, '1405 

Higham Hall, i, 28, 29 
·Hill, Alex. Staveley, i, 394 
Historic Fancies, i, 641 
Historical Geoi;raphy of B•·itish Col

onies, by .Sir C. Lucas, ii, 1290 
Hitc~a11, l!'., Public L;ifeeof Ea•·l of . 

Beaconsfield, j, 407 · · · 
Hobhouse, see Broughton 
Hodgkinson, G., ii, 273, 27 4; 298 
Hodgson, H.-, i, 526 
IJ:oey, _Cashel, ii, 350 · ~ 
Hogg, Sir James W., i, 488, 490, 1213 
Hohenlohe;· Prince, ii, 1182, ·1188 

. 1210 ·. ' . . . • 
Holker, Sir John, ii, 630, 738 
Holland.-Lady, fi, 730,:733 . ~· 
Holland, Lord; i, 390, 493 · 
H<iliand, Sir Henry, ii, 74~ 131 
·Hollanit, King of, abdica,tes, i, 493. 
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572; India Committee, i, 1326; 
Wood's India Bill, i, 1326·1330; 
Mutiny, i, 1484-1502, 1507; D's 
policy, i, 1484-1486, H92, 1493, 
1497-H99, ii, 535; famous speech 
on Mutiny, i, 1488·1494; Palmer
ston's Bill, i, 1506-1508; Ellen
borough's Bill, i, 1527-1530; D's 
Resolutions, i, 1531-1533, 1537-
1540; Oude Proclamation and 
debate, i, 1540-1554; India Act, 
1858, i, 1565-1568; Queen's Pro
clamation; i, 1568; appointments, 
i, 1571-1575; Mayo Viceroy,ii, 414-
416; murdered, ii, 538; famine, ii, 
644; route from Europe revolution
ised by Suez Canal, ii, 7 4 7, 801 ; 
Hussian menace through Afghanis
tan, ii, 748-7 51, 1017, 1169; Prince 
of Wales's visit, ii, 768-772; 
Northbrook succeeded by Lytton 
as Viceroy, ii, 772, 777; Royal 
Titles Bill, ii, 790-798, 802-817; 
Delhi Durbar, January 1, 1877, ii, 
825-827; first project· of bringing 
-Indian troops to ·Europe, ii, 1131, 
1134, 1143; Indian troops .at Malta, 
ii, 1145, 1157, 1159; Lytton and 
N.-w. Frontier, ii, 1249-'1274; B on 
a • scientific frontier,' ii, 1262, 1271 

· Infernal Marriage, i, 31, 227, 261,. 
1275 

Inges~re, Viscount and Viscountess, 
i, 490 

Inglis, Sir Robert, i, 453, 454, 883, 
894, 897, 900, 950, 951, 994, 1056, 
1087' 1106-1108 

Ion, i, 413, 436 
Ireland, question of the Irish Church, 

i, 273, 274; 'l.'ithes Bill, i, 282, 304; 
Russell and Appropriation clause, 
i, 283; Irish Corporations, i, 332 

Repealers, i, 406, 409; D's indict
mertjof Irish policy, i, 433, 452; 
Corporations Bill, i, 433, 455, 456; 
administration, i, 570, 586, 721; 

, Young Ireland movement, i, 570; 
Nation founded, i, 570; Catholic 

. Emancipation, i, 571; Arms Bill, 
i, 571, 573, 585; Peel's sneer at D's 
' new-born zeal' for Ireland, i, 
57 6; O'Connellltrial, i, 586; vote 
Of censure on Irish administration, 
i, · 586; D's remarkable and historic 
speech, i, 586-592; Maynooth Bill, 
i, 721, 722, 726', 728; Devon Com
mission, i, 7 21 ; potato famine 
(1845), i, 732, 733, 743; Coercion 
Bill, i,'77-l-773, 792, 799 

Great famine of 1846, i, 828; 
Bentinck's railway policy, i,. 831-
833; Protectionist movement, 1849, 
i, 1029-1030; Papal aggression, i, 
1083-1085; D's Irish policy, 1852, i, 
1216-1218; urges Roman Catholic 
appointments on Irish Govern
ment, i, 1642; D reluctant to de
fend Irish Church, ii, 160; Fenian 
Conspiracy, ii,161, 307-309; Ater
corn Lord Lieutenant and Naas Chief 

Secretary, i866, ii, 178, 179; Glad
stone outlines· new Irish policy, 
ii, 309; Ireland • question of the 
hour,' ii, 311 

IrishChurch,ii, 341-395; Fenian
ism, ii, 344, 457; D and Irish Uni
versity education; ii,, 348, 708; 
Prince of Wales's visit, ii, 354; 
Gladstone's Irish Church Resolu
tions, ii, 355-3 7 7 ; Snspens,ory Bill, 
ii, 378-380; Reform Bill, ii, 381; 
D on Irish character, ii, 431 ; 
Gladstone's Church Bill, ii, 442, 
<1;44-448; sedition and crime, ii, 
456, 457; Gladstone's Land Bill, ii, 
458-460; Gladstone's repressive 
policy, ii, 476; his University Bill, 
ii, 533, 542, 622; Home Rule agita
tion, ii, 621, 622, 644; Home Rule 
debates, ii, 676, 822; D's projected 
tour, ii, 685-687; Peace Preserva
tion Bill, ii, 717; Ribbonism, ii, 

- 717 ; Irish obstruction in Parlia
ment, ii, 839, 856 

Irish members .anti-Russian, ii, 
1084; Irish University Act, ii, 1322, 
1381; failure of harvests, ii, 1381; 
relief measures, ii, 1382; unruly 
Home Hule M.P.'s, ii, 1382, 1383; 
Peace Preservation Act, and anti
rent agitation, ii, 1384, 1451; Com
pensation for Disturbance Bill, 
ii, 1451-1458; Co<?rcion Bills ob
structed, and closlll'c, ii, 1472 

Irving, Sir Henry, iii, 14 64 
Irving, John, i, 601\ • 
Irving, Washington, i, 144 
Isabella, ex-Queen of Spain, i, ?86, 

998; ii, 756 
lskander, The Rise of, i, 203, 226' 
Ismail, Khedive of Egypt, ii,. 64, 748, 

752, 779-789, 793, 1313-1317 
Israeli, Isaac, i, 9 
Ixion, i, 31, 227, 1275 • 

Jackson, Bishop, ii, 409, 410 
Jaffa, i, 175 '• 
James II., i, 667, 668, 14,33 
James, Sir Henry, i!, 810, 816, 1456 
Jameson; Mrs.,.i, 203 • 
Japan, ii, 767, 778, 1328-, 
Jarnac, Comte de, i, 988-;~i, 700 
Jeffrey, Lord, i; 81, 82 > 
Jekyll, Joseph, i, 240 , 
Jenkinson, Sir George,'i, 976 
Jenner, Sir William, ii, 484_, 684, 692, 

720, i55, 830, 1041 
Jerdan, William, i, 66, 87, 96, 138 
Jersey, Countess of, i, 427, 430, 659, 

1362, 1428, 1494, 1506; ii, 1434 
Jersey, Earl of, i, 427, 580, 1428, 1506 
Jerusalem, i, 17 6, 17 7 
Jervois, Sir William, ii, 1284 
Jewish disabilities, i, 405, 609., 847 •. 

871-895, 953, 1569 
Joachim, i, 610 
John Bull, i, 1306; ii, 808 
Jolmson, President, ii, 423 
Jolmson, Senator Reverdy, ii, 421; 

422 
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liolland, Queen of, i,- 1494 
-Holmes, W., i, 381, 391, 
Hone, Archdeacon, ii, 404 · 
.Hood, Viscount, i, 143 
Hook, Dean, ii, 405, 406 
Hook, . 'l'hcodore, i, 97, 431, 450, 

1306 ~ 

HorJ4o;- Mr. _and Mrs. ,Adrian, i, 494, 

.Hope, A. J.· Beresford, i, 527, 1444; 
- 'ii, 92, '242,_ 256, .265, 481, 654, 656, 

1473. 
Hope, Henry T., D at his entertain· 

ments, i, 25-1, 412, 490; in Paris, 
i, 5.45, 54'6; D his guest, i, 58.1; 
'Young England' party meet at 
·his house, the Deepdene, i, 592; 
origin of Coningsoy,. i, 595;_ dedi
cated to. him, i, ,·591; .enchanted 
with the book, i,: 598, 623, ,624; 
appreciation of . D's speech of 

_--April 24, 1844, i, 637; D seeks his 
. help in-founding Press, i,.130.7 

_Hope, James, i, 1118 _. . .,. . 
Hopo, Lady'· Mildred Beresford, 'ii, 

624 . ' ' 
Hornby, Admiral _Sir G. P., ii, 1103, 

1127 
- Horner, F,; i, 705; 7·83 

Horsman, ·E., important I~iberal 
politician, i, ·1195, 1387, u; 355; 
433, 726; friendly to :Derby 
Government of ·1858, i, 1525;1529, 
1598,, 1610; D· "\ffors him _Cabfilet 
office, i, 1638, 1639; D dubs .him· 
a •. S1J.perior person,' ii-, __ 81, 888; 
leadi!l'g Anti-Hclormer, ii, 143, 1,64, 
224, 249, 251; refuses to serve under 
Derby,-1866, ii; 174, 176 ..• . · 

Horton, Wilmot, i, 69·. 
Hotbam,'Lord, i, 1206; ii, 26, 252. 
Houghton, Lord . (till 1863 Hichard 

Monckton Milnes),, compliments D 
on his copyright· speech; i, 424·; 
praises, Alarcos, i,. 46i!'; Orford's 
dcscrip~~on of him, ,i, 492; respon · 
sible for story that Stanley pre-. 
yen ted Pe!(l frorri. ofl'e_rirlg D office, 
1, 520; .aifecdote, 1, 527; and. 
' Young E~land,!.-i,. 566, ·593.; his. 
breakfast~arties, i; 591, 869; on 
Coningso1fi, • i,- 598; entertains D 
at Frysto'n, i,, 645; depicted .. as. 
Vavasour in 1'ancred, i, 866, 867 ;' 
D's memoril,nuuni'on bim, i, 867-

_869; and -184-B,Reyolution; i, 911,_ 
912, 99~; friendlY.. servic~ to .D 
about plagiarism frop1· 'l'hiers, i, 
1209,.1:210; on Gladstone and D in 
1867, ii, -12; D's premiership tho 
recognition of genius; ii, 331, 332; 
and Lothai1·, ii, 504,' 50 8; consulted 

--by Peel about relative cla.ims of 
poets to a pension; ii, 145,5 

:B:oward, Philip, 'i, 534 
Howe, Countess, ii, 740 
Hubbard, J, G., ii, 654, 656; 788 
Htibner;Baron, i, 16.20,.1622 
Hudson, G., i, 925, 1181 
Huffam, i, 215 

II .. 

Hughenuen, 1, 958-983, especially 
pp. 962-980; removal from Braden
ham, i, 935; description in letters 
to 'Metternich, i, '1006, 1009; and-in· 
letters to Mrs. Brydges Willyams, 
i, 128{-1288; Mrs. Willyams buried 

.. there, · i, .. 1289; mortgaged· to 
Andrew l\1ontagu, ii, 4-18; last 
illn:es·s, dea.th, and b1irlal' there of 
Lady Beaconsfield, ii, . 563-57 2; 
opening-of restored church, ii, 7 40, 

· 741; Queen's visits, ii, 1074,"1075, 
1494; D increases acreage, ii, 1348; 
ceremony ·.there of handing over 
Ms: of l!Jndymion, ii, 1424-1426; ]3 
buried there, ii, 1492-1494; mort
gage paid oil', ii,' 1498; primroses 
cultivated there, .ii; 1501.; B's life· 
there and care for the estate, 'ii, 
1449, 1451, 1454-1456, 1509, 1510 ' 

Hughes, ~l'bomas, ii, 158 ·· 
Hugo, Victor, i, 557 '. 
_Humboldt, Baron Alexander, i, '5*.9_, 
,. 557 ' . ' 
Hume, ·Joseph, i, 206, 215; 216, 322, 

381, 402, 430, 491, 533, 579, ,.769, 
915, 1052, 1119, 1141, 1175, 1177, 
1181,1579, 1581; ii, 218 ,, .. ·. 

·:Himt, G. Ward, parliamentary acti-
. vity; ii, 162, .171; Secreta))y to\ 
Treasury, .ii, 305; Chancellor .of-· 
Exchequer (1868), ii, 324, 329; cost·" . 
of Afghan War, ii, 385; at m~,Cting·-'··c. 
of leaders at Hemstcd, ii, 610 ;\l!'irst · 
Lord of the Adllliralty, ii, 62\' -630, 
718; na:v~l prepa·,ratioris, autnion, t· 
1876,ii, 972; dcath,ii, 101u; ohvar 
p~rty in Cabinet, ii, 10'66 · / · . " 

Huskisson,.W., i, 475, 499; 500f:521, 
522, 532, 676,. 764, 802. 1 

Hutton, H. H., 1, 1321 ; . 
Hyde. (Winches to~ .. t_ailor),_i, _·121' 

Ibbetson,_Sir H. Selwin, ii, 63·~;736 
Ibrahim Pasha, i, 869 . lr ·.• 
Iddesleig.:tt; see N orthcote · .\ - . 
Iddesleigh, 2nd Earl of, i, 650; ii; 383, : -···· 

892 . - . ~.,, 
Ignatieff, B:ussian Ambassa.d6r in 

Constantinople (1864)/ii, 879; P.a - \ 
Slavonic intrigu<l, ii, 880; )Jlresen~s · 
ultimatum to Turkey, ii-, 956-958; • '\_· 
D'sdi~trusto~him,i~, 960,961;,<i<?il- i ·' 
versa~wns w~~h Sallsbur;v..,llJ~rq,Jp: f\ 
stantmople, n, 979, 980; 'D-;fears·· -
Salisbury unduly. ~nflu!)llceit. ;by' 
him'at the Conferen.ce, ii, 983(986; 
special' mission to Eliropean courts, 

.• 
'• 

ii; 999; stays at H~tfield, ii, 999; 
-D _gives. banquet in;his honour, ii, 
999-1001; effects of his mission, ii, 
lOOi, 1002.; in disgrace, ii, 1058 . :· 

Ignatiefi', Mme., ii, .99~·1000 
Ilchester, · Ea~l and Countess of, ii, 

730, 1198 ' , -
Imperial. Defence, Committe~ of; i, 

1440; ii, 625, 1422 
India, i, 1483-1509 and ii, 779-827_; 

D on. her finance, i, 530 ; Ellen
borough GovcrJ1or-General, i, 55.8, 

- i . iil . 
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Johnston of Ballykilbeg, William, ii, 
!l54 

Jolliffe, Sir William (after 1866 
Lord Hylton), i, 385, 799, 1018, 
106~ 1130, 1298, 1341, 1366, 
1420, 1422, 1458-1460, 1464, 1476, 
1518, 1529, 1547, 1586, 1590, 1591; 
ii, 89, 90, 179 

Jones, Rev. E.,!, 24 
Journal rles Dtbats, i, 547; ii, 1215 
Jowett, Benjamin, i, 864; ii, 86, 95, 

104, 107' 609, 1060 
Judicature Bills, li, 594, 715, 821 
Jung, Sir Salar, ii, 820 

Kalio, Governor, i, 164, 166 
Karoly!, Count, ii, 1182, 1318, 1363, 

1364 
Karoly!, countess, ii, 1199, 1202, 

1318 
Karslake, Sir John, ii, 630, 738 
Kaufmann, General, ii, 748, 749, 

947, 1249, 1269 
Kebbel, T. E., i, 1321, 1384, 1611, 

165_2, il, 252, 30!l; Selected Speeches 
of Lord Beaconsfield, i, 291, 1321, ii, 
1367; Life of Lord Beaconsfield, 
ii, 8 53 ; Lord B eaconsjield and other 
Tory Memories, i, 1580, ii, 267; Life 
of Lord Derby,!, 406, 1384 

Keepsake, i, 126 
Kelly, Sir Fitzroy,!, 1162, 1194, 1519; 

ii, 140, '161, 179 
Kendal, Mrs., ii, 958 
Kenealy, E. V., i, 1309, 1310, 1314; 

ii, 713, 817 
Kent, J)uchess of, i, 1405, 1531;,ii, 

116, 122 
Kenyon ·Slaney, Lady Mabel, ii, 

645 
Keogh, W., i, 1216, 1297, 1328 
Kerrison, Sir Edward, i, 799 
Kidd, Dr., ii, 996, 1052, 1063, 106!l, 

1068, 111!l, 1208, 1210, 1211, 
12!l3, 1280, 1297, 1378, l!l8l·l!l83, 
1488 

Kimberley, Earl of, ii, 861, 992, 1282, 
1453 

King, P. J. Locke,!, 1101,114_7, 1175, 
l!l77, 1579, 1581, 1585, 1609; ii, 8, 
138, 27-6 • 

Kinglake, A. W., !, 869 
Kingsley, Charles, ii, 104 
Kinnaird, Douglas, i, 126 
Kitchener, Field-Marshal Earl, ii, 

1173 
Knatchbqll, Sir E., i, 267, 269 
Knight, Gaily, i, 420, !l23 • 
Knlghtley, Sir Charloes, i, 799 
Knightley, La(l,y, Journals, quoted, il, 

5!l4 ' 
Knightley, Sir Rainald (afterwards 

Lord Kn!ghtley of Fawsley), i, 
1460; ii, 169, 170, 440, 543, 1036 

Knighton, Sir W., i, 391 
Knollys; Sir Francis (afterwards Vis-

count), ii, 486, 713, 1163 
Knowles, Sheridan, i 236 
Kossuth, i, 1154, l!l24 
Kruger, Paul, ii, 1288 

Labouchere, H. (afterwards Lord 
Taunton), i, 284, 285, 288, 623, 
906, 922, 1019, 1020, 1181; ii, 160 

Labouchere, Henry, ii, 137!l 
Labour laws, ii, 703, 705, 727 
Lady of Lyons, i, 436 
' Lrelius ' letters, i, 457 
Lafitte, Charles, i, 251 
Lagrange, i, 991, 992 
Laing, S., i, 1387; ii, 183, 277, 278 
Laird, John, ii, 208, 237, 2!ll, 2!l2 
Lamartine, i, 556, 988, 993 
Lamb, Lady Caroline, i, 367, 370 
Lambert, Sir J., ii, 27 4, 281, 621 
Lamington, 1st Lord (till 1880 A. 

Cochrane Baillie), i, 5!l5, 5!l6, 561, 
56!l-567' 571, 573; 586, 598, 600, 
637, 640, 641; ii, 636, 1421 

Lancastre, Comte de, ii, 598 
J,andseer, Edwin, i, 260 
Lang, Andrew, ii, 383 
Lansdowne, Marchioness of, i, 638 
Lansdowne, 3rd Marquis of, i, 295, 

327' 390, 638, 699, 1007; 1223, 
1291, 1298, 1345, 1358, 1511; ii, 
126, 134 

Lansdowne, 4th Marquis of, ii, 164, 
lH-17.6 

Lansdowne, 5th Marquis of, ii, !l22, 
861, 1009, 1328, 1456, 1457, 1458 

Lanyon, Sir Owen, ii, 1292 
Lathom, Earl and Countess of, ii, 

l!l71 
La Tour d'Auvergne, ii, 426 
·Launay, Comte de, ii, 1195 
Lawrence, Lord, ii, 1266, 1268, 135!l 
Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Abbott, i, 

1066 
Lawson, Sir Wilfrid, i, 16!l9 
Lawyers and Legislators, or Notes on 

the American Mining Companies, 
i, 62, .63 

Layard, Austen Henry (afterwards 
Sir Henry), records anecdotes of 
D's early life and relations with the 
Austens in his Autobiography, and · 
in Quarterly Review, January,1889, 
-i, !l4, 84-85, 115, 235, 243; active 
pro-war M.P. during Crimean War, 
i, 1338, 1352, 1387, 1427, 147!l; and 
Saturday Review, i, 1420; British 
Minister at Madrid-question of 
recognition of Alphonso XII., ii, 
756-759; suggested by D as Extra' 
ordinary Envoy to Constantinople 
in August, 1876, ii, 929; chosen by 
B as British Ambassador there in 
April, 1877, ii, 1007; 'secret' in
structions from B, June, 1877, ii, 
lOl!l; sends warnings and alarming 
letters, ii, 1005, 1019, 1090, 1091, 
1093; advises occupation of Galli· 
poli, ii, 1022, 1029; 'secret' tele
gram from B about British fleet in 
Turkish waters, ii, 1032, 1033; B 
praises his work at Constantinople, 
ii, 1051; contradictory telegrams 
about peace:terms,tJanuary 24 and 
25, 1878, ii, 1102, [_1103; telegram 

"about Russian army and Constan• 
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.tinoplc, ii, 1114-, lll5; suggested 
.. purchase of 'l'urkls.h fleet, ii, 1120; 
B's 'letter to him about a place of 
arms in. tho Levant, ii, 1123, 1124; 
Cyprus Convention, ii, ·1165, 1167; 
his influence in· Constantinople, and 
removal. by Gladstone in 1880, ii, 
1173, 1238, 1415 

Loader, J. T., i, 371, 417, 483 
Leahy, Archbishop, ii, 349 
Leaves from the Journiil of ou>' Life 

in the Highlands, ii, 389 
Lee, Sir. H. Austin, ii, i180 
Leech, John, i, 865; ii, 411 
Lefevre, Shaw-, seo Eversley 
Leigh, Pemberton,"i; 1517 
'Leighton, 'Canon, Warden of All· 

Souls, ii, 407, 410, 411 
Leighton, Lord, ii, 1256, 1265, 1478, 

1493 . . . 
Leighton, Sir ~ldwin, i, 512 
'L. E .. L.,' i, 207 
Lennox,Arthur,i,485 
Lennox, Lord Henry, friend and 

correspondent of D, i, 1145, 11'54·; 
·a Lord of the Treasury (1852), re
cipient of D's confidences, i', .1198-
1204, 1207, 12.08,.1215; reports to 
·Derby. about · D and December 
Budget, i, 1250; at Hughenden, i; 
127 5; reports Princess Lieven's 
talk about Criniean War, i, 1340·; 
present of truffles for D's Parlia
mentary dinner, i; 1348; the Pee lites 
and the 'Peel-smasher,' i, ·1379;· 
on Derby's refUBal of office in 1855, 

· i, !'381, 1383; ainiounces from Paris 
to D 'L'sar's acceptance of allies' 

·terms, i, 1425, 1426; arranges 
medium of . communication be
tween D and· Napoleon, i, 1453-
1455; on Opposition· and Lord 
Canning~ i, 1542, 1548;. resigns 

. office, to D's annoyance, i,' 1600; 
'on Whips' tactics in Committee on . 
1867 Reform Bill, ii, 278; :0 com
plains that his demands of office are 
·excessive, .1868, ii, 414; O'n Derby's 
death, ii, 450; speech praised by D, 
ii, . 486; reports to D Delane's 
opinion in crisis of 1873,U, 558; 
quiet dinners. with D-after Lady. 
B's death, ii, 575; First Commis
sioner of· Works (187 4), dis· 
appointed _of ~Cabinet, ii, 631; 
resignation, ·ii, 823 ;. arranges for 
B's reception at. Charing Cross 
after Berlin Congress, ii, 1217; · 
reftises · Deputy Governorship. of 
N8\v Forest, ii, 137 5; Civil Service 
Commissionership, ii, )404; at B's 

·: funeral, ii, 1493 
Lennox, 'r"ord William, i, 208, 272 
·Leopold I., King of the Belgians, 

· Queen Victoria's uncle and corre
. spondent, i, 640; 1164, 117 2, 1603; 

alarmed at .the establishment of 
."the Second Empire, i, 1221; ii, 52; 

in J"ondon, July, 1857, i, 1482; 
impresses on D the importance of 

nava(:bowor, i, 1655; convers·atiOnS 
with . D at Buckingham Palace, 
Juno, 1860, ii;.l4; June, 18\ll.; ii, 
60; correspondence with D, ii, ·16, 
56, 57, 88 ' 

Leopold II., King of the Belgians, ii, 
537, 56~ 790, 1186, 1216, 1217, 
1338 

Leopold, Prince, ii, 684, 702, 799; 
1021, 1262, 1310; 1492 .. 

Lesage; Charles, · L' .A. chat des Actions 
de Sttez, ii, 7 81, 7 84 · 

Lesseps, Ferdinand de; ii, 7 51-7 53, 
785, 789, 791, 1307 . 

Letters of Runnymede, i, 323-327, 335 .•. 
"337, 984, 1198 . . , 

Leveson, see ·Granville . 
Lewis, Wyudham, i, 236, 256, 376, 

377; 378;381,40~ 420 . 
Lewis, Mrs. :Wyndham, see Disraeli 
Lewis, Sir G. Cornewall, i, llll5, 1387, 

1(06, 1470, 1533, 1535, 1553, 1$98; 
ii, 66, 111 . 

Lhuys, Drouyn de, i;· '1212,. 1339, 
1404, 14Q6 . " 

Liddell, Captain, i; 161 
Liddell, .&. G. c., Notes from the Life 

of an Ordinary ·Mortal, quoted, i, 
720 . . . ' 

J"iddon, Canon, ii, 659, 965, 966, 979, 
1017, 106~ 108~ 1279 

Liebreir h, ii, 7 94 
Lieven, l"rincess, i, 554,. 134.0, 134·2, 

1365 . ' 
Life 'of Paul Jones, i; .64, 65· 

· Ligl:ltfoot, Bishop, i~, 1279, 14~1 
Ligne;Prince de, ii, 551 · '• 

·Limerick, Earl of, i, 161 · 
Lincoln,' Earl of'(after 1851 Duke of 

Newcastle), i, 459, ·770, 818, ·829, 
899, 932, 1022, 1076, 1118, 1141, -
1155, 1197, 1.200, 1202, ,1203, 1291i 
1298, 1340, 1369, 1372, 1383, 1384 

Lincoln, President,.ii; 142 •· 
Lind; Jenny, i, ·995 
·Lindo, B. E., i,' 379, 835 
Lindo, David, i, 22, 379 . . ·. 
Lindsay, W: s., i, 1639, 1643, 165'!. 
Lisgar, see Young ,. 
List, Dr., i, 536 · · • ·. . . 
Liverpool, Earl of, i, SuO,· 531; 532, 

674-678, 686; 764, 794, 797 ' ' 
Lives of the Lord Stmngjords, ·quoted; 

i, 644. " '. 
Llanover, Lord, i;· 1157 ;"li, 43!! 'f '> 

''Lloyd George, David,iii, .625; 710; .(_ 
11'49, ·1240 •'''·'~·. 

Lobano~ Prince, ii, 1374',"1477 
Lockhart, J. a.: i, 66-70, 72"76, 80" 

82, 91, 131, 194, ~39; 32t, 463,· 
1066 . • . . . 

Loftus, Lord A., i, 381, 1.628; ii, 202;' 
425,- 750, 961, 983, jl84," .. 1012, > 

1122 ._, . 
London Ma,in ])rainage Bill, i, 157-0 '"'· 
Londonderry;· 2nd .Marqms; of, sM 

Castlerea.gh, .Viscount . " "·· . 
Londonderry, 3rd Marqms of,· ·at--' ·· 

·tacked in C<imn;wns .on ap];ioint· 
_mont as Ambassador to Rn~sia, ii 
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283; entertains D nt dinner, i, 427; 
in correspondence with D, i, 645; 
ntternpts to reunite Conservative 
party,· i, 914, 1023, 1058, 1062, 
1077; on 'I'ory leadership, i, 935; 
introduces D to Mcttornich, i, 996; 
opposes inspcctiou of coal mines, i, 
1071; promotes negotiation be· 
tween D nnd Graham, i, 1089-1093; 
on Derby and the Protection
ists, i, 1339; D's last letter to, i, 
1349 

J,ondonderry, 4th Marquis of (tmtil 
1854 Viscount Castlcrea.gh), i, 251, 
254, 255, 260, 307, 641, 1117 

[,ondonderry, Frances .A.nne Mar· 
chioness of (second wife of 3rd 
Marquis), D introduced to her at 
a fancy dress ball in July, 1835, i, 
307; .entertains·D to dinner, i, 424; 
offers· Holdernesso House to a 
Russian Grand Duke, i, 427; at 
the Coronation, i, 430; invites D 
to banquet after Coronation review, 
i, 432; friendship with D, i, 659; 
one of D's correspondents, i, 825, 
ii, 600; compliments D, i, 834; 
D's letters to her about' the speech 
that made me leader,' i, 920, 926; 
entertains D and Mrs. D at Wyn
yard, i, 928; D tells her of his 
interview with Louis Philippe at 
Claremont, i, 992; receives D's 
first letter after illness, i, 1062; 
gives a river fete at Rosobank, i, 
107 7; confidante of D's grumblings 
abo~ Derby as a leader, i, 1363, 
1382, 1383; anxiety about her son 
in the Crimea, i, 1417; asks D to 
meet tho son on his safe return, i, 
1423; rends Dickens, i, 1496; re
cei>es from D description of bridal 
ball at Court (1858 ), i, 1508; in
vitcs D and Mrs. D to Ireland, i, 
1569; D's description of her, ii, 38; 
her daughter, Duchess of Marl
.borough, ii, 330; D's friendship for 
her, ii, 429, 577, 1200, 1426 

Londonderry, Marchioness of (wife 
of 5th Ma.!if1uis), ii, 1000 

Londonderry, Teresa Marchioness of 
(wife of 6th Marquis, before 1884 
Viscountess Castlereagh), ii, 1318 

Long, Walter, i, 799 . 
I"ongley, Archbishop, ii, 366, 407 
J,ongman, T.,Ai, 198, 489, 503-509 
Longman, 'i': Norton, ii, 1423·1426, 

1440·1442 • 
Lonsdale, Countess of (wife of 1st 

Earl), i, 255 • 
Lonsdale, Countess of (afterwards 

Marchioness of Hipon), ii, 1310, 
1471, 1473, 1478 

Lonsdale, 1st Earl of, i, 4 2 
Lonsdale, 2nd Ea.rl of (before 1844 

Viscount Lowther), i, 322, 418, 
601, 1088, 1107, 1109.-1111, 1161, 
1171, 1296, 1327' 1331; ii, 154, 
158 

Lopes Sir Massey, ii, 541, 636 

Lord Gcorue Bentinck, I, 113.4·1146; 
constantly quoted in i, 701-755, 
756-806, 817·847, 871-895, 8%-
927, 928-957; also i, 5, 6, 989, 997, 
1074,· 1217, 1273, 1389, 1503; ii; 
109, 439, !l96, 509-511, 606, 688, 
847, 851 

Lorne, Marquis of (after 1900 9th 
Duke of .Argyll), ii, 468, 469, 471, 
1155, 1262, 1349, 1420 

Lothair, i, 140, 597, 654, ii, 292, 412, 
488-510, 512, 637' 655, 684, 795, 
1435, 1440-1443, 1498, 1500, 1508; 
quoted, i, 977·979, ii, 152, 578 

J"oudoun, Countess of, ii, 563 
Louis Philippe, King of the French, 

attacked by Din Gallomania, i, 211; 
receives D in Dl'ivate audience at 
St. Cloud (1842), i, 547; D submits 
memorandum to him on English 
Parliament nnd Pross, i, 548, 565, 
807,811; his attentions to D, i, 
549-55T; his. infhience over Peel, 
i, 7 0 5 ; receive's D 1 n a udienco 
(1845), i, 730; anxiety as to sue, . 
cession to Peel, i, 735-7 41; Spanish· · 
marriages, .i, 986, 987; revolution 
of 1830, i, ()11; Jlight to England, 
i, . 988; receives D at Claremont, 
i, 9()0-994; treatment by Palmer
stan and by the Queen, i, 994·, 995; 
D's view of the revolution, i, !J90, 
1302 

Louise, Princess, ii, 390, 392, 394, 
469, 1081, 1155, 1262, 1349, 1378, 
1471, 1473 

Lowe, Robert (afterwnrds Viscount 
Sherbrooko), elected to Parlia
ment 1852, i, 1195; on December 
Budget, i, 1252, 1259; offico out·· 
side Cabinet, i, 1.291, 1387; strong 
ailti-Reformer, i, 1598, ii, JA3, 1'59, 
162, 1.63, 196, 650; takes lead in 
resisting Gladstone's Hefqnn Bill, 
ii, 164·166; opposed to .A.dullam· 
ites taking oJlice undel' Der):>y, 
ii, 17 6; nttacks Derby's M;inistry 
over ~ rren l\finutes ' Bill, ii, 235; 
dread of household suffrage, ii, 
·236, 249, 276; in favour of minor
ity representation, ii, 279; attacks 
D's Government- ' educate our 
masters,' ii, 281, 282; D dubs him 
an 'inspired schoolboy,' ii, 2 83; 
an idolater of the middle class, ii, 
294; in favour of cutting Colonies 
adrift, ii, 141, 300; opposes vote 
for .Abyssinian Expedition, ii, 
305; denounces Gladstone's ·bid 
for Fenian support,' ii, 3 0 9 ; Irish 
Church debates-cntchword for 
Liberals, ii, 357, 362, 3H; Cha.n
ccllor of ·tho Exchequer, ii, 4.4.2; 
preaches • peace at any price ' in 
Franco-German War, ii, 471; 
' harnm scarum ' budgcts~mntch 
tnx, ii, 479; meets D at Grillion's, 
ii, 57 5; D attacks his finance, ii, 
(e;92; rOJnoved from JDxchequer, ii, 
595; · Ashnntee Expeilition, ii, 
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598, 599; on Hartington's tUbut 
as leader; ii, 702; praises labour 
legislation of D's Ministry, ii, 
712; activity in Opposition, ii, 
651, 714, 718, 733·; attacks Suez 
Canal purchase, ii, 787, 798; D's 
opinion of him, ii, 7 94; attacks 
Royal Titles Bill, ii, 807; personal 
attack on Queen and D-a ' pliant ' 
Minister, ii, 817, 818; ·collapse 
under D's reply, ii, 819; opposed to 
Vivisection Bill, ii, 823; Bulgarian 
atrocity_ agitation, ii, 946, 951, 
955; not' in 1880 Cabinet, ii, 1412 

Lowell, J. Russell, ii, 1492 
LoWther, James, ii, 242, 421, 481, 

636, 1319, 1381 
Lowther, see Lonsdale 
Lucan, Lord(i;·-887 
Lucas, Samuel, i, 1308, 1314, 1316, 

1320, 1551 
Lucca, Prince of, see Parma, Prince of 
Lucy, Sir Henry,.-ii, 678, 732; Diary 

of Two Parliaments, quoted, ii, 
67 8, 857; 928,.1 038 . 

·Luttrell, H., i, '623 
Luxemburg, neutrality of, ii, 202-207 
Lyell's Principles of Geology, i, 14<17 
Lygon, Colonel H. B. (after 1853 4th 

Earl Beauchamp), i, 414 _ · 
Lyndhurst, Lady, i, 390, 418, 490, 

491, 494, 545, 580 
Lyndhurst, Lord, meeting with D 

(1834), i, 256; conversation wi~h 
_ D, i, _ 260; their friendship, i, ~65; 
-Peel Government of 1834-1835; i, 

266-269, 282_:2-U; Lord Chancellor, 
i, 268; anxious to get D into Parlia
·ment, i, 272; dtnner at which both 
D and Gladstone were guests, i," 
281; Municipal Corporations Bill, 
i, 304-310; Vindication addressed 
to ·him, I, 310 ; his opinion of it, i, 
321; on- Letters of Runnymede, i, 
327; assists D's election to Carlton
Club, i, 3.30; D's view of his action 
in session of 1836, i, 331-333; 
D's appreciation of him after 
death (1863), i, 333-336; on Hen
rietta Temple, i, 340; D's praise 
of him, i, 359; Venetia dedicated to 
him, i, 364; D accompanies him 
to Kensington Palace on Queen 
Victoria's accession, i, 37 5; second 
marriage, i, 381; career from , 1826 
tci 1836, i, 389-392; portrait by 
D'Orsay, i, 393 · 

At_opening of Parliament (1837), 
-I, 403; on D's maiden speech, i; 
410 ; - dinner to him and Lady 
Lyndhurst, i, 418; at the Corona
tion, i, 430; Bedchamber crisis, 
i, ,456; familiar soCial intercourse 
With D, i, . 462, 488; 490, 494; 
Lord Chancellor (1841), i, 515; on 
D and 'Young' England,' i, 592; 
on Coningsby, i, 598, 660 

Unsuccessful efforts to reunite 
Conservative. party, i, 818; ode· 
fended by D agafust -Bimtitick's 

attack; i, 8 25; his youtbfulness, i, 
827; failing eyesight, i, 1065, 1095; 
on reconstruction of Colonial sys
tem, i, 1149-1151; ·on D's accession 
to office (1852), i, 1164, 1166; 
congratulates Derby Government, 
i, 1191; congratulations on D's De
cember Budget, i, 1250 

Encourages .Derby (1856), i, 
1459; bets on continuance of 1858-" 
1859 Government, i, "1646; eon-. 
gratulates D on speech oti Address 
(June, 1859), i, 1649 

Lyons, Lord, ii, 761, 983, 984, 1019, 
1021, 1060, 1061, 1126, 1135; 1163, 
1177 

Lyttelton, 4th Lord, i, 560,"600 
Lytton, Mrs. Bulwer, i, 382 

·Lytton, Earl of, D favourably im
pressed by him, i; 1426; Viceroy 
of India (1876}, ii, 772-77'\; pro· 
claims Queen Victoria Empress of 
India at Delhi, January 1, 1877, 
ii,- 825-827; D.'s opillion of. him, 
ii, 1027, 1243, 1251;--D's charge to 
him on appointment about ~--W
Frontier of India, ii, 1249; negotia' 
tiona with Sher Ali, ii, 1250; treaty 
of Jacoba bad, ii, 1250, 1251; mis
sion of Str N. Chamberlain, ii, 
1252-1254; mission. stopped ·by 
force, ii,- 1254, 1255; war policy, 
ii, 1260; Afghan War, ii, 1260; B's 
letter of congratulation, August, 
187.9, ii, 1347, 134'8; Cabul· _dis: 
aster, F. 1350-1354; B's tribute to 
him on .Lord. Mayor's T'ay, ii, 
1355; resignation and earldom, 
ii, 1399; at Hughenden, ii, 1463; _ 
successful debut in House of Lords,' 
ii, 1471; Candahar debate, ii, 1475; 
at· B's funeral, li; i493; apprecia
tion of B, ii,.1511; Indian Adminis· 
tration, ii, 1249 

Lytton, Lord (Edward Bulwer, then 
Str E. Bulwer Lytton), corresponqs 
With D, and criticises MS. of Young 
Duke, i, 127; dinner party in Hert
ford St., i, 128; at Bath with D 
(1833), i, 203, 226; •ntroduces D 
into society, i, 207, 208; helps D in 
:first Wycombe election, i, 216-217; 
at Bradenham, i, 220; D's opinion 
of him, his oratory,. and his works, 
i, 227, 357, 358; appreciation· by
D in Di(lry, i, 239; ;opinion of D, _ 
i,,27~ introduced by ]J'to Lynd
hurst, i, 3360 opinion of Hem·ietta 
Temple, i, 348; created baronet, 
i, 433; breakfast parties ateraven 
Cottage; i, · 491, . 581; on. Peel's 
death, i, 1076; candidate for Herts 
as a Conservative, i, .1152,_:1153; 
returned to Parliament, 1;1195; ex
plains D's plagiarism from· Thiers, 
i, 1211, 1395, 1396; spirited speech 
in favour of Budget (1852), i, 
1253i etilisted on Press, i, 1308; 
Letters to the Whigs, -i, 1312 ;- at 
Oxford with D, i, 1325; Crimean 
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War, i, 137 2; fitness for high office, 
i, 1385; motion of· censure on 
Russell, i, 1411, 1412; remon
strates with D against peace propa
ganda, i, 1419; in despair about 
Derby, i, 1459; on secret treaty, 
i, 1467; desires a pccra.ge, i, 1518; 
Colonial Secretary (1858), i, 1561; 
.Gladstone and Ionian Isles, i, 
1562, 1563; British Columbia Bill, 
i, 157 0; tenders resignation, i, 
1589-1593; speech on Reform Bill 
(1859), i, 1605; and D's praise of 
it, i, 1606; peerage, ii, 179; his 
vanity, ii, 688 

Lyveden, see Vernon Smith 

Macaulay, Lord, article on Milton, 
i, 82; and Croker, i, 194, 621; D 
admires his oratory in Parliament, 
i, 227; D's plagiarism from, in 
Venetia, i, 369; in India, i, 401; un
fortunate speech in Parliament, i, 
485; his view of Peel's Ministry in 
1843, i, 57 3; on Irish discontent, 
i, 590; Whig view of history, i, 
694; attack on Peel, i, 7 2 8 ; his vi ow 
of the political crisis, December, 
1845, i, 7 46; appreciation of D's 
speech· on third reading of Corn 
Law, i, 786; return to Parliament 
from Edinburgh, i, 1195; on D and 
Palmerston, i, 1197; on. -D's De
cember budget, i, 1250, 1252; on 
the final division on budget, i, 1264; 
at Oxford at Derby's installation 
as (Jhancellor, i, 1325; Wood's 
India Bill, i, 1326, 1329; his con
versation referred to by D, ii; 643 

Macclesfield, Countess of, ii, 1162 
McCulloch, J. R., i, 1036, 1188 
Macdonald, Alexander, ii, 699, 705, 

709, 712 
Macdonald, General James, i, 593, 

933; ii, 612 
Macdonald, Julia, i, 437 
Macdonald, Sir John A., ii, 1349 
Mackenzie, Forbes, i, 1062, 1075, 

1158, 1250, 1298 
Mackinnon, W. A., i, 411 
Maclagan, A~chbishop, ii, 117 5, 1421 
Maclise, D., i, 336 
Macnaghten, Sir William, i, 527 
McNeile, Dean, ii, 399-405 
Macready, W. C., i, 436, 43.7, 462, 

463 
Madden,.D. 0., i, 1307 
Magee, Bishop (afterwar8s Arch

bishop), ii, 404, 486, 407, 413, 659, 
662, 663, 862, 1279, 1421 

Maggiore, Lake, i, 104 
Maginn, Dr., i, 73, 203, 426 
Mahmud II., Sultan, i, 173,749 
~fahon, see Stanhope 
Maids tone, Viscount (afterwards 11th 

Earl of Winchilsea), i, 1309 
Maine, Sir Henry, ii, 1353 
Maine, dispute, i; 558 
Mainz, i, 53, 56 
Malacca, Straits ot, ii, 615, 618 

Malaret, Baron de, ii, 1313 
Malcolm, Sir John, i, 213 
Malet, Sir E., ii, 1311 
Malibran, i, 238 
Mallet, Sir Louis, ii, 10, 929 
Malmesbury, Earl of, D and the 

leadership, i, 901, 902, 905, 932; on 
the Committee of Three, i, 956; on 
the Peolitcs, i, 1017; at meetings of 
Opposition leaders, February and 
May, 1851, i, 1097, 1118; suggested 
by Derby for Colonial Secretary
ship,i,l104,1107-1111; Derby and 
Russell's 1852 Reform Bill, i, 1154; 
~'oreign Secretary in Derby Minis
try, 1852, i, 1160-1162; D's view of 
his conduct of the office, i, 1166; 
Mather affair, i, 1187; relations with 
France, i, 1211, 1221, 1267, 1301; 
organisation and party manage· 
ment, i, 1298, 1299; condemns 
Conservative press, i, 1306; dis-

. satisfied with D's leadership, i, 
1331; policy in 1853 to stop the 
modern Attila, i, 1339; entertains 
the Ds at Heron Court, i, 1341; at 
Knowsley with D, i, 1343, 1344; 
crisis of 1855, i, 1377, 1378, 1380, 
1381 

Crimean War,i,l414,1423,1427; 
on Press, i, 1424, 1431; on D's un
popularity, i, 1458,; on coalition. 
with Peelites, i, 1459; secret treaty, 
i, 1467 ; leader of Opposition in 
Lords in Derby's absence, i, 1482; 
Foreign Secretary, 1858, i, 1519.; 
composes·quarrel with France over 
Conspiracy Bill, i, 1522, 1523; and 
Napoleon III., i, 1618, 1619; hesi- · 
tates to believe in the imminence of 
a Franco-Italian allied war against 
Austria, i, 1620-1624; but is con
vinced, i, 1625; D condemns his 
diplomatic appointments, i, 1628; 
and his conduct of Foreign. Office, 
i, 1629; his policy of neutrality, i, 
1628, 1629; D suggests his removal 
from Foreign Office, but Derby 
demurs, i, 1641; his Italian 
despatches not circulated in time 
for debate on Address, i, 1652, 1653; 
D writes to Derby, 'Malmesbury 
must go-at least from his present 
position,' June, 1859, i, 1659; 
tenders Palmerston support against 
Itussell and Gladstone on behalf 
of Derby and D (186.o), ii, 13, 
(1861), ii, 27, 28; visit to 
Hughenden (1860), ii, 89;""waives 
claim to Foreign Office, and is 
appointed Privy Seal (1866), ii, 
1 7 7, 17 9; and household suffrage, 
ii, 224, .245, 250; suggests a 
' secret ' Cabinet, ii, 264; D doubts 
his capacity to manage the Lords, 
ii, 319; but finally nominates him 
leader (1868), ii, 331 

On crisis in May, 1868, ii, 373; 
praises D's 'gentlemanlike manner, 

•in a passage with Bright, ii, 377; 
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resigns leadership iri 'Lords, ii, 451; 
blames Richmond, ·his successor, 
for want of concert-with.D, H, 515; 
entertains · D _quietly· after ·Lady 

. B's death, ii, 574, 575;· Privy Seal 
(187 4), ii, G28; social meetings :w:ith 
D, ii, 729, 730; protests against 
D~s retirement;·ii, .83G; retires"from 
Privy SeaJ, · ii, 864; use -of' rouge;· 
ii, 985·; knowledge of foreign~cbun• 
tries, ii, 1019; Memoirs,_,frequently 
·quoted in .Parts iii and iv-

Malta; i,158-162 
Malt tax, i, 267, 269, 27 3;. ii, 140 
Manchester, Duchess of (afterwards 

Duchess of Devonshire), i; -1487; 
ii; 120, 680; 77'0, 820, 821, 932, 952, 
1000, 1'234, 1265, 1310, 131.8 ' 

Manchester, Duke of'(until 1S55 Vis:· 
count Mandeville), i; 9.33,.946, 947, 

'1067, 1317; ii, 662;'"7.28, 95i, 1265 
'Manilius,' i, J23G, 1311-1313 
Manini, i, 880 
Mann, Sir Horace, i, .8 
Manners, Henry, see Rutland, Duko of 
Manners, Lady John (afterwards 

Duchess of Rutland), ii, 1080, 1281 
Manners, Lord· Jolin (afterwards 7th 

Duko of Rutland), congratulates 
'D -on Consular Service speech, i, 

r -~ 526 ;·of the party of yo1mg members 
who rallied-to D, j, 528; a promin
ent member of : Yotmg England' 
-his character, i, 561, 565, ·566, 
568; · J~ord 1 Henry '·Sydney in 
Con{nasby. and Tan'1J:ed, i, 561, 563, 
854;- influence on ·D,- i, 569, 619, 
642, 694 ;"interest in Ireland,.·i, 571, 
586, 591; enraptured with Coni.nas
by, i; 598; at Bearwoo.d· with 
Smythe and D; i,.641; at'Manchcs
ter 'with ·tbem,-i, 644, 645 ;·and the 
.Mazzini letters, i, ,709.; 'Young 
England·' broken ·up '(1845), i, 

'728; and Corn Laws, i, 744 
Pillar of Protectionist cause, i, 

821; Protectionist tour, i, 822-824; 
opinion of Stanley, i, 824, 920; out 
of Parliament from 1847 to 1850, i, 
843; counsels . vigorous action by 
his friends, i,' 844·; Bentinck's and 
D's high opinion of hiin, i, 845; low 
opinion of Whips, i, 898, 907; and 
the leadership, i, 901, 950, 951, 956; · 
confident of D's success, i, 960; 
compliments on D's speeches, i, 
1017, · 1018, 10·42, ii,- 261;.,. D's 

·praise of his industry, i, 1050; M.P. 
for· Colchester, 1850,. i," 1056; on 
Factories Bill, i, 1070, ii, 706; still 
for·protection, i, 1080, 1081, 1194; 
in .Cabinet as First Commissioner of 
Works (1852), i, 1160; 1161; speaks' 
in· debate on December budget, i, 
1253 . ' : 

First' CommissionCJ" ·of ·works 
·(1858); i, 1518; Ellenborough:s 
Oude Despatch, i, 1541; and Re
form, i,'i5S9, 1596, 1597;ii, 7, 1~; 
second marriage,' ii, 3'i; for war 

o~ bob'~'if ·of · Denin~~k (i8oh ii, 
77; at i:Iugbenilen for'· episcopal ' 
visitation, ·li, -89;. 90 ;. on Governor 
Eyre, ii,-162; refuses from D Lord 
·Heutenancy 'of' .Ireland, ii, 17 8; 
lJ'irst :.-.Commissioner· of Works 

· (1866),.;ii;-179;' all·d -Education, ii, 
''·314 . ,'" .;,i: •·,' '· 

Recommends Magee for a bishop
ric,. • ii, 406; on Wilberforce's 

.. -claims to ·-promtltion,. i~,, 411; 'de
clines Governor - Generalship of 
Canada; ii, 4i4·, 4i5 ;·frequently D's 
confidant about his .-books, ii, 489; 
loyalty at · Burghley to D, ii, 
513; at J"ady B's last Hugben

.. den party, ii, 567, 568; entertains 
l<'D ;quietly fn London; ii, 575; 
·political activity, ii, 591, 610, 6.53; 
.-Postmaster General, ii, 627-630; 
D'·s host at · Birnam, ii, -683 ;· 

·reports Queen's anxiety about D's 
health, ii, 724; proposed for Vice
roy_ of India;·and highly praised 
by D; but declines, ii, 7-75, 776; on 

- D's going''to,the Lords, ii; 836, 837; 
not a. powerful speaker in ·Parlia-

-ment, ii, 865 · · 
Supports· B in Eastern Question, 

ii, 903, 1024, 1055, 1066, 1070, 
1073, 1085, 1087, 1089, 11'37; 1181; 
threatens to resign about ·]?atotim, 
but does not persist, ii, 1027; -1028; 
wishes to enter.tain B at Christmas, 
1877, ii; 1080; supports· Cbelms

, ford in Cabinet, ii,"1301 ;· and dis-
. solution; il, 1396; G.C.B., ie 1403, 
1421; .B's complaint. of his slack
ness; August, 1881, ii, 1460; at B's 
funeral, ii, 1493 · .. · , .. 

Manning, Cardinal, 'D tbmks be in
fluences'· Sidney Herbert, i; 1088; 
received into the R.C~ .Church; i, 
1118; Archbishop of Westminster_:_ 

.'encourages- D in his schemes ·for 
benefiting Roman Catholics, ·u, 345; 
and congratulates·· him on accession 
to Premiership·; ii, ·346; close' per
sonal frie11dship with Glads~one, ii, 
346; breaks oft'· relatil:>ns· with ·D 
when Gladstone proposes ·Irish 
Disestablishment,. ii, 349, 350; ·in 
Lothair, ·ii, · 492-494; encourages 
Gladstone in University Bill, ii, 
542; friendly call after ten years, 
1878, ii, 1275·; in Endymion, ii, 
'1435; r.on Gladstone's vftldictive-
·ness, i , 1456 • - .. 

Mansel, Dean, i,.1309; ii, 399; 40'7, 1421 
Maples,.Mr.; i, 37,.45 . ··~: 
Marathon, i, 171 
March, see. Richmond 
Ma!'gary, A.·R., ii, 77_7 ,_. . 
Marlborough, . Duchess. of;' ii/';·_!20,. 
. 1318, 1382 ' . ' .. 
Ma.dborough, 6th Duke of, i, 580,-681 
Marlborough, 7th Duke. of; i, 1378; 
· ii, 249, 311, 315, ·:n9, -330,. 342, 

368, 373, 454,,461, .. 630, '1381, 1386, 
1389 .. . 
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Marlborough, 8th Duke of (until 1883 
Marquis. of Blandford), ii, 7 69 

Marmier, Duchesso de, i, 546 
J\iai·sham, Dr .. Hu.lloclr, i, 1199 
Marvill, ii, 117 5 
Mary, Prilwess, of Cambridge ~(after· 

wards Duchess of 1'eck)·, i, 1405, 
1446; ii, 121, 586, 730, 795, 969, 
1155, 1176, 1234, 1318, 1345' 

Massey, Gencral,.ii, 1352 
Mathews, Charles, i, 240, 260 
Matthews, H. ·(afterwards 'Viscount 

Llandaff), ii, :>09 
Mauguin, i, 545 
!\faulc, li'ox, sec Panmurc 
Maurice, Byron's boatman, i, 101·103 
Maurice, Rev. ]'. D., ii, 106 
Maximilian, Emperor, ii, 423, 1309 
Maxse, Jarrws, j, 383, 384, 4:92, 525 
Maxse, Lady Caroline, i, 383, 384, 492 
Maxwell, Sir vV. Stirling, ii, 289, 501 
Maxwell's (SiJ• Herbert) Life of 

!¥ellington, quoted, i, 279; Clm·en
don, quoted, ii,. 3·87 

Mayne, Sir Richard, u; 307 
Maynooth· Bill, see Ireland 
Mayo, Earl of (until1867 J,ord Naas) 

and D, i, 1067, 1328; and Ireland, 
i, 1083; Chief Secretary (1852), i, 
1161, 12Hl, (1858), i, 1519; letter 
tq D . on Orange ttppointments, 
i, 16.42; Chief Secretary (1866), 
ii, 179, 342; D's opinion of, ii, 
178, 216; Irish University policy, 
ii, 34.8, 351; Prince of Wales and 
Ireland, ii, 354; declines Govcrnor
Gmlltlralship of Canada, ii, U4.; 
Viceroy of India, ii, 4.15; Liberal 
threat of revoking the appoint
ment, ii, 416, 417; murdered in 
Andaman Islu.nds, ii, 537, 538 

ll'[azzini, i, 245, 709, 1424; ii, 55, 138 
Mecklenburg, Grand Duchess of, i, 

1008; ii, 730 
Mecklenburg, Grand Duke of, i, 580; 

ii, 730 
Mehemet Ali, Khedive of Egypt, i, 

180, 181, 493, 494 
Mohmnet P11sh11 of Yanina, i, i. 63 
Melbourne, Viscount, first meeting 

with D (fs34), i, 258, 259; Prime 
Minister, i, 264; crisis of 1834, i, 
268, 601; of 1835, i, 283; his 
Cabinet of 1835, i, 284; and 
Corporations Bill, i, 307, 308; 
Bunn-vrncdc letters to, i, 323, 325, 
327, 3•7; ancllrish Question, i, 359, 
381; intimacy with the 'Queen, i, 
385, ii, 107 5, 13':'J5, 1337' 1339, 
1414; at the Coronation, i, 430; 
trains tho young Queen, i, 452, 
453; Corn Law dep'ntation, i, 453; 
Bedchamber crisis, i, 456; defeat 
and resignation, i, 515; meets D at 
dinner, i, 623; opinion of Peel's 
conduct, i, 7 4 2 

Melville, Whyte, i, 383 
Memoirs of Benvenuto Cellini, i, 121 
Mendez da Costa, family of, i, 7, 128 2 
Mendez da Costa, .Abraham, i, 12 7 0 

II, 

Mendez da Costa, Daniel, i, 127 0 
Mendez da Costa,jlDma.nuol, i, 127 0 
Mendez da Costa, Sarah, see ]3rydgcs 

WillyMns, Mrs. 
Mendip, J,ord, ii, 55 . . 
J\fenschiko:f:l', Prince;'i, 1335 
Mercaridotti, i, 154 · ·. · ' ' 
nier,ehant Shipping Bills, fi, 70 6, 707, 

721-727' ', ' .. 
Meredith;\¥:, travels with D, i, 46-49; 

intimacy with D, i, 127, 128; en
gaged to D's sister, i, 128; travels 
in East with D, i, 140-184; illness 

, and death, i, 181-184; proposed 
m11rriago for D with his sister, i, 
237 . 

Mcriv11le, Dean, ii, 410, 1421 
Metternich, Prince, anecdote of, i, 

800; 'takes refuge in England, i, 
926, 98.9, 992; D introduced to 
him, i, 9U6; praises D's oratory, i, 
927; interested in question of 
Conservative leadership, i, 946; 
950, 1392; similarity of OJJinions, 
i, 997 ; D's speeches in JS48 on 
foreign policy made w1der his 
influence, i, 997-1000, 1022, 1025; 
his philosophy, i, 1004; visited by 
D at Brighton, i, 946, 1007; and at 
Richmond, i, 1008; leaves England, 
i, 1010; his death, i, 1010; on D's 
11bandonmelit · of Protection, i, 
1189; on Englan<l and . .Austria, i, 
1616; many of his letters kept by 
Lady B, ii, 600 . 

Metternich, Princess, · i, 949, 996, 
1000 

Meynell, Wilfrid, Benjam·in Dismeli, 
an .Unconventional Biography, ii, 
154, 601, 1488 

Miitll, E., ii, 593, 
Middleton, ii, 57 4 
J\'l1dhat Pasha, 'ii, 900, 952, 981, 983, 

997, 998 
lliignet, i, 546, 550, 557 
i\iilan, i, 105-107 
Milan, Prince, ii, 94 7 
lliiles, Sir \Villiam, i, 821, 906, 907, 

933, 944, 957, 1018, 1129-1131; 
ii, 23, 26, 1421 . 

Militia Hills, i, 1157, ~H 71, 1173-117 5 
Mill, John Stuart, i; 1599; ii, 158, 

166, 184, 186, 279, 280, 355, 433, 
841, 846 

.Millais, Sir John, P.l'\..A., ii, 1478, 
1493 

Mills, Charles H., i, 394 
l\iills, J!' ., i, 993 
J\filman, Dean,i, 194, 106G; ii, 402,404 
Milnes, Pemberton, i, 645, 868, 869, 

1305, 1345 
Milnes, see Houghton 
Milton, Viscount, i, '306 
Minto, Earl of, i, 999, 1084, 1215 
ll!lin·or of Parliament, i; 409, 795, 798· 
Mistletoe, ii, 738, 801, 813, 814 
Mitchel; John, ii, 713, 714 · 
Mitchell, W., i, 494 
l\'ijtford, Mrs., i, 238 
Modern &sop; i, 88 

51* 
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Mole, Comte, i, 549, 550, 554, 555, 557 

·Molesworth, Sir William, i, 402, 404, 
473, 978, 1Cf50, 1052, 1066, 1072, 
1141, 1291, 1406, 1412, 1423 

Monck, Viscount, ii, 308 . 
Monsen,_ W. (after· 1874-Lord Emly), 
. ii, 17, 59, 101, 217,349, 355 
Montagu, Andrew, ii, 418, 419, 573', 

662, 14 21, 1498 . . 
Montagu, Lord Robert, ii, 542 
Montague, Miss, i, 492 
Montalembert, Comte, i, 1549, 1619 
Montalembert, Comtesse, i, 37 4 
Monteagle; Lord, i, .325, 401; 468, · 

483 
Montebello, Count, ii, 1281 · 
Montefiore, Mme·., l, 459, 471, 545 
Montefiore, Sir Moses, ii, 882, 1217 
Montesqi:deu, i,'312 
Montrose, Duke of, i, 389 • . 
Monypei\llY, W. F., i, '814-816; ii, 

1513; 1517 
Moore, .T., i, 41, 208, 240; Life of 

·eyron; quoted, i,. 369,' 387. 
' Morales; i, -52 · 

Morgan, .Lady, i, -207, 454; 1081 
Morgan, Sir Charles, ·i, 454 
Morgan, Osborne, ii, 592, 1034 
Marier, Lady, ii·, .776 
Marier, Sir Robert, ii, 20 2 
Morley, Countess of, i, 623 
Morley, Viscount, 'Life of Gladstone, 

i, 116; 281, 505, 537' 541, 57 2, 
638, 745; 895, 1078, ·1228, 1240, 
1265;' 1381, 1384, 1495, . _1516, 
1'559; ii, 12, 42, 304,447,471, 474, 
482, 517' 530, 536, 544, 553; 927-
931, 1326, 1373, 1405; Life of 
Cobden, i, 521,- 534, 633, 663, -664, 
717 741 742 ' •. 

Morning. Chronicle, 'i; 298, 331,:576, 
936, 947' 1014; 1306, 1307' 1347; ii,_ 
506 . 

Morning HeraUZ, i, 231, 381, 462, 515, 
902; 903, 933, 1306, 1318, .1346; ii, 
202 ' ' 

Morning Post, i; 308, 309, 323, 432, 
573, 767, 1306; ii, 485, 825, 948, 
1089, 1503 

Morning Star, i,, 1554 · 
Morpeth, Viscolint, i, 401, 825, 883 
Morrison, Alfred, collection of auto-

graph letters, quoted, i, 261, 263, 
299, 310, 330, 364, 382 

Moskova, Prmce of, i, 251 
.Motley, John.Lothrop, i,. 23.6; ii, 571· 
Mott case, i, 634, 834 · 
Mowbray, Sir John·R., i, 1519; ii, 1480 
Moxon, i, 980 _ _ _ , : _ " - - .• 
Mulgrave, see Normanby 
Miiller, Max, ii, 609 
Mundella, ii, 825, 1'460 
Mundy, Admiral,ii, 57 
Munich, i, 469, 470 . 
Miinster, Count, ii,- 729, 790, 796, 

887, 953, 1114, 1163, 1358-1362, 
1365 

·Munster; Earl of, i,-374, 381, 490' 
Murad, Sultan of- 'fur key, ii, 900, 

907' 941, 945 

Murchison, ·Sir_ Roderick, i, 41'9, 454 
Murphy, Serjeant, i, 591 -
Murray, John (second), friend and 

publisher of Isaac D 'Israeli, i, 18; 
22, 41; his dinner parties, i, 41-43·; 

·rejects Aylmer Papillon, i, 44, 121·; 
publishes .Mining Company pam
phlets for D, i, 455-458; gives· D 
work, i, 64; consults ·him on project 
for a new paper, i, 65; story of The 
Representative· (1825), i,: 66-81; 
resentment against D, i, ·78-81; re
fuses to see D. who 'wishes to offer 
him the Young Duke (1830), i, 131; 
publishes Contarini Fleming, i, 194; 
refuses . Alroy, i, 198; publishes 
Gallomania, i, 209; 210, 213; 
Quarterly Review, published by him, 
ignores D, i, 953 · 

Murray; Mrs., i, .7.9 
Murray, Scott, i, 225 
Musurus Pasha, ii, 925, 1068, 1123 
'.Mutilated Diary,' quoted,. i, 238-. 

241, 252, 257 '260, 297' 308, 342, 
351, 354, 371, 3.86 

Mylne, Bishop, ii, 916 

Naas, see Mayo 
Nana Sahib, i, 1495, 1499 

·Napier, Sir Charles, i, 1370 
Napier, Sir Joseph, i, 1217; ii, 457, 
. 4'58.' - . 
Napier of Magdala,_Lord, ii, 383, 384, 
" 421, .1123, 1135, 1~72, 1303;1333 
Naples; King of, i, 1530, 1561 . 
Napoleon Buonaparte, i, 800; ii, 716, -

1514 . .· ... •· ' 
Napoleon III., Emperor "of the French· 

(preyiously Prmce Louis Napoleon), 
boatmg accident With the Ds on 
the Thames ·(1840), i, 491; meeting 
With D at a Monckton Milnes 
breakfast, i, 452; friend· of Lady 
Blessington and of D'Orsay; i, 981;' 
blackballed at Coventry Club, 
1847, i, 988; elected President of 
the French Republic, December, 
1848, i, 1004; effects a coup d'ttat on 
December·2, 1851, i, 1147 ;'Palmer
stan's approval, i, · i154, · 1155; 
friendship for Malmesbury, i, 1211; 
his-projects alarm Europe, i, 1220, 
1221; proclaimed Emperor Napo
leon Ill., i, 1267; relation to Pal
merston and Aberdeen, i, 1300; 
denounced by Graham and Wood; 
i, 130Q, 1301; D's plea• for his · 
policy, i, . 13.01-1303; origin of .. 
Crimean War, i, 1334, 1335; re
ceives a visit from the Prince-Con
sort at Boulogne, September, 1854, 
i, 1362; supports !'almerston·. in 
crisis of January and February, 
1855, i, 1378; unfulfilled inten" · 
tion to .visit the Crimea, i, 1387; 
state visit to England, i, _1405; 
receives Queen and -Prince Consort 

·'in Patis, 1855, i, 1417 ; desire for 
peace, i,-1422-1424; birth of Prmce 
Imp-erial, i; 1428;'visit of D to 
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Paris (1856), i, 1453·1457; relations 
with J>almerston, i, 1457, 1509, ii, 
50; opinion of Disraeli, i, 1457; 
Orsini Plot, i, 1511; A.nglo·French 
relations, i, 1512, 1522; meeting 
with Cavour at Plombieres, and 
with Queen and Prince Consort at 
Cherbourg, i, 1615; confidential 
visit from Earle as D's· represen· 
tative-correspondence (1858), i, 
1617·1620; D's view of his policy, 
i, 1621·1628; Peace of Villafranca, i, 
1662; Savoy and Nice, ii, 51·53; 
similitude to D, ii\ 54; another 
visit from Earle, ii, 54, 55; D 
apprehensive of his assuming 
leadership .of . Latin race, ii, 57, 
58; supports tho Pope, ii, 60, 61; 
Polish question, ii, 71·74; power 
and ability exaggerated by D 
ii, 75; Schleswig-Holstein question, 
ii, 77; D on invasion of Mexico, 
ii, 70, 82; Belgium and Luxem· 
burg, ii, 202·206; visit to Emperor 
Francis Joseph at Salzburg, ii, 
423; D's opinion of him, ii, 424; 
Franco-German War and down· 
fall of Empire, ii, 465·469; depicted 
as Prince Florestan, in Endymion, 
ii, 1436, 1437 

Napoleon, Louis, Prince Imperial, ii, 
1308·1309 

Napoleon, Prince, ii, 64, 1245 
Nares, Sir George, ii, _695 
Nash, .i, 218 
Nation; i, 570 
Natio~al Defence, i, 1208, 1221·1223, 

1248, 1252, 1267. 14 71, 1533, 
1654·1656; ii, 12, 29, 40·44, 56, 
212, 247, 312·316, 466, 467, 473, 
520, 614, 620, 621, 765, 766, 970· 
974, 978,. 1122, 1123, 1159, 1160, 
1164, 1165, 1421, 1422 

National Union, ii, 525, 533 
Navarino, i, 168 
Neilson, J. F., i, 821;-ii, 770 
Nemours, Due and Duchesse de, i, 

432,550 
Neruda, Mme.,ii, 795 1 
Netherlands, Prince Henry of, li, 1190 
Nevill, La~ Dorothy, i, 821,1l846, 

977; ii, 471 .. 
Nevill; Reginald, i, 977 
Newcastle, 4th Duke of, i, 770, 932, 

946, 1043 
Newcastle, 5th Duke of (till 1831 

Ea~l qj' Lincoln); acqu'!'intance. of 
D, 1, 21>2, 336, 459; leadi~ Peellte, 
i, 770, 818, 829,•899," 932, 1022, 
1076, 1118, 1141, 1200; overtures 
from Russell (1851\ i, 1155, 1202, 
1203; D's hopes of securing his 
help, !, ·1197; Secretary of State in 
Aberdeen's Ministry, i, 1291, 1298, 
1340, 1369, 1372; omitted from 
Palmerston's Ministry, i, 1383, 
1384; overtures from Derby, 1858, 
i, 1517; eyesight failing, ii, 38 

Newdegate, Charles N., i, 799, 883, 
895, 926, 936, 942, 951, 1018, 1019, 

1045, 1062, 1204, 1583, 1610; il, 
101, 380 . 

Newman, Cardinal, i, 301, 562; ii, 84, 
86, 104, 1231 

New Monthly, i, 227 
Newport, see Bradford 
Newton, Stuart, i, 41 
Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, i, 578, 

1267. 1300, 1334·1336, 1339, 1342, 
1354, 1365, 1402, 1403 

Nigra, Count, ii, 424 
Nile, i, 17 7, 17 8 
Noel, G. J., ii, 239, 330, 487, 513 
Norfolk, Duke of, ii, 1068" 
Normanby, Md.'rchioness of, i, 158 
Normanby, Marquis of, i, 207, 208, 

252, 284, 1156; ii, 66 
Norreys, Lord, after 1854 6th Earl of 

Abingdon, i, 490 
Norris, John, i, 962 
Northbrook, Lord, i, 208 
Northbrook, Earl of, Viceroy' of 

Jndia, copes with famine, i>, 644; 
.Russian assurances about Afghan· 
istan, -ii, 750, 751; resists Salis· 
bury's policy of an agent at Cabul, 
ii; 7 66, 167; resignation, ii, 7 7 3·7 7 6; 
prominent politician in the Lords, 
ii, _861; entertains D at dinner, 
ii, 1041; in Gladstone's Cabinet, 
1880, ii, 1415; Candahar debate, ii, 
1476 

Northcote, Lady, i, ·1668; ii, 517, 
126~ 1266,1269 . 

Northcote, Sir Stafford H. (afterwards 
Earl of lddesleigh), on D's Decem· 
ber Budget, i, 1253; an anti·Coali· 
tion P~elite, i, 1348; member for 
Dudley:.-.for an early pe_ace in 
Crimean War, i, 1419; competition 
in the Civil Service, i, 1434; on 
disorganisation in Tory party, i, 
1443, 1444; negotiations with 
Peelites, i, 1445; on D's 1858 
Budget, i, 1534; D finds him a seat 
(Stamford) and office as J!'inancial 
Secretary of l'reasury,i,15.94; their 
close relations, i, 1595; entertains 
the Ds at Pynes-description of 
Mrs. D, i, 1668; Parliamentary 
reputation -laid in 1861, ii, 30; 
supports D in his campaign for 
economy in 1862; ii, 42; Governor 
Eyre, ii, 162; value of his diary for 
session of 1866, ii, 165; D's appre· 
ciation of him, and resolve to have 
him in Cabinet, ii,.176, 177; Presi
dent of Board of Trade, ii, 179; 'a 
wise head,' ii, 241; succeeds cran · 
borne as Indian Secretary, ii, 249, 
342; cannot be spared from India 
Office for Exchequer, ii, 329 

Abyssinian Expedition-a bril· 
liant success, ii, 383·385; question 
of Indian Viceroyalty, ii, 415, 416; 
visits Canada, ii, ·,.,. 463; visits 
America to negotiate .:-,Washington 
l'reaty, ii, 478, 517-519; loyalty to 

.D at Burghley (1872), ii, 513; 
assists D after Lady B's death, ii, 
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· · 's73;c D .'acivlses ·him on current tiim of Ii at Ilughcnd!m, il, 1454-
, .po}itics •. ii,,598,.599; assists D :1t 1456; on p:1rty slackness, ii, 1459; 

crisis·in '1874; ii, 613, '625; Chan- ·BandJTourthParty,ii, 1460, 1461; 
cellor of the Exchequer (1874); ii, his conduct of opposition in· the 
627-630; Budget (187 4), ii, 646, Commons, ii, 868, 8.69, 1473, 14 79; 
647; at Bournemouth with D; ii, emotion on B's death, ii, 1491; at 
698.; Social Reform,· ii, 7.04, 710; the funeral, u; 1493 
Friendly 'Sdcieties Bill, ii, 7.04, 705; ~l'wenty Years of Financial Policy; 
Sinking 1Flind, 'Budget of 187 5, ii, quoted, i, 1253, • 1534; Life, by 
717; '-annihilates' Gladstone on Andrew Lang, ii, 892; .frequently 
Budget, ii, 718; Merchant Shipping '.quoted and referred to 

.Bill;.ii;. 7.22; offers to· resign· Ex Northlimberland, 4th Duke of, i, 624, 
chequer and accept Board· of Trade, 1107; 1109, 1161, .1184, 1657; ii, 
ii, .7,35, 736; at Hughenden; ll, ·743, 132 · .. · , . 

. 7:4<1;. S)lez Canal' Purchase, hesita- Northumberland, 6th Duke of, ii, 539, 
' 'tions,'·ii;··7so; 782; Queen sugge,sts 540, 631, 729, 11:38; 1151, 1152, 
, him.as._leader in Commons to take · 1301,1379 , . · ,· · .: · 
··· ])'s ··place, 'ii, ,831; -regret at"D's Northumberland, Eleanor Duchess of 

'· departure, ii; 837, 867; appointed ·, (widow of· 4th Duke), ii, .612 · 
Leader in th\< Commons, ii, 865-869 Norton, G., i, 236 

, Me!119ra'ndum ·on ·Eastern Ques- Norton, ·M:rs., i', 20.7, ,235, 236, -250, 
' 1tion;·•,ii,'.89'2,' 896·;··B· praises ·his 258, 283; 307 • 
· ·speeches ·in the country~ ii,' ·949; Novels by Eminent Hands, ii, 1.435 

Parliamentary answers. to Glad- Nubar Pasha, ii, 7s2; 1314 , . '. 
. stone, ii, 9~5; at first strongly-in- Nuge~~· ;Lor?, i, ·220 .. 259, ~71, 647 

• ·disposed to ·fight' for ·Turkey,· ii, 
; 1 l.010·;· ·his: picture ·:of •:Ministerial Oastl~r, Richard; i, 483 
· 'iiill'erenbesl. ii, . iO.l'l·; Queen dis, ·O'Brien' ii ·390 • · · 
'' satis'fie'd' "ivith·' ·his 'attitude in O'Brien: S~<l Stafiorc:i1 

. . 
._;·Ea~torn' Question 'ii' 1029· Pigott O'Brien, Smith, i, 406,~ '571, 57!!; 
;•;app-ointment; il;1'0.3!i;.Quc~n urges 7'(6;778 ' · '·· · · · , · 
~ B to...take .hi:m.coniplet;ely into his O'Connell; D:1nicl, letter 'o:f 'recom-

·. ci:mfidenci:i,'ii;• 1053'; ·!lis·v:iews not meridation ·,.of 'I? .. to' '·electors .'o~-
. quite·.in.unison with ·those•of.any Wycombe, 1832,. 1, 215, 216; 769, 

,. collelig'li<i;'ii, 1066; ill'' favour of ·a D dines with him, i, 251; liis con-
.· ·:.~large 'V.ot¢"f<ir ·men and ·money, ,versation .with D,. i, 257,'-258; -re~ 
· 1Yece~her:: i··i, '1·87·7;· ii,- 1073;· hi.tions with'tM',Whigs;.i; 268, 282; 
'·•supports' B' ·strongly, iii' Cabinet 2S'3,, ·332 ;·, dispiite. 'with .n: about 
';( (Jimiii~y,'. 1878), · ii', '1088; 1089; 'l.'auntb'n sp'eech', i, 290'298; friendly 
c··chitl~enges·Rtissia on the Address, message "to' j)'on. deathbed, i, 299; 
. ii · ·1097 .. ''Vote' of -·credit ii 1099 savagely, ia:b;Jsed 'in Runnymede 
-' Ii-12; 01~ 'the contradicto~y Lay~rd letters; i, · 322-324; attacks 'tho 
'.,telegranis;ii,. 1103; active ·in· get- ·r"ords, i, 312; and is attacked in 

ting Derby 'back ·into the. Cabinet; turn by'D at A:Yldsbury, i;,33S, .339; 
Ji, 1104, 1105, 1109 ;·anxious· for a offered office by Lord Diln:c>a.l:nioi;i, i, 
·place ()f' ·arms in tho Levant, ii, 3\l2; master· of th<l 'Government in 

1123, 117-1; f:h B's confidence about 1837/ i, 4'02; D's niaidim speech' an 
his• plans· for 'the Ca;Uinet''of' March . answer to him, i, ,40'6; a~ the Corona-

l' 27~rHJ-)i33; ·no decid0d"·View'in ·.tion, i·, 430;.'D.d~uiwers hi;rn_again 
· Cabiliet,:but i10t opposed· in :prin- ' at close' of session, i, ~3; scene' hi' ... 

· ciple~a'g'rees 'to bear cost of Indiati the· House, :1;~490; Irish agita;tion," 
·troopsifseht,ii, 1137; 11:39;1\.gain i, 570, 573; trial,·i~586;';•tl1ril\ihg', 
means o'r: communication "b'ctween tones •, of his' voice, 'i,' .7od-;.llti-oWth' 

. ''resigmng Derby and' B; ii; ·:1140; :·of 'Iiope'al· 'Mo'vonient';i 1; ·;7 21-; · in-: · 
··on the· dispute-over the"oxact out- fluence 1almost. gonc,.)846,' i;/77-5;._ . 

. , comeofthatCabinot,ii, 1147, 1148; praise ofD''s'spcech on·t:lJir:d.read:.' 
rated by B over the Marvin prose- ing of s:;o,r'!l):;a;\v, ~ill; i, '86; last . 
cution, ii; ·117 5; acting head of spee~h_ d<;~vcn!¥ld: ~n. Lorq. (JcOl'{]C• 
Home Cabim;t durmg Berlin Con- :Benttnclc,r,_.ll41 ... , .. :,• .. 
'gross, ii, 1180, ·1188, '1'193·; his , O'Cohriellpl'i:org'an,"i, 29:2, 293;•'296 , 
dismay 'at, Ws. 'scienti:t)._c .frontier· · O'Connor; JT.eargus,' i; 339;· 649:'; > · 
speech,·ii, -1263·'-Afghan•War 'ii . Odelli;'i, 'q49' ... ·: .. r... •• ·~,:,,-:.>'~. 1 ·. 
'1269; on paying bill 'for the ·Zul~ Oliphant; h, ii, ;1265 ' ' •. /.-;; .. , , , .. 

·• War,;ii\ ;1:319-1•32·1; B's~li.Urhorous Oppenheim, Henry, ii, 779 , , 
· ·• view'of him; ii;"·1320; 132i --tears'of Order of the Bee; 'ii,:'151'2.''', ', .. , 

·aliimati:llg Frahce,'ii, 1H.65; ill with Orford, 3rd Jnarl df, i, .8'21", "' '. ', :G'~ '· 
"influenza' iust before '1880 'session, odord', ·4th Eatl ,of' di'lltil->Js'58- Lord 
''•ii,<•1-378 ;'.in"· favour 'of· :Marcli dis- 'Walp6le), i;"371;',JW.~492, · 494;~ii,~ 
: '·soh~tion, ii,·11396';'G.d.B!, ii,'140il; · 637' '1343 ... :, '··'''·:~.· · 

B's last·oltbine't; fi, Hos;_d_e--'s"'c~r .. ip:io:::-.,.,"~"""C.~ia_~&SPecfil,"ii7'-f64·· · ~ · ·', ··. '. 
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Orleans, Due de, i, 545, 546, 551, 552, 
729 

Orleans, Duchesso de, i, 550 
Orsini, i, 1511, 1524, 1615, 1622 
Osborn, .Admiral Sherard, ii, 67 7 
Osman Pasha, ii, 1049, 1069 
Ossulston, Lord (afterwards 6th 

JDa.rl of Tankcrville), i, 235, 254, 
25.5, 256, 260, 360, 421, 488, 489, 
523; ii, 1464 

Ossuna., Duke of, i, 429 
Oubril, Baron d', ii, 1194 
Ouseley, Sir Gore, i, 385 
Outra.m, Sir James, i, 154 6 
Overs tone, Lord, previously Jones 

Loyd, i, 705, 1511 
Oxford Movement, i, 301, 568, 569, 

874;ii, 84, 85, 411 

Paeifico Debate, i, 1071-1079, 1094 
Paget,' Lady, fi., 680 
Paget, .Alfred, i, 454 
Paget, Sir .Augustus, ii, 680 
J)a.get, George, ii, 682 
Pa.kington, Sir Jolm (after 1874 

JJord Hampton), debut in rarlia
ment (1838), described by D, i; 417; 
Jew Bill, i, 894; and leadership, 
i, 901, 1331; amendment to Hus
sell's Sugar Bill (1848), i, 914: 
Colonial Secretary (1852)-anec: 
dote about appointment, i, 1160, 
1164 ; circular on .American fish
et~es, i, 1201; defends D in Parlia
ment, i, i359; crisis of 1855, i, 1380, 
138~; at Knowslcy, i, 1459; educa
tion policy, i, 1463, 1464; FirstJJord 
of the .Admiralty (1858); i, 1519; 
Churchrate,i, 1527; Ellen borough's 
Oude despatch, i, 1541, 1546; 
Heform, i, 1589, 1593, 1596, 1597, 
1603; .Admiralty patronage, i, 
1656-1658; l!'irst Lord of the .Ad
miralty (1866), ii, 179; D presses 
for. economy in his department, 
ii, 208, 211, 212; household 
suffrage, ii, 224; • Ten Minutes ' 
Bill speech, ii, 234; War Secretary 
(1867), 'ii, 239, 342; prepared to 

·accept I*lestablishment, .but not 
Disendowment of Irish .. Church, 
ii, 355; defeat in 1874 election and 

• peerage, ii, 626 ;. Pigott case, ii, 
1040, . '··j. ' 

J>alk, Sir Lawrence, ii, 238 
Pall· Mall Gazette, ii, 343, 485, 507, 

7 79, 9\2, 948, 1089 • 
J>almer, Hobert, i, 7.89 , 
J>almer, Houndell (afterwards Earl 

of Selborne), i, 1472; ii, 92, 214, 
463, 663, 861 

Palmerston, Viscount, attacked in 
Gallomania, - i, 210; inconsistent 
party record, i, 280; Rnnnymede 
letter to, i, .325; D's criticism of ·t 
i, 337, 339, 385 ' 

E'oreign Secretary (1837), i, 400; 
interview with D on public 
business, i, 465; expulsion of Egyp
tians from Syria, i, 493, 495, 548; 

lea.clership of the middle cla.ss, i, 
503; foreign policy criticised by D, 
i, 506, 526, 529-531, 557; a.ttacks 
Peel's GovernTncnt, i, 533, 558; 
unpopular in France, j, 558, .'559 
supported by D in Eastern debate, 
i, 577; supports .factory legislation, 
i, 633; approves D's attack on 
Peel (1845), i, 728; D in Pat•is 
smooths the way for his return 
to Foreign Office-correspondence 
with D, i, 736-741; advocates 
moderate fixed duty on corn, i, 770, 
791 

E'oreign Secretary (1846), i, 817; 
praises D's speeches (1848, 1849), 
i, 910, 1017, 1020; D's description of 
him in Endymion, i, 984, 985; his 
policy and foreign mistrust, i, 985 · 
987; Ms despatches, i, 985, 1009; 
visits Paris, i, 986; treatment of 
t,ouis J>bilippe, i, 993, 998; policy 
criticised by D, i, 997-1002, 1014; 
and Mctternich, i, 1008; Bright's 
opinion of, i, 1057; the Greek 
Question, i, 1071-1075; his finest' 
speech, i, 107 2; receives overtures 
from D (1851), i, 1094; favourably 
mentioned in Lord George Bentinclc, 
i, 1141; dism:issal by Hussell, i, 
1154-1156; overturns H.usscll's 
Ministry (1852), i, 1157; political 
position, i, 1159-1170; overtures 
from Derby-Disraeli 1\Unistry, i, 
1196, 1107, 1204; the Villiers reso
lution, i, 1227, 1230; on Free 'l'mile, 
i, 1236, 1237; goodwill to Derby 
Government, i, 1253, 1254; Rome 
Secretary (1852), i, 1291, 1300, 
1334; policy, i, 1303, 1313, 1:{3.1; 
Crimean War, i, 1335, 1338; dls
satisfaction with Ms colleagues, i, 

, 1343; resigns, but returns to office, 
''i, 1344, 1345; D's view of his pro· 

-: eeedings, January, 1854, i, 1347; 
refuses to join Derby Government 
(1855), i, 1379; becomes Prime 
Minister, i, 1383-1385 

Crimean War, i, 1.401-1431; 
strength and levity, i, 1415; dis
trusted by Peelitcs, i, 1445, 1447; 
Secret Treaty, i, 1465, 1467; Na
tional expenditure and defence, i, 
1470, 1471, ii, 29, 41, 43; popular
ity, i, 1472, 1475; Chinese· War, 
i, 1471-1473; success at General 
Election (1857), i, 1475; dislike to 
Heform, i, 1477, 1482, ii, 136; 
Indian Mtitip.y, i, 1486, 1499; India 
Bills, i, 1506-1508, 1529, 1532, 
1537, 1565; personality and policy, 
i, 1510-1512; defeat on.Conspira.cy 
Bill and resignation (1858), i, 1513, 
1514; relations with Napoleon, i, 
1509, 1616, 1626, ii; 5<l; Oude de
bate, i, 1548; on Slough speech, i, 
1553; opposes D's Heform Bill 
(1859), i, 1604, 1606; opinion of 

•Malmcsbm·y, i, 1629; invited by D 
to join in office with Derby, but . 
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refuses,1;1635-1638;PrinieMinister leader of Opposition (1837}, i, 400; 
(1859), i, t660; -supported by applauds D's maiden speech, i, 410; 
Tory leaders against Russell,ii, 7; banquet in Merchant IT'aylors' 
andagainst Gladstone, ii, 13, 27-29; Hall, i, 426; 'very courteous 'to D, 
cabinet relations . with Gladstone, i, 437; entertains D ·at dinner, i, 

" ii, 41; on Walpole's amendment, 453; compliments D .on speech, i, 
ii,- 43-46; foreign policy, ii, 49-82, 455; Bedchamber ·Plot (1839), i, 
202; Church affairs, ii, 86, 92, 104; 456, 495; D's view in. 'Lrelius' 
relations with ·the Court, ii, .115, letters;i, 457, 458; on Penny Post-
185; correspondence with D about age, i, 462; invites D to attend 
·British Museum, ii, 133; success at 'shadow Cabinet,' i, 487; congratu-
General Election· (1865), ii, 149; latesDonmarriage,i,488';supports 
death, ii, 156; anecdotes Of, ii, 139, D in House, i, 491; sliding scale, 
15'6,· 157 i, 499; middle-Class Toryism, 1;502 i. 

Don his action in Crimean :War, carries vote· of want of confidence 
ii, 474-476; his management of inMelbourneMinistry(1841),i,509; 
House of ,Commons, ii, 678; his Prime Minister, i; 515; correspond-
opposition to construction of Suez ence with D about office, i;-'516-518; 
canal, ii, 7.4 7 . · desired to give D office, i, 519, .520; 

Easternpolicy,ii, 879;·wrotehis his policy, i; 521-523; his simpli-
own despatches, ii, 1154 · . f\cation of 'l'ariff (1842) supported 

Palinerston, Viscountess, i, .1511; ii, by D, i, 531, 538; 'crushes ' Pal-
. 13; 16, 139, 573 · 

1 

·marston, i, !)33;. ·the principle. of 
Panizzi, Sir A., ii, 134 . Protection, · i, . 541; his foreign ' 
Panmure, i,.483 policy supported by D (1843), i, 557, 
Papal Aggression, i, 1082-10'89, ·1097, · · 55,8; and 'Young England' i, 563; 
· 1102; 1215, 1359; ii·,' 429 .Irish policy, i, _571; his arrogance 
. Pafadise I,ost, ,quoted, ii,. 863 ·to Smythe, i, 57 2; .sneers at D's 
Paris, D's visits· to ·(1826); i, 99; 'new-born zeal' foJJ Ireland, i; 576; 

(1839), i, 470, 471; (1842-1843), i, attacked by D for Parliamentary. 
544-'559; '(1845), i, 730,. 735:739; discourtesy, i; 577; position in 
(1856-18'57), i, 1453'1460 · . Conservative party, i; 579; writes 

Paris, Comte de, i,. 554, 1494, · 1509; ·to .Graham of ·D's 'shabbiness,' i, 
c.· ii,-36;'465, 637 . · · ". 583; correspondence about his 
Paris,'Treaty of, .i, 1428, 1429, 1449;. omission to send. D usual letter· 

ii; 879,. 88'1;,954; 1107, 1168 .o requesting his attendance i6l Par-
Pahna, Prince of; i, 949 liament (1844}, i, 583-586; praises 
Pitrndl, C. S., ii, ·.839, ,856, 1032, 1381, D's speech on Ireland·, i, 590, 628; 

· · 1472 ' ' I · -criticised in Coninasby, i, 628, 629; 
., PI).Eiquier;' Baron;i, 550· · .. . attacked by··. D 'in .the House, i, · 
\ Pat.n;tor.·e; .c. ov_ entry,. ~~~ted, 11, 29J:.. .. .634-640 ;.D declares he never asked 
'Patrwt Ktng, quoted, 11, 855 . • r -~..... . him ·tor a place, i, _643; courtesies 
''Pat~en, John Wilson; i, 1204-1207.;} to D at Stowe,. i, •'646, 647; appro-

, ii 414 · · · ·· ·~ .• ·• '•I ciation of his early career, and his 
Pa...ti., Herbert,.i, 1162; ii, 717 · ') relations .to Canning, in Cpniiwsby 
Paulet, Lord Amelius, i, 161 'I and Sybil, i; 678-680; criticism of 
Peabody family, i,,.1066 . his f\rst'Ministry and the Tamworth 
Pearson, Colonel, ii, .1331 manifesto, in the same, i, 685-688·; 
Peek, sir· Henry W:, i, '394 ·•. •,~. fortunate in treatml).ilt 'received 
Peel, Sir Frederick, i, 1€140-1641-.''* from both political p~ties, i, 696; 
Peel, General' Jimathan, i, 777, 786, · 'Disraeli and Peel;,; i, 701-755; 

1108, 1413; 1518, 15'20, 1589; 1593, and 'The Overthrow· of.peel/ i, 
1597, 1655;.ii, 1'63, 179, 212, 225-• 756-'806; D's charit«ter· of ,hini~in 
231, 234,. 238,. 245-247, 249, 279, Lord Geome Bmitinclc, i, 704c706; 
330 B23 ··' '· :··r• • · · · a middle-class •statesman; i;;.707, ·~ 

·P~el, Lady; i, 4.27 ,· 5S1 J; 708; D opens carri'paig~ agai:llst 
· :' ·~ Peel, Lawrence, 'i, 431 . him (1'845), i, 708-710; his retort, 

Peel, Sir Robert (2nd. Baronet), i;'711; D's r~joinder, i,,.711,713; 
a~ecdote or, 'i, 20'6; ·sits next D at his suffering under thec:attacks; i, 
dmner, i, 209.; Prime Minister 715, '716, 720, 727; called by D 'it. 
(1831·5), i; ·. 267-269; Tamworth great Parliamentary Middleman,'· 
manifesto, i, · 280 ;· resigns,· i; 282; i, 726; opinions modified.by'faililre 
D'sview of hls Ministry, i; 287; 302; ofpotato·crop in Ireland, i, 732,;:733; 

'·relations. wittit•Lyndhurst; i;. 30<1..-• ,;c prop'oses tq Cabinet susperuiion of 
-\;{ 308, 331-333; ,appreciation of the~:. Corn Law; i, 734·; resigns (December, 
!, Vindication,.' i; 321; :Runnymede 1845), i, .735; resumes office and 

:· , ,. \;letter to,: i,. 326·;.resunies acquain- reconstructs Government, i,; 741; 
,_: tancewitli D {t836); i, 33.5·; asksjJ criticism of his action, i, 742'746; 
,\:.to dme, i; .355 ·-.· ~ · · speech on' meeting Parliament 

• .... ,..,Friendly relations 'With D, i, 400; (1846), i, 7 46, 7 47; violently at-
;·-~ ··'"',;~ . . ·.. .. 
c 
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tacked by b, i, 748-755; proposes 
total repeal of Corn Laws, i, 7 56; 
opposition organised by Bentinck 
and D, i, 7 57; proposes Irish 
Coercion Bill, i, 7 7 2 ; scene in House 
between him and D, i, 777; main
tains that a Cobden Government 
was the only alternative to his own, 
i, 779; renewed attack on him by 
D, i, 781-786; controversy with D 
over question of .D's application 
for office, i, 787-790; attacked by 
Bentinck and D about his relations 
with Canning, i, 795-798; defeated 
on Coercion Bill and resigns, i, 800-
801; his policy, i, 801; struggle 
with D inevitable, i, 805 
. Determined to keep Protection
ists out of office, i, 818; supports 
Whig Ministry, i, 820, 843, 914, 
1012; supports Jewish emancipa
tion, i, 894; difficulty of his position, 
i, 943; D's leadership, i, 948, 957; 
passage with D in the House 
(1849),i, 1026-1028 ;and his tenants, 
i, 1053; last st>eech, i, 1072; sudden 
death (1850), i, 1074; D's memo
randa on their relations, i, 1075-
1079; his leadership of the aristo
cracy; i, 11.38; on Coninasby, i, 
1204; Sidney Herb9rt, recalls D's 
attacks on him (November, 1852), 
i, 1231; Gladstone praises his 
magnanimity, i, 1236; his views on 
Irish Church (1848), i, 1389, 1390 

Quoted as a precedent by D, i, 
164i; favourably contrasted with 
D by Salisbury in Quarterly Review 
(1860), ii, 20, 21; conquered Queen 
Victoria's prejudice and gained 
H.M.'s confidence, ii, 115; daily 
conferences during session in 1841-
1846 with Wellington, ii, 331 

Dissolution in 1834, ii, 429 ;length 
of Conservative leadership, ii, 607 ;···· 
majority in 1841, ii, 626; Greville's' 
character of, ii, · 688, 689; o:trered 
baronetcy to Southey, ii, 696; 
character of D's speeches against 
him, ii, 8\j,0-853, 1505 •,, 

Peel, Sir Iw bert ( 3rd Baronet), it, 
817, 1449. ' 

Pembroke, 13th Earl of, ii, 636, 652 
Pendarves, E. W., i, 1206 
Perceval, Spencer, i, 674, 721, 723 
Persia, Shah of, ii, 767, 1356, 1357 
Persian!, i, 459 
Persigny, i, 491 
Pery, see Limerick 
Petty, Sir William, i, 673 
Phillips, Ainbrose Lisle, i, 593, 606 
Phillips, Samuel, i, 902, 903, 933, 947, 

0 

955, 1029, 1132, 1197 
Phillimoro, Sir Robert, ii, 654, 1326 
Phillpotts, Bishop, i, 390 ·l 
Phipps, General, i, 240 
Phipps, Sir Charles, ii,' 118, 119 
Ph1·ontisterion, ii, 407 
Pig·natelli, Prince, i, 158 
Pigot, Sir Robert, i, 371, 374 
Pigott, Rev. J. R., i, 978-980, 1038; 

1039 
Pigott, Sir Thomas Digby, ii, 1026, 

1027' 1035-1039 
Piper, Count, ii, 1281 
Pitt, William, i, 280, 326, 531, 532, 

568, 571, 669, 672-674, 677, 694, 
695, 699, 700, 716, 764, 802, 1401, 
1419, 1578, 1660; iL 11, 47, 94, 
289, 439, 626, 628, 878, 1320, 1366, 
1503, 1519 

Pius IX., Pope, ii, 59-61, 70, 89, 1116 
Playfair, Sir JJyon, ii, 538, 653 
Plimsoll, S., ii,·721, 722-727, 773 
Plumptro, J.P., i, 951 
Plunket, see Rathmore 
Pollington, Viscount (after 1860 4th 

Earl of Mexborough), i, 492, 933 
Pollock, Sir J. F., i, 269 
Poltimoro; Lord, i, 1064 
Poniatowski, Prince and Princess, i, 

381; 429, 431 
Ponsonby, Lady Emily, i, 159, 161 
Ponsonby, Sir}!'. C., i, 159 
Ponsonby, General Sir Henry, ii, 548, 

549,553, 625, 626, 735, 803, 808, 
817, 831, 905, 1150, 1332, 134~ 
1346, 14 73 

Ponsonby, Sir William, i, 623 
Ponsonby, Viscount, i, 623, 785, 791, 

994, 1008, 1088, 1146, 1346, 1381, 
'!_382, 1r388 · 

Popa?iilla, i, 44, 121-123, 337, 629 l,. 
Pope, i, 19 
Portal, M., i, 1348 
Porter, Endymion, ii; 1438 
Portland, 4th Duke of, i, 757, 945, 946, 

967, 1135 
Portland, 5th Duke of (Marquis of 

Peelites, the;i, 817; 818, 829, 842, 899, 
914,•1017-1022, 1027, 1058, 1060, 
1062, 1072, •1076, 1089, 1097, 1102, 
1105, 1113,'1154, 1155, 1172, 1195, 
1203, .224, 1226, 1237, 1239, 1240, 
1242, 1251, 1264, 1290-1002, 1384, 
1388, 1406, 1445, !447, 1459, 1464, 
1470-1475, 1480, 1544, 1555, 1560, 
1594, 1609, 1612, 1661; ii, 24, 37' 
38, 86 

Pelham, i, 127, 348 I 

J~~cN1eld until 1854), i, 966-968; 

Portland, 6th Duke of, ii, 1493 
Po1'traits of the Seventies, ii, 851, 1183, 

1512 
1 Potticary, Rev. John, i, 23,'24, 26, 29 
~ Powcrscourt, Viscount, i, 462, 488 Pelham, H., ·i, 7 

Pelissier, Mme., i, 1587 
Pelissier, Marshal, i, 1523, 15'87 
Pelly, Sir Lewis, ii, 1250 
Pember, E., i, 1321 
Pembe.rton, Leigh, i, 281 
Pembroke, 12th Earl of, i, 545 

/t'Powerscourt, Viscountess, i, 419 
. 

1

,'Powis, Earl of, il, 774, 775 . 
Powles, John Diston, i, 60, 66, 69, 

77 

I 
Pi'wlett, Lady William, i, 433 
Pozzo di Borgo, Count, i, 418 
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Pra.ed, Winthrop Ma.clnvorth, .'i, 281; 

336, 3,80, 402, 453 
Present' State. of Mexico, i, 63, 64 
Press, i, 1290-1332; founded by D 

(1853), i, 1307, 1308; .editors,_,.;;. 
1308, 1320; contributors; i, 130.8, • 
1309; 1321;. descripti!)n, i, 1310 ;· 
attacks the Coa1ition,.i,"l310, 1311; 
1315, 1322; D's articles, i, 1314; 
financial position and circulation,: 
i, 1318, ·1321, 1349; control by D · 
ceases. February, 1856, i, 1321, 
1430; s·ubsequent attacks oil Derby,' 
i, 1431'; sold by D (1858), i, 1321, 
1430; disco"ntinued, i, 1322; quoted, 
i, 107 8, 1236; 1310"1!)13, 1315.1317. 
1323, 1327' 1333, 1334, 1337-1339; 
1341, 1345, 1356, 1368'; -137 4, 137 5, 
1386, 1404, 1-406, 1408, 1415, 1418, 

. 1424-1426, 1430, 1443, ii, 137 ;·men
tioned, i, 1403, 1419-1424, 1431, 
1434, 1460,. 1485, ISOO; 1~20, 1579, 
1635, ii, 112, 407, 476, 488, 622 

·Pretyman, J"[idy.-Beatrico, ii, 1080 
Price;· Dr., i, 673 
Primrose Day; ii, 1500-1503 
Primrose.League, ii, 1503' 
Princess Royal, Crown· Princess of 

Prussia". (a.fterwards Empress 
Frederick); ·i, 1417, 1445, 1446, 
1483, 1487' 1508; ii ,' 7 4,. 130, 764, 
.792, 1122, 1180, 1187, 118!), 1213; .. 
1216 - . ' 

Prisons Bili,ii, '836, 839 
Probyn, General,.ii, 769 
Protection,. see Free •.rrade 

'Prussia, Auglista, Queen .of (German 
_Empress), ii, 1183, 1191; 1216, 1306 

Prussia, Princess bf, i, .598, ·1508 • · 
Prussia,. Crown· Prince. of (afterwards 

JDmperor Frederick), ·i, ·1445, 144.6, 

Radetzky, Marshal,'i, 999 
Radzivill, Princess, ii, '1202 
Raikes, Henry ·.Cecil, i, 393, 394; 

ii, 525, 527, 1491. 
Ramsay, see Dalhousie 
Rapp, General, i, 494 
Ratcliffe, Mrs., i, 113 
Rathmore, Lord (until' 1895 David 

Plunket), ii, 841, 1253, 1382, 1471 
Rawlinson, Sir Henry, ii, 677, 750 
Read, Clare, ii, 636 
Reade, Consul, ii, 917, 918. 
Reay,.Lord, i, 418 
Redcliffe, Stratford de, see Cal).nili.g 
Redesdale, Earl of, i, 419, 889, 1097, 

1118; ii, 1461' . 
Redesdale, Lord (till 1902 Bertram 

Mitfotd), ii, 590, 631, 1036, 1038, 
1183, 1308, 1477 . 

Heeve, Henry, ii; 690 . . . . 
Heform, . Bills and :Motions-Grey's· 

. (1832), .;; 206:214, 301, 319, .. 320, 
392, 4.74; 480, 501, '·614, 682-684, 
1578-1581; ii, 199;•.Htime's (1848), 
i,. 91'5-919, (1852); i, 117 5; Locke 
Kili.g's'f.'(1850 a.nd '1851), i,'-'1101, 
1102/.(1852), i, 1175, (1861), ii, 8, 
(1864); ii, 138; Bussell's (1852),' i, 
1153, 1154, . (1854), i, 1342, 1344, 
1345, '1350-1352,' (1860), ii, 3-9; 
Baines's (1864),.ii, 136, .138, (1865), 
ii, 142-145; Gladstone's. (1866), 

. ii, 162-'172, (i884), ii, 165,. 298; 
Disraeli's (1859), i, 1521, 1522; 1526; ·. 
1578-163l,ii, 145, 218, 295; (1867), 
u; 218.267, 2.68-309, (1868), u, 381, 
382; Trevelyan's (187 4), ii; 6M 

·correspondence ·between D and 
b<')rby '(1851), i, 1147-1152, (1857), 
i, · .1477-1482; Press on ·Heform 

· (1853), i, 1316, 1317; D's ·policy_ 
in May and June, .1859; i, 1638; ,1483, 1487, 1508; ii, 764, 792,J8Si;~ _ 

994, 1180, 1185, 1187, 1188 d 'i\4/"' 
Prussia, .Prince Frederick Charles of,:. ··~ 

1643, 1644, 1647, 1648, 1661,. and 
in 1865, ii, 142.,145; Gladst()ne's 
declaration. in 1864, ii, 136-138; 
Hyde Pi1rk Riots, ii; 183-186, 273; 
correspondence between·· ·Queen, 

.•. ii 119.0 . ..~;, ,, -
Pr1i~sia, Prince ·Henry of, ii, 118\:i .;·· ' 
Public Health Consolidation Bill; i," 

706 
Public Worship Regulation,., BiJlj~ii; 

4 .. 653-671,.742 : -·JJ r:-w . 
Punch, i,'619, 865, 1113, 1183;11211, 

'!308, 1508; ii, 298, 417, 1435' . "'I.e 
Purc.has· case, ii, 654, 655 · · • .... (~1··-
Pusey, Dr., ii; 104, 658, 659 :··· 
Pusey, Philip·, i, 1122 . 
Puseyism. and Ritualism, ;,._ 1063, 

1088, 1118, 1189, 1345, '1360, 
·l36l;H,743 .. 

Pyne, William,i, ·354-357; .362, 363, 
36!l, 378, fi13 . . . 

Derby, and D in autumn; 1866, 
ii, 187.:197; ··D's Reform speeches 

·republished, ii, 197 -20~ 
Regliier, Baron, i, 549 · 
Renaissance in Italy, J. <A.. Symonds, 

ii; 1445 . . . ";' ~·~ . 
Representative, ·The; i, 65i,.73.,•·76,80, 

87, 91-93, 203, 210 - '> . .,-'"'' ..... 
Reschid Pasha, i, 166, 556 
Reventlo:', Count, i, 1002/1894 
Revolutionary E~ick, i, .198, 241-251, 

257, 342, 366, 372, 463;ii,.l38 
Reime des Deux Mondes, ji,"H85 
Reynolds' Newspaper, ii, 846 y .. 

Quain, Sir Richard, ii, 1482,: 1483, Rhine, i; 51, 53, 56: · 4 { •·: · 
1488 . · . ... Hhone, valley of, i, 103, 104 .. '-· '' 

.'Quarterl1J !(-eview, i,_ 65, 67,. 72; 74fi ~~-R~card_o, pavid: i, 1036 . · , 
179, 23.>, 243, 953, 1246, 1320, · .,-Rice, Sprmg, see.Monteagle 
ii, 19, 20, 22, 26, 77, 95, '136, 290,l>. ":Richmond, Dowager, D1\chess of, i, 
291; 294, 455,. 472, 507, '508, 550, 490 . ,, . " . . . ' 

=....:... . ~27, S46~_850, ~54, 1337 · Richmond: 5th Duke of, ·i, ~so,· 821, 
-~Qum,,Dr., u, 134a, 1496 • • 823, 956, 1045, 1046; 10a0; 1056, 

Quin, :Micfili:eF"Joscpli"i_,JJ~..., = 1130, 1238,' 1369, 1389, 1517 
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Richmond, 6th Diike 'of (till 1860 
Earl of March), tells D anecdote of 
O'Connell, 1846, i, 786; working 
with D (1849), i, 1019, 1021, 1095, 
1130; President of Board of •.rrade 
(1867 ), ii, 249; ' of great assistance' 
to D, ii, 315; a possibility for 
Prime Minister, ii, 332, 1324; takes 
lead in supporting D in Cabinet, 
ii, 381; leader of Opposition in 
Lords, ii, 454, 455; correspondence 
with D about communications be
tween leaders, ii, 514-517; Ballot 
Bill in Lords, ii, 539, 540; crisis of 
1873, ii, 547; on D and tho party 
leadership, ii, 608; supported 
cordially by Salisbury in Lords, ii, 
624; Lord President (187 4), ii, 
627·629; Public Worship Bill, ii, 
662·666; Scotch· Patronage Bill, ii, 
G72;anecdotoofhimand the Queen, 

'ii, 688; the House of Lords as Court 
of Ultimate · .A.ppeaJ, ii, 715; wel
comes D to J,ords, ii, 831-833, 861, 
095; JDastern Qnestion, ii, 973, 1024, 
1025, 1055, 1066; supports B in 
Cabinet of December 14, 1877, ii, 
1.074; for ·action in Cabinet of 
March 27, 1878, ii, 1137; additional 
dulwdom of Gordon, i, 1151; sends 
B a Garter badge after Berlin, ii, 
1231; supports B in Cabinet of 
October 25, 1878, ii, 1259; Zulu 
War, ii, 1301; Chairman of Royal 
Commission on Agriculture, ii, 1369; 
agricultural distress, ii, 137 2; 
caPries sword of state at opening of 
Parliament, ii, 1379; expresses con
fidence in B at Bridgwater House, 
ii, 1449; B blames him for absence 
from Parliament, .in August, 1880, 
ii, 1460; a little dilmer at Gran
ville's, ii, 1462 

Ridley, Sir Matthew White, ii, 34; 
2'41, 242, 267, 11.53 

Ridley, Viscount (till 1900 Sir M. W. 
IUdley), ii, 1153 

~·Ripon, Earl '!f (bef?re 1833 Vi~co_urit 
Goderlch), 1, 209, 3£11, 401, 47->, ~21, 
680, 824. 825 .•. ' 

•Ripon, Marquis of, ii, 683, 685, 1457 
Rise of I slcander, i, 203 ' .' 
Rivers Pollution Bill, ii; 707-, 822 
Roberts, .A..,i, 378 
Ito berts, Sir J!'rederick ·(afterwards 

F.M .. Earl), ii, .1268, 1269; 1:152; 
1354p 1373, 1377, 13'85, 1413, 1462 

Robinson, .Hev. c., i, 1361 • 
Rockingham, Marq~is of, i, 671 
Hoden, lDarl oti'i, 322 
Hoebuck, J . .A.., called by D in·1S35 

'a meagre-minded rebel,' i, 309; 
crushed by Din debate, i, 767-769, 
830; recognises D's leadership of! 
'l'ory pai'ty, i,, 957; Parliamentary · 
activity as Radical, i, 1072, 107'5, 
1349, 1472, 1512, 1546, 1603; up
ots CoaJition GoverJiment by 

motion for Committee on Crimean 
'Va,r, i, l:l72, 1:373; Cha,irman of 

-~· 

Committee-its report, i, 1388; 
moves vote of censure on Coalition, 
i, 1413; one of the war party, i, 
14'27; arrangement with D about 

... Reform, May, 1859, i, 1643, 1644, 
_, 1647, 1651, ii, 219; friendly to D's 

1867 Bill, ii, 256, 257; loses his seat, 
1868, ii, 433; friendly to B's 
Eastern policy, ii, 1008, 1184; B 
recommends him for Privy Council
lorship, ii, 1167; death, ii, 1376 

Rogers, Samuel, i, 18, 42, 110, 260, 
490, 1066 .. 

Rokeby, Lord, i, ·383 
Rolle, Lord, i, 430, 431 
Romaine, Mr., ii, 1313 
Homilly,.Sir Samuel, i, 705 
Ronayne, Mr., i, 298 ; .. · 
Roosevelt, The.odore, ij; 68. 
Roper, Miss, i, 23 :~ 
Rose, Mrs. (afterward~·La'dy), ii, 567 . · 
Rose, Sir Philip, D's affairs placed. in 

his hands in 1846, i,. 964; advises 
in the purchase of Hllghenden, i, 
965-967; memorandum on D's 
relations with Mrs. Brydges 
Willyams, i, 1268-1270,1272, 1281; 
vault in Hughenden Church, i, 
1289; management of tho Conserva
tive party entrusted to him, i, 
1298, 1331, 1607, ii, 251; and the 
Press, i, 1318, 1321, 1430, 1500; 
advises strengthening tho Cabi
net of 1858 from the outside, i, 
1556, 1562; confers with Derby on 
H.eform; i, 1582, 1586; appointed 
a County Court Treasurer by 
Dorby at D's suggestion, i, 1582· 
1585; on D and tho Church party, 
ii, 9).; and Earle, ii,'180, 262; nego 

· tiation with .A.. Montagu about D's 
' .. "indebtedness, ii, 418, 419; his Jlrm 

no longer manage tho party' ii, 524; 
Lady B's illness and death, ii, 567, 
569; baronetcy, ii, 637, 638; and 
Suez Canal, ii, 791; his lamentation 
over D's leaving the Commons, 
ii~ 839; on D's scrupulous disin
terestedness in money matters; ii, 
~ .. 957; .with B during last illness and 

at· death, ii, 1482-1489; as B's 
I' executor and trustee, at ftllleral, 
'. ii, 1493; and Queen's visit to B's 
' grave, ii, 1494 

Heceived confidences from D as 
to his early life, i, 183, 336, 388 

Rose; Sir Philip F., ii, 1488 
H.osebery, Earl of, i, 1144, 1545, ·ii, 

152, 567, 570, 861, 970, 1340, 1418, 
1493; Pitt, quoted, i, 695 

Itoss, General, ii, 1414 
Hess, Charles, i, 1545, 1573 
Rossa, O'Donovan, ii, 457 
Hosslyn, 2nd Earl, i, 322 

· H.osslyn, 4th Earl, ii •. 1343, 1344, 
' 1421 
Hothesay, 'Stuart de, i, 330 
Hot.hesay, Lady Stuart de, i, 1501 
J_~bthschild, Alfred de, ii, 1449, 1468, 

1471, 1474, 1478 . 
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Rothschlld,:Sir Antony de, i, 471, 545; 747; resists compromise between 

549, 581; ii, 359,455, 770 ·. · Whlgs and Protectionists, i, 774, 
Rothschild, Charles, ii, 425 791 . . . 
Rothschild; Baron .'Ferdinand de, ii, Prime Minister (1846), i, 817; 

970 . Sugar Bills; i, 819,· 913; Bank 
Rothschild, Lady, ii,"1439 · ·If Charter Act, i, 846; on Jewish dis- ~ 
Rothscliild; Lady de, i, 1453; ii, 333 ,. abilities, i, 847, 882, 886, 887, 895, 
Rothschild, Leo1iold de, i, 730, 1471 1356-1358; taunts D with in-
Rothschild,. Baron . Lionel de, D's sincerity, i, 892, 1232, 1357; makes 

' friend, and frequent host in Picca- amends, ·i, 893; recognises D's 
dilly and at Gunners bury, i, 623, leadership, i, 957; Bright's opinion 
638, 730, 1509,' 1587, 1668, ii, 131, of, i, 1057; passages in debate with 
'567', 574, 575, 675, 770, 780, 1199, D, · i,· 1066, 1072-1074, 1099; 
1200; Sidonia in Coningsby an .ideal Durham letter, i. 1082-1090; Eo-
Rothschild, i, 620; question of clesiastical Titles Bill, i, 1097; 1112; 
Jewish disabilities. raised by . hiS Government defeated, i, 1101; ro-. ' 
election as' r_,iberal M.P. for the signs-(1851), i, 1102; resumes office, 
City of London, 1847, i, 843, 845; 1 i,:1111, 1112; on.Disraeli and Pro-
847; _a ten years' .. ·controversy, i, tectlon, i, 1120 ;appreciation of Lord· 
882-895 ;·takes his_ se!l-t .in 1858,, i, George Bentinclc, i, 1140; Reform 
887-889, 1~69; .at Hughenden, i, Bills, i, 1153, 1344, 1350, 1351; 

, . 1286, 15~6-; !lefeated in· the City, dismisses Palmerston,·i, 1154; ove'r-
1868, ii,-433, and 1874, ii, 619; D's tures to Newcastle and Graham, 
opinion. of'· hls information and i, 1155·;_ defeat and resignation 
,power,'i, 1547, ii, 73, 739; supplies (1852), i,' 115-7 ;.factious b.ehaviour 
D with information about -.foreign to the Derby Government, i, 1169, 

·affairs, ii, 204, 423-425_; and D's .. 1172-11f5, 1187; on· Coningsby, i, 
peeliniar.y· affairs, . .ii, '418; ·assists . .:1204; correspondence· with D on 
Din negqtiations about Suez Canal, I speakership and chairma.nship, i, 
ii, 753, 780; finances purchase of 1205-1207; praises D's speech on 
Suez. Canal .shares, ii, , 786-788; ~-- Wellington, i, 1209; at opening, of 
<loath, H; 1306; as .A:drian Neuchatel . Parliament (November, 1852), i, 

. in Endi/mion, ii, 1'4.35 · ·1223·1225; .on 'the ViHiers.·Resolu-
Rothschild, .·Baroness 

1 
Lioriel de, i, . tion, i, 1226; on D· and: resignation 

· 418, 623, 730, .910, 1204; ii, 643, ·of' Ministers, i, '1265;.,Foreign 
.. · 780 .. ... .· · · '.Secretary, i, 1291; resigns Foreign· 

'Hothschiid,.Mme.; i, 581', , ·,Office, ;, 1303; on. D's 'Ali the 
;Rothschild', Baron M•her de, ii,' 482, Talents' Speech, i, 1304;· resigns 

· 505 ·'. · . from ·the Cabinet (1855), i,, 1372; 
Rothschi.ld, Sir Nathaniel,.de (after- ,fails to form Government,!, 1383; 

ward,s: Lord),, i, 964; 1~99; ii, 563; special mission to Vielllla, i,' .1387_; 
· 73~P?3, 816, 14.93 .. , . . . ·""':t_··~' .takes· office. under Palm_erston_, 1, 

Hot]isehild, Baron.Solomon de, I, 5'49;r, ,,:; 1388 . 
· j'57 . : ' . . ·· _' · : · <;"·7-·"',i : \. Plenipotentiary at Vienna;·· i, 
Mus~ Admiral, i;. 777. _ .: , ''4'·~~_ 1 ,,x 1403; advice repudiated, i, 1406; 

hoyal Literary Fund, i, 1162, 1325 ; .• • -~&'resignation· from Col<in;ial O!fice, i, 
ii, 537,14.35 . . · ·4{;- 1412; Italian sympathiOs and• hos-

H,oy:~VCitles :SUl,A,X1_,9;.i;\.2,J""~;l0,-;:S64, tility to Austria, i, 1449; Conspiracy 
'""mJJ-.--··•:•""""·'·~·~···· ·Bill i, 1512; rivalry with Palmer-
Runni}i7ieae, see Letters of Ru,~rJi.vmede ston', i,~l·520, 1560; Inaia Resolu-
Ruskin, John, if, 522,609 ..:~ ·~&.p. tions;~i -,1529, 1532; opposes D's 
Russell, r_,ady John, i, 638 '·I' 1' Reform'· Bill (1859), i, 1603'1607; 
Hussell~ I"ord . .T ohn (after 1861 Earl),.", ,. reconciliation with Palmers ton, -i, 
· interested in D's candidature at·' 1644, i64.5; Foreign Secretary, i, 

Wycombe . q832), i, 208; Irish 1660; his Reform Bill of 1860, ii, 
Church (Appropriation Clause), i, 5-9· on. the Tory leadership, ii, .21, ., 
283; Runnymede-letters to, i, ,324, '22 ;'elevation to peerage, .ii, 37; , 

. 325; his 'feebleness,' i, 327, .331; foreign flolicy, ii, 49-82, 112, 202-;.~·-
and the Speakership (183'7), i, 385 relations with :0, ii, 124_; advice .. to , 

Home Secretary and· Leader of Reformers, ii; 136; -Prime Minister, 
·the House (i837), i, 400; throws (1865), ii, 158; resignation':(1866), 

the· Hadieals over, i, 404 ;. praises ii, 172-17 5 - ,. • , , 
speech of D;s,-. i, 421; attacked by Retires from party leadership, 
D on'Chartism,i, 48!;,483; 485, _486; · · :, ii, 3.42; supports :Gladstone's'Iri.Bh 
meet~ D at din)ler at the Hoths- -~·;Church policy, ii,. 366; abandons 
childs'., i, 638; D's description of :·•-r concurrent endowment, ii, 3.79·; 
hlm in Ooningsby, i, 684·; approves responsibility for. Alabama affair, 
D's.,.ttack~ onPeel, i, 728; Edin- ii, 420, 421;poli,ticalenergyin 187-1, 
burgh letter, i;· 730, 733; fails to• ii, 471; deafness, ii; 482; opinion of 
form· Mlnlstry (1845), i, · 741, 745; Lothair, ii, 508; on. the ballot, ii, 
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515, 516, 539; sympathy on Lady 
B's death, ii, 570; length of his 
leadership of the I..iberals, ii, 607; 
welcomes B to the Lords, ii, 861 

On Bulgarian atrocities, ii, 926; 
classical quotations, ii, 1456; death 
and B's offer of public funeral, ii, 
1492 

Russell, Lady Elizabeth, ii, 155 
Russell, George W. JD., i, 123; ii, 508, 

679, 850, 1183, 1512 . 
Russell, Lady Odo (after 1881 Lady 

Amptbill), ii, 1194, 1196, 1199, 
1257 

Russell, Lord Odo (after 1881 Lord 
Ampthill), told by Pope Pius IX. 
in 1859 that be regretted D's ex· 
pulsion from office, ·u, 59; meets 
D at Woburn, ii, 155, 1060, 1061; 
European crisis in 1875, ii, 760, 763; 
Suez Canal purchase, ii, 7 90; 
Bismarck and his overtures, ii, 
887, 8941 895, 960, 1359; says non
adherence to Berlin memorandum 
will have 'serious consequences,' ii, 
899; D's annoyance with him, ii, 
900, 953, 1050; Constantinople Con
ference, ii, 983, 984; convm·sation 
on Eastern Question with the 
Queen, ii, 1015, 1016; and with B, 
ii, 1020; third plenipotentiary at 
Berlin Congress, ii, 1179, 1182, 
ll9.1; diplomacy about B's not 
speaking French in Congress, li, 
1183, 1184; craze for B's novels in 
Ge~any at time of Congress, ii, 
1203; peerage offered after Berlin 
and accepted, ii, 1218; but after
wards refused, at Duke of Bedford's 
instance, ii, 1218, 1257; B's Eastern 
policy elevated England in con
tinental eyes, ii, 1266; Bismarck 
and B's novels, ii, 137 6 

Russell, Sir W. H., i, 1577 
Rutland, 5th Duke of, i, 644, 821-". 

825, 1056 
Rutland, 6th Duke of, see Granby 
Rutland, 7th Duke of, see Lord John 

Manners 
Rutland, Silt! Duke of, Henry Manners, 

ii, 1478 
Ryan, Sir C., i>1634 
Rylands, P., ii, 825, 1300 
Ryle,. Bishop, ii, 1421 

Sache_v..,ell •. Dr., i, 636; ii, 669 
.Sadle1r, J., 1, 1297 · • 
Sadler, Michael, i, H6, 483, 633 
Safvct Pasha, ii, 952, 1167 
St. Albans, Duchess of, i, 254 
St. Aldwyn, see Hicks Beach 
St. Aulaire, i, 581, 7 39 
Sainte'Beuve, i, 548 . . 
St. Germans, Earl of, i, 209, 321, 488, 

527 
St. Leonards, Lord, i, 269·, 322, 381, 

401, 417, 581, 1108, 1110, 1181, 
1385, 1517, 1520 

St. Maur, see Somerset 
St. Vallier, .Comte, ii, 1376 

Saintsbury, G., i, 1384 
Salisbury, Marchioness of (1st wife of 

2nd Marquis), i, 252, 256, 260, 336, 
419 

Salisbury, Marchioness of (wife of 3rd 
Marquis), ii, 649, 795, 969, 1180, 
1233, 1281, 1378 

Salisbury, Mary Marchioness of, see· 
Derby, Countess . 

Salisbury, 2nd Marquis of, i, 580, 
1152, 1161, 1332, 1349, 1589, 1593, 
1661; ii, 65, 89, 155, 362 

Salisbury, 3rd Marquis of (till 1865 
Lord Robert Cecil, from 1865 to 
1868 Viscount Cranborne), enters 
Parliament as M.P. fm· Stamford, 
and welcomed by D, i, 1332; helps 
to shelve Roebuck's motion on 
Crimean 'Var, i, 1413; 'backing·tbe 
wrong horse,' i, 1430; opponent of 
D's leadership, i,. 1444; attacks 
Palmerston's Chinese policy, i, 
14 7 2; suggestions for providing him 
with a permanent post; i, 1583; 
attacks D in Quarte1·l11 Review, ii, 
19-23,26,27 ;advocatesinQuarterl71 
intervention on behalf of Den
mark, 1864, ii, 7 7; against rclaxa· 
tion of Thirty-nine Articles, ii, 
102; anti-Reform Articles i;n Q>w.r
terly, ii, 136; na1nc canvassed as 
that of possible leader, ii, 163; 
leading a,nti-Reformer, ii, 164, 166, 
196, 197; Indian Secretary (1866), 
ii, 176-179; 183; amicable rela
tions with D, 1864·186'1, ii, 178; 
disquieted at suggestion of house
bold suffrage, ii, 223, 224; attitude 
in Cabinet, ii, 229, 230, 232; ·resig
nation, ii, 232-234, 244-249; bitter 
antagonism to 1867 Bill, ii, 256, 
276, 296; in favour of minority 
representation, ii, 280; strong 
attack on Din Parliament, ii, 281; 
article in Quarterl1J, ' Conservative 
Surren.der,' ii, 290, 291, 295; 
refuses absolutely D's overtures in 
1868, ii, 330 . . 

Violent attack on Government 
and D, ii, 361; D replies that the 

f·;. inVective ' lacks finish,' ii, 3 6 2 ; 
succeeds to· peerage, ii, · 362; for 

!, compromise on Irish Church Bill, 
ii, 446; question of Opposition 
leadership in the Lords, ii, 451-455; 
veiled attack on D in Quarte1·l1J, 
1869, ii, 455; University Tests Bill, 
1870, ii, 465; for· ·France and 
aga,inst Germany in the war of 
1870, ii, 472; Ballot Bill, ii, 539; 
dines with ·D at Grillion's, April, 
187 3;'· ii, 57 5; condemnation of 
Radical programme in Quarterly, 
October, 1873, ii, 603; -reconcilia
tion with D through Lady Derby's 
good· offices; ·February, )874, ii, 
624-626; Indian Secretary, ii, 627-

, 630; D obtains his help over House-
• hold appointments, ii, 633, 634; 

Indian ·famine, ii, 6H; entertains 
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D in Arlington Street, ii, 64 8,. 64 9 ; 
Public ·worship Bill, ii, 655-663, 
665-668; passage alJout 'bluster' 
and . 'gibes ' between him and D, 
ii, .666-668, but no quarrel, ii, 668; 
Endowed Schools Bill, ii, 67 3, 7 00, 

· 701; consultOed ·by. D ahout ]Jro
gramme of Home J,egislation, 
Octobcr,'1874, ii, 699, 700; attitude -
towards Tory -Democratic tradition, . 
ii, 710 ;· D sets Wmself to win his 
confidence in imperial. politics, ii, 
·7 50; D's arrangements for com, 

. bined working of l0rime Mhlister, 
Foreign Secretary, and Indian · 
Secretary, ii, 750, 751; a Court 

• difficulty about Tsar's visit in 1874, 
ii, 754-756; Afghan Question~a 

· ·: Cabul nlission proposed by him but 
·rejected, by Vicero-y Northbrook, 
ii, .767, 773-775; l'rince of Wales's 
visit to India, ii, 768-772; Lytton 
appointed Viceroy, ii, 776-777; 
Suez Canal purchase, ii, -794; enter
tains D at Hatfield, ii, 794, 795; 

· 'l'l.oyal Titles Bill, ii, 797, 824, 825; 
on D's retirement or 'trarisfcrence 
to Lords, ii, 833, 834; ·. leading 
position in Lords, ii, 861 

Appreciation . of _ D's· foreign 
·p·oJicy, ii, 912; correspondence._witb 

-. B on Eastern Question, ii, 942-945; 
·n :Presses him te go as Plenipoten

' tiary to Constantinople Conference, 

1074; but on reconsideration aft.er 
B's threat of resignation, with
draws opposition, ii, 1076-l07fl; 
correspondence at Christmas with " 
B, and further approximation, ii, 
1081-1083; on- Carnarvon's threat 
of resigna.tion, ii, 1085, 1087; 
rallies to B in Cabinet of ·January 
12, 1878, ii, 1090, 1091; strongly 
anti-Russian in Cabinet, January 
1.5, ii;.1093; vigorous defenct; of ?.3 
in, Parliament against AJ·gyll, n, 
1096, 1097; ·energetically snppor~s 
proposal to send fleet to Constanti
nople, ii, 1099, 1101; 'entirely in 
cvccythlng with the Prime Mini~
ter,' ii, 1106; Queen approves bJs 
succession to Derby at- Foreign 
Office, ii, 1100-1102; ne<fertheless 
be. promotes Derby's return, and 
receives ·n•s .warm acknowledg-

. ments, ii, 1108, 1109; in regular 
private conference with B and 
Cairns on foreign -affairs, February 
and March, 1878, ii, 1119; strongly_ 
supports Bin Cabinet of March,27, 
ii, 11:37-1139; bitter speeches in the 
dispute about Derby's. resignation, 
ii,"1145-1147, 1150; Foreign Secre
tary, ii, 1151 ; the Salisbury circular, · 

,ii, 1154-1157 ;' Queen's. satisfaction 
with bim--'-suggestion o_f the Garter, 
ii, 1158; negotia.tions begun 'with 
Schouvalofi', ii, 1160; entm;tains B 
at Il:atfield-a ·family. party, ,ii; 
1162; 1163; Anglo-RussiRI• and 

·Anglo-Turkish: negotiations, ii, 
1164-1167; .. Schouvaloll' Memo
randmn and 'Cyprus Convention 
signed, ii,'1167; the ·Marvin revela
tion, ii,· 117 5; urges appointment 
of B as Chief Plenipotentiary at 

Oi3er1in, ii, 1167, 1177, 1179;.Wmsclf 
appointed second plenipotentiary, 

ii,. 959; a.ppointed, ii, 961; B praises 
him at Guildhall, ii, · 963; appoint
.m.ent. aj;>proved by anti,Turkish 
agitators, ii, 965; Carnarvon's atti
tude, ii, .9.66-; .•. misunderstanding 
about instruetions .. for Conference, • 

.;;, _967, 968; ·departurefor.Coristan- · 
ti!lople, ii, 969;. 'visits, different 
European capitals on _the way,::'ii;'{~ _:· 
974, 97 5; B's lcttei·s to hirril\in'"l: 
poiicy, ii,.975, 978; conversations • 
with lgnatieff, .ii, 980; no coercion' 

··· ii_, 1179 ;Jete at Hatfield for German 

·of the Porte, ii, 981; ·fmhire of 
.conference,. ii; 981-986; B dis
satisfied with· his proceedirigs, ii, 
983:-984, but . praises 'iliin , in 
,letters to ills ~rieri~s, ii, 984, 985; 1 
and thanks b1m, n, 986; defends,: 

-himself · in Parliament ii, 992: · 
invites Ignatiefi' to Hatfield, ii; 
9.99; opposed .to any alliance with 

.,, Turkey, ii, 1010, 10H; 1044; wishes 
'to fuid some accommodation with 
Russia, ii, 1017 ; dissatisfaction of 
the Queen and B with his course, 

, "i!1 1017·1027·; ready-· to fight if: 
.. · Russia ·will not .. quit::-0onstanti
.· ... nople; ii, 1025, 1027, 10'66; Queen 

,impressed· by his 'sound views,' 
:ii, 1028-;•. makes 'immense admis
sions' ,in: Cabinet, Oct., 1877, -ii,. 
1054; arid supports B in Cabinet., 
November,· ii, 1067; opposes · B's 
forward . policy in Cabinet of 
Dec.ember H, .because 'it must -lea~ 
to alliance, with Turk'ey,_ ii, 1073, 

Crown Prince and· Princess, ii, 
1180; at· Berlin-Congress, ii, 1182, 
1185,'1188, 1191, 1194, 1210, 1215; 
the spadework of the Congress 
done . by him, ii,' 11ill4; Crown 
Princess's opinion of him, ii, 1217; 

. return to England with B, and 
associated with rum in all public· 
trib'utes, ii; 1218, 1232, 1233; the 
Garter, ii, 1218, 1219; freedom of 
the City of I,ondon, ii,. 12.jl2; eon· 
fidcnce .,f ·the Conservative ·party, . 
.ik 1232;- uniott of Bulgaria~and, • 
East Rumelia-'in ··1885, i!, 1234; 
tefuea.l ·to put pressure· on" the 
Porte, ii, 1244·1247; instructions to 
Lytto)l in.1876, ii, 1250; deprecates 
hasty action iri, Afghanistan,· ii, 
1252; condemns Lytton in Qabinet 
of. October 25 for forcing tbe'ha.nd 
of _the -Government, ii, 1259; but 
ready to support B,. ii, 1260; B 
at Hatfield, ii, 1261, 1281, 1318, 
1393, 1411; .. dismayed at · B's 
.'scientific frontier'. speech,, ii, 1263; 
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at Sandriogham; ii, 1265; B to 
tho Queen about him, ii, 1267; 
Egyptian policy, ii, 1315-1318; 
dinner to Prince of Bulgaria, ii, 
1338; Windsor uniform, ii, 1339; 
speech at Manchester, October, 
1879, ii, 1355; Persian policy, ii, 
1356, 1357; B's overtures for alli· 
ance,ii, 1358-1366; Austro·German 
Alliance, ii, 1363, 1364; at Hughen· 
den to meet the Prince of Wales, 
ii, 1343, 1344; illness in early 
months of 1880, ii, 1378, 1385; 
Cabinet advising dissolution held in 
his house, March G, ii, 1386; in south 
of !franco during Elections, ii, 1393; 
praise of Bat last Cabinet, ii, 1408; 
subseq1wnt success as Foreign 
Secretary, ii, 1417; appreciation of 
Endymion, ii, 1440; selected by B as 
successor in theJ"ords,ii, 1466·1468; 
political consdtat.ion in early days 
of B's illness, ii, 1481; feeling at B's 
<loath, ii, 1491; at the funeral, ii, 
1493; his eulogy of B in Parlia· 
ment, ii, 873, 14!l7, 1498; sharp 
tonguo and kind heart, ii, 151 6; 
on the w1•ittcn and the spoken 
word, i, 337 

S11nderson, JJord, ii, 11:35, 1136, 1139 
Sandford, G. M. ""·· ii, 170, 256, 

330 
Sandhurst, J"ord, ii, 829 
Sandon, ·see H11rrowby 
Sandwich, lDarl of, i, 1056 
San Stefano, Treaty of, ii, 1130, 1154, 

1154i, 1160, 1166, 1169, 1174, 117G, 
1182-1240, 1316, 1390 

Sardinia, Queen of, i, 551 
Sartor Resartus, i, 301 
Sassoon, Sir A., ii, 14 7 2 
Saturday Uevi.ew, i, 1420, 1444, 1598; 

ii, 22, 198, 485, 507 
Saunders, i, 112 
Saxe-Weimar, Grand Duke of, ii, 64 
Saxony, King of;ii, 130 
Scarlett, see Abingor 
Schleinitz, Mme. de, ii, 1201 
Schleswig-Holstein dispute, ii,, 51, 

52, 70, 7J>'79,· 200 
Schllcmn.nn, Dr., ii, 983 
Schouvaloff; Hussian Ambassador in 

London, D's fii•st impressions of 
him, ii; 728, 887; European crisis, 
1875, ii, 762; Eastern Question, 
early negotiations, ii, 904, 906, 9b7, 
924; eHilssian ,proposal of armed 
occupation of Turkey, It, 951; at· 
tacks on· B in tlo!os, ·ii, 957; on 

·Russia and the Straits;ii, 981; con· 
vorsati~n.with Dm•by at Knowsley, 
September, 1877, ii, 1056; politi· 

·''cal talks at Brighton with B, ii, 
1057, 1058; 1062.;··rogularly reports 
Cabinet· decisions 'to· his Govern

.ment,.ii, to81·1083;,oommuniCates 
Russian terms to ·British Cabinet, 
ii, 1103; denies rumours of threo,t of 
Russian. itriny. 'to .consta.nt:inoplc, 
Fobrual'y'7~ 1878;1;,'1114'; Hussia11 

answer to English conditions for 
Congress, ii, 113;3, 1134, 1136; 
asserts that ho had not held politi· 
cal conversations with Opposition 
leaders, ii, 1142; negotiations with 
Salisbury, ii, 1160·1167; visit to 
St;Petersburg, ii, 1164, 1165; signs 
Schouvalofi Memorandum, ii, 1167; 
at Berlin Congress, ii, 1182, 1188, 
H91, 1194, 1195, 1215, 1217; anf'l 
Gortchakofi, ii, 1209, 1210; Berlin 
Treaty and Afghan Question, ii, 
1266, 1267; at Hatfield, ii, 1281; 
his departure, B's appreciation of 
him,ii, 1374,1375 

Soind.ia, Maharajah, ii, 826 
Scotland, Scottish .Heform Bill, ii, 

381, 388; Education Bill, ii, 538; 
Church affairs, ii, 67l, 672; D's 
visits to-Chiefswood, i, 67·73, 74, 
75, 81, 82; Edinburgh, ii, 288·293; 
Balmoral, ii, ;~fll-395, 683·685; 
Glasgow, ii, 603-608 

Scotsman, ii, 288, 504 
Scott, Anne, i, 81 
Scott, Sir Walter, i, 18, 66, 67, 69·76, 

81, 82, 86, 562; Fam·iliar Letters, 
j, 65, 72, 74, 75, 76; Journal, 
i, 75 

Scrope, ·william, i, 454, 1208 
Scrope, Poulett, i, 454 , 
Sebastiani, Marshal,), 54'5, 549 
Seebach, Count, i, 1426 
Seeley, J. R., i, 1321 
Selborno, see Po,lmer 
Selwyn, Bishop, ii, 403, 406 
Serbia, Prince of, ii, SSG, 905 
Sevigne, Mme. de, i, 141 
Seville, i, 148, 149 
Seward, ii, 422 · 
Seymour, see Somerset. 
Shaftesbury, 'Earl of '(till 1851 Lord 

Ashley), ph~antbrbpist, i, 336, 402; 
CO!fgratulates .D. ori speech on 
Education, i; 459; eJforts on behalf 
of Factory Act,'i, 4 7 6; relations with 
Peel, i, 585; ··carries· through 

-Factory Act deajihg ,W,it.h women 
and children (18.44), 1, 632; vaco,tos 
his seat on question of ;Protection, 
i, 7 7 0; opposes Jew; 'Bill, i, 8 83; 
Factories :·,Act (1850');;· 'i, 1071; 
Iridian Mutiny;· i, .. ,1.501; moves 
vote of ·cmwure'nn ,0ude .Question, 
i,, 1542, 1552; on Church Rates, ii, 
92; Low Church champion, ii, 104; 
thanks D for his speech on· Baines 
Bill, ii, 145; refuses officc,ii, '176; 
Heform, ii, 220, 285; on the Church 
meeting of protest against Irish 
dieestablishment (1868), ii, · 366; 
Rituaiism, ii, 654, 65 6, 662, 663; 
great work'for'facto•·ics, ii; 706, 707, 
711; and the 'L'itles .Bill, ii, 810, 811, 
864; his philanthropic renown, 
ii,' 861.; failmo of anti ·Turkish City 
war protest, ii, 951, 976, 978, ·1081, 

Shee, Sir M., i; 260, 281 ' 
tlheil, R. JJ., !, 227, 4.02, 411, 1141 
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Shelburne, .Earl .of (afterwards 1st and his friends rally round D, i, 528• 
· ·Marquis of Lansdowne), i, 531, '532, ' !i6.4-5.65; freaJtish love of mischief, 

669,·1?70,· 672, 673, 694, 695, 699;. 'i, 567; High Church and Monarcbi· 
•700; ii, 623 cai Views, 'i, 568-570; Irish policf• 

i'lh<Jlley, 'j; 248, 365'368, 387; Dis- i, 570-572; high praise of D's Irish 
' course'onthe.MannersoftheA.ncients, speech in 1844, i, 591; soci~l 

i 367 · ; popul~rity of the party, i, 593; ~s 
_Shepstone, Sir>Theophilus, ii, ·1243, Coningsby, i, 598, 600, ·619, 620; 

· 1286, 1287'1289,, 1292 · ' · and Croker, i, 625; agaillst factorY 
Sber Ali, Ameer of Afghanistan, ii, legislation; : i, 633; at· f!~arwoo!i 
.. 748, 749, 766, 767, H4, 1241.-1276, with· D ~nd the party, 1, 641; at 

1277; ·1350, 1356 · · . · . Manchester with D and Man,ners, i, 
Sherburne, Jolill. Hem>y, i, 64, 65 644, "6<15; on Sybil,- i, 6<18;· high 

·Sheridan," Charles, i; 235,.471 · ·appreciation of D's attacks·. on· 
Sheridan, Mrs.; i, 235, 237, 258; 471 Peel in 1845; 'Young England' 
' Shooting Niagara/ ii, _293. . . . party- broken up·, i; 7.28; anecdote 
Shropshire .Conservative, i; .541, 629,: of; i, '868; p'raise of D's speech tbat 

642 · · · · ···· . · · · 'made him leader,' i, 925·;. the 
Sibthorp, Colon~l,'i, 1ll9, 1225, 12.38; 184!3 Revolution, i, 988; Sin and 
· .1266 . ·· • . . . · . . Sorrow, i; 1Q67 ;.Peel and D; i, 1078, 
Si<l4el, Walter,_ Disraeli, ·a Study. in 1079; his. congratulations in 1852, 
·.Personality and .I deus,· i,-. 1312;; ii, i, 1164; returns . to his . political 
· 1'517 ·• · · . . . · ·allegiance to D, i, 1195; the Tliiers 

Sidmouth, Viscount;.i;ds9· ·:Plagiarism,· i, 1209, 1394; .-.at 
SimmonS, Sir Lintorn,"ii, 112'1.' ·; Hughtmd~;m; T853, ,i, 1275; writes 

· Sinclair, Sir. George, ii,77 /289'•. ·· ... • for the-Press, i, 1308; trophies a,nd 
Sindbaaiheif{ail.or,'2/. New.'Vo:Yaue,oJ, "·.letters at Hughenden, ii, 596, 600; 
.:.i,-331,'339,:· · _.,, •·• .• :· : · _: ,. · ; .a1~ 3w4 ald~rshare in -E_ ndYmion_ , ii, 
-Skelmersdale;Lord;ii; 51'4, 521." ·•. ,. 
Skelton, Sir Johil.;ii, 1504.; T:able Talk 'Smythe,.SirHenry,-1,.250 

of Shirley, ii; 292. . ... _.·, ;• ·c,- .. SoCial Reform, i, .473-510, 629, 66.3, 
Slade' sii·A: i· 2·oa··. ·1 ::··•·•.· '. ,;··. '." · 664; ii; ·529, 530, 534, · 699-745, 
Smile's, Dr.~' Life,' i:)f Mitrr'ay;'.I;':'44, · • 731, 732 . , .. .· · 

64-67, 77, 80, 132;:194; 210'. · : ·;. Some Hawarden Letters,ii; 698 
Smith; Assheton, i;',lb64 . · ·.·,.,: .',.;:·. Somerset, Duchess ot (till 1855.Ladw 
Smith, Goldwin, ii, 5b6. ' 1 .. ·> · .Eit. Mal!-r i:ir ~eytriour), i, 235,.237,, 
·smith; Sir Harry, i,'1202 · · . 258; ii,_ ~43Q: ..... ; . , . ,: '· •. 
S:iriith, Horace;,;, 172 . Somerset, .Duke· of' .(till 1855 r.,ord 

·Smith, Jaines;i,'240, 335'. . St, Maur or-Seymour), i, 237; 283, 
S:iriith, see carrington . . · 284; 1411; ii, :.1'6~,'.175; 449, · 515, 
Smith; Sydney; i, 623, .785 . . 1271 . . ·' ... · · .. · ·• · 

·.Smith,. William ;:Henh.'.~ins'':J', :s. . Somerset,Lad; Fitiroy, i,·3o7' .'·: ·:· 
:'MTil''s.seat· at WestJninstei;'fi, ·4'33 ;'' · so·merset,~L<ird·Granville;-i, ,284,' 392, 

·. secretary. tp 'the Treas-grY';::18.74, 414,418 · . •· • ·:,.·, ·, · • · •. ;,. 
··:.ii,.''630;•Stiez Canal- P.\irchase, ii,·· Somerset, L'ord!Ienry;'ii,J21. 
;;;787';;]rirsy,:Lqrd.of:t!lti .A.dJi¥¥alty, Somerv'ille;·Mrs.,'i;. 4'19 ~ ·:,.' 
·.: 187 7, ii','TO.l9·;'supp:orts war: party, Sondes, Earl, 1,"822 .. :;· '' .· · . 

' · ... -ii."106,1l ;:dnif)f~· policY in, Cabinet, Sophia; .. Queen of·. the·. Netherlands, 
, of ,December 14, 18,77; ii,.10J 4; B's , ii, 569 •;: :";. ·: .' . ;· :" .. "'" · 

· higl;l' opinion _at him, ii, Xl2!J, 1152; soult; Marshal; i, ,.4,31,- 432 ._· . . 
"at "Hiigheriden; ii,'i24_6;c 1257; visit South Africa, D's policy; otol'ederat~on, 

'\;j;Q :Cyprus, ii;i'l258'; at· Hatfield, ii, •. ii, 1242; .Carnarvon and'co:D:feder_a-
.,l,2S1; Cons,ervative orgaiiiBatioi:t, ii,· · ticiri, ii, 1282; 'slave trade; ii; '1284; 

,il4'4:s;:v'oorspeaker;ii;H56'' :···· · .. Gambia;u, 1284; Natal, ii, ,1285; 
·Sffiith;'·'·:ver:ii'on '-'''(after•': 1 86\l.'~ J_,ord'" .: :diamonds', in .. Griqual.and, ii, 12~5; . 
:.::~YV:ed:pJi.), i; .533,;1305,;1485;~ 14.86,_. ·. .: the ,'!'~an's.vai)-I; i~ •. ,l285 ;' P~rfniflsr!.e 
· ' Y93', 1495;'}500, 11507, 15~6 ... • · ·-~Bill, u;-128.7,:-:'1288_; ·»;:uJ._u~wr. 9-r,91~·-: Sm~llett,"ii, .649' ' · ' · ·· · ' i277-13~2;, Kaffir· VV:ars, ~, 1.2 ,. • 

-·sm.~rna;:_i): 1'.74 .. , . . ... )~91; 'i'_ra~s;va&l,,ma.de,a .. · ·oro:vvn . 
. : S:'P:Yth, p: 'J,:,.ii, ~22': · . }·\~··: .. : . " ColoriY,1,i1, 1307 ;_ex·P,~celmP;~rial:. 

SJ:i).y.the; George Sydney}.1(iitterwards · ·. k1lled;u,.1308 .. ·.' ; , ' . , " , . ' 
· ~ • , .. .,:; .. 7,th{Viscoiii:tt :strangfcirdliil:records southey, i, )8,.124; '237 ;"ii,'681, 1396 
.,"-.. ; ·:that·· ·:Peer wislied: to',o:ffer .'iY ·offi'ce' • S"P'a',J.: 51; s2;;o4 T'~:. '-':':-,·~,"-'-".:.C-:t -

- .. ,.in 184l;:i, ,519; ·D: praises .a speech Speetator,:i,.338,'381/4.45; ~306, ~:~i~·· 
<•·· ~f Ns oj:l: ,corn ·~uties, i:~524;.en·. ,.13l9,.13.2'1";ii;. 43.7;_, ~8,5, 543; ~. ' 

.· l thusrasm.over D s speech on Con- . 720, 966 · .. . ·• ·, •· 1462 . '' ·, _sular. ·serVice;. 'i, · 5'26; hi Paris Spencer; Earl,ii; 861; 868,·1,453,~ ... • 
·· \ \, in' Ndvenib'er, 1'8,42,· i,' · 545;· 546; · .'14.78 ; ;', , ;: ' .·. :", , . "<il:~ :·.· . 

·' :,leading spirit of 'Young Eriglariil,; Spencer; . .C,ountess: ii,,1·318,'~''\ · · ' 
hi~ character, i, 560, 561; ii,l1434 ;1h~ B_pidt of TJ7lij.ufiism, :1'lfe1 i;·,~2S.:;:5 29 
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Spofiorth, W., ii, 150, 196, 278, 366, 
414, 524 

Spooner, R., i, 1190, 1360, 1610 
Stafiord., .A,ugustus, i, 527, 593, 771, 

773, 951, 1056, 1066, 1096, 1130, 
1241, 1242, 1309, 1497 

Standard, i, 24, 426,. 953, 1306, 1346; 
ii, 472, 485, 948, 1300, 1441 

Standish, Frank Hall, i, 146, 148, 149 
Standish, Mrs., ii, 1265 
Stanford, Sir Charles, i, 611 
Stanhope, Countess, wife of the 4th 

Earl, i, 419, 551 
Stanhope, 4thEar!,i, 1038, 1046, 1126 
Stanhope, 5th Earl, the historian, i, 

144, 336, 394, 404, 419, 551, 591, 
962, 1010, 1195, 1628; ii, 148; 153, 
421, 422, 465, 471, 518, 543, 575, 
591, 730 

Stanhope, 6th Earl a;nd Countess, ii, 
1474 

Stanhope, Edward, ii, 702, 735, 1153, 
1306, 1431, 1471 

Stanhope, Banks, ii, 242, 252 
Stanley, Dean, ii, 366, 1060, 1231; 

Life, ii, 398 
Stanley, Frederick (afterwards 16th 

Earl of Derby), i, 394; ii, 413, 414, 
421, 433, 1144, 1152, 125~ 1301, 
1324, 1460 . 

Stanley~ see Derby 
Stanley, Massey, i, 254, 259, 306 
Stanley, Sloane, i, 10 64 
Stansfeld, J ., ii, 43, 138 
.Stanton, General, ii, 781-784 
Stapleton, i, 437 
Star ~hamber,i, 87, 95, 336 
Stein, i, 506 
Stephen, ·sir James, ii, 1268 
Stephen, Sir Leslie, i, 197, 349, 596, 

617,620, 865;ii, 497,508,1444 
Stepney, Lady, i, 623 
Sterling, Edward, i, 336, 591 
Sterling, John, i, 336, 597 
Stewart, Sir Donald, ii, 1352, 1354, 

1462 
·Stockdale Case, i, 4<l5, 487, 489, 636 
Stockmar, Baron, i, 1519, 1605 
Stokes, Colonel, ii, 7 52, 7 83. 
Stokes, Su.George Gabriel, ii, 695 
Stoletoff, General, ii, 1251, 1252 
Strafford, Lord, 1, 587 
Strangford, 6th Viscount, i, 207, 209, 

280, 332, 339, 348, 381, 412, 458, 
' 488, 1275 
Strangford, Viscountess, ii, 951 
Stran~rd, see Smythe 
Stratheden, Lady, \i. 439 • 
Strutt, E., i, 399 . 
Stuart, Lady Dudley, i, 252, 260 
Stuart, Lord Dudley, i, 260, 526 
Stuart, John, i, 1045 
Stubbs, Bishop, ii, 1279, 1421 · 
Sturt, Napier, ii, 600, 731, 740 
Sturt, see Alington 
Stuttgart, i, 469 
Sudeley, Lord, i, 454 
Sue, Eugene, i, 545 
Suez Canal, ii, 736, 747, 751,. 777, 

779-827 

Sugden, Lady, i, 581 
Suleiman Pasha, i, 869; ii, 1069 
Sullivan, A. llf., ii, 677, 825 
Sumner, Archbishop, ii, 98 
Sumner, Bishop, ii, 359 
Sumner(American f:ecretary of State), 

ii, 479, 517 . 
Survilliers, Count of, i, 260 
Sutherland, Duchess of (wife of 2nd 

Duke}, i, 430 
Sutherland, Duchess of (wife of 3rd 

Duke), ii, 770, 821, 1478 
Sutherland, 3rd Duke of, ii, 730, 770, 

970, 126~ 1271, 1478 
.Sutton, c. Manners, Speaker, i, 283, 

391, 392, 399; 1206 
Sutton, Henry Manners; i, 250 

'Sutton, Lady Manners, i, 250, 260 
Swain, Stevens, Maples, Pearse and 

·Hunt, Messrs., i, 36, 37, 60 
Sweden, Prince Oscar of, i, 1446 
S·wift, Dean, i, 324, 338, 784 
Sybil, i, 375, 457, 475, 476, 479, 482, 

568-570,645,648-700, 701, 703,729, 
848, 854, 856,,973, 1070, 1204, 1298; 
ii, 298, 502, 709, 710, 1445 

Sydenha.m, Lord (Poulett Thomson), 
i, 401, 413, 421 

Sydenham, Lord (Sir George Clarke), 
ii, 1422 . 

Sydney, Lord, ii, 1496 
Sykes, Christopher, i, 394 
Sykes, Lady, i, 250, 254, 307, 309 
Symonds, J. A., ii, 1445 
Symonds, Sir W., i, 1391 

'l'ait, Archbishop, ii, 366, 408, 409, 
411, . 444-446, 655-666, 669, 670, 

. 862, 1033, 1034, 1421, 1440 
'£albot, J. G., ii, 1153 
'£albot, J. H., i, 251, 259, 306 
Tale of a 2'ub, i, 123 
Talfourd, Serjeant, i, 413, 423-425, 
. 436 
'£alley, W., ii, 621 
'l'amworth Manifesto (1834), i, 280 , 

303, 365, 563,,687 • ~ 
Tancred, i, 140, 192, 201,~353; 374, 

493, 561, 654, 817' 826, 827' 830, 
847, 848-870, 871-895, 945, 953, 
1204, 1271, 1577; ii, 85, 109, 488, 
489, 503, 509, 510, 605, 931, 1171, 
1377, 143~ 144~ 1470 

Tankerville, Countess, wife of· 5th 
Earl, i, 256, 260, 494, 545 

'l'ankerville, 5th Earl of, i, 4 94 
Tankerville, Countess, wife of 6th 

Earl, ii, 457, 730 . - ' 
Tauchnitz, Baron, ii, 507 
Taunton,'sile Labouchere 
Taylor, '.i'om, i, 1308 · · 
Taylor,~ Colonel T- E., i, ,1482; ii, 89,_ 

90, 173; 216, 217' 238, 252, 330, 
451, 610, 617 

Tchernayeff, General, ii, 947, 948 
Tea-room party, ii,-263, 264, 267, 271 
Teck, see Princess Mary 
'£egethofi, Admiral, ii; 313 

•Telegraphs, purchase of, ii, 3_59, 3 86 
Temple, Aichbishop, ii, 104, 107. / 
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Temple, Cowper, ii, 162 _ 
'l'en Hours Bill, i, 633, 634, 790 -, , 

. Tennant, n., ii, 712' · . · . 
.Telinent, Sir-J.- Emerson, i, 'i309 .. 
'l'ennyson, J,ord, ii, 695-698, 1'455'; 

Life,~ i, .34;9; B1'incess, ii; 84 7; in 
Memoria?n, ii, 1504 • 

Tenterden, Lord, ii, 783, 1059, 1097 
J.'en Tlwusand.a Year, i, 244 · : 
'l'ewfik, Khedive·of.J<Jgypt, ii, 1317 
Thackeray, w, lVL, i," 599, 621, 1066;. 
- 1172; ii, 1435,1436, . . 
Thebes, i, 17 7 
'l'hcociitus, i, 29 . 
'l'hcodore, King of Abyssinia, ii, 208, _ 

-~ 30~ 384 . . . . 
'l'hesiger, see Chelmsford . · · 
J.'he ~l.'imes, Lucien Wolf's artiCles on 

J) . origins, i, 9; - Rep•·escntati·vc 
designed to be its riv'al, i, 65; leading_ 
article ori Gallomania, i, 213'; letters 
from D,,i~ 88,- 219, 292; Lyndhurst 
·obituary riotice,- i, -30.5; .D's contro
VO)rsy with the Globe, i; 322; L~tters 
of '·Runnymede, i, 323-328; reports 
D's speeches at· J,ewes and Aylcs
.b:ury at length, i; 330, 337-3:'!9; p 
contributes leading artiqles,.August, 
.1836,ji, .335, 336> and:a series headed 
'A New Voyage 'of Sindbad the. 

·sailor,'. an:d satirical poems, :1836-
·'1837, i, 336-337; denounce's' the 
new J>oor Law, 'i; 377, .629, 634; 

. describes · D's maiden speech as 
• eloquent,' i, 410; s'cries of articles 
by D, signed • Coour de Lion;"i; 415; 
,: L<jtters of'Lrolius,' i, 4.57, 458; 
: Atticus ' letter i ' 50 6' • fair and 
accurate report.;· of' D's: speech _im 
Cbartism, i; 4~2·; praises D's specc)l · 
on comw.ercial progress, J illy; 18.4 2, 

_i, 532; 'resents J>eel's iiitolcrarit. 
attitude to dissentients, i, 5.7U; 
benevolent interest ill: 'Young E1ig-. 
land,' i, 506, 592; announces Peel's 
intention to repeal Corn Laws,. i, 
734, 735; Times report and Canning 
chaigo~1, 795, 798; the case of J .. · 
F .. Neiison, i; 821; 849'; D visits 
. 1'inies o'ffice · to- .revise' proof of 
spec'ch, i, .925; treats' D arid his 
O})inions with respect, -i,.· 953; D 
9,issa'tisfied with reports-of speeches, 
·i, 1065~ n25; D's letter .. on J>apal 
aggression, i;.Hi$3, .. 1084; review of 
Lord George Bentinck; i; .~79t ii46; 

·on D's ·'J.'hicrs plagiarism, i, 1209-
12il; reception of December Bud·. 
got, ·i; ,1251 ;. its leading 'position, 
.i, 1365, 1306; calls D '"the li01i of 
the solemnity '.:at Oxford Com-

,. ~·mem.oration,. 1853, i, ·1~·25; com' 
,!Plained of. by. Napoleon '!I:[., i, 1454; 
· its ''bullying,' 'i, 149p·; ten(\ency to 

. -support, 18~8 Derby Government; 
. i, 1517; but attacks them over 

Oude, i, 1551; rev,eals '.plan of. 
Disraeli's 1-859 Reform Bill; i, i599; 
praises D's :.leadership' 'of •rory. 
party,' ii; ,21, 22_; urges ~ec'?l?-.stru?! 

. tion o.f Government, February 11, 
1868, ii; .316; approves immediate 
resignation, Docember,l868,ii, 437; 
D'sspeechaboutthe Queen, ii, 485; 
on Lothair, ii, 507-; on Conservative 

· prospects; ii, 51-1; on· ballot, ii, ·540; 
on tho crisis ot'-.187:i,.ii, 558; assails 

_ D, ii; 646; letters from J>usoy on 
Public Worship Bill; ii, 658; mis
reading of a shorthand note; ii, 676; 
a communiqw! about Bisinarck, ii, 
.692 ;. letter from Gorst on 1'ory 
Democracy, ii, 709; aga.inst; D's 
Government, 1875; ii, 716, 720, 
731-733;.739; on European crisis Of 
. .May, 1875, ii, 761,·765;on Suez 
Canal~article by L. Wolf, and 
corrosporidence; ii, ·7 81, 7'90; on 
Royal 'l'itles .Bill, ii, 807·'; Chamber· 
1aiti and D, ii, 820; J?arliamentary 

. ~ Reports in Victoria~ er"a, ii;· 839; in 
favour of autonomy in Balkans, ii, · 
885; Bulgarian atrocities, ii, 915; 
coming round ~.6 ·. B's sidp, ii, 94.0, 
944, 946, 948,. 95_1; on· J>igott< 
appointment, ii; 1036; Lytton's 
announcement of fo;rward •policy,_ 
ii, 1253; on Midlothian campaign, 
i!, .. l37 5; Bird woo d's 'letter oi1 Prim
rose Day, ii, 1502; publishes .B's 
unfinished riovcl, ii, 15-21 ' · 

'l'hierry, Aug-Ustin, i, 549 , 
Thiers, i, 493; 494, 545; 54.6, 55.4., 555, 
. 736, 1209, 1394;ii, 5~3,,60.0: -
Thiers, Mme.; i, /i46 * . ,. 
Thimble by', Mr.; i, 27. . · . • , . . 
'l'bompson, Alderman, i, 799, .1119; · 

1181. . . • . . . , .· 
_'l'hoinpsoii, Colonel. :Pcrr·onet,' i;. 379, 
h 38~ ··., .. > :·t;_ . ·-~ .-rt~. 
lhompson, n, .7.67 · -~·r .. s ,,..( ·. 1'~ .. .i -..: 

"T'homson, Archbishop,_!i, J03 :,;.~'.1 .,_<,{ .• 
Thomson,.Poulctt, sec Sydenham• . ,, -.. ,,,. 
'!'bring, Lord, ii, 251, 251l, 27 4, -28h .-· .. , · 
'l'hyra, Princess;ii, 1245 ' 
Tita, see Falcieri 
'J.'itchfield, see Pot:tland , ., , 
.'robin, Mrs.,"i, 55 · ~. 
'rocqueville/A·. de~ i; 556, 5'57, .,. 
'l'odosto, ·Rachel, i; 10 :_ , · .. , ,_ .. 
Tomline, G._, i, 524, 52~ ,• ' .. . ;:. 
Torrens, W. McC., ii, 269;' 'Life· oj 

Melbow .. ~e,1,.259 ,.,., ·,=-(. 

'l'raill; H. D., i, 650 .. " .•.. -. 
'l'rclawny, E.· J.; 1; 335; 336, 366: 
rrrelawn'y; Sir J., ii, 87, .88, Dl, 97 
Tremaine, i, 83 . . , . ~ 
'l'rench, A~hbishop, ii, 412. 
'l'rench, General Str F., i, 825 . . 
Trevelyan; Sii- Charles, i;' 1'244;· 1264,' 

1266,-143'2, 1434, 1'576,'1594" ' ' . 
Trevelyan; Sir George;!; 126;!, ii, 65.0; 

. L'ife of Macaulay;· i, 485, 573 ',; -~" :. 
''Trevelyan, G. M., Life of. .fohn 'Biigll;t;. 

i_, 1057, 1254, 1255, '1407; ii: :2:t3/ 
244,273,331 ... -... • . 

Tripartite'J.'roaty,ii, 881,"960, 963; 1362 
Trollope,. Sir J olm, i, 799, '932, '944; 

946,. 948, 1018, 1023, 1056, 1123, • 
1130, 1162; ii, '26,'34 - ' . : ' ... 
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Turner; Dawson, i, 29!l 
Turner, Sharon, i, 27, 41, 79, 120 
'l'urnor, JUgcrnon, ii, 637, 1059, 1062, 

1180, 1246, 1275 . 
Twiss, Horace; i, 416, 418, 527 
Tyrell, Sir J., i, 371, 799, 1035, 1042, 

1046, 1048, 1123, 1181, 1470 

Ude, i, 437, 438 
Unfinished Novel, ii, 8'\0, 1442, 

1521 

Vanbrugb, Violet and Irene, ii, 7 41 
Va.ne, Lord Adolphus, i, 1200, 1367, 

1417, 1423 • 
Vane-Tempest, Sir Henry, i, 307 
Vanity Fai1·, i, 252, 596 _ 
Vaux, Bertin do, i, 547, 548 
ve.netia, i; 341-370, 374 . 
Venice, i, 108-110 · 
Verney, Sir Harry, i, 884, 97G, 1095; 

ii, 933 
Vernon, Arthur, ii, ').509, 1510 
Victor Emmanuel I., King of Italy, 

i, 1625, 1662; ii, 27, 57, 1116 
Victoria, Queen, accession and tlrst 

council, i, 3H, 375; visit to the· 
City,i, 385; First Parliament, i, 399, 
405; Coronation, i, 428-,!'32; popu
larity,!, 452, 495; Bedchamber Plot, 
i, 456, 457; marriage, i, 489; at
tempt on her life, i, 490; grants 
Melbourne a ·dissolution, i, 510; 
with tbe Prince Consort and a dis
tinguished party at Stowe, i, 6.48, 
649 .l accession scene in Sybil, i, 651; 
herJJortrait and the tree she planted 
preserved at Hughenden, i, 972, 
975; sympathy for the exiled Louis 
Philippe and his queen, i, 994, 995; 
her pleasure at· the Gorham deci
sion, i, 1064; early disapproval of 
D, i, 1106, 1107, 1165; opens Great 
Exhibition (1851), i, 1119: forma
tion· of Derby Government (1852), 
i, 1157, 1162; D's first official letters 
to her-""-their style, i, 1169; her 
criticism of Ministerial policy, i, 
117 2; makes enquiries about the 
Budget, •· 1176; writes her first 
letter to D, expressing .satisfaction 
with ·Budget statement, i, 1180; 
on National Defences, i, 1221-1223; 

.and Palmerston, i, 1238-1240; Min
isterial crisis (1855), i, 1375-1380 

Relations With D, il, 115-135; 
recei~s Napoleon III.,_ i, 1405; 
visits Paris, i, 14l7; reftoration- of 
jewels to Hanover, i, 1509; Minis
terial crisis (1858), i, 1514-1519; the 
question of dissolution, i, 154.4, 
1547; Indian proclamation, i, 1568; 
questions pf prerogative, i, 1570-
1573; more friendly to ·D, i, 1572; 
Reform Bill of 1859, i; 1603; polit.
ical crisis (1859), i, 1607; visits 
Cherbourg, i, 1615; ·and Germany, 
i, 1615, ii, 133; Nat.ional Defence, 
i, 1655; death of Duchess of Kent, 
ii, 35, 116; death of Pr1nee Consort, 

;u, 37, 116-119; Prince .of Wales's 
.marriage, ii, 119-121, 131; Albert· 
Memorial; ii, 126, 127;185; British 
Museum, ii, 134; Ministerial crisis 
(1866),, ii, 172-179; anxiety for 
Reform Settleinent;u, 188-192, 220, 
228; advocates a vigorous foreign 
policy, il, 202, 204-207; talk with 
D on Cabinet crisis, ii, 229-231; 
supports Ministers · on .Reform, 
ii, 239, 240, 242, 243, 250, 264, 271, 
284; Fenian conspiracy, ii, 308, 
309; Derby's resignation, ii, 317 
322; welcomes D as Prime Minister, 
ii, 320-326; first letters -inter
changed between her and her new' 
-Minister, ii, 325, 326 
• Royal Visits to Ireland, ii, 354; 

• objection to a royal residence there, 
ii, · 355; disturbed by Gladstone's 
Irish Church.policy, ii, 360; opposed 
to resignation of. Ministers, ii,. 367-
369; enterta.ins at Windsor D, 
Hardy, and Cairns, ii, 368; Minis
terial crisis of May, 1868, H, 370; 
u.pproves policy of dissolution rather 
than resignation, ii, 370-373;· sus
pensory Dill, ii, .378; delight at 
Abyssinian news, ii, 383; sympathy 
with and encouragement of D under 
the factious attacks against him~ 
the sending of spring flowers from 
Windsor and Osborne, ii, 387, 388; 
the link of authorship, ii, 389; to 
Lucerne for health, ii, 389; contre
temps in Paris, ii, 390; D's visit to 
Balmoral, ii, 391-395; Church pat
ronage-a conflict of views-corre
spondence, ii, 401-413; the Queen 
secures Ma.gee for Peterborough 
and Ta.it for Canterbury, ii, 406-
413; disapproves suggested can
cellation of Mayo's appointment to 
India, ii, 417; approves of resigna
tion, after the· Elections, without 
meeting Parliament, ii, 4·3.4; con
fers peerage on Mrs. D, ii,.c437 -440; 
efforts for compromise ·on Irish 
Church Bill, ii, 44 7; Princess 
Louise's marriage-D's congratula 
tiona, ii; 469; advised by Gladstone 
to terminate purchase in the army 
by Royal warrant, ii, 481; her 
seclusion resented-D's speech· on 
her health and important duties, ii, 
482-485; her personal influence, ii, 
528; Ministerial crisis, March, 1873, 

•sends forD, ii, 547, 548; he declines 
office, and, after negotiations, 
Gladstone resumes, ii, 548-560; 
synipatlietic inquiries for J"ady B 
in her illness, ii, 565, 566, 569; 
letter on· Lady B's death, ii, 569; 
dissolves Parliament on Gladstone's 
advice, ii, · 612; sends for D,' and 
welcomes bim at Winds.or cordially 
as 1\iinister, February, 187 4, ii, 625-
627; High Chnrcbmen and .. tbe 

• H011Sebold appointments,· ii;- 632-
636; regards D with peculiar 

.. 
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.favour, ii, 639; refuses ·D's sugges- James's Han:conference, ii, 979; 
tion that she should open ·Parlia- requests B to remain· in London 
ment; ii, 642; antipathy to Ritual- over Christmas·; ii, 982; strongly 
ism-concerts legislation against· ~upports B's speech on .. Eastern 
it with Archbishop Taij;, ii, ,656;· . Question on Address, 1877, ii;.994; 
urges D to forward Public Worship_ · 995; ·deprecates ., mawkish senti-
Bin;-;;, 658-661-; 663, 664; on the mentality/ ii, 1002; strongly pro-
proper function of a ConservatiVe . . tests against Russian action in re
party; ii; 673; 6'74; .D at Osborne, --''sorting to arms, and urges vigorous 
·August,' 1874,. ii, 679 ;' and·- at .measures)n· Cabinet, ii; 1004, 1005, 
Balmoral, 'September, ii, 683.-685; 101_1; summons. Corry ·to· Windsor, 
anxious that the Cabinet should in B's.absence from illness, ii, 1006; 
remain_.in, ii, 688; horrified at -the pleased with Layard, ii, 1007; asks 
Greville Memoirs, Part I., ii, 690; B to have his portrait painted for 
691; rec<Ymnielids. D to f!9 to her by· von . .&ngeli, ii, 1008; dis-
Bou~onth for his. health, ii, 693; tressed 'by" Cabinet hesitations,-
pleased· with the advice to· offer ii, 1015; and with conduct of Derby 
Carlyle the -G.C.B., ii, 696; giv.es and of ·salisbury, ii, 1016, 1017·; 
D .her p'ortrait for Hnghenden,~ii, looks for a change at Foreign 
716, 7 44; anxiety about . D's Office, ii, 1017 ;1Q19; urges boldness 

.health, ii, 720,724, 734; the Mistle- en B;ii, 1020, 1021; incessant com-
toe affair, ii, 738, 801, 814; Tsar's . munications with him· by letter 
.visit; ·187 4-refuses to modify· and telegram, ii, 1022; expresses 
'Balmoral plans,, ii, 754; but .is bitterdisappointmentwithCabinet, 
persuaded by D, ii, 755; eager_for ii, 1024, 1025; better pleased with. 
recognition of' Alphonso xn: of Salisbury, ii, 1028; but more dis-
Spain, ii, 7 56-7 59; relations with satisfied than ever with Derby, ii, 
Derby-D's intervention, ·;;, 757- · .1028~1031, 1048, 1049; tension re-
7 59; Europea!n crisis, , 1875, ii, liev-ed by Russian check at Plevna, 

,762, 764; consents to Prince of ii,_1032;dissenter~'burials,ii,1033;, 
Wales's visit to India, but dis-· sends message with B through 
likes it, ii, 767-769; Indian Vice- Colonel Wellesley .to.the Tsar, ii, 
royalty-suggests Dufferin and 1045-1049; heips, B to. bring .his 
Derby, ii, 774~777; approves pur- colleagues into line, ii, 1053, 1054; 
chase of Suez'Canal Shares, ii, 783, increasing agitation about. Russia, 
784, 788-793 ;··Royal Titles .. Bill,) .ii, i067,I069; on the fall of Plevna 

-ii,_ 796-819; presses the project on str'?nglJ>; Sli.PP'/~t~ .;f.};_~, f,.rward · 
D, ii; 797·; opens Parliament in policy, ii, 1072; VISit to ~~ughenden, ,. 

-person, February,.1876, ii, 798;800; December,. 1877, ii, 1074-·1076; 
blames herself for not. hav'ing in- startled at B's threat of resignation, 
formed Opposition· leaders and ii,-1076; delighted at his success in 
Prince 'of Wales about Royal Titles Cabinet, ii, 1079; offended with 
Bill, ii, 803; anxiety for the passing Carnarvon, ii, 1086, 1087; distressed 
of the Bill, and sympathy with D's at .the country's 'low tone,' and 
difficulties, ii, 808, 809; Lowe-'s wishes she were a man to go and 
personal attack, ii, '817-819; pro- fight. Russia, ii, 1()89; special 
clamatien of new title in India, appeal to the Cabinet, ii, 1090, 
Januar}' 1, 1877-invites B to 1091; on appeal froni Sultan tele-· 
dine at Windsor, ii, 826, 827 ;·con- graphs, to Tsar, ii, 1092; offersB the 
cern for D's health, and wishes Garter but he refuses, iio~o.1097, 1098; 
him to go to the Lords, ·;;, 831; immense satisfaction a'l:' hearing of 
protests absolutely against his' despatch of fieet to Constantinople, 
suggestion ·of retirement, ii, -836;-1- of Vote of Creilit, and _of Derby's. 
creates. him ·Earl of Beaconsfield, and Carnarvon·s-resignation, Janu-
ii, 828, 858; his thanks, ii, 859; ary, 1878,ii,1101, 1102;roluctantly 
anxious to retain Hardy as War agrees to Derby's return, ii, 1105-
Minister, ii, 866 · · 1108; disristed with Carjilarvon's 
. Her intimate relations with B, speech :I!J. the Lords on resignation, 

ii, 1323-1346; Bismarck's overtures,· ii, 1110; .sh.,cked at pErsonal 
1876, ii, 893; Berlin Memorandum; attacks on B, ii, 1113; indignant at 
ii, 895; suggests a Cqnferelice, ii, Russia's treachery and Derby's 
899; horrified at Bulgarian atroci- conduct, ii, 1115-1119; regards 
ties,_ but disapproves pro-Russian Derby's final resignation in March,' 
agitation, ii, 936; and Gladstone's 1878, as 'an· unmixed blessing,' 
emergence from retirement to head 'ii, l135; but writes him gracious 
it; ii, 938, 9.39;.suggests writing .a letter, ii, 1141; resents his July 
personal letter ·to the Tsar, ii, 946- speech, revealing Cabinet secrets, 
948; ·distrust of. the Russians, ii, ii, 1149, 1150; pleased' with Salis, 
95~. pleased with B's ·Guildhall bury as Foreign Secretary, ii, 1158; 

"'. ~=-=''"---~-s~~"e""e"'e'"h"','"i"'i,~9"'6"'5~;"'di;.· ,·s=~,;;~.,;L:.r.,o.,v"':,.s=t.,h~e,_S~~_,-.,~,..,.""'-_,s_""en!ls.=D4primroscsr-iii"'H+77'-1~61:;~ 
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Schouvalofl' Memorandum and 
Cyprus convention, ii, 1165·1167; 
fears congress may be too much for 
B's age and health, ii, 1177-1179; 
present of fish .to B, ii, 1180; de· 
mands frequent telegrams and 
letters from Berlin, ii, 1181; story 
of Congress told her in his letters 
and diary, ii, 1188·1204; congratu· 
lates him on his 'energy and firm· 
ness,' ii, 1196; Hanoverian. Royal 
]family, ii, 1211·1212; welcomes B 
home with rapture, ii, 1218; be· 
stowal· of the Garter and offer 
of Dukedom, ii, 1219, 1220; reads 
Coningsby, il, 1258; ·urges support 
of Lytton in Afghan crisis, ii, 1260; 
New Year wishes to B, 1879, ii, 
1278; on Lightfoot and Magee, ii, 
1279; after Isaridhlwana, urges B 
not to be downhearted, ii, 1296; 
supports Frere and Chelmsford, ii, 
1298, 1302·1305; disapproves of 
Wolseley's appointment, ii, 1304, 
1307; grief at Prince Imperial's 
death, ii, 1308-1311; D's view of the 
Queen's position, and her proper 
share in Government, ii, -1323-1330; 
disagreements with B about Zulu 
War, and treatme:q.t of Chelmsford 
on his return, ii, 1330-1334; per· 
sonal relations with B, their 
romantic character, ii, 1334, 1339, 
1340, 1341; B writes of her as ·the 
Faery,' ii, 623, 1336; special 
favours accorde'd to him-Windsor 
unif~rm,,);:-1339, 1340; B's interest 
in her family joys and sorrows
death of Princess Alice, ii, 1273, 
1277, 1341, 1342; his care for her 
safety, ii, 1342; demands 'energy' 
on hearing of Cabul massacre, ii, 
1351; on Bismarck's overtures for 
an alliance-' we must not alienate 
France/· ii, 1361, 1365; anxiety 
about obstruction· in Parliament, ii, 
1382, 1383; sanctions dissolution, 
March, 1880, ii, 1386; hears at 
Baden news of B's defeat--her dis· 
tress, ii, J,il96-1400; accedes to B's 
suggestion to give Corry a peerage, 
ii, 1400-1402; resolves to send for 
Hartington, ii, 1404-1406; B's ad· 
vice is the same, ii, 1406, 1407; B's 
resignation, ii, 1409; convinced by 
Hartington and Granville that 
Glads~ne must be sent for, ii, 1409-
1411; B'sfarewell audien~, ii, 1412; 
his subsequent vfsits to Windsor, 
ii, 1413, _ 1414, 1450, 1465; corre· 
spondence with him continued, ii, 
1414·1416; on Endymion, ii, 1433 
Rowton reports Bridgwater House 
meeting to her, ii, 1447·1449; last 
letter from B, ii, 1482; anxiety 
during B's illness, ii, 1482, 1485· 
1488; grief at his death, ii, 1489-
1491; sends wreaths to the funeral, 
visits tomb, and erects monument 
in Hughenden Church, ii, 1494, 

1495; her frequent presents of 
primroses, and Primrose Day, ii, 
1500-1503; Letters of Queen VictOTia, 
quoted frequently in Parts iii and 
iv . 

Villiers, Charles P., i, 128, 129, 207, 
403, 420, 501, 504, 1059, 1066, 1136, 
1141, 1169, 1253, 1264, 1291; Free 
Trade Resolution, i, 1224·1237; ii, 
3, 574, 770, 1215 

Vindication, i, 181, 233,.310-322, 328, 
330, 569, 619, 665, 669, 682 . 

Vitzthum, Count, i, 1414, 1416, 1418, 
1427., 1457; ii, 53, 117' 130, 268, 
504 . 

Vi-via~ Grey, . i, <83·97; · E'~'l.uel, i, 
116-119; mentioned, i, 24, 30, 38·43, 
57' 58, 7 8·80, 106, 111, 180, 185-191, 
196, 240, 389, 862, 1163, 1210; 
ii, 343, 509, 7 2.8, 1443, 1444 

Vivisection BUl, il, 822·824 
Vyvyan, Sir Richard, i, 523, 528, 529, 

566, 573 

Waddington, Georges, -ii, 1163, 1182, 
1199, 1202, 1207, 1244·1246, 1314, 
1315, 1362, 1366 

Wakefield, E. Gibbon, i, 1050, 1052 
Wakley, Thomas, i, 404, 473, 483, 

1181 
Waldegrave,Gountess, i, 1329; ii, 562, 

815 
Wales, Prince of (afterwards King 

Edwa:rd · VII.), anecdote of his 
boyhood, i, 1362; with the Queen 
in Paris in 1855, i, 1417; sits next 
D at dinner (1855)-D's very 
favourable opinion, i, 1589; after 
Prince Consort's death, ii; 117; 
marriage and subsequent festivities, 
ii, 119·124, 131-133; visit to 
Dresden, ii, 130; D at his first 
Levee, ii, 131; at introduction of 
' Ten Minutes '· Bill, ii, 235; at 
l\'Irs. D's reception, ii, 334; visit 
to Ireland, il, 354, 414; typhoid 
fever, 1871, ii, 485·487; at St. Paul's 
to return thanks, ii, 522; sympathy 
on Lady· B's death, ii, 569, 571; 
and Lady Cardigan's story, ii, 
598; entertains D at Sandringhatn, 
ii, 609, 7 71, 1265; attentions! to 
Don assuming office in.187 4, i!, 637; 
ba.nquet at Marlborough House, D 
and Gladstone guests, ii, 643; 
privilege and prerogative, ii, 713; 
chaffs D on racing .losses, ii, 7 3 9; 
visit to India, i,1493,ii, 767·7 7 2, 816; 
Royal Titles nm-, h, _803, 806, 811; 
dines with D, !i, 821 

Meets B at dinner, ii, 970; 1041, 
1378, 1474; visits B when ill with 
gout, ii, 988; dines with B to meet 
the Ignatieffs, ii, 1000; and Russia, 
ii, 1016, 1021, 1089; gives dinner, 
which ·B attends, to meet ·crown 
Prince Rudolph, ii, 1114; reports 
talk with ·Gambetta to B, ii, 1163; 

• urges on the Queen that B.,j.s tho 
proper person to r(jpresont Eng· 
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land at .Berlin Congress, ii, 1177; 
·on R ·and· Bismarck, il, . 1214; 
Isandhlwana disaster, ii, 1 296; 1300; 
cordial relations with ·B, ii, 1343; 
visits B.at Hughenden, January, 
1880, ii, 1343, 1344; entertains B n,t 
lunch, ii; 1451; eonversn,tions with 
Bismarck :1nd Gambettn,, ii, 1480; 
gives dinner at Marlborough House 
which .:B attends on March 19, 
i881, ii, 1481; attends B's funeral, 

. ii, 1492 . 
Wales, Princess .of (afterwards Queen 

Alexandra), ii, 69,. i19·124, 131, 
132, 334, 569, 571; 586, 609, 820, 
821, 1041, 1206, 1318, 1343, 1439, 
1511 . ' 

, \Valowski, Count, i, 546, 1455, 1468, 
. .1512, 151.3, 1521, 1523 ' '"' 

\Vall, Baring, i; .334, 336, 623 , 
. V\'allace; Sir Richard, i, 394, 529; ii, 

. . 1231 . 
\Valpole, Horace, i, 492, .533, 716; 

ii, 582, '600 
.Walpole, see Orford 

· \Valpolc, .·Sir· Hobert, . i, 259, '564, 
674 . 

• \Valpole; Spencer II., opposes Jew 
· Bill, i, . 89'5; . enters Parlfarnent, 

(1848), i, . 901; supports Anglo
·l<rcnch entente, i,. 999; Colonial 
Government Society, i, 1052; Home 

·Secretary., 1852, i, 116.0, 1161; intro
·duces Militia Bill, .i, 117 4; ready 
to make ,way in H.ome. Office -for 
Palmerston, i, •1196; attitude. to

·wards·D's .. Protestantism; t 1360;. 
opposed to. invading tlie Crimea, 
i, 1367; defends D, .. i, 893, 1253, 
1359 . . . . ·. . . 

'Ultra peace,' i; 1419; Homo 
Secretary, 1858, ·,i, .1519; Church 
Rates, i, 1·527 ;. formal request for. 
Gladstone's eo:ope'ration (1858), 
i, 1556; wants a more .Conservative 
Reform BiH, resignation and' \ 

·reasons for ;it, i, 1589-1604; tea and 
paper duty;, i\, 31, 32; 'bolts ' 
from an amendment iri· .favour of 
economy. against Palmerston's 

'· Government, ii, 43-46; allows 
Convocation to meet, ii, 85; com-

. promise 'on Church Rate Bill, ii, 
88; .Ifomo Secretary (1866),.ii, 
179; D praises his.speech on Hyde~ 
Park, Riots, ii,. 183;. they broalc 
his nerve, ii, 186; for rating house
hold suffrage, H, 224; ll'l:inisterial 
reconstruction policy, ii, 238; dis
sociates himself from Cranborne 
Group, ii, 244; pressed, by · D- to 

. , give. up dual . vote, ii,'k250; fails 
to .deal with Reform meetings in 
par:ks, and resigns office, ii, 27 3; 
on .Education Bill Committee, ii, 
314; retires (1868), di, 326;' pre-· 
sides . over Select ·Committee . oil 
Boundary Bill, ii, 381, and on Court 
of ~l!'inal · App.~al, . ii, · 715 ; ani 
Urgency Rule,, n, .1480, ,, 

Walter, John (socond),.l,. 323, 377, 
378, 566, 592, 634, 641 

Walter, John (third), 1,'566, 600, 641 
War Cabinot,.ii, 625 ... ,. · 
War, the Great, i~,. 445, .8.01,',1160, 

1236, 1422 . 
vVard, Plumer, i,-'84, 86, 87, 93, 'i23; 

'l1remaine, i, 83; lJe Vere, ~,_85 
Warren, Samuel, i, 244, 1325 · 
Waterloo, visit to, i, 50, 51 ·.< • 

·Webb, Philip Carteret, i, 36 
·webster, Daniel, i, 462, 1202 
Webster, Colonel, i, 208, 209 . ,, 
Welby, Lord, ii, 787 · , , . 

1 Wellesley, Dean, ii, 398, 410, 412 
· \Vellesley, Colonel Frederick Arthur, 

ii, 971, 1045, 1046, 1047,. 1081, 
1083, 1118 . . ' . 

WC!llngton, 1st Duke,of,. '.JJull'e. of 
\Vaterloe '<in Vivian Gre11, i, 95; 
declines to authorise dedication of 

.. Revolutionary· Epiclc to him, i, 250 ;. 
.anecdote about him arid . Isaac 

· D'Israeli's .Comm.entarics, i, ·256; D 
meets· him .at .Lady Cork's, 1834, i, 
260; crisis of 1834, i, 264·, 267-.269, 
271; in favour of D:s return· to 
Parliament, j, 27 2; correspondence 
·about D's third defeat at Wycombe, 
i,. 279; he and his friends founcled 
the· Carlton 1:::lub, i, 280;. political 
action, 1835, i, :306-308, 332, 38U, 
359, · 389-392, 416; meots D at 
diimer·.at Charrdos's, i, 427; a.t ,tho 
Cor.enation, i, 430; ·Bedchamber 
Crisis, i, 456_; .-illne.ss, .j, _ 471.; D 
formally introduced to Jiim .at. 
Lyndhurst's, i, 488; view of Peel, 
i, 502; l'l's 'Atticus 'letter .to him, 
i, 506-508, 510;.Leaderin the Lords, 

.. 1841, i,. 515, · 574; .and· .,JJouis 
Philippe, 1,.554; his value. to Peel's 
Government, i, 573 ;. at .Duchess of 
Buckingham's assembly, . i, . 580; 

0 593; D's. view of hi'!. political' 
career, i, 676, 679-683, 686, 1578, 
ii, 6 20; influeriee·· over Peel, i, 7'05; 
supports . Peel in repealing Corn 
Laws, i, 734; .and joins his recon· 
structcd. Cabinet, i, .HJ ; action. in 
the Lords, i, 7 46, . 7~; . crisis in 
'1851, i, 1111; 'Who? Who?' 
Ministry, i, 1164; approves J.Y!ilitia 
Bill, 1852, i, 1175; death; i, :1208;' 
D's panegyric~the plagil.trismfrom 

- Thiers, i, 1209-1211, 1394·1396; on· 
Burmese War, i, 1214;. r.uieral .i, 
·122.5, 1'273; anecdote of: him and 
Peel, ii, 331; Windsor uniform,. ii, 
1339 .. 

Wellington, lind Duke of (ti1Ll852 
Marquis Douro), 1, 418, 458, ·i593·; 
ii, 485, 1114 . . .· . . .. 

Welsh, Captain (of Royal: .Yacht · 
· .Albe1·ta), ii, 814 .. · ' , ,: · 

Westminster Club, i, 286 ;·. 
·westminster, Duchess of,. ii,. ·730, 

1393 .•. . - . ' ·-
Westminster, Duke of (tiil 1869 Earl 

Gros:venor), ii, 1G5,: ,166, .169, .170, . 
. \ 
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172-175, 291, 240, 252, 076, 078, 
1081 

Westminster, Marquis of, ii, 164 
Westminster Review, i, 138, 379 
Westmorland, Countess ·of, wifo of 

lOth Earl, i, 237 
·westmorland, Countess of, wife of 

12th Earl, ii, 1234 
Westmorland, lOth Earl of, i, 430 
Wharncliffe, Lord, i, 306, 41'8 
Wharncliffe, Earl and Countess of, ii, 

652, 1393 
Whalley, G. H., ii, 649 
What is He? i, 229, 231 
Wheeler, Mrs., i, 227 
Whibley, c., i, 1144 
Whigs and Whivvism, i, 1312 
White, W., ii, 281 
Whiteside, Sir J., 1, 1119, 1217, 1569, 

1642; ii, 164 
·Wicklow, Earl of, i, 308 
·Wieland, Agathon, i, 261, 262 
Wilberforce, William, i, 359 • 
'Vilborforce, Samuel, Bishop of Ox-

ford (after 1870 Bishop of Win
chester), D claims to have made a 
compact alliance with him, i, 
!l34; at Oxford when honorary 
degree was conferred on D, i, 1325; 
stays at Hughenden, for visitation 
at Wycombe, ii, 89, 90; · fre
quent correspondence with D, ii, 
94; comment on D's speech on 
Establishment, ii, 96; guest at 
Hughenden for a diocesan meeting·, 
ii, 100; disappointment at not 
being- nominated for archbishopric 
of York, ii, 103; D his guest at 
Cuddesdon for· Shcldonian speech, 
ii, 104; on D's rise, ii, 299; at 
Mrs. D's reception, ii, 334; D 
appeals to him to give a lead to 
clergy on Irish Church, ii, 365; dis
composed at Gladstone"s new de
parture, ;£lid takes prominent part 
in agitation against new policy, ii, 
366; admired, but not trusted, by 
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